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RADIO’S BIG CHANCE TO NIP TELE
love Thy Neighbor Campaign Cues

Move

Fihn Distribs

Tele Set Prices Continue

LJE

Til

for Exhib Peace

approach of theatre
divorcement, major companies are
about to embark on a large-scale
effort to close the traditional gap
with exhibitors via a new- “Love
Their
thy neighbor” campaign.
aim is the double-edged one of
saving tremendous sums by reduc-

Gone is the eagle-eyed Indian, wiiose unerring darts laid
many a pioneer low.
For the 20th-Fox picture,

ing the vast amount of distributorhas
that
litigation
exhibitor

“Arrow,” a
Abel Lewis

Sharp Upbeat

marked the

industry

Television set

Hollywood,

this

Big Boom; It’s Not

rising
in
steadily
popularity
since its return inception at the
in
World’s
Fair
square
1939,
N. Y.
dancing is becoming as prevalent
pastime
as
it
was
in the
social
a
days of the covered wagon. The
with
holding
hands
a
craze for
partner and doing a Virginia Reel,
other
“.shine”
step,
Jones
or
Paul
spread throughout the nation.
Schools for the teaching of square
(jance calls have been springing up
and sat^s on records, which teach
and feature these rustic
calls
dances, have been hypoed.

.

shift the actual physical

j

I

|

of contacting exhibs and
(Continued on page 61)

Square dance parties are now
fashionable on both coasts. Some
of the top New York night spots,
most recent of which is the Hotel
Unit Cancelled as P.O.
Pierre’s Cotillion Room, feature
square dance se.ssions. New Vork’s
Questions Lottery Angle
Roseland Ballroom, which used to
mability of local postoffice de- draw some of the top Lindy terp
partments to rule on the status of sters in town, now offers square
the vaudeville edition of “Stop the
dancing every Wednesday night.
Music” has resulted in Lou Cowan,
The Bevhills and Bel-Air mansions
show’s packager, withdrawing the
(Continued on page 63)
imit after it winds up at the Great
^kes theatre, Buffalo, next week.
A total of 40 one-nighter and theatre dates are
involved in the can-

‘Stop Music’

and

large

a

Palace’s Big Z8G
In 2d

them-

find

Week

Stirs

:

;

Cooling

racked up by most teams

in

Clark sprang his announcement
a specially-called luncheon for

'

j

Communications
1

hearings on color.

Philco is now producing be>
4,000-5,000 sets monthly,
following a recent settlement of
labor
grievances
which halted
work at the company’s plant for a
month. Outfit does not anticipata
any immediate cut in prices but is
confident that the demand for sets
will call for even higher produc-

tween

tion levels by fall.
not cutting prices

Admiral, while
on Its standard
(Continued on page 63)

that a straight vaudebill can be developed into a
potent b.o. factor.
The Palace’s Stripteases a Fading
gross is the .strongest on the Stem
considering it’s small seating
Clan; Gals Start to
capacity and Fow prices.
With a
top talent budget of $4,000, plus an
Their Aging Epidermis
inexpensive first-run picture, the
The failure to develop any new
Palace, during its first two weeks,
outgrossed at least one competitor names among strippers is giving
in the deluxe division and has out- New York’s 52d street cafe operclassed, financially, some of the ators something to worry about.
They’ve run out of names and
Broadway firstrun picture houses.
The extraordinary publicity, nat- there are no new faces (and bodies)
urally, has been instrumental in coming along.
During the past two years tha
(Continued on page 50)
strip-street operators have been
hitting fairly prosperous grosses on
talent developed during the Minsky era. What will happen when
the same torsos are repeated too
IT
often is something they’d rather
Richard Rodgers and O.scar not think about at the moment.
Ever since burlesque houses wer#
Hammerstein, 2d, who figured on
getting some relaxation alter their closed by the late Mayor F. II.
“South Pacific’’ settled down to LaGuardia there’s been no proving
ville

Show

industry,

Commission

pre.sent
impo.ssibility
of
actual
porfable sets which can be taken
to the beach, or of car sets.

more evident

TV

—

metropolitan dailies, have already led to a sharp upbeat in
set sales which is now* expected
to continue at Its present pace or
bettor throughout the year.
Both manufacturers and retailers, in fact, anticipate no letup
in sales during the upcoming summer months, even though actual
viewing may fall off. Pickups of
major and minor league baseball
games, coupled with a number of
new' stations scheduled to take the
air during the next few months,
are expected to maintain the current sales impetus despite the

mo.st

While it’s still too early to draw
any conclusions, it’s becoming

31.

vention in Atlantic City.
they
have
Specifically,
prompted the pharmaceutical
outfit, which is staging a pickup of surgical operations in
full color on a closed circuit,
to emphasize the system used
will not constitute an actual
broadcast that color video is
not yet developed to that
It has been learned,
point.
meanwhile, that the new CBS
which reportedly
converter,
can furnish full-color images
on a standard low'-band receiving set, will not be on demonstration at the AM.\ meet.
Web is believed to be holding
it for the scheduled Federal

.

1

May

for a standard
10-incli
table model.
Lower costs to the
public, backed by a continuation
of newspaper ad campaigns in

Palace, N. Y., is giving it another
big week and providing a stimulus
for showmen 3 II over the country.
Second week at the Palace is expected to draw $28,000 after the
$29,000 on the first stanza.

apparently fearful the public

the

sporlswriters'at the Hotel Warwick
here. He explained the team management had found, in tr>'ing to
headed
sell season tickets, a large number
by
Bob
Bn
I*?
^nd Eddie Fisher and car- of old fans who claimed they would
ri
Its owTi
bandleader, techni- rather sit home with their TV sets
house staff to facilitate land a drink, instead of coming out
‘‘ndling of prizes.
to the ball park.

Color

prices continued

dowmward trend this week,
by a new RCA price of

$269.50

in the revival of vaudeville at the

might get the idea that color
television is ready and willing
for a quick start, has bombarded the Smith. Kline &
French laboratories here to be
doubly careful of the w'ay they
publicize the forthcoming
color demonstration at the
American Medical Assn, con-

1948 season.
at

Down

Philadelphia.
Entire television

paced

The combination of "giving
change from a buck.’’ the lure of
eight acts and the keen intere.st

in

(Continued on page 40)

i

VIDEO; HURTS THE B.O.

town and folthat, show’s management
to suspend the unit until

up

If, it is
rather than a has-been.
contended, radio docs a good job
this summer and succeeds in wooing
back audiences that have
abandoned the medium in favor of
TV, the ’49-’50 inaugural this fall

i

Philadelphia. May 31.
Philadelphia Eagles’ prez James
P. Clark declared today (Tues.*
there would be “positively” no televising of the National Football
League champions’ games next seabecause of an anticipated
son,
slump in gate receipts traceable
directly to video. His move is expected to touch off a series of similar nixes on pro football telecasts
next fall because of the poor biz

peated in another

given

It’s at this point, it is rea.soned,
that radio has the opportunity of
distinctive,
as
itself
asserting

'

PHILLY EAGLES CANCEL

Difficulty started several weeks
sgo in Toledo when
the advertisdepartment of a local paper
jbade inquiry on
show’s status to
Wal postoffice officials. P.O. unit
Claimed that the show could be
Wnstrued as a lottery because an
amission price was involved and
;P"*‘'«quently paper didn’t accept
e theatre’s
ads.
Incident was

have

their

Cheers In Sticks

AM

cellation.

m

more and more

programming

as Vaude

lormal ruling could be made.
Office dept, view of
e unit will'have
no
on the
mows radio or TV effect
editions beno admissions are involved
°**"^*' ^or
a listener or viewer
In get
a crack at the loot.

To

disgust at the termination of the
initial
13-week cycle and are
again seriously contemplating a
next season.
return to
Most of the bigtime video productions are going oft' for the summer and it’s figured that the programming for the most part will
be on a hit-and-miss quality level
through the hot-weather period.

'

wided

qual-

they argue, has

By the same token, .some exradio sponsors who have plunked
down exploratory coin for video

Just for Squares

that

burden

television,

pic .sound, however, you have
to drop a dime in a meter.
Program consists of sports
films, comedies and cartoons.
It is called the Auto-Voice
Movie restaurant.

selves going back to radio.

MPAA prez Eric Johnand his associates is to do a
j
,
job than has ever been

thL®

in

owners, the
Some of
novelty days are over.
the agencies have come up with
that
large
pershowing
a
surveys
centage of discriminating viewers
aren’t bothering turning on their
TV sets, except in isolated cases,

Square Dancing’s

from

money.

medium.
The overall programming
ity

i

Plan of

less

restaurant here and see films
free.
If you want to hear the

is the growing conviction within
the trade that if the radio boys
play it smart this summer they
can go far toward redeeming the

'

exhibitor lovefest.

gger

31.

\

form of public relations to the

ston
^

Silent Pix for Free
Akron, O., May 31.
You can go to a drive-in

of

been disappointing.
segment of TV set

|

over the weekend indicates
the emphasis is being shifted

May

terms

sponsor acceptance
and diminishing audiences in the
key cities where video’s upsurge
is becoming more pronounced, it

in

paleface named
is giving the redskins lessons in archery, lest
they shoot themselves by accident.

during the

That’s the meaning of recent
moves at the Motion Picture Assn,
of America which will place v.p.
Francis Harmon at the head of a
new setup into which will be combined exhibitor relations and the
industry’s
with
work
contact
women’s clubs, civic organizations
and other pressure groups.
Handling* this latter work has been
the “Community Relations Dept.”
Letout of three of its members

With radio “on the spot” both

Time Marches On

-

in Sales as Result

With the

past 10 years and, through the
spread of honey, getting a better
break on divvy of income between
theatre and producer now that the
Big Five may not have their own
houses to fall back on.

Down Witb

RODGERS-HAMMERSTEIN
CAN’T TAKE

EASY

grounds for new talent in the Gstring set. The experienced peel-

business at the Majestic,
N. Y., are being kept as bu.sy as
Asked last
ever maybe busier.
week if be and his collaboratorpartner have any ideas for a new
show, Hammerstein sighed, “None
sellout

—

I

'

are unchivalrous as it may
be, showing their aging epidermia
too much.
This contention, according to
some operators, was proven by tho
recent Sally Rand engagement at
the Clique, N. Y. The stripteuso
abdicated her stand long before exUntil a
piration of her contract.
ers

at all, and I hope we don’t get any
We’d just like a chance to
soon.
take it ea.sy for a while.”
The pair seemingly won’t be
able to get more than weekends at
their respective homes at Fairfield. few years ago Miss Rand was a
Conn., and Doylestown. Pa. Be- leader in the field.
There's been only one new nama
sides the complex managerial problems with “Pacific,” their sched- among the divesting divas. Tha
Woman, who has achieved a
Cat
uled fall presentation of Samuel .\.
Taylor's “The Happy Time.” the degree of national prominence beof her work in New Oileana
cause
ediforeign
touring company and
tions of ”.\nnle Get Your Gun” and cafes, has still to test her draw la
New York.
(Continued on page 63)
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By JO

in

Same Old Coney

—»

Brooklyn.

May

’

31.
slap-

15 Years Ago Tbis

aiirk-bladder quality about the 1949
(’oney
Island,
the
poor man’s
ShanKri-La, despite the freshlyapplied paint, papier-mache and

•

From

Week

the Variety Files)

ment

]

'

from

line,

gigolos

to

of the largest spots in the east

|

All-time long run
legitimate theatre.

Toughest blow ever to hit
American films abroad came
when the Chavibr.e Syndicate

I

recommended

the

to

KFIM

and
were

opened Memorial Day
'3()>. most of the panting proletariat will have itself a roaring,
blister-producing good time, but
for free, on the burning white sand
and in the choppy surf, which

the

sought-for

rnmrnUmmmmm

••

,

K

active vaudeville

By

Cannes,
over

May

it’s
and Rita
is a princess, and Cannes
slow ly recovering from the effect
of hundreds of reporters, photographers, newsreel operators, radio
specialists, who for the last week
have been tripping over each
other, buttonholing any and all for
the latest news
screaming for
non-exi.stent passes, cursing the
princely staff
gloating over an
*
exclusive bit.
Yes.,it’.s over, and Rita and Aly
are not the only ones to sigh with
relief.
Never in the history of the
tiny village has such gonfusion and
excitement reigned,

Well,

'

.

Is

managers

.

were

against their artists broadcasting on radio; considered competition.

31.

The marriage

“Dream Girl,” the Victor Herbert operetta, debuted in Bostou, with Fay Bainter starred.
Billy B. Van was jumped into
the
shou\ replacing Harry
Del/. Miss Bainter was getting
away surprisingly in attempting several dance numbers.

—

I

recently

retired after
four terms as Academy prexy.

|

Tale of Toluca Bangtail

Then Binyon began building another fortune with a horse named
Toluca is a lake on the right side of the Hollywood dam where
Binyon has lived ever since he could afford to. Being named after a

;

Toluca.

.

j

I

lake, Toluca Bangtail played the role of a seahorse and ran unsucoe.ssfully at Bay Meadows, Tanforan, Santa Anita and Del Mar. The only
pa.voff Binyon got out of Toluca Bangtail was the script of “Sing, You

:

Sinners," which starred Bing Crosby and Fred MacMurray and had its
premiere at Del Mar in which all of them, Binyon included, owned

!

1

stock.

itself at Villauris,

Binyon finally di.sposed of all his track odds and got a letter of credit
Communistic pottery village
where Pica.sso makes his headquar- for $1,500 for Toluca. He put his savings next time in Angus cattle
ters. was an anti-climax to the and bought a ranch about 100 miles from Hollywood,
Recently he
week’s events preceding, at least asked the owner of Toluca for a $200 offspring to herd the cattle,
and thus settle the debt between them.
for the world’s press.
“Did you get it?” I asked.
As journalists from all over Eu•
“They don’t even answer my letters,” he said,
rope started pouring into Cannes,
These business experiences convinced Binyon that to invest hi.s .spare
it soon became evident that some
kind of press liaison would be nec- cash in his own pictures couldn’t possibly pay off worse thiui tiving to
be a wealthy owner of thoroughbreds.
Continued on page 22)
The last time Binyon made any money from an animal was in Missouri.
lie was attending the university’s school of journalism.
The
school s humorous publication was called The Missouri
school’s
K An l«n||l||ji|l ling Mqva
Missoud Mule. Binyon
couldn’t horn in on this so I'®
he
started
"rhe
"The
a
rival
called
publication
..mm
Missouri Outlaw'. It
** did so well the official publication began to starve.
stam.
Air T|l9||
Tmiigs
IIIIII50 jn
111 lllv /III
IlKllI
The faculty i.ssued a cease and desist order to the outlaws. The outlaws
j

!

'

!

•

^

SohefT’s
eirht-people "opera
romique,” Ted Lewis, Smith &
Dale, plus Herb Williams and

Scotland Concert;
Glasgow, May 31.

said so.
j

the

Four names stood out at the
Palace on Broadway.
Fritsi

Florence George Scores

'

.

YEARS AGO

Con«ert

Very early Binyon formed a triangle with Claudette Colbe^ and
MacMurray which has been about as eternal a.s triangle.s come
tie began working with them in “The Gilded Lily” back in 1934 and
the trio was still gilding the lily in “Family Honeymoon” in 1949.
Currently he is writing and directing “Oh Doctor!,” starring Dorothy
l^cGuire and Bill Lundigan for 20th-Fox, but after that he will make
^"®ther Colbert-MacMurray picture, this time using their own money
and thereby breaking an almost ironclad Hollywood rule never to invest
make your living out of.
^
What most of them do is invest in racetracks.
Binyon tried this
once. He started with something called “Virginia Mac” after he had
been assured the overhead of supporting Mac would not run to more
than $75 a month. The fir.st month the tab read $350. At the end of
the year Mac was carrying a handicap of $1,500 a month and nothing
to show for it.
Then one day Mac won. Not only that but the nag paid $82 10 on a
$2 ticket. At least it would have if the Pomona track officials hadn't
pronounced the horse officially dead on account the registry papers
,

27.

’

Hayworth

May,'* two-act
drama which opened at the
Plymouth, N. Y., didn't look
as if it mould go. Hal Skelly
uas starred, and he also produced, with the staging by Leo
Bulgakov. Mary Phillips was

’52

(Florence

AO Aim

MARGARET GARDNER

pioneers.

“Come What

international film festival

Crosby

I I

]

Mike Shea died at 75 in BufHe was the last of the

WORLD HIM FESTIVAL

Everett

!

j

ImlYlvl
U Closeup
Riviera
vlUSvlIU

2.’>

Mrs.

•

IlflSSlKa Muggess*
ITlllffcCSS
Hassle;
^

Skelly's viz-a inz.

comprehensive than any
ever attempted before” will be
held by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences in 1952.
Project is in keeping with the
program outlined by Jean Her-

Original Eternal Triangle

1

falo.

Continued on page 50)

In

'-ii

l^'ced

tage.

|

who

iTW

i

/1*M|V
1 1rCSS
A MMJ Press
A
Rita-Aly
wv

starring
McKee,”
“Sadie
Joan Crawford and Gene Raymond. proved sock b.o., and
indications were that “Little
Miss Marker” would do ditto.
was the Damon RunI. alter
yon story and showed the moppet Shirley Temple to advan-

'

sholt.

m

O A Ivt
|\l|

1

“more

Hollywood dam for Variety and fearful that at any moment the dam
would break and send him and his funniest .story sweeping right past
Long Beach heading for the beach at Waikiki.
Ycars latcr, when we ultimately met in Hollywood. Binyon was an
arrived genius on Par’s payroll. He was their love-scene script-surgeon
^‘^h a flair for triple entendres, which were beyond those who fell off
at the daily double. Meaning the Hays office.

*

Ic if

|

May

COO

Ken Murray’s
Academy Award Film
g

Hall doth declare isn’t
polluted.
Fire-ridden
Luna Park, onetime ^Tide of showmen Fred
Thojiii^on and Skip Dundy, is no
more. ^ Its multi-colored towers
are down and the park’s debris removed to make way for a giant
parking lot with entrance on West
12(h Street.
Former Luna Park’s
Surf Avenue front now boasts
modern one story structures open
for concessions, games, exhibs, etc.
This leaves Steeplechase Park,
under Tilyou management, the
aole large-scale dispenser ofj
middle-class joy to city folks and
their country cousins.
No drastic
changes contemplated in Steeple chase’s operation. Amusement
park is getting 50c for six rides

Hollywood,

o

In world -wide release

“BILL AND

leyis lotion.

f’ity

An

liVIIRR A

Somebody Libeled Here?
I kept expecting that Binyon would ask me to sit down and try some
poulpe a la nicoise, as fried octopus is known among the ignorant.
ignorant But
each time I’d try to get his eye his image would blur till he looked like
Robert Preston about to kill somebody.
What was particularly disturbing about the dream was that 20 years
stretch off on just such a terrace and write fan letters to
j
Claude Binyon in Hollywood. At that time he was laboring under the

the
1®

,

And now

distribs.

against

In

El Capitan Thaatre, Hollywood, ^
Cal.

French producers
French exhibs

comprises

’

officially

recora

French

that
legislation
iron Id virtually bar Yank films
froin French screens. Chambre

goreriiment

gravity ride.
At the Island this year, which

i

:i64th WEEK!
3,712 Performances

I

eager-to-frolic
moujik is
putting a latch-string on his fastfading roll of single dollar bills
and thinking thrice before lavishing his precious kopeks at a freakrry or at the till of a feeler or

ACADEMY PLANS

out having ever seen France in his life. Since then he must have made
a million dollars writing, directing and producing pictures about people
1934.
and places as alien to him as were Parisians in 1934,

were even employing chorus
girls.

mood.
The

•

•
own literary business in Chicago.
The reason I’m in the market for advice is because I had a dream
the
terrace
on
stepped
of
I
I
dreamed
night.
Cannes’
last
Carlton
hotel and bumped into a table marked ^Clawed Binon, Re.serve." i
looked down only to discover the isolationist sitting there was Claude
Binyon, the old Variety mugg, who years ago scripted “I Met Him In
Paris” for Claudette Colbert, Melvyn Douglas and Robert Young with-

union picture operators, were
included in the social staff of
the borscht circuit. About 25

i

;

his

S
?

Everything in the entertain-

beaverboard.
This year’s pilgrims to the potato
knishe pavilions and poker-roll
parlors,
in the not-so-humble
opinion of the spa’s game, ride and
comestible entrepeneurs, do not
appear to be in a prodigal-spending

Frank Scully

Coarse Gold, May 31
As my psychiatrist is out of town for the day, 'having his head examined in a snakepit near Palm Springs, I have no one to go to for
advice except my devoted public, and he is 2,000 miles away minding

RANSON

There remains a rubbishy,

I949

1

«

‘Langley Collyer

New Wax Works

1,

~

i

.1

;

,

!

,,

George, operatic soprano) came
from London to sing to 2,000 in St.
Jap Juggling Act uugMng.
Andrew’s Hall for one hour, 10
niinutes. She made the grade, with .Mex Tourist Biz Drop
H^orVed^U' Vot
o” .t kx.S":
cheers coming early.
hungry and gues.sed he’d go out to dinner. An.About 25% From 1918 vue, “He and She,” also has four
Her husband and daughter are
because
the
bo.ss was pretty sore at
projects
and
a
television
se31.
,ji.
City
uiiy.
May
may
Mexico
with her. touring Europe until
So Binyon went up to the city desk and asked if he
p..ndin«? rievelnr>August. She sings KJyKHt
iii
Drop
e-'-wp in
tourist biz. contrary to
opera ClIldN
arids Rrui
and
dhiner
mplllc AH
Ha V^HaiIC frATlte ho’c could go out to UiniltT.
populai- baliads, with piano accom- lal.ulalions last winter that the
^he editor said, 'Yes, and don’t come back."
hJuscleVexTe
^u^tlc^exlnK anu
an^
p.niment.
weak peso would be a draw, is j
\
'

A

'

I

i

i

I

•

_

I

'

t

,

This

our best audience yet." serious but not alarming, says the
ignored this order, too
He came back a few days laler. but
in WLsconshT
" Holland we were Mexican rourist Assn. Trade this
editor would do was to give him a letter to the Chi
^
^ ^ nicture ^oossibilities ager of
u
2.5% fiom that
Variety. "e
He
told
Variety
thft
that
Binyon would
w^uld never
n^^^^^^^^^ he a newsan independent production by
cu't a
rh.n
cut
hand, hut then the Dutch in of last year. Biggest drop is in is
Paperman if he lived as lone as Shaw “Hot
,
k” made
^
Ti:
“R..t maybe you
vr... muggs can
r;
use
I.
G. Goldsmith, to be
in
hf.S
Amsterdam brou^^^
mm. he annen “nn
tlie nuniher of U
....
u*
i:*..
quality.
'Horary
down. They don’t clap between crease figured at 30% from 1948
Binyon hung on for
mr eight
eigni years.
eeoi
When America’s entire economic
sought
to do the screenI'
aongs there.”
riiere
b..,.e are more motor touris
'ucture collap.sed
tourists
structure
collapsed and Variety was trying to find a way to break
the
brea
“J news
Crosby,
business-manager
MT.A figures
heures that 59% <new
(new hig
high!
of the *^^*^'’^rophe
for MIA
catastrophe to its cloistered readers, Binyon rame
up with
come up
jibrother Bing, is vacationing while 0
tourists come in their own ca
of lourt.sls
e headline, “Wall Street
cars.
Lays
'‘•5'*
banner,
An
A"
Kgg."
bt
Egg.”
It
frontpage
fronipage
got
the
^con approached by
managing hi.s wife’s tour. “I’m on That
hat means much le.ss spending,
'became
spendir
ecanie the most onntprf
le
»
quoted h*xaYin«aa
headline in history. It
to the
moved Binyon
j
Harry Lee Danholiday.” he said, “so I won’t talk liowecer.
Planes bring 17% of
ziger to write the screen treatment P^P*^*^* Hollywood office as a boy-wonder.
About Bing.”
tourists and railroads a mere 9%.
The Quiet One
and direct their indie production
p.
Binyon then went over to Par, specifically
of John O'Hara’s “Butterfield 8.”
Harold Hurley, a producer,
staved where he was
That will be done in the ea.st, but nutirley hired him for $200 a week. This time he stayed
^
“ world war to fire him the next time,
may conflict with the production ^
lotms the same now as he did 15 years ago. He really should
of “He and She.”
works and lives most of the time on the
There’s al.so a po.ssibility that enfo
® Hollywood dam.
England may do the adaptation for
n.iHnl n
Enclosed find chock for $
Captain
Binyon, Claude was assigned to poli.sh
a film edition of John
^
Dick.son th*x ct-nTt
r
**
Army,” a musical fanta.sy of the live.s of dogCarr’s "Life of Conan
Doyle,”
Please Send VARIETY for
l-.I*
•
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Subscription Order

Form
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Two Years

(Plcaa* Print

Nama)

Street

Fredrie March in the title
and Ethel Barrymore as
Jeanne, his .second wife. It’s being considered by 20th-Fox
While these a.ssorted deals are
cooking, England has been working

City

Zone.

on

a

.screen

to'™. ort!;:

Ono Year— $10.00
Two Yoors— $10.00
Conodo ond Foroign— $1 Additionol por Yoor

J^KiETY
154 Watt

4«tli

StrMt

original,

State.

Ra 9 iilar Subscription Rotes
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A

nc

something to see. The fat boy of 1934 was
delicate brochure of 93 pages which he once
title of “A Girl Ought To Work.
.
*^.*”'**
‘o around 200, because that way if
i
broke, when he was in the way he would float farther.
®

h-

n

f

Po^kshed under the
~

"The

X"

he gels a chance to complete it.
The tele\'ision series, an original
mii.sie.nl comedy tilled "The
Spice
IS
of Life,
hfino ^^'hmitted ...
to
,•
clients by the Kenyon & Eckhardt
ad agenda
“He and She. with book by Ene“
a.
^
•

Ine.

.through the softlite lenses of Irving Berlin,

with
part

“

Carton Kanins Back

reconcile
AUMONTS RECONCILE

i

Huth
^uth Gordon and her husband.
husband,

!

i

Paris,
Paris.

May

31.

Jean-Pierre Aumont and hU
on a film script
"'He. Marla Montez, have patched
nviiifi with
wiiii an English
Cingiisn
...jii
aoai^
and will
baekgr und the couple revealed
''"T. «P their differences They
already
in films here.

Gar.son Kanin, are jointly working

Zm

.

last

turn

week

shortly

from a

after their

seven-week trip

'

'

,

re-

did1 ono with Lilli Palmer.

to^ Aumont
i

is

also

writing a
J

,1,,
!
1

1!

1

1

!

Wrilnrsdaf, Jan# 1, 1949

Dramatists

MISCBIXAIVT

mm,

Gu3d s Legal Setback

CompGcates

ASCAFs

I

I

I

!

One

of

already

the

been

points

that

lawyers

bothering

i

ASCAP

'

alternate participation deal. D;uiny
Kaye likewise gets a cut of the
profits under his
pad. and so

i

w'ill

|

|

—

Milton Berle on his

new

I

j

radio.

due here end-Juno and

is

'

!

sunposed

.Berle is
reported getting .S.50. 000 flat against
25^ of tlie profits.
stars’ parOn the-subjcct of
ticipating. Paramount’s deal with
Bing ^Crosby is unique in that he

Lila Leeds’ Indie

WB

shares in every picture on

a

Pic on Reefers
Despite the tightness of the indie
product situation. United .Artists
has turned down proffers of two

}

basis.
However. Crosb.v Enterprises. Inc., invests its own money.
Bob Hope’s new deal also calls for
a profit-sharing arrangement bid in
Hope’s case he only participates in

|

finished pix for distribution in tlie
past few weeks. Tliey are “Arctic

every third picture, and when he
does he tries to make it a HopeCrosbv coined v. as in the case of

Fury,”
documentary, and a
a
quickie on marijuana, starring Lila
Leeds, who was arrested with Bob
Mitchnm in that Hollywood reefer

"Road

raid last

Talent TV’s East

:

!

'

,

i

I

KAYE’S GLASGOW DATE

\

j

that specs are doing a fine trade in
the ticket “black market.” Seats,
limited at the boxoffice to four per
person, are bringing as much as
30 shillings t$(>i each.

Hundreds queued

I

of her $15,000
oat In Detroit.
Ob.scrvers here think Miss
**

• forgetful

with a minkish imagini

.*

,

..V

'v...'

-

.

,

'

Tra<1« Mark Realntarr<1
Foi'.\Tn:i' nr simk sii.vKnM.\N
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The New Tork Dally New;
also picked up th(
il«

i

Probability is now that owners
of the pie will set up a unit that
will barnstorm the film and Miss
Leeds, booking what theatres they
can get or hiring auditoriums on a
four-walls basis. Educational pitch
will be made that the pic reveals
the evils ol the “tea” habit.

,

repo

U.A had

t.vpt*.

I

such a theft.)

play.

I

A SPEC’S HOLIDAY;

porting that Miss
Lillie’s $1
nnnk coat had been
stolen ir

can

UA

I

j

Chicago, a stor;
J
Peared
in the Chi Sun-Time

pic

didn’t have a seal beeau.se of a di.spute with the MP.A.A on advertisexec.s
in any event.
ing copy.
know that owner Mary Pickford
would not permit association of
the company willi a film of this

j

Lillie appeared
Inside U. S. A.” the loca
Pers e.uried a story
from Clev(
[•eportiiiR that her
$8,000 rnink
had been stolen.
When the

a

some experience along that line
when it attempted distribution of
Howard Hughes’ “Gullaw.” which

|

1

(Continued on page 34

|

houses

!

'

And

—

|

j

I

burning questioi

—

|

j

^droii theatre circles.
why;

—

—

fall.

1

j

Detroit, May 31.
)uink coats does Bea
T
Millie
own?
And how' many of
er mink coats
are stolen each
year?

into

j

[

^

at

I

•

Over Public’s Eyes?

w hen he

the
a
Berle
does his TV show Tuesday, and the
regular AM (radio' program Wednesday
both for Texaco
and
that means Thursday is a very
necessary ease-up day. Wald scheduled his New York arrival to see
how Berle gets roiling from Friday

I

I

,

Someone Pulling Mink

»,

•

I

SARAH CHURCHILL GETS

Mass.

(Thiir.s.

Wald is amazed
many eumponents that go
TV hour. He knows tliat

'

!

|

Danny Ka\e. whose week (June 6) tele assignments; Janet Blair. Kirk
Douglas. Charles Laughton, Peter
is a selloui al the Glasgow Empire,

tomorrow

unreeled,

I

;

’

To Get Coast Eye

biiq

must hie back to Hollywood, a firm
conviction tlial video comedy programs "are not for old men." He
feels they may well he limited to
just that special type ot comic who
is young enough to have the noceesary drive, and mature enough to
liave the liackgronnd and the lore,
steeped in the vaudeville tradition.

last

I

,

'

I

!

— as

"Arctic Fury” is a reedited version of "Tundra.” which was released in 1936.
Aside from being right until la.st night's actual perwhipping his romporeeut. some scenes have been added formance.
Benny Fields. Bert Wheeiat the beginning and end, and a nonts
new track put on it. In the syndi- er. et al. into shape, plus the
cate which now owns it is Edward script and songs, and not knowing
Zabel, film buyer for Fox-VVest ;what his own (Berle's' monolog
will be until just a few moments
Coa.st.
The marijuana pic was shot for before the show.
Wald saw Berle’s rehearsals In
$60,000. Miss Leeds will make personals with it wherever an appro- action at the Nola Studios through
priate deal can be set.
UA, like Monday night, and for the dry run
the other majors, won’t touch it, yesterday (Tues.) afternoon, cutbecause dope subjects are outlawed ting pruning, w'urking the cameras,
by the Totion Picture Assn, of arranging the music cues (with .Al
America’s Production Code, With- Roth, the conductor', etc. In beout the latter’s seal, there are few tween. Berle did a marathon “guest

|

EQUnr ALIEN WAIVER

at least as

week

Eyeing Berle through the entire
transition ui> to the time when
night’s iTues.
telecast was

I

33'’r

;

“Amphitryon 38” and ‘‘E.scape
NIe Never.” Another was granted
Cedric Hardwicke to star in
Ihe Winslow Boy” at Richard
Aldrich’s Falmouth (Mass.) playhouse and Cape theatre, Dennis,

business, .sees television
Berle produced It thie
not only the "new show
business." but is taking b.ack with

—

Majors Nixing

|

•n

kilocycle

.

I

pic-

—

i

I

I

|

j

Aug. WB

in

-

I

to start shooting .Tulv 15.

I

'

;

.

ture. ‘‘.Always Leave ’Em Laughing.” This was the property bought
for Danny Kaye, but the eoinodian
nixed it. Berle liked it. Comic is

|

Marking Upturn
Some

I

WB

j

Weekend s Spurt

1

I

I

For Palladium

Jerry Wald, Warner Bros, producer, east on a quickie to powwow
with Milton Berle on his upcoming

;

j

to Rio.”
Hope’s invest monl in pictures is
also unique in that lie sets his
sights on a $.500,000 gross of onenlghters. barn.storming across the
country, and then through his Hope
Enterpri.ses that .500G is invested
in film production, from whicii a
mark tiie beginning of a reversal capital gains yield is possible.
that has seen the b.o. in a slump
since the week after Easter.
Major circuits reported income
as good or better than the Memorial Day weekend of a year ago.
Sarah Churchill, actress-daughter That's a distinct improvement over
of former British prime minister slack glosses that have been worryWinston Churchill, has been grant- ing theatre ops and distribs since
ed a waiver by Actors Equity to .April. Gro.sscs have generally been
make a number of strawhat appear- down from \2''v\5^'o during the
Holl.i wood, May 31.
ance.s
this
summer. Okay was two-nu)nlh peiiod.
Filmsiers are now going to Now
granted yesterday (Tues. ) by the
Weekend found Broadway weakunion’s council, at the request ol er than most of the rest of the York in order to get to the atten10 cowbam
managements, who country. New' York nabes showed tion of motion picture producers.
want her for the starring role in surprising strength in comparison Screen performers now ^ find that
“The Philadelphia Story.”
with tlie Main Stem situations and one television show kinescoped in
As an alien actiess, Miss Church- reflected the upturn felt out-of- Hollywood is more effective in obfilm employment than pesill would ordinarily
be required to town. Except for the Music Hall, taining
tering agents, liincbing in Romanwait six months between legit en(('ontinued on page 55)
the Brown Derby or going
or
off’s
gagements. but the waiver was al out with a casting director.
lowed on the plea that she could
players are now headfilm
The
not
be replaced by a resident
ing east in greater numbers in
player.
order to gel on video. Among
Similar okay was given by the
those who have taken on tele ascouncil to Elisabeth Bergner, who
Gla.sgow, May 24.
signments arc Boris Karloff, who
Is slated for
strawhat appearances
So many people want to see in the last month or so has had 15
is illegal for

if it

j

;

,

stronger-lhan-average piclures and a break in the W'eather
to collect money from theatres.
cool and clear throughout mo.st of
why is it any more legal to collect the country gave the nation’s thefrom producers?
Any agreement atres over the past weekend the
reached, they feel, might be defillip they’ve been looking for. Exdared void in the courts for the
hibs are hoping that the strong
(Continued on page 14)
Saturday-Sunday-Monday grosses

was that

Allen Booked

I

— Biz Sees Holiday

1

&

Burns

i

j

had

31.

picture, ".Always Leave ’Em
Laughing," is of the firm eonviih
Hollywood. May 31.
George Burns and Gracic Allen, tion that "Hollywood is guilty of •
who close their NBC radio season deliberate slowdow-n.” judging by
under a flat fee basis. His own June 23, go to London in August Berio’s hour television program.
unit is called Roberts Productions for two weeks at the Palladium. The vet WB producer marvels at
with Bob Roberts as associate pro- They will be accompanied by theh’ the coinediau’s ability to produce
an hour’s weekly musical comedy
ducer.
chief writer. Paul Henning.
Deal is said to be for five years,
This will be the second time for almost single-handed.
I.e.
Wald, who started as radie
10 pictures, on the order of B & A at the Palladium.
They
James Cagney’s and Burt Lan- worked there as vaude troupers columnist on the old N. Y. Graphic,
caster’s tioups. each also having an long before they achieved note on and hence is familiar with the

I

!

in the path.

GREEN

By ABEL

^

May

Holl>-w’oo(l.

expected that papers will be
finalized tliis week for John Garfield” to* join the
Warner Bros,
stable of stars in an alternating
profit-sharing and flat deal.
This
means he makes one for himself,
and an alternate picture for WB
It’s

|

Day Nod

|

‘Slowdown,’ Avers WB’s Jerry Wald

JOIH OTHERS

Home-Town

—

BEiLi, Atomic Berle Shows Up Hollywood’s

Fix Parleys

NegQtiations between the copy->
right committee of the Motion Picthe
ture Assn, of America and
Whiteman’s
American Society of Composers,
Authors it Publishers, which have
Pic Gets Dad’s
for
some
along
been stuttering
Paramount’s one-reeler. “The
months, have slowed further in the
the
result
of
as
weeks
Lainbertville
Story,” got
past few
the
N. Y. federal court ruling holding Father’.s Day As.sn. aw’ard last week
the Dramatists Guild’s minimum as the “Father’.s Day Picture of the
agreement lillegal. ASCAP is very Year.” Paul Whiteman plays the
similar in makeup to the DG and principal role and narrates the
cannot legally make a documentary, which was written
if the latter
contract for its members, film com - and produced by Justin Herman
pany attorneys doubt that ASCAP as one of his Pacemaker series for
Par.
can.
It
shows how Whiteman, who
Deal w hich has been in the
lives -near Lainbertville,* N.
and
tlie
ASCAP
J.,
between
works
MP.AA group is to set the fee came up with a solution for the
Saturday
night
juvenile
delinpay
for
use
would
producers
which
He sugIt results from qiiency problem there.
of ASCAP music.
a previous court decision which gested and organized town dances,
prevented further collections from originally for the young people,
theatres by the performing rights but later attended by everyone.
ASCAP had been collect- 'riuis. by giving the kids something
society.
ing from both producers and ex- delinite to do, he kept tlieiu out
hibs. but with that illegal is now of mischief.
trying to get its entire fee from
the producers.
There ha.s been considerable
doubt among film attorneys as to
and the feasibility
the legality
the entire negotiations with
of
That’s principally why
ASCAP.
the talks have proceeded at such
'The new ruling on
a turtle pace.
the Dramatists by Judge Simon H.
Ritkind just throw's another block

t

all

Lorre and others.
Formerly, t h e Hollywoodites
would only go east for legit and
vaude engagements and would take
(Continued on page 63)

i

until 6 a in. Sunday.
prices for week jumped
Stall
from five shillings ($1) to 10. Specs
asked tlie queued line to pay £1
each for a 10s ($2) stall.
($4
1

Around the corner they were being
sold again tor anything up to 30s
!$«'.

Mailer,

Pic

Hollywood. May 31.
from the George Bernard Shaw
Norman Mailer, author of “The w’orks which he controls. He’s inNaked and the Dead.” hitherto tere.sted in doing ”.\ndrocles and
I

i

averse to film offers. Is
deal with John Huston for a picture to be made for the One World

i

!

am-

I

,

to

RKO.

Canada.

56
46

.

Pictures

'

ofiicialdom.

Inside Legit

Inside Radio

j

^

11

Inside

Pa.scal

j

'

3.)

“Devil’s Disciple.”

bassador to Great Britain, Lewis
Douglas, a) a luncheon yesterday
(Mon. feieing Kaye at the Hotel
ministers,
cabinet
with
Savoy,
Ellis has just made a deal with
members of Parliament and the of the late singer.
Film will be made independ- Pascal to start reissuing "Major
Lord Mayor of London kudosing
Barbara”
in the fall and the proheaded
Fidelity
Pictu^fs.
ently
by
tlie American comedian.
agreement with
Douglas declared that Kaye has by How a i d Wclseli and Robert 'ducer has closed an
Astral Films in TorAllen’s
Isidore
made
recently
Company
Peters.
done more to cement relations betwo pix in
tween the two countries than all “Montana Belle,” which was sold onto for reissue of the
j

62

House Reviews
Music

—

‘

54

Chatter
Film Reviews

Inside

hopes to determine durAward Committee.
ing his two weeks in Hollywood
Project calls for Huston and whether he’ll make one or more of
Mailer to tour the world for back- the pix there or in England or at
ground material. Jean Malaquais, all at this time
He's getting an
French novelist, will collal)orate excellent income al the moment
with Mailer on the screenplay.
from the reissue of "Pygmalion."
which Jack Ellis is distributing.
Shaw gets lO'^c of the gross and
Goddard as Morgan
Pascal oiV ( of the remainder after
advertising and prints come out.
Hollywood. May 31.
Paulette Goddard, currently va- It is estimated llie reissue, on the
cationing in Mexico, agreed to basis of strength shown so far. will
play the lead in “The Helen Mor- get between $300,000 and $400,000
gan Story,” based on the career in U. S. rentals.

i

I^’DKX
Bills

the Lion.” “Doctor's Dilemma” or

!

talking a

|

I

S.

C.'ook

Up One World

‘.Ambassador*
J,ondon. May 31.
Danny Kaye wai described as
“I lie greatest ambassador of AngloI'.

Huston

British producer Gabriel Pascal
left New York for the Coast last
week to explore the possibilities of
producing a picture in the U. S.

j

1'. .S.

American relations” by

MISSION TO H’WOOD'

Saturday

night <21* for seals, facing a 10windows
the
until
hour wait
opened. They brought blankets and
and the
gramophones
books, even
latest disks of Kaye. Police sent a
queue
patrol
the
to
special detail
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SWG MOVES TO DISMISS ‘Belvedere,’ ‘Flamii^o’ and ‘Champkn’
UWSUIT BY ‘VARIETY’
Hollywood. May 31.
1-2-3 BoxoSice Chamiis During May
Notice of motion to dismiss the
Variety and Daily Variety suit
Pix Quality, Themes, Stars, Cycles for
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to
conspiracy and restraint of

Studios Again Targets of

Theatre chain operators in New^
in
York, nipped by a b.o. slump
it on
the nabe areas, are_ blaming
Hollywood
the type and quality of
being
product. The video alibi is

pverworked. they claim,
the responsibility off the

major

to susthere aren't enough of these
tain business.
„
Bernie
by
Specific squawk voiced
Fabian
Brooks, head booker for the
the
against
circuit, was directed
bunching of films in the same categiven
a
during
gory for release
period. Although not deliberately
planned by the major distribs.
the
Brooks pointed out that over
Memorial Day weekend filmgoers
of
had prairie dust coming out
Too many westerns
their ears.
were being dished up both on
and in nabe theatres, he
,

'

i

I

'

I

j

j

I

I

j

I

later.
j

Bernstein, who has been in
the U. S. and Bermuda for
about five weeks, returns to
London on the Queen Mary

i

complained.
Other circuit execs threw scatrangtered brickbats at Hollywood,
in proIng from a serious decline
novel
duction quality to a lack of
critiideas. Aside from a general
howcal stance toward Hollywood,
difgave
operators
chain
the
ever,
contrafering, and in some cases
ailing
what’s
of
diagnoses
dictory.

June

(

following allegations:
"The aforesaid rules and regulations promulgated by the said Guild

4.

"We Were Strangers” (Col).
"Little Women” (M-G».
"Portrait of Jennie”

Par Sees Theatre

i

j

j

TV

'

Chiefly For

1

I

News,

Sports,

^

,

Etc.

|

j

!

,

9

.

t

•

1

1

1

t

‘

^

M

OWN MAN AS EL TREAS.
of David J. Melamed as
Eagle Lion trca.surer la.st week was
finother development in the battle

Naming

mediate Film System in about 10

i

theatres of

its

different cities.

circuits in as

many

Communities

will

ownership and manage- be 2,5.000 population and larger.
ment in the company. Melamed These will be u.sed in a sort of testwas appointed by the owner, RobContinued on page 24)

between

UA Pops Off Vs.
Loew s and Sells 2

Young

faction,

to

replace

A, E. Bollinger, kho had been
brought in by the management.
Bollengicr had been EL’s studio
financial man. and returns to that
He was switched to New
post.
York some months ago by management execs to oversee financial
operations in the east. Since then.
two members of the management
team that dLsagreed with Young
have re.signed. They are proxy Arthur Krlm and v.p in charge of
publicity -advertising

In accordance with his feeling
that the foreign film situation will
take a turn for the better, Walt
..u us
i
Disney, through
his re easing orKanization,
planning to
his forthcoming all-cartoon
features. "Cinderella” and “Alice

Max Young-

W’onderland,” the widest distribution he has ever undertaken.
Dubbed versions of the two pix in
about 10 to 15 languages are scheduled to be shown throughout the
world.
A Paris headquarters for Disney’s foreign production department will be established later this
month to facilitate the making of
the language versions and for
broadening the scope of native
talent to be used for these translated films, John W, Cutting will
The Paris headbe in charge.
(juarters will not only expedite the
dubhing process but the versions
can be ru.shed to London for Technicoloring.
Black-and-white prints
of the two features will be sent out
by Cutting to every European
along with copy sound
A'entre,

Young in overseeMelamed has
ing the company.
reps

of EL’s
parent company. Pathe Industries,
since 1946. and has been with
Pathe since 1941.

been

Law

assistant

treasurer

‘Unconstitutional’
In

Mo. on Safety Code
.St.

Louis.

May

31.

A Missouri law under which a
theatre may be fined for violation
of a safety code was held unconotitutional la.st week by Circuit
Judge Norwin Hou.ser at FrcdcrSeveral theatres in
Icktown. Mo.
Fredericktown
defendants in

them

have

been

which

will

facilitate

re-

recording.
'

The

different language versions

slated to be made in their respective countries include
Italian. Swedish. Danish, Spanish,

French.

other violations.

Judge Houser acted on

tracks,

named

suits filed against
alleging lack of aisles at the

valls and

a ''peti-

tlon filed by Mark Gorg and the Portuguese. Hindustani and Japacity of Fredericktown against a nese. There have been indications
The law provides that Russia is intere.stcd in the pix
local theatre.
that a theatre may be fined $25 to and if the Iron Curtain is lifted
$5 .000 for each performance, half Disney plans making Polish and
Conditions in
of the fine to go to the plaintiff .Slovak versions.
«nd half to the district school China are too unsettled at the presfund. Exhibitors in the state have ent time for Disney to predict or
Introduced legislation to work out plan any showings of t the films
there.
uniform safely code.
a

modem

entry for

Steady to sock biz indicates it will
be heard frooK^dditionally. “Connecticut Yankee” (Par), winner of

'

April’s sw'eepstakes. finished No. 4
Fifth place goes to "Barkleys of

I

Broadway” (M-G), which was coming up fast as the month ended.
I

|

j

|

1

Norman

’

>

—

—

SCHULBERG’S ITALO PIC

Siegel, studio

Amerigo Benefico,

with B. P. Schulberg in the forth-

periodical trips to Hollywood
the rate of six per year.

Duche.ss of Alba,” planed to Italy
Saturday (28) to set the cast and
make pre-production arrangements,
Picture will be made in Italy with

stein was
.secretary
I

associated

Youngstein will maintain headquarters in N. Y.. but will make

coming

at

Recent board meeting of Realart
Pictures held in New York .saw the
reelection of Paul Broder as company president.
Norman Eisen-

in

charge of opera-

in

;,p.

boxoffice

.

Popkin Pix to RKO

Broder Re-Heads Realart

i

Melamed s appointment
nounced bv William C. MacMillen,

who

biggest

May although not playing in as
many key cities as some releases.

I

flackery director.

FOR HIS NEXT TWO HLMS

wa.s an-

tions.

ad chief, and

DISNEY MULTI-UNGUALS

•tein.

Jr, EL’S

third

SEHING UP

•

R.

three
)

,

,

’

ert

SRO

i

1

.

<

Picture finished second final two
Conlinuing battle between Unit- weeks of May. but was only
^ In reed Artists and the* Loew's circuit ii^ase the previous week in one city,
in New York resulted in booking ‘'Undercover Man” (Col>. among
of two UA pix on the RKO chain t^e top 12 in April, wound ud in
over the past weekend. It was the sixth slot.
first .time in years that UA product
(M-G), winner of
‘Ball Game’
had played RKO houses in the met- third position in April, ended la.st
ropolitan area.
month in seventh w'hile “We Were
Pix were both Harry Popkin pro- strangers’* (Col) was eighth. ‘‘Little
ductions— "Impact” and "My Dear ^o^en” (M-G*. up in fourth spot
Loew's had rejected’in previous month, ~copped ninth
Secretary.”
UA’s demand that the pair be given place In May.
top-billed position or equal billing.
"City Across River” (U) took
This was an example, according to 10th place coin, “The Window"
UA, of "a growing tendency to un- (RKOi. 11th position and “Portrait
warranted choosiness on independ- of Jennie” (SRO) landed 12th to
ent product” by Loew’s bookers. round out the Golden Dozen boxAs a result, UA offered the pix to office winners.
RKO. and took advantage of an
Leading runner-up pictures, in
unu.sual booking situation that the order of strength were “Tulsa"
latter chain was able to offer.
(ED, "Ma and Pa Kettle” 'U',
Because the Memorial Day holi- “Canadian Pacific” (20th', “Red
dgy occurred on Monday, during Shoes” (EL). ‘‘Life of Riley” (Ui
which RKO would have been play- and “Quartet” (ED.
Mondaying its weak two-day
Few of new pictures showed
Tue.sday split, it had revised its much strength as the month neared
It moved up the pre- its close.
schedule.
New product Indicating
vious picture, “Joan of Arc,” so the most possibilities to date are
that “Joan’s five-day split would “Stratton Story” (M-G'. “Home of
wind up oh Saturday. Then it was Brave” 'UA) and to a lesser extent
looking for appropriate product for “Lady Gambles” (U'.
a three-day booking Sunday-Mon"Streets of Laredo” (Par', just
dav-Tuesday.
going out to many spots, has been
Since the potential of this en- doing okay if not big trade in
gagement hinged almost entirely
(Continued on page 24)
on the weather heat and sunshine
would drive people out of town for
UA agreed to accept
the holiday
N. Y. to Europe
the date if it could hedge in anYoungstein Maps Unity
Walter Abel
other way. Thus it was permitted
Staffs
Flack
For, Par
James Andrews
by RKO to accept day-and-date
Amerigo Benefico
Hollywood. May 31.
(Continued on page 22)
Fred A, Berle
Paramount’s eastern and western
Cecil G. Bernstein
publicity staffs will be welded into
Ernest Borgnine
one organization, under a new forCharles Boyer
mat worked out at a meeting be- BENEFICO
Ray Boyle
tween Max Youngstein, new pub-

i

YOUNG PUTS

keys and finished one-two^
all month.
Strong second place winner was
"Flamingo Road’’ (WB), which was
among the top three every week
of May. "The Champion” <UA> is

ally all

(U).

"City Across River”

"The Window” (RKO).

khe

,

.<

).

"Undercover Man” (Col).
"Ball Game” (M-G).

Variety and Daily Variety complaint have stricken from it the

j

:

1

competition, according to reports
received from Variety correspondents in about 22 representative key
spots. In a period when many
fiiiri
theatres were suffering from early
spring fever, "Belvedere” rolled up
sizeable coin, did holdover in virtu-

"The Champion” (UA).
"Conn. Yankee” (Par).
"Barkleys Broadway” M-G

dis-

,

>

*„

"Belvedere College” (20th).
"Flamingo Road” (WB).

are unreasonable, unjust and
criminatory in that they cater to
interests of the well established
writers while making it impossible
for less well known writers to place
their abilities or accomplishments
before the trade by way of legit!
mate paid advertising.
“While the said Guild has prothe wickets.
,
,
of
mulgated and enforced the said
Exhihs. who decry the lack
who
those
against its members adverrules
novelty are countered by
tising. the Guild itself for a long
want heavier accent on marquee
cycle
of time published a trade
current
period
values. “Most of the
name
paper or house organ entitled ‘The
of documentary films without
one
‘The Screenwriter’
Screenwriter.’
firstruns,”
is
stressthus
far
20th-Fox
While
itars iTo okay in the
each month to list the
•xhib said, "but they don’t mean jng use of its wide - screen tele- purported
imember of#
each
neighof
credits
in
or
screen
vaude-presentation
of
sort
towns
vision
as
• thing in small
A couple of adjunct to its theatre operations, the. Guild, thus advertising, pubborhood theatres.”
such memthose
exploiting
and
licizing
that
position
including
takes
the
Paramount
pix,
per
Stars
names who have slipped a bit, are the place of TV in the theatre is hers as have received screen credits
month.
previous
exhibitor
the
bringing
in
during
an
that
of
entirely
almost
guarantees
the best
"During the period of its pubbig news events, outstanding sports
bas for b.o. results, he said
Cutting corners in the produc contest and in offering late.st de- lication ‘The Screen Writer’ opened
also
is
its .pages to trade advertising and
velopments
of national importance,
^
.
.
lion of films to save money
.
A
^^
A —
—
A
in each of its issues openly solicited
beinc eved sourly by theatre oper- it is building its whole conception
^
-..^.. 1-2
the
to
of theatre television along these advertising which would feature
Not only is it visible
ators
things.
patrons, hut the exhibs are burned lines and almost entirely via its screen writers among other
publication
said
disthe
out
that
pointing
Intermediate Film method.
at the alleged attempt of
trihs to get “A” rentals for what
Paramount expects to get into reached all important elements of
formerly would have been classi- mass production of its Intermediate the motion picture industry. DurThere’s an ad- Film System before
Its ing the period of its publication the
fall.
fied as “B” pix.
vancing cost in film rental.s, an pioneer plant for IFS is now in rates charged by ‘The Screen
axhib said, while Hollywood is operation at N. Y. Paramount the- Writer,’ upon information and befrankly reducing its production atre but cost will be heavily re- lief, were considerably higher than
autlay.
duced with the expectation that those charged by Daily Variety.
Cohn’s notice of a motion to disthe Intermediate Film System will
Pierson
sell as low as $12,000 once whole- miss asked Federal Judge
Hall
to set June 20. or a date soon
in
manufacture
of
the
sets
is
IN HIS sale
R. R.
progress.
They cost more than after, for arguments to be heard.
^

College"
.20th.. which
bright
to win fifth money in April, reallv
matriculated In May with
too
honors in the national boxoffice

May’s Golden Dozen

SWG

—

i

Broadway

’

trade against the Screen Writers
Guild. Inc., has been filed in Federal Court here. Morris E. Cohn,
attorney for the SWG, asks that
the action, brought under provisions of the Sherman and Clayton
Anti-Trust Acts, be dismissed on
grounds that the U. S. District
Court has no jurisdiction and that
the Variety and Daily Variety
complaint fails to state a claim on
which relief can be granted.
No money damages are asked in
the suit filed by the two publications last April 12. Complaint alleged that a conspiracy began in
put into effect
1940 when the
a resolution barring its members
from advertising in any and all
trade papers.
Cohn’s motion a.sks that the

!

termediate TV film system,
last Friday (22) in the Par
slightly
was
homcoffice,
abashed when he found that
he was one of the subjects to
Bernstein was
be televized.
seated at a small table while
four television cameras ground
informal interview.
out an
Then he was taken Into a nearby room, where he saw the
full rc.sults of the interview on
the screen about 60 seconds

isn’t hurting
books show, but

films, their

Britisher

Cecil G. Bernstein, managing director of Granada Theatres. England, given a demonstration of Paramount’s "in-

Television

studios.

food

Gag on

shiit

to

On

E]iliil)s

sistant secretary respectively.

Entire
board
was reelected.
Panel includes Eisenstein, Jack
Broder. Paul Broder. Rogers,
Joseph Harris and Alexander.

"Goya

Europe to N. Y.
Cummings

Henry French
Leopold Friedman
Mel Heimer
Sir

Jo.seph Pasternak
(Jeorge Petrie

Patty Pope
J. J.

Shubert

Ethel Smith
Philip A. Waxman

,

;

working

i

on other pictures.

L. A. to N. Y.

!

i

in Italy

Barney Balahan
Binnie Barnes
N. G. Blumberg

Ann

Larninig

Sheilah

Day
Graham

Lou Levy

Ken Murray

Bob Roberts
George Sanders
A. W. .Schwalberg
Marta Toren
Jo.seph Walsh

Jerry Wald

Max Youngstein

Ed Gardner
Jessie Royce Landis

Phil Gersdorf

Georgia Gibbs
Larry Griswald
Dennis Gurney
Jascha Heifetz

v

Ben Henry
Jean Hodgin
Mitzi

Hyman

Gerry Jedd
Nat Karson
Eric Wolfgang Koingold
Arthur Kreutz
Derrick Lynn-Thomas

MacMahon
Mannix

Benno Moiseiwitsch
Donald Oenslager
Lilian Okun
Jo.sephine Parker

Iturbi

William Keighley
A. Atwater Kent,
Fred LeRoy

John Garfield

E. J.

Bob Hawk
Russell Holman

Amparo

Jr.

Joan McCracken
lb Melchior

George Gruskin
Bernie Hart

Jack Parsons
Herman Robbins
Jack Rose
Marvin Schenck
Mel ShaveLson

Sir .Sydney Clift
.loan Fontaine

j

Robert Breen
Jack Buchanan
Wray Davis
Clarence Derwent
Thea Dispeker
Douglas Fairbanks,
Kathleen Ferrier
Ruth Ford

Aline

Blyth

Harold Lloyd
Harry Maizlish
Oscar Morgan
Richard Morgan
Jack Murphy
Allan Nixon
Ted O’Shea
Otlo Preminger

N. Y. to L. A.

j

j

players.
Benefico. who expects to be
days, said in New
prior to his departure, that the film will probably
start in late August.
He plans to
cull a large part of the ca.st from
U. S. parformers who are currently

away about 10
York last week,

Norbert Brodine
Jack

i

and the:

American

named board chairman,

and a.ssistant treasurer.
Jack Broder becomes vetpee and
treasurer, while Budd Rogers and
Alex Alexander will hold down
the posts of exec veepee and as-

film,

;

Jr.

Robert Pastene
Jo Patterson
George Quick
Walter Riemer
Robert Schnitzer
Reinhold Schunzel
Will Sparks
Donald Syminglon
Mell Turner
Frederick Warriner

MAY STAY
Henir Morga*

',
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DEPINET PITCHES FOR MORE
Hughes Would Buy Back Odium s RKO

Wanger Mulls Own

Option So as to Speed Chain s Sale

He has

not decided how long
he’ll be away.
Dietz will visit the Metro studios
in both London and Rome to familiarize himself with their operatrip.

RKO

Hollywood. May

some time

000,000.

in Paris before his re-

turn.

Hughes

entered
with the
the
industry
Justice
on
of
Dept,
anti-trust case by which he agreed
to divorce the theatres from the
production-distribution end by next
Nov. 8. Thus, by that date the sale
of the theatres must be arranged,
and Hughes feels that the Odium
option is scaring off other bidders.
Potential buyers, Hughes reportedly feels, are wary of entering the
picture because they think Odium

decree

U.S. Court

Cues

The three Judges of the New
York federal court handling the in-

ciated with him in plans to buy up
the circuit is Malcolm Kingsberg,
Secondly, poprez of the chain.
tential bidders are fearful that, no

“Bed

of

Roses”

nMo.
This sort of setup would mean
establishment of a homeoffice by
Wanger in New York with a sales
chief
and
foreign
department.
There w'ould be five or six sales
execs throughout the country and
some others abroad. The domestis
staff
would handle all the important circuit accounts and first-

Ambush.”

product.

With divorcement of RKO’s theatres from its production-distribu
tion
organization
scheduled for
next November, Depinet is fearful
that
will be facing a cold
world with
a
combination of
troubles.
First, it will have to
learn to live without the support
the theatre chain can give in teeing off product, as well as in pro-

i

'

Semenenko Would

at

the present

orPiniTatinn
Uepinel is presumably pointing out
to Hughes, costs about $175,000 a
T)ie

When Wanger’s owm aides had
milked a picture of perhaps 75%
of its potential return out of thess
big accounts, it would be turned
over to FC to peddle It to ths
smaller exhibs which Wanger’s
Effort is being made by Serge own company wouldn’t be fullySemenenko to tie Walter E. Heller enough staffed to reach. FC would
Chicago financing firm, into al.so provide physical handling fstjjp Edward Small deal for taking 'cilities for the
product, do the aoovt*** partial control of Eagle Llou.
counting and billing and other dsSemenenko, wh.«e First N.illonol tail, just as El. does for SRO,
n^ntf of Baston
Rr>«tnn has a
a Imaw
Rnan.
U/Kilaa
It/ n.
_
Bank
heavy finanWhile Waiiger’.s
plans are still
*'*
'a* her nebulous, it is l>elieved that
a fi.scal package together that
he’d possibly build an organization
vvould start Small off with some around his New York sales reo
, 7 500.000 or thereabouts in llie froducerr
Representatives
ina.
In?
'

EdSmall-ELDeal

just at a time when it will have
run out of strong product or per-

haps any product,

j

runs.

Tie Chi B.R. Into

dUirihiitinn

dustry anti-tru.st proceedings are
hearing no other cases, it has been
learned, which indicates that a de- week to onerate
Therefore
matter what they reasonably offer, cision may be expected almost any must have a constant
Constant supply
s^fnn v of
Odium and Kingsberg will top day. That’s no sign, however, that pictures that will Rive it billings of
the
11-year-old suit has finally around $800,000 a week to keep it
them. Getting a $5,000,000 or $6,tin
000,000 deal of this type set up is come to an end. Lawyers for both In
in the black.
black
Heller outfit is only one of sev
no simple or easy matter, and po- the Government and the industry
Another thing that has the RKO eral independent money .sources
tential buyers don’t want to get hint that appeals, no matter which prexy in the middle has been the
that the Boston banker is attemptway
the
decision
goes,
can
take
up fight he has been forced to make
Into it if they think they are doing
mg to interest in a share of F.Ij.
nothing but setting the price by another year, at least.
to get a Production Code AdminDecision now being awaited is on istration seal from the Motion Pic- This com W'ould be added to that
(Continued on page 18)
being
advanced by Small and anarguments pre.sented April 21 and ture As.sn. of America for Hughes’
other pot being put up Semenenko
22 by counsel for Metro. Warner
(Continued on page 24)
Bros, and 20th-Fox and the Little
stockholder in EL, to provide thr
Temperamental Roberto
Three
United Artists, Universal
quantity of new money that it is
and Columbia. It w'ill take the form
felt would be desirable.
of a decree and findings. From
Sells
Pic to
statements and questions by the
cep.‘?or‘‘"Vili Io'Vm 3^’;!
Different U. S. Distribs judges during the hearings, it is
operations, would be used to fl„
,
anticipated that the decree will cal'
May
Hollyw'ood,
31.
nance
indie producers di.stributing
Gag among Roberto Rossellini’s for partial divorcement of their
Sol Lesser has named his son,
(Continued on page 22)
business associates that the Italian theatres by Metro,
and 20th. Julian, a v.p. of Sol Lesser Proproducer-director “can’t say no” Paramount and
have been
found him, in a tepid bath from eliminated from the case by sign- ductions in anticipation of the
eventual takeover by Julian of the U’s Special Selling:
which a bevy of New York lawyers ing con.sent decrees.
Appointindie production unit.
Both
extracted him last week.
Either of both sides may take the
Kor Its Palestine Pic
was
Mayef* & Burstyn and Lopert Films decision to the Supr'eme Court, ment, It has been learned,
11
turned up some time ago with con- where it has already once been, made quietly about six weeks ago.
“SworH
tn the
thp Desert
n ni
Sword
in
UniverLes.ser
outfit is one of the oldest
tracts signed by Rossellini granting
(Continued on page 20)
sal
upcoming
the
fight
of
s
film
on
indie
of
the
and most successful
them exclusive rights to distribu„
outfits. making the “Tarzan” series the Lsraeli underground forces Iretion of his film, “The Miracle,’’ in
pulled
the
British
out
of
fore
the
pix.
among other
the U. S. Issue was finally settled
Young Le.sser, who is 33. will country, is to be given special adlast Friday (27) with an agreement
continue as president of Wind.sor publicity treatment by the combetween the two foreign film disJELL Pictures, an indie outfit which has pany.
tributing outfits that
would
Film, produced by Robert BuckGradwell Sears, United Artists made two pix for Monogram-Allied
actually handle the pic, but Lopert
president, returned to New York Artists relea.se and has commit- nor and directed by George Slierwould share in the profits.
has Dana Andrews. Marta
man.
sevfor
company
that
with
Rossellini, whose artistic temper- over the weekend from tw'o weeks ments
He was abroad for eral more. Initial pic was “Michael Toren and Stephen McNally in the
ament apparently causes him to in London.
‘cast.
20)
page
on
(Continued
find business dealings boring and the dual purpose of attempting to
irksome, has been a frequent head- find a solution for converting UA’s
ache to as.sociates who’ve found holdings in Odeon Theatres to doland for obtaining circuit
that he’s promised the .same pic- lars
ture or role or job to any number bookings for the company’s
of people.
And that’s ju.st what product.
Boosts Biz ‘Stratton/ ‘Barkleys/
Sears is understood to have Holiday
happened with “The Miracle.’’
Joseph Burstyn, of M&B, was in talked with J. Arthur Rank toppers
‘Blonde/ ‘Laredo/ ‘Strangers’ Pacing Field
dollars
of
getting
on
the
possibility
Rome a couple years ago and made
Memorial Dav holiday weekend Shoes” (ED. ninth, and “Portrait
a deal with Rossellini for some pix for the Odeon holdings by selling
Otii
PacInR the
of Jennie (SROi
>vhich included “The Miracle,’’ in them to Rank for about £800.- boosted biz in man.v key cities,
Flamingo Road
000 ($3,200,000), which would be Only in spots where unusually fa- runnerups are “Flamingo
which Anna* Magnani is starred.
(FVL),
(WB),
“Quartet”
"Ma. F*a
did
prevailed
the
handing
UA
weather
by
Rank
paid
vorable
In the meantime, Ilya liOpert
Kettle” (U) and “Window” (RKO).
'vent to Rome and, in association equivalent in pictures for distribu- trade lag. And in most of the.se
Brave”
(UA)
Is shap“Home
of
okay.
keep
fared
w'ould
UA
pictures
the
S,
tion
in
U.
bigger
cities,
with Rossellini, set up Anna InterProject is unWord-of-mouth and plenty of ing up more and more like a future
national, a corporation which was the dollar return.
selling champ, setting new all-time high
generally ballyhoo apparenth
are
been
derstood
to
have
(Continued on page 20)
cla.ssified as unfeasible, however.
“Stratton Story” (M-G), it is zoom- |n Chicago this week, and still goArthur W. Kelly, UA exec vee- Ing into No. 1 position nationally, i)!)? great guns In third N. Y.
pee, who was in on the negotia- doing much better in key spots stanza. “It Happens Every Spring”
AA-Mono’s East and
tions in England with Sears, left over the nation than it did at out- (20th), fancy in Pitt, is sturdy in
London over the w'eckend for set in N. Y. James Stewart starrer St. Louis with elal>orale preein
Sales Heads for 1st Time Paris and is due in Rome Friday is winding up this session with “Doolins of Oklahoma” (C’ol) is
just fair in Frisco. A fourth newIn an 'expan.sion of Allied Artists- (3). He’ll be back in the U. S. in nearly $300,000 in some eight key
comer, •Lady Gambles” lUi. whlcb
spots.
Monogram sales force, Harold about 10 days or two weeks.
Is trim In Boston and solid In secWirthwein has been named west“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G),
sales
ern
manager with headquarsecond last week, agajn is in same second
^prnnd L.
I
A round.
round
A.
Joining
Plans
Daff
Al
ters
!

plan for setting up his onn distributing company along lines alnio.st precisely parallel to the David O. Seiznick Releasing Organlzation. Wanger has been confab-

,

features.

“Terror.” and one oaler, “Ari-

viding profits. Secondly, it will be
confronted with this new situation

11-Year Pix Suit

SRO

considering •

'

RKO

Desire to Wind Up

has the inside track, particularly
inasmuch as it is known that asso-

31.

1

RKO

and to line up closer ties Hughes, who is in effect running
between the homeoffice and the the studio, is making insufficient
English and Italian studio publicity provision for keeping the distribudepartments. He will also spend tion organization supplied with

a

j

Shooting Resumes

Is

Shooting resumes on the RKO
gear at once the
production lot Thursday (2) after 10 days of bing with Joseph Bernhard, prea
with
George Hildon of Film Classics,
organization.
Depinet and his darkness,
on a deal by
fellow-officers In the east, as well smarting “The Newlyweds.’’ first of which
FC would perform the sama
“f comic shorts.
as the board of directors, are great- «
function for
„„ him that Eagle Lion
June
production
program consists does for SRO
ly
concerned by the fact that!

tions

year ago acquired control of RKO
from Atlas for slightly under $9,-

Subsequently,
a consent

president

Dietz’s European 0.0.
Ned E. Depinet in his current talks
Metro ad-publicity veepee How- with Howard Hughes, RKO’s conard Dietz flies to Europe June 17 trolling stockholder, is to convince
on an extended busines.s-vacation him of the need for throwing into

RKO

into

RKO

Prime object of

to Selnick s
Walter Wanger

^

the option the latter’s Atlas Corp.
holds for the purchase of the
Odium is said to
theatre circuit.
want $500,000 for the option, while
Hughes feels it is worth no more
than $250,000.
Option gives Odium the right to
acquire the chain for a minimum
of $4,500,000 or to meet the bid of
any other potential buyer who offers more. It was part of the agree-

ment by which Hughes about

Distribution

Company Akin

ST[P yp PROD.

Howard Hughes is reported trying to buy back from Floyd Odium

f

!
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SOL LESSER GROOMING

Two

SON TO TAKE OVER 100^

If

Irving Le.s.ser-Seymouf

'

j

Same

•

i

Poe outfit that handles domestio
and foreign sales supervision for
Wanger. Sol Le.sser. William Do/jer’s
Rampart Productions and
other indies. Possibility is al.so .seen
of other producers either coming
j,,
wanger as partners in th«
(Continued on page 18)

Plan Test Case on

I).

S.

Cnstom DepL’s Right To

'

,

j

WB

Pre-Censor Film Imports

i

Vog Film Co., New York India
foreign film di.stributor, may institute a test case soon in New York
f<‘deral court to determine wheth^

RKO

U

^

^e

has obtained U. S. distrib riglits
through a down-payment to Majev
tic F'ilms. French outfit which produced it. Irving Fishman, chief of
the customs bureau’s restricted
merchandise division, seized a print
of the film when it came over and
allegedly refuses to release
cause of some shots of a

woman. Upon Meadow’s
^

N. Y. office.

Meadow' has agreed

Los Angeles. New Coast
was with Paramount for 20

in

i

'

Joe Seidelman Abroad

years and last served as Par’s midwe.st division manager In Kansas

Universal’s a.ssistant
Daff.
Al
foreign chief, planes to Paris June
10 to join Jo.seph H, Seidelman,
head of U’s foreign department.
Daff will be gone six weeks on a

City.

Goldhammer, formerly AAmanager, be-

sales manager.
New York, he’ll

'

joint

European

o.o.

with his chief.

supervise

some 14 exchange areas
U prexy Nate Blumberg, mean^coughout the east and midwest. time, arrives in New York from
Personnel shifts, announced by the Coast tomowow (Thurs.) for
seiieral sales manager
Morey Gold- an indefinite stay east. Ben Henry,
stem, marks the first
time that AA- Briti.sh chief, returns Saturday (4)
i

|

i

Mono has had a western and eastern sales chief in the
field.

to delete th«

nudity, but only

if the cuts do not
(Continued on page 6)

Pr|y«|fA Pomfol Fnr
rriYaie
tdpiiai TOl

Remake
Philip Lipton,

If
“Two

'

sales

be-

nudt

.uJ
which upheld the decision of th«

i

eastern

It

protest.

I

West

Headquartering in

Civil

Suit will stem from the bureau’f
action in refusing to release from
customs a print of the Frenchmade “White Legs.” to which Vog

I

Mono western

to withhold
niarket for
Proposed ac-

American

'

^mes

official.-rlniva

liberties Union, which is cooperatinc with Vog
Vna chief
rhii.f Noel
Nnt.i Meadow
ating
in the test.

—
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bv Herbert Levy,

,

National Boxoffice Survey

L. E.

filed

I

i

chief

right

rea.sons of censorship.

PLAN DOESN’T

M&B

arbitrary

U

,

SEARS’ ODEON SALES

Customs Bureau

S.

I''**

with
'

visit.

his

wife

following

a

Coast

place, still going great. However,
is trailing "Stratton” by a size-

it

able

margin although playing

more than

in

12 cities.

Third best is “Blonde From
Bashful Bend” (20th), albeit on disappointing side in several cities.
"Streets of Laredo” (Par) is finishing fourth, confounding crix who

claim western epics are washed up.
“We Were Strangers” (Col) is copping fifth coin while “Younger
Bros.” (WB), another western, is

winding up

in sixth slot

“Champion”
“Ball

Game”

(UA)

seventh;'
(M-G), eighth; "Red
is

of ‘2 Hearts’
New York manu-

SniTn.l”
‘h''

»»

Hearts

in
Three-Quarter
Douglas Sirk is preshoot in Vienna. Budget

paring to
„„ the pic Is $800,000, half of
v^'bich is being put up by a group
"Africa of local Austrian financiers.
sturdy in Toronto.
Screams” (UA) is doing nicely in
No bank Is involved in the deal,
Washington.
with Lipton advancing all th«
“City Across River” (U) Is doing
dollar credits that are needed.
“Outpost
Philly.
socko in
in
Remainder of the 50'’7 in dollars
Morocco” (UA*. okay in F'risco,
which
is represented by the story
“Tulsa” (F'.L)
looms nice in (L’hl.
Sirk tossed in the pot, and deferis okay in N. Y.
ments on the producer-dlrector’i
^
..
^
...
“Gunga Din - Lost Patrol RKO sors'ices. Sirk made the original
reissue combo looks big both in "Tvco Hearts.”
Boston and- Providence
United Artists will dlstributm
(Complete Boxoffice Reporls on .the film and Sam Dembow, Jr.,
Pagex 8-9).
will rep the producer.

“Set-Up’ (RKO) looks go^'d
“Last Bandit’ (Rep'

Seattle.

In

Is

,

I

Wednesday, June

PlCTUREft

Sharp Upswing

Brasshat ‘Entry’ Proem
Washington, May 31.

No. of Hieatres

in

Throughout the World, Survey Reveals
Washington, May

'country. Costa Rica, has only 77
The past two years have .seen a theatres, with 36,013 seats; El Sj^
vador has 28 theatres with 3^382
sharp swing upward in the numproduct gets 98<’c
ber of picture theatres in the seats. Hollywood
world. In a worldwide survey just
Ov^rcompleted by the U. S. Depart- ^uras and 83^ in Nicaragua.
7.')
i.s
r.
ment of Commerce’s motion pic- all avera^ for the section
the Caribbean area. Cuba has
ture-photographic branch, it is fig316.573
with
521
most
theatres
the
urcd that as of Jan. 1 last there exscats. We get 70 r of the playing
Isted 90,097 film theatres, with a
tjme
them. Trinidad and Tobago
seating capacity of 48,750.147, in
ween them have 40 theatres
116 countries. While this does not
with
seats, and the Domini29,713
take in everything, it includes the
large countries and nearly all of
000
seats. Hollywood gets 95j^r
the small ones.
of the playing time in Bermuda,
e
,,
f
.
About 72/0 of all features ^j^dward Islands, Curacao and
are American.
Aruba; 97% in the Leeward Islands
reported and 94% in Jamaica. IJ. S. does
represents,”
“This
Nathan D. Golden, the depart- worst in the French West Indies
ment’s film chief, and his assistant, with only 50% of the total.
Earl H. Young, “an increase of
"in the Far and Middle Ea.st and
11,123 theatres over the 1947 esti- the South Pacific countries, as of
mated total of 78,974 theatres
(Continued on page 22)
with 42,667,411 seats.
"While a part of this increase,
especially in the European counCompetitiTe Circnits
tries and the Far East, represents
theatres that were closed because
In Philly Co-op on 20tli’$
of the war and are now in operation again, a large portion represents new theatres that have been
First 18 Day-and-Daters
constructed during the pSst two
Philadelphia. May 31.
j

m

considerable variation of
the percentage of Hollywood prodIt
uct screened’ over the world.
ranges from 95% in the U. S. to
47% in the Far East, where the
U. S. is weakest, except for such
•pots as the Soviet Union where
cur pictures fail to get through the
Iron Curtain
Europe’s 52,344 Theatres
As of Jaif. 1, Europe had 52,344
theatres with a seating capacity of
14,062,799, an upswing from the
43,652 houses and 21,147,707 seats
This is an increase of
In 1947.
19.9% in theatres and 13.8% in
“Italy

25THANNI
25(h anniversary celebration, which has been confined
mo.stly to the trade until now, is
slated for a nationwide publicity
and exploitation splash ^ithin the
next several weeks via magazine
stories, newspaper ads and a special 40-mlnute M-G ballyhoo short.
Company sales execs, meanwhile,
are concentrating on their drive to

nabe

hou.ses
opened
Mr Belvedere
to College on a day-and-date
basis
Despite an all-day rainfall
for the op^er, the Carnian theatre
took in $1,000 for the Initial day as
sRsiost its usual gross of about $2,^or a full week
Plan, which forms part of 20th’s
recently-announced sales policy, is
designed to reduce clearances and

‘

in Philly, theatres in

simultaneously.
the picture at least
as against the former
many of the

nenr

While the figure for
Sot exact it
available from sources considered
On Jan. 1. 1949,
to be reliable.
Italy claimed 8,138 theatres with
1.119.000 seats, against 5,400 the•tres with an estimated 3,000,000
seats for the same period of 1947.
Germany reports 5,832 theatres in
1949 with 2,349,995 seats, compared with 3,703 theatres in 1947
with 1,296,050 seats.
“Revised figures from the USSR
•how that in 1949 there were 12,614
theatres with 5.300,000 seats, as
compared with 10,565 theatres with
4.450.000 seats in 1947.
“No data is yet available out of
f.

Albania. Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania in this European roundup, and in Russia and certain satellite countries the percentage of
American screen time is not available
Russia lists the largest number of
theatres in Europe, by a wide marNext is Italy with its 8.138
fin.
Other big exhibiting
film houses.
are
Germany,
5,832
countries
houses; France, 5,163 film hou.ses;
and the United Kingdom, 5,000
theatres.
U, S. films have their
best playing time ratios in Ireland
and Luxembourg, in which the IIollywood product occupies 90% of
the .screen time. In Greece it has
’

80%.
In all of Latin America, includIng the Caribbean area, there were
7,663 theatres seating 5.450 *>90
on Jan. 1, as compared with 6,948
theatres and 4.772,664 seats in
1947. This is an increa.se of 9 7^>p
In theatres and 14.2% in seats over
the two-year period.
The U. S.
features had 73% of the screen
playing time.

,

tnf®tres.

u

.

'

'

J

1,

«

•

‘Si
and

publicity
ballyhoo
tbf openings. Campaign was
blFhlighted by a large co-op ad
Thursday in Philly s three newsPapers, which for the first time was
shared by theatres operated by difcircuits,
including
Warners, Goldman, etc., with 20th
Paymg 50% of the cost. Ad reportlool« tbe play away from the
^un houses and was followed
“P by underline announcements in
the theatre’s regular directory iistmgs. In addition,, the houses prior
(Continued on page 22)

1.

1,104,0.39

led

with

South

1,575

.seats.

American playing
In Surinam, with

Anni celebration is being extended throughout the world and
Loew's International prez Arthur
Indications that Metro may be M. Loew reports
similar success
the first of the majors to step up in getting Metro
product on the
its releasing schedule were seen
.screens of all theatres in every
this week with the addition of “In country open
to U. S. pix.

Good Old Summer Time”

It

did best

Gu’nna. 80%. It
Ven'zuela and 50%
and French Guiana.

in

Briti.sh

40%

in

summer

release roster.

New

film
ups the
total
for
July
and August from six to seven,
marking the first time in several
years that the company has neared

(he one-picture-a-week schedule.
While the hypoed distribution
program ties in with M-G’s 25th
.inni sales drive, it is also believed
based on the faster playoffs now
accorded pix in most situations and
the upsurge in Metro’s production
activities,
which makes possible
both the building of a backlog and
the accelerated releasing.
M-G

I

i

I

I

I

MY

I

j

I

j

,

I

I

'

1

I

'

I

'

side!”

Fred decided to stop managing the Knights of the Hit-andGet-Away, and became the representative of the U. S. Government at
the Paris Exposition. He was in charge of the Retrospective Exhibits
from the Smithsonian Institute. By the time he found out what Retrospective Exhibits meant, the exposition was over.
While in Paris he
became acquainted with Oscar Wilde who had just finished his book
“De Profundis” or the “Ballad of Reading Gaol.” Oscar Wilde aut(H
graphed a copy to Fred in back of the book. Fred later attended
Wilde’s funeral, the least he could do for an autographed book.
A Cardboard Lover
Some fellows become theatrical managers through an inherent talent,
some by pull and some by birth, but Fred Block got cards printed. He
was a cardboard lover; he would give dames passes. He was a regular
fellow going around town even slapping mosquitoes on the back. He
‘now began wearing socks in the daytime! He became general manager
for Sullivan, Harris Sc Woods in 1902. Traveled with 'Terry McGovern
in "Bowery After Dark” until biz became too light.
He also had charge
of the production of “The Peddler,” starring the great Joe Welch. In
1910 he took a crack at producing “The Right of Way” and “The
Barrier,” and took the profits to become 4 vaudeville producer with
Jean Havez. In 1919 he had some money left so became active with
Jack Gleason, producing two musical comedies, “The Rainbow Girl”
and “Maid In Love.” The latter show won the storehouse prize of the
In 1899

—

year.
In between times he never lost his love for fighters.
He ran the
James J. Corbett Special to Chicago for the Dempsey-Tunney fight
where a bunch of the Friars heard a slow count for the first time. In
1920 Block decided to take the matrimonial count and married the
very charming Jean Walker. So far they have counted up to 29 and
expect to go to 50 at least!
In 1923 Fred joined hands and bankroll with I. H. Herk with the
Mutual Circuit of Burlesque Theatres. They were playing toi a clientele
that were in no mood for jokes. Fred stretched a million into a shoestring! As one of the best amateur three cushion billiard players in the
city (he never played in the country) he decided to buy the famous
Jack Doyle’s Billiard Parlor and settle down. Fred was his own best

customer. He finally got tired of seeing green cloths without fares so
he took hi.s cue and went out to manage Borrah Minevitch’s Harmonica
Rascals.
This lasted for two years and in 1946-47 he had charge of
the concqrt unit for the USO, touring practically the entire U. S.
You can see that this guy Freddy Block has a resistless energy. He
is a go-getter.
He goes into a revolving door behind you and comes out
walking when he is on an escalator! In
1924 he found time, in conjunction with the late beloved William
Morris, to help found the Jewish Theatrical Guild and has been its vice*
pre^dent ever since. In 1928 he took time off to run the James J.
Corbett Special to Miami for the Friars to see the Sharkey-Stribling
while there decided to give a Friars’ Frolic. They played to
«oo c
$23,650
in one performance. On his return the Friars tendered him a
testimonial dinner at the monastery where for the first time ladies were
permitted, it was the first chance the wives had of seeing the place
‘
husbands claimed to be at during the day. He rated this big
affair because I red was one of the
organizers of the Friars and managed practically all the Friars’ Frolics from 1910 to 1932. A pretty bu.sy
little guy.

A

Closeup

RODGERS WEST JUNE 20,
SCHARY EAST THIS WK.

he looks like a guy that would sell you an Essex. He carries
low; he must liave something in his
back pockets, because it
can t be all him! He appears like a short
wrestler who doesn’t like road
** clothes are made by the
best tailor in town
but not for
u may not dress well,
niin.
He
but he dresses warm! Without his glasses
e couldn t even hear!
In a sports argument he is deadlier than a
.

months

of

new

features

to

look

Schary. meanwhile,

is

schedued

arrive at the homeoffice from
the Coa.st some time this week to
sec .some Broadway shows and
to

confab with Rodgers, Metro prez
Nicholas M. Schenck and veepees
Edmund Grainger production Charles C. Moskowitz and J. Robcalls for practically air all-male ert Rubin
He'll be back at the
cast, with only one gal in a minor studio
before Rodgers gets out
to start in mid-July.

i

.

Plan Test Case

over.

‘Iwo Jima*

Hollywood. May 31.
Republic assigned Allan Dwan
to direct its high-budget war picture. "Sands of Iwo Jima,” slated

.

pigeon with a bombsight!
®'^ Freddy Block is the executive manager of the new New
Metro sales veepee William F. V
York Chapter of the Variety Club,
which, like Freddy, leaves a wake of
Rodgers plans to call a meeting of
charity behind them.
his
He belongs with a great gang like
divisional
sales
m.anagers, hoti. K**
Decause he is an agreeable and generous
either in New York or Chicago!
friend and considerate
man. He is as Broadway as Variety,
following
a human person whose great asset
his
return
from the IS ms
naturalness and deep loyalty. In the neighborhood of Times Sq.
Coa.st at the end of July.
Se.ssion you can
t find another Block
like him'
will be given over to a di.scussion
of M-G’s 25th anni sales drive and
Rodgers will also discuss with the
field toppers the new pictures he
plans to onceover while at the
Sales exec is slated to leave for
the Coast June 20 to gander the
new product and huddle with studio execs Louis B. Mayer and Dore
Schary. It will be his first trip to
the Coast since February, when he
held a national sa'es convention
at the studio, so he will have
four

•

role.

In

studio.

that number despite the boo.st in
releases, since eight pictures were
I)
"ore the cameras last week.

Dwan Megs

j

'

Colombia

It has 76'"^ of
the Brazilian screen time and 6OC0
in Argentina.
Mexicans’ Wide Margin
The Mexico - Central America
area shows the Mexicans leading
by a wide margin with 1,666 theatres and 1,500,000 scats, with the
U. S. getting 55% of the playing
time, lowest for this area. Next

i

I

nis

to

theatres

got only

j

I

'he
'be

American

time.

M-G followed the same patin its 20th anni sales drive
years ago and discovered that
many of the theatres which had
not previously booked Metro product became permanent customers
as a result of the drive. Company
hopes the same situation will hold
true this year.
end.
tern

five

.

Argentina

90%. and

branches have guaranteed they’ll
have a Metro film on the screen
of every theatre before the year’s

——
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on vales veepee William F. Rodgers
and has often averred his release rate
had would be based on what the market
ould ab.sorb.
1,690 theatres, but only 945,000
Production veepee
•eat.s.
Chile had 315 theatres and Dore Schary, meanwhile, has de272.000 seats; and Colombia had clared 18 pictures would form a
445 theatres and 2,50.000 scats. The “safe” backlog and it is believed
U. S. avcraced 64% of the South the studio will be able to attain
Brazil

Jan.

“Stratton
Story,”
both current
N. Y. first runs, as launching the
anni celebration and also listed
other upcoming features.
Look
mag is scheduled to devote several
pages in its June 21 issue to a
picture layout on M-G’s studio
anni party and Photoplay is also
plugging the company with a several-page story in the June issue.
The special short, titled “Some of
the Best” and produced by Frank
Whitbeck of the studio publicity
staff, will be released to theatres
as .soon as the company chiefs decide how best to distribute it.
Short is in black-and-white but
includes several Technicolor sequences via clips from the company’s upcoming color features.
Ten of Metro’s 32 exchanges,
meanwhile, have reported 100%
coverage of theatres in their territories and managers in the other

18 different
zones established by 20th bid for
the product, which is released to
them 21 days after the close of the
downtown first run, instead of the
sur28 days they formerly waited.

the past two years the Ja^gest

j

Anni ballyhoo for public consumption was launched May 22 in
the Sunday amusement sections
of several New York newspapers
via full-page ads.
They plugged
“Barkleys
of
Broadway”
and

permit multiple runs. As operated

m-

,

have at lea.st one Metro feature or
short played in every available
theatre in the world during the
year, looking for the idea to pay
off with new exhib customers as
well as with publicity.

avm
18

time he said to Fitzsimmons, “Let's make this a gentleman’s agreement.” And Fitzsimmons replied, “No use dragging in a third party!”
He managed Bob in his first vaude touring show,, In 1895-1899 Fred
managed the great James J. Corbett, and when James J. Jeffries defeated Fitzsimmons. Fred managed Jeffries for a short season. During
the fight between Jeffries and Fitzsimmons, Fred before the fight .said to
Bob, “May the best man win.” And Bob said, “I thought you were on

Metro’s

Goes

^

and Germany,” the

jey reveals, ‘‘b/ve shown

Thursday (26K

own misfortune. He went out west. Up to now the only time he'
saw green grass was when they buried his uncle.
He figured that all the world loves a lover and a man with authority
to write passes, so he decided to become a manager.
He had an expression of contented gloom and misery decorating his face so he was
just the type. In 1895 he became Bob Fitzsimmon’s manager. At the
his

DOWN ON ITS

^

•hows

JR..

METRO BEARING

i

^The

JOE LAURIE.
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,

I

'

"flexible

.By

Fred Block was born in Loi Angeles many years ago. This date
hat
been verified. The paper wrote, “An eight lb. baby boy came
FRIGHTEN the home of Mr. and Mrs. Block.” When he was born hit
Justice.
ment of
parents joined Parents Anonymous! He wasn’t a bad looking baby
at
Starring in film is the Swedish babies goo. Things were rough when he was a baby no talcum
powMarta Toren, Ann Blythe and Rob- der! So his parents decided to move to N. Y.
Cummings.
Stars are exert
His early school days were spent at P. S. 39 on East 125th street
pected to be at preem.
where, at the age of seven, he was pa.st his prime. At 10 he was a reAt 14 his parents talked him into
paint man for a hot tricycle ring!
running away from home. He was nearly a half mile from the house
when he got hep and came baclf. He started going to burly shows at
an early age; he went so often that when his mother would take off her
apron he would applaud! When other kids were cutting teeth, he was
cutting crap game.s. He finally decided to go out in the world to seek

31.

breakdown by large areas 'NewfOth-Fox

I949

A Thumbnose Sbeteb-Freddy Block

Universal has garnered the cooperation of the Justice Department and the Swedish Embassy
for an all-out brasshat preem of
its new .semi-documentary, “Illegal
It was
Entry,” night of June 8.
made with cooperation of Depart-

;

1,

there.

C'ontinnrd from

interfere with the story’s eonliniiAccording to Levy, who also
has seen the picture, there is no
reason for cutting it since “anyone
who blinks twice will mi.ss the nude
shots entirely.” He outlined the
ACLU’s interest in the affair by
declaring the organization "do
not believe in prior censorship
of
ity.

any
form,
including
entertainment.”
If the scenes
are obscene as
charged Levy .said, then that point
should be made in the courts
but

wrong to give one man the
power to order deletions. Film,

It

IS

which

is

now playing three

tres

in

run,

stars Suzy

Paris

on

a

theaday-arul-date

Dclair,

who

also

p»Kt 5

starred

in

the

“Jenny

recent

Lamour.”

No OverrExposure?
Paris,

May

31.

Terming “Pattes Blanches as a
poor picture, most trade ohser\er.s
hire feel that the U.S. customs
objected to the film’s storv ilscii
rather than finding faiiH .'''t ’
sexy overtones (Suzy Dclair
”

pood deal). Yarn dc!'*' ''‘‘•'J
murder. Meanwhile, govcrnmcni
oefilm chief Fourre Corincra.v
elarcd that he is unaware of
real reason why “Blanches
been barred in the U.S. but
a

the ('iistoms’ decision
pealed.

is

being ap-

1949

pirriTBBS

ANGLO COLD WAR
Batde for

Indies

E’s Rank Tie Forfends

British Film

Market Levels Attack on

’48

Pact

TO’

With the Anglo-American Film^proposals

Council

of

pow admitted on

last

month

sides to be
Society of Inde-

—

all

U-I Options

—

smoking

—

:

|

|

tiators

j

j

the basic one, under
which Yank firms are permitted to
export $17,000,000 of their earnis

ings in Britain.

Los Angeles, May
"

prospects

but

August

called
dim for

mok

meetings

in

*1*^!

_

31.

major

filed

plaintiffs

'

demands

cause of a strike.
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KL got into the situation via its
recent arrangement with SRO. Unthis setup it handles residual
selling of small accounts and provides physical and accounting facilities for the Selznick organization. When David O. Selznick recently made the agreement with
Korda to take on distribution of
“Brooke,” it no doubt did not occur to him that El. would be block-

Cal. Solons Call

to the current lack of sanguinity.
No, 1 point, of course, is the lack
of agreement in the industries on
both sides of the Atlantic of the
desirability of any such agreement
for a promise of possible increased
playing time on British circuits in
return for a form of subsidy o!

Figures in H’wood

Deal on Tinian’

and

here

der

come of them.
Whole bevy of factors contribute

Negro Pic Cycle

Harold Wilson, prexy of the
British Board of Trade; Eric Johnston, prez of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, and James A.
Mulvey, prez of Samuel Goldwyn
Productions, repping SIMPP.
Two-year agreement is slated for
reappraisal and possible renewal

product

Producers.

the

will

by

Rank

Arthur

'^ould be in the position of releasing films by the competing British

d^fl^ring they weie

off.

London.

was

here in fednine members of the
carpenters unions

New York tomorrow
officially

suit against nine

studios

the latter are held at all, not much
hope is seen that anything of value

|

was drawn up

It

in

leasing Organization and Sir Alexander Korda for distribution by
SRO in the U. S. and Canada of
Korda’s ‘‘Case of Lady Brooke” has
fallen through. Cancellation of ths
pact resulted from a nix by Eagl*
Lion on handling the pic for SRO,
since KL already distributes J.

L A. Lockout Suit
Lockout

in

(Thursday)

!

.

Pact

Deal between the Selznick Re-

Washington, underwent
a virtual atom-bombing during the
past week. Not only was the slated
session of British and U. S. nego-

|

U.S. Distrib

Of Seiznick-Korda’s Competitive Pic

HOPPENEO?

Hopes o' a month ago for an
armistice in the cold war between
fhc U. S. and British film industries, following the Anglo-Ameri-

Siodmak

dead and the
Hollywood, May 31.
pending Motion Picture Producers
Robert Siodmak is negotiating
laying claim to being at least parSIMPP prexy with U1 to change his director contially responsible
tract into a one-picture-per-year
Ellis G. Arnall is loading ammuni
Option, calling for $2,850 a
tion for his next barrage in the deal.
He will week, was recently picked up by
Indies’ Battle of Britain.
a the studio.
demand immediate reopening
Most of Siodmak’s recent work
year before schedule of the entire
agreement negotiated March 11, has been done on loanoiits to other
1948, between England and the studios. His latest was ‘‘The Great
Sinner” at Metro.
American industry.

—

HOT AGAIN

IS

40%

A

Brit.'

Quota

ed from handling

Gov’t Problem

it

by

its

Rank

commitment.
Selznick

has

other

deals with
British production as was proposed
Korda for a series of pix which aro
Washington, May 31.
at
the Washington conclave in
being produced jointly in England.
Sudden interest currently in April. Aside from that:
—
There
All VIC has
1109 been
A/v VII
an aii^i.v
ail
angry reacAvav'iti
i. _
^
screen rights to ‘‘Finian’s Raintion by California congre.ssmen to
1. The British Board of Trade is
bow,” almost 2^^ years after the said to be opposed to the proposals the British government’s refusal to
musical made its original because of their resemblance to a consider shaving the 40% domestic
••
„
.
^
Broadway, is believed to cartel arrangement and is uinvill- film quota. The Californians notlnutHh!.*
Hollywood’s new atti- ing to cut the quota below the 40% fied the State Department in no
Season ^a P
D(.rcon7.v^
the jomttreatment of Negro dis- effective Oct. 1.
uncertain terms that the British
he whollyInstead of ducking
crimination.
goveriunent had no right to unload
P 'V**,
2. Society of Independent Mo
in
the
Western
J"''..''-;.-."' American'’ond"EnBiish
Hemisphere. Tlicy will actually b*
tion Picture Producers in the U. S.
racing with films on the subject
producers* the settlement of a
against
">' Koeda lilms but Sclrnlck fllma
u^itej Artists with Screen Plays is continuing its barrage
problem whicli teas created by Act
country,
“Home of the Brave,” the Washington proposals as a mat- p, parliament. The Californians
prevent any"Brooke” stars Myrna Loy and
already opened; Film; ter of principle to
railed for further action by our
in
happening
similar
fhmg
thing
(Government to break up the "as produced in England and Italy
lassies w'ith Louis de Roche(Continued on page
British quota, a.sserting that the hy Gregory Ratoff. It was to hav«
..Lost Boundaries.” which
British were thumbing their noses been retitled “Capri Incident.”
20th-Fox nif>
/If in»r niAiA
Reciprocal Trade agree^iy^ Darryl F. Zanuck’s “Pinky,”
Sidney Deneau, SRO’s v.p. in
CLirT
SIR
^.|^ic|^ ^ iu
released later in the

as of June 14, 1950. Arnall’s contention is that, since the British

I

I

modified the pact unilaterally by
subsequently adopting the 45%
quota law and then both sides attempted to modify it further wit
the recent Anglo-American Council proposals, the entire agreement
should at once be given a thorough
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has already been taken
out of the apple and it has teeth

marks from a sec^d
prexy declared.

The

try,

result

SIMPP
is

,

that

confusi^ and suspicion now su round the agreement. We re back
even farther than we were before
the pact was made. It s time, ther^
fore, that we clear the air by s
Ing

i

i

!

|

all over.’

Stricly

|

j
'

j

I

On

a Govt. Level

^

'

is.

man is currently negotiating to
^»nian
for
$200,000.
acquire
musical, which ran almost two
y^ars on Broadway and has been
nn the road since October, has a
very definite Negro discrimination
theme. In it. a Southern senator,
treats colored people as subhuman, is by a miracle turned into

The

policy that SIMPP has long advorated of the State Dept, doing the
indu.stry’8 battling instead of it
getting into unequal contests con-

Negro himself.
hand what It IS

a

Rank Offers $3,240,000

UA Odeon Stock
•

That

<I»ri

II

year's

AAA

pix
Ungindlly Lost Ipjl,UUU Negrohe’d
b.o.,
Hollywood. May 31.
the script
I

Joseph

He

learns

first-

trio

of

I

|

i

l

Exhibitors

Assn,

.said

he thought

•

anti-

•

1

•

intact.
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.
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Richmond,
Trade was part of

1.314.

made

in

1

Is

^

!

a deal recentj

we'’en'’%eh„"Ill"’‘

*

o" ?;r'“i"’' '’p

Skouras. chief of FWC and National Theatres, to conform with
the 20th-Fox consent decree in the
government’s
prodivorcement
feedings, breaking up joint interests in United California Theatres,
Eleven other UCT houses had
previou.sly
been transferred to
Schenck. They were: the United
Artists theatrc.s in Berkeley, El
Centro, Long Beach. Inglewood,

Pasadena and Belvedere Gardens;
the Long Beach in Long Beach;
the California and Capitol in Glendale; the Egyptian in Hollywood,
and the Four Star in Los Angeles,

sons,

who

is

Sucs for Minor’* Injuries
^

^
pP'’.v

f o-

were named defendants
a $.^0.(^0

S'**"!

^

damage

suit

Fred Schehorn. guardian of Donald
^fhehorn. An addi lonal $7,500 is
for the youth s services,
In .August, 1947, according to
the complaint. Fox wrongfully employed the Scheborn lad to place
.seats and other certain work at WiIt's charged that when
nona. Mo.
the tent blew down the boy was
Fox assertedly is
badly injured.
responsible due to his negligence
in hiring an employee under age.

For June 9-11

in N.Y.C.

Warner Bros, top bra.ss from th*
Coast and abroad will converge in
New' York next week for the company’s first annual sales convention
in three years to be held at th!

!

five

One of the top points on th#
will be discussions of merchandising plans for the eompany’g
releases for the remainder of th#
whitecollarite pacts as a basis for season, including “The FountainFormerly the com- head.” starring Gary Cooper and
bargaining.
pa„|ejj held out for elimination of Patricia
Neal; “The Girl From
seniority and severance pay pro- .Jones
Beach.” Virginia M a y oCommittee of the Screen Ronald Reagan starrer; “Look for
vi.sions.
Publicists Guild and Screen Office the Silver Lining.” starring June
^ Professional Employees Guild Haver. Ray Botger and Gordon
^vill
meet with the companies MacRae. and “The Ladv Takes a
shortly in another effort to reach Sailor,” starring J^ne Wyman and
^ settieinent.
Joseph Colten.
Company execs
are vv'ill al.so de.scribe the studio’s largemeantime,
union.s,
Both
stepping up their boycott demon- scale production plans for ths

i

j

making

his first trip
plan to return to

agenda

,

panied by his son-in-law. Jack Par-

described by Vales as " Republic's
Both
to America.
imporiant film and certainly Britain June 30 on the Queen FIlizamarks a milcsione in the both.
II
entire industry-"
deals w'ith
t'ominunisi situation.
ACAT Repudiates D.C. Deal

1

n
\alPjt

!

,

secrecy.

I

Conr. in 3 Years Set

is expected within the next
Situation was eased
weeks.
j.|jgij(iy by an indu.stry hint that
(b^.y were ready to take the old

i

picture,

»i

lions

^

I

ai

Icf Naf

^^j^^^LAstoria June 9-11.
Th!
l/efnanCiS three Warner brothers, Harry M.,
month dead- Jack L. and Major Albert, will bm
between the major com- pre.sent at the meet over which
and hoineoffice whltecollar- Ben Kalmenson, distrib vlce-prexy,
unions in new contract negotia- will preside.

1

subsidiary circuit.
Four
theatres
acquired
1^'
chenck are: the Mission, a 1.178Jose; the Varsity,
nf.o
3, I alo Alto; the Wilson. 1.899.
California,

«

IX (yOllanteS

i

^

j

.

geles district, .starting

WK C

9UUiiu^
ill N.Y.
r.x^tiorettiV
Break SoOfl
.
:

I

'

jmwnf

i

j

i

'

British government’s reply
only be termed a shabby perNo attempt by the
formance.
B|-i(ish Ministry .supinely to hide
behind the Joint Anglo-American
"
Advisory Council can obscure
(Continued on page 24)

;

that Board of Irade prez Haiold
Wil.son would hardly approve any
of the proposals with the possible
of the suggestion that
exception
.
D. *
the three major circuits in Britain
annually show a minimum of 100
features.
American A
4
Reflecting on the points contained in the text of the agreements
outlined by Eric Johnston, head of
of
As.sn.
P^fjnre
Motion
the
America. Clift felt that as far as
were
exhibitors
independent
the

proves profitable at the
probably elect to leave

4

lover to EL this week“Portrait of
Jennie” for residual .selling. SRO’i
own staff has been selling it to dat*
and has pretty well run through all
the major accounts. They'll conf'oue with some unsold situation!
supervise EL’s selling of Ui!
other account.s.

|

Schenck enjoyed a
Adding to this belief is the fact
chuckle when he heard that J. Arthat E. Y. Harburg and Fred Saidy,
thur Rank is ready to pay 800.000
who authored the show with Bur- concerned the Washington cone aye
pounds (about $3,240,000) for Unitton Lane, have already completed had accomplislied nothing,
aai
ed Artists’ interest in Britain’s
a scenario in which Feldman is It was obvious that the delegates to
Odeon Circuit. When Schenck was
Harburg said that the the meet had no intention of aiding
interested.
chairman of the UA board about
screenplay “provides a new ap- the exhibitor for prior to the ses20 years ago he paid 250 pounds
proach for film musicals.”
sions of April ^t-22 ine Anglofor a hunk of Odeon stock.
Later
Amcrican Films Council refused to
the Investment was increased 50%
permit exhibitors any representaat an outlay of $50,000.
Total co.st. -a/^ a j
I Ur
oUagei For
tion at the conference.
In
dollars and pounds sterling.
Clift rapped the existing British
amounted to about $51,000.
Rep’s ‘Mcnacc Opcner
quota tor, in his opinion, the reguIncidentally, Schenck traded his
Hollywood. May 31.
tends to re.strict the theatrelation
two-thirds interest in Grauman s
u
^
o
„
Republic
Hubert
J.
lales,
man from booking films which
Chinese theatre, a landmark on
greatest appeal to his pathe
have
on
adis
spending
$50,000
Alollywood blvd., for four Fox West prexy.
Coast houses out of town.
Deal vertising lo launch his new picture, trons. The veteran exhib left for
Saturday (28) for a
Coast
the
means that the Chinese will be "The Red Menace” in the Los AnHe was accomshort visit there.
owned completely by the 20th-Fox
.lune 9.

M.

,

Tariffs,

comment was forthcoming
from MPA, which was also notified
of the British government decision
Film Conference in Washington by our State Department.
were characterized last week as so
Bluntest comment came from
much “wishful thinking” by Sir j^pp (_«pt.ii
King (q Calif.).
Sidney Clift, chairman and manag- chairman of a special sub-conimiting director of Britain’s Clifton cir- tee of California congressmen, to
In the U. S. for a month’s ^^-ork for lowering the British barcuit.
stay on a “fact-finding” trip, the liers.
He wrote in part to Acting
onetime head of the Cinematograph Secretary of State James E. Webb:
Tentative agreements reached
Anglo-American
by the recent

like to be discriminated against.
During the show’s Broadway run
there wasn’t much film Interest
Feldin it because of this angle.
man has given no indication of his
own intention, but il is thought

(Continued on page 18)

•

*
a
r-u
i,i.i
feldAgent-producer
Charles
K.
t

however, that
the renegotiation not be by the
British government on one side
and the American industry on the
other, but by the British government and the American government. This is in keeping with the

Amald’s twist

For

PANS
SIDNEY
NFW ANCIO-IIS ‘nFAI
liLiff /iliuijv U*i/*

.

^

,

i

'

strations against major-owned theatres. Pledges of support from the
New York City CIO Council and
numerous trades unions w'ere re-

future.

Variety Clubs’ Takeover

ceived this week with a postcard
_ ^
i-* a
j
oarafiaC rlOSp reteCi
campaign being directed toward!
Major Leslie R. Thomp.son of RKO,
Saranac Lake, May 31.
spokesman for the industry comLondon. May 31.
Variety Clubs International will
Picketing has also been inAs.sn. of Cine & Allied Techni- mittee.
t-ians is protesting to Board of lensiHed against the Loew's chain
Trade president Harold Wijson
day ceremony June 9. OrganiraP,
sign
Attempts by the AFLs
agamsl the recent Anglo-Americaii
extended invites to tormer
Claiming Uie British
talks
instlofficer? and mrect^
home?urSl’n‘'orhome^
of
jurisdiction
over
to
take
Washington
representative.s at the
*
rnmnmv heads trad!
conference were not authorized to office flacks were nixed yesterday papers and other Industryites to
jTues
the
speak for the entire industry
,
will
.r" fe" UWUe,"'’
<0
nETb
^.^^: -^-ye ,rom tirand_^Cen.ra. Nation
- .
the council’s proposals are consid- threw out Local 230 s petition for
earlv the next day
collective bargaining elections at
cred.
Meanwhile, a similar protest has RKO on grounds that it had no
claim to represent that
been filed bv the National As.sn. of justifiable
AM*
— -It--.
D A
^ Walsh,
mR.
International .41Richard
Theatrical
& Klnc Employcos. unit. AFL move was initiated by
«
RKO artists who hance of, Theatrical and Slag!
dozen
a
about
likely
be
will
Both complaints
proxy,
was elected A
Employees
weighed when Wilson returns from resigned from SPG several months
veepec of the hospital.
ago.
his current Canadian trip.
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Wednctday, June

PII^TIIRK GRO.S.SB.S
‘Baltimore’

Biz

Loud

Not So Big

$9,000, ‘Cat’

Okay $9^00

off

is

in

of outdoor
fair product.

week because

this

$19,5»0;

downtown houses

and only

ities

Los Angeles, May

31.
failed to

Broadway Grosses

week

first

|9,000 or better in

at

11 1*0!

"Lust
strength

in
last

opening
Bros.”

Gold” is showing
two theatres after
Sunday <29). “Younger

for

is

Warner

I

“Nick Beal”

hou.ses.

Sisters” (EL).

$24,0110

55-$!)—
512;
(5th wk). Okay
$20,000 or near. Last week, $22,000.
’’'nesc. •.oew’s State, Loyola,
Uptown (FWC) (2,048; 2,404; 1,248;
1,719; 60-$!)— “Beautiful Blonde”
WT
..
(20th)
and “Leave To Henry
(Mono). Very slow $35,000. Last
week, “Mr. Belvedere” (20th) and
‘‘Arctic Fury” (Indie) (3d wk), $27,-

May

.

and “Feuding

So-so $6,000.

Last

Men

‘Stratton’

i

.

Lionel Hampton band onstage is
boosting “C-Man” into a great
stanza at Earle.
Estimates for This

Modest 15G, 3 Houses
Kansas City, May

Two

important

new

'$lV,boo‘Vn 5

Last week, “Fan”

houses.

31.
films are get-

I

(20th)
i

Fools” (Mono) (8
days), $9,600 here, with $19,300 in 5
situations.
I

'

“Window” (RKC)) and
(12
Secret”
(RKO)

“Woman’s

days), okay $48,000.

Los

Angeles,

mounts (F&M)

Hollywood

Para-

I

(3,398; 1,451; 60-$l)

—

I

“Streets
Laredo”
(Par)
and
“Streets
San Francisco” (Rep)
(L.A, Par only) (2d wk). Just okay
$23,500.
Last week, good $34,600.
Artists. Ritz (UA-FWC)
1.370; 60-$l)— ‘Lady Gam-

United
(2,100;

Excellent $2,800. Last week, $3,000.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)—
44-74)
“Stratton Story” (M-G). Sock $24,- “Stratton Story” (M-G) and “Feath000 to top town. Last week, “Bel- ered Serpent” (Mono). Stout $19,Last week,
000, and holdover.
if
fnn'n
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) and
$17,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85) “The Judge” (FC) (2d wk), $11,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
—“Quartet” (EL) (4th wk). Fine
$7,000 for third consecutive week. “The Window” (RKO) and “Woman’s Secret” (RKO), Average $10,Holds again.
500.
Last week, “Walking Hills”
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)
“Younger Brothers” (WB), Satis- (Col) and “Song of India” (Col),
factory $14,000, but disappointing $9,000.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)
for holiday week. Last week, “We
Were Strangers” (Col), good $17,- “Streets of Laredo” (Par) with
extra publicity from visit of Co500.
rinne Calvet and John Bromfield,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (6.50; 44-80)
“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO) (6th Medium $10,000. Last week, “Dream
wk). Spurting to nice $5,500. Last Is Yours” (WB) (2d wk), $9,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)
week, ditto and over hopes.
"Ride. Ryder, Ride” (EL) and

Prov,;

(EL) (2d wk).
Fair $13,500 with
$22,000 in 5 spots.
Last week,
with $30,000 in 5 situa-

‘Flamingo’

#

Providence.

(Rosener)
85-$1.20)
—Esquire
“Marriage
Shadows” (Indie)
(eo.*);

Below $2

000. Lart

week,

!

good $2,500
Fine Arts
$2.40)— “Red
wk).

Fa.st

(FWO

(679;

Shoe.s”

(EL)

$7,000 or close.

$1.20-

joying

(22d
Last

week, oke $5,300.

31.

than average biz.
with hefty play is
“Barkleys of Broadway.”

better

Leading the
!

Four Star (UA-WO
— “Scott
of Antarctic”

May

With a fairly cool Memorial Day
weekend tending to keep motorists
near home, main stemmers are en-

in

(2d wk).

13G,

‘Gunga Din’-‘Patror 12G

$18,700,
tions.

227 G,

‘Barkleys’ Bright

and "Enchanted Valley”

blevs” (U)

currently

is

State’s

$10,000 in 6 days.

I

j

Seattle’s Lost

list

Majestic

“Flamingo

(Fay)

(2.200;

44-65)

Road"

j

1

— “Streets

$5,500.

of Laredo” (Par) (2d
$12,500. Stays again.
wk).
'Last w’eek. big $14,500
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)

State

“Barkleys
Solid

(Loew)

of
$22,500.

(3.200;

44-65)

Broadway”
Last

week.

)M-G».
“Por-

—

I

week,

(2d

wk.),

(3,000: 40-85)

(FC).

Okay

$12,000.

Last

week, “Manhandled” (Par) and
"Temptation Harbor” (Mono), $11,000
Pilgrim (ATC) (1.800; 40-85)—
"Champion” (UA) (2d wk ). Good

50-

.

$9,000 after nice $12,000 first.
State (Loew) <3,500; 40-86)—
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G).
Very nice $15,000.
Last week,
“Force
of
Evil”
(M-G)
and

“Caught” (M-G), $12,000.

(4.360; .50-99)

Strangers” (Col) (2d Ford Strike Hurts Det.;
Nice $19,000 after good $27,000 opener.
‘Blonde’ Robust $30,000,
Stanley (WB) <2,950; .50-99)
“Stratton
Story” (M-G) 3’own’s
‘Laredo’ Lively $21,000
topper at big $32,000. Last week,
“Tulsa” (EL) (2d wk). $14,000.
Detroit. May 31.
Stanton (WB) (1.475; .50-99)
Ford strike here i.s beginning to
"Younger Brothers” (WB). Solid cut into film boxoffice. But this
$15,000.
hy
La.st
week,
somewhat
counteracted
"Crooked is
Way” (UA). .$9,000.
plenty of stay-at-homes over MeStudio (Goldberg) (490; .50-99)
morial Day weekend becau.se of
Quartet” (EL) (4th wk). Holding cool
From
“Blonde
weather.
up well at $6..500. Last week, fine Bashful Bend” at Fox is showing
$7,000.
plenty of life.
Next best are
Trans-Lux
“Streets of Laredo” at Michigan
and “Ball Game” in second week
Nearing end ot record run but still at Adams.
nice $6,500, La.st week. $7,000.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)—
“Blonde Bashful Bend” •20th) and
Sweet
“Amazon Quest” (Agay*.
Indpls. Auto Race Hurts,
$30,000.
Last week. "Belvedere
College” (20th) and “Last Wild
But ‘Barkleys’ $17,000 to
Horses” (SG) (2d week). $21,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.Indianapolis, Mav 31.
Weekend crowds for the .5()0-mile 000; 70-95)— "Streets of Laredo’’
Memorial Day auto classic did no (Par) and “Blondie’s Big DeaF
good lo firstrun film biz.
Only (Col). Solid $21,000. Last week.
‘Barkleys of Broadway’ got a good “Dream
<WB) and
Is
Yours”
^
holiday play, drawing a fine
total “Mutineers” (Col), $18,000.

“We Were

wk).

—

—

.

,

at
IS

'

I

Loew s.
“Ma and Pa Kettle ’’
okay at Circle
Estimates for This Week
'Gamble

'

-

Dolle)

70- 95 )-Palms (UD)
<2,900;
“Woman’s Secret” <RKO) and

1

'

“Tarzan’s Fountain” (RKO'. Modest $13,000.
Last weok. “Man-

I

(2,800;

handled” (Par) and
Streets

San

Francisco"
(Rep).
East week. “Jig.saw”

UA) with Benny Goodman
onstage, modest $17,.500 at
.scale.

..J."
El

Pa.so

,

.Serpent

'Par)

'Mono).

Gloomy

Loew’s (Loew’s)

Pis-

United Artists (UD) '2 000: 7095)— “Lust for Gold” 'CoD and
9^*
“Manhattan Angel’’ 'Col'
$17,000,
Last week. "We Were
Strangers” (Col) and "Make Bf*
'2d wk),
(Col)
lieve Ballroom”
$ 10 000
Madison (UD) (1.800; i0-95)-“Impact” (UA) and "Old-Fashioned

orch
50-90e

$9,000

,

Fre.shman”

'Fc!! $I2 !oOO.
'

(H-E) <2 200; .50-84)
—“We Were Strangers” (Col) and
“Make Believe Ballroom” (Col)
Just okay $8,000. Last week. “The
Fan" •2nth) and “Crime Doctor’s
Diary” (Col). .$3,300.
Orpheum (H-E) (2.600; .50-84)—
“Ma, Pa Kettle” (U) and “Homl(ide” (WB).
Fine $12,000.
Last

" Loaded

tols” (Col). $12,000.

44-65)—'
“Feathered

and
Is

.

East
Girl” (UA).
Slow $8,000.
44-65)— week. “Outpost in Morocco” 'DA
'Mono)
(M-G) and and “Duke of Chicago”
^

(2.4.50;

Barkl^eys of Broadway
^
trJ^ono
$I7’000.
Last week,

’

,,
”®fty <2d wk), nice $9,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1.709; 70-9<M-G), —“Ball Game” (M-G)
•so-.so $10,000.
Fine $16,000. Last week. *20.00^^
Downtown (Balaban) '2 9()0: Jo*
44-65)SuRed Pony
(Rep) and “Smokv 95)—“Big Jack” (M-G) and
Dull
'CoK.
Modest sanna Pass” (Rep).
$5,000
Last
week.
’’Bomba” Last week, "City Across
lEL)
Mono
and
"Strike
It
Rich” (U) and "Ride Ryder Ride
(Mono), ditto.
(2d wk), oke $7,000.

“Undercover

<

•

and

j
•

Man”

(1,200;

—

Mastbaum (WB)

i

Hall

“Blonde From Bashful Bend” (20th) trait of Jennie” (SRO) and “Big
and “Angel in Exile” (Rep), day- Jack” (M-G), nice $16,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44date with Esquire, Webber. Modest
“Flamingo 65) “Bride of Vengeanee” (Par).
week.
Last
$11,000.
Monday (30). La.st week.
DepartOpened
“Stale
Road” (WB) and
“We Were Strangers” (C’oD and
ment” (FC), $17,000.
“Flamingo”
(W^)
35-74)
“Make Believe Ballroom" (C’ol), week.
(Fox)
<742;
Esquire
(Continued on page 24)
trim $15,000 in 9 days.
(Continued on page 24)

Orpheum (Loew)

Connecticut Yankee” (Par) (6th
Good $5,000. Last week,

—

.Mii.sic

Last

about same.

Tribe” (Col). $7,400.

$14,500.

<

$27,000.

“Flamingo Road” (WB)

wk).

"
$12,000
y

—

sock

with

Kettle” (U). $7,000.
Keith’s (Goldman) (1.700; .50-99)
1

Weekend;

‘Kettle’ Boils

:

$23,000.

—

’

Nice

$6,500

.

—

“Barkleys of Broadway”
(M-G) (3d wk). Great $17,000. Last
week, $20,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
“City Across River” (U). Sock
$16,000.
Lest
week,
“Ma, Pa

'

—

after

—

(2,360;

Goldman (Goldman)
99)

,

Fifth Avenue (H-E) <2.349; .50(WB).
Nifty
disappointing in three houses while $13,000. Last week. "Belvedere To 84) “Blonde From Bashful Bend”
“The Window” is not bright at Or- College” (20th) and "The Hideout" <”0th) and "Ar.son. Inc.” (SF). Mild
$8,000.
Last week. “Bride of Venpheum.
(20th) (2d wk). big $12,000.
geance” (Par) and “Lo.st Bandit”
Estimates for This Week
(Snider) (3.100; 44- 'Rep), fair $7,900.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1.500: 35- 65 Metropolitan
“Crooked Way” (UA) and
Liberty (Theatres.
74)
“Criss Cross
(U) and “End
"Bomba Jungle Boy" (Mono*. Dis- .50-84)— “Barkleys of Inc.) (1.650;
of River” (U) (2d wk). Down to
Broadway’’’
appointing $6,000.
I.ast
week. (M-G) and “Mutineers”
$3 .500. Last week, good 57 000.
(Col) (2d
“Impact" (UA) and “.Amazing Mr. wk).
Big $11,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1.7.50; 3.5-74) X”
Last week.
(EL).
is

$5,000,

—

>

dull.

Rend”

ing to fine
opener.

wk), $11,000 in 5 days.

(FX). Scant

very

.

"Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G).
Great $26,000. Last week. “Force
of
Evil”
(M-G) and “Caught”
Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-99)
(M-G) $19,000.
“Blonde
from
Bashful
Bend”
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
(20th).
Mild $17,000. Last week,
“Streets Lardeo” (Par) and "C“Mother Is Freshman” (20th) (2d

”

“Blonde From Bashful

La.st

week, "Manhandled” (Par) and
"Temptation Harbor” (Mono). $7000
Mayflower (ATC) (700; 40-85)—
"Champion” (UA) (2d wk.). Hold-

—

i

outlook

(Par)
$8,000.

Man” (FC). Staunch

000

Boyd (WB)

“Hold That Ghost” (Indie) (reissue),
F'air $3,500. Last week, “Red Stallion in Rockies” (EL) and “Million
Dollar Weekend” (EL), same.
Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)—
"Blonde Bashful Bend”
(20th).
Modest $15,000 in 8 day.s. Last
week. “Red Pony” (Rep),
Mild

“Flamingo Road” also is .stout at
Seattle, May 31.
Majestic and reissue combo of
Batch of new product is bring$1,300.
Last week. “Pygmalion” “Gunga Din” and “Lost Patrol" is
ing In the patrons this week. Long
big
at Albee.
(Indie) (reissue) (2d wk). $2,700.
holiday weekend took many out of
Laurel (Ro.scner) (890; $1.20)
Estimates for This Week
“Quartet” (EL). Snia.sh $9,000 or
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 44-65)- loun. Top newcomer is “Ma and
better.
I.ast week. “Mons. Vin"Gunga Din” (RKO) and “Lo.st Pa Kettle,” fine at Orpheum.
cent” (Indie) (6th wk), $2,300,
“Streets of Laredo” al.so is okay
Patrol”
(RKO) (reissues).
Big
at Paramount.
$12,000. Last week. "The Window
Estimates for This Week
(RKO) and "Woman’s Secret”
(RKO). sock $15,000.
Blue Mouse dl-E) (800; .50-84)
‘BLONDE’ NSG $14,000,
Fay’s
(Fay)
(1.400:
44-65)— “Belvedere to College” (20th) and
“Canadian
Pacific”
(20th)
and "Cheated Law” (20th) (6th wk).
DENVER; ‘WINDOW’ IIG “Palooka
Winner
Take
.\H” .Solid $5,000. Last week. $4,800.
Coliseum (H-E) (1.877; .50-84)—
Denver. May 31.
(Mono). Good $8,000. La.st week.
With West(f*rn League ball games “This Time Keeps” (M-G) and “Big Jack” (M-G) and “Omoo”
Oke $8,000. La.st week.
cutting into film biz and long week- Benny Desmond heading .stage- (.SG).
“Younger Bros.” (WB) and “Lost
end that took many out of city, show, nice $8,500.
(900; 60-$l)

Laredo”

"Streets

Good

40-85)—
and "C-

(1.373;

—

and “Fighting

Last week,

Fenway (NET)

$5,000.

issue), $3,000 in 4 days.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370;

Pantages, Hillstreet' (Pan-RKO)
50-$l)— “Lust for
2,890;
(2,812;
Gold” (Col) and “Secret of St.
Ives” (Col).
Opened Sunday (29).

“Champion” (UA) (2d wk).
$5,000, after big $6,000 first.

Night” (WB), $14,000.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—“CMan” (FC) with Lionel Hampton
on stage.
Great $30,000.
Last
week, “Champion” (UA) (3d wk),
sock $15,000.

“Broken

Ty“-dS

000 for these oldies.
Last week
“Big Jack” (M-G) and “Search for
Danger” (FC), $16,000.
Esquire (ATC) (1.000; 40-85)—

—

<2,210; 60-$l)

iTiuTsUm

“Streep

Metropolitan (NET) <4.367 4050-99)—"Adventure in Baltimore” (RKO). Mild 85) "Blonde Bashful Bend” (20th)
On top
$10,000. Last week. “Night Unto and "Arson, Inc." (SG).

Last week, fine

(D’town)
—Orpheum
“Big Cat” (EL) and

Orpheum

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
"Lady Gambles” (U) and “Brothers
Week
in Saddle” (RKO).
Trim $24,000.
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)
"Life of Riley” (U). Fine $12,000. Last week, "Judge Steps Out”
Last week, “Lawton Story” (Indie), (RKO) and "Incident” (Mono), $21 -

Sturdy $19,000; ‘Blonde’

(RKO),' same.

at State and
biggest total.

Boston (RKO) (3.200; 40-85)—
"Gunga Din” (RKO) and “Lost Patrol” (RKO) (reissues).
Big $20-

.

K. C. Lags Bnt ‘Stratton’

“Green Promise” (RKO). Thin $7,000. Last week, “Judge Steps Out”

.

to $19,000.
$27,300.

PhOly

~

,

31.

good.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1.200; 40-85)—
"One Woman’s Story” dj). Neat
Last week, “Secret Gar$9,000.
den” (M-G) (3d wk), .$4,500.

—

j

get

will

Leader,

Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltem
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74) ting moderate to good money, with
eWB) (1,757; 2,756; 2,344; 60-$!)—
“Casablanca”
(WB)
(reissue). others only so-so. “Stratton Story”
“Younger Brothers” (WB). Fair Sturdy $10,000 in 9 days. Last shapes good at the Midland. “Beau$37,000. Last week. “Casablanca” week, “Since You Went Away” tiful Blonde Bashful Bend” in three
(WB) and “G-Men” (WB) (reissues), (RKO) (reissue), $3,500 in 5 days.
spots will be only medium. “Streets
nice $28,700.
National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74) of Laredo” at Paramount is mild.
Egyptian, Los Angeles, Wilshire
Estimates for This Week
“Tree Grows in Brooklyn” (20th)
(FWC) (1,538; 2,097; 2,296; 60-$!)- (reissue). Slim $3,000. Last week,
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; $1.20“Ball Game” (M-G) (3d wk-6 days). “Smith to Washington” (RKO) (re- $2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (6th wk).

Down

Broadway”

Oriental. Okay $6,000. Last week,
Philadelphia, May 31.
“Bride of Vengeance” (Par) and
Bri.sk holiday weather is keeping
“The Mutineers” (Col), $8,000.
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50- firstrun turnstiles clicking here
85)
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) this ‘week. “Stratton Story” is in
(2d wk). Big $9,500. Last week,
there pitching to land the highest
$ 11 200
Guild (Parker) (485; $1.80-$2.40) gross at Stanley, a socko total.
Shoes” (EL) (6th wk). “Younger Brothers,” at Stanton,
Upped $7,500. Last week, strong and “City Across River,” at Karl$ 6 200
are other sturdy entries.
ton,
,

May

Laredo” looks okay at Paramount
and Fenway.
"Champion,” second week at three hou.ses. shapes

theatres

Tombstone” (Mono), $5,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; 50-85) —
“Adventure Baltimore” (RKO) and
“Red Stallion Rockies” (EL), also

31.

Biz is very spotty currently, with
long weekend not too much help.
“Stratton Story” is very hot at
Palace, and getting lion’s .share of
holiday trade, “Africa Screams”
plus vaude is better than average
Abbott-Costello at
Capitol,
for
Keith’s
“Green- Pronuse” at
shapes slow despite favorable press.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)
“Africa Screams” (UA), plus vaude.
Good $22,000. Last week, “BarkBroadway” (M-G) (2d wk)
plus vaude, big $20,000.
Keith’s (RKO) (1.939; 44-80)—

RKO

1,106;

“Champion” (UA)

» 00

(Par)

week, “Tulsa” (EL) and “Bad

Tops D.C.

Washington,

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii,
Hollywood Music Halls (PrinCor)
902;

I

of

Laredo” is just passable at $23,500
In two Par houses, second frame.
“Red Shoes” is climbing to near
$7 ,000 in 22d roadshow week.

(834;

Socko

‘Stratton’

Bashful Bend”
$35,000 in four situations.
"Big Cat” looks weak $19,500 in
five spots. Second frame of "Lady
Gambles” looms mild at $22,000
Final six days
In five locations.
of “Champion” is okay $20,000 in
four sites, fifth stanza. “Streets of

Key

(H-E) (1,750; 50-85)

Orpheum

only fair $37,000 in three

"Blonde From
shapes very slow

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
$2,686,000
This Week
(Based on 23 cities, 195
theatres, chiefly nrsr runs, in
eluding IV Y.)
Total Gross Sams Week
$2,471,000
Last Year
(Based on 18 cities, 170

OrienUl (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—
“Adventure in Baltimore” (RKO)
and “Red Stallion in Rockies” (EL),
day-date with Paramount. Okay
$3,500. Last week, “Tulsa” (EL)
and “Bad Men of Tombstone
(Mono), okay $2,700.

I

1

Memorial weekend biz here was
boosted by cool weather and plentv
of sock product, the Hub being in
the groove currently. “Blonde from
Bashful Bend” at the Met is in top
but day-date run of “Barkley’s
«

(10 days), $11,200.

Estimated Total Gross
$567,500
This Week
(Based on 18 theatres)
$649,500
Last Year
(Based on 16 theatres)

‘

Hot 20G

®o«ton.

.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO) and
“Last Bandit” (Rep). Fair $8,000.
Last week, “Family Honeymoon”
(U) and “Rose of Yukon” (Rep)

‘Window’ 48G, ‘Younger’ Fair 37G
Long holiday weekend

‘Barkleys’ $41,000, laredo’

Ad-

venture in Baltimore” is faring well
but “Portrait of Jennie” is disappointing.

sharpen firstrun grosses here because of general out-of-town exodus caused by favorable outdoor
Quartet
However.
MV'eather.
kicked off smash and looks great

Sock Fix Up Hob; ‘Blonde’ Big $27,11110,

Despite Port. Downbeat
Portland, Ore., May 31.

Outdoor Weather Bops LA.; 'Quartet’

1 , I 949

,

1

——

———
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'

——

—
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Chi Soars to Strongest Biz in Weeks;

Spotty Despite Holiday Crowds;
Omaha, May 26

Tankee’-Cats fine

Lack of product with strong pull
looks to be the answer to this
week’s generally dull biz. “We

$55,000, ‘Brave

{

‘Blonde -Stageshow $78,000; ‘Stratton

|

|

New

High 46G, ‘Morocco’ Lush 18G

Were Strangers” shapes good at tli^
Brandeis. “Sun Comes Up” is slow

Orpheum while

at the

Loud 22G, Both 3d

Solid 127G, ‘Brave

{

“Streets of
|

Chicago,

May

Laredo”

31.

Helped by Memorial Day, seven
new bills and cool weather, Chi biz

with

Chicago,

entry

nrise

is

“Connecticut

reissue

combo

Orpheum

—

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.

Yankee” and Harmonicats heading
stage fare, looks dandy $55,000.
“Portrait of Jennie” at Garrick
Surshould garner tall $14,000.

The parenthetic

rocco” at the Palace appears very
good at $18,000.
In its second week, “Stratton
Story” at Grand looks sharp with
$13,000. Roosevelt with $12,000 for
“El Paso” also is okay holdover.

.

Stewart $22j

(reissues).

Last week, “Raven” (FC), $7,400.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)
“El Paso” (Par) (2d wk). Neat $12,000. Last week, $16,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20$2.40)
“Red Shoes” (EL) (24th
wk'. Trim $6,000. Last week, $7,000
State-Lake (B&K) (2,500; 50-98)

—

.

May

'

—

hit

Last week, “Night
Unto Night” (WB) (2d wk), $9,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5098)
“Quartet” (EL) (2d wk).
Sturdy $12,000. La.st week, same.
bright $18,000!

_

j

j

^

Best

Loo Bet

St.

i

'

St. Louis.

May

•

31,

‘Stratton’

Window”
Secret

(RKO)

and

$37,000 in Strand.
t'apitol is hoping for so-so $60,-

Men”

000 for “Tulsa” with Marilyn Maxwell and Eddy Howard topping
stageshow. '“Manhandled” with

week.

at

Pittsburgh, May 31.
baseball pictures are leading the
pack this week, both
“Stratton Story” at Penn and "It
Happens Every Spring” at Harris
doing very well and building into
holdovers. “Bad Boy” is taking it
on chin at Warner.
“Younger
Brothers” looks only so-so at Stan-

Two

Sunday

“Home

(Essaness)

98)
Terrific

(1,073,

Brave” (UA).
breaking all records for
house, and all per grosses in Loop.
Last week, “To Sea in Ships” (20th)
of

$46,000,

World (Indie)

$5,000.
Vincent”
Last week, “Tragic Hunt” (Indie),
$2,500.

$23,000; ‘Laredo’
Buffalo, May
Pacing

field this

week

is

15G
31.

“Bark-

leys of Broadway,” smash at the
Buffalo. “Streets of Laredo” also
is in the money at the Lakes.

Estimates for This Week
RufTalo 'Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G).
Soeko $23,000. Last week. “Crooked
Way” 'UA' and Sammy Kaye orch
onstage. $24,000.

Week,

"Little

Women”

(M-G)

(m.o.i, .$5,000,

Lafa.veUr (Basil) (3.000; 40-70)—
“He Walked by Night” (ED and
“Mutineers" (Col). Nice $13,000.
La.st week. “Ma. Pa Kettle” (U' and

“Song ol Indial’ (Col), solid $16,000.
Century (2()th Cent) (3.000, 4070'
“Impact” (UA) and "Four
Face.s West
(UA). Oke $10,000 or
near. Last week. “Pride of Yankees” (RKO' (reissue) and “Parole,
Ine.,
(ED, nice $7,500 in 5 days

—

”

”

Roxy

‘Bandit’ Bi^ IIG, Toronto
Toronto,

May

With plenty of holdovers,

31.
biz is

'

!

'

I

I

;

1

1

I

|
I

'

—

j

plus A1 Bernie, Berry Bros., Viola
Barely
I,ayne. iceshow onstage.
good $78,000, and below hopes for
holiday week. Holds. In ahead,
“Forbidden Street” (20th) with
Dick Haymes, iceshow (2d wk),
mild $61,000 and below expectancy.
State (Loew’s) (3,4.50; 50-$ 1.50)

,

Marilyn Max-

Holds.

looms.

Last

week.

close

$33,000

third

in

(2,7.56;

slim
at
$37,000.
disappointing
Holds. In ahead. “Flamingo Road"
(WB) plus Ted Lewis orch and
stage unit (3d wk), $33,000.
Victoria (City Inv) (1.060; 95“Home of Brave” (UA) (3d
$1.80)
wk). Still doing very stoutly at
$22,000, with lift from Memorial
Day crowds, after fine $23,000 for
'"5^,
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20) second. Stays on.
“Champion” (UA) (8th wk). ConSutton (Rugoff & Becker) (561;
tinues in chips at $17,000 after fine 70-$L20)— “Quartet
(ED dOth
$14,000 la.st frame. Stays on.
wk). Ninth stanza ended Monday
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 44-90)
(30) pushed ahead to great $12,800
“Hellfire” (Rep). Getting okay $10.- after $12,000 for eighth week.
000. Last week, “Big Jack” (M-G',
$ 11 200
Mayfair (Brandt' (1.736; 50-$1.20)
Shapes to hit Mpis. Clipped by Fine
“Jigsaw” (UA).
dull $15,000. Holds. La.st week.
orch, Jackie Miles heading stageshow (2d wk). very dull $19,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$l,75)
“Lady Gambles” (U) (2d wk).
Holiday weekend helping to hold
near $20,000. Last week, nice $23,000 way over hopes with rain help-

—

—

.

”

,

.

—

“Blossoms

in

Dust”

(M-G)

Weather; ‘Barkleys’ Oke

(reis-

mild $12,000 and out.
Palace (RKO) <1.700; 55-$1.20)—
“Slightly French” (Col) with 9-act
vaude show. Memorial Day weekend helping maintain record gaif
here, with great $28,000; first w^eck
r)l
vaude with “Canadian Pacffic”
'2()1h*, $29,600. virtually capacity
at (his scale and over hopes.
sue).

5,000,

—

Janet

Wow 15G, Cincy; ‘Barkleys’

May

31.

Pleasant weather fgr Memorial
Day holiday look hordes to lak«
Many spent three and
resorts.
four-day vacations out of town and,
grosses suffered as a result. Sole
two outstanding newcomers, “Bark-

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55“Manhandled” (Par) with
Blair, Jan Murray, Black-

$1 50)

IIG

‘Pacific’

Minneapolis.

leys of
Pacific"
I

‘Champ’

fine

Comes Up” (M-G) with Glen Gray

(Par) '2,646; 60-85*

“Barkleys of Broadway" 'M-G> and
'M-G) '2d wk).
“Little Orphan”
Strong $16 000. Last week, smash

after

week. Stays on.
Strand (WB)

70-$l.50)—
“Younger Bros.” (WB) with Bobby
Byrne orch, Alan Dale. Lenny
“Sun Bruce, Eugenie Baird onstage. Very

Howard orch. Chill
well. Eddy
Wills. Clifford Guest topping stage
bill.
Only mild $60,000 or less

'

—

(20th)

I

(Loew’s)
—Capitol
"Tulsa” (EL) with

on spotty side. Top coin is being
garnered by “Little Women” and
“Flamingo Road.” “Last Bandit”
$8,000; ‘Laredo’ Lusty
shapes stout in four houses.
Estimates for This Week
17G, ‘Jennie’ Hep 21G,
Downtown, Glendale. Scarboro,
San Franci.sco, May 31.
State (20th Cent) (1.059, 955, 698,
Holiday trade is brisk if not big 694; 35-60)— “Last Bandit" (Rep)
here this week. Helped by big and “Fighting Fools” (Mono).
preem. "Red Shoes” shapes smash Sturdy $11,000. Last week, “Coven
at small Stagedoor. Great week i.s Up” (UA) and “Leather Gloves”
in prospect for “Streets of Laredo’’ (Col). $10,000.
at St. Francis. Also standout is
Imperial (FP) (3.373; 40-70)—'
showing being made by “Portrait “Flamingo Road” (WB) (2d wk).
of Jennie” at Golden Gate. Shap- Good $10,500. Last week, $15,000.
ing up well, too, is “Blonde From
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-70)
Bashful Bend” at Warfield.
Smash
“Little Women” (M-G).
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Portrait of
$19,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 60- Jennie” (SRO) (2d wk). $5,900.
“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO)
85)
Odeon (Rnnk) (2,390; 35-$1.20)—
and “The Avenger” (ED. Strong “Blue Lagoon” (EL) (3d wk). Oke
$21,000. Last week. “The Window” $11,500. Last week. $13,000.
(RKOi and "A Woman’s Secret”
(FP) (2.386; 40-70)
Shea’s
(RKO) (2d wk), down to $10,000 “Woman’s Secret” P(RKO). Light
after solid opener.
w'cek, “Streets of
La.st
$8;000.
Fox (FWC) (4.651: 60-95)
Laredo” (Par). $7,500.
“Flamingo Road” (WB* and “MirUniversity (FP) (1,556; 40-70*
anda” (ED (2d wk*. Off sharply to “Belvedere to College” i2()th' I3d
Holding up to $6,500 after
$14. 000. La.st week, husky $22,500, wk'.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)
last week’s big $8,000.
From Bashful Bend’’
Uptown (Loew) <2,743; 40-70*
“Blonde
About House” "Caught” (M-G). Mediocre $9,000.
(20th* and “Man
Trim $18,000. Last week. La.st week. “Ma, Pa Kettle” (U* (3d
(201h*.
Unto Night" *\VBi_ and w'k', big $9,500.
“Night
“Louisiana Story” Indie $8 500.

Paramount

after thin

(5.886; 80-$L80)—
“Blonde From Bashful Bend” (20th)

(4,820; 80-$1.50)

‘Shoes’ Frisco Stepper,

Orpheum

(Mono'. $7. .500.
Teok 'Loew’s) (1,400; 40-70'—
“Big Jaek" (M-G) and “The Hideout" (Rep'. Passable $6,000. La.st

Week

dim $9,500

$13,000 opener.

j

$25,000.

40-70'—
Hipp
(Par)
(3,400;
“Younger Bro.s.” (WB) and “Sky
Dragon” (Mono). Good $9,000 or
less.
Last
wegk, “Manhandled”
(Par) and
“Michael O’Halloran”

5 days), very
I

'

tlreat Lakes (Par) (3.400; 40-70'
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; 60-65)
—“Streets of Laredo” (F*ar). Okay “Streets of Laredo" (Par). Great
"Bride of
week.
Last
$15,500 Last week. “Bride of Ven- $17,000.
geanie" 'Pan and “Tuc.son” (Fox', Vengeance” 'Par) <2d wk'. $7,500.

$13,000.

(2.092; 6()-$L25)

(Col). Opened
Monday (30) In ahead,
“One Woman’s Story” <U) )2d w'k-

very well

—

—

‘Barkleys’ Cheers Buff.,

(UAT-Par)
—RIvoIl
“Johnny Allegro”

!

“Woman’s

—

for This

(20th) and
(20th) (reissues),

sonals by Linda Darnell, Paul
Douglas and Jean Peters. Reaching for fancy $15,000 and may
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20hold.
I..ast week, “Canadian Paci$2.40)— “Red Shoes” (ED (32d wk).
fic” (20th), $13,000.
Looks to perk up to $12,000 this “Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) (5th
Penn (Loew’s-UA) (3,300; 4.5-80) session with the aid of one extra
“Stratton Story” (M-G).
Looks matinee. Last week, $10,500. Con- wk). Fourth frame ended last night
(Tues.) held to torrid $30,000 or
(Continued on page 24)
tinues.

'

(587;
Sweet
(Indie).

“Show No Mercy”

1

wk). Filth stanza ended la.st night
iTuos.) firmed up to $13,000, with
boost from Memorial Day weekend.
La.st week, just okay $12,500.

I
i

80)—“Mons.

on

Aster (City Itw.) (1,300; 60-$1.50)
— “We
Were Strangers” (Col) (6th

i

(4th wk), $10,000.

bill

Fine $10,000 but not so
Holds. Last

$9,000.

in 23 years.

Estimates

Estimates for This Week
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-00)
“Happens Every Spring” (20th). Got

i

Woods

house has launched a

this

(FC’).

big for liolidny week.
“C’rash Dive”

.lanet Blair heading stage bill also
is modest at $56,000 in Paramount,
staying only four extra days. This
enables Par to open “Sorrowful
.lones” next Sunday (5), first time

ley.

(RKO),, $9,000.

”

Wham

$24,000, Pitt Hit

.

,

(Col).

Last

I

admis.slon

tax.

—

—“Lust For Gold”

|

i

Estimates for This Week
“Stratton Story” is the brightest
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)— spot among mainstem houses this
“Connecticut Yankee” (Par) with week, with three-day holiday slowHarmonicats topping stageshow. ing trade. James Stewart opus is
Huge Memorial
Nifty $55,000. Last week, “Belve- sock at Loew’s.
dere To College” (20th) with Fran- Day parade downtown helped Amces Laugford and Jon Hall p.a. (2d bassador and Loew’s a bit but hurt
Personals by Linda
other spots.
wk>. $47,000.
Darnell. Paul Douglas and Jean
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98>— Peters at preem of “It Happens
Big
“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO).
Every Spring” helped biz at St.
Last week, “Arctic Man$14,000.
Louis, where sturdy week looms.
hunt" <U> and “Duke of Chicago”
Estimates for This Week
(Repi (2d wk). $4,500.
Ambas.sador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98^— —“Casablanca”
(WB) and "G-Men”
wk).
(2d
(M-G)
“Stratton Story”
(WB) (reissues). Nice $11,000. Last
Holding .strong at $13,000. Last week, “To Sea in Ships” (20th) and
week. $17,000.
“City Across River” (U) (mo),
Oriental (Rssaness) (3,400; 50-98) $ 10 000
Screams” (UA) with
“.\frica
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
Three Stooges and Mischa Auer “Stratton Story” (M-G».
Smash
Okay $35,000. Last $22,000. Last week. “Barkleys of
p.a. (2d wk».
week, .solid $44,000,
Broadway” (M-G) (2d wk», $15,000.
^ 0 - 7^1
(F&M) (3.500; 50-75'—
Missouri /ii's.Mi
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
“Outpost In Morocco” (UA) and “Flamingo Road” (WB) and “Make
“Blondie’s Big Deal” (Col). Very Believe Ballroom” (Col) (2d wk).
good $18,000. Last week, “Impact” Down to $10,500 after socko $15,(UA) and “Make Believe Ballroom” 500 first stanza.
St. Louis (F&M) (4.000; 50-75)—
(Col), $12,000.
“Happens Every Spring” (20th)
Rialto (Indie) (1,500; 50-98)—
and
“Red Stallion in Rockies” (ED.
“Casablanca” (WB) and “G-Men”
Last week. “The
Great $16,000. Sturdy $14,000.

(WB)

|

i

16-

|

“Casablanca” and “G-Men” at Rialto with robu.st $16,000.
“Lust for Gold” at State-Lake is
trim at $18,000. “Outpost in Mo-

(3,000;

Tombstone”

include the U. S. amusement

of

(Tristates)

“Sorrowful "Jones” (Par) opens
week, “Bad Men of very spotty. Houses like the CaplSunday (5). In ahead. “Streets of
(Mono) with Orrin tol and Strand are disappointed
Laredo” (Par) plus Peter Lorre,
Tucker-Preston Foster stageshow, with their new shows In view of
Victor Lombardi orch. Pied Pipers
fair $18,500 at 20-80c scale.
topping
stageshow
w’k>.
(2d
being a holiday week.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65))—
Standouts this week are the Mu- $53,000.
“We Were Strangers” (Col) and
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20of
sic
Hall
Palace.
Third
week
and
“Make Believe Ballroom” (Col).
$2.40)— “Hamlet" (U) (36th wk).
Good $8,000. Last week, “Under- “Stratton Story” at Hall is heading Thirty-fifth
week ended Monday
cover Man” (Col) and “Song of for solid $127,000. which would top (31)
night picked up a bit via holiopening
huge
week’s
This
total.
India” (Col), $8,500.
house did very big both Sunday day weekend and one extra matiParamount (Tristates) (2,800; 16- (29* and Memorial Day, with up- nee to good $11,000. Last week,
65)
“Sheets of Laredo” (Par) surge continuing even until late $10,.5()0.
Student ticket sale reFair $lo.000. Last week, “To Sea
Monday night. Second week of cently slow because of spring
in Ships” (20th), $11,300.
Cutting prices on some
vaudfilm at Palace looks to hit $28,- exams.
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)— OOO, virtual capacity; first stanza mat seats this week.
“Pa, Ma Kettle” (U). Opened Sun- went beyond expectations to $29.Radio City Musir Hall (Rockeday (29). Last week, “Ball Game" 600. Draw of vaudeville is credited fellers) (5.945; 8l)-$2 40)— “Strat(M-G) (3d wk), great $6,000.
for bulk of this.
ton Story” (M-G) with stageshow
Roxy, with “Blonde From Bash- (3d-rinal wk).
Holiday weekend,
ful Bend,” plus A1 Bernie, Viola which drew line.s, boosting this to
Layne, ice show, others, is barely nearly $127.()()(). .solid, and ahead
good at $78,000 or below, and mild of okay $118,0()() for seeond frame.
money for holiday session. “Edward. Mv Son" (M-G) opens
“Younger Bros” with Hobby Byrne tomorrow (Thurs ).
orch and others is getting no place
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)— “C-

000.

however, as indicated,

prices,

bum

Despite cool, rainy weather, nine

Week

Estimates for This

Estimates Are Net

best grosses in the
is soaring to
past month. “Home of Brave,” at
pop price record
broke
the Woods,
vvith $8,000 and should hit a new
first week.
in
$46,000
at
high

Paramount.

is fair at

Sherwood
Twins,
Bobby
orch heading stage hill (2d wk-4
new bills and usual Memorial Day days).
First
week ended last
65)
“Sun Comes Up” (M-p) and weekend visitors, Broadway first- night (Tues.) only modest $56,000.
“Highway 13” (SG). Slender $9.- run business in current stanza is Stays only four extra days with

<f

Broadway" and “Canadian

look best
Estimates for This W'eek
.50-70*
'l.OOO;
(Par*
Lyric
“Can’t Take It with You” <Col' and
“Girl Friday" 'Col' 'reis.sues*. Fair
week, “Flamingo
Last
.$4,000.
Road” <WB) <2d wk*. okay $5,000.

—

Radio City <Par) <4.000; 50-70*—
“Barkievs of Broadway” <M-G).
Oke a) .$15,000 Last week. “BelveLast dere to C’ollege” <20th' <2d wk',
Holds.
Sensational $19,000.
week. “Ball Game” (M-G) (3d wk), fine $14 000.

Terrif $19,000, ‘Strangers’ Tall 13G

(No. Coast' '2,448; 55-

Cincinnati. May 31.
“Doolins of Oklahoma” '(’ol)
and “Gas House Kids West’.’ 'FHJ.
Four bell-ringing new bills, a
big $8,000
RKO-Drpheum <RKO* <2.800; 50Fair $15,000, Last week, “Family pair of stoutish holdover and the
Grand (RKO) (1.400; 50-75)— 70- “We Were Str.angers” (CoD.
Honeymoon” (U* and “State De- holiday-hypoed weekend are giving “V’ounger
Brothers” (WB*. Strong Modest $9,000.
Last week “UnFile 649" (FC, $13,000 downtown houses a/real feast curpartment
Last week, "Bad Boy" dercover Man” <Col*. $10,500.
On top in sensational $9,000.
in 9 days.
rentlv.
'.Mono*,
all right $7,000
RKO-Pan <RK()i 1.600: 50-70'-United Artists (No. (’oast) (1.- stride is “Barkleys of Broadway.’"
Guild 'Indie' <278; 75-$!. 25'
Yankees” <RKO' and
“Outpost in .Morocco” several .jumps ahead of “Champion."
207 55-85*
Good “Pride of
‘Quartet’’ 'EL* <3d wk*.
Last week., also hotsv.
“Tall in Saddle” 'RKO' (reissues).
Another sturdy new'UA*. Good $10,000
stanza.
$2,000
second
alter
300
$2
age. this pair looks healtl^
Despite
"Champion” (UA) '2d wk*. $7,200. bonier. “We were Strangers." holds
Keith’s 'f’itv Inc*. <1.542: .50-75)
“Younger
$8 000. J.ast week. “Casablanca*^
<370; a
(.Ackerman*
lead over
Stagedoor
similar
“Ma. Pa Kettle" <U* <2d wk'. WB) and ’’G-Men’’ 'WB* 'reissues',
EL* Brothers.”
“Red Shoes’’
Solid holdovers ate
$L20-$2.40t
wake of sock $7,000.
in
Heit,\
$8. .500
KetPa
Last
“Ma,
under
and
or
$8,000
Belvedere”
big
Very
“Mr.
$12,500 preem.
“CaState (Par* <2.300; .50-70)
week. “Hamlet” (U) (2Rth wk'. $4,- tip.”
Palace 'RKO' (2.600; 50-75'—
Pacific" '2()th*. Doing okay
500.
Estimates for This Week
'(’hampion” 'UA'. Hotsy $15,000 nadian
Bribe"
55-85)
“The
week.
Last
Esquire (No f’oast <955;
Albee (RKO) <3 100; .50-75*— "We La,st week. “Bride of Vengeance” at $11,000.
Champion” <UA) '3d wk'. Held to Were
<M-G). same
Sturdy 'Par*, modest $9 500.
„
Strangers” (Col).
“Ball
$5,000 or over. Last week, good
W’or'd 'Mann' '400; 50-70'
Shubert <RKO) <2.100; .50-75'—
La.st week, “The Window"
$13,000
Winding
$ 6 000
Behedere College” (20th) (m o.) Game" (M-G* '.5th wk*.
<RKOi, $9,500.
Last
$2,500.
at
Clay '.H^Psner) <400; 65-85)
satisfactorily
Wry good $7,500 after up
<2d wk'.
Capitol (RKO) (2.000; .50-75'
“Mons. Vincent” 'Indie' <7th wk).
week, $2,800.
Broadway” (M-G;. big .$9,000 last week.
of
“Barleys
Nice $2,900. Last week, $2,800.
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THEATRE
%
SCREEN PLAYS CORP.

presents

'“"““K
PRODUCED BY STANLEY KRAMER
Associate Producer

•

ROBERT

Based on an

SHUMAN

.

original play by

Directed by

ARTHUR LAURENTS

MARK ROBSON

•
•

™«»oo.t

.

jBf C0M»

Screenplav bv CARL

IdttiuLlttte te-IUNil^TlOWUJI

FOREMAN
”

.

iummmi

Wednefldajy June 1, 1949
from the big game stalking and
Indicates that both he and
Universal rcle«M of Chostor ErsUne
..
.*** forgiven
a good
fjack Havely) production, dlracted by •'^rt
part of their crimes.
rrimoa
Hollywood,

May

finale

28.

,

PowaU, SheUey
Maraha .......
Hunt, .......
Jamea
Dorothy Hart, Jeaa ^Barker,
Falix Breaaart, Screenplay. Erakine and
Irwin Shaw; baaed on rtory. "Nisht Call."
by Irwin and David Shaw; camera. Frank
Planer; editor. RuaaeU Schoencarth. PreM., «. -4.. Rudni.. urn..

,

fcaturca

,

i

,

William Powell
Wintera

Andrew Gentling

Sykea
Martha Wier
Helen Gentling
GledhiU
prof. Morria Avrum
Henry Pritchard
Pacciano
Catherine

Maraha Hunt
Dorothy Hart
Jamea Gieaaon
Felix Breaaart

Mr. Arn.spiger

MnoW

'

The

Howard Freeman

Watson

Doctor

Francis Pierlot
Jeaa Barker
Mlkel Conrad

Sykea

Freddle

Tetzlaff’s
iinfnlH

it

!

"Take On^ F^se Step" presents
William Powfll hi an airy, amateur
detective type of role and proves
to be a fairly entertaining comedy
melodrama. The pace Is pleasant
in mixing the light and thriller
While not destined
shenanigans.
for any fancy boxpffice, the payoff
should be okay.
Powell assumes the role of a
rather proper professor who was
quite a gay dog in his pre-marital
Plot crosses his path with
days.
an old love and demonstrates the
complications that can mess up a
man’s life if he takes one false
even though Innocently
step,
enough.
Shelley Winters is the old amour,
still with plenty of yen for Powell.
She talks him into an evening for
old time’s sake
and then disappears after the date.
Circum-

Lm

Hollywood,
.

May

Fioria* Giich5st'^®“*‘.

VaJiS^BrowX

Major Edward Cheventsh

ciauSi^T

Lui,

.V.

.

CouKueiat

aIWo

ct

Henry Daniell
Edgar Barrier

.

Van’'

joh"

Rooted
Dehne?

“Now Barabbas Was

Marion

Iv.’.

Count St.lves
Annie Gilchrist

ber”

^“e.nn ^nYl^'Ya*!

made

PhylUs Morris
Maurice Marsac

sJindow

Tom

" Xndri
owiSs

hn^kiino

^

^

I

:

overlength,
i

lowercase
occupy on second*

Director

nK*i*
Philip

Rosen

^

had

a

,

I

Alt _
Allegro

Raft

••
N*"*
George Macready
:»•

VaUln

Arw!- ^
-

Gloria Henry
Ivan Triesault

Pelham Vetch.
Pudgy

•

WUUam

Orote

•

Detective

.

.

Gray

!

]

'

Harry Antrim
"BUI" Phillips
Walter Rode

cellent direction

.

*^®F®
is
Playdates.

for

its

best

when

'

(BRITISH-COLOR)
London,

May

British Lion release of Herbert

Ai^a

25.

Neagle
weagie

is

production.
Directed by
Stars Miss Neagle, Michael WildPhipps; cam.
... _
..
era. Max Greene,
...
Austin
Dempster:
editor. Raymond Poulton: music, Robert Far-

'

Wilcox.

non.

At Empire, London, May
Running time. 95 MINS.

Grahame

Eileen

D'Arcy Davenport
Sir

.

.

Henry Hazelrigg

Janet

.

.

24.

fair

*49.

.

.

:

I

i

the

in

femme

single

IVom*

role.

Barabbaii

is so-so and some
have a fake backdrop quality.

sets

Arkansas
BUI
Annie

Charles Kemper
Noah Beery. Jr.

Heck Thomas

Robert H. Barrat

(BRITISH)
London. May

Bril.

{

;

British exhibs

1

Greene. Cedric Hardwicke. Stephen Mur^
ray. Kathleen Harrlaon, William Hartnell*
Ronald Howard.
Directed by Gordo#
Parry. Screenplay by de Grunwald, from
play by WlUlam Douglas Homo: camera*
Otto HeUer; editor. Gerald l^imev-Smithi
music, George Melachrtno, Leighton L»
cae.
At Warner. London, May 24, *4#.

Running time, 87 MINS.

Roberta
Chaplain
Jackson

Richard Green#
Cedric Hardwick#
Kathleen Harrison
Ronald Howard
Stephen Murray
William Hartneft

Kitty

Beatrire

Paddy

Richard Burto#
Betty Ann Davie#

1

Lee Patrick

KreVk"'”.".;::";;;;;'

recall the unsuccess of its predeces-

,

'

F«S V.nT™

John

A »11

IS still

the
Neagle-Wilding
~
Luke*
«
^
an unknown factor in Doble
'

A

western. This gang rides as hard,
shoots as straight and schemes as
cleverly as Its predecessors. Result
is a swift-moving actioner calculated to do well at the b.o.

;

j

!

,

,

,

*

shot down finally,
.Credit goes to Director

Is ready to move in
Gordon
the gang. Raft Is exposed and Douglas and Producer Harry Joe
Macready hunts him down with Brown for keeping the excitement
‘>ow and arrow.
Raft is saved and action a) ji.igh pitch. They al^o
,

east.

-

i’’"

Sheehan! Wilding team as Britain’s answer
to the Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers

I

Brown

Rosie

,

-

i:.'
mt.

an#
s

‘

(Dick)

i

:

j

i

colorful
dance
scenes
and
glamorous
fashion displays. In many respects
it must be readily admitted that he
has succeeded end British audiences look to the two stara as their

Hammer

'

'

i

>

!

1

I

oale
Smith

!

1

P;,

uJ’nment"'""’
tainment.

The odd assortment of men wh#
make up a prison rommunitv ar#

^ites
Bob Brandon

the

on

plot is no more than a peg
which to hang this gay, roman-

tic

comedy.

When

Michael Gore-

inherits a Mayfair dress
salon it Is no surprise to find that
the manager is the attractive
Eileen Grahame. The rival .store,
controlled by D’Arcy Davenport,
succeeds in getting trade secrets
from Michael’s cousin. Sir Henry
Hazelrigg, and this leads to a rift

local talent in

some

fresh bit parts,

Curtis — foreman of Aunt
curley Q Ranch — and

between the two

stars

which

Is

j

j

i

re-

solved after a trip to Paris and the
South of France,
This is a luxury production plus.
with grandeur in the settings of
the store, as well as of the homes
Opulence
of the two principals.
of the backgrounds Is rightly emplvasized b> Uie,u;|e^o£ 7'^vhdicolor,

i

in

"Now

It Is strong meat which
should earn a reasonable rewara
at the boxoffice at home and may
Ken
appeal to American audiences wh#
are interested in having an insid#
Thunderbred. a wild stallion who glimpse of an English prison, alth«y
l7h,t th?
““.‘O*’*
S"”" ‘"'‘f
corral, are the central figures. A theme has been tackled sufficlfriendly Indian, who is framed on entiv by Hollywood,
a murder rap, and the purse of the
There is no connected plot la
annual stockmen’s race, which lifts the accepted sense but the film la
the mortgage motivate the plot,
focused on a number of the prisonCurtis handles his role naturally ers with an occa.donal flashback
and croons the tune, "Hills of to indicate how thev landed up
Utah" well. Carolina Cotton is inside There is the bank cashier,
good as niece, while Alice Richey who "borrowed" from the till to
okay as the aunt. The two buy his fiancee an engagement
is
heavies, played by Forrest Taylor ring; the Irishman .serving 10 year#
and Ted Adams, are too hokey, for sabotage; t h e Irreoresslbl#
Billy Hammond rides well as Little Cockney, who used forged ticket#
Bear, but over overdoes the heap- at the dog races; a Negro sailor
serving five years for smuggling;
blg-Injun talk.
Some good knock-dowm-drag-out the higami.st and ihe inevitahl#
rnuriierer with a death aentenc#
scenes
cattle
stampeding
fights,
and a race over a break-neck •ho«d.
The camera adroitly switcnea
course add to the draw of color
and song. Pic could use tighter from one to the other, cleverly
(Continued on page 20)
.editing.

mountains and canyons and uses mates.

,

Brown

characters

pic rarely moves outside its prison
setting but the gloomy atmospher#
,,
a
is frequently relieved by human
touches from the guards and In-

'

The

central

Barabbas was a Rohher." adapted
from the successful West End play
Th#
by William Dougla.s Home.

'

;

j

j

Alec riune

Harry Fowler

n'^f,****

,

|

CampbeO

**•"“*

Clark Veater

First film by a new outfit. Kanab
Pictures, “Stallion Canyon" has a
lot to recommend it as a dualer
and for situations specializing in
outdoor-actioners. Filmed around
Kanab. Utah, the cayuse carnival
photogenic
of
plenty
catches

I

j

I

ft

Taylor

Richey
'

the U.S.\and the boxoffice merits Judge
must lar&ly be measured by the id\h5™
A_ -- 11
J.. A.
response to
earlier productions.
Johnny Adams
Wilcox has developed the Neagle-

1

m

Mrs.

Ham^o™

’^Roy Butler

,

mm** Burton .'...\\’.V.V.V.Vl?gSlaVrl
’

combo

]

Just as the

Forrest
BiiiJ

Breezy (Sheriff).’....*
Aunt Miiua

|

Jock O'Mahoney

Tulsa Jack

brothers, et

'

Governor

shug riaher

|

who

,

•

Tufnell

|

!

Dunn

which again stars Anna Rad
Neagle and Michael Wilding. “May- Larsen
time in Mayfair" is a natural for
JJjJf -BeaV

24.

Warner Bros, release of Anatole df
Grunwald production.
Stars
Richard

/

!

,

1

I

,

mm"

!g«

film

precedented
Dons Drake sors.
m* But

Elttle

Mellsss Price

I

Wilcox

Wan a

Robber

•

i

Louise Allbritton

Yam relates how Big Bill Doolin
he runs through it
"1th his usual deadpan style that (Randolph Scott) organized his
•ppeals to his fans.
ban(l of outlaws when U.S. marMiss Foch pleases in her assign- shals wiped out his two friends, the
ment as a gal who is not all bad Dalton brothers. From then on it’s
and only needs Raft to put her on a case of the Doolins riding again.
the proper course.
George Ma- Plot shows the gang of six, includcready is the villainous husband, ing Scott* holing up first In a
Working with foreign powers to dancehall, then in an isolated^inn,
this country with counterfeit between holdups of trains, banks
^d disrupt the national
economy. and station agents. Complication
"hen the Treasury Dept, fingers comes when Scott falls for Virginia
Haft to snoop out how Macready Huston, daughter of a small comoperates, the hero takes on the munity’s respected deacon, and
more, frames a co^killing and weds her. But gang won’t let him
nees to a small Florida coast settle down. They disclose his real
"1th Miss Foch. There he identy to his wife, and so he rennds Macready an effete, cultured joins his outlaw pals, only to be
suspicious host.

.

|

GfdRcr and

md

.

Camera work

.

•

Shepherd

.

;

I

Anna Neagle
Michael Wilding
Peter Graves
Nicholas Phipps
Thora Hird
Michael Shepley
Tom Walls
Max Kirby

Michael Gore-Bro\vn

FoiTcst Tuckcr registers nlccly aa
Off^PCr. Color Is Well hannnkpr ?nvifaHnn«l
TarhfinA j, j
poker
Invitations).
Max Terhune
j thpri» arp «omp annd xhotn
„®*?
okay as the voice-throwing
store„
Phase
of
•
on a moonlit, foggy night
,
mil
«.,«iHc
keeper.
Bill
Kennedy avoids
Bril.
hammy heaviness as the crooked
agent, and Gerry Patterson is
I
'

WUcox-

|

to help prove his good
Intentions.
From the time Raft
crosses paths with Nina* Foch,
"ife of a bigtime international
•Rent, his fate is marked with

sevcTal

|

1

John Ireland
Virginia Huston

a

Ma.ytime In Mayfair

Scott

Bitter Creek

sees

doesn’t pay off in tha
hereafter and that she must giv#
Elliott saves her from
lose theli
several timea

StJilllon f'anvoB
Columbia releasa of Harry Joe Brown Inspector
production. Stars Randolph Scott: fea- M*"*
(COLOR-SONG)
tures George Macready. Louise Allbritton, Mr, SheUey
Desmond Walter-Ellis
Astor release of Kanab Production.
John Ireland. Virginia Huston. Charles PoUceman
Tom Walls, Jr. Stars
Ken Curtis. Carolina Cotton. DiKemper. Noah Beery, Jr., Dona Drake.
rected
by Harry Fraser.
Story and
Robert H. Barrat. Frank Fenton. Jock
screen^ay. Hy Heath; camera (Tnicolor),
O’Mahoney. Directed by Gordon Douglas.
McCloskey: music, Emil Velazco;
Kenneth Garnet; camera. that made
Screenplay.
madp ‘‘^nriniz
Pari/* Lane
Spnng fn
in Park
song. Heath. Tradeshown N. Y., May 27,
Charles Lawton, Jr.; editor. Charles Nel‘49.
Running time, 7« mins.
,on. Tradeshown N. Y., May 26. *49, Run- the boxoffice hit of 1948, is recap-

Elaine Burton

church,

!

-

Rsndolph
George Macready

a

!

The James. Younger and Dalton combination. He has chosen the
same casual, lighthearted romance
al., have had their exfeaturing the debonair young man
ploits recorded on the screen, now
gerous assignment from the Gov- it’s the Doolin gang In another and attractive woman, and in this
situation interpolated

emment

build

to

'

eral
al
marshal
turned Iritn ’n

l

I

Plot rings In a twist or two to
dress up the melodrama of an exgangster who is trying to go
straight and who takes on a dan-

pilot

.

Cut from an niH
iKio ehance of ral.sing .some big coin In
‘
mustang meller is grooved fdr thl
becau.se he haa
Sat.-mat.
trade
and secondary Riven
S
his word to use no violenca.
spots on double bills
Johnnv Mack Brown as a fed- “ I*! necessary to convince her that

|

t

and photography

,

Brook

'

Th^ RPOOllnS Of iPKlShOmS
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A
Allegro” Is B
_ typical
.,r-—
George Raft melodramaJ and,
and. as
such can hp PYrtPotprl
fn snarC
cn»rp
CXpCCtCd tO
snmp business In the more general
ome
situations where his following is
It h«. been given a
gooa production presentation, ex-

Parker

•jani^/narriso^''^^
Bob Woodward his life

1

:

•

‘Johnny

Sheriff

'

rope.

ning time, »• MINS.
.Thomas Browne
Bill Doolin
“
- Henry
.Paul E. Burns
Sam Hughes
Rose of Cimarron
•

lane

i

_____

E.k.?S

Screenplay throw.s together a
gambler, played by William Elliott,
« •«>’ preacher when
Is Saved by a minister, and
Marshal Reed a femme bandit. Marie Wind.sor.
"ho had promised the sky
dsbo'rn?

Eddie

”

,

Johnny

4r*i«!?5^

—

hc s Very good, while h#
slU'ks by hcr bccause shc’s so very

'

j

SUkvIII?..

Tennes.ie«

i

u
ranSrs
.
have
interwoven
a nice pattern of property to a
rSfestlte acent^who
to contrast with the shoot- has^
phonied-uo flaws ?n" thei?
ings and hard-riding.
‘^^is for the decoldSds To find out who Is hehind
a cabjirot girl. In a gory
Scott chips in with one of his the psuedo-legal thefts and some
•*"
better acting jobs while Noah incidental murders. Brown hires
Beery, Jr., comes close to stealing him.self out as the reale.stater’s h^other^nT»w^^ i’nd
.
twice, the bandit-beauty
most of the picture with a slick bodyguard.
Eventually, the real
portrayal as an ex-con.
Louise mastermind—the local land agent
Allbntton does well as the operator —has the land shark rubbed out
of the dancehall-hotel where the and gives the order for Brown n-mehtv” pnnmnii wUh tSi
provides the maingang hangs out.
to be ambushed. Latter and his side"ho is manager orthegen^
Miss Huston is okay as the girl
who falls in love with Scott. Dona f*"-? store and an amateur vena bar they order two drinki
both of which sh^doworwhiVe
^
dozen ^blooSSn^'^'SumXen
bloodthirsty
join the gang, is vivacious enough ha f oozen
gunmen. takes the chaser
„
Scrintina is eond
« couple when his
b^ut seems a superfluous character,
and neatly sidesteps the* pitf*ini
outstanding as
htack.
the
Other gang
®(}?®
^
members, John Ireland, Frank through with a trick that outwits law’breaker.
Fenton and Jock O’Mahoney, aM the outlaws and the prairie pirates
Ellrott. hero of some 60 oaten
are rounded up.
are well cast.
The scripting is obvious and the and co-producer of “Hcllflre,*
Charles Lawton, Jr., contributed Hiaino
iBokes thc rolc of the converted
tv
a hangup camera job along with
lilrp°*‘‘T
hom RR*Tihler believable. Miss Windsor
Charles Nelson’s editing. Wear.
be around for the trial." Brown
f®®* cigareGrol ling lass loSkimi

i

i

''!'•»*

humor

|

Running time,
_
_ George

I

Johnny Mack Brown
Max Terhune
Kennedy

actioner with a rell-

motif and a helping of s.a.,
Hellfire” .should draw strongly on
double
" 'j'
bills.
It’s
a
well-p‘aci‘d
ui
Of ho.SS-Opry and a Sadi#
Thouipsonish romancc the rela^
likes a ,<uy h#-

'

'
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j«hnny Mack

Faust

I

;

I

12,

camera.

Johnnv Fuller;
New York. N Y.!
Running time, 54

SVr.

j

1

May

Cheney;

At

*49.

Louis R

Harry Woods
D-nver I'yla
Trevor B.irdetta
Dewey Robinson, Harry Tyler

A slambang

editor.

24.

p^ufFii
Grant Withera

1

!
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May

Tucker
Jim Davis

’.'.Forreat
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Powell ^nd Miss Winters make
More sword play and physical
for okay teaming as the co-stars. clashes would have helped immeasJames Gleason and Sheldon urably in giving the footage some
I^onard, homicide cops, rate dash. Instead it plods along and
Ruckles and Marsha Hunt and the players give stock reading to
Dorothy Hart are around as added the lines. Chief villain is Henry
femme attractions.
Others are Daniell, English officer, and there’s
competent.
Brog.
a sub-heavy plot that has Aubrey
Mather and Douglas Walton trying
to do Ney out of a rich inheritance.
Allegro
Rudolph C. Flothow’s production
Hollywood, May 13.
guidance is standard for secondary
Columbia release of Irving Starr produrtion. SUM George Raft: featureli Nin^ product and technical credits Strike
loch. George Macready. Directed by Ted the same level.
Brog.
Tetzlaff. Screenplay. Karen DeWolf, Guy
£ndore: story, James Edward Grant: cam» .**
-
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j

j
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;
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Neumann:

U

week
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time. 90
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Joseph Biroc; editor, Jerome Thoms.

Harry

,1.

Stoner

O
Rex

Wilson
Bartenders

the Wont

«»f

music, Edward Kay

with

Woman

I
I

cam-

Tony

!

'

'

era,

Scieenpla.v.

.

I

Stevenson story about a group of
v* soldiers captured by the
„
British during the war with Napo*con.
Such a setup is a rather
original by Irwin and David Shaw ambitious undertaking for a budget
and playing up title Implications, production; costuming, sets and
Idea of a prof trying to stay clear other physical properties reflect
of trouble* because he’s promoting corner-cutting,
Richard Ney impersonates a
a new university from a straitlaced philanthropist has it’s good blue-blooded Frenchman who is
points.
For thrills, the Erskine- o”® of the prisoners. He leads an
Irwin Shaw script tosses in the escape from Edinburgh Castle and
prof’s battle with a police dog, the strikes off across the countryside
long suspect - police chase,* tough for London in companion with
hoodlums and mysterious meet - Vanes.sa Brown, his English fiancee,
ings, and fear Induced by having Stereotype adventures befall the
Powell believe he may have con- couple, Ney is recaptured but finale
tacted rabies in his battle with the has him saved from the hangman’s
I

drama,

* f c c 1

l.a%v

Muro

Monogram release of Barney Sarackv
production. Stars Johnny Mack B^Jwnfeatures Max Terhune,
BUI Kennedy!
t.erry Hattison. Directed by Ray
Taylor.

dualer.

wordy script by Eric Taylor to
work with but he could have insome dernng-do action that
made it more passable,
based upon a Robert Louis

dog.

a police insnector.

(GFD).
Frothy British farce
about a femme robot.
“A Boy, A Girl and A Bike"
(GFD).
Feeble British romantic yarn.
“The Bandit" (Italian) (Indie).
Anna Magnani. Amadeo
Nazzari in meller of postwar
Italy; strong for artv houses.
“Man on the Run" (ABP).
Good British-made man-hunt

steven.son

I*

stances point toward murder and
Powell sets out to find her, or the
rea.son for her disappearance, before the police discover he had
spent the evening with the victim,
Keeping one jump ahead of the
law.
Powell's flight takes him
from Los Angeles to San Francisco
and into plenty of rough escapades
before the mystery is cleared.
Producer-director-scripter Chester Erskine uses
a number of
amusing devices in projecting the

prison

F®

Bevan
Rena*

Meaty

At Gotham, N.

cousin with sufficient restraint Bucky McLean.
to
avoid an obvious burlesoue
Peter Graves as the rival who sells Uu»t5*stin"‘'^
With a song, and Thora Hlrd, who sheriff Martin
elegantly moves into Mayfair, top
(’'‘•J'"®- »"<>
fpu
elude Tom Walls in a guest part as
Stoner

a RobBritish-

Richard Greene.

^^Aiex^rliale?

Eiint
'

(WB).

the Campbain.

but

bets,

fJ*

tie

Low-budget western suitable
for dualers.
“Stallion Canyon" (SongsColor)
(Astor).
Shapes up
nicely for action market.
“H el If ire" (Songs-Color)
(Rep).
Oater with religioso
motif, good dualer.

minh.

boxoffice

pl*y. Oorrall and Stuart McGowan:
‘Tricolor), Jack Marta: editor,

sincerity.
different

28. *49. Runnlni
lines
go
to
Niehola<i
Phipps who plays the old-school- Son sTown

m

29.

still

rcltasc of EIUoUMcGowaa
u'suillvan) production. Stars
O'Sullivan)
Maria Windsor: featuras

J.

Elliott.

choicest

bookings.
Doolins of Oklahoma’*
//-• T**®
^ol).
Randolph Scott, Noah
Beery, Jr., in actionful westerner.
"M a y t i e in Mayfair"
(Lion).
Colorful British musical with Anna Neagle, Michael Wilding.
“Law of the West" (Mono).

production* '^FMU?rM
R“?hi?d i^CJa
•%«vaa€a4M
Neyl°Van•11essa Brown, Henry Daniell.
Directed by
Philip Roaen.
*•
Screenplay. Eric Taylor:
Screenplay,
baseo on atorv bv Rnh.r» t m.i. Taylor;
c!*_
son!
Henry°*’Freu^rch,* %rto?‘
Sweeney. Reviewed May 29 . ’ 49 '
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safest

Ives"
for

St.

charm and
somewhat

krace,

Wllding,

programmer

!**

Republir

With her
..Cl accomplished
accuuii/iisiira skill
(William
SKIU Miss (wiiuaiii
Neagle romps through the main W*Blara

flll-in

SiM^ret of St. Ives

w.
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general situations.
“The Secret of

Brog.

•

Houaeley Stevenson
Paul Harvey

Thatcher

under Ted
which keens

11

Hellfire
(COLOR—SONGS)

routines.

and an

amorous femme.
"Johnny Allegro" (CoP.
George Raft melodrama for

ing .t . '.mart pa« Iriing
S?iS
achieves nice production Values*
Joscph Biroc did the excellent
lensing and Jerome Thoms
contributed a tight editing job.

Art Baker
Sheldon Leonard

Markheim

Pr.

;

Shelley

.

acceptably

of a proper professor

enhances

the magnificent
fashion display as well as the dance

comedy melodrama

Pleasing

Outside of Will Geer as the
Treasury agent, others in the cast
have little fn
.11
perform
direction,

«

which

Miniahire Reviews
“Take One False Step" (U).

;
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Mex

San Miguel Where Eva Peron Got Fihn

Bank Grants

Pix

Mexico

City,

May

Postwar Coml Radio on Comehack

31.

Banco Nacional Cinematografico,
pic trade’s own bank, announces cash aid to the industry
during the first four months of
1949 amounting to $3,113,241.63 in

Mex

Start, on Rocks With
Buenos Aires. May
San Miguel Studios, for 13 years
•ne of Argentina’s major studios,
1b being sued by Mexican director
Moberto Gavaldon, and receivers

Casino Coin Gone

24.

m

^
s
possession of the company
t

Complexion

London, May 31.
board of
of the

Odeon Theatres and

its

!

•hoitage

gambling casinos, sent in his re.sig- will still retain his directorship in
aation as prexy of the Assn, of Manorfield Investments, Ltd.,
Argentine Producers, which re- which holds Rank’s personal picfused to accept it.
ture interests. The former Odeon
It was at San Miguel Studios that director is also resigning from the
Senora de Peron began her film Institute of Chartered Accountants.

Libertad Lamarque were stars. Her
aecond picture “La Prodiga,” in
which she starred, was never released, as she became the Argentine President’s wife before it was
actually in the can, and consequently San Miguel lost out on
teth productions.
San Miguel never quite recovered ‘from loss of the coin which
the Machinandiarenas could pour
Into it when the Mar del Plata gambling concession was still theirs,
but when the government commandeered the gambling setup.
things started to go from bad to
worse and the quality of the San

Festival Set

Dancers

All

The

be announced

will

traditional Zurich

including

May

,

June Fes-

i.s now on
back. The distinctive
Br?t
characteristics of the
earlior
programs are now giving place
to

its

Year

way

ish

new high-powered sales tcchnifin!a
modelled more and more
on

I

,

lines of the American
advertising
programs
with giveaways
other inducements to attract and

I

maximum

listening public.

the

With the bar on spon.sored radin
from the British Broadoasht
Corp ,s monopoly service,

I

at a later date,

said.

London DaOy Mail

MYER.S

London, M.iv 24
radio, which camp in
British listeners mainly
through
the medium of Radio
and which took a 100
no.sedivf

on the outbreak of war,

i

i

Maas

HAROLD

Commercial

hLZoTg
%

I

potential

advertisers are compelled to
turn
to Luxembourg if they
wish to
sell their products over the
air Rut
in the initial stages, publicizing
Sf
the programs is an uphill
fight
particularly as the British
press
does not refer to br publish
programs of this commercial under,
taking.

31.

Poll

Stadttheater,

Honors Neagle, Wilcox,

Schauspielhaus and Tonhalle (Concert Hall), will have its official
opening Friday (3), at the Schauspielhaus with a lecture by Thomas
Mann on Goethe. Schedule of the

Over

Iberian Lot This

I

j

Zurich,
tival,

U. S.

He replaces John Swanink, who
held the post temporarily and who
will resume his regular duties as
MPEA’s Continental field auditor.
Birkhahn’s successor in Bulgaria

Zurich June

he used to receive as con- sonal counsel, replaces.
aessionaire of the Mar del Plata
Despite his Odeon exit, Farrow
profits

career, taking a secondary part in
“La Cabalgata del Circo” of
Hugo del Carril and
which

I

MPEA

months ago. allegedly due to h'orn the circuit’s directorate. Now
Miguel past 60 and under a physician’s
of raw stock.
care, the exec’s withdrawal was atMachinandiarena. who founded the
tributed to ill health. G. 1. Wood•tudio out of proceeds of the huge ham-Smith. J. Arthur Rank’s pertral

By

-

—

subsidiaries

are
^,hen chartered
ahuttered studios, whiclj^closed sev- accountant Leslie Farrow resigned

-4

the form of loans, credits and discounts.
Birhhahn’s Polish Post
Pedro Infante, pic actor, was
hospitalized, and Lupita TorrenJean Birkhahn, Motion Picture
dancer,
wa^ treated for Export Assn, rep in Bulgaria for
tera,
bruises and shock in the
- crash of the past 21^ years, has been shifted
the actor’s plane which he was to Poland, it was announced in New
piloting, returning here from Aca- York last v.eek by Irving Maas,
pulco.
v.p. and general manager.
Birkhahn will supervise the MPEAFilm Polski contract.

Farrow Quits Odeon Bd.

Radio Lux Leads

Trail in Britain;

Wilding for ‘Park Lane’
London, May 31.

Consequently listener appeal has
British and American film industry leaders gathered at the Dor- to be built up by word-of-mouth
Chester hotel Thursday (26) to see publicity, but so successful has this
Ballet is becoming big business ing events of legit, opera and bal- the Herbert Wilcox-Anna Neagle- policy been in a .short period
that
Schauspielhaus will present Michael Wilding combo collect a market research survey has conin the Iberian peninsula, and mure let.
and more companies are coming special performances for the their * silver star trophies ‘for eluded that 750,000 households
here on tour. At the* moment the Goethe Bicentennial of “Goetz von “Spring in Park Lane,” awarded tune in to the Luxembourg waveGrand Ballet de Monte Carlo is in
in the recent Daily Mail British length every Sunday. This represents about 7% of the potential
Barcelona and on June 2 will open Berlichingen.’’ “Torquato Tasso” film ballot.
and “Faust,” Parts I anj| II; then
in
the newly-constructed Teatro
In the absence of Lord Rother- but the programs are heard from
comedy,
Lopes de Vega in Madrid. The com- Eichendorff’s romantic
by time to time by as many as 1.200made
were
awards
the
mere,
pany is starring Americans Tamara “Die Freier” (“The Wooers”) and Daily Mail editor Frank Owen, and 000 families on a Sunday and by
Toumanova. Rosella Hightow'er, Ta- Shakespeare’s “Midsummer Night’s the trophies formally handed over about 2.50,000 on week nights.
Dream.” in open-air setup, as well
Many of the pre-war advertisers
tiana RUbouehinska,
Owen reRothermere.
as foreign guest troupes from Kon- by Lady
^
vealed that, owing to the increa.s- are returning to the Luxembourg
Germany
ing popularity of the ballot, its programs and results to date indiStadttheater opens its Festival
The Ballet Espanol of Pilar LoMiguel stars, including Hugo del
scope was being extended abroad, cate a better and more economical
program with the preem of a new
Carril, Mecha Ortiz, Carlos Cores, pez (sister of Argentinita) is tourand the Overseas Daily Mail would response than through the normal
opera
by the Swiss composer Willy
Guillerirtb Mattaglia, and even the ing Spain and Portugal prior to a
be launching a similar content in press media. Space rates at the
present are topped by a figure of
The Burkhard. The Black Spider, fol- Canada next month.
Italian actress Emma Grammatica, return visit to the U. S.
several Wagner perhave not been paid for several pic - troupe has lost American dancers
Value of the ballot to indie pro- $2,000 an hour for the peak Sun^ *’*'[P* Kirsten Flagtures, to the extent that del Carril Jose Greco and Nila Amparo, who
ducers was underlined by Herbert day afternoon listening period and
has taken a lien on his last picture have formed a company of their
that the are scaled down to as low as $120
otrauss ‘Rosenkavalier.” The Wilcox, who declared
for the studio, “Hlstoria del 900,” own, but is still starring Roberto
news of thjir combined success for the hour before midnight.
and has made most of the arrange- Ximenez, Manolo Vargas, Alejan- Paris Grand Opera Ballet will give was received while en route to the Weekday rates vary between $100
two
performances.
ments for it’s release.
dro Vego and Elvira Real.
U. S., and on his arrival in New and $120.
The Concert Hall announces four York he learned that “Spring in
The Original Ballet. Russe of Col.
Payments are in non-convertible
Gavaldon’s claim against San
Miguel is based on alleged con- Vassily De Basil has left Spain concerts with conductors Georg Park Lane” was being hailed from sterling and the money earned here
Szell, Hans Knappertsbusch and
itant delays caused in the making and is filming in Paris with Amercoast to coa.st as the triple crown by Luxembourg’s London organiAndreae and soloists winner.
of “Mi Vida por la Tuya” by the ican dancers Doukodowsky, Bar- Volkmar
This had assi.sted him zation' is being expended in the
in
disorganization
San Miguel, bara Lloyd and Anna Karina, W’alter Gieseking, Rudolf Serkin, greatly in concluding a successful preparation and production of prowhich prevented him fi'om fulfill- Troupe is composed almost exclu- Ginette Neveu, Erna Berger and deal for this and other productions. grams. which will be used to deIng contracts he had pending in sively of American boys and girls. Paul Schoeffler.
A one-act cabaret was provided velop the popularity of the station.
Mexico, and in addition, he says, Company is supposed to go to LisGiveaway Pattern
'•by Grade Fields, who was joined
eost around $10,000 <U.S.) which bon in July,
Using the U. S. participation
fleetingly by Danny Kaye in singbe had to pay out of his own
Dancer Paul Szilady, now an
.show as a pattern. Radio Luxeming “Lily of Laguna.”
pocket.
AmeMcan citizen, has .arrived in
bourg sponsors are following the
precedent of giveways. with the
Continued from pace 3
San Miguel had applied to the Lisbon as ballet master and choreographer
for Circulo Coreografico.
initiative being taken by Pin-up,
Argentine Central Bank for finan‘SKATING VANITIES’
same reason that the theatre fees
with every program, will have a
cial aid, it now appears that the govwere found illegal.
ernment feels that it could only Higginson to U. S. For
“Prince.ss for a Day,” in contrast to
IN
Producer-Owned Music Cos.
the U. S/ “Queen for a Day,” in
up this studio if it is
• bolster
Zurich, May 31.
Bros. Huddles
placed under an entirely reorwhich the winner chooses the
In addition, the attorneys for
First Swiss appearance of Harold things she
ganized management.
would like to do In the
some of the companies have trepiSydney, May 26.
Stanley Higginsoii, head of the dations about a deal because four Steinman’s “Skating Vanities of course of 24 hours. This program,
1949” at Hallenstadion. Zurich, is
which features Stewart MaePherlocal Warner setup in this zone, of the
producers Metro, Paraa sock success.
It is the first big.son with Pat Hutton and Sidney
GOVT.
will plane to the States shortly mount, 20th-Fox and Warner Bros,
scale skating show ever seen here. Lipton’s
Band, has a guest star for
with his chiefs. He’ll —have interests in music publish^CTDrCTPID^ III UIT
Show
stars Gloria Nord and fea- each
ing
firms which are members of
^00*^
occasion.
the Hollywood product
111 till
tures
the
Three
Craddocks,
Peggy
ASCAP. These studios, therefore,
Another participationcr. detail!
before going on to N. Y.
•
Mexico City, May 31.
Warner owns a big site here and profit via ASCAP earnings and in Wallace and Norman Latin, Count of which for the time being are on
le Roy, Boy Foy and crooner Dick
Dramatic stock which Seki Sano, has been trying for
the secret li.st, is also being moda long time any negotiations with the Society
Finney. It is set for a six-day run
the Japanese producer, is present- to get
elled on U. S. lines, but instead of
an okay for building a thea- are actually on both sides of the
in Zurich.
ing at the Teatro Iris here, is being tre.
the cu.stomary telephone call to
Exhib interests opposed and fence at once.
sustained by a federal government local
government nixed. Warner
listeners the approach will be made
In this regard, some of the.se letash subsidy of $3,500.
may decide to have another try gal-eagles think that it may throw
via a knock on the front door. It
London Film Notes
Click of the season is “.A Street* after talks
with its Aussie head, them open to attack by non-MPAA
is hoped with this show to make
ear Named Desire” in Spanish. Warner
London. May 25.
product goes through the producers, the pattern of whose
prizes .so attractive and the interSano is readying “Brute Force” in Hoyts loop now.
Michele
Morgan
and
Kleron
est
payments might be fixed by a body
so keen that regular listeners
Spanish.
“Streetcar” is in its
(The MPA.A copyright committee) Moore back from Au.stria where won’t risk being away from their
fourth solid week.
they went to do location work in
peak listhey are not represented.
S Rose
to Britain 2.”
“Marie Chapdelaine,” with the rest homes during the Sunday
beBen Rose, Eagle Lion British Even more important, however, is of shooting taking place at River- tening periods. This program is
that the studios which do not have
ing
prepared by J. Walter Thompside studios with Marc Allegret
managing director, returned to
Techniciaii Bids Cue
affiliated publishing concerns are
son, which has already booked lisdirecting
Richard Greene is
London last week on the Maure- reluctant
tania.
He had been in N. Y. for manded. about terms being de- latest star added to cast of Gregory tening time for many prominent
in England
U.S. Films
Personna
including
Ratoff’s “My Sister Joy”; others advertisers,
two weeks huddling w'ith Sam
Similarity of ASCAP and the are Edward G. Robinson, Con- Razor Blades, Rowntrees. Horlicks.
London, May 31.
Seidelman,
company’s
foreign
DG in that they are both made up stance Bennett and Peggy CumProgram time on Luxembourg Is
New spate of applications for chief.
of creative artists who have or- mins. Shooting starts early July. also being taken
by American
American film technicians to work
Rose revealed that Eagle Lion ganized
Leigh Stafford to Italy to ne- religious organizations, such as the
themselves for the purpose
In British studios which have been
pictures now are being released in of
gotiate
three
plays
enforcing
he
owns to be Lutheran Layman’s League, who.se
economic demands on.
•ubmitted for Ministry of Labor England only
about three months the people with
whom they do made into films with outdoor loca- program is entitled “Bringing
okay, indicates a substantial up- behind
distribution in the U. S.
tions
in
Italy
and
indoor
business.
shooting Christ to the Nation.” and the AdThey
have held themward trend in the number of U.S.Orson Welles pag- ventists Union with “The Voice of
selves to be in the category of in London
flnanced productions likely to be
ing Fay Compton to play the Emilia
unions,
which
are
under special
Prophecy.” Both the.se organiia*
made in Britain during the comMcHUGH, JR.’S ITAIO
Metro
exemption from the Sherman anti- role in his film “Othello
program time in
ing 12 months.
has not entirely given up idea of tions pay for their
Rome, May 25.
trust
act.
rcmittable
Courts
have held, how- producing
Among the productions due to
“The Miniver Storv”; dollars which Is directly
Jimmy McHugh. Jr., of Music ever, that since they are independbe made with frozen assets are the
iVs only postponed due to Greer to Luxembourg.
London
office, ent workers and not employes, they
RKO-Disney version of “Treasure
Garson’s illness.
*
bu.siness.
are not entitled to be considered
Island,’* three from 20th-Fox, an“My Favorite Husband w ill be Third Fest at Edinburgh
*nd so are subject to the produced in
From Italy he goes to Sicily to
•ther from Metro and four under
Italy by Orlux Films
clients Roberto Rossel- *nti-trust laws in joining together, Combination of Ortus
For Documentary Filins
the recently concluded Monogram- see
and Lux
lini and Ingrid Bergman, then to
All the film lawyers agree that Films) with Jean Kent, Robert
Associated British-Pathe tieup
May 3t.
Paris to see Michele .Morgan.
ASCAP— or an organization like Beatty and Margaret Rutherford The third Edinburgh.
international festiv**
it— is a virtual necessity. Other- starred. Outdoor shooting at Rome
LONOHAIRS’ 16M. PRODS.
of documentary films will
and Naples to take 10 weeks, with
A Joint advertising stunt ar- wise, It would be exceedingly dif- rest
Internation
Artists Films. Inc., has been
of pic to be made in London. form part of the
ficult to make sure that .studios
Drama
had
formed by a number of top musi- ranged by the Central Motion Pic- gotten clearances from
Lux Films dickering with Rob- Festival of Music and. Sept.
ture Exchange, U. S. film distribuall the inEdinburgh Aug. 21 to
rians to turn out 16m i-eels of
tor in Japan, and a Nipponese terested parties in each piece of ert Beatty for another pic in Sepla «
which
event
It
is
the
only
themselves and other concert per- truck manufacturer
has paid off music. Feeling is that it is neces- Cmber, and also want him to sign
voted entirely to the judging
formers. Paul Lazare, who’ll pro- well in central Japan.
Nagoya sary, however, to get Congress' to for one pic a year for next five
films.
years
documentary
"tfuce the pix, heads the venture.
Pierlno
^
Gamba, youthful
branch of CMPE made deal with Pass a special law covering the
conductor, is to star in film with
At last year’s festival. 1^0 II
Associated in the project are Toyoda 'Truck Co. for a caravan of right
of creative arli.sts to Kigali
organ- private backing, to be made partly from 26 countries were
Albert Spalding, Leopold Stokow- nppnrjifpH
decorated triiplrc
trucks u’hir*h
w hich toured «iv
six
economically
In
Rome and England. Special Wider participation from
just as .special
fki, Jacques Thibaud and Lawrence prefectures
(states >.
advertising
^
Company plans to start .American pix as well as showing
"oi'kcrs the right to form ^ript is being written by Doreen major film-producing counysf*
Tibbett
Montgomery, with shooting to start expected this year on tlie basis
production immediately.
off new vehicles.
uniona.
end of August.
»
preliminary inquiries.

Active
With 3 Troupes
•
Madrid,

May

24.
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New Sheckman

Raw Stock ‘Essential’ in Arg, Easing
Film Sitnations; Stndios Are Active
Buenos Aires, May

17.

4*

I

I
,

raw stock as an essential Import „

I

of other raw materials for
it will grant exchange permits in order to keep local indusThe Bank also ingoing.
tries
cluded photographic plates in the
which had come
of
stocks
list,
Sown to a minimum, greatly aflist

a

which

f«Ung

the taking of

'

locaP

still, a,

Name

31.

The Sol Sheckman circuit of
picture theatres, which controls
sime 50 cinemas mainly in the
north of England, is floating a
stock issue, and forming a company with a capital of $4,000,000.

London, May 31.
Emile Littler has booked the ‘•>‘enHrl
June 12. to
p/.®

By

Czech Pix Industry Sets
Goal Under 5- Year Plan
Washington. May 31
Czech film industry is shooting
a production increase whieli.

of 80c.

for

^^RR|''’^**sary

x

“AnniP
ColiseSm

'

'n" U.

ChieT'iterv^^nn th

™J^Va':

S.,

by 1953, will be yielding 56 features
and
143
shorts,
reports
Nathan 1). Golden, chief of the
motion picture - photographic
branch of the U. S. Dept, ot t’ommerce.

British Coin Block

Disturbs

Still

Austria

are
on’impiHs‘lrwUl beyme‘timrbe^ V"’
AKM; Group in
Shape
fore stocks of film begin <o arJ ^trld.Tn®
the sfar,. iLrrwill
Vienna. M.ay 24.
rive in the country, and meanwhile „| 3 „ ^e
, big floor show
The annual report of the board
»' "“‘'O of directors of
the result
ot the K
a"’“\"h7
KsiV^7Th^
,\KM (Austrian
a?ing as
mg along
Ing
jjy jyj^
Some are s''‘tchmg ^^d Rodgers and Littler. and Rich- Society of Authors. Composers and
shortage
0.scar Hammer- Publishers
has been approved
oj® „.uplans and sending crews over to
specially flying unanimously
by the general assemrhile
and Urufituav
to maxe
make some
Uruguay, lo
Chile ana
^'‘"'"‘•^•‘d'^'lnviu's

OK

Under the five-year economic
plan laid down, total value of film
production in 19,53 would be 575.OOO.OOO crowns, compared
w ith

sequences of their pix there, using

occa-

^

1

bly.

Total
revenue
was
7,61.5,000
schilling ($761. .500 at the official
rate
but that doesn’t mean a
thing*. Pop music had. as usually,
the lead with ^496.000, film income

!

but could not
import into Argentina.
Studios,
Independencia
indie
production unit, which last year
made the surprise hit “Ragged
Football” (“Pelota de Trapo”), has
work on ‘‘Los Perez
started
Garcia.” based on the popular radio
by Oscar Luis Massa,
feature
which ran for over six years on the
Mundo web. Some top radio per those countries

in

sonalities

who helped

this

—

Legit Crisis
I

In Portugal
May

erland and Hungary remitted a total
of $40,000. while Spain and
Czechoslovakia didn’t answer letters of
requesting that a
London. M.iy 31.
reciprocal treaty be drawn up. as
Projected importation of a 100'’,
existed before World War II.
American rodeo is meeting with
Members learned to their great
surprise that all amounts due to strong opposition from the Variei>
them in U. S. and Great Britain Artists Federation, and there is
are still under sequestration. The little likelihood that the applicaexplanation for “formal reasons tion for labor permits as requested
only” doesn’t solve a problem still will be granted.
existing more than four years after
VAF executive roiineil. which
the end of hostilities. In addition considered the application on a
to the excellent flnaneial situation number of occasions, has now
deof AKM. came news that Richard cided that the application must
Strauss signed up as member. With comply with its "circus conditions.’’
the exception of Germany.
which demand that a substantial

180

24.

Ibanez

Menta

in “La Muerte Esta Mintiendo” (“Death. Is Lying”i. which
Francisco Mugica will direct, from
a story by Abel Santa Cruz.
Yet another production unit has

its

By

days.

season’s

early

Touring
companies in the provinces have
been formed, undeterred by raw fared no better and are back in
stock difTicuities, in Rosario de Lisbon.
No Portuguese shows are on at
Santa Fe.
oaiua
re. First
rirsi proauciion
production oi
of new ^
only one theatre is
outfit. Alza Films, is to be a com.

closing.

AKM

will collect all royalties for Strauss.

percentage of the acts be

and only

,

•

set to start

•

•

,

.

'

:

work on “Nacha Re^
'

Film Andes

is

—

completing a mu-

—

which treats the Argentine Broadway as the mecca of Argentine en-
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A

s

k

its

way
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Still in

-
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a photo.

Maurice Chevalier and Mistinguett, “tainted” with revue
ciations, will have to wail.
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New

For

Italo ‘Devil’

Rome. May

asso-

LONDON DEBUT
London. Ma.v

Harrell. Met Opera baritone,
give recitals and appear as

Rim

“Ann Veronica,”

“Bless the Bride.” Adciphi
“Brigadoon.” .Majesty i7'.
“Belinda Fair,” Savoy (10'.
“Black Chiffon." West '5'.

illO'.

opening

Roses”

at

of

the Lyrie

“'rwo

May

Paris.

May

31,

Paris niteries recently plagued
by bad biz are now sufTering from
a shortage of big name entertainers.
In hopes of popping a lot of

ehiimpagne

corks and filling up
empty tables, hoite owner.s arm
desperate for drawing cards to
catch the tourist trade
Les Ambassadeurs. shuttered for the winter. managed
to grab Jo.sephino
B.aker to headline the new show'.
Miss Baker’s own niterv. (’hei
Josephine Baker, folded, and has
now returned to the original namo
of (Muh des Champs Elysees
Tho
singer is doubling between the Folies
Bergeres and Amhassadems.
Her cafe date is reported at armind
$1..5()0 per week, a top figure for a
Paris entertainer.
Copacabana
also

opened

its

doors to catch some of the tourist
doHars
The clul). which looki
like
it
was transferred from a
Hollywood set. has been Irving to
find a big name to draw tiie customers.
The ('opa opened with
Albert Prejean, a French cinema
star, hut show was slow and not
viMV well staged. .lean .Audier and

Rene

('ipriani.

who

bought

Ilia

place after a two-year fling at Club
Florence, are angling for Edith
Piaf.
Chances for getting h(*r ara
good, since Audier was formerly
impresario for Miss Piaf hefoia
the war. The singing .star has been
having throat trouble since her
ABC stint and is taking it easv for
the moment. Meanwhile the (’lub

des Champs Ely.sees
bought by Bernard

wa*

which

Phillips,

a

Capetown. South Africa, hotel and
night

club

direolor,

hgs signed
I’ops and Louie and an all-Negro
show inefuding the Three .lust
Men. Kilroy and the Ben .lohtison
dancers.

Reinhardt

Still

Tops

Smith did good Imsine.sg
the Lido Club where she mada
a two-week guest appearance
The
Lido's new spectacle premiered
May 26. The Pavilon U'KIvsees,
al.so known as ParLs-Paris. changed
Its policy and signed a show to replace the dinner music comho
which has been playing at tha
restaurant since the end of tlia
war. Andre Ekyan i.s swinging tha
F!thel

at

25

is still the No
I
man in
the Freneh jazz pieture
Suzy Solidor returned to her
own Club de rOjiera Ma,\ 27 Tha
night spot has been sulTering since
Miss Solidor went to the U S tint
is expected to do solid
business,
especially since the Amoric.in tour
in Fall
lias
made many mure stileside

wife seeking rejuvenation.
Mi.ss Laye’s talent seems wasted
in her first non-singing role.

‘Folies’ to

At Palladium
London. May

»

cert tour,

Replace Vaude

.

31.

Ciro’s, which had Lucienne
six months, is now withname singer. The club ia
looking around for a headliner
Y'ves Montand has followed tha

fan.s,

season
vaudeville
Palladium
terminates end of September or
early October and will be replaced
"Folies
Delfont’s
Bernard
by
Bergere.” currently touring ttie
provinces for 10 to 12 weeks This
will be replaced by the annual
pantomime, with vaudeville resumed in late Mareji or early
April.

tion.

Boyer for
out

a

Piaf-Compagnons des Chansons
(omhination into the ABC
Montand was scheduled for a Versailles, N. Y., performance early
thi.s year but U. S. State Dept
officials said nix on issuing him a
.because of political alTilialions.
While the consul refused
to give a definite no on the application. they have had the matter

visa

“under
consideration
for
six
months and chances of getting tlie
visa are slim.
The Freneh ComHosp.; Due Sept, on (’oast munist journals have given the
story qtiite a play Both "C’e Soil”
Rome. Ma\ 24
“L’Humanile"
Valentina (’orte.se. Italian tilni- and
have
run

Gent’w’n,” Dueh. *141.
“Happiest Days.” Apollo '62».
“Harvey,” Wales <22'.
“Heiress,” Haymarket (18'.
"High Button Shoes,” Hipp f24V
"Lady’s Burning, Globe '4'.
"Latin Qt. Revue." Ca.sino 'll'.
"Lilac Time," Palace '6'.
“.Man .About Dog.” Princess *2'.
”

America of 1946.
Film is to be made in Rome and
John Milks has turned actor-pro- Florence in two languages, Italian
ducer for J. Arthur Rank's “The and English.
Rocking Horse Winner.”
being
As an answer to 201 h’s “The
ma(le at Rank’s Denham studios.
zone film
Besides Mills, the cast features Iron Curtain,’’ Soviet
Germany have slated
in
houses
l
t'T Howard,
‘'-“‘“‘V
vaunt M
HaI)son
andJ John
productions— “The Meeting
Rank is currently using frozen f^ur
the Elbe River." “The Man
marks for the filming In Germany at
From Wall Street.’’ “The Marked
or sequences for “They
Were Not Dollar” and “We Defend the

Milli at Actor-Producer
London, May 31.

“Oklahoma!” Drury Lane

“One Wild Oat.” Garrick
“Queen Came By.” York

'109'.

in a

hospital

for

Actress Anna .Marie Pado.an familiar to Italian filmgoei.> and
U. S. radio audiences where she
was heard on the N. Y. Italian radio program. ’’Voce d'ltalia." is
with her In September, Mi.>s (’orlese will return to HolKvNood for
She hail ju'il
further film work
completed ‘‘Malaya” lor .M-G on
loan from her own studio

92G

London _.Ma>

'2'.

Fields'

(Jraeie

eight

in-

'112'.

people, for a $92,000 ho gross
English star was paid In promoter Victor Hoehhausei $3,000

(.5'.

'IIU

per show.

not a run for their money, af least
something to talk about on tlieir
return home. So they go to tin
Lido. Tabarin and Folies Bergere,
and would patronize them even if
they were still far worse Then

31

porloi

Empress Hall drew

ances

at

on it.
It
i.s
believed Montand is the first French entertainer
to receive this type of treatment
The lesser nit cries, except b tew
musts and plush spots like Mmi.
seigneur and Casanova, are empty
because the tourisU won’t go anywhere excrept where they are sura
that the name place is one they
can’t miss and will give them. i(
.stories

they save their coin The Rue Fontaine and Rue Pigalle spots ate
empty.

in 8

'5'.

Roses,” Lyric 'if

“Worm'* View," Whitehall

in. .Milan

under contract to 2()th-Fov

Oracle’s

'25'.

”

“Two Dozen

i.s

She is
an appendicitis operation
expected to return to Home in a
week This is her first trip home
wood
after spending a year in Mol

'10'.

“Shooting Star.” Playhouse
“Together .Again,” Vic. Pal
“Turners’ Hush.. St Mart
I

.star.

'26'.

“Sauce Tartare.” Caml)ridge

“September Tide,” Aid.

20th’s (’ortese in >lil’an

l,\

<7(.

.**Foolish

""‘’J?
C.
chamo: William
middleweight champ:
Tubbs, of “Paisan.” who is now In
Marilyn Buford. Miss
Italy, and

.peace."

(2'.

“Daphne,” Wynd (1()>
"Dark of .Moon," .Xmbassador

Is due to arrive in Rome June
^o play the starring part Others

Ferrucio Tagliavini,
Metropolitan Opera star
I

Piccadilly

“Annie Get Gun." 'Col’s in (104'.
“Beaux Stratagem.” Phoenix <5',

24.

,

^

BirCHW.Al.D

”

London. May 31.
(Figure shou's irrcKs of run}
“Adv. Story,” James ill'.

Auer

artist with leading German
opera companies.
The Walden
String Quartet, members of the
music faculty at the U. of Illinois.
start a, six-week tour about
1^111

27.

ART

Dozen
was baton and Hejene Robert does tha
cordially received, but because of warbling.
Django Reinhardt, top
its unoriginal theme, it Iwoks like guitar player. Is the main attracThe gypsy musician whom
an unlikely prospect. Italian (om- tion.
edy was adapted by Kenneth llorne the “Duke” brought over to the
and stars Evelyn Laye as a bored States a feW- years ago for a con-

The

The "Folies” will have several
American and continental acts in-

Current London Shows

An interesting array of international talent will be used by director Mario Marinotti in his forthcoming film, tentatively titled “To
the Devil with Celebrities.” Mischa

Kue.st

Dlvidid."

IN ITS

OFF ‘ROSES’

cluded to elaborate the prexoila-

International Lineup

York.
Milton Katims, guest conductor
of the NBC Symphony Orchestra
and prominent violinist, heads the
list selected
so far.
Sixtv members of the Yale Glee Club will
Visit
the zone about
mid-July,
directed by Marshall Bartholomew’.

June 15

IS

(

'

Will

BLOOM

!

Frankfurt, May 24
in May. 1943.
Four groups of American artists
in the meantime talks are going
Zone of Ger- on to fix new trading conditions for
under a pro- future contracts and new houses
gMm sponsored by the cultural opened since 1943 Exhibs will
afTaii*s branch. U. S. Military Gov
start to play out old contracts from
ernment. Artists for the German June 6.
junket are to be selected by a
panel of musicians and critics in
Will tour the U. S.
many this summer

Nacional

Buenos Aires. May 24.
Government controlled 'I'eatro,
!

'

NEWSREEL ROW
TEMPORARILY PATCHED

!

4
A.
rv
American
Artists Set
For German Zone Tours

I

I

directed by Marianito Mores,
“Corrientes Streat of Dreams.”

tertainment talent.
Emelco currently has four pix
In production at its Martinez, studios. one of these being “Faseination.” from a story by Pondal Rios
and Carlos Olivari. with Arturo de
Cordova. Elisa Galve and .Alicia

paying

1

pictuce of the
vear and
anH «
year,
w'hich has opened a cer
tain amount of interest in Argentine pix in some foreign markets.
sical

Legit;

I

d

IaMa/I

Trees’ Leads B. A.

Nacional de Comedia, w hieh has
run into one bad season after an^
other. and isn’t doing any better
talent^ this year. Revival of F.nriquc Garyoungsters.
But they are Spanish
'
cia Vello.so’s one-time hit. ’’I..OS
vr.u'
*
r.
*
>
,
^ Portuguese
•’•"'uguese. The nniv
onl.v fninre.
futures Amores de la Virreina." has run
revue at the Avenida
g
the theatre into a production cost
theatre already cast with 10 artists
high
of around $18,000 (U.S.
and chorus of 18 a very economifor Buenos Aires.
and the opening in June
cal cast
Lola Membrives. veteran Spanof the People’s Theatre, employing
ish-Argentine legiter. i.s getting set
only six artists.
to produce Jean Cocteau’s “Eagle
with Two Heads.”
Best legit grosser last month
IRISH
was Alejandro Casona’s “Los Ar“Trees Die
boles Mueren de Pie”
Standing”) at the .Aleneo theatre
SerEsteban
and
Vehil
with
Luisa
Dublin. May 31.
A temporary patch has been put rador heading the cast, and Emfor,
CIrosses
producing.
Gallo
presa
on the row between the Kinematograph Renters .Assn, and Irish April were around $60,000 (U.S.
Theatre and Cinema Assn. It has
been agreed that exhibs will play
Jouvet Makes Grade
out unexpired parts of their eonParis. May .31.
tracts for the showing of these
These contracts were susreels.
Actor Louis Jouvet crashed the
Larousee, French equivalent of
Webster’s, with about 10 lines and
vd'uions 'o'

T

,

of for-

Tentative
approach has been
made for the rodeo to go into lie
Empress Hall, the 12.()00-seat stadium at Earl’s Court.

pany

•

gules.” which is to team Zullv
Moreno with Arturo de Cordova
once more, and it is hoped to repeat the success
v«ir
ss acnieved
achieved la^t
last y«ar
yaj.
with "Que Dios ,e lo Paaue."

*
lee Follies.
A comstarring Laura Alves and
^^rejas Caciro has left Oporto
^one on tour, homing for betniimnoss.
business,

Biilisli

number

a limited

eign origin.

!

edy called “Que Tiempos Aquellos”
(“The Good Old Days”), with g
number of local comics doing im
personations of famed film comedians of long ago.
A
as
Argentina Sono Film is getting

% O.S. Rodeo

AKM

going

is

worst crisis since prethe middle of June
Lisbon theatres will be clo.sed
and revue artists will be
The Nacional thea®| work.
close June 8.
Same date
revues now at the Victoria and
Variedades theatres will close after
end-of-the-season period
half-price.
Lack of public support is cau.se of the Lisbon theatre
"'3*'

Emelco plan on teaming Olga
Narciso

in

through

program,

film version.

with

_

Legit

|

Lisbon,
Portugal

Vauders Nix

Brit.

:

increased considerahl\
while radio contributed a mere $71,000,
Belgium, Holland. Poland. Switz,

Sara Prosperi, Manolita Poli. Martin
Zabalua,
Gustavo
Cavero.
Julian Bourges and Tito Gomez.
are to play their usual parts in the

Zubarry

'fhe

1948.

in

country also plans to up the number of the picture houses h\
.38(1.
At pre.sent there are 1.928 in the
country.

j

raw stock they w'ere able to pick up

crowns

370.0l)0.()()()

>

Y

I

Shortage Adds to Woes

Of Paris Boites; Tourist Hypo Seen

New company, which has been
registered under the title Essoldo
A.ssociated
Theatres,
will
have
5,000.000 shares with a par value

Rodgers Hainmerstein To
Fly to Brit. ‘Annie’ Anni

|

I

Unit

London, May

55.1)00

F.mily Markus,
actress of

matic

tional Theatre,
of the Russian

wellknown

dra-

NaBudapest
and mother-in-I.’iw

dancer. Nijinsky,
celebrated the 75th anniversaiv of
lier stage careti.

Wednesday, Jnne 1 , I949

Back the Motion Picture Indu^
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W«^neBday, June
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"I

want the

One

Big

down early tomorrow*
when we open
It

• •

Happens Every Spring!

Remember what happened
when we played
Goes To College

Mr. Belvedere

A

Letter

To Three Wives

...

.The Snake

Pit

Yellow Sky.

The

.

Beautiful Blonde

Canadian

Pacific

Down To The Sea

A

Mother

Is

Like

been

I

.

.

.

.

.

From Bashful Bend...

.

In

Ships

.

.

Freshman
tellin’

you

*1

There’s

NO Business
Business!"

Like
CINTURY^X

SATURATION PREMIERES

iT HAPPENS EVEftY^N^

ST. LOUIS! PITTSBURGH 1

ATLANTA I

1

1

Wednesday, June

PICTURES
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Big Spurt Seen

Comml

in

1,

1949

hside Stuff-Pictures

Films

intra-family feuding and a modicum of professional jealousy
betwetm two of the Marx Bros, during the making of their latest pic
He has fre!
‘•Love Happy,” is reported by producer Lester Cowan.
q^ently been in the middle and forced into the position of arbiter
Groucho and Harpo, the pair who are toting the chip.
Cowan’s original pact was with Harpo, who figured that in the past
Groucho always got the lion’s share of any pic, and this time wanted
Groucho kept in a subordinate role in ‘‘Love Happy.” As a result, he
appeared only at the beginning and end. When the pic was sneaked.
Cowan and execs of United Artists, the distributors, felt that more of
Groucho was needed. As a result, Cowan took the film back to the
Coast from the New York sneaks and reedited it. Apparently, however,
his contract with Harpo permitted only a limited amount of Groucho
in the pic, so Cowan was able to add very little, but shifted sequences

Some

Hollywood, May 31.
_
Stephen McNally drew the top
••rrexrs-.oUnsa/k’
T
.Mill,
Lmii
which
role in ••Tomahawk,” u;
Goldstein will produce at U-1,

Production in Eastern Studios

.

!

starts,

After several false
studios

second

the

within

bigtime

a

half

of

^

^

ex-

confidently

are
hit

to

pecting

eastern
stride

A

admitting that
claims brought only
results, eastern filmmakers

previous

bi|[

"‘‘‘VauTfs*-

j

will be
devoted exclusively to the study of
techniques. To be called the

mall
ere now

,^

uptown campus which

5.

counting on several new
..
factors operaiing in uieu favor
In.stitute. three-story strucMost important is the fact that
fully equipped with
ommercial advertisers are once
gear, sound studio,
Again entering the field. Many of cutting and projection rooms and
these advertisers were stung in the processing lab.
With opening of
•arly postwar period by interior
institute next fall. City Colmotion
films turned out by an inexperi 3 par
need crop of Gl’s who learned piejure studies given at New York
how to crank a camera in the Army university, under Prof. Robert'
According to Jack Gessner. and the University of
film corps.
Glenn, prexy of the eastern Screen California in Los Angeles, the only
Pircctors Guild, the novices have other academic institutions olfering
been weeded out via the bank- full-time film courses,
At ^he same ti^me
ruptcy route
Richter, currently
big manufacturers are returning heading City College’s film departfo the
charge of the Inpom their product in the c
.stitute.
Over 300 students are expetitive market.
to enroll for the course
pp^ted
.
,
Films for television, as far
which will entitle them to a Bache.

j

.

Motion Picture Council for
“unusual and outstanding merit.”
Walter Reisch going to Engjand to write a screenplay for production by Gregory Ratoff in colAlexander
Sir
with
laboration
Betty Hutton checked
Korda
.

:

Eastern operators, with the help
Af such industry-minded guilds as
the SDG, are intensively embarking on a selling campaign accenting ^‘w York’s cheaper costs,
and superior
treater fmexibility
That more vidpix
{nventiveness.
obs will fall into their lap as the
leld expands is considered certain
i>y eastern producers.
Glenn stated that the developBient of noninflammable raw stock
will soon prove to be of tremendAus importance in the growth of
eastern production. Non-flam film

.

.

.

Twentieth-Fox execs this week are pointing both to the preems of
Happens Every Spring” last week in St. Louis and Pittsburgh and

“It

.

.
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•'Wy of=1tL’uldfan;” wUlX^hol
six
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police department, designed to star
Mich.iel Wilson
Dana Andrews
is doing the screenplay for ‘‘An
American Tragedy.” to be pro-

City College students are preparing lo produce a three-reeler next

Idea,
|

.

previous courses given during the last year.
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Whil,

financial

has been beset v-

SRO

Metro’s “Ambush” troupe left
Gallup. N. M., for six weeks
location
shooting
Irving
closing his production
^T®***’*’
leaving for N. Y.
easting his ‘’The Life of
^ evision s ow

to « l)ich

it has finally shaken down.
Indecision by Selznick himself has
partly responsible for the
product. It is thought
Wanger might solve the product

.

1

producj

'

situation with proper banking and
financing connections despite the
number of indies now pro

;

lure within the next two weeks,
the
“Guilty Bystander,
cript is based upon a novel by
Wade Miller and the project would
be filmed in New York as was

.

.

diicing.
Among those reportedly
intere.sled in the idea with him

are tiie Nassour brothers, who operate the Nassour studio in Holly*C-Man.”
wood.
Mary Boland has already been
Wanger was in New York for
•et for a top role in “Bystander.”
wo da\ s last week on his way lo
Meanwhile. Laurol prez Rex Carl- liaily
and huddled with Bernhard
ton is lining up playgoers to round hi
iefiy on his plan. They had preout the cast. A Film Classics repiously spoken of it on the Coast.
"C-Man’’
preemed
at
the
lease.
Setup
Ihey envisage it does not

"

'

I

.

.

i

—

Jerry Wald, east on a quickie, saw “South Pacific” the hard way
Monday (’JO) night by having to phone his agent, Lew Wasserman. prez
of Music Corp. of America, to Hollywood.
Latter had assured Wald
"there’ll be a pair in your name for Memorial night,” but flew west

Wald phoned him to the Coast to verify the locations. Wasserman meantime had arranged with Leland Hayward, one of the producers, and a veepee in the MCA setup, to leave a pair no matter w'hat,
but in the transition of flying back to Hollvwood from New York, he
Sunday.

1 1

1 1

1

1 1

had forgotten

to leave details with the

Warner Bros, producer.

i
«•
he^ TLady Gambles,
now in second week at N. Y, Criterion, may
get a little switch, picture already being plugged
as “female Lost Weekend almost as importantly as title itself. Universal is reported mulling the idea of getting away from the ‘Igamble” angle.
Besides Female Lost Weekend,’’ tags suggested are “Lad.v Is Tramp’*
Weekend.” Film perked up at Criterion to get a nice week
" opening, heavy rains being held responsible for smart rewvery. Us N. Y. bally for picture included bringing in Stephen .McNally, pic co-star, for radio and press
interviews.

1 1

v

1
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Perhaps

equally

important

in

capitariomorrow
is the .scheduled meeting of Arnall
‘!®^
Rubin with officials of the
Dept, of Justice. They have been

their’ trip to the

.

!

!
I

i

“invited to discuss procedures” regarding the .squawk SIMPP filed
against the- .Anglo-American
---Coun

reason for Universal’s ability to improve its financial condition
l*st three months, as view’ed
in Wall Street, is that the company
u
been bringing in productions at half what th€y cost 18 months ago.
Meeting will be with
Herbert Bergson, head of the D. ^® s®®ie instances. U-I has turned out sizeable boxoffice films at nearly
of J ’s anti-trust division, and Her- i^l.D^l.OOO less than what they cost less than two years ago.
LJ®!versal was experiencing six months ago was that it had
bert Borklund, his assistant.
Ar®f product that averaged $1,500 000 per picture.
nail and Rubin held preliminary • ®**
discussions
with
Borkiund
last
Taking advantage of pieces on Mae West and the late
week.
C. Fields
SIMPP b.'>ased ils complaint on j® ^‘•f® mag and fhe Saturday Evening Post respectively, Rcalart f'ic«- roi**f'Uing “My
Ihe I’harge Ditu
thal Die
mt? .vkuioii
Motion r'lciure
iny Little
Picture
ui^ie unickaclee,”
Chickadee,” a ntne-yi
nine-year-old Universal
which eo-stars the two player.s. Both weeklies make references to
Export A'^sn.. the cooperative of
major companies which negotiated the picture. In ils May 23 i.s.sue. Life had a spread on Miss West which
la.st
month’s proposals with the described her as "Amerira’s favorite hussy,” while Sateveposl currenDy
* series of eight yarns on
British, had violated the anti-trust
Fields.
laws b\ going beyond the WehhDari-y Cnhn. who had a mad on against
Pornerene ait. under which the
Rita Hayworth heeaiise of
hwidlines. is getting a lot of response from “The Loves of (’arincn,”
MPEA is organized. While the
proposals themselves are aeknowl- starring Mi.ss Hayworth, which is beginning to leap at the boxoffice in
seitors. domestic and foreign.
edgcdly dead. SIMI’P will pursue
Other films, such as “Gilda.” "Lady
Die complaint as a iiiaticr of prin.Shanghai
ar
*nd "Down to Earth” are reported gaining impulse
oil

propo.sals.
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bested by for
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RKO

is

i
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it

results seen— in enlisting the aid of Congre.ss on the side
of the industry by both Arnall and
reps of Die MPAA. Senators and
representatives can be expected lo
keep their needles busy in prodding State to continued action.
a.'-ti ti x
i
iiiiiiitfiii
1
iiir-i
President
Truman
himself,
at the
behest of .Arnall. has likewise told
Department he wanted action,
so the SIMPP proxy’s campaign
well show startling results,

!

.

which

done— and

,

j

Betty Hutton’s loanout for the title role of “Annie Get Your Gun’*
kayos her obligation lo B. G. DeSylva for his indie production based on
the life and limes of Theda Bara, champ vamp of the silenls.
.Apart
from the fact that Miss Hutton must first do one at her home lot. Paramount, before the Metro replacement for Judy Garland who was first
under suspension and is now in a Boston hospital for a physical checkup
DeSylva is faced with a casting retake. Miss Hutton already has
personated Pearl While (“Perils of Pauline’’!, Texas Guinan and will
Mabel Normand in the Mack Sennett biopic, hence it became a
I’®'' ®'«ny silent screen .stars could she plausibly personate.

SIMPP proxy and its counsel.
Robert J Rubin head to W’ashington tomorrow (Thursday) to lay the
groundwork of Ihcir demands in
talks with State Dept, officials and
members of Congress. Considerable work has already been

”*.1

,
which Odium will eventually acquire the circuit.
Hughes
to reReportedlv
urging
o
o
*
t
cquire the option from Allas are
•ome would-be buyers who would
ut up the com by which he would
e uy hack the optmn. One of the
reasons that Hughes is willing to
•nler into such a deal, which might
niean a lower price than ho d get It
he couid stimulate real bidding, is
oilier films In Italy.
hij tear that when Nov. 8 lolls
^
round he II have no other bona
.
t Ian
^
^
Se
irk a Can. Setup
acbe
forced
into
Bde offers and
cepting the $4,500,000 from Odium,
Forninlion of a new Canadian
.
41
„ over
,
4u 4
that
.v;t|p^
organization, Selznick AliiA deal now' for anything
Hughes feels, therefore, would be «rue. Ltd was announced in New
Advantageous. Also a factor, it is York \f sterday (Tues.) by Sidney
understood, is Hughes’ desire to g. Deneau. veepee in charge of
sell to a “friendly’ buyer, .so that sales for the Selznick Releasing
product might get some break Organization.
As.sociated in the
on the circuit after the present af- new .'icliip. which starts operations
Illiation of production-distribution as of tiiday 'Wed ). are J. L. Smith
and R.'ty Lewis of Alliance Films,
with exhibition is dissolved.
In a .somewhat paradoxical posiJoseph Marks, SRO Canadian
is
tion in . the whole situation
Kingsberg, who is more or le.ss on sales manager, will be SAL’s genboth sides of the fence at once as eral manager. Headquartering in
Hughes’ rep in running the circuit Toronto, the new outfit will have
•nd as a potentiiil buyer of it. He» oDices in the principal Canadian
Company will
dmits his position is ticklish, but exchange cities.
holds that it Is not an unfair one. handle all films for which SRO
holds
Canadian
distribution
rights
board,
above
and
**since it is open
evervone knows exactly where as well as Alliance Films, Ltd..
product.
1 stand in Die matter.”

'

eign governments.

4
anything to
do with its
actual operation any more than
Selznick lias with EL.
Bernhard
will remain top man in every sense
in FC after its divorcement from
Cineeolor, now slated to be voted
*
on
bv
t inecolor
stockholders
'June 14
vvaiiiri-i.
iiv
n k
Wanger. accompanied by
his
v\ile. .loan Bennett, is expected to
^e in Home until about the middle
(,f junt,
malting arrangements for
^ hoot ing
of the Greta Garbo star,.pp
-Oochess of Laneeais,” which
."nkrthere. He’Triiso
e’ll al!
.survey
situation for the pi
production

;

Continued from page

tests in

Rialto, N. Y., last week.

Hughes-Odlum

j

.

.

Indies’ Battle

I

having

he come to the Riviera for the
surprise was Hydes bight of 6,000 miles from llolly'v®®® t® ®‘ake it. interrupting his plane hop to Paris with a two-day
sl 3 y®vpr in New York.
Incidentally, still convalescing from a heart
attack he was given the go-ahead on the plane ride despite his colleagues con<Tern in the matter. It’s Hyde’s first visit to Europe,
I® ^|’*‘f*‘ade surprise that she insisted

.

f®**

®f

been

Tagged

nd

attended

”

Wanger

already in distribution. Laurel
roll its second ven-

...

men

field

”

Fllms plans to

;

Three

.

,
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Continued from page

months

inten.sive

which was instituted by Rodgers tfor the benefit both of the
his more promising field staffers, has paid off for the two

,

AS WAS ‘C-MAN’
its initial

an

company and

LAUREL’S 2D PIC PROD.
C-Man,

field for

'

.

.

multiplicity of eastern exteriors.

With

‘*'5

salesmen or“J,
head bookers from the

duced and directed by George the first sessions and six sat in on the second. Majority of these have
Stevens for Paramount
UI re- now been promoted either to branch managers or assistant branch
term on teaching problems. Film moved Stephen McNally from the
managers.
is being aimed for widespread distop male role in “Java” to hold
tribution in schools and other non- him for an important loanout job
t
‘Rank)\ tLawrences are running
Prime Ministers*.
The Jock
outt of* «
commercial channels.
for another .studio
John Monks'
is
scripting
“The We.st Point daughters to house-guest. They entertained the Sydney Wynnes last
as
Story
a James Cagney starrer fall; he's Rank’s pub-ad head in England, and Mrs. Wynne (“Q,
Last week, the 1.awslated to follow his current stint she is better known) is Ernest Bevin’s daughter.
in“White Heat.”
Willianri Moss rences repeated by hosting Sarah Churchill, actresg-daughter of WinMulls
will produce a series of pictures ston.
Latter flew back to England over the weekend and while she has
Continued from pate 5
on Texas history, parting with bids for five weeks of strawhats in “Philadelphia Story,” she was not
Houston,
fi- sanguine
of agent Harold Hoyt’s endeavors to get
Equity to OK her
b
J by
w
new setup or merely using it for nancedby
nanced
a syndicate of oil big- **'l**^"*"fK”*
t
a
^ return this summer tor professional
purposes. However, Equity said
,nstrih..iion of
nf their
thpir pix,
niv just
i..st
2f"c fn
tho iLone 2io!l
distribution
as gies
in the
Star If
State.
yesterday
<Tues.).
Miss
Churchill,
incidentally,
did a quick flying
Sel/nick has been attempting to
.Sanford S. Shear who recently
Canada and the U. S. in connection with her new Rank picture,
get the product of outside produ- pulled outt of Sandre Productions
dne a new indie nrndiieis organizing
produc- “All Over the Town.”
cers.

Auditoriums which now, Glenn
aid, can be added to the varied

Mon

sales veepee William F. Rodgers plans to revive his execiiliv.

Metro

!

P'ff,'’,**
i

Goodman.

give cameramen ^cess
countless locations now barred to
them bv fire laws. That will cover
the interiors of buildings and

.....

not involved in the dispute, so far as is
in Europe together, with Groucho doing

Newman

A™,

.lacobs. Philip Freund, Jack Knapp,
Leo Seltzer, Karl Hinkle, and Louis

will

IN N.Y.

is

f

members '"{“‘the
number several tlV

will

.

.

''Fa’cultr

ri,.r...,r,o«torx,

spread Groucho out.

kickoff of its flexible availabilities plan in Philadelphia as proof
in their recently-announced new
direct- that they meant just what they said
brought in sales policy. Since biz in all three situations was way above average,
for both the company and exoff
pay
will
plan
confident
the
Is
20th
of
one day ahead
schedule at UI and shiHed to hibitors.
“Spring”, preemed in St. Louis Thursday <26) and Pitt the following
General Service to direct ‘‘Blood
Money” for Frank Seltzer’a indie day, highlighted by personal appearances of Linda Darnell, Paul Dougoutfit
Fred Brannon renewed jas and Jean Peters. These served to cement goodwill for local exhibs
for a year as cameraman at Repub- fjj those cities, as well as hypoing biz for theatres in surrounding terrilic
Richard Von Opal, former
^jjat will play the film, according to 20th execs. Philly plan,
cavalry ofiicer, is tecnmcai aasubstantially reduced clearances and created multiple runs, perexhibs to benefit from national and local first run advertising.
niitted
j.rR.Jht

Joe
‘‘Abandoned”

Ing

i

ipSmiie

to

Chico, the third brother,

?nm*fi"at^20 th*^
Ptemlneer prodlicing and

;

,

around

^

1

'“.ph"'

|

I

^
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1

Gene

Bickford joins
”
Tierney, J^e F>rrer

^

h“‘rp"rovcn tJTL on'y a'gUUering
rainbow thus far but the expectancy is still there. Most of the

I

i

Charles

1

.

j

Metro for costume fittings known. He and Harpo are now
for her role in ‘‘Annie Get Your
radio show from the Coast.
Gun.”

;

,

;
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Film Institute in Fall

Broadening its motion picture
curriculum. City College of New
York is adding another building to

frankly

Although

y. City College Adding

1949.

,

i

i
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*ciple anil to preicnt repetition.

at the boxoffice.

All THISE TOP MAGAZINES
Not

once in a while but

just

regularly

M-G-M

advertises

pictures for your benefit.

you sign an

WE

its

PiaURES FOR YOU:

When

(Yov g«f fh» benefit of A<-0-M

M-G-M contract you

,

;

(TtfbnktLr)

•‘LITTLE

And

not only in these

magazines with readership of
148,600,803, but also regularly

‘COMMAND DECISION” .
•BARKLEYS OE BROADWAY” ^
{Tuhnictilor)

•'EDWARD,
•

Plus regularly established

teaser

campaigns

in

50

in

newspapers

t>. I.

Suvinai

MY SON”

THE STRATTON STORY”

Coming campaigns will be chosen from these
•
"Forsyte Saga”
. “Madaine Bqvary”

"Any Number Can. Play" '"In the Good
Old Summertime” and many more

cities.

•ck Tk« MmIob PictMra lAduMrr**

^

WOMEN”

{Tid>.,kohr)

contracted radio spots in 46
cities.

Bond Orfm Mnf liT")****

7

TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME

advertising as part of your cam-

paign!

•

eampcnfgns fS££j

»

can consider M-G-M’s regular

ADVERTISED THESE

4
/

Vcdncgflay, June

PirTlIRE.^
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prostie to be his
Del Poggio».

Continued from pace

K«»blM*r

!

;

characterization to her long string.
Nazzari. who is not unlike Errol
Flynn in looks and actions, is exceilent as the returned war hero
who turns bandit. Miss Del Poggio does superbly in a dramatic
bit while Eliana Banducci is okay
Weor.
as the child Rosetta.

11

robot woman who obeys a set series
of commands, and who hires a manabout-town as an escort for the

achieving sympathy for the un- dummy, provides the obvious farcihappy prisoners, but finding suf- cal situation around which this
Dcient in the drab atmosphere to film is developed.
is
It
good

Man On

Handling of escapist material for the home
relieve the gloom.
the death-cell sequences is a model trade and should raise a laugh
of restraint and good taste and among the less sophisticated U. S,
the tense atmosphere at the time audiences.
of the execution is cleverly sugThe professor’s robot is the per-

the

i

|

Rnn

(BRITISH)
London, May

24.

AsaorUted Brltiah-Pathe production and
release. Stara Derek 'Farr and Joan Hopkins. Written and directed by Lawrence
Huntington: camera, WUkie Cooper. Arthur Graham: editor. Monica Kinuck: music. Philip Green. At Pleza. London. May
20. '49. Running time, St MINS.

gested.

feet example of womanhood, alfirstrate cast has been as.\
ways doing what it is told and
sembled by Anatole de Grunwald never answering back.
But the
and even the smallest part has ob- .scientist doesn’t reckon with his
Peter Burdon
viously been filled with utmost
^
neglected niece, who takes the Jean Adams
care. Richard Greene, as the man
place of the dummy and gets in- Inspector Mitchell ..... Edward Chapman
in the condemned cell; Cedric
Laurence Harvey
volved in a series of misadventures Dct. Sgt, Lawson ...
Hardwicke. as the prison warden;
1st Paratrooper Howard Marlon Crawford
in a bridal suite hired for the ocRonald Howard, as the bank
|Dan*Unde?w!.tHi
casion.
cashier, and Stephen Murray, as
John Stuart
Inspector McBane
:

'

I

:

'

!

j

i
.

.

!
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.
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Frivolous plot yields a series of
Edward Underdown
s^iim
laughs in quick succession and
K«neth*Morl
every obvious situation is devel- c5?p Newman
oped in light fashion. The climax,
“Man on the Run” spotlights the
in which the real robot is brought
on to the scene and is eventually deserter problem, which is currentshort-circuited, provides a fitting ly of intense topical interest, and
end to this improbable, inconse- the theme is developed on the
quential subject.
basis of an emotional man - hunt
Main individual credit for the drama. It has clear boxofflce pos.success
of
this
farce
goes to sibilities at home and should prove
Patricia Roc, w'ho.se impersonation an okay dualer.
of the dummy is as perky as the
Central character in the yarn is
plot demands. Whether parading a deserter who tries to raise money
in a tasteful evening gown or in by selling his ex-Army revolver.
black lace lingerie she is always While he is in the store a holdup is
“the perfect woman.” Stanley Hol- staged and inevitably he is Impliloway and Nigel Patrick are the cated, but a strange woman betwo male e.scorts who have a lot of friends him and with her aid he
fun with their charge, and Miles is able to clear himself and look
Malleson is particularly well cast forward to a future of hope and
as the absent-minded professor.
happine.ss.
Myro.
'This
is. completely
unrelieved
drama and although clearly made
on modest lines, has valuable susa lairl
a
pense. Romantic Ic.nds are in the
I

the chaplain, handle principal roles
with ease and dignity, and there
Is a choice cameo from Kathleen
Harrison who demonstrates how to
pass a packet of cigarettes when
visiting her bigamist husband.
The main prison setting has
been faithfully recon.structed and
lends color and authenticity to the

The theme may lack
production.
the drama and virility of American productions of a similar type
but it has a sincerity which is
typically British.

Myro.

I

j
'

Washington,

May

!

1

!

Public Welfare Pictures. Inc.,
ef .lewd Productiuns (Samuel Cummins).
Edited and endorsed by Dr. S. Dana Hubbard and Prof. Hans F'riedenthal. RunBin."

j

.

'

interiors in Turin’s Royal
Pala «
settings are rich and lavish
with
costumes to match. Sound rioord
ing is clear and good; c^rnl'i'a
|

is

“Lg

-

.sV™^

i

This costume piece .should do
moderately well at home. Its taken..
^rom a popular novel and is keyed
overseas are slim.

|

!

'

!

;

tor

Direc-

uuido Brignone, no newcomer

{hi^scrlSr^whU^h
the
script, which has a young

who has

killed their

mother

the family inheritance.

girl

to get
Hauric.

ViKHiu

III

(The Firemen of Vifgin)

(ITALIAN)
LUX
duction.

da

panini,

Continued from page

Carlo Dapporto, Carlo CamSilvana Pampanini. Ave Ninchi.

S‘.7.a
At

Roberto Sells

May

Genoa,
10.
release of Dino De Laurentis proStars Totu. Nino Taranto, Wan-

Osiris.
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Universale.
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fiii.'irice

.list,

.bu-

Il’* deals.
tlon
l.X)pert and his Al)l(*rican associates put coin into .Anna,
Rossellini, as his share, nut in

which included
diviuucu

Italv’n

t

.

the Rossellini pix,

producer and make

time,

**’^*’-

wuv, sonc

.

tO

Sir?-'.'.'.’!:

Running

Genoa.
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“Miracle of Life” is a sexer for
segregated audiences, preeming in
D. C. for the women matinees and
men in the evenings. Film, almost

and

a,

Bike

’

favorite

plenty

of

stage
gals

*

comedians, plus
costume mini-

i

,

(BRITISH)

Inc.,

for

1

distribution

this one looks big at home
but will cau.se no riots at foreign
boxoffices. The barest framework
of a plot is u.sed to introduce

!

'

I

competent hands of Derek Farr and sketches, songs, and dances taken
London, May 23.
.Joan Hopkins, and there is a typi- from the top
GFD release of J. Arthur Rank-Gains- cal performance from Edward touring Italy. mu.sical shows now
borough (Ralph Keene) production. FeaProduced on a shoestring Mhere
tures John iVlcCallum, Honor Blackman, Chapman as the pipe-'^mok’n" InPatrick Holt. Directed by Ralph Smart. spcctor from Scotland Yard. Myro.
was no expenditure for .scenery,
Screenplay by Ted Willis, from the .story
costumes,
etc., as each
bit was
by Keene and John Sommerneld: camera,
'A
Ray Elton, Frank Bassill; editor. James
d
appeared on
I'ily €»f Pain

entirely in animated cartoon, explains
the
fertilization
of
the

Lopert Films.

!

at

mum,

,

A Boy

:

|

the U. S. of the
Anna pix, including, of coiii se,
Miracle.”
By coincidence. Lopert and Rurstyn both have the same counsel,
in

!

'

until

,

birth.
•icture has been put together by
S: i.i Cummins of the Fix Theatres,
who plans it for a series of special

I

!

Phillips.' Nizer, Benjamin A Krim
of New York. Rather than let the
two distribs get into a lawsuit the
firm got each to .select an outside
counsel
VVPMIJOVI and try
H to work
W FifV Wilt
out a settlement. which the attornf ys were
jr

•

4

rt

Needs: music,
Pakeman.
At
IS tcchniplly
road engagements, accompanied by Odeon, London, Kenneth
(La Citta Dolente)
May 23. '49. Running
able to do. Irwin Margulit's rcpp(*d
amateuHsh
lecturer, sale of books on sex info, time, !tl MINS.
(ITALIAN)
Herbert Jac(,l)(^ of
^do T(,ntr’s
Aiuo
i particu- ^^opert. and
luntis camera w’ork
and a second smaller picture, David Hitwarth
lohn McCallum
Ii
Genoa, May 10.
*p Frohlich, took BurHonor Blackman
larly
poor.
Several
called “Miracle of Birth.” which is Susie Batc.s
Si’alerii
tunes
release of Scalera-Istria Film
are ILs- t^TV/Vl C
nA
.Sam Walters
Patrick Holt production.
side.
^
Stars Luigi to.si, Barbara tenable, and Toto and Carlo Daoteamed with it in Washington Ada Foster
Diana Dors
of the renL.ls
Contribute some good comedy .
Bill .Martin
showing.
Maurice Denham ScTSav. 5!"a%.a?ano “Sm?‘rT"T^^
to Ro (o Anna to recoup ‘IhcMirLeslie Dwyer nino Dclii Colli.
" Miracle of Life” opens with Steve Hall
At Olympia. Genoa, flatter, a double for Bob Hope
Charlie Ritchie
Anthony Newley Hunning time. Ill) MINS,
docs a terrific impre.sh of Charles acle’s’^ pro rata share of ihe coin
some "bees and flowers" stuff Nan Ritchie
Meps Jenkins
Tosi Chaplin’s ’’Verdoux”),
lohn Blythe
„
.Anoihrr
abc*ut snakes, frogs, plant life. etc. Frankie Martin
**J*'R‘
Film will that Lopert advanced.
Bates
Hal Ozmond
portion will go to Lopert Kilius,
Then cuts over to still life diagrams Mr.
Hawk.
Gianni Rizzo PacK tncin in here.
Mrs. Bates
Thora Hird .Sergio
of human figures from medical ('•randnta Bates
—
Elio Steiner
Inc., and the third portion to M&B
Am.v Veness Martini
Lubitza
('onstance Dowling
texts and finally gets into the anifor actually handling the pic.
La
Ln .Miifha
mated cartoon story showing the
An open-air background provides
Film over which all the fighting
“The City of Pain” i.s the com(Harvest Is Plentiful)
month by month growth of the the setting for this feeble British
has taken place runs only 40 minmunity
of
Pola,
where
inhabitants
(.SPANISH)
foetus. There are occa.sional cut- production. Seems valueless for the
utes.
and Mas made by Ro.'jsellinl
in 1947 were given a choice of
Barcelona, May 17
ins of an actual woman’s ovary. American market.
to run with another of his pix.
nistrlbuidora rincmatografioa Ballr.Me
to Italy or remaining when
After 40 minutes, the picture cuts
The story centers around the going
Films
produi
Burstyn
tion.
plans, however, to dual
the
city
Mas
taken
over
by
Yugoto live shots in a ho.spital wh(‘re members of a cycling club and the
Film is an attempt to cash Montiel: features tamique Ou'it^t RafaH it with .some other film.
a baby is born and the navel cord jealousy between a young couple slavia.
Romero Marvhom, Antunio Almoi’o.s. I)iIs tied and cut to sever the infant when an affluent and presentable in on the patriotic feelings stirred
from the mother. Picture then young man forsakes his sports car up hf e by these events poufth
tin'iice’m,
."""''it
cuts to a scene in a farm field in to joih their weekend activities. better than run-of-mill Italo film, Boeta: camera. Ricardo Torres: music!
Farada: editor, Julio Pena
At
M hich a horse gives birth to a foal Plot takes all the familiar turns it does not quite come off because
Sol
Running
time.
be fore the camera eye. This is the and there is .some pseudo-comedy, of lack of unity.
iSS
Taking place during and after
Continued from page S
mo.st interesting and unu.sual por- but at no time docs it achieve
tion of the film.
either conviction or entertainment.
".Miracle ol Life" is an assem'"'."'Ty'*'*
Limited material offers little op- concerns a young married coiple Counsel of MbssiZ" Pr'ze hss ip m
f S
bling job with virtually all. if not, portunities to the cast and the a^nd their ehild who stay behind peal for Calholie audiem es eCervof the material coming from pre- principal players. John McCallum. beeause the husband has fallen where, and Isn’t restricted to them
.
M. r hiuropean pictures.
concerns a vouniz inkHonor Blackman. Patrick Holt and for Communi.st propaganda. Be- The plot
’’
'j'he companion piece, “Miracle
Father' San Ua go.^ who
Diana Dors, go through their rou- cause of the child’s sickne.ss, his sionary.
wife IS evj^Ciated M’lth the help lands in Madras.
ol Ffirth,” is mainly a German pic- tine M’ithout an.v apparent
India
to take
enthu- of a \ugo
Lesser Bark to Coast
official.
Con.stance
tinv. more than 20 years old. It siasm, The Yorkshire dialect, which
Dowl- charge of the Catholic Mis.sion in
Producer Sol Lesser returned to
shows a girl getting picked up on the locale of the plot demands, mg. Mho seduces him. He realizes the interior of the country
Asthe street by a stranger and then, would be another embarrassment ms error. IS tossed into a concen- sorted dangers, trickery of tiie na- the Coast over the weekend alter
tration camp and is killed
after she discovers she Is pregnant, for American audiences.
by tives, rivalry with the Prote.stant three weeks in New York on a
Myro.
(guards when he tries to e.scape.
combined business-vacation jaunl.
going to an illegal abortionist
pa.stor. are all brought out
in a
Pic does not .stick close enough dramatic
w here she dies. There is a further
huddled with RKO cxct.s m
narrative.
Lead role is
TIso BnnilU
to iLs main theme.
After a news- earnestly
varning against abortion dealing
^
"
depicteii
by
Fernan(ITALIAN)
"hich graphically do Fernan-Gomez, who Mins
w ith a married woman who thinks
*’^’** release one new “Tar/an
pic
audiTimes Film relea.se of Lux Film producshe has too many children. Tight tion.
Pola. the ences wlih his .simpik iiv and faith. and one “Tarzan” rei.ssue uorldStars Anns Magnani. Directed bv
lilting
women’s hats and knee Alberto Lattuda. Screenplay. O. Diancoli,
*”
throi
the company each
P'-aiseworthy wide through
sto^v of
nf this
.hf, .young
vnl"» couple. Then
Maraadonna: camera. Story
length skirts are those of the M. t audani. E.
Cabn
vear
Caba.
year.
He has relea.sed seven in
Aldo Tonti: English titles. Charles Cle- the last third
of the footage is
flapper age of the mid-twenties. ment. Previewed In N.
'49
Y., May
the
series via the distrib to dale,
devoted to documenting the husCut into this picture, which ap- Running time, 77 .MINS.
which gives him a conside able
band s troubles, his escape atpe.irs to be a patch up of three
.4nna Magnani
backlog
for the reissues.
Ainadeo Nazzari tempt and death.
'(Cinderella)
diflcrent stories, i.s a hospital scene ‘‘'’uesto
Carl.-^ Del Pogr?io*
Values are further decreased by
(ITALIAN)
Lesser also confabbed wiih his
of iin actual Caesarian birth, un- "•‘Y®
Carlo ('ampsnini
Genoa,/ May 17.
doubtedly the bc.st thing in either iv?
brother, Irving, and Si'ymdur Poe.
Minn Dor»i the total lack of humor, and cer..
..
Arluti .AMociati rrleazt
Falco Lulll tain yaguene.ss in defining the two
ol the films.
'^^o head Producers RepresentaUgo
Rosetta
Eliana Banducci piincipal
charactcr.s,
Together the two “Miracles”
Luigi Tosi Landi. (iino oei .signure. .4fro Pofi- Vra^ (ivos. Inc,
Outfit reps LcsNcr and
•trip .some of the mystery from sex
“
[In Italian: F>nciH.sh Titles)
and birth, and also preach a moral
Showing the .social and economic ;>c""b.ved\y'tw^„“^!’;r"'LrUr^S
-lesson.
Apparently put together marks left by the war in Italy.
^B^nJrini. A^Jilu BmotzL ||
Dowling, here in her .second Ital(’crehTo. Fuivio PifimiVrL**4u*o
Inexpensively, they should make “The
Bandit
is
a
forthright lan picture, who turns
R®***®': o'‘hcs
nioncy, with proper promotion and metier that
in the best
should do well in the performance as
U. S.
Lubitza
hoopla since the advertising gen- arty hou.scs, aided
by such names
Nuovo OOcon. Ilunerally
prorni.ses
livelier
Continued from page S
doings' as Anna Magnani and Amadco
ning time. ItHi Ml.N.s.
than the pictures deliver. Lowe.
Nazzari.
Cenerentola
Troiilali*
T.(>ri
i.andi The Supreme Court
could Ol (Icr
Don Ramiro
American ccn.sors obviously have
Gino Del Signore
Molt! SognI Per Le Strade
Bandini
argument and then eithci af1 Ilf*
worked overtime sci.s.soring the
Wiamnii
(ITALIAN)
couri. It
lower
Taranto
firm
the
or
reverse
I.ux
relraar
more lurid .scenes of a postwar
of Dino de I.aiirentifl pro(BRITISH)
is
not considered likely ih«i 't
Italy with its thugs and killers. duction. .Stars Anna Magnani: feature! TiM:^.^;
London. May 24.
Ma«.simo Girotti. Direded by Mario UaibKniico FormUhi would affirm or reverse p.iri ol the
GFD i«*l«*a5e of
Artriur luink Two Particularly have episodes between
Bieio Tclllnl; camern.
Cities ((Jtoige and Alfred Black)
-'-- and
New
*v^vv York
Awans.aBagvaaaTaa.T««^''
tribunal’s decision
produc- the bandit chieftain ‘Nazzari) and Aldo Tonti. At I.ittle (Tne lVl€*t«N Y
A
f £S
tifin
Stars Patricia Roc; features Stanley
film version of Ros- then remand the case to it. as was
Magnani. his torrid moll, been May 25, ‘49 Running time, M 2 mIns!
Holloway. Nigel Patrick.
Directed bv
®
little-known opera done before, for further adjuditaBel nai d Knowles. .Screenplay bv (ieorge clipped to mere flashes.
^
Magnani
The storv
Bl.ick. Bernard Knowles, from play
by ba.sically i.s of an Italian soldier,
lion by that body. .
VC!™
Wallace (leolTrey. Ba.sii John Mitchell;
.iu.st back from the battlefields, who
c.-uncra. Jack Hildynrd. Ru.sscll Thom.son;
pon nim has no dt*oaMhu.s%as^,o^Jranv'arXmtnirrn<i''M
nZT.!
editor, Peter firaham Scolt: music, .\rthur goes to piece.s morally when
he
Wilkinson. At Dominion. London, May 23, can’t
adjust himself to postwar
'4f).
Running time, NV ,MI.\.'<.
tip speed and
Only his love for a
I’ciiclope
,,
now ii>*
Patricia Roc conditions.
some light
touches are contributed years that it is obviously
R.jm.shcad
Stanley liollowav buddy’s little daughter tends to
(In Italian: L'nf/lish Title.s)
by director Fernando Ccrchio. Lat- ing to get it out of its ban ("R*
Beto
Nigel Patrick .save him iK'ar the end.
“Woman
In the end
’rroublc" is a light- ter
Prof. Hcimond
and for all with a quick dici'-ion.
Miles Malle.son
succeeds
in
keeping
action
weight Italian imphrt whose story
Mrs. Rutter
Irene Ilandl he’s .'^hot down bv the police.
moving ipo.st of time by eliminating That’s seen as the reason presidPamela Devi.s
Director Alberto Lattuda has implausibilitics are off.srt by the
traditional static pauses for arias. ing Judge Augustus N, Hand and
F..rlni
...
F'red Berger stressed
action and suspcn.se to performance of Anna
Magnani
broken
W iiikel
David Hurst
Performances
as.sociates have
are okay, with cinHi.s clo.seups of the
lailv Diana
41
Al
2_
Anita Bolster good effect.
w
^m.B
“Sly si.aiois ateal- 'hbir normal routine of li.aiin*
T.ady .Mary
...
Phillipa CHII sordid conditions are aided by the the
theVrras
m^aanr.'.’/
actress measures
lo “
"no
neci.sions
wriung
from their
fine lensing of Aldo Tonti. par- previou.s thesnme stinU li'nrt 'V.
Vito De Tar- tween time in order to conceritrale
A profe.s.sor who turns his scicn- ticularly in the bawdy-house epi- (’Certain to plS^^her admi??^s in
"
meatie.st part as the buf- on the decree and finding.s in the
tide niind towards inventing a sode, where Nazzari di.scovers a me
the U
u.s.
S market
market, its
H’s for the
thf» ait
act foon,
f
Don
'
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(Foleo Laudatl) in cKlu.^i.
Vitale, Paul Muller- relVi rr
Evl MaltagUatl. Tina Lattanzl. Piero
Pai/r*
mini. Carlo Tamberlani. En/.o Fiermontl
Directed by Guido Brignone
^
Fulvio Palmlerl and Gherardo
camera, Mario AlbertelU: music.(;he?S:
Kraaro

Gilb.

Pompierl

Sepolta Viva

I.JI
Sopolta
Viva" (“Buried
Variety Film, release

SUra Mllly

at

I

work
Hawk.

okay.

(ITALIAN).
Flora Film

.

technical credits,

most of it. Cenerentola
UPr*
on/l
0|]3)
and
Tisha’s voices
were
dubbed, respectively, by Fedm.
Barbieri and Fernanda
Cadoni
Filmed in Milan and Turin.
wUh

.the

;

'

time. AO .MINS.

niiman seed and conception

i

I

i

j

26.
releas*

:

I949

1,

I

houses and Italian language situatiAknu only
tions
In keeping with a trend of the
Italian film industry toward stories
with a social background. "Woman
Trouble" revolves about an impoverished head of a family. Jobless and without funds to care for
his wife and child, he turns to car
theft. However, what could have
become a tragedy Ls softened by
scripter Piero Telllni who weaves
in a series of humorous sequences.
Film is brightened by the husband and wife characterizations
provided by Massimo Girotti and
Miss Mjignani respectively. Former
as a
dour individual
registers
overcome with financial worries
while
the actress has more
or less a field day as a jealous
helpmate Supporting players are
competent
with .. Anthony Terlo
...
standing OUt as the moppet son.
Producer Dino de Laurentis’
of location Sequences
helps give the entry an air of
authenticity while at the same time
achieving obvious monetary economies, Aldo Tonti s camerawork is
good as are the score and^ other

*

:

I

>lira«*lc of IJfo

.

I

sister (Carla

Miss Magnani adds another fiery
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m
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•
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•
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2:00

CHARLOTTE
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1
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•
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CHICAGO
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•
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CLEVELAND
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•
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•
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•
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,
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10:00

MILWAUKEE
Warnar Tkaalia Scraankif laaM

212 W. Whcamin Ava.

•

2:01
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MINNEAPOLIS
Warnar Scraankif laaM

1000

•

(arria Ava.

2:00

PA

NEW HAVMI
Warnar Tkaaira PrajadiM

70 Calafa M.

laaM

PA

2 00

•

NEW ORLEANS
20lk (anlvry.Fai Scraankif

200 I

LIkarty Si.

laMI
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•
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Hama OSca
121 W. 44lk

•

SI.

2:30

PA
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•

SI.

1:30

laaa

PA

OAAAHA
20lk Canlwy-fai Scraankif
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1S02 Oavanpirt
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lavM

AA

10:01

•

Si.

BHILADaPHIA
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230 Ha. 13tk

2:N

•

Si.
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BinSIURGH
laa«

20lk Cantvry.Fai Scraankif
I 71 S

Mvi
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AMai

•

1:30
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PORTLAND
^lai^ral

Scra^i^il^i^l

A

1947 M.W. Raaraay

•

2:00

BA

SALT LAKE
20lk Canlarir-Fai Scraankif

Rvaa

214 EhI 1W Saalk

PA

2 00

•

SAN FRANCISCO
221 (aMan (ala Ava.

•

1:N

PA

SEATTLE
Jawal lai Scraankif

2311 SacanO Ava.

taaM
10 30

•

AA

i

ST. LOUIS
S'ranca Scraankif

laoM

S143 OHvaA.

100

•

PA

WASHINGTON
,

Warnar Tkaaira
131k

CO-STARRINQ

t f SH tW.

•

10:»

AA

with

RAYMOND MASSEY
'

KENT SMITH

RLIKICIA NEAL
OIRECTEO DY

MMkif

KING VIDOR
ScrffA Play by ATN RANO

•

«„HENRY

From htr Novtl "Tht Fountainhtfd"

•

BLANKE

Music by Max Steintr

/

SACK THE BOND DRIVE NOWI

WARNER

BROS.

ARE GEARED TO

ROBERT DOUGLAS

HENRY HULL
RAY COLLINS

AS NEVER BEFORE!

“

1

VcdnciJaj, Jane

PirTITRES

22

WARNERS REDUCE
COMMON VIA Gins

3

Assures Indie Exhibs of Tele As

Washington,

The three Warner

Complement to Fix at Hub Parley
Boston,

May

,

Hollywood, May 31.
titiP« nu/npH hv the
have^ been
Ofregistered with the Johnston or.
fice by Santana
Productions, an
outgrowth of Mark Hellinger Pro-

Figures released by the Securi-

and Exchange Commission for
the period from April 11 to May
10 disclose that Jack Warner made
six separate gifts aggregating 5,He retains 421,500
000 shares.
shares, plus an additional 21,5000
Harry Warner
in a trust account.
gifted away ^.200 shares, leaving
himself with 265,750, plus 16,000
ties

!

film

HelUnger

,

,

*"

Five Hellinger Titles
Filed by Santana
Vivp

Continued from pMge X

common

their holdings of
a total of 11,300 shares last month,
through a series of gifts, in what
$.5

>

I

Although the word hardly passed
anyone’s lips, as the 300 men gath- Auctions.
•red for their annual powwow, it
Titles are "Every Man for Himmade itself felt in the indies’ activ- ggif “New York Story,” “Once
Ities, with the main discussions fo- Too
Often.” "Springboard” and
cu.ssed on problems of attendance
power of Attornev ”
Inducements, public relations, business hypos and ways to live with
the encroaching "mon.ster.”
Plenty of reassurance was forth- N.Y. Variety Clubbers
coming in a speech by Don E.
Hyndman, of the motion picture diTo Snip Ribbon Friday;
.

held

in

a

tru.st.

Brother Albert

Warner gave away 3,300, but bought
^0, for a net decrease of 3,100

*

in

!

,

Nevertheless, he continues
common with 441,800
long on
shares in addition to 21,000 in a
trust account.

shares.

WB

Charles D. Prutzman made a gift
warrants for 1,000 shares of
He owns
Universal $l common.
6,100 shares, in addition to warLoew’s,
rants for 20,250 more.
Inc., always on the hunt for loose
shares of Loew’s Boston Theatres
$25 par common, managed to pick
up an extra 25 shares’ during the
month. The parent company now

essary in order to maintain .some Derigon. She wore a Jaeques Path
For that purpo.se model in sky blue silk crepe with
kind of order.
Lee Elroy, the star’s business man- a matching pjfture hat of organdv
from Hollywood, tulle. She was nervous, and her
arrived
ager,
called a press conference, and laid voice shook as she answered "Oui”
He told the assem- to the mayor's question. aIv s
it on the line.
blage that, because Prince Aly witness was General Catroux to
Khan wanted a comparatively quiet whom he served as an aide during
and private ceremony, the mar- the war; and her witness was
riage itself would be closed to the Prince Jean Orleans Bregance.
Present at the ceremony was
press and that a very limited number of pas.ses would be distributed, Louella O. Parsons, who had set
apand
prince’s
okay
up
an elaborate transmission sy.supon the
proval, to the reception later at th« tem of relaying her story through
radio facilities of the Ray Morthe
chateau.
For tho.se who would not receive gan troupe, who are housed in
Cannes
with the Maurice Chevalier
a press pass, Helen Morgan, Hollywood journalist, former Life staf- show. With the aid of Sam Pierce
Bill
and
Robson, Miss Parsons had
fer and friend of Rita’s from her
Columbia Pictures publicity days, transmitted her eye-witne.ss aecount
by
magnetic tape, which was
would act as an information bureau. available at the Carlton ho- rushed to Paris and then sent by
shortwave
to New York.
tel, to give a vicarious eye-witness
The wedding ceremony was folaccount of the ceremony.
lowed
by
a
reception at the chaElroy also announced that one
photographer, to be named at a teau, where an elaborate banquet
was
served.
Yves Montand and
later date, would take all the pictures, which would be placed in a the orchestra of the Cannes Casino
entertained
the
80 guests, who
pool, available to all at a moderate
Elroy promised to be at the were assembled around the swimfee.
disposition of the press at the ing pool.
'The contemplated schedule of a
Carlton, where he set up headquarters, to give any new inforipation regulated photographic session at
He was unable to the chateau broke down upon the
as he got it.
assure even those who had come onslaught of the swarms of jour;

!

I

I

I

of Eastman Kodak. Hyndclaimed that- films and video
PitL’s Harris Memorial
would, in the end, complement
^
organized N. Y. Variety
each other, and he urged theatre
Club
formally opens its clubrooms
video
large-size
owners to install
Astor Friday (3).
•ets in lobbies as an added attracRibbon - cutting ceremonies will
held on 10th floor where the
Eventually, Hyndman told the
Indie exhibitors, theatres may take Variety Club has its own private
time out from regularly scheduled roofgarden off the clubrooms.

of

films to present half hour or onehour special telecasts on the theatre screens. He maintained that
people always have to go out in
public so they can see and be seen,
"The desire for assemblage is still
an important factor in the enter-

Columbia Pictures got 9.795 shares of Columbia from London, Paris, Stockholm and
no-par common, and now owns other capitals of Europe, expressly

vision

man

,

I

,

!

owns

1

124,330.

Harry

Pitt Variety to Help Home
Pittsburgh, May 31.
Variety Club’s next undertaking
will be building of hospital wing
J^t
Roselia Foundling Home, one
charities of Tent No, 1. The
wing is to be known as
Harris Memorial. The

Cohn

He

of

SEC

that
he got the stock “in satisfaction of
151,122.

explained to

Indebtedness.” Jack Cohn report
ed buying 400 shares to up his
bundle to 48,968, and another 100
tainment world.”
increase his trust account to
culminThe two-day convention
Joseph A. McConville now
^^.057.
ated in a banquet with Charles EinPioneer Pittsburgh
4^0 f^g^es with the 236 he
in
adverfeld veepee
charge of
showman, and mother of John H. „
v;t
if.
cnhnoi
lising-pubUcity for 20th, as chief Harris, one of founders of Variety
h^„cht 300.
^nn Now
Mnw has
hac 10,028
inn
091
5?i
der bought
speaker. Einfeld urged the memshares.
bers to drop the suggestion of fear
Whiteman Honored
Herbert J. Yates bought his first
and to overcome their inferiority
Buffalo, May 31.
Pictures
complexes.
Murray Whiteman, proprietor of 1,000 shares, of Republichis
79,311
preferred to add to
‘We have no apologies to offer,
Whiteman’s Song Shop and conhe said. "We have a proud profe.s- fidante of many stage stars who shares of 50c common stock. Joaion, an unparalleled record of have played Buffalo in the last 35 seph E. McMahon bought his first
He also
helping people to live the good life years, was feted by the Variety 100 shares of common.
and an unsurpassed setup for let- Club this week for his efforts in has 200 shares of preferred. Arting people know we’re proud of connection with charity shows, and thur J. Miller bought 100 shares of
our achievement.” He said that *0 celebrate his recent marriage. preferred. He also has 100 of the
theatre industry, political common.
the critics of Hollywood either do
and business notables turned out.
Harry Brandt added 500 shares
not know or don’t care to acknowl
of Trans-Lux $1 par common, makedge that no other entertainment
ing his share now 93,615. He also
medium offers so much for so little.
i
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reported substantial holdings
other names Broadyork, Inc.,

SANDRE PRODUCTIONS

Pointing out that theatres are a

and stabilizing factor in any
community, Einfeld reminded the

—

solid

Hollywood,

and collections. Other speakers.
emphasizing the chin-up approach,
were Abram F. Myers. Allied WashIngton counsel; Maurice Wolf, M-G
public relations expert: Bill Koster, of the Variety Club of .New
England; Dan Murphy, proxy of
the exhib group, and Art Moger,
local

Warner

i

'

'

j
‘

May

iZFoundation,
2,800;

%

Mrs. Zegiob Sued on
Cleveland, May 31.

Six of the major film companies
filed a separate action last week
against Mrs. Nazera Zegiob, charging her with submitting false reports on grosses for percentage pic
tures in the three houses she operates in Lorain, O., and one in
Vermilion. O.
Suit was filed in U. S. district
court hdVe by Columbia, Universal,

in

H. Y. STATE’S NEXT MUSICAL
While "Great Sinner” has been
tentatively set to go into Loew s
RKO, Loew’s 20th-Fox and ParaState, N. Y., after “Barkleys of
Continued from page 5
mount.
Cleveland law firm of
Broadway,” next picture may be
"In Good Old Summer Time.
EL.
through
Industry
in.siders Jones. Day, Cockley & Reavis is
repping
the
plaintiffs,
House has been most successful familiar with efforts being made
with musicals and this picture has by Semenenko and the participants
been moved up on Metro’s national
his efforts to get as high as
releasing sked.
"Sinner” now is $7,500,000 together question the
back of it on release date. "Bark- need for that much coin, although
Off
leys” is figured to go two or three they admit it’s a nice amount if he
Continued from page 4
weeks longer at house if current ran get it.
It is this need for getting money
pace is maintained.
bookings in a large number of intogether from varied sources that dependent circuits in the area to
is holding up final consummation of
give it playing time in almost 100
which Small would be class A situations. As it happened,
Dk'll
charge production for EL, ob- weather was favorable to business
I I1IIIY virClIltS
tain considerable control^over dis- and the booking turned out well
^
Continued from page 4
f
tribution, and become a partner of for UA.
Young in ownership of the conj’
happen when the next
to the opening ran cross-trailers in
Pany. Semenenko whose bank ad- UA product is available for metro•II allied theatres pointing lo the
ministers a loan of more than $10.- politan circuit bookings remains to
Thiir.;dav kickoff
‘o “tate
Anticipated stir ov-r price rises
.‘h ’’''"if'’'
IP'lualr'a'has i"""'
been whether their tactics would be to
Only five
failed to materialize
'» ho-w s or RKO.
Not
houses raised the .nte-^.a nictl I??"!*
package together and affected are bookings out of town
.uitu
was the average. Prices viricd
the future of EL.
with a number of UA pix dated on
from 26c to 45c for the matinees
He has already obtained agree- the Loew’s chain.
and from 45c to 70c for the evening
gjong with his plan
Terms have not been at issue in
shows. Normal clearance .step-up
three banks and the John the dispute, sinre they are pret
J
was seven days, but in many in- uancock Insurance Co., which well
standardized.
p7x which get
cooperating in ,hare with First National of Bostop billing, whether on the long
clearances ton in the loans to EL and Pathe. five-day
end of the week or the
alashed 21 days and more. Subur- Hancock has several million dol- short two-dav
end. play ptTcentban theatre in nearby Wavmc, Pa.. ,«,,s in (he two firms, with Semen- age, getting a split
over housrexBelvedere
undi-r the enko’s bank holding about 35% of penses
a Iso ran
Films which get equal
plan upping the total of house
,he remainder, the Bank of the billing split between them the
top
l^anhattan Co. holding about 25^> pic’s percentage and the secondK 11
the film with and the Chemical and Marine Midr feature rental,
Nabes ballyhooed
techniques,
inother showmanship
land Banks sharing the rest.
Lower half pix on the long end
eluding sound trucks, window disSemenenko was involved in dis- of the week get $18,000 flat rental
plays, special posting, di.stribiition cussions with Young and Robert and on the short erid
$3 000
An
of heralds and special lobbies. Plan Purcell, chairman of the board of added angle is that distribs
trv to
will continue henceforth for all Pathe. two days last week and will avoid short-end bookings
because
20 th product and the company is probably continue the talks today the subsequent run circuits which
reported to be priming it for in- (Wedne.sday) or tomorrow. In the play the product as it comes off the
auguration in several other cities meantime, he is continuing efforts Loew’s and RKO skeins have autoIn which it believes the clearance to get the coin together from the matically the right to cancel out
outside .sources.
If now too long.
any of the two-day pix

UA-Small

UA Pops
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for the wedding. He .said that the
passes would be distributed the
day before the marriage and not
before.
After that the mad scramble began. People began pulling strings,
calling upon Aly Khan in person
mutual
from
aid
requesting
friends. As the days passed. Elroy
became practically invisible. The
date oftthe marriage and the time
had been set for May 27 at 1 1 :30. but

not even the prince knew where
the ceremony would be held. He
had tried .to get a dispensation to
have it at the villa, but there is a

French law that prohibits a marriage ceremony in a home except
in the case of sickne.ss or a diplomatic emergency.

!

'

and

nali.cts

photographers

who

crowded into the place, despite
police precaution. The couple graciously posed, and answered questions, until it became untenable to
continue.
After overstaying its
welcome by hours, the press finally
•
departed.

No. of Theatres
Continued from page

4

1949, said the survey “there
was a total of 8,467 motion picture theatres with a seating capaconcity for 5,639,560 persons
trasting markedly with the 6,6.57
persons
theatres seating 3,742,841
in 1947. It is 4n this area of the
world that the greatest theatre expansion has taken place in the past
two years.

Jan.

1,

—

Agented by Louella?
The day before the marriage an"Theatre construction and reother press conference was called,
this time by Charles Smith, gen- openings to the extent of a 27.2%
eral manager of INP for Europe, increa.se is indicated for 1949 as
who announced to those pre.sent against 1947, involving a 50.7' inthat International News Pictures crease in the number of seats.
"Percentage-wise, the showing of
had been selected as the official
photographic agency for the cere- U. S. films on the screens in this
area
is the lowest in the world,
mony, the reception later, the famreaching only 55%. As will be
ily group, etc.
noted,
this low percentage is attriHe was sincere in wanting everyone to get a break. He explained butable primarily to the situation
in
the
Far East; and it can be asthat after a great deal of persuasion the prince had consented to sumed that, with the so-called rebirth
of
the Japanese motion picpass on 12 pictures in all
three
of the ceremony, two of the cake- ture industry and the intensive
drive
by
British film distributors,
cutting, and the rest of the reception at the villa.
These would be the .showing of American films is
affected
considerably.
developed and printed at a small
“Japan, as would be expected,
laboratory which Smith had set up
in the laundry
of the chateau. shows the greatest increa.se in theaThey would then be dispatched to tres during this two-year period.
the Carlton
hotel,
where they On Jan. 1, 1949, 2,157 theatres seatwould be di.stributed at a moderate ing 1,223,914 people were reported,
fee to all the press.
Smith had again.st 1,603 theatres seating 658,brought his top black and white 374 persons in 1947. This reprephotographer from Berlin and a sents a 34.5% increa.se in theatres
t>

and his wife,

14,700.

31.

Arthur Dreifuss signed Gloria
Jean. Peggy Ryan and Ray McDonaid for "10 McTaggart Street” as
the first picture to be made by his
reorganized Sandre
Productions
for Allied Artists relea.se.
Dreifuss recently purchased San
ford Shear’s .stock in the indie com -

pany and rounded up new capital
Colorado

flack.

in
1,-

‘

SIGNS THREE PLAYERS

Indie exhibitors that they are always the focal point of local drives

I949

Rita and Aly

31.

Bros, reduced

WB

31.

The historical beef of indie exbibs against the big producing companies occupied plenty of lime at
the 21 st annual convention of the
Independent Exhibitors of New
England here last week, but this
year a new ogre in the form of
video was seriously ogled

May

1,

—

and an 85.9% increa.se in seats.
"In the countries comprising the
East there were, as of

color specialist from London. He
explained that INP had gone to a
great deal of expense in bringing

Middle

dryer and enlarger from Paris,
and that they had no hope of getting their expenses back from the

Jan. 1, 1949, 2,676 theatres .scaling
1,583,425 people, as compared with
1,876 theatres seating 969,088 per-

a

small fee to be obtained for the .sons at the same time in 1947. The
pictured, since they didn’t feel that increase thus being 42.6^r in theathey could charge a publication fee tre facilities and 63.3% in scats.
Of the .screen time available in the
on a pool arrangement.
For those photographers with a Middle Ea.st countries, films from
pass into the chateau after the the U. S. held 52% of the showings.
ceremony, there would be an open
India Area's Top Increase
photographic .session for 15 min"The India area shows the largutes, to be followed by a half-hour e.st increase
in theatre developpress conference for the reporters. ment in this great region. Before
The following day Elroy gave the splitting up of India and Pakisout the passes to approximately 45 tan in 1947 there were in the counjournalists
and
photographers, try 1,605 theatres seating 802,.500
with over 100 having been turned people. Today there are 1.948 theaaway. (Note to editor: yes. 1 got tres in that portion now comprising
one.)
India, seating 1,266,21)0, and 3.52
That the marriage would be held theatres in Pakistan, seating 88,000
in the mayor’s office at Vallaiiris,
persons.
and not at fhe villa, was now a
“In the countries and possessions
common fact, since it could be comprising Africa, information at
held nowhere else. Vallauris ad- hand shows that on Jan. 1. 1049,
mini.sters the affairs for Golf-Juan. there
were 1,281 theatres N'ilh
the tiny community outside of 784.818 seats, as compared wi|
Cannes where the prince makes 1,171 theatres with 706,024 scats m
his home.
That the prince could 1947. This represents a 9 4'^ in*
not prohibit the press from enter- crease in theatres and «an 11 I'c
ing and witnessing the ceremony increase in seatage. Films tioui the
was al.so common fact, since In U. S. occupy 62% of the screen
France a "tnalrie” is the property time in all of Africa.
of the people, and cannot be closed
“In the Atlantic Islands there
to the press.
were a total of 166 theatres seatThn«? it “
fh-.t of itifi
(hp ing 72,914 persons, as of Jan L
morning of May 27 Rita Hayworth against 122 theatres seating 59.36”
bcc;n’e the '• Ife of Prince Aly persons in 1947. Eighty-one perKhan, in a simple five-minute cere- cent of all the films shown in th:*
mony performed by Mayor Paul far-flung area came from the U, S.

ITrdnMday, June

1,

1949

World Premiered at

jCriterion Theatre,

New

York, and 5 -theatre combination, Los Angeles,

The Lady Gambles"
"'The Lady Gambles'

is

a

is

running

way ahead

of

top-grossing hits like "Criss Cross," "City Across

feminine 'Lost Weekend.'

%

the River," "Tap Roots," "Rogues Regiment"!

Miss Stanwyck has responded with magnificent
skill."

-N./

.

World^Telegram

'^It 15 'The Lost Weekend'
of clicking dice and whirring roulette wheels."
«

— Los

Angeles Times

''Another of Barbara

Stanwyck's achievements."

—

Walter Winchell

''Barbara Stanwyck's per-

formance... is being compared to Roy Milland's
in 'The Lost Weekend/"

— Dorothy

PRtSIOHJi:

Robert

Kilgallen
S.

•T

em

HUGGINS

•

"’ruMl GORDON

"Barbara Stanwyck gives
a remarkable perform— N. Y. Daily News
ance."

And now

shotcmen are setting their sights

on two more U-l
''ILLEGAL ENTRY''.

by Marta Toren
for

•

. .

^SHOWMANSHIP

Wothington

Invitation Premiere,

''CALAMITY JANE and

World Premiere, June

LEADERS'^!

8, in Dallas,

SAM

June

8,

with personal appearance

BASS"**^ Hollywood Cavalcade heodt

with 350-City

territorial

openings.

t

Back the Action Picture Industry’s U. S.

SAYINGS BONDS

DRIVE, M»y l6- June JO

—

—
1

,

pimiRM

t4

VcJnesday, Jmum
very basis of the reciprocal principle is cooperation among nations.
“The British position on the new
40% film quota is singular evidence
of a spirit of non-cooperation. Reciprocity cannot continue on a one-

CaiL Film Censors Gettmg Tougher

On ‘Brutal’ Scenes; Theatre Bldg. Up

(Robert
(Robert

The Board reviewed 606

features
during the fi.scal year, these coming from the U. S., Britain and the
Continent; and made deletions in
approximately 25% of the total,
labelled as adult entertainment
and not suitable for children were
64 features. Excessive display of
firearms in newspaper and poster
advertising of western and crime
films was reduced to a greater extent than ever before, with 1,018
pieces of advertising rejected.

Par Theatre TV
'

Continued from pace

I

4

Ing program to ascertain how the
public reacts.
One of the Intermediate System
plants will go into the Chicago theatre, Chicago, when new TV station
Is opened there June 16.
The Intermediate Film System
now requires about 60 seconds
from the time it is picked up by
TV cameras until ready to throw
on the screen. It has the advantage
of recording by TV cameras, with
30 frames per second, and then
switching them into regular film
with 24 frames a second. This improves the image of the picture.
The Par film method has the
advantage of enabling crack film
cutters to eliminate some footage
and give almost a completely edited
story in record time virtually instantaneous.
Matter of being able to televize
big sports events is something for
the future. Par believes that in
the future it will be able to supply
the big coin necessary to grab
these big events just as the networks now are doing it.

—

Mitchum),
Sterling),

DENVER

the British government,
speaks of the discussions between the leaders of the
British and American film Industries through the Anglo-American
Film Advisory Council, and suggests that action on the Government level be held up pending the
outcome of these talks, it is evading the issue of the quota.
“Private industry can do nothing
about the quota. That is a Goveramental matter.
“Inasmuch as we intend to go
into the British film quota thoroughly when the Reciprocal Trade
Agreement Act is before the Senate, we desire your assurance at
the earliest date that the Department of State has formally protested to the British government
requesting the opening of negotiations on the film quota.”

“When

000

i

j

I

thj;

Rialto shapes
okav
while “Riders of Whistling
Pineshered by P.a. of Renfro Valley
Sp
^
Folks at National
TVi

is moderate
Estimates for This Week*

Anderson (People’s) d gna.
45-65)
Flamingo Road” ('wni
(2d wk) Still perky at $7,500.
Last
week, sturdy $10,000.
National (Standard)
85)--“Riders of

War

Cold

Continued from page

in
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I

,
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I

;

be operated by Eisenberg and
Cohen, owners of theatres in Red
Hook, Rhinebeck and Pine Plains,

will

British

4.5-65)

Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) anrt
Doctor’s
Diary”
'coh
Solid $19,000. Last week “Ma P*
Kettle” (U) and “Act Of Violenc?’
violence
(M-G). $12,000.
Strand (FA) (1,000; 4.5-65)— “To
Sea^ In Ships” (20th) and
“Hideout
(Rep).
Lightweight $4..500.
Last week, “Last Bandit” (Ren
and Moonrise” (Rep), about same.

“Crime

—

—

State (Loew’s) (3.000;

.

‘St Louis’ $12,000, MontL
Montreal. May 31.

Biz looks good in all houses with
weather drawing the trade
“South of St. Louis looks best of
newcomers.
Estimates for This Week
cool

”

New

Mature,
Sonny Tufts),
(Victor
“They Live by Night” (Farley
Granger, Kathy O’Donnell), “Weep
No More” (Joseph Gotten, Valli),
“Follow Me Quietly” (William Lundigan, Dorothy Patrick, “It’s Only
Money” (Groucho Marx, Frank
Sinatra, Jane Russell), “Savage
Splendor” (jungle pic), “Mighty
Joe Young” (Robert Arm.strong,
Terry Moore), “She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon” (John Wayne), “Roseanna
McCoy” (Goldwyn,) “Ichabod and
Mr. Toad” (Disney), “Love Is Big
Business” (Claudette Colbert, Robert Young) and “Strange Bargain”
(Martha Scott, Jeffrey Lynn).
In addition, there is a compilation of old vaude shorts into a

tn

week, “El Pa.so” (Par) and
“Own
^l*^*"!* about same
1

Hyde Park House

“Roughshod”

(2 400-

Denver, Esquire. Drab $1,500. Last
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3 non*
week. “Flamingo Road” (WB) and 45-65)— “Tulsa” (ED
and “Sham’
“State Department” (FC), $2,500.

the future.” The Society wants the
whole Anglo-British agreement of
1947 reopened for investigation.
3. Members of Congress are contheir
tinuing and stepping up
mittee against the proposed Angloattacks on the British restrictions,
Amall
which.
deal
American
which may result in strong action
charged, was in gross violation of
by the State Dept.
the Webb-Pomerene Act.
4. The Dept, of Ju.stice is going
into the legality of the concerted
action on the British question by
the Motion Picture Export Assn.,
Elliott Roosevelt Heads
under which the American majors
Group; operate abroad.
In the meantime. Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture
Theatres Assn,
Other
of America, was in Toronto
Hyde Park, N. Y.
yesterday (Tuesday), where HarConstruction of a 500-seat inti- old Wilson, prez of the Board of
mate type of theatre is under way Trade, was also a visitor. It was
in community development project thought some action might come
here headed by Elliott Roosevelt. out of their meeting, although WilIt is being built on a site opposite
son has shown no desire for comthe entrance to Franklin D. Roosepromise.
velt Memorial library on Route 9.
House will show firstrun pix and

“Interference”

—

a-

—

.

L’Vmi

“Barkley's of BroadwaJ^i;,
tii,.
In* quite a stir at Loew's
State

WhistlinrPines”
Webber (Fox) (7.50; 35-74)
(Col) and Renfro Valley Folks nn
“Blonde From Ba.shful Bend” (20th) sUge. Modest $7,000.
^Last week’
and “Angel in Exile” (Rep), also “Mom and Dad” (Indie).
$8,0()0

town last
week to confer with State and Justice Department officials. Senator
Claude Pepper (D., Fla.), and Rep.
Wright Patman (D., Tex.), chairman
of the House Small Business Com-

Amall was

$19,000 IN

and “Angel in Exile” (Rep), also
Denver. Webber. Dim $1,500. Last
week. “Flamingo Road” (WB) and
"State Department” (FC), $2,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
“The Window” (RKO) and “Woman’s Secret” (RKO). Mild $11,000.
La.st
week. “Adventure in Baltimore” (RKO) and “Clay Pigeon’’
(RKO), $11,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)
“Red Stallion in Rockies” (ED and
“Old-Fashioned Girl” (ED. Slight
$7,000. Last week, “Dark Past”
(Col) and “Jungle Jim” (Col). $7,-

Earlier Eric Johnston announced
that the American members of the
Film Council had agreed to the
British request for a postponement
of the June 2-3 meeting.
Ellis

DARKLEYS' BRISK

(Continued from page 8)
“Blonde From Bashful Bend” (20th)

in its reply,

Depinet Pitches

outlets for British films has been
In some measure responsible for
the building of theatres by United
Kingdom interests (Arthur Rank).

Picture Grosses

sided basis.

Toronto, May 31. ^
Apprehensive of the increasing
•equences of violence and brutality
In certain current film releases, the
Continued from pas# S
Motion Picture Censorship Board
will continue to eliminate such
indie production, “The Outlaw.”
scenes to a greater degree in the
Seal was revoked several years ago
•nsuing months, according to O. J.
because Hughes refused to abide
Eilverthorne, board chairman.
by rules covering advertising. Now
Apart from this, his annual re^ he has submitted substantially the
port to Prime Minister Frost re- same ads and has offered to withfers to the terrific theatre-building draw a $2,500,000 suit against the
expansion program of the fi.scal MPAA if it okays them. It refuses.
year, the fact that British pictures
“Outlaw” was distributed by
now account for some 20% of play- United Artists before Hughes acing time here. >and that foreign quired RKO and turned the pic
(European)
are
securing over to it. Depinet, as a member
films
reater screen time than ever be- of the MPAA board, voted for revore.
ocation of the seal, and is now in
“Mistreatment of animals,” said the position of having to argue for
Eilverthorne, is never permitted on its return.
the screen, yet violence toward huOnly Three Pix In a Year
man beings appears to be running
Product situation has been made
rampant. Men were being shown acute by the fact that, since Hughes
kicked and beaten into uncon- took over almost a year ago, the
sciousness in many of the cheaper studio has made only three films,
grade and gang.ster type of feature has two in production and one in
pictures. The board viewed these
preparation. In addition, it has a
scenes with alarm, and was of the few indie
pix, and Hughes has
opinion that copying of such tacturned over to it “The Outlaw” and
tics (by the mentally immature) two others of his own negatives
could easily result in death or per- “Vendetta” and “Mad Wednesday.”
manent injury to some innocent That gives the company a total
person.”
backlog of about 20 pix, plus some
During the fiscal year, ending reissues.
March 31, Silverthorne reported,
Aside from Hughes’ three, the
new construction totaled 47 houses films in the backlog are “The Wincompleted, with 10 of these majors, dow,” which has already had a few
ranging from the $2,000,000 Odeon pre-release
engagements;
“The
In Toronto to others in the $650,Judge Steps Out” (Ann Sothem,
000-$800,000 bracket. The need of Alexander
Knox), #Big
Steal”

1,

^2,8.55;
40-65)—
Ball Game” (M-G) )2d wk). Big
$17,000 following smash $26,000
opener.
..Capitol (C.T.) (2.412;- 34-60)—

Northwest
issue).

Mounted”

(Par)

Solid $19,000.

Sun Comes Up” (M-G).

(re-

Last week.
$13,500.

Palace (C.T.) (2.625; 34-60)— “To
Sea in Ships” (20th). Good $15,000.
Last week. “Mother Is Freshman”

I^y Talks Delay

(20th) (2d wk). .158.000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131:

To Absence

34-60)—

of Wilson “South of St. Louis” (WB). Nice
$12,000.
London, May 31.
Last week.
“Set-Up”

N. Y.

Hopes of a rapprochment be- (RKO) (2d wk). big $9,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839: 26-45)
tween the British and American
“Jungle Patrol” )20th) and
motion picture industiies via the
New 600-seat house will be built Anglo-U.
“Chicken Every Sunday” )20th).
S.
Film
Council are Sturdy
here by Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Mc$8,000. Last week “Countess
Natt, replacing their present 200- rapidly receding. News of the post- Monte Cristo” (U) and “Cheated
Mine seat Village theatre.
ponement of the talks is seen here
2

some

Law” (20th),
Orpheum

Plans also

as a clear indication

for a 600-seater to replace
their current 250-seat house, the
Morris, at Daingerfield.

Tower,”
Franchot
Tone
on which there has been
but
no pact

there

that

so

far

nothing concrete to offer
in response to the American overtures for a lowering of the quota
and substantially increased playing
time on the major circuits.

Interstate Plans 1,400-Seater
•
Denton, Texas.
Interstate Theatres Circuit start-

signed.

moment

—

call

negotiation

In production at the

Texas fiOO-Seaters

Hughes Springs, Texas.

feature
labeled
“Make
Laughs,” a half-dozen Tim Holt
westerns, six George O’Brien western reissues, the “Tarzan” series
reissues and possibly “Man on the
Eiffel
starrer,

New

$10,000.

(C.T.)

(1.040;

34-60)—

“Impact” (UA) and “Bungalow

is

(20th),

Okay

13”

Last week,

$6,000.

“Jigsaw” (UA) and “Lucky

Stiff*

(UA), $7,000.

PITTSBURGH

Official excuse is that the postponement was due to the absence
in Canada of Board of Trade prez

ed construction here on new 1,400(Continued from page 9)
seater which will be built at an estimated $300,000. It will be one Harold Wilson, and that conse- like best thing here in long lime.
Swell
notices and fine word-ofof largest theatres in north Texas. quently the British
industry
lead
*^outh ought to bring sock $24,000.
'
, 0 .,
u J
X
.
ers have
not4 had
an opportunity
of Stays another week.
Last week,
New $400,000 Texas City House simmiuing the American represen- "Barkleys of Broadway” i.M-G) '2d

are

“I Married a Communist” (Robert
Ryan, Laraine Day) and “Bail Bond
Story” (George Raft, Pat O’Brien,
Ella Raines).
In preparation is
“Bed of Roses.”

1

.

|

him for con.sideration.
^exas City, Texas.
wk). $13..500.
New $400,000 Showboat theatre
Even in Wilson’s_ ab.sence. it is!
Ritz (Loew’s) (800: $l-$2.40)—
opened here by the Long
iderstood that the proposals have “Red Shoes” (EL) (3(l-final wk).
- 'Theatres. understood
This is fourth house' bearing that been examined by Board of
Disappointment here, mainly beTrade
Cal. Solans
name to be built here by Long cir- film experts and that they look esuse hou.se Is not for road-show
cult.
The first was destroyed by askance at them. Policy of
Despite holiday will only
Continued from page
the La®
bor Government has consistently
$7,000, about .same as last
Clly disaster of been to frown on anv arraneeS week,
its
patent evasion of the quota
any
arrangement
1946.. New house seats 1,000.
Stanley (WB) (3.800; 4,5-80)—
issue.
that resembles a cartel and
which
“The quota is not an industry
mtcrfere with existing legisla- “Younger Bros.” (WB). Not much
...AA AAA
4
excitement over this, and it can
matter. It is a British government $400,000 Downtown St. Loo House tion, and they’ve interpreted
the
®"‘'
matter.
It was proposed by the
St. Louis,
imajir V. F^dV^mandl' ‘';s'‘'fall!ng
* oroadcast from slace for *14.500
British government and jammed
1-260-seater film house to within these categories
ealeoeri..
u*
u:
®**t3ined.
recent biz
Better
than
through Parliament under the cost $400,000 being planned by H.
Doubt persi.sts as tn urhAfVtA..
Paul Stroud, owner of World News- there will
holiday week
whip of the British government.
actually Hp
reel house.
Night”
"Night
Unto
New
house
would
ofLondorin At. vnsi
“The British Ministry, in its fer stiff
WB), *1 1,000.
opposition for Loew's State
h. inclusion of Sir
ll"®'''’
he
great wisdom,
says
the quota and _
Philip Warter
Fanchon and Marco’s AmbasWarner (WB) (2.000; 45-80)—
doesn’t violate the General Agree- sador nearby.
fetish delegation, as the “Bad Boy” (Mono). Even all the
House will be built Head
111
of the As.sociated British Pic- help Variety
ment on Tariffs and Trade, to on site of former department
Clubs are giving this
store.
lure
which Britain and the United
Corporation, would allow the do^.sn’t seem to be helping. Not
cniefs of the three major
States are .signatories.
Our State
circuits »nuch more than $5,000, rather
$150,000
Texas
Hou.se
to
Dept, will be derelict if it permits
participate in the negotiations sad.
Last week, “.Slate DepartCarthage, Texas.
and not leave J. Arthur Rank
the
British
government to get
as ment— File 649” (FC) and "Shot
e controller of the
away with this unilateral interpreJames” (SG). fair at $7,000,
Odeon and
EsqS"rl'' Mso'ioo ho2se"o be"o^
tation.
Gaumonl
over
talions to

|

,

'

|

i

i

i

|

;

'

i

•

|

i

^

^

.

'
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B. 0.

Champs

!

i

I

Continued from page

i

4

j

larger keys but shapes stronger in
outhw-est area. "Younger Bros,”
(WB) did nice in Omaha and led

K. C. but not

'

BriUsh groups, the sole

"I

in enough locations
will ultimately shape

to tell how’ it
up.
“Pride of
(rei.ssue)

!

.some

demand
Government

to

profitable weeks.

“Adventure
which
fared

in

call

upon the State

No attempt

Dept.,
in
accordance with this
treaty authority, to prote.st in writing to the British government and

Yankees” (RKO)

came through with

therefore

Baltimore” (RKO),

a
at

\

i

meeting with our
once to negotiate

i

Bob Beddow,

Hall

.

quota, that so clearaiscriininales against American
motion pictures.”

local

Indu.stries.

manager

has TigJed

l,200-.scater

to

hopes.

SEATTLE

to dis-

team,

for
^^.4

be

(Continued from page 8)
'2d
(Mono)

i

*

“Tombstone”

who

$'J.300.

to admit
“ J^^ering of the quota had

Palpmar

fh 4.rA h*
Ik

u'"

American

at

t*9>nplete
.secrecy.
^ breach of faith on

in

—

$12,000.

Washington, May 31.
twenty-four new film houses are
being built in Moscow thic vkfaif
* ^
Russian Emba.s.sy rcDorts

1

b.uacs uni./rs.ri'Jtior

(2d

run.s),

plus

La.st

(CoD. iOke
week. “Outpost jn
“,4 migo” (UA»,

Morocco” (UA) and
$7,300.
'

Roosevelt (Sterling)

“"She" (RKO) and

’

last

(WB)

Paramount (H-E) '3.039; 50-84)
“Streets of Laredo” 'Par) and

"Law Barbary Coast”

more MOSCOW PIX HOUSES

!

Dark”

vaude, $3,600.

.side,

'

•

(Sterling) (1,3.50; 40-65)

—“The Set-Up’’ (RKO) and “Song
Washington. of India” (Col) (2d runs) plu«
""'^.J'uegesting that while vaude.
Good $5,000. Last week,
ihA?
y kept their part of the bargain
“Walking Hills” (Col) and "Kiss
discussed

I

R.w>e> ciuuiU

made

letter

con-

past month. “Outpost in Morocco”
Complete Texas 600-Seater
(UA), in contrast, shapes up better
California’s Senators
than in April with a sturdy session
Whiteface, Texas.
Sheridan
Construction completed on new
In Detroit and fine stanza in Buf- Downey and William F. Knowland
falo to its credit.
In Montreal it wrote a joint letter to the Secre- 600-seat Home here, town’s first
proved so sock the pic held a tary of State in which they de- and only house. It will be operated by Jack Holman.
It
cost
second strong frame.
“Blue clared:
$75,000.
Lagoon” (EL) is credited with big
“In our opinion, the British attitrade in Toronto.
tude has seriously damaged the
New $100,000 Texas House
“Joan of Arc” (RKO), which was cause of reciprocal trade to which
San Angelo, Texas.
big to solid in several key cities this government, in the interest of
Construction started here on

month, finally wound up its promoting the flow of commerce
record run of 26 weeks at N. Y. and trade around the world, has
Victoria.
been so strongly committed. The Robb

being

guise the embarrassment
\yhich the
Publication of the Johnston

1,200-Seater for Hall Industries
Kingsville Texas
tract for new
built here.

the

nicely on
several
initial playdates, floundered during

is

i

I

'800;

“Last

Daya

«

during ihe

ending

«•

FOUR WEEKS

May

7i:h,

your

IBl

PllIZI
1.029.224

231848

accessory items and
trailers— dr a total of

1.263.072
O

which means an
average of
Our SERVICE Being
BASIS,

heralds, etc.)

is

being

RETURNED

On A RENTAL

is

apparent that practically the

same number

of Items (less posting-paper,

it

by Exhibitors, each week. These Items must be

sorted, recorded and returned to Shelves and Vaults in

NSS

Offices.

CHECKING-iN, HANDLING and

SHIPPING

of

/

'

SERVICE

SERVICE
Of rH€inou5mr

PICTURES

Vcdnceday, June
Houston from headquarters here. State one of its biggest weeks this
Also set trucking deal to get ma- year.
terial to Galveston.
Warner
Guimont,
Gertrude
«
Final
restraining Bros.’ head booker, vacationing
Injunction
Local Union No. 407, lATSE, from in Florida and Cuba, makirg trip

maintaining picket line in front of
San Antonio^s International Bldg,
entrance
and businesses in build.shuttered its 5,000 seater Fox,
third largest film house in U. S. ing other than in front of Alameda
Threat to close both it and the theatre issued by local district
Ambassador, in dispute over in- court. Pickets have been at house
creased film rentals, was rescinded since theatre opened March 9.
Although the meeting of Allied
when Edward B. Arthur said sati.sfactory rental had been reached on Theatre Owners of Texas, now in
10 new pix. No reason given shut- session here will be attended by
tering.
Biz has been off sharply members of state organization,
and even reissue bill was used re- final banquet honoring Col. H. A.
Cole, past prexy of group, will
cently.
attract many out-of-town visitors.
First-run policy inaugurated at
ess session, the chapter feted the St. Louis and Missouri, other
8fael Sullivan and Edward I^ch- F&M houses a few blocks from the
man, TO.A and Allied national ex- Fox, since darkening of the big
klbitor co-chairmen of the film house.
bdustry’s divi.^ion for the TreasHerman Schwara joined sales
ury Dept.’s current bond drive.
staff of Screen Guild; formerly
Raymond Hodgdon. manager traveled South Illinois for Eagle

BKO
tod
KKO

Keith’s.

Richmond

Hill. N.Y..

Harry

Schreiber,

manager

Lion.

Nat Hall and the Dickinson
Palace, Columbus. O., copped Operating Co., lighted their new
Showmanship Belasco, Quincy, 111.
It K O . Theatres’
Awards for April. Hodgdon’s prize
The Lion, a new ,500 seater. Troy,
Was for promotion of a cooking III., operated by Sheldon Lending
•chool with local gas company for Lion’s Club of Troy, opens
hile Schreiber’s stemmed from June 1.
is campaign on a personal appearEarl Farrell, Charleston. Mo.,
toce of Eddie Cantor at his house. purchased site for 400-car drive-in
Edward Lachman. Prez of N. J. near Sikeston, Mo.
Allied Theatre Owners, took in
Arthur Morris, coal mine operlast week’s Boston convention of ator of Dawson Springs, Ky., purue Independent Exhibitors of chased the Strand<^00-seater, in
Hew England, then planed Satur- same town from J. H. Meadows,

Freeburg,

111.,

ldtown,

ATLANTA

650-seater

a

Wood

in

111.

new

Grayville,

^mer-Farrar

M

Freeman,

former

district

for A. M, Ellis theatres,
ad-publicity director.
will use Philly as a guinea

Metro

new stadium-type house

Camas

in

with 900 capacity.

TOLEDO

and matrons. lATSE Local B-lOO
negotiating a new contract and
demand pay increases.

SUITABLE FOR

ALBANY

Theatrical laduslry

is

will

CHICAGO

$100,000

Alliance theatres embarking on
Amos Leonard, veteran salesprogram. man, now with Film Classics in
remodeling
$1,000,000
Grand, Terre Haute, Ind., reopens Albany, Binghamton and SyraJune 3 after facelift with Sipe, cuse.

Choice Office Floor

and State, Anderson,
Paramount made Peter Holman
Ind., also undergoing refurbishing. chief booker here and advanced
Circuit also opened three drive-ins Richard Keating from a.ssistant to
recently.
Francis Lynch, son
top booker.
Screen Guild exchanges in De- of George I.ynch, who recently
troit.Oincinnati and Cleveland will celebrated his
30th anni with
handle All-American, colored Schine circuit, sent here from New

Approximately 90 x 25

Kokomo,

built for
interests, likely will
111.,

Is. 1948.

Marco temporarily

St

PORTLAND, ORE.

office

pig to determine type and amount
William
Gillam,
manager of
promotional Quaker and Union for Shea Theaof advertising and
work needed for “Edward, My tres in New Philadelphia, ().. for
Son,” Will set pattern for all spots years, transferred to Newark. ().,
in the country, except New York. where he will manage Shea's MidCertified by State Labor Rela- land and Auditorium.
tions Board as collective bargaining agent for film theatre cashiers,,
ushers, doormen, cleaners, porters

1

lighted July 4.
Replaces the
Fremier, destroyed by fire April

Fanchon

former

PHILADELPHIA

I

kouse in Grayville,

Meadow,

Bud

suffered

Harry Barker assigned to North
Missouri and Northern Illinois
tarritory for United Artists after
transfer from Omaha.
Gerald Williams, East Alton,
HI., purchased the Alamo, Stewardson. 111., from L. Gorski.

ican, will manage. Jack Swartout
former manager of Griswold, goes
to the American.
WB formerly
operated the Griswold.

resigned,
E. M. Loew circuit took over the
Taconic, Williamstown, transferCharlie Brook, Negro manager of
ring lease from Lon Hacking, Jr.
Apache Room of Latin Quarter Georgia Theatre Co.’s Carver for
taken o,ver for June 2 by 200 Negroes at Waycross, handed spefriends of Larry Laskey, of E. M. cial cash award plus letter of comLoew’s circuit, who will honor him mendation for outstanding management from the chain’s prez
at stag party prior to marriage to
Eleanor Robinson, former secre- William K. Jenkins.

manager
upped to

mond.

Basil

raman xneaires took over operation of Griswold here.
Victor
Bunz, formerly manager of Amer-

who

Jack

$600 damage when a wall was
racked by a backing truck on ad{olning parking lot.
George Evanoff opened his new

The

BOSTON
Joe Stanzler, Rhode Island exsigned deal to operate a
drive-in to be built in West Bridgewater on Route 28.
William E. Evison appointed office manager at E, M. Loew office,
Rittenberg,
Gertrude
replacing
hibitor,

manager here for United Artists,
United Theatres acquired the
joined Film Cla.ssics as salesman. Liberty in Camas, Wash., and
Roxy, in Washougal, Wash., from
Melvin Bennett. Plan to build a

Clayton by owners of the Esquire,
indie secondrun and St. Louis
Amus. Co., owner of the Rich-

LOUIS

ST.

K ver.

supervisor,

at theatres filed in circuit court at

O. Clark,

DENVER

former Metro office
and recently checking
Allied Rocky Mountain Indeplaced in charge of pendent Theatres second yearly
convention June 8-9 will be atbooking department.
Earl Perkins, Warner salesman, tended by Abram Myers and Trueback from Des Moines branch man Rembusch, of national Allied
Myers is expected to talk on <li^
where pinchhitting.
Golden Valley. Minneapolis vorcement while Rembush vs ill
talk on television.
suburb, banning drive-ins.

manager

tary of E. M. Loew.

day <28) to Dallas to attend the
Suit to invalidate a section of
Texas ATO conclave as well as ordinance in Richmond Heights,
j^e national board meet of Allied St. Louis county, that provides for
tales Assn, of Motion Picture collection of 5% of gross receipts

The Freeburg, owned by

old screen.

by plane.
Al Putz,

’

C

Exhibitors.

I949

1,

creased from 700 to 1.500, so
second picture can run while
other is being projected on

Ind.,

Opposite Film Building

newsreel.

Haven as Keating’s aide.
Max Roth is out as district manAndrew J. Benya named manager of Film Classics, with no re- ager of Palace, Troy, a unit of the
placement as yet.
Neil Heilman Theatres of Albany.
Arthur Young, with
United
Artists for years, quit job as office

IMPART
PRE

$ E

N TA

T

I

0 N

S

manager here.
Third of a series of equity actions by drive-ins was filed in Chi
federal district court by Seymour
Simon on behalf of Star View Outdoor, Elgin. 111.
Suit against all
major distribs, except United Artists, Balaban tc Katz, and Publix
Great States, claims that distribs
gave 30 days prior clearance to
Great
States
houses,
Crocker,
Rialto, and Grove, over the John
Reckas ozoner. Reckas seeks equal
clearance.

ROCHESTER

Eastman House, projected

memorial
to
George Eastman,
founder of Eastman-Kodak.

POUGHKEEPSIE

PITTSBURGH
H.

Arthur Pearce, former

insti-

tute for display of “the art and
science of photography,’’ also will
include
a
600-seater
theatre,
housed in a separate building. It
will be called the Dryden theatre,
after Mr. and Mrs. George B.
Dryden of Evanston. 111., who contributed $200,000 for the theatre.
Eastman House is mapped as a

WB

manager, will be in charge
of Laskey Bros
Bros.’
new Starlite,
850-car drive-in on outskirts of fairmont, W. Va.
circuit

Paramount

is

State here July
the Colonial.

Paramount

,
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a
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ELECTRIC CORP.
The World
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Arc
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control
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arc

ultraviolet Alter

holder.
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for
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arc

erang contalni ala slldca and

Prewi only 10 amrerea from any
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Aiitoniatie
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flicker.
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HorUonUl maaking control. I'an Ir angled
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Compaay

B reel

Service for

IRIVE-IN THEATRES,

SPOETSClIVtCt, toe. JACOBS mos
tUFfALO. N. Y.
HURST ILDG: *

will

cooperate with

Isaacs,

BRTTY GRABI.K
"THE lEAUTIFUL RLONDE
From lASHFUL lEND”
A loth Century- Fot
ittrrini

ON

WONDER

house. C. B. Closson, who now
owns and operates the town’s only

Minneapolis

new

“Ma and Pa

deluxer.
film

by

Scoop, 700-seat house, operated

New York group

daily

Jeffersonville,

Kettle,”

liui'

li

<

i

MbdiMt

STAGE —
.
GASTON CALMER
•
Mill St.

—^
-

.

StOfTIBf

LOUISVILLE

headed by
salesmen’s union, re-elected all of- Robert Velaise,
taken over by new
ficers at its annual meeting.
They operating firm known as Louisville
are headed by Paul Weiss as presi- Playhouse,
Inc.
No change In
dent.
house policy Is contemplated; spot
Berger at this convention also been playing foreign
films.
warned distributors that his orNew Idea in exhibition will be to
ganization will be on alert to detect offer two feature
films simultaneviolators of Supreme Court indus- ously at
Thcatair# open-airer near
try decision.

Tf<

Milt.

JEAN ARLEN
BERRY BROS

-

VIOLA LAYNE

Rivoli.

been granted a

Colosseum,

In

frem

ARNOLD 8HOOA

DA
=r Ib
w V VI

Fox West Coast appointed F. O.
Anoka, suburb of city with 5,- Gebhardt manager of Carleton
000 people, will have three the- here to succeed Oscar Peck who
is leaving the circuit.
Art Sanatres in opposition to one another
as the result of “invasion” of town tiago took over Gebhardt’s old post
by Ed Baehr, circuit owner, who at the Western and Joseph Buzeth
Santiago’s
chores
at
has started work on 1,040-seat assumed
theatre, also has
permit to build a

Plrtiir*

ON ICE STrOE— Emrpit

LOS ANGELES

MINNEAPOLIS

morning

in Re/rc$hment

reopening former
Will be called

DETROIT

For Thootros, Auditoriums and Night Clubs

’

1.

Poughkeepsie Regatta Assn, in seex-Rep salesman lecting National Regatta queen
here, into exhibition, with purchase again this year. Regatta queen will
preside at various functions day of
of Ridge, Cleveland.
C. C. Kellenberg, local sales intercollegiate regatta on Hudson
manager for 20th-Fox, is an official river June 25.
of convention corporation which
will handle the annual department
meeting of American Legion of
Detroit film executives launched
Penn.sylvania.
own residential colony across
Gene Angeli, district exhib. and their
Detroit River in Belle River, Ont.
his wife planed to Italy on a threeCharley Perry, manager of Downmonth vacation to visit relatives.
town
David Kimmelman, Par branch Now and Adams, migrated first.
he has Ollie Brooks and
manager, recuperated satisfactorGeorge Berger, Butterfield men,
ily after operation.
and Jack Saxe, of Monogram, as
Maurice (Red) Silverberg, who
was critically ill with pneumonia, neighbors.
back at his Universal sales spot.

Arthur

Now Specializing
k

Ind.,

near here.

A

panned by second screen will be built and
columnist,
gave Buto accommodations will be in-

Oixcled by Itwii A f•ll•t

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
Retkgfylltr Center

Spuncer Tracy • Deborah Kerr
i(i«ei
•
Hunter
Lenten MacGralh
Denaid • Mtrvyn Jthni • Harriette Jrliny

Inn

A

Mrtro-lioldwynMiyer I'lcnnc

SPECTACULAR STAGE PBESENTAIION

1

.

1

June 1^1949
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15% WOES BESET AGENCIES
Godfrey vs.

D AR. Cues CBS Jitters

K&E’s Turbulent Period Is Saga No. 3

E,

CBS had

a slight case of the jitters last week when Arthur
Godfrey on his morning network show let out all the stops in a
blast at the Daughters of the American Revolution in connection
with his appearance in Washington next Saturday (4) to do a
benefit in the juvenile delinquency fund-raising campaign. Hidebound CBS policy puts the reins on either commentators or performers when it comes to controversial issues.
•Alluding to the fact that he was taking along his mixed quartet
of Mariners (which includes two colored boys), Godfrey sounded
off because the D.A.R. tabu on Negro performers had cancelled
him out of Constitution Hall, with re.sult that the show is going
into the National Guard Armory.
Following is the Godfrey text, as monitored off the air:
“We’re goin’ to do the show at the armorj’ down there in the
Oh, yeah, I’ve got to tell you why we’ve got
national’s capital.
to do this show in the armory. Originally we had planned to do it
in Constitution Hall, in our nation’s capital, but we can’t do it
In Constitution Hall, in our nation’s capital, because of the D.A.R.,
God bless them, they won’t let me bring my Negro entertainers
into our nation’s capital, in Constitution Hall.
So nuts to the
D.A.R.', we’re putting it on in the armory down there.
“Every time I think of that Ku Klux Klan outfit. I’m telling you,
It just makes me white.
I get— inside I just go nuts.
Of all the
shameful things in our nation’s capital, for Heaven’s sake, the
We had to give up our only legitimate
Citadel of Democracy.
theatre in the district because of that. Oh-h-h brother that’s—
you’ll forgive me, but it just makes me boil.
“That’s just what it is— it’s ‘just one of those things’. It’s just
one of those horrible cancerous things that you can’t do anything
It’s too bad, but there are just some people who won’t
about.
I
think straight just won’t.
guess there isn’t anything you can
do about it. If you talk about it, you only boil up things, and if
you sit by and take it, it makes you sick you don’t know what to
do about it. I have often sat and lain awake nights trying to
figure out ways to do it and I guess the only thing is ju.st don’t say
anything about it and go on and do your own business. Gosh it

i

The advertising agencies are
moil.

It’s

Agency Empire Decline and

will v^itness

{May

31)

Lux Radio Theatre

wholesale

Walter W'inchell
My Friend Irma

Usually at this
time of the year the agencies’ clireorganizations.

Talent Scouts

.

Bob Hope
Bob Hawk
Mr. Keen

.

.

People Are Funny
Crime Photographer
Mr. D.A
Duffy’s Tavern
Stop the Music

cloud of indecision hovering over
the 15% rooftops.
The agencies are losing fat
chunks of percentage coin with
each cancellation and with each

21 7
18.7
18 3
18.8

186

Jack Benny ...
Fibber & Molly.
Suspense

made definite commitments on next season’s program
plans. Except in cases where bankrollers have issued cancellation orders, however, this year finds a

ents hav-e

18.2
14 2
13.9
12.9
12.7
12.6
12 4
12 3
12 1
11.8

edict to shave off the top-budgeted

Fall

Saga No. 3 (matching J. Walter
Thompson and Young & Rubicam
in the Decline and Fall of th«
Agency Radio Empire) finds Kenyon & Eckhardt going through a

The New Hoopers

tur-

anticipated that the next

few months

—

(url)ulent

Ford
last

transitional period.
Co.’s cancellation
of the $15,00()-budgeled

Motor

week

CBS “Ford Theatre” leaves K&E
confronted with the probability of
.going to bat for the ’49-’5() broadcasting season with but a singla
Borden’i
coast - to - coast a i r e r,
“County
Fair.”
On the other
hand. K&E has one of tlie major
{stakes in bigtime video production,
witli two top showcases. “Ford Television Theatre” (automotive company dropped its .\M airer to coni

I

I

cent rate
on a $2(),000-budgeted,
once-a week program), plus the Ed
Sullivan “Toast of the Town,”
[sponsored by Ford’s Lincoln-Mer-

I

I

P&G Also Cutting

shows and replace them with
cheaper ones. And as the sponsors lop off AM shows in favor of
embracing video, it adds up. at this
stage of the game, to a losing proposition for the agency involved.
Where one production man sufficed

—

—

go[

unpreeedented

ing ’through

—

—

In

DOWN

COIN

—

makes you mad.”

Hayes Seen as CBS’ Top Operator On

cury division.

:

In contrast,

and handsome

Daytime Budget;

K&E

was riding wid«

in radio three

ago. with billings on

gramming

'

yean

network pro-

in excess of $5.0l)(),()00.

Borden showt
(“County Fair” and the nighttime

Tliesc included two

in the past for a radio airer. it
takes three or four to get the TV
show before the camera. And a
TV program represents a far cry
from the $1,000,000 time-talent
cost involved on a big-budget radio show (which always meant
$150,000 as the agency’s “take”).

j,

I

Revamping Sked
Procter

& Gamble, which

j

“.Arthur’s Place”); three Kellogg
sliows, (Galen Drake, “Superman”

re- land “Breakfast in

cently shaved a cool $1,000,000 off
its nighttime programming schedule by cancelling out “Life of
Riley.” is also retrenching in the

1

daytime

field.

Company

Hollywood”), a

Hudnut-spon.sored nighttime musical with Jean Sablon, tl\e Detroit
Symphony, sponsored by Ueichhold
Chemical, plus the top-priced Ford

has noti-

programming.
All have vanished from the K&E
books except the “County Fair”
Philly
Makes You Tick" cross-the-board stanza. There’s been an upbeat
program on July 8. Show will have in the agency’s spot business, and
With Donald W. Thornburgh,
had a year’s ride on the P & G K&E Coast activity includes a couv.p. in charge of the western divibankroll.
ple of Wes.son Oil regional shows
Stanza is heard in the 2:45-3 p.m. plus
“Mother Knows
Bob Hall Blows
Kellogg’s
Sion for CBS, named president and
Tele sponsors, in the wake of a
niche, with John McCaffrey as em- Best” Coast-slanted program.
general manager of WCAU in
Hollywood, May 31.
succession of flops, are tiring of the
packaged
at $3,0(K) a
is
cee.
It
Bob Hall checked out as ABC’s practice of having to buy their
Philadelphia, reliable sources say
currently pays off with a
western division publicity director shows from “paper presentations." week and
that Arthur Hull Hayes, Columbia
Program plugs Ivory FCC, San Anton’ Police
3.6 rating.
after holding down the post for They’re squawking that while it
veepee in San Francisco, will be five years.
might read good, it’s another story Flakes.
of “Tick” is only
Cancellation
moved to Hollywood as ThornNed Hullinger, formerly his aide when it goes before the cameras,
Crack Down on Teenager
whole.sale revision of
burgh’s successor.
and more recently in sales promo- and then it’s too late because part of a
schedule, which
daytime
the
Resigning after 13 years in tion, moved into the top spot.
they’ve made their commitments
Airing Without Permit
the
of
dropping
now contemplates
Hollywood for Columbia, Thornalready.
10:30 to 11 morning segment on
San Antonio. May 31.
burgh takes over on Aug. 1 as
bankrollers are insisting on
The
company
the
soap
NBC, where
WCAU successor to Dr. Leon Levy.
The first unlicensed local radio
before
live
off-the-air auditions
sponsors “Road of Life” and
Hayes, former manager of WCBS,
making a decision. Furthermore, “Brighter Day.” In return, CBS station to be in operation since tha
Columbia’s flagship station in New
the TV sponsor wants to get into
down by an
will inherit one of the.se two stan- war years was closed
York, was recently transferred to

Now

Coast; Thornburgh to

fied

finding themselves becoming more
and more involved in video, are
confronted with the additional financial burden of possibly installing their own TV studios in order
to satisfy their clients.

WCAU,

ABC

'

.some of the top agencies,

CBS

Addison

1

is dropping the
it
Smith-packaged “What

that

'

,

’

'

P&G

'

Raiding Fever

Eyes MBS Stars

announcement would be made until
(Continued on page 40)

It’s

work

is

the end of the current cycle.

«m.

Is

lH,.?d

^ing

”wricomf^Tvel«,”

switches from

Waring

which

COLGATE BOWS OUT

ABC.

i

414

deal.
also sponsored Thurs-

NBC

I

by General

Electric (which also features

Pennsylvanians on CBS-TV Sunday
nights), and indications are now
that GE will continue with the
same setup in the fall.

MHes Pacts ’Massey’
Miles Labs has pacted “Curt
Massey Time,” with Martha Tilton, at the summer replacement
for the Herb Shriner late-afternoon,
cross-the-board
show on
CBS.
Replacement stanza goes
in
June 6

mONDIE’

OF

^

no
is

CANTOR PREPS NEW
ONLY' FORMAT

*

AM

:

nesota Canning, but both sponsors
are dropping out. NBC is still trying to persuade the Meat Institute
to pick up the Waring tab for a
once-weekly showcase either Saturday or Sunday daytime, but thus
far there's

i

<

i

Waring has been sponsored in
the morning >«lots this season by
American Meat Institute and Min-

day nights on

what

in

Economy Binge

I

The

{inherited by Procter

Mutual

ABC Ready For

NBC

10-10:30 musical, the netcancelling him out of time

vs.

'

After several seasons of attempting to establish Fred Waring as a
via his

now ABC

reported to be an all-out raldinii ‘f"'
signed call letters KXWW.
party and a reported change in
Broadcastson the outlet conpolicy on the part of ABC.
‘RADIO
sisted mostly of recorded music,
Both Gabriel Heatter and Victor
interspersed with voice programs.
is huddling with
Eddie
Cantor
Lindlahr are the two Mutual perended its career,
Abe Lastfogel and other William When the station
sonalities involved in what the
investigators found some commerMorris agency execs in whipping cial broadcasts of local outlets
trade calls the “No. 2 Company of
the NBC vs. CBS drama.”
up a new type radio format for the which had been recorded and were
Serutan, which sponsors both
Meanwhile, the comedian is beii\g prepared for airing.
fall.
Lindlahr and Heatter on Mutual,
The outlet was found in the bednixing all television untii January,
wants to move the 11:15 a.m. Lindroom of a 16-year-old boy. ^calahr program to ABC. At the same
ABC is reported set to embark 1950, at the earliest, preferring to tion was determined by a series of
time, Serutan wants to negotiate a on gn economy spree, designed to concentrate on evolving his new tests with a mobile directional
deal whereby it can carry Heatter whittle expenses in the face of profinder, and also power evaluation
airer.
,
*
on^ABCSunday^n.^^^^^^^^^
gram cancellations and increasing
tests.
was because Cantor didn’t and other technical
It
TV outlays. It’s anticipated that want
to do both a radio and video
Mutual has Heatter committed to the web’s owned - and - operated
he’s
that
basis
contract. managements will get a thorough show on a weekly
exclusive
five-year
a
parting company with his Pabst
However, it doesn’t want to an- going-over. Network’s press dept.
bankroller at the end of the curUgonize an important client who i„ N.Y. this week suffered a three„p„rts one;
NBC’S
lays it on the line for a two-night man lopoff, leaving Earl
sponsorship nibble already on his
pickup of the Heatter commentary operating with a skeleton crew.
NBC is suffering another canThe loss of the U. S. Steel “Thea(along with Semler and Noxema)
E.sty
^
4
,
*
Cued to the current trend to- cellation reverse. William
Willingness of ABC to accept tre Guild of the Air” to NBC; the!
programming, agency, which handles the Super
Lindlahr is considered a complete Phllco (Bing Crosby) and Elgin- ward low-budgeted
revamp of network thinking, for American (Groucho Marx) Wednes- Cantor is reported mulling a for- Suds account for Colgate, has inpromday night cancellations: the loss of naat to showcase yo^g and
it’s recalled that the web had preformed the web that the client’s
ising talent, bypassing heavy outWednesday
— Gamble cross-theviously nixed him. Similarly, ABC the Procter &
4 .“Blondie” show, heard
guest
and
scripters
fop
for
lay*
prog to 8:30 segment, la
in
only last w’eek let down the bar- board “Welcome 14.«-Traveler”
*A_ AW aA/\ /V/\/V
•
^
lAt^
riers in pactinS commercial re- gram on NBC, with its $1,400,000 stars.
being dropped, along with the time.
ligious airers which will bring in annual billings; plus the likelihood
Show, which has a weekly talent
of Bristol-Myers moving “Break
nut of $9,500, was inherited by
$800,000 a year in billings
Bank” into the Wednesday
t'.ie
NBC about a year ago from CBS.
Judith Waller to Paris
night “Duffy’s Tavern” slot on
Cancellation is attributed to a
May
31.
Chicago,
NBC, have all contributed toward
ggie* dip in the soap division of
AJC’s Tel Aviv Setup
Network is trying to wrap
central
the web’s coin-saving consciousColgate.
NBC
Waller,
Judith
Committee,
American Jewish
sponsor and show for the
ness, spreading out to all the
public affairs director, up a new
division
which plays an important role in owned-and-operated stations.
time, before officially announcing
the “Eternal Light” Sunday prowill represent the U. S. at the UN the cancellation.
gram on NBC, is making arrangeEducational, Scientific and CulNext season will also see a
KUDO
BALTO’S
ments to open a branch in Tel
in change in the 9-9:30 Wednesday
meeting
Organization
tural
Baltimore. May 31.
Aviv.
on NBC, with Bri.stol-Myers
stretch
1.
July
27
to
June
In recognition of five years of Paris
“Eternal Light” has had a nummove its “Break tha
Object of meeting is to activate scheduled to
City
ber of broadcasts on Palestine plugging Baltimore’s “Clean
into the period from ABC
Bank”
educaof
made
study
earlier
an
has been ku
for the exiting
Radio and the AJC’s move-ln is Campaigns,”
replacement
as
foreign
in
broadcasting
~
from tional
to cue heightened radio dosed with a si^cial clUtfbn
expected
“Duffy s Tavern.’
*
countries.
^
Mayor Thomas D. Alesanc -v, Jr.
activity in Israel.

is

WARING AJ. SHOW
BEING LOPPED OFF
permanent morning fixture on

assist.

Spreads as ABC

Move was

at

own production
zas for the niche being vacated by agent of the FCC with the assistThey realize that they lost
“Tick.”
ance of local police. The unlicensed
out when the bulk of radio show
ABC, under the present plan, transmitter
heard
been
had
production moved to the Coast, but
.stands to be the big loser, with P &
most of the city at variwith New York solidly entrenched
G mulling a switchover of the half- throughout
ous times during the past four
as the key TV production center,
hour noontime “Welcome Traveler” months. It had operated from 8
they’re already asseiling themprogram to NBC.
selves as “showmen.”
a m. to 3 p.m. each Saturday and
at sporadic intervals on other days.
The agencies don’t like it, but
4u
j
u
4
The station was using the unas-

the act with his

the title of veepee.
said to be part of the
CBS plan to groom him for a more
Important post and those close to
the network operation believe the
resignation of Thornburgh opens
the way for his next advancement.
CBS statement indicated that no

with
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Wednesday, June

RADIO

t8

Drastic

Revamp

FCC

of

1,

to Ease

From

i:

the Production Centres

Workload Proposed by D.C. Solon
Washington,

A

bill to

May

^4

31.

reorganize the Federal

Jas. D. Shousei

sontally to enable it to cope more
fully with its workload has been
Introduced into the Senate InterState and Foreign Commerce com-

mittee by Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (D., Ariz.). The bill also proides for an independent legalreview
sngineering - accounting
divorced from the legal
Staff,
fUvision.

1

Alun TVilliams’ ‘-‘Fisherman’s Guide” on WMCA has hooked
June 11
KLZ Wriffcr-Producer
Sunday a.m. “ Funny Paper” eight new participating sponsors. The cro.ss-the-board early morning
show which he scripts packs the airer is sponsored by Fairbanks-Morse Diesel Engines and a number
KLZ studio with kids and grown- of fishing boats, restaurants and tackle suppliers. Tom Delaney is the
ups every week. In addition. Brace
i.s producer for other top-notch programs heard on KLZ.
KLZ, Denver.

.

petition

filed

requested

that

.

WOR

Radio to Be Studied At
Chicago Institute Meet

;

:

WOR

be handled by Joe Bier.
Mari Yanofsky, radio writer, on 10-week tour of Europe. Will visit
France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, England and Switzerland collecting
material for U. S. radio and television via special wire recorder.
Bob Woods, manager of WOR Newsroom, back from a two-week
vacation on his Virginia farm
Robert A. Arthur and David Kogan
have a new whodunit series, “Murder By Experts,” preeming on WOR
June 18
NBC’s Bob Trout awarded a medal by the National Head-

I

j

.

liners club for his all-night reporting of the 1948 Pre.sidential election
.... Don Hamilton, assistant program director of
off on month’s
t()ur of Europe.
Varian Fry, prez of Cinemart, injured in fall off
bicycle
John J. Anthony has waxed his “10 Commandments of Wedded Bliss” in time for June weddings
Dick DeFreitas,
announcer, in Stamford hospital for three weeks, following an
operation ... Consuelo Lembke into a running part on the recorded
serial, “Linda’s First Love.”
Joe Bailey of the Louis Cowan office transferring to the Gray Ad-

WOR,

1

I

i

{

WMGM’s

;

vertising Agency.

Procter & Gamble has renewed its contracts for the Lowell Thomas,
Beulah and Jack Smith cross-the-board back-to-back stanzas on CBS
for 52 weeks, beginning June 27.

WJLB,

FORMAT

IIS

l^nsors

;

network

I

!

!

,

|

!

|

1

I

The
is

Benny-Amos

Ups Thompson

Lubbock, Tex., May

Mildred Fenton in town to visit her ailing mother
Sid
Ziff took over Dick Fishell’s
sports commentary strip on KFWB
Kay Singer and Dick Chevillat may have four of their Faye-Harri#
scripts taped this summer .so, if
it works out, they can take time out
m season if that stale feeling
creeps over them .... Frank Mullen goes
east June 8 on biz for the Dick
Richards stations
Gail Smith, director of night time show for
Procter St Gamble, around for seasonal
washups of the firm’s shows.
.

NBC

was
Jack

Andy-Edgar

.

Benny)

7 (as
debacle,

IIS

at

was hoped Heidt would regain lo.st ground by moving
him back to 10:30. But the
Hoopers would indicate that

I

it

31.

Gordon Thompson, assistant genmanager for KFYO here has

'

eral

been appointed the outlet’s general
in an announcement made
by O. L. Taylor, general manager,
replaces DeWitt
Landis, who goes to KICA. Clovis,
N. M. in which he has a substantial

manager

Thompson

with Griffith in the operation of
stock interest
KWFT. Wichita Falls.

to

,

the “habit” factor is gone. In
place of the average 14 Hooper, Heidt’s only snaring a 7
average. The new Hooper gives
him a 10 6, but that represents
a 5.4 hike over the previous

1

1

.

.

.

WGN

.

.

.

.

.

'

*

•

to air a special documentary June 3 on 400th anni of Book of
Prayer at Medinah temple with special feature team of writer Francis
Coughlin, producer Ed Kahn and narrator John Mallow.
Film actor
James Edwards guested by WBBM’s John McCormick
KING station
manager Hugh Feltis in town from Seattle, and hosted by4he Walker
Co. nation reps at press party.
Mary Afflick, producer of “Tom Mix
tor Gardner agency, has shifted
her office to midwest Mutual after
tangle with WGN moguls
ABC veepee John Norton to New York
wr conferonce
Cowboy singer Dave Denney signed with WLS for
national Bani Dance appearances
.WIND promotion head Jimmie
Spanos bowing out of Chi radio for an np''ncy spot in Gotham. •••
(Continued on page 40)
.

'

tally.

CHICAGO

.

.

.

,

'

.

.

stjmzas

his

NBC. Back

After the Sunday
succe.s.sor

.

•

10:30 Sun-

the

•

.

.

Bergon-Fred Allen parlay.
Heidt was knocking off 14, 15
and 16 Hoopers.

AM

KFYO

’n’

since

.

.

I

*Habit’ Factor

Horace Hcidt
switchback to the
day night period on
in the days when
.still
riding
high

•

revived by Don Daviss with Phyllis Parker pounding out the scripts
John Hamm of Biow says of television: “We should have quit when
we were even” (referring, of course, to radio)
Lynn Castile, onetime
Broadway stage actress, is landing the town’s top names for her KHJ
stripper, “Lynn Looks at Hollywood”
Ben Alexander has another
audience pickup show coming up called “The Perfect Husband”
Garry Moore will be tested next month for simulcasting so Eversharp
can get 'Take It Or Leave It” on the tele
ABC
screens next season
in auditions to fill the summer gaps.
Donald O’Connor,
n
Barbara
Eiler and Sam Edwards will be in two of the situash comedy
.

Eyebrow-lifter to the trade
what has been happening

to

slated for a June 5 preem.
Under the old contract CB.S had
been paying $5,000 a week for
“Ignorant's” sustaining ride, but
the web regarded it as stiff coin.
New contracts have been worked
out on alternate basis, depending
on whether it goes TV solo or gets
a continued
pickup as well.
is

.

.

AM When

radio package ‘‘It Pays to Be
Ignorant,” currently heard Sunday
nights, is up in the air. with likelihood that the network will drop
it
in favor of its video version,

.

radio, pictures and television, the only triple-threater among the juves
....“Meet Mi.ss Julia,” a matinee favorite before the war, i.s being

j

I

.

.

i

May

I

in San Francisco
Sid Strotz hustled east for talks with
Niles Trammell on the big giveaway that will .slug it out with Jack
Benny next fall. July 10 takeoff date is now official, but size of the
pot and emcee are still indefinite ... Ralph Edwards was relieved of a
delicate problem last Tuesday by the widow of a war vet on “This Is
Your Life,” killed in an auto accident between taping and broadcast
time. She asked that his voice be carried on the airing ... “Suspen.se”
will be Ampexed for the first time on June 2 broadcast so that Joan
Crawford won’t be jittered by a studio audience, which is why she
isn’t on radio more often
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, George “Gabby”
Hayes and Art Rush cast for commercial tieups in connection with their
Quaker Oats show, which is firmly committed through December
Carlton Morse may sell “One Man’s Family” In five 15’s for matinee
time if the right deal comes along. Night time price for half-hour show
was $7,500
Art Marquette passed a few hours in town on way back
to New York from Frisco
Bob Hawk is moving here in the fall
Michael Chapin, 12, is the busiest moppet in town and bicycles among
.

j

.

New members include Kenyon
Brown and others now as.sociated

.

.

'

I

KEPO

.

Frank Samuels, who moved in as western division manager for ABC
when Don Searle moved out, now sports the title pf veepee. His former
sales job goes to Bob Laws, one time sales production manager for the

!

FCC to H. J. Griffith, sole owner of
for the assignment of the
outlet to a new group in which he
will retain 52.25% intere.st in the
outlet. Price was said to be $345,000.

HOLLYWOOD

I

I

Approval has been given by the

.

.

WMGM

[

I

.

I

;

I

.

stint will

,

Sale
May 31.

.

.

i

KEPO’s 345G Stock

.

.

.

municipal station with commercials deleted
(Grace Johnsen, ABC
continuity acceptance manager, attending week-long Advertising Federation of America confab in Hou.ston .. .James Roosevelt, currently
doing a weekly gab stanza for ABC, left for Europe Friday (27). While
overseas he’ll transcribe the Sunday newscasts
Ray Heatherton will
replace John Gambling on the latter’s 6-7 a.m. program while the veteran
emcee makes a three-week tour of England. His 7:15-8 a.m.

i

ments.”

cast.

.

,

I

free time.
We would, of course,
be willing to have them buy time
for this program or announce-

.

.

•

which

.

KFWB

“Young Widder Brown”

1

|

outfit is a commercial organization,
we feel it has no right to expect

.

Thesper Patty Pope, who
Alan MacAteer new to
Jim Goss and Fred Barron have joined
“Front Page Farrell” players
“Lora Lawton” today (Wed.) starts its
.seventh year on the air.
Program was originated and is produced by
Frank and Anne Hummert
.“It’s Your Life,” award-winning health
series sponsored by Johnson & Johnson in Chicago, will be heard over
WNYC. Arrangements are being made for airing the program on the

j

^

plussed to receive this letter when
we have on the air an insurance
company which is paying good
money for the time. As long as an

.

.

debuts Sunday (5) replacing Amos ’n’ Andy.
is Mrs. Petrie, accompanied her husband

i

TO

TV

.

&

Chicago, May 31.
rrsKtaTon. ‘he Con.n,isaion set aside a revoeaThe Rockefeller Foundation and
either in this .bill or, possibly, in tion order issued for non-compli
ance of technical requirements and the U. of Illinois will hold a twoother legislation.”
He said there is little doubt declared that damages caused by week international Institute of
Communications Art here, June
that procedural amendments to the
hurricane and flood had been in 27-July 9.
Taking part in the
Federal Communications Ac^ ard
responsible.
large part
seminar on education by radio
‘‘It is my hope,”
badly needed.
Siepmann, comCharles
will
be
hurriviolent
said
a
station
committee
our
The
‘‘that
declared,
he
can and will consider this bill cane last September knocked down munications head of New York U.;
Dr, Paul Lazarsfeld, head of Copromptly.”
one of its towers and a second hur- lumbia U.’s Bureau of Applied
Among provisions of the bill is ricane,
a few weeks later, knocked
one that would empower each com- down two more. Then, after the Social Research: Lyman Bryson,
missioner to appoint a legal a.s- hurricanes subsided, it related, the CBS public affairs director; Seymour Siegel, New York City’s
istant at $10,000 a year. Another
inundated by flood waters radio director, and other Ameriprovision would prohibit the secrewhich surrounded its transmitter can, Canadian and European edutary of the FCC, the chief enand antenna site, and the construc- cators and broadcasters.
gineer, the chief accountant, the
tion company refused to go ahead
Attendance at the sessions is by
general counsel and the legal as- with the pre-flood contract.
invitation only. The institute will
sistants from practicing before the
As a result, said WINZ, it was cover questions of public service
FCC within a year after resigning
forced to make temporary repairs radio,
of
mass-education
goals
from the Commission
The panel provisions would which later ^iled to pass ^CC in- radio, and non-commercial broadstation claimed it casting.
The
spection.
invitation
declares
The
divide the FCC into two groups of
spent over $18,000 to reps r that the next few years will be
throe members each, one of which
hurricane damapes and that it critical ones for educational radio
would be devoted to
and TV
is
now
operating in conformity because the medium, under the
and the other handling common
carrier
operations.
The staffs with FCC standards. Other infrac- Impact of television, is more su^
tions prior to the hurricanes, it ad- ceptible
would be reorganized into three
to new ideas.
vised, have been corrected.
Integrated
divisions,
each with
The station, owned by Jonas
legal, engineering' and accounting
main studio at the 14 Stations Join Texas
personnel to function on the basis Weiland, has its
Hollywood Beach hotel and an
of principal workload operations.
The Senator pointed out that his auxiliary studio in Miami Beach.
Pub. Service Co. Network
measure is the product of several
Amarillo, Tex., May 31.
years of work by himself and other
A
new web comprising 14 outlets
DETROIT,
B.ACK
members of his committee. Hearin three southwest states to be
ings were held on .some of the
known as “Your Public Service Co.
provisions in previous years and
BILINGUAL
Network” has been launched to
other sections have been proposed
Detroit, May 31.
handle a new series Of programs to
by the Commission from time to
originate
here starting June 5 from
Foreign language broadcasts will
time.
KGNC.
return to WJLB after a lapse of
Programs will be sponsored by
13 months, it was announced Sat- the Southwestern Public Service
Station Managers In
urday (28) by John L. Booth, presi- Co., with headquarters here and
dent of Booth Radio Stations, Inc.. will be fed to outlets in Texas, Oklahoma and New Mexico. AirBeef Over Cnffo Time
Decision was made following a priings are the tran.scribed program
vate survey, showing there is a “Hymns of the World” and
feature
For Potential
large foreign speakfng population John Charles Thomas and the
Growing trend of potential spon- in need of radio service in their Kings Men.
•ors looking for cuffo time is be- own tongue. Booth said.
Monte Rosenwald of the SouthIng hit by stations which have reHe pointed out that the Detroit west Advertising Agency will anceived a letter from the Mutual area is rated as the third largest nounce the airings and the comLife Insurance Co. of N. Y. Insur- foreign language market in the mercials which will be done “live”
ance outfit is offering a .series of U. S. WJLB is the only Detroit from the KGNC studios.
14 quarter-hour disks on health area .station carrying foreign lanStations to air the .series include
resented as ‘‘an eduactional pub- guage programs.
KGNC, here; KHUZ, Borger;
E c service.”
Polish, Italian, Jewish, German, KXIT, Dalhart; KDDD, Dumas;
Attitude of stations is that com- Greek and Lithuanian will start the KFYO, Lubbock; KPND, Pampa;
mercial outfits should pay for the parade of bilingual programs.
KPAN, Hereford: KVOP, Plaintime. They point to the precedent
view and KVOW, Littlefield, in
of Metropolitan Life Insurance
Texas. KICA, Clovis; KGFL. RosCo., which sponsors a newscast and ‘Ignorant’
Go Off
well; KSVP, Artesia and KAVE,
uses its commercials for the same
Carlsbad, N. M. and KGYN, Guykind of public health pitch.
K
TV’er Preems man, Okla.
Program director of one N. Y.
Fate of the Tom Howard CBS
Indie squawked: ‘‘We were non-

AM

AM

and
children’s and women’s
Lilian Okun, writer-producer of
stanzas, planes Saturday (4) for England, where she will look over BBC
Stan Lomax celebrating his 15th anni on the air with gue.ststudios.
Leonard Reeg, who has been acting as
programs
ers on other
ABC’s eastern program manager, has been appointed to the post perwill
over the scripting chores on Procter
take
Julian Funt
manently
Gamble’s “Young Dr. Malone” June 27, vice David Driscoll
Harry
of
Warners’
on the Coast, due in
Maiziish, general manager
Gotham this weekend on 'station biz .. George Petrie returns from
Europe this week, where he made the film “Swiss Tour,” to play the
lead for the second consecutive year on CBS’ “Call the Police,” which
.

1

A

.

indie’s account exec.

^

Educational Aspects Of

caused a radio station in Hollywood, Fla., to violate its engineer-

WINZ

.

Tlie

Washington, May 31.
The Federal Communications
Commission was asked last week
to recognize acts of God as having

station

.

.

on Violations

ing regulations.

27 broadcast aboard the U. S. Navy giant
.“America’s Town Meeting” marked its

..

Gladys Bunim, of CBS engiDick Kollmar to fly to Italy in June
neering dept., wed David Schreiber, Drake-Nas.sau Corp. exec, Friday
breaking
in
their
Menjous
12-year-old son, Peter, as a
Adolph
(27) ...
Bert Andrews, kudosed with
thesper on WOR’s “Meet the Menjous”.
the Cliff Allston Award of Merit, guests on Johnny Kane’s WEVD show,

CLAYTON BRACE

Hurricane ‘Act of God’

!

.

.

Claiming

In Plea

.

.

14th birthday yesterday (Tues.) with press-cocktail party... Arthur
Hull Hayes, CBS ’Frisco v.p., in town for visit last week
Mariners
Quartet has signed contract to record exclusively for Columbia

.

Fla. Station

May

transport, the Con.stitution

,

.

,

YORK CITY

Arthur Godfrey did his

LLD.

Cincinnati, May 31.
James D. Shouse, president of
the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
will be honored with a Doctor of
of
Laws degree by. the University
..
,
„
,
,
at the 82d graduation,
Kentucky
exercises Friday night in Loxington, when vice president Alben
Barkley delivers the commencement address.
!

Sen. McFarland told the Senate
he hopes to get action on the bill
this session and will call a meeting of a sub-committee this week
to plan hearings. He said that the
bill is confined to organizational
problems and was in part drafted
sHer consultation with the FCC.
It provides for division of the FCC
Into panels, both on the commission and staff levels. He said he
has avoided controversial matters
In his measure ‘‘simply because the
most urgent and pressing problem
of the Commission today deals with
If legisIts internal oragnization
lative or substantive matters of
policy are found necessary, it is

El Paso. Tex.,

ISEW

IIS

Communications Commission hori-

I949

.

.

.

1

|

—

»

1

MIO
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STUDIO SHORTAGE STYMIES N. Y.
Eversharp Scrap Bluntc:'
ouster of radio-consrious Martin L.
Straus, 2d. as chairman of the board of Kversharp, which created
week’s
annual
stockholder meeting, will have its
last
at
a flareup
repercussions in terms of the company’s radio programminit. Parbalance
in
the
is the Sunday night "Take It Or
hanging
ticularly
It’s

Radio and tele are being hit by
housing shortage in N. Y..
with the lack of studio facilities
forcing some rehearsals and auditions into the early hours of the
morning and occasionally requiring
one web to borrow a theatre from
another. Most severely afl’ected at
the moment are NBC and CBS.
with DuMont and WPIX. N. Y..
a criticai

,

{

!

I

on the decision.

With both Straus and Folsom out of the Eversharp picture, howthe way is seen clear for Blow to fulfill his plan. (Agency
topper’s original blueprint encompassed a switchover of both "Take
It" and Philip Morris’ Horace Heidt program, both bracketed back-

I

'

'

Changes in ComFs, Program Formats
BERT BRILLER

I

this sea.son.

!

WOR.

Present

'

pattei-n

thinking

to

is

drop

AM

as an
airer and
for TV pre.sentution in

it

|
'

Ad Salvo, Giving
Radio New Heart
'

^
!

|
*

!

New Mex Standoff

market.

money.

One answer

to the space dilemma is building up other cities as
production centres to feed the

Arises in Getting

eoun-

The 5,000,000 letters O’Donreceives and answers every

NBC

reportedly axed its Chi
heavily in order to invest
valuable info about
the coin saved in increa.sed video
listening preferences and peeves.
CBS-TV program chief
output.
Mail must be eyed carefully, beCharles Underhill has been looking
cause beefs are frequently buried.
over WBKB, the web’s new Windy
Washington. May 31.
But the scrutiny is worthwhile.
ABC’s battle to get KOB. Albu- City affiliate, it is believed, to deO’Donnell adds, because 15% of querque. off the 770 kc channel of termine what shows can be originthe missives
are influential in WJZ. New York, gets more com- ated there. J. L. Van Volkenburg.
changing commercials or program plicated every day. Recently, the CBS-TV v.p.. is reported on a sim format. For example, analysis of
w'eb told the FC'C' it should require ilar scouting mission al KTTV. Los
mailbags dispatched to “20 Ques- the New Mexico outlet to move up Angeles.
(Continued on page 40)
to 1030 kc. where it was originally
Hinterland to Rescue?
Last week, the web oblicensed
Chi will become increasingly imjected to allowing KG,\, Spokane,
j u
,
because j^ro
R is reasoned,
o Slav on 1030 kc. where it wants
costs arc lower and recent
KOB to shift. In the meantime, duetion
originations free
cutbacks in
the Commission just went ahead
studios for video use. In addition,
and gave KOB anothei threetoppers who have made swings
month extension to use 770.
the country lately report
has been telling broad- around
F'C'C'
that the hinterlands are griping
casters for some time that the
“mary good shows are
their
that
(’lieslerfield has bought Thur.s- question of the ultimate use of
overlooked and that if they
da.v night at 10 on NBC for a half1030 and 770 will be determined being
New York they would
from
came
is
decision
hour Perry Como musical show. when the clear channel
Which means that the ciggie com- made, supposedly al the forthcom be picked up." ABC is originating
series from Chi
its
of
many
Regional
pariy plans to drop its five-nights-a- ing
.American
North
week 7 o’clock NBC program on Broadcasting .\greement negotia- and Detroit, particularly its kid
space for vidmore
free
to
strips,
Canada.
in
September
W'hich Peggy Lee and Jo Stafford tions in
alternate as costars. Chesterfield Permission to other than the domi- casts.
offered
is the
solution
.Another
and
Boston
WBZ.
will also showcase Como in a once- nant stations.

webs.

"AM

year contain

All but a very few outfits said
that their ad budgets for ’49 will
be "the same or higher" than in
’48.
One-third of the busine.sses
declared they are upping their
.some
sales and ad expenditures
as much as 30%-50% higher than

j

An

year.

last

new media

increa.sed

interest

being shown, with
the larger firms giving greater atin

i

is

i

Buys

into

adver-

is based
on
(Continued on page 40)

Dims

‘Light’

•

.

Como

tention to TV.
Increased coin put
tising. it’s reported,

Time

P

5 Yesrs inis Sumninr

17

"Eternal
Theological

AM

for 1st
TL* P

I

In

thp

Light."

Jewish

Seminai-y-spon sored
is going off
this summer for the first time in
five years. During the Id-week layoff period, the Seminary is putting
discussion
low-budgeted
on
a
Average weekly tab for
stanza.
"Eternal Light” has been Sl.OOO.
even though NBC has been furnishing the time, director and orches-

Sunday airer on NBC.

Musical

AM

!

weekly television show on NBC.
Present occupant of Thursday
«t
10 is Camel’s “Screen Guild
Players” but Camel has yet to offi(iall> relinquish the time, creating something of a poser.
Chesterfield’s
’49-’.50
network
spread now reads as follows: Bing
Cro.sby on CBS; Arthur Godfrey’s
niorniiig stanza

Lux

promoting its ncwe.sl
“Major” (named

Rank
)

2
3
4
a

!

I'M receiver, the

get $100,000,
be used in
space.
"'•11

for

$39.95.

and ac-

6
7
8
9
10
1

!

I

I

retails

«ord»ng to H. C. Bonfig, Zenith
'eepee^ is 10 times more sensitive
•'•aM the average
of 16 eompeling
tested by Zenith engineers.

Top

Sex Angle Socks
Chi life

same dramatic

Show

ChicagO(^May
Last-minute sponsorship of

31.
"li’s

Your Life" by WMAQ station officials kayoed the show.
Producer Ben Park’s plan to present a frank discussion of sex education May 22 and ’29 for children
was given the heave-ho pending
deletion from the script of “objectionable words”
Prize-winning series had previously C(»vered such reali.stic health
medical Issue.s as blue baby operations, juvenile delinquency.
heart disease, cancer and venereal
disease.

NBC veepee 1. E. Showerman
Varifty that the rca.son for
of the program
“postponement
was it wasn’t ready for presentaHow'ever. Park is known to
tion.
be browned off at the deal, which
forced liim to substitute another
program three days before the airtold

’J

ing.

Gag aspect

of

the censoring-

is

a group of clergy had previewed the show and okayed it
wilh enthusiasm as "a good thing
for kids” Not only that, but same
idea when previously aired on “It’s

that

20

1

3
6
4
5
2
14
7
8
13
11

12
13
14
L5
16

,

i

'

17
18

19
|

20

16
12
13
10
17
21
0

24
30

Rating
Points

Homes

Change

(000

Program

Rank

j

magazines

and the balance
newspaper co-op

—Current

Previous

i

j

will

Set

Edwin H.

the

format.

in Nielsen s

17-231

;

on CBS, plus hour- Current

inventor Maj.
Armstrong).
National

(Continued on page 40)

Negotiations Stave Off

Chicago, May 31.
Radio has appropriated’

FM

Vanguard
(A]>ril

Zenitb’sSSOGFMPhig

lor

Still in

|

iilanza.

SJaO.OtK) for

NBC, using

on

some time during

Your Life” drew a three-to-on«
favorable respon.se from listeners.

night program; Perry Como’s half-hour NBC
radio show, and the Como video

Zenith

In the fall “Light” will probably
al.so emerge as a television stanza

(Continued on page 40)

(Continued on page 40)

TV Wednesday

long

tra.

at

the term of the lea.se, especially if
there are no gross profits for sevThe methods of exerteral years
ing control may be so subtle and
difficult of proof that the Commission is unwilling to approve a
transfer by lease agreement with
a consideration the size of whicii
dependent upon the future
is
operation of the facilities by the
licensee.”
The Commis.sion revealed that

—

staff

WJZOfftheKOB

Chesterfield

WMTW

prises. Inc., in consideration for
a five-year rental agreement plus
25*^^ of the gross billings in ex-

compelling

Thcre is good news for radio
and tele in a survey of the sales
promotion and advertising campaigns of 190 big companies conducted by the National Industrial
Conference Board. The study, to
(Thurs.),
be released tomorrow
reports widespread intensification
of sales, ad and promotion eflibrts
in anticipation of keener competition and return of the buyers’

I

O’Donnell has come up with
some revealing data. For example
the 70.000 letters he has received
on the televersion of “Stop the
Music” represents the biggest file

profits.

Pointing out that Yankee will
'.c
a loss on a deal unle.ss it
.hares in the profits of the le.s.see,
the Commi.ssion said “The- temptation to minimize the loss may be

!

'

properly. Radio personalities al.so
agree that it pays oflf to make
friends with the folks.”

in the

Big Guns Fire

i

,

(AM and TV), “Charade
“Life Begins at 80” and
“Small Fry.”
“People in the industry,” asserts
O’Donnell, “used to think that
anyone who wTote in was nuts. But
now the importance of mail is
taken as a foregone conclusion;
also the value of answering it

under a lease arrangement
which it would share in the
The web had applied for
permission
to
transfer
W.\.\B
Worcester.
Ma.ss.,
and
Portland. Me
to
Radio Enterby

a
as
’o the public interest

AM

!

ohOW

j

I'"
tions

.

“Superman"

I

^

Quiz,”

names

is

!

Music"

nell

Fade

Robert Maxwell’s “Superman”
scheduled to go off the Mutual
roster in the near future
Show
has been carried as a sustainer

•

In the fall of ’48, the tele net had to
use two more
studios partInilaf
Riif
time, 3B for the “Arrow Show” and
aVlflll ridllS inOcI Dili
6D for the “Gulf Road Show .”
r\
1*
PI
r*
I
the
Admiral Broadway ReUaytline
ravored Then
V
VrilA**
AMri
vue”
came along and
NBC took
Kraft’s plans for next season are over the International theatre on
still nebulous (company has canColumbus Circle on a three-year
celled Al Jolson’s Thursday night
lease.
“Music Hall" stanza (. but indicaToday NBC’s studios are again
tions are that the NBC' nighttime
the seams^ The Pathe
period will be dropped in ^avor burning at
building
is being used for almost
of a daytime show. NBC' appears
all daytime shows, with the camto have the edge on the new proeras shifting from one set to the
gram time.
next stanza’s layout. Situation is so
Kraft is still trying to determine tight that cameras and equipment
w'hether a w'oman’s commentary
from Thursday evening .shows are
session, a cro.ss-the-board serial or
moved during the night and set up
some other type show would best in the International to be ready for
suit the company’s purpose.
rehearsal Friday morning. In some
cases, mobile equipment has to be
used during rehearsals. All the
moving of scenery, cameras and
lights costs heavily in time and

Vy^ti Dljmc

that
service
letter-answering
handles such shows as ”20 Questions." “Juvenile Jury,” “Stop the

try.

MBS

.

During 1948 listeners penned
more than 70,000,000 pieces of
mail to the jjetworks, stations,
stars and programs on the air.
That's the e.stiifiate of Bernard
O’Donnell, head of Radioland, the

of set -owners’

of

WMTW

Washington. May 31.
The Federal Communications
Commission
last
week turned
thumbs down on a request bv Yan-

—

\% Of

t

By

and

‘

TV on Eve

WAAB,

the fall.
However. Maxwell is ce.ss of $12,000 per four-week
period during the term of the
Typical of the problem is NBC- confronted with the poser of find- lease.
TV. One year ago the net had only ing someone fov the lead role who
denying the transfer, the
In
two TV studios
3H and RG in will emerge as a believable SuperCommission concluded that the
It’s po.ssible that Maxwell
Radio City. When the video boom man.
provision
for sharing in the profits
may
come
with
up
an animated
really got under way the web had
along lines of Para- constituted a right to participate
to take over studio 6B for the Mil- character
in
the
business
of the stations and
mount’s
“Superman”
caidoon
seton Berle show and acquired the
“offer.s
the opportunity to perRKO-Pathe studio at Park ave. and ries.
suade. coerce or control the le.ssee
106th street for dramatic stanzas.
in such
manner
to be inimical

i

Mail Reaction Influences

ABC

cramped.

al.so
I

of

‘Superman’ Mulled For

N. Y.. which have a joint TV centre
on West 66th street, are feeling the
pinch to a lesser degree.

J

back.l

to

To Dispose

SAME PROBLEAA

Leave It” show. /
Of perhaps equal significance is the fact that Frank Folsom,
president of RCA, has also exited the Eversharp board of directors.
A couple of months back, when Milton Blow, whose agency handles
the Eversharp biz, made a pitch to move “Take It" over to CBS
to climb aboard the Columbia bandwagon in the web’s Sabbath
night program ascendancy, it was Folsom who put up an argument
in favor of the show’s retention on NBC, with Straus going along
with f'olsom

FCC Nixes Yankee Network Bid

WLBS HAVL

ALL

anticipated that the

Lux Radio Theatre
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts
Fibber and Molly
My Friend Irma ...*.
Walter Winchell
Jack Benny

ll.OGl

29 4

8.578

22.8

^

207

3'''^’“

20

7.4*2
7.299

Bob Hope
Mr. Keen

6

Suspen.se

6, .209

Mystery Theatre
FBI in Peace and War

6,509
6

o./.io

Inner S.inctum
Mr. and Mrs. North

6.321
6,283
6.133

•

Crime Photographer
Mr. District Attorney

Sam Spade
People Are Funny

Amos

’n’

This

Is

.

Andy

Big Story

Your FBI

•

•

•

5.643
5.493

—2.0
— 17
40

1

1

—2 0

19 7

1.2

—

194
184

—5.2

17.9
17.3
17.3
17.0
17.0
16.8
16.7
16.3
15.1
15.0
15.0
15.0
14.6

—2.4
—1.7
—0.7

406

—
—0.7
—
1.1

—

1.2
1.0

—2.3
—2.4
—1.3
—3.9
—0.9
—4) .5

WOR Technician Strike
Threat of a walkout by technical
personnel at WOR. N. Y.. evaporated this w'cek as the N.itional
.Assn of Broadcast Engineers and
Technicians agreed to continue negotiations with station execs for a
new pact covering almut 100 em-

NABET spokesman deployees.
clared that as long as Bernard
Forman, of the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service, kept the
discussions rolling, the union would
not resort to strike action.
Dispute centers around NABET’s
for a wage hike for WOR’s
engineers and sound effects men.
the union is asking
understood
It’s
for a 10 to 15% boost, tightened
seniority and security provisions
and severance pay. Negotiation!
are continuing this week.

demand

,

Wednesday, June

FCC Kevives’

May

Sees Big Possibilities in Color Video
Washington, Mav

31.

told
the
KCC la.st
that theatre television is
‘Crystal Ball’ Fades
now “sufficiently advanced and
“Through the Crystal Ball,” half- adequately proven to warrant it
*
hour Monday night dance senes introduction to the American
pubbankrolled by Ford dealers via lic as a new medium of entertainCBS-TV, will be yanked following ment.”

week

TV

No Ul. Auto
Federal Communications CommisSpringfleld, 111., May 31.
sion on procedure for lifting the
Legislature here put the kibosh
television freeze was regarded in
sets for Illinois drivtelevision
on
many quarters here as one of the ers by slapping down a» bill
hill which
smartest things the agency has
installation of sets
permit
would
done in a long time. Coupled with in autos where drivers could view
the
..
•qual accent on opening of
UHF band, the statement won
Sprinkling of House members
friends and silenced critics. And
the measure 100 0.
downed
buried in the news was the last
FCC
paragraph admission by the
mat the freeze won’t end until “late
fall’’ (which might be early winter).
Filin
In serving notice that it proposes

1

'

,

In a progress report filed in supnext week’s (6) program. J. Walter
Thompson ad agency, which han- port of a request to continue exdles the account, Is scouting for a perimental operations with microreplacement but so far has not wave relays, the company

;

—

found one.
New Ford dealers .show, it
hoped, will take the air on June

said the
basic problems are pretty well
licked but it wants to do further

.

is

20.

research on techniques for transmission and development of equipment.
The company reported big possibilities from further experimentation to consider the use of color.
It expressed the belief that color
might be made available to the
general
public
in
the
theatre
“long before it could be proven

ABC Evolves

lo substantially expand television

the television freeze, as indicated by its policy statement
last

week:

—

Issuance of proposed allocations covering use
of present and ultra-high frequency band.
Aug. 9 Deadline for filing
comments or alternative pro-

July 8

BILL HARRINGTON
using films in integrated series rather than the haphazard skedding that obtains on'
many video stations. According to
the plan evolved by Nat Fowler,
the web’s film director, a half-hour
on Monday is devoted to travel pix,
a half-hour on Tuesday is given
over to comedy followed by 30

—

posals.

for

Lucky Strike

June 4th on

ABC-TV

—

Aug. 22 Hearings begin to
receive testimony on allocations and consider proposals
on color.
Sept. 5 Oral arguments on
same.
“Late fall” Final decision
(end of freeze).

is

—

cigarettes starting
Coast to Coast.

NBC

DuMont-ND Pact

Vocalian Rscording Artist
(Subsidiary of Dacca)

Mystery

Exclusive Management

RKO

Building,

Industry

New York

20

Wary

Effect

Of

^

RCA

week
have sewed up five

ND

a total of $50,000.

Since

UHF, Color
Television

set

manufacturers
,

antec SclusiWty iS New York dS?.
allocations by opening up the ultra- ing that period. Fowler also hanhigh frequency band and that it dles purchases f o r the web s
will license color if the industry owned-and-operated out ets in Chi,
can make it work on six mega- Detroit ^and San Francisco, which
lowered costs.
cycles and “ordinary” receivers, the results
Commission struck pay-dirt in at
of 1 ^ cIiptS nix
Conleast one important area
TY. .i>>eanClara
Gtoria
Chairman Johnson of the
iress
fourid industry officials;: as
stars.
other
pre-sound
A while,
Bow
and
Henate Committee on Interstate
much
at odds on the question, as
Foreign
Commerce, who similar program last year, with a they were during the so-called
|md
lambasted the agency not long ago transcribed musical background,
color fight in 1947.
for restricting competition in tele- proved highly successful, Fowler
Roundup of the top N. Y. retail
says.
(Continued on page 42)
revealed no indications
Occasionally an individual film outlets
sales. .Merwith go^ drawing power is used. thus far of a slump in
are pessimistic, nonechandisers
On Friday (3) WJZ-TV will screen
Signs Ken Murray
“The Spirit of Youth,” with retired theless, declaring it is still too
heavyweight champ Joe Louis in , C'^rly to tell. Their chief concern
For ‘Blackouts’ on TV;
the lead role. The all-Negro pic IS the wide coverage given the
FCC announcement in last week’s
is being shown, Fowler explains,
I

m

j

I

**^^*^^

i

;

•tanz;a will be
aiyl the Sir

whodunit

DODGE DEALERS BACK
ST. LOO 30-GAME SKED

an hour presentation
Arthur Conan Doyle

series will be a 30-minute

St.

ftanza.

The

Louis,

:

consumer press. Even though all
played
the
story
newspapers
averring

the

May

31.

Dodge

.

[

announce-

ment indicated present channels
would not be disturbed, retailers

|

rights to two properties, Ken Murray’s “Blackouts” and “Sherlock
Holmes,” for the web, Ken Murray

i

straight,

understanding.

_

i

ABC

j

_

|

DuMont

.snagged a sponsor,
bankroll them
still

;

sULon

because of the current interest in

yet

|

;

i

not

!

|

j

Also ‘Sherlock Holmes’

games tor

i

riding the crest of
created by st«d‘ly
declining prices and the current
extremely
are
season,
baseball
effect on set sales that
y
FCC statement on a
J
potential opening of the ultrafrequencies might have. Commission’s movc to open new chan-

boom

i

last

2. In view of improvements in
the image orthmon television camera tube, “it appears that the gonRCA might
over the DuMont web. That would eration of a theatre television picsomething of a mystery, ture tube of suitable quality is not
however, in view of the fact that only possible but practical.
3. The direct projection method
RCA is the parent company of
NBC and has confined its TV spon- of large screen television ha.s desorship activities to that web until veloped sufficiently to warrant denow'.
sign of commercial equipment for
Deal, closed with ND’s athletics theatre installation.
veepee Rev. John H. Murphy by
4. While the film storage method
DuMont’s sports chief, Leslie G. of theatre video has advantage!
Arries, includes the five top Irish over direct projection, there art
games, including the North Caro- certain fundamental difficulties in
lina contest at Yankee Stadium, tone reproduction and a serious
N. Y., Nov. 12. According to Ar- problem of from 30 frames per
ries, DuMont’s 16 stations on the second
picture
the motion
to
east and midwestem nets will carry standard of 24 frames.
the games live, while 12 to 15 nonbetween
frequencies
5. The
interconnected outlets will carry 6,000 and 10,000 me in the microthe film transcriptions the follow- waves would be most adaptable
ing day.
Arries is now trying to for theatre television.
line up five other major college
games on open dates to provide a
full 10-game schedule.
Film Operators Union
Four ND contests played at
South Bend are to be covered by
Balks Speedway Tele
WGN-TV and WBKB, both Chicago
outlets,
on alternate Saturdays.
in Indpls. Houses
DuMont’s WABD, N. Y. flagship,
will do the game from the stadium.
Indianapolis, May 31.
Whether the DuMont contract preChance for three pix firstruns to
cludes any theatres from carrying profit by interest in a video prethe games on a simultaneous live miere here was lost last w eek when
pickup ha.s yet to be determined,
Ken Collins, city manager for
Balaban & Katz Chicago theatre Gamble-Dolle, had to cancel plans
will pick up at lea.st one game and after a complaint from Art Lyday.
Po^sibly more, on its large screen business agent of the opeiators
^
for theatre patrons. wdu-d mana- union
8^** John Mitchell is aiming for the
pap
Collins had announced lo papers
Nctre Dame-Southern California he would ln.sUII television sets on
me^zzamnw of the Indiana Ciiircle
„
has carried Notre Dame
and Lyric theatres so Memorial
games the pa.st two .seasons but Day filmgoers could have a look
Father Murphy wanted national at WFBM-TV’s premiere telecast
screening for the ’49 games and of the 500-mile Speedway race. Anr
novt
next
WBKB was unable to swing a net- nouncement. was withdrawn
with CBS-TV.
Hence day. Collins declaring that Lyday
DuMont and its Chi outlet. WGN- told him there would be trouble
TV, entered the picture.
with the union If he went through
with it.
Implication was that the opera-

has

retailers,

'

Charles (Bud) Barry, ABC’s TV
T.p., has wrapped up the video

reception.’*

systems, as applied to theatre
football games next fall was par- projection, it said, are deserving
tially solved this week when Du- of "serious consideration and exMont announced officially it had perimentation.”
Based on its experimentation!
both
for
rights
exclusive
the
to date, 20th reported:
live pickups and film recordings.
quality of a television
1. The
which are to be used both for post- picture having 525 scanning line.s
stations
frame
will approach that of
video
per
over
showings
game
35m professional motion picture
gi>i^ ii^ theatres
j

.

Fowler believes that hit-or-miss
film programs hurt both video and
films. On the other hand, planned
skedding attracts viewers and
forms regular viewing habits. All
product is bought as part of 13
week ?velGs and the^ di?tHbs Rua^^^

Sink

home

JfasibJe

i

,

On

ligious films.

—

who obtained the
to Notre Da

of

rights

television

DOUG STORER

minutes of features on art. A slot
on Wednesday is set aside for documentaries and another period on
Thursday for sports, while a Sunday evening program uses only re-

—

RCA’s Poser In

SinKing star “Your Hit Parade”

Pattern for Video

Lift

Washington. May 31.
Here is an approximate timetable on FCC plans for lifting

31.

20th-Fox

Surprise inclusion of color in
the
last week’s policy statement by

Time-Table on Freeze

I949

Theatre TV Ready, 2flth-Fox Tells FCC;

Question of Color

While Being Bearish on Freeze Lift
Washington.

1,

Preem

recalled the recent fracas aroused
by Zenith Radio ads regarding the
ultra-high
frequencies.
voiced the fear, consequently, the
public might become confused to
where they would fear buy?

They

'

Dealers are
sets.
sked of 30 televised
On the color Question CBS
cardmals baseball games played
ner, Dave Segal. The show, which
which led the fight
for
— trichro^
Snortsmans *Park Uliva
and broadcast
4/1 waVAVnOL
..
has been at Hollywood’s El Capitan
WBKB
video two years ago and
by KSD-TV
Both day and night
theatre since June. 1942, is now
games are broadcast with J Roy would thus expectedly be most Ingetting a road tour for the fall
'olvcd
in
the
new
proceedings,
sports editor of the'postTV series will originate from one Stockton,
Dispatch, owner of the station, and declined to slate what stand it
WBKB
of ABC’s theatres in New York. Harold
Grams, a KSD gabber, do- would take in the upcoming hearThe televersion will use current ing the play-by-play and other iogs.
It
is
understood, though,
and old “Blackouts” material, plus stuff.
that CBS has considerably refined
new variety sketches. Meantime
is
.still
.-sim
Even with
wuu baseball
uctseucni video
vmeo a cunu
cuffo >ts color sy.stem, which *o
Murray is bringing his vaude-revue service at taverns etc the Brook- based on the sequential or “meInto the Zicgfield theatre for a iyn L»oagers.
and ..
also might
Dodgers wun
h
with jacKie
h
Jackie noDin
Robin- chanical principle,
^
''
«
to prove it could transmit
son and Roy Campanella on the
T’
Rights for
Sherlock „ were se- ro.ster, have proved to be one of color that could be picked up, as
•ured through the William Morris the best drawing cards of the sea- the FCC requires, “on the ordinary
office and Bill Fitelson, representson.
(Continued on page 42)
Ing the estate of the late Sir
tors’ union is feuding with tha
Arthur. No plans for format and
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
progcheduling will be set until a
IN CHI for jurisdiction over television
jectors and therefore won't permit
bankroller picks up the tab. It Is
Washington, May 31.
them In theatres.
being speculated, however, that
After some hesitation, Warner
Basil Rathbone, who played the
Bros, last week definitely withdrew
famous British sleuth on the air
Philadelphia,
its application with the FCC for
May
31.
Arena
Theatre Gels
and in films, may be called on to
Color television as an aid to the teaching of surgery scored a
television in Chicago. Several weeks
atar in the video program.
complete success in a special press demonstration staged at the
ago the company, in a petition for
Shakespearean Playback
Univ. of Pennsylvania medical school here today (Tues.), Dr. I. S.
dismissal
(tantamount to withRavdin, one of the doctors participating in the clo.sed-circuit transNBC-TV’s
use of the arena theadrawal), told the Commission it
Vice Durban
remission, said that the color video represented an “incalculable addidn’t want to wait for possibly tre, which bowed In with gimd
Shakevance” in medical 'education, pointing out the students watching
two years for a decision.
But sults three weeks ago via
As
President
operations on TV receivers had a better view than his assistants,
when the petition came up for speare’s “Romeo and Juliet.” is
who stood directly at his side.
formal action the firm’s counsel be given a second showcasing
David Hale Halpern, veepee of
the
Demonstration was staged by the Smith, Kline 8c French laboraasked that
Owen 8c Chappell ad agency, has
the item be “passed either June 12 or 19 with
tories as a trailer for a similar show to be held next week at the
over” until the next motions hear- Bard’s “Richard III.’’ Web s nationbeen elected American Television
American Medical Convention in Atlantic City, Dr. Peter Golding which was last Friday (27»;al production manager. Warren
Bociety prez, succeeding Charles J.
mark, CBS research chief, handled the controls on the CBS
when request to dismiss was Wade, who initiated the idea. w>'^
Durban of the U. S. Rubber Co.
mechanical color system u.sed, with the images picked up on sets
granted
Other officers elected include
again supervise production on me
on
built especially for the purpose by Zenith.
Donald E. Hyndman, Ea.stman
Questioned about the
Warners recently issued an an- show, which will be performed
availability of the system for commercial TV use, Goldmark
Kodak, veepee: Reynold R. Kraft,
nouncement in Hollywood It was * platform sans the usual stag
averred It is ready now but how soon it goes into use is up to the
NBC-TV, secretary, and Archibald
abandoning all Its television plans proscenium and without standar
industry and the FCC.
D. Braunfeld, of Braunfeld &
because the Commission had “re- curtain breaks.
Today’s demonstration comprised a Ca^'.sarlan section operation,
Simons, treasurer. Directors named
Wade had originally planned
fused” to approve its deal to purme
in which a baby girl was delivered and which took 38 minutes, and
are Durban, George Shupert, Parachase the California radio and tele- “Hamlet” as the .second m
Colors were transmitted excellently, giving the
a thyroidectomy.
mount; Ralph Austrian, indie TV
vision properties of Mrs. Dorothy series, but was forced to
^
images almost a three-dimensional effect.
Drs. Ravdin and
consultant; Maurice Strieby. AmerSchiff Thackrey. Later, it advised the Idea when he w«ts
George Hoffman, who performed the operations, did their own
ican Telephone 8c Telegraph; Edthe FCC, which has not yet acted tag a suitable actor for the
the
poised
commentary,
with
camera
about
as
two
feet
above
their
gar P. James, Mutual; Halsey V.
on the transaction, it desires to Show is to be carried
heads,
U. of P. prez Harold Stassen was on hand to host the
Barrett. DuMont, and Jerry Dancarry out iU agreement lo buy the the NBC "Drama Theatre sene-.
affair.
lig, CBS-TV.
stationa.
in the Sunday night 9 to 10
local

Deal for “Blackouts” was signed
bankrolling
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TV TO ‘DOG n” IN SUMMER FADE
Summer

Layoffs on

TV

Johnson show

will

CBS-TV
Sponsor
Ford
Ford Television Theatre
Talenl
Scouts
Lipton’s
Tea
Clodfrey’s
General Foods
Goldbergs

Mary Kay
Studio

&

Johnny

May

Auto-Lite

Town

Lincoln-Mercury
Fold Dealers
Gen. Electric

Through Crystal Ball
Fred Waring Show
Week In Review

-NBC-TV

Show

13
Indefinite
8
Indefinite
13

30

sweeping

June 3

Indefinite
June 13

July 3

Swift

June 14

Admiral

June 3

.Scouts
'

Wt'BS TV

Town WCBSTV

WfBS TV

(JoldberKS

5ii

H

•tl

«

51

.t
'.2

!i

.

Indefinite

On Projected TV

Carried on combined NBC-DuMont webs.
I

Hooper Ratings

Claim N.Y.-to>L.A. Coaxial Cable

Can Now Be Readied

in (0

Days

.

.

May

Hollywood,

.season.

;

31.

are ready to operate on a coast-to-

The only remaining

coast

basis.

work

to connect the

two coasts

is

the completion of additional booster stations.

Cable

is

now

Anti-Prejudice Cartoons

;

being

:

!

i

,

;

|

already
been
which
has
“sneaked” for New’ York view-

only.

ers

All coaxial routes from here to
N. Y. w'ere completed only recently.
Linking of the two cities was
completed when the company tied
St. Louis to Jackson, Miss., by coax in the southern end of the cable.
Route from here is via San Bernardino, Blythe, Phoenix, through
Arizona, New MeHico, Texas and
Louisiana to Jackson, thence St.
Louis, Terre Haute, Chicago, Toledo, Cleveland, Pittsburgh. Harrisburg, Philadelphia and N.Y.

on

both

“Howdy

the

ready
within the ne.xt few w'eeks. but they
don’t anticipate many sponsored
replacements for the vacationing
shows.
Harde.st hit will be CBS.

Doody” and “Small Fr>” programs.
Spots were evolved by Milton Krents and turned over to
the Advertising Council for
Musical
backdistribution.

which loses at least 10 programs
for varying lengths of time. These
include

ground for the series is furnished by Oscar Brand.

I

j

Tele Authority

section of the cable
beii.tt, used in transmission of tele
now is the northeast portion, from
N. Y. to St. Louis. There are mi-

j

;

!

By Actors

Company is using the southern
and western sections of the cable
(Continued on page 42*

HUB’S TELEVISION

STOCK TAKING
May

Latest

plan

Authority

of

for

the

a

4.\’9

Television

was

ap-

proved by the council of Actors
Equity al a special meeting last
will be reported
I(
Friday (27».
to the union's annual membership
meeting Friday (3> and to the
Chorus Kquilx annual membership
However, the
meeting June 10.
union’s acceptance of the deal IS
not sBibjcct to endorsement by the
mcnihVrship
Proposed setup worked out by
g joint committee representing the
nmst be acaffiliates
variou.s
copied by the boards of all the
include
These
unions Involved.
the American Federation of Radio
Vaof
Guild
Artists. American
Guild of
I’ioty Artists, .\merican
Screen
the
Musical Artists and
However, the latter
.Actors Guild.
organization will handle telefilms
on the Coast and is not direct 1\
concerned with the teriiis under
(Continued on page 42'

i

Boston,

Equity
,

lated.

IN

Olsen
1

31.

.

First anni of video In

area
ea

was observed here

the
this

Hub
week

In a new no»e-counting of operational video sets in Metropolitan

'

Boston.
Count revealed that sets
are being installed in the section at
the rate of nearlv 3.000 a week
with a total already of 84.300.

Since
its

three

WBZ-TV

applied the juice

tower in Allslon.
from the downtown

700-foot

miles

area, a year ago, to be followed
WNAC-TV, the city lias
experienced plenty of growing
pains.
ROIZMAN’S SWITCH TO TV
But the consensus now is
that the worst Is over.
Morris Roizman. senior film ediWhile neither WBZ nor WNAC tor at March of Time for the last
inlnimizes the headaches involved six years, ha re.<igned to go into
n video, both h.ve been surprised leleWsion.
to find that the expenses have not
He had been with MOT since its
proved as astronomical as first an- earliest days, being film cutter
tlcipated.
Time rates, established originally and later heading the
(Continued on page 42)
film editing department.

ahortly by

^

,

Hooper’s calls to telephone homes
up a greater percentage of
homes viewing TV than would he

Scenic Artists

the case if a cro.ss-section sample
F’urof all homes was contacted

”

'

Goldbergs.”

(which the Buick-sponsored

&

Johnson stanza

will

re-

“Admiral Broadwav Revue.”
Bob Smith’s “Gulf Road Show,”
place).

“Kukla. Fran and Ollie." “Swift
Show,” "Author Meets the Critics,”
“Leave It to the Girls” and “Fire”
side Theatre

ABC will be in a comparatively
position, since few of its
sponsored shows plan to take off
for
the summer. Web’s strong
Thursday night lineup remains intact. including Admiral and Old
Gold on “Stop the Music.” TimeLife on "Crusade in Europe” and
Pal Blades on “New'i Story of the
Week.” With a later start than
the other webs, however. ABC had
fewer sponsored programs to begin with.
DuMont loses out on its
share of the ’’Admiral Broadway
Revue.” which the upcoming
„ “Cavalcade of Stars." to be bankrolled
by 10 major drug store chains, will
partially recoup
Plans for other
DuMont spon.sored progiruns have
not been .set.
better

,

^hj^rrnore.

they

telephone

home

Hooper

allege.

Find TV Haven

s

sample, located in
Television

Swope,

Jr., to

NBC-TV

Herbert Ba\ard Swope. Jr., onetime chief of rcmole pickups for
CBS television, has joined .\BC-

TV

as

rsUff

diVectoi-

sports and special events
pickups but will also be associated
with general production work.
Swope
CBS.
leaving
After
several
of
direction
handled

some

P'®1^'-'P^

D>lly

Ne«V WPtX

producer
N.

Y.

He

office

Productions,
’fit.

the
a.,

an

.V

md.e

later headed up the
of John Sutherland
Hollywood film out-

Is

already providing
for scenic artists

more employment

and designers than the

legit theatre does.
Work in the video
studios is steady, whereas that In
the legit field Is extremely uneven.
At the moment. 51 members of tho
United Scenic Artists are employed
In television.
The number w'orkCarter, Joan
ing in legit varies from as many
as 90 down to little better than
‘Cayalcade’ zero.
Biggest TV show, on the basl*
Comedian Jack Carter and singer
Joan Edwards have been named to of seenic employment, Is the Adhead up the talent list of the new miral program, which provides four
“Cavalcade of Stars.” hour-long day.s’ work a week apiece for threo
variety show that tees off Saturday men. Several NBC and CBS ahowa
half thla
(4) at 9 p.m. over the DuMont web. each regularly provide
Series is being bankrolled by a spe- amount of work that is, six man-

Edwards To

Head DuMont

i

•

—

cially-formed Drug Stores Tele- days per week,
Union rates for video employvision Producers, in whi4 M 10 drug
chains have joined lo sponsor the ment are 30% less than for legit.
This margin was accepted by th«
show in various TV areas
Other talent for the preem in- union as a move to stimulate pro-,
cludes McCarthy & Farrell, toiiucs; duction in the new medium, llowactor Peter Lorre; Arnaiit Bros. <2), ever. the full pay rate will b*
and the Fontaines, adagio dancers. sought when the present contract
Sammy Spear and a l.'i-pie<e orch expires next September, according
will back the show, which is to to Rudy Karnolt, the union’s busioriginate from DuMont’s Adciphi ness manager.
.
Playhouse. N. Y. Agency for the
^
drug chains is Stanton B. hishci.
i

'

.

.

^

For Summer Hiatus

Prep ‘Mama’ for TV
alrcadv a
“I Remember Mama.
click as a novel, play and tiliii. will
bow' on television In the near future. CBS-TV Is working on a domestic comedy serie.s to be based

With

”

|

I

entire industry,

“Fred Waring Show, “Mary Kay areas where television’s developand Johnny,” “Through the Cn's- ment is presently concentrated.
no indication of the position
tal
Ball”
“GoHfrev's '"TaUnf
Scouts.” “Week In Review.” Toast of TV in the country as a whole.
Broadcasters’
argument, coiiseof the Town,” "Studio One” and
(Continued on page 42)
“Ford Television Theatre.” NBC’s
los.ses include “Texaco Star Theatre”

Of 4A’s Given OK

crowave spurs shooting off from
key points to neighboring cities,
an example being the Chicago-to
Mllwaukoe relay. Network feeling
is that the w'estem states aren’t
as important as the east, because
latter is the more densely popu-

_

“Suspense,”

i

turn

'

only

T'

,

i

vertising Council.
Council is filming the series,

I

i

j

to all tele stations throughout
the country on a cuffo basis
under sponsorship of the .\d-

.

used for long-distance phone calls

to

\

Series of one-minute public
service cartoons aimed at combatting prejudice w'ill be sent

;

CBS-TV

quantity.

As for the old films, it has been
discovered that they make for
okay video fare in the new TV
areas,
where setowners getting
their first tastes of video will b«
enthralled
by
practically
anything.
Popularity curve for th«
pictures drops as the number of
sets increase and the stations ar«
able to feed b<*tter progi'ams.
At
a result, it is feared that tw) many
of the oldies during the upcoming
hiatus period might be bad lor tho

,

,

Coaxial cable from N.Y. to L. A..
It’s now' claimed, can be readied
within 60 days if networks say they

sufficient

in

has
already showcased
several
built-at-home programs and NBCTV plans to kick off several within
the next few weeks. New musical
program featuring song.stress .Ian*
Pickens tees off tomorrow night
(Thurs.) as an on-the-air audition.
Web will also showcase soon a
Gay Nineties show starring Beatrice Kay and has on tap a new
program for moppet viewers featuring dancing.
Indie packag*
producers also will be auditioning
new shows during the summer
with an eye to snagging sponsors

Slugfest Likely

13

June 5

packages. Situation is viewed wilb
trepidation
by trade obserxeri,
who believe that audiences, at
lea.st
in
the key
metropolitan
areas, have becorpe accu.stomed to
more ambitious productions, either
live or on film.
Feeding them a
saturation diet of aged pictures,
consequently, might make them
lose their looking habits.
Despite the networks’ attempts
to concentrate on new house packages during the summer, it is believed they will be unable to till
the available time with such sliowa

.s

Ciodfre.v'9 Talent

Toast of the

.

ABC-TV
Delta Mfg.

raft of old feature films, in addition
to auditioning new
housa

W’t’BSTV
Suspense
Admiral
Broadway
vidual stations in time billings will
WNBT
llevue
WABD*
414
far exceed that figure. Despite the
44m
Godfrey & Friends WCBSTV
certainly of dim days ahead, the
WNB’I'
32.
Fireside Theatre
WCBSTV 294..;
Winner Take Ail
broadcasters are confident
that
Fred Warinu Show WCBS I V
39
spon.sors will be back in much
'Combined ratine for both stations
greater numbers for the start of
the new fall season, with most of
those taking the summer hiatus
route expected to return with bigger budgets. Broadcasters w’ho lose
out this summer, consequently.
W'ill put the sustaining time they
have to fill to good advantage by
developing new' packages for pitching to bankrollers in the fall.
Industry
officials
base
their
optimism for the future on predictions that there will be little slump
in set sales during the next few
months. Ba.seball coverage, gradC E. Hooper’s projected teleually declining set prices and the
vision network ratings, which are
launching of new stations in all ,
,
,,
viewing in all
parts of the country ai-e expected
to maintain consumer sales at their telephone homes in TV areas, may
present high level.
Start of the precipitate an all-out slugfest benew fall season, con.sequently. tween Hooper and the broadcastshould see a greatly expanded TV ers. Latter claim the ratings, which
audience.
That the advertisers Hooper envisages as a comparison
recognize this is indicated by their between radio and TV, will be
conimitmcnts to return and by the weighted in favor of video and
decision of such companies as thus might seriously injure the
Ford, for example, to abandon ra- entire radio industry.
dio next season in favor of TV
Number of television sets among
exclusively.
telephone subscribers is two-anda-half times that of TV sets in nonCBS Hardest Hit
Networks expect to have their telephone homes, according to the
broadcasters.
Thus, they claim.
complete summer lineups

DU MONT
That’s O’Toole

high-budgeted
Talent and production

costs

13.

*Admiral Broadw'ay 'Revue

'

to lose a total of 17

8
8
8

Indefinite

Texaco

!

alone are slated

on these will save the advertisers an estimated $1,123,000. hut
the loss to the networks and indi-

among

the
top TV
Hooperatings for the metropolitan N. Y. area during May.
Milton Berle’s “Texaco Star
Theatre,” aired via NBC-TV.
again copped first place with a
rating of 80.5. up .5 over the
April figures. Following are
the top 10;
Texaco Star Theatre W'NB f
so

their

CBS and NBC

of 10

television placed seven

shows

upcoming dog days, are pulling
shows off the air for periods
ranging from four to 13 weeks

9

13
8
9
8
8

July 3
July 5

CBS’ 7 Out
CBS

loss of billings

Majority
of top-spending advertisers, having
decided not to chance the almost
certain loss of audience during the

I

»*Show' takes eight-week hiatus but emcee Milton Berle will be

away for

Television broadcasters will take
on the chin this summer in a

programs.

Admiral
Admiral Broadway Revue*
Gen. Food.s
Author Meets Critics
Procter & Gamble
Fireside Theatre
Gulf
Gulf Road Show'
RCA
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
Gen. F'oods
Leave It to Girls
Swift

13

’it

weeks)

13
July 4
Indefinite
June 26
13
June 26 (Tentative! 8

Barbasol

Texaco Star Theatre**

(in

June 27
June 8
June 29
June 28
June 5 (Tentative)

Westinghouse

Suspense

Lenrth of Hiatus

Show

June

Whitehall

One

Toast of

Last

Summer Fare

With most of the top-budgeted
television shows leaving the air
fur the summer, it is expected
that the networks and local stations will fill the open time with a

r

Date of

Profram

Reprise of Old Fix as

TOP SHOWS OFF

in.

fill

TV Boys Fear lookmg Habit’ Jolt h

PmCTICIlLiy ALL

Following are the television network programs which will go off
the air during the next few months, with the lengths of their vaca>
tions. Only one so far to have a bankrolled replacement set is NBCTV's “Texaco Star Theatre.” for which the Buick-spousored Olsen Sc

Mama”

characters, which
it Plans to launch during the summer as a half-hour oiicc-wccklx ofRalph Nel.son is slated lo
fering.
produce but the cast has not been
^®t.
•

•

*

j

•

i

,

'Accounr

j

penned by Kathr n Forbes
r

^

.Oscar Homolka starred.

lee

From
,

b^

the

Studio”

having

Thursday

move the Paul Whiteman “Teen
Club” stanza into the 9:30-10:30
p m. period July 7. after the Roller
Derby bows out. The Whiteman
show will be followed at 10:30 by
video version of "Listen. Please.”
the award-winning suspense s#-

a

ries,
1 -

6

titled

“Volume

I.

Numbon

”

Pat “Minstrel
Show.” which is returning a.s a
uill
^il, n,ove into the Saturday
spot vacated by White*

The

iLn
man.
.

“.Actors

9:30 pm.
slot for a Summer hiatus after last
week’s broadcast. ABC-TV will

vacated

Pick

'

and

Wednesday, June

OUTSIDE

•

SMOKE! SMOKE! SMOXEI

•

HANSEL AND GRETEL

3! INK SPOTS iNGO

ONDERF

1949

1,

b:

PETER LIND HAYES

ANDREA

rom

TAGLIAVINI
RIDING

DOWN THE CANYON

CHENIER

AMBOO TREE

SHAWL

N TO COME. IN
HORACE
STEVENS

RISE

CUANTO ROBERT

POLKA

MERRILL

SPIKE JONES

OH, DIDNT HE RAMBLE

A GAY RANCHERO

EDDIE DUCHIN

MUUW UVER

CALLO^

ANTA. GA

NESSUN do:

>LHOUSE

BROOKLYN

SAYAO

BIDU

harry JAMES

^\.v\nP

ARMSTRONG
MEXICALI ROSE

MAIL SPECIAL

JAMES MELTON

^OUR SOCKS DON'T
RONDA

SAILOR

TOENDY T

GONZALES

CHARLIE BARNET

:A

m HOLD YOU

ELENA

IN

HO GRANDE

MY Gloved dadd
IT

EETHEAR

TRANGERS

STARTED ALL OVE

bob EBERLY

MUCHO
MANHATTAN

•

THE THING

^v^lyn knight

AMOR

CHEBRY

J

ARE THE ONE CARMEN MIRANDA

ANCHERO

JOLfTPETER

•

TO

IT'S

BE married

APRIL FOOL

INDEED!

CHARLES TRENET
I

DON'T

B DAVID

KNOW ENOU

KESSUN DORMA

MY

frien:

REATHLESS

ROSE WASHINGT

^ES

PLAY

(from "Turandor

KING ROGER

dome

jane
COLUMBUl

•

SWEET

BACK TO ME

NOW

HI

ELUBE

:bando cani

NOCHE DE RONDA
SPIELT

A WOMAN

WHISTLER'S

MOTHER

IN

WALKIN' B

AUF

LAW

•

APSODY

I

•

TADUU

TA'S SONG

MEXICALI ROSE

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS

FRC

tHE SAME

IIEVER TRUST

GLOW WORM

•

DO YOU CARE j^LOPPY lagoon

CHAN

•

THE

EAJIl

JUNGLE R

SONS OF THE PIONEERS
FULL

MOON

•

BOUQUET OF ROSES

•

LAUGHING ON THE OUTSIDE

•

GRANADA

ITednesday, June 1, 1949

UPA UPA

•

ZAZA

•

mJ

COOL WATER^^rfl^

BOCXSIE

•

C

—

'1

,

,

—

'

X

SI'RPRISK

Vednegday, June

BKVIKWK

IIADIO
SERENADE

With Joseph Cialllchio’s orrh, Kd With Alice Winston, David Allen,
MLshel Piastre, Seymour Lipkin,
Davies: Connie Russell, fuest;
Phillip
Kleinsinger,
George
Huffh Downs, 'announcer
James; John Savage, emcea
SO Mins., Sun., 5 p.m.
Producer: Dave Allen
Sustaininr
Writers: Bernice Cohen, Connie
NBC, from New York
Jesselson, Savage
With RCA cancelling the Robert
30 Mins.; Wed. (33), 8 p.m.
Merrill-Boston Pops show out of Sustaining
the 5-5:30 Sunday afternoon seg- WNYC, WNYC-FM, New York
New York’s municipal station,
ment on NBC, the network found
had the half-hour gap between which developed “So You Think
it
Know Music” a show which
You
Mel.lames
and
Pickens
the Jane
ton shows to fill. Unfortunately. later was heard on three networks
has come up with another good
NBC appears to have taken the
the
easy way out. “Surprise Seren- musical quiz. On the preem
conade,” the web’s sustaining replace- guests were Mishel Piastre,
stan“Symphonette”
the
ductor
of
of
calibre.
“filler”
ment, is strictly
An attempt of sorts is made to za; George Kleinsinger, composer
achieve the same format as the of “Tubby the Tuba” and other
Lipkin;
R(’A stanza, with the accent on the works; pianist Seymour
New York U.
semi-classical idiom. But Sunday's and Phillip James.
prof.
(29' initial installment, from a muinterest
by
Airer maintained
sical standpoint, was as pedestrian
questions,
and uninspired as was the inter- mixing up two kinds of
at the whole panel and
thrown
one
spersed continuity by Hugh Downs.
announcer and annotator on the the other given to individual mem-

Mary Margaret-Radk) Phenomenon
It may now' be assumed that Mary Margaret McBride has
mada
The NBC aeeress celebrated her 13th anni In
the grade in radio
the busines.s with a shindig to end all shindigs at Yankee Stadium
yesterday (31 where Fred Waring estimated that 50.000 fans turned
out. In addition the event was highlighted by a star studded daii
that included some of the top names in show' business with a
sprinkling of politicos, scientists, literati, military and others
NBC carried the first half-hour on the network and the local
N, Y. outlet stayed with It for an additional half-hour. The network show attempted merely to give an idea of what a personage
Miss McBride is. Fred Wearing emceed the event and brief salutations were by NBC’’ President Niles Trammell, Ted Streibert (Mutual
Board chairman'. Ben Gross, Russel Crouse. Morton Dow'ney. Margaret Webster. F'va Le Gallienne, Fannie Hurst, Carol Stone, Faith
Kaltenborn, Tex McCrary, Eddie Dowling and
Baldwin. H. \

I

I

I

'

!

I

—

,

I

j

j

—

:

'

I

.

others.

Miss McBride’s 10th anni in radio was celebrated kt Madison
Square Garden five years ago. The audience is certainly picking

.

up.

!

i
I

bers.

show.

from

"Serenade” features Joseph Oalo'
orchestra, comprised
lichio’s
NBC .stuff musicians, with Kd
Davies baritoning. The orchestral
ensemble gets most of tlie play,
series of guest ai’tists
was Conni" Russell, who sang one
number. “Black is the Color of My

In addition, subjects ranged
opera to Broadway

grand

musicals, and from the classics to
One interesting defolk songs.
vice was the use of two tlmspers
to act out part of an oi)era or to
sketch the life of a performer for
While
the quizzees to Identify.
the performance * was good, the

j

of a

1

True Love’s Hair.” Otherwise the sketches were oyerlong and lacked
.A
few
sufficient scripting sock
selections ranged from “Skip to
of the posers used recorded musiIMv
Lou”
to
Morton
Gould’s
“American Salute.” But the half- cal excepts, but more of these
would help cut the stanza’s leanhour was duM and lifeless, f’ose.
ing toward the gabby side.
John Savage was good introduc-*
ing
the queries and got off a few
CI.NDERELLA WEEKEND
W'itb Bill Van Steenbergh, Bill bright ad libs. Guests were likeable and the broad gamut of music
Bennett. Guests
30 Mins.. Mon.-thru-Fri., 1.30 p.m, covered didn’t permit any one
panel member to walk away with
WGY FOODS
*
the show.
At the same time, inW PTR, Albany
clusion of Broadway and folk tunes
Scripted

The salutations were fairly elaborate, Kaltenborn conceded
that anyone who could stay on the air for 15 years, asking questions she already knows the answ'ers for and appearing dumb
when she’s fairly wise, must be a pretty smart chick.
Miss Le CJallienne opened her speech with "Mary Margaret McBride I Love You”. Gross took pleasure in telling that he panned
her the first tinie he reviewed her show; and Streibert told of early
reports when many considered that her voice was too terrible for
Times have certainly changed. Miss McBride is a pheradio.

HARRY SALTER

'

First

1949

1,

MIND OVER MUSIC

I

It

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop tho Music — ABC
to Be Ignorant — CBS

Pays

'
1

::

Followup Comment

nomenon
i:

certainly

.Anyone

is

—

it

who

doesti’l

could draw 50.000 at the A’ankee Stadium
matter that admission is free and a star-

studded show awaited

Joxe.

i

i[

'
1

CBS’ hour-long “This
way” panel-varietx sliow

i

.

is

TWO BILLION STRONG

Broad-

Is

With Dr. Victor Vocel. Dr. Nathan With Dick Dudley

crystal-

'

Eddy, Dr. Carleton Simon
30 Mins.: Sat. (28(. 4:15 p.m.
ABC. from N. Y.
Aired under the auspices of the
United Nations radio division, this

I

lizing itself into a stanza that par-

lays entertainment with an understandable format. Last week’s pro-

I

i

I

rights

loqal

to

1

a

I

i
'

;

—

,

1

!

I

,

,

I

New York

time

bandleader

and

now proprietor with his brother
of the Burden Lake Casino (dance
spot
as participant on one telecast.
It was partly a plug foi- appearance of Guy Lombardo’s or-

all

around.

chestra in Albany soon
Gary
cx - singer.
with
Stevens,
Tex
Beneke’s unit and until recentlx a
disk jockey on WROW. ,\lbany.
was scheduled for another spot.
Snyder, who handled a show here

Levant and Groucho Marx.

San

.Antonio- -Gene .Autry and
assoeiales have decided to withdraw their application for (he purcha.se of KTSA here
(Officials of
the F^xpres.s Publishing Co., who
iiave al.so entere«l a hid with the
FCC for the purchase of the out-

years ago. is a fair tele- let, have come to an agreement
Photos best when smiling with Autr\ and will reimburse
Vein Cook. WBY record rider, as- him to the tune of $7,000 for out
sists him capably, southern accent of pocket mone\ he has invested
Jaio.

HI

I

lie

out

lei.

shows

•

a

distinct

gain

conipre-

in

hension of the national game. Hie
voice, how'cver. tends to be a trine
wearing and his deliverv is too
jpfky.

The pair split the job, each working a half game and spelling the

1

'

other on between-inning summaries. They also dual on the adver-

which

tising,

stres.ses

sponsor

meat products. Wilson Codling,
general manager of Albany division

Over Recorders

I

Rochester concern, hai
this
proved a staunch and generous radio promoter of the local clubi
fortunes. Stints are the biggest
feather in the cap of the 2.)fl-watl
of

I

Senate Leads

I

To Hot 15-Min. Session
Hartford. May 31.
a free radio press in

the halls of the Connecticut liCgislature last Monday '23' heat out
an attempt to stifle the use of wire
recorders during sessions of the

Connecticut

Jaco.

station.

I

Advocates of

laxMuakers

‘Lujack’

Due

as Sub For

in

ABC’s ‘Armstrong’

Series

“Adventures of Johnny Lujack^
will sub for the “Jack Arm.drong
series on ABC. staVting -lube
of Uie .Air.” created a political
and continue on a sustaining bas"
tempest and hot airshow for himMonday.
in the “Armstrong” spot.
self when he attempted to tranunui
Friday,
and
Wednesday,
F’olitical

commentaloi Ralph Della Selva,
conductor of ’’Connecticut Forum

•

scribe the activities of the legisla-

Show Is a Croightofr
Sept. 5.
Andre package, written h> Cieorg
Anderson and produced by Kir j

tors.

A Senator

splitting Della Selva,
setting up his equipmenl, interrupted the session with a loud exclamation that the radio gabber

shut up shop and be banned on the
With grounds that he was
too partial to

Gov. Chester Bowles.
'This w'as
followed by a lengthy pro and con
fight on the floor of the Senate.
.lolson neatl.x' parried a compari- This was finally concluded with a
son of himself with Jack Benny’s resolution allowing Della Selva to
.youth with the observation that work with a wire recorder. It also
“Jack looks younger becau.se he allowed for the future use of wire
has a sponsor for next season.” In recorders
a touching adieu. Jolie praised the
And what was Della Selva doing
Kraft MH staff and also thanked while the controversy about him
ll(e pulilic tuc
supporl.
and recorders raged? He w as io

I

•

Hawkes. General Mills Is out
sponsor of that time segment unm
Sept.

I

5.

-

.

n
T’oods
Meantime. Derb.x
dropped the tab on “Sky f**”*

I

for the

main

age from Marx

several

all.

with several other
partners during and since the war,

I

In Conn.

the day of his kiloc.vcle exit coinciding with his birthday, the
singer came in for a ribbing* on his

castcM’.

and

who has teamed

I

farewell airer rested in the spirited
repartee between Jolson. Oscar

Reed.

w'orking his second

fundamentals and an apparent capacity for Improvement. Lawrence,

I

'

Spotting was not perfect and
occasional uncertainty was noticeable, but the net effect was acceptable
Tompkins plugged for
sponsor’s products, in addition to
a fore and aft singing commercial.
Jaco.

I

good job

'

I

tion.

is

season on W.ABY, has the potential
to become a major league ballcaster. He possesses a good voice,
pleasing radio personality, a fairly
sound knowledge of baseball In Ita

over this
He turned in a
descriptive ioh on a 25-lap
race, of some six minutes’ dura-

which had once been condemned.
day show, wliich features Suzanne It exposed a case ot alleged grand
Martin, book and music editor, is larceny, in which fauiilies who
typical.
Mrs. .Martin is right at desperately needed a place to live
home on the air. displaying a good were swindled ot their savings.
voice and an alert, vivacious style. Using the history of the buiMing
Featured on this show was an and its tenants as the touchstone,
interview with Madame David, di- it wrapped up an analysis of the
rector of Mai.son F' ranee at the U. housing dilemma in vivid terms,
of
Washington.
Discussion con- combkiing straight narration with
interviews.
cerned teaching of French in city wire-recorded
The
schools and the college and the scries was effective public service
broadcasting
•Micci'ss of the Mai son, where only
French is spoken. Comments were
on the adult level, and neatlyA Jolson wound up a two-year
paced conversation brought in talk association with the Kraft Music
ot a new album of F’l’cnch songs Hall Thursday (26*.
For his bow'from Baudelaire’s “Fleurs de Mai”; out. the veteran showman gave his
tact
that
many merchants in familiar warbling treatment to
Seattle’s big public market are “Waiting for the Robert K. Lee”
F rench, and that learning
foreign and "Why Can’t You Behave.” But
languages was eas\ for children. the strength of the transcribed
.A

resentatives.
Ryan, W'ho

'

fair

Thurs-

I.

with the assignment of Pat Ryan
and Jolinny Lawrence to travel
with the local Eastern League rei;>-

I

j

talk

1

this

Ballcasts have reached the peakIn this excited town

CO.

broadcast the night of the
events. Salvos probably hold their
chief appeal for lovers of that
type racing
They are pretty
noisy for otlier listeners, with the
roar of the cars and the necessity
for strong-voiced BUI Tompkins to

shortage, the ghettoing of Negroes,
KING, Seattle
The Seattle Post - Intelligencer’s the ironies of laws which per- Battle
Monday through Friday strip on mitted people to live in a firetrap
if

to

of coverage

layed

:

good dcid.

of

WABY. Albany
i

Radio sports coverage in the
Albany area now includes midget
automobile races at the Empire
track in Menands. heard via de-

—

is a

stint

—

Tompkins

BEVERWYCK BREWING
WROW, Albany, N. Y.

I

Odd-titled new quiz show
Is
mildlv iMitertaining
It
features
Bob Snyder, until recent 1\ promotion managt'r - program conductor
at WPTR. .Mbany. in an audience
participation
of
questions
and
stunts
Name derived from the
jitney which he gives to each contestant. at the outset.
Those hitting jackpots can select the nickclcovered culiicle from which they
wish to draw gifts
Big jackpot is
awalrded person giving correct reply, in writing, to a query asked
Merchandise payoffs are
of all.
not too expensive.
Snyder had Allen Loafer, one-

Bill

15 Mins., Wed., 11:15 p.m.

I

KING

summer

WNBC.

MIDGET AUTOMOBILE RACES
With

:

30 5Hns.. Wed.. 10 n.m.

Fri.,

Dick Dudley returned

last year,

I

CAPEIIART DEALER.S
WRGB-TV. Schenectady

-

GAMES

1

I.eafer,

Wed.

'

I

NtCKEI. FOR NOTHING
Bob Synder. Allen
Gary Stevens. Vem Cook

-

I

,

1

M'itli

.Mon,

I

gave less classical-minded ll.stengroup of ers a chance to match wits on an installment of several weeks back.
There was less of a strained efstations, derives its title from the equal footing w ith the musicolo- fort on the part of show-hep panel
Bril.
award of a New York weekend to gists.
participants to be funny as the exthe “Cinderella of the Week”
pense of bypassing the performers’
Chosen from the six daily winners. THE DUFFER’S CLUB
“problems,” thus giving the broadContestants start at a mythical 12 With Toni Williams
cast a spontaneity and unaffectedo’clock, moving ahead 15 minutes 15 Mins., Sat. 6:45 p.m.
ne.ss previously lacking.
Spotlighting of Marilyn Cantor.
for each question answered cor- Sustaining
Jack Carter and Vivienne Segal
rectly
The woman “out” the long- KCMO, Kansas City
Here’s one which KCMO and its for the inevitable sequence of
est cops.
Program.
unfolds here. sports editor. Toni Williams, have posers: “How do you overcome the
probably has moderate appeal to whipped up for the golf season and hurdle of being a famous man’s
Its (Eddie Cantor) daughter”: “how' do
femme listeners.
Broadcasts in the local fairway followers.
which gals with background, per- purpose is to present golf high- you cope with the mounting probsonality and verve appear to hold lights and happenings in the area lem of i)enefits.” and “how do you
the most entertainment. Unfortu- on an almost catch-as-catch-can get a musicomedy librettist to
n;del\. there are not as many of basis. As Williams puts it. the show write for a singing comedienne
unfortunately bracketed between
is dedicated “to the little guys of
tliese shots as there might be
hour is perhaps against it. Ques- golf,” and the editor makes it a the ages of 16 and 60” (Miss Segal).
tions are not too flexible: one stint sort of rambling microphone of the paid off in terms of tackling serious problems seriously.
The fact
caught dealt exclusively with geog- local clubs.
raphy. except for the final “pumpPlan is for Williams to visit a that all three socked over genuine
kin” queiy.
When competitors different golf club of the metro- .samples of their varied talents was
When Burrows,
hesitate or stumble, show slow's politan area each Saturday just as so much velvet.
down markedly.
Pumpkin quiz the dusty duffers are coming in at Kaufman, et al. were funny, it sugcarries some novelty and listener the climax of the week’s activities. ge.sted a smart integr.ation without
quickening
Club tourneys, special matche.s, sacrificing the show’s “problem”
Bill
Van Steenbergh and Bill unusual rounds, etc., don’t come in values.
Benn^'tt turn in fairly creditable for airing on this as the rule. When
performances.
Format calls for the occasion calls, however. WilBill Leonard devoted three full
more ebullience than Van Steen- liams catches a major event, such broadca.sts and part of a fourth of
bergh the quiet, modulated type
as this show which caught the “This Is New York” (May 23-26)
p<»ssesses.
In pressing to achieve Heart of America Open at the Hill- on WCBS. N. Y.. to a tliree-alarm
it. his voice tends to become a bit
crest Country Club. Williams was fire which gutted a Harlem tenehigh and strained.
Bennett in- right there with portable recorder ment last month. There had been
jects
life.
here
and
there, on the IRth green as the champion- no casualties in the blaze and the
through
kidding
and clowning. ship match came off of the round, press gave it a few routine paraFrank D’.Armond “covers” inter- and the listener gets a prompt re- graphs. But Leonard assigned reludes with piano snatches: al.so. port of the results as well as in- porter Mailin Weldon to study
tosses in an occasional musical terviews with the contestants.
the background of the fire for
clue.
Program conductors should
three weeks and the latter turned
It’s no great undertaking, but it
watch the angle of too manv voices is an acceptable way for a radio up a comprehensive documentary
talking simiiltanoously.
There is sports editor to work some golf job that was packed with living
also a little fluffing.
First portion into his schedule.
drama.
Qnin.
of feature is sponsored. Dally winNot only did it have details of
ner and particip.ants receive small WOMEN’S PAGE
life in the crowded. 65-ycar-old.
gifts, which, like the larger week- With Suzanne
condemned
building
and
the
.Martin, guests
end ones, are credit-plugged. Jaco.
punch of an action yarn, but it
15 mins.. Thurs., 10 a. in.
delved deeply into real social
SEATTl.E
POST - INTEl.LIproblems. It covered the bousing
(iENCER

which are purcha.sed by

Mins.;

11:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC., N. Y.
Reprising his

'

N, Y. last w'cek to guido
And in its own “Rockabye Dudley.” a 15-minuto
narcotic victims.
quiet way. "Tw'o Billion Strong” potpourri of soft recordings
and
packed a strong wallop as adult airy chatter for late evening lisradio fare
Produced without any teners. Ethereal and buoyant, tho
dramatic folderol. main source of layout has a soporific quality
the show’s power derived from the which dialers will find an excellent
patients at the antidote in fighting insoininia.
interview's with
U. S. Public Health Service Nar’Twixt such soothing platters at
cotics Hospital at Lexington, Ky.
“Portrait of Jennie” and “In tho
The inmates told the story of Gloaming.” Dudley mixes in a
their addiction and treatment in poetic line of conversation
Hla
simple, direct and palpably honest own description of the stanza
terms.
Among those interview-ed “waxed on cashmere and recorded
were a judge, a doctor, a con-man, on velvet” aptly characterizes its
an adolescent and a woman incar- own peculiar nature.
Program
cerated over 100 times. Although comes as a pleasant contrast to
their tragedies repeated an almost
some of the hotter bands prevalent
identical
pattern of frustration. on most stations at this pre-midpain and escape, tnere was nothing night hour.
Ctib.
monotonous in the narrations. A
group of medical and psychiatric
specialists
on narcotics briefly ALBANY
EASTERN LE.IGPI
filled in betw'een the interviews
with more general facts concern- With Pat Ryan. Johnny Lawreneo
Ht*rm.
ing the power of drugs
TOBIN PACKING CO

Burrows. George S. Kaufman and
emcee Clifton Fadiman, marked a
vast improvement over the initial

I

show,

15

:

{

•

gram, on which Anna Sosenko,
program was vitally important in
Hildegarde’s manager, shared the breaking through the medical myspanel mike with regulars Abe tery surrounding the treatment of

I
I

iROCKABYE DUDLEY

summer, but
sustaining

ly

shov'

until

Sept.

*

when sponsor returns

,

:

engrossed in the furor he
that he didn’t think of shutting
the recorder. Result was a
minute show aired later 0

_

0

and several other indepena
ent stations within the slate.

WCCC

W^neMlay, June

1919

1,

TKI.I-:VISIO.\

MARKET MELODIE.S

Tele Follow-up Commeiit
John M. Murtach, New York
City lommissioner of investigation, provided a moderately interesting interview Saturday night
<28) as guest on John Crosson’s
“City Hall” series on WPIX, New
Since Murtagh is a forthYork.
right speaker and a vigorous official in a key position, he was obvi-

With Walter llerlihy, .Anne Riissell; guests
Prods: Art .Modell, .Milton Roberts
Director: Bob Doyle
120 Mins.; Tues. thru Fri, 2 p.m.
Participating
WJZ-TV. ABC. N. Y.
“Market Melodies.” ABC Molevision’s entry in the daytime video
sweepstakes, is just th.at merely

|

understudy role when a screen actress' was first mulled tor her part.
She also discussed the need sometime of “Salesman’s” actors having
play

to

down

their

roles,

LORRY RAINE
—

tioned.

One

attempts at spontaneity
showed shockingly bad
That was during the
Judgment.
discu.s.*Jon
of Murtagh’s current
probe of ticket scalping on BroadIn an elaborately casual
way.
gesture the commissioner took a
pair of tickets from his pocket and
gave them to Crosson, remarking
that they were for “South Pacific”
and that he had paid the regulation price for them.
Perhaps it
seemed a “cute” idea in the studio, but to the home viewer, already justifiably suspicious of both
the

of

public officials and theatre ticket
distribution.

“Leave

the Girls” moved
Into the NBC 8 p.m. Sunday evening slot vacated by the LaniHs
to

It

Gambol show
ter

and in its betseems a likely op(29)

position
ponent for Ed Sullivan’s ‘"Toast of
the Town.” This is a lively discusalon session, made so by the sharp
and nimble tongues of the four
women and one man guest board,

under Maggi McNellis, moderator.
That it often sjnks into a confusing kaleidoscope of opinions and
counter-opinions in no way reduces
the bite of what it has to sa.v generally.

On

this

broadcast,

Kilty

Binnie Barnes. Nancy
Florence I’ritniott hail
commentator Ted Malone on Ibe
hook and while he occasionally
stopped them could he was a pretty
Carli.sle,

Kelly and

badly mauled male

when

the pro-

.salesmanship. The show also featured disk Jockey Jack Eigen, who.
a

since the regulars are ca])able of a quarter
in
hour’s
good
entertainment
enjoys the highest rating themselves.
Ford has severa'I stunts in
of
locally
produced afternoon
an effort to provide interesting
shows.
He has a travelling
Flesh faro, plenty varied and viewing.
juicy with drawing prizes, give- screen which projects messages
aways and other gimmicks, is pre- wired to him (unfortunately camfaced by 20 minutes of a kid serial eras couldn’t pick up wordage on
show caught), and gifts for those
movie.
He al.so
Bill Nimmo and Fred Parsons who send in messages.
do smoothie emcee chores on has the usual telephone calls.
Al Page, magician, At one point Ford held onto the
.separate days,
is
a Monday feature and Rudy line for three numbers at the bePrihoda, cartoonist, fills a .spe- hest of the operator, but then
Tuesday Danny Kaye got on the phone
cialty spot on Thursday.
and Wednesday are for school, from London.
Ford has indicated that there
Boy and Girl Scout groups, and
games and inlervicws take over on are po.ssibilities in the deejay
but there’s work to be
format,
are
Birthday
badges
Friday,
Jose.
done on it.
pas.sed out daily.
Participating spon.sors are Pepsi-

a

new

night.,

TN,

Koll.

(27)

Kcrmit

Bloomgarten,

Omaha — WOW

co-producer, reof “Death of a Sale.sDiscu.ssion was unusually

resting and

informative.
how she

‘'ovealed

tive date. Sept.
is

.AIlss

up

had

herself on the manageoieni, even being
willing to take the
'

'

•

t

I

...

1

has set
1.

will

to

.start

have

practically

;

j

a

tenta-

KSD-TV’s Wide Range
St.

Television

Louis,

May

31,

;

programs broadcast
have been received

by KSD-TV
frequently in Phoenix. Ariz., 1.300
air miles away, according to a letter received from 1. W. Brayer.
owner of a radio-record appliance

opening of

buildings being readied.
(

I

j

On May 4 Brayer
shop there.
wrote the local station that the
video and aural signal had been reBoth ceived on Idioenix sets.
function.
Programs have been received six
towers up and
for

•

»

»

J

FARM PICTURE

a

i

KMA

operations locally.
ofTering no guess as to >vhen set-

telcvi.sion

attract

I

^

Ruests Mildred Dun-

IITT’

man.

Friday;s

and incidentally

With Rill Givens. Guests
raft of divot enthusia.sts out to the
sponsoring clubs. Prizes are offci cd 15 .Mins., Tue., 6:35 p.m.
Sustaining
to viewers sending in questions
W RGB-TV, Schenectady
that c;<n be demonstrated.
Program features WGY’s f.-irm
Along with instructions, rules experts Joe Jemsek and Charlie Nash director and leading agriculturists
explain with sketches just how to in a video version of longtime
keep it a gentleman’s game. Emeec broadcasts presented by General
Bob McKee is helpful with queries Electric Co. It carries over, and in
some cases notably expands, angle.s
and suggestions.
Pros Hines and Rcvolta provide a of the radio shows. Two, presented
literate exposition of proper stance, sometime ago with Ed. W. Mitehell.
swing, wrist action and chipping. veteran WGY farm adviser, conProgram winds up with McKee eerned pruning and grafting. Both
making a first class commercial demonstrated the advantages
pitch that scores a hole-in-one f(>r which television holds over radio.
Mitchell not only told how the opsincerity.
Camera on preem lagged in spots erations should be performed but
and raced in others, but the net did them himself. He revealed that
screening
was worthwhile
for he possesses an effective video perviewers. Backdrop of golf course sonality for rural educationals.
helped create an outdoor illusion. When the farmer audience increases, he could be featured on a
Mart.
weekly telecast.
Several originations dealing with
landscaping and lawn planning
Delta Ditching ‘O’Toole’;
handled by men from a New Jersey agricultural college
revealed
‘House’ Due for Renewal imagination in the use of video to
project instruction. They had apChicago, May 31.
peal to city viewers, too.
The
Delta Manufacturing will drop
roundtables and discussion panels
ABC-TV’s "That’s O’Toolo'* June 5. are not as impressive,
one rca.son
Chi-originated 15 minute handi- being that many of the,
participants
craft show, with little possibility are amateurs in television. They
that Delta will renew the bankroll incline to stiffness.
Presumably,
come fall. .Agency is Hoffman & development • of techniques by
York. Milwaukee.
WRGB and added video experience
WI^NR-TV’s local scrooner, “At by the experts are necessary. The
Our Hou.se.’’ is getting its final tele- .Schenectady County Farm Bureau
He
cast June 3, but sponsor Hoover agent proved an exception.
Vacuum Cleaners is reported satis- photographed well and talked flufied with the commercial impact of ently, while illustrating one simple
program, and is huddling with Leo method of testing soil. Chap rates
a repeat date.
Burnett agency with an eye to a
Bill Givens is the slickest looking
.September revival.
WGY personality to work on
Bob Elson will start a 15-minute WR(JB. He appears trifle too citia
sports comment show on WENR- fied for a farm director, but GE oi*
TV June 6. five a week, to replace ficials say tillers of the soil recog"Uncle .Mistletoe,” which the Mar- nize he knows the business. Goodsh.'ill Field store will drop June 3.
hjoking voung man is modi.‘;hIy
The Elson show has no sponsor in dressed and carefully made up.

—

i

Fritos

shirts,

Besides offering the kind of enholds general
that
tertainment
appeal for the small fry, the oldsters in charge impress them with
the daily good deed theory.

1

critic.

i

Cola. Velva-Shcen
and Tech-Art Co.

Fri-

Y.,

Review

®

series,

I

‘’Broadway
continues to be a very
'iterate program about
V®’
thanks largely to
thl
iT;
e skillful
handling and ea.sy style
emcee John Chapman, Daily
Lit

(Herbert S. Lniifotan)
era shots.
This show is billed as one to
In the overall picture, the fault
“take 10 strokes off one's game’’ IS not a
major one. Experimentaand under the mellow tutelage of tion should
produce a more natural
competent golf pros Jimmy Hines dovetailing of
live
and filmed
and Johnny Rcvolta. it might well episodes. Funt.
actually, has a w indo just that for duffers.
ning presentation.
Rose.
Program idea is to cover basic
golf instruction over a 13-week

,

—

p’

WGN-TV, Chicago

:

of Maxwell
House cofTce.
Plugs for the .stuff that’s said to
be
good to the last drqp were nicely
handled. But by the closing one,
one would have thought
the gals
*^ “^**"*
poison
for the

"candid” victims for prize payoffs,
the studio hits .serve no useful purpose. Ratker, they disrupt the informal and spontaneous atmosphere achieved by the candid cam-

ANDREWS. MISSION HILLS

GOLF COURSES

commercial preem early

last year,

nalf

fn
n

Producer: Herbert Laufman
30 Mins., Mon., 9 p.m.

ST.

This juve series, on

station’s

.

Garfield. Margo, Norman Corwin
With Jimmy Hines, Johnny Re- and
his wife, Katharine Locke,
volta, Joe Jemsek. Charlie Nash:
among others, on the first show),
Bob McKee, emcee
and bringing in a couple of the

Indig. a pair of competent singers,
and Joe Bushkin’s band which has
such gifted sidemen as Chubby
Jackson at the bass and Bobby
The
Haekett on the trumpet.

5:15

WLW-T,

cant a gal with brains, beauty, etc.,
get a man?’’ and another wanted to
know “do men marry smart women.
Apparently, the queries were
selected deliberately, but the resulting dog-fight between the four
RsIs and Malone made the entire
program seem narrow-minded and
somew'hat
reduced
its
impact.
After all, it’s tough for a male to
near his sex booted for 30 minutes.
General Foods sponsors in bc-

Switching to

Indig, guests

Participating
Cincinnati

often queries of a similar nature
*re used. For example. Sunday evening’s program asked once “why

male

Fri.,

When .ABC, at the end of last
dropped
.Allen
Flint's
“Candid .Mike” show after a .m .-ir's

tive and obviously-intelligcnt gal, era” the sought-for informality and
did her best to keep the conversa- unpredictable quality that ma<le
from lagging in her interviews "Candid Mike” interesting listenand often succeeded. Two of them ing.
Obviously edited down to elimcomplemented each other when
both were on camera and might inate the dull stretches and "stage
lend the show to better things, waits," Flint's initial series of segiven a format twist and more ex- oiiences
moved merrily along.
perience at this t.\ pe of program. These indiided interviews with a
Talent, tossed in sporadically in couple of five-year-old kids on the
an apparent effort to change the subject of how to prevent wars;
pact*, consi.sted of performers like a I lint installing himself as a riMiind
17-ycar-old gal singer from a music clerk at S. Klein’s bargain - base.school and a colored blues thrush ment department store in N. Y. to
introduced by ex-band leader Noble pick up the conversation pieces of
Sissle. Neither had much to otfer tlircc dames returning im rchanand both were on too l(»ng. For an- (lisc: the reaction of a crowd to the
other pace-changer, .some poorly- supposed arrival^of a film star on a
selected recordings were playcd resident street, and sounding out
over title cards on the screen. an 86-yeai-old woman on what
which carried some too-cute verse. she’d do with a pockethook found
Cost-saving idea behind the device on the sidewalk containing $17,000.
was more obvious than its success. It’s to Flint's credit and alert iicsi
Commercials plugged products that he didn’t miss a trick.
sold at the Grand Union food
The “candid” stuff, of course. Is
stores and. as presented by the two filmed, and .screened in full view
emcees, were okay.
Format, if of a small, select audience 'also
nothing else, offered plenty of op- visible to the televiewers), with inportunities for integration of the terspersed studio .shots. It’s in the
plugs and they should do an ac- “live”
segments, however, that
Flint’s format
ceptable selling job.
.Stal.
falls short.
.Aside
from giving him an opportunity to
introduce audience celebs (John
PAR. BIRDIES AND EAGLES

—

gram closed.
Program accepts var\ ing ques- Writer; Chet Behrman
tions from women listeners for 45 Mins.; Mon. through
p.m.
“S guests to chew over and very

NBC-TV, from New York
season,

tion

Producer: Ernest Anderson
jockey stint with Berle and Director:
(Tay Yurdin
Haymes ‘from the Copacabana”
60 Mins.; Sat., 11 p.m.
did his usual gabfest, etc. In spinParticipating
ning records of varied stars iCorno.
WPIX, N. Y.
Merman, etc.), performers such
Radio’s disk-jockey format is
as George DeWitt and Miss Roth
did impressions of them. The idea likely to have hard-sledding on
was better than the technical ex- television unless some dra.stic
ecution.
This was typical of most presentation changes are made,
of the show', which saw a series
It
evident that platteris fairly
of productional misfires.
pilot shows will be an expensive
proposition because of necessity
“The Mikado” was given an un- of using an orch plus show regueven workout on NBC’s “Drama lars who mu.st be called on while
Theatre” la.st Sunday '29) by the celebs file into the studio.
ReGilbert and Sullivan Choral group sults as were evident on the Art
of .New York.
This is a semi-pro- Ford show preem '28) stack up as
fessional outfit, which tells the an
inexpertly produced vaudeo
whole story. Some of the voices, layout, even though it is granted
notably Florence Sprout as Yuin- that any rehearsal and fancy proYum, were firslrate, but a couple duction would put this kind of
of central roles were handled by program
in
direct
competition
markedly inadequate singers. Co.s- with variety shows.
tuines and settings were good.
The saving factors with Ford’s
The video production was severe- display is the jock’s own glib line
ly limited by a rigid conformity to of
chatter.
Ford,
fortunately,
conventional theatre stagings of spiels well, makes sense, and has
the operetta.
The TV sets were a good video personality. He was
jammed by the chorus. Ihree-ouar- also fortunate in getting a good
ters of which should have been variety of guesters, among whom
kept in the wings to be heard and were Fran Warren. Rose Murphy.
not seen. Some of the mass choral Leo De Lyon, Mel Tonne, and
movements tended to induce dizzi- Bill Lawrence, who after a talkness in their swoop to and away over rehearsal let out with a numInasmuch as disk-joekeys
On the ber.
from the camera lens.
credit side, however, was the pro- generally consort with bandleaders
duction’s successful accent on in- and singers only, they’ll now have
to widen acquaintance to dancers,
telligibility of lyrics.
novelty acts, acrobats, etc., in
order to get the needed \ariety
.IITNIOR JAMBOREE
into their shows.
With Bill Nimmo, Fred Parsons.
Regulars on tlie^ program are
.AI Page. Rudy Prihoda
Baby Lawrence, a good Negro
dancer; Richard Hayes and .Joyce
Producer: Gene Walz
in

With Allen Funt, others
Producer; Funt
3U .Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining

—

—

and foreeful, and some of his
remarks indicated an apparent
willingness to make provocative
statements if searchingly ques-

ss

unsuccc.ssful effort to snare a s
n^or. it was generally
another entrj-.
Two-hour .strip, tlic radio fraternity. mourned liy
It was rccogcomprising the standard how-to-do
nrzed as one of the more provocademonstrations and musical intertive and stimulating of the new raludes, will probably corral sonic of
dio programs.
the soiight-four housewife audiFlint has now’ gone a step furences. especially since some of tlie
other local N. Y. stations formerly tlur and has revamped the stanza
catering to domestic femmes are for television. His “Candid Camnow carrying baseball pickups. era." which preemed Sundav '29)
Program, however, offers nothing night on NBC-TV in the 7:30‘-8 penew' in the way of format, and. riod. is even better as a sight-andw'ith its concentration on amateur .soiind pic.scntation than it was as
or semi-pro guest talent, very little an .AM attraction.
The idea of sneaking up on unin the way of entertainment.
Waller Herlihy and .\nne Rus- suspecting persons within rye and
sell are eo-erneees of tlu* daily ses- car shot of hidden camera and
mike and watching and hearing
sions and. on the show caugiit
Miss Russell seemed to have the them react to Funl’s “planted” inbest of it. Herlihy handled his in- terx iews comes off as a natural for
terview chores okay w hen he was video. The po.ssibilities arc limittalking to another man. such as tlie Ics.s. Certainly on the initial prodoctor who gave hints on accident- gram the unguarded participants
prevention, but appeared ill at ease and “xictims” of I'unt’s assorted
assignments “wrote the
in the presence of the usual bevy roving
of women. Miss Russell, an attrac- .script.” bringing to “Candid Cam-

when

audiences got too emotional.
Bloomgarten talked very frankly
and cogently on the current scalping mess; defended theatre parties
as necessary insurance to producers in these days of high production costs, and advocated the
ously a natural interview subject
return of brokers’ buys. Discusfor the N. Y. Daily New"s political sion may have been a little too
program.
reporter's
technical sometimes for the lay
script
glibly public, but it was tied up with the
the
However,
fkimmed the surface of Murtagh’s headlines. “Broadway in Heview,”
as a 15-minute show, still suffers
activities without penetrating to
from an old fault its shortness.
the meat of any of his current inquestions
and Chapman picks his guests wisely,
the
so
quiries,
and all come with .something to
answers lacked impact. Also, the
say. For variety, or brevity. Chapoccasional attempts to make the
man keeps cutting a guest off from
“Can’t Sleep” Oecca
extemporaneous
were
seem
confab
going too fully into one subject, in Original record, “It's Too Late Now”
go transparent that the whole show
Lorry 8 , record, iiu lmlinic "It's Too
geemed stilted. Incidentally, Cros- his desire to get on to another topic.
Skipping so fast from subject to I.aie Xow." whi' h .she introiliioed,
son called him “John” throughout
anyone tuning subject gives the program a skimpy, are arnonx most played, She’s had
stanzaf so
the
incomplete feeling. Show ought to
intro
would
the
not
after
In
kudos
of
sucli
national
radio
have known his name or who he be stretched to a half-hour. With joeke.vs as Martin Mloi k, Ted llusheightened interest in the theatre,
was.
Bellboy,
Leonard
nationally as w'ell as on Broadway, iiiK. Jack the
The device of having the inter- 30 minutes isn’t too long a stretch Feather, et al.
take place casually on a for the intelligent, pointed discusRadio appearan<*08 include Mark
vi,ew
bench in City Hall park should be sions that come out of this ppQ^-r Warnow’s “.Sotind Off,” "Suminerskillfully
used, al- gram.
if
effective
tUdd Randsta ml," "t'otuniand I’erthough it has seasonal and weather
formanee.”
.Melodies."
California
But
Crosson’s
complications.
•.Make Way For Y<Mitli” and other
Lillian Roth imparted a nice
questions tend to be innocuous
top sliou s.
and he repeats complimentary touch to the Milton Berle Texaco
TIM GAYLE
generalities ion this case he told show last week, the singer doing
Hotel Sheraton, Detroit
the investigations official, “You’re several tunes w ith which she’s been
doing a swell Job,” several limes associated, and clicking. The oldwithout explaining his grounds time Roth voice, naturally, wasn’t
ART FORD SHOW
Murtagh, on as ringing as formerly, but .Miss
for the statement).
With Joe Bushkin's Orch, Baby
the other hand, was generally Roth still retains much of her
I.awrence, Richard Hayes, Joyce
terse

REVlKWi;

CANDID CAMERA

times

.since

.May

4.
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Jaco.

As any

child with a television set can

you

tell

— new and important

sponsors are croppinjj; up every day
*

on Uie CBS Television Network.
Aiul for good reasons:

CBS-TV

CBSrTV advertisers

have 5 of the 10

f

.

"

’

•

•

.

die networks.

»

,

.largest-audienqe [irograms in Television

of them

y

die largest

all

j

L

haw

average aiidience of

,

.

advertisers

CBS-TV

CBS

package programs.

advertisers have scored the

highest sponsor-identification in
Television.

That’s
•

why
*

•v

value:Conscious advertisers*

.

•
,

of soap and soup and motor

oil,

of appliances and cigarettes, tea and

paper towels
of

. . .

indeed the whole gamut

modern business

is

now on

CBS TV
CBS-TV Network

and programa .-V
•To «lale the
includes: Ballanlinef Tournament of Champions i Uarbasol,.
Jferkly ^ews Keiiew; Electric Auto-Lite, Suspense;
Ford Dealers, Thru the Crystal Ball) Ford Motor Cionipany,
'Ford Theater; Ceneral Fooels^ The Goldbergs; Ceneral Electric,
Fred Jf uringShow; Gillette Safety Razor, Kentucky Derby, Preukness
end Belmont; Gulf Oil, if'e, the People; LiKsett & Myers 'I’ob.,
Godfrey & Ills Friends; LIncoln-Mercury, l^oast of the Toun;
Thomas Lipton, Jnc., Talent Scouts'; Popsicles, Lurk)^Pup;
Neu's; Philip Morris Co., Ltd., Preview;
Oldsmobile,
Philips Packing Co., I.uclcy Pup; Pioneer .Scientific Corp.,
Masters of Magic; .Scott Tow«l Co., Dione Lucas; V.S. Kublier, '
Larky Pup; Weslinghouse, Studio One; VThitehall Phar. (Jo.,
Mary Kay & Johnny-; ^ine Advisory Board, Dione Lucas.
list

of

.Xdvertisers

.

.

1,!

1
;
,

Vetlnesday, June

Ri%DIO-TKI.KVI.SIO!V

S8

Religion,

on Lottery, Nags

stations

KWIK

Colon, May 17.
dozen or so radio

and on Sundays from

Goes Bankrupt
Hollywood,

May

Burbank Broadcasters,

11

op-

WNEW, N. Y.. grabbed itself a fast beat by airing a transcription of
the
c Rita Hayworth-Aly Khan wedding at 2 p.m. Friday (27). The ceremony, conducted in French, was recorded by the North American
Service of the French Broadcasting System. Miss Hayworth was heard
saying. ‘‘I'm so very happy. I wish I could say it in French but I can’t”
but Aly Khan’s comment was drowned out by the crowd’s shouts. Louella Parsons was heard on the broadcast and Ben Smith was

——

BEN

Luni.ovv

Tele Time Sales

MUSIC
Candlelight

— NBC-TV
— CBS
— MBS

Review

Call the Police

the

Scat\ergood Baines

Boom in Columbus

announcer.

New York was a quiet town over Decoration Day weekend, but not
Film Classics’ “C-Man,” in which he apfor thesper Walter Vaughn.
pears. opened Friday (27) at the Rialto and UA’s “Jigsaw,” another pic
in which he plays, started at the Mayfair the following day.

|

New

Tele Biz

Saturday eve the freelancer was on CBS’ “Gangbusters,” and Sunday
on NBC’s “Henry Morgan Show.” Wrapping up a busy holiday weekend
were rehearsals for an appearance on NBC-TV’s “Fireside Theatre”

^

WENR-TV.

in

many

Chi,

an-

reported

last

Hcidy, stor>' teller on “Here’s Heidy” over WOR. N. Y., has waxed
a transcribed series to plug Jewish Book Week late this fall.
Titled
“Americans All.” the platters feature adaptations of tales from Jewish
folklore and history and will be syndicated to stations across the
The Jewish Book Council of America, which is spon.sored
country.
by the Jewish Welfare Board, conceived the project.

*

Artists

t

iro

g

.

.

ouis
Pure-Filter through Lour
ates;
Smith agency; Nielsen’s Restaurant
Bradford
Guenther
through
Chicago Motor Club
agency;
through Agency Service Corp., and
Croyden China Co. through Deuss-

,

night (Tues.).

nouncements for Sunbeam Corp.
through Perrin-Paus agency; Unit•

1

Settlement of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workeri
strike against the Yankee Network has implications for the American
announced partici- Federation of Radio Actors, which cooperated during the walkout by
pations for Chicago Motor Club refusing to cross picket lines.
Agreement will permit announcers to
through Agency Service Corp. for spin their own records and ride again at the control board on di.sk
13 weeks.
shows and when standing by on Mutual programs. Point disputed by
WGN-TV. Chi. reported that Bal- IBEW had been whether the engineers would be fired because anaban & Katz will sponsor six film nouncers were being a.ssigned the function of riding gain. Settlement
announcements through M. M. calls for no engineering firings or wage cuts. In addition, announceri

Gordon agency.

WNBQ.

^

chimes and fanfares
the programs.

Chi.

Fisher agency.

won’t be given the operating functions until the engineers are absorbed
Hudson Motor Car Co., through by television.
Brooks. Smith. French & Dorrance
ordered three spots weekly on

:

I

i

i

WXYZ-TV,

Detroit, effective

June

5 for 26 weeks.

‘Robin Hood’
1

Borden Co., through Young and
Three programs have been inked Rubicam. purchased two spots
period, weekly on WXYZ-TV, Detroit, ef the
three-week
during
Bavarian Brewing Co., of Cincin- fective July 7. for 13 weeks.
nati, bought the half-hour SaturA. S. Beck Shoe Co. renewed its
day night “Midwestern Hayride” participation
WXYZ - TV’s
in
which originates from WLW-T; “Charm 'Time” program for an adWestgate Electric Co., here, which ditional 13 weeks. Contract made
also has purchased spots, w-ill pick through Dorland, Inc.
up the tab for a two-hour AAU
WEWS. Cleveland: “Linn Shelboxing show to originate from Cen- don Show” pantomime, Rogers Jewtral YMCA June 7. and Ironrite elry Co. 39-weck renewal. 15-mins.
Ironer and Westgate Electric are Werf. and Fri. Agency. Clifford &
Watkins Furni
splitting the coin for a 10 -minute Thomas, Akron.
ture, minute spots, three-months.
homemaking film on Tuesdays,
Spot announcements have been Gerst Adv.. J. Allen Weber. Weath-

fans.

TV

Cartoon

Hollywood, May 31.
Realm Productions has completed initial tele film in a proposed
series titled “Adventures of Robin
Hood/’" Film ‘is Vn'aAim^^^^^
toon, and is tailored to a 15-minute
slot.
“Robin Hood” cost Realm
$4,000 to make.

American residents tune in Chicago. Fort Worth and Cincinnati
at
night with unpredictable results. Military li.sten a great deal to
the local AFRS station, which uses
Hollywood-produced disks among
This
excellent
offerings.
other
would seem a topnotch place for
Realm will issue the series on a
F.M but there is no indication that
short-term lease at cost in order
the present plant will be junked.
to break even and reap profit from
Strangest
phenomenon in the
subsequent playmgs. Plans are to
midst of indescribable poverty and
release pix with 30-day clearance.
slums is the presence of large console combinations being paid for
over period of 120 weeks. Local
Cayton. Inc. (Pola- er-Proof Co., Berry Construction,
boys think sales of tele sets would ^oid). New York; Allied Food In- participation.
WNBK, Cleveland: spots to Telebe simple but production of pro- (^uJ-tries. Perth Amboy. N. J.;
iir arv
nn
Mart. McNally-Doyle Co.
vision
grams would preclude any TV in
Columbus jewelers; Blausbild
^
HtAI} rui\ lAIll
iMlN I rF
IlLMU
Metropolitan
Motors.
the forseeable future.
Thompson Realty, Columbus; Ben- Buick, Watkins Furniture, and
Hollywood,
May
31.
ru.s Watch Co.. New York; S. S. Thistledown Racing Assn.
Don Lee television setup created
Kresge Co.. New York; Domestic
Five - minute
new s.
Monday
Industries (floor waxers), Colum- through Friday, 6:55. Central Na- the new post of veepce in charge
the
operation,
and named
bus; Kool-Vent Aw'ning Co.
tional Bank, Fuller Smith & Ro.ss. of
Charles Glett titular head. He has
BID
been managing director of Motion
Washington, May 31.
Picture Center, rental studio, and
Paramount Pictures’ arguments
was formerly with David Selznick
In support of an appeal for review
as production and studio manager.
by the U. S. Court of Appeals of an
He will supervise TV for KTSL,
CBS has refused to allow IMPPRO to peddle “Cases of Eddie Drake” Hollywood, and future stations
FCC order, granting a Detroit telon
evision permittee additional time telepix which firm has made to web specifications. IMPPRO, anxious the network.
to construct its station, were called to get the 13 films off the shelf, has requested that CBS turn series
His appointment doesn’t disturb
*‘a
facade of unsubstantiated as- over to them to sell. Net, to date, has not found a firm to pick up the
current personnel' on KTSL.
tab, but will hold pix for own sales staff to handle.
j
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New York

ager.
Allison’s
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week with the

the 13 pix in

limit of five.

The Commi.ssion

As

told the court

It
was completely within its authority In granting a time extension to
and In holding up
Par’s application and that the two
actions have no relationship.

WXYZ

!

I
'

Altes Brewing Det. Tab
Detroit. May 31.
Altes Brewing Co., Detroit, and

San Diego, will begin June 11
•ponsorship of a Saturday series of
National Fastball League games to

WSAI

1

of newsreel films shown over WFII/-TV, Philly, the
Air Force w'as able to fill Its quota for qualified technical personnel in
Philadelphia, during its spring recruiting drive.
C. Pierce Taylor, district manager for the Pennsylvania State Employment Service, in a letter to the station .said that 101 persons visited
the recruiting office after .seeing the video newsreel which pictured Air
Force recruiters Interviewing applicants for various positions.
Added feature of the newsreel’s pull was the fact that it called for
such highly specialized personnel as Japanese interpreters, physicians,
dentists and electronic instructors.
Response was so gratifying, recruiters w'cre able to return directly to their posts without extending
drive to other cities.
a direct result

Production of the 1,000,000th television picture tube at RCA’s Lancaster. Pa., plant is to be marked Tuesday (7) with a special TV program over the entire NBC-TV network. Salute, titled “A Magic Mil-

and

switched

to

Show

for Cancer

Philadelphia, May 31.
Bert Parks, master of cerem(^
nies for ABC’s “Stop the Music
program, will emcee a marathon

TV show

here Saturday night (4)
Cancer Crusade reach
$500,000 quota In the Philadelphia area. Program will emanatu
from the stage of the Academy of
Music and will be telecast over thu
statioi^
three
Philadelphia
to help the

Talent—Dorothy Kirsten

its

Dorothy Kirsten, east for some
concerts before returning to Hollyas

an-

to M.C. Marathon TV

‘Music’

Kine ‘Murderous’ To

wood

was

1937.

in

Parks

brought
for $109,200, averaging $8,400 per picture; $11,700 over

>

WCPO

came

;

IMPPRO

court.

resignation

Callahan is a Cincy radio vet. H«
started with WFBE before it be-

DELAY PAR DETROIT

Par has challenged the Commi.s- the $97,500 web paid for films. IMPPRO will split all coin collected
as Improper and unfair by CBS after web makes initial nut. CBS asking price for series is the
toward its subsidiary. United De- $97,500 it put into deal.
troit Theatres Corp., whose appliHollywood television producers are boiling over practice of some of
cation has been kept pending because of Issues involving multiple the Coast teevee stations which are inserting spot commerciais in their
ownership.
A proposed decision shows but not remunerating packagers in any way. Sponsors naturally
by FCC holds that Par controls grab chance to get blurb planted in a show which gives them the benefit
DuMont and is therefore ineligible of the program at only spot cost. Producers feel that they get little
for additional stations, since the enough from stations as it is without having sponsor buried in show
two companies together have the and having the budget upped.

in th«

joined

nounced with that of Walter Calla
han from the WLW-T sales staff.

1

last

for con-

Philadelphia, as sales man-

I

ion order

week

became an officer
Navy and after the w'ar
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FCC

this

kMBC, Kansas City, when#
he was promotion manager and wai
sales promotion director of WLW,
which post he filled for four years,

I

by

1

ferences on a new affiliation.
His 17- month service with tho
TV station was his second with th#
0 ,OJ.1
Broadcasting Corp. AlliOctober, 1947.

FCC CLAIMS RIGHT TO

in a brief filed
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May

resigning last week as sales manager of WLW-T, will be in Chicago

GLEH NAMED TV

j

CINCY’S WLW-T
Cincinnati,

Milton F. Allison, who created

i

|

I

•umption”

1

KPMC

Recently a cabinet member was in Seattle and W'as scheduled
f
an interview on the weekly ‘‘News Conference” on KJR. A Washinet
state senator was taking the cabinet member around and brought
hhll
where
the
program
Club,
Pre.ss
is
the
done.
into
The senator imme
diately explained how the visiting celebrity’s schedule was tightthS
he had only 15 minutes to spare. ‘‘This program is 15 minutes, isn’t iP’»
he asked. When told that the program was 30 minutes he .said- “That
radio
the
for
listens
to
a
half
hour.” “Well, senator’’
can’t be. No one
said Bob Ackerley. K.IR new-sman, ‘‘you were on this program laU
week for a half hour.”

31.

Inc.,

KWIK,

has been forced
to 11;20 all are coordinated when
into bankruptcy by its creditors.
religion and rhumba give way to Attornev Leslie S. Bowden has
the weekly reports of the national been elected trustee in bankruptcy
lottery winners. There is also a and has been given permission by
high degree of cooperation be- Referee Hunt to operate the statween the radio stations Saturday tion.
Station has approximately $80,and Sunday afternoons, when several unite in reporting the horse- 000 .in secured and unsecured debts
are
feel
they
and taxes.
races. Station owners
rendering a high degree of public
gervice to the community, since
about 20 ''f of the population derives a livelihood directly or indirectly from the national lotteries
and almost eo'eryonc else is tuned
In for the resuits. The facilities
for playing the ponies in Colon
vith the races taking place 50
miles away in Panama City (west
Columbus, May 31.
coast) would put American stock
Television Is booming saleswise
exchanges to shame.
newly-opened market. With
jp
Local programs consist mainly “more than $70,000 gross on the
of Latin-American music and paid hooks” after eight weeks of operareligious material, but two of the
time sales curve
stations cooperate with the U.
of
officials
steadily,
rnount'ing
State Dept., and the Metropolitan WLW-C, the Crosley TV outlet
Opera is rebroadcast via tran- here,
iiiuun
so much
encouraged at ou
iirif* ciif
are fiivuui
scription to a large and apprecia- muscle in their early operation and
tive audience, if a spot check can optimist
„
optimistic for the future. WBNSbe believed. -Commercials in Span- TV, Columbus Dispatch station
Ish are apparently as effective as
already signing up
^
the .American variety since Luckbuyers.
les. Coca-Cola and Pepsi make full
outset WLW-C secured
use of spots. In sonie instant es. prelusive rights to telecast the 77
and
40c,
for
local spots may be had
j^ome games of the Columbus Red
is not uncommon for 50 spots
It
jhe
to he heard an Tiour.
Burger Brewing Co. of Cincinnati.
The Panamanian housewife is Baseball was parlayed into a threejust as keen on soapers as her way schnitzelbank of hot dogs, poAmerican counterpart and these tato chips and beer when Schmidt
are often a combination of all the Packing Co. picked up the tab for
good and bad elements of network a 10-minute, pre-game “Dugout
crime and mystery jobs. Local lis- Dope” player-interview program
teners must like sound effects, be- and Seyfert’s Potato Chips bought
cause a casual li.stener is im- another lO-miiiute preceder called
pressed with the large number of "Fans in the Stands.” in which angunshots as well as the heavy use nouncer Tom Gleba interviews the
erators of

of
of

Materials
rials Co.

ABC

Bv .SF.YMOrR N. SEIGEL
(Director, W.VVC. N. Y.'
a

Kem

is being troubled by the paradoxieai
cu
tion of a commerc•ial doing so well that the sponsor has to
listeners to stop buying. The outfit, which sells construction
mate^
picks up the tab on the Martin Agronsky co-op over
Bakprefi iJ'
outlet.
Stanza brought in so much biz that for a
Cal.,
two-w .w
period the backer used plugs announcing that no new orders
could
taken. Contrary dialers, however, continued to flood the firm
with bic^

The

Panama has

194^

Inside Stuff-Radio

Rhumba Defer on Panama

Radio to Vital Info

1,

summer replacement on

Kraft Music Hall, is another in the
many east-west troupers who have
a dread of “what the kinescope
does to us out there.”
“There”
meaning Hollywood.
Seeing the top variety programs
kinescoped on the Coast, talent
persists that the film transmutations are “murderous.” Technolog-

WFIL-TV, WCAU-TV and WPTZ.
arrangement
telephone
have been made to enable Para
to acknowledge the contributions

Special

Among

the guests scheduled

t®

appear are Paul Whiteman,
Calloway and Eddie White. In

locw
dition to the entertainment,
erchants have donated prices
and w hiTa.
'some radio and television people
The Parks* canctf
.ontributors.
nlel t'Ol
prt

Ically they’re deficient,

Hollywood are right in stating
that, even with all Its shortcomings, It’s superior to what is presently originating on the Coast.”
.says Miss Kirsten, none the less
she, like other top names, doesn’t
think it is worth it.
NBC and CBS top echelon persists that by the fall the kinescope
technique will have Improved considerably.
Others
..T
concede that,
iwci.

m

!

telecast will follow a special
tn®
entation of “Stop the Music’ a t
Academy, given for the
the Overbrook Park congregationu

in

building fund. The audience
be Invited to remain for tn®

i

i

show.

be telecast on WXYZ-TV.
Opening telecasts will feature
St. L. Statler Goes Video
the Atles Lager Beer fastball lion.” will trace the development of video, depicting its scientific
31
pheSt. Louis, May
team and the Briggs Beautyware nomena and its impact on the American scene.
and
Guests in all corner
team. Latter tearti was 1948 world
Show, to be aired at 9:30 p.m., will also be timed with the inaugura- technologically. TV
are
hasn’t kept suites at ilotel Statler
champions. Business was placed tion of WG.AL-TV^ Lancaster, the country’s new'est station. NBC .staff pace with the
medium’s
joying television programs, m
through
the
McCann - Erickson announcer Ben Grauer will roam through the tube plant with TV in other divisions, most progress
c
notably lation of the sets having been
agency.
cameras to show the actual manufacture of kinescope tubes.
programming.
pleted last week.
1

I

,
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W«»dne§day, Jane 1,

Robert Laws

Minx PRE-TESTED
FILM commercials'

Criticizes

nab BowoDt;

‘Anemic'

FM Stance

Chicago,
audiences may

May

31.

Tele
get the
benefit of pre-tested film commercials under a plan being worked
Resignation of
out by film director Joseph G.
drew leftthe
delphia from
Betzer, of Sarra, Inc., film profrom the
handed praise last week
ducers.
Sarra’s present offer to
agreed that the
FM Assn- Latter
industrial clients to pre-test their
become
broadcasting business has
film messages for salesmen is the
organizaone trade
too large for
first step in the eventual pattern.
keen about the
tion but wasn’t so
Betzer indicated that much comremarks about FM.
Its

May 31.
WPEN, Phila-

Washington,

NAB

ilation’s

mercial waste would be avoided
and its by TV clients using film for spot
if
selected audiFMA prexy William announcements
subjected to conwith Obri.st’s ences were
E Ware took i.ssue
trolled
post -showing
analysis,
if any, metro“few,
that
itatement
interested in which would measure selling impolitan stations are
pact of film commercials. Plan is
concern
going
big
their
FM since
now in blueprint stage.
problems are A*M problems.’’ Ware
“self-admission that
laid this was

Edward

In a letter to
seneral manager of
Im auxiliary.

C. Obrist,

WPEN

ABC

Named

Western Sales Mgr.
San Francisc^^ay

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

31.

Robert F. Laws, for^^y sales
promotion, advertising and publicity

manager

here, has been

named

man- Eastern Connecticut Broadcasting

sales

ager of ABC’s western division,
according to an announcement
made by Frank Samuels, newly appointed v.p. in charge of the network’s
western division.
Laws
steps into the position vacated
when Samuels assumed the general

managership of the

—

Norwich, Conn.
WNOC has gers Committees in both Districts
changed call letters to WICH un- No. 9 and No. 10.
der the new ownership of the

KGO

ABC’s

for

—

Memphis’ Variety
Memphis
Principal owners are John
Deme, general manager; Harrison Mugg Matty Brescia unanimously
Oat. co- elected chairman of the Memphis
C. Noyes and Clifford

Co.

Ch.iptcr. .American Veterans ComBrescia scrv(‘d 38 months
mittee.
in the Public Relations Section of

publishers of the Norwich Bulletin-

Record newspapers.

the

i

division.

AAF.

Hale
Bondurant
Wichita
formerly .sales manager of WHO,
lies Moines, and ex-manager of
Er
WJBC, Bloomington, HI., has been been
j

Laws returns to ABC after having served since the summer of
1948 as western television advertising manager for Philco. He first
joined ABC in April, 1944, as manager of .sales promotion for KGO.

I

I

named manager

I

of

WFBl

fi<M-e,

jWlC

He is presently chan:
1.
secretary-treasurer of the Illinois Stan
Broadcasters Assn, and served as tion
chairman of the NAB Sales Mana- dusk

effective July
j

i

j

1

are not interested in FM.’’
The FCC, he said, should investigate the qualifications of “all such
disinterested persons’’ to operate

you

FM

stations.

Ware said that several major
manufacturers are gearing up for
mass production of FM-only reoperator without
“An
ceivers.
FM facilities stands to lose a good
chunk of his audience when these
gets go into millions of homes,” he

AM

declared.

Nellie

Brady’s ‘Remember’

Becomes

KDKA Theme

Pittsburgh,

May

,31.

Years ago Nellie Brady was the

KDKA

featured pianist on daily
“Strollers” program, which starred
Glenn Riggs, now one of NBC’? top
announcers. She was stricken with
paralysis and had to retire from

Only recently Miss
show.
Brady has been able to use her
partly again, and has been
ipending her convalescence writing
the

legs

fongs.

Last week, in the third of the
amateur songwriting trials at the
Copa, Miss Brady’s tune, “Will You
Remember,” was picked as the current winner and will compete in
couple
the finals late in June.
of days later, A1 Marsico, who has

A

the orchestra on the long-running
on
program
Time”
“Memory
KDKA, announced that he was going to use the Brady song as his

themer in the future.
Mills Music Co. is

sponsoring

Copa contest. Disk jocks and
the
are
musicians
song will be
and given an
all-out treatment by the publishing

the

well-known

judges, and winning
published, recorded

house.

YOUR TIMEKEEPER

Available on participation basis
246,500 people hear Herson each week
97% more than the next disk jockey
Herson’s cost per 1,000 listeners— 58<

Other Washington morning men:
A-$1.46; B-$1.06; C-764; D-744; E $2.00
Herson pulled 44,000 Xmas toys for needy
Herson’s “Who’s Who” contest pulled
4,950 requests

“a master salesman”
Only $22.50 per announcement
A few a railabilities now open

One

“Hallmark Playhouse,” Thursday
10 p.m. dramatic show on CBS,
takes a 13-week summer hiatus beginning next week. Final show of
the current series will

Paul

Lukas

June

2.

in

“I

with Bill Herson

WRG, Washington
6:00-9:30 AM Monday through Saturday

client says

KOA HOME FORUM
11:00-11:15

with Lora Price
KOA, Denver
AM Monday, Wednesda y,

Frida y
11:00-11:30

AM Tuesday and Tlnirsday

Available on paHicipation basis

Home

economics, child care and fashions
Nationally-known guests
Lora’s a Denver McBride
20 announcements produced 3,182 dollar
bills for one client
Clients say: “Particularly impressed”
“Absolutely perfect”
“Splendid job”
Heavily promoted and merchandi.sed
Listeners

from Canada

Mexico

to

$36 per participation

Hurry!

guest star

Like

It

NEWS AT NOON.
with Charles f \ McCarthy

WNBC, New York
J2:(H)-]2:15

PM Monday thraugh

A rail a hie on program

A

Friday

basis

mail-pulling newscast

10,(XX)

booklet requests in 5 days

(%>st-per-inquiry for

McCarthy famed

one sponsor— 8'A4

NBC newsman

“ U noff icial Mcf^arthy Reaction” a popular
feature

news
World-wide team of yBC correspondent*
Highe.st rated mid-day newscast in N. Y.
$225 for 3 programs per week
('Complete late

9fc»n Iwwiot

Here”

Since last September the
hc'v has had James Hilton, novelist and screen writer, as host and
f^r th#

narrator.

Sponsored by Hall Bros, for Hallmark greeting cards, “Playhouse”
^as originated last June as a summer replacement for “Reader’s Di-

111

gest
Radio
Edition.”
Listener
ratings improved during the summer, and format with Hilton in
m.c. niche and weekly name guest
staff,

***

with Dee Englebach

producer-director; Lyn Murray,
musical director; Hilton and others
*^^®^uled to be on hand when

Playhouse”

resumes

CBS

over

THE CHANTICLEER with Ed W, Mitchell
and Charles John Stevenson

Sept. 8.

6:15-7:00

Polio

Treatment Via
Detroit,

WM J-TV

last

May

week put on

TV
31.

a

dem-

onstration of the use of hot packs
and physical therapy
in treating a
victim of infantile
paralysis.

The cameras were focused on
wven-year-old
Douglas
Berman,
ne treatments he
received to remu.scles in his affected
chest were demonstrated
V
Charles G. Jennings, Willift
m H. Blodgett and Carleton
of the Michigan

^

.

Children

Commission,

Reichert, physical
therapi.^t

moderator.

,

H l>d|lywdd<i
M Scin FrcmcIsco^Ordy^MtlRN

was adopted last September.

Same

N*w Y«rk— Ctr<U

WWJ-TV, was

WGY, Schenectady
AM Monday through Saturday

Available on participation basis

Hooper doe.sn’t get up
W(J I li.steners do

thi.s

WOMAN'S CLUB OF THE

Your

AIR

WTAM,
9:30-10:00

pieces of mail in 12 months
Success after success
“Results were swell” (Client A)
“Pulled 1,054 re<iue.st.s for booklet with
seven announcements” (Client H)
“One campaign sold 4,194 $4 to $7 items”
(Client C)

“Only program renewed in list
(Client D)
Only $2'> per announcement
Convinced!

ot 4<

Spot sale.sman has do?en«

AM Monday through

.select

from

just the right one for your client.

Cleveland

Friday

Arailahle on participation basis

early

48.‘2*27

NBC

of similar radio shows to

with Mildred Funnell

r*pr«senltn0 radio ifofions

Thirteen years a

WTAM

feature

Mildre<l a ra<lio personality since 1930

Each show has different theme of

<listaff

WNBC

WMAQ
WTAM

interest
Gue.sts: fa.shions, food, health, theater

One

offer pulle<l 4,240 re<jue.st.s

“Mighty

Chicago
CIcvctond

Woihington

KNBC

San Francitco

fine respon.se” (a sati.sfie<i client)

D«nv«r

Precedes Fred Waring
$ JO per participation

•

WGY

. ,

^

VednenJay, Jang

RADIO

40

FRENCH GET THEIR AIR
‘QUEEN' VIA RADIO LUX
Paris,

a growing criticism
blind’’ question on the
of Uie
dialers objecting to the
.Nian/a,
fad that the answer wasn’t given
As a result the feature
iti advance.

lions’’

sli

v\’ed

And

A

costs
few
pennies to answer each note.
Another advantage of the service
that it minimizes chances of
is
lawsuits, O’Donnell stresses, pointloyal.

I

!

i

'

it

only

!

recent trip to the U. S.

a suit. The explanation
fnnnrlprf nr nnt
given sympathetic attention A

i

O

,!”

submitted the ouerv and is
?“vtcd toTi;'spe‘‘ct‘lhe Ss*"cor!
respondence is kept up until the
customer is satisfied—the biggest
exchange in the files being 27
I.uther was more famous as a letters to one persistent fan.
The
theologian or a composer.
O’Donnell got into the mass fan
same series also provoked an ava- mail biz four years ago through
lanche of gripes when emcee Bill “20 Questions.’’ which his Radloi^laler said that Casey Jones was land magazine backed. When Roni

the
researching
question. O’Donnell explained to
fans that the “Casey Jones’’ song
was in American folklore before
C'ascy Jones, the real engineer.
died in a train wreck.
“A sponsor can’t be expected to
know' all these things,’’ O’Donnell
says. “But he can be a gentleman,
if

,

Hollis.

•

.

.

:

!

I

.

moved

AM

v.p.

|

|

mertime program

finery.

rv"'*

ta.^cr to « perfect a limitW grant,"

!

'

"vf

’

lasf

t

’

Station

Continued from pace 29

?f

weel

A, ^prexy

rising rates for
I

j

Leon Levy staved on as president after he and his brother. Isaac
d Levy sold the station for $6 560 .OOO.

^

Big Guns

^

'and television

ABC

informed the Commission
that delay in reaching a decision
on the KOB-WJZ case has deprived
the public of the service to which
It IS entitled on 1030.
However, it
said, the key to the use of the channel lies in returning it to KOB
Whose temporary
operation on
7<u too well demonstrates “the
natural desire of a diligent broad-

4*

^

is

a 50.000-watter

on clear channel. The Levy Bros.,
who built up WCAU and headed its

‘

!

'

I

management

1

j

since 1924. explained
press of personal and outside business for their withdrawals.

“Vhn^nhnrVh
Thornburgh joined CBS

In rUi
Chi:

^^ 3 ^;
later became assistant to Leslie
“PP®? “0" f™"' Atlass. v.p. in charge of Columbia's
J,";!" A
Salt Lake
City, which central division.
He moved to the
wants the channel to enable it to Coast in June.
1936, to take over
have a 50 kw station in place of operation of the CBS western skein

some media, use

,ddui„nal channels shifts from
o"® medium to another and exPension of present advertising
The execs polled added
rlose watch will be kept on
effectiveness of the media used.
Copywise, the companies rePorted that they intend to reduce
Institution*^ advertising in genoral publications and devote a
bigger share of their coin to trade
In addition, the trend is
P^ess.
toward selling copy rather than

!

10 10^'^ *

oulftts

^

-

?* «Pen<i"tnes

KU
rr-!i

"P'®'”
,

of

sales-and

de-

KNX. purchased from Guy
that Earle. Thornburgh is the only netuse of work, exec to be a bank director,
f
kc with 50 kw
power, with serving on the directorate of CitiI

1510

P^^enUge
mand is down.
*

KUTA

transcribed

crt

contended that

night. 2 ens Trust
is us-,

KGA

and Savings.

—A new series of
programs tit led

San Antonio

Pi®*

i.

.

WMOR

.

V

WHITE EASTING FOR
3-WAY PROGRAM SKED

increased use of film, which W'ill
Dave White. BRD&O producer,
have the same advantages for video i.s easting this week from
the Coast
Another for a
that taping offers AM
three-way summer program
view frequently expressed is that spread* on behalf of
agency aceventually a video centre will have counts. White has
just signed A1
to be set up in a suburb of New Goodman.
Russ Case and Allan
York, in Westchester, Long Island Roth to be among
guest conductom
or New Jersey. Comm. Mortimer on "Your Parade
of Hit Parades,’*
.

E. Loewi. DuMont topper, has suggested such a plan. DuMont owns
57 acres near Passaic, N. J., which
might be a possibility.
If

additional tele facilities aren’t

“American
I

I

I

—

.

the Lucky Strike summer replac^
ment for Jack Benny. Program will
also feature singing groups.

White

mer

also takes over the sumversion of the Saturday

some “Hit Parade,” starring Eileen night
Wilmore legit theatres to tele. CBS, son and Bill Harrington,
with Mark
which bought the Alvin theatre and Warnow’.s orch. He’ll
al.so product
leased it to Howard Cullman, in
the Guy Lombardo stanza set

New York may

built.

lose

as thn

for a lease on the latter’s summer
replacement for Rexall’i
house at 1697 Broadway, may take Phil
Harris-Alice Faye comedy.
over the Alvin when the lease expires in two years. NBC is reported negotiating to turn the Center theatre, home of ice shows, into
lid
Nix
Bid
a video tudio.

Serenade” has made
its debut here over KABC.
Program is to be sponsored by the
American Hospital and Life In-

Yankee

ABC
velop

will

TV

spend $2,500,000 to dein Los Angeles, which

will include a 20-acre telecentre In

Hollywood. In New York the web
has two TV .studios in Radio City,

2 Continued from page

Yankee had

29

difficulty in finding •

buyer for the stations and

finally

decided they could be disposed (rf
only by means of a lease. How-

two radio playhouses, a TV play- ever, regardle.ss of the motivations,
house and a combined AM-TV play- FCC found, “the fact remains that
house. plus three studios in its 66th where the rental is geared to gross
street 'TV centre. The latter build- income, the le.s.sor inevitable has
ing will also house the studios of retained an added, interest In thf
WOR-TV, which is expected to de- operation of the station. Since this
but in Augu.st. In addition, WOR is prohibited by the statute, thi
recently purchased a full city block fact that this might be of some
on Broadway and 67th street, business convenience to the parwhere it will build a tele centre.
ties, cannot change the result.”
DuMont says that present faciliThe stations, according to thd
ties are adequate for its sked, al- Commission, lost jointly an avertiiough additional space is needed age of $7,188 a month over an
for dry rehearsals. The web, which eight-month period last year.
originates most of its programs
from N. Y., has three studios in the
The seventh radio
Hartford
Wanamaker Building and one at its station in the greater Hartfiird
Madison avenue headquarters. A area is now in operation. WHAY
string of programs comes from the in neighboring New Britain ofn*
Madison avenue studio and observ- daily hit the ether last week. A

—

ing the SSA to ease on to regular
operation of 1030 and that to allow
Boston Harold L. Segal, for- surance Co., with headquarters
.,
,
,
au
1,
It to stay on the channel gives it
mcrly of the .sales staff of WTAO. here. This is the first time for the
• n unfair advantage over other Cambridge, has joined the sales sponsor on the air. A heavy spot
ers report cramped conditions. The
3030 kc applicants.
staff of WCOP, Hub ABC outlet,
(campaign is also planned.
web recently took over the Adelphi
theatre and converted it into its
.

.

WGN

.

return

i

'

.

Conliiiued from pace 29

General sentiment is that radio
can make a healthy advance toward reversing the trend and win
back sponsors who had previously
checked out of
for TV by
showcasing itself with some sum-

j

'

KOB

.

Mooseheart, Ind., to gather material for “It’s Your
Life”
Organi.st Preston Sellers in new
show aired Saturdays
Marvin Weiss new
salesman.

Studio Shortage

Just how alerted the networks
are to the opportunity is considered conjectural, in view of the
retrenchments under way and the
present thinking to “get over the
summer period as best we can
without spending much coin.” ,

Howard

—

.

to

(necessitating leaving TV receivers behind), play right into the
u.
j of# »,
/ik
boys,
hands
the radio

,

i

Leonard

.lohn

door use, plus the wholesale big^exodus to vacation climes

.

'

i

^aTred*‘';;"oc.!:rTri;!ii “a"u?h^ifa:
lion" a temporary arrangement *
which must be renewed quarterly,
has been on SSA for some
eight years and WJZ claims the
operation cuts off over five million
Mener, from it, primary service east

and

city

'

and general execuContinued from page 29
tive. prefers to remain in the east,
f^^ving recently bought a home,
to use inese
these channels
cnanneis has
Understood that Thornburgh’s

.

.

,

Meighan,

.

>

:

.

.

.

Hayes

O’Donnell
explains.
“Sponsors June.
spend millions to establish contact
Others mentioned for the post
with new cAistomers. Investing a have been ruled out by their own
bit more to answer each note sent or network admissions.
Jack Van
in makes certain that the goodwill Volkenbcrg, who was slated for the
is coiisolidated and listeners kept western division job before it was
given to Thornburgh is said by the
^network to be too important to its

.

.

.

.

:

nut a scholar.’’

New Mex

.

.

L.l..

television operation to be
to the Coast,
while

.

.

.

Key to Radioland’s service is
personalizing the letters replying
Continued from pact t7
to li.steners’ epistles and requests
f o r
tickets.
“My service wins the return of network president
friends
for
the advertisers,” Frank Stanton from Europe in mid-

W.I7,

,

'“"j

of
where many
time.
retired civil service and post office sloughing off hiatus
The big campaigns currently
workers live,
being initiated aimed at portable
set sales for beach and other outto

mwl*

staff

similar to Holly-

.

i

;

York

WBBM

salesman Jack Galbraith on vacation

.

I

sq^ took over sponsorship, it kept
©n Radioland’s mail answering:
staff.
Today the outfit has grown
to 40 permanent employees and as
many as 120 persons are hired for
special campaigns. Expansion required moving the firm from New

After

NBC

..

Morton reported recovering after sudden hospitalization
SinfflU
Lena Horne guested by WGN disker Fred Reynolds.
Book editnJ
Emmett Dedmon hosted author John Drury via WJJD
Fred Pinkard
"queenV wishes Included Louise Pruitt and Dorothy Tate taking roles in WMAQ story
of boxer
“*"*"* • Frigidaire, a trip to the Henry Armstrong.
.Tom Moore and Phil Patton of “Ladies Be Seat
ed,” making personal appearance in Yankton, .S. D.
Don Kellev
ho"uVnatet"ed°o";cr‘‘
chief flack at WBBM, making visit to Waterloo, la.
Program director
France by
hv
^ * Fiance
Jules Pewowar skedding WMOR airings of Grant Park concerts
products.
Author Pearl Buck and radio actor Ezra Stone heading special “Rpn
America” broadcast in Bucks County, Pa.
Don Laiffer joined WMOR
Cowboy singer Gene Autry staged broadcasts via
as staff announcer
CBS from Chi and Minneapolis (28-29)
Spbrts announcer Bob Elson
Radio’s Big Chance to Cleveland for baseball chores ...WGN program director Walter
Preston starting three-week campaign to acquaint listeners with operaContinued from page 1
tions of news division
Newsmen on firing line are Spencer Allen!
bring some surprising results. Robert Siegrist, Robert Hurleigh and Les Nichols
may
Orch leadw
_
^ u i,
to be on its good behavior,
Charlie Agnew heading up new WBBM mu.sical show, five weekly
Singer Anita O’Day is guest star on WGN’s “Windy City”..
advantage of the sum- Times reporter Virginia Marmaduke on WJJD panel on housingSunmertime opportunity and indulge Ted Mcljoney of Radio Sales vacationing in Kentucky
NBC commenqualitative programming, in- tator Alex Dreier to Excelsior Springs, Mo., for speech
Don Herberi

^

widow*.

WBBM

ing

.

-

|

Bartlett of ABC’s “Welcome Travelers” flying to Denver t
premier of Warner Bros.’ “Colorado Territory” June 3.
Frances Norman of Maraleita Dutton flackers on vacation in
CBS newscaster Lowell Thomas aired his program fr^
Orleans
Mutual prexy Frank White in Chi for exec
studio (27)

dwindling

Kecently thousands of missives
were sent in to “20 Questions’’ on
the subject of whether Martin

a mythical character (the prexy of
a railroad wrote in that his compaiiy is paying a pension to Joiws’

JO
ia

Tommy

WGN engagements include staff*^
Mary Neal to New York for visit
Rita Sturm to Robert Bauler, Virginia Crosby to Gordon Seeberr *na
operated Marilyn Melter to Ed Juister
NBC spots sales manager Ollw

«'»' <*»»"

oh

“s

ghol
^„eee unww

I’lwncjm
*"

hi,

that

without credit

1

Continued from page Si

been incepted here
Luxembourg, Louis Merhaving bought the rights
j^e show from Ray Morgan dur-

^

From the Production Centers

31.

“Queen

for a Day," has

vas dropped.
Outhoopering The Hoopers
timized by
Notes penned by fans are the
^
best index of a program’s health,
Donnell says, giving a surer •»diration ot a broadcast’s pull than
the rating services. They t-eveal
just what elements and routines
Whet the fans' appetites.

May

French adaptation of

1,

5,000-watter.

biggest studio.

WPIX, which uses a lot of film
and remotes, has two studios in the
Daily

OHIO

STATE

UNIVERSITY’S

19th Institute for Education by Radio

SPECIAL
TO

AWARD

WOV ANO

Th# Insfitut* for Domecratic
Education

THE

MAN NEXT DOOR”

i

B’

News

Building, using them
Station has no present
acquiring
additional
more elaborate shows
would require expan.sion.

JUNE 8 ^"
AT THE

Buffalo —Dal Gray, formerly of
B.C’., has joined

CKOV. Kelowna.
Hie

announcing

of
a native of
staff

DAY
IS

alternately.
plans
for
space, but

PARAMOUNT

WHEN,

Buffalo. He is
Toronto
and has also announced over
C’KRN. Edmonton and CKWX,
Vancouver.

NEW YORK
•

The

AinsTlnir

Mr. B*ll»"l***

CLAUDIA FRANCK ENTERPRISES.

Inc.

TELEVISION STUDIOS
.r.fic

tradifion

and

fight

pr.i„dic. a^d dU^ilVnatl::.?'-

316 West S7Slr**t,N.Y. Cl 7-6394

ACTING REHEARSALS
EFOIE

TELEVISION

CAMERAS

Court*,

AUDITION PREPARATION

NEW YORK

BASIC ACTIM6

ACTORS—SINGERS—DANCERS—LECTURERS
RegMrafloH sforfs Jrm 2md

^

"7

VfCAU’* Umbrelh Covrage gives the Philadelphia businessman an
*
advantage against competition. ... Local businessmen who know
WCAU than
on
dollars
Philadelphia best” spend more advertising

WCAU, the Philadelphia
of CBS— complete with AM, TV, FM.

on any other Philadelphia
Bulletin

station— affiliate

station.

. . ..

It’s

Iho PMIadelpliia

Bwlloliii

StalioM

.'

,

1

VeJnesday,

nAD10-TBI.RVISI 0N

42

FCC

Tele Chatter
New York
NBC-TVs
will

showrast

DwiRht

Theatre”

“Firi'sicie

\Vtu6t

artist.

assistant

art

*

NBC reported turning down a
CBS bid for disker Dave Garromanway’s tele services.
ager Jules Herbuveaux has reox
.or 52
rroways contract for
newed Garroway’s
ABC-TV producer Fred
weeks
Kilian ca.st for Edgar Allan Poe’s
“The Spectacles” i n c 1 u d e d Les
Podwcll, Andy Christians, Jean
Mowrey and Don Gallagher ...
WNBQ launching new tele show on
care and training of household

director

Bob O’Connor, WOR-TV

sports director, back after a twoNow'in the south
ark Star-Ledger propping a 32page tele section for June 5.

week vacation

Allan Stevenson, now in “Anne
of the Thousand Days” legiter,
writing the “Feature Story” on
NBC-TV’s “Fireside Theatre.”
ABC-TV proHarrell,
Charles
ducer, resigns today (Wed.) to
AM-TV package
private
enter
operations.
Charles Mortimer, Jr., son of the
General Foods’ ad chief, joininS
the CBS-TV .staff next month following his graduation from WilCollege Frank Shea
liams
named sales chief for the March
.

.

L“ctSreS*

m,

,i<a

a

i

!

|

.

.

director

WBKB

at

.

Cavanaugh

Fanny

fording an opportunity” for 6mc
color proposals, it could hardly
avoid giving the impression color
For this and other
iminent.
is
reasons, there were more than a
wiioiciicai icuij'
WHO agreeu
agreed wholeheartedly
few who
lew

Sirs

tele

tKoi uroK’e

'

WNYC’s

York’s

mark

its

municipal
25th anni-

:

London

In

there

addition,

be

will

RCA

some program
having

^

which, the Commission said, will
given “priority consideration.”

that

if I

31 ;

which the eastern

.

i

'

i

Goes to College
31.

WLW-D

uaicrv a
Coverage
V
i/vci aicc by
uy Crosley’s
??
of the University of Dayton commencement exercises Saturday (4>
will be the first midwest televising
of such a college event.
Proceedings include an address by John W.
(’raig, veepee of AVCO, of which
the station is a holding.
Pickup will be from the National
Cash Register Co, auditorium and
calls for use nf three cameras.

j

One is the constitu•'cw outfit and the
the question of proportional representation of the participating unions
uiixuiio v,ii
on the
me rtutiiui
Authority
lljr
board. Equity and Chorus Equity

contention.
'

I

i

will

Newest plan for the Television
Authority
represents
a
compromise of the two main points of

|

,

'

affiliates

operate.

i

,
1

other

is

have wanted to have a permanent
constitution
worked out
now.
while AFRA and AGVA wanted
to let that be decided by the video
performers themselves two years
hence.
AGVA has been hot for
proportional representative on the
Authority board, while Equity and
Chorus Equity have urged a per-

manent

Two

of

those

have no rea-

I

ratio of affiliate represen-

'

.

'

were making

it

today,

1

Hub Tele
Continued from page

ja*

say that it will probably be more
than three years from now before
color television will be ready for
service to
„ the ^public But some
day it will be here, and we in RCA
are all for it and are doing everything we can to advance it.”
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, prez of
DuMont Laboratories, said his outfit has no color to offer but would
wait to see what other companies
have before taking a aiatiu.
stand.
He
cited the Commission for finally
acting in preparation for opening
the UHF, terming the move the
“first concrete action of removing
the last deterrent to full-scale
nationwide television on a truly
competitive basis.”
Dr. DuMont
added that the FCC’s attitude on
color is “the only possible intclli«gent approach,” and that it “eliminates the fear of obsolescence.”

,

of

....

nominal figures to begin with,
have been raised only slightly in

at

cn.suing year, and tNere ii
more and more acceptance of vidco as a potent ad medium by most

the
i

While it ii
big accounts.
true some local video productions
none of
unspon.sored.
remain
still
the big sporting events are
WBA
and
with
looked,
sharing the baseball games.
comes
season
When— the fall
“
,1 t
tnr
around both video outlets iook
Plenty of new accounts among
sponsors as added experience
gins to show that it isn’t going to
break their ad budgets to use tht

of the
'

i

WNAC

i

;

'

,

i

.

medium.

through

up

to the
of the

on

from

now

the

TV

KMOX,

CBS

local

outlet.

interests,

been tossing
Coast kinescoped versions
to

liave

Tertnliil.

shows beamed on the large

Phone company
31

will

go ahead and

« unique mtllo
CoiiNlhiillun, Atiuntu,

t**-

HIUTMKIt

sink the few million dollars into
cable when video operators are

sssJ

ready to use

the

claim,
which they say is home out by
.surveys of both A. C. Nielsen and
Pulse, that approximately one out
of every- 40 homes in the U. S. now
has television, whereas one out of
every seven homes called by Hooper is a TV home.
Proposed TV
network Hooperatings, as a re.sult.
will not mea.sure popularity of programs, as do the radio ratings, but
will rather reflect the growth of

WVfKKt

it.

In addition to the cross-country
cable, company has laid small sec*tions locally. These connect L. A,

For Ivory Flokot

CBS, Mon. thru
2:45-3 P.M.

with Van Nuys and Santa Barbara
with Ventura.
Also, tests have
been conducted between here and
San Francisco for some time to
determine hilltops to be used for
!

TV

ownership.
Ratings con.sequently will provide the industry
w'ith nothing more than a confustfd

Wifli

with its staging in N. Y.*^
When will easterners be able to
see “live” film stars beamed from

viewers on the Coast. The more
viewers; i.e., buyers of products
advert l.sed on video .shows, the
.sooner

tran.scontinental
becomes an actuality.

television

H.

M. MeCAFFliY

ADDISON SMITH

i

JINGLES
JANGLE!
that dov’t

•

version of “Godfrey’s Talent
Scouts,” England explained;
“Distortion of the rating arises
from the fact that ownership of
television sets is greater in tele-

JOHN

Fri.

Wrilteo ond lUrecled ky

installations.
When will tele viewers here be
able to see a show simultaneously

and distorted picture of TV’s Hollywood?
growth in relation to radio.
Two months to a year after the
Situation was pointed up in a interests that will stage
those
recent talk before the American shows ask AT&T to up the power
Television Society in N. Y. by E. F. of the cable, it’s agreed. They
may
England, member of the NBC re- ask for it sooner than
expected
search
division.
Claiming that because of the new stations in
Hooper had o»*red by 34% in his Frisco and San Diego.^ These new
March-Apnl N. Y. ratings for the stations spell more sets and more

tele

^

Leonard

centers of population in the east.

Slugfest
based

31

for phone calls only, and will continue doing so until the call comes
w'ho

is

— Bob

•

Continued from pace

ity.

quently,

Louis

St.

a regular gabber at KXOK
following four and a half years as
newscaster at the five largest motion picture theatres in the city.
He presented news from a sounflproof booth back stage at the FW
theatre and the new'seasts wer#
piped into the other four houses,
via public address systems /
Henry
A.
Kilboiirne
named Director of Public Affairs,

come

Claim N.Y.-L.A.

of the affiliates.
George
,”®^*onal exec-secretary of
AFRA, is regarded as the probable
choice as exec head of the Author-

Continued from pace

w
^

Ir

I

|

AFRA.

execuAuthority may
eniployee

31

would

tation.

Over the opposition

ai

ths

it

color television.
years have gone.

:

!

conduct

“Ma.stcnvork Hour” and
a longhair take over the jivey
“Disk Date” program,
A docu-

'

Tele Authority
Continued from page

jazzman

a

C^Iassical

son to change my mind today
about that prediction, except that

;

switches, such
sue

mentary tracing the station’s history will he aired and a concert
would take at least five at Lewisohn Stadium will be dediyears from then before there cated to the Silver anni.
be could be practical and commercial

after their conclusion, oral arguments will be held. These should
require not more than two days,
Next will come the final decision

.

i

to the
statements made by board chairman David Sarnoff at the recent
stockholders’ meet, when he de
clared: “Two years ago I predicted

referred

officials

re-

corded greetings from celebs and

•

I

May

its

part

i

i

Dayton,

pro-

be Ted Cott, Tony Marvin,
Dennis Day. Dick Pack. Mitchell
Grayson and Morris Novik.

j

Hearings are expected to last at
Trooping of the colors, which
mai ks the celebration of the King’s least a week and may require
oflicial birthday June 9, will be twice that time. Within two weeks

needs dogs?*

will

will

'

WLW-D

25tli Anni

versary on the air July 7 with
grams involving .some- of
alumni. Among those taking

'

('oast July 5.

.

lure.

WNYC, New
station,

ch radios

•

^

,

giveaway

^

in

i-

AgaiRl

ti. addition of
P
up,

1

of

C’hi‘'oS^JiI?fe^"l7“^fi^^^^ June^^2b

'

entrenched and fully-sponsored

iiiouiiivawv,»»o,
minor
hhhoi modifications.”
I

‘

bing.

Fran

Continued from page 30
television receiver with relatively

?jl'edl''LtTc"k‘»t
ment was premature. Miss Hen- low-band receivers to pick
nock, in gently worded phras- UHF color transmissions in full
eology, thought the agency went color. Converter would be a step
out on a limb on highly technical ahead of that already demonproblems requiring patient delib- strated by RCA, which also permits a standard receiver to pick
eration and orderly procedure.
Under the Commission’s freeze- up UHF color transmissions but
lifting timetable proposed rules converts them to black-and-white,
will be issued in about six weeks Despite its non-committal attitude.
covering use' of'the UHyband'for consequently. CBS is presumed to
commercial video and revised alwhich led
RCA, which'^'fed
locations for the present 12 chan- uled hearings.
industry fight against CBS
nels, based on studies of interfer- (I'c
non-comalso
is
in
1947,
ence between stations. Thirty days color
will be allowed for comments or mittal on its future action but
system
is
color
its
emphasized
alternative proposals and hearings
will follow about two weeks later. ‘‘still in the laboratory.”

Eddie and
dropped on

director

not revealed a figure for
the simulcast.
With a separate TV version of
“Stop the Music,” ABC’s entry in
th® jackpot sweepstakes, already

Industry Wary

.

with
Ed Roberts and Eleanor Engle subHarris,

,
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'
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dUcrepancy provided the "“Bi’,^Ses‘*th"''h ‘'‘'•rmined.
hyP®
rating of 10.3 (or t^he God-
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National water ski champ Willa
Worthington guested by emcee
Jack Brand on ABC-TV’s “Action
Autographs” .... Singer Rita Ohman guestar on WENR-TV’s “DesWGN-TV’s “Let’s
Party”
sert
Have Fun” show simulcast Monday
(30t with vocalists Gloria Van and
Harry Hall making personal apAlan Rhone new film
pearances

'

Mqt: LOU CLAYTON

""J
;

Saturday

!

has been telcvi.sed with the aid of telephoto
Two ex-naval officers
picked up by Central Chevrolet for lenses
t 1
iii
“Deep Waters,”** which ic
is
Mai Boyd was re- authored
1 1
weeks
elected prexy of Television Pro- having its first public performance
ducers Assn, for a period of three over the BBC video service June
New inventions to be demonyears with Mike Stokey elected as 5
Roland strated through “Inventors’ Club”
association’s first veepee
Reed Productions has completed include a table which can be transfilming of 15-minute golf pic for formed into a bed and a chair conEnFilm features Olin vertible into two easy chairs
television.
Duira plus caddy for comedy re- tire cast from the Phoenix theatre
“Hail the Champ” will be production of Terence Rattigan’s
lief
spotted on local television stations “'rhe Browning Version” starring
tiiroughout the country by Power- Mary Ellis and Barry Jones will be
house Candy Bar.
Program will featured in the TV broadcast of
have local emcee in each market. the play
Tribute to the life and
Herb’ Allen, who packaged and w ork of Johann Strauss, Jr., who
emcees program, will continue to died June 3, 1899, will be paid in a
handle chore over KLAC-TV here specially conceived production deBarbara Britton will make a signed to recapture Vienna of the
•Telephone Intervmw” vidpic for 19th century
There will be three
Gene Lester
KTTV will revamp television sessions each day of the
format on ” Fred Beck’s Kitchen” Middlesex vs. Sussex cricket match
next week. Accent on food prep- with a total
hours screen
ivxiai of iu
15 iivjuts
eration will be modified and Beck time
Highspot of the society
given a freer hand on comedy sporting season, the Royal Meeting
chore. Arlene Harris will replace at Ascot, will be aired on three
Marion Manners, home cooking consecutive days commencing June
editor of the L, A. Times, as 14, and the BBC is using the latest
F
.
camcras wlth turret mounted telephoto lenses which will be having
a commanding position on top of
one of the stands.

RvFr>

its

schedur.-7i
the next J?
sev.
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KTLA,

M-G-M—

plans to give
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i

package firm, with Jerry the
Coopersmith named to head up the
script department.

'On an Island with You"
THK CAMKI. snow
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'>'8 .>««>?• "''•’‘o
'' “''in

;

commit-

definite

the

tery Players.

of the

fea
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made debut with

.

Hollywood

I

1

more joined Martin Stone Asso- ucclding to Ralph Tuchman, Coast
Har- newspaperman in N. Y. Miss Har
ciates as assistant producer.
old Schaffel now production head ris will transfer her R&R duties to

Tab on “Hopalong Cassidy”

CBS

1949

“t J‘“PP‘"8 frey
salutary
7 7
“ >>«•
rather than 7-7.
program, rather
Jilted
squawks from areas ^wh. h had WIilCIl 11 WUUIU iiavc
" «had 'T
^ave received iiuu
television
of
out
either bedh left
***•
sample been representative.,.
unable to
under previous allocations oj- ^ven
banjtroller
adjustment also
With more slightly raised the radio rating of
insufficient channels.
small cities showing interest in the programs on the air at the same ^^^p„e the fact it has bet^oMh*:
medium, the statement gave assur- time. Thus, unless some adjust- air a year and carries a current
Offering it
ance that video will be nationwide. ments are made in the Hooper Hooper high of 11 1
on a dual basis to prospective bank
will
package
Lou Cowan
pets.
However, there was serious doubt technique for obtaining network
screen weekly Tuesday at 8 p.m. as to whether the Commission TV ratings, resulting ratings should rollers might pave the way for tht
sought-after sponsors.
with Gail Compton and George would be able to back up the pros- be interpreted in this light.”
Web hai
been asking $3,700 per 15-mlnut«
Although it was
^
it pictured.
segment for the AM show alone
WGN-TV staffer Jarvis Dugan careiui
,
f sa> 11 was merely
mcrelv “afai
lo
o rfsxhi.t with Ph
oAffnlanH Mys
iVfvjsChicagoiand
but has

of Time in commercial films
Cordery,
television
ABC-TV exec producer, resigned to
head up the tele department of
John t^asht Associates, indie packActress Virginia Gilage firm

lure, lelensed over

opening half-hour, 122 TV homes
cached instead of only 91 .
„ the
,
were a regular
,,
Hooper sample

|

1,

CBS’ ‘SING IT AGAUr

SoVperrm^re'or'sos’T.lir

|

June

TV SIMULCAST

i

The agency's

and WBKB’s “Window Shopping”

Howard

;

atm

WNBQ

I

30

..,„thuslastic” about the
Commission’s action. He thought
Ih^
He the de
yard
it was a step forward
ision and at the
velopment of television
Bction to manu“

Chicago

,

‘Revives*

Continued from page

j

Robert Douglas. “Fashions on Parade” singer w'as wed Tuesday (24*
to Harriet Vine, sister of film comic
Robert Bright, with
Billy Vine
eight years of TV experience at
VVPIX. WARD and NBC, joins
as

joined

“Feature Story.”
Video Productions

.

ABC-TV

assist^ntR^Joh .^Arthur

Stone

makeup

gtaiua Tuesday (7>. Series features
u elst as a human interest reOiTicial Television, Inc..
porter
IS releasing a 10-part vidpic series
starring “Pirro.” a puppet, and a
‘Chata,”
titled
series
five - part
v'hich was filmed in Mexico

June 6

Beck’s

phone homes (the Hooper sample
of 15%) than in non-telephone
homes (6%). The average percentage of TV ownership in a crosssection sample of all homes (in
N.Y.) would be 11%. Thus, in the

|
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Glaqsr'
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Morris Cracks

ORCHESTRAS-MIJSIC
Stromboli,

Down On Spike Jones,

With

the

Over Gag Disking of

Love You

Italian

isle

ASCAP Board

of

Stromboli supplying the background for two U. S. films currently

Victor

I

production,

in

two
have

Broadway songsmiths
turned out a romantic number
tagged “Stromboli.”
Bernard Kalban, publicity
director for Mills Music, authored the lyrics while Mills

'Riders’

Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris. in-<f
Jones and RCAcensed at Spike
a novelty ver- Millinder Added
victor for recording
“Riders in the
.lon of his hit song.
Defendants in Song Suit
a license
Victor
“
refused
has
ckv
Northern Music Corp., pressing a
the side and has adto
4Ka*iMlCrKoilf
throughout the song infringement suit against
J? 'J“radTo stations
some 10 cTefendants, last week was
«^intrv that anyone spinning the
permitted by N. Y. Federal Court
Sick Would be sued for copyright
Judge
Murray Hulbert to add
far
so
went
Morris
Slfrincement.
Eastman, New bandleader Lucky Millinder as a
Lee
instruct
to
IS
defendant.
Court also granted
imsuit
begin
to
York attorney,
Victor Northern the right to amend its
mediately against Jones and
complaint.
withhas
Victor
infringement.

To

staffer

B.(].

for

According

drawn the record.
Jones disk, made in Hollywood
the tune the same
last week, kids
way as other Jones recordings have
He had no more
past.
the
in
done
side be
than finished making the
fore a copy was airmailed east to
Martin Block, WNEW, N. Y., disk
tnrkev who has been playing it
28 i.
twice daily since Saturday
Jones has had trouble with other
in
material
nnblishers of standard
They refused to allow
the oast.
material
valuable
him to burlesque
on the theory that such an approach lessens prestige of a .song.
He
That’s Morris’ argument.
feels that the great sales being
(VicMonroe’s
Vaughn
by
achieved
and its
tor) recording of the tune
general acceptance will result in
“Riders” becoming a valuable adHe feels that
dition to his catalog.
to allow Jones to clown the material at the moment will considerably decrease its chances of becoming a standard. That it will be
In
ruined by a freak recording.
addition to the letters to radio staMorris
tions barring Jpnes’ version,
parodies of
Is also insisting that no
any sort be done on the song.
bar an
can
publisher
By law, a
A re“arrangement” of a song.
and
record
can
company
cording
market a tune without obtaining a
license
compulsory
the
via
license,
provision (IE) of the 1909 copyright
But in that event he must
law.
perform the tune as written.

plaint,

it’s

to

the

Ravinia Park to Open
*4
I
oo I'k
June
28 Despite rire

Michael Edwards

Chicago, May 31.
Ravinia Park concerts by the Chi
symphony orch and guest conduc-

charged

Okayed For

and soloists will lee off as
scheduled on June 28. despite recent $200,000 fire that destroyed

revised
that

January, 1945, songwriters Sally
Nix and Henry B. Glover, who authored “I Love You, Yes I Do,"

had access to copies of the

Argue Over Him

^

'

i

j

Pubs Tougher

|

ASCAP-D.

On Advances In

.

'

,

I

j

1

i

I

May

I

event he goes back to work
It
that aeenev will handle him.
had been known that GAC’s origiiii<ienwu
WUIl the
me maestro
al five-year
1
nve-year aeai
deal with
was expiring and other agencies
have been making a pitch for his
in the

I

;

j

!

i

i

|

i

j

New

'

'

j

I

I

I

AFM

happened in Kenton’s case.
Kenton actually worked only
X.
teven months of the final
year of,
during that time
rir-Ps u
bookings provided him with
,

’

|

!

..

,

,

|

total

that easily surpas.sed

He was on

'

location only about four and a half
weeks, the rest of the time on onebighters, which is much more lucrative.
tr.rt
tract

*

renewal under the above

*‘‘

2 !;
AFM

[

i

Federation of Musicians’ five-year
contract form. This states that in
the event an agency secures coin
for an artist, during the final year
of the pact, and said money totals
four times
scale payroll cost
of the band, the agency is entitled
to a two-year renewal. That’s what

required amount.

LP.

'

GAC’s renewal was automatic, a
under cerprivilege exercisable
tain' conditions of the American

com

Present at the meeting were
London. May 3L
ing of pursestrings is taking deviRobert P. Patterson. Society counIf Benny Goodman appears on
‘Pacific’
ous courses.
One pub, who has
is he sel, who has been working on the
Palladium
of
the
stage
the
been known to shell out important
new decree for .some time; Fred
coin for the publication rights to to be regarded as a musician or 'va- Ahlert. president of the Society;
This is the issue
material, last week took on a few riety artist?
O.scar Hammer.stcin 2d. L. Wolfe
fresh
pieces
of
music without which is being decided by the Min- Gilbert, Coast writer and chairman
^
letting go of a nickel. This house istry of Labor, following conflicting of the
Society’s Hollywood comColumbia Records has from the
has a good exploitation and promo- representations from the unions in- mittee. Gilbert, who has been
inception of its Microgroove I..ong
tion record, and writers know it. volved.
vitally intere.s ed in any change n
p^y^ng recording^ emphasized th;
the
for
application
Original
*nd the pub was allowed to get a
the writers classificalion methods
i^^pr’s development from a vlewappear at the
1^1? up on a few new tunes by Goodman sextet to
came in from Hollywood to attend
classical
simply agreeing to have the melo- Palladium for a fortnight starting the meeting.
recording.
Ironically
dit** recorded by a major record July 18 was rejected a week ago
Clas.sification angle is only one enpugh, two pop items, the LP
within 90 days or return by the Musicians Union, but the
company
^
IToHoratinn has
hac now
nnu/ phase of the revised consent de- albums of “Kiss Me. Kat,” and
Variety Artists Federation
(he tunes to the w’riters.
cree, but to D. of J. men it is one "South Pacific,’’ have done more
.stepped in with a claim that everyof the most important. There will to focus the attention of record
thing that takes place on the footbe further meetings on the .sub- buyers on the 33 ifi rpm platters
lights side of the stage is solely
ject in the next few weeks.
Monroe’s ‘Dreamy
than all the longhair material Cotheir concern. Provided the Goodlumbia has marketed via the deman application falls within the
velopment.
England Moon’ Platter
foreign artists quota for the
CRC executives agree that the
Palladium, there will b no opposi- Bowman, ‘12th St. Rag’
LP system has gotten heavy exProves a Sales Point tion from the VAF.
plpitutional
help from the two pop
In order to simplify the issue,
Autbf)r, Dies at 61 In
Vaughn Monroe’s recording of an alternatiye offer has been made
ventures. Both albuim (in LP ea^’b
album
consists
of one’ 12 -inch disk)
Moon”
England
“Dreamy Old New
by Palladium chief Val Parnell to
N. Y.; West Dead at 66 are made with the original casts of
last week achieved a spot on RCA- cioodman, who has now been inshows,
the
and
ircord^g was done
vited to come over without his
Euday L. Bowman and F^ugene
Victor’s ow n li.st of be.st-sellers,
Columbia s New York church
vocalists; West, two songwriters of the early
the
with
but
sextet,
They have .sold in tremenwhich is headed by his "Riders in dancers and comedian who nor- days of the American Society of
album.s.
^
that a- mally accompany him on the U. S. Composers. .Authors and Publishoften
^
5
,^
...V’
*
^
ers died in New York last week
pjatter released so closely on the stage.
"u(26).
Bowman, writer of “12th over 100,000 sets and Columbia
gn overwhelming hit such
jt is now regarded as almost ceron
advance
orders
**^^*1?
a
"Riders” will also become
tain that the new offer will facili- Street Rag.” which became a re“Pamfio
were heavier than the
bestseller. More often than not the tate the granting of the labor tick- vival liit last year via Pee Wee
^i„ smother the et. and that Goodman will open Hunt’s Capitol recording, died in total sale at that point of Kate,
that approxiniatea N. Y. hospital of pneumonia and
second, or the second will take the at the F’alladium as planned.
leukemia while on a visit from his Lv 35 o of the overall sale of both
edge off the first.
Fort Worth home. He was 61. He scores are LP versions.
Music publishers as a rule do
[wrote “Rag” in 1914 as an instninot care to have a plug tune, reSued
mental, and it was his standout acpwiip
ii/i nnpCOimi?
orded bv an artist whose previous Detroit Bowery
complishment among a long list of f
^ 11 come
l-rLUb P KcSduKfc
By BMI on Song Uses blues and jazz melodies.
out too soon after the hit. HowWest, 66 died of an undisclo.sed
ever. it happens sometimes that
Detroit. May 31.
CHI’S ORIENTAL
promotional plans have been laid
The Bowery nitery and its ooera- ailment the same day as Bowman.
Chicago, May 31.
out and they cannot easily be re- tor Frank Barbaro. were sued for A vaude singer and pianist in his
ruled
has
Essaness Theatres
That’s what hap- $750 in federal court for alleged younger days, he moved into the
vised quickly.
have to give
platter-spinners
that
wing of
pened in this case. Leeds publishes mejcgi
of popular tunes. Plain- music business under the
current music-biz attractions at
Harris
and
Charles
K.
the
late
the
suit
‘Moon.’
of
outcome
tiffs said that
its Oriental theatre advance plug.s
would affect 300 Detroit night- turned out such tunes as "When
amusement parks, You’re Alone,” Broadway Ro.se." before they will be a'lowed to
hotels,
clubs.
guest on their programs,
Mississippi"
string
On
and
a
"Roll
and steam-

Spotlights

31.

Kenton’s contract with
Stan
General Artists Corp. has been renewed for another two years, and

J
the

,

doesn’t like.

Kate,’

Renew Pact
Hollywood.

I

'

[

GAC

AM

!

Washington. Mav 31.
Group of American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
executives and songwriters were
here Friday (27) for conferences
with Department of Justice offiNo meetings have been schedcials on the Society’s methods of
classifying its songwriter members, nled for this week between the
ASCAP
and video men. Due to
Discussion was relative to the
formulation of a remodeled con- the holiday no day was named for
However, a
sent decree, an Important angle of another get-together.
which is the writers’ classification session is expected this week.
.setup,
which
the
Government

I

Kenton,

of J.

Payoff in D.C.

—

It s

have
been
that coop-

bone of contention
erative shows, dispatched as .sustainers by network stations and
sold to local sponsors by the stations, will be paid for at the .source.
This facet of a deal is being insisted on now by ASCAP due to
difficulty the Society had in the
past with its
radio contract.
Cooperative shows in that medium
were being paid for during most
of the ASCAP-radio contract written in 1941, on the basis of sustaining rates at the source. That’s
been changed and, in addition,
ASCAP is being paid the differbetween originating station
sustaining rates and local commereial billings from the time the contract started.
There’s over $500,000 involved.
a

'

!

!

"’bat A.SCAI originally asked.
also understood the tele men
agreed to one angle that had

!

Continent. He has a definite offer
from two separate sources to give
concerts in Scandinavian countries
at $15,000 weekly for two performMusic publishers aren’t so free ances a day. ,50% of the coin to
anymore with the checkbooks that be deposited in the U. S. before
during the war and up until now he leaves and the remainder payable in foreign coin upon complewere ready and waiting for likely tion of the dates.
looking new tunes. With the music
European bookings are
If the
sales situation moving slowly worked out, Goodman would in all
through what many major pubs as- probability arrange for U. S. musicians in his current outfit to meet
sert is a seasonal slump, most comhim following his Palladium bookpany execs are being very careful ing.
about pa.ssing out advances and
bonuses for tunes they like.
Musician or Vauder?
As a matter of fact, the tighten-

!

will con-

Discuss Writer

is

Tightened Mkt.

i

Busch

;

drawing $15,000 weekly
for his two-weeker and may. following the London run. go to the
B.G.

!

Fritz

weeks of concerts.

six

the British Variety Artists Federation instead of the British Musicians Union, which has denied
him permission to work because
the American Federation of Musicians will not allow English maestros to work in the U. S.

.

'

Meanwhile, ground

pavilion

Conductor

jurisdiction of

and'lBroadTast

i

]

duct the opening week of concerts,
with William Steinberg, Dimitri
Mitropoulos, Sir Adrian Boult and
Pierre Monteux following in the

’

i

the shell and sealing section.
Fund raising and subscription

inal

.

who

asCAP’s director board, in its
regular monthly meeting Thursday
(26) and. while the offer was not
acceptable in the form it was
made. ASCAPers feel that it was
to provide the basis
nf an agreement.
a^rpomi'nl
of
.ASCAP board authorized the
committee of executives which has
been meeting with the televisors,
make a
proposal
base, but with certain modifi?
understood that the
"as c onsiderably better
anything U'le has offered up

has been cleared and graded for
rebuilding on the site of the orig-

Again,

(

i

ed by a tent.

tune,

tiff’s

•

pavilion audiences will be shelter-

Benny Goodman has been okayed
“Tonight He
ne .'.aiiea
Sailed for a two-week date at the Palfrom Millinder. Latter had ladium. London,
|^^n .selected to arrange the num- according to advices given Joe
‘Glaser, head of As.sociated Bookaction, jog Corp.. by the Palladium. Goodbesides Miss Nix and Glover, are oian will take three key musicians
from his current band plus a comedance team and girl vocalist
^“^ic Co,. BCA, Merci^y Records, ^j^^ him, which apparently brings
plain-

Come
reps

heads in an endeavor to establish
* deal via which ASCAP music
^-jn continue on video, made the
society an offer last week.
The
proposal
was placed before

1

tors

drive got
under way last week with
“
Percy B. Eckhart, chairman of
Ravinia Festival Assn., stating the

to

network

1;“''

'

London;BMU,VAF

comaround

Nod

Television

!

t

Looks Over Tele Net

Settlement Proposal,

handled the music.

Wket

43

j

'

ALcN

I

.

conditions is rare.

m

,

BY

,

}

^

.

mercury drops 24%,
LONDON PUB COIN UP

'

Mercury Records and laondon
Records both turned out publishes’ royalty statements last week.
Mercury dropped approximately
•4/fc from its previous quarter, but
London’s was up in the neighborhood of 5%.

Mcivu^paid pubs partly In
lOU’Z payable prior

•nd partly in
to

M-G

Testing

Damone

This is a nolicv'^that
Mercury has followed for some
time and it has
never vet def iiilted
always

clea^rthrU's^X

previous quarter '’before
due.

ttie

next

is

Doris Drew signed
records in Hollywood.

by

^GM
"

ship

Hollywood. May 31.
Vic Damone. pop balladeer. who
a .screen test for Metro. Da
"lone drops off his Pet Milk. NBC
radio commercial. June 25 for 12
"ooks and will make the te.st dur-

Singer will scoot bacli to Chicago
tl]ereafter to open at the Chez
Paree on a date as yet unmarked.
then go to Beverly Hills C. C.. Cincinnati, and a date in New Orleans.

‘

of others.

lines.

Seeking

a

permanent injunction
Bowery’s use of their

arc

or August to

thViue-datrof'he" nTxT miai- take

ter checks.

It

'

roller rinks, dancehalls

|

BroadcasI

Music.

i

^

Mprr UI 5 U 0 kJviUJ
Splhv
lllviv

Inc..

'

Some of the jocks refu.se lo take
performers on that basis. For instance, in the case of Gordon Maesome are showing outright

disapproval by not spinning the
Seloy. English pianist, singer’s disks,
ternational Corp. of New York, and
Oriental is also nixing appearSchumann Music Co., of Los An- who came to the U. S. as accomBeryl Davis, but who ances of headliners at music .stores
(Jeorge W. Trcndle. Jr., at- panist for
geles.
exclusively with Vic unless the retailers advertise the
torney representing B.Ml. said the now works
in
and Barbaro had refused Damone, has been signed by .Mer- act. tied in with the theatre,
Essaness claims it co.sts
Records. He’ll turn out first big ads.
lo pay a license fee for use of BMI cury
show,
a
open
melodies.
$5,000
to
standard
them
over
of
album
an
songs in a floorshow last November.
ad doesn’t
100-line
Selby worked as a sideman at and usual
The songs involved are "Hi Neighwith the lop English justify appearance made at the
bor.” "Hut Sut Song” and “Per- one time
bandleaders, Joe Loss and (leraldo. store.

g^d two music publishers. Peer

fidia.*’

In-

Ronnie

I

2
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Jocks, Jukes

of the

Tops

Recording Companies Slash Costs

Retail Disk Seller
“Riders in the Sky’’

and Disks

Sheet Music Seller
“Riders in the Sky”

Retail

By B£BHI£ WOODS

In

’’Most Requested” Disk
“Riders in the Sky”

‘Lavender Cof- Ing, early-jazz background to push
Lionel Hampton
Lyric.s are changed a
(Decca). Hamp- him along.
|iii» "Hucklebuck"
bit, too.
“Dance” is cute.
disking of Coffin," a race,
of
one
is
as a pop,
Platter Pointers
tune promoted
he s done on comthe best things
Jack Teagarden’s voice and
It bounces solidly
wax.
Bjercial
trombone

Summer Economy Maneuver
Major recording companies have
begun sla.shing operating costs to
compensate, at least through the

^4

,

Seller on Coin Machines
“Riders in the Sky”

W,

vocal is enticing.
gnd the leader’s
“Hucklebuck” rates similarly. Both
juke pieces.
«tcellent jock and

new

Both

I

I

“Sue Howwa

1

There's Yes Yes

Your Eyes” - "Room Full of
Roses” (Mercury). Recordings “Yes
Yes” is getting in its revival mark
strong hit pos.sibility.
a
as
tt
Howard’s, sliced at an easy dance
than
beat, is made straight rather
corned as Blue Barron (M-G-M)
did it. and it’s swell listening.
Howard vocals silkily. His vocal
of "Roses” is backed by the ensemble and it, too, is a solid performance. Tune is good and it has
a chance. Howard's disk with it.
Ray Anthony "I?arktown Strutter’s ‘BaH”-’‘Veloa” (Capitol). Band
records when they’re good have
In

possibilities,

My

Love

'

1

I

!

!

I

;

I

Since Decca set up

Guy Lombardo
new restaurant at

preem

will

sell

at

it.s

|

j

|

i

there’s

j

i

i

Johnny Dee "Take It Easv. Arthur”-"Give Me One of Those”
(Regent).
“Arthur.” .similar to “I
Said No” of a few years back and.
In a way. in the same suggestive
groove as the current “Baby. It’s
Cold Outside.” could do something.
Vocalled cutely by Randie Richards. the di.sk is playable for jukes
and late: night disk shows. It flips
an" unusual punch line. Reverse is
t

'

,

!

i

make cuts. ttio. In .tddilion to leaning toward tightening up its distribution sy.stem.
Decca hasn’t made much of a
<30*
pects to remain east indefinitely move in that direction since it has
on Decca Records recording prob-^been the most successful with hits
.since the start of the year. But it,
lems.
He had been on the Coa.st the too. figures to reduce co.sts eventually to match conditions.
past few weeks.

Kapp Back

Dave Kapp
York Monday

N. Y.

in

back into New
evening and ex-

got

May 28

LARRY CLINTON DEBUTS
NEW BAND IN CINCY

Victor

Larry Clinton next week will
debut the band he has formed
along lines similar to hi.s hit com-

Vaughn Monroe

3.

“A” YOU’RE

ADORABLE

4.

AGAIN

(Robbins)

5.

FOREVER AND EVER

IT’S

(.1)

(4) (.’Melrose)

9.

SO

IN

LOVE

ITony Pastor
Gordon Jenkins
\

Columbia
Dccca

)

j

(Laurel)

(6)

(6)

(Robbins)

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING

8.

Coin mbia

1

j

COLD OUTSIDE

BABY

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

My

10.

Vic

Broke Your Promise” things based
on a lyrical idea and a beat: the
aide could hit. It uses a full choral
ensemble, handclapping on the
beat. etc. to achieve its end.
Tt’s
food.
Singer’s version of “Gold.”
a ballad spawned in the "Nature
wy groove, is well done. If the
tune clicks. Miss Shore’s side will
he nght up front. It’s one of the

Columbia

j

Perry

•M

Como

.

.

Decca
Decca
Columbia

.

Bing Crosby
Dinah Shore
Sammy Kaye
1 Mel Torme

(4)

(Melrose)

\

Gordon Jenkins

1

Perry Co»mo

DOWN THE RIVER

WONDERFUL GUY

Torme’s approach to
eour Winds” forms a fine record“kUsing 'echo technique on
Mckground voices, plus a Latin
Torme’s vocal gets a solid
i
bis handling of
ne lyric A*'^*^****y>
is not
as several
Wer versions, asbut,good
in sum, the'
produced and very
ustenable.
it’s
coupled to “It’s
Now.” an obvious atwmpt jo reproduce the
singer’s
and “Careless Hands’’ hit
i

|

.

.

...
.

.

Decca

•
(vLL^

spins,

Manone "Riders
*

Square

should get
one of* n,
Manone’s “Riders.”

in

howthe

Dance"

kick
To say
•** *
different than the
the tune.
Manonl V*
travel -voice rides rough•k-j
hod
over the lyric and gets Hfta

Alan Courtney Jocks
At Miami’s WIN Z

:

I

Victor

.

Miami, May 31.
Alan Courtney, former New York
and Denver disk jockey, i.s her®
doing a disk show' on WINZ. Me

/from Keen’s Steak House'with the

Russ Morgan
(Blue Barron

1
(,

COM.ME

Cl

COMME CA

CANDY KISSES

(Hill

.

.

Margaret

Capitol

Whiting

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(

1

(Shaplro-B)

V’ir

tor

Victor

Mf’rcury
Capitol

.

.

t

‘

.

Decca

KOdy Howard
(Johnny Mercer
Russ Morgan

j

Range)

Cnptfol
.

.

Dick liagmes

i1

GO ROUND WALTZ

SOMEONE LIKE YOU
HOW’ IT LIES

.

.

Kay Starr
Guy Lombardo

Dacca

.

.

Capitol

.

Decca

(Art Mooney
j

(Harms)

.

.

.

EVERYWHERE YOU GO

Peggy

Lee

.

.M

GM

’

B.

(Kay

Columbia
Decca

1
'

Columbia

Pflula

W’flf.son

\Kay Starr
Guy Lombardo
S

tLombardo)

Capitol

Starr

Dinah Shore

.

(Dorij

t 1 1

1 f11

r rTtfT -r f

44

^ e ^

e

.Supreme

.

.

....

Day

IFipurea in parenthtiti indicaU nurribtr oj ureeka tong luu been in ihe Top
I 4 a

C'apiiol

.

’{Doris Day
Crosby
1 Bing

(.Morris)

TRUE TO YOU IN .MY F.A.SHION (T.
YOU BROKE YOUR PROMISE (Pic)

1

Dcccn
Victor

Disk Jockey Review

Mercury

.

(Fran Warren
ITony Marlin

.

SO TIRED (Glenmore)
.MERRY

.

.

Courtney is also planning a famprogram, to be done from Ins
with his Mrs. and kids.

ily

home

Victor

(Leeds)

&

.

GM

Cupitol

.

.

Decca

M

.

.

Stafford MacRae
Eddy Howard

j

(Miller)

.

.

.

Como

Perry

.

.

King Cole
Bing Crosby

J

(Chappell)

.

\

|

many

top of the heap.

spins platters 8 to 9:30 p.m, nightly

i

get

men

13

j

JLapilol).

It'll

of

and singer Dolly
arrangements will

It.s

be modern versions of those that
rode Clinton’.s fit's! band to Die

I

/

PORTRAIT OF JENNIE (Chappell)
FAR AWAY PLACES (18) (Laurel)

Me! Torme “Four Winds and
Seven Seas”-“It’s Too Late Now”

*fance

made up

i.s

Clinton

lluust(»n.

Victor
Capitol

Croup

(16) (Spitzer)

NEED YOU (Choice)
LOVE .ME, LOVE ME, LOVE MI

over.

Outfit

plus

usual interviews.

CRUISING

best.

Except that in this in
Too Late” i.s not as well

Bob-Lo, Detroit,
night ers follow.

{

Sec’ond

Outfit

’30’s.

Coney Island,
June 4-5 at
and other one-

at

.

)

(Laurel)

late

3

works

tf

Victor

1

(2)

r

Victor

1

DON’T SEE ME

r rf n

June

Cincinnati,

Columbia

Frank Sinatra

Vauahn Monroe
j
fCuy Lombardo

(15) (Mills)

debuts

Victor
Decca.

.

.

Como

Perry

j
)

bination of the

Victor

\Russ Morgan

B. Harni.v)

(6) (T.

CARELESS H.ANDS
1

('apitol

Damone

1

(Chappell)

(1)

“You

1

of

Burl Ives
Whitivq-Mercer
Shore Clark
Perry Cowo

(Morris)

(6)

2.

6.

Ship I
Comes Tn”-"Lover’s Gold” (Columbia).
“Till” side is mo.st unusual

<*one.

i

]

nothing.

of tho.se

i

i

t

RIDERS IN THE SKY

1.

livery.

One

I

j

Week

Flipover brings up
tune that’s going well in N. Y.
{t isn’t nearly as distinctive a tune
•s "Four Winds.” but it’s broken
by an Italian language lyric de-

«>r Miss Shore.

j

Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

will sell. too.

“Till

|

|

,

|

improved

B

Shore

i

i

recording-voice does an excellent
job on it.
With lush .string back'ounding by Glenn Osser’s band,
amone comes close to equalling
the Sammy Kaye (Victor) disk. His

^ Dinah

|

i

e

greatly

months, for the sales
which the business is
While the paring is being

i

artists.

to

in

gripped.

coverage is being drastically reduced. Capitol, which is credited
with doing the best job on this type
of romancing, estimated not so
long ago that it cost $100 a year
per individual for the kind of service it doled out.
t
As for Columbia and Victor, both
have spent tremendt)us sums in
promotion since they debuted their
respective
n e w developments
33' n rpm Microgroove Long Playing and the 4.5 rpm platters and
Ow’ens received his 28 ma.slers players. This is in addition to the
from Tower, “plus an amount cost of developing the diverse
equaling cost of 12 unrelea.sed methods of reproducing music on
masters,” according to Tower, wax. Columbia al the time it unprexy. Dick Bradley. Bradley also veiled its LP's was said to have
stated that his company and Owens spent $2,000,000 up to that point.
had met with AFRA two weeks Currently, $.5,000,000 is being menago, with AFR.A acting as liaison, tioned as the cost of RCA’s 45 idea,
Previous reports of Owens’ receiv- from its inception to the prc.sent.
Columbia last week laid off a
ing over $6,000 from diskery was
untrue, according to Bradley. couple people in its New York
Owens also received approximately promotional offices alone, Walter
10,000 of his records stocked by .Murphy, head of the depart numt,
was cut to one secretary and two
Tower.
assistants.
Capitol is expected to

alties. because it isn’t po.ssible to
underwrite manufacturing costs,
pay publisher royalties, and also
pay high guarantees and royalties

|

And Damone’s

slump

so far

—

new Voc«=

49c.

regulations forced each manufacturer to market a certain number
of sides in order to remain within
price regvilations.
In the event both Columbia and
Victor issue cheaper sides the
moves will, of course, e.slablisli a
real trend back toward lower retail disk prices. But, as all major
companies are now' set up economically. it won’t be po.ssiblc at
least for a long time, to turn out
top names at 49c. Decca’s Vocation
artists are on flat salaries, no roy-

his

I

My

to

Both lalHls are well known.
They weren’t dropped until the
war was almost over due to the
fact that government retail price

Is

jven Seas’’-‘‘You’rc Breaking
eart” (Mercur\'>. A solidly worthwhile disk.
“Four Winds” seems
like it will be a resounding hit.

name

best

been considerable speculation in
the recording and music industries
concerning the possibility that Co- Jack Owens Exits
lumbia and RCA-Victor would folTower in Settlement
low suit with their prewar cheaper
Chicago, May 24.
labels, Okeh and Bluebird. During
was reached last
Agreement
the past week or so a report had
week between Tower Record Co.
Victor readying to reestablish the
"Breakfast Club” crooner
ABC
and
Bluebird tag in opposition to DeeJack Owens over settlement and
ca’s, to sell ai the same price, and
latter’s exit from waxery’s lineup.
late last week there was talk that
Owens’ “How Soon” on Tower
Columbia was about to move with clicked a few season’s back, althe Okeh tag into the same price
though ha.ssle between the two
field. Neither report is confirmed,
didn’t get under way until fall of
but neither is denied too strenq- 1948.

Anthony’s clean cutFreeport, L. I.,
“Darktown.” in dixieland,
June 12 with a special cuffo openan interesting instrumental that
ing
for
the
trade.
Lombardo will
could do something to move that
It’s backed by invite over 400 friends from the
bright band along.
radio,
agency,
music
and band
another good piece, in solid dance
tempo. W’fll played by the band, fields to a pre-opening party for
vocal.
handles
the
which
he’ll
pick
up
the
check.
group
a
and
Andrews Sisters “Hohokus.
Called the East Point House and
N. J.”-'‘Malaguena” (Decca). Initial situated near his waterfront home,
side is a cute bit of nothing that rest.iurant will feature food and
lyrically plays with the northern small
musical combos.
It
will
Kew .lersey town. It’s okay, but play no big bands. Spot will seat
Isn’t likely to be big. Beverse also
about
300
in a closed room and
doesn't figure to hit solidly, but it’s
worth a slot in the trio’s disk another 125 or so on an outdoor
Mae.stro and his brothers
library,
('ut at a breakneck pace, deck.
have so far spent approximately
the standard is very plavable.
rebuilding the spot.
$100,000
Winds
and
Vic Damone "Four

Me Warm.”
ting of

label

lion

.

.

Pre-Opening Party
For Lombardo Eatery

Keep

to

Okeh, Bluebird?

.

Lionel Hampton Orchestra (Decca);
Hop.” Deacon Mc"California
Neeley (Savoy*; “Weddin’ Day,”
Teddy Phillips (Tower); "Sweeter
Than the Flowers No. 2,” Moon
Mullican (King); “Pyramid Polka.”
Joe Tarto (Mercury*; “Bye Bye My ously.
Baby,” Joe Princie (Decca.)

by Les

as. evidenced

Brown’s “Got

.

.

I

49c Revivals Of

'.

.

i

backed

tastefully

are

.

.

its

it signed Johnny Long’s ordone all the way down the line, it
chestra to a one-year-with-option seems heaviest in the promotion
contract last week. Deal takes end. Virtually all major manufacLong away from Signature, with turers are sharply reducing this
which he’s worked for several phase of their activity mainly beyean. Recently. Signature switched cause there’s plenty of room for
him. along with other of its top
adjustment.
artists, to the 39c. Hi-Tone platters.
One of the heaviest angles of
Johnny O’Connor, Long’s man- promotion budgets
has always been
ager, at the same time made a onethe .servicing of disk jockeys and
date deal with King for the Derecord reviewers.
It’s
estimated
Marco Sisters.
They and Long
that at one time the Big Four
will make their first sides within
Victor. Columbia. Decca, Capitol
10 days.
Long opens tomorrow
plus Mercury and M-G-M
were
Frank
Dailey’s
(Thursday)
at
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove. N. J. spending well over $1,000,000
among themselves to promote the
output in this phase alone. That

Col RCA MuDing

.

.

summer

i

divi!

I

.

Here she has gotten hold of

tunes; her version
two good, fresh
gives the ballad a
of “Cabaret”
send it into
push that could help
the “Bargain
the hit class, and
on a par.
Day” backing is almost
either,
Jocks can’t go wrong with

.

.

with Tony Pas-

voice.

King Records’ new popular
sion snagged

when

Could Be With You”
and “Melancholy Baby” (Regent)
Marjorie Hughes’ first single
disk for Columbia involves “You
Told a Lie” and “You’re Mine,” a
fair pair
Griff Williams turned
out a siding of “Lover’s Gold” for
Tower that’s as commercial as any
on the tune
Les Brown’s “BeBop Spoken Here” is backed by a
\isable novelty vocalled by Butch
Stone, titled “Put Something in
the Pot, Boy” (Columbia).
Four
Tunes cut a smart version of
“Careless Love” (Victor)
Dick
Jurgens’ slice of “Dreamy Old New
England Moon” doesn’t match
Vaughn Monroe’s, but it’s smooth
and saleable (Columbia).
Standout western, race, polka,
jazz, hillbilly: “The Moonshiner,”
Mickey and Mary Carton (Decca);
“Last Saturday Night,” Chris
Powell-Five Blue Flames (Columbia);
“What’s Happenin’ Baby.”
.

|

Rosemary Clooney “Cabaret
Miss
•^rgain Day” (Columbia).
Clooney, vocalist
is a promising
tor’s orchestra,

King Signs Long

Best British Seller
“Lavender Blue”

are as easy to take as

ever on “If

1%

1

0.1

.

Capitol

Dacca
Columbia

BALLROOM
With Paul Flanagan
2 Ifrs.; 11 p.m. Sai.
Tri-CIty .Sewing .Machine
ance Co.

WTRY.
Bri.sk

.Appli-

marks the once
show aired for .some

pacing

weekly

di.sk

months

by

nouncer

&

Troy
standard W’TRY anFlanagan stresses pert

not often employed for late
in this area. Some
listeners may think it overdone;
the stay up crowd, chiefly young,
Programs
will probably like it.
seem well prepared, diversified
and balanced. .\ feature is ‘Repeat Performance." in which the
selection chosen by dialers' tele-

style

evening locals

phone calls is replayed.
Flanagan reads the medium-incopy (for sewing machine*,
adio and television sets* with th«
same quick manner he announces
numbers. Voice is very cleai and

sistent

nicely stylized.

Jucu.

h

1'1:!'

Vednestlay, June

OIK IIKSTR

46

R&H

Ahlert,

Inside Orchestras-Music

1

Build

Good Will

Composer Cordon Jenkins is aliernatcly confused and worried these
days. And it all stems from Irving Berlin’s “Miss Liberty” score, in
vliich tlie verse inscribed on the Statue of Liberty has been adapted
by Berlin to be used as a lyric in his score for the forthcoming musical,
Jenkins has al.so u.sed the verse, in his big-selling “Manhattan Tower”
composition, and he’s concerned over what he feels is a “priority” in
the use of the Emma Lazarus verse. That’s the only, overlap; there is
none in the melody.
The poem, of course, is public domain, and Berlin points out that its
usage in his score is only because it has special significance to the
show, since the Statue of Liberty is the focal background for the muHe had no knowledge that Jenkins used the verse in his “Tower,”
sical.
Berlin points out. but even it he had, he would have used it anyway
because of its importance to the show. Berlin cites three different song
versions in which Joyce Kilmer’s verse of “Trees” was used, with permission; ditto Kipling’s p.d. “Mother O’Mine,” to illustrate what he
feels is a right to adapt a popular verse without infringing on the
nielody line.
Jenkins, musical director for Decca, learned about Berlin’s use of
the verse when he demonstrated to Deccr.’s Dave Kapp and himself
bow the score was to be played.

Wash.

in

Songs With Laii'est Radio Audience

Washington, May 31.
up good will for
Washington, where the
Society can use a lot of it, a team
of Fred E. Ahlert, Oscar Hammer2d and Richard Rodgers
stein
turned on their stuff for a capacity
luncheon of the National Press
Club last week.
Ahlert, ASCAP’s prexy. fed ’em
the straight material, about what
ASCAP stands for and how- it protects the compo.ser, w’hile Rodgers
and Hammerstein made with the
charm in two light addresses. Then
Rodgers proceeded to the stage
where he played selections from
“Oklahoma:" and “South Pacific.’’
while Kyle MacDonnell and Earl
Wrightson sang them solo and in

The top 30 songs of the week (more in case of tiesi, based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Mu
Published by the Office
sic Broadcast over Radio Networks.
of'
Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman. Director.

Building

ASCAP

in

Survey IVeek of May 20-26, 1949.

A Chapter In My Life Called Mary
A Wonderful Guy "‘“South Pacific”
“A”

publishers. particularly Henry Spitzer, publisher of
the River. are still wondering about the supposedly
“infallible” accuracy of the rules governing the selection of tunes for
the Lucky Strike “Hit Parade.” As part of the settlement made between
the ciggie sponsor and the Warner Bros, music firms, via which the
falter called oil' a court suit vs. the program, ? set of rules was drawn
up via which it was said to be imimssible for a song’s showing on the
program to be too erratic. Spitzer's “Cruising” was No. 1 on the show
it
plummeted from top
ioi eight straight weeks. Last Saturday (‘21
to No. 7. Yet. Spitzer’s sales and plugs on it were slightly' stronger
tiian the previous two weeks.
Music biz has never been apprised of the arithmetic used to rate
Innes for “Parade;" it was only told that errors that constantly marked
tin* old system could not occur under the new', that abrupt skids from
Itigli positions couldn’t liappen sin'^e songs never die that fast, with
the possible exception of novelties, which die overnight.

Down

“One

interesting

members’ audience

I

Forever and Ever
Havin’ a Wonderful Wish

‘

Someone To

Baby

Sydney Goldberg, Decca g*“ncral
manager, on checkup trip to
Grand Rapids

s.nics

(’hicago, Peoria and
distribs, last two of

which are indies
Barry Winton, William
Morris agency salesman and
former maestro, batonned an album of standards for Caravan
R«‘cords in N. Y.
Aron Copland
to Europe for two-month visit with
various music organizations
Metropolitan N, Y. Assn, of Disk
Jockeys planning a “Reach Part,\’'
at
Sutton hotel swimming pool
June 2.5. midnight to three a in.
Peter Kent combo marks its
12il) anniversary at New
Yorker
hotel tomorrow iThursdav.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Room

.Mrs. Jack Kapp, widow
Decca founder, arrives here

of the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“Someone

sides in

KIse”
Columbia rei.ssuing “I’ll
Get By-Aly Silent Love," nine-yearHarry Janies-DIck llaynies
old
Modernaires in for five
biscuit
stanzas at Palmer House. Chi.,
Nellie Lutcher
starting July 14
opens four-week engagement at
Peggy Lee.
f’asbah Aug. 2
Frankie Laine singing (24) for Los
AngelesPress Photographers As.sn.
Mel Tornie penat Town House
cilled into Fairmont hotel, S.F„ for
three weeks starting Aug. 2
Arthur I/Ce Simpkins doing one

Re( ords

publish his ballad.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

at

Giro’s.

Annette W’arren

cording

sicians involved

.

.

jazz

Acapulco. Mexico,
be f o re
European
Blue Barron waxed two

.

Chi
.

Masters

Ciranz.

.

in

.

.

last
.

.

.

.

week

for

MflM

ditto
for * Frankie
Bernie ruinmins at

Muehlehach
June 22, for

hotel,
Kansas Cit>.
a month
Ted
Weems goes into Pleasure Pier,
Galveston, Tex. for two weeks June
17
Nlrk Stuart into Cliase
hotel St. Louis. June 13. for the
summeiSherman Hayes into
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Martinique ballroom June 21-30
before taking one-nighter jaunt in

midwest

.

.

.

Morris
E. B. Marks

.

Beautiful Blonde’ Miller
Sanlly-Joy

'

.

.

Simon

.

Le<*(ls
I

.

Beacon
Sa nth- Joy

HVC
Wit mark
Choice
Caribbean
Chappell

Famous

Of Laredo”...

I.a

Film mtisical.

Bands

Salle

Famous
Regi'iil

You’re Heartless

1

’eisi

Wit mark
Berlin

Weddin’ Day
While W’e’re Aoung

Mills

*

Legit musical.

Hotel B.(K’s

at

Covers

Weeks

Band

Played

Hotel

Eddy Duchin
Nat Brandwynne"'

Waldorf

(400; $2)

85

..

New Yorker

Lawrence Welk

(400; $1-S1.50)
Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2i

Dick Jurgens

Staller

Carmen Cavallaro Astor

.

.

.

(4;50; .Sl.,50-$2»

,

<8.50; $1..50-$2'

10

.

.

.

.

Total

Coven

Past

Week On

Dato

2.425

21.2.50

800

5.125

1.0.50

11.473

P
1

1

.2.50

1.250

11

3.700

3.700

Ncir Yorker, ice ve^e.

Chicago
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet. Bismarck. 20(1; $2.00 min. -$1.0.5 cover).
Cass Franklin and Monici Moore. Fine 1.700 covers.
Dirk l.aSalle Mayfair Room, 3.50; $3. .50 niin.-$l coNer’. Willi Lena
'
Hoine. Excellent 3,800 covers.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room. Stevens. 773; $3..50 min.-$l cover).
Masters and Ice Show, fine 3.350 tabs.
Buddy Moreno Marine Room, Kdgewater, 700; $1.20 cover). Conventions help hero. Big 3,800 tabs.
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $2..5n-$3..50 min.L “Salute to
Rodgers and Hammerstein” holding at boil 4.000 covers.
Ted Straeter (Empire Room, Palmer House, 5.50; $3.50 mill -$1 cover).
De Marcos gaincring lower 2,800 labs.
<

1

are either in cos -

<

'

^

Lot Angeles
.lark Fina (Ambassador. 900; $1.50).
With Ben
frey, Annette Warren, Stuart Wade, 'I'une Tailors.

covers.
C’hiirk Foster

—

(Rill

Gage Ruiz and GodFirst

week up

3.8-5

more. 900; $l-S1..50)
Okay 2.700 covers
Dropping. 960 covers.
Hills, 300; $4 min.).

Ted Fio Rito (Beverly

record running down. That touch
was the only thing that impressed
record exec.s when the film was

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

caught

When 1'ime yyas preparing and
(Chicago)
filming (he Jyvo-reeler. all compaBlue Barron (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.'.
nies vied for coverage and mention sions.
•
of their labels.
M-G-M seems to
(’ee Davidson (Chez Parce, 500; $3..50
have gotten the most attention. Dropped lo 3,000 covers
Decca is mentioned as a “brash
Jimmy Featherston^ (’I'rianon; $i-$1.15
young neyveomer" at the point admissions.
yvhere the film dyvelL on Dceca’if
Bobby Peters (Blackhawk. 500; $2.50
entry into the field yyitli a 3.5c. week, 1.300 tabs.
disk.

.

Final week, big 16.000 adno**
min.-$l cover).

Tony

Marlin.

adm.’. Final week, okay
min.>.

Slightly

.

^

10,000

less than

la»t

Wood.

Kay

Quirk Disking
Hollywood. May 31.
Kay Starr is doing a .serie.s of

Osborne into records

Will

"Neptune’s Daughter”

Bend

—

tume, as when the Korn Kobblers
ore caught on an M-G-M date, or
impeccably attired in business
clothes, as is Eddy Duchin. pictured cutting for Columbia. This
stiflness permeates the entire pro-

.

.

1

Streets Of Laredo
(“Streets
Underneath the I.inden Tree

.

Norman

.

Cold Outside
Jack

I.es Brown
niissions.

Starr’H

lor

Capitol

before

(Palladium

(Los Angeles)
Hollywood, 3rd wk

B.,

.

).

Good

12.500 an*

she

Bill Hawkins. C’leveland’.s first
Julie Losrh is out as
takes off for New York in time
Peony Park, Omaha, June 3-9
Plul
disk jockey, joins WHK with chief of Santly-Joy.
Teddy Phillips returns to Aragon to start her Slimmer stint next Negro
a five-a-week 1.5-ininute .stanza at Oxford
Music Coast rep.
ballroom June 14
Rob Strong Monday (5) on the Chesterfield 11:1.5
p.rn. Sponsored by Ohio Mo- subsld, will now handle botn
(Continued on page 49>
Golden
Show.
tor Sa
'ialea.
.

week

.

Eddy vacationing

Howard’s Lake Shore Music Co. junket
will

at-

It’s

I

.

.

.

behind-the-seenes

in many ways, too, parin too-foi inal shots of leses.sTons. In these the mu-

C. K. Harris

rcinniiiing 20 songs of the u'CtV;

Perhaps, Perhaps. Perhaps
Portrait of Jennie

mosphere
ticularly

.

Was Ringing

—

.

IVilling and his Riders of
Purple Sage doing two-week
at the Flamingo, Las Vegas bistro
.Margaret Whiting waxed two promoter
<24» for Capitol

a real

to

l.ove

Just In Case
Lora Bell Lee

hack,

tails

It

Harms
Warren
Famous

I

.\n-

Cluh, Milwaukee. June 28
Chet Roble Trio closes at C’airo
aft('r four-month run at northside

*t and

w.dt-'.es

fl.ashing

Harms

Williamson

.

Maybe It’s Because — "‘‘.Along Fifth Avenue"
My Dream Is A’ours i“My Dream Is Yours".
Need A’ou

There’s one inspired idea, however. In arriving at the point where
tonio .\irbase.s July 20 for one James
C. Potrillo and the Ameriweek
Billy Bishop orch at
can
Federation
of
Musicians
Dutch .Mill, Delavin, Wise., Jul> 1
stopped all recording, in 1947. the
lor ilirce w«*cks
Louis Armsoundtrack
groans
lo
a
hall
like a
strung in onc-w(>eker at Continental

Foy
Ihe

achieve

duction.

Chicago

Bobby Byrne playing San

.

Hollywood

frequet.ilv

Morris
T. B.

—

'I’ime used no definite approach
(o the storv. It begins w'itli the
oldtime cylindrical recordings and
progresses througli to the modern

output,

Mills
.

.

—

I

and often confusingly.

.

Dreamer With a Penny "‘"All For Love”
Dreamy Old New England Moon
Every Time I Meet You
•"Beautiful Blonde'
I’ll Siring Along With You
I’m Beginning To Miss You

that.

in

—

Beautiful Blonde Bashful
Don’t Cry, Cry Baity

the scenes
instruments plus personal belongings, including wallets holding cash,
^ tent. R is genmallN unIt seems that when the flames from overheated brakes were observ'ed
Irom within the bus by one of the musicians, no one thought it serious. sati.sfaclory as a liistory of music
They piled out when the bus stopped, not for safety reasons, but out of on waxr a billion-dollar industry.
In an endeavor to cover all
curiosity.
A few' minutes later the vehicle mushroomed into flame.
Monroe w'as present, the first lime he has ridden with the band in over phases of needlepoint music within
the 18-minute running time.
a year. He usually travels by plane, piloting his own cabin affair.
Time tried to say too much and
Name maestro lasf week picked up a map of the U. S, and in “red” wound UP saying too little. For e.xInk drew his own Ma.son-Di\on line below which liis band will never aniple. it was the so-called battle
again be booked. Leader recently completed a series of one-nighters between the Columbia Record 33’
through the south, his first bookings in that territory in some time, rpm Microgroove Long Playing
and b.o. results were far from good. From here on the soulli can slick disks and tlie RCA-Victor 4.5 rpm
to dixieland as far as he’s concerned.
platters that Inspired Time to do
a documentary.
And the confuFinanced by the American Federation of Musicians’ recording & sion that exists in the recording
transcription fund, a series of 100 free musical programs arc
scheduled field today because of the varito be given by Local 802 in various metropolitan area
institutions dur- .speed development.s, in opposition
ing June.
to the standard 78 rpm platters,
Some seven major concerts are slated for the first two weeks of the is given little more than passing,
zuonth.
mention, and it’s badl\ planned at

up

BMl
Bourne
Advanced
Oxford
H. Warren

Ballin’ the

'

after winding

.

.

(more in case of ties),
based on the copgright Andience Corerngc Index Surren of Popuover
Radio
Nettrorks.
Published by the
lar Music Broadcast
Office of Research, Inc. Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

The

1

R(‘no.

Laurel
(“Connecticut Yankee” Mayfair
.

-.

Sunfloyver
While the Angelus

lor

I

Hotel.

Syveet

—

.

"Salute to George Gershwin" sh(»w
at Ambas.sador July 3
Frank I)e
Vol to Cleveland .inly 6 for Chamber of Commerce luncheon in his
honor
Slim Coates waxing "The
Man and the Saw” for Castle Records
Lesly Grey set tor first
two weeks at .Ainba.ssador Casino

Me

Kiss

—

'

New York

Morris
Dreyer

^

—

1

Upbeat

Paramount

Little Old Church Near Leicester Square
One, Only Highland Fling (“Barkleys of B’yvay”.
Red Roses For a Blue Lady
Riders In the Sky
So In Love "“‘Kiss Afe. Kate”.
Some Enchanted Evening "“‘South Pacific"
“Rly Dream Is Yours”
Someone Like You

—

the

..Robbins

— (“Sorrowful Jones”
—

World War 11, if it ever got written
Hollywood music circles are getting a boot out of the recently com“You Can’t Win a VV’ar With a
pU'led cutting (if two sides by Dinah Sliore and Doris Da>\ top Colum- Song ”
ida Records chirps, who dueled on a pair of tunes from Irving Berlin’s
loviheoming “Miss Liberty’’ score.
It
took Hugo Winterhalter, who
went west from N. Y. to m.ike the sides, four and a half hours to get
t'vo masters w'ith w'hich both girls were satisfied.
Under ordinary cir- March of Time 2-Reeler
cumstances four sides can and often are made in three hours.
On Recording Industry
Tunes Miss Day and Miss Shore ducted were “You Can Have Him”
and "It’s Better To Conceal." Almost from the first take. Winterhalter
was satisfied with the results. But with each hew take. Miss Shore
NSG From Trade Angle
or .Miss Day would insist tliat the other sang fine, but her own job
March of Time previewed its
could be improved upon. This went on master after master until both
two-reel documentary film on the
chirps decided they sang well enough in comparison to the other.
industry in New York
Winterhalter then consumed only 30 minutes doing a duet of another recording
last week, showing it to major disk
“Liberty" tune with Miss Shore and Buddy Clark.
compan\ execs and writers. RcThe bus fire near Clarksburg. W. Va.. from which Vaughn Monroe lease dale is June 10. While the
and his band escaped recentb cost the outfit close to $26,000. And film, in all probability, will prove
it’s not covered by insurance, it’s said.
Monroe and his associates have interesting to theatregoers, since
puts a number of recording.
it
been trying to keep the loss quiet.
names on
Items lost include expensive evening gow ns of Monroe’s Moon Maids,

On

Feist

.

If You Stub Toe on Moon
It’s a Big Wide Wonderful World
Johnny Get Your Girl

and retitle

Spitzer

Lombardo

.

It Lies, How It Lies, How It Lies
Hurry', Hurry, Hurry
1 Don’t See Me In Your Eyes Anymore

of America’s democratic
musical heritage is being fostered
countries.”
non-democratic
in
Hammerstein told how song“envied
by people for
are
writers

haven't got.”
Levant’s

Melrose
Leeds

.

How

segment of our
lies beyond the

Oscar

V'illiainson
Hill Si Range

.

Cruising Down the River
Everyw'here You Go
Five Foot Tyvo, Eyes of Blue

ciation

calleti

.

Ha’i— "“‘South Pacific"
Candy Kisses
Careless Hands
Comnie Ci, Comme Ca

Iron Curtain,” AhleVt said in his
“Through the ‘Voice of
America,’ American music is daily
broadcast all over the ,world without financial reward to ASCAP
members. In cooperation with the
State Department, a growing appre-

money we

Adorable
(‘‘Road House”

Bali

talk.

•

—

Shapiro-B
Williamson
Laurel
Robbins

—

— You’re

Again

duet.

Some music

“Cruising

1949

1,

.

|

.

.

.

.

!

1

.

set for

.

.

I

aloga.

c

Jmp*

h
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RETAIL SHECT BEST SELLERS

CAVALCADE
( Mnsicnl’Historical

Review: i8(H)-1948)

Compiled for
By JULIUS
Varioty

(Copyright,

MATTFELD
All

Inc

Survey 0 / retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

1

Rights Rotorvod)

o
campilatian

sales,

logends and othtr basic background information, attendant to the
end presentation, appeared in the Oct 6, I94S, issue when the Variety Seng
It is
suggested that these installments be
Cavalcade started publicetian serially
slipped and filed for future reference.
Attontion is horoby callsd to tho fact that this mottrial
oithor wholly or in part.

bo roproducod

1910

cepyrighttd and

is

may

not

—Continued

I’m Looking for a Nice Young Jones, m., Charles N. Daniels.
Who is Looking for a Nice! Jerome H. Remick & Co., cop. 1910.
A Perfect Day. w.. m., Carrie
Girl. w.. Jeff T. Branen. m.,
S. R. Henry. Jos. W. Stern & Co., Jacobs-Bond. Chicago: Carrie Ja cobs-Bond & Son. cop. 1910 by
cop. 1910.
I’ve Got the Carrie Jacobs-Bond.
I’ve Got the Time
Plant a Watermelon on My Grave
Place But It’s Hard to Find the
Girl, w., Ballard MacDonald, m., and Let the Juice Soak Through.
S. R. Henry. Jos. W. Stern & Co., w.. m., Frank Dumont and R. P,
Lilly.
M. Witmark & Sons, cop.
cop. 1910.
If He Comes In. I’m Going Out. 1910.
Put Your Arms Around Me,
w.. Cecil Mack. m.. Chris Smith.
The Gotham - Attucks Music Co., Honey, w., Junie McCree, m.. Al-

Young

Week Ending
May 28

National
Rating

Fellow

i

I

This Last
wk. wk.

'

—

Von Tilzer.
Co., cop. 1910.
bert

cop. 1910.
In the Shadows. Dance for orch.
m.. Herman Finck. Jos. W. Stern &
Co., cop. 1910 bv Hawkes & Sons,

&

1911
Song (Naughty
Street
Italian
Marietta), w.. Rida Johnson Young.
m.. Victor Herbert. M. Witmark &
sons. cop. 1910.

^

—

rich.

Kiss Me. My Honey. Kiss Me. w..
Irving Berlin, m., Ted Snyder. Ted

m.. Percy

3B

6

“Forever and Ever” (Robbins).
“Enchanted Evening” (^illiamson)
“‘A’ You’re Adorable” (Laurel).
‘Again” (Robbins)

&

Jerome H. Remick

Co.,

To

6

.

4
7

‘Careless Hands” (Melrose)
“ Bali Ha’ i” (Williams on)

“Red Roses

fJr Blue

Lady”

9
(Mills)

.

..

9
7

6

.

10

“IIwFS^M^’

(LaurelTTT
“So meone Like You” (Ha rms Inc.)

“A Wonderful Gu y” (W illiamson).
“Money, Marbles & Chalk” (Lois)
‘Candy Kisses” (Hill & Range)..

12

13A
13B

Shelton Brooks. Chicago: Will Ros-

River’* (Spitzer).

—

12

11

•

>

9
8

8
9
10

Wen-

3

“Cruising

7

\v.,

Down

1

2

5

i

and Publisher

^A

'6

cop. 1910.
Silver Bell. w,. Edward Madden,
.Percy W enrich
Jerome H.
Remick & Co cop. 1910.

|

Title

’Riders in the Sky” (Morris)

1

The York Music

Mothers Advice.

„
Stanley Murphy

)

13

“Younger Springtime” (W’mson)

siter, cop. 1910.

Co., Inc., cop. 1910.

Me

Call You Sweetheart, w..
m.. Beth Slater Whitson and Leo

Let

!

Fair RosSchoen Rosmarin
marin. Composition for violin and
Kreisler. Carl
m..
Fritz
P>ano.

a.ssigned 1910 to Jos. W.
Stern
Co.; a.ssigned 1912 to Edvv.
B. Marks Music Co. (Published as
a song, with words by E. Ray Goetz.

London;

Snyder

Somebody Else, Its
Somebody Else. \v., Jack
^

t

Always
Dri.slane.

Friedman. Chicago; Harold Ro.ssi- ni-. George \\.» Meyer. F. B. HaviPub. Co^ Inc., cop. 1910.
Co., cop. 1910 by Leo
Steamboat Bill, w., Ren Shields,
Friedman. Chicago; assigned 1910
Bros. F. A. Mills, cop.
to Harold Rossiter Music Co.
for lulu.
Composition
Liebesfreud.
violin and piano, m.. Fritz Kreisler.
gPrliuSnyder. Ted Snyder
Carl Fischer. Inc., cop. 1910.
Life is Only What You Make it
c*
1
n
After AH (Tillie’s Nightmare), w.,
j
Edgar Smith, m., A. Baldwin Mack m. Ford Dabney. The Gotha^-At^cks
Music
Co.,
cop.
1910
by
Sloane. Chicago: Chas. K. Harris,
R. C. McPher.son and Ford Dabney.
nnn 1010
„Why .They Call Me
MoViiinr. w.. Frank L, Stanton.
9®®*^ Mack, m., Ford
in.. Oley Speaks. G. Schirmer, Inc.,
Dabney.
Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co.,
1910.
cop
Mother Machree (Barry of Ballyvuji
u *Love, w., m.,
Thats Yiddish
more), w., Rida Johnson Young, m.,
Chauncey (Slcott and Ernest R. ’^ames Brockman. M. Witmark &
Ball. M. Witmark & Sons, cop. ®uus, cop. 1910.
Two Little Love Bees (The
291 f)
My Heart Has Learned to Love Spring Maid), w., Robert B. Smith,
Heinrich Reinhardt. Jos
You. Now Do Not Say Good-Bye.
by Breitkopf
w Dave Reed, m., Ernest R. Ball.
^ Co., cop. 1909®^^^Sued
1910
*
M. Witmark & Sons, cop. 1910.
of
Oh, That Beautiful Rag (Up and

ter Music

depression since 1790.
!

i

.

!

'

j

I

I

'

j

>

i

•

!

'

..

!

Down Broadway), w., Irving Berlin.
m.. Ted Snyder. 'Ted Snyder Co.,
con. 1910.
6 n Mobile Bay. W’., Earle C.

1

J**®

!

MY ONE AND

ONLY
HIGHLAND FLING

Tilzer. Harry Von
Pub. Co,, cop, 1911.
If

You Talk

My

Mention

mour

Brow'n.

Sleep. Don’t
w.,

Nat

m.,

.A,

D.

Ltd., cop.

in a

On

5:4.5

M.c M

aARK—DINAH

SHORI

Cofwmb'o

CORDON MocRAI— JO STAFFORD

I

FRID ASTAInI—CINCIR ROCIRS

MG M

!

FRfDDY MARTIN
fCA V.cler

1

the Ideal of

My

Candy Kisses

1911.

F. B.

Haviland Pub. Co..

All

SNUGGLED ON

'

799

7th Ave.

New

York J

(Walts af the

lellsl

cago: Will Rossiter, cop. 1911.

THE DREAM OF

OLWEN
MILLS MUSIC. INC.

!

.

New York

I6IS RrondH’ay

,

Haviland Pub. Co., Haviland Pub. Co,. Inc.,
cop. 1911.
Roamin’ in the Gloamin’. w., m.
It
Back, and Harry Lauder.
T. B. Harms A
Change It for a Boy? w., m.. Thur- rrancis. Day
A Hunter, cop, 1911
land Cliattaiiay. F. B. Haviland by Francis.
Day A Hunter.
Pub. Co.. Inc., cop. 1911.
Say Not Love Is a Dream (The
Child Love, w., Dave Oppen- count of
Luxembourg), w
Basil
heim. m.. Joe Cooper, Jos
Hood, m Franz Lehar. London:
Stern A Co., cop. 1911.
Chappell A Co.. Ltd., cop. 1911
Daly’s Reel. Two step. m.. Joseph
Somewhere a Voice Is Calling.
M. Daly. Boston: Jos. M. Daly
L»leen Newton, m.. Arthur F.
cop. 1911.
late. T. B. Harms and
Francis. Day
Down the Field. March and two- A Hunter,
Inc., cop. 1911 bv J. H.
step w.. C. W. O’Connor, m.. Stan- Larway.
London.
leigh P. Friedman. Leo Feist
Inc ’
The Spaniard That Blighted My
cop. 1911.
Life. w. m.. Billj Merson.
FranEverybody’s Doing It Now. w., cis. Day
A Hunter, cop. 1911.
m.. Irving
Inc., cop. 1911.

,

You Take

IS. N.

T.

,

Uad< from your negjt
Unsurpassed

It

1

W

.

in

«v

p^’oto"'

qua'dy at an, pnee

no negative charge- no extras
24 H0UR SERVICE ON REQUEST

I

liKTi; tT.SI

per 100. *55 pe* 1000

,

I

Fae MaO Ptietu (S'l 7

MniiM

Take Me Back

I

13S per 1000

•

Postcards 123 pir

'30i40

tOH

13.15

or mort)

J. j. Kriegsmam, The Man Whoi#
Photographs drace BWhoard's Covers

Made by

^t^FKoto^^pherr
lerr

New

Yof1( 19,

**

Garden of

Love, w., E. Ra> Goetz, m.,
Nat
Os^^rne. Ted Snyder Co., cop.

That
I

to the

)

Eiilirtoments

(No Nigitfvi Diarp on 2

:

’

.

„0SSYPttonS

I

W

FEIST

BOURNE. INC.

TING-A-LING

the Right Idea (The

comet, discovered in
240 B.C., re-appeared in 1910 and
caused vast consternation. (It will
be visible again in 1985).
Jack John.son stopped Jim Jeffries. when the latter attempted a
comeback, in 15 rounds at Reno.
Nevada. Johnson's mother told
newspaper reporters her bov had
said he “would bring home the bacon,” and the American language
got another colorful phrase.
Berlin. Ted Snyder Co.
Motion picture producers turned cop. 1911.
their eyes from the east to the
The Gaby Glide (Vera Violetta).
Coast, and thus what now amounts
Pilcer. m.. Louis A.
w
to Hollywood was bom.
Hirsch. Shapiro, Bernstein A Co
Charles Evans Hughes was ap- cop. 1911.
pointed to the Supreme Court.
A Girlie Was Made to Love. w.
Mayor Gaynor. of New York Joe Goodwin, m., George
w!
City, was shot by a discharged Meyer. F. B. Haviland
Pub. Co
Dock Department employee.
Inc., cop. 1911.
Labor leaders were accused of
Ladles,
w.. Harry
dynamiting the Los Angeles Times M Ilhams, m.. Egbert Van
Alstvne
plant, killing a score of persons.
Jerome H. Remick & Co,, cop!
Mary Raker Eddy, founder of the
Christian Science Church, died,
The Harbor of I.ove. w.. Earle
aged 90.
C. Jones, m.. Charlotte Blake
JeNearly every woman carried a rome H. Remick A Co.,
cop 1911
.sunshade, and the right length for
Ifoney-I.ove. w.. Jack
sweaters was to the knees.
m George W. Meyer. F Drislane!
The U. S. suffered its twenty-first land Pub Co Inc., cop. B. Havi1911.
Halley’s

YOUR SHOULDER

im

!

Little Millionaire), w.. m., George
M. Cohau. Cohan and Harris, cop.
^
1911.

Can’t

into being.'

PUTnwf
smiONj

•

•

B.

Inc., cop.

came

Fox
I.eeds

Cincphonic
Imperia

YOU’RE

I

Alone, w.. Will Dillon, m.,

B^nuin Had

Dreams,

of America

..Chappell

HEARTLESS

I

1910.

The Boy Scouts

.

Like Being in Love
Brush Those Tears

Harry Von Tilzer. Hariy Von Tilzer
The Oceana Roll, w ., Roger
Music Pub. Co., cop. 1911.
Lewis, m.. Lucien Denni.
Baby Rose. w.. Louis Weslm. m., Music Corp., cop 1911 by Remick
Roger
George Christie. M. Witmark & Lewis; assigned 1911
to Aubrey
Sons. cop. 1911.
StauHer A Co.; a.ssigned 1911 to

I

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

P. Maurice

.

.

Clopin Clopant

w'.,

PROGRAM NOW

.

!

Victor Herbert. 1^1. Witmark &
Sons. cop. 1910.
Winter, w.. Alfred Rrvan. m.. Albert Gumble. Jerome H. Remick &

You Are

.

Strawberry Moon
Yale
Behind the Clouds
Feldman
Heart Loch Lomond
Unit
Dreams Come True
Wright
Happened in Adano. .Maurice
Buttons and Bow s .... Victoria

Jerome H. Remick A Co
m., Herbert Ingraham. Shapiro,
Ragtime Violin! w
m Irving
Berlin. Ted Snyder Co., cop. 1911.
•Bernstein & Co., cop. 1910.
You Remind Me of the Girl That
A Ring on the Finger Is Worth
Bring
Back
My
Golden Dreams, Two on the 'Phone, w.. Jack
Used to Go to School W’ith Me! w..
MaJack Drislane. m.. Charles Miller. w.. Alfred Bryan, m., George W. honey. m.. George W. Meyer. F. B.
Meyer. F.

INC.

P

ciay

Connelly

.

.

Second 12
Buy Killarney

i

Co., cop. 1910.

HARRY WARREN MUSIC,

r

Keith

You Was

Sixteen), w., Ge.orge V. Hobart, m..

Capiiol

BAG

Connelly
Strauss

I

.

t»<ord»d bf

Box

Put Shoes on Luev
It’s Magic
!

.

MIDDY

the

'

THI IA*KIIYS or (tOAOWAT

Sun

Marlene

Lilli

Put 'em

Cuckoo Waltz

Glenn Curtiss flew an airplane
My Beautiful Lady CThe Pink
from Albany to New York, winning
$10,000 offered by the New York Lady), w., C. M. S. McLellan. m.,
Ivan Carjll. London; Chappell A
World.
Co„ Ltd., cop. 1911.
“The Chocolate Soldier” was
My Rosary of Dreams, w., m.. E.
hit.
Likewise Marie Dressier in*
Allen and M. W. Sheafe. Thornton “Tillie’s Nightmare.” Otis
Skinner F. Dusenberry and C. M. Denison.
W. Allen, cop. 1910 and 1920 by appeared in “Your Humble Serv- F. B, Haviland Pub.
Co., cop. 1911.
Thornton W. Allen and R. CJ. ant.”
Oh You Beautiful Doll. w.. A.
Thach; cop. 1930 by Thornton W.
Seymour Brown. M Nat D. Aver.
Allen.
Jerome H. Remick A Co., cop.
What’s the Matter With Father?
1911
1 d1 1
w.. Harry H. Williains. m.. Egbert
Alexander’s
Ragtime
Band,
w.,
Oh! You Circus Day (Hanky
Van Alstyne. Jerome H. Remick &
m.. Irving Berlin. Ted Snyder Co., iPanky). w., m., Edith
Co., cop. 1910.
Maida Le.ssing and Jimmie V. Monaco. ChiThe Wild Rose (When Sweet Inc., cop. 1911.
w'.,

.
^"**®*’
Andrew
B. Sterling, m., Harry Von
Tilzer. Harrj’ Von Tilzer Pub. Co.,
cop. 1910.
Washington and Lee Swing, w.,
C. A. Robbins, m.. Thornton W.

25.

.

Wedding

SeyAyer.

Jerome M. Remick A Co., cop.
1911; assigned to Remick Music

Rat.^’

2 I)

Street Rag
Chappell
Red Roses. Blue Lady Wright
Powder Your Face Chappell
Faraway Places
Leeds
In a Shady Nook ...Keith P

12th

I

Music

Tilzer

Your
Name,
in

Sellers

London, May
Lavender Blue

—

tours.

Tree,

Best British Sheet
(Week ending May

changed to films). Andrew Mack w., D, Eardley-Wilinot.
m.. Herman
made one of his many vaudeville Lohr, London; Chappell
A Co.,

Co.

Yum

'

Corp.
In the Land of Harmony, w.,
act, as was Frank Keenan’s drama- Bert Kalmar, m., Ted Snyder. Ted
tic
sketch, “The Oath.” Rising Snyder Co.. Inc., cop. 1911,
vaudeville actors included Frank
Jimmy Valentine, w., Edward
Fay (w'ith Fay. Two Coleys and Madden, m., Gus Edwards. Gus
Fay in “From Uncle Tom to Vaude- Edwards, Inc., cop. 1911; assigned
ville”).
Belle Baker, and Fatty 1912 to Jerome H. Remick A Co.
Arbuckle (who not long afterward
Little Grey Home in the West,

I

&

|

Lionel Barrymore’s “The Jail
Bird” was a first class vaudeville

I

I

W. Stern

t

Witmark A Sons. cop. 1911.
I Want a Girl
Just Like the
Girl That Married Dear Old Dad.
w., William Dillon, m.. Harry Von

,

Dock

Love Love (The Red Widow),
Channing Pollock and Rennold
m., Charles J. Gebest. M,

Wolf,

j

,

W

I
w.,

I

’

'

one

Christy
Mathewson was the
Giants’ pitching ace. and Chief
Meyers backed him up behind the
plate. After they trimmed the Yankees. they appeared in vaudeville.
Censorship of films was going on
everywhere. In San Francisco, the
board of censors clamped down on
32 releases as ‘‘unfit for public exhibition.” They included “Saved by
a Sailor.” “In Hot Pursuit.” “The
LBlack Viper” and “Maggie, the

i

1

It lasted

year.

,

,

r,*iii

1949

1,

c
Snyder

I

Mysterious

Rag.

w..

m..

Ted Snyder. Ted
Co., cop. 1911
1

!

m.

Bryan

1

Mrt You. w..
George W.

'^1911
There’s a Dixie Girl Who’s Long^®r * Yankee Doodle Boy. w.,
Robert F. Roden m.. George W,

Meyer

F.

Inc., cop.

ciT|’®*’c’II

B

Haviland Pub. Co.,

1911

Come

Shelton Brooks.

a

Time.

Chicago:

w..

IDONTSEEME

i

IN

ANYMORE

m..

Harold

Rossiter Music Co., cop. 1911.
(Continued uexl week)
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CoL Reissuing Disks
Made by Spivak Prior

RETAU DISK BEST SELLERS

of Charlie

Spivak’s

the

company

and

last

week.

made for Columbia were
Vicbits, and ‘When he moved to
tor Columbia withdrew from the
market all copies of everything he

Kresge

S

s

1

—

VAUGHN MONROE
2

2

“Again”

trumpeter that was a big seller,
and that, too, has been withheld
ever since due to the circum-

3

4

“Forever and Ever”

RUSS MORGAN

B

to Victor.
However, with the disk business as
Columbia apparently feels
It is,
that personal prejudices are expendable in view of possible sales.

^ERRY COMO
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how songwriter Stan Jones came
pen the melody. Copies of the
side were sent to hundreds of
platter spinners.
During the past week, Victor

to

1
MM

has gotten requests from several

fi
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•

•
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9
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•
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turned over to
layed to Victor.

38

gets enough
ket the side.
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•
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30
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•
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24

7
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selling
And
inal recording of the tune.
last
for comparatively
acetates
Yet, he was getting
few spins.

7A

12

8

7B

13

9

5

9
.

Frances Langford, Merc
Adjust Differences
Chicago, May 31.

6A

7

RUSS MORGAN
“Cruising Down

9B

13

It’s

(Decca)
the River”.

10

llA 14
..

12A

..

.

“How

It

•

•

•

3
•

•

•

9

•

7

1

10

22

8

2

8

18

6

12
11

(Capitol)

BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“A New Shade of Blues”
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)

Las Vegas* Musical Tabs

13B

“Again”

8

11

2

9

9

GUY LOMBARDO

ings locally alone.

(Columbia)

13D

“Again”

14A

PERRY COMO (Victor)
“I Don’t See Me in Your

.

SAMMY KAYE

Me Sweet”
FRANKIE YANKOVIC

“Kiss

14C 15

“Blue Skirt Waltz”

15A

“As You Desire Me”

15C

9

15D

16

2

.

9

7

8

3

8

8

(Columbia)

4

7

(Decca)

4

MEL TORME

.

(Columbia)

Ha’i”

“Bali

.

8

1

..

3

SARAH VAUGHAN
15B

Eyes”..

(Victor)

14B 17

BING CROSBY

31.

Next season William Beegls
plans to handle the longhair book-

9

2

May

concerns.

(Decca)

“Everywhere You Go”

DORIS DAY

Beeglet Split

Tom Beegle, Jr., has withdrawn
from concert business which h«
and his brother, William Beegle,
have been operating for the last
two years, to go into a naw enterprise. He’s hooked up with Dick
Cook, former publisher of defunct
local newsmag, Bulletin-Index, on
Market to Music, outfit which will
pipe canned music into super-markets along with spot commercial
announcements for the big food

12

(Capitol)

“Careless Hands”

•

Pitt

15

..

Pittsburgh,

13A 15
..

re-

may mar-

it

18

.

12B 15

MAYBE, WHEN IT'S
SPRING AGAIN

2
8

.

and

the company

Statler hotel. New York, will not
close its Cafe Rouge, name band
room, during August as originally
anticipated. Spot has bought Henry
Bus.se’s orchestra to open Aug. 4.
It’s Busse's Initial date in the room.
Last year the cafe was closed
during the August hot spell. It is

(Capitol)

royalties.

months ago, charging failure to pay

Las Vegas, is offering a series of
miniature musicals with a name
headliner and change of bill every
two weeks. Kathryn Duffy dancers
are used in all shows.
Before going over to the Thunderbird, Braudis held similar post
at the Last Frontier, Las Vegas.

•

•

Lies”

MEL TORME

•

10

•

“Forever and Ever”
FRANK SINATRA (Columbia)
“The Hucklebuck”

KAY STARR

13C

•

(Victor)
.

If

not air-conditioned.

M. WHITING-J. .MERCER (Cap)
It’s Cold Outside”

“Baby.

PERRY COMO

Las Vegas, May 31.
Hal Braudis, entertainment director of the Thunderbird hotel.

3

8

“A Wonderful Guy”

IIB

3

3

Cold Outside”

MARGARET WHITING

several

4

.

“Baby,

10

|

4

.

“Some Enchanted Evening”
D. SHORE-B. CLARK (Columbia)

5

8

distribs

demand

N. Y. Cafe Rouge To
Stay Open in Slimmer

(Victor)

Ha’i”

JENKINS-STARDUSTERS (D)
“I Don’t See Me in Your Eyes”
BING CROSBY (Decca)

$1.50 for them.

buy

to

(Cap)

Adorable”

G.

orig-

want

copies of the story of the tune for
commercial sales.
It seems disk
jocks, after spinning the promotion platter, got queries from listeners as to where the disk could
be bought. These requests wers

112

2

2

who

distributors

o

(Decca)

JO STAFFORD-G. MacRAE
10

S

4)

u

the Sky” hit.
Victor had Monroe cut a platter
for use by disk jockeys only.
It
told the background of the tune,
its origin in a Indian legend and

T

9

U

.2

•

(J<

—

ui

(d

(Victor)

PERRY COMO

Acetates the N. Y. retailer was

B

X

(

>1

Id

.s
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CO

St.

“Some Enchanted Evening”

8

5

U

s

(Victor)

GORDON JENKINS

move

•o

3

4)

g

S.

6

M

New

Artist, Label. Title

It has a version
Christmas” by the

court

9

s

Kansas

theas.

district

yi

Id

%
e

Louis—

“Riders in the Sky”

federaf

Ui

?
O).)

o

RCA-VIctor has encountered s
curious reaction to a special promotion disk it made with Vaughn
Monroe in behalf of his “Riders in

-5

V

Boston

1

Frances Langford last week
dropped her $7,500 suit against
Mercury Records when recording
outfit promised to issue an album
of songstress and also replate 12
standard platters on “LP’s” for imDiskerj» will also
mediate sale.
have option on future sides that
canary might record.
Miss Langford instituted suit in

d

York

1

were dubbed from an

U

tc

May 28
Thli Last
wk. wk.

5
•dW

—

Spivak

stances of Spivak’s

S
o

Wcfik Ending

Ntuonai

“Bill” side for

of

A

0)

leg versions of the
11.50 per on an acetate platter.
“Bill” and a few other things

“White

A

(Dav

that a N. Y. retail
to be the fact
store was found to be selling boot-

made for

K
ID

tained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

CRC
the 1942 ban on recording.
Bill” and
has selected “Brother
will
and
coupling
a
as
“Elegy”
market them within a few weeks.
Story behind the reissues is said

Gets

Unusual Sales Reaction
Oi

Survey of retail disk best
tellers, based on reports ob-

recordings, the first
Spivak moved
has put out since
before the start of
to Victor just

On Monroe Tune

.

KARtETY

re-

is

49

Special Promotion Disk

To His Shift to Victor
Columbia Recorda Corp.

.

'

1949

Wiidne^Jay, June 1.
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(Capitol)
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•

•
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••

••

4

••

7

BARRON (M-G-M)
“Who’s Girl Are You?”

~^BLUE

INFATUATION

4

WHAT A SOUTHERN
ACCENT CAN DO
t.ATEI,T 80Nfl8

3

4

CONNEaiCUT

MANHAHAN

YANKEE

TOWERS

2

1

FIVE TOP

SOUTH PACIFIC

KISI ME,

ALBUMS

ireadwoy Ca»t

Ireadwoy Cotl

Columbia

Columbia

KAre

..

7

..

8

ting Crodby

Gordon Jenkin*

Decca

Decca

TO MOTHER

FRANKIE LAINE

Eddy Arnold

ON
Victor

PEGGY LEE’S

FROM

The Oliver Music Co.

Ch«st«r{i«ld Supp«r Clvb

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

ATUNTA. GA.

{Based on Points Earned)
No. of

No. of
Victor

®

Decca

J
®

Capitol

Records

Label

Points
208
189
95

Records

Label

Columbia

Points
58
16
9

5
2
1

M-G-M
Mercury

A NEW JIMMY McHUGH
STANDARD

A MOST
UNUSUAL
DAY

IT’S
Gene Williams
Thursday (9)
orch opens two-week engagement

Sammy

.

(kfwti
ABC MUSIC CORP.
799 7th Ave.

New

Plaza.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

I

DIDNT KNOW
THE GUN
WAS LOADED

kiwis MUSIC PUI. CO., INC.
240 West SSth Sf.

New

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

.

'

.

.

,

.

Yerh 19, N. Y.

Circle S.032S
N*RII LKTKNTHAL, Free. Mgr.

1

.

.

locoed WITH DYNAMITE!

.

.

at

Chese-A-Ren«

outfit

Glen

on station-!
14Henry’s

.

|

.

.

.

AFM

.

,

J.

Sammy Kaye

slated to play a
week at Loew’s Capitol here, comthe Evalyn
mencing June 23
Tyner Trio deal at the Statler hotel
here calls for 32 weeks with opSkitch Henderson wound
tions
up Glen Echo Amusement Park engagement, with Louis Prima movMaying in to succeed him
flower hotel has done the unusual
and signed a local band for the
summer, Johnny Shaw’s unit
.
Local 161 has set up a women’s
club, new idea In Federation circles, for women musicians and the
First presK
wives of musicians.
dent is Jo Freedman, pianist at the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WashingInn, Saranac Lake, N. Y., for full Crosstown re.staurant
season commencing June 6 ton area musicians also sporting a
Local 161 signed its first four - team baseball league t
contract for a TV staff band. season.

summer
next

Paul

.

.

j

Schwarz, Ray Peters and Marty
Emerson,’ D. C. delegates, off to
Frisco for the AFM convention
.

i

summer

.

Pittsburgh
Benny Goodman band plays onenighter

.

basis for the

.

.

York

.

piecer,

.

June 17,
Russ Carlyle Carmen Cavallaro bands, among
winding up at Claridge hotel, others, for his outdoor Terraced
With TerMemphis, then heading east on Gardens this summer
Skitch Henderson race Room of William Penn hotel
one-night ers
going in on location at Netherlands dropping shows and featuring only
Leo dinner dancing, Billy Catizone
Plaza, Cincinnati. June 24
Peiper set for BuckEye Lake, Cleve- will cut down his present band
Tucker
Tommy
Orrin
5
there almost in half
land, June
doing a week at Riviera, Lake Carlvn, local maestro, has taken
Maurice his orch back into the Chi terriGeneva, Wise., June 21
Bill
Rocco into Club Silhouette. June tory for a few months
Rus.sell Sisters Bickel’s Starliters Trio has had
21 for a month
Room
Minn.,
Fiesta
Austin,
at
up
picked
Club,
option
set for Turf
for two weeks and options, June of Hotel Roosevelt and looks set
Gordon Trio into Basil’s for indefinite stay.
13
two
for
Club, Kokomo. Ind., June 3
Billboard Attractions
weeks
Washington
pacted BUI Fo.ster Trio and Marvin
and Rita, mu.sical duo .
For the fifth straight year, Tony
Nobile orch here inked by Saranac
for Terra
Springfield, 111.

.

from Long Beach, Cal,,
Sammy signed on the S. S. Bear Mountain,
ing Marty Gregor outfit
River summer cruise
Potomac
13
at
June
of
week
plays
Kaye
Marks first time boat has
Bill Green has boat.
Vogue Terrace
taken a regular band on a steady
set Dick Jurgens, Jack Fina and

Continued from pace 4S
set

Fero
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|

at Bill Green’s Friday (3), replac-
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Music by,

,

JIMMY McHVGU
ROIIINS MUSIC CORPOtATION

,

,
!

Wc<!n<^ay, June

VAITBEVIUA

so

Illinois

Same Old Coney
2

park.
Saie

of the Eden Musee by
Samuel W. Gumpertz. vet outdoor
showman, to Bill Meinch, marks
the end of the former’s spectacu-

showbiz

seaside

lar

Famed waxworks

holdings,
tabernacle had

'

|

Liability

Barnum’s

T.

P.

museum on West 23d

original
Street. Man-

Continued from pafc

its

Bill that
liability of

complexion from lotus

prices, it’s felt more
be hitting the Stem,
will benefit.

HANDLING HILDEGARDE

Now

7tk Edition
Foster

lillinq

onqagomontt

in

j

i

!

London, Paris, and Zurich.
Switsorland.

I

compUtoly
Amorican

Th« Sth Edition with

now show will start
tour Itl wook in Saptombor.

I

HAROLD STEINMAN
Ownar and Praducar
'

Suifo 608

Now

1775 Broadway
York, N. Y.
'

YOU MUST VISIT
RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

LONDON

whan

in

Pnrt,

For

and

Spoitu

for for^aint in

Ln^foga, Trnvol
Goods:—fia, VIC-

Coott,

I

I

TORIA STREET. S.W.

it

is.

horses.

1.

IM PHIlAOtl^HIA,

which

Note, too, that Coney is no
longer within 5c reach of the
metropolis. The nickel empire has
collapsed.
The knishe. chowmein
sandwich or pizza costs you the
tenth part of a dollar, and the only
jitney attraction seems to be the
carousel—and. at that, you have to
be a moist-eyed moppet of six or
thereabouts to take advantage of
the bargain ride on the bobbing

VIC EOCCO ON

PA.

CLINTON HOTEL IT.Tcl
300 eUTSIDI aOOMS
ffm *2 OAIIV
tUCIAl WltKir PAIti

HoustKiinNo Mcairirt

OWN

Victor Rocco, formerly partnered in the agency biz with Dave
Fox before selling out his Interest, has branched out on his own,
handling acts for theatre and cafe
dates.

Ray Goss, who also sold out to
Fox. has gone back to performing.

Carlo. N. Y., filed a
reorganization under
of the Federal bankrupley laws in N. Y. Federal Court
this w'eek.
petition

for

Chapter

II

Cafe’s assets are

li.sted at $38,591

liabilities

arc
given
at
Petition was filed by Milton Cezar, cafe’s secrelary-treasurer, Dick Ga.sparre, the maestro.
prez of the M.C. which took
is
over the old 123 Club at 123 E.
54th St., New York City.

'

Anna Sosenko. Hildegarde’s personal manager, has given up cuffo
handling of other talent to concentrate on the chanteuse’s current
television negotiations.

‘

Miss Sosenko had been advising
Marion Harris. Jr., and was supervising Betty Jane Watson’s opening at the Cotillion Room of the
Hotel Pierre. N. Y. Both were on a
strictly friendship (gratis) basis but
the press of Miss Hildegarde’s
plans, a possible forthcoming Euro-

31.

Nick Boila retired from the
agency business after 25 years in
Paul Gilbert held over
the field

Graemere hotel until July 6.
when he joins the St. Louis Muni pean

at the

Opera

Georgie Goebel guests on
the A1 Morgan WGN-TV show tonight (31)
Mary Francis Kincaid
into Starlight Room, Ft. Worth,
June 3. Manny Opper currently at
Town Casino, Milwaukee
Joe
Howard was replaced by Dorraine
and Ellis at the Nicollet, Minneap-

The Monte

,

I

140

Monte Carlo Bankruptcy

Except over

ANNA SOSENKO ONLY

'

I*.'

penal-

ties for violators. Fleck can
ask
liquor w'holesalers to stop deliveries.
Effectiveness of such action seems doubtful, however.

w’hile

|

May

should grant permits for operation

$59,207.

1

Chicago.

th#

While state law provides no

the holiday weekend, the barkers
at most houses have been giving
“Seats are available in
out with:
all parts of the hou.se.” while the
Palace has been playing to
standees.

.

Pinball machines are out. and
only one freakery on the
Palace of Wonders, with
top billing going to the “man with
two faces alive” and no blow-off.
Stable Restaurant is heralding a
certain “Carmen Miranda-Spanish
dancer” as well as “largest gla.ss
of beer on the island.”
Bluebird
Casino, down the avenue, doesn’t
boa.st a Spanish dancer but does
offer “Giant Direct V’iew Television.”
Nathan’s is still the shrine
of Coney Island chicken (hot dogs.
you muggs) but its front is as
messy and littered as ever, while
Feltman’s behaves as though it
were the Chambord of Coney,

}
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• 3 Blackout Book*
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tour,

etc.,

Sosenko’s bow

Miss
out on her other
nece.ssitated

'

charges.

or all
for

No
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FREE

Soad
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Daily

MARCUS GLASER
Charles Hegon Agency
203 N. WaboBh. Chicoge

Leaden^HYMAN ZAHL
New York—JACK DAVIES
JOSH MEYERS

•
•

Sunday!

lad,

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th

St.,

Dopt. V, N. Y. If

CIRCLE
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Louis Jordan Cancels
i

In 'Jim Crow’ Hassle
when he became ill last week.
Selma Marlowe doing choreogCincinnati. May 31.
raphy for the ice show at the ChiSwitching of the State theatre to
cago Railroad Fair
Turf Club, weekend
vaude presentations after
Galveston, has set Mitzi Green for
July 6 with Joe E. Lewis following month tryout of weekly bills, has
July 20
Charlie Farrell opens at .set back plans fo” in.stituting Negro
Park Plaza, St. Louis, June 3 .. shows in Ohio film hou.se.s. Houses
Kay Kenton into Latin Quarter. in Dayton. Akron, Cleveland, and
Cincinnati, June 3
Lind Bros, Columbus were to make the largest
renewed again at the Vine Gardens circuit offered to colored enterEzra
Stone,
Arnold Horwit, tainment if State policy succeeded,
Leonard Holton, and Billy Joyce but other spots are hesitant now.
huddling with Olsen & Johnson Akron still may try the policy,
about comics’ new TV show
Will
Louis Jordan, who was to open
and Jane Mahony, Rudy Cardenas vaude
policy at. the RKO Shubert,
and Henny Youngman join Ger- has
cancelled, claiming discriminatrude Neis.sen for the next Chez
Paree show
Harvey Stone and tion when city fathers Invoked old
Tommy and Margo Conini headline ordinance prohibiting white and
at the Stork Club. Council Bluffs, Negro performers from appearing
June 3
Jimmy and Dolores Cas- on same bill. Bandleader claims
sidy repacted at the Club Minuet that he has frequently played the
Frank Reynolds and the Corta RKO Albee here with white acts
Sisters join the ”Funs-a-Ton” show and he would not drop Los Gatos
at the Casino, June 3
Charlie Trio, team of while acros, although
Chaney opens at Bellrieve hotel, the rest of his show is colored.
Kansas city. Mo., for two weeks, Jordan was slated to open the Shustarting July 1.
bert June 10.
olis.

CARDINI
"Cardini, Easily the Best of

the Slaight-of-Handers."
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Returning July 1st for 12-Weel(

Tour of Fair Dates for
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MCA

Sincere Appreciation To All Concerned
Monaqement

•
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Difl. Volt, for $30
info, on other motorlol.

HARRISON, CARROLL
Personal

3i

had been lying dorniant
hoping that new Democratic
aH
ministration might give the
ahead sign soon, but new
crack
down has stunned them.
Charles Fleck, chairman of
tlu»
commission, said licenses
would
not be renewed when they
exoira

customers will
and all houses

houses on Broadway.

i

there’s
Island.

Mav

casinos

exact nut of house. Currently, estimates run to more than $20,000,
but there’s considerable satisfaction among the circuit’s toppers.
Simultaneously, it’s noted that
even with its small seating capacithe Palace is a formidable
ty.
threat to the other combination

j

of

Chicago.

Liquor Commission
served warning on
3 IS!
cafes,
including manv
niter^
that they face loss of
liceS ;
continuing to allow gambling
their premises.
Over l.ooo viol,
tors are in the Cook County
ariV
and 450 in Chicago. Manv of
Illinois

week

Meanwhile, the Palace has had If violations of gaming laws existed
two profitable weeks in a row for He also conceded that conflict be
the first time in many months. It’s tween state and local officiali
might ensue if the local authorities
still difficult for RKOiLes to figure

FOR LONDON PALLADIUM

.

by Liquor Bd.

Hit

ting a new audience. It’s predicted
that even if the other theatres
meet the lower scale, the Palace
will still do well with its eight-act
Once other theatres lower
policy.

GOODMAN, CASS DALEY

(

KlHKrd

How-

i

^

Company

1

windfall.

would limit amount of contributing to the
think the price
damages for injury to ever, theatremcn Important. The
land for honeymooners to vast defactor is even more
livery rooms for obstetrical cases an intoxicated person to $15,000
95-cent weekday evening top has
Illinois
has
been
approved
by
and other medical involvements,
made it possible for many lowerHarbor Hospital took over the sea- House Liquor Regulations Commit- bracket wageearners to afford an
side hotel in March and is rapidly tee. Bistro ow ners before had been evening in midtown. Palate is reconverting the hostelry into a liable for any amount that plain- portedly getting customers who
As a relarge, Grade A medical institution, tiffs cared to sue for.
haven’t been able to afford a
not however without some diffi- sult, insurance rates for niteries Broadway firstrun since the lush
and all
are
country
highest
in
the
culty from recalcitrant tenants who
war days. Price policy, it’s felt,
refuse to clear out on the grounds except one company has refused to has opened up possibilities of getissue such coverage.
changed

they have lea.ses, etc. Court proMeasure amends the State Dram
ceedings have been instituted to
Shop Act. Previously legislature
hattan. until Gumpertz purchased eject them from the 290-room
was consedering a bill to force inIf
tenants
victorious,
hotel.
are
and
ago
decades
several
outfit
the
policies
moved it to Surf Avenue. Meinch, they may have to reside over the surance companies to write
and if applicant was refused, the
oldtimer at Coney, will move the maternity wards, constantly dreamwould
state
director
insurance
of
ing
Dr.
of lox, stork and bagel.
waxworks to another part of Coney
designate a firm that would have
In the event the City of New York Philip I. Nash, former prexy of the
of
to
issue
face
loss
insurance
or
Coney
Island
Chamber
of
Commakes him vacate. The Musee is
.state license.
on city properly leased on yearly merce, is medical director of HarHospital.
bor
to
Eventually this site is
basis.
as usual, Brighton Beach to Sea
be a part of the much-discus.sed
Oceanarium fronting the Atlantic. Gate Riegelman Boardwalk named
Eden Musee. like its rival. World in honor of a one time Borough
in Wax. plans a ‘’Kathy in the President, but always referred to
W^ell” tableau as its stellar attrac- as C. I. Boardwalk) and beach are
Ca.ss Daley and Benny Goodman
Babe Ruth, who consumed in shipshape order thanks to Bob
tion.
24 hot dogs at one sitting in Coney Moses’ Park Department minions, are the late.st to be signed for the
Musee
Eden
into
will
go
Palladium.
London. They will apago,
years
but the Park Commissioner should
Hall of Farne. Other lofty educasomething about the old Mu- pear on the July 18 bill, w'ith Dick
remain, namely nicipal Bath structure now used as Haymes following Aug. 1, Burns &
exhibits
tional
“Meet the French Nudists Face to headquarters-storehouse. Surf Ave- Allen Aug. 15, and the Ink Spots
Face.” gory Snyder-Gray murder, front of building needs upholster- Aug. 29.
Revamp of schedule was due to
and such additional moral lessons ing; coat of whitewash would help
as “Lonergan Murder” and “Ghost innmensely.
dropping out of Abbott & Costello
Mansion Yields Body of Langley
and Jimmy Durante.
Mermaid Problems
Lady Godiva on the
.
...
.
Collyer.”
The Goodman booking was set
.
^
Life guards
will have new beach
white horse, the Eden Musee’s
by the Lew & Leslie Grade Agency,
this summer.
Shirt, trunks
free ballv. was kalsomlned for its
Morris
the others by William
caps will be of exclusive de1949 premiere. There’s a 20c bite
As for the bathing cos umes Agency in conjunction with the
fer attending Eden Musee semiagency,
London.
Harry
Foster
of Gotham s mermaids, local copGoodman will work as an act but
haven’t, as yet
indicated
Other Chaneea
have several performers with him,
'^hat they propose to do when the
.
.t.
^
T 1
j institut.on
Another Coney
bounce on the sand wcar- including Herkie Styles.
ing those new-fangled, provocative
Poses reported to guarantee extraJayne Walton into the Venetian
ordinary
upper body freedom. Room, Des Moines, June 10.
Only Show of lit Kind'
Guardians of Coney’s public morals
will have their hands full solving
Tli« $1 ,000.000 Sp«cfocl«
this one.
Midwest Dates
I

been

N.Y. Palace

Insurance for NHeries
Chicago, May 31.

Continued from page S

and offering free viewing of TV
programs in ballroom and swimming pool. Miniature bus line is
the only new contemplated ride in

Reyainps

1.

Levy, Barnet

&

Carruthers

Returning to Europe

in

the Fall to Play Sweden,
France, Belgium

and Spain

»

VedneMlay, June

1,

;

1949

VAITDEVnXE

Economic Conditions Give New Talent

Tabbert Makes 2nd From
‘Pacific’ to Double Cafes
“South
Pacific” ca.st, is the second performer in the Rodgers - Hammerstein sellout to double between
that legiter and cafes. Tabbert is
slated to start for the Penthouse
Club, N. Y., June 7 on the bill with
Marilyn Cantor, daughter of the
Bill

High Spots in Yauders and Video
Performers

who

have

been^'

ground for several years without
the plush spots are now
The middlegetting their chance.
bracketed performers are coming
up because many spots are now
unwilling to shell out inflated salthe topliners
aries, also figuring

Swiss Chalet, Chi, Adding

hitting

Square Dance Sessions

of

comic.

3-Day Holiday

Booms A.C. Biz
Atlantic City,

Despite

and upcoming talent. Majority of bookers are now paying
more attention to the reports on
fresh

KAY THOMPSON’S NEW
DEAL WITH WILLIAMS’

acts.

The search for new material, at
A new deal between Kay Thompa right price, is made urgent by son and the Williams Bros, is in
the decline in grosses in many the works. Changes will be made
Bookers
and
agencies
vaudefillers.
in the contract which will enable
had been seeking Hollywood names either her or the boys to take septo fill the breach, but most of those arate engagements, and guarantees
available aren’t the top cut of to the Williams
Bros, are likely to
names. Those w ho meet b.o. re- be cut down to about 10 weeks.
qulrements are priced too high for Separate dates mean
that earnings
the general run of theatres.
i

I

'

‘

chilly,

May

although

31.

clear

weather for the Memorial day
weekend,
the
expected
influx
of holidayers were in town with
most places open and business reportedly

good.

'

re

Indefinite.

Sherman.
going with MCA, AidGroup plans to combat firms uswas a booker with Eddie Sher- ing exposes of magic tricks as ad-

Before
rich

man agency.

vertising prixes.

Honkey Tonks

Nitery Belt; Only

Left

Boston, May 31.
With the shuttering of the Latin
Chi Railroad Fair Opens
Quarter next Sat. (4), the Hub’s
most dismal nitery season since
2d Season June 25 the
early ’40’s creaks to a close.
Chicago, May 31.
Windup of the Quarter leaves
outdoor the Hub with no large-scale nitery
Chi
Railroad
Fair’s
pageant, “Wheels a-Rolling," gets as it was the only one offering bigname acts and a chorus line. Steuunder jjj^ay June 25. It’s the second ben’s Vienna
Room is skedded for
season for the spectacle, which at- a summer clo.se-down at month’s
tracted 1.200,000 persons last year. end; the Fox and Hounds Club has
General format will remain the already folded permanently, with
a girl’s school occupying its former
same, although new scenes have Beacon street
headquarters; the
been added plus 1,000 additional Showbar is out for the season, and
the Music Box, Copley Square, is
seats.
an Italian restaurant sans enterAll-Equity production has cast of
tainment.
150 and is directed by Helen TieHotel Statler still keeps Its room
ken Geraghty.
open with A1 Donahue’s orchestra,
Arki Yavensonne’s Oval Room of
the Plaza plans to hang on as long
as possible, and the Hotel Sheraton’s roof was opened for the summer. But this completes the array
SQ.
of Hub uptown entertainment after
|

I

|

{

OLSEN & JOHNSON DUE

Steel Pier went to town with
Harry James, who again packed AT MADISON
them in, with Georgia Gibbs and
Deal is virtually set for Olsen A
Wally Brown toplining the vaude.
Johnson to open their touring
Million Dollar pier, relinquished arena show at Madison Square
by George Hamid last year and Garden, N. Y., July 7 for three
now under management of James weeks on a percentage basis. It
Costello, got off to a good start will be the comics’ first N. Y. stand
with a new policy. No admission since their engagement at the Caris being charged to the pier, only nival several years ago when that
nick being for the various attrac- nitery w’as run by Nicky Blair.
tions. Costello has made the long
'Olsen Sc Johnson last week
structure a continuation of the
wound up an engagement at the
boardwalk, hoping to lure the walk
Chicago Stadium and open Friday
crowds onto the pier and into the
(6) in Indianapolis. The comics are
attractions.
partners of arena owner Arthur
The pier had Roy Stevens in Wirtz in this show.
the ballroom and featured Billy
If the Garden deal jells, the
Gilbert on the stage w'ith five acts
comics will double part of the time

GARDEN

will be .shared.
So far, the new talent policy is
Miss Thompson’s present plans
not paying off too well, but that’s call for a probable appeai'ance in
But theatremen a forthcoming Bing Crosby film for
to be expected.
have been finding that they’re in Paramount, “Mr. Music.” and cutletter position during depressing ting several disks for Decca. Baron
eriods when the talent payroll is Polan, Miss Thompson’s manager,
Eept down.
is currently working on a London
Agencies concentrating on new appearance for the singer and is
talent are in the strongest position negotiating a 10-week concert tour
Because of vaudeo’s de- which may start at the Studobaker
In years.
mands, the percenters have been theatre, Chicago, upon conclusion of vaudeville. In addition, there
signing every likely-looking act. of her London date.
was a rodeo, a circus, a children’s
This new program ties in with detheatre, and scores of other atmand for new faces in vauders.
tractions and games.
Dick Haymes was the headliner
Magico’s Chi Meet
in a vaude show at the Warner,
ALDRICH ANKLES MCA
Chicago, May 31.
where “Oklahoma!” will start a
Mickey Aldrich resigned from
Over 1,000 magicians are here week’s run next Sunday (5).
Music Corp. of America theatre for International Brotherhood of
Most night spots brought in addidept, last week. His future plans Magicians convention at the Hotel tional talent but no names.
;

Hub s Ladn Quarter Foldo Narrows

the

Juanita Hall is currently bicycling
Chicago, May 31.
Swiss Chalet of Bismarck hotel between “Pacific” and Cafe Society
has pacted Brad and Judy Bradley Downtown.
of Camelback Inn, Phoenix, .Arizona, to demonstrate and lead customers in western square dances,
beginning June 9.
Every evening at 10 p.m., a
square dance session will precede
the regular floor show.
Johnny
Knapp, yodeler Joe Isbell, the
Bradleys and Johnny Brewer’s orch
will be featured in the room.

have lost their former draw because of too many repeats.
As a result many marquees have
For
a different set of headliners.
example, the Strand, N. Y., has
and
Gaston
Layne
Viola
Dale;
Alan
Palmer are at the Roxy. As a matter of fact, the vaude theatres have
been steadily shying away from
expensive names and in favor of

new

Tabbert,

51

dark.

The rest
downtown

is strictly honky in the
area, and biz Isn’t so
good there. As a result, the Hub’s
music busine.ss is all shot, with
fewer bands working than at any

time

since
Pearl
Harbor.
Only bright spot in the Hub !.s
the recent development of a bop
and Dixieland belt along Massachu.setts avenue in the city’s Harlem, where a bunch of small spots
report biz is on the increase every
week. The.se nitcries feature plenty
of music by name personalities
sitting in with bop outfits, and the
trend is catching on.

between MSG and the NBC tele
network where they start June 28
under Buick sponsorship. They’ll
do the video layout for seven weeks
after which they open at the Cana-

Totem’s 20tli Anni

Troy, May 31.
Totem Lodge opened its 20th
dian National Exhibition, Toronto, season with ’a weekend show conAug. 26. At the conclusion of the sisting of Joey Adams, Tony Canfair date, they’ll return on the zoneri & Mark Plant, Cabot & DresBuick .show. They’ll go on in the den, Pedro & Olga and Selma Kaye.
same time slot current allotted Henry Tobias, song writer, is back
to Milton Berle’s Texaco Star The- again as director of entertainment.
Spot, on Burden Lake, is operHelene Sc Howard into the Latin atre for the initial seven-week sesQuarter, N. Y., June 23, will double sion. Time slot for their fall video ated by David N. and Herbert A.
Katz.
at Radio City Music Hall in July. program hasn’t been set yet.
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For

My

First Full

Length Speaking Role as

Simple Simon in *^HIJMPTY DLMPTY^*

Som
For Featuring

Ofld

For Provincial Theatre Tour

Me in

“STARS ON ICE”

My London

Representatives

^
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Vrdnr»€lay, June
"Gershwin
Carnival, !V. Y.
Harold Minsky presentation of Ben Gage,

Room.

Colillioii

ini

(

Finale semester of the season at
the Hotel Pierre’s swank Cotillion
Room sees two returners, insuring
a rousing sendoff for the spot before it curtains for the summer.
Art ini & Consuelo. expert terpei s
who worked this room in midwinter. coincidental with the return of
Stanley Melba as maestro-emcee of
entertainment, share the headline
spot with Bettv Jane Watson, sing-,
inffAniio
iiict
in Mike
^
Tcfdd-s^"A^
thJ Girls
Cirts To^”
Go
Todd s As the

Castle’s "one step.” Their modern
Latin, waltz and exhibition foxtrots round out a fetching class
turn for the belter bistros.

Abel.

...

,

'

'

.

fisppv

3

It s

nl^ncl

Droiincl*

3ll

twice-nightly

show*

floor
acts.

two good

tel;

wlii^rp liorold

their

to "I

Got Rhythm” and "An American
Min.sky. a scion of ’that clan, has
in Paris”
installed a streamlined version of
Marks spent four days rehear.sthe old format.
ing the company, except Fina, flyMinsky pro.iepted similar shows ing out from Chicago to direct the
at
the Colonial inn. llallendale.
show. Fina hit town from another
Fla., this past winter and b.o. reengagement late the afternoon beturns were most encouraging. He’s
fore the opening. Result was evirepeating the formula at the Cardent in a few- ragged edges that
nival and with a few adjustments
can be clipped and smootlved off
he’ll have prime cafe fodder,
in
a
couple
of
oerformances.
The name of Minsky will prove
Blackout and spot technique is ada draw for the spot, but it was
mirably worked out. Audience apapparent on opening night (26*
plauded. cheered and whistled at
.that the admi.ssion nick is much
the close, with Gage and Fina maktoo high. It costs $1.80 and $3 per
ing curtain speeches and Marks
person to get into the spot. The
shyly taking a bow.
Dag.
$1.80 admission
l

their best frien
or their man
to see It or
fact is that people
ning to talk about Dean an
If

them,

tell

aeems unable
tt.

Mi

'

J^rry Lewis’ dialectics.
T
growing accent on Martin’i
»?xtraction ‘and Lewis'
Yid(
annoying and unsho
The personable singer
•i^ore, is evidencing
his
predilections by throwing
other Bronx patois, and
^

1

make

I

.

!

in this

Guy

new

spot
filmster,

Kibbee,
whose last appearance here was
20 years or more ago on a vaude
Vet comedian is affable as
date.
ever and does a pleasant few
minutes of amusing patter about
Hollywood and then teams up with
petite Dorothy Douglas in a roufeatures

tine that gets nice reception,

medleys, and also when not to u.se
the mike. In fact, in an intimate
room of this nature she might well
dispen.se with it completely. Of
course, the mike, with its amplification, is such an authoritative
crutch that even in the intimories
there is disinclination by both talenl and bonifaces to completely
dispense with it. The attitude is
that the public’s general hearing
has been acoustically conditioned.

Leadoff spot goes to Miss Dougwho intros neatly with a

las.

Calypso and follows with a Gershwin medley for solid applause,
Tops the.se w'ith Piccadilly flower

is in the balcony
for additional plan- and for ringside location it’s an
Spanish terpers, Trini and expensive proposition.
f'liib I'airiiival.
In these
Manolo, who played spot last year, times economy is a powerful factor
Minneapolis, May 28.
With much and can’t be bucked. Admission
are as fiery as ever.
Sophie Tucker, with Ted Sha
heel work and castaneting. duo poliev will have to be changed be- piro: Folie Miller, Martin Barnett
effectively.
do four dances
fore word-of-mouth gets around, Perry Martin Orch (12*; $1 cover
Singers Dennis and Thompson it’s curious' to note that the Palvia radio and soundfilms, to the offer the usual ballads and win ace. which in its heyday charged
This is Sophie Tucker’s initial
amplification, and unw ittingly they neat response.
Backed by Marcel around $2 admission, reopened two
strain aurally if the mike is dead. Dole's orch. the Kings, seven girls weeks ago at a 95e. top. Burlesque. appearance here, and, of course,
Mike or no. the elass terping Art- and a guy. point up a compact re- which u.seJ to be a poor man’s the engagement’s off to a flying
vue with nifty terping. Act is in “Follies,” in its cafe reincarnation start. Her magnetism and ability
the Jack Cole manner with chore- js not for the lower economic to hold an audience with comedic
as well as vocal skill, are much in
ography by Buddy King. Group strata. Min.sky should adjust this.
evidence here.
*
Indian
poi*
most part it’s an admiraJack Yellen’s exclusive songs,
?ter.
hie

girl
dits.

for a needl

o*® .*or two of the Lesh
coming comedians extant,
tween are some other

‘

'

I

lyrics,

Judging

evidently of spicj
by the gustos fr
Italian

i

Miss Watson is a personable
songstress with an impressive cav"Oklahomal”
alcade
from
her
background. where she was one of
the leads, to her more recent WinShe projects
ter Garden show.
pleasingly, knows how to blend her

'

'

.

3 t thp C^ 3 rniv 3

$2-$3.

Current layout

the

via

minimum

'

!

”

(8*
Kibbee The Kinus \
V . ’x,,
Dennis & Thompson, Trim & MaMarcel
Dorothy Douglas
Oor(* OrcM to), Jx^ntyiy

from Melba’s tiptop "society” dansapation and the brisk Ralph Laj*<*
band for the Latin sets, to the

mr

tFOI.I.OWUp)

Maybe

,

1‘arroMSol. ]lloniroal
Montreal, May 31.

1

Party" number!.

a

tall,
blonde,
broadMute. Kamerova production, until shouldered husband of Esther WllLeo De Lyon, Prof. Lamberti, Ho- Mams, drew a tremendoui hand
sanna, Steve Condos, Corine 8t Tito from the opening night crowd of
Valdez, Muriel King, Tommy Raft, picture people fur his strikingly
Murray Briscoe. Rosanna, Ralph dramatic voice, which he uses efYoung, Nevada Smith, Jean Court- fectively as narrator and in singing
ney. Line (16>, Morty Could Orch, "Summertime” and "It Ain’t NecLatin On'h; lyrics, Hughie Prince: essarily So.” Annette Warren regismusic, George Kamerojf: admission ters with a high-voltage rendition
of "Do Do Do" and Stuart Wade
$1.80 and $3; dinner extra.
does well with "Lady Be Good,"
"Of Thee 1 Sing" and "Strike Up
. r
u
The body-beautitul
never the Band.” Tune Tailors are pleashas
its appeal despite the cHorm
ant enough, but not spectacular,
with their work on "Wintergreen
Mniboed builesque for President and "Liza.”
*11 N. Y. nearly a dccade ago.
The
In the terping department, Ruiz
Minsky label in that era repre- and Godfrey display charm with
sented topflight burley.
It
still
modern ballet teaming

& Consuelo project per usual
with their tiptop blends of modern
Casand the ye.steryear maxixe
tles* as well as Vernon & Irene

Y.

(FOLLOWUP*

at

r

exi

that goes ditto for Le
Obvious exploration of
poraneous standards, citir
Benny and Jimmy Durant
certainly tell any act tha

origins not only aren’t n(
but don’t help; they pre.se
specific

limitations,

if

not

ment, that it’s difficult to
stand why Martin & Lewis
R’s not as if they were defi

and needed some

talent

or accent for eff<‘ct.
ace extraordinarily

loi

Fact
talentt

ticularly in the visual niedii

number

.

^

'

‘

'

!

'

EDAL

me

Charged
With Death
to

re-

display. Minsky has selected
of the prettiest chorus chicks
The slick production by

some

strate

town.

jp

Mme. Kamerova, music

eu'l.

AF*

I

Kameroft

and

lyrics

by George
by Hughie

Prince contribute to tlie overall
effectiveness of the display.
Main weakness is the old hat
Mel burlesque skits by Tommy Raft and
3
Murray Briscoe. Raft is e.ssentialig the ly a pantomimist, and doe.sn’t
get
would sufficient comedy into his gab. The
.since
hits are overlong and therefore
topa io.se effectivene.ss. The ancient
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cot-
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adway
show
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Arthur
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winner.

Within a short
featured at the
Rox.v theatres and can

been

trifle
[er

bit

practically duds.

Otherwise, there are .some deitems in this show. Leo De
*Tof. Lamberti carry
fomedy honors capably. De Lvon

add to stature through
here. His unorthodoxy
the audience at all times

br^^alily
tickles

falsetto, trick piano-

imitations of singers and
it*^truments adds up a sock turn

it

I

To Ted Shapiro’s capable piano
accomps and tbe orchestra’s assistance.

in
her singing-talking
she tells how glad she is to
be here, avers it’s "the freedom,
not the hurricane, train" for her;
preaches to gals never to let the

style,

same dog

bite them twice, relates
the sex troubles of Mrs. Washington Jones, and chides the doctors
for having made sex a science. For
good measure she provides a bit
of no.stalgia by giving a whirl to
some of the old-time song hits with
which her name has been a.s.sociated. including "Beautiful Doll.”
“Alabamy Bound” and "Some of
These Days.”
The rest of the show’ leads up
neatly to the star. Folie Miller,
snappy stepper, includes a novel
Cuban rh.vthm lap routine in her
pleasing
act.
Martin
Barnett,
sleight-of-hand performer, is adept
and entertaining.
Rees.

IVnlliouMf*

Lamberti’s low comed,\ also gets
mbers staunch approval, with buffoonerv

ting

and Eddie

spicy but funny, instead of offensive. as handled by Mi.ss Tucker,
extract their full quota of laughs.

P.
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JACKIE

MAYE
lACK

IS
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NEW YORK AGAIN
tiM

('lull.

iV.Y.

Moroccan

Nortnan Wallace, Marilyn Cantor, Kurt Maier; no minimum, no

Village
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coi'er.
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A.

Los Angeles, Mav 24
Jack Fina Orch (14*; Ben Cage
& Godfrey, Time Tailors (.5*
huart
Wade, Annette Warren
lutz

inis

version

pops.
Rest of the

bill

man Wallac

piani.st-singer,

his

comprises Norwith

predominantly French chanson.s.
and Kurt Maier. interlude
I...
pidnist, WslJacp needs lo __.l
sell more,
suggesting ability and material,
,

of the "Snlute to
George Gershwin” production bv and American tunes.

Sherman M.irks
six

weeks

that

5'

Maier, of course, Is by now
i,
standard with the Fenthoii.se
c regulars.
and still doing a neat job with
his wide repertoire of Continental!

Kahn,

Y" Exporienced

Girls 0«lf

GOOD SALARY
Grabois, 498 7 Av«., M.T.t

'

looks solid for the

has been booked
Popularity enthe versatile modern
.'\merican compo.ser and the excellent interpretations by Jack
Fina
at the piano should make
Amba.sinto

the

joyed

it

Grove.

by

sador customers happy throughout
the run.
Those factors, and the
prospect of hefty biz among the
better-heeled juves who make the
Gr(3ve
their
headquarters
for
SF*3du3tion p3rti6s, plus
city of the show', make
bet

nov-

a

good

it

Pantomime Comedy and Musical
Weeic of June 2nd, ORIENTAL,

in

role

of Gershwin,
honors at the
with his
“Rhapsody in Blue” and

the

keyboard,
closing

the

musical

particularlv

SAM ROBERTS
WABASH, CMcago

Direction:

203 N.

Act

CHICAGO

around.

all

Hna,
takes

tlip

Wednerxlay, Jnne 1,

1949

YAUDEO NUDGES OUT
RESH IN PHILLY PARK
Philadelphia,

May

31.

Woodside Park, which has been
tinnking of “‘The Fountainhead’N
theatre, N. Y.,
fWB) into the Strand
the first step in dis-

July 7 may be
stageshows.
pensing with

Pitt Cafe’s

staging Sunday vaude bills for the
last 12 years, has discontinued policy.
Instead, it is experimenting
with big-screen television, which is
put on whenever programs war-

Extended Run

Tomorrow’s <Thurs.> meeting of

Pittsburgh. May 31.
rant.
Pittsburgh. May 31.
House has only two more stageTerrace Room of William Penn
Wally Boag, balloon-artist comeNorman S. Alexander, president
•how commitments after the cur- hotel will drop floor shows on June
of the park, launched the new dian who went to England in 1947
band, Phil SpiByrne’s
Bobby
rent
4 and
Billy Catizone’s band
entertainment
last
night
(23) for two months and stayed 14, is
Charm orch and only foruse
talny’s Hour of
dinner dancing until spot with a demonstration in
Sylvan sailing back this week for a yearthe moment
Red Ingle’s band. At
shuts down entirely next month for Hall
auditorium
which
previously long stretch of engagements on
doubtful that more live
It appears
renovations. Final bill will include played
the vaude.
Equipment in- the Continent. He’s going to play
ihows will be used at the Strand.
Wilkie & Dare, Kitty Crawford stalled by
RC.\-Victor
employs a vaudates in Blackpool, London,
Recent developments at Warners and Harriet Lane. They come in 6 by 8 feet
translucent screen, with France and Scandinavia, and a feaIndicate that this Broadway house Friday (27) for nine days.
rear
projection.
Park
is
to get tured spot in a British pantomime.
may get a big action-picture policy
In addition to his vaude and cafe
This is the longest .season room TxlO-ft. screen which RCA-Victor
which has always done well there*. has had in years. Usually it shuts will also install
the
largest tele work over there last year, Boag
The Warner distribution dept, end of April and reopens Labor screen in this
was also in the click London rearea.
would
sell
it
recently announced
vue, ‘‘Starlight Roof.”
Day.
Admission to Sylvan Hall video
iome top films to Radio City Muwill be free, same as variety bills,
and has been dickfic Hall, N. Y.,
which concstituted great Sunday
ering with the other theatre indraw in Philly, where no flesh en- Dancer, Mother File
Seeks
terests for a picture at the nearby Ohio Nitery
tertainment is available on SabBroadway first-runs. This revamp
bath.
in picture .selling would leave the
Suit Vs. Detroit Police
Return of Booze
Strand without any top product.
Consequently, it’s believed that the

—

25G

Op

Taken

make

attempt to

will

hou.se

In License

the

run with straight pictures.

Springfield, O.,

Supreme

Ohio

asked to review

a

Revoke

May

31.
will
be

Court
lower court de-

cision which prohibits the
Wakely’s Hillbilly Revue
from confiscating liciuor in
Into Wash. Cafe, June 15 lishments where lieen.ses
Philadelphia, May 31.
been revoked. State Liquor

state
estab-

have
Direc-

tor Oscar L. Fleckner said he has
asked the attorney general to appeal a decision in the case of Louis
Grieb, Springfield, who sued for
revue for a run, opening June 15.
return of $5,000 worth of liquor he
' Room
was recently taken over said state enforcement agents conby Connie Gay.
fiscated when his license was re-

Terrace

C., via

get

Room, Washington, D.

Jolly Joyce agency here, has

Jimmy Wakely and

hillbilly

voked.

Franklin County Common Pleas
Court Judge Jo.seph M. Clifford of
Columbus ruled Grieb was en-

mix danciriK and aero work
In proper
proportloiiB to achieve an
applau.-e-winninir aesslon.
JoSP.
Variety 5-18-49
T)>ey

to return of the liquor or
payment of its value, and this ruling was upheld by the Second DisShould the
trict Court of Appeals.
decision be upheld, the state liquor
department will be liable for
thousands of dollars in liquor confiscated in raids since the repeal
of prohibition and enactment of
state regulations.
titled

Dick Henry’s Nephew
In Disappearing Act

Show

are being
outlets
biz
alerted to be on the lookout for

Ted Harwood, 19-year old nephew
Dick Henry, of the William
Young.ster disMorris Agency.
appeared May 17 from the Columbia University dorms on the eve
Ads have
of term examinations.
been run in the dailies asking
Harwood to get in touch with his
ailing mother.

of

Harwood

is

also the

nephew

Alleging False Arrest
Detroit, May 31.

Wash. State Liquor Bd.

Suit for $25,000 against the Detroit police officials was filed last
week by 16 -year -old Chicago

Nixes 14 Cafe Licenses
In Seattle; Hearing Set

dancer, who alleged that she was
The Washington State Liquor held illegally for four days last
Plaintiffs, Annabel
Control Board has refused to issue February.
Class-H liquor by the drink) li- Ricks, dancer, and her mother,
censes to 14 Seattle clubs, includ- claim that she was illegally aring some of the best known night rested without a warrant and held
spots in town. The 14, including the incommunicado.
Town & Country Club, Magicians,
Terper was in the city with
Aero-Marine, Cirque and Business chorus line on a club date when
Men’s, now employ between 125 she was arrested morning of Feb.
and 150 musicians, and represent 26 after coming out of a film hou.se.
about 90% of the night life here.
Police said at that time she was
Liquor Board said clubs were arrested for dancing in violation
denied licenses for a ‘‘number of of the state child labor laws. They
reasons, but mainly because they also denied she was held incomdid not qualify as non-profit organ- municado.
Suit asks $15,000 for
izations formed for fraternal, edu- dancer on grounds she was not alcational, athletic or social pur- lowed to contact her mother and
poses.” Clubs, along with others, being ‘‘compelled to a.ssociate with
such as the Washington State Press disreputable persons,” thereby
Club, Athletic Club, Rainier, etc., damaging her reputation and makhave been operating on a ‘‘liquor ing it impossible for her to obtain
Her mother seeks
pool” licen.se, and were the only employment.
Seattle,

May

31.

I

places in town where liquor was

$10,00(1 additional

served by the drink until the issuance of new Class-H lieen.ses here
in March,
There is no appeal from the
Liquor Board’s rulings, but protests of clubs have re.sulted in
scheduling of a hearing. C. B. Lafromboise, member of the Board,
said that the spots involved would
have to prove that they are bona
fide clubs under the the law and
that hearings could not be held

di.st»*ess”

until

after

June

2.

Old

Theatre

the

for ‘‘emotional
and money spent regaining cu.stody of her daughter.

board

Authority

is

likely to decide the fate of the current
setup.
In this meeting

TA

it’s
expected that the American
Guild of Variety Artists will make

demands that will necessitate revamping present system of clearing benefits.

reported that Henry Dunn,

It’s

AGVA treasurer and the performer unions’ delegate to TA, will demand many changes before union
any more free shows.
pitch for curtailment of the
of
benefits,
refusal of
clearance to auspices hiring an
outside promoter, and a 30% slice
of TA receipts to AGVA.
I.,attcr
will
He’ll

okay

number

demand

is based on
Dunn’s contention that on the coa.st T.\ gives
the Screen .Actors (Uiild similar
cut because of its having the greater number of performers donating
services to benefits in ^hat area.
Dunn feels that inasmuch as
members comprise the majority of
acts working the free shows, same
deal should be obtain for the variety talent union.

AGVA

the

If

agree

T.A
with

directorate

Dunn’s

A(JVA may continue

fails

to

propo.sals,

its .sy.stem

of

having organizations to pay act.s
one-seventh of weekly salary for
appearances, and which

benefit

take them out of the free show
category.
This would eliminate
T.A authority.

CHEZ PAREE
CHICAGO

‘‘liquor

pool” licensees expire June

2.

of

- composer
Sonny Skyler.
With two relatives in the business

singer

WONG SISTERS

believed that Harwood took
an attempt to get into the
entertainment field. 'The only job
lad has had was as an usher in a
it’s

off

ULTRA-MODERN ACRO-lOP

Loew

Turrently 8 th

CHINA DOLL.
Thanks t*

TOW BAIL

in

theatre.

N. Y.

Prr. Mgr.

FRANK ItKLMONT

Atlantic City,

May

31.

Mrs. Gertrude Rhoda, vocalist
and accordionist in the Surf bar.
was fatally shot outside the spot
Saturday <28) night, and police are
holding her husband, David, on a

Peter Lind Hayes and Mary murder charge.
Witnesses told police the couple
Healy slated for the Cocoanut
Grove, Los Angeles, Aug. 2. Henry left the bar after an argument.
King band set for same show.

By Happy Benway
Saranae, N. Y.. May 31.
Club of N. Y. C. gave
patients at the Vets hospital, Sunmount, N. Y., an entertainment
that will be long remembered by
Show was given by
the G.l.s.
Vern Hutchins, Negro tenor; Radio
‘‘.52”

^
to

World Famous Photographers

ARTISTS

of

STAGE...SCREEN...RADIO
to

make

from

quantity

original reprints at reproduction rates.

1^

yk BOSTON

Phone

STUDIO

:

Circle

ST. N.Y.C

;

Kenmore

S

300^

HARRY LEVINE

Jatt Coacladed

CHICAGO, CHICAGO
AND RAND TOUR WITH

all-clear.

7-3505

Hotel Lenox

Thanks to

RKO, N. Y. home office,
Sam (RKOi Kelly, who

in to visit

After

CARNEGIE HALL 5X0010:154 W.57th

New York

^
is showing nice progress.
Virginia Godwin, ex-grad from
the Will Rogers, in from California
for the annual checkup given an

REPRINTS

We arc now equipped

Rogues, Lola Gorman. Florence
Cooper, Jo Ann, June Gardner,
Marilyn & Mantenais, Herbie Kay
and Bill Sheran. Lads got a real
bang out of it.
Mary Lou Weaver into the general hospital for another operation.
Doris Carey is now part time
switchboard operator at the Rogers.
Rose Poland, of the Fabian 'Fheatres, in for rest and obscr\’ation.
Isabelle Rook, cx-Rogcrite, furRaybrook
sanafrom
loughed
torium to visit ailing daughter at
Bellevue hospital. N. Y. C.
Phil Kcir, Eddie Stokes, Jack
Harold Malincr. all
Keir and

several

setbacks,

Victor

(lATSE) Gamba now upped for
meals and picture shows.
Marie Gallagher in from Philadelphia to ogle her daughter, Dolly
Gallagher, who Is in the home
stretch of the re.st routine.
Write to those who are ill.

—fenoael

MoaoqemeoN—

JEAN ANN DAVIS
41 W. 48tli St.
New YorR

DESI

ARNAZ

!

.

1

Vcdngsday, June 1 , I949

New
JACK MARLIN

recently in America, and plenty
Continental-type
the
for
okay
tunes she does. She has a powerful voice that’s unusually lowregister, and she knows how to
Occasionally she pushes her
sell.
low notes too much.
A native Hungarian, Miss Capi-

Acts
EDDIE NE1.SON

I

Blackface-Songs

Comedy

12 Mins.
Iceland, N. Y.

;

10 Mins.

i

Cafe James, N. Y.
Jack Marlin broke into show biz
with some traveling units and. with

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF JUNE

,

.

(I*)

He’s

still

'

Morrow
Wyn Mayo
Harold Norman
Paul

Lawrence Nikol

I

Rudells
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
!5ym Ore
Palace (R> X
Don Henry 3
Appletons
B Hammond’s Birds

I

,

SINGING ROAD AGENT
Songs
7 Mins.

star” stint for Eddie Davis, another
vet of the vaude wars, at the lat-

Leon &
resulted in beaucoup cash

ter’s
1

some time, he’s a new item to
the new’cr generation. Despite his
Singing Road Agent” is a male vet background, he not only persinger with an obviously well- forms but looks like a juve.
trained set of baritone pipes. The
Dixon’s act is as fresh today as

guy works in full cowboy regalia ever. He can knock off a soft-shoe
with a “Lone Ranger” mask cover-, or tap routine with as much agility
ing what looks like a handsome gs any terper, and his showmanWhile he over-dramatizes gf^ip jg in the top echelon. His
phiz.
slightly in his attempts to sell his highlight is a sitdown bit of taptunes, he’s good.
ping personating a patient about to
The “Agent” character is part of see a dentist. It’s an expertly exa publicity buildup being handed ecuted bit.
In addition to his terping, Dixon
him by NBC television in preparation for his own program. As part is a capable conferencier and bis
colleagues
his
with
.song-work
lineup
at
the
of the regular talent
Barn, he is already being seen on won’t scare anybody but of the

1

I

|

TV

in the

Monday

night half-hour

;

,

AMY ANDREWS
Songs
7 Mins.

Cafe James, N.Y.
An attractive blonde with a wellmodulated soprano, Amy Andrews
Impresses as a good bet for other
Intimate class rooms such as this
one. Despite the fact the waiters
practically outnumbere'd the customers the night caught (26), she
sold her tunes well. Right now she
lacks full projection values, which
Is something that should come with
more experience.
Practically her entire routine
here comprises a medley from the
current Broadway musical. "Kiss
Me. Kate.” Way she put the show
tunes over, coupled with the fact
she works without a mike, indicates her forte might lie in musicomedy. She’s okay too for television. Medley, including "Another
Show." "Why Can’t You Behave?”
and "So in Love” gives her a

Danwoods
Moke & Poke
F & K Watson
(two to

!

'

!

12 Mins.
Iceland, N. Y.

been given

I

by yesteirear’s greats is good for
reminiscing and his old-.school
showmanship helps bring on the
mitts.
at

He wisely allows
a slight mannerism of the
personality
identified
with
the
tune and for the most part the
impersonation.
Just

upon Wald’s frank wonderment at
gn the components to observe that.
“that’s what Texaco doesn’t seem

|

to appreciate or realize in my desire for a better financial break if
I’m to stay on top of this medium.”
The fact that the Kudner agency’s

Lewis is father of Jerry I.ewis
(Dean Martin Sc) but doesn’t
capitalize on this fact during his
turn on the floor nor in the hilling.
I

Old

X-4

Carman
Munro A Adams
Duke Dorell
(II

2-4

Sammy White

Ralph A Lorraine
4-1

S-t

Laddie T.amont

Vernon A Ryan

Bob Coffey

Doris Patts

Harriet

Lorraine

CAMDEN
(I)

3-S

Florediina
2 Clefs

Martin & Florenz
O’Neal A Cathy
Wllfred-Mae 3

T

_

CHICAGO

Chicago

Myron Kirk and Ed Cashman Grade

(P)

Barrio

(One to

Fill)

ROCKFORD

Palace

(I)

3-S

1

Chick Gayle
Jay Seiler
Strong 4

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) X

Sherwoods
Maxine
Milt

Douglas

Dave Apollon

are on the scene, along with proBRITAIH
ducer-stager Arthur Knorr, seemASTON
3 Hotleys
ingly means little to the hard-driv- Hippodrome
(I)
30 Joe Black
ing Berle who is a one-man atomic Ernie Longstsff
Alan Cllva
Cooper
Twina
Bert
Bendon
comehe
as
showmanship
bomb of
Hamilton A Vassi
Billy Howard
dies, composes, contrives, creates Rob Currie
GLASGOW
Empire
(M) 30
aspect
Loman
every
Harry
virtually
controls
and
Agua-Revuette
Connie West
that goes into the Texaco Star 'The- Rona-Lee Browne
Tarzan Jr
Be- Ben George
Hazell
atre Tuesday after Tuesday.
Frogmen
Chorus
sides brother Phil and Frank for Palare
Australian Air
BIRMINGHAM
his "management,” his sister, Rosa- Hippodrome (M) 30
Aces
Charih Tndra
Edwards
lie Berle, handles the NBC ward- Prof Jim
Allen Bros A June
Freddie Frinton
is responsible for producand
robe
Piet
V'an Brechts
Joyce Golding
better routining for the plushier
Elizabeth A Collins
ing the wealth of costumes, be- St Clair A Day
spots.
Gerry Leader
calls Renee Piat
Wald
etc.
the
props,
sides
Duo opens here with a standard
Naudy Hella
HACKNEY
A Edward
Empire (S) 10
rhumba, marked only by a one- that "the new nepotism of show Toros
Reach
Leo Fuld
shoulder lift for the windup. Waltz, business it’s moved from Holly- Finlay Bros
Albert Burdon
Heather Furnell
which follows, is a good pace- wood to Radio City.”
Karina
BOSCOMBE
Producer will be closeted all day
Vadio A Hertz
changer, with the flashy finale in
Hippodrome (I) 30 Freda Harris
this case having the gal balanced today (Wed.) running off kine- Syd Seymour Bd
Frank Worth
on her partner’s hand while he scopings of past Berle TV shows in Constance Evans
LEEDS
A Lavoie
Empire (M) 30
does a fast spin. They do an okay his Sherry-Netherland suite, and Curtis
Barbara Leigh
Bebe A Belle
beguine for the closer.
Stal.
may continue doing so right up un- David WlUiams
Turner Layton
Adele Speedacs
Dolaira
til train time tomorrow (Thurs. ).
Madhatters
Forbes A Barrie
He brought scripters Jack Rose Danny Dray Bd
MACK. RUSS &
Jose Moreno Co
and Mel Shavelson east to co-ab- Seymour Lovlles
Honri
Comedy
BRADFORD
3
Jokers
10 Mins.
sorb all the atmosphere. So far
Alhambra (M) 30
Glenns
Palace. N. Y.
there are 19 musical spots set for Melville A Rekar
Scott Sanders
Josef Locke
Mack, Russ Sc Owen, who pre- "Always Leave ’Em Laughing,” Voltaire
LEICESTER
Palace (S) 30
viously exhibited in the N. Y. which is the saga of what makes a Leslie Sarony
N Milla A Bobby
showcases, contribute an excellent comedian tick a sort of what- Tattersall A Jerry
Maple Leaf 4
Nonl
Nita
A
Dody
turn to the Palace bill mixing aero, makes-Sammy-run of emcees. It’s Paul A
Desmond A Marks
Paulino
Christian’s Dogs
novelty and comedy.
Male trio a Max Shulman, Collier’s, original, Jenny Howard
Downey A Daye
comprises two regulation sized scripted by Shulman ancl Richard Hal Menken
Crochet
BRISTOL
gents and a midget, routines focus
Audrey
Hewitt
Empire
(I)
XO
Mealand, with screenplay by Rose
N McGlenn A Vera
around the lower-cased chap who
Mack
and Shavelson, both of them Jimmy
Blackpool Belles
Francla Whitmer
is as strong as a steer, can supLINCOLN
3 Loonies
port the others on his shoulders, alumni of radio row.
Royal (I) 30
George Alex
Lae Brooklyn
is a capable dancer and adept at
Peggy Ann Taylor
Mike Howe
Spangled Beauties
comedy.
Frank
Forinby
Raymond Barry
Their knockabout work has some ‘Some Progress’ in Berle
4 O’Keefe Sis
Terry’s Juveniles
N A V Monroe
fresh angles and routines exhibited
CARDIFF
Peggy
Stone
Dealings on Texaco
New (S) XO
are new to the majority of vaude
LIVIRPOOL
Lester Co
Milton Berle and the William Harry
fans.
They’ve been trallerized on
Empire (M) 30
Bijou A Carol
G H Elliott
vaudeo and can show in any visual Morris Agency have made "some
Konyot
Gertie Gitana
Sands
medium.
Jose.
progress” towards a settlement of Chris
Ella Shlelda
P O’FarreU Co
Lilly Morris
their television contractual diffiCHISWICK
Randolph Sutton
Empire
<S)
XO
culties
with
the
Texas
which
Co.,
ROSANNA
Talbot O’FarreU
Chico Marx
Aero
sponsors Berle on both 'TV and J BtlUnga A DUna BUly Danvers
Struthard
7 Mins.
radio.
However, indications are Henri Vadden Co
Sereno A Jay
S
A
R
Jenka
Carnival, N. T.
that they are still far apart, with Dick Henderson
LONDON
The singularly labeled Rosanna the Berle corner having indicated Grafton Sia A Jr
Palladium (M) 30
Jacques
Danny Kaye
is an okay acro-terper with a good that it wants to know by June 10
Bob
Lloyd
Ted
A
Ray
Botty
variety of Iwdy-bends, cartwheels whether "'Texaco will pay Berle Harry
Andrea Dancers
Nichole
and other tricks standard with her vj,hat he wants for the Tuesday
DEREY
Dunhilla
Brand (0) XO
3 Chocolateera
contemporaries
She has no out- night vaudeo show. The Morris ofJohn Sharman
Bobbie KiinlMr
standing bits, but what she has is flee believes that
Dorothy (Jray Co
"the situation Harry Mooney
expertly mixed and well-executed.
Victor KIm
Skyrockets Ore
wilt be straightened out within 10 H erschel
Robb Murray
Henlera
Rosanna is okay for production
Johnny Denis Co
days.”
MANCHESTER
cafe and vaude work untiljshe gets
Stuart A Gray
Hippodrome
Bede is believed seeking some- Music Hall Lovlles Jean Adrienna(S) 30
some different tricks. She’ll work
EDINBUEOH
Bddia Leallo
between
out into a top single with some where
$10,000-$15.000,
Empiro (M)
Leon Cortez
fresh stunts.
while Texaco is believed not too Jack Radcliffo 30
Jose.
W Keppel A Betty
far from $10,000 in its overtures Ban Yost Co
Davla
Mervyn Saundera
Palece (M) XO
to get him to finish out two more Jacqueline
ANN CAPITAN
Dunbar
Francoiae Flora
years that he has under a televi- Helen Norman
Jackla Huntar
Songs
Marquaaz
sion contract with the Morris of- Agnatta A Sylvio
14 Mins.
FINSBURY PARK Raymond Girard
fice, which originally brought the
Cafe Wienecke, N. Y.
Emoira (M) XO
Helen Crevar
Vivian Et Taaai
Ann Capitan is a sexy, lush-look- Berle TV package to the Kudner Tess A BUI
Billy
Bd
Troll De Mine
ing dark-hair^(^ Continental only ad agency. Latter Ijandles Texaco. ?#!* Cotton
ershea
NOTTINGHAM
j

•

PAM

,

.

”

SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 30

Freda

Empire (I)
Peggy Bailey
Buck Douglas
Sgt.

sg

O'Doherty

Jimmy Hawthorn
Bunkhouse Boys

NEW YOKK
Bagatelle

Dorothy

Webb

Hotel St Rtgia
Laszlo A Pepito

M

Blua Angal
Hayes Gordon

Hotel Statler

Chittison 3

Martha Wright
Bop City
Billy

Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopez Oro
Iceland

Danny Lewis
Harlan Dixon
Eddie Nelson
Harry Forrest
Perry Mayo
Morris Lloyd
Line
Jack Palmer Ors

Eckstine

Jackson 3
Cafe James
Sheila

Shaw Ore

Eddy Howard Oro

Howard

Josephine Premice

Herman

Roosavalt

Lawrence Welk (M

Striders
Jack Corliea
Loui.se

CITY

Hotel

Rosa

C Barnet Ore

"Happy Holiday"
Johnny O’Brien
F A A Carroll

Bob Russell

Towers

Co

Toy A Wing

BUFFALO

Gt. Lakes <F) X

Stop the Music

Sis

L

Lovelle

Jilla

PHILADELPHIA

Charles Althoff
Rosales Sis

30

Cynthia A Gladys
Alfred Thripp

Rex A Bessie

3

Jerry Colonna
Will Osborn Ore

IAS

stylization is his.

Jose.

;

Vernon

L Raynor A Betty
F’red

(S)

Miller

Co

(P>

Colstons

Robinson & Martin
Doris Abbott

&
Ralph &

Jeanette Hughes
Maurine O’Dell
Elizabeth Gray
Ernie Brooks
Lionel Smith
Harrison

SAM
Stevil Sis

3

GREEN

Empire

Cavangh
Hal Gould
Donald B Stuart

June Manton

Christine A Moll
T Hanlon Co

Meribeth

& HaUow

Field

3-4

OMAHA

The Chords

WOOD

Max

(P) 1

Orpheum
3

Tiny
Ai Carthy Co
John Vree
Mushie the Lion

MacNorton

30

(S)

Vic Oliver

BRANCH

Virginia Lee
Joe Howard

(1)

(I)

Empire

KINGSTON

BAM

'

attempt

'

Ore

Hlppodroms (i) sa
Bob Andrews
Bobby Davis
Te«j'. Kl.. Cl,™

shepherds bush

Ted Lewis Ore

Olympia

Haymes
Dann

State

DAYTON

Keith's (R) X

;

DANNY LEWIS

little

'

Berk

Savoy (I) 30
Grant
Renee Beck
Fred Hugh

Benson A Mann

'

Songs

Lewis makes

.

,

Artie

SCUNTHORPE

Albert

E A D Burko
MIAMI

BALTIMORE

Hippodrome

Helen Darmora
Kirkwhite Dancers

Palace (R) *-t
Frankie Carle Ore
Mills Bros

—

Stal.

Danny Lewis’ type of singing has
a new lease on popularity ever since nostalgia became
_
a valuable show busines's property.
His chanting of tunes made famous

opinions against the kinescope
that the magic
technique, stating
..
j
*
of the instantaneity and spontaneity is what makes, and will continue
seized
He
great.
television
make,
to

Byrne

Yeomen

Robbins

Alan Dale
Eugenie Baird
Lenny Bruce
L & S Willis
Dick

Slim Allan

only

Strand (W) 3

Bobby

WOLVERHAMPTON

Monarch*
Jan Miah A Bog

P T.awrence A Mitzl
Buddy Walker

Layne

OWEN

'

the handles them equally well.
Closer is the standard "How Deep
Is the Ocean,” w^lch she sells via
~

for this

Radio Revellers

Beryl Seton
:i

4

„ VICTORIA
Palacs
(M) 30
Nervo A Knox
Bud Flanagan

Naughton A Gold

Ladd

CLEVELAND
Ststa (L) a
Sammy Kaye Ore
Constance Moore
COLUMBUS

LONG

3

Norman A

Hall

Sherlock
Wells

Billy

Douglas Harris

O’Gorman

J

Fayes

3

Paramount (WR)

3

(I)

Arnold Shoda
Jean Arlen
Berry Bros
Gaston Palmer
Viola

D A

Rayes

Rtgal <P)
Louis Jordon
Paula Watson
Will Maston 3
Los Gatos

Frances
Cedric A Algy

Paul Sydeli
Blackburn Twins

Cliff

Royal (M) 30

Joe Termini
Billy

Terry Bartlett
Colin Ross

PORTSMOUTH

H Vasco A Anita
Youman Bros A

Jan Murray

Roxy

X

(I)

SAT
Davey Karr

(P> 1

Janet Blair

I

Empiro (M) 30

Valentine

flip

Paramount

(W) Warner; (WB) Waller Rea<U

Joe Stein
Max Carole
7 Ashtons
Kemble Bros

Broadway (WR)

B Sherwood Bd

—

chance to demonstrate her prowess
w ith three different type songs and

good phrasing.

i

Jose.

spot.

remote pickup carried from heret
by WNBT, NBC’s N .Y. flagship' EILEEN & CARVER
station.
Dance
His voice is powerful enough to 8 Mins.
work sans the mike and, while he Village Barn, N.Y.
uses it. he wisely stands a couple
Eileen’ & Carver are an acceptof feet back. He opens with a able ballroom team who. while
Spanish rendition of “Granada,” they show okay on their routines,
giving it plenty of pash with his unfortunately have little to set
deep, virile voice. Second tune, them off. Best part of their work
"Silver on the Sage,” is more in jg the ease with which the male
keeping with his outfit and he dancer handles his partner in some
handles it equally well. Way he difficult lifts and spins but this is
routines his act is okay for this partially offset by a lack of fluidity
spot but it would be interesting to in their terping. They look okay
see what he could do if he shed for rooms such as this Greenwich
the "character” role.
Stal.
Village folksy bistro but need

which

52d street spot.
Wald, who has produced scores
of pictures, dramatic and musical,
admits that he, along with the rest
of Hollywood, must have "been
dogging it deliberately,” taking 10
and 12 w'eeks to make a picture,
when Berle grinds out a complete
musical revue week in, week out.
Berle on Instanianeity
Berle, meantime, has his own

I

Village Barn, N.Y.

j

Eddie’s bistro,

Orlontal

Fernand Nault
Glenn Burris

I

I

,

Gus Van
June Christy

Norman Thomson

i

'

^

Chill Willi
Clifford Guoat
WUnter Sis

a

(L)

Marilyn Maxwell
Music Hall (I) t
Buck & Bubbles
Melnitchenkl

.

'

Iceland, N. Y.

CITY

Eddie Howard Ore

Gcnia

i

Harlan Dixon. ex-Doyle and. who s
been around in some of the topnotch shows staged by the late
Florenz Ziegfeld as a single and
with his former partner, is by no
means a new act. Inasmuch as he
hasn’t exhibited on Broadway for

1

below Indicate opening day of ihow

(8) 8I«I1;

Harmonicats
Cy Reeves
C Kaly Dners

Capitol

works in cor^.a^djiis pipes still
Sc FARRAR
have the ability to hit the tar YVONNE, CLAVEL
corners of a large house, For the Dance
mike. 9 Mins.
most part, he eschews the
'vv
v
which helps displays his rich vocal Palace, N. Y.
«««•
wnorhsinlPa?
V.i.xnna
Clavel & Farrar,
Yvonne,
quality without any mechanical
European dance import, have a
disguises.
Nelson is a survivor of an era in smooth set of ballroom and dance
which he not only had to face the routines done in trio form. The
competition of other top singers, male makes his lifts and spins supbut also that of a multitude of porting a femme on each arm givEddie Nelsons. He was Blackface ing a novelty angle to the otherEddie Nelson. Others were “Sun- wise orthodox ballroomology.
designed.
well
are
Routines
kist” Eddie Nelson, a plain Eddie
and
variety
sufficient
Nel.son and several w’ho had that There’s
name w'ho had other types of acts. change of pace to meet the detype
as
work
theatre
cafe
and
vaude
Palace
of
mands
He’s still a
Jose.
act and it’s likely he can make well as television.
have become too
etc.,
gerald,
this recently reopened
at
good
standard for top results. Second showshop.
Jose.
bit puts him back on the credit
“
side. It’s a clever routine based on
Atomic Berle
a guy who has played the Curley HARLAN DIXON
role in “Oklahoma!” so long, he Dance
Continued from page 3
can’t get another job. This one 10 Mins.
gives Marlin a chance at everything from Rodgers & Hammerstein to opera and he builds it into
Stal.
a standout job.

bllle
whether full

raramount; (K) KKO;

NEW YORK

^

himself into top salvos,

oonaertlon with

or epiit week
Letter In parentheeee Indicate* circuit: (I) Independent; (LI Loew; (M) Mims

,

Ing personality, he parlays a neat
flair for impressions with an acceptable vocalizing job into a good
Playing before a
performance.
tu^uusiumci?» the
of customers
nanaiui oi
mere handful
night caught (26). which is a . difinfill
ficult assignment for the most ex
perienced comics, he scored neatly.
With some better material to
bolster the first half of his act, he
should do okay.
After a few throwaway gags, he
concentrates on the vocalizing, teeing off with a satire on radio commercials. Idea is a good intro for
his impersonations but the lines
are weak and the characters he
delineates, such as Grant, Fitz-

!

Numeral!

docs American numbers, too,
Eddie Nelson, another show biz tan
though her forte, obviously, is the
stalward who’s appearing at the
Also docs operidiom.
European
is also on
the exception of a single appear- Iceland’s minstrel show,
....
time in atics.
Continental, intimate
ance on a DuMont video show, this Broadway for the first
the
For
years. Nelson is remembered as a
is his first New York date. A niceboites, Mi.ss Capltan has what it
sing
could
who
act
blackface
top
refreshKahn.
looking youngster with a
takes.

Barrett

Amy Andrews

Jack Marlin

Latin

Quartsr

Gordon Andrews
Johnny Nazzaro

Mel Torme
Don Tannen

Cara Society
Irwin Corey
Juanita Hail
Geo Shearing Ore

Florence A
Frederic
Don Saxon
Art Waner

China Doll

Kanazawa 'Troupa

A

Jadine

Jackie

Mel Ling
Pupi Campo Ore
Jose CurbeUo Ore
Line (7)
Florence Ahn

Wong

Sisters

Copacabano
Martin A Lawio
Penny CarroU
Jack Cassidy
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore
Ramona Lang
Diamond Horseshoe
Pearl Bailey

Lucienne
Gil

W

Lamb

A Ashour

Sullivan

AVS

Fifth

1

A

Sheidg

Nancy Andrews
Alan Russ

Juenger Ballet Line
I Chico
Roslta Rios

Damiron A
Chapuseiux

Bob Downey
Hazel Webster
Harold FonvlUe
Old Knick

Gene Barry
Paul KiUtam

Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheroa
Vizcaino Ore
Havana-Madrid
Bob A Larry Leslit
Raquel A Rolando

Kenneth Buffet
Mildred Ray Line
Trini Reyes
*

Pancho Ore
Hetal Ambassoder
Fred Oliver Ore
WiUlam Adler Ore
ScottI

Hotel Aster

Carmen Cavallaro O
Hotel Belmont-Plozo

Noble A King
Joan Fields

Burns’ Birds
Eddie Stone Ore
Caatcllanoa Ore
Hotel Biltmoro
Phil

Leon A Eddie'S
Eddie Davis
Marion Powers
Tahja
Gray A Hess
Frances White
Angie Bond Trie
Art Waner Ore

Fletcher

Chorgi Sextet
H Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mera

WUllam

Goodman

No

Banks

Sacasas Ore

A

Kirkwood

Kitty Crawford
Notman Paris f
Julius Monk

Shepard Line

Jack Gansert
Billy

Lo Ruban Blod
Osterwald
3 Riffs

Bibi

Danny

C Handy

O

B Harlow Ore
Le Coo Rouge
Oscar Calvet Ore
Jack Towne Oro

Wayne Ore

Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel fdiaon
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker

Nat Brandwsmna
Ore
Johnny Flannagan

Mona McDonald
Joan Walden
Aileen Graff
Kloulse Christiana
Barbara Frazier

Bruce Mapos Jr
Dick Price
Tony Bavaar
Michael Meehaa
BIU Knapp
Hotel Plorro
Artlnl A Consuelo
Betty Jane Watson
Stanley Melba Ore

Ralph Lane Ore
Hotel Plozo
Hlldegardo
Salvatore Oloo Ore

Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Of

Cloris Leachtnsa

Bob McMenimen
John Silver
Gloria Manning
AI Cooper Ore
Old Roumanlab
Sadie Banks

Bob Fitzgerild
Carmen Montoys
Mickey Freeman
Joanna Florlo
Jo# LaPorte Ors
D'Aquila Ore
Panthouso
Marilyn Cantor
BiU Tabcrt
Kurt Maiar
Riviera

Danny Thomas
Vic Damona
Judd Lynna
Jeff Clay

.

Walter Nye OW
Lecuona Boys W*
Savannah**
Billy Danials
Teddy Hales

DePaur

A TouM

Manhattan Psol

Jamea
Ruth Mason

Ida

Pauline Bryant
Shotsie Davis
Rosetta Davis
^trellta

LucUla

Dixon

^
W

Varsailios

Nancy Donovan
Bob Grant OW
Panchlto Ore

E^

VillsBO

Mike Rlloy_W^

Eileen A CarvsT
Piute Pete
Villsso VanEB***

Josh Whlta
Roger Prlco
Marian Bnico

C WlUiams

Cyril

Ha^M

1^

Waldorf-Astons

Eddy Duchln

Mischa Borr

w*
on

CHICAGO
Blackhawk
Eloise

Kirk

Nancy BaU
Cody Sandtaer
Snuffy Klaus
Harold Tomlin

Bobby Peters Ore
Blackstbnb

Lens Horne
D. La SaUa Ore (U)

Chat

PsfB*

Tony Msrtln
Gena Bayloi
Chez Pare*
Adorable*
J

C

RodrlquM^<yy
Davidson

Manor A MJ^
Pann Merrym*"
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Hollywood

the
at

'

'

appearances,
personal
difference in the cur -

:

the

!

beat the singers needed. Byrne, a
good-looking fronter, takes the

Th,,

fa-

ai

KJii

'

:

peting his famed “St, Louis Blues.”
Plus which there is the "Violin.s
Over Broadway” production of a

)

(

stageful of fiddles, a six-gal choral
group and half a dozen long,
stemmed showgirls. It
all adds up

Lamb

as a theatre attraction.
Although working with the hoof-

are better suited for cafes,
carry good satire. Approach

to the

1

in-

bill.

The

Miss Bailey has a flair for capturing an audience, whatever the
Tho.se entrancing hands.

Rinumi

ihrdrol.'’'R;^n^A!'-"a'R7LrS

sense of eon.edv ,ns she .nlk-sinhs
sing.s
special arrangements,
However,
""^u'^“fa'StTe';is''’'^^ !mrMmefi'’re anywhere.
P^Rv plus running line of eo.uedy Ihe way she does “St. laouis Blues’’^
much the .same comedy man-'
^y trainer for nice appiccia'‘f
ner as her other numbers is off

TexaR Tomm*v&B.nby

Sm

aL

Three
Arnmit.s
href a'Sis"

mith
AnH-rpu
S.drei!
ERscmble.^Shm
Denrden Goe Foster Roxyettea &

c'hn'rni

hits

.

hoofing, plus his jokestering.

t

Happen Again.” She

,

satisfies

crowd at the midnight show caught
went big for him.

®

^**

they
is

.

on all counts, with
his impersonation of a jitterbug
“at the Paramount theatre,” one
of his standards: the swallowingthe-harmonica hit and his eccentric

.

off

,

,

smash showmanship.

to

5

!;,rwit"h''so\?'\nMXRs;of
Couictnt
"Gypsy in Me and This, Couldn^t

S5

—

,

group through a semi-classical
*****
oaramount stageshow between medley for its first number and
entertainlater brings a harp up to the mike
standout
ticated Lady” and Turk’s .sizzling
FrVendlv^hTsTinedTpTstrong's^^^
^Hn^rd and
®
ingredient in to pluck out “Claire de Lune” and
workout on “The Circus.” Collcc
She’s the fresh
“Dancnng
well-rounded
in the^^D^^^
light
tively. they really cook on the
snappy,
otherwise
Jl,
rhythm. A harp is a rare touch to .u
items for boisterous apkHf conventional layout.
victoria Trouue
5
stand- other
iroupe
a .stand
(O).
im- a hand of this tvne which indibackground
Hollywood
^-kat
Alberto Socarras’ Rhumba Band
Miii- liiiiitThP i Jht. backs the supporting acts and gives
ed hv iug 8 ood account on trio of numbers,
wiin a giamor- sirmgs, nui ne piays wen ana ms Bipr'"iack ^V,/wr''‘a'‘cnnihle and "Jungle Fanta.sy,” “Mamba” and
n,.A rdwav showcase
jr?Statlon -- and very little efforts are warmly receiv,^^^^^^
^Iwso^aWe perfoJmer wR^witS"^ "Ho", HlRh the Moon ••Maestro on
with
7“*^
Blair has a sm.art turn
showmanship could flute lsspotlightedwith solid backJlse. Miss
which
here
tng from crew, comprising three
talent to go with
superb
make a greater impact.
the
Jnd
solo an^d n the orch sect^
fir-sya^te,
four
maraccas
IS
rhythm,
bongo,
equipment
vocal
^
ft Her
/wo trombones and two
is competent and her
Ballard.
f^x***’’
ex-Spike
Jones
vocalist,
her dancing
^ the limited opportuniti^
trumpets.
indubitable, mak- on
looks
and
Jharm
Wood.
Spacing th.> bands sessions are
personality pay- seemed worthwhile.
comedy songs
tng for a iackpot
*

REVIEWS

Tommy

Turk, the unit Diamond Horseshoe show with its
up major portion of show’s three new headliners and holdone-hour running time and gives over production,
The Billy Rose nitery, produced
out with solid instrumentals, solowise and in tandem, for a sock ses- by an old hand at this type of production— namely, John Murray Ansion.
Featuring mostly symphonic ar- derson has everything to suit
rangements of the pops, both in most tastes of the out-of-towners
swingy and sweet style, it gives st whom this show is aimed priGil Lamb is in with his
the heosters in audience a real marily.

and

Criss

(

star who
coop for a

film

net Blair, the

rf'tf

“Oh, Marie,” but went on to “All
Palace^ N. Y.
the Thinu You Are” for finish.
Victoria Trouve Jack Parker
Bobby Byrne’s orchestra is some* Kaup Rallnrd ‘\Amauts Tommv
what new and unusual. Made up nix Mark Rn<t* & Owen Steve
of three sax, three rhythm, three
.
vitonnc rSocI I Farrar
g
trombones
(j)lus
Byrne’s)
one
trumpet and French horn, the outCol ); reviewed in Variety
fit carries itself nicely though
it
q .^q
hflfi trouble
tmiihlp here
h(>ro laying
Invino down
Hrkwn the
tho
had
_____
i

Sherwood Orch (15),
Blackburn Twinx:
ntiir tiHth
Paul Sydell; "Man-

«

'

•

1949

Jilnic

ir»io/T»»ihj/>

hit

ni.'.

-f

It

off

.le oTnovI
Cte'lhwllVTrn
however, in a couple
turn. Tf.ef
They have
Escorts. Paul Ash House Orch: bird-whi.stling
numbers neatly executed in ••Beautiful Blonde From Bashful showmanly pre.sentation and come
with the Biackhurn«
20th), reviewed in Variety out neatly. Tommy Dix is. in top
The trio is
vocal form.
The big voice comes
flashy dance routines.
25.
bR^thaf slmuldn^t'' ta'Trirtcd" up
‘"
the*aWes'’with*^hli^cmne'particularly effective with “I m a
out as a surprise from this pint- (h^m’ln ‘J’!,
"^. comcdlcally.
S'T,*"!
which they ren
sized warbler, and he continues to
One-Man Woman.”
quality
Handy has little to do except
There’s
static
to
the
a
pccavs a drunk and does
*
^
touch
comedy
cute
a
|^Jtcn.
with
.•
del
j^^^y’s new vaude layout which pile up heavy mitts for his pipings
^hoVizonlallv most of the trumpet his ow'ti composition and
After delivering
by while Miss Bailey warble.s
^‘(•md
bowed Friday (27). Production- of pops and musicomedy tunes.
itime Alwavs a fave here this time
The R^ckSteve Evans’ drunk bit has been
they have to beg off.
show is ta.stefully and
he lias minched up former "Bliu'.s.” There’s still magic in his
burn lads also di.sh up a clever opujerdiy organized, yet the hour- done in some of the country’s ace
name, as indicated by the reception
is
and
results
routine
for
better
^
‘'j
precision rout ne in which they
Ka)in.
he got at his entrance.
, 35,5 to'emerge any- vauders. Ifs an outstanding charJ"'
" ^^^^“
that gets the mob.
act as mirror impressions of each *hcre with a sequence that could acterization
walkoff.
3^
Mack.
Russ
and
Owen
and
Yvonne,
other.
Marquee
as
bit.
classified
a
be
*
a.
u
l*ido« Parin
Clavel and Farrar are under New
Jan Murray returns to this house
a-p
lacking
Paris, May 28.
with his fa.st co-icdy style and a
“excerpts from Victor Her- Acts.
Pierre
LouisCJuerin production
repertory of new gags and yarns
The
unbilled
headliner
from
the
forming
a
“jvme. Modiste”
Night Club
(Rene Fraday co producer) of reicattered among the old. Murray background theme to the show, an old Palace is Tess Gardell (Aunt
rnc in two parts. Choreography by
hit* em hard and often, aiiernaiscene topped by Arnold Shoda Jemima) who rocks the house with
Continued from pane 5Z
Donn Arden, assisted by John
Ing between subtle snappers and and Jean Arlen makes for an eye- her oldtime showmanship.
His pa^dy of a
iFetcher. Starring Harruson ti FishI'opaeabana* Y. Y.
As is the case with most any
broad mugging.
opener. Overall results are
Dynamite Jefferson, Senor
tpugh cowpoke, with orCTt leader heightened bv the vocal accom- eight-act bill, there’s bound to be tinAsia hnr«! d'mivrpc ii
limp in er,
Wences. Stephen-Martel Dancers,
Bobby Sherwood as .straight man. panjy^pnt of the H Leopold Spital- some confliction, but in a house snotlight it
Except nv choristers. Soloist Audrev Dearpotent laughmaker.
the Palace, where similar type
is a
*^Tearn has gotten so that their
Meany, Ted I'Ounrie, Bhtebcll
Inhis standby routine in which he
effective in a lone Herbert turns can be spaced, it’s of little chatter and‘ patter put emphasis on
(a dummy) „„mbPr
Rene Lerour Orch (15) and
kid
import. There s generally an auditries to feed his
mv npnnip «ip imrp in
Murray
cereal,
Rhii>»ho_ bond (12).
radio-touted
—
—
every
type
of
—
and
the
act
-a
7fnev
^
'
i-,a.viic,
v juia Layne.
impres-sionist Viola
f?>-_
ouiij;
Song iiiipicsniuiiiat
iixe "even
even
,,,
nigni
night too.-^
lOO,
and wneezes like
anu
_
«
»
avoids over-milking his punchlines attractively garbed in a strapless idea is to cater to mass audience thi tables go to shool (synagog), ^imcal adaptations by Rene Le*
rou.r, Jean Gruyer and J. P. LanJose.
and forces the crowd to stay on its
mimics some half-dozen w.k. appeal.
dral:
lyrics
by
Andre
Hornez,
costoM trying to keep up with him.
femme warblers to win satisfactory
Martin’s barytoning Is as authoriOpener is Paul Sydell and his returns. Her simulation of Carmen
tatTve'arBTng^r^/id'rewis^^
TapKol, N. Y*
I*;”*;;*
pooches, which sends the mfiaiiuo
*.
her
some vi
of nw*
and nuiiic:
^?.**®!^
mild aiiu
j^jranda in
is iiiiiu
original, refreshing
iciicmijiik
for
lur uuiiicuy
comedy is uiiKiiiai,
r, 7
r%
_
r’jj,,
bill off at a neat clip. ^ydcH compgj.|pgtures lose punch by being'
oi'd basically as Yankee as Boston
2)
Chill Wills. Marilyn
bines the dog tricks with an ap- p^gclong. However, she does okay
Following his last extravaganza,
leave
they’d
out
beans—
if
/
pealing brand of visual comedy for
trimmings.
It’s not titled “Confetti.” which ran a year.
gthel Merman and her aping
,£!l£S in Variety IttJfJh
(EL), reviewed
March the Lindy’s
nice response.
laughs
cau.se and encouraged by the success of
inside
that
the
just
of Mae West provides a strong
23, ’49.
Sherwood’s combination of five bov^,oflf
wonderment and/or resentment American slanted productions in
seven brass and three rhythm
from the non-savvy-the-lingo cus- his Champs Ely.sees nitery, oper^ rotund Frenchman, Gaston
*^®ds some p^joier juggles balls, cigars, hats
There’s enough variety on the tomers—but the boys just don’t ator Pierre Louls-Guerin has proilL...
i^at
/vokrl
m M
A%«t
A*av 4 #
13 a at a
***** drive to be
bill to satisfy most tastes, aavv^xa
duced
new
show
titled “Bravo,’
a
Abel.
need
it*
av*
j spoons with varied degrees of current
At
*1
.A
_•
*
-*A
>
lifted
out of the commonplace, proficiency
starring Harrison and Fisher, who
He accompanies his though the actual playing part of
Sherwood, however, does well on manipulations with an amusing line the show is somewhat spotty. It
headed the previous display. Aside
Latin Tasino. Phllly
the vocals with an especial y good
from the featured Daisy Daix, who
use more speed
^^dly enough, depre- could
f
rr
i- *i
*
Philadelphia, May 21.
job on “Riders in the Sky.”
appeared in America two ^years ago
^
cates his own tricks in advance. ^ Tops is the extremely novel and
Bishop, Florida Trio, Gal- under Lou Walter aegis, and some
Joey
Herm.
Guest,
an
AusClifford
talented
His self-criticism, however, is caronte & Leonardo, Paul Duke, Jack French „
girls as nudes
or in the line
,
r'pd too far and tends to mar the tralian ventro who can play anywhere, class or mass, whether it’s Curtis, Boots McKenna Girls (7), (dance ensembles being contribbed
imnart of the turn
Sirandy N. Y.
mininiuTu by the English Bluebell Girls) line_
rv
^
Vet Neero dancing combo of the the big vauderies or the chi-chi Harry Dobbs Orch; $3
fiobby Byrne, Orch (13), Su- „
« ^
up is practically all-American.
Marilyn Maxwell lends tceekends.
cnotted in the clos- cafes.
with
blonde
her
of
s.a'
Biggest hit, are Harrison and
Kr^ve.' Thr« lads tolled in Plenty
'
fv
S’lf., ^
she knows her way
After session of high-priced lal- Fisher. Dynamite Jefferson, who
tails and toppers, looks, and
emtomary
Kelr
tehers™
rev elTd^in
^
Chill Wills, ent all season. Jack Lynch has as- startles the audience with his iron'-'ijiii,
tune, too.
c/aorp
pane twirling and stand- around a lune,
score with cane
vHHJJ May 4, 49.
Variety
fiun, sumed the floorshow controls and jaw
power, and Senor Wences,
ard acrobatics. Paul Ash’s orch who is featured in the Caps
with its usual com- “Tulsa,” is just another Hollywood his initial effort is a highly satis- who does his ventro stunt expertly,
Strand is
keeping its stage backs the show
The fying, elaborate, although modestly Ted Lawrie is effective on the
personality without an act.
Gilb.
budget strings tight in preparation pctence.
Winter Sisters (2) are the opening budgeted revue.
Sad-faced Joey warbling, and the Steffen-Martel
for dropping vauders in July. This
turn, an aero pair who go over in Bishop is the main draw, coming dancers
appear in several seshow carries a much lower nut
rhiea|S€»9 rhi
their few moments of standard at the end of variety lineup that quences to give a framework to
than the theatre has been accusChicago. May 27,
stunts.
shows
at
the
old
reminds
of
the
(he
extravaganza,
blending dancJ
J
tomed to and while in its entirety
band, and Walton Roof.
is the
.
Chandra Kaly Dancers (3), Cy
Eddy Howard __
ing in an effective, entertaining
IFs somewhat below par, the fair- r,.(.uc.s, Gracie Barrie, Jerry Mu- the personable maestro-singer does
Show is lastly paced by the way.
sized house when caught got a kick
Harmonicats (3), Louis Basil an especially good job of back- Boots McKenna girls, seven statuShow provides nearly three
out of it.
Orch; "Connecticut Yankee” (Par), grounding the other acts in addi- esque sirens togged in colorful hours of fast entertainment, and
Suzanne & Willis, knockabout act
tion to doing a couple of vocal jockey garb, for slick production is
easily
viewed from all lohinged on the clever mugging and
Layout of five standard acts pro- turns on his own and with the boys number. Jack Curtis, radio croon- cations in the large room, due
flagging of the femme member,- vide 45 minutes of varied enter- in the band.
Plus which he does gj.
elevated
stage.
The Fost
jopai repute, follows with (o
jrtrangely enough is the best item, tainment that should have the pay- a cute duet with Marilyn Maxwell
are
smart
and colthree ballads sung effectively. Paul costume
.* f„i*..J
_ TSJSI J
..
.J t.. __ _ _uf
ir i._
..
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usually

good turn of its type,
wiough a trifle too long.
Eugenie Baird, singer who’s previously been around as a band vocalist and single, struts on to wolfcwls.
In a tight, white gown ^she
« plenty glamorous. But, unfortuwtely, that is the major part of
her act. Her singing is fair. Tees
with rhythm numbers and folnovelty item,
iSiH*
f
aoQ
Wonderful
Guy” to finish,
‘jD# stays on
too long, too, which
iwy be caused by the house’s de»ire to stretch
what it has.

Chandra Kaly and his dancers.
bedecked in sparklers and spangles,

tired

with Ea.st Indian dances,
although the subtle neck and hand

score

not registering too
sharply in large house. Minimum
of bodily movement allows audi-

movements

'

'

;

ence’s attention to lag.
'

|

;

of

.

,

.

It isn’t until
h* does an
impresh of a Bavarian
JMJ. aping U. S. fllmites that his
•a begins to click. It’s a clever
•PProach that pays off in sock ap-

JMThowfg^dToR^ib.iSteT"*'’''
"I disks
‘

S

(Signature)

u:..

_i

nitery and her slick showmanship
garners heavy plaudits on “Sun-

..

.

1^8 the usual stars.

.

.

Kind of Love” and “Pappy
Gave His Shotgun Away.
day

Second appearance within a year

he^s
'"'’Ibiting

kudos ,P"

“u"'’
''® *'!**

.His

is

,

i

'14i,

harvest

".!;? '’^r*p.,g

.

.

*®®

He

should have
Quit"?
11 here
9U
with his recorded hit.
*®** 8 -

Louis Basil's house orch back

sticks

show
I

in

usual

nifty

ntaj^ncr-

Greg.

,

.

:

a crooner s voice,

*®®>

•

i

!

3”'’S'“c'J,'ck
^
3
ov<T|By<>R‘®My
O' ^My
of two years ago, _ j_eg_ u
v„^b i‘®s)ricted power and range. Heart" still mtes encores,
R lot with it. His only work hard and audience respon
ml.* u
‘‘Temptation,” too tricky readily.
.

•oiidlR
..'.aiy.
.

Bluebell

—

."

1

Ttie

L reeper

*

Tc. ,3t1,r Rhar

niS %»•“•••“'“"''

^a'n^Tcf ?;!i,ror’f
and chortling by Don Les.

and

,

'

."ti^o? PHi», atonic, Duz^v

Sl..fin*«

’

in

twine and brings" them up threaded
g variant of the stunt the late
Harry Houdini used to do with

i

a suave voice-thrower attails, works briskly and

Spurt

:

i

fo«MSfcoSo7voc“lymlmSk'ReU
w
...I'.
inff !._
_.

.^

show, which has
assembled by Rene
stly based on slick

of
the
tall,
good-looking
Girls by stager Donn
Arden,
Revue, which tops all previous
vvith complete ease, doing a bit needles.
vvith a dummy in a suitcase that’s
from efforts, is likely to keep packing
acro-dance
Conventional
expert craftsmanship, plus a baby- Qalante and Leonarda, then the them in at Lido for another year.
crying bit that’s also top-drawer.
follows again in a dre.ssy num- H is a must for all nitefun seekers
Moort.
Miss Maxwell, with her blonde
Curtis’ vocalizing. In next and Paris visitors.
looks and highly revealing gown,
closing is the Florida Trio, a
^eiis her songs neatly, but who s pantomime
in
bit
continental
listening?
vvhich a man and a woman manipuChill Wills, attired In cl^r^ter. |atg a rubbery partner, made up
Holiday
as an hombre from the oilfields of . . iack-in-the-box
*•'
Continued from page 1
Oklahoma, engages in some inef
n
*u
fectual talk, tells some innocuous
physical Jokes,
his
the stage presentation h o u s e s
a couple of west- lunff ^e calls
jokes, and sings
r*
.T _ _ _..a.
\Mjr\t%
fViA nrn\i/H almrict frnm thp
aU-.
out pi7 won the crowd almoxt tron, the .hewed the least bounce on BroadAndtA he^aTsVs
e
*_ »!._
stsrt. Als humoc, except for an ex- vi'ay, which generally indicates a
turcs of himself to the audience,
cerpt from one of those G1 rou- lack of tourist biz
Kahn.
tines, was virtually new here and
excepclean. His ad-libbing is smart and
jj^ngUy strong, the drop throughApollo. X. Y.
pays on.
country that was felt the
funrvinn Gram's Jazz at The
c...
a t
t
a

ground.
Guest,

caught.

'

.

..

-

.

I

Cy Reeves warms up house with
dead-pan comedies and a couple
Venerable material
parodies.
could be perked up for more yocks.
is
“Old Man River’
of
Bop version
*
sob d and wins him a begoff.
special material
a^cat a av
His
*iir»
Viiavic: Barrie’s
Gracie
^

...

.

.

Norman Granz^s Jazz at the Philharmonic, which has been success3 r„und the country, sparks the new layout at the
*_
Affably
.stanza. Ananiy
rnrrent
current
for
Apollo
fronted bv Granz and projecting
'^^Jot^nt side men a.s*^ Col emaH
Phillios. Sonny
“Flip’
Hawkins, “piin”

th“*mosr'o? May"w^s RomeXt

n,«ce%cecip.ioua .ban .expected.
Showmen were wont to blame it on
weather, since there was an early
hot spell and the first signs of
HprNPNhoe
spring always drive the public from
(NEW YORK)
theatres and to the outdoors. Drop
might have been ex
nun- beyond what
iuukh****. « bit of nosnine longhai?!*‘*a
A little
a
pected on that *®®*^® u/a« ohaiicpif
®
talgia, spiced with the more modwant-to-see in the
of
lack
to
up
em type of entertalnment-that’s
the click format of the current product.

caught ^20). House two-thirds full
Gagh.
at late show.

(zuin).

Diamopd

^

.

,

,

W«dii«Mlay, June

i.kgitiimiatb-4:onc:brt
‘Allegro’ Folds in Cbi
Chicago, May 31.

Chorus Equity Probes Complaints

“Allegro,”
closed Sat.

Chorus Equity
complaints from its
certain choreographers have been
exceeding the prescribed rehearsal
time for Broadway productions by
holding preliminary dancing
“classes” at which routines for the
Matter is
shows are practiced.
by the
being considered
also
parent organization. Actors Equity,
choreothe
by
bid
the
to
In relation
graphers to be admitted to memgroup.
a
as
bership
According to the squawks to
Chorus Equity, dancers called to
audition for new shows are not

Tudor,

.

Equity Group

with
the
choreographer
Swedish Ballet in Stockholm in September. Engagement

Royal

Named Rep Ou

for five months.
spring, when

is

start

will

he returns,
on the choreog-

FDR

raphy for the stage adaptation of

James Joyce’s “Finnegan’s Wake,
which legit o.a. Edwin R. (Ned)
Armstrong will produce.

Smallens-LeTant
In

As the next step

Cl J*

named

C

Alexander Smailens will have a
week’s leave of absence from Radio
City Music Hall orchestral duties,
to

both Concerto in F and “RhapJose Iturbi will
sody in Blue.”
appear in dual role of soloist and
conductor.
Stadium’s 32d season will open
June 20 with Fritz Reiner conduct!•>« !«"<' William Kapell as soloist,
The Philharmonic Piano Quartet
annear June 25 in the season’s
^
P P
...
„
will
appear
Lauritz Melchior

in

Tough Going These Days
For Touring Symphs; N.Y.
I

JDu|

finding

anu post-season tours more
and
•rtlstlc than commercial, judgmfi
by this years experience of the
N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony. The
June
orch, which did a two-week tour

prepie-

i

ular N. Y. season, recently finished
another post-season fortnight trip.
On its four weeks of touring, it
ran up a $?6.0()0 deficit.
Artistically, the tours were a
success, with filled houses and good
press. But railroad rates went up
after the tour had been booked;
transfer co.sts w'ere raised, etc.
With cost of transportation hiked
so heavily, it’s been decided to
limit tours hereafter closer to
N. Y. No ' Philharmonic out-ofscason treks have been skedded for
next season.
Philharmonic was
This
year
booked by Columbia Artists Mgt.,
which bought the orch from the
Philharmonic board for the four

'

under Reiner’s

I

plans for a
national fund-raising drive. Meet4..,^ labor leaders
with the two
ings „.s*u
will take place within the next
few weeks. Meanw'hile, Equity has
already received a few donations
to the fund. All contributions are
limited to $1.

*

“Ear,” however; it’s a compilation of the best items in Gaynor’s several
Playhouse revues.
;

Plans for the presentation of a bronze testimonial plaque to Lee
Shubert, “in recognition of the contribution of the Shubert brothen
to the culture, progress and stability of Broadway,” are disclosed by
the Broadway Assn. Plaque, to be erected in Shubert Alley, adjoining
the Shubert theatre, will be unveiled June 13 by Robert K. Christen-

Equity committee, chairmaned
by Clarence Derwent, the union’s
president, includes Cornelia Otis
Skinner, Basil Rathbone, Marjorie
Blackmer and
Gateson, Sidney
Louis M. Simon. One of its preliminary assignments is to work
out plans for the fund drive. Another problem is to agree on a
setup for the various other perdance.
ope
forming arts, sucn
such as opera,
muaic, to be represented,
Roosevelt
theaIdea Is that the Roose’
tre,

di-

which would cost

berry, association prez.

“Champagne for Delilah,” Ronald Miller play being presented June 8
lAindon by Henry Sherek and Howard S. Cullman, will subsequently
be produced on Broadway. Although various companies have made
approaches for the film rights, Sherek is holding off negotiations or
even setting a price until after the New Yorti opening.
in

ORPH,

$2,0(|0,000

K.C.,

SWITCHES

Wagnerian and or more, would not depend on the
LEGIT
FILMS
popular numbers. Robert Stolz availability of the National theaA NT A is offering a six-week
or any other Washington
will conduct his annual Viennese tre,
Kan.sas City, May 31.
house, as a legit stand. Since the summer course in publicity, to be
Night July 16.
Orpheum theatre switches from
Roosevelt would be intended for conducted by Bernard Simon, for
all the performing arts (though little theatre pressagents
Jack pictures to a legit house beginning
with legit as the basis) it would Schlissel, accountant with Pinto, with 1949-50 season, according to
Indiana U. And. Closes
be built regardless of existing
taking a sum- plans announced last week by
auditoriums and theatres. Whole Winokur Sc Pagano,
Elmer C. Rhoden, president of Fox
Most Successful Year project is planned on the assump- mer leave of absence to be execu- Midwest.
Fox Midwest takes over
tion that the Roosevelt would have tive assistant to Theron Bamberger the house in an exchange which
Bloomington, Ind., May 31.
With a total attendance of 75,040, a policy of complete racial equal- at the Bucks County playhouse. gives RKO the Missouri theatre,
New Hope, Pa ..Virginia State formerly the Mainstreet.
the Indiana Univ. auditorium has ity.
Theatre production of “Hamlet,”
just closed the most successful
James H. Nixon, holder of the
with Robert Breen, Clarence Derseason in its eight-year history.
went, Walter Abel, Aline Mac- United Booking Office franchise
Bookings included touring BroadMahon, Ruth Ford and 23 others, here, will be manager of the
way
productions,
other
legit
on a participating arI\ICipTTOC*ri\ planes to Denmark today (Wed.) Orpheum
C
groups, symphonies, recitals and
IllSLllNSrl) from Westover Field, Mass., to play rangement. Deal was worked out
• O,
dance bands.
a guest engagement at Elsinore, with cooperation of Marcus HeiXT
x7
X
X
Negotiations have been on for then inake appearances before the man, president of UBO, which
Biggest turnout was 10,062 admissions for four performances about a year for a visit of the u. S. occupation forces in Ger- sends out majority of shows playRoad legit has played
of “Oklahoma!” Other Broadway Vienna State Opera Co. to Amer- many. Due back about July 20.
ing here.
The company, one of the
Having ended the season at her the city-owned Music Hall here the
shows were “Annie Get Your Gun,” lea.
in
Europe, has Sombrero theatre in Phoenix. Ariz., past five years through A & N
6,601 (three performances); Mar- leading groups
garet Webster’s touring production been touring the continent this Ann Lee has, gone to Santa Fe, Presentations, a partnership beof “Macbeth.” 3,900 (one perform- season. It’s currently in Florence, N. M.. to reopen her El Teatro for tween Nixon and John Antonello.
Playing Paris a few weeks its second strawhat season
ance); Maurice Evans’ revival of
The A A N organization will be
and heads next for Brussels, Peter Lawrence has resigned as dis.soIved.
“Man
and
Superman.”
3.607
Opera company has never been stage manager of “Lend an Ear” to
(three); Goodman Theatre (of ChiPlans call for K. C. to become
U. S.
Sol Hurok. who is become a television director for
cago Univ.) production of “Sound
a week stand, w'hercas attractions
importing the Sadler’s Wells Bal- CBS. Incidentally, he’s still hoping
of Hunting.” 3,469 (one); “Hamlet,'
been irregular in the Music
have
to present Olivia DeHavilland on "
2,298 (one), and Sylvia Sidney- let of London in the fall, has been „
tuion is keen
Kctuifor
Broadway next Winter in a revival Hall, where compoiiiion
John Loder in “O Mistress Mine,” rtirifPHna with PernT, u iKn-f HI of “Peter
The
dates.
Pan”
The
BaraJohn
rector of both the Vienna National
wnen
1,368 (limited capacity) (one).
films
greys (Louise Larabee) due back ment calls for roadshow
Besides the Metropolitan and Theatre and Vienna State Opera Thursday (2) on the Queen
Mary, legit show's are not available.
is
Charles L. Wagner opera troupes, Co., for the latter’s visit.
Talks He’s been filling a screen acting
Orpheum
the
Refurnishing oif
other bookings included Martha are in the preliminary .stage, with commitment in Switzerland.
'expected to cost in the vicinity of
Graham dance company, the New visit not likely before the fall of
Brenda Lewis, who had a lead $100,000, according to Rhoden.
York Philharmonic and Indianap- 1950. Vienna troupe is anxious to role in "'rhe Rape of Lucretia” on
olis symphonies and the French
come, and Hurok would like to Broadway this season, will siftg
.. n
National orchestra, Vladimir Hor- import it. Major obstacle thus far lead in “Rosalinda” in BirmingI ll^V IPIltPr
A/vlllvi iMllllS'
owilz. Bidu Sayao. Nathan Mil- is question of financing the trip.
ham first two weeks in July; in
“Gypsy Love” in Memphis last two
stein and the Horace Heidt. Stan
July weeks, and the Irra Petina
Kenton and \’anghn Monroe b.nnds.
Modern Dance Group
role in "Song of Norway” at the
Harold W. Joi.dan. director of
The N. Y. City Center, which
Longhair Shorts
St.
Louis Municipal Opera first
programs
legi
for
She
auditorium,
had its own symphony and
w'ceks in August,
booked all but the dance bands,
Maria Tallchlcf, leading balleorganizations, and now has ^
Bernard
which were set by Lyman Smith.
Ger.stcn,
production
rlna of N. Y, Citv Ballet Co., will
banei
and
company
dent opera
be featured dancer in “Song of ‘Manager of New' Stages, Inc..
City Opera
Veendam la.st week troupe (the N. Y.
Norway” at St. Louis Municipal
planand N. Y. City Ballet Co.), is
^ European vacation.
Stadium for tw'o weeks in August
co
to add a modern dance
ning
Burton Holmes Reports
“The Sky Is Red,” two-act
Charles Weidman has been apactivities.
tragedy based on novel of the pany to its
pointed dance director of N. Y
next u
is planned for
Project
Tour 15-18% Over ’48 City Opera Co., replacing George same name, completed by Harold
wee
three w
Also completed cember, for about
Balanchine, who wants to devote Jaediker Taub.
season
Hollywood. May 31.
by Taub is “The Dwarfing of following the regular ballot
us
Burton Holmes, returning to his him.self entirely to the N. Y. City Denny.” folk comedy
the
of
snd taking place
and
drama
about
Ballet
Co.
Jarmila
Novotna the
Hollywood base after completing
Xmas attractions, such as the r
Pennsylvania Irish.
his 5Gth season on the road, report.s sailing for Europe June 9 to apDrapor-Iiarry Adler
danc
his travelogs grossed 15 to IB'^p pear at the Salzburg Festival
ter would have a resident
belter this year than last. More- Isaac Stern visiting Israel for the Fain, Hilliard
group and artistic director
Scoring
first
time
in
September
Sol
over. one lecture hit an all-time
prominent figures as Ma
high when a fourth return to Chi- Hurok and National Concert Sc
Revue for L.A. Debut such
Graham, Jose Limon. Doris H
cago of his natural rolor-picture of Artists Corp. signed conductors
choreog P
Hollywood, May 31.
etc..- invited to
phrey,
Steinberg
and
Paul
Switzerland brought in over $.3,000 William
Sammy Fain and Bob Hilliard dances and possibly
for
the night
Holmes himself Kletski.
have been signed by William guests with or w'ithout their
didn’t supply the sound effects for
Trenk to do the score for “My
Danre
‘CAROUSEL’ FOR LONDON
tlii.s one: Thayer Smile did. Holmes
L. A.”, musical revue being writ- ^*^A^*^N.
City Modem
Y.
broke in .Soule a few' years ago and
ten from book of the same name Committee has been set up to
London, May 31.
Mo
Soule does two out of five of the
The Theatre Guild’s Jerry Whyte by Matt Weinstock, Los Angeles ther
im
projcci. including
iner the
me project,
^jj
show.s.
is here to discuss the staging of
Daily
News columni.st.
Trenk Bajjm as chairman; Martha
Hors
Of this year’s cluster of plx fea- “Carousel” with Emile Littler.
it'”-^
I .mil.-'
hopes to stage the production at Jean Rosenthal, Loui.s
Martin^
turing Virginia. Sweden, India,
Musical will go into the Drury the Biltmore theatre in August.
Norman Lloyd. John
n
Switzerland
and
New Mexico. Lane following the run of “OklaFain and Hilliard are also doing Walter Terry, dance critics
Svsitzerland drew the best, Virginia homa!” which, however, is unlikely the music for W'alt Disney’s "Alice N. Y. Times and Herald
tlie poorest.
to close before Cbristma.s.
in Wonderland.”
are acting in advisory capaciiy*
in

both

TO

U

TAim
lUUK

FROM

.

VIENNA STATE OPERA

'

’

|

ords,

to sustain tour losses, if any, up to
a specified amount, believed to be
In the vicinity of $25,000. Columbia Artists Mgt. sustained the rest
of the loss.

also

its

.

weeks

Columbia Recinvolved.
which puts out N. Y. Philharmonic disks, agreed in advance

,

30,

rection,

last fall before the start of its reg-

i

conduct at Lewisohn Stadium,

N. Y., during week of July 4. Feature that week will be the annual
Gershwin memorial concert, with
O.scar Levant appearing as soloist

Pittsburgh Playhouse put on a special Sunday night performance of
annual original revue, “Of All Things,” for several people from the
Broadway Hit, “Lend An Ear,” at their request. Those who flew there
and right back were Charles Gaynor, who wrote “Ear”; George Bauer,
show’s musical director; William Eylhe, star and co-producer, anti
Jenny Lou Law and A1 Checco, featured players. They’re all virtually
a Pittsburgh Playhouse Alumni Assn., Bauer, Eythe, Miss I^w and
Checco, all having participated in past musicals Gaynor has written for
the community theatre. In fact, Eythe, then a student at the Carnegie
Tech drama school, was in “Lend An Ear” when it was originally done
Present Broadway production is not entirely that of
at Playhouse.

campaign

Washington, Actors Equity has
a committee to confer with
William A. Green and Philip
Murray, respective presidents of

Team

Gershwin Night To
1

lieatre
in its

for the erection of a Franklin D.
in
theatre
Roosevelt memorial

MEQlUin jCdSOn
uDErk
r

doon.”

Uren 4-»VK. LOSS
Symphony orchestras arc

ColemSS*
Mirror, and Robert Garland. Journal-American, each .785, and William
Hawkins, World-Telegram, .738. Variety’s revised rating was .936.
Some shows rated as failures are still running. However, on the
basis of their known production expense, operating cost and grosses
they are not expected to earn back the investment. So, according to
Variety’s definition, they must be cla.ssified as failures. No production
of the 1948-49 season has yet actually been sold to pictures, although
deals for several have been in negotiation.
Incidentally, with the “Mr. Adam” premiere, Arthur Pollock started
as critic for the new New York daily, the Compass. This will include
him in the critics’ boxscore for the 1949-50 season.

guest

••Miss Liberty,” and Agnes De Mille
was similarly named in connection
with her choreography for “Briga-

is

1

Theatre

“The Day Before Spring” and
“Hollywood Pinafore,” will be

]

I

Ballet

director who staged the
ballets for the Broadway musicals

C

1171

’

artistic

J.Tonie Robbins was specifically
cited as having held such classes
before the .start of rehearsals for

4

J

|

Antony

pa''.

L

booked the additional show merely raised the averages slightly.
Winner is still Brooks Atkinson, of the Times, with 58 shows caught
nfd *^‘Anec?o” too late for it^
• CU
arnnnH
*25
000 to 53 “l ight” and five “wrang,” for a final percentage of .914. FollS:
Show
Order (with the corrected average of each) are Ward Morehouse of
latelv
the Sun. with .836; Howard Barnes. Herald Tribune. .831; John Cha^
Ballet dropped below thJt
that.
303
’

For Royal Swedish

for the chorus are then sometimes
called for practice in the routines
before the scheduled start of rehearsals. Since the classes are not
strictly rehearsals the limit on rehearsal time is not technically exP’’t CE members elaim
ceeded.
the device is. in effect, the same as
though not for
rehearsals,
extra

A

J

but off-aga nthe lit few

'

chosen

if

New Yo?k
nf

to Guest Choreo

Tudor

Next
onW ^ven routines from the same Tudor
productions to do. but

flop of “Mr. Adam” on Broadway last week
didn’t
alter the relative standing of the New York drama critics in Vahiftv.
Official standings of the reviewers were tabufat
boxscore.
before the play’s opening was announced as a last-minute finale to {hj
season. Since all the reviews were unfavorable and therefore “right!

Opening and quick

^

fVnter^

^

investigating
members that

I949

hskle Stuf-Legit

stint,

with company
(28)
breaking
oreaxing up in Chi. Musical had

Of No-Pay Pre-Rehears^ Xlasses
is

after six-week

1,

j
'

>

,

.

.

.

'

'

Pnr. TROUPE BUYS

'

‘MEDEA’ PRODUCTION

|

;

,

Pittsburgh, May 31.
Entire production of Judith Anderson’s “Medea,” including sets
and costumes, has been bought by
International Repertory Co. here,
under direction of Francis Mayville, and will be used next season

when that group sends Robinson
Jeffers tragedy on a 30-weck tour
of nearly 100 cities. Cast will be
as ombled
in
New
and
b' ought here for rehearsal, with

York

.ree-performance opening schedu’ d locally middle of September.

a

t

riayville’s outfit

a

V
I

is

also plotting

Ix-week summer theatre season,
.1
an Enuitv company, in Mt.
'’Kinon.
Pittsburgh
residential

district, to get

Aug.

1

under way around

They’ll use a high school

auditorium.
Repertory

group
here

night.

$3, 000, COO

'or

More Sought

Omaha

Project

Omaha, May
With

31.

voted
for the new auditorium-music hall
setup, the citv commis.sion has already niade plans to have another
vote next spring to get $3,000,000
$4,000,000

already

more.
Building will include theatre for
road show.s, same as Kan.sas City
Iflyuut,

j

'

W V

1

i

;

1

I

.

j

had its first
last month,
Margaret Webster’s
production of “Macbeth” for one

p' .sentation
bringing in

I

^

i

•

,

,

i

Jnn#
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SHORTER RUNS ON SAME GROSSES
American Express

May

15

Set Offices

In All Cities for Sale of Legit Tixl
|]||||y|p||||g
The American Express Co. may^all cities for the
•et up offices in
Broadway shows. Bl&ckston6’s
gale of tickets to

40~W66k6r

On

50th Anniversary season offers striking evidence of
^^w high Costs are crimping legit.
Tucson, May 31.
Blackstone convalescing on a Total grosses for the season were
probwould
There
bookings etc.
ranch here after a severe illness, approximately the same as for
but whether
celebrate his 50th anniversary 1947-48. But on the basis of numably be a fee involved,
custhe
by
paid
be
this would
business with a 40-week ber of weeks played by all shows
during the season, 1948-49 was far
tomer or allowed as commission by ^Qm* Qcxt season,
settled.
isn
t
producer
fhp legit
lecit
the
Magician opens Labor Day at below 1947-48.
In other words, the same total
Arrangement is being worked
..........
...... w
and is
Davidson, Milwaukee,
substantially
supported
Cullman, chairman already set by the United Book- revenue
out. by Howard
of New jjjg office for the balance of the fewer playing weeks. Specifically,
of the Port Authority
run
of every
that
the
means
that
in
leinvestor
leading
York and a
season.
show on Broadway during the seacooperation with the
fit shows, in
from
preholdovers
(including
son
ProTheatrical
of
new Committee
vivous season) was shortened by
ducers and the League of N.Y. Thea week. The difference, in
almost
conwas
move
Similar
atres.
terms of employment, amounts to
lidered several years ago by Amei«
thousands of weeks’ lost salary for
lean Express, but was rejected beactors, musicians, stagehands and
cause of the complications in the
other theatrical personnel. Taking
setup
ticket-distribution
Broadway
into account the indirect loss of
at that time. But in view of currevenue in supplementary lines,
ticket
the
clean
up
rent efforts to
such as advertising, transportation,
mess, Cullman may be able to perprinting, electric light, heat, incisuade American Express to underdental expenditures by theatretake the operation.
goers, the difference becomes asurging
last
Although he is continuing his
At the combined
tronomical.
week of the Committee of Theatri proJ)e of ticket-scalping on BroadTotal gross for all shows on
League,
the
the
way. John M. MurtaghT New York o
cal Producers and
season wark28 84S“
leading ticket brokera agreed to City commissioner of inveatigation, Jl?***^?^*''*
form their own organization to may cooperate with the theatre’s ,
oo, .no fnr the nrevlmi,
eliminate evils in the present setup own efforts to reorganize ticket disgoing
and police the business hereafter, tribution. He is 6
th.t
?lSh
& ahead with gible
(Both
amounts of tha^swe.

make this service availIt would
basis to its bookable on a similar
reservations, steamship
ing of hotel

m

1

|

!

'

ET Productions

MurtaghSeen

Aiding Theatre

May Be Booked

Tix Reorg

Into Baltimore

|

;

,

agreed that the current

tional

troubles

agency

Besides "Miss Liberty,” now in
rehearsal for a Philadelphia tryout

June 13 and a Broadway
premiere July 7, there are 10 produrtions that appear certain for
"Hhough none has an'“•''S'
"mmeed an actual date for the

starting

“

:

m

more favorable. A more tangible
factor may be a tightening of available financing for new shows. Thit
latter may be a reflection of general business conditions, but also
partly a reaction to high costs of
legit production and operation.

i

Equity Library Theatre productions may be booked *"“*
into the Mary'»"<* theatre To-'*
Baltimore xk
The manhouse is seeking
*"

i

I

!

•

garded as definite entries.
From
present indications, about 15 shows
adapted by Robert Nathan, with are reasonably certain to be pre-*
lyrics by Johnny Mercer and score sented during the first part of the
by Robert Emmett Dolan, will be 1949-50 season, with a dozen or so
presented on Broadway next win- rated probable and several dozen
ter by Stanley Gilkey and Donald more possible.
Oen.slager.
Reason for the relatively slim
Oenslager wilVvtesign the seen- prospects for fall isn’t clear. In
..
ti^
_
ery.
He sailed ‘^enst Friday (27) some managerial
quarters it’s figon the Queen Elizabeth for six ured that the uncertain outlook for
weeks in Europe,
general business may be having an
adverse effect on Broadway.
At
evidence of this, there’s said to be
some managerial hesitancy about
going ahead with production plans
until the business portents appear

i

|

Announced

.Although the traditional flood of
new shows has been “announced”
for fall production on Broadway,
an unusually small number are re-

Musicai version of “Messer Marco Polo," the Donn Byrne novel,

}

^

On

Coming

of Flood

Gilkey-Oenslajrer Will
j
i
iroduce
Musical 1 olo

all

Broadway shows for the 1948-49

'Sure of

To B way Out

[[[\]\

Analysis of the total gross of

'

New Shows

i®
‘®“.1‘u*
from
Broadway.
It has been unable

!
,

,

start of rehearsals.

'

They as

“Bell,

licenses.

New Stages, but exclude ExperiSeveral kinks must be ironed Blondes,” "Good Housekeeping,”
Murtagh’s study of the subject
mental Theatre shows.)
out before the Maryland can get the currently-touring "I Know My
thus far has indicated to him the
The total weeks played by all ELT shows. Principal one is that Love,” "Montserrat,” "That Lady.’
need for a cooperative ticket disshows during 1948-49 were 1,230. it would require a whole new set- "The Happy Time,’’ the musical
possibly eliminatThe fee of 3c per ticket, payable
playing time of all shows the up on the part of ELT, which is edition of "Little Foxes” and “He
ing all brokerages. Such a central
League
the
(In now equipped to present its pro- and She.”
previous season vjas 1,325.
by the brokers under
office, maintained by all producers
compiling these figures, only the ductions only in New York on a
code, is to be imposed again. It
Among the probable entries, deand theatres, would sell tickets to
(Continued on page 58)
(Continued on page 59)
gratis basis, with casts receiving no pending on such factors as script
the public at boxoffice prices.
pay.
There’s a question whether revisions, results of strawhat tryThe commissioner figures that
Equity would go into the manage(Continued on page 59)
even if such a setup failed to elim- Columbus Critic Raps
ment end of the business by proinate ticket-scalping entirely (just
ducing shows on a commercial
as cooperative railroad ticket ofGuild in Failing
basis with paid casts. However, the
fices have not succeeded completeMaryland
theatre
management
ly in wiping out speculation in
Adhere to Schedule might take over the ELT units
train re.servations), it would at
on a commercial basis, or some
least reduce such abuses to a minio'h" ouint "'isht do so
mum. His attitude on the matter
C
. S®‘‘r,
T. Wilson, drama critic
Samuel
Under present conditions, ELT
A total of around $6,500,000 in is supported by various producers for the Coluipbus Dispatch, last shows
could hardly compete with
by Howard S. Cullman, a week added his complaints to the
direct taxes is paid annually by and
major backer of shows and a leader considerable volume that has been regular commercial touring offerThe production of “Hamlet” beeffort to clean up theatre piling up about the Theatre Guild’s
ditions, it’s estimated.
That does
presented at Elsinore this
bitious "nhlcllT
physical productions and ing
inabilitv to deliver its promised
not include the corporate profits ^vils.
month
will be under the jurisdicboxoffice
arc
cast
according
to
According to Murtagh, his ac- number of productions to the hinlevy on theatre operation.
Al.so,
standards. However, the ELT pol- tion of Actors Equity. Before the
countants
have
uncovered
instances
terlands.
of course, it excludes income tax
troupe
finished
rehearsals
la.st
icy
might
be
modified
accordingly.
in his column Wilson diagnosed
on individuals, which would mul- of brokers actually keeping records
Even with an upped expense, it’s week in Abingdon. Va., salary
tiply the total.
Nor does it figure of overpayments for tickets and the case as a "recurrence of its figured, the ELT shows could op- bonds were posted with the union,
overcharges
to
customers. Both (the Guild’s) old road trouble.”
in the so-called “hidden”
taxes,
erate on such a modest budget that transportation guarantees were artuch as the New York City sales practices constitute law violations. Columbus is two shy of the five
and
Equity
contracts
The commissioner is about ready promised on its subscription list. they could get by at a $1.20 top. ranged
levy, the federal
tax on phone
.signed.
to ask for revocation of the license It has seen "Carousel,” Medea” That might draw a whole new pubcalls and telegrams, etc.
Presentation at Elsinore is unof another broker, and may soon and “Streetcar.” with rumors that lic and prove a profitable setup.
Major share of the legit tax is
subpoena the books and records of possibly “Allegro” may be along
One of the phases of the situa- der the aegis of the Danish governIn the form of the 20% Federal
the agencies not previou.sly called. yet. “The Guild professes to have tion being considered by Equity ment, with Blevins Davis sponsorrap on admissions (there’s an addiJack Pearl, whose previous re- the interest and welfare of the road is the possibility of .working out ing the production in as.sociation
tional charge on the ticket price
fusal to answer the commi.ssioner’s much
heart.” wrote Wilson, a circuit of houses in various towns with the Virginia State Theatre.
at
In certain other cities). That came
"Hamlet” troupe, numbering 28,
que.stion led to his suspension by “Then why doesn’t it see to it that that could play ELT shows. Such
to almost $5,800,000 during the
was flown to Westover Field, Mass
Lee
Shubert
as
treasurer
of
the
(Continued on page 58)
its
own shows hit the road on
sea.son ju.st closed.
(There was
yesterday (Tues.) by the Army Air
Majestic theatre, N. Y.. was to schedule and why doesn’t it get
•Iso a federal tax of more than
Forces and planes to Denmark tohave visited Murtagh’s office again ironclad contracts with other pro$4 ,000,000 on legit admissions on
day (Wed.). After the Elsinore enyesterday (Tues.), but the date was ducers holding them to a tour of ‘DETECTIVE
the road during the season).
An- set back
gagement it will be flown to Geruntil
today
doesn’t
(Wed.).
cities?
It
subscription
the
other estimated $75,000 tax was
many, where it will present "HamRevocation proceedings yester- do the Guild or the theatre genIN
paid on ticket sales by brokers.
let” and "The Hasty Heart” befors
day
against
season
the
have
a
John
to
T,
any
good
Ahearn
crally
Sizable rap for legit is the New
production of "Detec- U. S. troops.
continued until next end up with excuses and refunds.”
Yo“rrCHvTJl"«7.^‘.'
will be done by Jack
t^ve Story
(Company is headed by Robert
Tuesday
(71.
During
license
comproximatelv V/
Th,
Buchanan late this summer or Breen, Clarence Derwent, Walter
Edward T. McCaffrey’s
to around^
nnn
early fall, depending on theatre Abel, Aline MacMahon and Ruth
In
Shows
Most
Mpls.
Had
questioning,
was
brought
it
out
en the 33 ifritTnce.
SSZa
legit houses on Broadavailabilities. Buchanan flew back Ford, with Breen staging.
Ahearn’s licen.se was revoked
an estimated total of
J'ay. for
in 1945 on a wire-tapping comBiz to England last Friday (27) after
Years, 19, But
1600.000 annually.
In addition,
working out the deal with Sidney
there’s the municipal excise tax plaint, that it was renewed in 1946
Minneapolis, May 31.
Kingsley, author of the melodrama
by the then-commissioner. Paul
of two mills (a fifth of
Local legitimate season, ending hit, Kingsley may go over for the
a cent) on Moss,
and suspended the following
me gross, which adds an estimated
this week with “Streetcar Named West End premiere, provided he
‘HARVEY’
IN
year
by
the
League
of
N.
Y.
160.000
thi.s
Desire.” brought most attractions, isn’t too bu.sy at the time with
sea.son.
Finally, Theatres,
Toronto, May 3’
there’s the city’s fee of $500
19, of any in recent years, and was preparations for a touring edition
a
After 1,175 performances as Elyear for the license for each theahuge success artistically but not of the play.
Joe E.
Although many of
financially.
about $8,000 a year for
No one is set for either the Lon- wood P, Dowd in "Harvey.”
H
ticket broker licenses
shows were in for full week and don or road productions of the Brown closed his tour of th ,MTry
and smaller
*^^ots for other licenses.
majority were smash New York show, but King.sley is mentally Chase play at the Royal Al“ .andra,
IN ‘BIRTHDAY’ hits, hou.se lost money and so did
Toronto, on Saturday (28) night.
arnount of corporate tax on
..
casting the latter, which he expects
In an after-curtain valedictor>’, th«
theatre operating profits is diffiJoan Blondell will play the orig- some offerings.
to put into rehearsal in August
comedian reminisced about his
cult to estimate.
.attractions include, in addition
Although thea- inal Helen Hayes part in “Happy
or September. He’s also trying to early career and was unable to beg
such
Desire,”
Named
“Streetcar
to
can be highly profit- Birthday” this summer on the
find time to start work on a new
off until close to midnight. Finale
when a house has a smash strawhat circutt, opening at Lake- Broadway successes as “Finian’s play which he has in mind.
week did an estimated $15,900 at
hit, with
a share of the gross, it wood. Pa.. June 27. for a week. Rainbow!” "M e d e a.” “Allegro.”
$3.60 Top.
be costly if the premises re
Miss Blondell decided only yester- “Born Yesterday,” “Show Boat,”
White’s ‘Show Boat’ Repeat
On Wednesday (1), Brown will
main.s dark for
Your
Get
“Annie
"Oklahoma.”
when
an extended pe- day (Tues.) to do the play
Sammy White, who recently be present for the dedication of
nod or gets a succession of flops. a pending film deal fell through Gun,” “High Button Shoes,”
in a road tour of "Show the Joe E. Brown Memorial Field
closed
and
ut even when
“Man
Evans
in
“Maurice
script.
the theatre has a after she nixed the
hit, with
and Frank Fay in Boat.” will do hi.s original part of (civic stadium) at Holgate, Ohio;
“Birthday” will Superman’
the gross and sharing
Lakewood, "Birthday
After Lakew'ood,
Among others were Frank the Hoofer again in a per- will later receive the honorary deknown, the actual co.st of play Princeton. N. J., the week of "Harvey.”
formance of the musical, opening gree of Doctor of Humane Letters
operation may vary, so the profit July 4.
Milton Stiefel’s Ivoryton Lunt & Fontanne In “I Know My
at the Greek theatre. Hollywood, at Bowling (Ireen University. Ohio;
^•I’gin is tough to figure.
Bert Lahr in “Burlesque,
Al.so, strawhat is pending, as are others. Love,”
depending on such factors as the Miss Blondell reportedly is getting “Desert Song. Blackstone, Gilbert July 4. Gene Mann is producing. on June 3, he will be in Toledo for
White is also dickering for a the chri.stenlng ceremony of the
The
a
Co..
r
’lumber of theatres owned
O
e
Sullivan
&
perp
against
a
by one $2,500 guarantee
Favorite television show of his own for the Joe E. Brown Squadron of the U. S.
and
orporation. etc., the overall profit centage, for herself, with the the- Drunkard’
Air Force.
fall, in N. Y.
Stranger.”
vary widely.
cast.
of
the
latres paying the rest

•re of their

conditions

own making and

that

must be corrected.
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Wednesday, June 1 , I949
Five for Philly
Philadelphia, May

New Shows Skedded for Tryouts

28

Due on Broadway

In Strawhats; 4

nounce
in

Approximately 28 new plays are
being planned for showcasing on

j

|

keeping” and Lynn Riggs’ “Out of
„
j
the Dust” penciled in for Broad-

Slinco:

-

I

Mulock

|

“Housekeeping” will
tour the barns with Helen Hayes
and her daughter Mary MacAr-

way

Red Barn

who are both scheduled

COLORADO
Estes

in

the

advance

listing
to the more
subscribers in the

Chicago, May
Midwest strawhat activity

week

mailed
than 11,000
Philadelphia area.

ting

which the Guild hopes to
put on as its opening bill next
season will be tried out at the
Westport (Conn.) Playhouse “The
Fundamental George,” a probable
tryout at Richard Aldrich’s Fal-

“Dust,’’

|

’

CONNECTICUT

'

Southbury:

T' lyhouse,

hypoed

bench himself from

31.
is get-

interest.

Tenthouse, Highland Park, 111.,
shelling out over $15,000 for its
16-week season opening tonight
(31). The Equity company has

Starlight

16th Season
Poughkeepsie. May 3i

is

suit of Happiness;” Katharine Hepburn in “As You Like It;” Jose
Ferrer in “The Silver Whistle;”
“The Madwoman of Chaillot” and
Lillian Heilman’s translation of
“Montserrat,” to star Emlyn Williams.

Donald Curtis as lead for the seaCapacity runs between 400
and 500 seats. Lineup for the season is “Skylark” as opener, “Made
In Heaven,” “Jason.” “John Loves
Mary,” “Pygmalion,” “Years Ago,”
“Midsummer’s
Family,”
“Royal
Night Dream,” “Tonight at 8:30,”
“The Heiress,” “Belvedere.” “Night
Must Fall,” “For Love or Money.”
“The Male Animal,” and “The Circle.” Michael Ferrall is directing
again, with H. M. Rogers on the
son.

Free-Admish

Starlight theatre. Pawling, reoneni

June 21, for its 16th season -1^2!
week season includes a resident
'company of Dorothy Harrincton
William Weyse, Crickett Skilling
and Michael Sonino. Isobel Rose
.

I

Jones is the director; Russell Wilcox in charge of settings.
Harrisburg’s 10-Week Season
Harrisburg, Pa.. May 31.

Pennsylvania

Strawhatter

Shady Lane

Jack

111.,

^Playhou.se, Marengo,
starts its ninth season with 11

,

I

;

;

I

i

I

Hall; Lee H. Falk, A1 Capp. (E).
Bretano and
Falmouth: Tanglewood theatre;
Strouse, in conjunction with Doris Arthur J. Beckhard, Mansfield,
Cole, hope to do in England. An- N. Y. (E. )
other play, not new, but being
NEW HAMPSHIRE
tried out for Broadway' production
Portsmouth: Wentworth ShowMHm, is Robert s
theatre; Sutton Productions,
Wife, originally done in England 521 W. 169th st., N. Y. (phone, WA.
in 1937. Play, written by St. John 3-27.39) (N).
Ervine, will be put on at the BerkSalisbury: Theatre-in-the-Round;
shire
Playhouse,
Stockbridge, Svdnee Blake, 150 E. 39th st., N. Y.

firm

which produced nine plays “Apple of His Eye.” “My Sister
last season at Frank Dailey’s near- Eileen.” “Potash and Perlmutter.”
by Meadowbrook. Air-cooled 800- “Angel Street” and “I Like It
seater will offer 10 w'eeks of stock Here” in the offing. Open ^ir audirunning from Tuesday through torium seats 364. A part of Hotel
Sunday with a Sunday matinee. Luzern, theatre enters its third
Harold Lawrence will direct; John season with Edward Meekin as diMartucci is managing director.
rector.
A tryout of Guiseppe DiGioia’s
Center Stage ’49, East Jordan,
“We Will Dream Again” will be Mich., will present “Hay Fever,”
the opening bill. Plays to follow “Angel Street,” “The Imaginary
In(N).
are “John Loves Mary,” “Personal
valid,” “Parlor Story,” “My Sister
Windham: Playhouse; A. Everett
Appearance,” “Claudia” and “A
Austin, box 430, Sarasota, Fla. (N).
Eileen.” “You Touched Me,” “The
Slight Case of Murder.”
Philadelphia Story,” “The Winslow
NEW JERSEY
Boy.” “Importance of Being ErAtlantic City: Claridge theatre;
Aria Allen (E).
nest” and “Guest in the House.”
Atlantic City: Ocean Playhouse;
Theatre seats 785. Director-manProductions
agers Marilyn Lief and Bernice LoCedar Grove: Towers Playhouse:
Continued from page 57
ren will have 12 resident actors,
William Fiosola (N).
with productions minus guest stars.
Clinton:
Music Hall theatre: a setup would be in line with the

of

|

i

1

]

Mass., July 25.

Theron Bamberger is trying out
Elihu Winer’s “Take My Stand”
and Morgan Wallace’s “Group of
Ten” at his Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa. The LitchConn.,

field,

summer

i

Rain

,

Lawrence Slade’s “Sodom
and then a mod-

Eddie Rich

will follow,

(E).

Music Circus;

Lambertville:

John Terrell
Montclair:
Rosen.

proposal
St.

the

(E).

Summer

theatre; A1

|

j

O^-ean City: Playhouse;
310 E. 1.5th st..
'Ph^ne. GR. 3-7122) (E>.

Walker,

Laura
N.

Y.

theatre;

„

Cenirsxl

ave.,

Newark: Opera House; Charles
theatre hS^^“He/ Holiday!,
an 'Miller. Arthur Anker,
ldant«Hnn
adaptation of Homer s Odyssey
i

NEW vnui
YORK

.

of

July

Alexandor

26.

to

Lidor’s

Nowhere”

,

:

|

Always Murder” sometime in August. Penciled in at the Lakewood
theatre, Showhegan, Me., is Parker
Fenley’s “Spring Breaks Through ”
The non-Equity Towers playhouse
at Cedar Grove, N J
will ore
lent “We Will Dream Aealn” hv
Guiseppe DiGioia. June 28

“ euLTrlKry'

play

Iasi

of

the

season

'

'

‘

Hilltop theatre; Jerry Solars,
2704 Kingsbridge Terrace, Bx., N. Y. (phone.
KI. 6-4609) (N).

Drama

New

Festival;
School Dr.-'ma

Harmon

I
-E..

'‘"‘'S’

(p:).

Riverhead. L.

I.:

Summer

the-

Peggy Phillips’ "Paper atre: George and Ann Lewis (E>.
scheduled for production
Schroon T.ake: Summer theatre:
Old Town theatre. Smith- Richard O’Connell. Charles Wallis.
town Branch, L. I.. June 28. Robert
PENNSYLVAiflA
Porterfield’s Barter theatre, AbinBeachlake: Cosmopolitan CUib
Va., has slated Effie Young’s lh»''*trc; Use Stanley
‘Third Husband” for the week of
Deer I.ake:
Summer theatre:
June
20.
The
Linder (E).
Provincetown
(Mass.) playhouse is doing Conrad
*^'’**’ Piayhou.se: Newell Tarrant,
Aiken’s “Mr. Arcularis,” and the
John Drew theatre, Easthampton. Colonial Manor playhouse;
Chy Flagg (E).
L. I., will present Michael
Clavton
* •
HilKrtn’c
••A..—
I.akewood:
Summer theatre:
Hutton’s
,
^
‘Arrangement
John Kenlev (E).
Strings
Pocono PlayThe South Shore Playhouse Co- h ^ountainhome:
" house: Row'cna B. Stevens (F,'.
ccot Mass.,
Moo..
7
basset.
will present Murray
Pittsburgh:
White Barn; Carl
Burnett’s “You Only Love Once"
June 27. “The Woman l.ow’. Clay Flagg (E).
With Red Hair” will be' done’aT the
Y.

Moon

’

is

at the

Big Pa. Season
Easton. Pa., May 31.
This section appears set for a
strawchat season.

j

I

ranging for ELT bookings for the
house or instructions to actors to
seek individual contractual right
not to play Ford’s, will be considered at the union’s annual membership meeting Friday (3) at the
Astor hotel,
N,
Y.
However,
there’s little prospect of immediate
action by the Dramati.sts Guild,
which is involved in serious legal
difficulties becau.se of the recent

minimum

I

I
'

*

N
poinr irLerr„r?he'‘;«li‘^o7";un;
15 at the Peacock Playhouse. Boston.
A new musical. “You Gotta

Regatta,” with score and lyrics bv
Cy Coleman and Lawrence Steiner
and book by Lesley Savage will be
put on at the Bellport (L. I.) sum-

nier theatre. Holiday Stage Tustin
Cal., will also offer a mu.sical. “Two
Adams for Eve,” as its opening bill

June

27.

There’s

Hope,

a possibility that New
Pa., residents George S

Kaufman. Moss Hart. Oscar Hammerstein 2d and Justin Herman
some material for
County Folllcs,” which
ThPrrUf^R
1 heron Bamberger would put on at
will pitch in with

Jiis

theatre.

1

j

'

In Newman. Ga.
Newman, Ga.. May 31.

and Saturday nights.
Mrs. Josephine E. Holmes
Associated

ducer.

i

Less Time
I
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.

.

is

.

.

.

.

The Brattleboro
theatre company

I

'

.

Mon-

give

.

.

at the Barter theatre,
Va., opening June 20.
Watkins Glen (N. Y.)

Abingdon,

commences
“You
nine-week season July 4
Only Love Twice.” starring Vicki
Cummings, inaugurates sea.son at
South Shore Playhouse, Cohasset,
Ann Harding
Mass.. June 27
.

.

.

.

,

.

My

Darling Daughter”
opening attraction at
the Lakewood (Pa.) theatre, June
14.
“Burlesque,” with Bert Lahr,
June 20.
is set for the following week
Theron Bamberger will open his A 10-week barn tour of “On BorBucks County Playhouse at New rowed Time.” with Guy Kibbe^
Hope on June 3 with Kay Francis will be launched at the Greenwood
in “Let Us Be Gay.''
Garden Playhouse, Peaks Island.
Eddie Rich, of Clinton’s Music Me., June 20. Other dates set are
theatre, has announced that Robert the
summer
(Conn.)
Litchfield
H. Gordon will stage his produc- theatre, June 27, and the Spa
tion.s.
For the opening night of theatre. Saratoga Springs. July 4.
the first 10 plays tickets will be
Tryout of a new musical comavailable at 20^r reduction.
edy. “Hey. Holiday!”, based on
Word is aw'aited from Pocoflo Homer’s Odyssey with music by
.strawhat on opening, al.so that at Ruth
Gavin and lyrics by Al
Jutland.
Moritz, will be tried out for two
weeks at the Duxbury (Mass.)
26.
July
beginning
Playhouse
Bergner in ‘Amphitryon’
Francis Watkins will have the
in
“Yes,
will be the

.

.

Boston. Mav 31.
Opening bill at the MerElisabeth Bergner stars in “Am- lead
38” at the Falmouth rimack Valley Drama Festival. St.
phitryon
will
Playhouse the week of July 18 Paul’s .School. Concord. N. H..
This brings to four the top star be George M. Cohan’s “Pigeons
formed
Recently
and
People.”
attractions at Richard Aldrich’s
Cape Cod strawhatter in a sea.son group is non-Equity at present,
that finds plenty of silo circuiters but plans for an Equity franchise
scraping the bottom of the barrel and a guest-star policy are being
Alfred Dumais’ and
worked out
for name attractions.
Cohas.set. for instance, has only Richard Cutts’ new' revue. “Come
been able to locate three for its 1()- As You Are,” will be the opening
week sea.son. and other straw- bill at the Camden Hills (Me.)
“Canhatters in New England are hav- theatre opening July 12
ing plenty of similar trouble, with dida” will probably open the Bar
managers scouring N. Y. booking Harbor (Me.) season starting July
Theatre staff
offices looking for star package 4 for nine weeks.
shows.
Others set for Falmouth includes Henry R. Bluestone, genare Tallulah Bankhead in “Private eral manager; Ulrich Haupt, Jr«
Cedric Hardwicke In stage director: Don Swinney, d^

The Winslow Boy” and Helen
Hayes in “Good Housekeeping ”
Meantime. Wellesley is set’ to
open July 12 with Sylvia Sidney
.starring in Shaw’s “Pygmalion,”
staged by Eldon Winkler,

Brown Leases

,

.

summer

(Vt.)

will

.

.

.

.

.

.

ing 1948-49.)

Thus, while the gross this season
OrTon Hill, .howas an infinitessimal fraction highave.. West Reading. Pa. (E).
er than last, the number of playing
weeks dropped more than 1%.
RHODE ISLAND
Tiverton: New' Yorkers Summer Figured another way, the average
4u
ai an tLee 4?16
aoio xt
o
heatre; A
N. Sacra
weekly gross for all shows last sea^^^icago. 111. (N).
son was nearly $21,756. compared
to an
average of over $23,477
SOUTH DAKOTA
Hermosa: Black Hills Playhou.se; this season.
Warren Lee (N).
Since this increase in the averVERMONT
age gross was due to the lower
Lyndonville; Manor Vail Plavtotal of weeks played by all shows,
i'nu.sc; Gordon Keith. 105 E. 1.5th
it
actually indicates roughly the
N. Y. (phone. CH. 3-8092) (N'
difference in operating co.sts between 1947-1948 and 1948-49. Thus.
W'hile the total revenue remained
Vnnn
approximately the same over the
viRriNi^
R.,||ev’s
c r o i s Roads: Cross two seasons, the higher cost of opRo«ds the-’tre: Irma
2301- eration actually reduced profits
40 st., N. W. Wash., D. C. (N).
and cut the volume of business.

pro-

is

her

Strawhat Jottings
The Harold Rome-Jerome Chodorov revue, "Pretty Penny,” and
Winer’s
“I’ll
Elihu
Take My
Stand” set for tryouts at the Bucks
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.,
the weeks of June 20 and 21, respectively
Center
Stage,
tees
East
Jordan,
Mich.,
off
a 10-week season June 28 with
“For Love or
“Hay Fever”
Money” begins a 10-week season at
the Surry (Me.) playhouse

.

;

weeks played during the particular
sea.son
were included.
For instance,
“Mister
Roberts”
and
“Streetcar Named De.sire” played
only part of a sea.son during 194748, but each played 52 weeks dur-

with

group of six professionals headed
by Keith Lundy.

.

basic

agreement.

Continued from page

8-Weeker

Professional
stock
company
known as Three Theatres has
opened eight-week season here.
Performances are given in Dunaway Gardens Thursday, Friday

.

I

i

-

on July 2.
The Allcnberry Players will be
directed by Richard North Gage.
The producer is Charles A. b!
Heinze. sets will be done by Mrs!
Marjorie Green Brubaker.
It’s an Equity group.

,

I

'

i

,

the

day and Tuesday evning pernew
formances at nearby Greenfield
Newest venture is at Cooper.s“Third Husband,” Effie Young’s
burg, near here, where the Robert new comedy, will be the initial bill
strawhats,
up.

i

In addition to old
ones are springing

Blakeslees plan to operate in the
Town Hall. They are organizing a
Move of the Maryland theatre to company of 10 and will cast soon.
get ELT productions is one of vari- Their son, Raymond, a student at
ous efforts it has made to get Yale, will assist them.
regular bookings. Since dropping a
Deer Lake straw'hat. taken over
racial segregation policy recently by Manny Davis and Jack Linder.
during the run of “Anna Luca.sta” is being renovated for June 10
it
has been unable to get other debut with “The Heiress.”
Don M. Dickinson, director of
touring productions. The regular
UBO house in Baltimore is Ford’s. the Hayloft, announced “The Butter
and Egg Man” as the opener on
However, because the latter house
actors.

nullification of its

'

when

newly-constructed at the Allenberry hotel
near Boiling Springs on State
Route 174, opens a 10-week season

.

itself at

conference
last
March at the Astor hotel,
N. Y,
At that time Aline MacMahon. representing the ELT committee, suggested that something
along the lines of ELT be worked
out to provide employment for

retains a jim crow policy, efforts
have been made to enlist the help
Hendrick Hudson theof Equity and the Dramatists Guild
*'trc: Otto Simetti, Billy Rollo.
to get shows for the Maryland.
Ithaca: Finger Lakes Drama FesPossible Equity action, either ar^^av Henley (E).

VI?

her

made by Equity

state-of-the-theatre

Hudson:

Pi.scator,

Putnam playhouse. Lake Mahopac.
N.

theatre-

Dougal st.. N. Y. (N).
Hopewell Junction:

Placid:

asTe
a?

Summer

Fo?restburr.

Modern Play Productions. 133 Mac-

is

for

production at the
playhouse July 1.
Ine Dixfield (Me.) summer theatre
will offer Ken Parker’s “There’s

S.e™

*

!

'

ernized version of “Julius Caesar.”
Proud Age,” by Stanley
Richards, will be put on at the
Cragsmoor (N.Y.) theatre July 26.
A musical revue. “Come as You
Are.” by Alfred Dumais and Richard Towers, will be pre.sented at
the Camden Hills (Me.) theatre

Kheduled

I

ELT

theatre plans

new productions: with RSbeH
Waldron’s comedy, “Three Citizens
from Heaven,” slated to be put on

three

fi**®!--,,

case,

I

have another

theatre
Playhou.se.

Allcnberry

I

will

summer

new
I

production end.

Cedar Grove, N. J., May 31.
plays skedded. Seating capacity is
mouth Playhouse, is slated for Quinn, 23 Churen st., New H^ven,
Free-admission policy will be 353.
Producer Frank Bryan has
Broadway production by Theatre Conn.
ILLINOIS
“Pretty
Inc. and Elliott Nugent.
put into effect when William Fio- lined up Nat Burns for direction,
Lake
playhouse;
Marengo:
Shady
with
Dorothy
barns
LaVern, Karl Way,
Penny.” will also tour the
,
converted
Four Towers
sola’s
with a Broadway production plan- ^'rank Bryan (N).
Earl Diskin, Wyley Hancock and
Summer theatre; nightclub tees off as the non- Lois Kimbrell in the leads. Opener
Northbrook:
ned by Leonard Field.
Brenda Forbes (E).
Equity Towers Playhouse June 28. is “June Moon.”
The Pitchfork Playhouse, SharMASSACHUSETTS
Majority of the cast has been
Dairyland Players. Lake Geneva.
on, Conn., will present George DesEngland
Boston:
New
Mutual garnered from the Theatre Show- Wise., get under way July 1. with
sart’s “Spring 1865,” which the
producing

Plans

directini?

handle exec details for
produefioi!
***
and house operation.

•

Plays announced for Guild presentation during 1949-50, include
the musical version of "The Pur-

theatre;

creeley:
Little Theatre of the
Rockies; Helen Langworthy (N).
Steamboat Spring: Perry Mansfield theatre;jCharlotte Perry, 135
Corona ave., Pelham, N. Y. (phone,
Pelham 8-0025> (N).

presentation.

fall

Summer

Park:

Map

Pennsylvania Haylofts

plays for next season

annual

(g,

to
|

appear

theatre; Alfred

(E».

this fall.

thur,

five

the

out this

the summer theatre circuit. Among
Added Strawhats
the productions scheduled are four
The following summer theatres,
already mentioned for Broadway
previously
not
listed, will operate
presentation next season. And one
this season. Equity-franchised spots
play is also being put on with an
are
designated
(E)
and non-Equity
fnnrtnn
anticipated pioduction in London,
brings the total number
The Theatre Guild has both Wil- of strawhats to 220 so far
liam McCleery’s “Good HouseCANADA

Midwest Strawhats Getting Hypo;

31.

The Theatre Guild and its associate American Theatre Society an-

Tivoli,

Northport

signer, and
director
.

.

Leavitt, managing
Paul Lukas tees off

Ted
.

the Famous Artists Country PlaY'
house, Fayettville, N. Y.. in Th#
PerPlay’s the Thing” July 4
sonal Appearance” will begin tnc
season at the Riverhead H... l.j
jn*
Summer Theatre June 27
.

.

.

.

.

.

Murray Brown, playwright and Duke’s
summer theatre,
Oak
managing
director
of
Capitol Cooperstown. N. Y.. begins a 1^
Croup Players, has lea.sed the week sea.son June 30 under tn
Tivoli theatre. Ea.st Northport, L. direction of Randolph ^emrne T.. for a
12 w^eeks’ season of sum- vine ... The Surry
mer stock. He’ll tee June 28 with house gets under way June 2
*
a rpival of Al White’s “Hired “For Love or Money” ... A »
<

Husbands,” directed by the author, dish summer theatre is
who, incidentally, will direct the at the Shady Nook Countn’ Li
other bills.
Loch Sheldrake. N. Y. Yiddish
Brown had formerly ilirected operetta. “Mashka,” began the sc
the Group’s productions, but will son Friday (27).

'

LEGITIMATE

W#Aie§d«y, Jm><

Total

Broadway Grosses

(May
“Allegro”

yh« follotoinn are the comparative figures based on Vapiktt’i
estimates, for last tveek and the corresponding week of

Number of »howi current

toUl weeks played so far by all shows
current shows last week
Total gross for all

L. A. (30-11).

Season

1.230

1,329

Last

“Born

Yesterday”

Host. (30-11).

30

U

S.

May

Chi.

— Erlanger,

Chi,

“Mr. Roberts”

—

,

j

11 ).

hat circuit for 14 weeks, opening
at the
Newport, R. I., theatre,
American Express
June 27.
Efrem Zimbalist. Jr., Chandler
Continued from page 57
for
theatre
shed into Blackstone
Cowless
and
Edith
Luytens
are
Present
opener.
Bemorial Day
producers of the Menotti works.
was dropped several years ago after
"Kiss
until
on
hang
to
hopes
outlay
a fund of $17,000 was accumulated
Me Kate’’^ and “Death of a Salesto be used in policing the code.
ian,” both skedded for September,
STILL
NIPS
DEL;
The
producers emphasized that
typos scene.
broker operations would be closely
Eatimatea for Last Week
‘ANNIE’
EXITS
hereafter, with ticket al30G
watched
“Allegro,” Great Northern (6th
^

I

FORD

Drooped

I

TO

wk)

Shubert

(2nd

Detroit’s two legitimate theatres
closed for the summer last week
on a low note caused by the Ford

dropped to $20,700.

USA,”
“Inside
wk) (2,100; $4.94).
839,000.

“

Bounced up

to

.

'

“
‘Mr. Roberts.” Erlanger (37th
Conventions
wk) (1,334; $4.33).
helped. Still excellent $22,000.

strike doldrums.

!

'

“Present Laughter,”

“Annie Get Your Gun”

Horton.

Blackstone

1

!

indication of the season’s biz, however.

Thing with Feathers,” Both theatres reported
(2d wk) (1,000; $4.33). Upped profitable operations.

highly

Is a

Harris
over first

week, to $12,500.

week was
eight

La.st

actually $12,000 over
performances, not for

lotments determined accordingly.
Pointing out that they consider
the brokers an essential part of theatre, with a responsibility to maintain standards, the producers invited the ticket men to be free with
complaints or suggestions.
promised to give sympathetic
consideration to any such beefs or
proposed reforms, including cooperation in seeking an increase in
the present legal limit of 7.5c on
agency ticket sales, provided such
a move appears ju.stifled.
One admittedly warranted gripe
by the brokers was against the

Memorabilia

quoted.

11 as

the-

’

and

Prostitute”

“Respectful

“Hepe

i

Opened Decoration d^m
with Edward Everett week was cancelled.
The final week was no

(30)

first

at

L

J

..

U^"grol’sVng^^$30'000^ ^The'^^Cas*^
"Pre^sent Lauehter” was able to
up oniy $10,000. Its second

(1,358; $3.80),

pay

31.

practice

DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN—

$26,500 IN SEATTLE
Seattle,

May

31.

Socko biz was registered by

I

Al-

Lunt and Lynn Fontanne in
Know My Love” at the 1.500-

1

fred

!

Metropolitan last week. Scaled
from $4.50, house almost sold out
throughout the eight-day engagement, which included two matileat

Theatre Guild subscriptions
were very heavy, and the lower
subscription price of $3.38 kept
gross.

‘Okla!’

$16300, Wilm.

Wilmington, May 31.
Road company of “Oklahoma!”
lot a slim $16,300 at the Playhouse
nere last week. Musical is at White
Plains, N. Y., this week and ends
the season June 11 in Atlantic City.

incide

The producers agreed

will

the

probably resume

its

tour

fall.

;

I
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'

(

out, casting
tain needed

and/or ability to ob-

“Out of
the Dust.” “Pretty Penny,” “Fundamental George,” Katharine Hepbum revival of "As You Like It,”
“Guys
and
“Hanging
Dolls,”
Judge,”
Earth,”
“Heaven
and
finances, are

‘Mother Hildebrand,”

“My

cal

version of "Pursuit of Happiness” and “Thracian Horces.”

include

The

“possibilities”
Play for Mary.” “Arthur,” “Billy

Budd,” “Careless Love,” “Class Re^lon,” “Happy Dollar,” “Howe &
Hummell,” “Moon Calf,” Canada
l^e-Brian

Aheme

of
revival
Like
Us,”
the
“The
Tail,”
daughter,” “Blue. White and Red.”
Breach of Marriage,” “Champagne for Delilah.” “Come Back.

“People

bting

J^ttle

I

;

i

ZOVzG

‘Shoes’

Sheba,”

“Everard,”

“Hilda

there are numerous other anproductions for the sean, but most
of them are regarded
more remote and uncertain.

in Split

Rochester,

In

i

“Diamond Lll,” Coronet (C-1.004;
Has been laying off since
when Mae West broke her

$4.80).
Feb. 26,

Des Moines, May

j

“Goodbye, My Fancy.”
wk) (CD-966: $4.80).
Carroll leaves

for

Fulton

Madevac.nl ion

two more weeks, with Ruth
Hussev substituting for the sum-

tax.

mer; $16,800.
“Hlsrh Button Shoe* ” Broadwav
Lowered
(86th wk) (M-1,900: $3).
I

31.

The one-night stand of the Metropolitan Opera Co. in Des Moines,
at
the KRNT Radio Theatre.’*
grossed an e.stimated $21,000, on*
of the best engagements of tho
company’s
cross - country
tour.
Show had a top of $9.76, including

|

(27th
leine
after

Des Moines 14Iiter

j

ankle; reopening postponed several times, now set for tonight
(Wed.).

Fay-‘Harvey’

Husky

scale hasn’t yet helped; $22,600.
Howdy, Mr. Ice of 19.50,” Center
(R-2,964: $2.88). New edi

$22,000 in Frisco
San Francisco. May 31.

perenHial skating show

Frank Fay chalked up another

opened Thursday night

(26) to a
fine press; regular .schedule is nine

|

i

May

(

31.

agre, Jr.)

here.

Musical

closes

this

15,

when4|t reopens

in

Los

‘Streetcar’

226

St.

in Split

Paul.

May

31.
1

Named

Desire” collected a total gross of $22,000 last
week in two stands at the Wisconsin U. theatre. Madison, and the
local Auditorium.
Eneagement in Madison turned
into a triumphal celebration for
Uta Hagen, femme lead of the
Tennessee Williams drama. She’s
a local gal who made good.

Evans return engagement
Shaw revival was a b.o.

Boston. May 31,
only one entry all along the
Hub’s rialto. with no bookings in
sight for June.
“Born Yesterday.’’ at $1.80 top
the 1..500-seat Colonial, took
at
about .$8. .500, not so hot, on the
Should stay
third week in town.
three or four more anyway.

folded

Still

Angeles.

“Streetcar

(21st wk) (C-1.077; $4.80). Due to
recess June 25 for the summer;
almost $19,000.
“Man and Superman,” City Center )2d wk) (C-3,025: $3). Maurice

and publicity (Rodgers).

‘Born’ SIG, Boston

Saturday

night in Toronto and lays off until

Aug.

in the fall with Dorothy Stickney
and Howard Lindsay in the leads;
about $10,000,
“Madwoman of Chaillot.” Belasco

accounting practices Herman
Shumlin), finances <Kermit Bloomgarden), opening and keeping open
out-of-town theatres (Richard Aid(Alfred deLirich), membersiiip

I

Touring company of “High Button Shoes.” starring Eddie Foy, Jr.,
limped through to a $20,500 gross
last week in stands at the Empire,
Auditorium
the
and
Syracuse,

on

u-ane” “Miss Mabel,” “Not for
“Now I Lay Me Down
0 Sleep,” “Thank
You, Just Look^tid “Naked and Dead,”

Topping

$4.80).

I

I

Darlin’

Aida,” “Signor Chicago,” “The Innocents,” “Perfect Pattern,” musi-

(D-1,057;

capacity every week; $22,900.

fine week, his second, with “Harvey.” now at the Curran (1,776;
performances weekly, but revue is $3.60), grossing a husky $22,000.
"Harvey” leaves Sat. (4), with
playing 11 times this week; fir.st
four performances through Satur- Spike Jones set to follow (6) with
his “Musical Depreciation Revue.’*
day night (28) drew $19,000.
“Kiss Me, Kate.” Century (22d Latter originally preemed her*
wk) lM-1,654; $6), Another week over two years ago.
On Tuesday (7) “Cabalgata,’*
of standees all times; $47,100.
“Lend an Ear,” Broadhurst (24th .Spanish revue, opens at the 1,550wk) (R- 1,160; $6). One of the .‘;eat Geary, which is now dark.
season’s musical smashes maintain- .Show will have a $3.60 top.
ing a strong pace into the 1949-50
semester; nearly $28,000.
“Life with Mother,” Empire (32d
Jennerstown Begins
wk) (C-1,082; $4.80). Day family
Pittsburgh, May 3L
sequel closing Saturday night (4)
Oldest strawhat In this district.
(Lawrence Langner), standardizing after 262 performances; due to tour

I

'

Continued from page

wk)

cal.

'

I

Met Opera Sock 21G

“Detective Story.” Hudson (10th

of “ice”

and League.
“Watch Your Step” (1914).
Present at la.st Friday’s (27) conFrank Pixley and Gus Luders
wrote book and music for "The fab at the League office were Bcock
Pcmhprtnn League
I eaeiip presiaeni,
oresident- ,Le
LeBurgomaster,” in which Gus Wein- Pemberton,
Hayward. CTP chairman;
land
berg starred (1900).
W. K. Ziegfeld (Flo’s brother) Richard Rodgers. George Abbott,
opened a Ziegfeld theatre (now the Herman Bernstein <as spokesman
.Blum Bldg). Chicago (1910).
for Cullman) and representatives
Joe E. Howard wrote his first of McBride’s, Leblang’s, Joey Gold,
Broadway, Supreme,
full score for a musical called “The Newman’s,
Belle of Newport” (1903).
Saul Subber’s, Beckhardt’s and
Ivan L. Davis wrote the music Mackey agencies.
for “McFadden’s Row of Flats” to
Meanwhile, the CTP has set
a poor book by a guy named Ket- seven subcommittees to deal with
tering 1903).
different projects on its agenda for
Louis Lurie (San Francisco) and reforming and revitalizing legit.
this writer sold newspapers in Chi- The subcommittees and their chairand his brother George men are ticket di.stribution (Haycago,
w'lapped his legs in paper to keep ward), production costs <Kurt
him warm (1900).
Weill), increasing road production

i

$24,400.

possibie to eliminate the
practice. The brokers promised to
take immediate steps to form their
own organization to maintain
When
field.
in
the
standards
theatre, Chicago (1900).
this group will meet again
formed,
Irving Berlin wrote music and
with representatives of the CTP
Ivrics for his first full-sized musi-

j

15 New Shows

(16th wk) (D-931; $4.80). As usual,
the standee limit all performances;

inconveniences the public

thing

and last starred in “Roberta” <1935).
Harry G. Sommers (New Amsterjdam) was treasurer of McVicker’s

;

FORM FOR DRAMATISTS

ceeded Judy Holliday and John tween authors and producers will
Alexander as leads; $9,500 last probably be unchanged, except for
week.
the elimination of provisions for
“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco Guild enforcement.

Both the producers and brokers

11905)

i

OPTIONAL CONTRACT

j

is

condemned the payment

,

It

In

it

wk)

Instead of trying to continue operation under its old minimum
basic contract, pending appeal to
with the last three weeks wiping the higher courts, the Dramatists
out previous operating profits; Guild will issue a recommended
closed Saturday night (28) after form contract for the optional use
109 performances; around $11,000 by its members. That was
decided
for the finale.
“Bom Yesterday,” Miller (173d ye.sterday (Tues.) by the organizawk) (C-940; $4.80). Has eased off tion’s council. Actual wording of
the last few weeks, but the operat- the suggested deal hasn’t been
ing nut has been pared to an abso- agreed upon.
The Guild is expected to appeal
lute minimum, and the management hopes to keep the longrun the recent court ruling nullifying
comedy on through the summer; the old pact. Meanwhile, terms of
Jan Sterling and King Calder sue- existing individual contracts be-

a hardship on the brokers.
to stagger
open weeks, but turned down a
plea by the brokers to eliminate
theatre parties.

and

got a fine

St. (9th

“Big Knife,” National (14th wk)
(D-1.172; $4.80). Twofers provided
only for a brief boxoffice stimulus,

“open weeks” for several shows co-

Bergerac” <1924), and is still establishing long-run pressagenting
records after six years with “Oklahoma!”.
Eugenie Leontovich, Philip Huston and Tyrone Power (Jr.) revived

week

plenty

$9,000.
i

“open weeks”

Sa?n Weller started press agenting Walter Hampden in “Cyrano de

still

with the Army,” Booth
Inched
(13th wk) (C-712: $4.80).
up again and is getting by; nearly

“Romance” for six weeks (1935).
men. and both groups
Fay Templeton first starred in to boxoflice
“45
From Broadway” pledged themselves to do everyMinutes

nees, for $26,500.

down

Chicago.

.

UINTS-IOVE’ SOCKO

of setting

$38,400,

War

“At

during which there are no agency
allotments for certain hit shows.
It was pointed out that when the

By RALPH KETTERING-

to

profitable.

;

May

last

“The Traitor,” 48th

Shubert (25th wk) (R-1.378; .$4 80).
“Where’s Charley?” St. James
T.ast four weeks before shuttering
(33d wk) (M-1,509: $6). Keeps on
for the summer; about $21,200.
approximating capacity trade; an“As the Girls Go.” Winter Gar- other potent $37,600.
den (28th wk) (M-1,519: .$7.20).

i

Detroit,

Tandy, Marlon Brando and

Kim Hunter;
$20,400.

(D-917; $4.80). Nothing succeeded
in aroii.sing public interest in this
exclusive of lax.
Jed Harris meller presentation;
“Along Fifth Avenue,” Imperial closed Saturday i28) after 27 per(20th wk) (R-1,472; $6). Betiv and formances: $8,000.
Jane Kean replace Nancy Walker
“Two Blind Mice.” Cort (13th
and Carol Bruce tonight (Wed.); wk) (C-1.064; $4.80). Has been
skidded again; about $17,000.
skirting the edges lately with the
“Anne of the Thousand Days.” help of twofers; about $10,000.

I

per-

was

week

Jes.sica

—

season
Atterbury at
an estimated

ditto for “Respectful Prostiadvertistute” via word-of-mouth
“Present Laughter”
lag

Final

t

,

-

ily

$4.94).

rymore (78th wk) (C-920: $4.80).
Uta Hagen, Ralph Meeker and Carmelita Pope take over the leads
tonight (Wed.) from the originals,

I

weeks of subscriptions, fprmances (25-28)
The Operas will tour the strawis climbing stead-

(1,500;

to

failed

the slack on the weekend.
There were five closings Saturday night (28), with one and possi-

USA”

j

trade

make up

“Oklahoma!” (No. 1 Co.)— Cen- bly more slated to fold next SaturWhite Plains. N. Y. (30-4); day (4).
Warner, Atl. City (6-11).
Estimates for Lafi Week
“Present Laughter” Blackstone,
Keys: C (Comedy) D (Drama),
Chi. (30-11).
CD (Comedy-Drama) R Rente),
“Respectful Prostitute”— Harris, M (Musical), O (Operetta).
Chi. (30-11).
Other parenthetic figures refer
“Streetcar Named Desire” Ly- to seating capacity and top price,
ceum, Mpls (30-41; KRNT, Des including 20% amu.sement ta.r.
Moines (6-7); Music Hall, K. C. (8- However, e.-^'’tnotes are net; t.c..

31.

in five
last week

out-of-town

the

tre,

“The Medium” and “The Telestock

Saturday (28) becau.s*
Jose Ferrer has a picture commitment; slated to reopen in the fall
with Ferrer or a replacement;
played 216 performances; final
week chalked up $16,000.
“South Pacific,” Majestic (8th
wk' <M-1.659; $6'. Not even Ezio
Pinza’s absence from the cast for
several performances last week
hurt the standee-limit trade; $50,600 again.
“Streetcar Named Desire,” Barclick closed

I

A.”—Shubert,

(30-11).

‘Medium’-Thone’ $3,300
In Albany; Set Strawhats
Albany,

Bolger Hot $37,

!

—

4

31.

hone.” first post
Richard Carlson in “Roberts” while
C ooking by Malcolm
'‘Allegro’s” departure was anticithe
Playhouse, did
of
because
ago
two weeks
$3,300 at >2.40 top
•liDoing take after Theatre Guild’s
three

'Girls’ $38,400,

(30-11).

May

and fair weather
keel here,
kept activity at even
Mr.
changes m
cast
JiMoIte
feft’ and exit of “Allegro.”
Forsythe
Jackie Cooper and John
Hamilton and
tike over for Murray

‘‘In.side

—

—
—

m’39G,‘Roberts’22G,‘ProsL’12i/^

first

Ferrer Closes at 16G, 'Anne $21,200,

Colonial,

—

“Inside

Chicago,

—

General conditions on Broadway
were a trifle better last week, with
returns uneven on individual
shows.
Except for the top hits,
“High Button Shoes”
Royal which invariably mop up solidly.
week
Alex., Toronto (30-4); Majesty’s, attendance
early
in
the
topped that for the corresponding
Mont’l (6-11).
“I Know My Love”
Davidson, nights the previous week, but there
Mil. (1-11).
was a sag the ensuing nights, and

Wea^r Help Chi B.O.;

Conventions

Uneven, But Slightly Better;

Chi.

“Briradoon” Aud., Denver (80Philharmonic, L. A. (6-11).
“Finian’s Rainbow”
Hanna,
Cleve. (30-4); Royal Alex,, Toronto
( 6 11 ).
“Harvey” (Fay Co.)
Curran,
Frisco (30-4); Biltmore, L. A. (6-11).
4);

$476,900
$979,000
far for all shows.. $28,840,700 $28,826,900
Total season’s gross so
far
productions
so
67
new*
67
Number of

Conyentioiis,

Northern,

“Blackouts of 1949”— El Capitan,

teoeon:

This
Season
23

B way

SO- June 11)

— Gt.

(80-11).

hoxoffice
loit

Current Road Shows

.

59

keeps

for

second and

final

in

Saturday

week

the

click;
(‘28i;

registered

$27,500.

“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (67th
wk) (CD-1,357: $4.80). Still churning

out

capacity-plus

grosses;

almost $34,000.

“Mr.
,

(C-1.025;

wk*
(Lst
Jack Kirkland
premiered Wednesday

Adam,” Royale

Mountain

Playhouse at JennersPa., will open the season
Saturday (4) with the English
farce, “See How She Runs,” while
the newest one, White Bam theatre. near Irwin, which will be going into its second year, lifts the
lid two weeks later. At latter spot,
co-producers Clay Flagg and Carl
0 W hope to get Moss Hart’s
“Light Up the Sky” for their inaugural but they haven’t cleared
lown.

1

..

the rights yet.
Plays already lined up at White
Barn include “The Heiress,” “John

Loves Mary,” “The Winslow Boy,*
Bedfellows.”
“Rooni
“Strange

production
night (25' to murderous notices;
folded Saturday (28) after five per“Miss Liberty” - Robert Sher- formances; meagre $4,000, including the opening,
wood-Irving Berlin-Moss Hart.
“Silver Whistle.” Biltmore (27th
(Strawhat)
Penny”
“Pretty
iC-920; $4.80). Theatre Guild
iwk)
Field

Leonard

in

.

Mi.stress

Mine” and

“Accent On Youth.”
Bettis Quits ‘USA*

i

Shows

“O

.Service.”

$4.80).

Rehearsal

Valerie
“ln«ide

Chicago, May 31.
dancer, leaves
Bettis,
A.”, now at Shubert
this week, Olga Lunick,

US

theatre,

her understudy, replacing.
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Peter Reynolds
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"Sleeping Beauty*'
fantasy IS a DOldOVer.
laniasy
holdover. Then fnllm„
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.

,

quent imprisonment, engagement.
marriage and Impending motherhood. Kaleidoscopic treatment of
Dassage of time, and modern trend
It recurring changeover of period.
tend to break the dramaBc thready

As a means of cramming in
much of the book, and as many

as
of
is
it
possible
effective and may satisfy the n^elist’s admirers from this angle. To
techtraditional dr®ma

Ther?^A?a
JSXs“"'’ThS^rr

m^peis' iliiSrleX!
the’ciurle^
and the iitterhno
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is followed by the Pipe.s-Brand
badminton exhibition, with some truly
amazing shots, particularly done
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skates, but somehow lacking sufficient showmanship to achieve all
the effect it merits. The amateur
sportscaster-referee is bul part of
he sborteom.ng o tb.s pres^^^^^^^
tion, although a^zingier and gUbbe“r
gabber c„uM be a plus factor of „„
small calibre. Fundamentally, however, the tennisters are their own
best show.
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again me inclination was to
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and Alan
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are
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suspense Center theatre: S2.75 top.
must dcr.
der, with a high level of supense
credit nmst
Houston, special ci*edit
Miss Houston.
Mi.ss
dissipated by
acts
"The
first
two
in
the
whose
gj^pn to Zoe Gail,
conviction in the final act,
lack of '^^oivSorfn
is a popular
iiii,.
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Hick in Piccadilly"
Sflef
irr of 1950 ’’ second
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Hciic- Wirt" '’“sonart Productions,
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^
^
corporate blending of the first sylmodemte life
le.
Ronald Frankau. Hiilbert and jack to only a modcrdie
lables of their given names) rank.s
the best. That it is superior
FerSer his vvifi FernaS^de and her
lauRhs. and J^n
respects is but natural conBoufllet
loveTlviauAce
e^^^
lover Malice Bou
and Sara Li ajfta who
sidering that several of the highthe
wife
and
lovw
touch
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classical
might be called the
previous edition and
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infended certain features from
moment ?hf
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the
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overbears the plan to put a
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A murder drama
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Skippy garter. Lileen Seigh.
Harrison Thomson. The Prestons (2). J*"*
Clark. Trixie. Eddie Berry. Paul C astl^
vocals. Nola Fairbanks. Dick Craig. Fred
Martell. Bill Douglas: line. 24 gylt and
Sets. Bruno Maine: costumea.
24 boys.
Grace Houston. Billy Livingston.
Bruises.

3

'49.
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Fierre Gobert
Jeannette Cartier
Fernande Perrier
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rxf H
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G.
This is an adaptation of H. C,
Wells’ novel with involved transicameo sets. Story is told in
torv “;aro"'ser
flashback by the heroine, retailing
the events from her break from a
tyrannous home; her plunge into
the suffragette movement; subse-

r
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the most natural performance as
Scotland Yard sleuth coming "to
Clem.
see a man about a dog."
HulClaude
Tarakanova and
Annthpr <;tandout
standout item is- a
Another
!$lory
Marriage Siory
Thing,” which has
Real Thlng,”
‘The Reaf
‘Thi
taken from a recent left wing
London, May 10.
theatre.
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at London’s
* Unity
V” ' Ui'ea*u:
Peter Mather presentation of drama in
Houston’sS rendering of this mree acts by .lacques Deval. Directed by
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^ ^^
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^
^ Vt O
Michael Macowan. At Strand. London.
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and
cla.ss acting from the
cede the circus finale. It s a rousnique z.iay prove irritating.
Michael sheoiey nolished east Ancpla Raddelev and fng»d arena,
“ Evelyn Laye
Wendy Hiller is a graceful, hu- waTinrvSaS
The clever juggler. Trixie, long a ing if somewhat delayed curtain
Edwin style, wauer r iizgera a extract every
standard; Sid Krofft’s since it comes at 11:30.
man “new woman.” combining Alberto verani
.
a vaude
The technology in every departpathos and grim determination in
.
pvrpntionallv puppet act, fundamentally
excellent ment is ultra from the Catherine
her struggle for emancipation, conYUm^y Italian comedy that must
as thp wPak-knPP^ lover item (and. Incidentally,
and
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wayward
this
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trol of
ppXpp Revnolds and Julia Braddock ^or video), and the Vaughn Pipes Littleford staging and choreog^ave lost a lot in translation,
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^
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steals the evening s honors with a domestic felicity, a Roman wife tioYi of comedy in three
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Greta Gynt unstinting
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gy mistake his wife
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While many of the items are in
true revue tradition, from time to
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ng direction.
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Dome Sweet
Home was run
Home
newspapers ana cominuniiy leau•weepers.
tnirgsn thp wrans off the inter-svn- gi'ounds of often.se against taste or a one-shot, condensed, in Sundays,
tairnn
ei’SHe’s e»’s.
(29) Philadelphia Inquirer.
Dos.sible circula- manners.
(HrJip fights
fiohU as a pos.sible
dicale
“Lamp
at Midplays
author
the
No ’49 Headliners* Frolic
of
Mrs. Field, former president of
“his'
gives
Winchell
tion booster.
Setting precedents in three fields side of it” in Newsweek this week.
the General Federation of Worn*9^ ‘‘The Sun and 1.
Commager Heads P.E.N.
“
Paula Laurence has a piece on an’s Club.s, conducted a previewing
of competition, winners of 16 Headthe
of
business
meeting
.^nnual
column.
own
his
besides
liner Medals were announced SunP.E.N, Club held last Wednesday summer theatre. ‘In Your Straw service by which estimates of futhe June issue of Madeday (29) by the National Headliners
25) at the Princeton Club, N. Y.,
pietures were sent to all kinds
Club in Atlantic City.
Re
At the same time it became
”
known that there will be no Headliners frolic here this year, the first bf**!*®
ri9 ® b**® bas been missed since dotes.
erable influence in the General
jls
Its
In
hj.s arpong
W34. whenThey w7re'Tm7ed%r.
‘Je J^ddlHons
and the entire .service
--"rthe%mireTen'"
500 of I.s humorous man Cousins. Ril. Haifa Kleemun
t ely
hy Federation
n.uel
olf much
have. headed off
is
said to have
is.said
rII
T'k. ’B? wt?'cr"ls!:?n’’g's''u^'’l’(

^
W?chsl??''33"as“ldlti?-PaSl's??n
as e»cutl“ ?dit?r a?d Henry stocks of dead building and loan
editor
Rg.
managing
Mncrnw 44
UP^nment foHowrin the wake of
^9*' outstanding foreign news
•ToH O Thaekrev’s resignation as
Paramount News was
IJimr and eo!mublisherara result
Sf diLg!eemeEts between himself
currently
who’s
ex-wife,
and his
winding divorce proceedings in oi)?.,lOnI
I
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‘J.?nfJf‘'?[rmroli''’??er'‘e'.‘a??’'’?mi
Manuel Komroff, secretary, and

cPur^^^

Vn“npw
siihscribers
new .subsenhers.

s?,Z

?h?
•riters honored this vear may be
^
‘Variety’ Vet Field Muggz
•cheduled iatp in Innp*
The frolic usuallv brought some
between xSidney
to.ssup
It’s
a
200 newswTiters here for^a three- Burton Pfeiffer, Variety mugg in
-.y o.r„rpart Hf wW?.h las un- lufJalo, and Jive Trepp, Seajlle.
derwritten by the beachfront hotel who is the ranking Variety dean
Each claims
Interests. With them as guests of of correspondents.
honor came the winners of the va- top honors.
Pfeiffer, a bouncing

"WenTr^utual.

who bad

f9^T• tJeTp^

Deems Taylor’s Newest
Taylor has expanded
Deems Tavlor

Award of the American CommitArtists and
tee of Jewish Writers, Artisl.i
his

Scienti.sts.
Scientists.

wa.s given
Kudo was

at
al

a

.N. Y
5
termission’ talks with the N.
intermission

(lues ).
reception ye.sterday (Tucs.)._

Philharmonic over CBsS into an
excellent book of musical miscel-

Chicago Herald-American is running a schedule of half and quar-

Ears
My V’’'*'

(Simon

&

‘5ehust'?f
S
Schuster. $3*.

Though the
mative

«b^.,f,V‘’^Dtative

it

isn

t

tertainmeni.
!?rt',?nment

inea oi bim
aos,
A'’d';7d"'a'’o*
B M

rXat^e^st^once
at least
hTa^ wdf ‘^'^b

a

H™:

week^

Mrs. Marjorie Dawson, who
handh
handles the Children's Klim 1.,-

is

brary.

On

the exhibitor relation.^ side.

j^^n^e doubt about the .status
David Palfreyman. who ha.s been
">' 'x"' missionary in Iha. Held,

Since the program was placed unDaemon, there’s a strong pos-

Palfreyman may

re-

,

c:niiTTER

62

Vcdiiesilay, June 1 .
I949
trol exorbitant charges by
hotels, restaurants, etc., in

Broadway

deluxe

London

Paris.

Vanderbilt, Jr., writes
Ulmer in from the Coast. Cornelius
Edgar
^
,
„ that his room at the Meunce was
Mrs. Rouben Mamoulian doing .^pped 10.000 francs ($30) a day

• portrait of Mrs. Ruby Schinasi.
Loew’s ad-publicity chief Ernest

Frances. Day quits “Latin QuarAmnirf.i ittlpr hit at the

because of the Foreign Ministers
Jack Kilty takes over leading
Council powwows.”
role in “Oklahoma!” when Chris
Emerling off for a European vaRobinson returns to the States.
cation.
Diana Churchill has joined the
Paris
Nate J. Blumberg. Universal’s
cast of the Old Vic Co. and starts
chief, due in from the Coast toworking with them in the Fall.
By Maxime de Beix
morrow (Thurs.».
Rosario and Antonio, currently
(33 blvd. Montparnasse)
Theatre des Champs Elysees.
Rush Strayer. ex-Schine Hotels
The Nell Vanderbilts to Zurich. at
Paris, due in London for series of
exec, now the Hotel Park Sherashort
Paul Graetz back after a
recitals managed by Jack
dance
ton’s sales director.

in firstrun Roman houses, in Italian.
Piero Tellini, writer of “Four
Steps in the Clodds,” wrote the
Italian sequence for “Tale of Five
Cities.”

Hollywood
*
“Hal vey "

Phil Dakin, from Broadway’s
“All For Love,” spending a few
days in Rome on his way to the
Orient.

Bill

^*’®®**

off

on a Provincial

j

joc

|

merhl?oMian“'"s

I

anH F^hpr
Lido floorshow.

B^lfU

on the

,e. broken

**

!

“?ad
InW

“Vct^or^n^S
1.9,

hicffpst hit

and EHas Lapinere

'

both'
accidonL
i

^

thF^'&t

^Sunda"y^'(29V’ p?ior‘°to

sailing for

Europe Saturday

(4)

back from Frtnk Buck

on

T

Singa -

biz in

pore.

tha rnrnnifl
'"e
^

ca

.

Rome.

to

“a_drid and a Lisbon takeoff
Reg“"’ IriduJm Room now co-'
owner of the fashionable LaRue s
Amiot Dumont publishing

restaurant.

-

'

Thc Bob Consldinos

for
a

George Gershwin biog authored
by musician Andre Qhalupt.
EuroNoel Coward prep,a hg an adap|

Loew’s,

secretary Leopold

Inc.,

Friedman due back from a
pean vacation June 15 aboard the

Play

tation of “Petite Hutte.”

still

Queen

Elizabeth.
running strong after 500 performRobert Lnntz, head of the Phil ances.
Nancy Carroll and Loretta BrisBerg-Bert Allenberg agency’s N. Y.
office, back from flying trip to coe off to Rome for a week. Latter
is the wife of the John Ringling
London and Paris.
Metro veepee Marvin
gerSin’s “Miss Condon’’
returi^d to
to be filmed here by Cusick Inter•

n

*

New York

short

Corinne

national

visit.

after

being

rctitled

"Precious Interlude.”

who

has thc
{„ Hal
u„i vvniu..’
Wallis
in town for hei

Calvet,

Phillip
r
rights to

Waxman,
who has
evT
TV,,-

film

vv
novel
Stanley piis
“Dreadful Sumnoit,” in Pans to arfirst visit in two years,
range for local filming.
Arlette Arnaud, Elias Lapinere’s
Ruby Zwerling. onetime band^sistant,
upped *toj
leader at the now vaudeless Loew's longtime
State, closely watching the Pal- Fre^h RKO ad-^ub exec by Marcel Gentel in addition to her other
ace’s new vaude policy
Metro producer Frank J. Taylor
T,
-i,.
with
Mary Morris now in Pans
now in Boston doing preliminary Princess
daughter of Mawork for the company’s forthcom- harajah ofIndira,
Kapurtala, negotiating
ing “Murder at Harvard.”
Nagel for the rights to

lone
one

,
femme

Rope

of Sand,

m

•

’

.

,

.

,

Mura, the
Church of

in

town for combo

Little
at
Last
at

Burg

Washingtoo

threatre, died.

Hermann Leopoldi and Helly
Moeslin touring Bizonia.
Edmund Weber, former chief of
goth MBS and ABC provided
special events coverage at scene Austrian press bureau, died.
Andre Hummer. 82. music direcwhen 3.000.000th visitor swung

turnstiles at
this week.

•

West

Hoover (Boulder)

Dam

tor.

died in his

home

in

Bad

Ischl,

;

Oscar Kaiiweis negotiating with
in booking policy for
holidays brought Eddie Richard Eichberg to star in a
to Hotel Flamingo for Bizonia film production.
Composer Franz Kreitner leased
three days only over Memorial Day
weekend.
Average stint here is Prince Czartoryski Castle in Waehring lor summer dancing.
two weeks.

1

John Payne in town for fishing
on Lake Mead. Jimmy
Marta Toren in
the Coast
g^iHy Eckstine signed by the Chez Durante here with group of friend's
Philadelphia
Mfore heading for l/^shington for for July, with Henny Youngman on ^9**
at Lake Mead Lodge,
the preem at the RKO-Keith thealso in search of Mead’s fast-biting
By Jerry Gaghan
atre there next Wednesday (8) of
I.
Hirst Enterprises plans reJoey Bishop opens at Oriental, black bass.
Universal’s “Illegal Entry.”
out fiancee Martha opening of Globe, Atlantic City,
June 9, after month’s rest at docVickers divorce here six weeks at June 17, with burlesque.
Sarah Churchill, whose" film “All tor’s orders.
Over Town” preemed at the Park
Zella
Drake
Reginald Deneholtz here doing Boulderado Ranch, Mickey Rooney,
Harper,
WIBG
recently seyered matrimoni- f e in m e
Ave. Embassy last week, back to publicity for “Respectful Prosti- ®
broadcaster,
hobbling
"""1 ^oke his wedding else- around on cane, result
Britain. Actress has several radio tute” at Harris.
of fracture
and television deals pending in
Jim Kjeefe here flacking for }yb®re, probably Santa Barbara, of right foot.
the U.S.
Bill Layne giving up active work
1 own bulged during annual four- in American
J.
Shubert. organist Ethel Monday (30) at Blackstone.
Guild of Variety
J.
Williard M. Rutzen named man- day holiday to accommodate big- Artists to concentrate on his own
Smith and Sir Henry French, digest
vacation crowd in history. career as a singer. Has
rector general of the British Film ager of Morrison hotel last week.
withdrawn
When all hotels and motels po.sted as a delegate to AGVA
Producers Assn., scheduled to ar after 24 years with hostelry.
convenrive tomorrow (Thurs.) on the
Ezra Stone here last week, work- SRO signs, overflow visitors filled tion.
available in
Queen Mary,
ing on plans for Olsen and JohnCharles Daniel Trexlcr, Jr., onehomes.
Upvyards
of
100
time Broadway actor, ended proHal Horne with the Pete (21) son’s ’TV show. Stone will produce rooms were
contributed by citizens fessional
career
to
become a
Kriendlers and the Jack Davises, show.
Abe Lastfogcl, of Willbm Mor- at average motel rates.
Lutheran minister; received his
flew to Bermuda for a long Me
office, in town conferring with
degree at Philadelphia Lutheran
morial weekend of fishing.
Mrs.
Last Frontier to New Ynrk f«r
Seminary.
Home, Incident.nlly, Is die back Tony Martin about pic and TV
^vit?, , ravel aae^
from her Paris-Israel Junket next ‘ontract.^
reps and cVrWnm?S bioke^^^^^
.
„
Mark Kelly, former sport.swriter,
week.
Abe Schiller d a for Hotel
a
Phyllis Calvert, who arrived last "pw with 20th-Fox. in town to pre- mingo sodn 'to^^ emKirk
Austrafia
fo^r Man^
It Happens Every Spring,’
week from Britain, planes to the
hattan with siniiTar nuimose fn
By Eric Gorrick
Coast tomorrow (Wed.) to costar ba.scball comedy, for sports eds.
ntind for princioallv to line im
Red
Shoes”
is sock in Sydney,
,„Jaek
Kirsch, head of the Allied A^utumn
with Alan Ladd in Paramount's
and
an
a winter'
winter sshows
nows.
with five shows daily.
••Jostal Inspeetor". Aetress is ae- TImatres. plans to establish a Henri
J. C. Williamson will do an opera
companied by her husband, Peter Klman Memorial at La Rnbicia
junket

|
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S. I.owe

producer

help

in

benefit

.staging

Loew’t

at

June

Arthur Godfrey

4.

Press preview of “Spirit of ’49."
bond drive, held at
Treasur.
projection room, with
officials kudoing film industry for
film for current

Departure

Chicago

^m

j

'

Upper Austria.

Zee.

Capitol, loaned to Carter Barron to
I

•

Bracken

is

stars.

By Florence
Allen

i

special
,

the
Abyss,
a ^ay by Italian
playwright Silvia Giovannetti.

Business
business-vacation trip.
plugging United Artists’ “Too
Late for ’Tears,” in which he co-

guitarist,

the

Frontier,

1

Don DeFore

By George

^

'

^

In ^^hlntniv

hoMco

*

.

fromjurope Sunday

buvinc
^

rpD

Metro studio chief E. J. Mannix
flies in tomorrow (Thurs. ), heading for London by air the follow-

hi«

Buddy Rogers returned from
Mezoefi
two-week stretch with Naval Rj^
U. S. contralto Marguerite Wood
serve.
gave a song recial here.
Virginia Mayo to Denver
and
Schauspielhaus preparing world
booked for
Salt Lake City for personal
aotwo wccks with the Stoll circuit, preem of Else Bassermann’s “Doc- pearances.
and
Albert
Conflict.”
starring
tor’s
whlclv he goes ou an extenJohnny Mack Brown to Canada
oontinental tour winding up at Else Basserman.
for rodeo appearances in Montreal
J*'''
Montemar’s Spanish Ballet and Ottawa.
«'• a"? returning to England
Troupe, featuring gypsy dancer
Alan Hale. Jr., in from SwitzerFirth Shephard left estau of Ana Esmeralda, set for four days’ ^nd. where he made a
picture with
performance at Kongresshaus.
Cornel Wilde.
Werner Finck and his cabaret
John Ford’ checks in at 20th-Fox
of after
“Mausefalle”
(“Mousetrap”),
recuperating from recent illStuttgart, will appear tiere in J. ness in Honolulu.
of man^oT h^s^s°^^^^^
B. Priestley’s “Since Adam and
Carol Ann Beery awarded $2,000
Leigh
has
Stafford
signed
Eve.”
»
a month from her foster father’!
Joseph Calliea and Michael Rennie
James Moody, tenor sax player estate to study acting.
for leads in Leon Gordon’s new of Dizzy Gillespie’s band, gave a
Universal - International execuplay, “Till the Thaw,” which opens concert at Tonhalle (Zurich Con- tives
pledged $101,630 to United
in the provinces late July, coming cert Hall) with own orchestra, feaJewish Welfare Fund.
to the West End sometime in turing Arthur Simmons, Red Allan,
Bu.ster Keaton going east for
August.
Clarence Terry, Thomas Scott, summer
stock
appearances in
Party thrown by Frances Day at Dick Wallace, Frank Hooks, Alvin
“Three Men fin a Horse.”
400 Club for the Willie Shores Banks and vocalist A1 Edwards.
Roy
Rogers’
horse.
Trigger, is
May 20 included Arthur Hays Concert was sponsored and emceed getting a pair
of Venetian blinders,
Sulzberger, Flora Rob.son. Mr. and by AFN announcer Mark White.
invented by a wild easterner.
Mrs. Matty Brooks, Irving TishEddie Bracken did three-day
man, Mr. and Mrs. Lew Parker
holiday stint at Flamingo, La's
and Jack Durant.
Vegas, his first nitery chore.
Vienna
Tex Driscoll awarded an oldtim#
Dorothy Thompson visiting.
boss pistol in recognition of
Las Vegas
Wilhelm Warbeck, 62. actor, a sooth wesicrn gallop, "Streets his
of
Laredo.”
Victor Borge and piano head- suicide,
Vienna Choir Boys off once again
lining at Last Frontier.
Eddie Silton, Hollywood agent. to South America.
Herbert Wuniek. 51, director at
here for his marriage to Corinne

;

the William Morris Agency marked
his 78th birthday Wed. (25).

celebrated

20Hi anni as a producer at Metro
Bette Davis adopted a black
wii
for her chore in “Beyond the
For-

Zurich

»”-

,

‘•’olr

Silv«'w?,ri!ng'!’

Elliott opens a rodeo
tnn^
Jtene 4 in San Diego.
Ella Raines leaving for Enalnmi
June 12 to rejoin he? husband

Actor Stephan Bekassy and his
wife, author Hagar Wilde, back in
Rome after a vacation in Germany
and Austria.

Hylton.
Loew’s Int’l’s Sam Burger ganClift’s “Black Chiffon.”
E.‘ P.
dering Paris.
which has
.... proved an outstanding
Paris flower jhow grossing more
o'ofoS^/or a^week to play at the

Joyce Matthews, remarrying Mil
ton Berle, June 16, is hospitalized
with virus infection.

of

•'‘'vorm.

froafry.*'"*

,

stdy in N, Y*

ing day.

A

'

: 1

its help.
j

Virginia Bradley, star chantoosey
of Catholic U’s "Thank You. Just

Looking,”musical being mulled for
Broadway, inked for summer stint
at Wardman Park hotel.
Pianist Evalyn Tyner, who got
her start here, booked into Statler

Embassy Room for summer
season, except for week’s hiatus in
hotel’s

June for N. Y. Capitol stageshow.

Edward Tomlinson, CBS commentator. aw'arded Chilean Orden
al Merito by the Ambassador of
Chile last Friday (27* in recognition of "service to the nation and
mankind.”

to

Mexico City
B.v Douglas L. Grahame
Jorge Negrete to Venezuela for

'

'

S^eJ

I

‘

!

,

‘

stage-radio dates.
Director Roberto Gavaldon back
from chores in B. A.
Pic scriplers have pacted with
producers until November for $700
per script and ditto for adaptation.
Federico del Sordo has resigned
as WB’s a.s.si.stant manager to head
central Mexico 16m pix division of
Peliculas Nacionales.
Pic players union is continuing

,

Murray

Sanitarium, for local Variety Club’s

Hill.

Rome

Rye flying in chief barker who died recently,
Ezra Stone huddling with Olsen
meet Sweden’s

Script writer Sven

from Palm Beach to
Gustav Wally, and Scandinavia’s
foremost

night
Feldern,

club

&

By Helen McGill Tubbs
Actor Tonio Selwart vacationing

|

John.son, currently

performer poppin’

”

at

Chi

in “FunzaStadium, about
he’ll produce as

in

Rome.
Producer David Pelham

Claire
arriving from (heir TV show
In RaCopenhagen, by plane on June 8 Milton Berle’s summer replace- vello for a week,
for show biz talks.
ment.
Gene Markey and Myrna Loy at
Ezio Pinza, illustrator Russell
Fourteenth
Air
Force
As.sn. the Grande hotel.
Patterson, fashion designer Val- holds
Hans Wolff. Viennese film direcsecond
annual
meet at
entina and author Anita Loos Stevens hotel. July 1-3. with Joe tor, visiting Rome,
named judges for the finals of E. Brown, Ann Sheridan. Jinx
Leopold Godow.skys spending It
20th-Fox’s “most beautiful blonde” Falkenburg, and Paulette Goddard few weeks in Rome,
conte.st. slated for the Roxy stage skedded to attend.
Lucille Marsh, New York actomorrow night (Thurs.).
Art Keegan, in role of Dolan tre.ss, is visiting Rome.
Shepard Traube heading east with Chi company of "Mr. RobHollyw’ood
director
Lamar
from Hollywood, June 14, with erts.” renewed contract which end- Trotti vacationing in Italy
family, to establish permanent res- ed June 1 and stays with producIsa Miranda will star in a film
Idence and to eet started on pro- tion. Jackie Cooper and John For- with an entire Italian cast
duction plans for Allen Borelz’s sythe took over leads vacated by
Universal’s
Gil
Kurland
Is
comedy, “April Fool,” which he in- Richard Carlson and Murray Ham- spending a week in Naples
tends to put on early next season. ilton.
Toto. famous Italian comedian
The late Alexander Jutkovitz.
heads a revue at the Adriano
former RKO theatre exec, being
Tennessee Williams returned to
honored Sunday (5» in dedication
DUd3p€St
Rome from a vacation in Sicilv
ceremonies- for the Jutkovitz MeMonty Banks and Robert Ha.
Rv i mil. *^'^‘*®*
mortal Library in the Temple
jhia j. New York film distrih..!rir
„ ,
butor,
“Hamlet
is
the greatest film to Capri
Shaary Tefila. Far Rockaway. Lisuccess
of
the
sea.son in Hungary.
brary is gift of the Jutkovitz
Actress
Lvnn
Merrirk
The
Industry as well as all Rome after a "s|i?
family.
months' stav for
Eric Wolfgang Komgold, Holly- the bigger Hungarian cinemas are New York
wood composer-conductor, off to now owned by the state.
n. Y. Daily News eorresnondpnt
Gershwins “Porgy and Bess” Robert Conway hL
Europe today (Wed.) on the Amerreturned to
lea.
Other passengers Include was recently broadcast in Hungary, Rome from Trie.ste
flack Phil Gersdorf, who’ll for its first performance here.
Dorothy Thonip.son at the AmAlexander Sved, Metropolitan bas.sador hotel in Rome Her son'
handle publicity on Walt Disney’s
British-made pic, “Treasure Is- Opera baritone, arrived in Buda- Michael Lewis, is with her
land,” and the Irving Netchers pest for the summer opera season.
Mlddlew-eigh’t
champ
Marcel
The newly-rebuilt Hungarian Cerdan will have a leading role
(Rosie Dolly).
French
touri.st
officials
are film industry plans to take part In in an Italian-made film soon
naturally concerned over reports all the European film festivals this
“Cagliostro,” Italian-made film
of upped costs and want to con- year.
starring Orson Welles, has opened
I

!

j

season in Brisbane with Italian
troupe currently touring New Zealand.

Bullen Bros, circus is getting
good trade in S.vdney. It’s a tworing affair with local and overseas
performers.
Ken Hall, Cinesound’s chief producer, is having his unit streamline
short pix for the overseas’ video
market. Pix w ill feature the Aussie scene.

i

Arthur Askey. British comedian,
has been booked bv Dave Martin

;

end of

1

for

his Tivoli loop.
He’ll open
this year and will bring out

four supporting players.

,

Jerry-

!

Connie Saw.ver on return date

I

!

‘

mm

!

I

i

RKO

|

.

,

,

I

j

j

at

Clover

('lub.

Jimmy

Zilo orch at Jantzen
Beach Park Ballroom.
Vie Palmer in town for one
niters and club dates.
Gene Krupa inked to follow- Zito
into Jantzen Ballroom.
al

The Eddie Lawrence Four
Diamond Horseshoe.

still

Connie Saw-yer playing a return
engagement at the Clover Club.
Lester Cole
and Debutantes
headlining Amato’s Supper Club.
Greyhound racing season opened
last week, bringing transient coin
into the area.

on membership.

It’s

Rodolfo Lowcnthal, European pit
has pacted with tht

producer,

Churubusco Studios here

to

makt

three pix in a series: Carlos Lopez
Moctezuma. O.scarcd as Mexico’s
best actor of 1948. tops the cast of
the first pic starting this monih.

Minneapolis
Viola

B.v liCS

Rees

Jefferson

at

Si

Paul

Flame.

season with “Streetcar
the

Sapphire Club.

I

I

Portland, Ore.
Owen has taken over

sliop

Sidne.v Pfeiffer. Variety’s Buffalo mugg. a visitor.
Lyceum. legit house, winds up

i

,

clo.scd

nixing all apiilications to join on
the ground that there are now
enough players for Mexican pix.

Named De-

sire.”

Sophie Tucker into Club Carnival with Folie Miller; Burnette and
Perry Martin orchestra.
Hotel Radi.s.son Flame Room ha*
Tito Guizar for rctum dale with
Danny Fergusoi orchestra.
Dorothy Lewis Ice Show opens
tenth annual summer run at Holet
Nicollet Minnesota Terrace June
10

.

Jimmy Nederlander. Lyceum
manager, returned to his home m
Detroit to re<-upcrate from
fred,
brother,
operaflnn.
His
pinchhitting for him.

.

WCCO launching contest to find
Northwest’s “lovclic.st and most
identical

tyvins” yvlth

Horace Heidt and his Philip make radio appearance and
Morris Talent Show set for Portin All. unAriritn TwinS
land early in July for Lions Club.
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manager

of the Gladstone Theatre, name combos garner a 16-26-yearK. C. film house.
old segment. Durlacher estimates
Survived by wife, and a brother, attendance at Riverside Park is
about 7,000 participants- and 20,000
spectators for each dance held
JACK C. GOODWIN
Jack C. Goodwin. 55, district there. The C'enlral Park Mall atmanager for New England Thea- tracts about the same. As an overtres, Inc., died at his home in Win- all figure for the season Durlacher
Chester, Mass.. May 27
thinks that a total of 1,000,000 terpA former theatre manager in sters and onlookers will have atScranton. Pa.; 'he' 'had' been iii ;r„ded”‘h!s "dancerbv "tl'ic ^lime the
charge ot
cnarge
of ir.eatres
theatres in Boston ana
and scason onHc
a,.o„ci
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ends in
Portland, Me.
He leaves his wife.
San Antonio Festival
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e
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n*
San
.\ntonio.
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31.
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circuits of the U.S. and Canada for
FRED STANLEY
Holly- many seasons, with the
th<
cast and
Fred Stanley, 58. former
coVrespondent for the ,N. Y. chorus often numbering 60 people.
He later assembled a large roller
S.^es'Vnd'VriUr of screenplays,
after MI.CII.1I1K
skating_ umt,
uiui, bringing
may AM,
26, aiiei
uiuibiuk this
ims type
lype oi
of
Hollywood, May
Iffin
in Hoiiywoou,
aipd
entertainment to Canada for the
attack.
..ffering a heart
he first time. He left vaudeville to
‘
Born in Derby, England,
in 1906, roadshc^w
silent
films,
notably
moved to Waltham, Mass.,
with which he toured!
-a the same year went to work as “Mickey
He retired 10
*"reDorter of The Newton (Mass.) North America.
years ago.
Crier.
Survived
by
wife,
son
and
^nbseauently, he organized ai
metrofor
daughter.
service
news
•iiburban
Boston papers. He worked
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Ripley. 55, creator

ILDEFONSO

iv,
in
addition,

"'f*
?ucovimbod"to“S
reJrt”aK'?ier?o“r'i:^
Reappeared Tuesday night (24)
in a television show on NBC. N. Y.,
ironically,

which,

S'

seeking

ously,

consent
cons

a

decree

been accumulated, TM.A liopes to
from the Government,
Rnd^pre
member of the set up the contract under which
Rodgers i.s a kpv
key mpi
De los Reyes produced a num- QoUd
\SCAP
and he and the .service organizations will be
a
QuUd
gmi aSCAP,
.stage shows at the Manila
her of .rtage
part experted to meet certain (pialificaHammerstein
are officers and _r
f
4 /\iic:A
%1/ninn
tni«2
__
which this
Opera House,
Grand
owners of Williamson Music. Both tions as to experience, background,
week was destroyed by a fire.
are also active in various other or- technical ability and reputation.
‘

y,

i

_

ganizations. including the Conunittee of Theatrical Producers, new

KlIRSTIN

a.

.

MARRIAGES

J.ine Ullimm to .Stuart
Goldproducers,
authors and‘'"’'“’u
He's
and Hammerstein have blatt. New York, .May 28.
.son of Harold M. Goldblatl. the
been vitally concerned with
inplpwood
^
di.stribution.
So the theatrical attorney.
theatre ticket distribution.
name of Angelita
professional
Mary Elizabeth Daw.son to Ro.ss
current scalping probe by ComHelena De Silva. She was marEUDAY L. BOWMAN
Park,
Shawncc-on-Delaware,
J.
ried to Sir John in 1889 and that
Euday L. Bow^man. fii. vet song- missioner of Investigations John
He’s a nicmbt'r of
year appeared with him in “Tlie writer! died in New York May 26. M. Murtagh is of major interest to Pa., May 24
Fred Waring’s Glee Club,
Only Way."
Details in Orchestra-Music sec- them, even if speculation on
Alice Sill to Carl Benson. ,St.
“South Pacific” seats were not the
Jost'ph.
Mich.. June
11.
He's
center of the .situation.
SHULIM SIGOLOFF
engineeiing
staff
witli
the
of
shulim Sigoloff, 86, former
EUGENE WEST
Benton
Harbor.
Mich.
WHFB,
owner of the Union Theatre, now
Eugene West. 66. songwriter and
Edna Mae Morgan to Leslie
bbi
^ unit of the St. Louis Amus. Co., former vaude performer, died in
.
w.
vii
Fenton, Tuc.son, May 21. Bride is
died at his home in St. Louis New York. Mav 26.
Tflifilit
t2St
•-w
Talent >
a screen actress; he’s a director.
May 23. after a heart attack.
Details in Orchestra-Music seccontinued from page 3»
Continued
Sigoloff became an exhibitor 20 Hon.
Harriet Vine to Robert Bruce
years ago, when he operated a
Douglas, New York. May 24. Bride
a
u *
.i
#
guest shots in order to pay
small hou.se in South St. Louis.
is a film actress; he's a legit actor.
Frank Pendleton. 67. former radio
He operated the Union for 25 years president of Local 47. American expenses for the tr‘P- However.
May Mann to Buddy Baer, .Ar-
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story behind the writing of “Taps.”
the military bugle call for the dead.
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she played leading parts oppoher actor-manager husband
highlighted the during mo.sl of his career under her

His extensive research for odditics in the news for his syndicated
cartoon series in his earlier career
provided him with a wealth of material, which he eventually used as
background for his radio stanzas.
However, it was really the tremenBedous popularity of his hook.
lieve It Or Not,” a compilation of
his cartoons, published by Simon
Schuster, which had fabulous sales,
that won him $100,000 a year con-

o
a

he's
s
he

,

illness.

I

Martin-Harvey, 80, widow
M“rtin-Harwy. died .t

i
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LOS REYES

1)E

Ildefonso tie los Reyes, 33, w.k.
stage producei died after a .brief

LADY MARTIN-HARVEY
T.ady

To facilitate still further the InTelevision Manufacturers Assn., recently - formed
group of set producers, has instituted a project aimed at e.stablishing
standard .service agreements and practices for fV
models.
First step is a survey of
service organizations and dealers
who service sets to establish a
uniform contract for the benefit
of both the public and the industry.
After the neeessar>’ data has

.stallation of .sets.

and board member of ASCAP,
with the telewhich is in a battle wi
vision companies and, simultanc-

i

j

ROBERT

.screen, sells for $1,595.

For in.stance, Hamfper.stein i.s
president of the Authors l.eague of

l

Robert

i

the various productions in the U. S.
and abroad of their "Oklahoma!”
and “Allegro.” they both have numerous UUIMUC
IIICIUU5
outside activities.
aviivuiea.

’

Allied States A.ssn. of

for interment.
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died in 1932.
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^i^ert Mannheimer. Jr., survives.

Motion Picture Exhibitors.
Rea mains were sent to Indianapolis
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daughter.
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America and pleading member of
He had been with the com- its subordinate Dramatists Guild,
pany
p^py for several years.
now in doubt.
whose legal status is no
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Albert Mannheimer, 63. director
of exchange operations for Film
Classics, died in New York, May

illnLs^
ng illness
Before moving to California he

from that com-

May

v

.

I

ALBERT MANNHEIMER

ic
he went to Metro as
i&
coun.sel for the A.ssociated
and at his ^^^in ne Theatre
leatre Owmers of Indiana and di-

,

plug-in base and lead-in wire for
attaching an antenna away from
the receiver.
Set i.s designed to
operate on either .AC or DC current.
U. S. Television, one of the
pioneers in projection sets for
public place.s. brought out two new
models this week.
One. with a
30x22’ 2-ineh screen. lists at !<!1.795,
while the other, with a 25\19-ineh

Contest is divided into three
groups, children, young people and
adults
adults.

t'Urothirs'"”

Sin.sheimer was the founder and
fir.st president of the Radio Execulives Club of New York.

J

In 1946

aerial for installation atop a portable ca.se, as well as a separate

last

lyn. N. Y.,

j

which

i

j

•

with the King Features syn-

dicate.
i

In 1919 Ripley married Beatrice
Follies.”
"Ziegfeld
of
They were divorced seven years
later and he never remarried. Surviving are a brother and a si.ster.

Roberts,

before leasing

it

to the

SLAC.
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WILLIAM STROIIBACH

|

William Strohbach. 57. film producer. died in Hollywood. May 24.
A native of New York, he went to
Hollywood in 1911 and two years
later entered the film industry as

;

•

IIENRY KIELL AYLIFF
Henry Kiell Ayliff, 77, British
actor-producer, died in Cambridge,
England, May 28.
Many of his productions were of

an

a.ssi.slant

to

Mack Sennett

Federation of Musicians, died
Mav 23 in Hollywood, following a

since then video has become the
prime reason because of its poten-

heart attack.
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and Mrs. David Friedkin,
Angeles. May 26. Mother
the former Audrey Westphall, of
the films; father i.s a radio writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wangerin,
daughter. Kansas City. May 19.
Father is business manager of
Kansas City Philharmonic orchesMr.

I

tra.

'

Mr. and Mrs. .Art Yagello, son,
Pittsburgh. .May 23. Father’s with
the Frank Natale orch.
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I

country were George
M.
”
Cohan’s “So This
Aiiia Is London
LtUIlllUIl,
"The
Money
*ney I^ender” and “Of Mice and
”
^en.”
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For several years she
h’Pd with Forbes-Robertson in
jj^'ied
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Shakespearean
repertoire.
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WILKES
Wilkes. 69, veteran show-

home in Toronto
fiJr
May 27. In his
younger years, he was organizer
•aa manager of the
Wilkes Musical
'^laiers which
toured the vaude
^
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plays she appeared in in
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State Park Commission.
Slate
Durlacher noted that since 1945
attendance at the park square
(jances has Increased five-fold over

MORRILL
65. died

in

axhihilion. tooling with his wife,
Klizahelh Morrill, in vaude.
For a number of years he was
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Viima Sherry
Mel Cole Ore
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.Mrs.

May

Dave Snyder,
23.

son,

Father’s on

staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hughes,
daughter. Chicago. May 24. Father
is an engineer at WBKB, Chi.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Forward, son,
Santa Monica, May 24. Father Is
a radio announcer.
Mr. and Mr.v. Herb Hendler,
daughter, New York. .May 30. Father is with RCA-Victor in N Y.
Mr and Mrs. .Abner Greshler,
York. May 30.
daughter. New

Hall
.Snyder Orr

cauw

Ed 9 *wat.r Beach
h Ed9«wat«r’^*»e«ch
H
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Morlno Ore
,juudy Morino
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Fe^ie
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Mr. and
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Albany.
Survived by wife. son. daughter
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was "La Tonta Del Bote,

and stellar;
several of Oscar Wilde's

legit

York. May 28.
Lindquist, New
Bride is a secretary at the William
Morris agency.
Izcnore Dc Koven to Ira Cirkcr,
Both are legit
in N. Y.. May 29.
actors, bride being daughter of
stage-radio actor Roger De Koven.

also a P"'

Othello

he's

Mary Jane Chamberlin

1
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In

Son";

artist; he's a film editor.

Bride is
non-pro.

films, who haven’t been working
too steadily, are consequently lak*ng every opportunity to get on the
kine.scope in order to get more film
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ow-ned by ManCIu
Patio Night Club,
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suil
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fresco dances will be held at
j
dress, died
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in. j..
Newark N
J May
Mav
Riverside Park. 105th .street and
ADEN READ
^ HADEN
Ed Durlacher.
drive.
.56. former vaude
lead. .56,
Riverside
Known in the theatre as Marian
H. Iladen Read.
DSIIft Npvt WwiowP
Rillc
Will®
DIIIO
Pitts- nrow
f'»rey. she was
anist. died in
I.
T
Soiiare
Square Dance
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pre^y of thp
born in London and and cafe pianist,
Unable to obtain
played for many years in Great burgh. May *24.
Assn., w ho has been in |L-^^ Continued from pas* 34
Britain and in Australia before work as a pianist, he had 6*'®^ charge of all the previous dances,
fjio' ia Bondy
H*l<int«
coming to the United States with working "s an-odd-job lalwrer
^^vhey regalia again
^
A Morkan
her husband, Walter, an actor.
Hour#
'^5"
King
su7.anne Kink
a «*!,***?»
nla worked in nightclub. Ihis year. Beside giving quadrilles Su7.anne
O
Barelay Allen
Among her roles on the foreign years ago and
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Riverside Park every MonT < S De Marro
Ullv Chandler Ore
and taverns ot^nally.
Margaret Phelan
Durlacher calls ’em
night!
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My

in Vallauris,
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foiroer Gertrude Homewood. They
li»d , son and two daughters.
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.Santa Barbara, May 28.
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Milton Bcrle is now a
valuable film property and producers are having the N. Y. hemeoflatent .scouts studying possibilothers. Those already in
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former boxer, now
nitery performer.

refarniliarizing their
producers. The acts are
in

Frank O. Hambcrg, 89. former taking these a.ssignments despite
sea captain and technical advisor the fact that video pays consideron oceanic films at Paramount, ably less than radio work and many
died May 24 in Hollywood.
vaude dates outside of

i

t u
Daughter. 2. of Charles St^ John.
making Keystone comedies.
In later years he was with Para- announcer at KCNC, M. Worth.
recent
the
during
died
there
Texas,
Re(now
Mascot
RKO,
mount
Shakespearean works including a
modern dress version of “Hamlet.” public', Universal and Monogram, flood, which claimed 10 lives.
which was afterwards given in
Father, 74. ot William C. Thomas.
Vienna, with Alexander Moi.ssi.
JACK GOODWIN
Another outstanding
production
Jack Goodwin, .55. di.strict mana- Him producer, died .May 24 in
was "The Barretts of Wimpole ger of the North Shore territory of Hollywood.
Street.”
New England Theaters. Inc., died
Thomas Napier. 80. former clanHe produced all the plays for after a heart attack on .May 25 at
nctist. died May 26 in Columbus. O.
the Malvern Fe.stival from its in- Winchester. Mass,
auguration in 1929 until 1933, and
—
Before joining the M. and P
..
gain during 1938 and 1939.
Theatre chain 20 years ago. he
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annual able” field with a model listing at
“Square Dance Fe.stival’’ will be $17905.
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.staged here .starting June 2, at the portables now on the market, the
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low price being made possible by
Set
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as does the new RC.A set, only TV.
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Mr and Mrs. Sidney Gai’field,
York. May 29.
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SCALPING FUROR CLIPS LEGITS
Low-Priced Disk Labels Held
Proving Ground for
Number

of low-priced labels

New

now>

going into the retail record field
figure to be a boon to new artists
who heretofore haven’t been able
to secure recording contracts,, plus
older talent that has been cutting*
off and on for various labels but
which never got much of a chance
at good material
Cheaper-priced disks. Varsity,
Spotlight. Hi-Tone, Decca’s Vocalion and now Columbia's Harmony
sides, are retailed at* such a price
as to preclude the possibility of
using established artists who demand guarantees against royalties.
Hence, the companies must use the

,

|
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Keys Opening More Vaude Houses

Artists

„

__

By HOBE MORRISON

MargflC Hart KenOUnceS
^trinmnoMnpping fnr
lOF MrawnatS

1

I

Hollywood, June
.

marrying ex-p.a. Seaman
now a Coast, scripter. She
will play strawhat dates in the east

\
’

instead.
Deals offered were similar to tho.se given Gypsy Rose Lee

'

now

'

touring

with

the

•

Royal

1

j

,

show would naturally dwindle to
some extent at this time of year.

i
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j

j

j

R&H

London, June 7.
•
There may be four Rodgers and
Hammerstein
musicals
running
simultaneously in London next

PROS AND CONS ON TV’S

;
'

including
the
RodgersHammerstein production of “Annie
Get Your Gun,” playing to smash
attendance as It starts its third
year in the West End. It’s believed
no other composer-lyricist team
ever had such a record.

,

INROADS ON SPORTS

I

With “Carousel” due to open at
the Drury Lane next midwinter,
“Oklahoma!” W’ill continue its run
at another theatre. Both are being
presented by Hugh Beaumont (H.
M. Tennentl, In association with
the Theatre Guild. “Annie Get
Your Gun” is at the Coliseum, as
a presentation of Emile Littler, in
association with Rodgers & Hammerstein.
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Both Beaumont and
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Littler, be-

I

1

1

1

*

Meantime, no one

has any inside track or first call,
but an agre^ement will depend on

terms and what West End manage-

ment seems able

to give the

the best production.

the

——

I

;

sides several other London manigements, are angling for Rodgers
and Hammer.stein’s present Broadway smash, “South Pacifle.” but
Ihe author-producers are Inclined
to wait a while before disposing
rights.

New’ York football night radio half-hour for Luckies.
As with Ed Wynn, who starts a
Giants this week following the lead
Philadelphia Eagles in once-weekly half-hour on CBS-TV
of the
banning television next season, the in the fall. Benny’s video programs
(Continued on page 63)
problem of TV’s effect on the gate
r
at sports events continued up in
the air. Several college teams, ineluding Rutgers, are known to be
regarding tele w'arily for next season, but Notre Dame has already
signed a deal for DuMont to air its
five biggest games next season.
Whetlier the sports promoters L
large-screen theatre
will^ permit

With

j

televising of their events, meanwhile. may he decided on the basis
of an experimental pickup of the
Giants-Sl. Louis Cardinals’ baseball game at the Broadway Paramount theatre today (Wed.). Demonstration is to be staged by the
Par management for the Theatre
Owners of .America-Molion Picture
Assn, of America tele committee.
Several top sporis execs, notably
from ba.seball, are slated to sit in.
Football Giants announced itr
decision Monday (6) at a N. Y

luncheon at Tootr
At the same meet
(Continued on page 56)

sport.swrlters’
Shor's eatery.

show
i

tant holdings.
^

idea is for acts that have hit with
greatest impact to be offered a con(Continued on page 56)

;

being demonstrated here

attend

the

American Medical Assn,

Metro s Wrench

j

annual
conven-

tion.

I

j

I

Specialized societies holding preconvention sessions as well as the
meetings In conjunction with the
huge convention brought In as

many

film

projectors,

almost,

Into

as

NBCs Hour

Giveaway Show

they did stethoscopes.
Hollywood. June 7.
Operations performed at the .AtJack Benny will head east during
lantic City hospital are teing transoriginate
the
September
to
late
mitted over telephone wires to
first two shvows of his Lucky Strike
television series from N. Y. Series specially constructed television sets
preems Oct. 6 via CBS-TV. with located in the big auditorium tiiat
the comedian scheduled to do two the delegates can witness them in
Thursday night airing full color.
a month.
Along with television there are
has been set to ease the load, since
Benny will continue his Sunday three film houses in operation in

(Continued on page 63)

winter,

of the

From

London

By Next Winter

is

his week as 16,000 doctors, augmented by families and reiiresentafives of hundreds of exhibiting

Benny TV Preem
N.Y. in Oct.

Prnmrfnr^
lUJCLIUI
1

Atlantic City. June 7.
Films and television are playing
an increasingly important role in
medical and Ofcher conventions.

This

Kansas City, San Francl.sco. Chicago (Palace), Indianapolis, Omaha.
Dayton, and virtually every other
town where the chain has impor-

Anaesthesia,

ViiIda
Hill
VlUCUy 1Film

companies,

Tuners

Likely in

,

Scalpel,

...

.

.

Medico Chant: ‘Forceps,

For that reason, it was expected
that the sale backlog might recede
from $100,000 level of about three
months ago to around $75,000. But
the abrupt sag is sobering.
The advance for “South Pacific.”
which as the most-in-demand show
has been the center of attention
during the agitation, has apparIt is now
ently been hurt also.
about $300,000, whereas it w'as exafter
increase
the
pected
to
^Continued on page 08)

on

|

4

times.
of the
Palace, theatre entrepreneurs feel
that the good b.o, is a direct result
of the “change from a buck” p«)licy
V. hich calls for a 9.5c weekday top.
If other theatres are to institute a
similar policy they’ll have to prune
talent budgets to a level almost in
line with that of the Palace with
it.s $4,000 top talent expenditures.
This type of thinking Is rcfleclod
in
HKO’s desire to institute a
similar policy in hou.ses throughout the country.
RKO Theatres
veepee Sol A. Schwartz is considering touring the cream of the act.s
that have played the Palace In theatres
throughout the country.
.Among the possibilities for a tour
are Boston. Cleveland, Cincinnati,

'

American Shows.

'

lutionary lines foi* these
“Lig^htnin’ ” Musical .Aside from the glamor

^

Mi.ss Hart Is set to come in from
best names available at flat salathe Coast to appear at the Rialto,
ries per side but no guarantees.
Hoboken, as lead in “Rain.”
It means that the
lower-priced
labels
could
become
training
grounds for new talent and provFord Cancels ‘Edward’
ing grounds for old. Any artist
who has a recording mike avail Telecast
Claim Of
able is a candidate for prominence
via a hit disk or two. No one ever
knows from what quarter a hit
Boxoffice ‘Opposition’
platter ’.vill come, as evidenced by
For the first time in television’s
the number of indies which develhistory, pre.ssure from a major film
oped clicks during and after the company has forced the cancellawar. And the same could happen
tion of an upcoming TV play which
with the new lower-priced labels,
has also been filmed. Play is “EdBriefly, it’s possible that the
ward, My Son,” which the Kenyon
cheaper platters could become a
& Eckhardt ad agency decided
boon to the lagging recording in- yesterday (Tues.i
to pull from its
dustry.
scheduled CBS-TV airing Monday
(13>
night
at
Metro’s request.
Metro’s film of that title is current at Radio City Music Hall,
N. Y.
Hour-long legiter had been scheduled for CBS-TV next Monday
night (13) as the season clincher
for the “Ford Television Theatre”
series. Play was to star Robert Morley, Ian Hunter and Leueen McGrath. all from the original Broad-

Continuation of high grosses at
Palace. N. Y.. has startled
into thinking along revo-

lie

showmen

Musical version of “Lightnin’."
the Frank Bacon play which once
held the long-run record on Broadway. is slated for production next
The
winter by Robert L. Redd.
latter, producer of the Dean Martin-.Ierry Lewis program, and other
ing.
radio shows,
has obtained' the
Specifically, the advance sale
... i
^ j
f^'om John Golden, who piefor “Mister Robert .s” has shrunk
sented
the
play
originally and conto only about $3.5,000 since the
scalping probe by John M, Mur- trols the property.
Redd, w'ho has not concluded
tagh. N. Y. commissioner of invesdeals for the adaptation and score,
tigation. put the ticket situation
figure.s the show will cost about
on the front pages. It’s conceded
that the advance for a longrun $ 200 000

7.

Margie Hart, divesting diva, has
fumed down several offers from
cuinivals to do her strip act, but
has renounced peeling ever

'

I

K. L. Redd Slates

Continued public clamor about
ticket abuses in the legitimate
theatre on Broadway is reacting
harmfully on the boxoffice, it’s
believed.
The effect is most
severe on mail orders, in the
However,
opinion of producers.
advance window sale is being
hit and currenl trade is also suffer-

,

i

Low-Cost ‘Palace Policy

SHIES SLOWED

Hollywood. June

7.

Metro’s "it’s-all-or-nothlng-at-aH’*
edict

to

NBC

appears

to

have

a wrench into the current
plan for a July teeoff of the new
6()-minute Sunday night giveaway

thrown

show, tempomrily titled “Hollywood Calling.”
That’s the Hollywood -originating
Here the doctors
the auditorium.
can see educational and scientific show which will spotlight different
film

films.

The

AMA

films every

stars

each

w'eek,

with

is showing medical studio
personalities making
morning and afternoon.
(Continued on page 63)
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Gyp

’n

Take

Is

On

VrJnctilay, June 8, I 949

Bridgeport's ‘Barnnns’

for Real in Paris;

Francophile Showfolk Deplore Greed
More hurt than peeved aree
American show biz returners who

I

I

I

Clan Kay Kilts Danny

irpori that the gyp-and-take is on
in Paris, to the degree that it
makes them wonder at the shortsi ulncd ness of a country which is
S' ill enjoying Marshall Plan financing. Yet the Americans are the
hardest bilked, because they have
the hard dollar. The gyp is on
lor real in the class hostelrles, reexceptr
tail rants and smart shops
ing that the latter seem to be
MilVering most because there’s little left for shopping since the basic
necessities for passage money, hotel rooms and food garner most
ol the vacation budget.
There are case histories by the
<lo/tns of accommodations “costing
luiee as much and service being
.•Sit' r
less," because the tourist traflic is so terrific that the usually
elficient valets and femmes des
eiiainbres either can’t handle it or
To sort of
jii-^i don’t give a durn.
add insult to injury are such petty

I

June

When Danny Kaye

visits

7.

Scottish

Perth on a
he will be taken to see the
North Inch, site of the famous

‘Variety’s’

the Clan Kay <or
fought the rival clan Chattan.
A civic w'elcome awaits
Kaye. He is to be invited to
wear the kilt.

Westport Mugg

His First Spiel Tour
HUMPHREY DOULENS

On

WEEK

!
.565lh
Porformance*
All-time long run recora

By

Trotting expensive prima donnas
over the land for the past 15
years as a concert lour manager
inspired some luxurious ideas. Hav“BLACKOUTS OF 1949"
ing just concluded a first circuit
Cal.
Hollywood,
Theatre,
Capitan
El
in cardinal
as a lecture spieler
ink my ideas have changed. WaitAnd now In world-wide release
ing limousines, airships and the
“BILL .‘l.ND
Ambassador East just don’t go w ith
Ken Murray’s
Academy Award Film
the fees fed matinee spielers.
I’ve handled more than 7,50 appearances for Lily Pons, Dorothy
un forget table
and the
Kirsten
In

the

i

all

‘

KEN MURRAY’S

Local Boy Godfrey Makes

I

—

j

Good

in D.C.

Homecoming;

—

I

I

COO”

Proceeds to Juve Cause

'

j

Washington. June

7.

Crowd of 6.000 filled the D. C.
Armory Saturday night >4) for the
Arthur C'.odfrey Homecoming show.
Show was to raise funds to combat juve delinquency in the Washington area, and was tied in with

i

Pasternak

the National Celebrities Ctolf Tournament, whose receipts went to the
same cause, .\rmory was scaled at
$1. $2. .S4 and $5, with Godfrey not
touching a penny of the take and
even picking up the tab for flying

I

Baronova.

•

Omar

Bradley.

Gen.

Staff; All.

golf
Sec. of the Treasury

Limdon ortice, who had flown to
the U. S. with her. They returned
to l.ondon over the weekend.
Mjss Baronova, Ballet Russe
leading dancer, also danced in the
Broadway musical, “Follow the

Show

I

j

I

j

cast nor telecast, was one of the
best bigtime entertainments staged

emceeing
Godfrey
with
here,
throughout, and Hope grabbing the
('.iris
She turned legit actress, to top mitt action for his gags. “Talplay in “Dark Eyes" in summer ent Scout" format was used in inAll the
slock, repeating in the play last troducing tlie name stars.
>ear in England. Her ex-husband. names were here playing in the
Severn, was co-producer on the golf tourney, together with Bing
British venture with Linnit &. Dun- ('ro‘iby and others who did not

!

'

1

1

1

'

.show at the

lee.
I

Hyde, Vidors, Lolly Back
Rita-Aly Hoopla

Leading the trek back from
France following the Rita Hayworth-.My Khan wedding. Johnny
Hyde. Miss Hayworth’s agent, arrived in New York Monday (6) on

!

llie last leg

,

Armory.

I have battered the management of
the Battle House in Mobile, con- sire” is another hit legiler whose
is
cealed Miss Moore’.s cookstove In sale
being delayed by an
a hundred hotel clo.scts, doused the asking price of $450,000 or higher,
airconditioning on the entire 201 h hut which will probably go for
an Im- iK*ar that.
Joe Pasternak, back from a Century Limited, sneaked
When the Hollywood
provident opera troupe out of Chamonth in Europe with his wife on nutc, Kansas, in the middle of the wave began to hit hard economy
in
1947
a combined business-holiday trip, night, even found Yogurt for my most story eds thought that the
divas in places like Burlington, days of $200,000 or more for a play
is of the opinion that ‘If every
American went to Europe just for Iowa, Now I’m the one who needs or $100,000 for a novel were tivi r.
a tour manager. When I started As a matter of fact, the mimher of
a couple of days he’d see how
out on my own Chautauqua last .such buys has decreased considerlucky we all are never to leave month I couldn’t find Edinboro, ably. However, with much of the
the U.S."; and '2>. "that pictures Pa., the first night, I didn’t have story material that was on studio
should be made in no place but my contract, nor an atlas, didn’t shrives now used up and a dearth
know where I was to speak, nor of new stuff in sight, compi tition
Hollywood.”
for the little available is gradually
for how much.
The veteran Metro producer-dipushing up the price level again.
It’s a lonely life. loo. No piano
rector thinks "it’s throwing good
A paradoxical twist ha.s occurred
American dollars after bad francs, tuner to gab with, no fans, no as the result of the demand for
press,
no wrangling, no threelire and even pounds in an effort to
economy. Smaller stories arc bringrecapture .some of our frozen funds sheets to check, no winds to stop, ing higher prices than big ones.
under that line of rea.soning.” He no ultimatums to cope with. Maybe The demand Is so great for yarns
thinks the European film produc- if 1 had slides it would be better. that can be produced cheaply that
tion methods are antiquated and Mrs. L. C. Naff, manager of Hy- studios, by competition, are pushthat Hollywood, not for nought, man’s in Nashville, thinks so; so ing up the prices on them. It used
leads the world in film production. does Elmer Wilson in Pasadena.
to be that stories for “big
picFally Markus would have liked
tures brought big coin and those
Pasternak’s
third
observation my act. When
fie booked Christian- for small
ones minor folding green.
echoes common opinion that “we
sen’s Horses people got horses. I
Now the situation has reversed itwork hard to make a few dollars got into
this teatime circuit on a
self.
for a plea.su re trip and the Eurorebound. There are plenty of "A"
Evidence of this was scon durpeans w(uk hard at taking it away
names around who are billed to ing the past week when 2()th Fox
from you.” He was shocked by the
speak on the theatre. But most of paid $50,000 for S. K. Laurens’
prices in hotels, restauiants, etc.,
the time they drone on about the “Storks
Do Not Bring Baiiics.'*
which "are even more expensive
Ruml Plan or the next Monetary High fees still being paid for magthan the toniest hostelrles and eatConference, and the dear chair- azine yarns Is also evident in Paraeries in New York."
ladies begin wiring New York: mount’s
purcha.se last we*k of
Pasternak, whose .Ann Sothern- “Please, doesn’t anyone talk
about "Manhattan Madness” by Th»*mas
Jane Powell co-starrer “Nancy show business any more’/’’
An a.s- Walsh. Mag serial brought $.50,000.
Goes to Rio rolls June 20. looked sociate in Edna Giesen’s
office at
over the French capital in an 18- Columbia
Lectures
passed
the
day .stay with an eye for back- wires on
to me and I volunteered.
grounds on “Nancy Goes to Paris,”
Paris Runaround
I give them Ma.son & Keeler 'and
Picture will probably go into proJane Cow'I; the Nash girls, both
By Borrah Minevitch
duction late this year w'ith Miss
Mary and Florence; and Geraldine
Powell in a top role.
Farrar, Ella Bradna and her Act
Paris, .lime 3.
Pa.slernak left for the Coast SunBeautiful and George M. Gohnn,
Nancy Carroll looking like an
day '.51 after arriving on the Queen
Lee Cobb and Jo Mielziner. I hum ingenue in a picture hat and a
Mary last week with anolher Metro
the opening of “The Five O’f’lock grandmother to be any minute yet!
producer. Jack (himmings and latGirl” and the finaletto of, “Lillie
Josenhine Baker will reopen the
ler’s wife 'R-tty Kcrrii.
Jessie James.” and sometimes 1 new Embassy Club in N. Y. C
Cummings made an extensive do a scene from “The Shanghai
Calling all wolve.s <all breeds',
three-month Fairopean junket tak- Ge.sture” or “The Turn
of the the Wally Wanger chorinis '8)
ing
in
London. Paris, Naples, Tide.” And I try my best to de- opening Monte Carlo, July
Rome. Venice. Milan, Lucerne! scribe the staging of
Steady: Annahella and Mike Ro“Summer and
Brussels and .Antwerp.
Smoke” or a last rehearsal of “Sa- manoff (not ours) together.
lome” at the Met with Reiner and
'"SomeDirector
Radvyani’s
Ljuba Welitsch, They like to hear where in Europe”), his next puabout show business.
ture, will tell a story similar to
15 Years
And I try to answer questions., Gary Davis. Italy shooting
Ilya
I.opert
and the Fiyuh
not profound ones mind you, but
John Mason Brown, of the Eve- about casts and revivals and when Cinema Committee feuding over
ning Post, and Kate Cameron. Larry Schwab decided to change the dais dignitaries dinner seating
Daily News, were the respective the name of "Lady Fair to “The for the first French-won Oscar predrama and film erilics’ winners in Desert Song,” or the whereabouts sentation (“Monsieur Viiuinl
Germany looming as the gold
Variety annual boxscore.
of Cecil Spooner; the .Stamford
cast of Clenience Dane’s “Mari-' spot of 49-’50 in the foit ign pix
receipts picture.
/Mdicnrioa.s tn-re that radio in ners," in the order
of their ap1934 irnuid reap a record $100,- pearance, or correct
Jerome Livingston (T.yons agenthe impres000,000 front advertisers.
sion that it was GeiTrude Mac- cy v.p.i and William Morris amDonald who sang "Waiting for the bassador Joe McGee talking shop
Broadway legit had a good sea- Train” in “Tip Toes." It was Jean-, at the George Cinq bar.
Easy docs it: Jacques Gritiieff
son. and
especially encouraging ette.
was the tact that Hollj'wood shelled
Mi.ss Giesen of Columbia says auditioning the Continent
out around $R00.0(Kj in buys of she already ha.s
The Tour D’Argenl restaurant
.some dates for
its
Broadway shows.
next season. This lime 1 hope, in will celebrate the serving of
dale vsith
a. way, that they are on the Milner 200,000th duck day &
shindig
Vet film artor Lew Cody was
Maxim’s
anniversary
50th
Hotel time. Maybe I can make a
found dead in his home, vicfew dollars, but then 1 couldn’t end June.
tim of a heart attack. He was
What price film; .Alex D'.Arcy
wear my black fedora and my stickhis Rivera
47
pin. And just trouping plain like spent 23.000 bucks on
hut has a
!

Chief of
C. Clark; pro
Sne.ad. and

John Snyder.
which was neither broad-

,

Grace Moore through the years.

I

I

Army

Tom

champ Sammy

1

•

la.‘;t week and was divorced
his “Talent Scouts" show down
Tuesday '31) in Sheridan. Wyo.. from .New York.
from Jerry Severn (Sevastianov),
Local audience also got an eyeonetime Ballet Theatre director. ful and earful with the appearance
Next day iWed.), Miss Baronova of such names as Morion Downey,
was married in Sheridan to Cecil Jane Russell, Bob Hope, Gen.

(loidon Tennant, director of Laurence Olivier Productions and partner in the Myron Selznick agency’s

On

European Prod.

l.ondon

I

”

;

I

Mariners
introducing
the
In
quartet of his "Talent Scouts,”
Clodtrcy .sounded off once more
agam.st the D. .^. R. as he had done
a week or so before in New York
on his radio show. Godfrey told
the Washington audience in no uncertain terms that he was forced
to play in the Armory instead of
the
Constitution
Hall
because
D. A. R. would not permit the
Mariners, with its two Negro singers. to appear on Stage. His explanation drew a big hand.

.

j

1

j
I

'

”

!

i
'

I

Show wound up with Hope

lead-

ing the big house in singing
Lang Sy ne for Godfrey, a
boy.

"Auld

’

I

local

nor was she intended for
make at least one
release via her
Beck worth Productions unit. Hyde,
besides being v.p. of the William Jones Repeats Success
Morris agency, is v.p. of Beckwort li.
At London Palladium
('olumbia
director
Charles
I^ondon, June 7.
\ idor and his wife iDoris Warneri
left
Allan Jones repeated his last
London yesterday (Tues.) by
pl.ine for N. Y.
Because of in- years .'iuccess at the Palladium
Miffieient air transport facilitie.s. last night 'Mon.', earning a warm
«iue to the ma.ss of newspaper and ox-.ition foi- his varied program of
.\ct was highlighted by his
lu.ig writers taking up all the Air song.s.
Donkey Serenade,”
France flights to th'e ceremonies. rendition of
Khan had to send up his private and « duct with his w'ife, Irene
plane to the Vidors to get them to Hcr\ cy.
the Riviera from Paris.
Loiadla
Bonah Mincwitch’s Harmonica
I'aisons gets in from France to- Ra.scals. with .lohnnie Puleo; Larry
tiiorrow and will stay in N. Y. one Griswold and George Riley, and
#l;iy
before heading back to the Helene Heller w'ere also promi(
'oast.
nently billed and well-received.
l«'i(lay.”

the role but will
a .\ear for Col

Subscription Order

Form

Enclosed find check for %
Please Send

politics.

3,722

legitimate tliealre.

BARONOVA WEDS
LONDONER IN WYOMING

•

music and

Chautauqua Travail Of

which
Quehele)

clans in

the

of

battle

IRINA

of a 12,000-mile Hollywood-Paris round trip by plane.
Before leaving for the Coast today
U ed.l Hyde nixed reports that
Miss Hayworth was to be the lead
in Columbia Pictures’ “Born Yes-

tising,

I

the

town of
pleasure visit June

Highland

9.

'Continued on page 56)

From

Edge Up Again
Prices for screen rights to books
plays and originals have stabilized
thcm.selves on a much higluji- level
than was anticipated when the
surge for economy In film production was initiated a couple of years
ago. Story editors agreed on that
point this week.
While no actual ceiling on prices
has developed, since it always depends on how much a studio wants
a particular story or play, it is genreally felt that a good legiler can
still
bring between $200,000 and
$2.50.000. and a top novel up to
about $150,000. Originals have
been getting $.50,000 and higher.
Exceptional plays will bring even
higher prices and the limit probably will soon be tested. Virtually
every -company is anxious to acquire Sidney Kingsley’s “Detect ive
Story,” current Broadway liit. However. Kingsley is asking $4.50 ooo
plus 15% of the profits.
.Siudio.s
feel that price is too high and have
laid off.
Story eds admit the possibility,
however, of a sale at
$450,000 without the percentage
provision.
“Streetcar Named De-

j

Gla.sgow.

—

ballerina and
Irina
legit actress, flew to the U.S. from

i^rint

.^ivlipi IPriroc
1 IVVO

7.
Bridgeport. June 7.
("Oscars”) will be
handed out to top showmen at the
first annual festival honoring Phi*
neas T. Barnum which opens here
Friday »10) for five days.
Silver statuette is being awarded
in the fields of films, radio, television, show biz, publishing, adver-

“Bamums”
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Regular Subicripfion Rotes
Two Yoors~$18.00
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\ EARS'

James Craig,
Variety drama

of the
critics

.Vlail.

led the

boxscore

154

WMf 44tli

P^niETY

StrMf

Mow

York

If, N. Y.

Sal-

In

’

Janis’ company
were the
Tiller Girls, Layt4»n it Johnstone,
Trevor
Harris, and baritone

K

Hollywood, .lunc 7.
Spike Jones and Tiarry .Sherman
are talking an indie pic deal, with
possible start next April, after
Jones finishes a .string ot personals.

On Monday

Walter Pidgeon.
t

'6i

he

Curran, San Francisco.

opened

(16m Kodachromei

$2,300,000 cast (Boyer,

marr, Rita, etc

Know-how;

Spike Jones* Indie Pic

"Elsie Janis at Home” opened at
the Queen's theatre, London, and
!VIis.s

Inc.

.'hort

still

at

the end of the .season, with .677.

looked like a financial surcem.
-

that, would John Chapman
call
me “The Rich .Man’s
maggi’.”’

AGO

at

Lamoui

.

La-

).

Ed

Gruskin

'ECA

Radio head) doing his job faster
than ECA theirs.
Jules Levey went direct from
the airport to the George V bar.
his briefcase. calle<l a pub
stenographer, and started making

opened
deals.

S.
has the 1
"Lapland. another “Nanook of llic North.”

Busier

Collier

rights with

UA

”

to

»

WediM«d«y* June

PK

8,

Allied Miffed at

Snnbbiiffi Indies in

Favor of

Heineman May

TOA

Francis

|

Indie Producers’

diseu.s-

session

him

and

Exclusively Tied

pic contained a disparaging scene
about Spani.sh Army ofl'lcers and
protested .noisily in front of the

pends in part on pending effoila
to arrange a sale of the company.
As It has worked out, Heineman

theatre.

Pic has been
Spain.

banned

over

all

is
losing nothing or practically
nothing by the slash from $1,500

a week to $1,000 which he agreed
to accept for 12 weeks.
A corollary to that arrangement was that
he was to get a percentage of
gross billings over a certain figure
and the company’s busine.ss has

As one major excc

said

'

i

Possibilities

!

beginning to think we’re kidding
ourselves.
It’s time we got more
(Continued on page 24)

I
'

!

H’WOOD

^

I

,

Tw'entieth-Fox prez Spyros P.
Skouras flies to Paris today (Wed.)
on the first leg of an eight-week
'junket that will take him to nine

,

different

I

I

i

I

1

I

Koifle.

.Messina,

.Athens.

(Continued on page

UA

his first

tended

to

the

Europe since he

at-

several

installation

CAESAR OFFERED
1-A-YEAR 20TH PACT

Comedian Sid Caesar has been

TV show', and would return
the latter when it resumes in
providing, of course, that
there are no legit or film commitments, His contract with Admiral
gives him an out for legit or films.
Cae.sar’s first pic under the deal
would he "Tumed Up Toes.” with
Paul Douglas and Jean Peters, but
he wants a couple of specialties
included for him in the pic befoi'e
Revue”

1

14)

FOURSOMEING ABROAD
Columbia prexy Harry Cohn and
wife are scheduled to leave
30 for a vacation
trip to England. France. Italy and

his

would

he

and his wife. Grant

is

Cohn's per-

sonal attorney.

Four.some expects to be away
about seven weeks. It will be a vacation jaunt, although it is expect
cd that Cohn will look into the
film situation in each of the counit ries he visits.

,

FAP represent
Circus.
.lohn Ringling North, circus topper. with whom Pickman came
cast to huddle.
Deal is set with a major studio,

have

'

it

is

understood,

if it is

similar deal
but dropped it

a

to

abandon further production.
Pickman will probably return

lo

the Coa.st tonight (Wedne.sda>

‘Birth’

10

Wilcox

Yanked

in

!

at

KAYE’S

»,

TO PLUG

Buff

Buffalo, June 7.
of "Birth of Nation” reissue

the

Vogue was terminated

last

week

after only one showing berau.se of protest's against how the
Him depicted Negro activities in
post-Civil War South,
Promoters of the film shopped
around locally for an outlet, with

two theatres turning down
the picture flat because of anticipated protests from Urban League
and Board of Community Relations.
Picture was yanked at Vogue after about 100 telephone calls and
at

been

least

other protests w'ere received claiming the picture w'as derogatorv
to
Negrocb.

*

Warm

weather, transportation Last-named is generally strong Inil
and mild product are un - ste.ady to okay category in some
dermining the national boxoffice spots.
“Sorrowful .Tones” (Par* and
this session. Fact that schools still'
are in session in most key cities “Colorado Territorx” (WB* shape
and that the yen to get outdoors as potentially best of newcomers.

seeking cash
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strikes
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Chatter
Film Reviews ....

62
18

1

!

now

I

i

Latter, of course, received a real
by getting an
claboiate
boost
I

)

ONE-NITERS

WB nLM

around the keys will be dressed
up in well-ballybooed caravan .style
as part of the film’s promotional
push being mapped by Mori Blumveepee.
WB’s • pub-ad
cnstock.
Comic has a percentage deal with
WB on his pix,
Kaye's current schedule, following his London Palladium engagement. calls tor one-week stopovcr.s
In
Glasgow, beginning June 6;
Manchester. June 13; Birmingham.
*June 2U; and Liverpool, June 27.
I

‘Stratton/ ‘Barkleys/

Iiif.

I'rr.'lileiit

West

IC(k

—

T.AKirTY,

»».

ViO

are the
just
is very strong
biggest handicap.s to firstrun trade
at present.
again js
.M-G
"Stratton Story"
pacing the field for the siwond
week in a rou. And again “BarkU.S.
leys of Broadway” (M-G) is strong
second place winner. Both grabbed
HIS
about same amount of coin, but
After completing his summer "Stratton” is showing best alllour of British cities. Danny Kaye around strength, although in fewer
will be launched on a scries of keys currently.
Third position monev is going to
theatre one-niters during October
conjunction with the preem of “Home of Brave” tUA'. which is
ill
his initial pic for Warner Bros.. now doing rousing trade in three
Times.” Kaye’s circuit cities, N. Y.. Chicago and L. A.
’’Haiiiiy

When Negroes Complain
Run

has

Wrrklj

Mllvprm.m,

S'(!

1&4

r:«Klat»rr<1

nv StMK SIl.VKHMAN

rOf.\l*Kl>
rublUi>it‘«l

I

‘Brave/ ‘Champion/ ‘Belvedere/ ‘Laredo’ Tops

was attempting

for the pix. cither via an outright
sale of the American rights to a
distrib or an advance against a
percentage. In the event he is unsuccessful in closing such a deal.
11
is understood probable tha’ one
or both of the films will go to
United .Artists for di.stribution on
a straight percentage basis.

several years ago.

when he decided

obtained

on deals he
negotiate.

oka\'

acceptable

H
to North and his attorneys.
would include rights to use a stor>’
in'.olving the circus and all the
Big Show’s acts and paraphernalia.
David O. Selznick was negotiating

Warm

Mark

Tr«(l«

'

National Boxoffice Survey

Bailey

it.

other countries on the Continent.
Going with them are .Arnold Grant
I

:

'

do

New York June

Herbert Wilcox arrives in New' months ago of Athenagoras 1 as
North Still Wants to Do
York by air from London today new primate of the Greek OrthoMrs.
(Wednesday) in an effort to finalize dox Church in .Athens.
Ringling Circus Film deals for distribution in the U.S. Skouras will acompany him.
and
of his “Spring in Park Lane”
Milton Pickman, of the Feri'y &
“C’ourtneys of Cur/.on Street.” BritPiekman agency, has been in New
producer, who returned to
ish
N Ork this week from the Coast tor
England from New York only
confabs on sale of film rights to
is understood to
& three weeks ago. British
Weather Sloughs Trade
Bros.-Barhum
the
Ringling
Treasury

A

running short

offered a one-pic-a-year pact with
20»h-Fox. on a non-exchisive basis,
but he’s uncertain on whether to
take it.
He closed last w'eek as
star of the "Admiral Broadway

COHNS AND GRANTS

Israel,

Egypt. Germany and Sweden before returning to New' A^irk. Trip
is

SID

to

huddle with 20th sales staffers in
each stop at which the company
maintains an exchange and will
al.so onceover foreign production
facilities in line with the company’s
constant emphasis on producing
abroad to utilize blocked currency.
He’s scheduled to speak before
the American Club tomorrow in
Paris and will then hit London,

Ou

His 2 Pix, Probably

He plans

countries.

'

fund of somcwhei'e around $7,500,000. This is designed to meet the
studio’s
production
needs
for
financing for the next two years.
Small not being willing 'to go into
the deal unless assured that he
wouldn’t run into fiscal difficul tics before he had time to gel the

SKOURAS OFF ON 8-WK.
EUROPEAN ONCEOVER

'

gi*ow’-

willingness to m^ify his demands.
Small’s agreement with Serge
Semcnenko, Bo.ston banker, and
Robert R. Young, controlling stockholder in EL. was that he’d take
over the company if Semcnenko
could get together a production

for attracting customers and that if
we don’t, no one else does. I’m

:

EL

of product and prospects virtually
nil fur continuance of the high
grosses of recent weeks, Heineman
is
understood unwilling to continue with the arrangement after
the 12-week stretch agreed on.
Unless he gets a full restoration
of salary, it is understood he’ll
walk. Controlling stockholder Rob(Continued on page 20)

Il'J'

We

I

appear to be

of the salary loss.

However, with

time on sale of controlling interest
in Eagle Lion to Edward Small on
the basis on which the deal was
Eventual conoriginally set up.
summation may hinge on Small’s

I

dustrialists.
have been living
on a false idea that as ‘show’inen’
w'c know the mysterious formula

i

To

much

E Takeover

this

jng soap, they call in experts to
find out why.
Once
^
they
^
know
the reason, they can correct it. We
in show business ought to take a
lesson from these successful in-

i

j

MARVIN SCHENCK NOW

been so excellent during the period that this wilt compensate for

For Ed SmaD’s

week: "When Proctor A Gamble or
Lever Bros, find they are not sell-

i

1

Chances Slim

sills.

I

I

SURE HE

31.

Enterprise’s "Arch of Triumph”
was exhibited only three days
Madrid at the Palacio de la
Musica. Public became aware that
pic
in

types of business and
have it make a survey in an effort
to find out w'hy more people are
not going to theatres. It’s felt that
larger audiences can’t be attracted
until it is more definitely known
why potential patrons are not now
picking their coins on boxoffice

Org Wants Amall

—

May

Madrid.

There is understood to be a
reasonable possibility that William
Heineman. Eagle Lion’s v.p. in
charge of distribution, will leave
the company shortly and return lo
Universal, with which he has a
contract that has about a year to
run. Heineman’s continuance with
EL hinges on restoration of the
33inPo pay cut he took almut eight
weeks ago and that. In turn, deJ.

for other

in Washington with
Eric Johnston. MPA .A
(Tuesday).
yesterday
president,
Harmon hoped to hold the meeting
on an entirely informal level and
to keep it as quiet as possible.
The TOAers apparently didn’t
understand the Harmon hush-hush
—and in any case were unsympaExtent of Ellis G. Arnall’s acso word was tivities as president of the Society
thetie to any secrecy
around in the trade within a short of Independent Motion Picture
time after the invitations were i.s- Producers will probably be ironed
Result was a out in huddles with members of
week.
last
.sued
quick “I told you so” from Allied, the organization on the Coast durexindependent
vhich repre.sents
ing the next two w'eeks, Arnall is
bibs and with whom the majors’ slated to arrive in Hollywood at
TOA
best.
at
relations are touchy
the end of this week following a
reps both affiliated and indie oper- .stopover at C’olorado Springs on
ators.
his way west to deliver the keySullivan, as a matter of fact,
note address at the national conshowed little more enthusiasm vent ion of the Junior Chamber of
than Allied for the meeting, lie C'oinmcrce.
(Continued on page 24
Issue to be decided during Arnall’s Coast stay is how much time
he is to give to the affairs of
SIMPP. Members are so pleased
with their new prexy that they
LIKES
want him to concentrate more
Marvin Schenck, Metro’s eastern time on the Society. Their origitalent chief, who went to the stu- nal deal with him was a part-time
dio about two months ago for a arrangement which would permit
trial period, has decided definitely him to continue his speaking ento pull up stakes in the ea.st and gagemenls. his Atlanta law pracpermanently join Leo’s Coast staff. tice and other activities.
Since the former Georgia govHe’ll be an administrative executive in the L. B. Mayer-Louis K. ernor makes considerable coin lectuiing and thoroughly enjoys it,
Sidney-Ben Thau hierarchy.
Schenck. who is a nephew of he is loathe to give up this activity,
Metro proxy Nicholas M. Schenck. even with a readjustihent of bis
went to the studio about eight ;deal with SIMPP. but it is beis
It
weeks ago on the understanding lieved would consider it.
(Continued on page 18)
that he’d .see if "they liked him
and ho liked them.”
A .Altman, his assistant in the
talent department, has been named Wilcox’s Quick Returu
Associated
eastern talent chief.
with Altman, a Metro vet, and its
U. S. to Close Deal
New York test director, are Sidney
Phillips and Dudley Wilkinson.

sion

Spain Protests ‘Arch’
Treatment, Pic Banned

vey by a professional research outAt in an attempt really to discover
"What’s WTong with the movies?”
is being discussed in some tonechelon trade circles.
Execs are
disturbed at not being able to put
a finger on reasons for what they
feel is boxoffice weakness currently
beyond what seasonally
might be expected.
Idea which is gaining favor is to
call in some outfit as one of those
that does merchandising research

TOA exec director Gael Sullivan. former exec director Robert

W. Coyne and board chairman Ted
Gambie were invited by MPAA

^

Possibility of a large-scale sur,

E and Return

Exit

To U Where He s Stifl Under Contract

'OUTSl' SURVEY

tiring.

paign.

v.p.

.

1

SOLUTION

B.O.

MPAA ‘E}dnb C(H)p’

Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri-i
ca’s projected program for wooing
Illness Forces Phil Berg:
the goodwill of theatremen appar,
ently got off on the wrong foot
To Exit Berg-Allenberg:
Execs of the Allied
this week.
Hollywood, June 7.
States exhib association reportedly
Illness has forced Phil Berg out
are mildly miffed that thp'Ve been
of
Berg-Allenberg agency, with
overlooked in favor of Theatre
Bert Allenberg now sole head.
Owners of America toppers in
Reported that Berg received
MPAA’s initial meeting on the $500,000
for his share upon recamneighborhood”
thy
“love

to a

'

'

PICTIJRES

BAFFLED FOR

Harmon

,

1

1949

"The

Champion”

is

finisliing

in

fourth slot, a big pickup from
week's seventh place.
"Belvedere lo College” (20th) is
fifth from toj) while "Sircets of
Laredo” (Par) is just making the
Big Six this week.
Majority ol runner-up films are
doing spotty trade, these including "Blonde Bashful Bend” (20th',
'EL'. "Red Shoes” (EL'.
"Tulsa
(.MG'. "Younger
(Jame"
“Ball
and "QuaiTel” tLLi.
tVVB'
Bros."

preem

Denver and cashing in on
"Edward, My Son"
M-G
good in first week at N. V.
Music
Hall.
"Happens
Every
Spring" (20th). which (*pens at
N.
Roxy this week, is, mainly
disappoint ing* this stan/a, though
okay in St. Louis.
looks
"johnny Allegro”
UA
very mild on N. Y. date "Green
Promise" <P»K()*, okay in Minneapolis. shapes thin in Indianapolis.
"City Across Kiver” (U' is garis

”

.

57

• • • •

in

locale.

'

Inside

•

just

nice in
and good in Seattle.
(Kep', oke in N. Y..
good in L. .A.

"Night Unto Night” (WB'. due
N. Y. this week, is having its
Pony”
troubles currently. "Red
Rep is big in Denver. "Ma. Pa
Kettle” (U looks fine in Seattle.
Reports on
(Complete Uo.to/fit

in
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International

Obituaries
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Baltimore
"Hellfirc"
not so

Pictures

Night

in

is

Inside

New Acts

nering some additional nice profit
round.

Omaha, shapes

Music-

Music

this

"The Window" (RKO'. okay

GO
48
20

Legit

Inside
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last
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PINTO
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Indies

Cheaper

in the

Jerry Wald

is

thought,

typical of Hol-

lywood producers who think

is still awaiting release gets
out of the corral and into distribuit is expected that they’ll be
followed by pix with the accent on

tion,

laughs.

—
—

Counefl Choice

(3).

'

i

can huddles would make him an
accessory to an action on which he
has caused the Attorney-General
to start an investigation as a vio-

Johnston went to England
(Continued on page 14)

Church Okays ‘Outlaw’

MPAA

Still

Balks
Bally

While Howard Hughes’ hassle
with the Motion Picture Assn, of
America on “The Outlaw” continues to hang fire, the Legion of
Decency has definitely stamped its
okay on the film, it was learired
this week.
Announcement ot
of me
the
Announcemeni
L. of D. approval is being held up
by Hughes pending outcome of
Drcwnl efforts to get a Production
Code Administration seal for “Outlaw” from the MPAA.

1

Casanave said that

circuits.

MPSC

would

patronage,

oblivious to fog, rain or cold.
Capacity at a drive-in varies according to the occupants of the
cars admitted.
The hep operator
has at lea.st three adults to a vehicle as his goal. Thus he can offset
charges that his spot is a
camouflaged lover’s lane
a
•passion pit with pix,” as some call

...

Exit

Patrons’ admi.ssions are happily
augmented by the gravy from the
concession take. An efficient drivein uses trailers and announcements
piped through the sound system
urging the customer to leave his
car during the 10 to 15 minute
intermission.
It’s not unusual tor
an ozoner to do $1,000 a night at
the gate and glean an extra $400 or
$500 at the refreshment counter.
Where car hops circulate through
the parked ears, receipts on hot

100% Film Prod.
Arthur

Krim,

who

resigned

about eight weeks ago as president
of Eagle Lion, may withdraw from
the law firm of Phillips. Nizer, Benjamin & Krim, to concentrate on
film production activities.
Krim
continued his membership in the
firm during the three years he
served as EL prexy and for more
than a year he was also in charge
of production.
Krim is still actively .serving on
the Coast as EL’s guiding hand,
pending the outcome of present
negotiations for transfer of control
of the company to F^dward Small
and the naming of a successor. It
is expected that unless there are
definite signs .soon of the deal going one way or the other. Krim will
put a termination date on his services and depart.

j

I

lish

dyed-in-the-wool

a

Barristering For

Bankroll in Dieterle’s

Arnall’s name was tossed into
the ring as a possible participant
Italo-Made ‘Stromboli
in the discussions with British inWith release of “Stromboli” in
dustry leaders following a decision
Sales
by the Council last week that
_ each November, Motion Pictures
side increase its delegation by one Corp. will move into expanded full
man.
British named Sir Philip scale operation, it w'as disclosed
Casanave,
Charles
by
Warter, head of the Associated this week
British Pictures Corp., which con- who’s partnered in the new' distrols one of the three major Eng- tribution unit with Neil Agnew.

aware of the driveWhile the ozon-

may have been novelties in prewar times, they now have built up

it.

Casanave-Agnew’s lOOG

lation of anti-trust laws.

attendance.

in.s*

”

i

j

On Hughes’ Ad

Krim May

n^^the%genda
hLs
’’
“Father Was a Fullback
Story departments of the majors
are now searching hard for yarns
with a solid comedy idea behind
them. Feeling is that some of the
recent and current releases haVe
been too thin, and acliievcd what(Continued on page 63)

|

But

distributors are
ers

i

made no public reply during all society of Independent Motion Picthe recent beefing by ^nall on the jture Producers. Arnall has not been
Anglo-Ameijcan Film Council pro- invited to serve, and if he is he
should have taken a will decline.
posals
tougher attitude toward the indies.
SIMPP prez takes the position
They declare that Johnston w'ould that he could not possibly particihave been well-justified in pointing pate in discussions which he has
out that SIMPP has no one but it- repeatedly
termed “illegal” in
self to blame for not being repre- squawks to the Dept, of Justice. He
sented in meetings with the British. holds that joining the Anglo-Ameri-

When

take.

'

In Arnall s Nix

There has already been some
criticism of Johnston among major

—

is
generally 10% over the 1948
Healthy grosses at the outdoor spots are in sharp contrast to
the slumping trade of the all-yearround hou.ses, whose b.o. is off an
an average of 20%. according to
anuKsement tax figures recently released by the Treasury Dept.
Through careful checks most

7.

near Sicily

“atmosphere.”
Getting back there ready to
shoot, Dieterle looked in vain
for his shepherd.
He finally
found him. He had used the
advance the film company paid
him to get his beard shaved
and obtain a store-bought suit.

i

Skouras Likely

major companies will back president Eric Johnston in the peace
pipe he smoked with SIMPP prez
Ellis G. Arnall in Washington last

“PAA "fo^per-l^

a strong undercurrent

the public for comedies. It is being felt in Hollywood, with the
result that there has already been
a step-up in the number of guffawgetters, and there’s concentration
now on getting new scripts that fit
into that category.
Comedies have been doing quite
well at the boxoffice, although
filmgoers are being selective about
them.
20th-Fox found that out
when, after doing great with ‘‘Mr.
Belvedere Goes to College,’’ it ran
Fourth man on the U. S. team at out of pay dirt with “Beautiful
the Anglo-American Film Council Blonde
Bend.
from
Bashful
August-if Leader in The laugh sweepstakes.
studio is taking another try cur-

1

for the obvious vie"Ther feel

is

isle

recently making arrangements
for shooting “Strpmboli” there,
producer-director William Dieterle spied an aged shepherd
magnificent
white
with
a
beard almost a yard long and
an ancient homespun coat.
Dieterle quickly hired him for

that

demand from theatremen and

busine.ss this season at the ozoners

Rome, June
While on an

for in films is comedy.
Westerns have about run their
course, and when the heavy load

There

With drive-in theatres mushrooming throughout the country,

Delilahed

looked

that a good story property ‘‘is
worth a fancy figure, since it’s
easily
translatable
the
to
screen."
‘‘A cheap story or play buy
that is a ‘problem’ mounts the
scripting bill so as to make
any ‘bargain’ ideas ridiculous.’’

may

Dp 19% Over ’48 Revenue

LlfFS'

With exhibs and the public now
up over their saddles in sagebrush
and pintos, the next big cycle

End

of
it is

be at meeting of the Motion Picture Export Assn, in New York
Indies are
next Monday (13).
anxious to see whether at that time
consisting of
the MPEA board
presidents and foreign chiefs of

Iha^

yiElDTO

4^'

the indie producers without some
doubt. While openly elated at what
they consider the winning of every
point in their recent scrap with
the majors over the foreign situation, SIMPP members feel that
only lime* and Issues will finally
tell whether they truly won a vic-

company execs

WAY TO COMEDY
Ozoners Reverse Current B.O. Dip,

on Johnston-Amall Accord

Olive branch which the Motion
Picture Assn, of America suddenly
extended to the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers
last week is not being viewed by

Friday

GIVE

Out Both With Majors And

Still

tory.
First real test,

11,

1^49

H,

!

(Continued on page 14)

Powell-Pressburger
Escorting ‘Pimpernel’
Print Personally to U. S.
British producers Michael Pow'ell
Fhneric Pressburger are due
in
the U. S, June 19.
They’ll
bring with them a print of “The
Return of the Pimpernel” to show

and

to

Samuel Goldwyn and will dishim further production

cuss withdeals.

His plans are still very vague,
“Pimpernel” was made by Powell
has maintained put reps in about 20 cities to hanMotion Picture Assn, of die sales on “Stromboli and suc- but he has gained considerable and Pressburger under the banner
knowledge
of the production fi«'ld of
films.
ceeding
Sir
Alexander Korda, with
America cannot act for the indus,,
was also disclosed by the and developed a yen for it This Goldwyn participating in producIt
any matter
without a spokes"'i'
(Continued
on
page
14)
would
outfit
the
that
tion
topper
and financing in return for
MPSC
tContmued on page 57)
Western Hemisphere rights. P&P
make a deal with some other diswill leave for the Coast confabs
r i i* n
n 1
trib
to handle residual selling,
with Goldwyn on the same day of
Col.
Buzzell
s
Eddie
This would be similar to the ar- Bergman’s
Post
U
‘m'-wl
cuts in the him to win the Letheir arrival in New York. They’ll
rangement Selznick Releasing Orgion’s nod.
Announcement will
be In Hollywood about five days
Pact Puts Harry Cohn In ganization now has with Eagle Lion
To Include Both Public
point out that slices have been
and return to London after a day's
for the latter to contact small themade, but stress that “entertainstopover in the east.
atre accounts after the company’s
ment quality has not been imMiddle of 2 Agencies ow'n reps set circuit deals. Walter
And Exhib Relations
paired.”
Hollywood, June 7.
With Maurice Bergman upped
Wanger. it was disclosed last w'eek,
MPAA withdrew the PCA seal
similar
setup,
a
thinking
of
last
week
to a new exec position DRIVE-IN’S
is
also
of
a
Columbia is in the middle
not because of the picture itself,
handling tail- at Universal, his former post as
but because of advertising of w hich hassle between Charles K. Feld- with Film Classics
eastern
ad-publicity
manager is exselling.
end
and
Artists
agency
it
disapproved.
Ned Depinet, man’s Famous
1ST
MPSC, which now has five men pected to remain unfilled for the
prexy of RKO, which Hughes ac- the new Ferry & Pickman 10%
Denver, June 7.
planning
time
being.
Bergman
understood
is to be speis
refield,
prexy,
in
the
Cohn,
Col
Harry
quired a year ago. has been in setup.
of cial assistant to U prez Nate J.
Initial
attempt to employ a
negotiation with the MPAA re- cently signed a seven-year deal to move away from distribution
cently in efforts to get the certifi- with director Edward Buzzell. rep- minor pix, such as those with Blumberg and sales chief William drive-in day-date on world preein
cate back.
Hughes promised to resented by F&P. which caused the which it was forced to start. A. Scully, assuming his new duties with regular theatre turned out
Among those it is now handling July 5. National ad-publicity chief successful here with “Colorado
withdraw a $2,500,000 triple-dam- trouble wdth Feldman.
Feldman claims that F&P raided are “Prejudice.” produced by the David A. Lipton will continue Territory.” First use of ozoner in
age anti-trust suit against the or
and headquartering on the Coast, with this way was done despite heavy
Artists
and
has
threatened
Council,
Famous
Film
Protestant
ganization if it returned the seal
decides he has an oral “Sins of the Fathers.” a Canadian- Bergman probably continuing his rain opening night Friday (3).
Pniducer submitted substantially
Buzzell
that
old duties concurrently with his Ab.solute capacity of 1.000 autos
with
and
is being
Latter
pic.
hygiene
made
the same advertising as before,
were at the West drive-in when
however, and the MPAA board F&P therefore had no right to rep- taken care of by a .separate organi- new job.
While Bergman’s exact job was rain started to fall. Rainfall was a
make
a deal on his zation as far as possible to put a
him
or
resent
again nixed it.
not specified. Blumberg intimated natural to help opening at Broad(Continued on page 20)
Meantime, Hughes continues to behalf. FP, in turn, maintain that
he would supervise a general pub w'ay but NCR
the signature of Buzzell
no car room for
hold on the RKO shelf two other
his agents,
relations program, declaring U is drive-in was a surprise.
ot his films which have never been naming them
formerPickman
both
and
Ferry
“eager
to move ahead with its pubBoxall
Drive-in did about $11,000 openMyers,
Korda’s
released
except for trial runs.
quit
They
Feldman.
for
lic relations program and to coning
week, W'hile the
7'hey are “Vendetta” and “Mad ly worked
l,500-.seat
e.stablish their own per(Continued on page 14)
Broadway garnered $12,000. “ColoWedne.sday,” the latter starring recently to
To America on Film Biz
centery and feelings have been
rado” moves to East drive-in next
Harold Lloyd.
It cost $2,400,000
Two execs of Sir Alexander
week, while continuing run at tha
and has been in the can about less than cordial bctw'een them,
Korda .setups are due in New York SCHARY’S EASTERN TRIP regular theatre.
three years.
Hughes has had a
from London this month. First to
cutter, Stuart Gilmore, on the paySCHINE SETTLEMENT
arrive will be Sidney A. Myers, a.sroll all that time intermittently reSTALLED UNTIL JULY Marj^aret O’Brien Deal
sistant managing director of Britediting the pic.
Metro production chief Dore
ish Lion. Korda’s distribution setSEEN
Off on Disney Picture
up. He gets in on the Mauretania Schary, originally scheduled to arWashington, June 7.
rive in New York this week, has
Mrs. Harry Gold’s Illness
Hollywood, June 7.
Friday <10'.
TheaSettlement of the Schine
Deal for Margaret O’Brien to
Harold Boxall, co-managing di- postponed his trip until next month
Delays Film Exec’s Plans ties’ anti-tru.st case is very near, rector
of London Film Productions, because of the pressure of studio narrate Disney’s “Alice in WonderHe is now .supervi.sing land” has been called off. apparKorda's produclnf. company activities.
Sn
“'f shutter-: and the consent decree may be arrives in New \ork June 20. Hell the
definite following
windup of “Battleground,” ently due to domestic difficulties
recent
...... w'eek.
ing of the New York sales organof the moppet’s mother.
jjp here and on the Coast a total w’hich he produced personally and
Studio
Ization for Howard Hughes’ pix.
Justice department negotiators of about three w'eeks.
Both men which he brought over from RKO says inking stage was reached lata
which Gold headed. Gold’s wife
by their together with Robert Pirosh. who last week, but Mrs. O’Brien notibe accompanied
i^ave been meeting at frequent in- will
has been very ill and he has been L
scripted the property.
fied Walt Disney, through agent
attorneys for the
^
spending his time at their country
Delay in Schary’s plans will per- Vic Orsatti, to call it off.
Mvers is coming to huddle with
j
j
home with her.
Schine Theatres, largest independ- Herbert J. Yates, president of Re- mit him to huddle with sales veeMother says she and child star
chain in the U. S.
Gold, who was with United .Artpublic. BL distributes Rep abroad, pee William F. Rodgers both in will take long rest, with Margaret
ists before joining Hughes,
Rodgers forgetting about film work for sevAgreement on which theatres are He’ll be in the U. S. about two Hollywood and N. Y.
is now
back in New York.
He expects to be divorced was reached last w’eeks. Boxall trip is for consulta- leaves for the (’oast„.July 17 and eral months. She is living apart
probably to go into some aspect of March.
Difficulty since then has tion with Morris Hclprin, Korda’s will be back at the h.o. before from Don Sylvio, who says he’ll
him distribution on his own.
fight annulment proceedings.
Schary gets in.
been on a code of trade practices. U. S. rep.
Since
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Wednesday, June

M

hduslry Needles Stale Dep’l to
Kid Gloves

m F^t vs. Brit. Quota

Washington, June 7.
Counsel for the Motion Picture
Assn, of America submitted to the

Metro Names Green

lending March 26. swung sharply
upwards to the $304,000 marker as
against $171,000 for the previous
quarter and $130,000 for the same
period last year. Earnings during
the 39-week period, ending March
26, were, however, almost 50% off
with a $452,000 profit as against

i

i

!

last
'

a $23,000 loss suffered in the threeSept. 25, 1948.
Earnings per share of common
stock, after preferred stock dividends, were estimated at 34c for
the current 39-week period as

New

|

requested to preclude any excuse

Department

Rebuttal to Lichtman
An off-the-cuff comment made

j

A1 Lichtman, 20th-Fox
“salesmen are chiefly
for poor distrib-exhib

^

^
!

for

desiJef. “siafe ha “proved 'r”et^nt
on this score in the pa.st.
Cancellation of the Anglo-American Film Council sessions scheduled for last week cut further
ground from under the British in
their answer to the Slate Dept.’s

“P

I

AcCCIll

^

j

pgUy powered by Lichtman’s findrecent national tour that
qu
^^ere

is

a "lack of confidence be-

on which no interna- ^.ween salesman and exhibitors.”
lional commitment has been made.”
Beznor s barrage against the
Declaring its sympathy "with the 20 th exec was regarded as covering
American film industry’s conten- pre for the Colosseum’s attempt to
tariff

rate

,

!

:

j

tion that the British film quota is
^ general wage increase for
excessive,” the State department, about 1,000 film salesmen employed
however, said that it "cannot claim nationally by the major distribs.
that the British government has Demand for the salary hike will be
acted illegally in raising its film made in August when Colo.sseum

'

^

quota or engaged in discrimina- will move to open indu.stry-wide
tory practices in the technical contract negotiations. C u r r e n t
sense." But State "has on different pact, which is the union’s first, exoccasions made known to the Brit- pires in October.

he has been with the company.
New scale plan has aroused con-

ish government its concern over
the quota on the grounds that it
appeared unduly protective
and that it was causing strong resentment in the American film industry,"
Stressing the importance of films
because of "informational and cultural considerations," the department assured deMille that it will
"continue to maintain a close in..
*
*1
o* 4
J
terest in Ibe problem." Slate department, according to the letter,
again recently emphasized this
concern to officials attached to
the British embassy and to Mr.
Bevins party on his visit to Wash Ington and was assured these representations would be brought to
the attention of the appropriate
.

s

.

,

2

OATU U/D If
liliU^ ZU 1 11) TT D| U
RKO
2nth
WR
Universal
RKO, 20th, WB and Tlnlvertsal

.

authorities in London and to Mr.
Bevin personally.”

.

.

with $2,250,000

V
^

10 4 ^
.

-

I

I

^

ances In favor of RKO theatres in
the immediate vicinity and tried to
the
plaintiff’s
earning
destroy

power and

claims, in a N. Y. suaction, that he failed
to get screen credit for collaborating on the script of "Palsan." He
charged, under a 1945 agreement,
that the defendants promised him
billing in Europe, but asserts his
name was omitted.
Mann’s alleged pact called for
him to assist in adapting a yarn.
"Seven from the U. S.," which later

area,

Beathecorp

and

Salana

charge that they w'ere sluffed off
Assertedly
with third-run films.
the Beacon could not get secondrun product since RKO moved
pictures from its 81st St. theatre
the circuit’s 77th St.
Plaintiffs want the court to issue a decree voiding the defendants’ alleged agreements.
to

became "Paisan.” He a.sserteclly
turned down extra compensation in
return

for

a
to

special

credit

(

the writer is said to have received
credit in the We.stcrn Hemisphere

to attend the

>

Warner

Bros, inter-

convention at the
following representations from his Waldorf-Astoria. Meet gets under
attorney.
vvay tomorrow (Thursday*.
Action came to light Friday (3)
While east the WB production
when legalitcs for the defendants chief al.so closed the deal yesterday
argued that the court lacks jiiri.s- iTues.i with John Garfield by
diction over a foreign corporation. wiiich the actor will alternate in
It was also asked that warrant of making one pic for the studio on
attachment and any levy be dis- a profit-sharing basis and one for
solved and vacated. Plaintiff Mann himself for distribution by WB.
son of writer Thomas Mann, com- It’s a five-yt^r pact for 10 pix. Atmitted suicide in Switzerland la.st torney Arnold Grant repped Garnational

I

field

in

sales

yesterday’s inking.

Jolson Story.

One

is

tbe

producers’
following
fgll^
.agreement to snip out six feet of
Releasing more likely spot, particularly since
objectionable negative.
now being negotiated, with the relationship has been very
probability that United Artists amicable between Col and Maurice
Maurer, who operates the house for
will handle the film.
Battle with Customs men, which City Investing Co, Maurer may go
started with arrival of the negative to the Coast shortly to see "Jolson’’ and discuss the deal.
last March 9, was handled for the
New "Jolson" pic will go into
producers by William Roach, of
O'Brien. Driscoll. Battery tc Lawler distribution in the fall.
It
was
law firm. Outfit reps David Pel- completed on a budget of about
ham. John Shepridge and Robert $1,500,000. as compared with $2,Goelet, Jr., who made the film with 500,000 for the original. lyatter has
financing by Robert Goelet, Sr., grossed just over $8,000,000 to date
New York real estate operator.
in the domestic market.
It has
Footage to which Customs ob- proved
somewhat disappointing
jected showed a nude gal diving abroad, particularly in England,
New York Customs but is expected to wind up with
into a pool.
execs were upheld in an appeal about $ 11 000,000 as its world

Spangler Replaces
Hebert at Goldwyn

tions.
It was an amicable parting, according to Hebert, who will take
a vacation in Honolulu before mak-

ing a

new

contact.

Baronova

Behrman
William Conway
Noel Coward

S.

N.

Emerson Crocker
Brainerd Duffield
.Sam Eckman, Jr.
Stanton

Griffis

Hannagan
Ben Henry
.Sol
Hurok
Elia Kazan

.Steve

Paul Muni
Jarmila Novotna

Eugen Sharin
Spyros .Skouras
William L. Taub
Cecil Gordon Tennant
.Molly Thatcher

i

American companies’ Continental
managers, upon whom he must
rely for advice and opinion, are
away from their Paris headquarters and he can’t contact them,
Plan on which Mayer has been
working calls for 2,500,000 lire

^

1

^

|

(about $4,000) to be deposited by
American companies as a loan in a
fund for domestic producers for
each pic dubbed from English in
Italian.
Certificate would be issued permitting the distrib to unblock immediately from his frozen
funds the equivalent of the 2,500000 lire at the legal rate. In ad-

'

,

|

>

dition, the deposit is repayable In
Fund
10 years without interest.
•T^ade up by the deposits would be
interused to lend capital at 6
est to Italian producers up to a
maximum of 70% of their budgets.

%

i

'

:

intere.st would be used
for managing the fund and the
other half to establish an agency
in New York for promotion of

Half of the

1

'

!

,

Italian films,

,

,

gross.

L. A. to N. Y.
Andrews Sisters

N. Y. to L.
George Balanchine
Judy Holliday
Bob Hope
Hal Kanter

Andre Cauvin
Wheaton Chambers

Harold Lloyd

Howard

Rouben Mamoulian
Ona Munson

James Edwards
Charles K. Feldman

Joseph Pasternak
Milton Pickman
Monte Proser
Irene M. Selznick
Maria Tallchief
Dave Taps

Christie
Charles Correll
.Sam Coslow

Norman Frescott
Eva Gabor
Dana Gib.son
Freeman Gosden
Joan Harrison
Paul Henreid
Ruth Hussey

Anne

Jeffreys

Harry Kurnitz
Lee Liberace
Frank Liberman
David Lipton

Bob Longenecker
Don Loper

A.

Jack Cummings

Charles Barton
Robert Buckner

Phil Gold.stone

N. Y. to Europe
Irina

Garfield- Warner Sign

line

which was
read in "collaboraJack Warner arrived in New
tion with Klaus Mann.’
Suit only York Monday 6 from the Coast
involves the European market for and will be east until Friday dO*

week.

last

ing his old boss, Bill Hebert, who
had held the job for eight years
with a couple of short interrup-

theatre operators for
establishment of a gpvernmentdecreed ceiling on the Amount of
money Yank companies can charge
them for films has created bitterness between the exhibs and native
producers, who would be greatly
aided by the new agreement.
In
any case, it is believed that American companies will not accept the

BROADWAY HOUSES

Astor theatre, which has been
playing Col product recently, and
the other is the Mark Heliinger
(formerly the Warner).
Hellinger deal being considered
would be for rental of the house
on a four-walls basis. Theatre has
been recently u.sed for legit. Astor
is considered at the moment to be

U. S. Customs officials finally
'gave their okav last week to importation of "Rapture,” English-

Hollywood, June 7.
Despite their contention that the
Charles Spangler moved in as
Beacon is a better and larger acting chief of Samuel Goldwyn’s
house than any RKO theatre in the ad-publicity department, succeed-

whose estate
preme court

for Italian producers,
!

i

OK

prestige.

Assn, of

been expected
Parliament sojue weeks ago
would have passed legislation necos.sary for the compromise, which
would b®ve meant the contribution
distribs to a subsidy fund
that

!

n

U,S.

proposed agreement
government

j

Columbia is understood consld"GeialdMa* er’The MPAA's Conpossibilities
for the tinental rep, who has been here
ering two
Broadway run of "Jolson Sings negotiating the agreement, apAgain," sequel to its highly sue- Parently will have to remain for
cessful

o'!..?!!
wants
geptember, 1946, Beathecorp
Saof $900,000 damages.
^
which has operated the house
1946 to the present, seeks
jj 35 Q qqq
Defendants, according to the
complaint, conspired and entered
into agreements to prevent the
Beacon from obtaining first-run
product. It’s also claimed that the by Roach to Washington.
four distributors imposed clear’

I

25G

kSult for 1 IX
Roberto Rossellini and Organizatlons Films International are being
sued for a total of $25,000 damages by the late writer Klaus Mann

hit

triple damage anti-trust suit filed
in N. Y. federal court by Beathecorp, Inc. and Salana Corp,, lessee
.nd*" operator of tbe Beacon thea-

j

'

(The Late) Klaus Mann’s
o -A ^

week were

FINALLY GETS

j

7.

demand

for a ceiling on
rentals charged them for Amerithe latest in the series
of wrenches thrown into consum-

’JOLSON SINGS’ MULLS

A DIA
ALU 1 11/
vt

Rome, June
Exhibs’

I

the

DIF A

last

11

Biz Subsidies

interest among exhibitors, most of whom view it as one
of the most beneficial sales methods. Under the plan, the percentage of the gross which the exhib
pays in film rental would decrea.se
gradually after the boxoffice take
has exceeded a certain top figure,
Thus, it would offer special incenlive to theatre operators to go in
for extra promotion and ballyhoo
to build the gross as much as pos-

IT A T

language film made in Italy

€9 9^A Ann JUll
CHIT VC
tij*

.

|>|iaii||\|S|\

,

Also Has

siderable

I

'

.

Ideas on U.S. Fix

sales drive, hoping to make it ttje
in the 25 years
biggest billings year
^

;

!

Italy

the contemplated "incentive" sliding scale plan until the end of the
year. Sales chief plans to concentrate exclusively for the remainder of 1949 on M-G’s 25th anni

New

key man was familiar with field
Youngstein declared
problems.
that he desires extremely close
liai.son with exhibs, and in choosing his staffers he is attempting to
get men qualified to go into the
field and handle all aspects of a
campaign.
Familiarity of Sid Blumenstock
with theatre problems was given by
Young.stein as a major factor in
choice of the 20th-Fox exploitation
exec as Par’s advertising manager.
Blumenstock will make a number
of trips ‘a year through the' country, Youngstein said, to keep Par’s
advertising clo.sely keyed to needs
and thinking of theatremen.
The new pub-ad topper also disclosed that Richard Condon would
(Continued on page 22)

the black sheep who are the cause
‘a lack of confidence’ between
the company and exhibitors, you
are thereby stealthily laying on
f^eir threshold an unwanted child,
conceived in the inner chambers of
management which is now attemptobscure its paternity." Bezrhetorical flight was specifi

i

OD ExIubitOr

E. Youngstein, new pub-ad
director, said this week that his
aim is to get a staff in which every

he had made as head of

the Motion Picture Industry
out that
Council, State pointed
the "British government made no
commitment in the General Trade
Agreement with respect to the
height of the film quota and consequently has the same legal right
to modify this quota that the
United States Government possesses with respect to any particular

of

L*L*

Max

directives, Beznor said: "When you
stand in judgement, pointing an accusing finger on your salesmen as

.

For

MG’s 25th Anni Drive

With addition of three new memParamount’s publicity-advertising department and a considerable shifting around of duties.

|

ish situation

Selling Sidetracked

Pub-Ad Realignment

j

In a letter to Cecil B. deMille,
replying to a protest on the Brit-

Rodgers’ Incentive’

Metro sales veepee William F.
Rodgers has reserved decision on

Relations in Par’s

1

Reply to DeMllle

_

.

film-

listing of its film columnists.

against 96c. for the same period
Number of outstanding
last year.
shares of the company’s common
stock rose over the last year from
638,352 to 654,311.

f.
reaction from rank-and-file film
peddlers. Spokesman for the salesmen’s guild, the Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen, David Beznor replied in a letter to Lichtman
which said. “It is my duty to adyou that you have shocked a
i
weeks ago on the
holler of some weexs
important single group in
suggested
reply
British
quota.
organization.”
your
State wait for the Council meeting
Stating that salesman only foland see what came of it before
lowed homeoffice or branch exec
further squawks.

State’s

.

Current 39-

month period ending

j

into minute detail on violations of
the various treaties involved. How
ever, the data is being Provided as

year’s $855,000.

week period was dragged down by

;

implement a public relations drive to accent the

Gael Sullivan, exec director of Theatre Owners of
America, is attempting to set up a national institutional ad campaign in the large metropolitan dailies. Plan is based on newspaper cooperation for granting of free space for ads which would
plug theatres in general and list top productions being released by
the majors in a Specific area. Initial ad, which Sullivan is aiming
to extend to other cities, appeared recently in the Chicago Herald
American. Bill Hollander, publicity director for the Balaban & Katz
circuit in Chicago, promoted the half-page deal.
Ad copy in bold letters under a photo of Arlene Dahl in "Reign
The movies
of Terror’’ reads: "You are the hero at the mov'ies.
Good for you and good for the whole
are good entertainment.
family. There’s always a good movie playing and you have your
choice of comedy, romance, adventure, mystery and musicals." Ad
also includes a plug for the paper’s amusement section with a

(for the fiscal year’s third quarter,

,

of

to
going habit,

*

State Dept, this week a memoranHollywood, June 7.
dum setting out the legal points
New general director of mu.sic
involved in the film industry’s on the Metro lot is Johnny Green,
claim that the British quota vio- succeeding Dick Powers, who IS
®®*’*®*
international trade
lates
moving into other musical fields.
Slate had asked for the
ments.
Green checks in Aug. 1.
on
carrying
to
prelude
memo as a
its protestations to the British regarding the quota.
See Film Salesmen
Industryites feel that State is
being unnecessarily legalistic in its
Terms;
a
Aiming for
make
could
it
that
and
attitude,
justifiable squawk without going

on the part

Moving

profit

net

Pictures’

1949

TOA s Institutional Bally

j“RomMPTO»So
Columbia

8,

Europe

to N. Y.

Sidney Bernstein
Geraldine Fitzgerald

John Haskell
Johnny Hyde
Jacques Kopfstein
Sidney A. Myers
Louella O. Parsons
Phil Rei.sman
Silas F. Seadler

Charles Vidor
Herbert Wilcox

'

Sam Marx
Fred L. Metzler
Dennis O’Keefe
William H. Pine
Joe Rosenberg
Jane Russell
William A. Scully
Jules C. Stein
RicharfI Widmark
Carey Wil.son

UNDECIDED
Henry Morgan

Wednesday, June

8,

1949

7

CiNfURY-FOX

We will

enable the public to see our

when and where they want
them at the time when they

pictures
to see

most want
w,

.

to see

them.”

'

>

20tWs

Phita.

Plan Grosses

Mount
Fox*s earlier runs plan

in Philadelphia has
made it possible for
‘Mr. Belvedere Goes To
College’ to out-gross

‘The Snake Pit’ and
‘Sitting Pretty’ by
more than 20 per cent

—

DAILY

First

1 8 Day-and-Daters
Philadelphia,

VNew 20th- Fox

May

31

‘flexi-

ble availabilities’ plan

kicked off to a fast
start here Thursday
(26), as 18 nabe houses
opened *Mrc Belvedere
Goes To College’ on a
day-and-date basis.”

—VARIETY

20th DELIVERS

Belvedere*'

Run

Breaks Phila.
Record

In Philly Co-op

on 20th*s

“Twentieth Century-

in that city.”
M. P.

Competitive Circuits

“The public’s response
at the boxoihces of the
18 theatre Philadelphia

run proves without
doubt that our ‘flexible
availabilities’ plan is
sound and progressive,
benefiting both the
exhibitor and distributor greatly,” says
AndyW. Smith, Jr.
—FILM DAILY

WHAT

IT

PROMISES

THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL BEND
HAPPENS EVERY SPRING
CANADIAN PACIFIC • MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN A LETTER TO THREE WIVES THE
SNAKE PIT- DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS -YELLOW SKY-WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME

IT

•

•

•

SJAWM
Of

Poucr

^HOPB OF IVEW IIARMOIVY
BRIGHTENS EXHIBITION

^

A new note of optimism was
everywhere apparent this
week as exhibitors gathered

M

in annual convention.

The new

optimistic note

was

especially loud in connection

with the Twentieth Century-

Fox „lo. phn.”

^ BACK THE
1^

U.S.

SAVINGS

jf

^

BONDS
DRIVE
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a

a

i
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YOU’LL ALWAYS GET A FAIR
AND SQUARE DEAL FROM THE
MAN WHO KEEPS DELIVERING
THE BIG MONEY PICTURES!
SAND

HAPPENS EVERY SPRING
THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL BEND
MR. BELVEDERE GOES TO COLLEGE THE
Will James'

•

IT

•

CANADIAN PACIFIC MOTHER
FRESHMAN A LETTER TO THREE WIVES
FAN

IS

•

•

•

4

SNAKE PIT
YELLOW SKY

•

•

•

A

THE

DOWN TO

tHE SEA IN SHIPS

WHEN MY

BABY SMILES AT ME

—
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PICTIJRB GROSSES
Indpls.

LA SiiD Slow But ‘Brave’ Smash
;

NG

Los Angeles. June

1949

8,

Off Albeit

12G

Bus Walkout, H.O. s, Heat

June 7.
Biz is still in doldrums at most
fir.strun here this week. “Belvedere

Hub;

Clip

Indianapolis,

‘Fan’ Fair $18,000, ‘Allegro’ Ditto

to College" is nice at the Indiana

“Green Promise”
this.
despite
never got started at Circle despite
personal appearances by Robert
Paige and Jeanne LeDuke first 2
days.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44“Green Promise” (RKO) and
65
“Loveable Cheat” (FC). Thin $5,500. Last week, “Ma, Pa Kettle”
(U) and “Streets San Francisco”
(Rep), oke $11,000.
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)

15G, ‘HelUire’ $21,11
7.

General firstrun outlook here
continues on mild side although
two newcomers are helping some“Home of Brave,” off to
what.
smash weekend biz, is heading for
great $60,000 in four theatres.
"Stratton Story” is shaping to
land very good $45,000 in three
Pickings are slim for other
spots.
“Night Unto Night”
new bills.
look better than $15,000
not
does
in six davs in three Warner houses.
“Take "False Step” shapes drab
$15,000 in five locations while
“Hellfire” looms slow $21,000 also
In five. Second frame of “Quartet”
continues fine with $8,000 but
otherwise holdovers are dying.
Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Ha-

Way

‘Belvedere’ Bright

‘Stratton Sturdy at 45G,

‘Night’

—

Wedneiday, June

)

.

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
$482,300
This Week
(Based on 18 theatres)
$482,000
Last Year
(Based on 16 theatres)

Boston, June 7.
Looks very drab around town

—

theatres, chiefly nrst runs,

eluding N. Y.).
Total Gross Same
Last Year
(Based on 23
theatres )

“Belvedere To College” (20th) and
Nice
“Fighting Fools” (Mono).
Last week, “El Paso”
$12,000.
(Par)
and “Feathered Serpent”
(Mono), $9,000.
Loew’s (Loew's) (2,450; 44-65)
'“Champion” (UA) and “Valiant
Hombre” (UA). Modest $9,000 or
near.
Last week, “Barkleys of
Broadway” (M-G) and “Blondie’s
Big Deal” (Col), hefty $17,000.
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)
“Younger Bros.” (WB) and “Vicious Circle” (UA). Sluggish $4,500. Last week, “Red Pony” (Rep)

holdovers,

real

strike

of

suburban bus drivers all combining to cut into biz. Only two newcomers in town, “Johnny Allegro”
at Boston and “The Fan” at the
Met, and they are about average.

irs-

Week

Estimates for This

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)
“Johnny Allegro” (Col) and ‘‘Lost
Tribe” (Col).
Not bad $18.1)00,
Last week, “Gunga Din” »RKO)
and “Lost Patrol” (RKO) (rei.ssues),

Week
$2,497,000
cities,

with

summer weather and

Estimated Total Gross
$2,319,000
This Week
(Based on 25 cities, 213

—

I

City Grosses

Key

stanza

this

211

solid $18,500.

Esquire (ATC) (1,000; 40-85)
“Champion” (UA) (3d wki. Down

1

I

‘Belvedere K.C.

Ace,

Hollywood Music Halls (PrinCor) (834; 902; 1.106; 512; 55-$l)—
“Home of Brave” (UA). Great
Last week. “Champion”
$60,000.
(UA) (5th wk-6 days), fine $20,400.
Chinese, Loew’s State, Loyola,

Wow $24,(1)

Kansas
Only one new

waii,

City,

June

7.

—

film here this
and
week, “Mr, Belvedere,” but it looks

“Smoky

Mountain

Melody”

(Col), $5,000.
sock $24,000 in three houses, and
cinch for second week. “Stratton
Story” in second week at the MidPlenty of
Uptown (FWC) (2,048; 2,404; 1,248; land shapes strong.
“Beautiful Blonde” vain during week as area was bat1,719; 60-$l)
and “Leave to Henry” tered by tornadoes.
(20th)
(Mono) (2d wk-5 days). Scant $l3,Estimates for This Week
000. La.st week, very slim $34,800.
Kimo (Dickinson) (5.50; $1.20Downtown, Hollywood. Wiltem $2.40»— "Red Shoes” (EL) (7th wk).
(WB) (1,757; 2.756; 2,344; 60-$l)— Solid $3,000.
Last week, about
Drab same.
“Night Unto Night” (WB).
Cincinnati, June 7.
Last week,
$15,000 in 6 days.
Midland (Loew's) (3. .500; 4.5-;
Biz generally is fair to middling
“Younger Bros.” (WB) (9 days), 65) “Stratton Story” (M-G) and
fell to pieces after good holiday
“Feathered Serpent” (Mono) )2d currently trailing the holiday upweekend opening and held only wk). Shows staying power with surge and suffering from heat wave
two days past initial frame, dull nifty $11,000 likely,
Last week. that headed weekend traffic to
parks and pools. Pacing the new$32,000.
hefty $20,000.
Egyptian. Los Angeles. Wilshire
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— comers is “City Across River,” at
(FWC) (1,538; 2,097; 2.296; 60-$l); “Gunga Din” (RKO) and “Lost Keith’s. “Lust for Gold” shapes
Good Patrol” (RKO) (reissues).
—“Stratton Story” (M-G).
Okay average at the Palace.
Last week. “Ball Game” $9,000. Last week, “The Window”
$45,000.
Estimates for Thi.s Week
(M-G) (3d wk-6 days). $18,200.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-75)—
(RKO) and “Vfoman’s Secret”
Orpheum (D’town) (2.210; 60-$ 1) (RKO), $10,000.
“Africa Screams” (UA).
Fairish
“Hellfire” (Rep) and “C-Man”
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)
$10,500.
Last week, “We Were
Near $11,000 here, with “Streets of Laredo” (Par) (2d wk). Strangers” (Col), $11,000.
(FC),
mild $21,000 in 5 day-datcrs. Last So-so $9,000. Last week, $11,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 50-75)—
week, “Big Cat” (EL) and “Broken
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) (2d
Journey” (EL) (8 days), $10,700 “Penny Serenade” (Col) and “More wk). Hefty $12,(^i00 after wham
situations.
here, with $21,100 in- 5
Mod- $19,000 opener.
Merrier” (Col) (reissues).
Pantages. Hillstreet (Pan-RKO) erate $4,000.
Last week, “Ride,
Grand (RKO) (1.400; 50-75)—
“Lust For Ryder, Ride” (EL) and “Hold That !“Big Jack” (M-G). Average $7,000.
(2,812; 2,890; 50-$l)
Gold” (Col) and “Secret St. Ives” Ghost” (Indie) (reissue), fairish La.st week, “Younger Brothers”
(Col) (2d wk). Down to $25,000. $3,500.
(WB). okay $8,000.
La.st week, good $41,700.
(Fox
Tower - Uptown - Fairway
Guild (Indie) (278; 75-$1.25)—
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para- Midwest) (2,100, 2,043. 700; 45-65)— “Quartet” (4th wk). Holding to all
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 60-$l) “Belvedere to College” (20th). right $2,000, same as third,
“Streets of Laredo” (Par) and Terrific $24,000, and holding. Last
Keith’s (City Inv.) (1,542; 50-75)
“Streets San Francisco” (Rep) (3d week,
Bashful
Bend”
“Blonde
“City Across River” (U). Great
Only $15,000. Last week, (20th), modest $14,000 in 8 days.
wk).
notices boosting to nifty $10,500.
okay $23,500.
La.st week, “Ma, Pa Kettle” (U) (2d

—

Heat Hits Cincy;

‘River’ Big $10,500

—

i

—

!

—

PhUy

1

to $3,000
second.

Slumps;

after

Fenway (NET)

fair

$4,000

for

—

40-85)

(1,373;

“Streets of Laredo” (Pan and “CMan” (FC) (2d wk). Okay $5,000.
Last week, $8,000.

IPaso’

Mayflower (ATC)

(700; 40-85)

“Champion” (UA) (3d wk». Abovit
Philadelphia. June 7.
$3,500 after good $5,000 for second.
Film biz here is in a mild slump,
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
with exhibitors seeking to find the “Lady Gambles” (U) and “Brothers
cause. There is nothing much in in Saddle” (RKO) (2d wki. Fair
$15,000.
Last week satisfactory
the way of new product and hold$ 21 000
over fare is not so stout.
Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 40I

,

.

—

85)
Estimates for This Week
“The Fan” (20lh) and “LovAldine (WB) (1,303; .50-99)— “Life able Cheat” (FC). Mild $18,000 in
view.
Last week, “Blonde Bashful
of Riley” (U) (2d wk). Oke $7,500.
Bend” (20th) and “Ar.scm. Inc.”
Last week, pleasing $12,000.
j

(SG), yanked
$ 20 000

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)— “One
Woman’s Story” (U>. Slim $16,000
Last week. “Adventure
or less.
Baltimore” (RKO). $10,000.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)— “El
Paso” (Par). Neal $20,000 and unusually strong for straight films.
Last week, “C-Man” (FC) with
Lionel Hampton orch onstage, sock

,

after

disappointing

.

Orpheum (Loew)
“Barkleys

(3.000; 40-85'

Broadway”

of

Solid $21,000 for .second
Last week, torrid $34,000.

'M-(D.
round.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
— “Streets
of Laredo” 'Par) and

;

i

“C-Man” (FC) (2d wk). Nice $10,First week was ta.stv $15,400.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 40-85)
50-99)— “Hap- “Champion” (UA) (3d wk'. Fair

$38,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250;

i

,500.

—

!

Not so $6,500 after okay $9,000 for second,
big $20,0()0. La.st week. “Blonde
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
Bashful Bend )20th). $17,000.
“Barkleys of Broadway
'M-G)
Goldman (Gol'dman) (1,200; .50- (2d W'k). Neat $15,000. Last w cek,
99)
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M- stout $22,000.
G) (4th wk). Strong $13,000. Last
week, $17,000.
Karlton (Goldman) 1,000; 50-99) ‘Undercover’ Paces
“City Across River” (U) (2d wk).
pens Every Spring”

(20th).

—

i

”

”

I

—

!

—

New

(

I

Bright $10,000 after $17,000

i

i

“We Were

1

Fair
wk).
$19,000.

i

j

I

—

(4.360; .50-99)—
Strangers” (CoD (2d
Last week,

‘Stratton’ Nice 14G, 2d

$14,500.

Pittsburgh. June

7,

Penn and Harris running neck

Stanley (WB) (2,950;
“Stratton Story” (M-G)

.50-99)—
(2d wk).
Last
$20,000.

and neck

week, former with
holdover of “Stratton Story and
Eased off to good
latter with “Undercover Man” No
week, socko $28,500.
complaints in either ca.se. ElseStanton -(WB) (1,475; 50-99)— where the boxoffice story is very
“Younger Bros.” (WB) (2d wk). dull. Ritz is getting nothing out of
Down to small $8,500, after fine “Big Jack.”
Estimates for This W>ek
$15,000 initial week.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—
Studio (Goldberg) (490; 50-99)—
“Quartet” (EL) (5th wk). Still prof- “Undercover Man” (Col). Off to
looks fancy $13..500.
itable at $&000. Last week, $6,500. good start and
Last week, “It Happens Every
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; *
$2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (24th Spring” (20th), same.
Penn (Loew’s-UA) (3.300; 45-80)
wk). Held up with announcement
“Stratton Story” (M-G) (2d wk).
of final weeks, $6,500. Last week,
Holding up very well at $14,000 or
about same.
over. Last week, terrific $26,500,
best here in long time.
Ritz (Loew’s) (800; 35-80)— “Bi$
Jack” (M-G) and “Homicide for
‘SPRING’
IN

'

this

’

,

!

United Artists, Rit* (UA-FWC)
(2,100; 1,370; 60-$l)— “Take False
Step” (U). Slight $9,000 with $15.- Buff. Mild; ‘Stop Miisic’
000 total for 5 spots. Last week,
“I.,ady
Gambles” (U) and “EnUps ‘Jigsaw’ to $18,000
chanted Valley” (EL) (2d wk), $13.Buffalo, June 7.
000 with $22,000 for 5 day-date
Best bet here this week is “Jigspots.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20- saw” with “Stop the Music” radio
$2.40)— “Red Shoes” (El.) (23d show onstage, solid at Great Lakes.
wk).
Dow'n to $4,000 after fast Elsewhere takings are mild.
$7,000 last week.
Estimates for This Week
Laurel (Rosener) (890; $1.20)
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)
“Quartet” (EL) (2d W'k(. Holding “The Champion” (UA). Modest
in great style with $8,200 after $11,000.
Last week “Barkleys of
sock $9,000 opener.
Broadway” (M-G), fancy $24,500 in

Fancy $13,500;

Mastbaum (WB)

i

;

—

Pitt Pix,

stanza.

i

i

initial

wk), solid $7,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-75)—
“Lust for Gold” (Col). Par $11,000.
week,
Last
“Champion” (UA),
sturdy $13,000.

‘WINDOW’ SHINES IN

1

'

SEAHLE WITH

—

Seattle,

—

$9,000
June

7.

Not much exciting here this week
with too many holdovers and new
pix not faring well.

Top newcomer

NO HELP

looks to be “The Window,” which
Three” (Rep). Drab $2,500 Last
Great Lakes (Par) (3,400; 40-70) shapes good at Coliseum. “Ma and
“Red Shoes” (EL) (3d wk),
“Jigsaw” (UA) and “Stop the Pa Kettle” is doing okay on second
CLEVE.,
$14,000 week,
Little Cheer in Wash.;
roadshow date tapered dow n. to $6,Music” onstage. Solid $18,000. La.st week at Orpheum.
Cleveland, June 7.
500.
week, “Streets of Laredo” (Par),
Estimates for This Week
All key houses are alarmed over
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
sturdv $1.^000.
‘Outpost’-Vaude Oke At
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 50-84)—
Hipp (Par) (3,400; 40-70)— “Keep “Belvedere To College” (20th) and unprecedented early-June drop in '“Casablanca” (WB) and “G-Men”
'Em
Flying” (U) and “Ride ’Em “Cheated Law” (20th) (7th wk). Oke attendances, mainly attributable (WB) (reissues). Slight $9,000 looks
$22,000, 'Night’ Dim 13G
to tar-melting temperatures, lure all.
Last week, “Younger Bros.”
$3,500 after $4,200 last week.
(Continued on page 24)
Washington, June 7.
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)— of outdoor and uneasy economic (WB), oke $15,500.
“It
Happens
Warner (WB) (2.000; 45-80)—
Little cheer in boxoflice outlook
“Window” (RKO) and “Woman’s conditions here.
along the main stem this session, ‘Belvedere’ Nice $12,000,
Secret” (RKO). Good $9,000. Last Every Spring” looms dull at Pal- “Younger Bros.” (WB) (mo'. Obviwith holdovers helping to pull the
J«ck’’
(M-g)
and ace. One week vaude flyer won’t ously ran out its string at Stanley;
Omaha;’ ‘Window’ $7,500
^ ’
make much money for Stale, since very little left at .$4,500. rather
“Omoo (SG), $8,500.
average down.
“Outpost in MoOmaha, June 7.
Last week. “Bad Boy’
rocco” with vaude, at Loew’s CapiFifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-84) Sammy Kaye orch and Constance dreary.
With w.eather favorable for outtol, looks ju.st average. “Night Unto
“Korbidden Street” (20th) and Moore on stage aren't drawing (Mono) over original estimate at
doors. gro.sses are still in the dol$6,500.
Night” at Warner disappointing,
“Main Street Kid” (Rep). Dim $6,- enough to help “Caught” much.
drums at most .spots this week. 000. Last week. “Blonde
Eistimates for This Week
Bashful
Estimates for This Week
“Belvedere Goes to College” will Bend”
Capitol (Loew’s) (2.434; 44-85)
<20th) and “Arson, Inc.”
Allen (Warners) '3.000; 5.5-70)—
‘Outpost in Morocco” (UA) plus be tops among straight-filmers with (SG», $6,100.
“Homicide” (WB) and
Jungle ‘Blonde’ $15,000, Prov.;
nice
session.
“Strike
It
Rich”
plus
/audb. Okay $22,000. Last week.
Liberty (Theatre Inc.) (1,650; 50- Jim” (Col).
Oke $8,000.
Will Osborne-Jerry Colonna .stage- 84)—
‘Africa Screams” (UA) plus vaude.
"Barkleys of Broadway” (M- week. “Ca.sablanca” (WB) and “Gshow
at Orpheum shapes good. “Pa
‘Outpost’ Okay $12,500
$23,000.
(J) and “Mutineers” (Col) (3d wk). Men” (WB) (reis.sues). big $12,000.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)— and Ma K<‘ttle” still is doing smash Nice $7,000 after big $12,500 last
Hipp (Warners) '3.700; .5.5-70)
Providence. June 7.
“Crooked Way” (yAt, Slim $8,000. business at the little State. “The stanza.
“Tulsa” (EL). Dim $13,000. Last
Hot weather hit with a venWindow” looks okay at the BranLast week,
“Green ITomise” deis.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 50-84)— week,
“Younger
Bros.”
(WB). geance last Sunday, keeping mo.st
(RKO). $7,000.
“Flamingo” (WB) and “Bad Men $15,000.
patrons on the beaches and at reEstimates for This Week
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74t
Tombstone” (Mono) (4th wk). Oke
Ohio (Loew’s) (1.200; .5:..70)— sorts. Maje.stic is getting the bigOrpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20- $3,000 after $4,300 last week.
“We Were Strangers” 'CoD '2dt
"Adventure’s
End’’
'Indie)
and
gest play with “Beautiful Blonde
run).
Okay $7,000. La.st week. 80) “Strike It Rich” (Mono), with
.Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)— “Conflict
'Indie) 'rei.ssues). Pas.s- from Bashful Bend,” but ifs^ n()t
“Casablanca” (WB) (reissue), torrid Will Osborne orch. Jerry Colonna “We Were Strangers” 'CoD and able $5,000. La.st week, “El Pa.so” big. Next in line is State’s holdonstage. Good if not big at $18,000. “Make Believe Ballroom” 'CoD (2d (Par). $.5..500.
$11,000 in 9 days.
over of “Barkleys of Broadway.
National (Heiman) 1.600; 44-74) Last week, “Sun Comes Up (M-G) wk). Very dull $3,500. La.st week,
Palace (RKO) (3.300; .5.5-70)—
Estimates for This Week
“Penny Serenade” (CoD (reissue). and "Highway 13” (SG). depressing $6,900.
“Happens Every Spring” '20th).
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-6.5)-Last week. “Tree $9,000.
Fair $4,500.
Orpheum (H-E) (2.600; 50-84)— Slow $14,000 and no h o. I..ast “Outpost in Morocco” 'UA' ana
Brandeis (RKO) (1.500; 16-65)
Grows in Brooklyn” (20th) (reis“Ma. Pa Kettle” (U) and “Homi- week, “Woman’s Secret” (RKO) “Sky Dragon” (Mono). Okay $12.“The Window” (RKO) and “Wom- cide’ (WB) (2d wk). Good $7,500 plu.s Frankie ('arle
sue), $3,000,
orch. Mills 500.
Last week, “Gunga Dm
an’s .Secret” (RKO). Okay $7..500 after nice $10,200 la.st stanza,
Palace (Loew’s) (2.370; 44-74)
Bros, onstage, pleasing $28,500.
(RKO) and “Lost Patrol” 'KKO)
“Stratton Story” (M-G) (2d wk). but not smash. Last week. “We
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40-65)
State iljOew’s) (3,450; 60-90)
(reissues), good $12,000
Steady $17,000 after .sock $24,000 Were Strangers” (Col) and “Make
“Force of Evil” (M-G) and “Boy “Caught” (M-(J( plus Sammy Kaye
Fay’s (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— ’J'O
Believe Ballroom” (Col), $8,000.
opener.
Green Hair (RKO) (2d runs) plus orch and Constance Moore onstage. Clouds Roll By” (M-G) and ‘TarParamount (Tristates) '2.800; 16- vaude. Slow $4,000. La.st week, Dull $16,000. Last
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)—
week. “Bark- zan’s N. Y. Adventure” 'M-(D
Thin 65) “Belvedere to College” '20th). “Set-Up” (RKO) and “Song of In- ley’s of Broadway
“Night Unto Night” (WB).
Last weel^
Fair $6,500.
(M-G), excel- issues).
“Younger Trim $12,000. Last week. “Streets dia 'CoD '2d runs) plus vaude, $4,- lent $21,000.
and
Last week.
$13,000.
(2()tli)
Pacific”
“Canadian
of Laredo” (Par), $1().()0().
Brothers” (WB). $12,000.
900.
Stillman 'Loew’s) 2.700; 5.5-70) “Palooka Winner” (Mono', nice
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)
Tran.s-Lux (T-D (6.50; 44-80)—
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 50-84)-»
“Barkley’s of Bro. Iway” (M-G)
44-65'“Portrait of Jennie” (SRO) (7th “Pa. Ma Kettle” (U) and “Fighting “Laredo” 'i’ar) and “Law Barbary (m.o.).
Sugary $9,0()(), and »tayMajestic (Fay) (2.200;
and
wk). Slipped to $4,000 and moves Fools” (Mono) (2d wk). Down to Coast’’ 'CoD 2d wk). Mild $6,000 ,lng.
L^Kt
week, “Nick Beal”
Blonde Bashful Bend -’ioih'
$4,000. Last week, socko $5,600.
after okay $9,900 last week.
24)
Last week, $5,000.
out.
page
(Continued on
i tPai), IPOO.
i-

9 days.
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‘Door’ Strong $15,000
In Toronto; ‘Spring’

Chi Biz Brutal; 'Massacre -Yaude

11

Heat WOts B way But Hope-Prima Hep

7G

Toronto, June 7.
With heat wave and dearth of

new, big product, biz

Light $30,000, Tounger Minor IIG,

here.

spotty

still is

'Edward’

127(j,

'Judge’-Vaude

Great 24G; Most H.0.’s

Down Sharply

"Knock on Any Door” is
"Happens

;

leading the newcomers.

"Bride 12G, 'Brave Boffo 36(], 2d

in

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (20th Cent.) (1,059, 955, 698,
“Shockproof” (Col)
694; 35-60)
and "Streets San Francisco” (Rep).
Okay $10,000. Last week. "Last
Bandit” (Rep) and “Fighting Fools"

—

Chicago, June 7.
With the exception of ‘‘Home of
Brhve” at Woods, other Chicago
film grosses shape brutal. Second
stint of "Brave” appears equally
smash at $36,000. Best of newcomers is reissue combo of "Pride of

Yankees” and "Tall

Every Spring” shapes light.
Estimates for This Week

Estimates Are Net
Pllm gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

Saddle” at

Palace but looks only $13,000.
Straight vaudeville and "Massacre River” at Oriental shapes
light $30,000. "Younger Bros.” at
Roosevelt is minor $11,000. "Bride
of Vengeance” at United Artists
also is slim at $12,000.
"Connecticut Yankee” at Chicago

aided by Harmonicats onstage is
okay $40,000. "Stratton Story” at
Grand in third week still is okay

Broadway firstrun business
session. Exodus of people to
beaches, parks and ball games

40-70)— urday-Sunday hurt trade

(3,373;
(Col). Nice $15.-

vaude, smash $29,500, virtually capacity at current scale. "Song of
this India" (Col) with new vaude bill

opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

the
Sat-

Paramount (Par) (3,664;
— “Sorrowful
Jones” (Par)

5.5-$ 1.50)

at all the-

w'ith

atres despite the launching of four

Louis I’rima orch, others, onstage.
First week ending next Saturday
000. Last week. “Flamingo Road” new bills.
Bob Hope’s “Sorroful Jones,” (11) climbing to very good $85,000
(WB) (2d wk), oke $10,000.
International (Taylor) (605; 48- paired with Louis Prima band top- or near. Holds, natch! In ahead,
66)
come.
"Quartet” (EL) (10th wk). ping stagesho w, started out “Manhandled” (Par) with Janet
The parenthetic admission
Still steady $3,500 after $3,600 last strongly and likely will give the Blair, Jan Murray, Bobby Sher)rices, however, as indicated,
W66k»
Paramount a very good $85,000, wood orch, mild $68,000 in 11 days,
fnclude the U. S. amusement
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-70)— best the house has had in weeks. and out.
tax.
“Little Women” (M-G) (2d wk). Big Palace, with "Judge Steps Out”
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20$12,000 after last week’s lusty $15,- and its vaudeville, is 'one of the $2.40)— “Hamlet” (U) (37th wk).
few spots on the Street doing real Thirty-sixth week, ended Tuesday
500.
Odeon (Rank) (2.390; 35-$1.20)— trade; looks to reach socko $24,000. (7) night, was back to recent pace
"Since You Went Away” (SRO)
Edward, My Son. with stage- at $10,000 or lower. Last week.
(reissue).
holiday and extra matStrong $11,000.
Last show is shaping to hit just good
week. "Blue Lagoon” (EL) (3d wk), $127,000 at Musie Hall, considersolid $10,700. Continues,
okay $9,000.
Radio City Music Hail (Rockefelably below usual opening week
Shea’s (FP) (2.386; 40-70)— "Hap- figure. “Johnny Allegro.” which lers) (5.945;
80-$2.40)
“Edward,
St.
pens Every Spring” (20th) Light finished its first week last Sunday My Son” »M-G) with stageshow.
$7,000.
Last week, "Woman’s (5> at Rivoli, landed only mild $14,- Shapes good $127,000 but not up
Secret” (RKO), same.
St. Louis, June 7.
Holds a second.
000. Rialto reissue bill also is slow. to expectations.
Towne (Taylor) (690; 40-70)
Strand. Capitol, Roxy, State and Last week. “Stratton Story” (M-G)
Drive-ins are cutting into trade
at many firstruns here this session, "Paisan” (Indie) (2d wk). Holding the Globe all are down .sharply and stageshow (3d wk), fancy $126,with yen to get out in country up well at near-capacity $3,500 from previous week even though 500, best of run. “Look for Silver
pronounced.
the first three are only in their Lining” (WB) in next.
“Tulsa” the only after $3,700 opener.
University (FP) (1.556; 40-70)— second weeks with current bills.
new film is doing only okay at
Rialto
(Mage) (594; 44-99)
the Missouri.
“Stratton Story” “Belvedere to College” (20th) (4th
Cap brings in “Neptune’s Daugh- “California Straight Ahead” (I'C)
still is sturdy in second week at wk). Sturdy $7,000 after last week’s
ter” with Alvino Rey band. Jerry and “Idol of Millions” (FC) (rei.s$7,500.
Loew’s.
Lester, and the Vagabonds topping sues). Moderate $7,500 or lower. In
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-70)— stage bill
Estimates for This Week
(Thurs.). ahead. “C-Man” (FC). $9,000. “Iron
“City Across River" (U). Okay $8.Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 50- 000. Last week, “Caught” (M-G), Strand opens “Night Unto Night" Crown” (Indie) opens Fridav (10).
60RIvoIl (UAT-Par)
(2,092;
with the Phil Spitalny all-girl orch
75)
“Flamingo Road” (WB) and $7,000.
Friday (10) after two especially $1.25) “Johnny Allegro” (CoD (2d
“The Window” (RKO) (m.o.). Thin
disappointing weeks with "Younger wk). First week ended la.stN^nday
Last week. "Casablanca”
$9,000.
(5)
night was drab $10,0(1X In
Bros.” and Bobby Byrne band.
(WB) and “G-Men” (WB) (reissues),
Roxy launches "Happens Every ahead. “One Woman’s Story” (U)
$9,500.
Spring”
with
Andrews Si.sters (2d wk-5 days), very dim $9..500.
Loew’s (I.oew) (3.172; 50-75)—
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$ 1.80
heading stageshow al.so Friday.
"Stratton Story” (M-G) (2d wk).
From Bashful Bend”
Second week of “Blonde From “Blonde
Still strong at $14,000 after initial
Bashful Bend” with A1 Bernie, (20th) with Berry Bros., G. Palmer,
stanza at smash $23,000.
Viola
Layne,
iceshow, onstage (2dBerry Bros., et'al.,' is slipping to
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-75)—
drab $40,000 there. “Illegal Entry” final wk), Down to very slow $40,“Tulsa” (EL) and “Last Bandit”
000 after mild $74,000, below hopes,
opens
same
day
at Criterion.
(Rep).
Okay $14,000. Last week,
opening week. First se.ssion was
Baltimore, June 7.
Estimates for This Week
“Flamingo Road” (WB) and “Make
especially disappointing in view of
Holdovers of last week’s holiday
Believe' Ballroom” (Col) (2d wk),
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.50) being
holiday
week. “Happens
lineup in most downtown houses
$ 10 000
“We Were Strangers” (Col) (7th Every Spring” (20th) with Andrews
here are holding overall total
Sixth session ended la.st night Si.sters. Paul Remos and Toy Boys,w
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
down this week. Lone newcomer, wk).
J
Ark
r
(Tues.) down to $8,500, fifth frame iceshow, opens Friday (10).
"Happens Every Spring” (20th) “16 Fathoms Deep.”
leaning heav- okay
$13,000.
and “Red Stallion Rockies” (EL) ily on sta'^ebill headed
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 50-$L50)—
Dick
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20- "Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) (6th
Down to $12,000 after Haymes is drawing mild by
(2d wk).
response $2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL)
fancy $17,000 opener.
(33d wk). wk). Fifth session ended lost night
at combo Hippodrome. “The WinSlipping off a bit to $9,500 after (Tues.) was off sharply to $22,000
dow” looks nice at the Town.
nice $12,000 last week, helped by but fine in view of length of run
Estimates for This Week
one extra matinee. Stays indef.
after rousing $30,000 for fourth
‘Colorado’ Sock $23,000
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3.000; 20Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 80-$1.50) week. Stays on.
60)
"Barkleys Broadway" (M-G)
“Tulsa” (EL) with Marilyn MaxStrand (WB) (2,756; 70-$1.50)—
(2d wk). Holding well at $12,000 well, Eddy Howard orch topping "Younger Bros.” (WB) plus Bobby
Theatre-Drirein Proem,
after fine $16,600 opener.
stageshow (2d-final wk). Not do- Byrne orch, Alan Dale, Lenny
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; ing much on second round at $45,- Bruce, Eugenie Baird onstage (2dDenver; ‘Pony’ Big lO^G 20-70)—
“16 Fathoms Deep” (Col) 000 after $58,000 opening week, final wk). Down to very dim $19,plus vaude headed by Dick Haymes. mild and below hopes. "Neptune’s 000 after slight $30,000 opener, beDenver, June 7.
"Colorado Territory” is packing Depending upon stage portion but Daughter” (M-G) with Alvino Rey low expectancy particularly for
$14,000 looms.
Last w'eek, orch, Vagabonds, Jerry Lester top- holiday week. "Night Unto Night”
he Broadway and West drive-in only
here this week, doing world preem “We Were Strangers” (Col) and ping stage bill opens tomorrow (WB) with Phil Spitalny All-Girl
vaude,
$15,300.
(Thurs,).
orch opens Friday (10).
both
First
time
day-date at
spots.
a
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
Sutton (R&B) (561; 70-$1.20)—
regulation theatre has opened in
60)
“Streets of Laredo” (Par) (2d
"Lady Gambles” (U) (3d-final "Quartet” (ED (11th wk). In 10th.
this way with an ozoner. Pic stays
wk).
Nice $6,000 after $8,600 wk). Down to $14,000 or less after week ended last Monday (6) night
at Broadw'ay and next week also
okay $19,000 second.
slipped to $10,300 after great $12,opens at East drive-in. "Red Pony” opener.
Little
(Rappaport)
$1Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20) 800 for night round. Continues.
(297;
looms big at Denver. Heavy rains
$2.40)— “Hamlet” (U) (5th wk). —"Champion” (UA) (9th wk). Still
Victoria (City Inv. (1,060; 95kept folks in town and upped theaHolding at $5,000 after $5,500 last doing okay at $13,000 after good $1.80)— "Home of Brave” (UA)
tre biz.
W06lc*
$17,000 last frame. Holds on.
(4th wk). Down to $18,000 but still
Personals by Virginia Mayo.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)—
Gotham (Brandt) (9(X,; 44-99)
okay after nice $22,000 for third
Michael O’Shea and Tommy Bart- "Africa Screams” (UA) (2d
wk). "Hellfire” (Rep) (2d wk). Down to session. Continues, with "The Winlett opening night of “Territory” Down to
$5,000 after fine $8,200 $8,500 after fair $13,500 opener, dow” (RKO) set to follow.
helped trade despite heavy rain. opener.
over hopes.
About 7,000 attended each show
New (Mechanic )(1,800; 20-60)
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.20)
preem night at the drive-in, more “Blonde Bashful Bend” (20th) (2d' “Jigsaw” (UA) (2d-ftnal wk).
than total capacity of three of wk). Off to $8,000 after nice $12,- Slipping down to $11,000 this ses- Heat
Cots Into
Denver’s firstrun houses.
sion. First was dull $15,000. "Trail
700 opener.
Stanley (WB) (3.280; 2.5-75)— of Lonesome Pine” (Par) (reissue),
Estimates for This Week
'Frisco Bi^ ‘Kettle’ Hot
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1.500; 35- “Princess O’Rourke” (WB) (re- opens Saturday (11).
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)—
74)
“Colorado Territory" (WB). issue). Sad $7,000. Last week.
$14,000, ‘Cat’ Small ’i2G
"Judge Steps Out” (RKO) with
world preem. day-date with West! Younger Bros. *P®*'\*
,
65) vaude. I$till a standout on BroadYown (Rappaport) (1,500; 3 dSan Francisco, June 7.
drive-in. Sock $12,000. Last week.
Record heat wave here socked
“Criss Cross” (U' and End of —“The Window” (RKO). Well re- way with big $24,000 this week or
opening
below
than
weekend
biz,
making the whole
less
$6,000
ceived
by
crix
nice
$9,and
looks
Rivei
(U) (2d wk), $3,500.
Last week, “Lust for Gold” week of combo policy here. Last week very spotty. Most holdovers
Denham (CockrilD (1.750; 35-70) 000.
week, "Slightly French” (Col) with are not doing so well. Only new
(RKO), $10,200.
"Streets of Laredo” (Par) (3d
entry to do okay is "Ma and Pa
wk), and “Rusty Leads Way” (Col*.
Kettle” at Orpheum, and it is not
Down to $9,500. Last week, nice
big. Other newcomers shape fair

'Tulsa

at $10,000.

(Mono), ditto.
Imperial (FP)

Ideal outdoor weather over the
past weekend is cutting deeply into

"Knock on Door”

—

Okay 14G

i

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98^—
"Connecticut Yankee" (Par) with

'

$55,000.

(B&K)

Garrick

(900;

50-98)—

"Portrait of Jennie” (SRO) (2d wk>.
Off to mild $9,000. Last week, okay
$13,000.

Grand
"Stratton

Down

(RKO)
Story”

to $10,000.

—

!

Loo

In Slow

Harmonicats onstage (2d wk).
Moderate $40,000. Last w'eek, fine

—

50-98»—
(M-G) (3d wk).
Last week, nice

(1,500;

|

:

i

$13,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)

tomorrow

I

—“Massacre River” (Mono) with

—

eight acts of vaude headed by Gus
Van, Light $30,000. Last week,

i

i

:

—

i

"Africa Screams” (UA) with Three
Stooges and Mischa Auer topping
stageshow (2d wk), oke $29,0()0.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—

i

|

;

.

i

of Yankees” (RKO) and
"Tall in Saddle” (RKO) (reissues).
Fairish $14,000. Last week, “Out(UA) and
post in
“Blondie’s BigtDeal” -(Col), $10,-

"Pride

j

I

'Window’ Shines

)

i

I

'

Morocco”

In BpJto, $9,000

I

i

!

000

.

Rialto

(Indie)

(1,700;

50-98)—

"Casablanca” (WB) and "G-Men”
(WB) (reis.sues) (2d wk). Fine $8,Last week, $13,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)
"Younger Bros.” (WB). Minor $11.000. Last week, "El Paso” (Par) (2d
wk). good $10,000.

I

\

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20"Red Shoes” (EL) (24th
Perked up to $7,000. Last
week, good $6,500.
$2.40)

—

wk).

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
—“Lust For Gold” (Col) (2d wk).
Off to $11,000. Last week, neat
$16,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5098)
"Bride of Vengeance” (Par).
Modest $12,000. Last week, "Quartet” (EL) (2d wk), $11,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
"Home of Brave” (UA) (2d wk).
Only sock gross in city, $36,000.
Last week, record $46,000.

—

World (Indie) (587; 80)— "Mons.
Vincent” (Indie) (2d wk). Trim $3,500. l.ast week. $4,000.

Mpis. B.O. Hits Skids;
‘Mother’ Tired $12,000,

-

(4th wk). Winding up highly successful run at good $5,000.
Last
week. $6,500.
Pix (Corwin) (350;
50-70)
"Furia”
(Indie).
Good $2,500.

—

(4th W'k).

okav

Ma

Kettle”

(U)

$1,.500.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; .50-70)—
"Mother Is Freshman” (20th). Thin
Last week, "Barkleys of
Broadw’ay” (M-G), disappointing
$12,000.

$15,500.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 5070)— “Green Promise” (RKO). Moderate

$10,000.

Last

week,

"We

Were Strangers” (Col). $9,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
‘Slightly French” (Col) and “Song
of India” (Col).

—

—

—

j

man,” current layout holds little
in the way of important new fare
and provides slim sustenance for
sagging grosses.
Even “Mother”
looms light.
"Green Promise”
shapes moderate.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Belvedere To College”
(20th)

“Pa.

—

'

‘Bride’ 9G, ‘French’ 7G
Minneapolis, June 7.
Except for "Mother Is Fresh-

Last week.

Light at $7,000.

Last

— —
j

1

:

I

:

^

—

I

'

;

.

I

$12,500.

—

Denver (Fox* (2.525; 3.5-74)
“Red Pony” (Rep* “Last Bandit”
(Rep), day-date with Webber, Big

M3d Weather Bops Del; 'Champion’

35-74)—
“Big Jack” (M-G) and “Caught”
(M-G). Light $11,000. Last week,
“Window” (RKO) and “Woman’s
Secret” (RKO*. $10,000.
Paramount (Fox* (2.200; 35-74*
“Girl from Manhattan” (UA* and
"Last Wild Horses” (SG*. Good
$9,000. Last week. "Red Stallion in
Rockies” (ED and "Old-Fashioned
Girl” (ED, $6,500.
Webber (Fox* (750; 35-74)— "Red
Pony” (Rep)( and “Last Bandit”
(2.600;

'Mill,,.

‘

—“Colorado

Territory”
(WB). world preem. day-date with
Broadway. Big $11,000. Last week,
not open.
cars; 35-74*

'

'

’

.1

Estimates for This

Week

(2,844; 60-85)

$17,000. Last week, “Blonde Bashful Bend” (20th)
and “Angel in
exile” (Rep), $11,000.

Orpheum (RKO*

to dim.

Gate (RKO)
—Golden
"Portrait of Jennie”

Solid $21009; 'Spring’

NSH

(SRO) and
“The Avenger” (EL) (2d wk). Thin

$23,

'

—

$21,000 at the Palms. “Haopens Every Spring.” at the Fox. is
getting a chunk of coin but rated
mild for such a big house.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5.000; 70-95*
“Happens Everj' Spring” (20th).
Mild $23,000. La.st week, "Blonde

.solid

wk*. Down to $15,000,
nice $20,000.

(2,900;
Palms (CD*
“Champion” tUA> and
)

Last week,

70-95)—
"Jigsaw”
1

.

“Alaska

Patrol”

(Par*.

Last week, strong $19,500.

$11,000.

(UA>. Solid $21,000. Last week.
Detroit, June 7.
Slow response to theatre cooling “Woman’s Secret” (RKO) and “Tarsystems as thousands flock outdoors zan’s Fountain” (RKO), slim $11,000.
United Artists (UD* (2.000; 70-95)
“Chamis hurting biz this week.
“Bride of Vengeance” (Par* and
pion” is setting the pace with a

—

ft*”,fajtering at $2,500. Last week.
Ball Game” (M-G) (5th wk*, okav
$2,400.

I

I

”

—

Orpheum and

Wave

—

week. "Pride of Yankees”
(RKO) and "Tall in Saddle” (RKO)
(reissues), okay $6,800.
State (Par) (2.300; 50-70)— "Bride
of Vengeance” (Par).
Mild $9,000. (Rep), also Denver. Okay $2,500. Basjhful Bend” (20th) and “Amazon
Last
week. "Canadian Pacific” Last week. “Blonde Bashful Bend” Quest” (Indie), oke $28,000.
(20th), $11,000.
Michigan (United Detroit* (4,000;
.
(20th) and "Angel Exile” (Rep>,
World (Mann) (400; 50-70) "We $1,500.
70-95*
“Streets of Laredo” (Par*
Were Strangers” (Col) (m.o.). Here
West Drive-In (Wolfberg) (1,000 and “Blondie’s Big Deal” (Col* (2d
Koing at

—

'

.

,

500.

Modest

Last week, “Lust for
$14,000.
Gold” (Col* and “Manhattan Angel”
(Col). $16,000.
Madison (UD* (1,800; 70-95*

60-95)—
Fox
(FWC) (4.651;
“Younger Bros.” (WB) and “Streets
San Francisco” (Rep). Light $15.000. Last week, “Flamingo Road”
(WB) and “Miranda” (EL) <2d wk),
nice $14,000.

Warfield (FWC) (2.656; 60-85)—
“Big Cat” (ED and “Broken Journey” (EL). Mild $12,000 or near.
Last week, "Blonde Bashful Bend”

(20th) and “Man About House”
(20th), $17,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85*
week, "Impact” (UA) and “Old- "Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G* )3d
wk*.
Okay $12,000. Last week,
Fashioned Girl” (UA). $7,000.
strong $18,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
St. Francis (Par* (1.400; 60-85*—
“Ball Game” (M-G* (3d wk*. Fine
“Streets of I^aredo” (Par) (2d wk).
$14,000. Last week, $16,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70- Nice $14,000. Last week, hefty
“Red Canyon” (U* and “’Trou- $ 20 000
95
Orpheum (No. Coast* (2.448; 55ble Makers” 'Mono*. Slow $9,000.
Last week. "Big Jack” )M-G) and 85)— “Ma. Pa Kettle” lU* and "Se(Continued on page 24)
“Susanna Pass” (Rep», $7,000.

"Casablanca” (WB) and "G-Men”

(WB)

»

(reissues*.

Oke

$11,000,

La.st

—

,

i

•

J

.

.

Vedn<»J«y, Jun«

11

4

V
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PIhcc,

Homecoming

Top

Legiters

Wiped Off

Brit.

left

Anti-Red campaign, which cul-

minated with a "White” list of candidates to support, met with substantial response, 35 of the 40 suggested being returned to office and
many oldtimers on the Equity
council suffering severe defeat.

.

j

I

j

j

.\mong those axed was former
Equity president Beatrix Lehmann,
known leftist of many years standing and a member of the editorial
advi.sory board of the Communist
Herbert Marshall
Daily Worker.
and Ivor Ingham, both of whom

known

Jury

views,
were also wiped off the council.
Biggest surprise was the defeat
of Sir Lewis Casson, w'ho, although

are

for

their

left

a

comfortable

'

fusing

^

to

send

a

delegate

with

at that time, it was said.
Indicated the Society had no defor representation and thus
has no room for squawks now about
pacts made without its approval.
It is believed in .some high exec
quarters, however, that the Johnston invitation to Arnall resulted
from advice of legal counsel.
SIMPP has filed a complaint with
the Dept, of Ju.stice charging that
the .Anglo-American proposals
made in Washington in April were
a violation of the anti-trust laws.
SIMPP’s attack is based on a
charge that the MPFIA exceeded

Johnston
sire

ma-

known

to have left
at one time a

has
started at Pinewood on "The Spider anO the Fly,” with Eric Port-

Good

Biz Is

'

man

'

Johannesburg. May 31.
There is still no definite information here regarding the start of
the South African Broadcasting
Corp.’s commercial or "C” Program, and although one .station
might get going early in the new
year, it seems most probable that
:

the start of the "C” service is still
a long way off.
Although there has been a
severe cut in dollar imports, which
will be followed at the end of June
by a similar cut in imports from
sterling countries, radio business
The la.st two or three
is good.
months have been record ones for

It

starring.

Co-directors of the

company are

Baring, the former having been legal adviser to Mayflower since 1937
and joint managing director for
the last 10 years.
Mayflow’er made three pictures
during the years of its active existence, starting with "The Beachcomber,” followed by "Sidewalks
of London” and "Jamaica Inn.”

I

'

by

sponsored

'

!

venture capital interested in contributing to the production fund.
He has been contacting W'alter E.
Heller & Co., of Chicago, and other
He has
such financing outfits.

Drcne.

made some
it

also

progress, but whether
speedy enough and whether
be obtained is

the idea of turning over a controlling stock interest or at least management control to the indie producer.
Small also has agreed to

Homes

of Nip

put up some coin.

Now

Some observers of the deal feel
that it is on too grandiose a basis,
W'hich will likely make it impossible to set up.
They hold that if

Equipped With Sets
May

Tokyo,

31.

gral part of the industry without
The number of radio receivers in
political aspect as bethe consent of which no overall
Japan has reached an all-time peak would
ing responsible for the substantia]
be more realistic to arrange
deal can be made. Secondly, the
of 7,592.625, according to a recent
dn)p in revenue and for the seri- statement
a $1,000,000 financing fund for a
issued following the hudsurvey by the Broadcasting Corp.
ous situation in which the organione-year period than the $7,500,000
die disclosed that the
aczation now found itself.
of Japan, the nation’s monopolistic
for two years.
cepted completely the stand that
semi-private network. BCJ is supSolitary political resolution at SIMPP has long fought for
Under the $7. .500.000 arrangethat
the Equity meeting, which sought the State Dept., rather than the in- ported by the collection of li.stener ment, EL would provide
both
fees from all registered radio ownto ban all political discusison and dustry itself, should
second money and end money and
fight Hollyers.
action, with expulsion or suspenwould be dependent for financing
wood’s battles abroad.
The number of receivers reached on no outside source
»ion as the penalty for offenders,
other than
a wartime high of 7,473,638 in 1944
was washed out after prexy Leslie
a bank for fir.st money, w'hich
‘Will Work Closely Together’
but declined to about 5.000,000 at could
Banks had declared "the ladies and
be
arranged
Wa.shington. June 7.
through
the end of the war because of wide- Semenenko.
gentlemen of Equity are not for
The $1,000,000 plan
In their joint statement, Arnall
spread bomb destruction. In 1948, cculd be made
burning,”
to work, it is said,
and Johnston declared: “Our two
BCJ reports, manufacturers turned by EL putting up only end money
organizations will work closed toout 783,221 new receivers, although and farming out
the second
gether in all areas and in all situanew sets were licensed, financing to a number of money
tions
where American motion pic- 1,001.149
outfits
LISSIM
indicating that the production of which are willing
to advance this
tures are treated unfairly or disspare parts was sufficient to enable coin for a piece of
the picture becriminated against by foreign govmany
old receivers to be repaired. ing angeled.
Setup is much less
ernments. We feel it is the responThe network announced that as profitable to the dislrib.
Paris, June 7.
sibility of the State Department to
but it is
of March, 1949, approximately 42% said that it
might be the differWladimir Lissim, former
intercede in all cases where foreign
Continental manager, will become governments impose unjust quotas, of Japan’s 16,088,855 households ence between success and failure
were
equipped
with
radio
receiv- in .setting up the Small deal.
European rep for Sir Alexander restrictions and other burdens on
ers.
Question is w'hether Semenenko
Announcement is ex- our trade and commerce.
Korda,
can sell Small on accepting a le.sser
pected to be made in a few days.
"The British government’s rejecamount than was originally agreed
Post is a new one and entails tion of the State Department’s reon.
Small admittedly has made
supervision of sales by di.stributors cent oral protest on the quota is
Current London
his terms tough and is in a good
with whom Korda’s British Lion completely unacceptable. It cannot
(Figure shows weeks of run)
bargaining position, since Senienhas deals in various countries. be .supported by the facts.
London. June 7.
enko is apparently more anxious to
That includes George Lourau in
"Because the quota is so clearly
“Adv. Story,” James <12).
get him than he is to go into
France. Belgium and so.me other unreasonable and excessive and
"Ann Veronlra,” Piccadilly <3),
the deal.
territories, and Minerva Films in runs directly counter to the
spirit
"Annie Get Gun,” Col’s’m (105).
Italy.
Peter Moore continues as and purposes of trade agreement.s
"Beau Stratagem,’ Phoenix (6).
Korda’s rep in Rome.
between Britain and the United
"Bless the Bride,” Adelphi (111).
Lissim resigned from the
States, we feel that the State De"Brigadoon,” Majesty '8).
Krini
post about two months ago follow- partment should immediately
Exit
and
"Belinda Fair,” Savoy 'll).
ing a disagreement with Phil Reis- vigorously take up the matter
from page 5 ; Continued
"Black Chiffon," West i6i,
man, company’s v.p. in charge of again with the British Govern"Daphne.” Wynd
will possibly re.suit in his setting
111
foreign.
He set his deal with ment to relieve this intolerable
"Dark qf Moon,” Ambassador <8'. up in either New York or HollyKorda while In the U. S. and closed condition.
"Foolish
wood an outfit to pul independent
Gent’w'n,’* Duch. <15).
It in London last week.
"The British quota is a matter
"Happiest Days,” Apollo (63).
production deals together. He is
that far transcends the interests
"Harvey," Wales (23».
thinking of pos.sibly tieing up with
alone of the .American national
"Heiress,” Haymarket (19),
one important indie producer or
policy of fostering and promoting
"High Button Shoes.” Hipp. (25). representing a number of them.
freer and expanding ipternational
"Lady’s Burning.” Globe (5».
His aim is not to produce him.self.
Rome, May 31.
trade, and should be of serious
’’Latin Qt. Revue,” Casino (12). but to take advantage of the
knowlUnit shooting documentary titled concern to our government.”
"Lilac Time,” Palace (7>.
edge
and experience he has gained
for
Fishing in
Sicily.”
“'Funa
With Arnall was SIMPP general
"Man About Dog.” Princess (3). in financing and package promoRobert Goelet, Jr., came hack this counsel Robert J. Rubin. Johnston
"My Mother Said," Fortune <1), tion.
week to Rome labs with plenty was flanked by Joyce O’Hara, his
"Oklahoma!” Drury Lane dlO).
That has been largely his job at
Rushes were shown to executive assi.stant:' John G. Mcfootage.
"On .Monday Next.” Cornedv 'D. Eagle Lion and the pictures
made
Jerry Cappi. Holly wood film cutter Carthy. director of the interna"One Wild Oat," Garrick (27i.
under his production steward.ship
no'v in Ron^e.
tional division: veepee Francis S.
"Sauce Tartare.” Cambridge '3). have. proved rather
profitable, alGappy broke the news to the Harmon. Edward T, Cbeyfilz. assist"September Tide,” Aid. (26).
though other difficulties have indocumentary makers that the .shots ant to the president; general coun"Shooting .Star,” IMayhou.se <6). terfered with the
overall fortunes
were good but the fish were sel Sidney Schreiher. treasurer
"Together Again." Vic. Pal. (113). of the company.
This production
The
"tuna”
F'red
W.
Du Vail; Jack Bryson, leg"wrong for the part.”
"rurners’ Hush,,” St. Mart. (6).
success is one of the factors inin film are Mediterranean bonita. islative rep: and Kenneth Clark,
’’’Fwo Dozen Rf»ses.” Lvric '2'
fluencing him to take a hand in it
hepri of the flaekerv r(»osl.
"Worm’s View.” Wliitchall dll). on his own.

blamed the

j

;

them
late

cu.stomers

major

hotels.

Warning

with

London’s

signal

has been seen
by the fashionable Embas.sy Club,
is withdrawing its $30,000
show, the “Copa Revue, and

floor

”

declares

will try again

it

in

.Sep.

tember with a more modest cabaret

without big production

niiin-

bers.

Extension of the midnight curfew is regarded as a bid to put
London’s night life on a par with
that of most Continental capitals,
and thus attract more desperately
needed tourist dollars from U. S.
Bill, originally

sponsored

is now
up to the Upper House.
Proponents, however, fear that unthe measure is introduced
soon, benefits will not be evidint
during the coming season.
Cafe operators are waiting until

less

it is known
how trade will be affected before embarking on largescale floorshows.
General feeling
is that, despite loss of b<)ttl«> trade,
new law will hypo the entertainment industry.

trade

Touri.st

experts

estimate

intero.st
Semenenko's
results
that at least
130.000 American
from the fact that the First Na- visitors
will hit London during the
tional Bank of Boston, of which
current year. Revenue from them
he is v.p., controls loans which it
is
expected to reach $72,000,000,
and three other banks have made
and total from all foreign visitors
to EL and its parent. Patlie Indu.sis expected to be $220,00().{)l)0.
EstHes, totalling about $10,500,000.
timates figure on a record year, exHe is hopeful that Small can put ceeding even the
1937 record and
the company on a permanently
last season,
when the Olympic
sound basis and has sold Young
games were held in Britain.

Jap Radios Hit All-Time

42^

is

the total sum can
the question.

sponsored by Gibbs; "F’our Stars
and a Starlet.” hacked by Pepsoand "Dramatic Interlude.”
der<t.
with Lifebuoy sponsoring. BristolMyers is sponsor for a local pro-

Peak;

his

Semenenko has been attempting
for some weeks now to get outside

Chesebrough also renewed on
"Reminiscin’ With SIngin’ Sam.”
Also new are Aussie programs:
"Rendezvous vith Leo White,”

I

monopoly, and will put
in direct competition for the

virtual

a

visitors.

plans.

Africa commercial station,
and in the .sale of transcriptions.
Lourenco has signed two new
U. S. transcriptions. "Hollywood
Theatre of Stars.” which Vaseline
sponsors, and "Gloria Carroll En-

East

tertains,”

action among nitery ops.
The
bonifaces fear that the passage of
the measure will end their currently profitable postmidnight
bottleparty trade on which they now hold

by the semi-official British 'Fourist
and Holiday Board, has already
passed the House of Commons, and

.1;

1

I

He

its activities.

31.

Introduction of a new licensing
bill,
extending current midnight
curfew on dancing and drinking to
2:30 a. m.. has brought mixed re-

now Maxwell Setton and Aubrey which

j

Your Hand,
"I
Kiss
duction,
Madame.” All business has been
Sherman act immunities granted placed through Davenport & Meyer,
by the Webb-Pomerene act, under Lourenco’s local reps.

which the Association operates.
Rather than chance upset of the
whole apple cart, it is said, the masympathies and was
jors chose to appease the indies.
Parliamentary eandidate.
I.abcu*
In any case, the sudden call to
At the Equity meeting he voiced Arnall by Johnston last week came
concern at the split in the organi- as quite a surprise. First point esaation, and claimed that, as a re- tablished
at the session was the
sult. Equity had lost a number of
recognition of SIMPP as an intemembers.
prominent
is

now resumed

I

'

Dissident Reds who have been
knocked out are now suggesting
that their defeat marks the end of
Equity as an active trade union
and claim that many of the leaders
are not only anti-Communist and

who

31.

authorize James A. Mulvey to
accompany him. Mu Ivey, president
Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
Small-EL
was with Johnston when the origContinue J fiom
Anglo-U. S. agreement of
inal
renewals
on
bookings
and
new
March, 1948, was reached.
company fully-operative under
Portuguese
Action of SIMPP members in re- Lourenco Marques, the

jority.

son.

i

to

of

anti-S'oeifftist, but also anti-trade
union.
Big question mark is the future
of general secretary Gordon Sandi-

London, May

13 years ago by Charles
Laughton, Eric Pommer and the
late John Maxwell, the Mayflower
Picture Corp., which dropped production at outbreak of war, has

1

cussions with the Labor government, they recall, SIMPP refused

council a few months ago. was re-

with

War, Resumes on Films

Africa Radio

S.

Out
set of dis-

a cousin
seen be-

Formed

from pace

second

Mayflower, Quiet Since

fore.

June 7.
Mexican
top

City,

Still

ns Continued
last year for a

admitting Socialist view's, was in
recent years knighted for his sei*vices to the theatre, and has been
associated with Equity from its beginning. His wife, Sybil Thorndike,
scraped by with a narrow majority,
Edith Evans, who was excluded
from the "White” list apparently
because she had once visited Soviet
Russia under the auspices of the
Society for Cultural Relations, kept
her seat by a single vote. On the
other hand. Clifford Mollison. one
of the prime movers on the right,
who was asked to resign from the

turned

whom

Irma Gonzales,
soprano, nixed performing for the
National Opera Co. because it offers her only $600 'U.S.) per show,
she paying her own expenses,
while it allegedly pays foreign
warblers $2,500 'U.S.) each, plus
expenses.
Trade is wondering how long the
opera can keep going, paying those
wages with the pe.so weaker and
weaker, and no chance in sight for
hiking its tariffs for cu.stomers

council.

London. Mav

Scotland 39 years ago.

Scotstoun, Glasgow,
they’d never

Opera Gonzales Deal
Mexico

Bonifaces Mixed on Cnrfew Lift;

Seen from Tourists

They were met at the Glasgow station by James Paton, of

Pay Variance Nixes Mex

Actors Equity Assn., \yas
climaxed at the annual meeting
Sunday '29) with the complete
‘rout oi’ the "Red” element from the

Brit.

John and Alexander Gray, 56year-old twins, who were born
in Hawick, Scotland, and spent
their boyhood in Glasgow’. They

I

Kritish

31.

In the Philadelphia orchestra
playing here last week were

Council in Anti-Leftist Cleanout
London, May 31.
Fiiilion over the Comnuinisl is
been building up
v
has
hieh
me.
during the past few months in

May

Glasgow,

Equity

MPAA

—

:

;

In their drive to attract dollars,
the
it
entertainment
industry
boosting the number of major attractions to be staged in Britain,
particularly during the summer
sea.son.
Within the next few
months such tourist lures as the
Edinburgh Festival in September,

Canterbury Music Festival end of
June,
Malvern Drama Festival
during August and Three Ghoirs
Festival in Hereford early September, will bid for a big slice of tourist dollars.
Another big June attraction will be the British Antique Dealers Fair with $16,000,000
in
Wimbledon tennis,
exhibits.
A.scot
racing and other in.ijor
sporting fixtures are figured as ad-

ditional tourist magnets.

j
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RKO
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Shows

RKO

May

j

can
dogs, hamburgs, popcorn,
and often does hit $600. Indicative
racked
being
of the fancy business
up by the outdoor spots, is a lake
elc.,

of

slightly

than

less

$600 on

Monday

none-too-warmish

night

straight admissions. That points
a $4,500 gro.ss for the week
plus $2,250 at the concession stand.
Often a concession’s gross is

on
to

enough to pay an operators
film rentals as well as the w'cekly
payroll. In the event he passes up
the responsibilities and additional
stout

tasks of running the refreshment
division him.self by leasing it to a
concessionaire, his net in most
cases .still averages 25 to 30'"r.

'

.

Bergman’s Post
Continued from page

I

5

,

I

Wrong Tuna

j

i

i

I

I

solidate a num’oer of activities unexecutive head.” As an
der

one

Scully,

assistant to

it

is

also e*"

pectod Bergman will be in general
recharge of the company’s exliib
lations department.
Lipton arrived at the homeoffice
Monday (6) from the Coast lor a®'
huddles on upcoming
publicity
wil
product. While in N. Y.. he
fo

also lay out a special campaign
“Sword in the Desert,” one of tne
company’s top films of the year.
Ad-puhllcity setup is complelen'
meanwhile, by studio publicny
ove
chief A1 Horwits, who took
for John Joseph when the

recently switched over
.

J

(

<

i

•

I

.

'

'

tc»

Metro.

s

,
'' '
'

i.ONno!« orrirn:
St.

1J%TER!VAT10XAL

Sqmi«

Mnrtlti's Flaee, Trufalimr

U. S. Pix Lead Peru
Lima. Peru, May 31.

MPEA Jap-Korea Bowout S^n Risky,
With Locals, Foreign Distribs Aided

,

j
‘

Tokyo,

May

31.
!

Brit.

U. S. films are more than holding their own here.
Peruvian
censors’ figures show that for the
last half of last year, feature pix
stack up this way: U. S. 230, Mexico 58, Argentina 45. Britain 30,

MPEA

will disconreport that
tinue exports to the two Far Eastern countries unless the frozen

funds which have accrued to its
credit since the end of the war are
thawed, or until it is given permission to make “compensating
deals" which would enable Hollywood studios w'hose product is exhibited here to realize some dollar
returns for their exports.

According

to

in the

Into U.S. Market

|
I

Charles

Mayer.

the

'

nance in Nippon.
There is no question that Japanese motion picture circles would
welcome a decision by MPEA to
discontinue American imports until a yen-dollar conversion formula
This would eliminate the
is found.
local industry’s biggest rival and
might prove to be the trade’s bigNipponese
postwar hypo.
gest
studios, plagued with high production costs, labor trouble and an
assortment of other ills including
ineflficient management, have been

'
i

hit

MPEA

Working on the assumption that
they should not stand in tlie way
of labor permits governing top personnel, whose employment in Britain would provide jobs for many
skilled techniciaris otherwise disengaged, ACT feels that joint consultations would clear the air and
expedite future applications.

Sound,

'

At its meeting last Wednesday
the ACT general coiineil gave
blessing to a new hatch of a|>plications remitted to them fr
the Ministry of Labor.
in respect to the pioFrom
diietion of Wall Disney’s “Treasure Island,” they okayed permit
for Disney, Pereival Pearce, Byron

Sez Seideban

capital as well as
a minimum of book-

and

i

(*1)

German

“Love l.etters”
Morocco.”

'as exists in selection of ttip-ranking stars, is to he advocated immediately by the .Assn, of Cine and
the
.Allied
'Technicians through
Ministry of Labor, following consideration of a new batch of lalmr
applications. They also want moie
time to examine requests for
permits.

members

“Road

its

i

'

Stockholm. May 31.
Joseph H. Seidelman. Universal

Following a ban on Soviet-issued
currency in favor of the westmark
about two months ago, bu.siness at
theatres in the Anglo-U. S. sectors
of Berlin have slipped to 30 to
50% below' normal. Shortage of
public’s coin .has affected such
MPEA films as Metro’s “Boomtown” and “Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde” as well as Paramount’s

Formosa, immediately following VJ day. and is a 95-minute
feature.
According to Schwartz it
cost $10,000 to make the film. Another pic. “Folk Dances of Tien
Shan.” which runs about 40 minutes. was made on location in Tien
Shan and will be doubled with
"Maid" at the Stanley. Both pictures will have English titles.
Schwartz has another Chinese
film. "Between Two Fires.” which
he is holding for future release.

I.ondon. June 7
Joint meeting with
Americ.ui
production companies operating in
Britain to discus.s the same care in
importation of foreign technicians

j

,

HVood

ing in Czechoslovakia.

tion in
i

to

handing them

A new di.stributing firm headed
by March J. Schwartz is going into
the U. S. release of Chinese-made
pix.
Already booked for showing
here is “Maid of Formosa.” which
opens at the Stanley theatre. N.Y.,
Aug. 1. Pic was filmed on loca-

I

By

Berlin Coin Reform,

combined

;

31.

110-piece Philadelphia Orgave three coiuerts here
Monday and I’uesday
Sunday.
nights (29-31 >. Glasgow ('ity Ci)rp.
guaranteed £ 1,500 ($6,000' lor the
three performances.
A special eight-carriage train
carrying the orchestra pulled out
of V’ork for Glasgow 30 seconds before midnight Satmdax night (28!.
and beat tlie strike b\ halt a

exhaustion of .\merican product
under the original Motion Picture
Export A.s.sn.-C>,ech Film Monopoly 80 picture agreement, have

China-Made Pix

I

Hit

Glasgow, Ma\

The

chestra

Product Lack in Czecho minute.
Currency reform in the western
zones of Berlin, and the virtual

“Black Narcissus.”

!

latter

of

West

Top pix slated for synchronization are “Henry V.’’ “Red Shoes,”
“Saraband for Dead Lovers” and

j

is
receiving
nation’s b.o.
gross, compared to a 16% slice
w hich American films garnered before the w'ar. Foreign competition
from British, French, Ru.ssian and
Italian pix is scanty and otters no
serious threat to Hollywood’s domi-

head,

42%

MPEA Members

color.
;

actually released.

about

^

dialog and slated for release this
fall.
Six of the films will be in

Motion
Picture
ExCentral
change, MPEA outlet, has banked
well over 1,000,000,000 yen in its
blocked account since it resumed
the distribution of American films
Nobody
here in March, 1946.
knows for sure how much this
repiesents in dollars, since the
rale at which it will eventually be
is
unknown, but it
converted
should add up to several million.
CMPE released only a few films
its first postwar year, bnt brought
in 60 features in 1947 and around
80 in 1948, of which 73 were

CMPE

Philly Orch in Cilasgow
W'ith $(;,000 Subsidy

'

•

ACT Okays U.S. Film Personnel;

Mulls Joint Meets on Staff Imports

Reports from New York that the
France 18. China 15. Japan 10,
Brit. Eagle Lion Sets 20
Spain 10, Ital> f’ne. Russia four.
Motion Picture Export Assn, may
XII 1
r
American
Dubbed rix for (lermany and ciuie three
shipping
discontinue
All the 328 shorts were
S.;
films to Japan and Korea after
Frankfurt, May 31.
LJ. S. with Britain had all the
June 30 have shocked Nippone.se
In a strong bid to capture the
But most ob- grovfing mart for foreign filnTs in newsreels.
Three features were
theatrical circles.
servers here feel that anything as (Jermany. F. E. T. Rainbow, direc- banned as immoral— two Italian,
LJ. S.
diastic as a complete stoppage is tor general of Eagle Lion Films
American press dis- (British!, announced 20 Pix which
unlikely.
patches. widely published in Japan, will be synchronized for German
,

foreign chief who wa.s recently in
Sweden to ease distrib problems,

I

RKO

'

Hollywood is back on a sound
“We have had a crisis.” he
“but all that can happen has
happened now. During the fir.st

said

Haskin and Fred Leahy.
Permits were also sanctioned for
Robert Montgomery to direct for

basis.
.said,

years after the war. a now problem arose due to the war’s sudden
end, and since the film industry
plans for at lea.st 18 months ahead,
it was caught
unawares.
Hut we
must always be ready to run the
risk of such problems.”
Seidelman said that expenses

to

Coronada Productions; Julius Das-

.

who is to direct "Night in Ihe
City” for 20th-Fox. and Sidney
Franklin, who is to produce ”Tlie
Second Mrs. Miniver” for Meti»»Provisional okay was also
British.
given for a topflight director who
is to be brought over to direct the
last-named production.
In many respects, American production companies have ottered
British unions a trade.
RKO, ha\sin.

'

Fortunately, in provincial keys,
the boxoflice has deviated little
from its u.sual average.
Fresh
"We
from a record-breaking. 15-w'eek have been cut drastically.
run in Berlin. Metro’s “Ninotchka” still produce the same number of
showed strength in preems at both films.” he said, “but between 23%)
Duesseldorf and Frankfurt.
Also and 40% cheaper. Staffs have been ing withdrawn two of its applicaholding up well in other cities are reduced and pictures are now re- tions. has assured ACT that the
He is currently in the talking stage “Jekyll.”
“Morocco."
Warners’ turing profits once again” Tele- art director and product i«>n maiiwith other Far Ea.stern producers "Sea Hawk" and "A Stolen Ufe.” vision represents no threat to the ager on “Treasure Island" w ill he
for release of their product here. RKO’s "Bells of St. Mary.” plus film industry, the U exec said, berecruited from Britisli technicians
Prospective plans call for the ex- “Dangerous Journey" (20th!. “You cause after the sets lo.se Iheir
and will be .ACT members. C<»ronpansion o( distribution to include Were Never Lovelier” iCol.!. and novelty appeal, families return to
ada lias promised that the asst>the cinemas.
Canada and South America.
“His Butler’s Sister (Ui.
ciate director will he British, and
With all but three film.s relea.sed
20tli-Fox has told the union tli.at
in
Czechoslovakia under a pact
'every other technician on their pronegotiated three years ago. AmeriPIX
duction will he recruited from Brican product now has meagre playtain.
Metro is operating the reci!

I

I

,

!

i

I

1

lagging badly in their efforts to
recover from wartime disruptions.
Industry produced 500 features a
year in its best prewar season, but
turned out only 48 in 1946, 86 in
1947. and 120 in 1948.
Some observers here think
MPK.\ would be foolish to uspend
operations in Japan and give up

'

I

!

I

I

1

”

i

i

VENEZUELA

HUNG. GOVT. TAKES OVER

BUDAPEST THEATRES
All

Budapest.

May

theatres

will

private

pass

Cai’acas,

May

31.

is

OKAY

Tongnes,

In

4

Advertisers who are using R.ulio
to air their priKiucts
are proposing to introduce a similar clause in contracts for artists
working on the continental wavelength. not as a means of retaliation to the BBC but “in defen.se of
their own interests,”

Houses Ease Shortage

Current contracts which stars
concerned have with the BBC will
be allowed to run their normal
course irrespective of whether or
not they are being used for Luxembourg programs but the barring
clause will operate when the question of renewal crops up.

fresh product.
New outlets

U
lioti

a

expected

Hommes."

films slated for di.strihuare "I’irates on Horseback."

—

try

1

31.

the

fourth lanhas been

which show

first

played

May

dollars

difficult

in

1

;»n\

31

aiiv

.Aresti-

t

czars.

U. S. capital is wary of entering
the Argentine field since President
Peron’s new constitution was pot
through, which includes .Article 40.
the wording of which paves the
way for expropriation or nationalization of any industry which the

in

Work, suspended

a

economy measure, on

there i.s a greater public demam!
ft»r the imported product than for
the local.

31.

year ago as
Ireland's

*Snake

first

James

FA’erett.

Minister

A freciuencv was alUuied for the
station at the recent Intei'iiational

at

.Mexico

Spec-

attention

and

I

I

in

is to be paid to news
Irish magazine transmissions.
Station will be beamed largelv at

ial
'

U. S.

and Canada.

Africa

Town. May

I

31.

doing
“The Snake Pit"
holdover business in Cape Town
ct>n.lohanne.shtirg.
causing
.and
is
.African Nato the South
cei n
Health.
Council
for
Mental
tional
Council points out that many of
the abuses shown in the picture
can mental hospitals, nor is the
Council
overcrowding as bad.
claims the general impression of
the
conveyed
film
does
by
horror
nut apply to South Africa
•20th

summer.
Radio Conference

Pit* Stiri S.
(’ape

for
Posts and Telegraphs The station
is expected to be rcadv in the late

of

is

run hou.ses in the country’s keys
present does nut exceed 50.

.Aires,

of

pe of
\
U. S. activity, let alone picture
imports. Much depends on wIicliuT
responsible olVicials look uf.on entertainment as an essential industry or not. Important sectors of
U. S. business in Argentina ate
unable to foresee any easiri,g of this
situation in the near future, unlc'^s
some surprise factor wsue to
emerge in the talks about to start
between a committee of U. S. economic experts and local ecoiiopiic

shortwave radio station is being reto sumed immediatelv on the orders

committed to a five-year theatre expansion program, total first-

"Tom Mix The Miracle
and
Rider" Swedish, .Austrian. Swiss
as well as flerman films will be

being

Dublin. Mav

eliminate a hooking hollleneck for
distributors as well as conceivably
films
more
.American
affording
Warsaw, however,
playing time.
is si ill considerahiv undorseated in
proportion to its 6t)().000 populaAlthough the Polish .Nlini.stion.

S.

distributed by IMsina.

are

makes

mate of the future for

Shortwaver for Eire

First of May theatres, both
l.OhO sealers, opened in tlie Polish
Previou.sl\ the city had
capital.
only four showcases available for

and

”

"D'Honimes

in

Warsaw was consideiahiv relieved
month when tlie Stolica

early this

Prisma Film Distribution Co.
started its expanded program in
the western zones of Germany,
drstrihuting both foreign and C’.ermati-made films. Pix recently released h\ Prisma are Universalia’s
“Fabiola and “Les Derniers Jours
de Pompeii.” also "La (7rande IIlilsion." "Les Jeux Sont Fails,” and

gentina

local government might decide to
“
French on the clas.sify a.s of "public interest
U. S. pix interests have to c<»n.Monaco and
the
National web
Luxembourg. It was translated in- tend with constant pressore In loto English by Bill Kohson for .Mu- cal producers who urge the governtual. Griinblat getting $200 for the ment to grant them gieater protection against foreign encroaeiiiMeot.
rights.
It was then done in Spanish
now being readied in This aeeentuates the danger ot turIt
is
Italian for Radio Lugano, and may ther curbs on foreign film impot is.
.Against this the foreign distiihs
also ho done on Italian Radio.
can only ojtpose the argument that
It

Two New Warsaw

Luxembourg

this

Italy,

guage into
translated.

.

houses

in Italy

May

Radio producer Pierre Grimhlal.
who built up a Gershwin hiog into
using
90-minute radio show
a
mostly disks, i.s now seliing it to

'

firstrun

Now Due
Paris.

,

Prisma’s German Pix
Frankfurt. May 3L

Buenos
scarcity

.

Gershwin Air Biog,

,

Shortage of

Future of U. S. Films
The

I

(

concerned are topfiighters
such as Sam Costa. Stewart MacPherson. Graeie Fields and .scriptwriter Ted Kavanagh.

at

Darkens Picture Of

I

j

artists

picture

first

Arg. Dollar Scarcity

i

BBC

among

and Pal Jackson

Culver City.

]

I

and

sociate producer,
is
directing his

I

!

Luxembourg

clause; Compton Bennett
now rompleling his jot) as as-

procity
{

Villegas
Blanco,
president of
Bolivar Films, is putting his studios
in shape for producing the fir.st
professional feature films to he
made in Venezuela. He has contracted with Lumiton Studios of
Argentina to supply him with directors and stars.
Argentine director Hugh Christensen. producer Enrique Faust in.
land stars Su.sana Freyre and .luan
Carlos Thorry are here to w-ork in
The
Bolivar’s first full feature.
film w'ill be titled "Miss Venezuela."
Juanita Sojo, Argentine actress,
is here preparing for her forthcoming role in Bolivar’s “l.anzas Colorados.”
Arturo Ursler Pietri author of “Lanzas Colorados.’’ is here
eollaboruting on script for film
based on his book.

under Hungarian government con- accord with the MFE.A. the Ameri-

LONDON GETS
‘MONDAY

PROD.

STARTS WITH ARG. AID

ii".*
firstrun
houses are showing no
U. S. pix at all.
Prior to Czech
officials’ final approval of a new

,

31.

No more theatre can majors’ organization is resorttrol next season.
ing to reissues for the time being.
licenses will be issued to private
capitalists and theatre directors
will also be named by the state.
Up to now. theatres here have
2 LEGITS;
been putting on about 60 plays a
year, but from now on 30 a year
NEXT’
the commanding position it now will be given, in order to allow
London. June 7.
holds in the theatre trade. They more lime for rehearsals, and inWest End theatregoers saw the
argue that abandonment of Japa- sure a better finished product.
opening of two comedies last week,
nese biz would not only give the
one an obvious winner, the other
local production industry a chance
doubt lul.
"On Monday Next"
to recapture its own market, hut
Fest Sees Tie
Edinburgh
would be the signal for other forbowed at the Comed> June L
eign distributors, notably British
where it was enthusiastically reWith Met in Bing Appt. ceived. Philip King has written a
and French interests, to make a serious hid for Japanese preference in
witty, laugh-pi ovpking play about
Edinburgh, June 7.
the foreign pic field.
Rudolf Bing. arfi.>tic director of backstage life, which is dominated
the Edinburgh Fe.stival. will see by a superb performance by Henry
Kendell and Olga Lindo
this years enterpri.se through, be- Kendell.
fore leaving in October for his directed the offering, with Peter
Is Fighting Back At
new post as general manager for Deal ing and Milroy Gay presentPlay was tried out at the
the Metropolitan Opera .Assn, of ing.
Radio Lux Competition New York. He’ll oflicially succeed Emba.ssy April 5. and features the
It
htoks a sure hit.
Edward Johnson June 1. ’50!.
original east.
The Festival Society has “reDearsle\’s "My Mother
A.
P.
Via Exclusive Pacts
the
luctantly" released him from his Said"
opened at
Fortune
London, May 31.
conlrarl. which had two years to June 3 with Victoria Hopper and
Bid to knock out competition lun.
has been made Percy MarmonI
.N'o decision
in
the leading
from sponsored commercial radio here about a successor.
roles.
Peter Saunders is presentprograms from the Continent has
Sir Andrew Murray. Lord Pro- ing this pleasant, but lacklustre
been made by the British Broad- \'osl of Edinburgh, said. "Mr. comedy,
which centeis around
casting Corp.
by insisting that Bing's appointment is a very high 'Bohemian life in Ihe Chelsea arartists under contract for a BBC compliment to the Edinburgh Fes- fists colonv
w as cordially
I*la>
series must not accept other bro:idwelcomed, but nevertheless looks
lixal. which will no doubt continue
cast
engagements without Iheir to have the benefit of his advice dubious.
permission.
A friendly and
and experience.
Introduction of the new condi- co-operalivp management at the
tion would affect a number of pro- Metropolitan will be a great a.sset
Film
gram.s now coming through from to Edinburgh.’’
Radio

15

.

WedneMkiy, June

vv.-

'
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y/v;

for the vacation season

—a

combination of

Walt Disney’s ‘Dumbo’ and 'Saludos Amigos’
.

.

.

the perfect boxofftce

you 106 minutes

ACADEMY AWARD and
HIT PARADE THuHc

NEW

PRINTS!

program that gives

of Disney Delight

NEW

SAVINGS BONDS

.

•

ADVERTISING!

including “Tico, Tico” "and “Brazil

Back the Motion Picture Industry's U. S.

.

DRIVE, May l6-June 30

Wednesday* June

8,

1949

IT 1

•^C<V

Re-Released by

RKO

Radio Pictures, Inc

These motion pictures available individually or as a combination

REVIEWS

F1I3I

IS

Any ^'mber

Wcdnetday, June 8, 1949

I'an Play

Miniature Reviews
Number Can Play**

Metro release of Arthur Freed produc.Stan Clark Gable. Alexis Smith;
features Wendell Corey, Audrey Totter,
Frank Moritan, Mary Aitor, Lewis Stone,
Barry Sullivan. Marjorie Hambeau. DiScreenplay.
rected by Mervyn LeRoy.
Richard Brooks: based on novel by Edward Harris Heth: camera, Harold Ross«>n; editor. Ralph E. Winters: score. Lennie Hayton. Tradeshown N. Y.» June 3,
'49.
RunninK time, 101 .MINS.
Clark Gable
Charley Enlcy Kyng
.Mexis Smitn
I.«n K.MUi
Wendell Crtrey
Bobbin Elcott
tion.

‘*Any
(M-G).

Clark Gable in
gambling meller; sturdy

.

Alice Elcott

.

Kurslyn

“Calamity

.

A«ta

.

Ren Cavery Snelerr
Tycoon

.

.

•

Ed
Dr. I’almer
Pete Senta

Eew "AnKic”
Frank

.

Debrettl

Sistina

Paul Enley Kyng
Klei«h
Mrs. I‘urcell
Mr. Hear<lon ....

Mod“Illegal Entry” ^U).
erately entertaining actioner
around alien smuggling.
“Adam and E v e I y n e’*
(GFDi, .^grecable British romantic yarn; likely modest
grosser.
“Operetta” (Musical) (Ger-

built

Lewis Stone
Barry Sullivan

Rambeau

Edgar Buchanan
Leon Ames
Mickey Knox
Richard Rober
William Conrad

newspaper
moderate appeal.

of

some

romantic

piquant

team

tance by the use of color in lensing
the rugged locales that frame the

of

characters

are

;

'

of

a

I

tAgfa color).

(

;

;

.

I

I

'

,

1

,

]

!

proves his mettle and wins
son’s respect in a sock cli-

(’i;ihle

tiis

against an

vho

oil

pits

...

I

.lohaiin Strauss

I

>In

ad.iptation. Art Cohn: camera,
W'illiam Daniel*: editor. Edward Curtisa:
nuixic, .Milton .Schwarzwald.
Tradeshown
iV
V. .June «. ’49. Running time. K4 ^IINS.

Rrrt

Howard

I'ower.*

Sima Duvak
Dan Collins
Lee
Niik

Tom

Gruber
Richards

'/ark

Dutch

Bott.sy
P.en.son

Bill
Cr.rl

Raffeiiy

Clifton

Young

Wilh the activities of numerous
has the advantage of solid other Government law enforcement
hackgiounds. crisp lensing and a agencies furnishing story material
loi- tilnis in the past. Universal now'
smooth editing job.
Menu.
roenses the camera on a case historv in the files of the U. S. Dept,
I'liliiiilify elanf*
of Iminigra.ion and Naturalization.
Nesiilt is “Illegal Entry.” a niod.^ani Khmn
eralel.v
entertaining semi - docu(COLOR)
mentaiy.
Hollywood. June 3.
lliii\er.xal I'elease of Leonard Goldstein
Picture rates as a good programproilmtion. Stars Yvonne Do C.irlo How- mer.
but lacks marquee values.
ard DiilT: feafiire-s Dorothy Hart. Willard
However, the theme of "Entry”
I'arkei LI<i>d Hridees. Direi ted bv Georije
.Sheiman
Screenplay. Maurice Geraghty. nauirallv lends itself to exploitanWhin
story, Shcrin.m:
ranietd tion and exhibitors should wring a
nVcImicolori. Irving Glassberg; editoi'.
Kdwnid ('urti.x.x. Previewed May 31, '49 ma.xiinum of business from the pic
Running time. K.1 MINS,
if only properly sold.
< al.tmilv
.lane
Yvonne De Carlo
Taken from an original by Ben
S- m Ha.ss
Howard Dull
Kline and Dan
h.itlienne Egan
Dorothy Mart Bengal. Herbert
FMc

I

•’Bocaecio.”

.

Norman

Joel Collins

Lloyd Bridges

Dean

Mare I-awreno^

D^ikofR
A he Jones

Mouselcv Stev^n^on
.Milhurn Stone
Clifton

ivlorgan

Marshal Peak
^fr«
Kean
J Well.*

Doi

l.lovd

Young

lohn

Rodnev

Roy

Rohert.s

Ann Doran
Charles Cane
Walter Baldwin

Purdy

Moore,

yarn

plane.
tions.

Wi.se

"Her Man Gilboy” (Rank),
opening hI
he f’ark Avenue
Kmhassv. N. Y today (Wed.),
was reviewed in Variety from
London. Aiig Ifi. 1944. under
I

.

ring’s opera-

Inspector

immigration

(ieorge Bient enrolls Howard Dud
as an undercover agent.
Latter
successfully carles out his mission

original
title.
"English
ithout
Tears
Reviewer
Jolo notcfl that "de.spite ad-

and also frees .Marta Toren from

mirable direction and excellent
photography the story
ambles along to no definite denouement” and therefore tabbed pic as "not a strong candidate for the American mar-

Opening sequences move rather
"Calamity .^ane and Sam Bass" slowly while director
Frederick Do
!s another outdoor actioner in color
(’ordova attempts to lay the
that gives ear!y-day western h.td
groundwork for the ensuing events.

men

a

whitewa.shing. Picture

some good

h.ts

selling points, an able

and should

roll

up

.satisfactory

.Action

builds

in

scenes

later

though the climax

is

a

al-

w'ell-tele-

gi’aphcd one. Duff handles his role
Ff'turn.s in the general market, par- adc(|uately.
Mi.ss Toren Is appealHcularly when given an added o.x- ing as an unw illing member of the
ploifation push.
gang while Brent is his usual suave
Yvonne De Carlo and Howaifl .self as the inspector (tar Moore.
Duff’ play the title roles again.st the Tom Tully and Paul
Stewart regisgorgeous backdrop of .southern ter in lesser parts.
Dtah terrain. Script points up sym.Idles .Schermer wrapped the film
jjathetic angles to make the outlaw (vilh
hettcr-than-average producchai.’tcters
pseudo - heroes. This tion values. l)e (’ordova'.s direcgentling down of the bad boys has tif)n is «ood as Is the camerawork
a curiously futile efiTeef. however, of
XVilliam
Daniels.
Technical
iincr iKifli history and tlie prodiie- r-icdils me,-iv|ii'e up,
G>lb.

EnKine Driver...
Fireman

Ha.sil

-Naiinton

Highly

makes no
with

.

fanciful

\\

,

Also cited in the review
“smart dialog and
galore are not sufficient to su-siain so elemental
a lo\ e storv." which lakc.s place
helwren a .\oimg lady of an
aiislociatic
family
and the
w.'i.s

’

that

tyiHici.sin.s

cold and indiflerenl butler.
Im luded in the ca.st headed
h\

Michael Wilding and Penelope VVaid are Lill f’almer

and Peggy Cummins The
i.v

hi

being lelea.sed
Lniversal.

in

film

Hie U. S.

the

in

Agfacolor
Bril.

(ITALIAN)
Genoa. Mav

.

Hadfc d
Wa.vne

Domenico
At

Seal.*);

Lux. Genua.

Bruno

mu.xic,

Running time. »» vMNs.

disjointed script and )\rak
direction heavily reduce the potential value of thi.s film, ba.sed on
recent clandestine exodu.s of .)ewish refugees from Italy to Palestine.
Slow pace and dull eamer.iI’ic
work won’t help h.o. either
fails to reach its high ohieiiive
due to overcomplication of plot
which tells the story of three

plot,
wliich
crediliility.

at

”

buddies (fvvo Jewish, one* British)
who. separated after World War 11.
end up on opposite sides of (he
Palestine situation, ('oncent
on one story alone would

made

for a tighter,

Except

for

the

isn’t

and Andrea
up to Italian

eral

v«‘t

Berti

from Basil Radtord and Naunton
Wa.v-ne as engine drivers, pilot.s.
bus drivers and watchmakers.

Checclii.

tmg

«lal Ipiianf4»

With the Grey Glove)
(SONG.S)

indie Producers
^Continued

(ITALIAN)
Genoa. Mav

2,5.

Manenfj Film i«leaar of Giulio Manenti
’“•/* Annette Bach. Roldano
fji.n
t enta. Maiio Del
Monaco.
Maati ocinque, ScrcenNovaieie. Fulvio Palmierl. Ca^iiT' MiiAtroc’Inciue.
mlllo
from itory bv Nino

i^rabelU,

a(

Hawk.

selling.

r^lo

till

M.'irina

lo.'ul.*^.

against British forces in Fhilestinc)
may rate it .some attention from
the censor.
This will lake hi’avy

Myro.

^

h.ive

snuff, with sevcharacter actors, among
them the usually roli.’ihic Carlo
Ninchi. struggling imsuccessfully
with their roles.
Film’s anti-Bntish slant (it comes close lo condoning actions of Jewl.^h tmroiists

How'es never really gets to’ grips
with the lead part. Gordon Jackson is sufficiently virile as the
.voung Scottish newspaperman, and
there are the usual comedy touches

."Vlan

ra( ion

more powei

film.

makes wide use of the new independent frame method. Sally Ann

(The

('iioynini.

.\

and dialog

I/I'onio

2.5

Lux Film release of .Mbert .Salvaiurl
production. Stars Andrea Checchi. Marina
Uerti: feature* Vivi Giol. Cui'lo Nimbi.
Pelcr Trent Filippo Scel/o. Liiipi Tom.
Directed bv Duilin CoElena Zareschl.
lelti.
Screenplay, Lewi* F. Giltlei < ;.ilo
Levi. Giorxio l*ro*peri. from .stoi v bv ;V1 mrai Bcrnrdi and ’rullio I’iiielli: canxia,

failing io
exploit the situation " ittilv. makes
"Stop Pre.ss Girl a dull offering
It’s a weak bet for Hie Stat«*s.
Idea behind the plol is that of a

”

ket.

well

(The Cry of the Earth)

.

prc'ten.se

.script

gowns of Miss Meyerhofer

larido della Terra

II

Mr. Peters .... .lame* Roiieilson Ju.viii-e
Angela
Sonia Holm
Roy Fairfax
Niccl Kiiclianan
Mi.ss I'eters
.lovre Hsirhour
('.‘ii'ole Saundei *
.I(ili.-i
Lany
Johnnie
(’.Mil Chamberlain

it.v

the criminals’ domination.

cast

“Gypsy

Her Man Gilbey

,

is

to the

"F’atinitza.”

Baron” and Strauss’ widely known
Fledennaus.”
Waltz tunes

"Die

pegged upon
tile er.'uking of a crafty gang who
smuggle aliens into the U. S. by
tlie

(Donald B. Wilson) production,
heatures Sally Ann Howe*. Gordon Jackson. Basil Radford, Naunton Wayne. Dlreeled by Michael Barry. Screenplay by
T. J. Morrison, from original story by
"Morrison,
Basil
Thomas; camera. Bill
Allan, Arthur Ibbetson. f’vril Bristow;
frame supervisor, Geoffrey Woodward;
editor,
Sidney Hayera: music, Walter
Goehr. At Gaumonl. London. June 1, '49.

Kranz Von Suppe. Karl Millocker
and Ros.sini. Nor does it diminish young gill who has inherited an
the powerful piesentalion of the.se uncanny
knack of stopping all
works via the Vienna i’hilharmonic forms of machinery within 1.5 minoich and the chorus and ballet of utes. .She falls in love with a newstlie \ ienna State Opera.
paperman. and is eventually chalEmphasized and most popular of lenged to stop the pre.sses of a rival
the .light operas given are “Barber paper lo prove her powers.
of
Seville.”
Modest-budgeted product ion
“Beggar Student,”

and

Willard Parker

striking
register
process.

1.

release of Aquila Kilin-lnilcpemicnt

Frame

.

"Operetta” suffers a bit from too
much Forst. He’s all over the set
as the light opera producer, author
of the original yarn, part of the
screenplay and as director. However. fhiv: does not detract from
scenes and
mu.s'c
from better
known operettas i)y .lohann Strauss.

slafT.

Egan

GFD
Titles)

dated.

Anthony Caru.so
Donna Martell

Maria

German: English

.

David Clarke
Robert Osterloh

Crowihei*
’I'easiie

ProMM Ipirl
(BRITI.SH)
London, June

.Slop

Curd -Jurgens

Although
acTuaily
produced
about nine years ago. it never his
been shown in the U.S.. and story
and technique do not seem that

Tully

Paul Stewart
Richard Rober
Joseph Vitale
lames Nolan

Lempo

.loe

gan. Lewis Stone. Marjorie Rambeau and Mary Astor. Barry Sullivan.
Kdgar
Buchanan. Mickev
Kniix and Caleb Peterson are all
good as Gable’s gambling joint

DiTff

Marta Toren
George Brent
Gar Moore

.Sloan

Edmund Schellhammer

,

Moore:

effectively
projects
a
plov«‘-fitting part as the hard-playIng gambler w'itb no sympathy for
bis son’s idealistic gripings. As th<'
wife. Miss Smith is adeciuate. while
Wendell Corey and .Audrey Totter,
as unhappy in-laws, are firstrate.
In brief but standout charactehy.itions of gambling types are Mor-

.

Thi& is a virtual cavalcade of
Take
Viennese operetta music.
a
J this music, which Is magnificently staged and sung, and it
is the familiar tale of an operetta
producer’s love for a great operatic
singer, with Willy Forst in the lead. Running
time, i: MINN.
For arty spots where such musicals Jennifer Peters
.S.'illv
Ann Howe*
go over, this is a very strong entry. Jock Melville
Gordon .larkxon

.

Gable

.

Karl Millocker

I

tion.

Paul Hoerbiger
Leo Slezak

Count Huhenbiirg .... Siegfried Breuner
Count Esterha/y .... .Alfred Neugebauer

'

Will

.

Alexander Girardi
Franz von .Suppe

‘

hlieiiff

.

i

«coie is good, as is the editing of
i>f passes at the d’ce tab'e. Against jtlie picture by Edward Curtiss.
pU'as of his wife. Alexis Smith, and
Brog.
i\is sidekicks to fiuh with the rein.-iinv of his bankroll. Gable smilingly bets all or nothing, and wins.
A followup attemnl by a couple of
i:>)i« ^i xal
rcleaxg of .lules Schermer
hoodlums to hold up the joint is pioUuctioii. Star* Howard Duff. Marta
T..:tn. George Brent; feature* Gar Moore.
not handled convincingly. At the
HI ret ed
by
Frederick
De Cordova.
windup. Gable nuits gambling be- Scrcenpla> .loel Malone, baaed on story
cause of a serious cardiac condi- bv Ben Bengal. Herbert Kline. Dan

Jim Murphy

vocal exercise, but the film could
use some additional tunes lo good
advantage.
Technically, pic has good camera
work, and the photogenic sets and

.

on the verce of breaking
the house with a ohenomenal run
is

)

of amusing scent's and
some excellent color shots of a picturesque German, town are the
chief assets of this import from
Occupied Germany.
(Otherwise,
pic is a leisurely paced 19th century
court comedy that is antisepticjilly
barren of any intellectual content.
It will receive moderate play in the
German language nabes and as a
dunler in the art houses.
Elfie Meyerhofer, a Dietrich-type
looker, does a neat thesping job as
a chic young singer who ret in ns to
the village where she was horn to
discover the identity of her father.
Hans Nielsen is stiff hut likable
as the hot-tempered young lieutenant of the king’s guard who falls
love with her.
Erich Ponto
in
capably plays the mercurial king
who turns out to be the singer's
long-lost pa.
Situation of an illegitimate lass

Miss Meyerhofer
handed side.
charmingly warbles one number,
in the classical manner, arfd does a

.'•.Slh

.

him
man. Frank Morgan,

sc(|uence which

imu'tie

German;

romancing an officer sots the
town’s tongue.s wagging and provides the springboard for some
satirical jibes at prudish morals
and palade foibles.
But most of
the opportunities are muffed and
the general effect is on the heavy-

!

builder.

Niel.sen

Erwin Biegel
English Titles

A handful

!

—

Hans

I

i

sistency.

Impekoven; camera
Fritz Arno Wagner: music.

Hofmarschall von Arnegg.. Hans Leihclt
Emil Knips
Paul Heni k» Is

'

tegrating the secondary role.s and
sub-plots with an atmospheric con-

Toni

vontArnegg^

Lt.

Zunder
In

!

i

and

Wolfgang Zeller. At Stanley, N. Y,. week
of June 4. '49. Running time. R) mins.
Christine Holm
Elfie Meyerhofer
His Serene Highness
Eiich Ponto

.

.

,

(GERMAN)

i

hoeven

!

j

—Color)

(Song
.

Arikino rrleaine of Deutsche Film pio(Uu-tion.
Stars Elfie Meyerhofer. tlau<i
Nielsen: features Erich Punto. Hans
eibelt. Directed by Paul Verhoeven. S« cenplay by Verhoeven. from play by Vn-.

I

axis. Hi rector Mervyn LeRoy, however. does a creditable job in in-

Pie’s thesis maintains that gamif you’re a
bling is legitimate
winner. Yarn develops the point
vi.i
domestic break between
a
(lalile, as the legalized gambling
bouse operator, and his collegiate
son who is ashamed of his pappy’s
profession. But before the fadeout,
11u‘ kid becomes a convert to the
rolling dominoes as a character-

INilat'e
i

w’ealthy gambler and an orphan
George Sherman’s direction girl who believes him to be her
keeps the film on the move with father.
That misunderstanding
colorful sweep that forces the basic having been disposed of, he doesn’t
femme lead.
drama to the fore. Script picks up want to disillusion her further, and
.Sain Bass as he first comes to the
..
conceals his occupation by pretend- .
cire«;^ed
In
.stressed,
in
west, carries him through the ing he is on the stock exchange.
“'en the
events that lead to his outlawry
But he fails to reckon with bis large cast is dancing
lo one of the
and brings him to the rather grim caddish brother, and the deserted
is
(“onelusion when he
mortally other woman, who get the girl to numerous waltz tunes.
Story itself is just one of those
wounded while committing what is his gaming joint at the same time
things. It traces the ri.se of Franz
to he his last crime.
the police.
A two-fold love story also is as Crisp direction and some snappy Jauner (Forst) to Viennese fame as
worked in. with Miss De Carlo and bits of dialog give the pic a veneer operatic producer and his rivalry
with Maria Holst, famed opera
Dorothy Hart the rivals for Duff’s
of polish without attempting to apsinger, who was the dominating
attentions. Miss Hart is the good
pear sophisticated. Teamed for the force in
girl who is Duff’s real love while
Vienna opera until he arfirst time. Granger and Miss Simrived. Plot shows her leaving the
Miss De Carlo has the more colormons prove to be pleasing roman- city when
ful Calamity Jane assignment, the
he gains command but
Transformation of the returning
tic leads.
girl w ho loves Bass and fights, robs
to fall in love with him.
and rides at his side. Scripters femme .star from waif to woman- There’s the usual misunderstandEdwin
hood
is
skillfully
done.
Maurice Geraghty and Melvin have
ing between the pair, aside from
done a workmanlike chore on the Styles and Helen Cherry tackle the tile fact that Forst is already maiwith ease.
story by Sherman, but could have top supporting parts
ried.
Myro.
devised an ending that would have
Forst is as meticulous as ever as
put less emphasis on the futility of
the dapper producer-director while
Bass’ demise.
Maria Holst makes a gorgeous
Ilporetia
Competent ca.sting gives the
.singer and his big romance. Others
(Musical)
principals neat support and among
who figure importantly and with
(GERMAN)
those holding up their assignments
Intcrfilm-Discina release of Wicn-Filni good results are Dora Komar, Leo
are Willard Parker, Ann Doran, production. Stars W'illy For.sl. directed Slezak <as Von Suppe) and Edmund
Forst from stor.v by Forst. Screenplay.
Norman l.loyd, Lloyd Bridges, by
Forst and Exel AKKebrecht: camera. Hans Schellhammer 'ns Strauss).
Houscley Stevenson and Milbum Schneeberger; musical director, Willy
Forst’s direction is better than
St. IMayhou.sc,
Stone.
Schmitit-Gentnei
At
his story.
Camera work of Hans
June 4, ’49. Running time, Mdi
Irving
Gla.ssberg’s
beautiful starting
Schneuberger is standout.
MINS.
color lensing adds plenty of dress
is
standout.
No
Willy Forst Schneeberger
Fran/ .launer
lo the Leonard Goldstein produc- Marie Geistinger
credit is given for Engli.sh titles
Mari.T Holst
tion values. Milton Schwarzwald’s Em mi Krall
Dora Komar which are adequate.
Wear.
.story.

the personality vignettes are sharply realized, the bulk of them tends
to overload and weaken the story

.

.

S.

Principal

by the
edition of the pic
minutes, lU minutes

Originally reviewed in Variety. Sept. 20, 1932, Abel said
it's a
“sure-fire belly laughgetter anywhere” in the "familiar synethetic school of Lloyd
cinemania, with its cannily
constructed
bits,
gags and
business
The stdr comic’s
celluloid artifices have given
him a series of corking situations which he milks to the
utmost. It’s another picture
that holds so much, it’ll get a
modicum of repeat trade,
which about tells everything.”
Constance Cummings is the

and

situations

.starring

attractive

comedy

untouched

less tlian original.

Hogan

Stewart Granger and Jean Simmons. Result is an agreeable lightweight entertainment offering, capable of earning modest grosses in

code require the outlaws to
pay tor their crimes in the end.
Film gains in production impor- the U.

M-reenwritcr Richard Brooks has
jammed the yarn with too many
subordinate charae’eriyations which
tanpent. While

Brenda

Monaco.

Though handled well, story Lsn’t
the kind which foreign audiences
will
take to easily, though the
Siuith .American market offers a
chance.
•
Hawk.

New

runs 85

Denton

Peter Reynolds

the

lion

In attempting to sketch a portrait of a biglimo casino operator.'

ofT at a

years.

Novelettish tlicme of Noel Lang-

its

sulfice to make “.^ny Number Can
entry.
h.o.
blue-chip
a
Play”
with a slick
Classily packaged
plitsical layout and an imposing
array of supporting players, ttlm
.iust misses that complete mon-up
impact due to a slightly difTuse
Kcrecnplay. Sufficicnl action and
suspense factors operate, however,
to sustain audience interest over
the long footage.

GeolTre.v

David
Christine

New York Wed-

in

ba.sically thi.s style of

remains

ley’s original story has been brightened by lux u r y backgrounds,

GFD).

(

fanta.sy

British
t

t1.\

Girl”

Press

“Stop

gambling theme and
niartjuee potency of Clark Gable

Lure of

Colonel Bradley
Chris Kirby
Inspector

(action takes place again.st
background of Roman art world)
Production is smartly dressed in
all departments, with camera
work
by Gabor Pogany standing out
Acting is the exception, being only
so-so.
Several songs are delivered
in
neat fashion by Mario Del

nesday (1), film packs the enduring appeal of slapstick with
Lloyd as the likeable faux pas
hero. Some of it is corny, hut

.loan Swinstead
Wilfred Hyde-White
Fred Johnson

.Molly

Forst
W’illy
operettas, with
starred; strong for arty spots.

Caleb Peterson
Dorothy Cominjtore
Art Baker

Tradeshown

Cavalcade of Viennese

man).

Hickman

l).'»rryl

outaction

market.

Audrey Totter
Frank Morgan
Mary Astor

M.'*rjorie

Calbern

S.-<rah

.

Cities

h.o,

Okay
the

art

Harold Lloyd’s "Movie
Crazy.” one of his early talkers
w hich the Motion Picture Sales
Corp. is priming for national
rerelease, is still a laugh-winner with good b.o. prospects.

31.

OFD releaM of J. Arthur Rank-Two
Dl(Harold French) production.
roctod by French. .Stars Stewart Granfor,
Jean Simmons. Screenplay by Noel Danaley; camera, Guy Green: editor, John D.
Guthridfe; music, Mlscha Spollansky. At
Odeon, London, May 31, ’49. Running time.
Ht MINN.
Stewart Granger
Adam Black
lean Simmons
Evel.vne Wallace
Edwin Styles
Bill .Murray
Raymond Young
Roddy Black
Helen Cherry
Moira
Beatrice Varley
.Mrs.
Parker

slick

Sam

and

Jane

Bass’* (Color) (U).
door feature for

.

.

...
... ...

(BRITISH)
London. May

in all situations.

.

•liin

Adam and Evelyae

!

I

I

from

paice

3

thought that his law office and
other interests could be malntained W'ithout Interfering materially with his work for the .Society.

orlKlnal lonies by Glo.Arnall. In the short time since
Kr«l(lo Da Roma. At he
has become head of SIMPP.
Kunninx Ume, 100
has
put considerable new life into
Annette Bach
(I lulio praKo
Roldano Liipi the organi'zation and has won much
Max .Molteni
Antonio Centa respect from
both the intlics and
Silvio Marlini
Maiiii pel Monaco
the majors with whom he h;is come
Routine wliodimit dies.sed up in contact. As a result, it i.s bewith music makes for o k. light- lieved. the members will make an
weight entertainment.
Director effort to interest him in giving his
Camillo Mastrocinque succeeds In full attention to thd organization
keeping a good balance ht'tween if the hurdle of their limited finansuspen.se and songs, intrigue
and cial ability can be negotiated.
'

Olimpia, Genoa.

.

j

i
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M-G-M STUDIOS
Culver City, Colifornici

|L

“LiniE WOMEN*’
June Allyson
Elizabeth Taylor

*‘TAKE

•

ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME”

Frank Sinatra

Esther Williams

•

’BATTLEGROUND”

(Technicolor)

Van Johnson

• Peter L;;wford •
O’Brien
Janet Leigh • Rossano Brazzi • Mary Astor

BROADWAY”

”THE BARKLEYS OF
Fred Astaire

•

Ginger Rogers

•

“THE FORSYTE

(Technicolor)

Gent Kelly

•

• Ricardo Montalban
• John Hodiak
George Murphy • Marshall Thompson °

Errol Flynn

Betty Garrett

•

•

Greer Garson

SAGA”

(Technicolor)

”THE GREAT SINNER”
Gregory Peck • Ava Gardner • Melvyn Douglas • Walter Huston
Ethel Barrymore • Frank Morgan • Agnes Moorehead

Van Johnson

STRAHON STORY”

Ethel

“THE SECRET GARDEN”
•

Herbert Marshall

•

•

•

Robert

Young

Tom

Drake

Elizabeth Taylor

“SCENE OF THE CRIME”
Arlene Dahl • Gloria DeHaven

“THAT MIDNIGHT KISS”

James Stewart • June Allyson • Frank Morgan
Agnes Moorehead • Bill Williams
Margaret O’Brien

•

“CONSPIRATOR”

Oscar Levant

Robert Taylor

“THE

(Technicolor)

Walter Pidgeon
Janet Leigh
•

'

Dean Stockwell

•

(Technicolor)

Kathryn G:ayson*Jose Iturbi
Barrymore • Mario Lanza •Keenan

Wynn

“THE RED DANUBE”

_

Leigh
Walter Pidgeon • Peter jLawford • Angela Lansbury *
Ethel Barrymore • Louis Calhern • Francis L. Sullivan
’

,

“EDWARD, MY SON”
Spencer Tracy

•

“MALAYA”

Deborah Kerr

“NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER

Spencer Tracy • James Stewart • Valentina Cortesa
Sydney Greenstreet • John Hodiak • Lionel Barrymore

(Technicolor)

Esther Williams • Red SkeKon • Ricardo Montalban
Betty Garrett • Keenan Wynn • Xavier Cugat
B«

IN THE

GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME”

“BODIES
Glenn Ford •Janet Leigh

Cuddles’ Sakall • Spring Byington

“ANNIE GET YOUR GUN”

“BORDER INCIDENT”
Ricardo Montalban

•

•

Alexis Smith

•

George Murphy

Wendell Corey

Farley
•

Audrey Totter

•

James Mason
TfiD

•

Van

Heflin

Gloria

DeHaven

(Technicolor)

•

•

“SIDE STREET”
• James Craig

Cathy O’Donnell

•

Paul Kelly

(Technicolor)
Frank Sinatra • Gene Kelly • Betty Garrett —Vera-Ellen
Jules Munshin • Ann Miller

Louis Jourdan

6f09«tf Pictuf of All Timo

Granger

“ON THE TOWN”

“MADAME BOVARY”
Jennifer Jones

•

All Star Cast

“ANY NUMBER CAN PLAY”
Clark Gable

AND SOULS”

Charles Coburn

“KEY TO THE CITY”
Clark Gable • Loretta Young

(Technicolor)

Judy Garland (Van Johnson
S. Z.

•

1$

In

Proparation:

*'QUO VADIS’^

U«

n«vk Ttte Mofion Picture InJiMiry's
iWvinci Bond Drive, May t6— June >0

S.

1

PICTITRES
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Vcdngtday, June

Strike Talk Beginning to

3 Majors Sue Rrtles

Brew as H.O.

Springfield,

111.,

June

RKO, Metro and 20th-Fox

I

1949

8,

Inside Stuff-Pktnres

3.

filed

When Danny Kaye

shifted from Samuel Goldwyn to the Warner
he did a marathon audition for producer Jerry Wald “to give
can do.” In New York last week Wald went
what
I
you an idea of
through the same thing with Milton Berle, now that the TV comedian
Following collapse of a peaces
is set for a WB film, “Always Leave ’Em Laughing.”
It was for that
move last week to settle the Dmytryk Tied
on Pic,
reason that the “celebrity night” a week ago Sunday at Leon & Eddie's
majors’ homeoffice collarite labor
Wants Passport Extended Suits in each case seek recovery N. Y., bistro on West 52d street, which “honored” Berle and was acdispute. Screen Publicists Guild
tually a means for the comedian-star to permit an old friend, Eddie
Hollywood, June 7.
for damages resuiting from false Davis, owner of LdtE’s, to cash in
and Screen Office & Professional
saw Berle doing a tireless stint
Attorneys for Edward Dmytryk,
films.
Following Davis and his entire show', Berle did almost two hours on the
Kmployees Guild have begun one of the “Hollywood 10” cited returns on percentage
cafe floor, well past 3 a.m. It was an unusual treat for the customers
thinly veiled maneuvers in the difor contempt of Congress, have apSPG took plied to the U. S. State Depart<Leon & Eddie’s grossed some $15,000 that night), but was actually
rection of a walkout.
primed for Wald’s special edification “just to give you an idea of w'hat I
the first step with rejection of the
ment for an extension of the di- Variety Clubs’ Official
can
do.” For the convincer, Wald saw 10 hours of Berle-Texaco kineindustry ofR'r to renew the old
rector’s six-month’s passport, which
scopings.
pact and the launching of an emerTakeover of Saranac
runs out shortly. Dmytryk is curgency .strike fund. SOPEG is ex- rently in England, directing a film

Collarites

separate percentage fraud actions
in Illinois district court last week
against the D-B-A Pirtle circuit
and Sherrill E., Warren and Forrest Pirtle. Group operates a string
of theatres in southern Illinois and
northern Missouri.

Put on Pressure for Pacts
Up

Bros,

lot,

—

—

j

pected to follow suit shortly as part
is seen that there wiil be a reversal of the plans of Da\ id
for J. Arthur Rank.
Hosp; N.Y. Tent Preems O. Probability
of both unions’ strategy to build
Selznick to transfer to the east his pub-ad topper, Paul MacNamara.
that the U. S.
It's understood
up bargaining power via re.serve district attorney’s office in WashVariety Clubs International of- DOS some weeks ago was planning the shift, with MacNamara slateii
pressure of a strike.
over the Will Rogers to work with Robert M. Gillham, Selznick Releasing Organization
ington may oppose extension of the ficially takes
s
SPG execs revealed, that the passport. General tightening up Memorial Hospital at Saranac eastern pub-ad chief.
Y.,
tomorrow tThurs.)
N.
not
Lake,
was
basic area of disagreement
MacNamara is under contract to Selznick, but with lack of produchas taken place since the bail-skipwages, but the Guild’s demand for ping of the German Communist, with a group of top showbiz execs tion and DOS in Europe for six months or longer, there has been little
to attend the ceremonies, for him to do.
Union shop clau.se. Gerhardt Eisler,
a union shop.
It was because of this that the switch to New York x\ as
Dmvtrvk. how- scheduled
^
A
_1_!
A.1
..
...
Contingent making the junket in contemplated. Later a deal was worked out with Metro by which the
which givt'S management the right ever, is an American citizen.
flacks
all
eludes top echelon of most of the chief Selznick flack was to be loaned out to handle “Quo Vadis.”
to hire, would compel
to join SPG after a specific period
film companies and will be headed ponement for a year of the scheduled production of that pic in Italy
Company execs
of employment.
up by Variety International Chief caused the cancellation of the MacNamara deal.
are reluctant to grant the union
barker Robert J. O’Donnell.
shop because of their concern, as
A special train leaves N. Y. to“Mighty Joe Young,” which likely will follow “Johnny Allegro into
expressed by Major Leslie R.
night (Wed.) for the dedication the Rivoli, N. Y., may get a new tag for general release.
It’s a new
Thomp.son of RKO. for numerous
lab tech- program Thursday and returns Fri- King Kong adventure, and one title suggested is "Return of King
between
talks
Contract
publicists who have re<'ently reKong”; another is “King Kong Back Home.”
major day morning.
Majors have nicians Local 702 and the
signed from SPG.
Not only is “Young” patterned along the lines of the original “Kong”
Present plans call for Variety to
have broken off after
also refused to make a counter- eastern labs
With the spend $200,000 the first year In en- made about 16 years ago but it has the same producers. John Ford
offer to the SPG’s demands for a a month of negotiations.
June
hosp. and Merian C. Cooper again are at the production helm while Ein< st
expiring
1,
re-equipping
the
larging
and
pact
previous
$5 to $1U hike in flack wage scales.
Local 702 execs are calling up the e.stablished originally in 1921 by B. Shoed.sack directed both; al.so Willis O’Brien, technical creatoi-. was
SPG, meantime, has opened head of their parent body, Richard National Vaudeville Artists for tu- chief technician on “Kong.”
negotiations
with F. Walsh, prexy of the Interna- berculosis patients. Patient ca“amicable”
United Artists in separate contract
Continuing to use Its .stars to promote
tional Alliance of Theatrical pacity is to be increased from 90
and help exhibitors
talks.
UA held out from joining Service Employees, to intervene on to 140 beds and the latest X-Ray build customer goodwill on the local level. product
2()th-Fox this week brought
the indust ry-w'ide committee, repwas Walsh’s as- equipment will be installed. New Richard Widmark in from the Coast for tw'o personal appearani es. lie s
It
their side.
ping all other companies except
sistance two years ago that averted staff building is aLso to be erected. scheduled to show tomorrow (Thursday) at the launching of Loew s
F.Tgle Lion, on grounds that it was
a lab workers’ walkout and con- Under
Variety’s
operation,
the Poli theatres’ "Summer Show Season” in Worcester, Mass., and will
neither a producing nor theatrecluded a two-year pact for the ap- hosp will be available to the film be on hand the following day for the rededication of Century Circuii’s
owning company.
In exploratory
proximately 2,000 workers in this indu.stry
and
allied
fields
«exclud- Park theatre in New Hyde Park. L. I. Full u.se of the company’s stats
,
talks last week. SPG demanded inphase of the industry.
ing tho.se doing production, who' for such purposes was set in 20tirs recently-announced sales policy.
sertion of the union shop, job seWith Local 702 bypassing wage are cared for by the Motion Picture
curity and wage hike provisions
Reports of community film council activities from all parts of the
raise demands, companies balked Relief Fund in Hollywood).
facing the other companies.
country will highlight the second annual meeting of the Film Council
at the union’s demands for sevRased on reports that Metro was erance pay. increased vacations, a
of America to be held in Chicago July 30-31.
With the accent on
N. Y. Chapter Tees Off
building a studio in Israel, the welfare fund and tightened securaudio visual education, the
will be attended by film produceis,
New York chapter of the Variety distributors and educators. conclave
w liilecollarite unions cabled gov- ity provisions. Joseph E. McSc.ssion will be concurrent with the 1949
ernment officials there with a plea Mahon. Republic exec, is acting Cluhs Tent No. 53 had its official annual Audio-Visual Convention He Trade Show.
to prohibit construction until a chairman of the company commit- teeoff Friday <3) with the opening
pact was signed. American News- tee with John J. Francavilla, Local of the new clubrooms, located on
Currently .shooting at 20th-Fox is "Wabash Avenue,” known in 194.3
paper Guild reporters in Israel 702 prexy, heading the union the j-oof of the Hotel Astor. Adja- as “Coney Island,” with a different locale
but the same femme star,
cent to the Astor Roof, the hotel’s Betty Grable, and
have also been asked to publici/.c negotiators.
the same producer, William Perlberg.
Victor
open-air dancery, the headquarters Mature is currently
the whitecollarite case.
ILoew’s
playing the role formerly played by George Montcomprise a reception room, lounge gomery.
veepee and chief counsel .1. Robert
and clubroom, two cardrooms and
Rubin previously told Variety “we
have enough studios in Hollywood European Romances Hypo a part of the open roof, where both
and London to want to add any
drinks and food are served. Official
more”l.
M-G’S
Rita, Ingrid’s Reissues inauguration of the clubrooms is Real-Life Prep Stade$
now being set by Max Wolff, chairPublicity Ingrid Bergman and
‘Not the Type,’ Sez
‘VADIS’
Rita
Hayworth have recently man of the house committee.
Fred Block is executive manager
Metro’s talent
gained v‘a their romances abroad
department is
REP’S
Metro studio exec E. J. Mannix
of the Tent, with Fred Schwartz. throwing out
a dragnet for boys to
has spurted reissue value of their
flew to Italy Monday (6) for hiuladmissions chairman.
appear In an upcoming prep school
pix. Selznick was first to hop on
N.Y.
CHI,
Henry Henigsnn, unit
film, “'rhe Varmints,” but real-life dles with
the rei.ssue possibilities by sending
Republic w’ound up a two-day “Intermezzo” out again, and CoAlbany Tent’s Tourney
prep school students are being manager on M-G’.s upcoming prosales convention in Chicago ye.ster- lumbia has followed by rushing
given the go-by. Three top roles duction of “Quo Vadis” in Rome.
Albany.
day (Tues.) that followed on the distribution of “Cover Girl” and
The Variety Club of Albany is for kids between 14-16 are open Film has been delayed until next
lu'cls of a sales conclave held in “You Were Never Lovelier,” both
holding its seventh annual golf but Metro scouts .A .Allman and year because of an eye infection
New York la.st Thursday and Fri- Hayworth-starrers, as a dual-bill tourney here June 13 at .Shaker Dudley Wilkinson don’t want ama- suffered by star Gregory Peck, and
<l.iy i2-3).
Ridge Country Club.
Presided over by James combination.
About 150 teurs because they require too Mannix is to advise ITenigson on
R Grainger, veepee in charge of
what to do in the meanwhile.
in“Intermezzo.” Mis.s Bergman’s will pla.v in the tournament,
preparation.
.Selections,
f
biz people from
sales and distribution, the Gotham initial pic in this country, winds cluding film Kiall which have to
Mannix arrived in N€'w York
be made within ih^
uu et was addre.ssed by company up a four-week engagement at the
from the Coast over the weekend
prez Herbert J. Yates.
and plans to remain in Italy for
Little Carnegie, N.Y., this stanza,
in charge of arrangements.
Chicago gathering wa.s attended ft has done excellently, garnering
Yoik before .screen tests are made. .several weeks.
by Grainger. Edward L. Walton, $6,000 the first week, a bit under
I'ilm, based on the Owen .lohna.s.si.stant
son juvenile scries, may be shot
general sales manager. .S5.000 for both the second apd
Waller L. Titus, Jr., divi.ston man- third weeks, and will probably get'^
at Lawrenceville Prep school in
Exit
ager; John Curtin. Grainger’s as- around $3, .500 this session. It’s now
New Jersey, the locale for the
sistant. as well as branch man- in its third frame at the Exeter,
( untinurd from pace 3
books. Settings will be done in
Continurd from page B
a.gers from midwest keys. .Another Boston, and al.so holding up well
the 1890’s style.
ert
R.
Young
reportedly
is unwilltwo-day salt's se.ssion concludes with about $6, .500 the first week
fence between it and MPSC’s other
ing to up the ante to Heineman.
today Wed.) in Atlanta.
anti almost $5,000 the
i
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Heineman's

Casanave-Agnew

^

M

second.

I

In that ea.se the EL distribution
The C’ol double-feature package
won heavy bookings from ex- topper has no problem regarding
job.
a
.All the lime he has been
bibs who have been using the ad
tecbni(|ue of calling it “The Dance working for EL he has been under

5 U.

I

has

Texas Syndicate Sets
$1,000,000 Prod. Fund

Battle of the Century.” since In
one pic Miss Haywortii terps with
Fled .Astaire and in the other with

Hollywood. June 7.
Gene Kelly.
William Moss closed a deal with
a syndicate of Texas oil and hotel
biggies to organize Lone Star Pic- Artkino .Akie’.s .Alien
tures, Inc.
James O. O’Laughlin
Rap in C))i Still Holds
vill function as president, with
Chicago. June 7.
Mo-s as veepee.
Irwin Franklin’s plea for dismisf)utfit
has set up a revolving
sal of charges of failure to register
fund of $1 .00(1. 000 to make pic- as*
an alien during World War H
tuics, not only to appeal to the
were overuh'd in Chi federal disgeneral public but to plug the histrict
court last week.
Franklin,
tory of Texas.
First pictuie will
who is midwest head of .Artkrno
be “Young Sam Houston.”
films,
distributor

ALICOATE BACK TO TV
Jack

(’.

Alic(»alc.

who

rc.signcd
Fiaglc I Jon

SEG’s

is

going into radio-tcleproduction. He was in that
joining EL two and a
half years ago.

contract

FOR BELGIAN FESTIVAL

set up.
any lime he desires, if
doesn’t meet the terms of
the contract. Heineman is free to

So.

Globe, N. Y.. after “(’hampion,”
the present tenant. Agnew. who is
In Europe, is expected back at the
end of this month with a mimher

Despite the general disinterest
of U. S. film companies in most
foreign film festivals in recent
months, five of the American majors will pailicipate in the Second

Universal, which
loanoul
deal
with

to

a

Young when EL was being
at

Young

retum

new di.strihution deals for Eiiglish-language product to he made
abroad.
He has clo.sed one pact
since he’s been overseas for release
of

Richard

H.

Gordon

was

re-

Leo Brody, EL publicity
manager, now comprises Herb
Stciniierg and Maria Van .Slyke. Frankiyn
liaving been considerably pared in
size during the past few' weeks.

,

%st veepee;
Flowei.s.
Bess
second
veepee,
Larry .Siecr.s, third vccpcc. Beulah
Parkington. secretary, and Jeffrey
Sayre, lrea.su rer.
Farnum.

country of “Pagliacci. The
Leoncavallo opera was filmed in
Italy .in Technicolor with the I.»

in this

“Stromboli” is now being filmed
by William Dicterle on an i.^land
the coast of Sicily. H is being
produced and directed by Dicicile
with financing by Ferrucio Caia-

off

”

the time.

In any case

a

.sub-

Last week Its billings were .SIIO.OOO on Waller WanJiilsa
and $26,000 on “Red
.Shoes.” alone.
Difficullv IS that the studio has
been clo.sed down since about last

Actress
ork tor the Coast .Saturday 4 ).
several weeks ahead of .schedule to

,

join
Rih.

”

last

the cast

Wednesday

prev'iouslv

ground

November and EL has acquired no

of

.Vidro’s

"Adam’s

which went into production
1

1

1
.

had acted

.scenes

in

N

Mi.ss
in

Holliday

with

Tom

While In Hollywood, the actress
expected to te.st for Columbia’s
‘Born A’eslerday," doing the part

is

xvhich she originated

run Broadway

legiler.

the

in

the long-

and

MPSC.

about $ 100 DOO
.

re.st

of the budget. whi»h

to the equivalent of about
$.500,000. Dicterle has a pariiciFialing interest in MPSC’s dollar pioceeds and has already reccivcil expenses and an advance from the

I

some back- Agnew-Casanave

Y.

Ewell.

i

di.strib.

runs

<

’

Rome

m

lire

A

profit.

indie pix to piece out its program.
As a result, the mill ix running
down and there’s little product in
prospect, aside from two Bryan
Foj pix now in work.

melli,

Latter contributed

in dollars for We.st.ern Hemisphere
rights. Caramelli Is putting up

Pix Dates
Judy Holliday left New

company

been coming up with

”

Scala company.

i.s

ha.<

7.

to

to IJ.
EL’s billings

stantial

elected prt'xv of the .Screen Exira.s
Guild by 1,259 voles ovci the nearc.st
competitor.
Other successful candidates were

of

Lron Brandt is acting head of the
pub-ad department.

New Prexy

Hollywood, .lune

i.sion

field prior to

.Staff

the

arranged

at

understood

X

being placed
is now
Llovrl's
Harold
of
“Movie Crazy,” which goes into the

on

World Film & Fine .Arts Festival
be held at Knokke-Le Zoute.
have been some- Belgium. June la-July fO.
Entry
thing of a phenomenon recently, of the Hollywood ^tudios was di.sas a result of some strong drawing closcd Monday <6i by John G. Mcpix which are cun-ently in release. Cnrthy. managing direitor of the
Billings one week shot up to $.520.- Motion Picture .Assn, of .America's
000 and have been running regu- international division.
Metro
larly for some weeks now around
submitting “The Hills
$350,000. including return.s from of Home.” while others are ".Sorry,
tail-end selling for Selznick Re- Wrong Number
<Pari. "The Winof .Soviet pix.
lea.sing Organization
EL hits the dow” iRKO', ’’Yellow Skv” (2()th»
was arrested la.st winter.
hreak-evcii point at between $240,- and “Johnny Belinda” tWBi
F'ranklin
contends
that
the 0(K) and
$‘275,1)00.
depending on
chaigcs are no longer applicable.
how many indie pix are in release Judy Holliday’s

?

week from the
liomcoffice publicity department,
last

product.
Empha.sis
reissue

MAJORS’ FILMS

S.

'
I

dollar

conirilm-

tion.

Starring in the pic are Anna
Magnani, Geraldine Brooks and
Rosanno Brazzi. Erskiue Caldwell,
now in Italy, has been inked lu
write the English dirlog
original Italian script.

for
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r
getting quite an advertising play
from Rinehart, but big splurge of
the past month has been given to
“Father of the Bride," authored
by Edward Streeter, by Simon &
Streeter is vice-presiSchuster.

SCULLY’S

i

newspaper. Army and Navy, CatAP’s 6-Yr. Delayed Correction
World
Unique situation of the Asso- skill Mountains, auto, food, Irish,
riatcd Press correcting dispatches Hoosier. New England, Wild West, ^^r I, hit about 500,000 copies,
sent out more than six years be- after-dinner and Broadway humor,
fore developed on Friday 'S'. On That's enough humor to make
Jan. 21 and 23. 1943, the AP sent your belly ache
with laughs!
‘Heiress' Cook’s Tour To

Dark Canyon, June 5.
Before some whispering campaigner hints that in praising “Home of
the Brave” as the be.st picture of the fiscal year ending June 30
am
in a poor po.sition to cast the first posey, perhaps rjJ better explain how
I came to be the godfather of that Negro baby.
In the first place he isn’t all Negro. He is three-quarters Negro and
N.Y. 1st of Par’s Similar
1
had hoped to keep this among my secret
one-quarter Japanese.
souvenirs, but with Hollywood now going overboard on colored pictures
Stunts With Other Pix some scurrilous character would be sure to dig up this as the ultimate
Paramount-sponsored junket to proof that you can always trust a Scully to rush in where even aiyan

i

members

stories
a swell hunk for after-dinner
based on a copyrighted yarn in thei speakers, stage and parlor enterThe tainers. Get this book and you
Akron <Ot. Beacon-Journal.
pieces declared that the Navy was won't have to pul on a lampshade
sick to make the company laugh.
that
reports
investigating
It’s
Guadalcanal Marines were forced the real thing in humor
no
to unload their own supplies when falsies!
Joe Laurie. Jr.

to

its

.several

the National Maritime Union crew
of a merchant ship refused to work
on Sunday because of union regu-

!

I

;

}
'

New York

of publicity-

angels fear to tread.

Long California’s grief commissioner
It happened during the war.
without portfolio, it was only natural that a father who was half black
me about solving his problem. His
come
to
should
yellow
and half
colored wife had given birth to twins and he was having difficulty
feeling v^as that drowning
community
general
The
finding sponsors.
would be too good for them.
high
pampas grass, and the
some
was
garden
our
In a comer of
disconsolate father looked toward it much as the parents of Moses
bul
hushes.
those
toward
must have looked
Enfants, Cafe Au Lait
“You know,” he .said. "I’m half Nipponese and half Negro, I mean
me
already. People hate me twice as much as
on
strikes
two
have
I
they do almost anybody else. But I sure would like to get those babies

cuits

i

I

I

week

this

advertising directors for 11 cir
for con.sultation
consultation on promonromo
advertising plans for
“The Heires.s” is costing the di.s-

Dilling vs. Rogge Suit Dismissed
aaa suitJ
Elizabeth Dilling’s $500,000
lations.
against O. John Rogge, former asst.
,,
t.
u
A
The allegations were attributed jj
Attorney General for libei
added that
six
yets
and
to
(fismi^scd in Chi federal disconfirrnation came from an anonycourt. Suit was based on an
article in PM ncwspapcr attributed
purporting to be a
stance
the AP has produced no
Evidence attributing' sSch conduct
whicb it?®
Miss Dilling was
or such an incident to an
i

Max

trib about $2,500.
stein. Par’s new
devised the idea.

'

NMU

I

!

^

%

Young-

E.

pub-ad director,

Young.stein plans to bring other
similar groups to New York on a
rotational basis to see and talk
subversive activities, about other of the company’s big
The $2,500 cost is view'ed as
pix.
u
lormer P*
husband,
said he could not minor in radio to the entire proP»'ove his case because both Ralph
motional and ad budget on a major
Ingersoll. former publisher of PM
and John P. Lewis, former managrj,:
..
“gnect consultants" ar»ng editor, denied knowing how
rivco
vesterdav
in
i\ew York
York y^^^rday
yesterday
itic
intn fh«»
the .stnrv
story ent into
the nanor
paper. AfTi-

!

crew." the wire service’s six-yeardelayed correction declared, appending a request for papers which
ran the original stories to print
the erratum.

I

baptized.”
to give the problem another thought, that between
I told him not
us we would find enough people to sponsor his jaundiced little pickaninnies.
We soon found out. however, that as in peace so in war. If you
want a thing done right, do it yourself. And I’m glad we did our duty
first hand, for in doing so Mme. Scully and I ran across a person without a shred of racial prejudice.
Our beautiful little pickaninny was the first of the twins to be baptized, and while his brother was being ducked in the fount we went
out and sat in the main part of the church.
Sitting in the last pew. Mine. Scully and I agreed there are no more
beautiful bundles in the world than black babies.
Meanwhile, as we laughed at the baby’s antics, w'alking around the
church was an Old Black Joe. After he had made a complete tour of
the holy paintings, he leaned over the back of our pew and looked at
the delicious chocolate drop in Mme. Scully’s arms.

,

^

Frank’s Discordant Note
got
AffiStanley Frank’s concert biz arT®®sd^y
with
tide in last week’s (June 4) i.ssue davit from Sigurd Schultz, former
Paramount s fi^Jd
field reps, who are
corresnondent. P^^ramount
of Collier’s, “Geniuses Have It Chi Tribune foreign correspondent,
their
first opportunity to
leaving
told
that
in
1938
plaintiff
had give
Tough, Too,” has stirred a hornet’s
nest in longhair circles. Columbia the Nazi party salute at rally in confab with Youngstein since he
took over two weeks ago. Whole
Artists Mgt. and National Concert Nuremberg. Germany.
group was given a’ luncheon yes& Artists Corp., the two leading
terday, then viewed the film and
Pat Frank’s Squawk
bureaus in the concert managePat
Frank, newspaperman attended a reception at the Essex
ment field, have already taken
positive .steps, claiming the article author of "Mr. Adam,” novel from House.
which
false and libelous.
Jack
Kirkland’s
recent}
Par prez Barney Balaban, veepee
NCAC’s co-owners, O. O. Bottorff Broadw ay flop was adapted, had Paul Raibourn and sales chief A1
and Marks Levine, said “the article consulted attorneys and show biz Schwalbert? ennkp in thp mpn at
Wends
lalsely presents operations in the
before openin^^ as to his the luneheon
Baiaban made an
management field’ and that “our nghts to withdraw his ‘book or
nitch for exhibitor cooDpracompany and we as individuals are make a statement because of KirkHppia. ina fh?i kS
held up to ridicule and public land’s play treatment. Frank said
'o®
overall industn^
contempt.” They instructed their the rights had been disposed of
many pictures “can be
attorneys, McAloon &. Hirschberg. by his agent w hen he was abroad fsFoily
to institute a libel suit against Col- and without giving him a chance made better pictures by the work
you contribute here.”
lier’s for $1,000,000.
Hirschberg to approve the stage script.
Today (Wed.) they will hold an
stated Monday (6) he was drawing
up papers and would serve same
advertising discussion at the of.Smiths* (No Bros.) In-Drops
this week in N.Y. supreme court.
fices of Bucharlan & Co., Par’s ad
approving the *2 iSO^^is ^a'^iseasonable
*^d 'breezv agency, which will also luncheon
This afternoon there will
ooilection of' baseball anecdotes and
^"*11
slowlv
cfaims‘"to^ haie ^
hepn oddities by Ira
a publicity, exploitation and
L.
Smith
and H.
“Ihnpkprf’’ at
Allen Smith (no relation). The au- Promotion di.scussion, followed by
Kihimv”^in nnhHchinJ c.
•

,

I

'

“Lovely baby,’’ he said. “Yours’.^”
The more I’ve thought about that gentle inquiry the more I've admired that Old Black Joe’s liberation from the chains that hind the
He was so wonderfully free from color-prejudice he didn’t
rest of us.
even notice that the baby was black and w'e were white.
It is not uncommon to observe this color-blindness among children,

i

'

‘

;

i

j
*

among adults it is rare. Moppets seem to pick up their first prejudices with their .school lunches. But up to the age of five or six they are
free from this malignant growth on the body politic.
Now that vaude has been revived at the Palace it might Inspire oldtimers to learn of another example of tolerance from one of their own.
This branch of show biz, incidentally, has always been free from racism.
but

i

,

If

I

several buddies with Collier’s

new

i,..,

Lou Ruppel. Ruppel disclaims responsibility for the article
as tbe work of his predecessor.
according to Columbia, and has
offered to as.sign a reporter lo
write a new story on the concert
biz to run in the fall,
Columbia .says this is unacceptr-.
,,
an
O’ as they want something pub-

^

Jn^straU^^ob^
g J
•

CHATTER

o*f

a

going ahead
from^artist?^dafa

ments

etl

charges by
paign.

’

to^ refute

’its

\\

Martin.

the

own publidtv^am

|

!

1

Co:

Circuit,

England

Mar-

Dallas;

garet Goodrich, Greater IndianapAmusement Co., Indianapolis;
William
Hollander,
Balaban
&
Chicago; Seymour Morris,
Schine Circuit, Gloversville. N. Y.;
and James Nairn. Famous PlayersCanadian Corp., Toronto. Repping
'""j”*'
operating
out of New York will be Harry

Warner

of

Terrell,

Warners will publish the Seabisoo'l Racing Form to plug its forth<'oming picture, “The Story of Sea-

'

of I.oew
Mandel, of RKO.

s.

Bros.,

and

giving

The Bcb Considines, visiting
after a stopover in Lourdes,
France, due back in the U. S. in
f'^o weeks.
Broa.lwoy publicist and eolum,

son. -nisi

Hy Gardners new

the creeps.”

involved.

Dan

Harry

“But who has the most votes?” the kid pursued.
“Kenny Washington.”
“Well, what else is there to do but to give It to him?”
Sper did, and the brickbats he expected, from the south especially,
never arrived.
Kenny Washington has just announced his retirement from pro
football, a great credit to the game and to his race
the human race.
In fact he has been appointed to the board of park commissioners of
Los Angeles.
It would be nice lo see this precedent carried on next spring when
the balloting for the 1949 Academy awards begins.
James Edwards,
who stars in“Ilome of the Brave.” is not a white boy in blackface. He
isn’t simulating .something he isn’t, as he might in “Gentleman’s Agreement.” He is a Negro. More, he is a great actor in a great picture,
produced, written and directed by a great trio.
You don’t really realize how great "Home of the Brave” is until days
later when you remember that there’s not a dame in the picture. To
hold suspense for 86 minutes without some sex-appealing white shadow
lousing up the South Seas is due to great writing, directing and acting.
By exercising monastic restraint in this vital issue of dolls or no dolls,
Screen Pjays made the whole picture for $525,000.
Once dining with Mike Curtiz I suggested that, for a novelty he make
a picture of terrific but limited appeal and
sell It away from areas
which would be automatically prejudiced against it.
The Pilgrimage ‘Play’
„

—

fi

on^l^^ld Tendin' was'’tmeS

series for

me

“You mean there’s a tie or something?” the kid asked.
was explained to him that the problem wasn’t as .simple as that.
There were race factors, sectional prejudices and other matters

Par’s Accent
Continued from page

in turn

It

bi.scuit.”

Spam

who

was the daughter of that old minstrel. Banks Winter. Winona was
married to Norman Sper and they had one child. Each year, as Liberty’s sports editor, Sper collected ballots of 2,000 college football players.
From these he selected his All-Players’ All-American.
But the year 1939 jammed the voting machines badly. The balloting
showed Kenny Washington of UCLA as the choice for the Douglas Fairbanks’ most valuable player trophy. Kenny Washington was a Negro.
Norman Sper. Jr., then 13. observed his father walking up and down
like a caged lion.
The kid asked his dad what was the trouble'.’
“It’s this most valuable player thing,” explained Sper, Sr.
“It's

Theatres, Boston; Everett C. Callow, Warner Bros. Theatres, Philly;
Alice N. Gorham. United Detroit
Theatres, Detroit;
Frank Starz,

Goldberg,
|

Sterns Dickering for N. O. Item
It is reported” in-New'V)rre7n,s
''.S

!

ABC

•’“V Delroy."

arti-

New

are

olis

John Wilstach’s
nostalgic stage novel, “The Fate of

cle is replete with malice.
Its
author must have based his information on the talk qf disgruntled
artists and of rival managers, without checking the facts firsthand.”

Browning,

Interstate
j

^'^Prints

lawyers U sav^s are
marking time, waiting on Collier's

consultants”

|

script editor,
nearing completion of a historical

Its

AcroFdinK to Ward French
lumbia board chairman, “the

I

J. C. Furnas writing a life of
Robert Louis Stevenson.
Mike Todd to be profiled by
Maurice Zolotow for Satevepost.
"ovel just Completed by
Stewart and Edwin Seaver.

,

“guest

Harry

editor,

Winter Comes

This story concerns the son of the late Winona Winter,

The

made by

^cmit'h

scrapbook!

By Frank Scully

I

^

David Stern HI. are negolialine for F'‘r«de mag, which is a weekend “Overall coordinZr oMhfnrtl!^^^^^
DublicMv ivilo»»»™
exploitation and
The Item or have actually consum- insert used by 24 metropolitan advance PooUcity,
“Samson
confirmation newspapers, is putting the accent
could be had from either side. One o® J'bow people. Mag has no out- and^DelTah^’^’^m*®" n"
j
o®*'* o«>''y next year, but a
report is that formal announce- let in New York or Los Angeles
ment of the purcha.se will be made
John Keating, freelance mag seven-month campaign will be
in August.
wrilcr. was appointed last week staged for it.
Condon, who .started Monday (6),
J/>der Stern was publisher of The Ibe drama features editor of Cue
Philadelphia Record until he foldsucceeding Seymour Peck, will spend about two weeks at the
ed It about three years ago as a who resigned to join the staff of b.o.. then head for the Coast.
There
result of a strike.
Young Stern tbc new daily, the N. Y, Compass. he’ll see the picture and huddle
was publisher of the Camden iN. J.) Keating’s wife, Mary Anne Keat- with producer Cecil B
DeMille
and
t ourier-Post and was in negolia- loK. is an apprentice pressagent in studio
publicity chief Norman SieHon last year for the Seattle Star. Bernard Simon’s office.
gel on campaign plans
Tour
of
I
said, “the way a Louis fight, is sold.
but the deal fell through.
Irleh Minister for Justice Sean 72-15 eiliJsTdn
Tell people In
beBirafter that
Memphis, This picture will not be shown in Memphis this year, next
MacEoin has named the Ju.stice
Youngstein’s third annnintm«tif year or
.
any year. To see it you’ll have to trek to New York, just as
Wilson’s ‘Cheesecake’
Kevin Ilaugh as chairman of the was
Joe Tisman uk
*
you do to see the Statue of IJberty’!”
Earl Wil.son. the N. Y. Po.st Gonsorship of Publications Appeal
Department oreviou^Iv Ld no
«a loon editor, has done it again.
Board. Also on the I'oard will be
^ was embroidering the theme
Mike jumped from the table to
ihier^
v
Warner telephone his office. It seemed to him
He has piled up .some more
Gensor Richard Hayes; W. F.
a bigger idea than the “Birth of
lauaghs in his late.st book. "Let
art a Nation.”
Dublin
U.;
Prof.
Liam o“o^'Or,
?
and recently was on the
’em Eat Cheesecake,” (Double- O’Briain. University College, GalBut so far I have .seen no evidence that Mike has cashed in on the
as a special art consultant,
day, $2.95).
It starts off with
Idea.
a way. and H. B. O'Hanlon.
I therefore consider
his option has expired and am offering it to
Blumenstock succeeds Stanley Stanley
funny dedication to the Collector
The third volume in Crown
Kramer and particularly to George Glass, his hep confrere.
of Internal Revenue and is fol- P'lblishcrs’ “best plays” series "25 ‘*^buford. who resigned a couple of
Considering that “Home of the Brave” gros.sed
$43,000 In its first week
weeks
lowed
Bps!'
ago.
by
Plays of the Modern Theatre;
a
delightful
introat the Woods theatre, Chicago,
excursions from the Mi.ssissippi delta
—
(luction by Arthur Godfrey. There’s FarJy Series.” was published yesto the Loop are already in order.
chapter after chapter of laughs, terday (Tues.'.
Book covers the!
Silliphant’s Post
The same pitch could not be used, however, in California. In Biirsome old, many new. and re- mf.dern American theatre from
Stirling .Sillinhant wa« namo,i
ank, for instance, a faubourg of
printv of a few of his lop eol- HMIi-1929 and includes works hy
7"^
L. A., there are ordinances against
chief of th7 2 th Kn.
Negroes
sleeping overnight within the city limits. Exceptions, of course,
umns and articles. The book Is Kugene O Nelll. Robert E. Sher- deDarlmenl’s nt irr
events and are made for colored cooks and
packed with names, of headliners "ood. Ben Hecht. George S. Kauf- nrffmotions
nursemaids, but all males must scram
wtek. in which ca- before sundown.
in show biz, politics, religion and >uan. Maxwell Anderson and Philip
to supervise much of
sports. If everybody named in the t’J’rry.
hatch of news clippings could be amassed If
"^>rk toimerly handled by Sid '•u^,
Maxwell Anderson’s dramatizabook would buy one, Wil.son would
were relea.sed in these communities which cut their liberties on
have nothing to worry about. He tion of Alan Paton’s “Cry, the Be- Blumenstock.
e bias. Next some stooge would
have to be prevailed upon to seek
^jUiphanl will work with 20th an injunction
rovers everything from nudism to loved Country.” with music by
against showing a Negro actor on the screen, of Burbank,
television and as extra good mea.s- Kurt Weill, will be published in f’^P'o'tation manager Rodney Bush say after 6 p.m. Moves
to vacate the writ, to amend, to appeal could
lining up world preems, region- make
lire offers illustrations by Gaidone the fall by Scribners.
If, as exthe case a cause celebre and the resulting
publicity might easily
.saturation campaigns and build- run
pected. the show’s title is changed,
which are plenty good.
into millions of
The book contains Smith A the published edition will be re- *ng exhibitor service. He left Mon- denounced all partiesdollars at the boxoffice before the Supreme (’ourt
to the action.
Dale’s uproarious “Dr. Kronkheit” vised accordingly. Play is slated (•a.V
for Denver to huddle with
All I a.sk if the device is used
is that I be reimbursed with a pair of
routine,
Harry
10 for fall production by the Play- Fox Inter-Mountain Theatre execs .si^eriing
Hershfield’s
silver drinking cups lor our little
chocolate drops. I find that
gags.
Hollywood w rights’ Co.
on the June 28 preein there of inis
best
besides
IS the duty of every
godfather, and so far 1 haven’t been able l«
“(Jpus 21,” by I’hilip Wylie, is "Sand,”
humor, doctor’s humor, baby, golf,
sequester eight bucks for purchase of
same.
1
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'*Asure

money*
moker!"
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^

boxoffice

•

Showmen^s

winner.

Tratfe

"

Strictly

R^hw

for,

howIsP

now

Boxofftce

I

biglifor

;

]

Abbott oind
Costello.

for

oil.

Money
One

cotitiniious-

howll*^

X.

Dolly Vorfet/

notuiral

Audi ences
a
hopp>y 79
minuites of

OSSUl^ed

/'Really

MP

''High
level.

Highly exploitable

terrific

stuff.

for fast wicket^

.

twirling. For

Herald

solid laughs!"

%

sijoiup

contribution

boxoffice

^

funny

good, clean
fun!"

^

^

job!"
Hollywood
Reporter

'

A

to the nation's

goiety. Should

^

sotisfy every
,

audience

demand!"
^

Film Daily

'

Variety

famous animau Numftt/

Original Story and Screenplay by Earl Baldwin

lAOftio

n\Mous HeAvyu/eiem'5eNSAnoNSf

-

!
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Disney Fix for Germany
Washington, June 7.
Batch of Walt Disney pix are to
be shown in the western zones of
Germany under currency guarantee by the Economic Cooperation
year in film business for its owner, Administration. Films include two
He is a director features "Fantasia” and "Snow
R- R- Biechele.
„ ^ Savini)
r.
jv
*
to qj Kansas Missouri Theatre Assn,
Astor Pictures (Bob
White and Seven Dwarfs” plus
two westerns produced
distrib
national exhibitors’ or- 12 shorts. Bookflim International,
Qf
Crown Productions, ganlration.
Three
by
small
N. Y. distributor, is making
Trouble at Melody Mesa’
tjtl<‘d
J. A. Becker, head of As.sociated
a $70,000 investment, mainly in
and Bad Man from Big Bend.’
Theatres which operates three
prints
and German language dubhouses in Independence. Mo., will
handle a fourth theatre, the Engle- bing.
will convert frozen German
ECA
w v« to open soon in
^
wood.
rvvrvvti scheduled
j#
marks into dollars up to the $70,Town of Ulster repealed omiIntercity district,
000 laid out. Profits on the picranee barring Sunday films. Retures will remain frozen in Gerpeal followed a public hearing, no
many for the time being.
one appearing in favor of its re-

CGps from Film

NEW YORK

Row

Bus Strike

—

I

‘

1

BUFFALO

in L’nlle

(Continued from page

Cowboy”

Cuts Biz 50^;' ‘Champ’

—

500.

1

Dim 7G,

!

‘

ALBANY

-

DALLAS

Frank Starz. Interstate press
chief, back from state tour on
rkS
T o
"Streets of Laredo,
preems of
"Calamity Jane and Sam Bass”
world preeming June 8 at Majestic
with first postwar bond sale gim-

jerry Segal, formerly at ConSaratoga Springs, and also
an ex-Walter Reade manager, apSaratoga
manager of
pointed
gress,

This

^ive-in

man

j

Fabian-Hell-

a

is

!

mick.

ozoner.

'

Yvonne De

Dorothy
Parker in from
Tim Stamps
tures exchange

Duff,

CHICAGO

I

I

Carlo.

,

few

days.

Mex Film Picture
City, June 7.
pic producers are start-

Mexico
ing to

recoup coin they

lost

‘CHAMPION’ WINNER

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,400;
45-65)— "Night Unto Night” (WB).
Dim $3,500. Last week, “Flamingo
Road” (WB) (2d wk). perky $7,500.

Seen Brighter
Mexican

Century (20th Cent.) (3.000- 40
may end
Meanwhile, 70)-”Red Pony” (Rep) and “Daredevils of Clouds” (Rep). Mild $7,
500. Last week, “Impact” (UA) and
“Four Faces West” (UA). .same

report grosses off 509i).
"Mr. Belvedere Goes to College”
at Rialto looks best bet this week,
with “Champion” at the State runnerup.
Eatimates for This Week

Howard

censor board had a light
_
month during May, pinking only he formerly was booked for Wal
four French pix, "Woman of Evil,” lace Blankenship circuit and also
*‘My Last Mistress,” "Jennie La- with Columbia exchange,

Chi

a

firstruns

Hart and Willard
Coast for preem.
joined Tower Pichere as salesman;

"Red Canyon” (U) and “Lone
Wolf and Lady” (Col). Oke $li 0()(i
Last week. “He Walked by Ni’cht"
(EL) and “Mutineers” (Col) $12

the walkout

sibility that

within

IN PORT.,

SOCK $10,500

Portland, Ore., June

Transient

50-85)
(Standard)
—National
"Man of Evil” (U) and Dick Con(2,400;

on

’•

Bro«;

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)

Louisville, June 7.
film houses are takthis week as a
result of city-wide bus strike, which
has paralyzed all transportation in
town since May 31. There is a i*os-

on the chin

it

lO)

Okav

^‘agon” (Mono),

$7^0*"^*

8G

Downtown

ing

•

tention.

‘Belvedere’

(U) (reissues).

Last week, "Younger

attractions,

7.

warm

weather and a holiday weekend
taking

its toll

is

at the boxoffice

this
unit on stage. Slim $5,000. .session. "Champion”
is standout
many 1948 productions. They’re tino
Whistling
"Riders
week.
Rooks named manager of
Last
doing so well that this year’s out- Pines” (Col) and Renfro Valley "Beautiful Blonde” looks weak
Lyric in Groves which is operated
Republic
Eatimates for This Week
put should easily top the 82 last Folks on stage, modest $7,000.
sales meeting this weekend with by the Jefferson Amus. Co. Rooks
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
James R. Grainger in for confabs, iwas former manager of Lisbon here year, said Rolando Aguilar, gen"The .Champion”
(UA)
and
eral
secretary
of
the
directors’
45-65)
circuit.
College”
Theatres
"Belvedere
to
his
OK
for
Stewart McKay resigned
“Lucky Stiff” (UA). Sock $11,500
union, which has 60 members, of (20th) and "Duke of Chicago” (Rep).
sales job with RKO.
week. "Portrait of Jennie”
whom 50 are natives. All studios Slow $8,000. * With takes ^0% off, Last
Robert Nelson, owner of the
(SRO) and "Last Bandit” (Ren)
here are busy, he said, and 1949 this pair might have done twice as
Grays Lake Outdoor theatre. Grays
Tuesday, July 14, is date set for production will cost some $10,000,- much if no strike. Last week. "Tul- $7,700.
Lake, 111., filed the fourth drive-in
Mayfair (Parker) (1..500; 50-85)—
golf
tournaannual
Variety
Club’s
Hill”
sa”
(EL)
and
"Shamrock
(EL),
000. That compares with $6,500,000
equity suit in Chi federal district
"Tarzan’s Magic Fountain” (RKO)
ment at Pine Brook Golf Club. last year, on the basis of $70,000 fair $13,000.
court last week.
and
“Fighting Fools” (Mono). Mild
Weston.
State (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 45- $4,500 or near. Last week.
average for top pix, and $35,000
"Family
Wilfred DuFresne of New Bed65)
"Champion” (UA) and "Va- Honeymoon” (UI) and "Rose
each
for
the
others.
of the
ford recalled to Republic sales staff
Union members, said Aguilar are liant Hombre” (UA). Good reviews, Yukon” (Rep) (m.o.), $5,000.
the to take over western Massachusetts
started
on
Construction
same
story,
but
about 50% under
Oriental
(H-E)
selling
producers
the
on
idea
that
(2,000;
50-85)
forterritories,
Island
PanoRhode
1,000-seater,
in
and
Panorama,
par; mild $7,0()0. Last week, "Barkrama City, new community in San meriy handled by the late Jack best bets are pix with history leys of Broadway’’ (M-G) and "Blonde From Bashful Bend”
(20th) and “Bad Boy" (Mono) (5
themes, sans political phases, and
Fernando Valley. Will be oper- Jennings.
"Crime Doctor’s Diary” (Col), socko days) day-date with Orpheum.
Dick Owens, manager of Capitol, costume films. He explained they $18,000.
ated by company headed by Max
Slim $3, 00)0. Last week. "Adventure
Lynn, for E. M, Loew, transferred got the idea from the boxoffice
Torodor.
Strand (FA) (1,000; 45-65)— "Red Baltimore” (RKO) and
"Red StalHarry Gold checked out as sales to booking department at home- click here of "A Captain from Stallion Rockies” (EL) and "Old
manager for Howard Hughes’ in- office, assisting head booker Phil Castille” (20th) and the sock Fashioned Girl” (EL). Pale $3,500, lion Rockies” (EL), $3,300.
Orpheum
(H-E) (1,7.50; 50-85)—
dependent pictures with the exSpanish film, "Locura de Amor” Last week, "To Sea in Ships" (20th) 1."Blonde
Bashful Bend” i20th) and
“Red Shoes” into 30th week at ("Love Madness”), now in its 13th and "Hideout” (Rep), $4,500.
piration of his three-year contract.
"Bad Boy’’ (Mono), al.so Oriental.
All Hughe.s’ indie films sre now Majestic to establish an all-time week at the Cine Arcadia here.
Okay $7,000. La.st week. ’Nick
road show record in the Hub either
under the RKO banner.
Others in the trade say a record
Beal” (Par) and "Feuding Sisters”
Sherrill
Corwin
and
Lester for films or legit.
production this year must depend
(EL). $6,000.
Blumberg bought controlling in(Continued from page 10)
on
results of labor’s demand for a
Paramount (H-E) (3.400; .50-85)—
terests from E. S. •Ned) CalVi in
pay hike with expiration of its two- “Tucson” (20th).
Neat $15,000. "We Were Strangers” (Col) and
Plaza
and
California
theatres,
Kermlt Carr named district man- year work pact in July, and Last.week, “Flamingo Road” (WB), "Make Believe Ballroom" (Col),
Hawthorne, Calif.
ager for Tri-States Theatre Corp., whether the dollar continues dear. $13,000.
Thin $7,500. La.st week, "Adventure
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- Baltimore” (RKO) and “Red Stalas succeeding A. G. Stolte, who an65)
nounced retirement recently. Carr
“Adventure’s
End” (Indie) lion Rockies” (EL). $5,700.
and "Conflict” (Indie) (reissues).
B. F. Keith, one time showplace has been with Tri-States for 15
United Artists (Parker) (895: 50Slow $5,200. Last week, "Crooked 85) “Barkleys of Broadway” iM-G)
of Keith circuit here and lately a years. Carr’s place at Waterloo as
Allied Miffed
Way” (UA) and “Bomba Jungle (3d wk). Solid $7,500. La.st week,
film house, shuttered Sunday <5). manager at Strand, Waterloo, goes
^Coatiuueil trom pag* J;
Boy” (Mono), so-so $6,000.
Will be rebuilt as new deluxer by to Don Knight, who has been man$9,500.
owner William Goldman.
State (Loew) (3.200;
New ager of Roosevelt here.
44-65)—
said he and his associates would go
house, a 2,500-seater, will be flagLeo F. Wolcott reelected chair- into the session just to “sit and "Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) (2d
ship of Goldman chain.
man of board of Allied Independent listen.” They are ready to hold wk). Hefty $16,000. First week ‘Champion’ $9,000, Monti
'Two-week clearance difference Theatre Owners of Iowa and Newas neat $22,000.
Montreal, June 7.
between Wildwood theatres and braska. Other officers include A. confabs with the majors once a
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
New entries in nearly all spot.s
new Harbor theatre, in neighbor- C. Myrlck, president; Helmer month if it is thought desirable to
“Streets of Laredo" (Par) and
ing resort. Stone Harbor, was cut Huhnke,
secretary,
and T. J. promote industry unity, he ex- "Secret of St. Ives” (Col). Opened this week but biz is not big because
to one day temporarily at hearing Evans, treasurer.
At convention plained, but first he wants to know Monday (6). Last week, "Bride of of hot spell. Best newcomer is
“Champion” at Orpheum, which is
in Federal Court before Judge Wil- held here, the Finneran plan was what the MPAA proposes.
Vengeance” (Par), drab $8,000.
smash.
Yesterday’s session was Harliam H. Fitzpatrick. Jack and Anne approved.
Estimates for This Week
Greenberg,
owners of Harbor,
Myron Blank, manager of Central mon’s break-in in his new job as
Loew’s (C. T.) (2.855; 40-65)—
sought to eliminate unfavorable States, announces that in honor of head of the trade relations and
"Enchantment” (RKO). Okav $15clearance before opening of thea- his father’s birthday anni on July community service departments,
(Continued from page 11)
Last week. “Ball Game”
ti e this month.
27, which also marks A, H. Blank’s which have been combined.
First cret St. Ives” (Col). Okay $14,000. 000.
(M-G) I2d wk), sock $17,000.
50th anni in the picture business, official designation of his appoint- Last week, "Doolins of
Oklahoma”
Capitol
34-60)—
there will be a celebration at ment to the post ironically came (Col) and “Gas House
CITY
Kids West” "Northwest(C. T.) (2,412;
Breezy Point Lodge. Pelican Lake,
Mounted” (Par) (rec,
Second annual spring convention Minn., July 11-15 with all managers in an announcement yesterday (EL). $15,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207; ssue) (2d wk). Down lo $9,000
from Johnston that David Palfreyof
Allied
Independent Theatre
after first session at $18,500.
Central States 'Theatre Corp.
Owners of Kansas - Missouri, Inc., aij(j Tri-States Theatre Corp. as man was "leaving, effective to- 5.5-8.’))— "Crooked Way” (UA). Dim
Palace (C. T.) (2.625; 34-60)—
$7,000. I^st week. "Outpost in Molimcheon at guests. About 150 members of the day.”
"Command Decision” (M-G). Pas.srocco"
(UA).
$10,000.
Palfreyman had been in charge
Muehlebach hotel, presided over by ,5j.ganizations will be on hand for
able
$14,000. Last week, “Down to
Paramount
(Ackerman)
(370;
of exhib relations for the Assoproxy. Sched^jg birthday party,
$1.20-$2.40)
“Red Shoes” (EL) (2d Sea” (20th), $15,000.
uled for airing at meet are many
ciation for more than 20 years.
Princess
(C. T.)' (2.131; 34-60)—
wk).
Sock
$9,500.
Last week, about
controversial issues, including legWith developments in recent weeks
"Foice of Evil” (M-G». Good $11.same.
islation proposed on taxes and lipointing to Harmon being named
Esquire (No. Coast) (9.55; 55-8.5)— 000. La.st week, “South St. Louis”
censes, television and 16m comto head an enlarged program for
Pix Baffled
“Champion” (UA) (4th wk). Stout (WB), $11. .500.
petition.
wooing exhib good will, Palfrey- $5,500. Last week,
Imperial (C. T.) (1.839; 26-45)—
ditto.
Contlniietl from page .1;
The Osage, Kansas-side subseman
has been open* in admitting
“Shockproof” (Col) and “Blackie’s
Clay (Rosener) (^0; 6.5-8.5)
quent-run, doing heavy exploita- information on the public reaction
that he’d quit If Harmon got the "Mons. Vincent” (Indie)
Chinese Venture” (Col). Oke $7,(8th wk).
tion this month, celebrating 37th to our product.”
000.
Last week, “Jungle F’atrol”
job and it meant working under Good $2,400. Last week, $2,900.
Biz currently is somewhat off due the
(20th) and "Chicken Every Sunday”
MPAA v.p. The two men have
in part to weather.
There’s al- been at
(20th), $7,500.
odds for a long time, and
ways a swing away from theatres Palfreyman
Orpheum (C. T.) (1.040; 34-60)—
suited the 20lh’$ Treshman,’ ‘Cf.’
"Champion” (UA). Socko $9,000.
York Theatres to outdoor sports and recreation action to the apparently
words when Johnston
when the sun starts to give warmth made the Harmon
Last week, “Impact” (UA) and
appointment ofNext Via Philly System “pungalow 13” (UA), $5,000.
and the beach becomes more at- ficial.
tractive than any picture.
That
Philadelphia, June 7.
Johnston said that no succes.sor
HRTTV GN.%BI.E
situation
generally improves in would
With 20th-Fox’s new "flexible
be named for Palfreyman.
August.
Currently,
however, Under
’’THE lEAUTIFUL ILONDE
availabilities’’
plan having proven
Harmon’s new setup, he’ll
grosses are somewhat below this also be
From lASHFUL BEND”
in charge of the community itself last week via the 18-theatre
,

mour” and “Room

Upstairs.”
Pictures held two-day
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seasonal slump.
relations
department,
which is
One of the reasons sugge.sted has headed by Arthur
de Bra and which
tlarnni ARNOLD 6H00A • lEAN ARLEN
been television. Study by major ha.s recently
been severely trimmed
ON WONDER STAGE — BERRY BROS.
companies
reveals,
however,
no
VIOLA LAYNE
GASTON RALMEB
in size.
Prior to taking the new
noticeable difference in areas, such post, Harmon
7th Am. S
was relieved of rer
SOth 8t.
as New York, with a heavy con- (Sponsibility
for MPAA’s internacentration of TV sets and tho.se national division.
territories where there is no tele
It is expected that there
may be
at all.
some opposition to the Harmon ApPart of the blame is being laid point ment
expres.sed at the quarto a weak run of pix, but of a terly MPAA
board meeting in New
large number of distrib and exhib York next
ful
Tuesday (14). Some diexecs que.stioned during the past rectors, primarily
2()th-Fox prexy
couple weeks, few fell certain that Spyro.s Skouras,
have objected to
BURY JAm lAUNOMS
they could put their finger on a his heading the
department on the
BiiDMiOtot Mafvei
MIONTIT
reason for the b.o. softness and basis that he ha.s
had no theatre
there wasn’t much agreement in or exhib experience.
the
reasons they did give.
«
Skouras and a group on the
RADIO CITY MUSIC MALI
One of the aspects baffling in- board reportedly want
RMktftlltr Crnttr
Johnston
X
Spencer Tracy • Deborah Kerr* dustryites is the apparent public himself to take an active part in
apathy regarding films. There’s no the exhib relations
program rather
excitement concerning pictures and than assigning it
to Harmon or
Jamai
Ltutfn MacGrath
Hunlw
no urge to go to theatres. One exec anyone else. Their idea
Harrlatta Johns
T Oanald • Mervyn Johns
is for the
sugge.sted that “people seem to MPAA prez to get
A AIrtro <J<t|«|«)n \l«»fr I’litiirr
T
out info the
I SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION I have gotten out of the habit of field and make with the glad-hand
going to the movies regularly.”
routine on a large stale.
A

Iflih

Ontiiry-Ku*

IMrtur*

ON ICE STAGE— Ei(«.-pti

In

Ttrhiilcolnr

'

frnm ‘Mil*. MntfUtt’

-

ROXY

day-and-date opening here of “Mr.
Belvedere.” the company plans to

offer

"

I

I
j

I

“Mother

Is

a

Freshman”

its next picture under the
.system.
Several of the house.s that booked
“Belvedere” will play “Canadian
Pacific” first but the latter film
will
not get the over-all treatment because of the extra playing time
being racked up by "Belvedere” in

several situations.
Three of the 18 houses, which obtained seven days earlier than
the

previous clearance allowed them,
held it for three days over
the
original week’s hooking and
another theatre, normally running
product two weeks, has held “Belvedere” for for a third and may
Ro lor a fourth. Under the plan,

j

I

I

>

“EDWARD, MY SON"

which was set up to reduce clearances and create the multiple
runs,
theatres in each of IB zones set
up
by 20th in the city play the film

•

,

j

simultaneously after having
via competitive bidding.

It

the SHOWMAN’S FRIEND

as

won

Jlol
500

•
MoeJern Rooms
bath and radio

with
"Farvmofl on
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ALEXANDRIA HOTEL
Fifth at Spring • Lo» Angela*
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'Commercialization of Commentators

Speedup on FCC Procedure Aim Of

Washington, June 7
Did the Mayflower decision of 1941 banning editorials by radio
owners backfire on the FCC?
Commissioner Robert Jones, who agreed with the FCC majority
last weelc that editorials should be allowed, said in a separate
.

Week

Senate Hearings Next

New

station

Washington, June 7.
Efforts to get through Congress
the
'Quiz Kids’ Big Spread
this session a bill to enable
will
Chicago, June 7.
FCC to speed up it procedureshear
at
week
next
- - way
fiet under
Miles Laboratories has signed
»
.
•
.
the
"Quiz Kids” in
j-gyiyaj
Ings before a subcommittee of
^
jy version on NBC
Senate Committee on Interstate
7 " * for 52 weeks. Tele sessions, off
and Foreign Commerce.
summer, will return
group, under the chairmanship of
Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (D.,
7 over 19 net outlets, as combeAriz.), will devote two days,
paj-g^j to a three-station offering
ginning June 16, to testimony on
spring.
McFarland’s measure to reorganize
Radio version knocks off after
jg show, but returns Sept. 11
the Commission along the lines of
its principal workload.
_ ^
McFarland said he hoped to have
1

opinion that, since the ban, many licensees, including networks,
"selected commentators to do their editorializing for them.”
In fact, said Jones, the commentators have been commercialized
to positions of 'influence far beyond that of any station owner.
"This commentator commercialization.” he added, "has reached the
point where newspaper licensee network affiliates carry regular
broadcasts which they apparently reject and ridicule as proper
news or comment for the newspaper columns.”

I

'

and

oral
limited to brief

that

be
summaries of the

Boise keeps KLZ’s heavy traffic
of network, national spot

scheihile

/1 f\n
IIL

^|l| A

pre.sentations

I

n

KLZ

ing air

lin**s

him

(iiiallties

KLZ

busy job as

J

JQ

j

aloriK

ence

.

—

IuohI bii.sine.ss movlnK smoothly
h 560 kc. Boise’s experiin selling and traffic with lead-

and

Show Scl Foi

Heidt

:

keeping the hearings brief. He
asked that complete written statements be submitted for the record

Traffic

TOM BOISE

F.

|

ir/e

KLZ

Dirccta.

j

•

FCC files, the Commissioner asserted, “are literally filled with
legitimate complaints of unfairness by such professionals, the alter
egos of licensees, who have become identified with them over a
period of years as inextricably as the trade name of the station or
network. The ambiguous doctrine of fairness has never been attached to them; the Commission has never felt it had the power
to demand the kind of practice it now asserts against their prinAnd the majority comcipals
the licensees in this decision.
pletely avoids discussing licensee-commentator fairness.”

—

for his

manager.

traffic

KLZ, Denver

.

j

Statements.

Milton Blow, agency on the
,,
*
u
c
n
has
finally
Phihp Morris account,
pects "to keep an eagle eye” on
with
maneuvered
a switchover of the
concerned
FCC operations
broadcasting, television, and other Horace Heidt program from NBC
licensing functions.
to CBS. Show goes into the SunThe nation s communication pol44 ...
day "'Kht 9:30 period starting
added, involve our future,

The subcommittee, he added,

ex-

s

The Mfllennium!

his facilities.

,

of life

,

^

Bat (or FCC

]

introduced
The
last week, is aimed at lightening
administrative operations of the
Commission which have long been
a target of Congressional criticism.
It would prevent key staffers from
practicing before the agency within
a year after resignation and also
Senator’s

bill,

At the same time, NBC may also
lose the “Take It Or Leave It”

!

Sunday

”

r

cf

prt^s^rvpu.

.

that the Commission adopt standards to insure
"honest and factual reporting of news and honest and accurate
labeling of what is news and what is opinion.” The public should
be told, he urged, when news and comment are comingled.
A
geneial statement that a program contains editorial comment, he
said, is not enough.
A disclaimer by the licensee, he observed,
"does not dispel the effect of the selection of that commentator
as a person fit to broadcast over a station or network.”

Station Goes To

,

he

and require vigilance if Sept. 4, replacing the ColgateBrooks,”
the freedom of expression and sponsored "Our MLss
opinion under the public licensing
moves into the Sunday 6:30
be
is
to
broadcasting
aystem of
g ^ jj

way

.

He suggested

'

Jcios,

—

Jones took the position that the Commission has the power-*
and should exercise it to review charges of continued irresponStation owners, he said, “are
sibility "by specific commentators.”
completely responsible for the selection of those who regularly
Accordingly, the irresponsibility of broaduse their facilities.
casts by commentators of necessity reflects upon the qualifications
of the licensee who permits such commentators to regularly use

show

Washington. June

7.

The unusual

situation of a radio
the
Supreme
to
Court in ’oehalf of the FCC may
be argued before the tribunal as
the result of the filing of a petition
(Georgia Tech), Atlanta,
by

with

(bracketed

NAB Hails FCC Mayflower Stand 'Event

going

station

Heidt). Factor on "Take It” is said
to hinge on whether the Eversharp
people decide to keep it on the air
io the fall. Decision will probably
he forthcoming later this month at asking protection from a decision
empower Commissioners to hire the annual Eversharp directorate of a state court. The Commission
meeting.
said yesterday (Mon.) it will ask
legal assistants at $10,000 per year,
The ball point biz in general, the U. ,S. Solicitor Gereral for
Other members of the subcommittee are Edwin C. Johnson (D., plus the uncertainty as to who is permission to file a memorandum
Coinr$.-While-Y oa-Ride
Col ), chairman of the full com- Eversharp Boss Man now that Mar- in support of the station. The case
St Louis, June 7.
mittee; Estes Kefauver (D.. Tenn.). .tin Straus has been ou.sted by the involves the abrogation of a conInstallation of the 3.50 transit
Charles W. Toboy 'R., N.H.». and directors, have given rise to recur- tract in 1945 by the regents of the
rent
reports
that
company
the
may
University
System of Georgia, radio-equipped busses in St. Louis
Homer E. Capehart (R., Ind.).
lop the show off the air.
If it licensee of WGST, after the Cornhas been completed by KXOK. Insticks, it’s considered a certainty mission refused to renew the stathat Biow will put up a fight to tion’s license as Jong as the con- stallation of radios in street cars
‘Aldrich’ Status in Doubt
has begun and before Fail it is exinstall it on CBS.
tract was in force.
The Supreme Court was asked pected that every pas.senger-carryNosedive of the Heidt program
Although Probably
ing vehicle of the St. Louis Public
to
review
ruling
of
the
Georgia
a
..
« rating since recapturing the Sun10=30 NBC slot (after a dLs- Court of Appeals of last October Service Co., will be equipped.
nn
Rnll 111 1Filll
dll astrous
un NRl UUII
which
found
the
management
that
Some of the advertisers of the
attempt to compete with
There appears to be some doubt] Jack Benny at 7), has cued the de- company was entitled to the 15% Transit Radio include Sayman
of
billings
in
stipulated
the
concision
for
circles
as
the
moveover
Co.,
agency
to
CBS.
Products
Globe - Democrat
within client and
tract and that the Commission had Publishing Co.. Feld Chevrolet Co.,
to the exact status of “Aldrich Famauthority
no
nullify.
to
seaseries
for
next
radio
Big
as
a
Four
Chevrolet,
lly”
American
•
If the Georgia decision stands. Packing Co.. Hyde Park Breweries,
*on, following steps initiated to
Buying
the regents told the tribunal, it F. W. Fitch Co.. Ray Quinlan
pattern the program for video.
r‘will destroy the power of the Dance Studio, S. G. Adams Sta(Kimsecoped dry-runs have already
Maut llttWAn
If /if
nflyCn /illl “Ij commission effectively to control tionery Co., and General Grocers.
been made).
However, consensus of authoritaMusic, news in capsule form,
45 .
ij
f
J.
tive General Foods sources is;
For Estimated
baseball scores and weather ref..;M
will encourage a multiplicity of
•’Aldrich” will probably be back in
on, pose the programs,
a.
New Haven, June 7.
f «
suits
will result
conflicting
in
'

,

WGST

Of Century’ Despite 'Vague Wordage
Washington. June

I
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RurL
Ddth
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"Relaxation” rather than
”ieversal” was the term preferred by
the FCC la.st week in issuing its
long-awaited "clarification” report
on the so-called Mayflower ban it
iniposed in 1941 on the right of
radio .station owners to editorialize.
But the "involved academic legal
treatise” by which the majority
came to its decision prompted
Commissioner E. M. Web.ster. who
concurred, to attempt to spell out
what the report meant.
According
(not
to
Web.ster

'

i

,

Noah), the Commission derided
that the station owner must determine who has acce.ss to his micro-

i

j

phone and what program material
is broadcast. But in exercising thi.s
privilege, he emphasized, the li-

^

j

2 Newspapcrmen

j

WAV? new

censee has the responsibility "to
serve the interests of the public at
large,” rather than his own per-

AM’av

|

.

,

$80,000

and private interests.
licensee, he stated further,
free to select whomever he
pleases to discuss controversial

I

.sonal

The

i

,

the
its Thursday night NBC slot
contracts have
lauvv. been
x.
though no
fjvz ViVaav&wvvo
signed.
There’s strong likelihood
that the program may get both an
AM-TV spread, though with different units, since its recognized
that Ezra Stone, the radio “Henry.”
is too mature for the visual role.
It’s conceivable, too, that “Aldrich”
may be dropped as a radio package
if the TV package jells.
There was some doubt as to
•‘Aldrich” returning to the air last

WAVZ, AM
1-1

fall,

j

!

public

'grossing

,

Coral (Ex-World B’cast)

crophone to advance his own ideas
or

Charges Contract Breach
Laurence

1

approximately

i

,

.

.

of

•

ma.stera and

safeties

CBS PREPPING

of the transcribed series,

^^0 public interest.

SUMMER

"breach of contract

as result of a

'

.

.

will play

up the

CBS

.

|
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cen.see

In

Markle May Return

!

To CBS on Ford

1

With Ford Co. dropping

-7

‘Henry’ Ball’s Can. Exit

nrAH*"*;''

1

Ottawa, June
Harriett M. Ball, one of the

I

known

off-the-air

nada radio
o^^

B?'

I'u-

names

in

7.

'

CBS

Markic, who previously pioWiKKle.sworlh
juced and directed Columbia*
senes.
he disks in the
Qne” radio sii.stainer.
were lo.st or de.stroyed ^y^itched over into the commercial
*''^'**
uf the change- hictimeunderasort oflend-lca.se

hT

T'T.;,

I

:

‘^'spule

1

Ca-

Hammond

»''er.

ehai Res.

ar?Wnient whereby he would
veepee,;revertbacktoCBSstaffuponeun-i

!

A.

J.

Kendriek.

Coral

»"<*

Hetlor

"Heniy’
,

known

.

""I
masicis or safeties were'L
destroyed
without
aulimrization
and that
there
was no breach of any con16 years

to the industry as

Hall, she clo.ses

in radio publicity.

Fri-

I

I

be.st

has reslRned as flack Canadian nroadeasling

its

^
bi*.
its
ns
hood that Fletcher Markle.
$1.250-a-week director, w ill return

1

•

.

H’wood

0 ? msta’lHtion

Exit

^

^
•’
11 k
r
»
will
be ukine.scopmg for
teleand tape recording for radio
.i.u
4u
t
,
^)lh its own equipment by July
1.
*

Mayflower Broadcasting
(Continued on page 42)
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sta-

i..„„

...”

the

i

,

in

decisions

i,i«o « ^inBut any
, licensee making a sinQ^re and reasonable effort to serve
audience
listening
Hje needs of his
as a whole in conformity with the
be able
should
precepts set out
to meet his obligation a.s a H-

,
'

failing to carry out a
prepping a couple of
new 1 5-minute, house-built day- distribution agreement.’
Roth & Rothschild. Hammond’s!
time serials for cross-the-board
showcasing.
They’ll go into the attorneys, have been conducting
3:30-4
p.m.
.segments,
starting pre-trial examination of the deAug. 1. One of them, "I Love a fendants in the ca.se. w hich gels
Star.”
will
have a Hollywood under way today (Wed.) in New,
origination.
The second, "Other York City courts. According to
Women’s Children,” will emanate Hammond, three master records
from N. Y.
were destroyed without his auRobert Q, Lewis is currently ithorization and several others were
sustaining the half-hour segment, lo.st or destroyed "through neglihut moves out when he takes over gence.” The producer add.s that
'his .summer for Arthur Godfrey’s World agreed orally to di.stribute
morning Chesterfield stanza and the “Wigglesworih” series, but
for
Godfrey’s Wednesday night then decided to ,F«vr
leave that
,.,ai ena
end 01
of
video show for the same ciggie the busine.ss and concentrate on
outfit
'manufacturing
T
oc* August
A n
.u
J
1 .,
Last
the cFrederic
W. /iv
is

The

"Keeping Up With the Wiggles- which have to be made by licensees
ff*^s field are in many cases difworths,” and for damages incurred

TWO NEW

SERIALS FOR
CBS
'BS

aiiu TnnA
idpt;

I

exclusiim

i

tion as the "newspaper of the air"
and will concentrate on local

,

the

[

$1..500

Knauth and Kops are understood to be without previous radio
experience of an operational nalure.
Both, however, have epnsiderable public contact background.
Knauth is c former publisher of
the Bridegport Time.s-Star and currenlly fills a like post with Omnibook.
Kops has been associated
with Kiplinger’s Newsletter.

For

to

Hammond

i

j

|

opinions

others.”

To the question; what can or
Productions
state court’s ruling, the regents
Bcen.see do In his clavi,,
suinc Coral Records (fortnprlv
said, "involve nothing less than
to-day operation? the Commi.ssion„
u is
Broadcasting), a sub.sidiary
the power of the FCC to control
declared: "There can be no meeffectively the issuance and re- of Decca Records, for $100,000 for chanical formula or te.st which can
newnl of licenses for broadcast- alleged "unwarranted destruction be prescribed to insure the essening.”
whlth Is the prere.|ul'!?'
ot a large number of

weekly, which represents an even^t^ven situation,

^eorSinR maehLrJml seve^^^^^
limes Wit n ner TV
Arizona Timorwil'fh^^^
the defunct
dSTlrTzrna
.
recorders
husband. .John Boettiger. Latter is ^nipt x recoiciers.
Remodelling of quarters starts
now working on the New Orleans
this week.
Times-Picayune.
•

Vs

!

New owners

Roosevelts’ Airer

*

Sult

^

j

Leather Outfit Eyes

•

The questions presented by the

;

September.

i

However, where he selects
himself or his spokesman he "may
not utilize his authority to select the
persons to have access to his mii.ssues.

lOOG

|

ings of administrative agencies enforcing federal laws.”

Price mentioned is $80,000. Figlire, however, is subject to altera
tion depending on volume of business done between now and date
of takeover.
Station
has been

his standup monolog.

>

where

demanids

j

the band and do

•

in
—
interest^

is

'

a

fourth estaters, subject to
Time lag, due to
aPProval.
Pasting of- notice of intention to
.sell, plus other routine actions, in^ica^s that the new owners, VicDaniel W, Kops,
over until sometime
y'"*

'

Sponsorship of the Eleanor-Anna
Roosevelt commentary stanza on
ABC is being eyed by a leather
goods company. Hfforts to wrap up
a bankroller since the program's
preem some months back have thus
far been unsucce.ssful.
Anna Roosevelt is ciirrentlv residing on the Coa.st. There’s a live
cut-in for her part of the program.
while Mrs. Roosevelt transmhes
her contnb. Anna .suffered a $2.30,-

which has court decisions

in
a
— field

group headed formily
Edward Minor, J. Francis a single federal commis.sion. Furpniith, MurMy Gro.ssman ar^ Les- ther. it will undermine the validity
C. Flood, has been sold to a and force of all decisions and rul-

Willson as ’Aldrich* Sub
Hollywood, June 7.
General Foods is bringing Meredith Will.son and his Talking People back into the Jcll^ camp for
the six weeks that "The Aldrich
Family” will be on sabbatical. Willson was dropped by GF after finIshing off 26-wcek cycle.
Format will be unchanged, with
only Paulina Carter, pianist, mi.ssHe’ll front

station

under

teason when, it’s recalled. GF became involved in a hassle on effeeling a 25% retrenchment on the
show’s $13,500 talent nut.

Ing.

and

;

,

j

tract.”

1

elusion of the Ford eontravl. Mowever, he s al.so privileged to J'*^*^*^

commitments
commercial
other
before tying himself down again
‘o

CBS

f

I

a

)

i

RADIO

ABCS POSER

IN BILLINGS DIP

Waring a Good Mixer for NBC;

Paley s Burn:

AM Shows on Tap

3 Half-Hour
Fred Waring

the most ambitious AM-TV schedule on tap in the fall, second only
On the
to CBS’s Arthur Godfrey.
basis of current negotiations. War-

Sudden

CBS

I

:

'

,

j

afternoon.
General Electric
addition.
In
looks ket to ride along with its
Thursday night radio airing of
Waring on NBC, with the same
sponsor returning in the fall for
the CBS-TV production. Latter is
one of the costliest in video, with
a $20,000 tab.

ABC

Taping of Shows

Hope and
Selvin. of
'h^l

opposite

|

Luckman.

potential

clients

In

j

L^e

network. It will not Interfere with
.the singer s noontime Mutual pr^
gram and will hew to a similar format, including playing of disks,
chatter,
commentary, interviews
with guest celebs, etc.

AM-TV

CBS’
g-vne

CBS
are

.

1

will

.
.

k.

radio-television sales staffs

later this

its

fall w’ith

;

|

'

Colgate Debates
j

I

Fate of Canova
Following in the w’ake of Colgate
lowering the boom on
“Blondie,” which goes off after 10
consecutive years of sponsorship,
the last four with Colgate and
previously with Camels, the client
has renewed Dennis Day, but has
withheld its decision on Judy
Canova.
If renewed she will follow Day
next sea.son as latter has been
slotted in her present time.
Day
will take an eight-week summer
layoff, returning Aug. 27.
Joe Rines, Coast head of Sherman & Marquette agency and producer of the Canova stanza, trains
east from the Coast for his discussions with the agency toppers and

own music stanza.
Understanding is that Luckies
quality was improved over live will not lop off any of its current
broadcasts,
Luckman demurred programming, but is moving into
vigorously and nixed Hope’s plan top-budgeted strip programming,
to tape the four remaining shows via BBD&O agency, as an added kilocycles.
out the season.
Hope’s campaign starter.
j
eoniract with Lever has five years
American Tobacco Co. program
^
^ ^
j
expansion plans (for both Luckies Andrews Sis Renewed
son falls due late this month.
and Pall Mall, with latter’s “Big
It is Hope’s contention that use
Story” also due for a TV showcase
By Campbell Soup; Roxy
of the Ampex machines to record in the fall* will thus cue one of
his shows in advance is necessary the most intense rivalries amohg
Date Cues June Bowout to audition several television shows
to his operation as he travels his the ciggie companies for audience
for Colgate.
He’ll be in Gotham
troupe more weeks than he broad- dominance. As plans shape up,
Hollywood. June 7.
three weeks.
Luckman Luckie, Old Gold, Crmel, Chestercasts from Holly w'ood.
Andrews Sisters were renewed
Hope
agreement with
witii
has
lias been
111 a^icciiiciit
utmi in
field and Philip Morris will be by Campbell Soup to resume next
taking the show out of town, but slugging with top coin next season. fall on the “Club 15” broadcast,
the line charges precipitated one of It’s one of the few industries not Trio goes back on the air Sept. 3 Philip Morris Bullish
On
Luckman affected by current cutbacks.
^beir many quarrels.
in the same Monday-Wednesday(Continued on page 44)
Friday slot on CBS at 7:30 p.m.
Summer
Programming
Sinatra. Kirsten Package
(EDT) which they now occupy
Hollywood. June 7.
Philip Morris is spending coin
with Bob Crosby, who handles all
Frank Sinatra and Dorothy Kir- five nights. Crosby is expected to during the summer at the high
Lee Cobb Into Corwin
sten are auditioning today (7) at be renewed also.
level of its year-round rate. Four
NBC for a five-a-week show teamWard Wheelock agency, inciden- of its five AM stanzas and its
’World Citizen’; Mulls
ing the crooner and opera star. tally, gave the sisters a break on single TV show are being kept on
Show will be pitched for Lucky next Friday’s (10) broadcast. Girls during the dog days. Lone proShow for Fall Strike sponsorship.
were to open originally at the gram taking a hiatus is “This Is
Sinatra has been nixed for an- Roxy theatre, N. Y., June 17, and Your Life,” and that only because
Negotiations are under way beride after windup of the theatre unexpectedly, moved Ralph Edwards wants the breather.
tween CBS and Lee J. Cobb, star other solo
current “Hit Parade” engagement. the date up to this week (10).
Replacement for "Life” will not
of the “Death of a Salesman” legitBefore they headed east for the stint for dough either.
Titled
er, for the latter to step into the
booking, the trio taped Friday “Hogan’s Daughter.” the half-hour
lead role of the ambitious 60-minnight’s show with Crosby and the siluatioQ comedy will star Shirley
ute Norman Corwin production ‘SPADE’ SWITCH
Wheelock agency let them out of Booth and Bill McCaffrey and will
called “World Citizen.” concerning
DEFINITE
SUN. SLOT the final three shows. Ames Bros., be scripted by John Whedon.
a man w'ith a UN mentality. CBS
handled by Lou Levy, w’ho manhas inked the show for Sunda.v.,
Although CBS had clung to a ages the Andrews, will fill the lat- Series has been optioned by the
ciggie outfit for five years and if
July 10. thus not Interfering with hope that it could retain the Wildter’s spot for the final three weeks it clicks will be skedded in anCobb’s legiter.
root “Sam Spade” show next seaother time period. Show is going
Cobb may be back in the fall son, despite the fact that it was of the contract.
into the Tuesday 8 p.m. slot on
with a weekly dramatic air show of being yanked out of Sunday at 8
NBC. Agency is Blow.
his own. Arnold Perl, the radio to make way for Edgar Bergen,
TRIMS
scripter. and Peter Witt, actor’s the client’s agency. BBD&O. offiPM’s decision to keep on Horace
agent, are currently huddling with cially ser\’ed notice last week that
Heidt
“Against the Storm,’*
PAYROLL; 25
Cobb, who wants to do a season the private eye commercial wa.s
“Philip Morris Playhouse.” “Queen
of radio programming.
for a Day” and the TV offering
“Spade”
Hollywood. June 7,
moving over to NBC.
Orders from New York to cut “Preview,” is based on the firm’s
gets the same Sunday night slot
In the year ending
the payroll has resulted in dis- sales curve.
on the rival web.
Fifth Army’s Spot Biz
Columbia
missal
of 25 employees from ABC March 31. sales hit $228,000,00()
that
understood
It’s
might have retained “Spade” had last week. Frank Samuels, division a 3y^ hike over the previous
Chicago, June 7.
Headquarters Fifth Army has it found a way to integrate it into veepce, said most departments year’s biz. PM divides its ad dollar
50-50 between radio and
reappointed John W. Shaw' agency the sock rating-pulling Thursday- were affected, with the engineer- roughly
shows. But ing stuff hardest hit. due to the newspapers. It feels the currently
to handle Army and Air Force re- night lineup of crime
rising sales curve is largely atThursday is SRO, Some months lo.ss of shows which were taped.
cruiting for the second year.
Economy wave also reached to tributable to its broadcast activiCurrent budget includes spot back Wildroot had been offered
announcements via 130 radio sta- Thursday night time on CBS. but San Francisco, where five were let ties, which include heavy AM and
TV spot campaigns,
Uie client rejected it at, Mutt jtUnc. out.
^
lions in midwest.
:

!

mopth.

He

I

handle several agencies.

!

George Arkedis has been moved
from CBS-TV in New York to the

;

Own

Chicago video sales staff, with A.
H. Flaten switching from Columbia’s
Bill

the 15-minute strip in the

Hope has taped two shows this
geason and while he contends the

|

|

I

through a revamping
Newest addition to the

ABC

courts as a legal procedure,

out-and-out cap gains deal
was nixed several weeks
by the Internal Revenue
Dept., but the contract was clinched via the projection of the “borderline” feature similar to those
engineered by Paley.

& M

back

i

network’s radio sales force is Tom
Hamilton, who is sw'itching over

from

N6Cat7Strip

An

for F

[

j

I

.
.

going

,

•

oldllS in KnVnniD
_
jX
,

process.

,

yes

MM

£1

taken

With Chesterfield giving up the
7 o’clock, cro.ss-the-board “Supper
gerver named by the three A’s, Club” on NBC In favor of a halfvvrhose vote breaks the deadlock, hour Thursday night Perry Como
Disputants w ill abide by the deci- musical, negotiations are under
gion, which is affirmed by the way for Lucky Strike to move into

15-

Smith and Collins have summer
homes.
,,
Show will go out over the ,full

is

M

Plugs, But

segments.
With Procter & Gamble giving
up the 10:30-11 a. m. cross-theboard NBC stretch (and moving
“Welcome Traveler” over from
ABC to the 10-10:30 time on NBC*,
the network sales boys went into
Result is that Kraft looks
action.
set to move into the 10:30-10:45
period with a strip show, with
Sealtest lined up for the 10:45-11
time. (Both Kraft and Sealtest are
sub.sids of National Dairies, thus
permitting for a package deal and
a contiguous rate on the time sale*,
However, NBC’s daytime gain
adds up to an after-dark lo.ss. It
means Kraft is checking out of the
Thursday 9 p. m. slot (cancelling
A1 Jolson* and Sealtest is parting
with the Thursday 9:30 time (having cancelled out the Dorothy Lamour program),
CBS was anxious to grab off the
National Dairies package deal, with
hopes that It could also entice
Kraft Foods to switch over its
“Gildersleeve” show along with the
other billings. Talks fell through,
however. “Gildersleeve” is also set
to continue its ride on the NBC

Luckies Taking

by
Both are adamant and

viewpoint

Any hopes of healing the Paley
Sarnoff breach over the talent
raiding has practically vanished,
however, now that the Columbia
boys know the circumstances unhave been tied
der w'hich F &
down to an NBC “exclusive.” This
involves the sale of literary rights
and .scripts to NBC. plus an employment contract for the Jordans
(Fibber & Molly* and Don Quinn,
the three ow'ners of th4 high Hooper-rated Wistful Vista property.
And this. CBS argues, borders on
the same type of capital gains
njancuvering instigated by Paley to
woo over the NBC stars.

vs.

is managing to fill up its
daytime plugs, but at the expense
of the more expensive nighttime

Herman

Loeb, maintain
with Utver

date for hearing of the dispute
be get by American Arbitratjon Assn. Each side will select an
arbiter to sit with an impartial ob-

:

miimte segments.
off July 4 and during the initial months will ema nate from
Placid’ where Miss

&

a
;

)

Program tees

his attorney,

Loeb

(op roster of stars to Paley’s Columbia fold had NBC chosen to
indulge in such type deals.

At Nite Expense

arbitration.

j

I

[

radio to tele sales division.

I

Mullen recently checked out
of CBS-TV sales to go to the William Morris agency.

j

:

TO NBC

I

I

RTDG

New York local of the RadioTelevision Directors Guild elected
a new slate of officers Monday (6)
night.
Lineup is Ernest Ricca
(freelance),

(ABC-TV*,

FOR

Elects in N. Y.

prez;

Ralph

j

Warren

cludes

Leonard Blair (ABC*. Jo-

seph Bell (freelance); and Fred
Carr (ABC-TV*.
New York reps elected to the
national board of the union are
Ted Corday, Earle McGill and
Lester O’Keefe, all freelancers,
and George Zachary, of CBS-TV.
The RTDG w'ill hold its annual
cocktail party next Wednesday (15)
fi’oin 4-7 p.m. at the Crystal Room
of the Ritz Carlton Hptel, N.Y.

Admission

is $2.

I

j

ABC

Betty Todd (CBS),
secretary;
and
Paul
Harrison
(NBC*, treasurer. Local council inv.p.;

COAST

;
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burn

over what they call the “white
robe” performance put on by RCA
board chairman David Sarnoff at
the recent stockholder meeting,
particularly in the light of what has
tianspired on the NBC-Fibber McGee & Molly deal.
Sarnoff. it’s recalled, told the
stockholders that NBC could have
circumvented the switchover of the

in

NBC

*

one of the most unusual deals of
the year. It involves the showcasIng of Kate Smith and her announcer-manager Ted Collins, in a
tw’o-hour weekly (Mondays, 9 to 11
stanza, with a $5,000,000
p.m.
guarantee from the netw'ork cov Net ering a longterm contract.
work, in turn, will peddle the proto

Day

1

i

NBC

will

NBCFillingUp

—

ABC to NBC.
Partially offsetting the wave of
is the announcecancellations
ABC
ment that the network is inheriting
Hollywood. June 7.
business (VicSerutan
of
the
some
Bob Hope and Charlie Luckman
Mutual, with
have come to grips again, this time tor Lindlahr* from
possibility also that the same sponover tape.
Comedian wants to
sor may negotiate a deal to carry
Ampex his shows next searon but
Gabriel Heatter Sunday nights on
the Lever Bros, prexy is holding
is
Also, Sterling Drugs
ABC.
firm against recordings. To break
(Continued on page 42*
the stalemate, both have agreed to

Kate Smith Deal

gram

—

Bank” from

$5,

In the face of current retrenchnu-nls and high costs of video operations, ABC has just negotiated

Coupled with the succession of
nighttime 'dimouts over recent
weeks, resulting in the loss of the
U. S. Steel business “Theatre
Guild of the Air.” Philco (Bing
Crosby*
and America n-Elgin
(Groucho Marx* it has thrown
into sharp focus the plight of ABC
prez Ed Noble’s operation in terms
a competing
of the future as
medium with NBC and CBS. On top
Bristol-Myers
has served
of that,
notice that is is moving “Break the

On

In Wrangle

fall

gross time sales.

,

Hope, Luckman

Sunday

lon have been doing a slow

7:30, Phil Harris-Alice Faye
“Sam Spade”
(Rexall*:
8.
(Wildroot), and 8:30 to 9:30,
“Theatre Guild of the Air”
(U. S. Steel*.

ABC

^

CBS board chairman William S.
Paley and his surrounding eche-

Show

read like a
“BBD&O house account.” with
from
two-hour stretch
the
7:30 to 9:30 occupied by agency
clients’ shows.
Sabbath scorecard will read:

&

.

Place,

Sunday nights on
the

ABC

t

Pennsylvanians

Win,

eral Electric, has thrown
network into a new' billings tailspin.
GE’s notice followed within a few
days after the web was informed
that Procter
Gamble was switching its five-times-a-week "Welcome
Traveler”
daytime
program to
NBC. The two-way cancellation of
10 half hours adds up to more
in
than $3,000,000 loss for

>

his

notice last

week, lopping off the five halfCampana Sticks'
hours of the daytime “House Party”
got something of a shockshow' on ABC, sponsored by Gen-

in-reverse last week when Gamusually an on-again-oflf-again
ing will probably wind up with pana,
client, came through with -a 52radio
weekly
half-hour
three
renewal
its
“First
on
shows on NBC. In addition, he’ll week
have his full-hour Sunday night Nighler” program,
Show- is heard in the Thursday
television spread on CBS.
Just w'hen things began to look night 10:30 segment and currently
glum for NBC’s daytime billings, boasts an 11.3 rating in opposition
w ith both Minnesota Canning and to the NBC Fred Waring show,
American Meat Institute dropping which has 5.7. Show' moves up a
sponsorship of the Waring 10 a.m. half-hour to Thursday at 10 in the
activity fall, with the new Perry Como
musical,
cross-the-board
perked up in the network saies de- Chesterfield program as the oppartment. Deal is now for Minne- position,
sota Canning to buy a half-hour
Saturday daytime for the Waring
show' pickup, with the Meat Institute bankrolling the bandleader

and

cancellation

Samofs Fibber-Molly

Deal Not Beyond tbe Cap Gains Pale

:Ne[.P&CViPS

bave^

will probably

17
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TOUR

Vednciday, June

Russ Case orch, Marjorie Nelson Eddy, Dorothy Kirsten,
Hughes, Stuart Foster
Ken Carpenter, Robert Arm>
Producer: Walter Tibbals
bruster Orch
Producer: Billy Wilgus
SO Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.
Director: John Morris
l.UCKY STRIKE
Writer: Ed Helwick
CBS, from.New York

son, Hit Paraders, .Mark

Orch.
Producer: James Bealle

1

!

'

'

I
'

Their numbers had variety and
$.t0.000 Jackpot
color, were easy to take even by
A^,
and pcrniit for Us ,(, 0^0 eschewing longhair
Sing It Again
stuff.
twilchoyer into the Sundajt time „hile
bandleader Robert Am^
while Benny vacations. On tlie bruster contributed a sprightly
basis of “Parade’s” getaway broad- piano solo. Ambrustor,
similarly,
cast Sunday (5), it’s a cinch that chipped in with comedic
...
-1
gab. While
,
ij u
Strike would
have garnered
Lucky
|.,p
^
spi 0 ie|.
does pro-

1

Ken

w ith

the

uied

Top

for

Carpenter gives occasional
help in the spoken humor dept,
with good results, and his commercials are in good taste.
Jose.

10 of

musical

a

I

,

MY GOOD WIFE

j

With Arlene Francis, John Conte,
Joe Bell

I year schedeach

Producer-Director: Wynn Wright
Writers: Sam Taylor, Russell Beggs
30 m|"”
Sustaining
Nlic, from New York
NBC toppers recently ballyhooed
the statement that they were striking the phrase "summer replacetheir lexicon.
Their

1

projection

changed
V

was all pretty tame as musical
thows go, lacking any of the novIt

policy, that

1

|

'

...

I
'

,

;

j

'
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June-September offer-

should get all the spit-andcity or distinctiveness to .set it polish of year-round stanzas, apapart from a dozen other stanzas P«»;^"tly wasn’t whole-heartedly
followed for this entry. The preem
Rose.
on the air.
broadcast showed evidences of a
rushed-to-the-mike quality.
JOHNNY LUJACK OF NOTRE
Arlene Francis and John Conte
DAME
play husband and wife In a situaW’ith Johnny Lujack, Ed Prentis, tion comedy that reprises all the
Angelyn Orr, Jack Evans. Art old formula gags on matrimonial
Hern, Boris Aplon; announcer madness
women drivers, henpecking better halves and anni
Dave Ward
versary-forgetting bitter halves. A
Producer-Director: Kirby Hawkes
technical trick overworked on the
Writer: George Anderson
SO Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 5:30 p.m. broadcast was the fast cut.
The
device was used from an argument
Sustaining
over a honeymoon in the mounABC, from Chicago
.

.

|

I

;

i

i
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summer

filler

^

w^

effects

were

excellent.
I

1

|

Program was a little far-fetched,
from trying to cover too much
ground.

In addition to being a
story of racketeering in municipal
politics, airer wove in a fantastic
angle to hypo the whodunit, in this
case having a politico’s femme campaign manager bump him off after
a successful election, on romantic
grounds. It helped confuse identity
culprit however, and so was
to a good whodunit material.

—

for the vaca-

i

“Jack Armstrong” serie.s,
“Johnny Lujack of Notre Dame” J JL
®
tioning

(

,

|

stories.

George
I

u.

Aimed sDouse

to* drivp^

Petrie, as police

commis-

Robert Dryden, as his dryassistant,
a-n d
Amzie
as the commissioner’s
Friday, head an engaging, exR»nso overdid the cornjnercials. with the first two in beminutes had elapsed,
Bron.

strictly at the youthful element
the show has a powerful drawing
segment was heavill
card in the former Notre Dame hokey calling
for a bie^Kist from
quarterback.
sound ?ffec^^^^ de^ilrtment uJ!
Each half-hour segment of the der the misconceptfon that’ the
thrice-weekly broadcast is a com- noise of a crashing car is the
plete fictionalized yam motivating height of hilarity.
around Lujack, but not necessarily
Another defect of the series EARN YOUR VAr atiov
devoted to his gridiron prowess, opener, was spanning 10 years of with Jav r Fiin^n
i

'

"

!

i

!

I

!

I

I

|

airer Monday 6 ) prepigskin hurler as a
of justice in his relentless effort to prove innocent a 16year-old, who had been falsely accused of stealing.
During the
course of the program Lujack gets
into the proper amount of light
spots before he nails down the real
culprit.
initial

sented

the couple’s life in short vignettes,
to the
spotty effect, while the latter part
of the show, which developed a
situation, sustained interest.
Chief flaws lay in uneven scripting. On the credit side were some
mature lines, a generally light approach and the capable thesping
nf Conte and Miss Francis.
The

(

j

The quick takes contributed

the

champion

|

:

gram, though

a

little

the

in

helpful.

TIIE

less

gangster

stereoroles

.

c„„

Probably, that’s
of

‘

attracted to itself a fairly steady

o «

clientele,

little

I

'

economy

CHS, from Hollywood

covered

ranged

from

•

Format folhiws the

usual air crime mystery motif, hut
l)y Sunday’s <5) pix-miere
interest is sustained by good wilt-

.l‘>h-

judged

It’s tiie fourth query mars
that’s
the stopper ("What’s the olde.si
republic in the world?” "Who's pielure is on a $50 bill"), hut the gal
wtio won a eutfo trip to Cuatemara
on the first broadcast got it on a
walk (by identifying 10 Downing

gift.

Rcf’d.

DR AC.XET
With

ing. acting and situation.
.\ction in the opener was a little
fanciful, but acceptable enough.
Iflot Involved a murder of an archeulogist, the trail leading from
V. to Mexico Citv. and involving
a little romance on the side. Colloquial dialog; a slew of fal.se clues,

.lack

Webb. Charles MeGraw,

...

» riier:

iJob K.vf
Director: \yilliam
iHins.; hri., 10

Rousseau

.St.).

p.m.

**'

Sustaining

NRC. from Hollywood
A yumnior ronlacomont

jms

off Rilev ” this

1

oroenm
Progiam

notably the fact that Flipconstantly on the beam with
f?'*

'

for “Lift,

contcsiants Kivc
usual
gjiun hantcr quality that earns for
-Karn Your Vacation” a p’u-

program

h#'tnnf»c
in
’on«s in

caiegory 01 cop.s-and-iobber
(Continued on page 44)
in
,

t

Dick

Hill

another of the stick-.swisher’s finH<!’
whistled a tune, getting a
effect with a vibraharp accompani-

nS

ment.
Standout segment of the airing
was the final eight minutes, which
featured Patti Page as guest thrush
in two numbers.
Her warbling of
So in Love,” pointing up her
husky voice to good advantage, was
smouldering. However, teeing off
with Miss Page, instead of holding
fiiicilc,

added pace and punch.

would

have

Feature of the stanza will be a
cross-country tour with Welk. as
"good will ambassador.” saluting
a different city each week. Heralding of the
junket repetitious,
but
a
.station
master routine

enumerating the cities to be covered was effective.
Singing commercials and linking of the orch’s
champagne .music” tag with Miller

Brew

("the

champagne

was acceptable.

of beers”)
Bril.

CHICAGO THEATRE OF THE
AIR

and old standards.
Format was traditional; solos by
soprano
Nancy Carr, baritone
Donald Gramm and tenor Lawrence Lane, selections by the station orch and chorus under direction of Henry Weber, and a short
talk on military history by Col.
Robert R. McCormick, Chi Tribune
publisher.

"Theatre,” like the river, keeps

on a-rolling, holding to its policy
of presenting good music year in,
year out. Program was well paced,
and backed by a capable musical
group. Lee Bennett’s announcing
plugs for Gold Star moms was
overly flowery, but did no harm
against motherhood.
Mi.ss Carr .sang "With All My
Heart,’’ “Songs My Mother Taught
Me” and "Through the Years” with
a maximum of zest, but at one time
was swamped by strong orch backing. Gramm handled "There is No
Death” well and sustained the effort with the Drinking .Song from
"Martha.”

Lawrence L.^ne made

his Mutual

debut with a pleasing rendition of
"Mother of Mine.”
Newcomer
showed confidence and an artful
sense of cuing, as well as a capable tenor voice.
Orch and chorus did well on
"Polonaise” and as.^iists on the v.nrious solos. Talk by Col. McCormick
treated a pha.se of the Civil War.
Chi Theatre is still good p m. lisMart.
tening.

30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri. 9 a.m.

Graybar Electric
WIIK, Cleveland
(

derst

household

improvements.
verbally toss
Hint.s cups they
Boles as "Mr. such issues as wives wearing hobby
response to the (picstions socks, moppets attending moyie.s,
of
a
typical
domestic couple, or other problems raised by writerLort'fla Ellis and Arthur Van Horn. ins. At
the same tinie. the emcees
Subjects touched upon by Boles turn the question It) the neighborin the initial program .Sunday
hood dt'aler handling tlie Graybar
5
included how to hang wallpaper, product.
, K
r
neighbor*
move sticking drawers, prevent
It adds up to a cute
cold water pipes from dripping and hood gimmick, but
the
wio
raise dents in furniture.
rad
all
to
His was tenor is not one
an easy, patronizing .style that interc.st.
limes the
Atmade the home repair tips appear, slips, despite The alert allenlion oy
simplicity itself.
Format shapes the Lidyards, who seek to
.
up as ideal one to sell .the Grey- moving at the fa.stest possible par
stone Press’ “Fixlt Book.” Plugs Too much talk, and not enoug
arc lengthy.
Gilb.
diversification adds to the lethargyI'lxit

in

<

)

.

It’.s

,

and good performances, helped put
r»
V'"*
the program over. Paul Frees, as
the Green Lama, is convincing, and

backed by the chorus.

was okay in a romantic .solo and
Helen Ram.sey and Garth Andrews
were a fair duet. Roy Woldrum

Rena and Rob go visiting every
morning to discuss with nthgliborto avidly by those interested
hood
listeners some of Hu’
in
rectly ithcy'rc comparatively sim.saving the cost of labor on sundry problems of tlie day. Over coffee
pic) provides an extra divitlcnd
around

a

ory on Fido. the Fog Hound to
‘huipmcnl that is being used to
^
‘'d.f'rporls, plus number
“I l(>( al stones. Should do
good

Veather mystery stufl', with exotic
• tmosphcrc added as extra who-

Bron.

(

of consisttmt service.

Itcm.s

Summer replacement for "BroadMv Boat” is satisfaclorv hot

Vav’s

ery, vocalized the heavilv-pluggeH
"Riders in the Sky” and a noveltv
number. "Wedding Dav.” abli

With Jim Boles, l.oretta Ellis. Arthur Van Horn; announcer. Van
Horn
Produeer-direetor; Donald Blauhut BREAKFAxST PARTY
15 Mins.: Sun., 5:30 p.m.
With Rena and Bob l.idyard

ing up the hotel tab. Format is reduced to simple fundamentals: An
swer four que.stions correctly and GREY.STONE PRESS
you're on your way. Contestants MBS, from New York
H. B. Humphrey)
•n'® allow'ed two consecutive misses
This 1.5-minutp airer offers pracbefore being eliminated; after one
tical advice on "how to fix up
niiss they can start over again,
your
Answering the first three cor- home yourself.” It will be listened

show the middle commercial
uas given over to the advertising
manager and service manager of
Andf'rson Buick, with copy on a
•“traight
sales pitch emphasizing
Ibis

Richard Foster, William

good.

will

MR. FIXIT

30 .Mins., Sun., 5:30 p.m.
Sustaining

is

it

I

Donnell

support

whom

1

,

Ben Wright, Paul

Froug

flavor.

to

•

Pniducer

flunit

all that’s expected
any program, especially one
on five days weekly.
This type of format has by now

that’s

1

W’riters;

for this course.
The musical aspects are generally
good and the between-tune gab is
of a pleasant, harmless variety.

1

GREEN LAMA

H'ith Paul Frees,

oa mi-,.

an-

h»
Hy Frced-

'c.i-tj,!

rRc

~

side-kick sportswriter. Production
was standard for this type pro-

would be

Japn'hL
Jacobs,

Show makes par

matter whether commercials ring
Hollywood
the
welkin
for
Che.sterfields,
CBS’ sustainer replacement for Campbell or Alka-Seltzer. It apdramatic show. pears that the .Massey-Tilton comwM
o^®** bine has primary appeal to the
^
scenes.
Bril.
^ V*^® younger elements, many of whom
for the summer, is this teacherare
too
young to get upset
slanted .quiz-giveaway
show.
It stomachs on a regular basis.
UP-TO-DATE
preemed Sunday (5) with Jay C.
L5 Mins., 7:15 p.m., Mon.-thru-Fri
The Country Washburn band,
Flippen in the emcee role and stays long identified
ANDERSON BUICK CO.
with corn, has dion until July 31, when "CorlLss minished its rustic
KJR, Seattle
mien and does
«
*u
^
-t
^Pot until a competent backing in a straight
Bob Nichols, vet Seattle broad*^®^*^*^*'
Miss IJ®
Ilayes m Oc- vein.
ca.vter, comes up with a new one a
Jose.
u
daily roundup of feature and news
^he "comeon” for this .stanza is a
‘Stories, chiefly anecdotal, with cm-

As a thespor the former allAmerican is adequate, and an able
assist is given by Ed Prentis as

typcne.ss

Johnny

nounrpr

nirpptprw-iters- RpJniP
"®™*® nmith,

.

1

ticinants*’

j

Wade

The 15-minute Monday through
Friday musical stanzas around the
dinner hour have reached a rigidity in format that dissipates the
full value of the show.
This type
of program has been identified
with sponsorship by Chesterfield,
Campbell Soups, and now Alka.Seltzer has come into the act with
Curt Ma.s.sey and Martha Tilton, as
a summer replacement for Herb
Shriner.

|

The

Format emphasizes Welk’s orch
and a number of vocalists a
though not all are given billboarding.
Bob Cromer, a Wolk di.scov-

phase with an impressive salute
to the Gold Star Mothers in an
hour-long program of semi-cia.ssical

MILES
CBS, from New York

!

I

weekday adventure

appeal tor the older

With Donald Gramm, Nancy Carr,
Lawrence Lane, Col. R. R. McCormick, WGN orch and chorus,
Lee Bennett, emcee
CURT MASSEY TIME
Producer: Marion Claire
With Martha Tilton, Country Director:
Henry
Washburn Orch, Charles Lyons, 60 Mins.; Sat., Weber
9 p.m. (CDT)
announcer
Mutual, from Chicago
Producer: Forrest Owen
This WGN_ musical showpiece
Writer; Margaret O’Flaherty
moves into its annual summer
15 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 6:30 p.in.

1

I

follows a format similar to most

CO.’

Wood.

j
hep, and

1

,

a

Dialog

accompanying sound

!

As

colorfully.

1

:

’

I

ing.s

I

1

,

'

r

j

(

:
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MILLER BREWING

now’s orchestra vice Axel StorkFirst show with the new
dahl’s.
acts was aired Saturday (4) and in
sum few differences were apparent.
Luckies took on Harrington In
place of Sinatra because it felt that
it wanted a singer to deliver tunes
straight, that they were of prime
importance to the premise of the
"Yotir Hit I’arade"
,'^iiiKlnK star
show, rather than the style of the
for l.iirky .strike eigarettes on NBC singer doing them. Under this reaCoast to coast.
soning Harrington did a good job.
Vocalian Recording Artist
His .singing is okay, not outstand(Subsidiary of Decca)
ing on the basis of this show, but.
Exclusive Management
a first performance could have had
DOUG STORER
a lot to do with that. The same applied to Miss Wilson, although .she
RKO Building, New York 20
generally turned up a better performance. That debut nervou.sness
might have had a lot to do with
Anixle Sfriek- the more or less minor faults of
land,
Robert Dryden, Santos both w’as evident in the rhythm
Ortega, Cameron PrudTIomme, and slow ballad things such as “A
Arnold Moss, Grace Coppin, You’re Adorable” and “Some EnKathleen Cordell, Jack Orrison; chanted Evening” where complete
Hugh James, announcer
relaxation is necessary to accuracy.
Producer: John Cole
Mark Warnow’s orchestra, for
Writer: Peter Barry
years an occupant of this slot, be30 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m,
fore Sinatra and Stordahl, returned
LEVER (RINSO)
with this show. Arrangements and
CBS, from New York
performance were excellent, the
iRuthrauff St Ryan)
outstanding items being "Saber
Coming in for the third succes- Dance." an "extra” melody, and
summer as hot-weather re- Wamow’s backing of Harrington on
placement for "Amos ’n’ Andy,” "Careless Hands.” Warnow’s tailoring of pop and standard tunes has
“Call the Police” still holds inter- always
been top-drawer and he
..w
breezy, suspenseful who- hasn’t lost the touch.
dunit. Premiere Sunday (5) told a
Luckies
commercials.
which
familiar tale of political corruption haven’t changed in years on this
average-sized city, but told show, are as clubby as ever.

BILL HARRINGTON

.

i

BrownTemSS

I

,„p

features Russ Case

Garth a»

Woldrum

**"®*«J
Page, gueat
Writer-Producer: Bud Ernst
.30 Mins.; Wed., 9:30
pm

(BBD&O)

,

orch and singers Stuart
Foster and Marjorie Hughes on the
initial show*, each alternating in revivals of the 193.'5 tunes that marked
“Hit Parade’s” first year in radio.
Such items as "Isle of Capri” (Foster), the year’s top film tune “Lullaby of Broadway” (orch), "Every
Day” and "Lovely to Look At’’
(Miss Hughes), and the 45 fave.

Ted

Orch, Helei.

Hill,

ABC, from New York
There isn’t much change in the
(Klny-Van Pietersum-DunUm)
Lucky Strike "Hit Parade” lor the
ABCs replacement for thaverage listener, coincident with Groucho Marx quizzer which ioin«
the shift of the show from the CBS next fall is a pleasant ,
musical show.
Lawrence WcIk’Q
Coast to New York and the inser- "Champagne
Mu.sic” is commerci!
tion of Bill Harrington and Eileen ally schmaltzy
and in the Guv om
Wilson in place of Frank Sinatra bardo genre. As
such it will h-,vp
and Beryl Davis and Mark War- Its greatest

I

;

his

Roy

Patti

NBC, from New York

NBC’s Hollywood-slanted giveaway, judes of gab, will help attrap listeners to the Thursday night at 9
scheduled for a mid-July precni.
scfimcnt
CBS has been alerted to the sumBo,h si„gi„g principals were ini
rnertime htveauay threat to the exform on the preem program,

"On Parade”

*

AMERICAN TOBACCO

30 Mins., Thurs., 9 p.m.

.

and

Cromer;

Director: David Whiter

.

.

drews,

30 Mins.: Sat., 9 p.m.

American Tobacco’s summer re.
placement for the Jack Henny NBC, from Hollywood
Thompson)
Show on CBS is a nostalgic version
There’s
rarely
any
quarrel
of "Hit Parade,” reprising the Top
10 tunes over the 14 years that with a straight musical format
Lucky Strike has showcased "Pa- when the varied ingredients are
rade.” As such it’s radio’s countcM- good. It’s a reliable and time-tested
part of the cavalcade of standards formula and especially good on
over the past 20 years as al burned summer replacements when relaxing shows seem to be the order of
by Decca.
Of interest to the trade is
,,
41,
„ ..
Kraft Muwhether "Your Hit Parade on Pasummer replacement for
rade” as the stanza is tabbed, will
Poison show, and it falls
be sufficiently weighty and intriguing in content to retain that ‘uto tins category. Nelson Eddy and
“Sunday at 7” habit when it stacks porothy Kirsten, with top notch
up against the competition of p'*}® renditions and pleasent inter-

,

Ramsey. Dick

•

1

I

REvflEW®
Warnow WI^ Lawrence Welk

With BIU Harrington, Eileen Wil-

^Ith

(BBD&O)

I949

8,

LUCKY STRIKE HIT PARADE

HIT PARADE ON PARADE KRAFT MUSIC HALL

a

more than

•

summer programming. Rose.

•

—

•

,

'

RADIO

June 8, 1949
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MONTEY SPONSORS FOR RADIO
Hooper T^p 15 and the Opposition

Pearson-ADen Ask FCC to Stop

Total

Program
Lux Radio Theatre

llooperatiiig
21 7

IQ

Dr
Winchell
Kiiend Irma

My

Talent Scouts

Henry

16 8

'lax

.1

I

5.5
1.6
4.7
2.4
5.5

.

.

Molly.

Fit)l)er &.

or

Al Jolson

14 2
13 9

Bob Hope

...

,

Town

America's

1

j

.

2 2
9.2

13.4
14.1

5.6
6 5

15 6

1

.

.Meet-

Bob Hawk.

12.7

People Arc Funny

12.6

.

.

.

1

j

(No
Sponsoied
ProPrograms*
Theatre C. S. A
3.1
Johns-Manville News
2.4
Burns
.Mien
7.9
(No
Sponsored
ProPrograms*

12.9

Mr. Keen

People

ttie

I

•

'

11.5
12.4

'

AM

television is cutting Into
income. the nets must learn how to
tap the thousands of companies
which have ad budgets of only
$.50,000 or $100,000 and some com-

.

.

Cl ime Photographer

Mr

District

Dully

.

..

Attorney

.

..

Tavern

s

8t<»p tiie

Music

12.4

Name

12.3
12.1

Groueho Marx

.

the Movie
Sea lies! Variety Show

Milton

Belle

Count.'

fair

Sam Spade

11.8

Lum &

Abnei'
Allen

Fred

8.7

WORLonHotSeat
Throws

panies which spend about $750,000
year but have never used net-

12.0

2.6
7.4
9.7
8.0
5.0
9 7
7.5
9.9

a

According to Woods, the webs’
formal is geared solely to
who will buy weekly stan/a.s in 13-w’eek or 52-week
cycles.
If radio allowed for more

j

Sponge

Boston, .Tune 7,
De.spite plenty of active bidding
to take over.
threw in Hu*
sponge this week and signed oil
the air.
Station has been in trouble with
the FCC since 1945, and during the
prolonged litigation has stayed on
the air under temporary permits.
The FCC at length denied renewal
charging hidden ownership, and
the U. S. Supreme Court last
montti upheld tlie FCC charges.
WORT, thus wound up 23 years
on the Hub air as an indie. It was
one of the first to introduce disk
jockeys and for years plugged its
"920 Club,” making it one of the
top jock shows on the local air. In
recent years, however, other local
stations have perfected the disk
operation and have long overthe liltle indie The slation has been licensed during tlie
litigation to Broadcasting Service
Organization. Inc., with Ashley L.

WORL

pre.sent

the bankrollcr

19.1

in

flexible insertion skeds, businesses

not now using the medium might
be able to do so. He pointed out
that the cliain’s new Kate Smith
disk jockey stanza is aimed at providing these smaller companies
with a vehicle for getting into national radio with a
less costly
show.
In
1942. Woods recalled, the
4
thcn-RIue
net
launched
".fohn
B.v SANFORD
P'reedom.” which featured team
Cleveland, June 7.
sponsorship.
According to the
'Runyon Theatre’
Despite mounting sale.s of tele"team”
plan,
four
bankrollers
vision sets in Greater Cleveland’s
backed the stanza each getting a
outlets
prime listening area,
‘Friars Frolic’ (TV) mention on all broadcasts and a
,
r
*u
continue to hold fast to a solid
Norman Livingston. WOR’s com- mnior pluK every fourth week in
• dverlising base.
mercial
program manager, an- rotation. "The idea was dropped
consensus is that even
Top
during
the
war
when
ad
coin was
the
station
hasj
is ith
more than 60.000 video sets nounc«‘d that
houglit the "Damon Runyon Thea- plentiful.” Woods explained, “but
and,
in the area.
we
might
repri.'ie it now' as a means
Rohi.son managing.
wont dent the advertising train tie.” transcribed series produced of parting new backers '*
l)y Mayfair Airer won’t be skedded
Three applicants are now seekfor at least three to five years,
Pointing to the growth of methuntil a baiikroller picks up the
ing the station’s wavelength via
Cleveland’s five major radio outods of paring expenses for the adlab
FCC
and a decision is figured due
lets say that in the almost two
MILS outlet is consider- vertiser, Woods said that ABC this w'eck.
I'he
>ears of TV operations, the numwas the first web to use a naing "friars frolic” as a tele packber of local accounts that have
age.
when WOR-TV makes its tional participating show. "Breaksw'ifclmd ti'om
fast Club.”
to TV can be
The net also cites ‘VOICE’
i
debut late this summer. Lou Holtz
counted on one hand.
“Stop the Music.”
and TV.
is mentioned as a possible emcee.
which lowers the backer s nick by
Ill fact, two stations report
bill'
$2,000,000
using multiple sponsorship.
ings are up tliis year; the otlier
Commenting on ABC’s recent
tliree
indicate they haven’t sufWashinglon, June 7.
budgetary slashes. Woods said that
fered any loss.
“Voice of America” appropriathey are a reflection 'of the "tight- tion for the fi.scal year beginning
General manager John Patt of
ening up proco.ss” which all indu.s- .July 1 was shaved anotlier $2,000,says revenue is up as
tries
are going through today. 000 last week by a Senate Approagainst last year this time, due to
"When revenue and profits climb,” print ions sub-committee.
boosted rates. CBS’s landing of
the
ABC
prez explained, "organiSlate
Department
ex .NBC shows, and last but not
originally
zations take on additional people asked $36,000,000 for “Voice” and
least, "hard selling” by local sales
W'ashington.
^une
7.
necessar.v
bnsiin
an
expanding
associated
program, which includes
personnel. W.TMO, sunup-to-sun.set
C’onvcrsfly. when a decline shortwave overseas broadcasts, edFixe daxtime stations, including ne.ss.
operation also is in the heavier(Continued on page 44*
ucational motion pictures, etc.
.sugarcoated sales department.
outlet,
municipal
Nexv
5 oi k's
Pall declared that TV’s impaci
W'NVC. asked the FCC last week
here was similar to the survey he
made among 20 broadcasters in to take imniediale action on their

Own

Radio More Than Holding

In

TV

Cleve. Despite Mounting

Sales

MARKET

WOR’s

,

j

AM

—

And

1

•

i

|

AM

i

WNBK

WEWS

|

j

tual arrangements for a hank loan.
that tliey have continuing obligations of serious concern
to them.
In addition, they said,
they are kept in ‘’continued uncertainty” as to what role tliey are to
play in long standing efTorts to obtain the frequency.
1’Tie petitioners said tliat since
last February, when the FCC advised that it w'islied to dispo.se of
the case as soon as possible, tliey
have heard nothing. Their hrii'f
pointed out that under the Administrative Procedures Act, tlie Com-

mission

BUDGET SHAVED

AM

ANOTHER

Day timers’ New

1

j

WG\R

OF DENVER AIRING

U.

Denver. June

How

!

QUAKER OATS BUYS
SAT.

airer starring

ing late
addition

in

August and

to
the
series on

Rogers
agency

is

will

sponsor’s
the same

be

in

web.

Sherman & Mar”

troiu
lliiep

qnartcr-hours a week to
half-hour periods.
Same

fi\p

h.u ker h.is
tlie-lio.ird

renewed its
“Checkerboard

also

cio.-<s-

Jam-

boree' lor 52 weeks.
Billing.-: on
hoih programs are estimaled al

clei lion

for

new Broadcast Advertising
Bureau, will lead off the series of
professional

Aug.

On

Marcus Cohn,

I

treme'' impoi’lancp. With the coming of the fall and winter months.
ll\ey declared, they do not know
w hether they will be forced to sign
ofl

at

they

afternoon and evening
scheduling,”

eailx

”lnfelligent

’•rccinires

said,

some

Indica-

'

multi-lingual

'

parts of the U. S.

fi<*ld.

outlets from

all

viR take part

in

the Foreign Language Broadca.sting Clinic at New York’s Hotel
Wednesday (15K
Roosevelt next
(The confab, which was proposed by
Chi NAB conthe
WOV. N, Y.. at
vention last Apiil. will consider
services
broadening
of
problems
land increasing revenue for ttie bi-

1

w liat hours these
be piuinitled to ophe future
ei al<* in
.loining in the. petition were the
daxtime oulli'ls operated by the
Slate College of Agriculture
low
iWOI'. .Michigan Slate College
tion now as
stations will

to

‘

I

lingual indies.

More than .50 stations have already signed to take part in the
proceedings, while many others,
un ible to c(»me because of the long

i

Oklahoma

'WKAIC.

I’nivcrsity of

iVV.NAD'
WllCt

and Cornell University distances involved, have registered
to receive transcripts of discusClaude Barrcre. secretary
sions

•

.\ii

cIVoil

xxa.s

made by

WNYC

last .Novcmlier to obtain pcrmi.ssion
I’tiic
Detective Mysteries" has to Stax up to broadcast national
been re-signed for its fourth year and local election returns. The
•»v
Williamson
Candy, starting Commission, however, refused to
Sepi 4. when it will move to Snn- make an exception to a policy dedavs at 5:30 p.m.
That slot was nving "afler-.siiiiset” authority to
viiaied by “Quick As a Fla.sli.” 'daytinu'rs. New York, it held, was
wlii* || V a.s
yanked off MBS by Siifticienllv served by other staHelbios Watches last week.
on election reports.
I lions

$1 500,0(10.

of tlie

‘

|

club,

New York Radio Executives
is assisting W'CV in planning

Agenda
Ralph

I

include addresses by
general man-

WOV

and Tod Cott, chairman of
the NAB's UnafTiliated .Stations
Committee. Read Lewis, director
of Common Council for American
ager.

j

will

Weil,

Howard Abrahams, sales promotion director of the National Retail

FL

Dry Goods
to

WJZ

dirorlor,

niocicrating.

down from
day

a

Y.

WMCA

indie,

24-hour

is

to a

Exit

cutting

20-hour

Mon-

and WJZ. ABC’s key

(13).

in

Gotham,

will start round-the-clock
operations Juno 20.
Involved in
the switch is the shift of Svniphoriv
to
Sid Torin from
Turin will he heard from 12 midnight to 5:45 a. Ill daily in a par-

WMCA

The

panel will include George
Boston, Jimmy
Lasker. WBMS,
.Milne, WNHC, Nexv Haven; John
Dxer. WGES. Chi; Bill Moore,
WPiNX. N. Y.; and William Jory,

sales

WJZ

show on the network outis
being replaced on
by Bucky Kozlow. stafT disk
jockey, who will broadcast from

ticipating
let.

He

WMCA

11 p.ni. to 2 a. III., when the station
will take a four-hour daily hiatus.

Weil will moder-

ate,
Participants in the publicity
discussion are to be announced.
Jess WiHard, NAB executive v.p..
will speak on “TV and FL
a provocative preface to a future problem.”

After
N.

On

daily broadcast sked starting

WOV

giam

on radio.

Sid’s All-Niter

WMCA.
include

discussions
programming, publicity and
of
sales.
Speakers in the program
session
will
include Robert O.
Miller. WSBC. Chi; Pierre Crenesse. F'rench Broadcasting System,
and I’at Stanton. WJMJ. Phila..
with Arnold Hartley.
prowill

how

discussing

A^isn.,

retailers

sell

Symph

(foreign

audited.

Panels

of

—

language* stations, and Dr. Sidney
Roslow. director of The Pulse, will
show ho'v FL audiences can be

W.ILB, Detroit.

the meet.

from

week

“Mitch’s
with the funda-

radio and making the dough return dividends to the bankrolier
The second clinic, during the
week of Aug. 15. will feature

will discus.s foreign communities and their future developments.
Emil Mogul, agency topper. will hold forth on what the

wants

deal

in w'ooing the advertiser’s coin into

Unity,

agency

will

mentals of sales tools and techniques that have proved successful

Multi-Lingual Field in N. Y.

Pointing up the growing recognition that there’s green gra.ss in the

clinics the
five days

For

8.

Pitch”

and

events.

7.

pro-

N^AB’s

after

returns

-

clinic, in radio sales, radio
for retailers and radio news.
Maurice Mitchell, director of the

50 Stations Joining in Confabs

for spe-

broadcast

coun.sel. said the concern of the stations to broadcast
public interest programs is of “ex-

Roy hours.

quettp
Ralsion-Puritia’s “Tom Mix has
hocn rent'wed tor 52 weeks. elfeLti\e Sept. 26. when it will shitt

November
to

Washington

Chuck

Acree
Show will be licard Satiirdavs af 12 noon, local time, start-

Iasi

petition filed by

.X

Quaker Oats has bought a halfhour on the full Mutual network
f«Miis
“Man on the Farm.” a
rui .il-slanled

sunset

jolhei'

MUTUAL SHOW

of

aulhorily

the sales

week

'

cial

to capture

motion dollar w'ill be the theme
of the Third Professional Radio
Clinic to be lield at the U. of
Denver July 25-Aug, 26. Speci.iliv
designed as short courses for station personnel will be three one-

'

I

with

act

‘MITCH’S PITCH’ GETS

,

/ reqiie.s.t

to

gramming.

Nocturnal Pitch

(Continued on page 44*

required

is

‘'reasonable dispalcli.” A continuing policy of inaction, it said, “may
conceivably have the eflect of deciding the disposition of the two
applications.”
WBAL’s renewal
has been kept on a temporary
basis, pending the outcome of the
Pearson-Alien application.
The application was filed in Sept .,
1946. shortly after Hie Commission’s “Blue Book," defining the responsibility of broadca.sters, was
published. WB.XL was cited in the
document as an ilUisIratioii of a
station
having unbalanced pro-

I

AM

S,

They added

i

work radio.”

16.3
15 8

7.

•Mien today put the FCC on the
spot with a petition for an immediate decision on their long-pending
application to take over tlie 50kw
clear
channel facilities of the
Hearst station. WBAL, Baltimore.
Through their counsel. Marcus
Cohn, they told the agency it is
now over 14 montiis since the record was closed on the hearings
and nearly three years since tlu*y
first applied.
"How long.” they asked is an applicant exiK'cted to hold itself in
readiness for the day that the
C'omini.ssion might act”” I’heir petition said that Pearson and Allen
informed the agency last January
that they have been making substantial interest payments to the
Maryland Trust Co. under contrai-

'

j

ing

We.

is

!

10.8

News
Sii.spepse

12

—

16.2

9.2

Washington. June
Pearson and Itobert

Drew

mulling ways of getting
on a monthly or even less ‘County Fair’ Moves Back
frequent basis, according to Mark
To Day; ‘B’way’ Switches
Woods. AB^' prexy. The network
topper points out that monthly
The Borden-sponsored "County
mags, for example, spend heavily fair’' is moving hack into daytime
in newspapers when their publica- radio, where it originated.
tion.s hit the stands, while network
When Borden dropped it.s Wedradio doesn’t see any of that coin, nesday night at 9 half-hour musiA setup which permits more flex- cal on CBS some months back, it
ihle schedules would snare some of moved "County fair” into the spot.
these expenditures for the webs. Now the show reverts back to
Woods feels.
Saturday afternoon at 2 This will
Woods’ basic approach is that permit Columbia to push up its
network radio must evolve a pat- 6()-minute “This Is Broadway”
tern w hich will attract new adver- show.
Now' heard Wednesdays
tisers.
"In tlie past," he said, “the 9:30 to 10:30. it gets tlie 9 to 10
webs have relied on some 125 big slut starting June 25.
spenders for the lion’s share of
their revenue.
J4ut today, when

15.6
‘

W6AL Application

StaDing on Their

SIIL[S [im^

.spon.sors

1.5

Sherlock Holmes
Johns-Manville News
Voice of fire.stone ...
(No
Sponsored
ProPi ogia ms'
Krwin D. Canham

16 6

ABC

11.7

1.5

.

Jack Benny

N[W

tlon

7.5
6.7

fleet lie Theatre
Arthur (iaeth
American forum
Contented Program

18 7
18.3

W'all<*r

network
rompe*

Sponsored N'etwork
Competition
fishing and
Hunting
Club
11
Telejihone Hour.
8.4

.

'

WMCA

announced

that

its

new

“Night Watch” stanza will drop
Torin ’s bop and jive. Negro-slanted policy in favor of an appeal to a
diversified audience.

OF AN AD.
jUHE

I

1.

c^vCA*^

ew^
'VVSM^

4t»f»

Variety has 100% Readership (Via PAID Subscription)

amongst the TOP ad agencies
controlling 95% of ALL the
radio and Television billing!
(Time, Talent, Spot, Transcrip-

record you

have built

fo

yourself.

Make your space
tion

NOW

at

office listed

reserve

any VARIET

below.

tions, Etc.).

That's

why VARIETY'S
4th ANNUAL

forthcoming

RADIO-TELEVISION REVIEW
and PREVIEW is the medium
to tell these buyers just

who*

you as a station, transcription
company, TV film producer,

MEW YORK
154 West

46tli

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

28.
6311 Yhcco Street

1*.
St.

LONDON

1,

340 N. Michigan Avenna

t

W.C.

EXTRA
EDITORIAL FEATURE
16th

Annual

actor,

director, producer or
writer in Radio and Television have to offer. And at the

same time show them

the

Surrey

RADIO

-

2

Hortin's Place
Trafalgar Square
St.

oi

TELEVISION

SHOWMANAGEMENT
AWARDS

!

WcdiMMdayt June

8i»

1949

TBLK VISION

STATUS QUO FOR VIDEO

IT’S

AM’ers Moving Into TV Seen Doe For
‘Bad Headaches’
Washington. June

Ethel

promote

a given union.

has

and undoubtedly

night's

airing.

to

Chi Writers Beef,

Where a union is represented in
AM, members were told, ‘‘the
broadcaster

Monday

Ford Motors has three
more weeks to fill to wind up the
time commitment.
Trio of vaudeos are to be packaged by the William Morris office,
which will supply the talent. Bert
Lahr has been set as one of the
guests on the first show.
(6i

and

management

and

“Ball” yanked after

co.sts of tele-

N.\B told members that to encourage jurisdictional strife “is to

for

has been signed

ho.stess for the
first of a series of three half-hour
variety shows which will replace
"Through the Cry.stal Ball” on
CBS-TV starting June 20.
With

jeopardize the future efficiency of
It also adtelevision operations.”
vised AM-TV operators not now
having unions that it would be
“very unwise” to foster its development. It is contrary to the labor
.said,

femcee

as

spotrsors.

it

Merman

nothing

to lo.se,
much to gain, by
exten.sion of this

Vs. Idea ‘Piracy’

agreeing to the
coverage to the corresponding unit
in television.” While doing .so may
entrench a particular union. NAB
said, it will tend to minimize ‘‘the
very real hazards of future jurisdictional trouble.”

j

NAB

asserted, "chronic
moment,
jurisdictional schisms appear, from
time to time, in many stations
where dual representation prevails.”

I

;

I

{

Berle-Kirsten-Mastice

Name-Calling Pays Off

With Publicity for

All

GROUCHO, ELGIN SEEK
RADIO-VIDEO FORMAT

‘Howdy’ Shoe Sponsor
Chicago. June

7.

Tnlernational Shoe Co.. St. Louis,
.has picked up the tab on "Howdy
Doody” show 30 minutes, once
weekly on Wed.s.. starting .\ug. 17
for 39 weeks via NBC. with likelihood of pushing the sked to .a2
weeks in the near future.

Agency
DonulU.

Hollywood. Juno 7.
Groucho Maix and Elgin .American.

is

Henri, Hurst

&

are

spon.sor,

his

around for
I

Miss Kirsten will leave the Coast
Thursday (9) following her Kraft
Music Hall broadcast. She has a
singing date Friday in Philailolphia
and will confer with her attoiiiey
ll»e following day in N. Y.

The Long Voyage Home

rebuild

CBS news and

upcoming summer hiatus period,
look for no dra.stic format changes
when the new season is launched

Only trend in the w'orks is the
emphasis by the program supervi.sors on domestic and situation
comedy programs. According to
CBS-TV veepee J. L. Van Volkenburg and program chief Charles
Underhill,, the vaudeo and revuetype shows will continue to hold a
high place on the video menu. But.

hilll,

assistant

Danzig,

a

casting

combined radio-video

format for the comic’s fall stint.
Hal Roach. Telefilm Film Tone
Coip. and other vidpic producers
have already been approached regarding bids on lensing the show.
unlike other comedians who have refused to do both
air and video stints on the grounds
that it would be a back-breaking

Groucho.

Howjob. is willing to do both.
e\er. it has to be simultaneously.
Under

non-cable condition.s,
Groucho would be seen
and or heard on the Coast and
heard onl.v in the east that week.
Follow ing week eastern viewers
would see him in kinepic of show.

CBS. meanwhile, brought out

a

bigger bankroll and reportedly is
paying Murray a flat sum, with
price of the remainder of the show
to be worked out later with the
backer.
Murray, according to reports. had been asking 3>20.000 for
the package.
“Blackouts" has been playing at
Hollywood’s El Capitan theatre for
seven years and will wind up its
run there in August, to open in
N. Y. at the Ziegfeld in September.
No .starting date or time slot
has been .set. but the televersion
will be an hour-long stanza using
current and old "Blackouts” material as
well
sketches.

as

specially-written

gram.

his

Gummo

Marx

east to

brother
said.

do the promanager,
Additionally,

show won’t he kinescoped because
brothers

feel

kinnies

don’t

(ompaie in quality with regular
"We've succeeded In taping
film.
our radio show.” Gummo said,
“and we want (he same quality
protection

in tele.”

Deal hasn’t been inked with the
bankroller. (iummo said, and won’t
Mc- be until question of facilities and
costs for lensing are ironed out.
4

Televersion is to originate in
York. Radio side of "Riley.”
continue to originate from the
Coast and will take over the Friday
night at 9 slot, occupied until now
by Cantor.

New

sub-divisions to be superdirectly by program chief
Blackburn.
Web also

created a separate business depart-

ment for TV, naming as its director J. Robert Myers, former assistant to tele chief Carleton D. Smith,
Latter remains as overall director
of the deb’s tele operations.
According to Blackburn, his d**partment was reorganized to delegate to the new sub-division ihiets
some of the authority and handling
of a.ssignments that formerly accrued to hjm. It is al.so believed
the move will permit NBC to concentrate on morx* network programming within (he web. thereby
taking the burden off the ad agencies.
Blackburn has consistently
pointed out there will be no fight
for program control between the
webs and agencies, but maintains
the ad outfits, because of TV’s production problems, have neither the
time nor personnel to build shows

program chief
manager

sales

ing the radio staffers formerly

for all their clients on their own.

Named

hand up the new sul>W. SarnolT. as
manager;
Charles
Prince, as manager of talent and
program procurement, and Fred
Shawn, as operations cliief.
Di-

CBS-TV Tightens

television, with

many

production

of

rector of the fourth depaiiment,
that of new program development,
has yet to be filled.
In addition.
Warren Wadtf, heretofore national
production manager, was upped to
exec producer, and will supervise

Its

I

shows leaving the air
summer, plans to axe a few

spon.sored
I

for the

of its sustainers in an attempt to

consolidate part of the

TV. for

its part, is

lo.ss.

to

divisions are Robert

Sustaining Belt
CBS

production on the web’s top shows.

NBC- Fred Coe, Bill Garden. Roger Muir
and Vic McLead were named staff

mulling the pos-

of cutting down its day- producers, and the film division,
time programming to save costs headed up by Russ Johnsloit. is
during the summer.
henceforth to report directly to
Charles Underhill. CBS-TV chief, .Smith.
admitted that ‘‘we're going to be
Sarnoff, as production manager,
hard hit by hiatu.ses.” Among the will coordinate activities of all proweb’s sustainers now slated for ducers, directors, writers and other
the retrenchment route are "What’s prqgrarn personnel.
Prince is to
Wort h.” “Kobb’s Korncr,’’ head up the talent department and
It
"Manhattan Showcase.
"Finale will al.so supervise NBC-TV sports,
from Flatbush” and "Your Sports music, public affairs and education.
Special.”
While substitutions for Shawn, back with NHC after two
the vacationing sustainers have not years as manager of WM.AL-TV’^
been set, Underhill intimated tlicy Washington), will oversee producwould be replaced mostly by film, tion facilities, program and studio
least costly method of TV^ pro- .schedules and master control opergramming.
Underhill said, how- ations. Coe. Garden. Muir and
ever, that CBS would keep Intact McLeod will a.ssume increa.sed reits present daytime schedule.
sponsibilities,
deciding
on
the
NBC program director Norman types and quality o^ all shows in
Blackburn said hjs web has no in- their charge.
tentions of trimming its evening
sibility

I
'

”

|

•

I

j

^
'

I

*

i

sustainers,
time log

but conceded

might

the day-

undergo

some

Anybody Wanna Buy

changes.
Program department is
now considering these changes,
which might take the form of consolidating two or more programs
into one. thereby saving both time

I
'

and money, Blackburn said that
“no definite decisions" have been

j

made yet.
DuMont and ABC-TV
keep

grams

their

present

will

daytime

also
pro-

intact.

‘Toast’ for

TV’S

HOHEST TIME

Summer?;

Liuc.-Mercury Gives OK
CBS television is pitching Ed
Sullivan’s "Toast of the

Town”

lor

sponsorship during the 13-veek
hiatus being taken by the LincolnMercury dealers starting after the

Web

June 19 broadcast.
it.
however, only
peting sponsor.

CBS
the

to

a

will

sell

non-com-

originally planned to air
as a sustainer during the

show

summer

SEGMENT OPENS UP
One of the hottest half-hours in
television
Monday night at 9 on
CBS-TV will open up July 4
when the Ford dealers’ "Through

—
—

Crystal Ball” leaves the air.
Advertisers have already begun
spirited bidding for the time and
CBS expects to sew up a bankroller for the segment before the
end of the week.
Time is particularly valuable because it is cushioned l)etween the
high - rated "Godfrey’s Talent
Scouts" from 8:30 to 9 and "Goldbergs” from 9:30 to 10.
Former
program had a 56.8 Hooper in the
May results, with "Goldbergs”
coming in at 51.5. Time had l)een
under option to Kenyon & Eckhardt for “Ford Television Theatre.” which took over the full 9
to 10 hour on its once nionthly airings,
With that show' returning in
the fall at a new Friday night time,
the Monday night schedule was
thrown open.
I
the

'

will

new

Norman

there.

j

‘Riley’s’ Oct. 4 TV Preem
*‘L 1 f e
With Riley." recently
bought by Pabst Beer to replace
Eddie Cantor, bows in on NBC television Oct. 4 in the Tuesday night
9:30 to 10 spot.
Time had been
optioned by the Warwick A Legler
ad agency for Cantor’s projected
TV show but when the comedian
refused to do both radio and tele
on a once- weekly basis. Pabst replaced him with "Riley."

four

David Sutton and other execs
moved in on Monday, replac-

I

current

He won’t go

the

period.

program department, creating

its

o.

Jerry

pointed out. not many adcan afford the budgets
which such programs now command. Hence, CBS is concentrating
now' on building situation com-

television, in a move designated to hypo development of
house-built packages, this week effected a sweeping realignment of

vi.sed

Tele department has nowtaken over completely the I4th
floor of the CBS headquarters.
Veepee J. L. Van Volkenburg.
program chief Charles Under-

verti.seis

‘Blackouts’

;

web’s tele execs to move into
the h

they

Off

I

special evetits

chief
Edmund A. Chester,
after being with the web almost 10 years, finally made it
After suto the homeoffice.
pervising CBS’ short-wave activities for almost nine years
in a building across the street
from the 48.‘> Madi.son headquarters. he was shifted to the
temporary TV offices across
from the Grand Central Terminal studios. As of Monday
(6).
he became one of the

next fall. Consensus is that the
general categories of shows will rer
main the same but that each will
be given increased impetus via the
entry of new name personalities
from the Coast and the development of a large numbtM* of house
packages during the summer.

TV

Miss Kirsten originally said she
would sue because the Berle episode lampooned her artistry. She
claimed that a scratchy phonograph
record played an aria from "La
Traviata” while a singer mouthed
the woids. She didn't like the reMiss Mastice, on the other hand,
says she did the singing and Miss
Kirsten’s aspersions reflect upon
her artistic stature, adding she will
sue the Metop star foP SIOO.OOO.
Yestejday (Tues.) Miss Mastice invited the pre.ss to hear her perform
at
a suite in the Biltmore hotel.
N. Y.

program
to

during the

Chicago. June 7.
edies. .such as “Mama,” which tees
Beefs against the use of relea.se off this month.
clause.s in TV auditions are being
NBC-TV program chief Norman
sounded here by tele writers, with Blackburn similarly expre.s.sed a
desire for more programs of this
fire directed mainly again.st
As a starter, he revealed that
and WENR-TV.
One writer is type.
"Mary Kay and Johnny.” which
known to be considering a lawsuit preemed on NBC before switching
against one station as a result of to CBS-TV last fall, w'ill return to
alleged piracy of his program idea. NBC Monday (13i in the 7 to 7;1.'>
p.m. slot as a partial replacement
Station program directors here
for the vacationing "Kukla, Fran
have pooh-poohed the charges,
and Ollie.” Blackburn disclosed
pointing out that the system of
also a televersion of "One Man’s
acts and writers signing releases
Family” would bow in soon on
before their auditions is standard
NBC-'TV. with producer Carleton
tele practice among all stations,
Morse bringing the radio troupe
Most important part of release, into N.
Y. from the Coa.st.
according to WNBQ program diCBS-TV has no immediate plans
rector Ted Mills, is actually the
for kine.scoping Coa.st -originated
date on it. which is necessary proprograms for transmission on the
tection
for
stations
and nets east and midwestern nets,
with the
again.st phoney lawsuits.
exception of the Jack Benny and
Both Mills and WENR-TV pro- Ed Wynn stanzas which start in
gram chief Fred Kilian pointed the fall. NBC may have a few such
out the impossibility of control- programs on the air during the
ling an idea.
Most tele shows, summer. Blackburn said a group
they said, are being built around
(Continued on page 42)
standard entertainment ideas of
long vintage.
Headquarters for the writers’
complaints is the Radio Writers
Guild office here, where many TV
ideas and scripts are registered by
the
scripters.
RWG sccretaiy
Phyllis Gordon has skedded at
least five gripes thus far. No Guild
action is planned at present, but
CBS has .snatched Ken Murray’s
one independent scripter has been “Blackouts" away from ABC-TV
sounding out legal counsel with a and has signed the vaude-revue
view to taking his case to the for a three-year ride, 39 weeks a
courts.
year.
ABC had the "Blackouts”
on a two-week notion. but was unable to wrap up a sponsor in that

looks.

sult.

network

chiefs, with a chance
their show structure

CBS Grabs

singer Dorothy Kirnten’s threat to sue Milton Berle
for an alleged burlesque of her
singing on a recent "Texaco Star
Theatre” show threatens to become
battle with
a
legal
free-for-all
plenty of publicity as the payoff.
As soon as Miss Kirsten announced
her intention of suing Berle. Katherine Mastice, who impersonated
Miss Kirsten on the show, similarly
announced her intentions of suing
Miss Kirsten for making derogatory remarks about her voice and

Met opera

House Shows

to Accent
NBC

WNBQ

The analysis found ‘‘little, if any
jurisdictional
a
of
possibility”
problem involving musicians. However. it noted, a most difficult
problem might develop if the
American Federation of Radio
Artists represented AM and TV
announcers and another
stall
union had jurisdiction over actors
and singers used in video.
While the technical unions
seemed to have worked out an understanding on jurisdiction at the

Revamp

EF
Television

Merman’s Ford Show

Broadcasters, warned members
week they can expect inlast
creased ‘‘segmentized feather-

laws,

Union ProUems

in

of

station

jg g[pg|g[ NBC’TVs Sweeping Program Dept.

-

7.

Ttadio stations moving into the
television field are in for some
“\'ery bad headaches” arising from
union jurisdictional confiicls. An
analysis of the problem, by Richard
P. Doherty of the National Assn,

bedding” and higher
vision. both to the

11

but decided on second
thought there was nothing to prevent it from picking up anofh«*r
bankroller. According to a spoke.sman for the web. neither LincolnMercury nor the Kenyon A Eckhardt ad agency, which handles
the account, will have a complaint
since they will be getting back a
high-rated program with a ready
audience when they return in the
fall.

June

broadcast

19

will

mark

one year for "Toast.”
which preemed June 20. 1948. as
exactly
a

CBS-TV

sustainer.

‘Live’

Auto Com’Is.
Detroit,

June 7

An eight-foot square opening
has been cut from the north wall
of WXYZ-TV’s studio ‘B” to enable Detroit’s video-minded auto
dealers to display their products.
Autos can now be driven onto
the stage for use Ln commercial
message

Wedneadajt June

psv>s

AS
'Sf

8,

1949

Sponsored programs on

NBC

Television are viewed in nearly

twice as

many major markets

as those

on any other network

*
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PAYS TO BE IGNORANT
CAVALCADE OF STARS
Tom Howard. Lulu McCon- Starring Jack Carter; with The

IT

V'ith

nell,

Harry McNaurhlon. George

Shelton;

Producer:

Director: Hugh Rogers

Writer: Ruth Howard
30 Mins.; Mon., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
Pays to Be Ignorant." aired
It
Sunday nights on CBS-AM as a
sustainer. has been lifted by the

“Growing Paynes,” aired Wed- show

that did very well
Mina
via DuMont since Carson, for example, came
acroS
photogenically
of
one
and songwise Rnu
become
has
last October,
the better situation comedy series Holl,. Wilkie & Da./ a^d
on TV, Producei- and writers have Evans registered with their
evolved a neat format which holds vaude acts although .some sharrlJi
audience interest despite the obvi- focus imglu liavc I, ecu achiewj
Also con- had Rolls pruned down his art
ously limited budget.
tributing to the program’s general somewhat, and had Evans intr^
overall quality arr the good thesp- duced himself with a hit that hS
ing jobs ot Elaine Stritch (former as much strength as his laugh im*'

nesday

60 Mins., Sat. 9 p.m.

DRUG STORE TELEVISION
PRODS.
DuMont, from N. Y.

‘

(Stanton B. Fisher*

Another vaudeo show’, .\ better
web into television as a summer than average one. perhaps, with
replacement for Arthur Godlre>’s •lack Carter as the emcee, but still,
Talent Scouts." Only trouble is. the same old acts, the same old
the show was lifted too bodily. format the same old vaudeo.
were
concessions
Carter, a fast-talking comedian,
enough
Not
‘

—

made to
medium

the visual aspects of the

kept

up with some of his specialnamely his imoersonations.
ties.
whicli he has been doing in the
varieties for the la.st several years,
fie generally pointed up his capabilities though, at the same time,
stressing that he should slow up
his routine a little for the video

show on AM.
Program is admittedly a travesty
on radio quiz shows and so has
emcee Tom Howard and his panel
oC “experts" seated at de.sks. same

tlu*

I

—

slower.

Studio One’s dimensional presentation of .Ansky’s Jewish

group’s best

'

self-accomping
F,dw\ards.
the piano, got over well with
j-her vocalistics. the first from the
piano, the second a hit detailing
the tribulations of a wife neglected
because of her hu.shand’s constant
Then Carter
desire to watch TV.
and Miss F.dwards ducted “A

Miss

TF.D

premiered here im-

May

30 with telecast of

complete 8()()-miie race at IndianMotor Speedw’ay. Four-hour
and 16-minutc program, believed
to be longe.st inaugural event and
longest remote control sporting

,

i

Stal.

I

STEELE SHOW

i

Producer-director: Ken Redford
30 Mins.: ]\lon. thru Fri.. 1‘! noon
Sustaining
C' 'S-TV, from N. Y.
Steele,
Ted
Singer-musician
brought over to CBS-TV via a raidin t coup on the DuMont web. is
cross-the-bourd
the
duplicating
stint he tormerly did over DuMont’s W.\BD. Simple format, carried by Steele on his former opus,
paid off with okay ratings then, so
tliere is every indication he will be
just as popular as a CBS artist.
On the l)asi.s of the show caught
(7'. it’s a one-man variety program.
SteeU* sang, played his piano and
cii.Mted intimately with his viewers
in the cute manner that lures the

show yet televised, went off withGene McCarthy and Tommy out a hitch, giving television interFarrell w'cnt over w’ith a comedy est powerful impetus in this terriroutine, some of it familiar, par- tory. Debut was w’itnessed by estiticnlarlv the newsreel bit.
mated 200,000, including thousands
The Fontaines, two men and a in taverns, private clubs and on
woman, did acrobatics and terp.s. streets around store window disThe Arnauts (2). plays. Reports of clear reception
a good opener.
tw'o-nmn team, did their standard received from Chicago. Louisville,
bird w'histling. a big click.
Cincinnati and Niles, Mich.
Whelan Drug Stores is picking
Technical setup included two
up the tab in N. Y. on this layout, cameras in press paddock and third
and featured bargain buys in their atop grandstand E at Speedway,
commercials. Otherwise, the suon- giving fine sweep of main stretch,
sor is listed as Drug Store Tele- dangerous southwest curve, pits
vision Productions, comprised of and milling crowds in infield of 21 2
one drugstore chain in eacli of 10 mile track. One crackup was regiscities reached by the show, Kahn.
tered
instantaneously.
allowing

CUT
With

Carl

Caruso.

Alan

Logan

Trio, others

Producers: Jerry Layton and Wilbur Stark
Director: David Lowe
60 Mins. Sat. 8 p.m.

newspaper workers

'

j

j

'

fluffed a line

ungrateful for a televiewer to de-

mand

and subsequent cues

were audible to the video audience. but digression was extremely
minor in light ot his effective overall job.
Washington' Miner’s production. Joseph Liss’ adaptation,
Paul Nickeir.s direction and incidental choreography by Felicia
Rorel contributed to one of the
studio’s most successful produc-

dow’ntown
office to scoop their own staff on
the spot. Cars were too small for
video viewers to identify, but announcers’
running
commentary
brought all the action into near
focus. Slick job in long grind w’as
done by Dick Pittinger and Earl
iTown.send. w ho divided main chore.
Lulls in race were filled by interviews with racing celebrities
present, handled in fine style by
Paul Roberts and Scotty Fauvre.
Much feature material on past
races, including previous winners
and old cars, was introduced from
studio on switchbacks. Variety of
in

J

I

'

1

The

I

Westingliou.se

commercials
|

'

'

,

<

'

1

I

repeated

however,

ty.

"Afternoon

of

a

in

tlie

execution.

Marge and Gower
turned to the show

C'han\piun refor their tramp
ballet, w'hich again socked as one
of two numbers they did. And
there can’t be t«)o great an emphasis laid on the batoning of
Charles Sanford, with his complex
musical cues. This is a show where
the conductor counts.

Scrapbook”

came

close to the cen.sorable Sunday
night (.“j* w'ith a capsule presentation of the cuiTcnt show at the

Latin

Quarter. N. V. nitery via
Those si‘xy costumes worn
by the line obviously go well at
Lou Walters’ em|)orium but the
gals looked barely covered before
the TV cameras.
Cheesecake, in
really

fact,
^

got

ride

a

via

lens

closeups on the gams ot (he femme
half of the Tanya A Biagi terp
team and acro-dancer .lacqueline
Hurley,
Otherwise, the show was an okay
trailer for the LQ, ably emceed by
the niter.v’s Don Saxon. -Highlight was the set. built at the
web’s International theatre, which
duplicated the LQ’s (win stairca.se
and stage almost perfectly. Comedian Don Tannen impre.s.sed with
some fresh routines and Erne.stine
Mercer socked across some satirical impressions
Celebs. Dancers

showed

likewise

well,

although

Miss Hurley w’as on too long.
Columnist Danton Walker, program emcee, fluffed his one line.
Show was produced by indie packager Martin Jones and directed by
NBC’s Craig Allen

Hollywood Screen Test auditioned a pair of talented legiters
Saturday '."j' when Patrick O’Neal
and Ilka Windisch gave a runthrough of a pair of sketches with
Vinton Hayworth supporting in
both situations. Unfortunately
O’Neal and Miss Windi.scli.

for
bits

selected for tiiem were filled w'ith
eliched
dialog
and far-lctchcd

more lifting fof
mags than for
medium. However,
both did well under the circumstances. A scene between O’Neal
and Hayw'orth. in which former
situations,

w’ere

confessions

tyi)e

modern

this

attempted to get an elderly gent
to stay away from his girl, was
poorly conceived.
Miss Windisch had a somew liat
belter break inasmuch a.' the emoting she was calleil iiiio nio do was

on

a

fairly

necessitate

even keel
hit

.'ind

didnt

changes

illogie.il

moods. Although

01

was melodra-

matic. hotli principals carried it on
well.
Miss Windiseli displayed >
charming Viennctsc .uceni anfl

looks like she will
|)lay

which

ilo picel,\

in ao.'

calls for a Continental

femme.

Omaha — New home

:

,

her

Faun,” which she originally did on
the opening show’, with VVilliam
Archibald, and she clicked in this
along with her "fur” number. The
one on the woman doctor was spot-

!

program just begging
aw ay thousands of dollars
Iious»*s\ ivos. who comprise mo.st of weekly in
With themes of this t.vpe, more
merchandise do it enterids daytime audience, to the dial. tainingly. A lavish hand in
good will to a spon.sor would redoling
That idea of reading fan mail sent out gifts is only one requisite in a
sult
by dropping those middle
ill by viewers is okay but he siunild
successful giveaway.
The other presentation kept first local TV spiels.
dispense with running in photos of seems to be an interesting method audience absorlK*d from spectacusome of the kid fans. It gives his of dispensing large.sse.
lar start to the big moment when
Impact of NBC-TV’s "This Time
show a "Small F’ry” touch, which
DuMont’s "Cut” seems to lack Bill Holland finally got checkered Next Year.” produced originally by!
might not sit loo well witli pros- the latter requisite. There’s little flag.
the web in October. 1947. w'as comElaborate install.ation. utilizing pletely di.s.sipated
p 'cfive hankrollcrs.
imagination or ingenuity on this
in the repeat
The anonymous phantom voice. show and Carl Caruso as confer- 2.000 feet of cable stretched from version offered Sunday
W’itli whom Steele conversed, added
housed controls to Dearth of intere.st might night (5),
encier doesn’t infuse the show’ bus which
have been
a neat touch to the program, keep- with
camera
on
soiithwe.st
turn,
was due to the novelty of tele’s wearsufficient spark to make it
ing it from dragging during the worthwhile to
hang around even credit to Chief Engineer Harold ing off in 18 months or the show
half-hour.
I*roducer-director Ken for all the
Holland.
Change-of-uace
program
might have suffered
handy gadgets in the
Redford. with only tlie star to con- show’s wal’ehouse.
was directed bv Fred Mullen and son with more recent Ity comparilegiters. On
ct'iitrate on. could work the sliow
Twelve en- the more obvious side,
The conception of the show isn’t Gene Starbecker.
however,
with a single camera but uses two loo ingenious.
gineers w’cre on job at track.
the program mi.s.scd through amaThere’s a set of
for a greater variety of angles and actors
Rights to televise race w’ere teurish
with amateurish scripts who
performances on the part
to cut in those fan pictures. Steele enact
granted
bv
Speedway.
Perfect
Cirof most of the cast and the fact
situations that are supposed
replaces the Warren Hull show on to suggest
something or other. jcle Co. and Mutu.al network on eon- that producer-director Fred Coe
.Stal.
CI’.S-TV.
Operator gets a viewer on the dition it be sustaining. But WFBM- ran out of form on thi.s one.
TV'
u.sed
spot
announcements?
on
phone and if correct answer is
Story, an original by Coe. had
Sixteen just as much promise
given, fan gets a crack at guessing half-hour .station breaks.
FR\NK LEAHY
as the first
the identity of a personality who’s of these plues were sold at $100 time in its fantasy of an aristo30 ^liiis.: Sat. (May 28
visage is spun around too rapidly each. Cost of nicking up race was cratic southern politician bargainSustaining
about $7 800. There W’a.sn’t a seri- ing with
to
he
readily
a Mr. Jordan character
identified.
IVMCT. .Slemphis
to
Corb.
For variety, the Alan I.ogan trio ous bobble all day.
”do away” with CJranfs Tomb, but
Frank Leahy’s preem TV show
the promise failed to pay off. Cast,
spins an occasional tune and a
o\**i WMCT last week proved that
RUSS
DAVID
ENTERTAINS
apparently not given too much reth>* Notre
Dame football mentor cartoonist po.ses a problem to be With Russ David, Dottie
Bennett heaisal. w'as fluff-happy, including
deciphered b> the viewer.
c.tri e.isily tote “the mail" via telestar Dennis King
Entire layout is without warmth. Producer-Director: Russ David
William Eythe.
vision.
The Irish coach, wlto
30 Alins., Sat., 7:30 p.m.
embarrassingly ill-at-ease before
visiied Memphis on iiis anmial Show needs vast transfusions of
RCA-VICTOR
humor
the cameras, was inept in a
and
personality.
.Alter that
football clinic under the banner
role
KSD,
St.
Louis
calling for forceful presentation.
01
the Coca-Cola Co., and Early its wealth will he easier to take.
Music lovers get .gobs of enter- Mao Alice Moore and Vaughn
Jose.
r.laxwell
A.ssociato.s.
packaged a
tainment
of
this comlx) program layloi;. re-creating their
liree/A spot show w liich was highoriginal
that includes a qui/.zer and give- 1 V roles, were slightly
lighted by several film sequences HERE’S A CLl E
better. Reaway.
David, maestro of KSD’s mote pickups from (Jrant’s
r' Not re Dame’s past grid attrac- Producers: Rill Green. Maxwell
Tomb
orch and widely known dance band one ot the better ideas
Kafkin
tions
in (he play’
performers.
and topfliglit
leader in this neck of the woods, came off okav.
Loahy’s adlib commentary in the Director: Barry Eliot
and
Mi.ss
Bennett,
w’ho is an eye
30 Mins., Thurs,, 10 p.m.
ln*U^|•ound was well handled.
scored solidly with their
Ed Sullivan’s "Toast of the
I.eali\’s quick segue ot describ- RESTAURANT
A (JR ILL PUB- filler,
stint
P'ormat ot program: David town
Siinda.v '.ii was a snafued
LICITY SERVK’E
ing jilays and players m show
and the gal sit at the piano, chat production and weak
U'ao'od a socko audience aiipealcr. WNHC-TV. New Haven
in the nextPreem of this new giveawav con- inf?)rmallv between piano numbers lo-closing .spot. Most important
q’cle\ iewers in
this soctoi- were
by
David
and ditties bv Mi.ss segment ol the sliow
given a neat "dressing rooin’’ |)al- tained more bugs than a DDT provwas
relegated
Bennett,
h-nnis champ Vincent
fer which the Irish head coach sold ing ground.
Under-prepared and
/
hey sing arul play request num- Richards
and Harold Lloyd in a q.
villi socko style.
Leahy’s free- eventually resorting to ad-lib when
bers.
I’hon (in* musical quiz bigh- & a. session
easy style in front of cameias also the script went awry. t)rogram still
However, it was so
li'ghts the pn.gram.
David plays devoid ol entertainment
demonstrated that the South Bend managed to hit viewers with some- lour
that Sulunnamed songs, usually faves livan .sought
to put some sparkle
grid director’s I’V show will caleh thing th.it indicated a potenti.il
of former \ears .and Mi.ss Bennett into It
with some asides
on when it hits other TV outlets. draw when they got around to places
Nothing
phone
calls
to
four persons helped This long void
Prior to moving in and emceeing polishing up the working parts.
and suhsewho write postcards asking they be quent mistiming
•Althougli no anMoii'nocnumt
and directing- his own 30-minute
of the ending left
is
called.
F.acii
of
the
four
receives
tlie show with a pair
stint. Lealn
was interviewed bv made to this effect 't’oere’s no comof indefinite
pencil and the prize oreaks
The end eommercial was
WMCT’s Charlie Sullivan on his mercial'. program is a promotion aformechanical
idcnlilNifig the hmr song titles
for statewide idz boost in l)ars.
completed and the finale was again
past football coaching records.
IS an album o\ R(’A
Victor tdntno
hrotighl on.
iUfKL
(Continued on page 42)
1
graph records.
Hahu
There were some elements of the
that a

to give

j

,

NBC.

tions.

were far from obtrusive on this
show.
The poetry of the drama
was interrupted and in a show like
this, which depends on sustaining
mood, the digressions were jarring.

For Its seasonal finale, (he "Admiral Broadway Revue," on Friday
night 13
encored a number of
click
numbers done during the
show’s run. Sid Caesar, star of the
revue, revealed a good sense of
comedy values in repeating his
takeoff on a western film and the
hit on a restaurant patron who has
lost his check. The airport interview of tile foreign film producer
wasn’t as effective. Imugene Coca

“Broadway
j

^

I

Sustaining

DuMont, from New’ York
It
sometimes seems downright

moving,

,

I

I

:

^

You’re Adorable”

the audience.
This
week’s cuffo appearance was from
the Bronx woman who won the
"Sing It Again” jackpot. With phantom voice Harold Lloyd also in the
audience, it added up to a good
guest selection.

;

credulity,

.

apolis

,

Quartet
Townsmen
cameia.^.
handU'd their single musical interlude (»kay. but the instrumental
number played by the four-piece
coiuIm* w'as slightly marred through
the lenses concentrating on the
wrong instruments at the wrong
time.

pressively

|

reverent, smooth-ttowing and wellgaited, and the enactments were
Ansky’s classic tells
top drawer.
of a brilliant scholar who dies for
the love of a girl on the eve of her
Unable to
wedding to anotlicr.
roam eternity, he invades the body
of the girl, and is ultimately exImmediately afterward
orcised.
the girl joins him in death.
Recital of this plot contained a
surplus of problems, such as the
Dybbuk’s invasion into an earthly
body and the creation of atmosphere in which this folklore would
seem natural. The problems were#
solved handily.
Performances
were
superior.
Mary Sinclair and James Lamphier as the ill-fated lovers and
Arnold Moss as the rabbi entrusted
to
exorci.se the
wandering soul
gave the production its high dramatic spots.
MoSs at one point

Indianapolis

WFBM-TV

A

capture on
adaptation

manner that didn’t strain
The production was

a.m.

WFBM-TV,

exhibits to date.

the poetic qualitv of the folklore
was ever-present, and the beliefs
of the burgliers of tills village in
Mittcleuropa were presented in a

Producers:
Fred
Gene
he again did a repeat of that turn.
Starbecker
Later he and Carter did a familiar
Mins.
(May
30)
4
Hours.
16
10:30
on
mad-doctor bit that was short

at

series of interesting faces scattered

cla.ssic,

was one of the throughout

difficult pro|>o.sitiun to
video, in Studio One’s

I

Four leads are certainly visual
enough to have a more intere.sting
TV show built around them, which
might he created through questions that could he dramatized in
some way. With not much to do
but cut from one speaker to anoUier. director Hugh Rogers had
little trouble in manipulating his

Dybbuk."

‘"rhe

‘

j

Sullivan has been maintaining a
high degree of interest from studio
Thanks to his good newspaper sense, he invarial)ly has a

guests.

I

be’ore them.

bit of dramatics
but it
didn’t seem to belong between
a
*
pair of vaude acts.

able.

Heading the supplementary layout were Peter l.orre. the screen INDIANAPOLIS RACE
bogeyman, and singer .loan Ed- With Dick Pittinger, Earl TownLorre has been around
w'ards.
send, Scotty Fauvre, Paul RobHarry plenty on TV. with his recitation
McConnell.
p .,,,.l_LLuru
erts. announcers.
^^Naughton and George Shelton. of The Telltale Heart." and here
Mullen,

laughs.

powerful

Spots tor
entertainment.
products sold at Wanamaker’s department stole, while not integrated, were nonetheless, accept-

BEN LUDLOW
MUSIC
Candlelight Review— NBC-TV
Call the Police—CBS
Scattergood Bainee— MBS

For this new family time
one can’t propel comedy as one
w'ould in a cafe it’s got to be

Tliey deferred to TV only via gag
ci*s‘umes. which was not enough
atto overcome their obvious
tempts to hide the scripts lying

&

good

cameras.

TV

But.
quizzers.
to visualize their que.stions. that would
he a difficult task for the zany
que.stions Howard tosses out. Only
visualization on the preem. consequ'iitlv. lav in the antic.s of the

other

where the others attempt

nights

a pressions.
doing
actress
musicomedy
A change of pacing with Todd
straight comedy role in this), Ed
Holmes as her hu.sband and David Andrews and Julie Harris in a
scene
from "VVuthering lieights*
.son.
young
their
as
Anderson
Script on la.st week’s show, while didn’t mesh with the rest of the
Scene constituted a
slightly contrived, still made for proceedings.

together

c.ame

'

part of the public which tunes in

vNith

show

first

a

wiili
pull, at least in its present guise,
will probably be confined to that

a.>

this

good crop of
neatly, aided by
performers. Here and there Carter

to make it pay off on TV.
the result that its audience

Comment

Tele Follow-up

Fontaines (3), The Arnauts (2),
Joan Edwards, Peter Lorre, McSammy
Farrell,
and
Carthy
Spear’s Orch (13).
Producer-Director; Milton Douglas

Townsmen Quartet

Tom Howard

rector for

WOW
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Martha Bohlsen. She
A
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TKI.EVISlOX
World-Video’s ‘Front Page’

Inside Television

Pitched to

CBS'TV’s special efiects chief John DeMott, who has already introduced such Hollywood tricks as rear-screen projection into television,
came up with a new process-shot system last Wednesday night <11 for
the presentation of “The Dybbuk” on “gtudio One,” To make possible
scenes showing the “soul” of one character entering the body of another, DeMott had the “ghost” performing again.st a jet-black screen,
which gave him the disembodied effect. Other characters performed
before the standard set and then, through super-imposing one camera
over another, the merging illusion was created.
Actors rehearsed the scene together before the show but worked at
opposite ends of the studio during the actual production. DeMott said
the process was simitar to the split-screen effect used in Hollywood, on
which he worked during the diming of Paramount’s “Ghostbreakers”
several years ago. Fact that one TV image can be super-imposed over
an^^ther electronically saved the cost of building a duplicate set and
working the process via optical printing, necessary in Hollywood.

WHEN,

World Video has bought the
rights to “The Front
Page,” the Ben Hccht-Charles MacArthur legiter, and is reportedly
pitching the program to Luckies
as a replacement for "Your Show
Time,” which bows out

in

Sets

will cast

SET FOR JUNE 17 PREEM
“Mama.” CBS-TV house package
based on the novel from which “I

outlet.

Remember Mama” was

more than

has

Each l(‘lecast of "Page” will be
a complete unit, but part of an in-

title

tegrated .series. Weekly nut is an
News’ WPIX during recent weeks has come closest to the estimated $7..‘>00.
film companies’ technique of promoting their future productions via
screened trailers. Where other stations u<e only audio announcements,
WPIX has created a library of still slides from photos of shows taken
Slides, combining both sight and an announcer's
while on the air.
voice, are used at the start and close of each day and run in as spots
program
schedule.
throughout the
To avoid monotony, several different scenes are used to plug each
written
to
fit the time slot available and slide changes
is
show. Copy
are indicated by cues on the announcements. Amount of time available
number
of
slides
and plugs used between regular shows.
dictates the
Four more television set manuAccording to WPIX execs, for example, the best number for a 45- facturers joined the price-cutting
between
programs
is three.
break
second
ranks this w'eek. as increased set

Mfrs. Cut Prices
,

colm Keen. Rosemary Rice. Dicky
van Patton, Iris Mann and Ruth
Frank Gabrielson will
Gates.

I

I

.

i

i

!
j
'

Curtis Nations,
transmitter
prof at American Television school
Broadway” has applied for patents on a new
“Chevrolet on
late Owen hinged background prop, carrying
series, replacing the
CBS film
Davis, Jr
Gordon liedwig re- four full scenes
offered
placing Ed Woodruff as distribu- “Television Today” being
clubs and
Chi
before
for
show’ing
tion chief of Telecast Films, indie
Cosmo
education groups
outfit releasing films for tele

TV’s

,

!

.

.

.

TV

AFM

Leueen MacGrath starring in Turgenev’s “Smoke.” scheduled for
CBS-TV’s "Studio One” next
Wednesday night 'LA* .. Lukas
Foss has completed his opera composed especially for video. “The
Jumping Frog of Calaveras
County,” based on
short story.

Mark Twain’s

slated for fall

It’s

Roger

by

.

Genovese directing WGN-TV show
tonigh (7) on care of the aged, in

i

!

cooperation with 111. State Medical
WBKB has signed
Society
Jack Drees to direct delayed telecasts of Arlington and Washington
parks horsecacing, starting June 30
ABC-TV Skip Farrell show
hosted interpretive dancer Ruth
WGN-TV conAnn Koesln
tinuity staffer Helene Herzfeld on
vacation in Alabama and California
Bob Elson and Vince Gar.

i

;

.

j

'

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

production

.

Englander

.

.

....Henry T. Ewald, prez of the
Campbell-Ewald i.d agency, elected
exec committee and board of rity announcing girls softball
the
Arthritis
and Rheumatism games Sat. nights for WENR-TV,
Foundation
Carnation Co. plan.

.

.

to the

.

.

ning to enter tele with a series of
London
spots, now being filmed on the
Elizabethan
Coast. Ei-win-Wasey is the agency
Emlyn Williams’
... Jo Lyons leaving radio pro- comedy, “Spring 1600.'* tops the
duction to sign on as staff director bill on the TV program June 26
with ABC-TV.
WMBR-TV. Jack- with a repeat four days later
.sonville (Fla,) station which takes Recorded voice of the late Marcel
the air about Oct. 1. has signed Boulestin will guide Philip llarben,
affiliation pact with DuMont
the video cook, in making of the
omelet as part of the
Illustrator Ru.ssell Fatter.son sched- perfect
uled to introduce several beauty “Designed for Women” program
contest winners tomorrow night June 9
Negro dance drama by
'9' on NBC-TV’s “Swift Show
the Ballet Negres is to be introPh.yllis
James N. Manilla, former tele de- duced by F'dric C’onnor
partment chief for the Compton ad Monkman is starring In “A Word
agency, joining the Newell-Emmett in Your Eye,” an intimate revue.
TV staff
with lyrics hy A. P. Herbert and
sketches hy Herbert Farjeon
Koval 'TournanK'nt from Olympia
will be telecast lour times June 17
Chicago
.

.

.

;

!

I

”

.

I

'

Burr Tillstrom winding up 10
TV work with Kukla Fran
and Ollio show on WBKB June 10.
rill.strom
will
introduce several
puppets from program replacing
uis
Juggler Billy Hayes guesting on WENR-TV Dessert i’arly

years of

.

.

.

.

.

Lake

Makes

City’s

Its

KSL-TV

Bow; Sked

to

Be

Hypoed Heavily

in Fall
Lake City. June 7.
Supplements in the three newspapers here announced the debut
KSL-TV last Tuesday '31).
of
Only 5,000 video-owners caught

WRGB, Schenectady. Edward P.
Roden is program director. 11.
Eugene Crow, chief engineer. Wil-

Salt

liam H. Bell, commercial manager,
and Ned Ryan, special events director.

of
kinebroadcasts
first
Radio and appliscope footage.
ance stores featured the arrival of
the second outlet with spectators
pressed against storefronts to her-

its

N. Y.-L A. Coaxial in Yr.,
If

KDYL-W6XIS. NBC
KSL-TV has exclusive

Networks Want

tke

It,

ald the rival to
affiliate.

agreements with CBS.

DuMont
vision

ABC

Telephone Execs Aver

and

Hollywood, June 7.
Telephone and Teleofficials here .say that
a coaxial cable from N. Y. to L. .A,
can be readied within one year if
the networks request the service.
Statement was made here by Lloyd
E. Ritter, exec of the company, in

for release of their tele-

Pacific

programs.

The effective radiated power of graph Co.
18,400 watts will serviee

all

of Salt

Lake City and outlying districts
north and south of the city. A very
light

Pix

Pix Trailers on

advertising

on

TV

television

Miller is cop.\writer. Cameras are
handled by Ray Lovelc.ss and Howard Smith.

service.”

First of a series of live shows begins Thursday when Hack Miller,

DU MONT

ROW’
ADMIRAL SLOT

‘FIRST

on a large scale sports editor for The Desert News,
INTO
opens a sports forum
once the video music snarl is unDuMont this week set its vaudeo
tangled, according to Herman Rob'sustainer, “Front Row Center.” to
.Stretn
bins,
National
Service
Fji,, SlonC tO DifCCl
replace the “Admiral Broadway
Several stabs at showing
prexy.
Hr Fc TaIa ^AriAC Revue” in the Friday night 8 to 9
film trailers on video have already
J s leie aeries
been made on an experimental
Ezra Stone has been named di- with a new series of Hopalong Casbasis but their sales power was reduced by the forced removal of rector for the upcoming Ol.sen & sidy westerns. “Admiral.” carried
John.son television .show, which
music from the soundtracks.
over both nets during the last seaWith the lifting of the American takes over on July 28 the Tuesday son. wound up for the summer last
Federation of Music ban, expected night NBC-TV spot now occupied Friday (3) and returns
in the fall
Buick
Theatre.”
Star
“Texaco
by
before the end of year. Robbins
over NBC-TV exclusively.
predicted that film execs would go will sponsor, through the Kudner
Admiral will bankroll the first
agency.
for intensive trailerizing on TV.
two weeks of the Hoppy westerns
Stone flew to Indianapolis over on
NBC-TV and return for the last
the weekend, along with writers
five stanzas of the 13-week hiatus.
Arnold llorvitt and Leonard Hol- jThat
More Stations Ink
leaves the middle eight weeks
ton, to huddle with 0&.1 on the
For Telenews Reel show. Program is being brought for NBC to fill and the web has not
yet decided on what its replaceTwo more upcoming television in as a package by the William Mo- ment will be. Westerns represent
stations signed this week to bow ris office, similar to the way in a new series which have not yet
which “Texaco” is handled, and it been seen on video and many of
in with the Telenews-INS newsreel.
is expected that the comedy team
WBRC-TV (Birmingham. Ala.) will will do most of the production, lust them will not yet have played in
theatres.
carry both the daily and weekly as Milton Berle produces the "TexDuMont’s “Center,” half-hour
reel when it prceins July 1 and aco” sessions.
program until now. will be exwill

start rolling

*

'
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Two

I

I

J

WOW-TV

'Omaha) has also signed
for both editions starting with its
WFMB-TV, IndiSept. 1 preem.
anapolis, which debuted May 30,
l)olh
reels, having
also is carrying
alreadv bagged sponsors for them.

Harrell’s Package Operation
Charles Harrell, former exec
television prorlucer at ABC. has
formed a partnership with Madeline Capp and will package shows.
who worked on the
Harrell,
picked
Cleveland,
up
WEWS.
Triple hill of one-act
and 18
ABC.
reel .Monday '6> and “Stop the Music’ show at
the
daily
10.
plays will he featured June
several new units.
will
package
scliedulecl
is
Schenectady,
program comprising “A Witness tor WRGB.
to begin airing it June 27. HC.A- Among the shows currently under
ChrisAgatha
an
the Pro.sccution.”
Victor dealers, meanwhih*. signed consideration is a niteiy layout
tie thriller: “Call to Arms,” and
built around Virginia Foihes, of
Marius Goring in a monolog, "Box this week to bankroll the weekly
the N. Y. bun.
reel over WHIO-’l V, Dayton.
ior One.”
.

j

.

,

owner

Salt

Easement Will Up

More

.

,

Meredith-Syracuse
Cor p
of WHEN, is subsidiary of
.Meredith Co.. Des Moines, publishers of Better Homes & Gardens.
Capt. William Eddy is director of
TV, Heading the staff is geni'ral
manager Paul Adanti. formerly of

1

'

1

York, president of Television
Broadcasters Assn., and L. J. Mcof long lines division. .ATtSiT.
Representing their respective net-

Vey

summer schedule of 2* z hours
per evening will bo maintained unresponse to reports that service
til the fall when heavy programming and a staff enlargement are could be supplied within 60 days.
inch
con.solette,
retailing
at
“We have a coaxial cable in the
planned.
$349.95. Company at the same time
Station principals are C. Rich- ground that connects Los Angeles
announced a $40 cut in its 12-inch
Ivor and New York, via Jackson. Miss,
manager:
general
Evans,
ard
table
model, from
$369.95
to
vice-president, and St. Louis.” Ritter .said, “which
executive
$329.95.
Andrea, in unveiling its Sharp,
could
equipped to carry telenew 1949-50 line of receivers, and Ralph Hardy, as.sistant gen- vision beprograms
should the deshowed five models, ranging from eral manager.
1.5-man TV staff (of 90 KSL mand develop. To our knowledge
The
a
12’.^-inch
tube table set at
employees) is headed by Lennox no such demand now exifits.
$389..50 (including AM. FM and all“Should we be asked to provide
director of sales and prospeed record changer) to a 16-inch Murdoch,
Wayne Richards and a television channel from Los Angramming,
con.sole at $895.
Alden Richarils are in charge of geles to New York today, it probproduction: Scott Clawson in ably would require almut a year
charge of films, and Verda Mae to have the channel ready for

i
I

.

Commissioner George Sterling of
FFC; Jack Poppele, WOR, .New

recting.

i

'

on hand to introduce guests and
in(lu.''try
dignitaries and express
gratitude for civic cooperation in
WHEN
on air in record
getting
time of 16 days on Dec, 1, 1948.
included
attending
TV leaders

,

Vocalist
(9)
Nancy
Thurs.
York
new musical
debuting
Wright
Regency Productions, indie pack- series via WGN-TV Wed.
skedded ^ B‘'*shful
age outfit, showcasing its new tele
film, “India
the World Dances,” Blonde contest in connection with
today <Wed.) at the RCA Johnny the June 16 opening of its new!

Viv
Victor
theatre. N. Y
MeLeod named producer on NBC-

A special one-hour di'dication
program was televised Monday
night '6) with president Kdw.ird T.
Meredith. Jr., of Des Moiiu's, l;i..

Original novel, titled “Mama's
Bank Account,” was penned by works were Lee Jahnke, v.p. of
Kathryn Forbes and later pro- •A. B. C.: Dr. Allen DuMont, presiGarod, Motorola and .Andrea.
duced on Broadway by John van dent of DuMont, and William
Manufacturers conceded that in- Druten and in films by RKO.
Lodge and William Schudt of t’B.S.
creased consumer demand made

!

—

maiKs completion of

Syracuse area.

handle the scripting chores, with
Ralph Nelson producing and di-

I

j

.

i

Goldbergs’,
will be aired in tlie Friday niglit
8 to 8:30 slot, replacing the vacationing “Adventures in Jazz.”
Web has had several hot sponsor
nibbles for the show and is Impeful of wrapping up a bankroller beSet for the
fore the teeoff date.
ca.st, in addition to Miss Wood, are
Judson Laire. as “Papa.” and Mal’’I’lie

Oecasion

six months of daily TV
program.s« and the switch to operating on full licensed power, following completion of a new 537foot transmitting tower, highest in

turn them more profit. Companies
joining the trend are Emerson,

possible by the downward price
trend was the chief reason for the
lower sales prices. They also noted,
however, that improved engineering developments, extended assemA room so quiet it keeps out noises you can’t hear has b6cn built in bly lines and increased volume of
fhe “quiet room” is production also contributed to the
the transmitter building of WOR-TV, N. Y.
shielded to exclude electrical noises in the vicinity of the transmitter, price cuts.
Equally important,
which might be broadcast along with the programs. Car ignitions, they said, was an increased supply
diathermy and similar inaudible noises can be “heard” by the sen.sitive of component parts at lower prices,
electronic equipment and turn up on viewers’ screens as w'hite specks. particularly the kinescope tubes.
The shielded room is sheathed with wire screening and copper to draw
Emerson announced a new 12'^joff the sounds that can be seen, if not heard.
inch direct view table model listing
at $229.50, believed to be the lowBob Saudek, ABC’s public affairs v.p., is staging a full hour of docu- est-priced name brand set featurmentary films and discussion Friday (10) at 7:30 p.m. on the web’s New ing a tube that large. Emerson
York outlet, WJZ-TV. Tilled “Film Documentaries Today,” the stanza also offered a 16-inch direct view
will feature two pix by Julicn Biyan, ex-director of the International console, listing at $499.50.
Both
Film Foundation, and a roundtable bull session by Princeton under- sets feature television only. Gargrads.
od’s new contributions are paced
Films to be screened are “Princeton” and “Picture in Your Mind,” by a 10-inch table model selling at
latter being an outline history of mankind.
$199.95, followed by a new 12^^inch set at $239.95. Other models,
Dunninger will attempt to establish telepathic as well as coaxial with screens up to 135 square
cable communication between Washington and New York on his NBC- inches in viewing surface, are proTV show tomorrow tThurs.) night. Congressman Amie Ferand, of portionately low priced. Company
Rhode Island, w'ill be before the video cameras in D.C. while the mental- has adopted a new sales slogan, deist, in the web’s N. Y. studios, attempts to read his mind.
Dunninger claring “Garod does for tevevision
claims he has never met the repre.sentative.
what Henry Ford did for the autoOn the same stanza ventriloquist Paul Winchell will attempt to read mobile.”
the mind of a seal.
Motorola’s new model is a 12-

.

m

e s t c
Half-hour d o
role.
series.
labeled a “Nor-

comedy

wegian edition of

More TV Set

sales are apparently proving steadily to set producers that greater
volume created by lower prices re-

adapted,

been tagged for a June 17
preem. with Peggy Wood in the

assist.

N, Y. Daily

New

Syracuse, June 7
“Thanks to Syracuse and Central
New York” is dedication week
theme at WHEN, city’s first TV

PEGGY WOOD’S ‘MAMA’

July.

HAYDEN IIICKOK

'

top

with iMac.Arthur handling the production.
Donald Davis, producer
of ABC-TV's “.Actors Studio,” will

Bob Hope, adding to his extra-curricular activities, has taken over
distributorship of DuMont Teksets in the southern California area
through the Quality Electric Television Corp., of which he is board
Hope also owns a hefty chunk of the Cleveland Indians
chairmafi.
baseball team.
Comedian’s new enterprise is to be marked with full-page ads in the
Los Angeles metropolitan dailies, with plans now in the works for
other ballyhoo and publicity. DuMont receiver sales chief Ernest A,
Marx and ad manager Henry H. Geyelin are slated to fly to the Coa.st
this week for a cocktail party being tossed by Hope Tuesday '14) to
launch his new venture.

Outlet,

Up Full Dedication Week Pp.
By

Broadway
talent in the Hildy Johnson and
Walter Burns newsmen's roles,

4

TV

Lucky Strike

television

The stanza

Syracuse’s 1st

35

•

tended to
day '10>.

Gordon

a full hour starting FriBill Harmon of the Max

been named to
produce and direct and is aiming
office has

the show as a show’caser for new
talent.
Elizabeth Mears will handle auditions for the program at
DuMont’s Adelphi Playhouse. N Y.
James L. Caddigan, the web’s
program chief, has moved “Key to
the Missing" into the 9 to 9:30 Friday spot formerly occupied by
“Center.”
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concert artist,
IT OPERA COMPANY and
Y SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
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(Thurs.) ...WOR staffers to picnic at Carteret, N. J.. transmitter site
conductor, has been named musical
R. I). Wilber,
June 18
director of WINS... John Masterson, producer of Coast ABC stanzas,
.Dennis James, now seen on “Stop
visiting New York with TV ideas

From

the Production Centres

.

YORK CITY

.

.

.

WNEW

.

.

ly

WLW

It

.

.

.

plement ABC network service
WTCN-TV local programs.

.

The

homecoming when Paul Douglas teams up

nature of a

.

.

.

WOR

.

.

.

j

.

prod-

see such features as Arthur Godfrey, included In the
deal
and also held in individual KSTP
contract, on either station.

WTCN

WTCN-TV expects to begin telecasting in mid-July, CBS product
becoming available two weeks
Station plans operations
later.
from 6 to 10 p.m. daily as starter.
Scries of local shows are being
tested by Max Karl, supervising
TV programming, and Sherman K.
Headley, recently signed as TV
producer-director. Station has

.

.

.

WOR

ami

ready signed by KSTP, TV’ers,
however, probably will be able to

.

.

some CBS

piration as part of overall deal.
Neither will station be able to
get the ABC Eisenhower series, al-

.

.

deal splits

uct between WTCN. ABC outlet
and KvSTP, NBC affiliate, the latter
holding individual contracts now
for some CBS shows which will
however, revert to WTCN on ex-

.

WQXR

.

will be in the

.

WMGM

.

Minneapolis. June 7
has signed contracts

WTCN-TV

for telecasting of network shows n#
CBS starting late in July, F

HOLLYWOOD ...

.

.

.

Startii^

Late July on Year Pact

.

with Irene Dunne on Screen Guild Players airing of “Together Again”
June 16. He was the first radio announcer to gather in 1,000 clams a
week and has been back only on rare occasions since he clicked on
Ralph Edwards kinnied a salute to
Broadw’ay and later in pictures
Horn & Hardart’s kiddie shov^ which he announced when on CBS staff
And the guy hasn’t changed one bit, his friends of those
in- New York.
Jim Burton took over the producing duties
early days will tell you.
on “Command Performance” from Bob Lehman, who has been doing it
ABC landed a local drug chain for its co-op’ed
for the past two years.
Carleton Morse and John Charles Thomas teaming
“Mr. President”.
up in a packaged radio dramatic series called “The Man With the
Plow,” Thomas stars in the piece and Morse writes and produces.
Ames Bros., nitery singers, will fill for Andrews Sisters on “Club 15”
.Blatz beer will be on NBC
w'hile they’re at the Roxy in New York
next season if it can find the right kind of show. Ed Gardner is said to
be very much in the running but brewer is definitely opposed to having
“Duffy” taped in Puerto Rico, where Gardner wants to pitch a studio
for making pictures ... Don Quinn is whipping up a comedy piece
called “The Halls of Ivy,” which has to do with the comedy antics of
an ex-showgirl and her college prexy husband. Edna Best and GaH
Gordon are slated for the leads
Arthur Q. Bryan chugging east for
the father role in “Archie Andrews”.
Kay Singer and Dick Chevillat,
scripters for Faye-Harris, want to tape a few shows this summer to be
used in sea.son when their nimble minds go stale ...Rod Erickson,
radio and TV supervisor for Young & Rubicam, in town “observing.”

Cross “Manual on First Aid for Dodger Fans”
was read into the Congressional Record by Rep. Louis B. Heller ..
Bob Shaw, "Mr. D. A.” scripter, leaves Tuesday (13) for seven weeks
Trip is possible bcause stanza is transcribing for the sumin Europe.
Muriel Ames, .WHLI scripter. to commentate Hempstead fashmer
Olga Druce, “House of Mystery” producer,
ion show tonight (Wed.)
will take a three-week leave to lecture at U. of Colorado starting June
27
Bob Houston,
singer, starred Thursday (2) at teenage
Wilfred Pickles, emcee of
shindig of the Nassau Daily Review-Star
BBC’s top audience-participationer, “Have a Go,” to arrive here June
announcer, was cast Thursday (2) as
20 .. Franklin Pulaski,
the “monster” on the WNBT Bigelow Show and couple days later played
the smoothie on WCBS-TV’s “Winner Take All” ... .Jeanne Harrison,
director of the
“Boston Blackie” program, and Henry Sylvern,
musical director of the same show, have recorded two children’s platters for Caravan Records ... “Cisco Kid,” Fred W. Ziv transcribed
series, will be translated into Spanish and waxed for airing on Mexican
radio stations
^‘•y Johnson new to “Helen Trent” cast ... Palmer
Thompson to “Our Gal Sunday” ... John Stanley and Phyllis Creore
added to “Just Plain Bill” players
Ross Martin, Virginia Dwyer,
Joshua Shelley, Sanford Bickert, Eva Condon and George Mathews
join “Front Page Farrell” cast
Adolphe Menjou lining up a personal
appearance tour in key eastern cities in conjunction with his new
“Meet the Menjous” program.
Congressman-elect Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., will be heard tonight
(Wed.) on WMCA’s “Report From Israel”. ... WHOM’s “Afterhour
Swing Session.” with Willie Bryant and Ray Carroll, now admitting
studio audiences.
Lyn Duddy pacted for Abe Burrows CBS show.
Treva Frazee, last on B’way in “Sundown Beach,” doing “Armstrong
Theatre” Saturday (13) ...The Ed Byrons now have a second son.
tagged Kevin
Ritter Foods, sponsor of ABC’s “Betty Clark Sings.”
extending offer to turn over profits during month of May to Natl. Council to Combat Blindness.
Campaign is to run through June 17 ...
Singer Johnny Thompson, currently heard every Saturday at 7 p.m. on
his own program via WJZ, and who is seen each Friday at 7:30 p.m. as
singing star of “The Fitzgeralds” program vl« WJZ-TV, adds tw'o additional airshows to his schedule on June 28 when he will start in a new
series of his own informal musical programs to be heard on Tuesdays

WMOM-Brooklyn Red

.

.

Ziv Co. has pacted Guy Lombardo to a new long-tenn transcription
Van
deal, w'ith waxing sessions to start Friday (10) ...A son, Lawrence Konynenburg,
vice-president and
Kenneth, w'as bom* Monday to the Brad Phillipses. He’s a WINS an- general manager,
announced. Con
The Walter Kings (he’s American Cancer Society radio-TV tracts cover 52 weeks
nouncer,
and make
director and wife Betty Is an ex-CBS writer) have a new daughter, available to station all
CBS netDiane, their second,
work kinescopes. Shows will supl

Carl Ravazza, who recently signed Marty Goodman as personal manager. will do two guest shots on "Hit Parade,” Aug. 14 and 21... Jeff
Selden,
continuity director,, resigns, effective Friday (10) to
assume tulltime scripting chores on Chesterfield “Supper Club.” Bob
Stewart takes over the continuity post and Rick Kane shifts from pubElsie Rubenstein replaces Kane as assistant
licity to the copy dept.
flack chief
.^Return of Palace theatre to vaude has boosted sales of
Joe Franklin’s “Main Street Memories” transcriptions, which feature
(Cinci) flackess, appointed
Betty Tevis,
oldtime vaudevillians
publicity manager of WINS.
.

WTCN to Telecast

CBS Net Shows

Amateur Hour” and ’’Okay
Mother” (cross-the-board), will add two more boxing and wrestling
quizzer, “l.,ady Luck or
DuMont
new
emcee
the
will
and
assignments
The Ed Kobaks celebrate their 33d wedding anniversary
the Tiger”
(10).
on Friday

I949

the Music,” Tuesday eve boxing, “Original
t

ly NEir

Mpls.’

WLW

.

8,

.

signed a cameraman and film editor as regular staff members and
boys are already at work.
ly
.
.
.
In addition to the CBS contract,
Leigh Barron and the Sheratones aired five a week via
in new station is reported negotiating for
series .... ABC’ers back on the job include veepee John Norton from DuMont shows.
New York conference, flacker Craig Claiborne and sales manager Roy
McLaughlin from vacations.
.Wells Barnett of John Blair station reps
Net
firm back from Waterloo, after sojourn with parents
Nancy Cooley, Emerson’s
Emerson Radio 81 Phonograph,
Chi head of Sidney Roslow’s Pulse Surveys, off to Ithaca, N. Y., for
marketing conference
WLS Dinnerbell show June 9 at Harvard, 111., with its television set sales zoomfor annual milk festival.
.WBBM staffers Bill Duane, Eddie Freckman ing, reported net profit for the
and Leon Crager on Indianapolis-to-Chi flight of Navy’s new Consti- first six months of the current fistution for special tape-recorded show.
.NBC vacationers include sales- cal year of $1,896,126. Compared
men George Morris and Greorge Creech, announcers John Conrad and with $1,139,244 for the same peand Thursdays at 6:45 p.m. -7 p.m., via WJZ.
Grant Hopi^rstad, Dave Lasley of promotion and Lenore Berner of riod ended May 1, 1948.
Robert G. Swan, producer of ABC’s “Carnegie Hall,” conducting public service .. Sportscaster Jimmy Evans winds up his teen-age
Current earnings equalled $2.37
biz from the Shelburne hotel where he is bedded with arthritis.
.ABC sports show on WIND June 11 for the summer. .. Jim Ameche star- per share, compared with $1.42 per
employees to have annual all-day outing at Huntington, L. 1., tomorrow ring in new WFJL religious series, heard weekly
share last year.
.
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.
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JUNE 26
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JULY 17

Arthur

Sigmund
Romberg

Fiedler

Every Sunday Evening

June 12 through September

JULY 24, 31

Wilfred Pelletier
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UNITED STATES STEEL
presents the

AUGUST 7
J*

NBC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
‘

Percy Faith

Concerts

WORLD-FAMED CONDUCTORS
DISTINGUISHED SOLOISTS
...and

,

GEORGE HICKS

speakingfor.U.S. STEEL
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Cardinals’

New Tele

Biz

TV

Linked

Simulcast

to Big
Louis,

St.

Hookup
June

has
Simulcast over KSD’s television
brought the art of magic to De- station was used for the first time
and
“Famo
fans.
troil's television
here last week when Harry Caray
Preliminary examination of re-4
turns received in Broadcast MeasMagic Carpet” features the and “Stretch” Miller not only
P
1 •
J I • •
k
urement Bureau’s Study No. 2
He is gabbed the play-by-play of a CarjUSSkind Joining
talents of Karrell Fox.
show a considerable number of
from dinal game over video but also
David Susskind has sold out his presented every Wednesday
television responses. “But the ima 56-statlon
Show is sponsored by simultaneously over chain
portant fact is that there is still a interest in Talent Associates and ft to 9:15 p.m. L.
in the
b.b.
Famous Furniture Co through A. web. the largest
A
lot of AM listening.” according to joins Music Corp. off America
in
Griesedieck
The
W1I„
over
S.
U.
^ Brasch agency.
Dr. Kenneth Baker, acting BMB
Bros. Brower Co. has bought the
next week.
capacity
an
exec
furY.
N
Store
Quality
“When you get outside
topper.
to spon.sor 15 of the Cardinal
He’ll operate in the New York niture chain, taking r ver sponsor- right
“The Fit/,- home games at Sportsman’s Park.
radio and television department, ship Friday nights o
being made by Ruthraufi
Wildeal
the
Y.
N.
geralds” via WJZ-TV,
mostly in TV.
handles the dc Ryan.
Caray does the play-by-play and
extended its Miller, pinch-hitting for Charles
former major
Street,
?ks to bank- “Gabby”
wrestling league manager, chips in with the
it
na over the analysis, etc. The Griesedieck web
’IX. through ijj broadcast by stations in Misscaster Guy souri.
OklaArkansas.
Illinois.
ined as an- homa, Kentucky, Tennessee and
I
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Indianapolis, June

7.

New program on WWJ-TV

llUlUd U.J. IIIICICM
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8,

Iowa.

night home games of the IndianAmercian Assn, baseball
apolis
club starting June 16.

Deal was completed bv Harry
Bitncr.

Jr..

M

general

McKinney,

F..

vice president of the local club
and president of the Pittsburgh Pi-

McKinney, lukewarm to the
rates.
idea for the past several weeks, was
believed to have changed his mind
after the success of

tlie

Speedway

show'.

Radio Equipment Co.. Philco distributor. will sponsor the first 12
games and Westinghouse Corp. the
next six. Sponsors are being sought
for the remaining 16,
Deal is for
this year only.
al.so
Bitner
announced that

WF’BM-TV

plans

7.

Randall E. Larson, native of
Orange. N. J.. has been named film
director for WBNS-TV,
Dispatch station set to
about Oct. 1.

WFBM-TV

manager, and Frank

to

carry

Notre

Dame football games this fall, as
televisied on film by DuMont.

WBNS-TV Names

Larson
Columbus, O., June

7.

WFBM-TV, Mhich premiered
with the 500-mile Speedway rac*
on video May 30. will telecast all

Cincinnati

WKRC-T

— Dick

sport.scaster.

Nesbitt
heads the

sanctioned
Columbus recently
Starlight
bow here Athletic (Muh whicli this week inaugurated Monday night boxing in

open,
the
dow'ntown
Parkway
Lar.son is now' in New York Arena for two hours of
telecasting
screening and selecting films fur by his station.
WLW-T picks up
station use. He has just completed Friday nigiit wrestling shows from
training course at CBS-TV in New the same bowl with Schoenling
York.
Brewing Co. as the tagger.

WKY-TV

Wheels

Studio on

0 completely equipped
mobile unit.

There’s

new magic

in the heart of the

Southwest!
»

•

television over

It’s

new market

for

WKY-TV

TV

.

opening a bright

advertisers, right in the

middle
where business is best. And
hitting the market with unprecedented impact!

of the great Southwest
it’s

Radio-TV ‘Ribbon’

Det.’s

And no wonder! Because WKY-TV has

Detroit. June 7,
100.000 pairs of eyes
arc going to he focused dailv on

More than

WXYZ

in

will be watching the
largest Trans-I.iix sign ever made
by the Trans-Lux Sign Corp. The

sign

is

bein.g erected atop the 15th

of

the

vhich houses

The

wliich

is

taproots

broadcasting.

It enters

This means that when you “buy” WKY-TV, you
get more than a picture on the kinescope. You

Maccabees Building,
TV studios and of-

sign,
parts,

flccs.

its

WKY’s 25

years of
the market with the
super sales power that only the call letters “WKY”
can give a station down here.

AM

and WXYZ-TV. beginning

June 15.
The t*yes

floor

the popularity gained from

divided

get

into t\\o
one facing north,
the other south, is seven feet in
lieiglit, and each section is 90 feet

WKY s

prestige

3nd sccept&nce behind every

long.
It

vill

is

made

Mon-

14 hours daily

days through Fridays and eight
hours on Saturdays. It will carry
latest

broadcasts

planned that the ‘flashcasls

be

news copy, public service

THE WORLD’S TALLEST TELEVISION
Built

966

on top of the
feet

above

WKY-AM

ANTENNA

radio tower

the ground.

advertising, station promotion, and

time and temperature reports.

WTMJ Airer Kudosed
Milwaukee. June

“They

(’an

Come

Back.’’

7.

public

WTMJ

.service series aired on
in cooperation

and

WTMJ-FM

with the
isconsin Assn, for the Prevention
of Alcoholism has been kudosed by
the American Veterans of World

V

War

II.

service
Amvets’ distinguished
awards went to R. G. Winnie, stawho
Vail,
tion manager; Robert
scripted the scries, and the association.

TRANSMITTER
eq-ipoed *o
handle all V/KV TV A*/ c-'O
,

television message.

WKY, Oklahoma City»The Daily
Oklahoman • Oklahoma City
Times

•

The Farmer Stockman

WKYOO/0
oklahoma\city

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC

For just eighty-four cents

WCBS
wiil

nighttime station breaks

carry your message into

a thousand tuned-in

homes

2,608,180 DIFFERENT FAMILIES listen, at leost once every

two weeks, to the commercials of a seven-nights-a-week wCBS
station break advertiser!* That’s only

84^ per thousand

actual listening families.^

YOU CAN DO AS WELL wcBs’
I

policy of rotating station

breaks gives every advertiser an e(|ual chance to reach the
greatest

numher of

listeners.

(And with wCBS and CBS

programs attracting ever-increasing audiences.

WCBS

station breaks

become an even

better buy.)

FIRST'COME, FIRST-SERVED. Get in tOUcll with

WCBS or Radio

.Sales right

biggest bargains in

all

now... for one of the

radio.

*Based on Sielsen Radio Index, January 1949,
iClass

A

Rate for 1-2S tveehx.

Ntw York key station

for the Columbia Broadcasting

System

!

a

1

!
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NLRB

Slaps

Down WMSL

Squawk on

IBEW

in
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Cbicago Theatre Sets

Mayflower

Vaude Acts for Preem
rhi

Collective Bargaining

its^ WBKB

CO theatre

Continued from page
1941, which Involved questions of editorial poll-
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!

programs
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decision
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Local 1564

of the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers (AFL). The
Of
company was also required to stop
Interfering with the organizing
program that will air'j««el6tin. union.
of the
Subjects
activities
llVitic:o wa
IlCtC.
J3n here.
over
fn
iVtn
K77arn
tazzaro
the
to
rights
obtain
which 3^.^ expectedJ to have 4i-_
A decision of the Board, kk’VtiAh
the columnist
lU
me folfight the
j^e Wolcott
WOltOll ntilll.
L-narieS-JOe
rivtvia/l a
a trial
trial examiner’s
AvaminPr S report
reoort giving her opinion
a...:..;.....
ralaocao
ac
as
affirmed
release
the
of
weex.
of last December, rejected a chalshowing some of the piclenge of its authority to issue the tyre’s actual footage as a teaser to
order on the ground the local went attract theatre trade.
out of existence. “Under the cirone of the first pictures to get
TaIi
cumstances of this case,’’ the ^he special ballyhoo probably will
Board said, “the disintegration of be Samuel Goldwyn’s “Roseanna
Continued, from page 34
t

I

.

7,

wrUi

Be Continued" will ,ir
„„ ,
nationwide basis under sponsorship
..jo

^

(WMSL), Decatur,

SERIAL

Chicago, June
public service

debut of vaude
Mass
cjes of ^AAB Worcester
picked up from its stage, is teeing
re"®*'"* of 25 Community Chests
in
Commission,
the
and Wei.
A1
the
with
program
'naugural
on
^ K T
llccnse, stated flatly that fa^e Councils, who will
WAAB’s license,
win u'se'*
use shAw
m ‘"“"‘^T^TEdwaTd?
« Edwards
iT/iu/fir/ic Jackte
Tflrkii*
Jackie
Edwards,
ILLL
Joan
orch,
UUinil
'Trace
Trace
tlLUUA DOING
9.^
Ka an
An adaH- locally
IaaaIIv to
to hypo
hvno their
thnif bids
be
cannot
broadcaster
for oub.
“the
addlAh
Green and the Shyrettos. In
be a square dance vocate." The issue, it contended.
tlor*there
had nothing to do with freedom of ./ffiXooVe'rs
Hollywood June 7.
Katz flagship is also ”‘Xr;itrp;wIc‘pr;ie’c«on
p^^Xban
?''“i
special film trailers ballyhoo.ng .prying to bring in fllm
•»
limitation of broad- casi Slstories of big c7y
m ^
\
the nypo
hour program set for of me
oe one oi
hypo an nour
current releases will be
InS WeTfaw
decision was Chi Community Chest and
sponsors the Sunday
features of Hedda Hopper’s
aay. 1515.
inuT^lin^Er
beein „iticized
^ m Cnnares*!
trying to begm
Congress and the in
House is

Washington, June 7.
Tennessee Valley Broadcasting
Co.
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dustry as a violation of free;
u
»> n></\AAA/iin0s
speech, which led to proceedings
t« reexamine
roavaminA the
thp is- ,1
two years ago to
Last week’s report is the I
sues.
proceedings.
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Editorial Greenlight
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Tele Reviews

The report was
garded
light

Story’’

in the

;

for

bankrolling the
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POSCr
continued from
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two mornings a week ant
watch band company

wrist

a

1

station-sponsored

p.„

i..

webs “My Tnn
taking

j.

i

—

—
7
v-a.
o
^
1 neflire ^UlIU
lOr 811 811(11^11^4
single victory in behalf of
reparticipation show. The web too
of the Conviduaf mernbers^^^^^
Hopper’s
^
Y,?
be
to
members
NBC can be ex-]”®®
**®** 8ious programming
The Board found that from the
oackaged by Teleshows, of
Than I®®*"
Show
time of an election in which the pected shortly. There is a posslWith the exception of Sterlin
j
in ^
^“^
f^®"^
* f^^ugs, however, the business ac
union established its majority the bility that if Miss Hopper does not ^^53 consultant.
WNHC-TV has
0
TnTnrl
company “engaged in a series of go on TV before fall, the ballyhoo nothing to do with producing the vague and wandering repon.
qulred by ABC represents the re
Miller while admitting ine aedilatory and evasive measures’’ to reel will be televised in the east show, station being in the picture
"raiding
maneuvers
does not in terms reveise 3oquiring In-and-out clients,
cision.
put off recognition. In one case, for picture’s opening, although it only as telecast outlet.
0
.saia 11
call-partici- the Mayflower case,
an announcer’s “freelance” pro- was made for her projected pro-;
it’s another phone
••fringe’’ business (religioso) previ
gram.
gram was cancelled, another an- gram,
pant setup, handled as follows: ertheless “nullifies the unceriam
suspect by the webs
conreasoning
faulty
can
and
entrants
language
Although would-be
nouncer was discharged without a
'The r^
New Economy Wave
catch the program from their own tained in that decision.
reason being given, and a technihomes, or any other place, they port confirms NAB’s opinion, he
That ABC recognizes its pligl
cian was fired for “sleeping” and
A..^
must first go to a restaurant asso- added, that the dicta in the Maythe;
the AM picture, in the face c
These actions, the
being late.
OiaillS
OlfllUS l|UU
elation member spot to "11 out an flower ruling represented “an u^n- , counting television costs whic
Board said, were found to be part
^ ^
entry blank, stating where they cmi ^-arranted invasion of free speech,
'» Continued from page 31
net saddled with
lAtsvtiS
411
ttivii all
flndg the
an 0|
smash the
effortt to
lU ailiar'll
general CliUl
of a Xvllcldl
ill
ai
l j U
«irUAr« rav«/\
®
The report also brought an an- proximate $8,000,000 outlay fc
union. The company was ordered of representative
reoresentative sample prints had
(ThU factor was Tiot nouncement from CBS that he yjdeo operations, is attested
on
to b
to make restitution.
KNBH, the
been sent him from KNBH.
darTfied to vif^^^
*®®"
the new economy wave put Int
The Board had issued a ruling web’s Hollywood outlet. Home- ooener
Skits are the fulcrum of
editorials.
'operation last week. This has n
two years ago that the regular office program department will fbe setiin.
*
1
int^preiive
the
to
additi^
T*'
suited in a new 10% budget cui
staff announcers and the techni- screen them this week to determine
Dan Healy emceed, hitting both
weDster. tallment; personnel cuts said to ii
cians of the station constituted which to schedule on a regular extremes of good and bad. He was remarks of Commls.sioner
voiufor
a
notable
was
report
the
volve
about 80 at N.Y.
two separate units for the purpose basis out of N. Y.
bad when he repeatedly called the
Com- g^d including the elimination
of bargaining after a' secret elecBoth webs expect to continue to program “Here’s a Cue’’ instead of minous concurring opinion 01
which
Jones,
Robert
missioner
of
why
office (which in tur
explanation
Detroit
jbe
his
The
and
tion conducted by NLRB.
push their house-built packages. “Clue,”
to NBC auditions a new Jane Pickens he was called the “night mayor of comprised nearly half of the 12.- involves long-time salesman Jac
refused
company, however,
thought
Jones
longwlnded.
document.
was
too
000-word
Broadway”
getting
axed), retrencl
j^onohue
was
collabnegotiate on the ground it
show this week and is now
appealing the Board’s certification orating with actor ’William Gargan But he did keep the ball rolling his colleagues, in granting licensees nients in the research division, wil
fell apart and man- the right to
should
script
the
editorialize,
when
co-director,
Evans,
getting h
particigfl
Appeals,
to the Circuit Court of
on developing an audience
^®
® rever.sal of the Mayflower notice, and Earl Mullin, publicil
The union thereupon filed an un- pation giveaway program, to be
acknowledge
should
and
opinion
will
chief,
suffering
a
three-man
lopol
which
against
“Hold
the
Phone.”
fair labor practice charge
titled
onH Kar«
frp
unconstitutionality of that docuthe same time the network
the station.
feature vaude acts, sketches, etc. l®f "\Tv
^ ment.
eut.
have
been
Show has been tentatively set for ^ the^’alert for such chatter.
®^®
o&o
operations
alertc
, w
r
14 *1. *
that jq ^be economy sweep.
The Commissioner also felt
period.
Ibe Wednesday night at 8 period,
the
.
ni
•
*1 1.
n
••riup” is signed for an initial
I ri
“ciue”
®® restraint should be made upon
no
as for the vaudeo productions, 13-week stint.
As
Sharing spotlight attention is tl
LlCCtnC^l
LOUnCll to Buy
Electrical Council
DUY
Bone,
edi- Mutual network, with speculatic
right
to
the station owner s
such as Milton Berle’s “Texaco
_!
torialize, but he emphasized that
Star Theatre” and Ed Sullivan’.s
what newly-elected presidei
June 13 Preem "Toast of the Town.” all program
notfrook
the licen.see can be held to accciunt pvank White might conceivab
SSu
Hj!
Omaha, June 7.
renewal time rolls around.
when
'chiefs
chiefs declared they would prob- p
bave
up his sleeve to pull the wc
R^nWerRelnald
There was one dis.sent to the re- out of the doldrums and give it
First television show announced ably turn more and more to the
ri*nratli Jr
Commissioner Frieda Hen- distinctiveness of its own to offs
port.
Q.|e __
here by WOW-TV will start June revue-type programs in the fall. |r
nock thought it “foolhardy” to perperennial status as the No.
13 under sponsorship of the Ne- With the number of suitable per- sustaining
mit editorialization by licensees network. White thus far has shic
Electrical
Council. formers for such shows definitely
braska-Iowa
Chicago
without some method of insurinf^ awav from ofTicial or public pr
Five
separate
half-hour
video limited, they said, it will be nec*TT
T*
4
u
make
Jim
Hurlbut manages to
Difficulties in nunciementos and to all intents
f3jr presentation.
shows will be held daily from noon e.ssary to depend more on specialthis potpourri of local features and discovering abuses and the prob- still involved in “integrating” hir
to 8:30 p.m., with no admission ly-written skits,
topical events an interesting show lem of using sanctions via the rev- self into “Operation Mutual.” Oi
charges but tickets procurable at
for Chicagoans. Films and still- ucation route should not be under- unofficial report has it that Whi
she said.
estimated,
itcd. sne
in netwoi
,h. main show will
contemplates a revamp 'in
shot sequences backed by Hurlbufs
WOIC’s ‘Skull Pfactice’
be held for distributors on June
thinking in terms of co-op pr
running commentary make up the
u*
4
t
t
Washington.
wasningion,
June
aune
7.
/.
attract n
to
bid
This will give prospective set
gramming
in
a
12.
format. Show caught took viewers
i I.
I
I
L
nr **
Advance “skull practice’’ sessions on two fire department alarms; folbuyers a chance to view television
^onsors.
Panel to Gab on
u
programming on many different have been instituted by the Bam- lowed the efforts of a young couple
Mutual, so far as th4 rest of tl
styles of sets.
Programs will be berger television station in the trying to find a house, and showed
Techniques for
made up of specially produced film Capital. WOIC, to prepare for cov- off a new type Polaroid camera,
Opening found Hurlbut looking
material designed for this particu- erage of football and other special
Third craft meeting of the Teleevents.
out at Chi downtown district by vision Writers Guild will discuss
Hpmnnstratinn .
lar demonstration.
ABC’* Chi Economic*
night.
Film then took over for a "Writing T®chnlaues
Whenever
po.ssible,
films
and
WOW-TV confirmed previous
Dramatic
Chicago. June 7.
r i n g
photos of similar events are used looksee at firemen a n s w e ring.
announcement that it will be A—
Originals”
tomorand
Adaptations
radio economy firings,
ABC’s
^
ll—l-Al _
— ^
nin
^
mm m
T
^
alarms.
First
chase
was
false; secshow
lighting,
to
camera
angles,
ready for regular television service
^ow (Thurs.) eve at the RCA Ex- the wake of losing .several b
was a blaze. Film shot from hihitinn Hall N Y
crowds, band locations, etc. In adon Sept. 1.
shows, have reached a reported
A
i^A_
_Ai
_j_ c%a; t/f n cr A r»A*
liorl AVAtfimr*
,^.SP®akers will be Worthington in the Chi oflicc.s. will, some
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union’s existence or
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its 52-week contract ^o^
for to
a Mill
stiii
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r„''roTn'a?l"‘'T’h:'’L's's,'or‘*
The sessions, says
originate.
three continuous quarteV-hour day- the station
resemble Vre-game series was less exciting but had the
advantage of being everybody’s
time strips on KMOX. local CBS hripfinsJ
*
^ ^
problem. Hurlbufs style is lucid
outlet.
Kroger company is now
*
and graphic. Viewers are made to
going into its 14th year on KMOX
Chicago “Breakfast
three
tran.scril)ed
shows.
Club” is feel an awareness of the big city
with
•‘Editor's
Daughter,” "Hearts in celebrating its 16th anni June 23 pulse. Local spon.sors could look
Harmony” and “Linda’s First with a premium offer from spon- this one over to their advantage.
Harmonv”

I

,

«i

Daily

j

i7r

News drama

I

—

,

open only

to

|

l.ove.”

.sor General Mills.
sor

Mart.

Authors League

b<*rs.
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THE ORIGINAL!
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press a

promotion and sail
both network and local. Progra
and engineering liaven’t official
felt the slash yet. but are expe
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memi

THE ONE

•

touched, with only
shown the door.

Panel discussion will include the
sneY^i's and Max Wilk and Beniamin Zavin. TV writers.
Lee
Berg, TWG exec committee chairman. will moderate. Sessions are
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Knox Manning— one of radioes most
is

•

the

new

snceessfnl salesmen

—

Housewives* Protective League— Sunrise Salute**

director of KISX's

••Southern California's most

sales-effective participating

MANNiNC

It

MADE FOR THE
I^>s

And

program^

HPL. For a (1o/en years,

Manning

lias

starred in

Angeles radio... as an actor, announcer, newsman and

result-getting salesman!

(Manning

sold

128

increased a slioe mamdacturer’s business

story-teller.

cars in nine days...

!i(y/v in

one year... was tagged by a big

soap company as “tbe best salesman we ever bad on tbe air.”)

THE HPL

It

MADE FOR MANNING. For more

tlian

fourteen years,

KN\’s “Housewivei*
•

*

Protective League

— Sunrise

Salute” has been ringing up Inige sales for advertisers.

Because listeners know every word said about
is

true ... backed by

KNX’s

even more
Tins package

is

made

“II

eflective.
to

11 PL-advertised

PL Testers’ Bureau.” And now

tbe

products

program

is

Because listeners know and respect Manning.

order to deliver orders for you.

Now more

than ever!

THE HOUSEWIVES’ PROTECTIVE LEAGUE
**The

Program

that Sponsors the

Product*

o:'
s'

'

.'

.<{

'

WeJn««day, June

lADlO-TBLB^'ISlON
Denver TV Withdrawal
Washington, June

Radio Reviews

Cleveland

7.

Applications for television stations in

—

1

|

j

KINE PRODUenON

Continued from pa(t 2*

Hollywood, June
7.
Denver were reduced to
CBS has learned that klnescop.
cities with one or more television
seven last week as a result of the stations half of them operating
withdrawal of KLZ Broadcasting television stations and half of them ing of television programs here
The company was acquired not yet in TV. More than half must be done simultaneously with
Co.
recently by Aladdin Radio & Teleof these stations show revenue the telecast or be subject to motion
vision Co., which also has an appligains for the first four months of picture rates. Net’s plans for kinecation for video in Denver. One of
Those whose scoping on closed
1949 against 1948.
circuit has
the applications had to be disthus
revenue.s were about the same or been stymied by
guilds and unions
missed under the multiple ownerlosses are for the most
showed
who
and additionally by the American
ship regulations of the FCC.
stations
television
of
[part operators
Federation of Musicians.
Five channels have been allo- who have spent most of their enHarry Ackerman, in charge of
cated to Denver under present as- ergies in developing revenues.”

Continued from page 28
stories for adults. Allegedly based
on records of the Los Angeles
police department, "Dragnet” is

I949

8,

COSTS STYMIE CBS

experts into an Interesting talk
fabric to hold dialers for the
Gorm.
stanza.

*

j

i

i

well-written and well-paced but
flavor^
has 'a well-known
also
Scripter for this series is sticking
to the most venerable formulas for
crime mellers, giving it the quality
of a slick assembly-line job.
On the preem (3), story involved
the tracking down of a couple of
payroll bandits. For most part, the
police technique was a simple matter of shadowing one of the suspects for vital evidence. At the
windup, however, the detectives
had to resort to the old chestnut
of planting the idea that the crooks
had double-crossed each other in
order to get a confession. It may
have been factually accurate; but
dramatically, it was artificial. Cast
played their familiar lines in competent style.

MUSIC FOR YOU
Billy Leach, Joe Rumoro,
Elaine Rodgers, Skylarks. Caesar
Petrillo orch; Earl Nightingale,

With

i

emcee

I

Writer-Producer: Skee Wolff
30 Mins.; Sun., 3:30 p.m.
Sustaining

signments. Among the applicants
are Alf M. Landon, former govCBS, from Chicago
ernor of Kansas, and Edward W.
trotted out its first-string Lasker, of the advertising family,
talent stable for the preem of this who has interests in motion picmusical series, and the result was tures.
a pleasant 30 minutes for Sunday
Good balance and conlisteners.
tinuity bolstered better-than-average acts.
Circling the Kilocycles
Format had musical numbers I
interspersed with literate comments on music evolution by Billy
Wichita Appointment of Thomas
Leach and Earl Nightingale. Vocals P. Bashaw as program director of
JUST A FEW MILLION YEARS were by baritone Leach, Elaine KFH and KFH-FM, Wichita, has
Rodgers, Skylarks, with a guitar been announced by Frank V. Webb,
AGO
Caesar Pesolo by Joe Rumoro.
With Percy Newman, guests: Larry trillo’s band gave subdued but general manager. Formerly with
NBC and WLS in Chicago as diPaleff, announcer
.satisfactory orch renditions. Show rector, producer, writer and sales
Producer: Steve Dale
used its sustainer basis to toss in promotion man. Bashaw comes to
a plug for Jack Benny’s later CBS KFH with more than 16 years’ exWriter: Newman
program.
15 Mins.; Sat., 7:15 p.m.
perience.
"Music” should catch its fair
Sustaining
share of hot-weather holiday li.sBoston John Wilkoff, promotion
CBO-CBC, Trans-Canada, Ottawa teners. Theme seems to be rest-

WBBM

—

i

CBS-TV operations here, said web
would be forced to pay prop, set
Gen- lighting and sound men
motiori pici
eral manager John McCormick re- ture scale if program was kinnied
ports “not one loss in local ad- prior to telensing. Ackerman
AM’s outlet, that CBS could make a te.st said
vertising to TV.”
case
WTAM, has, however, given much of the problem but is not willing to
talent to its sister TV-operated do so at this time.
WNBK.
There is also a musicians probWHK’s Pinky Hunter reports no lem on filming of video programs
shift in station advertising, and under separate cover. Union,
WJW adds “no client lo.ss.” Show- erman related, demands motionAckpie
ing no immediate concern for TV’s rates for the performance. In
adthreat, WERE soon adds AM op- dition it has
not been decided
erations to its FM.
whether kinnie would be consid-

i

’Not

I

!

‘

,

j

!

I

i

i

erators see

:

i

I

—

I

pace make

much, more than that. It’s okay
Saturday p.m. stuff.
Using no
music or sound effects, Percy

Newman

slants

his

script

to

tlie

unusual, of which there was pienty
in the days his show concerns,
Teeoff (4) covered the age of reptiles and series will backtrack into
history as far as research can
bring up facts.
Newman makes boff use of experts, overcoming the customary

i

I

and

j

WCOP.

I

j
I

I

Followup Comment

summer session. Will give courses
in merchandising and sales promotion.
Milwaukee

:

'

— Milwaukee

prize

WTMJ

to

'

!

I

I

decade.
Ezra Stone piped in his congrats
and appreciation from his country
home. Arnold Stang, Carol Bruce,
Eileen Barton, Jim Kirkwood &

Lee Goodman,

et al.,

were among

other alumni participating in proceedings. one way or another.
Practically the entire program was
given over to this sort of thing

— WFAA

first

!

Army

I

assumed the

training

week end when

it

camp

added

to

150.000

!

stalast

WGAR, WHK, WJW
'

I

'

I

I

Continurd from page
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Friday

Mgt.:

snow

.Ml**,

O.S.T.

LOU CLAYTON

—

Ithaca. N. Y,^
for the

fourth

—

MIK’U.
in at

day

It’s

a

boy

—his

Mike Hannas of
Anthony Michael weighed

—

Houston The FCC has granted
seven and a half pounds Sunevening at Ithaca Memorial the Texas Broadcasters Inc., Owners and operators of KATL, an increase in operating power. Outlet
is
presently operating full time
with 1000 watts on 1590 kilocycles
and will go full time with *5000
watts.

—

Fort Worth Porter Randall and
Hal Thompson, newsman for KFJZ

CHICAGO

IN

leave here next
,

week

trip to

tinent,

week

for a three

tliey’ll

U. S.

—

and

CBS had more

audiente*

BUT

Seattle
Betty Hinman continuity writer at KOL, has gone to
, ,

Germany where she has a public
relations job with the Army
Dan Starr, formerly with Ruthrauf

& Ryan

NOT PER DOLLAR SPENT

here,

now

is

time .salesman for

I

ND

first!

per dollar

ly

another

Fare

to its se-

program chief who

original-

acquired the rights for his
firm, will produce

indie

package

and

direct.

Series

be based on the
monthly luncheon meetings held
by the group of show' bu.sines.s,
to

Is

political and industrial celebs, at
which one of them is roasted as a
"fall guy.” Showman Tex O’Rourke

be "pro.socuting attorney,”
with ex-Gov. Harold G. Hoffman of
New Jersey, prez of the Saints and
Sinners,
handling the defense.
Group is a charitable organization,
formed to aid dow'n-and-out circus
performers.
will

JUDY CANOVA

27

fSwan

to a product

AMERICA'S NO.

1

COMEDIENNE

WM.

H. KING

Denver— Lloyd E.
of KOA,

Yoder, general
has been re
president of the Denver
Chapter of the Anierican Red
('loss,
Yoder has been in Red
(’ross activities for more than 20
years, having served the Denver
Red Cross as a member of the
Boa 1(1 of Directors for several
years and the San Franci.sco Red
Cross before coming to Denver.

comes,

the

extra

servic(*s are cut
i)rings

winner

less

TV

will al.so

Hills. Calif.

money,

iMiiaKgM

AM

territory.

LYONS
leverly Dr.

\Hllr) TimrN, North Hollywood,

the housew'ite makes f«*wer steaks
and more slows. Nevertheless, the
growth of TV needn’t cut into
re\enue. if the medium does a job
in changitig with the .situation and
getting in new advertisers.”

YOU

narM/

For Ivory Flokos

have to go into new
helieve.s. Typical

CBS, Mon. thru
2:45-3 P.M.

Woods

;

S.

rnlrrtnlnmrnt."

|)ersonnel and
the bread-

When
home

77

S.

everly

Monthly Sponsors
Fontinurd from pait» 29 ==

televi.sion

KUSC-TV.

Management

Personal

1

elected

W
W

WPIX

A.

manager

in circulation

Sinners

As CBS-TV Summer
CBS-TV added

Pepsodent and Swan but their differences were invariably composed.
Luckman is said to concede that
Hope will match his radio popularity in television and is too
importtant a propei-ty to jeopardize because of differences In opinion.

interview

.Mr Force.

NBC

&

Hope and Luckman have been involved in tnany disputes over the
years he has been sponsored by

will

England and the Con-

wliere

Texans now serving with the

sound-

ries of summer showcase packages
this week, when it took over rights
to the Circus Saints and Sinners
for a projected once-weekly halfhour series. Harvey Marlow-e, ex-

soap) that could handle the increased budget on the show'.
Another issue has arisen in connection with the arbitration that
must be decided before a date can
be set. Luckman wants the hearing held in New York while Hope
is
holding out
for
Hollywood,
('hicago law firm of Carney, Crowell & Liebman will represent
Lever Bros
That Luckman is eager to renew
Hope for next season is evident
from his stand against tape and
willingness to have it arbitrated.

Hospital.

and the Texas State Network,

changed

finally

and do freelance announcGotham.

.stanza
ing in

mu.sical

Hope, Luckman

WNBZ

r.'\Mr.i.

WERl.

and

Circus Saints

pic-

WXEL

its

—

TiiK

into

I

j

ered a kinescope or a motion picture. If it were decided to be
a
motion picture, footage could not
be telensed because of Jafnes C.

—

Whether
cat\ inject addiPrivate Gerald J. Fields, of
the army’s public information divi- tional video threats to AM’s operasion.
Pvt. Fields will spend three tion remains an unknown and highProgram-wise
months at the outlet in an on the ly doubted factor.
job training project in which radio television in Cleveland appears
stations and isiewspapers are pro- years away from more than an
viding practical courses of instruc- eight-hour maximum project, untion tor Army specialists.
After less the networks can feed with
his three months’ tour of civilian more commercial shows to offset
duly, Pyt. Fields will be assigned costly operations.
as public information specialist in
the field of radio at Sixth Army
Headquarters at the Presidio of
San Francisco.

and it all added up to entertaining listening for the dialers, as
Saranac Lake, N. Y. .lay Ruswell as a top public relations pitch
for the program and sponsor.
Ed sell. former New York flack, has
llmlihy in usual emcee assignment resigned post of program directorhere.
kept things rolling at a swift pace. announcer at
Ru.ssell
will
package a disk jockey

'On an Island with You"

figure.

— altliough

staff

I

near

sets

tures are groceries, banks, jewelry
shops and automobile agencies.
Chandler & Rudd, grocers, maintain "television has given the most
immediate results ever had from
any form of advertising, and it is
particularly effective with a new
product.”
Cleveland’s third video outlet,
WXEL, ts slated for a fall opening,
leaving the city with two more
channels to be filled by applicants

S

j

Dallas
tus of an

AM

opall
threat In about

new customers moving

!

cussion airer.

a.m. slot in celebration of
20th anniversary. Many of the

a

the action is unand it is
derstandably limited
tapping advertising fields, primarily in getting sponsors for spot and
participation revenue. Among the

i

10:30

the

fields

1948-49

the

for

j

County

Radio Council has awarded

"Horn & Hardart Children’s program contributing to civic betHour” shaped up as a gala event terment. Show netting honor was
in Sunday’s (5) hour-long simul"Milwaukee Speaks,” Sunday discast over WNBC-WNBT in the

long-winded monotony as.sociated its
with them on radio by keeping program’s former stars, who have
their lines brief and to the point. since graduated to stellar spots in
He covered 2,500,000 years in the vaude. nitery, radio and tele, paropener, using Dr. Douglas Leech- ticipated either in person or via
man, of the National Museum; Dr. congratulatory telegrams to Alice
H. S. Bostock, of the Geological Clements, who has held producSurvey of Canada, and Dr. A. tion reins of stanza for the double
Lealiey, soils expert of the Dept,
of Agriculture. Script weaves announcer, narrator (New’inan) and

merchandising manager of
Hub’s ABC outlet, signed
to lecture at Boston University’s

I

fulness for a front-porch audience,
and the idea is gotten across capably.
Mart.

years,

TV, however, isn’t standing still, Petrillo’s ban on
It’s moving into new programming track.

I

j

TV

w hen video

five
;

I

authenticity
and fast
this a gab show that is

Loss*

local outlets.

Generally speaking,

i

Proven

One

At NBC’s two

j

of the untapped re.sources. he said,
[is real estate advertising.
Helen Powers to
“Radio’s
veiy first commercial was for real
Baltimore, June 7.
p.state.^ back in Hie pioneer
days of
Helen Powers, one of be.sl- WE.AK.”
he
known radio and vid(*o personali- lime is ripe declared. “Now the
for video getting coin
ties here, joined WAAM,
local TV from the realtors.
Perhaps we’ll
outlet for DuMont and ABC
this have Sunday morning programs
week as administrative director.
like the newspajH-rs’ classified
ads.
Starling in 1931 with WCAO. with photos and film clips of
Miss I'owers has had executive* houses and apartments. ’’
spots
with
WFHR. WITH and

Fri.

I

I

ND

in total

third!

6

AM^6

aodlonco

days wk

PULSE -52 WEEKS, '48

560 KC • 400 N. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WAAM

VVT()|» in Washington, writing
and
t)rodiicing Larry Elliott’s "Man on

the

Street”

“Take

a

show for (’BS
Break" for MBS.

and

Philadelphia— Jerome
Jt'p

M.

With

M. MeCAFFfRY

‘JINGLES
TII.\T IMtN’T

JANGLE!
I

ff

LANNY I GINGER GREY

War-

has joined

the sales staff of
assigtu'd to sales service
busine.ss development. .

K.

ADDISON SMITH

Ruillo-Vlilro

WrIL.
and

JOHN

Written and Itlrerlrd by

T

I.^V^

'

rroKr»iiii«.-t'"K*^''

MncIImom

\\r..

ATwnfrr

N.

a-U»;o

ORCBBSTIIAS-MIJSIC

BOP GETS BAND
PetriDo

As

Warns

AFM

AGVA

vs.

Raiding

IN

4

7.

Alternating a barrage of invective against the Tatt-Hartley law
and the American Guild of Variety
Artists. James C. Petrillo yesterday

Dailey’s

Name

—

Hiatus

For Meadowbrook

Bop is a flop commercially. The
musical style developed by the jazz
footers in the wake of Dizzy Gil-

convention, Pelike they
"It looks
said:
trillo
(AGVA) want to mu.scle in. Believe
what’s
know
if
you
me. brothers,
good for you, back up— back up."
in
such
AGVA
described
Petrillo
impolite phrases as “outlaw union,”
"troubleand
thieves”
of
“bunch
makers.” Declaring that no musician anywhere need belong to another trade union, Petrillo said:
“All was serene until someone got
the crazy idea that when a musician

64 Out of 80

AGVA

Owe Pub
A majority

Coin

independent
recording firms with which (he
average major music publishers do
business are invariably delinquent
in the payment of royalties due
when they can get away with it.
Because of the slump now cutting
into publishers’ disk earnings, one
major firm last week perused its
and found
receivable
accounts
that out of approximately 80 indie
labels he has had traffic with in
the past. 64 owed sums in varying
amounts.

part of his vaudeville or nightclub

FM

has recently insisted that they are instrumentalists belonging under its
control.
Petrillo

also lashed out against
the Taft-Hartley law and at labor
deserted President
leaders who
Truman prior to la.st November. He

urged labor to remain in politics
forever and called Franklin D.
Roosevelt “the greatest business
agent the labor movement ever
had.”
in addition to Petrillo.

who

will

Some

of

the

of the labels involved are

Some

for

reelection.

mann, secretary; Harry

members

of the e.xecutive board,
are expected to be reelected virtually without opposition.

who

companies

Kapp Sez Carpenter

button

owe

they
if
quarter.
per-disk royalties they

evei*y

the

don’t,

Changed Lyrics, So

will

be payable

immediately

on the basis of the legal 2c per

Decca Drops Platters

side

in.stead

of

the

to

l’'4C

r’ 4 C

Hollywood, .iune 7.
Claiming that Ike Carpenter
changed the lyrics on "Baby, It’s
Cold
Outside”
“A-You’re
and

per side rate all now receive from
Publisher mentioned above
pubs.

Adorable,” in waxing them for
Decca. Dave Kapp ha.s refused to
market the platters.
Kapp sent
word here that lyric alterations
were made without his pcrmi.Tsion.
Sonny Burke, Decca ’s Coast recording head, hadn’t .scjuaw'ked
when Carpenter records were
made here, but (he beef arose after
Kapp heard them in New York.
Tunes have been re-recorded
with Harry Babbitt and a rhythm
section.
Although the wax he did
was ashcanned.
Carpenter
received $1,000 to etch the two com-

STAN JONES SUES TO
BREAK 5-SONG DEAL

is

Stan

Anna Sosenko’s Brother,

bos prior to the war
features a songstres.s.

Own Ore

Music Co.

in

to rescind

his

superior court here
deal with them on

Burro
Echoes.

laillaby.”
’’

"I

For-

Remember, "The Ole Houn'
Dog” and "You and Me.”
’

got to

Decca’s \l\c Divvy
Dccca Records

I

Outlil also

Jerome dittoed while at
Penn, He graduated from
y’** Wheaton School of
Commerce
Finance after the war.

Hollywood. June 7.
Jones is suing .American

“The
Swing."
“Snowbells and

j

biz,

I

last

week declared

I

PLUGS

SONG OF SAME NAME

|'

i

.

Law

Gene Norman and

Modern Records and the plaltery
continue to market "Good for

will

Nothing

.loe"

sides
thrc'atened

hehacin’,’”

and
over

".Ain't
wliicli

arlist.s,

I

Philadelphia, June 7.
Earle theatre b.o. took on a wartime l(M)k la.st week, wMth Lionel
Hampton’s orchestra setting the titude.
highest coin mark the bou.se has
Pubs say it's too difficult to
experienced in years, breaking an supply the demands of all diskers.
all - time
Memorial Day figure. One doesn't want to look at a .song
Hampton racked up a total of $34.- for platteriiig until it’s on its way
92.'> on the week, exclusive of tax.
to being a hit; another wants fresh
and his holiday weekend pull lured material rival labels haven’t seen
a few dollnr.s short of $10,000. al.so and another wants something el.se.
witliuut tax.
Hence, the so-called “plug tune”
Hampton worked with the film. gels .sliort shrift.
“C-Man.” Hooked on a guarantee
of $8,500. with a split, he earned
fairly dose to $15,000 for his end
of the week. Only thing that has HO-HO-KUS, N. J.,
c(»me dose in the years since the
was was Jack Carson’s recent hooking. uith his radio broadcast cast,
22 members of the Ho-h<»-kus.
w h c h gro.s.sed approximaldv N .1All chamber
of commerce have
$28,000.
turned
.songpluggcrs.
.All
merchants and husines.sinen of (hat
town, the group i.s alternating consistently in placing calls to disk
Kay Starr Spurns
jockeys in northern .\ J.. and in
N.Y.. to get the spinners to play
For Cash Settlement the
Andrews Sisters’ Dccca rccHollywood. June 7.
ording of "Ho-Ho-Kus. N.J.,” reKay Starr has (lro|)ped legal pro- leased last week by Decca.
cceclinp.s against

the Okeh and Columbia labels
the former retailed at 3.5c.
and the latter at .50c. The most
prominent feature of the revival
venture, however, will be a line
of current pops performed by new

when

In recent

I

IN PHILLY

Misshe

Idea of plaguing disk jocks to
spin the disk was the idea of the
c. of (• members themselve.'j. growing out of a meeting they had with

Arnold Shaw. Leeds Music promohaci
to
vue.
.She
tion head 'Leeds owns the tune',
dropped her "cease - and - desist
and Art Grohart. Decca promotion
order after signing an agreement
director, over a tienp. In addition
which gives her 2c-a-clisk royally
In seeking performances for the
on ail sales and a flat $7.50 acixance
Sides were lecorcled in
1947
\xhen she was working a Pasadena
jazz concert promoted by N(*rinan.
She claimed, until the settlement,
that .Modern had no authority to
market' the wax.

regular (luarterly dividend of
12'i»c a share on capital sto( k. (’oin
is ha.scd og the company's third(|uarler biz. payable June 30 to
stockholders of record .Iune 16.
Decca stock, incidental I.n hit its
Howard Sinnott, General \i lists
lowe.st point in years la.st week Coip. one-night booker, was m auto
when it dropped to $5 2.5 a .share. crackiip last Friday in Elizahetli.
N. J., hut he wa.s unhurl.
Capitol was being bid at 3-'h.
a

Akin to Jules C. Stein, who
started a band while at the U, of
Lhi. and thus graduated into the
band

lients.

He complains that
songs.
five
contracts were not signed on Songblanks
A.ssn.
Protective
but on the music firm's own forms.
He claims also that American
promised to place the fi'.e tunes
with an ASCAP firm, but that they
were placed with a BMI outfit.
Another angle to the. suit is. according to Jones’ complaint, that
.American promised to have Decca
and RCA'-Victor recordings made
within two or three weeks, but
Tunes
this hasn't happ«'nfd yet.
Wallace
“Chuck
are
issue
at

•crapped.

Philadelphia. .Fune 7.
Jay Jerome and his five-man orchestra are booked into the War'vick hotel here .Iune l3.
Jerome,
^ho is Anna Sosenko’s brother,
bad appeared with Eddy Oliver’s
band and a number of othe com-

«

W'riters

positions and two others.
Kapp
didnl ask for the coin back even
thou^
half
the
work
was

Jay Jerome, Has

not one of Fox's

the rt*cording
of their own

In handling the Harmony sides
Oberstein will have call on catalog
matei’i.nl that once was released on

with c.stablishcci
contact
Oberstein has owned the Varsity
songwriters,
looking
over new
and Royal laliels since the late
songs thab haven’t been placed for
’3()s. but they didn’t work out. Subpublication. With all this going on.
he started the Hit label,
many pubs felt they weren't get- seciuenlly
wliieh evolved Into the Majestic
ting a straight deal with “plug”
name
w hen Majestic Radio and
material. Diskers, it was fell, wc*rc
Television bought the firm for
too anxious for a “sleeper” tunc,
$.500.1)00.
Majestic last year was
that a rival label didn’t have, to
sold to the present Mercury labc'l.
give legitimately published and
Initial relea.se on the Harmon.v
promoted tunes much attention.
will include a long list of
Now some of the pubs, taking a sides
standard names culled from CRT’s
cue from the recorders, are tossing
catalog, plus pops by new artists
off the latter songs hv the handnot yet designated.
Names whose
fuls w'ith the statement, “we have
material have been pulled from
no No. 1 song as sueli. take your
the shelves for the first l.ssue of
pick of tho.se and if a recording of
the new disks include Bing Crosby,
one show's sales life*, we’ll push Russ
.Morgan,
Johnny Mercer,
with promotion.”
This attitude,
Wayne King. Phil Harris, Artie
from several major pubs, including •Shaw, Benny Goodman,
Guy Lc»mSant ly-Joy and Bourne, has riled bardo,
Freddy Martin. Sammy
the
major diskers, particularly Kaye. Mills Bros.. Claude ThornColumbia. And other publishers hill. A Jol.son, Horace Heidt and
are watching the results.
They, several others.
too. feel that aside from film and
show .scores the recording men arc
not interested in “plug” .songs as
Cancels
much as they were. And they Les
might as well roll with tliat at-

HAMPTON’S NEAR 35G

RECORD

do.se

direct

intends to act immediately on

Ushers, instituted a rule under
which indie firms mu.st pay on the

tax.
*

major music pub-

giving
a

out by Signature, sell at 35c. plus

Attitude

months, diskers
have been deluged with new tunes
from non-name writers, many of
which they’ve accepted. At the
same time they’ve been making
attitude.

collecting.

months back. Harry
Several
Fox. agent and tru.stee for pulv

of the

are

lishers

are finding it hard to give the disks
away, outside of a minority group
of followers.
College committees buying bands
for proms, etc., won’t have any part
of bop. Thai’s witne.s.sed in fact by
Ford ham U.’s contract a few weeks
ago with Hal McIntyre, who was
offered a bonus sum, payable after
the date, to refrain. And bookers
say every other college buyer is of
the same mind. Since musical popularity of a name band has for years
been based on college opinion, bop
is out before it got a b.o. foothold.
Like pure, good jazz which, unfortunately. always has been confined to a minority following, bop
.still has and probably will continue
to have its own houses. Bop City.
New' York; Blue Note, Chicago;
House of .lazz, Detroit, and a few
others still profit by it. but the
hope for bop in a wider and more
profitable groove all around has

Leo Clues- widely known despite being Indies,
.1. Sleeper,
and in many cases the unpaid roytreasurer since the retirement of
back two quarters. The
Thomas Gamble, and all present alties go
waned.
list was an eye-opener to the pub.

stand

Own

Of

companies that went into miking
the new form of jazz in a big way

light

which cases A

label to sell at 49r.. in-

'

But instead of increasing, the
number of demands for bop are
(hopping. Plus which the recording

Indie Diskers

on situations wherein
an actor plays an instrument as
in

Harmony

Lili’

Diskers Dose

attempts to raid. Petrillo did not

act,

of

Is

PubKshers Give

’

again.st

originators.

j

don’t scare easily,
to
and we won’t peinnir any raiding.
Petrillo recalled that one of his
local officials urged a policy of cooperating with AGV.A, to which he
replied: “We are going to stop this
raiding at the outset becau.se we
won’t give ground to a bunch of
thieves who are trying to muscle
He wound up his attack on
in.’’
AGVA by instructing delegates to
police
locals to
notify all
juri.sdietions

its

,

AGVA. We

throw

To ‘Wedding

In an unprecedented move, Columhia Records last week completed « deal via which it will issue a

‘

plays under a spotlight, it makes
him an actor and he must belong

their

1

Leeds Gets U. S. Rights

cluding tax, and allow an outside
Leeds Music has taken the U. S. organization to distribute the disks.
fast as it began, ac- rights to “The Wedding of Lili Eli
Oberstein, former head of
Marlene.” currently a hit in Eng- RCA-Victor’s artists and repertoire
policy of u.sing a local outfit of six cording to mae.stros who employ it.
land.
Tun* is by two English division, and since last July head
pieces for the following two weeks. agents who book it and recording
writers. Tommie Connor and JohnEddie Farley’s band will be u.sed companies which grabbed fast a ny Reine, and though the title of hi.s own Varsity label outfit, the
first
low-price rc'cord to hit the
and the reaction it drew playing
few
months
to corral its ex- seems a followup to the German market
ago
since
war,
before
the
recently at Dciley’s other operaby will di.stribute the Harmony plat“Lili Marlene.” appropriated
tions, the Sherbrook and Ivanhoe, ponents.
Allied troops during the war as a ters through his firm.
Originall.v
in nearby towns, cau.sed the exThere was a time when band fave tune, it is not.
the new disks were to be called
periment. If biz warrants, Farley agents were rooting mightily for
Box & Cox publish the tune in Okeh.
w'ill stay longer.
the style to spread in popularity, England.
('olumbia’s president. Ted WalDailey won’t resume .^name bands
lersfein. and Oberstein worked out
until the fall, at least, and at that on the theory that it could light a
the deal over the past couple
there’s nothing definite. None of spark among the embers of the
weeks. It is reported Oberstein exthe top names he has u.sed through dance band business. For a while,
^pc-cts to reduce the price of his
the winter and spring did especialmany maestros w ho wouldn’t ordiown Varsity sides to retail at 3.5c.,
ly well for him.
Johnny Long,
including tax.
In both instances
narily use the flatted-fifth groove
current, is doing the best of all.
he’ll he under.selling rivals. Decca 's
were forced to spot such arrangenc“w
Vocal ion sides .sell at 49c. plus
ments in their books to satisfy a
lax '.52c.). and the low-priced Spotgrowing number of adherents in
light and Hi-Tone disks, latter put
ballrooms, etc., on the road

AFM

AFM

Dbk Via

(Dc (Inc. Tax)

Harmony Label; Oberstein to Distrib

FAST FLOPPO

Frank Dailey closes his Meadow- lespie, one of
warned AGVA against trying to
brook, Cedar Grove. N.J., to name
raid the American Federation of
bands
on July 3 and will try a dying almost as
dele1,000
Addressing
Musicians.
(6)

gates to the

CRC Into

Opens Frisco Convention

San Francisco, June

BRUSHOFF

BIZ’S

MUSICAL STYLE

45

disk,

the

storc'ounei- memhcMs of
chamher are giving full windisplays to the disk
Plus
all

dow
which they made .Shaw and Grobail honorary citizens of the town
C. of e. frowned on only one
angle of (he whole thing, e. spelling (he name of the town minus
hyphens
Dccca and Leeds spell it
on disks and copies without the
i

by phen.s.

Brown

Money Date

to Play

Home Town
Les Brow n

Benefit

week cancelled

last

a

one-nlghter at Ches-AKena. Cheswick. Pa., the night of
Aug. 1 to be able to take his hand

lucrative

home town and
Hrewn's home is at
and the benefit will
music concert by the

to his

followed by a ball

do a benefit.
Lykens, Pa.,
consist of a
band, to he

game between

home town team and the
Ihe
m.'cstro s mu-sicians, who comprise
a regular team which plays with
rival hands and clubs outside the
music biz.
Coin realized from the affair will
go to pay off the la.st note due on
$2().(K)0
lighting system with
a
which the park they will play at is
equipped. Brown helped make the
clown payment on the lights with
a similar benefit a couple of years
ago.

Leader’s father
er in the

i.s

a

Lykens high

18-Piece

music teach.school.

Jump Band,

Jazz Unit for
When
a
a

Shaw

Shaw .starts out on
('oncert tofir in September with
band composed of 43 musicians.
Artie

Ihe grovip will carry within it an
18-picce jump hand and the lead(

er’s

'iiaiiuTc.v

Five,

ja/z

combo.

anticipated by hi.s friends that
the itW'lusion of the 18-piece idea
might indicate Shaw's eventual
willingness to return to the pop
It’s

field, though his course clurrecent years would InMie this.
Big hand, which will play the

hand
irig

music of C
he

I

ailed

composers only, will
American Symphony.”

S.

3

>

'
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Jock

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

WMAQ

By BEBNIE WOODS
Blonde Brazil” (Capitol)
Dick Jurgens’
Modernalret
extreme flexBend”—“Senora” •i??*^®***^
Bashful
from
ibility
on
^Oyare
Mod-'
(Columbia). Two good sides.
Dance,” a worthwhile disk (Columtune,;
“Blonde”
bia)... “You Can’t Expect Kisses
ernaires work the
commerciar From Me” is unexpected corn from
in
film,
from the
the CSenora” side a guy such as Lea Paul (Capitol);
fashion. But it’s
good
Ziggy Talent’s first
A good tune, it’s
really clicks.
solo sides
“Beautiful

.

|

j

!l‘*^

.

.

(Victor) include a neat
tailored to excellent back- novelty, “It Looked .So Good In
group De Window”
Joe Costa shows a
ground and beat, and the
through! warm vocal style on “Sault St.
pours the semi-novelty
Mane”
(M-G-M)
Best version of'
It could hit.
“Row, Row Row”, since Mitchell
hard and high.
Fran Warren “You Can Have Ayres’ prewar Bluebird is by Fred“Homework” (Victor*. Miss dy Miller (Hi -Tone)
ijjm”
Supreme
Warren does a better singing job Records turned out an unusually
Irving Ber- fine recording job on “My Lover.”
from
tunes,
these
on
Her} a smooth melody vocalled by Dick
score.
Liberty
lin’s “Miss
it’s a better
Pierce and “Immediately If Not
best is the first, but
s Sooner,” a fair tune
Columbia
as
duet,
a
"First Love”
astune
Dinah Shore and Doris Day use it. seems a likely melody as cut by
“Homework” is a fine bit of writ- Harry Prime w ith Leon Merian’s
and lyrically. It orche.stra (King*
Cab Calloway,
ing. melodically
does now on Hi-'rone. has a worthy vercould be big and Miss Warren
that
it’s

.

\

.

i

I

^

London to Record Here,

Tieing

beat.

b.o.

Tune

;

;

i

fashion

ate deals
(.so
basis (SO

operate

American

his

pubs

ASCAP

its

least

sale (if
Afiica.

BOB CHESTER RETURNS

firms aligned with the
Society of Composers.

of

guaranteed
its

U.

S.

that much coin out of the
its artists in F.ngland, South

etc.
On the other hand,
London Records figures it ran considerably increase the sale of FF^R
material
U. S. Deeea averaged,
it’s claimed, less than 350.000 disks
a \ear in the U. S.. which is even
more than many U. R. record peo-

TO LEADING A BAND
Bob Chester resumes as a maestro June 24 after a long run as
a disk jockey in Detroit, his home

houses.

is

in

in

at

di'awn

also

Decca

S..

circulation
in

this diiection is evident
guarantee to U. S. Deeea of
$225,000 a year from sales
This coin
of U S. artists abroad.
is to be paid in dollars and is the
rea.son. presumably, that the Bank
of England is in the picture.
r S Decca. it’s said, has never
itself

exclusive

BMI

At the moment. Dieyer operates
the Dreyer and Biltmore fiiins.
both ASCAP. and Jaydee. the BMI

town. Chester is opening at the ple suspected were being sold.
Arcadia Ballroom, N. Y., for an
By recording and pressing its
indefinite period with a H-picce own sides in the U. S. London figwill in all probability be based on
M's now being organized ures to in<'rease its margin of
band.
the latter. Maestro Frankie Carle
and will go into rehearsal soon.
profit per disk.
Though if is much
is
a partner w'ith Dreyer in all
Chester, a sax player, formed his more expensive to do that in the
ventures.
first band in 1939, breaking up a
U. S
due to higher musician
year (»i' so ago. Joe Gl.tser’s Asso- scales and higher manufacturing
ciuted Booking Corp. is handling costs. London will not have to pay
VINCENT LOPEZ BIOG
liim.
freight co.sts from England here,
Baltimore. June 7,
plus import duty to the U. S. GovMike Porter, longtime Hoarst-

I

company.

I

|

.

The expansion program

I

(

I

,

.

i

j

I

•

'

^
I

Cowboy Copas

.it

publisher-affili-

only

many

result of a deal

England and the terrion
WOR-Mutual's tories serviced by British Deeea.
firm will extend
That
the
latter
Sardi’s” airer. The

incidentally,

Authors and Publishers*. Dreyer
apparently is going to maintain

Les (Victor), a saleable side.
be.st instrumentals since
Standout
western.
hillbilly,
Brown’s "Fve Got My Love” in
polka, race, jazz;
F.ddy Arnold,
bright'
At
a
side.
the ’’Cheek”
dance beat, it’.s good stuff that “Show Me the Way Back lo Your
Had a
could wear a hit path. Reverse is Heart” (Vietoi*; "I Wish
Red Foley
Decca).
lassoled corn, good pacing for the Nickell.”
Rey’s guitar is “Cole Slaw.” Jesse Stone Orchesdrive of the first.
Victor I; “Good Time Charlie
tastefully prominent on the first. tra
Polka.” “Whoopee” John Wilfahrt
Blue Rey’s vocal Banjo.”
(Decca*; “Who Puts the Cat Out
"Twenty-Four
Mooney
Art
When Papa’s Out of Town.” Sam
Hours of Sunshine”— "In a Shady Nichols
M-G-M t; "S u g a r f o o t
Nook By a Babbling Brook” M-G- Boogie,” Eddie Crosby
(Decca*;
Mooney is dealing “banjo”} “Package of Lies
Mt.
Tied in Blue,”
hoping to hit w ith
pairs,

‘Luncheon

U

greater

NAMM's

is

ward making new

-the

sides in

week

last

land.
artists

47th annual trade show,
will bring an estimated 15.1)00 music dealers and
gue.sls to the city for the July meetallied with the radio-financed per- ing.
It’s to convene at the Hotel
formance rights organization. New' Yorker and the adjoining
Though BMI has been inclined to- Manhattan Center.

is

<

As the

which U. S. Decca distributed in this country for British
Deeea. will be distributed by London.
Out of this deal, which is awaiting the okay of the Bank of Eng-

resolution to that effect is slated
be introduced at the next council nuM ting by Joseph T. Sharkey,
vice-chairman of the body.
Proposed resolution, which would
honor New York as the
also
world’s most important music publishing center, was discussed by
publisher Jack Mills and Sharkey
to

working out an
arrangement with Broadcast Music
for an expanded publishing firm

Dave Dreyer

a solid
“Dilly Dally” is a
melohillbillvfsh
played,
eorm-fuVly
t^rms good backing and
Ii*v that forms
dav
a
and
Cromer
pacing.
jock
good

medium

at a
pos.sibility.

the former’s disks into

England.

series,

A

!

DREYER ARRANGING
EXPANSION WITH BMI

“Someone’s Rucking My Dream
Boat”
Ivory Joe Hunter’s “That’s
the Gal for Me” and “Waiting in
Vain” are both fine faces 'King)
Crazy novelty, but paeked with giggles, is Slim Gaillard’s “Serenade
to a Poodle”.. Another good novelty is Fontane Sisters’ "I’m a, Litgroup vocal.
tle Cuckoo” (Victor*
A real corn
Alvino.Rey "Cheek to Cheek”— version of
“There’s ^’es
“Strumming On the Old Banjo” Your Eyes” is by Larry Yes in
Green
Rey blasted out one of
(Capitol).

handles the vocal in

traffic 'Of

Assn,

July 25, plans are underway for subsidiary, will henceforth rteord
the N. Y. city council to rename and press its own ivcords over
the Broadway block between 49th here.' and the FFRR (full freand 50th .street “Tin Pan Alley” quency range recording) classical
for the duration of the conclave.

WMAQ

Sion of “Hucklebuck” riding
Mercury cut Cliff Edwards’ standard performance of “Singing in the
Rain.” a nostalgic Job
Decca rei.ssued Ink .Spots’ "1 Don’t Want to
Set the
World on Fire” and

!

National

S.

have

Music Merchants’ convention to between the tw'o companies, Lonbe held in New York the week of don Records. British Decca’s U. S.

j

veiy well.

with

in

FFRR

of

j

Lawrence Welk “Weddin’ Day
^"Don’t Dilly Dally” (Mercury)
Welk’s orchestra gives “Weddin’
Day" a very simple twi.st and it’s
become a swell commercial item
Bob Cromer
for jocks and jukes.

U.

Tin Pan Alley Tie-In
With Merchants Parley

Distrib

once strong ties between
Deeea and British Deeea
been reduced to one-way

Tlie

'

it

1-Way Deal;

Bril.-D5. Decca Tie Cut io

j

Chicago. June 7.
Disk jockey Norman Ros.s* tangle
with
over salary demands
has ended with the Chi station offering Ross a 30-minute additional
time slot, Monday through Friday,
at 11:15 a.m. Record show starts
June 13 on a sustainer basis, with
extra money for Ross in the deal.
Tiff came two weeks ago when
Ross tendered his resignation after
a pay increase was vetoed by station.
Disker pointed to a 65,000mail pull in two weeks after he
asked listeners to send in program
suggestions to his a.m. “400” hour.
Ross threatened to pull out of
permanently and concentrate on his project of building a
chain of collegiate record shops.
Hasty conferences with WM.\Q execs resulted in the additional time
being ofTered. with a substantial
pay boost attached.

ernment

|

wilh'WMCP-FM

Jock Gets Doctorate
The arrangement makes both
San Antonio, June 7.
sides
happy.
Decca has never
and
.^n honorary degree of Doctor of
been satisfied with the effort Britbiog
Lee
Music
has
been
by
conferred
use the entire band and vocal staff
ish
Deeea
was
making
abroad to
(Victor);
“Please
Don’t
Let Me bandleader currently at the Hotel Trinity U. hen- on Max Reiter,
“Hours” is
to pump the vocal,
sell U
S. artists’ disks, and EngLove You.” Jimmy Work (Decca);! Taft. N. Y.
conductor of the San Antonio
supiTior, but it’s anybody’s guess.
lish Decca has for .some time been
(“The
Morning
.Mtcr,”
Shorty
It’s a jazz saga dating from the sympiuiny and classical disk jockey
Herb Jeffries "Four Winds and Lonj” (Victor*.
unhappy about Deeea 's efforts in
1920s.
featured here over WOAI.
Seven Seas” "Never Be It Said”
behalf of FFRR. Deal presumably
((’olumbia.) Columbia's version of
the result of the trip to I..ondon
“Four Winds.” a hot hit prospect.
several
4
months ago by Milton
June
of
Week
Jeffries (urns out a good
Is fair.
Rackmil, Deeea president.
of the

Anything
“Four-Leaf.”
with these two.
Both are lively, colorful items that

another

happen

could

“Love

(King*;

]

and

man,

Is

Ti”” u'
ton (Capitol*;
Keep Walkin
“Pray. Pray. Pray
Ernie

i

.

”

:

now

Disk

pretty
well along on his
k
ot Vincent Lopez, the vet
.

|

;

'

|

—

j
’

j

j

i.s

|

10 Best SeDers

but the application
etho technique is sloppy and too
abrupt, and the string background
vocal,

1.

|

Jeffries’ sharp
interferes.
tcm.siis slide smoothly over the flipover, a curious and effective tune.

often

RIDERS IN THE SKY

t.

AGAIN

3.

“A” YOL’RF

on Coin-Machiiies
\

Gordon

1

Vic

“The Cham-]

from the film.
Hugo Winterhalter supplies

It’s

pion.”

i

(7)

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING
BABY

j

by the same title, is fair.
Margaret Whiting (Capitol) has the

IT’S

COLD OCTSIDE

DON’T SEE ME

—

I

7.

FOREVER AND EVER
SO

IN

LOVE

9.

10.

(7* (T.

(7)

(Robbins)

1

Perry

1

Perrij

B.

extremely attractive
It has
fits the mood.

and the lyric
solid chance.
Finn’s pianistics
fnd .strings do a smart job. with a
vocal by Bob Darnell.
Backing
has a good chance on its ow'n.
A
deliberately corned version of the
siandard, the side rides smoothly
and appealing at a medium tempo
^•Ih a beer-garden piano by Fina

Harms)

RED ROSES FOR BLCE LADY

(16) (.Mills)

(.*)*

Kenton captured most of
America’s frantic leanings in

“Ecuador”

and

“Journey

to

.

.

.

.

.

Victor

.

Dccca
Decca
Columbio

.

.

.

1

;

.

.

.

.

Mel Tonne

Victor

.

.

Sammy Kaye

(.Melrose)
1

.

.

.

.

Decca
Victor
Capitol

r

.T

ladium. the Gay Blades will continue as a skating rink until shortly before time to make the final

<hanges into

’
i

;

Second Croup

while.

all

the

a

ballroom.
Meanother refurbishing
l>eing completed.

DOWN THE RIVER

Final cost «»f the changeover will
be ap|)roximately $700,000.

Marqarci Wbitinq
Fran Worroj
Perry Como
Piny Crosby
...
Russ ?!orqan ....
Blue Barrou ....
Rinq Crosby
Perry Como
Klnq Cole

\
1

\
1

1

(SplUer)

FAR AM’AY PLACES (Laurel)
PORTRAIT OF JENNIE (Chapi
NEED YOU (Choice)
LOVE .ME, LOVE ME, LOVE .ME

COMME

Cl

COMME CA

1

MERRY GO ROUND M ALTZ
SO.MEONE LIKE YOU
!

J

HOW

(
1

MacRae
Eddy Hou ard
Sammy Kaye
Stafford

(

(Miller)
1

Tony Martin

1

Dick Haymes

Guy Lombardo
Mooney

i

(Shapiro-B)

(Harms)

.

i

(Leeds)

.

.

.

.

CANDY KISSES

)

Pcqyy

SO TIRED

(Glenmore)

HUCKLEBUCK

1

MG-M

1

Kay

.

Capitol
,

.

.

.

.

.

(United)

(Lombardo)

Capitol

.

Mercury

.

Victor

consumption.

Decca

low stafiers and talent on other
stations give tang to the flavoring.

Self-ribbing and gags al>out fel-

.

M-G-M

To spur laughs the jocks gag on

.... Capitol
... Columbia

each others nifties in fetching
fashion.
On stanza caught, the
only label credit and straight out
plug was for Barbara Cameron,
pop local warbler, on her latest

Decca

....

.

.

1

)

Guy Lombardo

1

Doris

.

.

Mercury

.

Capitol

...
.

.

.

.

.

Victor

Day

has been in the Top

....
.

lO.J

use

”

Columbia

.

".Sunny Side of the
They’re
for a themer.
Street
spotted opposite WCF*0's Malcolm
Richards and Art Jarrett for most
of the route.
Upson contributes a vocal daily
in fairish voice to his own guitar

Boys

Decca

....

Zero” waxing for King

“Feeling
Records.

.

Starr

Frank Sinatra
Tommy Dorsey

I

90 .Mins., 8 a.m., .Mon. -Sat.
Participating
WKRCi Cincinnati
Seas»)ned gut»bers and Cincy’s
only teamed platter poppei**. Diek
Nesbitt and Dave Upson dish out
corn lliat is sugary for early-doy

Kay Starr

1

)

DICK NESBITT. DAVE UPSON

Decca
Victor

,

Lee

Eddy Hoirard
Johnny Mercer
Russ Morgan

.

Disk Jockey Review

Decca
Decca

Victor

(Doris Day
Bing Crosby

1

1

Victor

CArl

(

Range)

(Hill it

Capitol
Victor

....

\

IT LIE.S (Morris)

EVERYWHERE YOU GO

Platter Pointers

....

Gny Lombardo

1

(

CARELESS HANDS

CRl ISING

»

Darnell vocals nicely.

Como
Como

Russ Moryun
Crosby
) Hinq
Dinail Shore
\Van<jhn Monroe ....

1

1

ducting its hillbilly artists. These
two sides by Miss Allen and Britt
are nicely turned items.
“Lullaby.” a solid tune of its type, is
colorfully
tinted
with yodelling
Vocals, and the instrumental accompaniment hobs with rhythm,
“Tennessee.” cut in high gear, is
equally good and sells.
Jack
Fina
“Twilight’- “LoraBelle-Lee” (M-G-M*. Fina got hold
nf an excellent new' tune in “Twihght.” A “Caravanish" type thing,

Stan

\

will

of

Columbia
Dacca
Vidor

....

(ak^
not her two year*
wosk before the Gay Blades,
huge New Y»»rk ice-skating rink,
w ill be made over into perhaps the
l.Tigest dance spot in the east. It
will have a capacity of 6,000 peo|)le.
not (luite matching the Palladium Ballroom. Ilollywoud, or
the Trianon in Chicago.
Owncil by the Hoseland Ballro<*m.
Y.. which is tied up with
the owners of the Coa.sl’s PalIt

requirements are

Rosalie Allen-FJtn'n Britt “Swiss
T.ullaby”
“Tennessee Y o d e
Polka" (Victor*.
RC.A is evee

‘^nulh

Dancerize Gay Blades

M
M

Capitol

Wliitina-Mercer

ShoreClark
Gordon Jenkins

1

disk show,

is

1

Columbia

Frank Sinatra

1

on "Maybe It’s Benew tune and a good
an easy speed, it’s
WONDERFI'L Gl’Y (Williamson)
attractively
supported by .lerry
Gray’s hand.
Backing Is a cute
I
BALI HA’I (Milliamson)
novelty playable on any sort of

b‘s>

Victor

1

lyrical story
f.iuse,” a good
side.
Cut at

melody

Co-mo

\

(Laurel)

(3*

6.

8.

Bob Crosby - Marion Morgan
“Maybe H’s Because” “Be My Utile Baby Bumble Bee” 'Columbia'.
A new combination of voices from
Columbia. And a good one. Crosby and Miss Morgan work a smooth

the

Perry

(3) (.Melrose)

disk.

—

Columbia

Another 2 Years To
,

]

film

bi'st

Victor

Pnstor

1

(Williamson)

(2*

.

Como

/

5.

Duni'oiic

Tony

(Laurel)

4.

....

Ji’iikins

Perry

\

ADORABLE

Stuart assistance.

Freddy Martin “Weddin’ Day”
“It Happens Every Spring (Victor).
Martin’s work on “Day” is good,
Welk’s
than
Slightly
faster
(Mercury), it's about on a par with
that.
Vocal by a soloist and group
Is snappy.
A good jock and juke
side.
Martin’s approach to “It
Happens Every Spring.” from the

1

Columbia
Dccca
Mercury

1

(Robbins)

(12)

Victor

...
\Vnu.qhn Monroe
....
Hurl Ivt's

(Morris)

(7)

Decca 1
Columbia
t

strumming.
It all adds up to worthwhile parKolL
program fare.

’lieipating

—
ORCHRSTRAS-MrSlC
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Wednesday, June
Best British Sheet SeDers
{Week endinp May 21)
London, May 31.

ASCAP Renews D. of J. Discussions
On Method

..

:

.

Off; Several Indies in Trouble

Chappell

.

Red Roses, Blue Lady. Wright
Leeds
Faraway Places
Wedding Lilli Marlene.. B&C
Powder Your Face. .Chappell
In a Shady Nook. .. .Keith P

Conferences between the American Society of Composers, Au- NAB on a proposed deal. Particulariy since the NAB’s video comthors and Publishers with the
partment of Justice over a revision mittee couldn't reach a conclusion
with ASCAP and dropped the neof the Society’s method of classi- gotiations.
ASCAP
after which
fying songwriters, have temporari- took up with the individual nets.
ly taken precedence in Society
Explanation for the report to
discussions
Television
matters.
the NAB is that the nets have
with representatives of video net- already been accused by indie and
works have been shoved into the affiliated stations of making deals
background because the net reps which ultimately involve the inhave relayed the results of their dies in some way. without first

On

.

.

company

executives
are generally of the opinion that
the sales slump in the disk field
has. within the past two weeks,
They’re not saying,
levelled off.
that they expect biz will immediately begin an upward climb, with
the warm months only beginning

Recording

Strauss
.Connelly

the 5:45

Put ’em in a Box
Put Shoes on Lucy
Cuckoo Waltz
Strawberry Moon

Gay
Keith P
Yale

Second 12

I

It’s

Magic

Buy Killarney
Candy Kisses

i

!

to the National Assn, of consulting the indies themselves.
Broadcasters.
ASCAP reps were in Washington. D. C., Monday (6>. again in
Contract Breach
huddles with DJ men. It’s claimed
that “progress” is being made with
Vs. Marks Music
the Government men regarding the
writer ratings, which is a prelude
A claimed failure of Marks Muto the general revision of the So- sic to go through with a deal
ciety’s consent decree. Importance whereby it was to publish some 19
of the writer angle of the decree grand operas has resulted in a
was brought into focus by the com- $.50,000 breach-of-contract action
plaints of a group of the Society’s filed against the firm in N. Y.
younger tunemakers, who have for supreme court by Alfred J. Mapleyears been objecting vehemently son and Richard Hir.sch." They
to the long-used current system un- charge that three of the works
der which ASCAP revenue is dis- were delivered but the scores were
tributed among top and lower- not published.
rated songwriters.
Suit was disclosed Friday (3'
Plan being shown to the DJ reps when the plaintiffs sought to exIs said to call for a 20-20-60 split
amine Herbert Marks, head of the
20% of the writer half of revenue publishing firm, and another emto be distributed on the basis of ployee before trial.
performances, 20% on the basis of
seniority, which it.self is based on
performances over a given num- Va. Beach Plagued
ber of past years, and the remainWeather
ing BO'^o presumably on the “charVirginia Beach. June 7.
acter. natu.e, vogue and prestige”
spots,
resort’s
name
band
This
measurement method included in
.system
rating. the Surf Club and the Cavalier
the
current
of
That’s akin, but not comparable, Beach Club, have had exactly three
to the publisher method of classi- full days of clear weather since
the Beach Club opened May 13
fication. which splits up under
for performances.
for seniori- and the Surf two w’eek.s later. Both
talks

Behind the Clouds
You’re Adorable
Forever and Ever

'

!

I

I

By Bad

dividuals

w^ant

report

to

to

,

the

Bands

(Irving* is married to Miss Shelley.*
Eigen has been playing straight
for Bloom by making this an issue
of station censorship beyond the

Band
Eddy Duchin

—

Bali Ha’i

— *“South

normal procedure. The idg^
cause an avalanche of pro-

turnabout. As a result. Eldon
Park, Crosley v.p. and general
manager of WINS, lifted the ban
Monday (6) on the premi.se that
Eigen’s show’ is designed for an
adult audience.
Mean time other indie stations
are soliciting a postcard campaign
to WINS, .stressing other ri.sque or
saucy lyrics which the networks
have okayed through the years.
Bloom, a veteran of Tin Pan Alley,
has provided them w’ith ammunition -from past and current ditties,
citing tunes like “Let’s Do It.”
“Body and Soul.” “Bess, You Is My

Publishers
Shapiro-B

Robbins

Harms

Williamson
Laurel
Morris
Williamson Woman.”
“He May Be Your Man
Duchess But He Comes to
See Me Some-

—

Pacific”

Cabaret

Candy Kisses
Careless Hands

&

Hill

Range time.” “A Good
Man

Is

Hard

to
Melrose Find.” “.You
Do Something to Me.”
Comme Ci Comme Ca
Leeds “Lady Is a Tramp.”
“I
Want
What
Cruising Down the RiveiSpitzer I 'Want
When I Want It.” “Love
Don’t Cry, Cry Baby
Santly for Sale.” “I’m
a Big Girl Now.” “I
Everywhere You Go
Lombardo Wanna Get Married.”
“Open the
Five Foot Two. Eyes of Blue
Feist Door
Polka.” “True to You in
Forever and Ever
Robbins My Fa.shion.” “She Lost
It At the
Havin’ a Wonderful Wish
•“Sorrowful Jones”
Paramount A.stor.” “Baby. It’s Cold
Outside.”
Hurry Hurry Hurry
Dreyer “Honey Bun,”
“There’s Nothing
I Don’t See Me In Your Eyes .\nymote
Laurel Life
a
Dame,”
“Ooh.
It’s a Big Wide Wonderful World
BMI Kin.sey.” plus any number ofDoctor
HarKiss Me Sweet
Advanced lem ditties such as
^
‘Straighten
My One & Only Highland Fling— “Barkleys of Broadway” H. Warren Up and Fly«
Right.” And if it’s a
Portrait of Jennie
Chappell matter of
“interpretation.” Bloom
Riders in the Sky
Morris cites Bonnie Baker’s
version of
So In Love "‘“Ki.ss Me Kate”
T. B. Harms “Oh
Johnny.”
WINS’ ohjection to
Some Enchanted Evening— ’f'South Pacific”
Williamson
The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend (“Beautiful Blonde” Miller “Take It Ea.sy, Arthur” was the
alleged
boudoir
interpretation
The Heart of Loch Lomond
Crawford' given it by Mi.ss Richards.
Three Wishes
Herbert
W’edding Day
Famous

.

at

Hotel B.O.’s
Covers

.... Waldorf f400; $2»
Nat Brandwynne*. New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Lawrence Welk.
Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2;
Dick Jurgens
Statler (450; $1.50-$2(
Carmen Cavallaro Astor (850; $1.50-$2t
.

*

New

Total

Coven

Past

PUyed Week On

Hotel

9
6

2.3.50

11

1,000
1.075
3.550

2
2

Date

23,600
5,825
12.475
2.325
7.250

700

Yorker, ice revne.

Chicago
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet. Bismarck. 200; $2.00 min. -$1.05 cover).
Excellent 2,000 covers.
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room. 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Boff 3.800
covers for Lena Horne-LaSalle.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens. 773; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Convention trade; soaring to hefty 4,300 tabs.
Buddy Moreno (Marine Room. Edgewater. 700; $1.20 cover). Good
weather and conventions hiking final stanza to sweet 3,500.
Bill Snyder (College Inn. Sherman. .500; $2..50-$3..50 min.). Sock biz
continues w'ith “Salute to Rodgers and Hammerstein”; 4,000 covers.
Ted Straeter (Empire Room. Palmer Hou.se, 550; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
DeMarcos and Straeter garnering neat 3,000 covers.

Los Angeles
Jack Flna (Ambassador. 900; $1 .50'. With Ben Gage. Ruiz and GodAnnette Warren. Stuart Wade, Tune Tailors. Second W'cek okay

frey,

3.100 covers.
Chuck Foster (Biltmore. 900: $l-$1..50). Good 2,300 covers.
Ted Flo RIto (Beverly Hills. 300; $4 inin.). Poor 750 covers.
.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

—

*

—

—

.

a

,

T. B.

Jer-

carries Eigen’s disk jockey show'
from the Copacabana nitery, to do

to these totals is the listener ratings

—

to

Park.

test mail so as to cause the Crosley
station, a New York indie, which

group consists of the top 30 songs.

—

New

Cavalier can move bands and
patrons indoors when weather is
bad to a comfortable-sized room,
but the Surf isn’t so lucky.

May

—

.

which incidentally is owned by
the Rosenthal Bros., one of whom

27 to June 2
Songs
Chapter In My Life Called Mary
Again t“Road House”
Always True to You In My Fashion *“Kiss Me Kate”
A Wonderful Guy *"Soulh Pacific”
“A” You’re Adorable
Baby, It’s Cold Outside
"“Neptune’s Daughter”

A

of

Easy’

sey,

‘RH’ Logging System

Added

I

(

Richard Himber’s new development tn logging broadcast perform
ances lists tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules.
They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental,
2 points for sustaining vocal; 3 for commercial instrumental; 4 for
commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 riajor territories. New
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a Commercial Vocal in all
first

Adano Maurice

Amusement

sades

was

Week

Columbia Records’ time

spots have open-air dancing pavilions. and they’ve lost a wad since
the start of the season.

call of

three territories counts 12.
of commercial shows. The

Selvin.

.

;

'

Ben

.

I

‘

in

On Take

I

'

red ink in its operations during
both April and May for the first
in its comparatively brief histoiy. This company, as well as
all

New York

Feldman
Connelly
F.D.&H.

Bloom’s Steam-Up

'

and 30'’(; availability.
As for the television angle,
there have been many que.stions
asked in the past week or two as
to why the network reps that have
been meeting with ASC.XP as in-

.

Upbeat

Clopin Clopant
Imperial
My Mother’s Day
Reid
Heart Loch Lomond
Unit

'

ty

.

Connelly
Maurice
Chappell

Hollywood head, back in N. Y. for
{wedding of his son; second trip ea.st others, putting into effect cost-saving measures.
jin
three weeks ... Percy Faith
Some of the major firms, mean[completed first recordings for Vicwhile, are having trouble with di.stor with orchestra of 40 men
Dreams Come True ... Wright
tributors.
Columbia, for example
joined
WCFC.
Beckley,
Jack
Ellis
Brush Those Tears
Leeds
We.st Va., as disk jockey ... Guy ha.s taken over operation of several
Lombardo broke house record of of its distrib points. Majority of
Mancuso theatre, Batavia, N. Y., Columbia’s outlets in key cities
Friday (31, grossing $4,700 for day. handle all sorts of electric applito erase mark set by Tommy Dor- ance lines, and when the disk field
sey; Lombardo also was hot at went sour they naturally concenCastle Farm, Cincinnati, May 28. trated more on the appliances, to
grossing $4,400 to top Woody Her- the further detriment of disk
sales.
man’s previous $3,900.
Criterion And Columbia wound up
It
taking
Music took publication of “In the over.
Ben Bloom, publisher of “Take Land of Oo-Bla-Dee” from Mary
The feeling that disk sales figure
Lou Williams and Milt Orent
to start moving upward is based
It Ea.sy. Arthur.” novelty song by
Ranny Weeks snared WCOP. Bos- upon prewar
seasonal graphs. BeGladys Shelley and Marvin Kahn, ton, di.sk show, Howard Malcolm
fore the big boom, record buyers
doing two shows daily ...
is steaming up some extra excite- now’
always
went
into hiding in the
Dick Merrick and Cathy Allen rement.^aided by the songsmiths. on
early spring and didn’t come out
cording for Admiral Records
the sundry disk jockey shows. AH
until
mid-August.
It’s a long way
Dave Bernie took over exploitation
are collaborating with WINS’ Jack
of Jimmy McHugh’s standard tunes from now until then. And prewar
Eigen who had been plugging the in Hollywood. .. Buddy
buyers
were
not
in
such a state of
Stewart’s
tune via a Regent recording by two-year old youngster swallowed confu.sion as they have been over
Johnny Dee’s band, until it was 20 aspirin tablets last week and the Columbia Microgroove 33'^
suddenly cut off in the middle of for a while was in serious condi- rpm and Victor’s 45 rpm platters,
Randie Richards’ vocal chorus be- tion. but now’ recovering
Babe aligned against the standard 78
cau.se the station felt the wordage Fresk, 'fommy Dorsey saxist, re- rpm platters.
And television was
cen.sorable.
Miss Richards sings
Continued on page 51'
not a spectre then either.
regularly with Dee’s band at Pali-

Happened

50G

:

P.

in. but but the
indication
they get from sales charts is
that
the consistent tobogganing of
the
past three months or more
has
slowed almost to a halt.
Coincidentally, disk men finally
admit openly Just hbw low the sale
graph has dropped. It’s no secret
that several of the more accredited
independent firms are in dire

to set

financial straits.
One of the best
of the indie group has experienced

I

I

I949

Disk Sales Slumii Seen Levelling

Sun

Lavender Blue
12th Street Rag

of Classifying Writers

8,

^

Tommy
12.()()0

{Chicago)
Carlyn

(Trianon.

$l-$1.15

adm.).

First

week

soeins

fine;

admissions.

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree. 500; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Final week of
Tony Martin off at 2,500 tails
Larry Green (Aragon; $l-$t 15 adm.). Initial stanza fairish 10,000.
Bobby Peters (Blackhawk. 500; $2 .50 min.). Liglit 1..500 customers.
Rus.s

.Vlorgan

(Palladium

{Los Angeles)
B., Hollywood.

1st

wk.>.

Okav

9.000 ad-

missions.

;

IMajor

The remaining 20

songs, based on Richard Himber's nexc development
in logging broadcast performances.
Are You KLssing Someone Else?
Cavalier

I’ll

Lies
String Along With You
It

I’m Beginning To

Mi.ss You
Summertime Again
Maybe It’s Because *“Along Fifth Avenue”
Once and For Always— “Connecticut Yankee”
Powder Your Face With Sunshine
It’s

—

^

.

I

Lombardo

Put Your Shoes On Lucy
Bourne
Red Roses For a Blue Lady
Mills
Someone Like You '“M Dream Is Yours”
Harms
Someone To Love
Warren Pub.
Sunflower
Paramount!
The Right Girl For Me^-’ Take Me Out to the Ballgame”.
Robbins
Underneath the Linden Tree
LaSalle
While the Angelus Was Ringing
Melody I,ane
Why Can’t You Behave *“Kiss Me Kate”
T. B. Harms
You Broke Your i*romi.se
pio
You Can’t Buy Happiness
Bloom

—

.n

.

—

f

Filmnsical.

*

Legit Musical.

.

Inside Orchestras-Music

Pubs Chase

Down Richmond Tune

It’s
been a long time since a
United small recording firm launched a
Morris song w’hlch sent major
publishers
Witmark in pursuit of the copyright. Allen
Berlin RecOrd.s. a Richmond.
Va., comRepublic pany. had several major
pubs hot
HVC after a tune titled. “I Challenge
Melrose Your Kiss,” .as
disked by the Four

Coca Roca

How

j

.Tacks. It was cau.sing a
in the company’s area.

commotion

was quite a bit of doubt in New York music (rircles last week
^cr w’hether Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris voluntarily put the squeeze on
HCA-X ictor and refused a licen.se to market Spike Jones’ recording
1 here

Sky,’’ or w'hether Victor put him up to make tlie move.
Victor wasn t too happy about .lones’ platter since it could have
interfered with 4he sale of Vaughn Monroe’s recording, already a hit.

Plus w'hich Monroe liimscif was unhappy
about Jones’ disking, (.lones
contract with Victor ailow's him to record
anything he w’anls. Morris
himselt heard the .Jones record on a Hollywood
disk jockey show and.
without help, blew a gasket. He put the
quietus on Jones and Victor
without urging,'
•

Leeds linally bought the tune
and allocated it to its Duche.ss ;MuCurrent interest in the square dance craze prompted Jack Mills, prez
sic firm, a
Broadcast Music at- of Mills Music, to assign staff writers Sid Tepper and Roy Brodsky to
filiate.
Stephen Paul and Leon a series of contemporary square dance tunes to be handled in collabGary wrote the song, and the lat- oration with Ed Durlacher, head of the Long Island Square Dance
ter was publishing.
Callers Assn. Organization's chief w’ill w’rite the calls w’hile tlie songsmiths will create the music, catchllncs and verse.
Lee Petrich is the new midnightto-daw n disk jockey on KONO. San
Hassle over record-culling costs, and not, as reported, royalty pa.'*
Antonio, now on a 24-hour sched- ments. was the basis of the oi'iginal
suit filed by Frances iJingforo
ule. Pot rich comes here from
Fort against Mercufy. Suit was .settled on the basis of diskery putting
Worth Radio.
album of singer's etchings.
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1911

w., to Pasadena. Cal., in 84 hrs., 2
m., Harry Von mins, elapsed flying time, although
Tilzer Music the actual journey lasted from
Sept. 17 to Nov. 4.
The New York Court of Appeals
Till the Sands of the Desert
Grow Cold. w.. George Graff. Jr., declared the Workmen s Compenlaw unconstitutional.
sation
Witmark
Ball.
M.
R.
Ernest
m.,
Ray
appeared:
vaudeville
In
Sons, cop. 1911.
Dooley. Chic Sales, Charlie ChapRoTo the Land of My Own
lin (as “Archibald” in a comedy act
w.,
mance (The Enchantress).
called “A Night at the Club”), McHarry B. Smith, m., Victor Her- Intyre
Heath (in “Wailing at the
Sons, cop.
bert.
M. Witmark
Church”— they had by this time
1911.
been on the stage several decades),

Week Ending

I

National

I

This Last
wk. wk.

&

&

e

b*

<

k

and Publisher

Title

....

1

*1

(Robbins)
** Again”
“Forever and Ever” (Robbins).
“Enchanted Evening” (Williamson)

5
4

2
4

2

6
3
5
7
8

2

5
3

4

3

5

2

6

4

7

6

8
9

7

.

,

I

Tres Moutarde Too Much Mus- Buster Keaton, and Joe Jackson.
tard. One step, m., Cecil Macklin.
Maude Adams’ performance in
London: Cary & Co., cop. 1911.
was a
“Chanticleer”
Rostand’s
A Wee Deoch-an-doris. w.. m., ‘much
talked-of stage topic. David
Gerald Grafton and Harry Lauder. Warfield was appearing in “The ReT. B. Harms & Francis. Day & turn
Peter Grimm,” while
of
Hunter, cop. 1911 by B. Feldman; George Arliss starred in “Disraeli.”
cop. 1911 by T. B. Harms & Fran *
wound up the baseball
Ty
Cobb
cis. Day & Hunter.
with a batting average of
When 1 Was Twenty-one and sea.son
.385, bettering his previous year’s
Harry
You Were Sweet Sixteen, w..
of .377. In 1912 he batted
ai
rjgoeri van “aT
H Williams, m., F^byrrVan
between 1910 and 1919
420. and ko*,.,.
stvne. Jerome H. Rcmick & Co.,
there was only one year in which
1911.
C('
League batting
American
w
asn’t
he
vVnen You’re Away, w., A. Seychampion (1916), when Tris Speakmour Brown and Joe Young, m., er topped the league with .38()».
Bert Grant. Jerome H. Remick &
Boston beat the New York Giants in
!

3
“Cruising Down River” (Spitzer).
6
“‘A’ You’re Adorable” (Laurel).
10
“Careless Hands” (Melrose)
7
“Bali Ha’l” (Williamson)
“1 Don’t See Me” (Laurel)
9
“Kiss Me Sweet" (Advanced)
8
“A Wonderful Guy” (Williamson)
“Red Roses for Blue Lady” (Mills)
.
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Tilzer.
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They Always Pick on Me.

Stanley

sheet music

based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities
and shOunng comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

194$, isswe when
protontation, appoarod in the Oct 4
It
Is suggested that these installments be
Cavalcado started publication serially.
clipped and filed for future reference.
AMention is hereby called to the fact that this material is copyrighted and may not
be reproduced either vrholly or in port.

and

retail
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“Palin*

Around With You” (North)

—

4

r*k«IW**

or*

7
~jr

,

1

'

'

In Twilight Town. w.. C. M. Den- and Frank Mueller, The Joe Morni., E. V. Dusenberry.
F. B. ris Co., cop. 1912.
i.son.
That’* How I Need You. w. Joe
but the Haviland Pub. Co.. Inc., cop. 1912.
series, 4
3.
world
Woodman, Woodman,
m.,
Dreams
Isle
because
Isle
(The
o’ McCarthy and Joe Goodwin
o’
games
eight
series went to
Treel w., m.. Irving Berlin. WaterDreams), w., George Graff, Jr., A1 Piantadosi. Leo Feist, Inc.,
contest ended in a 6
second
the
son. Berlin & Snvder Co., cop. 1911
and Chauncey Oleott. m.. Ernest R. cop. 1912.
tie after 11 innings.
by Ted Snyder Co.
Ball.
M. Witmark & Sons, cop.
That Mellow Melody, w Sam M.
1912.
Lewis, m.. (ieorge W. Meyer. Geo.
Every piano in the U, S. was
1912
W. Meyer Music Co., cop. 1912.
It’s a Long. Long Way to Tipthumping out ragtime, and the
to You. perary.
w.. m.. Jack Judge and
That Old Girl of iMine. w., Earle
music publishing business was a* After All That I’ve Been
Chris Smith. Harry H. Williams. London: Chap- C. Jones, m., Egbert Van Alstyne.
gold mine, especially after the w.. Jack Drislane. m..
dime stores put the publishers’ F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., cop. 1912. pell & Co.. Ltd., cop. 1912 by B. Jerome II. Rcmick Si Co., cop.
And the Green Grass Grew All Feldman & Co., London.
1912.
wares on their counters.
They Gotta Quit Kickin’ My
Kentucky Sue. w.. Lew Brown,
From ragtime came a great batch .Around, w.. William Jerome, m.,
Harry
Von Tilzer. Harry Von Til- m.. Albert Von Tilzer. The York Dawg Aroun*. w.. Webb M Oungsl.
popular
Most
steps.
of new dance
m., Cy Perkins.
M. Witmark &
Music Co., cop. 1912.
was the turkey trot (which actually zer Music Pub. Co., cop. 1912.
had originated in Denver vaudeAs Long as the Shamrock Grows
The Land of Golden Dreams, w., Suns. cop. 1912 by Stark Music Pig.
ville circles in 1883). Variations on Green, w.. James Brockman, m., C. M. Dcni.son. m., E. F. Dusen- & Pub. Co.; assigned 1912 to M.
the turkey trot included the crab Nat Osborne. Waterson, Berlin it b*.rry, F, B. Haviland Pub. Co., Witmark & Sons.
Wait Until Your Daddy Comes
step, kangaroo dip, fish walk, the Snyder Co., cop. 1912.
Inc., cop. 1912.
Home. w.. m.. Irving Berlin WaterTexas Tommy, the snake, and the
At the Devil’s Ball. w.. m.. IrvLast Night W’as the End of the
grizzly bear. Still popular dances,
son.
Berlin & Snyder Co., cop.
Waterson, Berlin & World, w.. Anrdew B. Sterling, m.,
ing Berlin.
however, were the waltz and the Snyder Co., cop. 1912.
1912.
•Harry Von Tilzer. Harry Von Tiltwo-step.
Waiting for the Robert E. Lee.
Bagdad (The Lady of the Slip- zer Pub. Co., cop. 1912.
The U. S. Supreme Court ordered
w.. L. Wolfe Chlberl. m.. Lewis F.
A Little Love a Little Kiss lln Muir. F. A. Mills, cop. 1912.
the Standard Oil combine and the per). w'., Anne Caldwell, m.. VicAmerican Tobacco Co. to dissolve tor Herbert. M. Witmark & Sons, Peu D’Amour. Original French w.,
When a Maid Come* Knocking
1912.
cop.
•Nilson
Fysher:
Engli.sh w., Adrian Ai Your Heart (The Firefly), w.,
after a wave of trust-bu.sting.
Be My Little Baby Bumble Bee. Ross, m., Lao Silesu. London' Otto Hauerbaeh. m.. Rudolf Frimi.
Glenn H. Curtis invented the
hydro-airplane. Earl O v n g t o n w., Stanley Murphy, m., Henry I. Chappell Si Co., Ltd., cop. 1912 by G. Schirmer, Inc., cop. 1912.
made the first U. S. airmail flight. 'Marshall. Jeiome H. Remick & Co., L, Digoude-Diodet. Paris; a.ssigncd
When I Lost You. w.. m.. Irving
1912 to Chappell & Co., Ltd.
Berlin. Water.son, Berlin & Snyder
C. P. Rogers flew from New York 'cop. 1912.
Love Is Like a Firefly (The Fire- Co., cop. 1912.
Beans! Bean!! Beans!!! w.. Rimer
When Iri.sh Eye* Are Smiling
Bowman, m., Chris Smith. F. B. fly). w.. Olio Hauerbaeh. m., HuHaviland Pub. Co., Inc., cop. 1912. dolf Frimi. G. Schirmer, Inc., cop. (The Isle o’ Dreams), w., Chauncey
JIMMY
Oleott and George Grafl. Jr., m.,
1912.
Dear Old Rose. w.. Jack Dri.sSTANDARD
Malinda. w.. Stanley Murphy, Ernest K. Ball. M. Witmark &
lane. m.. George W. Meyer. F. B.
m., Henry I. Marshall. Jerome H. Sons. cop. 1912.
Haviland Pub. Con. cop. 1912.
When It's .Apple Blossom Time
Destiny.
Sydney Remick & Co., cop. 1912.
Waltz.
m.,
Moonlight Bay. w Edward Mad- in Normandy, w.. ?n., Mellor GifBaynes. Boston: The Boston Music
ford
and Trevor, .lerome H. Remden.
m..
Percy Wcnrich. Jerome
Co., cop. 1912 by Swan and Co..

Co., cop. 1911.

—

Spare That the
'

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Seller
“Riders in the Sky”
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Sheet Music Seller
“Riders in the Sky”

Retail

>

..

“Most Requested” Disk
“Riders in the Sky”
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Seller on Coin Machine*
“Riders in the Skv”

Best British Seller
“Lavender Blue”

Kavelin Exits Bourne
Chicago. June 7.
AI Kavelin, Chi rep for Bourne
Music Co., resigned last week to
go into song and band promotion
biz on the coast.
Hank Markbrcit, Mills Music’s
(’hicago head, niove.s over to fill
Bourne vacancy.

“Pop"

Nassau
chartered

to

and theatrical

Concerts.

conduct

a

lac.

musical

with offices in
New York and with a
capital stock of 2U0 shares, no par
value.

business,

I

'

McHUGH

A NEW

I

IT’S

i

A MOST

IDON’TSEEME

..

UNUSUAL
DAY

Music by

j

I

i

ROBIINS MUSIC CORPORATION

fUTnwt
SHOES (W,

WCK

Do

It

B.

&

Co., cop. 1912.

Melancholy Baby, w George
A, Norton, m., Ernie Burnett. Joe
Morris Music Co., cop. 1911 by
Ernest M. Burnett; assigned 1912
to Theron C. Bennett; assigned
1912 to Joe Morris Music Co.
Oh, You Cutle Y’ou Ever, Ever
I. oving
Child, w.. Harry H. Williams. m., Nat D. Ayer. Jerome

Co., cop. 1912.
w..

Remick

My

..

,

JIMMY McHUGH

H.

Wat.son & Wiicock, Ltd.; a.ssigncd
1913 to The Boston Music Co.
Do It Again, w m., Irving Berlin.
Waterson, Berlin &. Snyder
Again! (The French Doll),
G. DcSylva.
m George

.,

—

.

BOURNE. INC.

Si

Co.,

cjip.

1912

by

Francis,

Hunter.

When

the iMidnight (’hoo-Choo
Leave* for Alaham’. w.. m.. Irving
Berlin. Waterson, Berlin & Snyder
Co., top. 1912
Where the Twilight Come* to
KIs* the Rose “Good Night!’’ w.,

—

Jones, m.. Wallie Ilerzer. .lerome .Man
Away. w.. Lew Brown m..
H. Rcmick & Co., cop. 1912.
Albert Von Tilzer. The York Mu.sic
The Ghost of the Violin, w., Co.. CO)). 1912.
Bert
Kalmar,
m.. Ted
Synder.
Pucker Up Your Lip*. Miss
Walers(*n. Berlin & Snyder Co., Lindy. w.. Eli Daw.son. m
Albert
cop. 1912.
Von Tilzer. The York Music Co.,

H.

Remick

You

&

Co., cop. 1912.
l.ove You

Made Me

—

1

Didn’t Want to Do It. w.. Joe McCarthy. m.. .lames V.
Monaco.
Broadway Mu.sic Corp., cop. 1912.

Giannina Mia (The Firefly), w.. cop. 1912.
New Mexico and .Arizona were
Otto Hauerbaeh. m.. Rudolf Frimi.
Row, Row, Kow’.
w., William admitted to the Union, completing
G. Schirmer, Inc., cop. 1912.
Jerome,
m.. Jimmie V. Monaco, the roster of (he 48 states.
(lood Night Nurse, w,. Thomas Harry Von Tilzer Music Pub, Co.,
The painting "September Morn”
J. Gray,
m., W. Raymond Walker. cop. 1912.
was put on exhibition and much
Jerome H. Remick & Co., cop.
Spirit of Independence.
Mili- eyebrow -lifting epsued.
1912.
On her maidtm voyage the “Titary march
w o step.
m., Abe
Here Comes My Daddy Now
Hoizmann. Jerome H. Remick & tanic
rammed an ie«*berg and
Oh Pop-Oh Pop-Oh Pop. w’., L. Co., cop. 1912.
sank off C’ape Race with more than
Wolfe Gilbert, m.. Lewis F. Muir.
The Star. w.. Charles F. I.ummis. 1,500 pa.s.sengers. John .lacob A.slor,
F. A. Mills, cop. 1912.
m., James H. Rogers. G. Schirmer, Isidor Straus and Francis D. Millet,
Illtchy Koo. w., L. Wolfe Gil- Inc., cop. 1912.
the painter, were among the prombert. m., Lewis F. Muir and MauThe Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. inent Americans wlio drowned.
rice Abrahams. F. A. Mills, cop. w.. Byron D. Stokes, m., F.
Mack Sennett. via Keystone, put
Dud1912,
leigh
Vornor.
Chicago; Melrose b.Mliing beauties cm the screen.
I’m the Lonesomest Gal In Town, Bros. Music Co., Inc., cop. 1912
by Like the legitimate stag<>, motion
w'..
Lew Brown, m., Albert Von Richard E. Varnor Pub. Co.
picture companies now began to
Tilzer. The York Music Co., cop.,
Sympathy (The Firefly), w:. Otto adopt the star system. Two early
’1912.
Hauerbaeh. m., Rudolf Frimi. G. stars were William Faversham and
In the Evening By the Moon- Schirmer. Inc., cop. 1912.
Julie Opp. who appeared in 1912
light. Dear Louise, w., Andrew B,
Take a Little Tip From Father, in "Julius Caesar.” Meantime.
Sterling,
m., Harry Von Tilzer. w., m., Irving Berlin and Ted Sny- Douglas
Fairbanks began his film
Harry Von Tilzer iMusic Pub. Co., der. Ted Snyder Co., cop. 1912.
career.
cop. 1912.
That Daffydill Rag. w., m,, Bill
(Continued next week)

—

YOU’RE

HEARTLESS

Day

Robert F. Roden, m.. Henry W.
Harms, Inc., cop. 1912.
Petrie. F’. B. Haviland Pub. Co.,
Down In Dear Old New Orleans
top. 1912
(The Ziegfeld Follies of 1912). w.. H. Remick & Co., cop. 1912.
When You've Had a Little Love
Oh. You Million Dollar Baby,
.loe Young, m.. Conrad and Whidden, Jerome H. Rcmick & Co., cop. w.. Eddie Doerr. m.. Lou S. Lash- You Want a Little More. w'.. Arley.
Royal Music Pub. Co., cop. thur Lamb, in., John T. Hall. Chas.
1912.
1912 by Jeff T. Brancn; a.ssigncd K. Harris, cop. 1912.
Dreams of Long Ago
Italian
You Can’t Stop iVIe From Loving
title: Sogni
D'allra F.ta.
English 1912 to Royal Music Pub. Co.
On the Mis.si.ssippi. w.. Ballard You. w.. Clerher and Murphy, m.,
words. Karl CaiToll; Italian words,
Henry I. Marshall. Jerojne II.
John Kocacci. m.. Enrico Caru.so. MacDonald, in., Harry Carroll and Rerniek &• Co., cop.
1912.
Fields. Shapiro. Bernstein & Co.,
Leo Feist, Inc., cop. 1912.
You’re My Baby, w., A. Seymour
cop. 1912.
Everybody Two-Step. w.. Earl C.
Please Don’t Take My Lovin’ Brown, m.. Nat I). Ay<‘r. Jerome

Gershwin.

,
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PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

BOO
HOO
SHAPIRO
MAYBE, WHEN IT'S
SPRING AGAIN

i

TING-A-LING
(Walti of

tlia Balls)

THE DREAM OF

OLWEN
MILLS MUSIC. INC.
New Tark IR.

WHAT A SOUTHERN
ACCENT CAN DO

I

!

nut

INFATUATION

N. Y.

,

1
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CAP’S JONES CHECKING
Dick Jones, of Capitor Records’
in
classical Telef unken staff, is
New York discussing the company’s
new longhair releases with dealers

and

critics.

Jones

making

is

ACQUIT BIUIE HOLIDAY

'

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

teefunken reaction

ON OPIUM CHARGE

I

i

I

Jury of

'

PSRiEfr
Survey o/
sellers,

a sur-

based on reports ob-

tained from leadincj stores in

d»‘alcrs
vey to determine what
buyer
think of the new product,
that
material
of
sort
the
reaction,

12

and showing com-

cities

parative sales rating for this

and

should be issued, etc.
At the same time. Jones is getting reaction from various top-

week.

last

San Francisco, June 7.
six men and six women

last week acquitted Billie Holiday
on charge of possessing opium.
Defense .Attorney Jacob W. Ehrlich had emphasized singer was
framed.
Concerning her alleged n;ucotic
habit, she said, “rve never smoked

disk best

retail

51

Two years
in all my life.
volunteered for a narcotic
1
it wasn’t for opium.
have taken no drugs since 1947.”
Singer said she was now entirely
without funds. She said that John
Levey, her manager, flew to New
York last Saturday, taking not
only all her money, but all personal belongings as well.
opium

music critics. Company is making every effort to get
of its tieup with
out
most
the
Germany’s 'felefunken. perhaps
producer of
European
largest
the
classical music, for obvious readivision
longhair
good
A
sons.
makes up for many of the ills that
field.
disk
the
of
side
pop
the
beset

flight classical

ago

Week Ending

National

Rating

June 4
This Last
wk. wk.

Artist, Label. Title

VAUGHN MONROE
“Riders

tVictor)

Sky”

in the

I

cure, but

1

4

1

..

I

2

..

..

1

pERR^V'eOMO" victor)

i

I

Andy Perry Resumes
Easton, Pa.,

June

15,

Vaughn

Decca)
“Forever and Ever”
J.,

names

in

6
.

PERRY COMO
“Bali

D.

2

5

.

.

!

Cold Outside”

It’s

5

10

..

Bishop to outfit as vocalists, was
8

own

BING CROSBY

hooked as house leader for entire

'

7

Resort on Lake Erie’s shores,
kept its dance hall inactive
year, will return to name
policy with Tex Beneke for June
‘J,*).
Mcl Tonne for WQck of June 26
and Charlie Barnet for one-nlghter ^
.lune 29.
Glen Gray has been
tagged for July 2 and 3; Milt Hcrth
Trio, week of July 8: Elliot Lawrence. July 14; J'rances Langford
and Jon Hall, July 15-16, with
Frankie Yankovic’s polkteers the
week of July 18.

which

DORIS DAY

(Decca)

(Decca)
the Rive r**

Down

Inc.,

12B 15

PERRY COMO

“ ‘A’

—You’re

..

(Victor)

5

Adorabl e”

»

I

•

|

14A 12

“Careless

"^AMMY
14B 14

“Kiss

Hands”
kAYE'(Victor)

COMO

""PERRY

(Victor)

3

(M-G-M)
You? ”
“BTLLY"^CkSTINE (M-G-M)
“A New Shade of Blu es”

“Whose

the

17A

13

distrib.

Girl Are

“FR^k~SiNATRA
“Bali

1

j

A

4

(Columbia)

!

4

I f ITIO

1

Lawrence

leader

7.

Welk

Chi superior court last
week against Oliver “Bobby” Beers

damages,

for $75,000

Welk claimed Beers, his former
broke an agreement with

vocalist,

Ha’ i”

v

Orch

filed suit in

I

“BLUE BARRON
16C 15

into

week

Chicago, June
1

3

“Again”

16B 1^

^

last

Welk Sues Singer

Col u mbia

i

“Some Enchanted Evenin g”
~V IC'l^ JVnJN e"( rcu fy'

.

Vagabonds

Records

(Decca)

“Everywhere You Go”

""FRANK SlNTf RA
16A

I

I

Columbia

“Forever and Ever”

15B 13

I

signed
the
vocal
Vagabonds,
group, to a three-year contract.
Foursome cut their first records
next week.

Me Swe et”

,

.

Col. Sett

3

.

.

I

"^EL TbRME"( Capitol

7.

is

...

9

*

~MEI. TORME^i Capitol
“Again”

Scripter has

own money

..

RUSS MORGAN
“Cruising

NEW HOUYWOOD PLATTERY
Hollywood, June

^

2
(Columbiai

"liUY"L6MBARbO
Good Time Records is name of a
new company formed by Lester
Koenig, Paramount screenwriter,

last

..

“Agai n”

unit here.

unit of 13 men is second
band for O’Neill who. under his
real name of Eddie Oria. played
location stints at the Drake and
Palace hotels in San Franci.sco
about two years ago. Music Corp.
of America is handling the unit.

7

..

lla’t ”

“Bali

7.

New

Record Changers,

10

season.

“Some Enchanted Evening”

Eddie O’Neill, accompanist for
songstress Dorothy Shay, will organize his own orch with first booking in the Empire Room. Palmer
House. O’Neill will 88 for Miss
Shay at the Chase hotel, St. Louis,

produce platters.

..

(becca)

“A Wonderful Guy”

put $15,000 of his
the venture.

“society” bandmaster here, will
take over managership of summer
ballroom at Cedar Point, near Sandusky, O., which opens Its season
June 18 with Bobby Bergen’s and
the Debonnaircs’ orchestra from
Cleveland.
Bergen-, who recently
added Bob Marshall and Julinnne

iMARG'AR^WIimNtrri (Capitol)

Chicago, June

to

6

8

BING CROSBY

Eddie O’NeilFs Orch

before fronting his
July 14.

9

.

tVietor)

Ha’l”

M. WHPriNG-J. MERCER (Cap)
It’s Cold Outside”

Saylorsburg for years.

6
.

.

“Baby.

Allentown, Reading and

Cleveland, June 7.
Clinton Noble, band-booker and

SHORE-B. CLARK (Columbiai

“Baby,

top’

pre.senting

}

<

"cr JENI^S^STARDUSTERS <D)
“I Don’t See .Me in Your Eyes”

i

Ray Anthony June *24,
Monroe, July 10, and

others to follow.
Perry has been

2

RUSS MORGAN

dance promoter, resumes his summer operations at Saylor’s Lake.
He has
Saylorsburg, near here.
Hal McIntyre’s orchestra set for

June

Clinton Noble Snares

Cedar Pt. Ballroom

“Again”

7.

Allentown, N.

Perry,

3

"GORi)ON"jI^TN^(becca7

Saylorsburg Operation
Andy

^

“Some Enchanted Evening”

I

.

.

.

.

him, causing recording, booking.
advertising and arrangement costs
and upsets.

TCf

“Happy Talk ”

blCK IIAYMES
“Room

Full of Roses” ^
Victor)
Full of R^scs”

SAMMY" KAYE'
“Room

<Decta)
t

.

FIVE TOP

SOUTH PACIFIC

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE

MANHAHAN

ALBUMS

Broadway Catf

Broadway Cat!

Bing Crotby

Gordon Jonkint

Columbia

Columbia

Dccca

Decca

New

TOWERS

No. of

Victor

Decca

!

Points
335
197
63

Records

T.abel

..

7

..

8
4

.

.

Capitol

.

.

Records

Label

Columbia

..

M-G-M

..

.

Mercury

..

SUMMER TUXEDOES
Diroct

Osborne plays Forest Park.
Louis. June 12 for a week and
then into Lakeside, Denver, from
Harry
June 24 to July 10
Meyerson flew in to cut two sides
with Blue Barron and also several
with Frankie Masters.
St

Upbeat

$20.00

48

I

^

covering from serious injuries suffered in auto crash in south

INC.

.

|

|

I

Max Gordon

in
policy at the Sil-

Trio

on revised-show
ver Frolics. June 10

unit

first

.

.

WBBM

.

Sheraton
hotel to pick up Leigh Barron,
pianist, and the Sheratones
AI Trace makes his fourth visit in
less than a year at the Blackhawk
Buddy
beginning June 29
Moreno into the Claridge. Mem14
thru
I
July
from
phis.
Bobby Peters takes the stand at
’Eddy’s. Kansas City. July 4
Dick Jurgens orch returns to the
.Aragon, July 12 for four weeks
putting a

line

into

the

.

.

.

.

.

CO
Nca

*s

ay

.

.

.

.

I

MUSIC

LAUREl
Bread

60%.

=

MIKE REILLY

^

1

Chicago

1619

CONCERT
TOUR

|

"Xi

t,

FRANKIE LAINE

.

Hollywood
Johnny Desmond opens at Click.
Philadelphia, July 4, Diny GillesJack Carson waxed ’’That Was a
pie band preceding him for tuo Big Fat Lie” and “Give Me a BeauSong With a Melody” for
tiful
weeks June 17.
Capitol. Tunes are from Warners

10. N. Y.

Points
56
15
15

4
t
2

Laine gets $2,000 guarantee

against
,

.

.

York

.

.

Continued from punt

43 Wo*» 23rd Strtot

Now

ton.

Will

from

Manufacturot

RICHARD WILLIAMS,

Victor

(Based on Points Earned)

York
No. of

SAVE

Eddy Arnold

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

ABC MUSIC CORP.
799 7th Ave.

.

.

"Tork

.

.

Llberace
a Great Feeling.”
planes to New York for an appearance on the Standard Symphony
Hour, returning immediately in
time to do his Friday night show
Jack HaHat the Mocamho

••It’s

.

.

.

.

.

On

Televifien,

Mine Laughs”

.

George

.

.

Anthiel winding up the score on
Anita
Santana’s "Tokyo Joe”
.Martell into Billy Gray’s Band Box
Frankie Laine making onenighters. beginning July 22. in
Russell Pt., Ohio, Dayton and Can.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
fOE GL>ISER, Pres.

Chicago

.

•
.

*

.

>

1

I

I

«

I

MUTUAL

and

WNBT
a

.

.

.

NBC

Mondays,

londgemenf*

.

.

•‘.Make

.

•readcatting 12 Timos Wookly,

.

strom head of RCA-Victor artists,
confabbing here with Walt Heebner. Coast chief for the plattery
Constantine Bakaleinikoff handling musical direction on RKO’s
.

Currontly and Indef.

VILLAGE BARN, New York

745 5fk Ave.

PI.

9-4600

|

203 No. Wabaih

Hollywood
|

1
I

9151 Suatet Blvd

c

1,,

.

Wxln€»J>y, jHnf>

VAlfBBVIIJ.R
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Balto’s Chanticleer

Operating Costs, Cagey Spenders

Pose Problems for Saloon
Niiery bonifaccs are faced with
necessity of meeting the demands of price-conscious cafegoWhile most have known that
ers
the prosperity era has run its cycle,
many have been unable to reduce
e?;penditures to permit lowering of
menu and drink prices to pitch for
the moderate spender clientele.
The break-even point in most
cafes has been lowered about 10'
from the peak prosperity era.

tin*

However, receipts have dwindled
from 30'’'f to 50*^0. As a result,

many

are operating in the
time. and there’s little
a biz pickup in the
fall, unless the general economic
picture changes or they’re able to
.slasli
budgets that will enable
them to operate profitably.
Several clubs have already taken

red

cafes

,

this
prospect of
at

th^steg^^ipots^ha^^oughtjhiglv

JACK PARKER

I

"A COMEDY
OF ERRORS"
nt

THE
CASCADES

I

Baltimore, June 7.
The Chanticleer, former big
recent l.v remodeled
showcase
name
into a cocktail lounge setup, has
switched back to floor shows stres-

Circuit

bracket names on a regular basis
are now putting in acts at a $1,500
The money saved via the adtop.
justment has permitted some to remain open for the summer. Operators have been able to cut a comparatively larger percentage on the
lower priced acts. Opening novelties that used to cost up to $i;500
just aren’t working cafes any more.
Currently, they’re riding high in
fairs, and when the rural route
closes in the fall, they’ll have to
drop salaries if they’re to work in
Same situation is true of
cafes.
The higher priced
dance teams.
ballroomers are finding tough sledare expected to
prices
ding and
drop in that category at a faster
clip than in other types of acts.
Names, however, are still asking
top pi-ices. but there are indications that this market is wobbly.
Several in the top brackets have
failed to draw expected business,
especially in Chicago and PhilaThey’ve been seen too
delphia
often and have been overplayed in
certain areas.
Talent price situation has reached the point where agencies are
advising most of their acts to accept reductions until the panic

Atlantic City Ready for Summer Inllux,

Restores Floorshows

But None Too Optimistic on Spenders
Atlantic

I

NEW YORK

June

C’ity,

It’s going to be a big
they hope.

.sea.son

Latter will attempt
with a new policy,

7.

here,
I

few seasons and some
adjustments on prices may have
made.
to he

than in past

Roxy May

N.Y.

Whether the

vacationist stops at
one of the many tourist camps
which have sprung up on the outskirts of the city, or puts up at an
avenue or beachfront hotel, he will

Drop Productions

find fun to fit his pocketbook.
With a city fiscal affairs probe
on and a tough SuiJerior Court
judge watching for violations there
The Roxy theatre, N. Y.. may
will be no open casino gambling.
eliminate all skating, dancing and
Bookies can be found, if you know'
singing choruses.
Step wil] be
where to look, but that’s all. Of
taken as soon as a suitable substicoui'se there is the Atlantic City
lute is deternuned upon and de-^
racetrack, which opens for 54 days
cision is likely to be made when
on Aug. 11. It’s expected to help

For

New Format

offer

"Ice-Capades’’ comes into
the
Auditorium in July lor an eight-

week

stand. Nothing ei.se is
listed
there.
In brief, the sea.son will not
be
as good as la.sl year, but it will

be

good enoBgh. witlj any kind
of
break in the w-eather. And every,
thing the vacationist has found
in
other years, gambling excluded
will he on hand again, from deep
sea fishing to getting that deep tan
at a spot along the 10-mile beach
or pacing the boards.

A. .1. Balaban. Roxy’s
director,
return.s
from

managing boom
C’hicago’

things.

Things are unsettled with regard

where be attended the funeral of

to

his brother David.

legitimate

Ouotvt from lithop't Clo««t

entertainment.

Warners have been experimenting
w'ith live show's

but

a question

it's

W’helher they will continue them
throughout the summer.
Burlesque will come back to Globe
June 17. Cops have been pretty
tough and show's have been held
under wraps in previous seasons.
Nothing is definite with regard

I

.

to auditorium show's. City’s mayor
and trotting races lure a great year. At the same time, the lush
has agreed Convention hall theatre
part of the cate set. They have no production expenditures puts the
way in meetinj^his_competislv^_ bouse into direct competition with will not he rented if Warners bring
in legit show's.
If Warner goes
the nearby Radio City Music Hall,
back to pictures. David Low'e may
which spends considerably more
install legits in Convention hall.
and has better stage facilities

iik Kk at
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Theatre has been mulling a
change of format for some lime in
order to cut down expenses and
at the same time provide a new
blows over. Otherwise, they’ll find formula that would hypo new Inavenues of employment scarcer.
lere.st in the programs.
Meanwhile, bonifaces are facing
It’s been estimated that ice show'.
increased competition from sources with
the
dancing
and
choral
other than television. Night base- groups, costs
$100,000
on the

40H^

*

pix. television, lodeo,
water
circus, etc.
legit,

\ acationists will pay same tariffs
However, it’s almost
as last year.
agi'ced that money w'ill he scarcer

,

RILTMORE
HOTEL

WALKER

By JOE W.

sing vaude and a line. No names
planned with emphasis on girl
angle and modified strips.
Opening layout has Suzanne
Shaw, Sammy Smith, Helen Irwin
and two orchs.
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This

Macaw

the Real

is

which enables it to achieve speclacular results.
Ina.smuch as the
Music Hall gets the cream of the
picture crop from nearly all stuRoxy’s

dios,

BURNS BIRDS

ilial

Nitrries

j

Need Casinos

Once again, with a po.ssihle weekend or weekly exception, no big

names arc looked for in the nightmanagement feels clubs. Most spots will operate as
a new basis of they did last year, with lines and

must find

it

acts.
Out of the picture at the
competition with that house,
The Ro.\y is one of the few moment are the Paradise. W'hich
houses in the country on a produc- gave up after operating as one of
tion basis.
Po.ssibility is that it the top Negro talent spots, and the
may use coin saved on dispensing Paddock International, closed by
with production layouts to entice AB(’ last year. The old 500 Club
|

j

HELENE and HOWARD

i

^

topnotcli filmsters.

{

and concert

ers.

!

Melopera singplay

to

artists

there.

I

I

;

I

MONTANA SLIM WOULD

i

{

Wednesday, May
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ENJOIN ‘COPY’ ACT

I

I

BILL BURNS A HIS BIROS

an

is

'I'hi.s

slatnd I’m a

Jolly

it-ftpiion in

iin ImjH.-i

has

\

nienl of inini;ilm>' birds

edge

and

assnnt<>

tlndr

(•IC

l»*i>s

any
Hill

i«|n,».

his

Ir.aiinnI

Slim, has notified an act operating
undo' the same name at Deer Head
Inn. Narrowsburg. N. Y.. to change
the tag. or else.
In a letter sent to the "Montana
Slim” at Narrowsburg, the Joyce
a.gency stated that suit would be
entered if the infringement continues.
Joyce is personal manager lor Wilf Carter, who the letter
avers, has employed the name of
Montana Slim, both on RCA-Vietor

nuvnlty

ainiisinjj

.suli<l

'I’liis

Hums

a

tint*

trii-Us

with a rniininit liin* uf Magspeckled chaliei'. I'jisi iiaciiiM t»f
the sinnls and thn ns' amiable
Hlyle cnniliiin- lor snst.iiin'd evecatcliing

t-ni

A dozen
uring

m

Philadelphia. June 7.
Joyce office here, w'hich

handles cowboy yodelei* Montana

15 Mins.
Glass Hat, N. Y.

innn-nt

In

edin iied

valin-s.

avi.s,

nnas-

di.sks

ahmit. lonr

im lns apiece,
show their siiiil' on to\ ferris
wiietds, rnilricid iinins .ind other
ereetors*
n\iMl- Is
Hii'd.gen-

and

opening under new management.
Babettes. Cliquot and Club Harlem will again be in operation.
Also a number of smaller places,
using a few acts or small bands,
Most nitery operators are playing
it
cagey, convinced they can’t recoup on name talent shows w ith-

is

i

;

*

out casinos.
Steel Pier and the Million Dollar Pier, offer a plenitude of attractions.
policy of

bands,
vi.sion.

Former continues
top

vaude

acts,

Its

name

motion pictures and teleplus the other attractions.

"FRONT

ROW

CENTRE"

T«l«vitien
««<i

APOLLO THEATRE. NEW YORK

YOU MUST VISIT
RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY
when

in

For

Fort,

LONDON
Coots,

for lorgoiat la

Loggogo, Trovol

—

Goods:
TORIA STREET, S.W. 1.
and

Sports

VIC*

in cities throughout in
where he has made
appearances.

the country
pci*sonal

!

tvespond snnp|*il> l" Ihirns’
directions nnd w le-n tin y don't,
tin* silnniioii is .sn ,,| hy n hriy:lii
coinnn-ni.
t'oi
tin
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liene, helps out
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Her in.

Rogers.
Giiy Lombardo coming to T.ake
for Henry Kaiser’s speedboat tests prior to meet in Detroit
later

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA, INC.
Thanks JOHN WOELFLL
JOE SULLY

this

month.

Night spot business off all
town, hut two conventions

—

o\'(‘r

the
Volunteer Firemen of Nortliern
New York, on June 9. 10. II. and
the Veterans of Foreign Wars gettogether on 19-2’2 are expected to

BELMONT PLAZA

Thanks

hiis-

.Andrew.

Plai'id

GLASS HAT

DirectiOR:

Bo.scck’s
visit

Mary Lou Weaver, who has
been commuting between here and
tile General
hospital for a scries
ol (>|>erations. is doing nicely at the

BOOKED FOR 2 WEEKS
HELD FOR 6 MORE

JUNE I2TH, ED SULLIVAN'S
TV "TOAST OF THE TOWN"

to

Statler in N. Y. C.

tel

COMEDY - VARIETY - NOVELTY

CITY

in

Helen O’Reilly, formerly at the
Rogers and now owner of a women’s shop here. ofT to atteiul the
California Fashion Show at the Ho-

in llie

hat kMioiind.

NEW YORK

Lee and Dick

ch.

Lvdia Rutledge

naming hoop whiili almost inrns
them into rois, siin.ih .\ eome-

liypo things.
‘

Peter Schmith. Madison Square
Garden auditor, in. visiting Margie
Regan, former secretary of the late
•lames J. Johnston, boxing promoter-manager.

Kdna Hagen in from N. Y.
spend weekend with Helen

(’

to
Pele-

chowiez.
Lalis due in for a eheckup.
to the Schroon Lake hofor its hatch of hooks donation
to the patients’ library.
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Molo or FomaU
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Vocalist or Vocol-lnstramaatolist
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THEATRE AUraORTTY UNDER HRE
AGVA AND

m

BENP:FITS

revolt against benefits, the Theatre Authority, and all
that goes with it is something which was inevitable. Surprise is
that it didn’t occur sooner.

AGVA’s

Ml OPERATION

and the TA technique are doomed for reasons
postwar antiquity, general resentment, and final awakening
the inequity of the situation. Madison Square Garden doesn’t

Cuflfo benefits

of
to

the current Theatre Authority
setup on benefit control. A fiveconsisting of representatives from the major Associated Actors & Arti.stes of America affiliates, has been appointed
to study the situation and recommend changes in Theatre Authority.
Report will be considered
when TA meetings resume in the
in

week

I

;

I
!

I

,

—

.

;

$1,000,000 under
the $3,000,000 asked by the Se.squi

Snarls Radio Setup
Sisters were worked
into quite a hassle when the Roxy
theatre. New York, moved their
opening date from June 17 to this
,iq)
sisters will tape their
pgiv^nbell Soud broadcast before
jggyjjjg Hollywood for the east
leaving
and it’ll be on the air the same
day they open at the theatre. They
do tonight’s (Wed.) show live and
fly east as soon as they finish the

is

taping job.
On top of that, the girls had
hotel reservations for the 16th. To
move that up a week required herThere’s an Interculean efforts.
50.000
of
convention
national
Rotarians in N. Y.. beginning later
this week, and hotel rooms are
to
get.
impossible
practically

it

will

be modest by

the standards of the 1938-39 New
York World’s Fair, it calls for a
recreation building including restaurants, a Hall of States, an in-

door theatre, big outdoor amphitheatre, a children’s center; plenty
of concessions; Including amuse-

Twentieth-Fox finally

ments, industry exhibs by foreign

sot

j

,

LLOYD

It’s also been charged
owners that a benefit at
(Co ntinued on page S.'i.
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Atlantic City, June

'
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'"Sek

:

seid that in 1946, 9,700
passes with a face value of $22,(212.89 were i.ssued; in 1947 8.502
passes with value of $16,924.37 and

(

were

Continued on page

55)

JUDY CANOVA PACTED

8,716, valued at

$i8.i67 97
He pointed out that this did not
mean that this amount of business
was lo.st, since in many in.stances
those accepting the passes would
not have attended the perform.

'

ances

if

having to buy

FOR KENTUCKY FAIR
Louisville, June 7.
State Fair Board has completed
contracts with local Shawnee Ki-

wanis Club to sponsor two Judy
Canova shows on opening day,

in.

September

,

to

,

Ethel Smith Nixes

Floorshows for Summer

11. In addition the fair
has arranged for Locky Lott and
Hell Drivers, Esquire model
revue, and other top features.
L.
Doc Cassidy, director of
special events for the Fair, is completing his organization of events
for five of the seven days of the
fair Sept. 11-17. F'lddling, square
dancing, baton twirling and rural
gospel quartet singing arc on the
program, with contest prizes totaling $2,000.

More

his

|

European Dates; Sailing
I

I’aris,

June

5.

Talent agents in Paris, Rome,
Lisbon and Barcelona are offering
U. S. acts a series of playdatcs for
which they’ll be paid in dollars.
Just how agenis in some European
countries, particularly Italy and
Spain, are able to get money export
permits isn’t known, but
these offers to American stars are

Midwest Louni^es Up
Budgfcts to Snare Biz

firm.

Among

that have
sf'iies of Spanish

those

been

offered a
dates
is Ethel Smith, who last week completed a series of one-nighters
around Brussels to sellout audiences.
Miss Smith initially had
no desire to slay beyond her date
at the ABC theatre, Brussels, but
inasmuch as tickets had tieen sold
in advance, dates were played.
Miss Smith has booked passage
on the Queen Mary sailing June 15.

7.

—

three shows.

GREENE WITH SMITH AGCY.
Greene is joining the
Eddie Smith agency.
He was formerly with William
Morris in New York and Chicago,

Chicago, June

>

While the borscht circuit is
starting in the eastern area. Chicago is developing a similar counterpart
but
in
lounges.
Spots,
which have been using the trio.s
and singles, have suddenly expanded and are booking name or seminame attractions on the weekend.
While musical units usually do six
shows nightly, the- acts only da

'

!

unlikely,

view of the low state of the
trea.sury and the treasurer’s report,
which was charged to be faultily
prepared by Barto. Treasury report showed a $32,314 cash balance as of last April 30. Thert
was a mixup in balances because

Free passes to the value of $57,- the union operates on a fiscal year
were issued for perform- starting Aug. 1, while reports were
ances of “Ice-Capades” the past prepared as of April 30. Current
three summers it played in the balance is said to be $40,493, but
whether this includes payments of
Municipal Auditorium.
This was brought out here last expenses as they fall due Isn’t
known
until further check is made
Wednesday (1) as the big hall’s auditor, James F. Horacek, took the with the books in New York.
Tied
In
with the attacks on Barto
stand in the current fiscal affairs
The probe was brought is the status of Florine Bale, w’ho
probe.
was
shifted
from Los Angeles to
about through a citizens’ committee who petitioned for an inves- New York, whore she ha.sn't been
any definite
assignment,
tigation into city spending. Dur- given
ing the past few weeks the audi- He.solution has been drafted by th«
torium operation has been under San Franci.sco delegation to have
her tenure in Hollywood invi'Sti305.23

7.

7.

it’s

AGVA

In Free Du(ats Issued

Hollenden, Cleve., Drops

Cleveland, June

There’s still a chance that Barto
can .survive the attacks at today's
meeting and tomorrow, when the
national board meets.
However,
temper of the delegates is such

I

;

week.s out of New York, w ill ask tlie
Vogue Room of the Hollenden
Shuherls to cU'vote one of their
liotcl is dropping floorsliows for
legit houses in Boston and Chicago
and switching to a duosummer
While most bistros throughout to the enterprise. Biltmnre here
hand setup Thursday 'O' when
the country are eliminating cover and the Curran. Frisco, also will
orchestra leaves
Watkins’
Sammy
charges to perk up trade, Clii spots be oft'ered the two-a-day bills by
annual trek to Deshler-Wallick
are slapping on the extra tariff. Sherman. Those theatres are pn- for
in Columbus, O., and other
hotel
Cafe ops claim the lop is necessary marily legit and can’t use vaude
mid-western stands.
to make ends meet. All major Loop regularly, however. In Philly SherWatkins will be replaced by Pat
Rpots have cover charges, whereas man is working on a deal with Wiland Doris Lee McCormick quintet,
F.rthe
two years ago one employed them. Mam Goldman, operator of
one of Cleveland’s belter known
Idea has now reached into the langer.
,
ToP names of film and radio. singing bands, and Ramoni’s
nabe spots with the south side
McCoimick combo
Casino tacking a 50c. coverage on who once were prominently identi- rhumba unit.
the tabs, with the Cuban Village fied with vaude. will be sought on recently closed seven-months run
year
contemplating a similar bite when a profit-sharing bajjis by Sherman, at Alpine Village, following a
at the Borsellino s Club.
Eight-act bills are contemplated.
.U opens its remodeled room.

Chicago, June

^

A r
^

now, with .M Borde. veteran Chi
booker, scouring tlie midwest for

Chi Bistros Tacking On
Cover Charges Again

port.

j

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
-

i

j

deals with operators in St. Louis,
Detroit. Cleveland. Pacts have al-

Angeles. Motion will be introduced
by delegates to reject Barto's re'

Wood, Variety.

in 1948 there

set

a

as

AGVA

j

uf the frinine n»rrn1)rr
Open with
Is the best item.
.
.
slapstick bit following a brief softshoe lap by the male, go into a
(•omedy routine tlmt goes over hig.
It’s an unusually good turn of it’s

Circuit bow out of the date because it was
said that an old city ordinance
Hollywood. June 7.
would forbid Negro and white perD. C., etc.
Starting in September there will formers from working on the same
Washington this year has been be a solid 20 weeks of vaude across bill. It’s claimed that if there is
having one of the heaviest tourist the country if Eddie Sherman,
such a law'it’s not being enforced,
runs in its history and hotels have booker, can work out a plan to
inasmuch as mixed programs have
been reporting sellout.s as they did team up with established sliowmen been customary in this town for
during the war. With the Fair as in key cities. He’s busy on the idea many years.

page 55)

Dancera

and gagging

20-Week Vaude

a magnet, the 1950 season will
likely
which
be
bigger,
even
should also tend to hypo biz for

]

!

Louis Jordan will open at the
RKO Shubert here on Friday dO)
He’ll be
as originally planned.
supported by Paula Watson, Will
Mastin Trio, and Peck & Peck.

Jordan

SUSAN

New York.
Currently
Strand,
“Lloyd and Susan Willis knookabout art hin^rd op rlrvrr nniRKiuK

UNli

June

and

WILLIS

TA revamping

benefits.
by nltery

Shennan Lining Up

countries, labor, art exhibits, production of a $50,000 historical
film, production of a historic .symphonic drama on the history of

I

in the current lay-

for a

staff,

take care of all unfinished
business.
.\ttaeks on Barto started after
tlie national administrative seeretary. read his report citing organizational gains, yesterday (Tues. ).
At the conclusion of his reading,
Barto was given a vote of confidenee. After that delegates from
all over the country started ripping into his administration of
affairs.
Charges that he
failed to enlarge the scope of organization were hurled. Barto was
also taken to task for the administrative snafues in Boston and Los

,

Benefits’ Killing Pace

Movement

AGVA

[will

of a committee

has been in the works for .several
years.
Recently, there- have been
instances where perfornicrs have
been unable to perform their paid
chores because of overwork at

Y.

[

AGVA

Andrews

N.

I

Dunn also made it
threatened.
clear that, pending the committee’s
reports,
re.serves the right
to clear free shows when its memare
called
bers
upon to work.

Andrews Sis’ Vaudate

Commish.
Although

Fair’

the

dark horse in the race.
Resignation of Barto is expected
by the end of the week. While
lie formal AGVA convention se.ssions ends today (Wed.), national
board which convenes Thursday

I

out was made after Henry Dunn
representing AGVA, threatened to
pull the union out of TA, and
“clear” its own benefits. For the
past month AGVA has been foreing payment of one-seventh of an
act’s weekly salary for performing at a benefit.
Since this was
instituted, TA’s revenue has been
Should AGVA continue
cut off.
this policy, TA’s existence is direly

Roxy’s Moreup Of

j

changes

of

I

Resolution was unanimously
passed and is seen as a strong
enough weapon to put through any
reforms desired by the Guild.

I

Senate Okays $2,000,000 Subsidy

j

I

TA

sary.

I

The appointment

I

j

AGVA

i

Abel.

to
next
anniversary as the national capital,
Expenditures to set up the Fair
along the Potomac has been fig
ured at $8,930,000, but this may
have to be shaved, since the best
that can b« expected from the

I

position
was made
stronger by a resolution passed
Monday (6) at the union's convention in Chicago.
Resolution empowers
to step out of TA
at any time and to withhold clearance of benefits whenever neces-

to study

Government

<2)

Dunn, now AGVA treasurer, or
Jack Irving, midwest regional director of union. There have been
sporadic mentions of Vic Connors,

I

AGVA’s

j

$2,000,000 contribution to Washington’s National Capital Sesquicentennial Commission for a Freedom Fair next year. The Senate
will try to get the House, which
has favored only $1,500,000, to
agree to the higher figure.
According to advance plans,
Washington is to .open the fair
,
,
1 KA 4 K
celebrate its loom
spring

j

performing

j

If the mechanics are finally righted, and the pro rata reconciled,
there’s no disputing that an ;;>8,000 one-night stand, at salaries up to
80% of clubdate stipends, will buy any organization a plenty bigtlme
show. That’s the best system nobody does anybody any favors, and

Senate

I

bers are in the majority of those
at
the free shows.
AGVA is also seeking a rule
whereby acts must be paid if professional promoters arrange the
benefit. Variety union is also seeking elimination of the majority of
free shows now getting clearance.

j

Actors are now curious why the League of New York Theatres
and the Dramatists Guild, whose agencies are most casual in
these benefits, share and share alike with the more potent actor
guilds and unions. That these groups donate their share to the
Actors Fund of America is beside the point.

Washington, June 7.
week okayed a
last

AGVA

here have indicated that
Dewey Barto will be supplanted as
national exec secretary by Henry
hotel

I

meeting
Spearhead of the TA reform is
the American Guild of Variety
.Vrtists which is seeking a 30% cut
of the TA gross because its mem-

—

For D.C. Sesqui s Treedom

7.

,

made

were

at the stormiest
in its 16-year history.

last

;

to collect $8,000 and $9,000 as its share, to be disbursed among 13
different theatrical organizations, after some more or less fancy
administration fees^are retained at the source.

everybody’s happy.

Appointments

fall.

,

1

Theatre Authority “clears” nearly 100 benefits in and around
New York annually which means that some big benefit is bucking the commercial boxoffice, some of them on the two cream
TA has been known
nights of the week Saturday and Sunday.

Chicago, June

Clean sweep in top administralive posts in the American Guild
of Variety Artists Is imminent. The
[delegates to the
convention
now being held at the Sherman
I

man committee

in

Making show people boil most is the “boiler room” technique
whereby promoters have been known to collect up to 45% of the
gross from benefits for this or that charity, to which show business and its talents contributed 100% and got nothing.

Underway

I

—

big event.

Certain as Chi Confab Gets

Machinery has been put into motion to effect a complete change

cutrate its $5,500 nightly rental. Musicians, waiters, stagehands,
ushers, caterers, program printers they all get paid. Everybody
but the actor doing the benefit, frequently at the expense of personal health or professional suicide.

Lou Walters, who operates the Latin Quarter, New York, is right
every respect in stressing that one Madi.son Square Garden benefit
eats up the want-to-see desire by the public not only in his place,
but in every branch of show business in the metropolitan New
York area. It hurts not only that one night but makes inroads^
on entertainment appetites for days before and after any such^

Many Changes in AGVA’s Top Echelon

oyESTioNs

Spots want mostly disk names,
current favorites being Patti Pag#

Irving

j

,

Salaries range
and Harry Cool.
from $350 to $500. Increased
budgets are reportedly paying off.

,

VArDR^^LLB

S4

Ve<lne8<1ay, Jung
8, I949

Qub Reviews

Night

Milt Shau' and Laszlo & Pepito
orchs: $1.50 and $2' convert.

That it’s a natural attraction is
evidenced by the strong biz here
despite the early season and the
inclement nonrroofgarden weather.
Above all. at least from management perspective, it continues to
do a natural dining-dancing business. to a $1.50 an*d $2 convert
(Sat.), with just two dance bands;
there is no other divertissement.
Unlike the case when the Milt
Shaw and Laszlo i Pepito bands
hold forth in the Maisonette (grillroom). and an occasional personality is booked, such as Nan Wynn,
Julie Wilson and Roily Rolls, the
roof is devoid of anything but the

St.

around Gotham.

fleeting tradition

The changes among the

EEuiiywooa. June
standards for sometime.
I
Arthur Lee Simpkins,
Rose Murphy, for example, a rePhil nh
Orch
man
(7).
Rene Tonzet fth,
into
peater here, pipes her way
(New Actsi, the Copa generally popular
acclaim with her fetching ba Band (5); $3.00 .Suw.’""'
maintains iis tiptop quality, with
baby-voiced vocals. Louise Howard
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis as finds favor with her comedies and
Using
a
warm
personAiUn
the holdover headliners. The pro- Miss Williams, attractive colored
Arthur Lee Simpkins scores
duction also holds.
with
that
indicates
songstress,
The ballroom pair are still more development she’ll make top- a halt hour of singing. Negro sine
er.
in
for
a
week, may be book"d
among the tops in their field, Nal- drawer grade.
for another stanza a little
di's lifts being continually amazing.
latp?
Angel patronage are .given the
The team’s dancing is strictly on opportunity of helping discover in the season due to his effecMvl
single.
the button, and no less important the new talent.
(5)
At Sunday’s
Simpkins does best with rhvth
to their work is the well-orchc.s- session, a pair of promising youngA fine dance turn sters were exhibited. Richard X. mic arrangements of ‘‘Old
trated music.
and “Begin the Beguine”
River”
that can play anywhere.
Carter, who warbled sea chanties
Martin & Lewis still wham ’em with a high degree of feeling, and At least, t4e audience response is
with their comedy, Lewis espe- Lee Kreiger, who indicates he’s a greater to songs with a beat than
cially emphasizing his ability to comer with a different line of it is to such semi-operatic and
get laughs, regardle.ss of what he comedies. Lad has a line of dance fal.setto deliveries as his “PagliacBut that business of stress- satires and a burlesque of the mod- ci” aria and "Bay of Donegal"
does.
ing their respective Italian and ern drug clerk. Both are top ma- which he sings with a true Irish
Jewish backgrounds, especially the terial, but he needs better projec- brogue. For nitery patrons used
latter, with all the linguistic pat- tion before taking on important to a full show, Simpkins’ turn isn’t
quite enough, but he is well-liked
Jose.
ter that goes with it. is something showcases.
by the picture crowd because of his
they still overdo. And they overdo
solid salesmanship.
It to the point where you wouldn’t
City, N. \\
be surprised if Menasha Skulnik
He is backstopped by Phil

tailery.

Regis Roof, nee the Viennese Roof but still featuring its
done-over original Josef Urban
decor, is among the la.st of a fast

The

old-line

&'

|

hotels have been many. The Hilton people have done over the
Plaza, for instance, and only recently the Vincent Astor management (Pierre Bultinck, g.m. of the
hotel), which owns the St. Regis,
gave up the traditional King Cole
room to a 5th Ave. store frontage,
moving it into the old Iridium
Room site. This meant that the dansapation. The Maisonette, too,
Iridium is no more; and the former this fall-winter season dispensed
Maisonette Russe (sans the Russe with the dinner show, finding that
part of it, in the billing) is the its fashionably late dining clienlone "winter” room. But the Roof tele didn’t want to be interrupted
remains as a Manhattan showplace- at 9:30-10 p.m. to pay attention
to an act, hence only a midnight
frolic obtained.
The Shaw band plays for the
main dance sets and the alternating Laszlo-Pepito ensemble, built
around the Hammond organ, officiates for the waltz and Latin se.ssions.
Both have the right type
of "so^'lety” tempo, as witness
their marathon stay here.

The room

is

Bop

were

partner
in

Song

now presided over

The Carnival
its

HELD OVER

j

:

AGAIN

i

this

week dropped

$1.80 and $3 admission charges

It was
in favor of a $2 minimum.
felt that door-nick was too high

J

BELMONT PLAZA
NEW YORK

Carnival’s removal of the adcharge leaves only one
N. Y. cafe on an admission policy.
Bop City charges 90 cents at the

mission

Yon

gate.

JOHN WOELPLI
ond JOE SULLY

Portonal DiroctioN

NOW BOOKING
AHRACtIONS

ALL TYPE

(Travelling Ltgit Snows,

Vaudt

Units, Concerts,
,

Orchestras,

One

Niters, Etc.)

packed house screaming for more.
Change of format in the informal
offering found him singing an introductory number and clearing
off board to make way for other
entertainers. In the past Foy has

WRITE - WIRE - PHONE
G. KEENEY

C.

emceed

RAJAH THEATRE

minute offering. Blue dusted

i

Phone 4-8373

Sammy

Kaye, Deke Ellington,

Gny Lombardo,

Tony Palter, Boyd Raobnrn, Ray McKinley. Blue Barron, Lionel Hompton.

Horace Heldt, 3 Sent. Art Mooney. King Cole
Gnn*

(3

days,

4 iliowi)

$22,000;

Trie.

'Oklahoma!'

(3

off all

his old routines for the appreciative crowd who cheered him on
for several encores,

136-42 North Sixth Street

Theotre lost year played

*Annie Get Ydnr
days,

4 thowi)

Negro comic Uncle Willie all
but stole the show from Blue as
he pantomimed to di.skings of A1
Jolson and western tunes. Mimic
scores with the crowd and looks
set for a long stay here.
Torcher Roberta Lee kicks off
w'ith three vocals. Numbers pleased
but her charm captured the male
element more than the warbling.
Abbey Browne’s band, which has
been at the Valley nitery for the
past eight years, furnishes the accompaniment for show and cus-

$22,000: 'Skew Boot* $15,000; 'Deiert Song* $4,000: 'Harvey' $10,000.

tomer dancing.
I

Bluet Angel,

IV.

Y.

(FOLLOWUP)

WINTER SISTERS
Currently

CAPITOL,

New

Thanks to

«

Sidney Plermont,

Max Roth ond Bernard Burke

Per. Mgt.:

Since there’s no longer a sure
thing in the way of intinie nitery
attractions. Blue Angel bonifaces
Herbert Jacoby and Max Gordon
have been beating the bushes for
new faces. They’ve been eminently
successful so far.

York

Horry Nothono

to

Oil-

man’s orch.

is

Billy

CARDINI
"Cardiiii. Easily the Best of

tht Sltighf-of-Handtrs."

ABEL, VARIETY

MABCH

MCA

ffh,

194f

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

jjussy PHOTOS
Made (rom

youf negative

Unsurpassed

in quality at

w

U.

photo

any price

NO NEGATIVE CHARGE- NO EXTRAS
24 HOUR SERVICE ON REQUEST
litO's:

W.SSpirlOO. tSS

Fan Mail PhotDS (5 x 7

)

13S par 1000

*

per

1000

Rostcants >23

p«

1000

Moiwtid CiilariMWiits i30i40i. t3 SS
(Na Nagativi Ckargt on 2 ar more)

Made by

J. J.

Kric{sniann. The

Photographs

Grxe

Billboard's Covers

,

V?r

L

Man Whoot

otoarooh?/rr

Plan 70233
.
165 West 46 th St 1^
NewYerl( 13 .N.Y.JI
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affair,

Top-billed in offering is Ben
Blue.
Along with his regular
stooge. Sid Fields, and stooge w aiters topped by Sammy Wolfe, Blue
held down the fort for a goodly
3.5
minutes of the hour and 15-

^

Reading, Pa.

Bebop

playing second fiddle
Eckstine in the current
layout at this “progressive music”
emporium, but it’s still okay with
the juves who are packing this
That’s by actual count. nitery’s left-field bleachers at a
erences.
Which practically re-labels the 98c. tab. Even more remarkable
joint the Koshercabana. The Old is the number of adolescents who
Roumanian and the other down- are spilling over to the regular
town eastside spots are not going service sector with its heftier $2.50
minimum bite. And Eckstine is
to like this at all.
Another indication of how undis- the reason, judging from the preciplined their act has become is in dominance of young chick parties
the way Martin is sloughing his which are backgrounding his vosongs. More and more he’s using cals with intermittent squeals of
his tunes as the fulcrum for his ecstasy.
Eckstine sends them with his
own individual or the team’s comHis style is
edy, and in this way much of the creamy headtones.
easy
and cool but he knows how
is
basically
legit
voice
value of a
dissipated. The guy’s got a lot of to turn on the romantic spigot in
s.a: for the dames, but both seem the crucial passages. Eckstine is
more intent on selling chopped dishing up a repertory of his platter faves which are mostly on the
liver and minestrone asides.
As far as Lewis is concerned, slow' and sentimental side. Numhe has developed a unique style bers like "Body and Soul” and
that gives him an identity all his “Caravan” are buttered up to cusown if he doesn’t blow it. He tomer taste and explain the Negro
and Martin must learn that nitery crooner’s phenomenal platter and
audiences are not comprised of just cafe appeal.
Charlie Barnet’s aggregation of
those familiar with their singlesix reeds, nine brass, and four
strain argot.
Another thing: material. They’ve rhythm dishes up jazz in the behop
got to get new stuff, since most vein. Barnet has a hard-driving,
of their material is by now too expertly-trained crew who go from
familiar including comedy kicked straight instrumentation to slitheraround by other comics, straight ing dissonance with equal dexterior in rewritten form. They have ty. Their decibel rating is a bit
one very acceptable piece of se- too high for the ringsidcrs’ earrious material, with just a slight drums but this music is tailored
comedy touch, in their Crosby- to the modern style. Large share
Barry Fitzgerald bit. and it’s a trib- of the beboping is supplied by Barace
trumpeter,
Maynard
ute to their own innate showman- net’s
vocalist
'Trudy
ship and ability that, immediately Fergu.son. Band
following their extremely hectic Richards does well on a series of
carryings-on, they’re able to make pop ballads, but has trouble in
an audience accept so divergent a reaching over the orch’s accompaniment.
bit as the latter.
Kahn.
Milt Jackson Trio, a holdover,
is filling in with its brand of inCharley Foy’s,
tricate rhythms.
Herm.
Los Angeles, June 1.
Charley Foy, Ben Blue, Sid
Vic Damone tapped for ParaFields, Sammy Wolfe, Uncle Wil- mount theatre, N. V., Aug.
3 or 10.
lie,
Roberta Lee, Abby Browne
Orch; no cover; no minimum.

Charley Foy popped with a new
show Tuesday (24) that had the

MR.

(FOLLOWUP)

the act at any mo-

—

Beatrice Kay into Ciro’s, Hollywood. July 8; follows with CalNeva Lodge, Lake Tahoe, Nev.,
July 29.

BAUM-NEWBORN AGENCY

join

—

and militated against profitable operation.

GLASS HAT
Thonli

backer). Abel.

Carnival Drops Gate Nick

NOBLE and KING

MR.

(financial

to

ment. Except that Skulnik might
use too much English for Martin
& Lewis.
On the night caught Martin &
Lewis made exactly 29 Jewish ref-

by August, veteran maitre d’ of the
Maisonette, now that Jean has resigned with the foldo of the
Iridium Room. Jean, incidentally,
is now co-owner of LaRue’s, having bought out Peter Oglietti with
another headwalter and a third

Royalfy

York bow at the Vanguard. Others
on the Angel layout have been

With the addition of Mary Raye
and Naldi, plus Eileen Barton

restaurant; in fact, it’s been enhanced via its penthouse cock-

nocif, :V.Y.

Si.

t'opai'abana^ IV. Y*
(FOLLOWUP)

Until recently,

they used Gordon’s Village Vanguard and the One Fifth Avenue
to incubate Blue Angel material.
Now they’re running Prevue Nights
at the club, which so far has provided more than a few acts. Stan
Freeman on the current bill (New
Acts* proved his mettle. Hayes Gordon and Martha Wright (New Acts)
came up via the One Fifth Avenue
and Irene Williams made her New

Rtprasanfafion for fha

HYMAN ZAHL AGENCY
OF LONDON, ENGLAND
Attroctions, Acts Inftrastad in Parsonal

Manogamant

and Europaan Bookings
WRITE

RKO

—

—

WIRE

Thanx,

PHONE

PLaza 7-7254

Bldg., Suite 902, N.Y.C.,

HAROLD KOPLAR

For Our 22 Consecutive

Weeks

At Your

HOTELS CHASE AHO PARK PLAZA
ST. LOUIS

GARW^

VAN

and Orchestra
Or 0«r Way

to

Tahoo-Biltmore Hotel, Lake Tahoe, Idaho

FOR THE SUMMER
.
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be rotated because act - budget
would be an ample consideration.
Fire
Report by the committee to be
completed by the fall will most
*1
Continaed from pafo
likely call for many of the recom Madison Square Garden, N. Y., at mendations made by AGVA. The
which the majority of cafe enter- committee is also likely to put a
greater bit4 on the gross receipts
tainers appear, empties their spots
from a paid show which could infor that night at least and for some
time to come because the 20,000 elude a percentage of the usually
profitable advertisement-laden souor so attending an MSG show see
many acts in concentrated form. venir program. There’s also been
some talk of getting a slice out of
Walters,
the
Latin
Lou
As a result,
Quarter, N. Y. operator, for exam- contributions taken in at a free
show. Primarily, it’s regarded that
“exclusive
service”
the
pie utilizes
clause in his performer contracts certain benefits now held will be
outlawed completely because profrom
free
away
acts
his
to keep

L

Jamestown, N. Y., June 7.
The second annual convention of

j

jugglers in the high school auditorium.
Outfit, which now has about 150

I

i

members, was formed

to promote
interest in juggling.
First honor
guest was Jamestown resident.
Harry Lind, maker of the standard
“Lind” juggling club.

I

i

i

fessional

AGVA

The recent

formula

rooms,”

of

getting one-seventh salary for its
performers is not regarded as an
Many would like
ideal solution.
to have regular club date salaries
Club date salaries are
in effect.
generally up to one-half of an act’s

Another
regular weekly salary.
criticism of the one-seventh salary
plan is that the same headliners
are called upon continually. Under
the club date salary, plan would

Chicago, June 7.
A1 Benson, disk jockey with a
wide colored following in Chi area,
took over operations of the Beige
Room, southside nightclub in the
Pershing hotel, with intent of booking top Negro recording names,
nightclub acts and an eight-girl

The International Jugglers’ Association will be held here June 1922.
The American Legion is sponsoring the show to be put on by the

j

shows.

A1 Benson’s Takeover
Of Cafe for Negro Names

2d Meet

Jugglers’

TA Under

promoters, with "boiler
get the majority of the

take.

Benson,
besides
jocking
six
hours a day, has a- TV show, his
own ad agency, two record shops,
an interest in the Swingmaster Recording Co., and promotes concerts
and one-nighters throughout the
midwesf!

,

Penthouse’s Tea Dansants
The Penthouse, N. Y., is making

I

i

ViaOR BORGE HURT
IN.AUTO CRASH
San Bernardino. June 7.
Victor 'Borge was reported seri!

^

[

line.

!

'

I

;

Committee working on the report will comprise Dunn, f'lorence
Marston, Screen
Actors Guild;
Ruth Richmond, Chorus Equity;
Angus Duncan, Actors Equity;

SENNES’ FLORIDA

i

Hoffman, American Fed- arriving.
Radio
Actors
and
American Guild of

Harold
^
'

a

j

i

Skylar in Dallas

j

Date

Dallas, June 7.
Sunny Skylar, singer and songwriter,
opened engagement at
Baker hotel Mural Room.

ously injured in a car collision last
week while returning to Hollywood
from a date at the Last Frontier,
Las Vegas.
Borge’s car collided with another auto Friday night near VicThree of his ribs
torville, Cal.
were broken. Comic’s wife and
two children, who were in the car
with him, escaped injury.

I

j

bid for the afternoon tea and
cocktail trade.
Spot has signed dancers Dennis
and Thojnnson to entertain at these
sessions before dinner trade starts

55

'

BRANCH

F’rank Sennes, Cleveland nitery
booker, has opened a branch office in Miami Beach, which will
handle bookings there and throughout the south.
Jerry Berger is in charge of the
Florida office.

eration
of
Hy Faine,

Musical Artists.
Aside from the approximate 100
benefits cleared in New York, the
eastern section of Theatre Authority has jurisdiction of free shows
in most of the midwest including
Chicago and Miami, ’fhe western
branch of Theatre Authority operates as a separate entity. The Coast
TA in its divvy gives SAG 30% of
the
that

TA

ers.

If

receipts on the ground
contributes most performAGVA stays with the current 'FA setup, one of the conditions would be a share equal to
it

that of

SAG’s Coast

office.

Continued from page

53

the picture houses and niteries in
town, as well as hotels and restaurants.

**TOPS*^ in

THRILL-A-H ATI4 \S!
Variety says; ”A thriller
applause." Zabe

—

Billboard

— u)in*

tumbling

"Tap-notch

aaya:

heat'y

and teeter board. Trouve has added
wonderful fnot-to-foot catch. 1‘ulled
sustained mitt."

hefty,

—J.

Sippel

Currantly

to

Fair, the New York
Exposition cost an estimated $155.000,000 to put together, of which
$3,000,000 was kicked in by ConThe last big Chicago Fair
gress.
cost about $40,000,000 of which
Uncle Sam anteed $2,000,000.
Carter T. Barron, Loew’s rep in
this territory, is executive vicechairman of the Sesqui Commish.

Washington

Charged
With Death

AF*

* RDAl. S lura rrlicf from iormani of
it a rral boon to all tkona wlio
have lufferrd painful ilrpt Mhile going llirotigh
the ''routine''
lirhing feel need no longer
mb many uorLing lioiirt. ROAL'S lure formAlkictc't Foot

kills

fungi.

.

f'.DAI,

for

way

Sure

loot

lo

**'•!'*'

EDAL

TIm

find

Qfo*li

order

Continued from page 53
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gated. Resolution is supported by
the Los Angeles group. Delegates
unanimously passed a resolution
directing the national administrative secretary to dismiss her.

Mas

LAboralorieft-OielMa,

.DAI

Nome
Addre^t

THE NATION’S
LEADING CONTROL ARTIST

JACQUELINE

In Accord on Tele
It’s also expected that Ihe convention w'ill ratify proposals made
by the 4A’s 'Felevision Authority
on a separate setup for video performers.
Other convention actions include
the seating of Charlie Banks as alternate delegate for Lena Horne,
unable to attend. Jerry Baker, of
the New York group, is conven-

chairman.
There’s also the possibility that
Jackie Bright, head of the N. Y.
membership board, may be chosen
president, succeeding the incumbent Gus Van.
In another resolution, delegates

TECHNICOLOR

IN

LATIN QUARTER

•

NEW YORK (NOW)

,

shall

lU'NN
Mg«.t BERT COLLINS

l'lub-dul«ii:

NA'I'

also militate against musicians

emce vaude and

COMEDY
for All

'Tk*

~

Thoatriealt

M A ST

¥.

n

ORIGINAL Shew-Bii Gog FiU”

@

NOS.

$1.00 Ea.
1 to 30
(Order in Sequent* Only)
~-Sp*cial: First 13 Filet for $10.00
All 30 Filet for I2S.00

•

PARODIES |I0
• minstrel budget
Bki.

3

• HUMOR-DOB (or
• 3 Blockftiit Booki
or oil
(or

No

3

FREE

Srnd

Bk.

•

IlS.Dfl

•
•
•

Prr

Emc«c<

2S.no

to.
..... 325
Oiir. VoU. (or $50
ln(o. on ollior ma(trial.

C.O.D'o— Open

Dally

Incl.

Sundayt

PAULA SMITH
200.

ho

W. S4tk St., Dept. V, N.
CIRCLI T-IIM

Y. If

Florine Bale, who was ordered
dismissed on charges of malfeasance of office by delegates at the
Chicago AGVA convention, declared in New York yesterday
(TuesJ that she had written a letter several weeks ago to AGVA
toppers demanding a bearing on
She is yet to get a
the charges.
reply, she added.
Miss Bale plans to- fight the
ouster before the Associated Act(jrs and Artistes of America, upon
formal notification of her dismis-

saL

.

.

architects,

hammered by

carpenters, reshaped

and now,

The

.

It

First

Word

In

ceiling,

from

in luxury,

spotless kitchen to gleam-

and STILL

.
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.

.

ALWAYS

Good Food.

The New KELLOGG’S For The

Finest Cafeteria

Dining You’ve

Ever Enjoyed.

THANKS TO THE

AI/^NF ORGANIZATIONS

BRENNER ELECTRIC CORP.

J.

Beef
442 East 13th Street, N. Y.

1260

H.

FRIEDMAN

tk

SONS

Restaurant Supplies
30 Cooper Square, N. Y.
J.

P.

FRIEDMAN
Broome

Street,

tk

Archileitural

819

3rd

N. Y.

VKTORY PURE FOOD

BROS.
Woodworking

LOCAL MILK PRODUCTS

Ml West 48ih Street. N. Y.
MAZUR BROTHERS & JAFFE

CAFETERIA,

CO.

Groceries
7y East 4th Street, N. Y.

Avenue, N. Y.

232 Front Street, N. Y.

SIEGEL

Architect
1841 Broadway, N. Y.

V e^etables

Bakers Supplies
Seiaucus, N. J.

KORNGOLD

HERMAN

504 Grand Street, N. Y.

SONS

Pood

Dairy Products
119

J.

CANE

Groceries
87 5rd Ave., Bklyn., N. Y.

JACK SIEGMAN

11-02 Bridge Plaza South
Long Island City

EMPIRE STATE CHAIR CO.

Baking Products
510 East 76th Street, N. Y.

INC.

Milk

Corona, N. Y.

FIELDS BAKING CORP.
520 West 48th St., N. Y.
FINK BAKING CORP.

Point Ave., N. Y.

HERSHEY FARMS,

CORONA STORE FRONTS
600 Broadway, N. Y.

Oak

CO.

Lawton Ave., N. Y.

SCHRIER & CO.

H.

Paper Products

LINEN SERVICE
514 West 49th Street, N. Y.

15

HARLEM PAPER PROD. CORP

CENTRAL COAT, APRON &

St.,

SUCCESS OF THE NEUT KELLOGG'S

MERCHANTS BEEF

GEU3ZAHLER
2078 Crotona Parkway,
Bronx, N, Y.

MYRON BUCHSBAUM ASSOC

43-42 162

WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE
Provisions

159 3rd Ave., N. Y.

MATERIAL

Bramhas of

r

¥

vs

cafe shows.

.

Make

AGVA members

work with non-members.
While this was designed to elimiperformers, it can
amateur
nate

HAItItY SAN'ri.KY

Heii.t

Par.

decreed that no

.

We’re modernized from floor to
ing counter. We’re the last word

tion’s

ACROIATICS

its

WE’RE READY. We’ve had a face-lifting job
the likes of which you’ve never seen. WE’RE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
CAFETERIA YOU NEW YORKERS HAVE EVER ENTERED! ..

by plasterers

AGVA Changes

loinlorland

*ATHII.Tl‘a FOOT

proudly announces

We’ve been swarmed over by

healthy ti«iue at
itiday— Jon t

proiitolet

Send

ionla<|)

lirtt

YORK'S NEWEST CAFETERIA

the

However, it is admitted
in.
here that such exhibitions generally wind up in the red and that
the bondholders usually have nothing left but their pretty certificates
to frame.
As contrasted with the limited

CDAL

ula

In Cafeterias becomes

came

MILES INGALLS .r?.'

delay! Sale

Name

Old

various exhibitors.
This would make the nut if it all

PALACE, Naw York

to

NEW

programs and concessions. In addition, they hope to add another
$4,530,000 from rentals of buildings

Dir.:

A Grand

Managers Of the Fair estimate
they would gross 10,000,000
admissions at 40c net, and pick up
another $400,000 on royalties from
that

W.

H.

FOODS

Groceries
135 Plymouth, B’klyn, N. Y.

PHILLIP WECHSLER & SONS
Coffee
204 East 23rd Street, N. Y.

YORK SIGN

CO.

335 East 26th

St.,

N. Y.

/52 West l')lh Street, N.

Y

n

i

WcJnesilay, June 8, 1^49

S6
Jimmy

Clay
Walter Nye Ore
Ralph Funt Ore

Jeff

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF JUNE

Bob Grant Ore
Panrhito Ore

Savannah
Daniela
Teddy Hales

Vlllape Barn
Mike Riley Ore
Eileen * Carver

Manhattan Paul

Piute Pete
Villase Vantuard

I

Billy

'

UePaur & Toulag

!

g

James

Ida

Josh While
Josephine Premice
Marian Bruce
(' Williams
Cyril Haines 3
Waldorf-Astoria
Eddy Duchin Ore
Misfha Borr Ore

Ruth Mason

mnnection witll b1l1« briow Indlrnt* npcnlnf Amy of show
whether full or split week
I.etler in piimitliekeit IndlmteB idreuit: (I) Independent; (1.) I.oew; (M) Mamb
(T) 4‘iii'nin<tuiit (Kl KKO; (8) Stoll; <W) Worner; (VI’K) Woller Kendo

Pauline Bryant
Shotsie Davis
Rosetta Davis

Niimrralti in

'

I

E^trelita
Lucille

Dixon Ore
VerMilies

;

NEW YORK
Capitol

CITY

A1 Trace Bd

Joan

Shyrettos
Oriental

Thomson

MIAMI

Lawrence Nikol
Budells
Borkettes
i orps <le Ballet

Olympia (P)
B & J Marco

[

Ore

Pal ce

(R)

9

|

Lane Tip
Fred Sanborn

\'ic

(P)

3

Graham

Adio

'.

I

Palace

I

10

Emil

Phil Spif«lny lire
Patricia Bright

Art

!

Merry-

l.und

i

Sis

&

Aneels

Howard

ri
A K<sa
Ken Card

Coi

I

Junior

A-

I

12-15

^

Erskine Hawkins
Pes Leg Bates
Joyner Sc Foster
Emerald Sis

O

4
j

'

'

YOUNGSTOWN
Palace

CAMDEN

Gold

GREEN

Towers

Lewis

10-12

(I)

TAR
Rafferty
F’ielder A

Granada

Harriet
Lorraine

Ralph A

Dorothy

presently not hurling the
gate and eventually will help it via
Rickey mainbuilding new fans.
tained the Dodgers were grossing
more this year than ever before.
Consensus among the writers was
that the relatively poor boxoflice
shovtdngs being made by oilier
N. Y, teariLs. despite their first
place positions, could be attributed
to poor publicity and promotion,
rather than to tele.

3

(D

Jack

Ro.se Murphy
Herman Chittison
I

A
FINSBURY
Agnette

4

A Massey
Hope A Ray
< raig
A Voyle

Bop City

Kerr
Billy Day
Adrian A Spero
Nat Hope
Kinule Bros A

A

iMi

A

Sk.vrockets

Kerr
F Evers A Jackson
Bill

Ml lit hard
A Jav

Rob Murray

GRIMSBY

BRADFORD

Alhambra (Mi

Amoy

Palace

Prlmo

4

Watson

I'Ken A

.Sea

Lio.n

BRIGHTON

Aithur W'orsley
Lionel King

!

I

I

;

Henlere
Kaves' Pekinese
Stanton

Her.s<-hel

I

A Iris
CHISWICK

l-rank
4

^'•‘^:g>

3 I.eRoys
2 Plavboys
Duiu-an’s Collies

Harmonica

<

i

Ja»'U

>

4

Jacqueline Dunbar
Htfleu

Norman

j

Rascals

Joy Nichols
L.irry Griawald
Glenns
George Riley
Helene Heller
Jack .Stanford
Dick Henderson
Olga Varona
Maurice Frenrh
Eva May W(miu

(S)

Alan

Cloris Leai-hm.-in

Bob

Dn<

I

Old Roumanian
S.ulie Hanks
Hob Fitzgerald
C.irmen Montova
Miike.v Freeman
Joanne k'lorio

.s

Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Edison
Henry .leiome Drc
New Yorker
Nat Brandwvnne
Ore
Tohnnv Flannagan

.loe

D

Aileen (Iraff
Elouise Christiana

Barbara Frazier

LaPorle Oi<
OnPanthouso

.\quila

Gloria Ben.snn
Biliv

Kurt

Mona McDonald
Joan Walden
4

Mc.Memmen

lohn Silver
Gloria Manning
Al Cooper Ore

Tahherl
.Maier

Riviera
Ton.v
I

M A
•lark

Martin
(•

Champi

Carter

Judd Lynne

out

events unless hou.se
advance.
Walter

in

impresario,

state

is being hurt and
have banned all future pickups.
Both admit that the advent of
video
hypoed
attendance
and
brought out new patrons for a

Ro>x

Harold Fhnvilic
Old Knick
Gene Bairy
Paul Killiam

Oliver

sold

local wrestling
that their gale

1

Bob Doviiiev
Ha/el Webster

Hotel

MANCHESTER

Hippodrome
Charlie Kunz
Leo Fuld

Line

Ambassador

Duff y

Dri-

Fifth Ave
Fletcher A .Sheidy
.Nancy .\ndrew.x

Eddie .Slone Ore
Ca.>tenanos Ore
Hotel Biltmorc
lack Edwards Ore

K

W.mer

7.

pro-

Brown, manager of Hub’s Arena
and Garden and Paul Bowser,

Dannv Sullivan

No

vi.sing of their
is

White

Shepard Line

Burns’ Bird.x

Korrah .Minevitih

4

EDINBURGH

4

Irene Ilervey

DERBY

Ben VosI Co
Mervyn Saunders

.Stone

Palladium (M)
Allan Jones

Donald H Sluart

Francois
Armand A Anita

Sis

LONDON

A Ross

Nat .laeklev
ostello Twins
Marianne Limuln

Formhv

O’Keefe

'

A Hess

Angle Bond Trio

Ore
William Adler Ore
William Scott
Hotel Astor
Carmen Cavallaro O
Hotel Belmont-Plaia
•Noble A King
t'red

N A V Monroe

4

Ha\

Empire (M>
Jack Raddiffe

Hotel

V

Powers

Fiaiiie.s

Ri'ves
.Sacasas Ore
Pam ho Oi t

Mike Howe

Empire iS)
Jiinm> James

(ira.v

4il

Trim

Brookl.'

Paris

Leon A Eddie's

Kenneth Buffet

4

(1)

.Norniaii

wrestling

moters have begun to feci the
pinch of improved video pictures
and as a result want no more telc-

Eddie Davi.x
.Marion
Ijahja

Hub boxing and

I

Goodman

Leslie

ILiy

Boston, June
j

Kirkwood A

A Rolando

Mildred

Slump,
Promoters Blame Video

Fites, Wrestlinj^

On

BibI O.iterwald
3 Riffs

Havana-Madrid

Bob A Larry

LINCOLN
Royal
l.ec

GanNert

Bank.s
bora) .Sextet

Raquel

Coq Rouqe
Calvel OnTovvnc

Ruban Bleu
-Michael Brown

t'izcaino Or<-

4

(S)

A

Ross
Cliff
Sheflock
Douglas Harris
Billy Wells
2 Matelocks

'

Baker

(S)

Bartlett

I

lillord

Grand

LEICESTER
Palace

I

CARDIFF
New (S) 4

Carrol

2 Laconas
Harry Baiiev

>

be' inoiir I.ovlies

II

4

Marx
B Lloyd A Belly

.S.iNon

Wancr O

Le
Oscar
Jack
Le

Lamb

Sandler Ore
Alvarez Meia
Juenger Ballet Line
El Chico
itoslla Rios
Da mil on A
Chapuseaiix
Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheroa

Ilai'po

I

til

0.0.

B H.irlow Ore

II

Flack

Madhatters Bd
Danny Dray

<H.'irl.y.s

(

LEEDS

Curtis A l.yvoie
Harliara Leigh
David Williams
Adeie .Speedacs

Don

C Handv

.lack
Billy

Co.

Empire (M)
A Lucas

Ore

Dui'so

Alvarcs Oic

W

Cary II A Muiidv

BRISTOL

Florence A
Fi ederic
Jacqueline Huiley

Pearl Hailey
Liicienne A Ashour

Billington

Mack

M

Jack Palim-r Ore
Latin Quartet
Mel Tonne

Don Tannen

,

Jack Caasidy

(>il

Sadler
.lohikson Clark

Empire (D 4
Sv'< Seymour Bd
GoO- i.ince Evans

ll>lda
!•'
.Marx

Mendels.sohii

Hal

I

I.ewia

Ramona Lang
Diamond Horteshoa

4

Iris

(
i»'i' ’(’wins
lit '‘''Ion A \assi

1

(Si

Hawaiian
Serenaders

(

A

Eileen Barton
Penny Carroll

HACKNEY

Empire

F

Hit'podrome iMi
Tess A Bill
Billy Cotton Bd
n e.ss O'Shea
3 Hot ley s
Joe Blai-k
Alan Clive

B

Copacabana

Forrest
.Mayo

Perry
Morris Lloyd
Line

Ahn

Kaye & Naldi

Walsh
Skating Tuphoons

A Diane

^'ale

Ore

H.irrv
'

J.

)

Harlan Dixon
Eddie Nelson

Siater.s

Martin

Lawes

'Ti.n.y

Moran A Elof
tieorge Meaton

Line (7)
Florence

4

Vic Ray Duo
Swan A Leigh
Jimmy Robins

Poole

D.t. id

Curbello

Wong

(D

.Scala

Dennis

^ era L.v nn
Adair.s

Jo.se

Iceland
Lewi.x

Danny

A Jackie
.Mei Ling
Pupi Campo Ore

&

Indianapolis, June 7.
Madi.son Sq. Garden prez Gen.
John Reed Kilpatrick is due in
Indianapolis
today
(Tues.
to
huddle with Olsen & John.son,
who.se show is now playing here.
Comedians are slat(*d to bring
the show into the Garden June 27.
a day ahead of their debut in the
n e W' Buick-sponsored television
program, which lakes ov(‘r the
Tuesday night at 8 slot on NBC-TV
being vacated by Milton Berio’s
“Texaco Star Theatre.”

Hotel Taft
Vim-ent Lopez Ore

Chine Doll

Kanazawa Troupe

Jadlne

Ore

Kilpatrick’s O.

Ore

Hotel Statler

Eddy Howard Ore

Geo Shearing Ore
4

3 Dunhills

feeieno

J.Mirie

Rogers

GLASGOW

Roosevelt

M Shaw

Car# Society
Irwin Corey
Juanita Hall

Empire (M)
Danny Kaye

Matthey 0»

Hoiel

is

Paul Span- OnHotel St Regis
t.aszlo A Pepitu

Gordon Andrews
Johnny Nazzaro

Foster

Gioe Ore

^

while, but now that engint'cring
difficulties have been ironed out
to a great degree, patronage has
fallen off to an alarming extent,
even the most faithful fans elect
ing to watch the fights from a comfortable arm chair or bar stool.

On

prv.

many

manife.stations

thereof

Ust

agers and others

accepting bribes
and leaving many tourists out
on
a linib so far as the choice
hostel
Ties were concerned. It’s
expected
to be even more aggravated
this

Augu.st.

Palace Policy
from page

-

1

ral resources,

siderable route at prices just on
par with what was received at the
Palace. Ordinarilly. acts might get
more on out-of-town bookings, but
inasmuch as theatres will have to

went

pay travel expenses and assume the
expense of reopening several
houses at whatever deals can be

London, perhaps even more

in

so,

but the F^rench, for all their natu-

seem to have thrown
their consciences away as regards
hotel tariffs, restaurant scales, and
llie
like.
French hotel controls
off

October, and it’s not
seasoned
excuse
for

la.st

sufficient

made with the various craft unions.
American globetrotters when
«4*0
4
A MX XXM
A A*
managing directors tell them, “But it’s felt that at the present time
maxinuim salaries will be just
il
is not our fault, Monsieur; the
on
about
a par with New York
hoard of directors did this over our
!

lx

rk 4

has

a connotation of caution that
you gripe too much maybe you
won't "always be taken care of.’’
There are instances of $30 suites
having mounted to $7.'i a day. and
if

the like ratio for singles.
C’ornclius Vanderbilt, Jr..
Variety's
roving
European corre-

and baseball.

football

not too good. Kilpatrick
thinks, because the puck is so hard
for the cameras to follow.
He
maintains that a number of factors
in addition to tele can hurt the
gate, such as weather.

Three Suns

.Vndrewa
Jack Martin

.Tokers

Baro

(

H Elliott
tifitie Gitana

Nicola

Barrett

Amy

Hockey

cross-querying

summer, with jaz/ed-up cancella.
tions. due to some assistant
man*

(’untinurd

—

basketball,

much

austerity obtains today

spondenl. cites the ca.se of the
Hotel Mcurice where, vtitli his wife
having 102 teinperature. he was
raised 10,000 francs ($30) a day
for his room; he doesn’t say rooms,
nor does he indicate what was
Illustrative of the pro-TV conthe
basic fee, which certainly must
tingent is Madi.son Square Garden
prez Gen. John Reed Kilpatrick. have been an item, considering a
class
hostelry like the Meurice.
will
benefit
those
He believes tele
sports on which it can do a good The rea.son given was the “PMC
coverage job, pointing specifically is here, you know,” meaning the
(And
to the way TV has revived interest Prime Ministers Council.
of fans in the roller derbies and when a Vanderbilt can’t afford it,
Ed.)
vt'restling and has reacted well on who can?

Hotel Plaza
Ilildegarde

Mark Monte Ore
Payaon Re Ore

Jackson 3
Cafo James

IS

Ralph Lane Ore

.Salvatore

Eckstine

C Barnet Ore
Sheila

Ashtons

G.

Ella Shields
Lilly Morris
K'.ndolph .Sutton
n.-lbol O’Farrell
Biilv Danvers

I

I

Boy Andro
Doreen Harris
.Scott

7
3

BIRMINGHAM

Syil

.

Pertwee

.Ion

Renee

Hippodrome

PARK
(M)

Kizma A Karen
Sam Costa
A Ka.v A Gloria

-loe

Billy

Sylvio

Empire

Bartlett

3

Martha Wright
I

ASTON

I

Hotel
Pierre
Arlini A Cun.siicio
Getty Jane Watson
Stanley Mclhn Ore

Louise Howard
Stan Freeman

BBITAIN
Hippodrome M)

Corlie.s

Blue Angel
Hayes Gordon

George August

(P) I

Price

lony Bavaar
Michael Meehan
Bill
Knapp

Striders

4

P O’Farrell Co
Jenny Hayes

CITY

Bruce Mapes Jr
Dick

The same

is

on now with, Paris
authorities
because it is anllicipated that
th.
Augu.st season in Cannes
will cr.
[ate further ill-will. There
werp

.

Talent Must Decide

Whether

acts will go for this deal
remains to be seen, but according
to past performances, talent generally will take a lower salary be-

That “always taken care of’’ is
supposed to be the antidote to the cause of prospects of steady work.
financial rap. And some Broadway This was proved during the lush
Rickey. and Hollywood
folk suspect it also war days when performers worked

floor to reaffirm his conviction that

Len Keols
Johnnie Lawson

There

mg

1

Cordell

TV

of boosters, not beefers,’
they state
frankly.

re.st rift ions,’’

heads, and all we are trying to
is make sure that
at least old
friends like you. Monsieur, are always taken care of,’’ etc.

Branch
however,
ing,
Brooklyn Dodgers’ prexy. look the

Millionaires

Rose

(2'

Continued from page

YORK

Webb

Jilla

Karloffs

3

CHICAGO

Chicago

A Van

CANADA
EAST
HAMPTON

The Froddys
Bex Reacai)

Evelyn Terry
Bud Prentiie Ore
Vine Cardens
Lind Bros (3'

Pros and Cons

4

Empire il) 4
Smeddle Bros
Robey A Joan
Ken Noble

Bagatelle

Ross

Priest man
Sc

Continued from page 2

surcharges as 100 francs (30c.) for
the cake of soap which Yank touri.sts expect to come automatically
with their accommodations, especially since there’s an automatic
surcharge for “service” on
all de luxe hotel bills.
In 1947 and 1948. the average hep American tourist traveled with 300-400 pounds of packaged loodstufTs, particularly to
Kngland (soap, candy, canned fruit
juice.s, concentrated milk, Nescafe
and kindred type coffee, etc.). It
was usually as a generous gesture
But it
to
friends in Britain.
was found that, even then, the
Continent was bountiful, “providing you had money and didn’t get
(oo technical about local rationing

do

J

NEW YOKK

13-15

(I)

Pat Henning

E.

.lue

Mickey .Sharp
Velina Sheriy
Mel Cole Ore
Panrho Ore

Cliarlic Carts

The Carltons

Frolics

Silver

Hotel Stevens

l>U:>

I.arry Clinton Ore
Nellie Lutcher

Day Dawn A
Dusk

Di Gitanos (2)
I

IMa«*a 7-2354

Munro A Adams

Monica Mooro
Toni Gauer
J Brewer Ore

D

I

EDDIE SMITH
KKO Itlde.. Suite

Allen A Nobles
Kajar
Doris PatLs Go

Cass Franklin

Paris Gyp *N’ Take

Bill

Marianne Fedele
Preston Lambert
llild Dancers <6)

4

fill!

Sherman Hotel

j

I

H Edgawater Beach
Buddy Morino Ore

ACrique
A Moroney
•loe King
Spence A Davis
(J Keeie
Bros A
Annette

Mary

SHEPHERDS BUSH
Empire (S) 4
Jam

m. Morris Office
HHMOciiited with

'

.Marco

Margaret Phelan
(one to

Morgan

t’leef

,

Loi'kc
Melville Sc Rakar
Leslie Sarony
Dolaire
Noni Nila Sc Dodv
Tatlersall A .lerrv
leniiv Howa Id
3 Slevil Sis

\\

Now

'

•lose!
;

(I)

Empire (Si
Arthur Askey

,

Empire (M)
Rey Sc Bessie

!

I

,

O

Allen

Barclay

T A S De

Merry Maids

WOOD
J

4

(I)

‘

Pat Trevor
H

Hugh
SHEFFIELD

'

.Sybil

I

;

Savoy

;

Norman Meadows
K A E Marsh
Dunn

'

Julian

Fled

IRVING GREEN
Formerlv

Hippodrome

,

Albert Grant
Renee Beck
10

(I)

4

Jack Haig
4 Sandlor Sis
Freddie Harrison

j

WaddinKton

(M)

WOLVERHAMPTON

;

4

SCUNTHORPE

Calvary Bros

I

Radio Revellers

'

I

Suzanne King
Johnny O'Leary
Billy Chandler Ore
Hotel Bismarck

.

Co

iVlorcno

Mapes

Jerry

Gloria Uondy

Buddv Rii.st
Palmer House

Holsingt

Nervo A Knox
Bud Flanagan
Naiighton A Gold

I

tT.ivon 3

'

Frances
I

Cromwells

I

Volants

7

'

Roily Rolls

(one to litli
State (I) 9-11

^

Pat
Bill
/ill

Yoeman Bros &

Troy A I.ynn

(M)

!

t'harles A Lucille
Jack Raffioer

G A B Du Ray

Harry Hall
Snyder Ore
"Salute to Rodgers
A Haminerslein”
Honey Dreamers
Ralph Sterling
John Kri/a
Ruth Ann Koesun
Erie Braun

Al

I

VICTORIA

Adler
Max Wall
T Jover A Raf

{

Capitol (L) 9
Burns 2 * Evelyn

9

.lose

^

Palace

I-arry

!

Evelyn

Sc

I

t

I

Royal

I

;

Pann Merryman

ampbell A
Rogerson

Hacktoril A Doyl**
Val A Monty

4

PORTSMOUTH

'

WASHINGTON

'

Alan Cnncv
Toy & \Vin«

LUike Art

i

10-12

(I)

LeShore

BALTIMORE
(I)

|

Lenny Colyer

I

Hippodrome

I

Go Round"
Vernon & Ryan
Uredice & Olson

'

&

(W)

Sis

"Hollywood

'

lies

Strand

I

I

(12)

Chez Paree
Adorables
J Rodriquez Ore
r Davidson O (11)
Manor A Mignon

I

<

hihppe St Maria^*
I); ve
Barry
M Reid & Dorothy
Western Bros
Harry W'orth
Chocolateers
Cooke's Ponies
I'CKs.v Cochrane

ROCKFORD

MiCleiiahan
Bella's

Empire (M)
Ancaster

I

Sirdini

I

t

Jerry Brooks
2 Arleys

Roxy (I) 10
Andrews Sis
Bern os & 'I'oy Boys
Arnold Shoda

I

Kubh Wilton
j

13-15

Ballantine

j

riias

!

Jack Parker

5

SWANSEA

NOTTINGHAM

Rll)

Co

Empirs (M) 4
Lee A Barrie
B Reid A Durothy
Cyi'lo Bros

1

Evans
Sherwoods

(two to

Bd

I’rima

4ii

Buck Douglas
O’Doherty
Hawthorn
Bunkhouse Bovs

Steve

Lena Home
D. La Salle Ore
Chtz Paros

Louise

‘

Sst.

Carman (I) 9-11
A A J Johnston

Brinckinann Sis.
Skating Blvdears

I

.

*

(I)

Wonder Wheelers

I

I

Blackstono

I

"Skating Cirrus"
Betty Atkinson
Charles llain

'

I

& ChaiiCs Tony Martin
C Warren A Jean
Gene Baylos

Bailey

re;,KV

j
I

Bobby Peters Drc

s

Ike Freedman
(ieorge Wood

M

NORWICH
Hippodrome

i

PHILADELPHIA

Talbert &: Martin
Pick Buckley
Ben Yost t’o
I’< CK.v Taylor 3
Valter Nilson
Christine Noll

Paramount

I

Senator Murphy
M Christopher
T Dix E Fellows
3 I-undons

I

Klaus
Harold Tomlin

I

,

Zandra

Sc

I

SnulTy

'

Conrad’s Pigeons
Hal Monty

I

Minne

st

Mulcis
Francois

lch

Iii
I

1

Franke

Peck & Peck

Nancy Bell
Cody Sandiser

4
Jill

Sc

I

Kirk

Eloise

Empirs (M)
Jack Crisp

5

iii'ip

•Isckhswk
Sc

SUNDERLAND

NEWCASTLE

Empirs (M) 4
Smith Bros
George Doonan
Latona & Sparks
Mendiassy Bros

j

CHICAGO

Sc

Margaret

S

CINCINNATI

Reid

i

Crackpots
\iax Baton
t'utlon Bros

Graham
'

Shubert (R) 10
Louis Jordan Ore
Paula Watson
Will Mastin 3

i

Norman

I^ouis

i

Carl Sands Ore
tune to fill)
i

Wyn Mayo

III

I

,

Eoriiand Nault
tileiin Burris
Paul Morrow

by

9

(I)

Beryl

Or Crack

Johnny Lockwood
Brock ways
C Adey Sc Dawn
MacDonald Sc

I

Joey Bishop

l.os (iatus

linrold

i

Gordon McRae

Music Hall <l) 9
Buck & Bubbles
Cenia Melnitcheiiki

Norman

Harold Barnes
Wheeler Sc Wilson

I

Green
Edwards

Jackie

f

(L)

Alvinu Rey Ore
Jerry Lester
\ asabonds
Evelyn Tyner

C'arroJI

for a portion of their regular salary

on USO-(’amp Shows and are still
doing it on Veterans Hospital Camp
Shows.

RKO is obligated to various craft
unions, particularly some locals of
the American Federation of Musicians. w hit'll have been promised
a minimum number of weeks during the year. With shortage of attra< tions. it’s believed that the circuit has fallen behind their limetable of playdates and is anxious
to play out the time with the
Palace policy.

Expansion of the Palace type of
vaudeville w-as tried this week at
the Oriental. Chicago, which put
in an eight act bill with performers
like

Gus Van. Joe Termini and

others.
While gross wasn’t sensational the profit was big in comparison to the overall show costs.

Other New' York houses are
studying results. Mage Associates,
which operates the Laff movie
Making hay while the tourist houses, is mulling a "Palace policy’’
dollars shines, two of Paris’ best for the Laff movie. Boston, formerly
known restaurants are promoting the old Normandie where B. F.
business via “anniversary” celebra- Keith first played vaude in the
tions. Both are trying to alleviate Huh.
'I’he Hippodrome. Baltimore,
by this publicity the high-cost-of- is attempting to get a bill with
living beef which the deluxe ho- Palace performers, and major as
tels and eateries are getting for well as indie circuits will make up
Paris
and for all of France. their mind in direction of vaude
Squawks have become so general if the policy continues to pay off
that French tourist minister Henri during tiie summer dog days.
Ingrand had to acknowledge it during the French Tourism C’ongress.
RKO Rrandris, Omaha, Soon
which just closed in Vichy.
Omaha, June 7.
Tops for the anni celebrants is
Manager .4rt Caplane of the RKO
the Tour d’Argcnt on the Left Brandeis is prepping for vaude.
Bank, which is run by Claude TerStage of the Brandeis is standrail
Specialite de la maison is ard 38 ft opening and 85 overall
duck, with every client getting a with 46 ft. (iepth is ample for all
souvenir card showing the number of the uses of vaudeville or roadof the duck he ordered. Reslau- shows. The house, however, has a
ranl made a special event out of limited seating capacity. In case
the serving of the 200.0(K)th duck of a vaudeville policy there are
last
weekend (30) with music, 1,250 good seats. This eliminates
dancing and entertainment, which the top gallery with 500 capacity.
is
unusual for this gourmet’s House is old-style roadshow' setup
stirine.
with .soDarate entrance for gallei^
Other eatery is the very Parisian hut building is in excellent condiMaxim’s, a property of the Beaii- tion.
dables. just back from the U. S.
Vaude news was received here
It’s more the atmosphere
than the with enthusiasm. Omaha still ha*
food that counts in this spot, with a sizeable segment of population
it.s
mcmenlos of Paris’ former which hasn’t forgotten the halcyon
sporty days. The restaurant’s anni days of Martin B4‘ck’s old two-acelebration is taking the shape of day Orpheum w hich was one of the
a four-day (May 31-June 3) .series best grossers on the circuit day in
of gala dinners at $15 per plate. and out.
Spot is taking advantage of what’s
Bandshow's are taking it on the
currently left of the tourist dollar chin here.
Public seems to be tirto commemorate it.s 50th birthday, ing
of the band group with enicee.
although this party is really taking plus a couple of acts.
place six years late.
‘Anniversary*

Gag

Paris.

June

2.

Fox, Detroit, Vaudfilm
Tourists Bureau Worried
Tourist Bureaus in sundry key cities, notably in America.
are plenty concerned, since
they have done an intensive
ppstwar
job
propagating
France’s
I"

I

(*nch

the other side of the fence
however, baseball attendance has
not been hurt, with figures running ahead of last year’s boll figures.
Although both teams air gaiety, hospitality, cuisine, i^intages
pennant contenders, consensus of and luxuries. None knows
better
opinion seems to be that inade- than they that, of all
foreigners, the
quacy of ba.seball video coverage Americans are the
most ardent
has brought many ne^K fans to ball Fi’an(*ophiles.
parks to see what they miss on
“We certainly want Americans
video screen.
lio tome back from Paris a bunch

Detroit, June
Fox begins a summer
show policy this month, when
vid M
Idzal. managing dire
Tlie

f

brings in tlie Frankie Carle
cheslra for a week beginning
\
24
The Mills Bros, will be

added attraction.
Dick ('ontino, accordionist,
a unit of other

ners are

Day and

.set

Horace Hcidt

for July

his stage

uled for Aug. 12.

16.

show arc

D(
si

'1'

WcdpMday, June

;

1

'

,,:

.

11

;

''

Pmrmmomnu N.

who

V.

interpolates his Hollywood
impressions, while doing some tenLouis Prima Orch (15) loitH
nis ball Juggling, registers.
Xeely Smith, Arruizing Mr. Ballon-

Perhaps June Christy might
4 Adio; “Sorrowful
Vic
(Par), reviewed in Va- seem an anomaly in this lineup of
Jones’*
standard
acts, but slick-looking lass
49.
April
13,
piety,
scores with the younger trade on
The fact that the Paramount “Lullaby in Rhythm,” “Willow
show has less than usual com- Weep For Me,” “How High the
fashion, and winds
plement of acts doesn’t detract Moon,” in
from the overall value. Previous with sock “They Didn’t Believe
show collapsed and current layout Me” for happy returns.
Ross Wyse, Jr., and Peggy Wowas rushed in hurriedly.
is mack open second half of bill, with
proceedings
Sparking the
Louis Prima, energetic maestro comic and lanky partner scoring
and one of the top comedy band- with their adagio and jitterbug
leaders. Prima has the knack of in- dancing, pointed up with clown.
fusing humor into everything he antics.
does, whether in a novelty tune
Gus Van clicks with flashbacks
or among the items that have be- to the tunes that he and his late
come classics in hi.s repertoire. partner, Joe Schenck, introduced
However, he makes a mistake at years ago. Flurries of applause
this house in relying too much on greet “Waiting For the Robert E.
There are cer- Lee,” “At Sundown,” “Wonder
the Italian stuff.
tain numbers that he does, such What Became of Sally,” and “That
as “Marie,” “Butcher Boy” and Old Gang of Mine.” Van still holds
“Angelina,” in which the non-ltal- his rep as one of top dialect singlans can grasp the meaning of ers and finales with a special bit
his tunes despite the language bar- about the income taxes for solid
rier, but it’s a different matter to returns.
build up to a punch and then deJoe Termini comes close to stealliver the climax in Italian, thus ing the show with his facial pantoleaving most of the customers be- mime, which rocks the audience as
wildered. Despite this. Prima is a he and the electric violin, guitar,
good entertainer and delivers plen- and zither that he plays comes to
ty sock entertainment.
odds.
The Orantos (3) are a fine
The Amazing Mr. Ballantine is a handbalancing team who would
comedy magico with a superior line have registered stronger in a betof snafued tricks. His satire on ter spot, but nevertheless get hefty
necromancers produces topflight applause for stint on 24-foot shoulhumor. He doesn’t complete a sin- der pole. Will Harris, producer,
gle trick, nor is it necessary. He also does an expert job.
Zabe.
has some cute twi.sts that make his
turn one of the best of its type.
Hall, x\. Y.
Other act in the layout is Vic &
Buck k Bubbles, The Rudells
Adio, a Brazilian import, discussed
under New Acts. Completing the (3), Rockettes, M. H. Baltet, M. H.
roster is Keely Smith, who does a Glee Club, M. H. Symphony; “Edhillbilly number and a novelty tune ward. My Son” (M-G), reviewed in
with Prima. Her pipes are pass- Variety March 9, ’49.
tine,

Palaee,

I

I

Hayes

i
I

no dimunition

interest in the
third week of the revival at this
former Broadway stronghold of the
two-a-day.
It has its spotty moments in the mixture of the old
with the new, but, by and large.
it’s an entertaining, playable pro-

'

i

j

;

!

i

in

STAN FREEMAN
Comedy
15 Mina.

Gordon

and

Blue Angel. N. Y.
Stan Freeman is one of the moro
promising members of the new

Martha

I

,

For the sentimentalists who

|

call

I

vaude’s

heyday,

there

re-

>

are

Fanny and Kitty Watson, plus HerHyde with his breakaway

mm

;

Tom

musical instruments.
'

j

i

'

biage

|

i

'

ent comic.

i

Freeman

'

does

a

Russ

version

of

“Okla-

homa!” and kids some of the more
His material
popular composers.
is fresh and bright and he looks

I

like he’ll

become a vogue

in a short

Jose.

while.

;

VIC A ADIO
Aero

^

9 Mina.

Paramount, N. Y.
Vic A Adio, Brazilian Imports,
are one of the better hand-to-hand
balancing teams. Duo have some
astounding lifts, several made from
seemingly impossible positions. One
of them, wherein the under standee
pulls his partner upward from a
sitting position while separated by
^tab1e,*is merely the opening sample of their unusual gymnastics.
The team imparts a degree of
comedy in their work. One of the
team has a scholarly mien with
heavy-rimmed spectacles and uses
that pose to get across some laughs.
The pair work rapidly and get in
some tricks rarely seen among this

|

|

|

Always imaginative, Leon Leoni-

various types

illustrates

j

j

.satirizes

He takes a melody and
how various composers
would have written the same song,
of tunes.

i

i

!

has a majorbowes

still

to his present desirability as a cafe
comic inasmuch as his Irregularities enhance his status as a differ-

,

I

Jose.

levels, but
in ma.ss

approach in his work. His singing
is far from polished and he has
still to acquire professional mien.
However, these are no drawbacks

^

i

IQ

can be exhibited

Freeman

I

!

'

it

hasn’t
been
of his ver-

Some

spots.

,

!

that

,

|

|

This singing pianist

for higher

is

most of

;

reveals

Gordon is a poli.shed baritone
Barrett with legit musicomedy background,
IS this weeks ‘‘extra’ oldtimer, in and MLss Wripht
has been making
line with the house policy of re- considerable
headway with her
peating one who had appeared at cafe work.
Both voices are int he Palace during the two-a-day at
dividually good and together they
that house.
produce excellent harmonic reThe two-sister Watson team has suits that are surefire audience
hardly changed over the years. material.
Material is somewhat
They manage to get laughs from off the beaten path. They open
the nostalgics with their crossfire with a version of “Wonderbar” in
of gags. They’re not for the newer which they fight for the solo spots.
generation, of course, but a 'glance This makes for a logical continuaaround the Palace finds that the tion into tunes in which they can
revival of vaude is bringing in the insult each other. They drop this
older generation, which insures a attitude to go into a “^uth Pacisock salvo for Fanny and Kitty fic” medley which gives them a
Watson.
melodic peak. In addition, they’ve
Herman Hyde, with a blonde some novelty numbers from musistooge, hasn’t changed a piece of c^^s which command attention,
business through the years. As
Besides its vocal
excellence,
was pointed up years ago by at team makes a good appearance,
least one Variety mugg, he’s got
jose.
to soap it for the family time, but
he got plenty of laughs at show EILEEN BARTON
caught.
Songs
Moke and Poke, colored dancing 19 Mins,
pair, click with their fast hoofing. Copacabana, N. Y.
while The Appletons (3). do nicely
Eileen Barton, though still a

,

crop.

material

around before.

that a combine
can enhance .stature as entertainers and increase current market
values.

;

I

I

has

One Fifth Avenue Club, N. Y.
Indulging in some vocal doodles,
twosome

comedy

]

have merged talents to effect a
turn which promises to be a smart
singing act which can work chichi
and mass spots alike. Pair were
recently booked as singles at the

i

9 ram.

j

!

Acts

IVf.\RTHA

Vaudeville at the Palace shows Wright, two accomplished singles,

i

'

I

New

GORDON A
WRIGHT

Appletons (3), Wolly Brown, Tom
Barrett, Don Albert Orch,; “The Songs
Judge Steps Out” (RKO), re- 14 Mins,
metoed in Variety May 11.
[Blue Angel. N. Y.

I

87

Y.

The Danwoods (3), Don Henry
Fanny k Kitty Watson, Bob
Hammond’s Birds. Moke k Poke,
Herman Hyde k Co. (2), The HATES

I

b^

I¥.

Trio,

j

able.

'

MOUSE REVIEWS

1949

8,

” * ^o-woman, one-man Ap^he youngster, has had considerable exThe opening turiv the Dan- perience in the varieties, in radio
woods (3) plus Bob Hammond s
platters, though this is
qu
thT
Birds and the Don Henry Trio, are
dgbut for the New Acts files,
show.
Hem
Top
this score reviewed under New Acts.
on
i°™"Lh”?-hrr?hill
Savannah Churchill ’’l
She’s a personable songstress in
* .hf‘"K?io is a “Sawing a Woman in Half”
..
Odum (4); Arthur La Fleur, 3
Wally Brown is the closing act the rhythm idom and, as such, okay type act. They’re okay for most
which achieves a wonder
^nich
Jose.
Brown Buddies, “Piqmeat” Mark- fully whimsical and humorous ef-i with his patter. He goes over. He for theatres and cafes,
visual media.
ham k Co.; “ Violence ” (Mono).
still
depends on a running line
Miss Barton ha.s a common weakluminescent coswhere he fails to finish his sen- ness among rhythm singers and BOB HAMMOND’S BIRDS
Dizzy Gillespie, champion of be- }rr*'boxe“°^multaneou'ly‘""fou^^ tences.
Much of his act is com- that is in selling an especially slow 10 Mins.: Two
bop. and Savannah Churchilldod forth in coTtumes’ mak^ pri.sed of weather-beaten gags, but ballad. That goes particularly for Palace, N. Y.
likeable personality and her vocalizing of “Some Enchanted
“queen of the blues” top an averBob Hammond’s act of trained
them
visible onlv from the he has a
age bill at the Apollo this week
manner of presentation.
Evening,” in which she fails to cockatoos is a good act for any
With four rhythm, five reed and
Tom Barrett, the 79-year-old who achieve the proper phrasing or “two” spot in theatres. The birds
six brass, the band stays in a confollows Brown as the unbilled “ex - shading. And she should forego do such varied stunts as whirling
^
venUonal hot groove. Accenting the {Jicky terping*^*^
tra,” amazes with his surprising any tendency towards a blue lyric, on miniature bars, dousing a fire in
bop motif, it puts “Lover Come
as in “Yak-A-Puk,” since her youth- a miniature building, counting by
item in which Leonidoff agility in a few dance steps.
Another
wringer.
Back to Me” through the
Don Albert, an old hand at play- ful, bubbling type of personality is ringing bells, etc. They’re especleverly uses his vast facilities and
•*
K..
T
PtrsoliMl l> the flnale in which the ing in the pit, still evidences his not suited to such material, even cially good for the kids.
Hammond, however, as pacer for
forihs > paddlewheeied ability at batoning a show such as for a cafe. But she has the feel
.h;
*
for a rhythm lyric, and knows how the act, needs more showmanship
*
steamboat by piecing together this with all its complicated cues.
The act has
drammer inYo/a neat stint
in the presentation.
Kahn.
were standing ’em up at to put it over.
They
panels.
moves
lighted
As
the
boat
Jw/k .It? ih. il.;.., .(T
the standard kind of comedy for
the last show opening night which
*.^*^^#?.,*it!fJt
^vncaii.t acfoss the Stage, the Rockettes in
turns of this type, namely the “ungives Sol Schwartz, RKO’s theatre
'<<»>'
Combination
of
hy
a
«•
in e orflco of u«ufir»rY ^nA
Johnny H&rtiriAn ?n
cySi/a o
Sn
veepee and the main force behind by Contino. Gals are young and ruly” member of the troupe, and
it’s always good for laughs. Kahn.
numbers. His delivery is rather {^resting effect of riooling water
the vaude revival, a continuing op- loaded with personality,
wooden on “Again,” but bounces
Contino was generous with his
the
well -uJ?d
in a portunity to thumb his nose at
"f
too
DON HENRY TRIO
tunes,
most
them
accordion
of
back with an okay “That Old Black
Kahn.
^ouHne 'Gi^ls do° *a skeptics.
known by his recordings and air- Harmonica
Magic.” Warbler Joe Carroll’s bop
ings. Opens with his special “Lady 8 Mins.
chanting finds an avid audience.
3fatlonal9 L^vllle
of Spain,” then an excellent treat- Palace, N. Y.
Solid in its own medium. Gille-'^f^YiWngston in wsLm^^^^^
Louisville, June 2.
‘P
ment to “Twilight,” “Come Back
Three-man team does the standbli^ Myfng card
to Sorrento.” “Canadian Capers,” ard stuff on the mouth-organ plus
acceptable fashion.
Miester
Jeannine
Dick Contino,
semi-humorous specialty in
g
Tom “Czardas,” and “Sunrise Serenade.” a takeoff on Spike Jones. The latthis Setting are Fernand Nault, Ge- & Eddie Krieg, Lu Ann Sims,
rhn
Mystery 4. Pepperettes, Does a neat job of emceeing the ter. with a typical Jones makeMclnltchenko, and Norman my Check,
Ai
hnmfiM
ters. Tall
’Man of Evil’ show, and gets the acts on and off shift instrument, including balThompson, Norman Wyatt narrates Contino Orch 6
with a minimum of chatter.
loons. induces some laughs.
lyHcs written by the Music iU).
Colorful production number
King Odum quartet. Latter,
Okay for the vauderies. But the
Hall’s poet laureate, A1 Stillman,
prising bas^ guitar ^Jid two warNew unit headed by Dick Con- closes show, with all the young- trio should be dressed more unl^ matter of fact, Stillman verse
sters takmg part in an Italian folk fo>'wiy. As is, they’re attired too
biers, supply a well-balanced backselected
and
accordionist,
tino
pretty much throughout
jg
ground to the songstress chirping. ^ carry through the minstrel show group of act» picked from Horace dance, “Tarantella.”
Kahn.
loudly.
Swell stage show, and a credit
She sells her numbers well, but
Heidt talent hunt, shapes as bright,
Contino
Horace
Heidt
and
Dick
to
misses a chance to v^n still strong big.
(3)
over
DANWOODS
goes
THE
and
fare,
vaude
Buck k Bubbles and The Rudells fast
some on all counts. Biz was slow, due Acrobatics
top the imported turns and both Talent is young and fresh,
teenagers, to local bus strike, which affected 8 Mins.
s*"® first-rate. The pair of Negro of them appearing to be
Wied.
and all houses in town.
Brown Buddies, ^®t t®*]P* comics click Just as successfully in
chap,
Palace, N. Y.
Contino is a handsome
In J^*^,**
good recepThe Danwoods, two-man, onevast and sometimes stuffy at- makes his entry to a
orch,
six-piece
woman acrobatics, do the standard
a
by
backed
Hippodrome, Balto.
mosphere of the Music Hall as they tion,
balancing and other stunts. They
piano, drums, bass,
"'^th their familiar material at consisting of
Baltimore, June 5.
do it all okay but should speed it
Apollo and the niteries. sax, trombone and trumpet. Combo
Burke k Hallo, The Cords (2), up and sell better.
thin at times, to
ts a trompoline act with sounds slightly
Haymes, Jo LomOkay for the family-time. Kahn.
^
two guys and a gal bouncing off audiences accustomed to 16-piece Artie Dann, Dick
“L6 Fathand bordi House Orch 12
Arthur La Fleur has had
canvas. It’s tops in this type bands, but they are plenty hep,
a stand^d act for more than 25
oms Deep’’ Col
technique and com- give neat support to the turns.
years
main
He precedes his
Opener, Jeannine Miester k Ed^^
event with a few manipulations
Current bill is a smooth-playing
Skouras Choice
Krieg. ballroom team, are
die
on the flying rings. For the climax,
obviously beginners, but do the layout sparked by Dick Haymes in

N. V.

A|I4sIIo 9

Dizzy Gillezpie

Orch

doff has surpassed himself in the

act.

(15.
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etilh
Gilb.

blackouts.

Oriental*

2.

Womack, Gus Van, Joe Termini,
Orantos (3), Carl Sands Orch;
“Massacre River’’ (Col).
to

emulate the N.

closing

'

1.

'

j

|
I

'

(3t. Slagg MeSensationalists
Mann Trio, Billy Rayes, June
Christy, Ross Wyse, Jr., & Peggy

Attempt

June

i

,

Ulii

Chicago. June

Continued from pace S
slot, and perked throughout
by talents of the support acts,
Backed by Jo Lombardi house orch man for the Indies present, it had
ron stage, show gets off to a snappy been widely sugge.sted that .Arnall
start via topflight hoofery by Burke be named to the vacancy in the
and Hallo, mixed team of tap.sters. U. S. delegation.
As things now stand, it appears
Make fine spot for The Chords.
Comedy is smart-working twosome in impres- highly likely that the Council will
rhythm from a jug.
which
be
allowed to die. However, if a
singers,
with
bands
and
.sions
of
.score
they
The Three Gay Blades, replete their forte,andandplaying “Mountain holds pace smartly.
fourth man is appointed, he will
with handlebar mustaches and nos- clowning “49
is
highly
improved
“Mama
Dann
a
Artie
and
probably
be Spyros Skouras, 2()thWomen”
Music,”
talgic songs tops bill, and their
comic with good material and a Fox prez. Skouras has been highly
no.stalgic Don’t ’low.”
such
of
harmonizing
sure way with a gag. Utilizes a active in trying to solve the British
Sims,
Ann
Lu
vocalist,
Youthful
items as “Bird in a Gilded Cage,”
with styl- parody built on his schnoz to good impasse.
Other U. S. members
“1 Want a Girl” and calliope im- is cute, and does nicely
of “Someone Like stead. Has been here before, but are MPAA topper Eric Johnston,
presh gets solid response, with ized versions
Tom- current stint stands up mightily Metro chief Nicholas M, Schenck
Wrong.”
Be
audience reluctant to let them go. You” and "I May
drummer, against previous efforts. Earned and Paramount president Barney
Tony Karloff, who doubles as my Check, nine-year-old
audience appre- 'maximum respon.se on show caught, Balaban.
emcee, scores with impersonation is a natural for
Haymes gets a knowing recepLad gets down to work
If the Council is permitted to excarbons of Pat ciation.
with
routine,
by the Con- tion on his entrance and scores pire without further meetings, as
O’Brien as Knute Rockne. Peter with the traps, backed
with vocals of “It’s a
strongly
brief
a
offers
Then
is expected, it will be because of
Lorre. Monte Woolley and Charles tino sextet.
World,”
Wonderful
Big
sesh of tap dancing, which wins Great
Laughton among his best.
the opposition generated to the
applause. Pianist for “Lazy.” a medley of current pops
Gil Johnson taps a la Bill Rob- additional
propo.sals it made at its April meetGlenn Pickett, from Hutch- and for a clinching closer. “Old ing in Washington for an Angloinson. interspersing with patter for band
River.” Winds matters in
his Man

standard lifts, spins, and the like
with ease. Next on is Mystery Four,
routine
Pheby Sisters <2>, Gil Johnson, who have a zany hillbilly
Bass player plucks
clicks.
Latie k Norvell, Tony Karloff, 3 which
from a
made
bass
improvised
an
Blades. Ray Watkins House
Venetian blind cord, and pther
ttsi
chaps play guitars and one gets
'Rep).
.Sonp o/ Indio
Seattle,

moat” mdrknflm & C/O., who clicK,
rUrk
per usual. In the house s .standard

comedy

'

Palomar* Seattle

he suspends himself bv the teeth
from a swivel in mid-air. Whereupon he rotates at varying speeds
for a good reception.

Y.

Palace policy of straight vaude bill
of eight acts comes off very well.
While perhaps there are not as
many vaude fan.s in this area as in
N. Y.. theatre was comfortably
filled opening day.
Sensationalists
make a flashy
opener. Gal and two male partners
hold attention with toe-hold roller
skating spins. Stagg McMann Trio
garner neat returns for harmonica
renditions of “Dance of the Hours"
“My Devotion.” Billy Rayes,

'

j

nice results.
Pheby Sisters open with in.strumental and vocal numbers. Lane
and Norvell do nicely in aero and
adagio routines, with femme .scoring with some diff'cult turns.
Ray Watkins band backs acts
Reed.
with usual efficiency.

a solo spot with
tills
in.<Jon.
boogie, which had youngsters
the audience jumping.

solid

in

U.

fashion,

S.

accord.

SIMPP

led

the

squawks and Arnall and the Society’s counsel. Robert J, Rubin, have
The Winter Sisters, acrobatic had two meetings with D. of J.
Gun Was Loaded” and “Put Your dancing trio, were mistakenly re- execs to complain that the proShocs On. Lucy.” Close with a ferred to last week as a twosome posed agreement violated the Sher‘

Biz

fair.

Burm.

with
harmonizing of “I Didn’t Know the
Pepperettes. girl

straight vocal,

trio, click

more subdued, aided

in the Capitol, N. Y., review.

man

act.

.

/

Wednesday, June
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So Near, So Far

Minimam

Shows

of 11

Likely

Play Broadway Thru the
Minimum

prob-^
ably play through the summer on
Broadway. That’s three less than
spanned* the hot months last year.
However, if several of the uncerof 11

shows

Lefdt Reporters

|

Call Selves

tain entries also continue, the

summer may

equal

Organization of

list

even

or

top that of 1948.
From recent indications business
may be disappointing over the
summer. Grosses, which had generally been bettering the 1948 figures, recently sagged, and for the

,

few weeks have been running
below the level of last season. If

last

that

trend continues, the

list

shows may even drop below

On

of

11.
is a

i

j

New York

legit

reporters, formed two mronths ago,
decided this week to take the name
Drama Desk. It was also voted to
confine the membership to those
who actually cover the legit beat
( including critics who double as reporters),
excluding gossip columnists, copyreaders, makeup men,
Luncheon meeting was held
etc.
Monday (6) at A1 & Dick’s Steak
House, N. Y.
Off-the-record talks by prominent figures in the legit field are
to be a feature of future sessions,
of which the next will be July 11.
Sam Zolotow, of the N. Y. Times,
presided at Monday’s meeting,
Robert Sylvester, of the N. Y.
heading a heckling minority.
Mrs. Greg Davidson, who covers
legit for Variety in Chicago, was

Museum,

,

!

,

an Ear,” Broadhurst; “Mister Roberts,” Alvin; “South Pacific,” Ma“Streetcar

Named

Desire,”
;

Barrymore, and
ley?” St. James.

“Where’s

Club.

Again

.

Char-

through

her Show-of-the-Mont’h
Letter signed by Ivy Larric
president, claimed, “Thit
will protect us against unfair competition created by her subscrinbusiness."
Miss Siegler reported that she had turned the
matter over to her attorney. Meanwhile, she is going ahead with the
booking of theatre parties as well
as her regular SOMC operation.

ATBA

.

i

I

'

Mrs. Larric’s letter to the producers stated, “We have no quarrel
with
Show-of-the-Month getting
the regular allotment of 30 to 50
tickets per evening; more than this

amount would constitute a theatre
party.” It added that ATBA mem-

who made

bers handle all “saleable” plays and
thus “provide bu.siness where it
can be used to advantage” and do
not necessarily “single out hits
which con run on their own mo^

Tix Distrib For

mentum.”

BVay Does Fade

Mrs. Larric subsequently explained that her organization requires that theatre parties be at
least half a house, and usually An
entire house.
Miss Siegler’s acceptance of smaller bookings is
ruining the theatre party field, the
ATBA prez claimed. She argued
that Miss Siegler should be confined to either subscription busine.ss or theatre parties, but not permitted to handle both.
Miss Siegler, noting that there is
nothing unethical in engaging both

Outfits

;

policies, said that many organizations cannot afford to buy an entire
theatre at any single timj, but that
some of these can take part of a
house several times a season. In
that way, such a group is not
swamped with more tickets than it
can
handle
and isn’t thereby
tempted to dispose of its unsold
tickets through brokers.
All
managements queried by

Scalping Furor

Definitely slated to lay off from
June 25 to Aug. 22 are “Anne of
the Thousand Days,” Shubert, and

‘Madwoman

of Chaillot,” Belasco
Figured doubtful bets to continue
over the summer are "Along Fifth

Avenue,” Imperial; “At War With
the Army,” Booth; “Born Yesterday,” Miller; “High Button Shoes.”
Broadway, and “Two Blind Mice,”
Cort.
“Mi.ss Liberty,” which premieres
July 7 at the Imperial, will force
‘Along Fifth Avenue” out of that
house, if it hasn’t already folded
by then. “Liberty.” scheduled to
open next Tues. (13) for a tryout

ler to “subscription tickets only"

'

"Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950,” Center;
"Kiss Me, Kate,” Century; “Lend

'

Variety predicted they would pay
no attention to the ATBA move.
Several
que.stioned
whether it
would be legally permissible for

them

i

FOR SPANISH REVUE
Sol Hurok is negotiating with
the Shuberts for a Broadway house
to pre.sent a Spanish revue, “Cabalgata.”
Finding the house has

;

I

!

1

run

such a proposal.

;

‘

|

to carry out

HUROK SEEKS HOUSE

j

!

by

anyone else, regardless of agitation
“
by the ATBA.
Producers were urged last week
by the ATBA to confine Miss Sieg-

j

,

ignored

continue to accept theatre party
bookings from Miss Siegler, or

Out-of-Town

By Bigger

be

here.
Milt Gross, Larry Marks, Larry

Gelbart and William Manhoff, latter three radio writers, are work•*
« wrRes
Manhoff
ing on the book.
for the Dennis Day show; Marks
and Gelbart for Bob Hope. Comic
Makes Offer of Tour
save them the green light to work
m
•
1*
1
on the revue, which is being adaptlO KIISSI8 AnVlUn6
w
aA
Weinstock,
Matt AVpiflRtrtPlc.
by AAaff
book Hv
ed from ao K/^rtlr
Russian Embassy, which last Los Angeles Daily News col
week turned down an offer of Bal- umnist.
Theatre to tour Russia this
let
fall, on the grounds that it was too
late to make bookings for the coming season, has been approached
by BT again. On behalf of Blevins
Davis,

apparently

will

Broadway managements. Majority
of them have Indicated they will

Used as 'Gyps

Garden; “Death of a Salesman,”
Morosco; “Detective Story,” Hudson; “Goobye. My Fancy,” Fulton;

jestic;

A.’

the original offer, BT has written the Embassy,
asking just when the Russians
could take a visit of the American
dance troupe, stating that satisfactory arrangements could be made
Davis is president
for any time.
of Ballet Theatre Foundation, BT’s
sponsors.
attempts to work out new
Davis is at present in Denmark,
out-of-town ticket disEvidence that some of the bigger having gone there with an Equity
and more reputable theatre ticket troupe to stage a Virginia State itribution for Broadway shows apOne
disappointments.
to
be
agencies have been using the
Theatre Co. production of “Ham- jg jj^p ^ipj^pj office set up in Swern’s
smaller “gyp” outfits to carry out
let” at Elsinore. Davis is backing .^jppa^tn^pnt store, in Trenton. The
wholesale speculation in desirable
the venture, with the U. S. Army other is the proposed sale of
seats to the top Broadway hits has
having flown the troupe abroad as tickets bv American Express Co.
been uncovered by N. Y. commisa cultural goodwill token. Davis offices in various cities.
Nelthei
Neither
sioner John M. Murtagh, it’s rehad volunteered to back the Ballet project is dead, but both now ap
ported, The illegal practice has
Russia for a pear doubtful.
been carried out by means of “ex- Theatre visit to
month’s tour, at an estimated cost
changes,” according to members of
The Trenton ticket office, for
of $100,0000 for transportation,
the commissioner’s staff.
aj-noe prospects were opThat is the latest slant in Mur- maintenance and salaries. It s be- timistic, had sold only 53 seats as
much
lieved now the cost would be
tagh’s probe of ticket-scalping on
of yesterday morning (Tues.> for
Broadway. If the suspected com- less, as it’s understood Davis all six shows available. Of these,
plicity of some of the big agencies planned to enlist aid of the Army 19 were for “Mister Roberts” and
to fly the dancers oven
is conclusively shown by continued
12 were for “Streetcar Named Dequestioning of broker records, liSomething over 20 orders
sire.”
cense revocation proceedings will
were involved.
be brought against the top offices,
Although additional sales may
the commissioners office indicates.
come in during the week, it’s beLatest agency to come under
Continued from pafe 1
lieved unlikely that there will be
Murtagh’s inquisitive eye is Acme,
enough to cover the cost of the
of which Michael Atlas and George opening, when it reached about operation.
It remains to be seen
More or less sin^lar vvhether the disappointing results
Solitaire are the heads.
Its books $460,000.
and records are being studied by situation is said to exist at “Kiss on this first attempt are conclusive.
the
commissioner’s
accountants, Me, Kate,” “Death of a Salesman,” Managers of some shows involved
and Atlas has been questioned at “Detective Story” and the lesser think it may take longer to educate
some length. He will be recalled hits.
the out-of-town public to patronize
for further inquiry.
Mail orders for “Miss Liberty,
such local offices. Or it may be
Meanwhile the license of the the Robert E. Sherwood-Irving that the project would work better
'T.
Aheam agency was re- Berlin musical which preems July during the height of the legit seavoked yesterday (Tues.) by license 7, has already reached about $250.- son. In any case, another attempt
commissioner Edward T. McCaf- 000, with the management hoping will probably be made in Trenton
focyAnd Murtagh yesterday rec it will top $500,000 by opening or some other sizable town within
ommended the revocation of the li- night. But it remains to be seen reasonable distance of New York
cense of the Louis Cohn agency whether it will react to the wholeAmerican Express officials, ap

offset

gin for some shows.
The current productions apparently set to span the summer are
"As the Girls Go,” at the Winter

Move by the Assn, of Theatre
Benefit Agents to force Sylvia Siegler out of the theatre party
field

Hollywood, June 7.
Trudi Schoop, comic ballerina,
has been signed by William Trenk
to do the choreography for "My
L. A.,’’ musical revue which he will
produce at the Biltmore here in
Miss Schoop, who has
August.
been operating a nitery in Zurich,
Switzerland, has already arrived

N. Y.

Ballet Theatre

Smaller Ageies.

by a slump of tourist business from out-of-town.
Light attendance on weekends,
a boxoffice pattern during recent
summers, has already begun to be
felt again on Broadway, and it may
become even more marked as the
warmer weather arrives. That reverses the tendency of the cool
months, when bullish weekend
trade provides the operating mar-

Agents on Show-ol-Mondi

Tnidi Schoop Doings
Dances for ‘My L.

him that Danish authorities
said that the most complete
and authentic data on the subjeri was in the Metropolitan

the other hand, if there
boxoffice spurt, some of the questionable offerings may continue
into the fall period.
several unfavorable
There are Vpvpral
factors about this summer’s prospects for Broadway attendance.
One is that, general business con- a guest.
ditions have deteriorated recently,
with no improvement in immediate
sight.
Another is that legit operating costs are somewhat higher
than last year. From reports, the
expected decrease of New Yorkers
going away for vacations, so there
may be more local theatregoers in
town. But that is expected to be
i

Benefit

people to do research about
types of costumes and armor
in use around the time the
Hamlet legend Is supposed to
have taken place.
Back in New Vork the designer received a cable from
his representatives, notifying

‘Drama Desk’

1949

B’way Producers Seen Ignoring

of "Hamlet” at Elsinore, went
to Denmark several months in
advance to look over the courtyard of the castle, where the
performance will be given.
When he left he hired several

Summer

will

>

this

Nat Karson, who designed
the physical production for the
Virginia State Theatre revival

To

8,

in Philadelphia.

’RECOMMENDED’

PAQS

Kate.

that attendance is apparently reAccording to the commissioner,
acting to the general business unCohn’s books showed that he had
certainty, the publicity about ticket
182 tickets to “South Pacific”
New “recommended” production sold
abuses is figured having a par
for ail average overcharge of about
If proticularly ill-timed impact.
contracts, approved yesterday $7
apiece.
The average illegal ducers felt that any permanent
(Tues.) by the Dramatists Guild, markup was about $5 for “Kate”
solution of the ticket problem were
are already being used in author- tickets. $4.25 for “Salesman” tick- likely to emerge from the present
producer deals for new' shows. Re- ets and $4 for “Detective” tickets, situation they might not be

USED IN AUTHOR DEALS

^

Murtagh

require.

The “recommended” form

pacts,

contracts.

Special membership meeting of
the Guild will be held Wednesday
of next week (15* at the Astor
hotel, N. Y.. to explain the background of the recent court decision
nullifying the basic agreement and
outline the present situation governing author-producer dealings.

‘Salesman’ for Dallas
Dallas, June 7,
Arthur Miller’s Pulitzer Prize
play, “Death of a Salesman.” is due
here next season. No actual date

announced.

Company would be the Chicago
now being readied.

!

'

tion prevalent in Broadway ticket
distribution.
However, they have
not definitely turned down the suggestion.

But they fear that
any improvement is likely to be
only temporary.
So they see the
present uproar as merely accen-

discouraged.

Wing’s ‘Brigadoon’
In Overseas Dates
Something of

1

containing the same general terms
as the old but without referring to
the basic agreement or providing
for enforcement by the Guild, are
in three categories covering dramatic plays, dramatic-musicals and
revues. 'They are understood to he
somewhat simpler in language, as
W'ell as shorter than the old form

group,

'

,

so

.said.

vised contracts, replacing existing

ones negotiated under the now-outlawed Guild minimum basic agreement, will be drawn out from time
to time as individual circumstances

has for years arranged hotel hooksteamship resernations, but still looks askance at
the theatre ticket propo.sal,
Ac
cording to its representatives, they
anxious to risk getting the
company involved in the corrup-

i

tuating

a return to the old
is seen in

the

seasonal

busine.ss. without
lasting benefit.

USO-Camp shows days

decline

promising

Mamoulian

to Coast
For ‘Country’ Casting
"

in

any

the overseas booking of the AmeriOn the other hand. Murtagh is
can Theatre Wing’s hospital tabloid
show. “Brigadoon.” Musical, which emphatic in declaring that his
probe, though it has obviously
recently completed a tour of 30.000
only scratched the surface of the
miles, playing 42 states in 120 ho.sticket situation, has already uncovpitals, goes overseas next week under Army Special Services aegis, ered deeply-entrenched and wholesale abuses. H^ sees the invest igato play theatres in occupied territion as centering attention on an
tory for four weeks.
es.scntially
antiquated setup for
Most of the original 12 members
ticket distribution, and he believe.s
will make the trip, including Shirthat the result may be the eliminalee Dw'yer, Bob Dwyer, Stuart Maction, or at least substantial imintosh. Henry C Neslo, Michael
Higgins. Thelma Fuller. Pat Rogers. provement, in the whole ticket
Vic Smiley and Jeff Warren. .Added sy.stcm.
The commissioner expects to put
are Heqry Gresham, John Andermost of the price-hiking ticket
son and Hugh Williamson.
brokers
out of business by the reThis is second hospital show to
After
go abroad, other being the Wing’s vocation of their licenses.
that, he hopes that the theatre it‘The Butter and Egg Man.”
•self will find a way to police the
He exMavor Moore, Canadian radio ticket distribution setup
actor-producer and author-direc- pects the system to be revised and
tor of the New Play Society, of the modernized, but is understood to
Museum theatre. 'Toronto, is cur- be determined to keep on riding
rently in New York on a radio as- herd on the situation as long as
J_a!___^
signment fur the United Nations. the existing abuses remain.

Roubeu

I

ft

i

Mamoulian.

who

will

stage the Maxwell Ander.son-Kurt
Weill adaptation of Alan Baton’s
“Cry tlie Beloved (’ountry,” went
to the (’oast last week to cast several white actors for the drama
about South African racial conditions.
He’ll cast the remaining
white and all the Negro parts on
his return about June 30,
Play, which may be retitled, goes
into rehearsal early in August for

September tryout and an October preem on Broadway, possibly
at Hie Music Box. The Playwrights’
a

Co.

is

presenting.

H’wood-B’way Axis
Glasgow, May 31.
Glasgow Unity Players interrupted their filming of a slum play,
Rohci't
McLcish’s “The Gorbals
Story.” to present the drama at the
Fhnpre.ss, Cllasgow'
^

.

-

i

Then they resume

filming.

;

'

Ziegfcld was considered for a time,
but nixed.
Revue would be presented by Hurok on his own, similar
to
Broadway
his
previous
presentation,
such as “Tropical

Revue.”
Hui*ok would bring the revue in
immediately.
Production, consisting of about 50 Latin Americans in
variety acts, opened recently on
the Coast to okay reviews, after an
eight-month run Havana and engagements in Central America,
Nut for the troupe in N. Y. would
be abmil $ 20,000 weekly
Hurok, meantime, flew to Europe Sunday (5) to finalize detail*
of the visit of the Sadler's Wells
Ballet, of London, to N. Y. in October. and arrange a U. S. tour of
the Vienna State Opera for the
1950-51

.season.

He’ll

attend

also

to

S-

artists.

in

bookings abroad of his H.
He’s due back in N. Y.
mid-August.

Moncrieff’t ‘Maid’ Record
Perth.

May

31.

Gladys Moncrieff. vet native musical

comedy

star,

who

is

here for

Williamson Theatres in a revival
of “Maid of the Mountains.” has
ju.st chalked
up her 2.289th performance In the lead role, “Maid
is
about the most revived show
the Antipodes, a la ‘Student
Prince” in the U. S.
,a
Miss Moncrieff, an Au.ssie idol,
has appeared on the London stage
and has visited the U. S. She pro*
in

.

fers acting at

homo.

i

TEGITIMATB

WcdncsJaTf June 8, 1949

Bea

Producers of Touring Musicals Beef

At Shuberts

Chicago, June 7.
Sunday performance of “Inside
U. S. A.,” was cancelled when Beatrice Lillie, star of the show, was
found overcome by smoke in her
hotel room earlier in the morning.
Small fire set by unknown source,
but attributed possibly to oil rags
that Miss Lillie uses in painting,
smoke, she
understudy.

Chicago Terms

Stiff

Smoked Out

Lillie

Producers of touring musicals
shows are aroused over the steep ‘Streetcar’ in Oct. 12
rental terms being gotten by the
Opening in London
Shuberts for the Shubert theatre,
“A
streetcar Named Desire”
Jill
A Mreetcar
Desire will
Chicago. Sharing deal is believed
resume toopen
Oct.
in
12 in London, after a
house
any
for
stiffest
to be the
night »Tues.), with Miss Lillie back
two-week tuneup run in Manthe country. However, apparently
in the cast.
chester.
The
presentation
Chiwill
since
be
done,
be
nothing can
cago is by far the best road town by Hugh Beaumont (Tennent Productions), in association with the
in the country, and the Shuberts
have the theatre situation com- Arts Council of Great Britain, and
Irene Selznick, producer of the
(and
practhere
up
pletely tied
original Broadway edition. Vivien
tlcally everywhere else) through
will play the femme lead.
Leigh
Booking
United
the
of
their control
Renee Asherton will have the
Office.
feminine part, with the
second
Terms for the current engage- male lead yet to be cast. Sir
After admini.stering a rebuke to
ment of the Arthur Schwartz Laurence Olivier will stage.
U.S.A.,” at the ShuI

,

j

I

Equity Write-Ins

i

,

j

Get Vote Brush

!

;

’

,

After settling details for the production and being on hand for the
change of the three leading roles
of the original Broadway version
last week, Mrs. Selznick left for a
five-week stay on the Coast. She’ll
attend the London premiere.

;

i

i

|

Terms Unusually

Same terms are understood to
have applied when “Finian’s Rainbow,” “Brlgadoon,” “Carousel” and
“Oklahoma!" played the Shubert.
In every case, the management
protested bitterly, but when it
came to a showdown each had to
give in, since there is no suitable
opposition house available in Chicago and that’s the best money

—

town for

legit

shows outside

Stiff

Terms

Terms

ment

;

action

7.

nut.

’

I

I

!

!

'

of “matters of

of

.several

ago.

j

Boxoifice

Seen

j

John Kennedy,

!

‘

court, of the Leblang agency, may
be able to police its own field.
One suggested move, for the
League and the CTP to set up a list
of "accredited” brokers and refuse
to franchise or allot tickets to any
who violate a code of rules, would
violate the law, attorneys have in-

formed the League.
It’s pointed
that no organization has the
light to prevent any individual
from engaging in business.
And
while individual producers have
out

‘Victims’

!

Of

}

‘Ice’

the right to allot tickets to brokers
or withhold them, as they see fit,
any agreement on the subject by
two or more producers would constitute “illegal conspiracy In restraint of trade.”

Situation

j

Boxoffice men, the principal
“villains” in the current agitation
over ticket distribution evils, are
seen as the victims of an economic
.setup growing out of long-standing

|

|

^

General Rating System
Another suggestion, that allotments be set on the basis of a general rating system, has. also been
condemned by lawyers on similar

j

theatrical practice.

The

essential

fact, it’s pointed out, is that the
theatre treasurer’s economic status
is
generally precarious, yet his
position frequently gives him access to large amounts of “easy

right to vote at council meetings.
It
also approved
the proposed
agreement covering joint administration of television by a 4A’s Television Authority.
Clarence Derwent was reelected
president for a term of three years.
Other officers elected for similar

terms were

formed
under the leadership of Saul Lan-

tion of ticket brokers being
I

j

meetings the right to overrule action by the council. But it adopted
an amendment giving officers the

1

Men

Broadway producers are still
baffled as to how the admittedly
unsatisfactory theatre ticket distribution setup may be corrected.
Subject will be virtually the sole
item on the agenda at tomorrow’s
(Thurs.) meeting of the new Committee of Theatrical Producers, at
the St. Regis hotel, N. Y.
Members of this group are also cooperating with the League of N. Y,
'I'heatrcs in an effort to clean up
the mess.
Most attempts to solve the problem have thus far failed to help,
and various proposed steps have
been ruled out as involving restraint of trade.
However, some
hope is held out that the organiza-

^

in

The membership voted down a
amendment t h a t
would have given membership

I

I

I

moment and

weeks

;

'

I

constitutional

!

Deal negotiated by Buchanan
with author-director Sidney Kingsley. on behalf of himself and coproducers Howard Lindsay and
Russel Crouse, calls for the payment of a $15,000 advance against
15% of the gross and 25% of the
Since 12 American actors
profits.
will be brought over to do the play,
Buchanan must pay about $12,000

!

Munsell and Jo.seph

I

which an alleged write-in campaign
was publicly condemned.

for Jack Buchanan’s pres-

expensive for a one-setter, and will
have an abnormally high operating

'

P.

tion

concern” to Equity before they
were taken up with the membership. This referred to the Council

entation of “Detective Story” here
are believed to be the stiRest on
record for an American play in
Largely as a rethe West End.
sult, the show will be unusually

I

Warren
I

union’s annual membership meeting Friday afternoon i3) at the
.4stor hotel, N. Y.
About 600 attended.
The council call-down, believed
to be unprecedented in Equity affairs, took the form of a resolution
expressing “extreme displeasure”
at the council’s public announce-

i

London

London, June

York.

j

StiD Baffled

to Correct Ticket Evils

Munsell, Schaeffer May
Join in ‘Crowd’ Prod.

of officers and council members,
The action took place at the

‘Detective Story’

New

for the Shubert are stiffer
than for any other Chicago theatre, although the Shuberts also
control the other local hou.ses. Understood that the reason for the
steep rental for the Shubert is that,
when it was bought several years
ago, the purchase price was relatively high, and that the Shuberts
are anxious to recoup the investment as soon as possible.
As far as known, no current theatre rentals in New York are on*
such prohibitive terms. For instance, the deal for “Lend an Ear,”
revue at the Broadhurst, N. Y., reportedly calls for 30% of the gross
to $20,000, plus 25% on all over
that. The house shares in the cost
of stagehands and musicians.
At
the Majestic, N. Y., where “South
Pacific” is playing, the theatre gets
25% of the grosi^ to $30,000 and
over $40,000, but doesn’t share between $30,000 and $40,000. It

for

On How

Schaeffer may join in the producof “One’s a Crowd.” by Eugene Raskin, on Broadway this fall.
Comedy was given an off-Broadway tryout last season. Final decision on whether to go ahead with
the venture was to have been made
yesterday afternoon tTues.).
Munsell is also still contemplating
a.
Broadway production of
“Cornin’ Through the Rye.” play
by his son, Warren P. Munsell, Jr..
about Robert Burns, with some of
its council in connection with a
write-in campaign in the annual the Scotch poet’s songs as incidenelection, the membership of Actors tal music. Show was tried out la.st
Equity
defeated
the
write-in summer at the Berkshire playticket, voting in the regular slate house, Stockbridge, Mass.

;

revue, “Inside
bert call for the house to get 35%
on the gross to $20,000, plus 30%
On top of that
on all over that.
tough split, the theatre doesn’t
share on musicians, the cost of
which comes to about $1,100 a week.
on last week’s
It’s figured that
gross of $40,000, the theatre rental
came to almost $3,000 more than
for any other house in the country.

Broadway Producers

59

grounds. Under this plan, brokers
would be rated according to their
sales of tickets to lesser

shows.
could

-

demand

Obviously, any broker
unlimited numbers of

sell

money.”
tickets to “South Pacific.”
But
Moreover, this extra money, in ratings would be based on sales
the form of “ice.” has always been for shows doing only moderate
considered in the business as a
more or less legitimate source of
income, and his salary has always

first

Thus, a broker who
a strong showing in sales for
“At War with the Army,” etc.,
would receive a bigger allotment
for “South Pacific.”
With N. Y. commissioner of in-

business.

made

been determined accordingly. The
situation is regarded as somewhat
third v.p.; Augustin Duncan, analagous to that of waiters and
employees
who depend ve.stigation John M. Murtagh digfourth v.p.; Paul Dullzell, treas- such
Considering the ging up evidence for wholesale
urer. and Basil Rathbone, record- largely on tips.
additional in transportation. Also,
ing secretary. Named to the coun- uncertain continuity of employ(Continued on page 61)
with salaries regularly much higher
ment among boxoffice men. “ice”
cil were Edward Andrews, Philip
for players from the States, the
Bourneuf, Alfred Drake, Henry is frequently a necessary adjunct
show’s payroll will be boosted conFonda, Dennis King. Ben Kranz, to regular salary.
3
siderably.
Winston O’Keefe. Frederick O’Neal,
For instance, all shows on BroadMost one-set productions in the Robert Perry and William Tailway played a total of 1.230 weeks
shares the stagehand and musician West End can be done for $15,000REVUES
man.
during the 1948-49 sea.son.
That
bill.
But the transportation
$20,000.
Selected parts of the three Intimeans that the boxoffice employee
....
.
and advance payment involved in ^
^
of all theatres worked an average mate revues, "One for the Money,”
“Detective Story” w'ill push its llnly IlnP WllinOW
“Two
for the Show” and “Three
of
of
only
38
weeks
out
52
Xt
J
production nut to an estimated
that rate, the average treasurer re- to Make Ready,” will be combined
l-NITE LEGITERS
$40,000-$50,000, which is virtually
single
as
a
show for a tour of
ceived
.salary
his
of
a
and
$4,180
Used for Big Volume
With that
unprecedented here.
Canadian cities and towns next fall
assistant got $3,420.
CATSKILLS initial expense to be repaid, the
Nancy Hamilton,
and winter.
Under such circumstances. It’s sketch writer and lyricist, and
Of ’Pacific’ B.O. Sale
Circuit of a week’s one-night extra salaries for U.S. actors and
figured inevitable that after a few
Morgan Lewis, composer, are makDespite the current public updates ill the Catskill resort belt the 15% royalty will raise the oplean .seasons, when his earnings
erating to a difficult level.
ing the selections for Canadian
roar about the difficulties and
will be played this summer by legit
Even under such long-shot con- abuses of theatre ticket distribu- may have been considerably le.ss producer Brian Doherty.
tryout shows. Single performances ditions, Buchanan must still pay tion. only one of the two available than average, the b. o. man will
The revue will be a modesttry to cash in on a hit, in order
will be played at White Roe Lake, 25% of the profits to Kingsley and
windows is being used to handle to make enough to carry him over budget operation, with simplified
Livingston Manor, N. Y.; Gros- Lind.say-Crouse,
production and non-name
physical
Majestic
the
sale
at
the boxoffice
the slim periods.
Moreover, the ca.st, so it can get by on modest
slnger’s, Ferndalo;
the Concord,
theatre. N. Y,, where “South Paci- treasurer
and assistant obviously grosses in towns that rarely play
Kiamesha, and other spots. Bookone
observed
When
playing.
fic” is
don’t retain all “ice” payments
Ings are being set by Sylvia Siegmorning last week, the line extend- from brokers, but usually have to legit shows. Also, it must play
Howard Bay Named
ler, resort circuit talent agent, and
ed nearly to the stagedoor of the split with house managers, com- many houses without adequate
Julius Weiner, operator of White
backstage facilities. Doherty’s proBroadhurst. a couple of hundred pany managers
and sometimes duction of “The Drunkard” played
Prexy of Scenic Artists feet
Roe.
44th street.
east o
general managers, theatre owners the same circuit last season before
First tryout to play the mounHoward Bay has been elected
The previous day, when the line and producers.
going into Chicago for a run.
tain one-nighters will be "The president of the United Scenic was a trifle shorter, it took 55 minFurthermore, the Government is
The producer was in New York
Woman With Red Hair,” by Sam Artists, I.^cal 829 of the Brother- utes to reach the window. In both
Locke and Paul Roberts, for which hood of Painters, Decorators & instances there were occasional an accessory to the payment and last week to arrange for the show.
acceptance
of
“ice,”
it
merely
since
Francis Lederer is being sought as Paperhangers of America. AFL. disputes between tho.se waiting in
star.
It will play the week of July
Election was held at the union’s line and people hanging about the requires that such money to be
4
Other shows will be booked annual meeting Monday night <6) lobby near the window. Both times, declared as income subject to taxa- Fabray Starred, Gets
after Miss Siegler scouts them dur- in N. Y.
The designer, who suc- some people in line grew impatient tion. It does nothing to cooperate
with state or city regulations proing their original tryout runs at ceeds Charles E. Lessing, previousin Gn3d ‘Pursnit’
(Continued on page 61)
hibiting “ice” payments or otherregular strawhats.
ly served three years as president.
Nanette Fabray will be starred
wise controlling ticket distribution.
Others elected were Woodman
Equity stock regulations will be
for the first time on Broadway In
The real culprit in the ticket
Thompson, incumbent vice-presi- LEGIT TO
followed.
the Theatre Guild’s musical verme.ss is figured to be the relatively
«
dent, over Robert Paddock; Emesion of “The Pursuit of Happiness,”
tine C. Roche, incumbent recordA.C. S STEEL PIER scalpers and thus demands and due for production in the fall. It
ing secretary, over William Kline;
will also be the first show in which
Burl Ives as the Man
Philadelphia. June 7.
supports the distribution evils. As
Arthur Romano, incumbent finanshe will be getting a percentage of
Legit makes its initial appear- long as people are determined to
cial secretary, over Arthur Arongross.
Hamid’s Steel get desirable seats to the top hits, the
Came to Dinner son; George Everett, incumbent ance on George A.Lahr
Actres.s-slnger leaves this weekin
“Bur- regardle.ss of the limited supply or
Pier when Bert
Burl Ives will make his straight- treasurer, over Edward Kerner;
end
with her husband, pressagent
lesque” opens late this month. .scruples about bribery or the violaplay debut the week of Aug. 1, act- Peggy Clark to the vacant office of
Dave Tebet, for Dallas, where she
Shows will be put on in Ocean tions of the law, there will in- will star in a Starlight Operetta
ing the role of Sheridan Whiteside trustee, over William Carbone, and
Hall, now used by Steel Pier as a evitably be people willing to supin a revival of “The Man Who Ruby Karnolt, incumbent business
production of “Bloomer Girl,” the
ply the hot commodity. It’s merely
Salvatore film hou.se.
over
Came to Dinner,” at the West- representative.
week of July 11. She played the
.4dmis.sion arrangement Is being a re^ietition of the breakdown of
Nine members of the exsame part on Broadway. Couple
chester playhouse. Mt. Kisco, N, Y. Danna.
worked out .so that the theatre tab prohibition.
Singer has received several bids to ecutive board were also chosen.
will then visit her home on the
well
as
will admit to the Pier as
do dramatized versions of his folk
Coast, returning east for the start
the show, with the Hamid manageof “Pursuit of Happiness” reballads, either for concert-legit apZamar
Signs
from
Schwartz
ment getting a straight cut
hearsals. They’ll travel by motor.
pearances or in television, but he’s Prize Play for Edinburgh
the ticket price.
Maurice Schwartz has engaged
booked through next season in
"Eros at Breakfa.st.” one-act play
Moshe Zamar, F'rench singing acregular
Davies, editor of the
I

,

j

vice-president; Cornelia Otis Skinner. second v.p.; Ralph Bellamy,
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MAKE BOW

AT

Who

concert.

Currently vacationing in Boston,
the singer will play an engagement
early in July at the Thunder Bird,
I-«s Vegas.
After the Mt. Kisco
strawhat date he goes to England
for concert appearances for BBC.
He has 88 concert dates for next
season, starting Oct. 1 in Boston.

by Robertson
Peterborough <Ont.) Examiner, will
be presented this summer as the

Canadian entry

in

tor

Shows

,

the Edinburgh

in Rehearsal
Road)— Saint
“Kiss Me Kate”
Subber-Lemuel Ayers.
Sher
Robert
Liberty”—
“Miss
<

drama festival.
The author’s “Fortune. My Foe”
Hart.
was the winning play last month in wood-Irving Berlin-Moss
(Strawhat)—
Penny”
“Pretty
national
Canadian
annual
the
Field.
Leonard
drama festivaL
'

1

i

to

play the

title

role

in

Dowling

his

May Do

‘Truth*

“To Tell the Truth,” Morley Calforthcoming “Yosele, the NightinSholem Aleichem’s folk laghan play tried out last spring in
gale,”
comedy, with music by Sholem Toronto, may be produced on
Broadway this fall by Eddie DowIt opens Oct. 17 at the
^ecunda.
ling.
Yiddish Art theatre, N. Y.
It was optioned until recently by
Schwartz will also be in the cast;
producer John Yorke.
he’ll also direct.
,

1

;

Wow

TaHu-lives’

VeJnetday, June

IIG at Olney;

dramatization

by

John Chapman published

In last Sunday’s (5) N. "y. News his
selw*.
“The Burns Mantle Best Plays of 1948-49,” to be publish^
of a Salesman,” “Anne of the Thou,
“Death
are
The
choices
next fall.
sand Days,” “Madwoman of Chaillot,” “Detective Story,” “Edward mJ
Son.” “Life With Mother.” “Light Up the Sky,” “Goodbye, My Fariev »
“The Silver Whistle” and “Two Blind Mice."

John Coulter of a Russian novel of
the same title, will be produced
next fall by the Gate Theatre of
“O
the
play
in
Olney, Md., Jurrf 7.
join
company to
Dublin. The author has also comTallulah Bankhead in “Private Mi.stress Mine,” “Anna Luca.sta” pleted a new play, “Riel,” based on
Lives,” supported by Donald Cook and “The Skin of Our Teeth.”
life of the French-Indian halfand the rest of the Broadway re- Other shows are to include “Morn- the
7,” “Androcles and the breed patriot of that name, which
vival cast, launched the season at ings at
may
be presented late this sumOlney theatre with a record-break- Lion,” “The Heiress” and “My

tions for

The Woodstock

$12,500 for nine performances, or a
grand total of $23,500 for the fortnight in the country.
Bankhead, always a sock draw^
In Washington, from which Olney

Tuesday night

last

season

includes:

Winslow
11;

Ian

w'ith

Boy,’’

I

“The

4;

Keith.

!

Churchill, July 18;
“For Love or Money,’’ with John
Loder and Betty Caulfield, July 25.*
Also, “Present Laughter.” with
Edward Everett Horton. Aug. 1;

“Accent on
Lukas, Aug.

Youth,”

with

j

1

1

Paul

I

“Her Cardboard

8;

Pitt

Revue

for

Me. Strawhat

Pittsburgh. June 7.
Things,” the original
revue which closed a five-week run
at Pittsburgh Playhouse Saturday
night (4t, has been acquired for a
strawhat production at Ogunquit,
Me., summer theatre. Wesley McKee, co-producer of that spot, came
here last week to catch the show
and offer followed. It’ll be done
for two weeks at Ogunquit. and
other rustic bookings may follow.
Ken Welch, composer of mo.st of
the tunes and lyrics, and Margaret
Jones, musical director of “Of All
Things,” w'ill go to Ogunquit to
prepare the show there, and seven
of the local players. Florence Lord.
Robert Parks, Collette Crawford.
William Leech. Corinne Kessler.
Jacqueline Sloan and Rosemary
O’Reilly, have also been invited to
go along and recreate their original roles.

;

in

;

local

strawhattcr,

annual sea.son June 15

its

Don

with

again

Stolz

director.
;

Initial

offering will

be

“The Front Page.” featuring local
newspaper people and the Hennepin county sheriff, all playing
their counterpart roles.
Offering
proved to be last season’s outstanding attraction presented simi-

Current
I

I

I

I

!

'

season

will

run

partied by other

A

permanent

a

Coulter

Irishman,

native

now'

resident

left

the cast of “Detective Story” la.st week, was
of the cast after her final performance! The

members

affair took place on the stage of the Hudson theatre, N. Y. The actress
was given a spun-glass chafing dish and set, and the attached card read

is

of

!

Toronto.

13

weeks and company w ill include
Guy Arbury, Kelly Flint and
Diana Kemble, newcomer recruits
from N. Y.
Show’ Shop in 10th Season
Hartford, June 7.
With an 80-.seat increa.se In capacity. the Show' Ssbop, in nearby
Canton, has started its 101 li season.
House now' seats 340 and is operating under the Equity banner. Opcrated by Stanley and Joan Cobleigh since its inception. Eli/abolh
is in as director for the
fifth consecutive year.
Show Shop this season will operate 14 weeks, w'ith each production skedded for two weeks. Current company consists of 10. John
Balmer has dual role of business

huge bouquet from Miss
next night.

Man.

Mundy

In for

a Vrr.v Young
NIan

type.
|

Off Broadway. Inc., production of drama
in two ads tHve scenes* by Gertrude
Stein, originally published under title “In

Baiun Kaehnitz
Hotel Manager
Concierge

I

Kim Stanley
Michael Vincente Gazzo
Beatrice Arthur

Denise
Henri
Constance

Olympe

lane

.Moutrie

Le Sand

Clothide

I.eola

George

A. L. Dreiblatt

German

Gene

Saks

Although

I

pletely

dramatization of
novel of same
title, filmed in 1938 by M-G under
the title “Romance for Three.”
Play is a hit here and might have
U. S. charces.
Plot concerns a millionaire who
disguises himself as a poor man
to find out about the reaction of
people towards him.
The play
docs not reach the book’s sarcastic
humor, but still offers enough gags
and comic situations to make the
audience roar with laughter. This,
however, is chiefly due to the highspirited performances, topped by
Rudolf Bernhard, popular comedian and ow'ner of the theatre,
Other excellent portrayals are by
Willi Stettner, as the butler, and
Albert i’ulmann, W'ho directed the
play.
The romantic team by Olga
Gebhardt and Tony- Niessner is
equally satisfactory.
Two sets by
Florin Mueller are good.
Mezo.

in

Broadway

i

i

;

i

j

j

offering, the

i

George

i

,

title,

registers pathos

in both his love for his country
and for an older American woman,
who is capably portrayed by Beatrice Arthur. As a member of the!
French resistance. .Michael Vin-

cente Gazzo gives a credible performance, and Kim Stanley is

Mori
'

i

amusing and pathetic as his wife,
Jean Moutrie adds an eflective
as a maid. Leola Le
Sand. A. L. Dreiblatt and Gene
Saks give le.s.ser roles a sincere

i

comedy touch

in

'

,

.

i
'

I

Direction by Lamont .Tohnson
is standout, and F^dwiti Wittstcin’s
sets appropriate.

'

GYM SALON,

.

Treatments

tor

mO

$75. Valu* for Only

Ocean

Playhouse.
Atbegins its .season

.

lantic
City,
.lune 28
The INlillstream Playhouse. Sea Girt. N. J.. operating
under an Equity franchi.se. begins
a
10 - week
sea.son
July
5
with
“John
Loves
Mary"
Thousand
Islands
PlayHouse. Alexandria, N. Y.. begins
.

• 10

Massages

*10 Turkish Baths
*10 Gym Sessions
Under

Strict

Medical Suporvision

.

.

151

W.

Tol.:

5l*t St

PL 7-3295

.

.

.

.sea.son

ABBEY SLIM
GYM SALON, Ltd.
HC cL ABBEY
NEW YORK CITY

,

Lives’’

Arden.

week

.

June 28
Robin
.

.

Del.,

with

“Private

Hood

thcatn*.

begins

a

12-

false
double,
theatre.

The piece

makes

excellent

admirably acted,
particularly by Laurence Aubray
in the role of the singer,
Chiaverina, w'liile Jean Marchat gives
one
01 his customary fine performances
as tlie unele. Michel Bouquet
is a
trifle too wistful and vague
as the
king,

hut

is

Is

effective nonethele.ss

Jean d’Yd is excellent as the protessor and C laude Larue is
amusing as Marthe, the king’s
secrctarv
The two settings, of the king’s hedroom and a village living room in

season June 14 with ‘O
Mistre.ss Mine.” Arti.sts Theatre.
Inc,, will (iperate the theatre again
this summer with Windsor Lewis the lyrolean stylo,
arc attractive.
directing.
Fred.

cently produced at Gatholic Univ.,
with sketches and lyrics by Walter
and Jean Kerr, and music by Jay
Gorncy. It will open early in the

with Kerr directing. Joseph
Kipness, who had expected to be
a.s.sociatcd in the production with
Abbot, will not be included
,
Geraldine
Fitzgerald
reportedly
plans to star in and produce an
untitled play by Denis Johnston
and Marianne Rieser on Broadway
next fall or winter.
Nick Ilolde resigned as company
manager of "Two Blind Mice.” with
Charles Stewart succeeding
William Conway, general manager
for Hugh Beaumont HI. M. Tennent, London), sailed Saturday (4)
on the Queen Mary, after arranging details for the West End productions of “Death of a Salesman”
and “Streetcar Named Desire"
Reinhold Schunzel, who clo.sed recently in “Big Knife.” sail last
.

.

week for
Munich

a

film

a.ssignment

,

.

.

.

in

William Taub sails
Friday (10» for England lo arrange
contractual details there for the
Broadway presentation this winter
of “People Like Us” He's dickering with Basil Rathbone to direct,
Ouida
from an adapation
by
Bergere (Mrs. Rathbone
Actress Peggy Cass, wife of
house manager and television production manager C!arl Fisher, fractured her collarbone in a fall
downstairs, and lias had to call off
.

^

.

.

>.

Desire

(BARRYMORE.

N. Y.)
After a year-and-a-half's run and
the substitution of three new leads,
“A Streetcar Ncmed Desire” stacks

the

.

loucli.

A Streetcar Named

make

.

|

i

i

will

fall,

major weakne.sses.
Anthony Franciosa, as the young
of the

Abbott

Broadway presentation of “Thank
You. Just Looking.” the revue re-

i

.

is

audience w'as seated. And apparently as an economy measure by
the house management, the theatre
certain was inadequately cooled. Hobe.

^

.

performance

j

play’s obscure aspects shadow it with an
experimental flavor that makes it
an implausible bet for midtown
theatregoers.
Ncverlheless, the theme of intrafamily friction among the French
people during the German occupation has been clearly presented. It
is
only in individual character
study that Miss Stein tends to become confusing. And the symbolic
usuage of the words yes and no,
which are constantly employed to
signify other than their commonplace meanings, is one of the play’s

man

1-0 Itoi KnI
(The King Is Dead)

UDtES REDUCE

the-

symbolic references. As a potential

Kae.stner’s

Paris. May 21.
Rideau de Paris pi e.spncatlon of drama
three acts by Loui.s Duereux. Directed
bv Jean Marchat, Scenery by Denis M.irtin: incidental music by Louis Beydts. At
tlie Theulie des Mathurins, Paris.
Miihael
Michel Bouquet
Chiaverina
.Laurence .4ubra.v
Mar' he
Claude Larue
|*»«ues
Jean Marchat
Prof. Minarev
.lean D'Yd
Lanlz
Lucien Guervil

unintelligible

Meeker is forthright as the
primitive young Polish - American,
possibly lacking some of the animal-like brutality the part requires
but giving a clear characterization
and enunciating the lines admirMiss Pope’s playing is techably.
nically acceptable, but her appearance and personality are a trifle
immature for the role.
Malden,
excellent
when the play first
opened, seems even better now.
generally audible, occasional lines
are muffled. At Friday night’s (3)
show the opening curtain was
raised before a sizable part of the

'

the

is

.

!

As its initial production the
Willi Stettner newly formed Off Broadway. Inc.,
Tony Niessner staged the last complete dramatic
Lilly Maschler
work of the late Gertrude Stein.
Ernest Boilsterli
Karl Meier At times captivating in its simplicAlbert Pulmann ity, “Yes” at other intervals is com-

.lohann .Seidelbast
Dr. Georg Srheinpflug
Frau von Haller

This

'

Savoy."
Directed by Lamont Johnson;
setting and lighting, Kdwin Wiltstein. At
Cherry Lane. .N. Y.. June 6. '49; Sl.BO top.
Ferdinand
Anthony Franciosa

Orel NlaoDnor im

Other productions pencilled
Playhouse is abandoning the “star in are “Made in Heaven.” “John
Theme of this
system” this season. He's adhering Loves Mary” and “Three Men on a the struggle for interesting play is
power of tho.se who
Horse.”
to public taste, he reveals.
haven’t it again.st tho.se who have
Permanent compan> includes
but are disinclined to use it. In
Anthony Ross, Jane Lloyd-.Iones,
Strawhat Jottings
1980 the “la.st king in the world”
Randolph Echols and Fa> SappingA summer tryout (Aug. lOi of rules witli a detachment that inton.
Resident director is Joseph .Tosephine
Victor’s
and
Irving luriates his ambitious uncle and his
Leon.
Strouse’s new play “Spring 1805.’’ mistress, who has fought her way
“I Remember Mama” will be the W'ill be put on at the
Pitchfork up trom the gutter to become a
Initial
oftering.
featuring
Ruth Playhou.se, Sharon. Conn., in an- successful star. The uncle cooks up
Hammond as Mama and Ross as ticipation of a London production. a plot whereby a double of the
Uncle Chris. Haila Stoddard will
Tryout of Michael Clayton Hut- king is a.s.sassinated and then forces
ton’s new play, “Arrangement for the king to a.ssume the role of the
Strings.” contemplated for John double, a young revolutionary stuDrew theatre, Easthampton, L I. dent, while he himself seizes
Arrangements made for Anne power.
at Revere
The singer, however, leads a reto star
Barn begins its
season June 27 with Signe Ha.sso bellion against the usurper, and
in “Love from a Stranger.” Other appeals to the king, w'ith whom
she
productions
include falls in love in his role as the stuLtd. scheduled
"George Washington Slept Here.” dent. to denounce the intrigue and
“Male Animal,” “The Late George to seize the throne. This ironic sitN«w Low Roto for
Apley,” “Happy Birthday” and uation. In which the rightful king
Limited Time Only
“Streets oi New York.”
James is replaced on the throne by a
O’Rear has been engaged as direc- woman who believes him lo be the

ABBEY SLIM

detective’s w'ife, received
for her opening performance the

which lost all its
Irving Berlin has sold a slice of his share of “Miss Liberty” on a
props and costumes in a fire at
dollar-for-dollar basis to a group including his children and Joshua
Hanley. Eng., last Thursday (2), is Logan, Jay Blackton, Jerome Robbins and Don Hershey. Latter three
not, as reported generally, the are musical conductor, dance director and stage manager of “Miss
famed Sadler’s Wells Ballet of Co- Liberty,” of which Berlin is composer and co-producer with librettist
vent Garden, which will make its Robert E. Sherwood and Moss Hart, who is staging.
first U. S. appearance at the N, Y.
Met in September.
formance, carefully detailed and
Troupe involved is Sadler’s
rising to hysterical pitch toward
Wells’ so-called second company,
end. but
the
seemingly a bit
Wells
which dances at Sadler’s
studied, as if from playing against
Theatre instead of Covent Garden.

McCormick

manager and drumbeater. House
operates Tuesday through Sunday. Opening production is the
G B. Shaw' comedy. “Arms and the

’

“From your friends of the 2ist Precinct.”
Anne Burr, who took over the part of the

Ballet troupe

managing Erich

larly.
'

shall and Paul Crabtree, all of the
Theatre Guild, caught “Of All
Things” and were considering parts
of it for inclusion in an original
summer revue to be done at
the Country Playhouse. Westport.
Conn., but so far there has been
no word from them.

Wood.stock Exits ‘Star System’
Woodstock. N. Y.. June 7.
Michael Linenthal, managing director. reveals that the Woodstock

only

tonka,

opens

1

Lawrence Langner, .Armina Mar-

year

Old Log’s June 15 Opening
Minneapolis, June 7.
Old Log theatre at Lake Minne-

All

Meg Mundy, who

Abbey Theatre,

the

(Three Men in the Snow)
Company
includes
Marjorie
Zurich, May 17.
Douglas. Elwyn Yost. Adrienne
Rudolf Bernhard production of comedy
Walsh. Edith Haig. Catherine Mc- in four arts by Robert Neuner. based on
Kie, Hardin Greenwood. Rolf Ken- novel by Krich Kaestner. Directed by Albert Pulinann. Sets by Florin Mueller.
ton, Cameron Langford, Ken John- At Bernhard theatre. Zurich.
son and Joan Armstrong.
Brant Tobler
Rudolf Bernhard
Olga Gebhardt
Inn opening is July 4; Midland, Hertha
Walburga Gmuer
Menslng
June 29.

Lover,” with Haila Stoddard, Aug.
15, and “The Heiress.” with Basil
Rathbone, Aug. 29.

“Of

summer by

Dublin.

a

seum.

i

“The Philadelphia Story.”

Sarah

“The Drums Are Out” was done
last

SADLER’S NO. 2 FIRE

pany. in its second summer season. will play at the Brant Inn at
Burlington (in the Hamilton area),
40 miles west of Toronto, two
nights a week and for four nights
will play in the Georgian Bay vacationland theatre
Midland,
at
w'here it uses the curling rink.
Midland is 95 miles north of Toronto.
During the olT-season, retaining its Midland identity, the
troupe has played in the small
theatre in the Royal Ontario Mu-

7.

as the feature event at the annual festival at Halifax. Coulter’s

7.

sponsorship

Under Jack Biacklock, the com-

“Candlelight,*’’

Jean Parker, July

the

ilton and Midland this
a summer stock program.

Sara Stamm has set the full season for her Casino theatre here,
starting June 27 with “The Medium’’ and “The Telephone,” with
Marie Powers. Final week. Sept. 5,
will have a tryout not yet announced.
Schedule for the 23d summer
with

its

of the
Midland, Ont., chamber of commerce, the Midland Players, whose
headquarters are actually in Toronto, will shuttle betw'een Ham-

(31).

Newport Casino Set
Newport, June

reducing

Midland Players* Shuffle
London, Ont., June

Under

garners most of its audience,
proved such a lure to the legitstarved capital that show was a
complete sellout days before its

preem

is

prices from $3 top of last year to
$2.40, Playgoer clubs in Dutchess,
Ulster, Greene and Orange counties are being formed to foster interest in the theatre as a Hudson
Valley institution.

phenomenal

Richard Watts. Jr., of the N. Y. Post, also picked a 10-best list last
week, as follows: “Death of a Salesman," “South Pacific,” “Detectlv#
Story,” “The Victors.” “Life With Mother.” “The Silver Whi.stle.” “Set
My People Free.” ‘’Light Up the Sky,” “Madwoman of Chaillot” and
“Edward, My Son.”

mer

Sister Eileen.”

ing gross of $11,000 for eight per700-seat barn
in the
theatre, with house scaled to $3.
Monday
performance
Extra
night (6), usualb' dark under the
Tuesday preem pattern of house,
will bring second week of the Noel

formances

to

1949

Inside Stuff-Legit

To Do Coulter Play

CitroneDa Circuit s Strong Start

Coward opus

B,

Gate Theatre, Dublin,
“Oblanoff,”

July
with

,,
,1!

IJBCITIMATB

60

!

'

up more than ever as primarily plans for a European vacation
an individual triumph for author' Contrary to report from London,
Tennessee Williams. Granted that Richard Rodgers and Oscar llam.

.

.

Elia Kazan's production is brilliantly arresting, that
Jo Miel-

merstein, 2d, will not attend the
party there Saturday night <12) for
skeletonized
scenery
Is the second anniversary of the West
dramatically compelling and that End “Annie Get Your Gun” prothe
various
performances have duction.
been skillful. The fad that stands'
out on a second visit Is the inherent quality of the play itself.

ziner’.s

London

Peter Saunders to do a new farce
“Wanted on Voyage.” in
Uta Hagen has been shifted from which he Is to star liUpino Lane.
the second company to
succeed, Show to be tried out in provinces
Jessu-a Tandy in the principal
Ronald
fea- .sometime in July, with
lured load. Ralph Moekor has
it
ro- Shiner directing, after which
placed Marlon Brando as the
Lew
male comes to the West End
lead, and Carmelita FNipe
has taken and Leslie Grade have leased the
over for Kim Hunter as
second Strand theatre for Horace Schmldfemme lead. Others new since the lapp, who Intends to bring over
preem are Hilda Haynes in place! “Brooklyn, U. S. A.” to the West
of (.ee Gee .lames and
August with
Vito Christf' End .sometime
in
m.stead of Wright King.
Still in Lionel Stander starred. It's now
Hieir original parts arc
Karl Mai-, definite that Flora Robson leaves
den. 1 eg Hillias, Rudv Bond.
Nick ea.st of “Black Chiffon.” current
Dennis. Edna Thomas, Ann
Dcre Westminster theatre hit. to star in
and Richard Garrick,
Henry Sherek’s new play. “C’harles
With the revised cast. “Street- and Mary
Lamb.” at the Edinburgh
car IS still irresistibly moving.
festival for one week in August,
It
IS expertly played.
Ihdugli the per- after which she reopen.s at the
formance .seems somew hat delibWestminster with Sherek’s play
erate. Miss Hagen gives
a tine per-, postponed till “Chiffon” clo.ses.
It

is

a terrifying

drama.

-season,

titled

I

.

i

'

.

.

— — ——

—

1

1

s
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LEGITIMATE

Total Legit Grosses
comparative figures
Til* followinij are
boxoffice estiviotes. for last week (the first

end the correspondiny week of

week

of the season)

This
Season

BROADWAY
Number of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross for all current shows last week
Total season’s gross so far for all shows
Number of new productions so far .........

licease revocations, the

$556,000

and presumably lead

$5.36,000

For although
abuses as before.
one of the basic cau.ses of the sit-

1

ROAD
Number of current touring shows reported
Total road gross reported last week
Season’s total road gross so far

$317,400
$317,400

to the

‘Shoes $26,900, Ice $40200 for

The

‘BLACKOUTS’ $16,900,

.

'

!

‘WALH’

|

48G,

L. A.

j

Los Angeles. June
Legit should perk up locally

i

Murtagh is believed to favor the
establishement of a consolidated
distribution setup to handle tickets
for all shows. Howard S. Cullman,
chairman of the N. Y. Port of
Authority and a prolific theatre investor. has publicly urged the same
Chicago. June 7. -f,
thing. But it has been argued that
a joint ticket bureau, with branch
With the closing of "Present
offices in various parts of the city,
T^aughter” and "Respectful Prosti'Shoes’ 13G, Toronto
would drastically increasp di.stributute’’ Saturday (4). there are only
Toronto. June 7.
tion costs, since it w’ould still be
two productions in town with no
On return engagement. “High necessary to maintain a boxoffice
immediate prospects for relief.
Moreover, with
most of Button Shoes” ran into heat wave at each theatre.
•T.juighter,’’ although
and grossed a very bad $13,000 at a staff of employees at the various
the critics gave it a passable okay,
Royal Alexandra, with 1.525-^'ater
offices, it would be virtually
couldn’t overcome the post-Memoscaled at $3.00 top. Fact that Eddie impossible to control scalping by
rial Day doldrums. “Prostie" was
hindered by reluctance of papers Foy was out of engagement with individuals.
flu till Wednesday night performto devote space to it, plus minor
One of the things most puz/ling
ance al.so hurt. 'Marty Barrett
irritants that city officials and
to producers is how they can prosubbed.)
their cohorts provided. Final notice
tect the legitimate brokers from
but Friday’s
Troupe closes at His Majesty’s, the unfair competition of scalpers.
went up Wed.
final-day notice was pulled out of Montreal, current week, and
For instance, there’s obviously no
tr
4
.1
the papers and cast was told to
However. Friday night
Los
stand by.
curb the activities by brokers
to
Aug. 15 for four weeks, followed
It was decided to stick to original
by five weeks at the Geary, San outside the state. So it’s tough to
closing date.
out-of-.state speculators from
keep
"Inside U.S.A.” and "Mr. Rob- Francisco.
"Finian’s Rainbow.’’ current at .catering to New York patrons, takerts’’ did well last week and preing
orders
by phone and delivervisitor
summer
the
share
Royal
Alexandra.
Toronto, had a
sumably
fair advance sale of nearly $20,000. ing tickets and receiving checks
and convention trade.
by
mail.
Estimates for Last Week
Al.so. there’s a que.stion of conShubert <3d
U.S.A. ",
"Inside
trolling boxoffice men in Broad$4.94). Continues to

Only 2 Shows Left in Chi;/U^J^.’

Fine $40,600, ‘Roberts Fair 18G

7.

t

i

'

,

,

j

)

1

with

some

'

profit

at

•

$48,000.

j

OK $25,000

‘OklaJ’

In

i

White Plains Week

,

'

‘STREETCAR’ OKAY AT

week) <2.100;
climb with excellent $40,000.
"Mr. Roberts," Krlanger '.38th
week) (1,334; $4.33). Off a bit more

Playing

I

I

I

'

!

PROFITABLE M’W’KEE

j

1

Men’

New

In

Massachusetts summer

Haven, preparatory

Broadway

imn.

‘Finian’

Red $22,500

to

that the Playhou.se School
be directed this year by Maria
Hei .shman-Horsch.

said
will

Week

In

at Cleve.

Malden Bridge Playhouse Set
Malden Bridge. N.Y.. June 7
The Malden Bridge Playhouse
again have summer .stock, an
statement to the contrary
having been cancelled by the announcement (hat an organization
from the Cleveland Playhouse will
operate it for nine weeks beginning July 6. CJroup. to be known
as the Valley Players, is headed
by Robert Reymour and .Stuart G.
They leased the upI.ancaster
from Mr. and Mrs.
stairs spot
Walter Wood 'Eunice Osborne, di-

will

Cleveland. June

Rainbow”

"Finian’s

a

7.

•April

into

ran

cloudy weather at the Hanna last
week, suffering a heavy loss on
the $22, .300 gross at $4.95 top in
the 1.435-seat house. Musical had
rough going all the way.
Show is playing the Royal Alexandra. Toronto, this week. Hanna
has shuttered until fall.

rector of the Playhouse company
for the past f..ur seasons'.

Current Road Shows
(June 8-18)
"Allegro"
Gt. Northern, Chi.

—

(6-111.

1949"— El

"Blackouts of
L. A. '6-18‘.

"Born

Yesterday"

Bost. <6-11).

Colonial.

Philharmonic,

1

Royal

.

"Inside U. S.

1

A."— .Shubert.

Liberty"

'13-18».

"Mr. Roberts"
'

6 - 181

6 - 11

Forre.sl.

I.eon

— Erlanger.

Chi.

Warner.

City

All.

).

Named

Des Moines

Hall. K. C. (8-111;
'13-14'; Lobero, S.

Desire"

'6-7<;

.lune

.Antonio

Valley

Players

7.

has

been organized in that community
near here.
production was
Group’s first
"Mere Comes Cliarley.
”

Party Agents Elect Larric
hv Larric has been re-elected
president of the .Assn, of Theatre
Benefit .Agents.
Lencrre Tobin was re-elected first
ice-president. EsUier l.ittauer second V p., Annette Schein. secre-

treasurer
Music tary; Anne Hersehkow ilz.
succeeding Naomi Nash', and

B’wav, Denver

Barbara

(17-18'.

"Oklahoma!”

will

come

of

it

gross'^ of

almost

$25,000

(he

at

County Center here
Top was $3.60 week
last week.
nights and $4.20 Friday and Saturday nights.
1

!

•

Betty Singer, publicity director.

I

,

during the next two or three weeks.
(inly closing Saturday night <4)
was "life With Mother.” As of the
moment, no shutterings have been
announced for this week or next,
but “Anne of the Thou.snnd Days"
and "Madwoman of Challlot” are
.Si lieduled to recess June 25 to Aug.
22. "Diamond Lil" has still not reopened, and there is no certainty
^vhVn

it

merely

'

)

<

,

exclusive of ta,v.
".Along Fifth Avenue.” Imperial
'21st wk) (R- 1.472; .$6). Revue has
been losing steadily recently, hut
look a brutal beating last week;
about $16,000.
“Anne of the Thousand Days.’*
Shubert (26th wk> 'R-l.;t78; $4 }!()).
Ea.sed off a hit more with the field;
about $20,000.
“.A.s the Girls Go." Winter Garden '29th wk) 'M- 1.5 9; $7 21)).
Al.so
dipped
with
the
Ireml;
1

$34,900.

"At War with the Army." Booth
wki '(’-712; $4 80'.
14lh
Ke\<rsed the general current; $9. .300,
"Born Yesterday,” Miller <174lh

•

wk'

(C-940;

$4.80).

Longrun

entry held alniut even;

laff

$9..300.

i

I

hook- pacity; about $23..3()0.
ing was a success, hut there was
"(ioodbye. My Fancy," Fulton
some criticism of the aecouslies of t2Hth wk) (CD-966: $4.80). Felt the
auditorium, plus general off-l)cat; $14,400.
the
4.219-seat
dissatisfaction w'ith the stage level
"High Button Shoes," Broad w'av
in relation to the low’cr floor, and
<87th wk) iM-I.9()(); $3). Holdover
the seating arrangement of the click look a nice hop. presumably
balcony. As a result, it’s still ques- from the lowered .seale; $26,900.
whether other louring
tionable
“Howdy, Mr. Ice of 19.30," (’enshows w'ill be brought here next
ter (2d wk) 'R-2.964; $2.88». Newr
sea.son.
'
With this week’s engagement, eilition of the skating show is off
to a strong start; played II 'two
closing Saturday night 'll)
the

From

a financial angle, the

at

Warner. Atlantic (Tity, this .sole
remaining U. S. edition of "Gkla-

homa”

finally fold. How’cver.
it
will resume, after six weeks and
is slated to tour all next season.

will

One Window

fi-oin

al.so
but
disclosures
Murtagh’s
from the agitation his probe has

wYll.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D 'Dnimfl',
CD Comedi/ Dromn R Revue),
M (Musical), O (0/>eretta>,
Other parenthetic fiqures refer
to seating capacity and top price,
including 2()'’p
nniusenirnt tax.
However, estimates arc net; i.e..

extra)
performances
$40,200.

('onliiiurd

from

week;

lime; .same $47,100.
"Lend an Ear.” Broadhursl '2.3)0
wk' (U-1.16(); $6). Netting plenty of
steadily; $27.2(K).

"Life With Mother." Empire (33d

wk»

<1.082; $4.80). Closed Satunlay
night <4) after a di.sappointing run
of 262 performances; finaled at

^9

iisiKe

last

"Kiss Me. Kate." Century <23(1
wk) <M- 1,6.34; $6). Goes clean every

profit

that, not

deelin«

was the first full-week hook"Death of a Salesman," Mo'^osco
ing in the huge theatre’s history.
Another experimental angle was (17lh wk) 'D-931; $4.80'. General
conditions
don’t affect attendance
play ing a town so close <20 miles'
1(0 Broadway. Large proportion of at this solid smash; all the house
will hold at $24,400 again.
the audience appeared to have
"Detective Story." Hudson <llth
Rodgers - Hammersicin
seen
the
D- 1. 0.37; $4.80).
Meloiirama
musical before, one patron claim- wk'
click has been approximating caing it was his 20th time.

How'ever, one goo<l aspect of the
is

boxoffice

It

ting.

situation

7.

next-to-final stand ot
original company of
pulled a satisfactory

Wcstche.ster

and went away w ithout

reaching
while others arriving at the $9.2(M).
.nrou.sed. considerable information the
"Madwoman of Chaillot," Bela.sco
being gathered about a setup theatre saw the line and left withis
'22d wk' •C-1.077; $4 80'. Slipped
that has long been un.sati.sfactory out trying to get tickets.
last week to $16,400.
During the suspension (on salto virtually everyone concerned,
“Mister Robert," Alvin <68th wk)
Some of ary' of Jack Pearl, the acting 'CD-1.357: $4.80). Holdover smash
including the public.
those involved in the matter hope treasurer of the Majestic i.s. Wil- remains one of tlu‘ string b.o.
deMaurice
with
liam
RenaUlo.
controversy
that all this study and
draws: bettered $33,700.
will bring about some long-needed Vries and Fred Gasdia continuing
"South Pacific," Majestic <9th
Although there are wk) <M- 1,659; $6). One of the hotas assistants.
reforms.
thus still three men available, the test tickets on record; large turnShu belts have not opened the .sec- away at every performance; anond ticket window because of a otlxM' $.30,600. the absolute limit.
Fay-‘Harvey’ Good
“.Streetcar Named Desire,” BarryIf an"shortage of manpower.”
other man were to be hired for more <79th wk) <C-92(); $4.80». Ha*
the general trend lately, hut
$20,000 in Frisco the job his salary would have to felt
set to continue through the sumhe paid by the show’s producers,
.San Francisco. June 7.
mer and fall; $19,300.
Hayand
Hammerstein
Rodgers
L
"Harvey," with Frank F'ay. shut"Two Blind .Mice," Cort <14th
ward A Logan. Howexer. the latter w-k» <C- 1.064; $4.80).
tered Saturday i4< after hitting
the
Felt
nice $20000 f(»r its third and final 'are already paying three extra ein- dow nbeat conditions last week; unplo.Nces to handle mail orders. Let- der $9,000.
wfck at the C'urran <1.776; $3.60'.
Spike Jones brought his "Depre- ter to the editor, printed in .Sunday
"Where’s Charley?" St James
.3
drama section of N. Y. Times, '34th wk' <M-1..309; $6'. Lost one
ciation Revue” into the Curran
of
Ray
Monday <6' with a $3.60 top. Jone.^ stated that only a single window performance
because
preemed his rcMie here at the Cur- i.s being used at the ('entury thea- Bolger’s illness: but \irtual capac.seven
ity
perfor
ran two ye.U’s ago.
at
$32..300
tre. .N. Y.. where "Kiss Me. Kate."
Spanish revue, is doing sellout business,
"(’ahalgala.”
formances.
opens at the 1,.3.30-seat Geary to.M the office of \. Y. I’ominisnight '7i under the S. Ilurok and sioncr of investigations .lohn .VI,
I). Cordoba banner.
Murtagh last week, Lee Shubert ‘Kri^adoon’ Passable
explained that although he had
$28,000 in Denver
suspended Pearl for refusing to
‘Born’ 7G, Boston
Denver, June 7
answer the commissioner’s ques"Brigadoon’’ grossed a pa.ssable
Boston. June 7.
tions
union regulations prevent
$28.0(H) in seven peiiormances last
the
remains
Yesterday”
"Born
him tiom withholding the theatre
only legit in town at this point, treasurer’s salary or firing him. week in the 3.4()0-.seal-iocal .Auditorium.
(loing a good estimated $7. 0(H) at
except
for dishonesty or habitual
began an engagement last
It
$1.80 top in the l.SOO-.seat Colonial.
drunkenne.ss. Renaldo. deVries and night <Mon.) at the Philharmonie
Onlv other legit activity is in
Gasdia
are to be que.stioncd by auditorium. Los Angeles, and next
getcurrently
theatre,
Shubert
the
goes to San Francisco.
ting a complete refurbishing job. the comini.ssioner this week.
b.o..

».

'
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"Streetcar

KR.NT.

San

The

permanent good

Boxoffice men and brokers
all.
the
resentful
at
likewise
are
wholesale criticism they’re get-

itf?

tlie

<

San .Antonio

(’hi.

Pliill.v

.

“Oklahoma:"
•

this will

fall.

>.

'0-18'.
"IVIlss

is .said

It

New Troupe Near

—

Rainbow"

'6-1

expand capacity

to

to 4.30 for 1950.

I..

Alexandra. Toronto <6-18).
"Harvey"— Biltmore. L. A '6-18».
"High Button Shoes” Majesty’s.
Monl’l <6-1
"I Know My Love"
Davidson.

Milwaukee

Limited capacity made it
larged.
almost impossible to break even.

The plan was

—

'fi-18».

"Finian’s

Mr. and Mrs. Wood, in an earlier
announcement, .said that operation
of the Playhouse would be discontinued until the theatre was en-

go forward in the

—

“Brlgadoon"
A.

Capilan,

the tour,

MPLS.

$24,700

I

$20,700

White Plains. N.Y.. June,

,

way

houses.
Although most theatre contracts provide for "joint
IN
control” of tickets, the Shubert
almost invariably control the disto $18,000.
Minneapolis. June 7.
And
tribution at their houses.
"Present Laughter," Black.stone
Considering temperatures in the
Closed
Lee Shubert tevstified before Mur(1st week) <1.3.38; $3.80).
90s much of the week, the fact that
Saturday <4) with minor $10,000,
tagh last week that he leaves such
isn’t air-conditioned or
theatre
the
and
Prostitute"
"Respectful
subordinates
to
cooled, the season’s lateness and matters mainly
"Hope Is the Thing With Feathers." the apparent dow nw ard economic and that the management has only
Harris '3d week) '1.000; $4.33). trend, the $24,700 gross of "Street- partial supervi.sion of boxoffice
week.
final
with
$10,000
Mild
car Named Desire” for six nights men.
Closed Sat. '4).
Several things about the situaand two matinees at $4.20 top in
One is
the l,900-.seat Lyceum was okay. tion are clear, however.
Balcony sold out most perfor- that praeti'ally everyone involved
mances.
is angry over the course of events.
LUNTS-'LOVE’
Play and ea.st garnered rave The producers, who feel that they
Booking brought cur- are getting a public black eye for
notices.
IN
tain dow'n on local season.
abuses for which they aren’t reMilwaukee. June 7.
sponsible and that the known corAlfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne.
ruption in ticket distribution is
winding up their sea.son in "1 Know Keaton in ‘Three
siphoning off subst.*mtial revenue
My Love," got a profitable $20,700
that the theatre itself needs, are
Loft
Stockbridge
For
in six performances through Saturdetermined to clean up the mudday night (4) at the 1. 496-seat DavStockbridge, Mass.. June 7.
dle.
id.son theatre here. Couple play two
The Berkshire Playhouse will
Al.so sore
the clamor and
at
more performances last night and open its 18th sea.son June 20 with
criticism
are general managers,
tonight 'Mon.-Tues.). after which Bu.ster Keaton guest-starred in
house
managers
and
company
they go to their farm at Genesee "Three Mqp on a Horse.”
managers, who claim that the
Depot, Wis., for the summer.
Director William Miles, in an- pre.sent turmoil smears the innoActing team reopen.s the Theatre nouncing the 1949 premiere of the
and guilty alike and that no
Guild production next September
stock spot, cent
!

seasonal

continued last week on Braadway.
After the bullish holiday busine.s.<<i
on the Monday matinee <30) there
was a sharp reaction. Receipts improved the latter part of the
week, but generally not enough to

make up the earlier droop. From
indications, trade will continue to
subside until early August. Expectations are that a number of the
weaker shows will be forced to fold

this

three new offerings
taking to the boards after the
Memorial Day doldrums, followed
by an election day slowdown, had
kept boxoffices becalmed. Opening
ye.sterday '6' were "Brigad(H)n,” at
the Philharmonic; "Harvey." with
Frank Fay. who ha.sn’t been seen
here before in that fantasy, at the
Biltmore, and "Anna
Lucasta,"
delayed for five days, opens today
'7' at the Coronet.
’’Blackouts” nudged slightly upward; "The Great Waltz” held
.steady and "Cabalgata,” slipped
badly an its third and final week
at the Biltmore.
Estimates for I,ast Week
“Blackouts of 1949," El Capitnn
t363d wk' (1.142; $2.42>. Up over
the past two weeks, to $16,900.
"Cabalgata," Biltimore, '3d wk)
(1.636; $4.20'. Final week slid buck
to $13,000. This gave S. Ilurok's
Spanish revue $38,000 for threeweek .stand; about half the capacity
of the house.
"'rhe Great Walti,” Philharmonic
And.. '4th wk) <2,670; $4 80'. Hand-

week

Favors Conaolidated Distrib

»

11,

‘Mother Out at $9200

‘Girls $34,900,

same

nation is the excessive number of
brokers, there appears to be .some
(luestion w’hether the city has the
right to refuse a license to a reputable applicant to engage in legitimate business.

18
$390,000
$390,000

1.3

.

of

reduced.

Season
28
28

19
19

number

brokers may be sharply
But there’s no assurance
that licenses will not be obtained
by new applicants.
That would
swell the number of agencies again
licen.sed

Last

$464,300
$464,300
0

Hits Seasonal Skids Again;

Continued from pafe 50

based on Variety’*

season:

last

B way

Prods. Baffled

61

I

i

.

,1'1 ''

::
'

CHATTER

6S

ViNlneg«1ay, June
8, I949
cover theatres in L. A., San Francisco and Denver, New Missouri
theatre, K. C., and New Orpheum.
Koken reMarshalltown, Iowa,
turns to N. Y. July 5.
Ben Henry, Universal’s homeoftice rep in Britain, Sam Eekman,
Jr,. Metro’s managing director in
Britain, Paul Muni, Noel Coward,
Steve Hannegan and piayw'right
S. N. Behrman among those sailing
Saturday (4) on the Queen Mary.
Fred Martell was erroneously

Broadway
The Charles
Friday

Schlaifers’ 15th anni

(10>.

Carey Wilson, M-G producer, due
in from the Coast today lWed.».
Alice Frost, of radio’s ‘‘Mr. &
Mrs. North,” flying June 29 to Norway.
Film actor Bob Sterling studying
voice; has a legit musical in prospect.
Actress Tutta Rolf (Mrs. Solveig

London

Laurence Olivier and
quillity reigns over the environs
Leigh off on a tw'o-month’s vacaof Cannes, with the departure of
tion.
newspaper folk, here
Keneth Kent inked for new Ed- guests and
the Hayw’orth-Khan nuptials.
ward Percy thriller, “Malice Do- forJune
Havoc and Bill Spier here
mestic.”
on way from San Remo, Italy,
George Robey and w'lfe, Blanche bound for Paris.
Miss Havoc,
Littler, planed to Vienna on a talwhose films are very popular in
ent hunt.
France, was received by officials
Ernest Betts, former Daily Exof the city.
pre.s^ critic, has joined 20th CenLouella
O,
Parsons,
accomtury Productions as publicity diby John
panied
Haskell
and
rector of its British studios.
Hyde, installed at the CarlSam Petlgor, Renown Pictures Johnny
ton.
While in Cannes to cover the
first
trip
his
sales chief, is making
Hayworth ceremony by radio and
to the States on the Mauretania,
column, she appeared as guest on
to include a few days in Hollythe Maurice Chevalier show, “This
wood.
Is Paris.”
Alfred Hitchcock’s production of
The local press w'as given an
“Stage Fright,” the Jane Wyman insight into
construction plans of
starrer which he is making for Asthe Film Festival Palace \^ich will
lensing
British,
starts
'

programmed as “sportscaster” in
Donahue) in from Sweden Satur- Variety’s review of “Howdy. Mr.
Ice of 1950.” Martell is with the
day (4) on the Gripsholm.
Operator of the Brussels restau- ice show at the Center, but in
capacity
of singer, the sport.scastbranch
in
opened
has
a
here
rant

ing being handled by William
Brussels, called the Carlton.
Dupre.
Arthur Jeffrey, vet film exGeorge Balanchine, who staged
ploiteer, now handling industrial
the dances for “Where’s Charley?”
new
his
via
biz
accounts
and show
and is N. Y. City Ballet Co. arti.stic
setup.
director, left Mpnday (6) for a sumRadio writer Hal Kanter motor- mer vacation in L. A., accompanied
ing to Coast, after vacationing here by his wife,
Maria ’Tallchief, who
and at his family’s home in Savan- is lead ballerina of the N. Y.
nah, Ga.
troupe.
Hildegarde giving concert for
Theatres prez Malcolm
N. Y. State Safety Commission’s Kingsberg named film indu.stry
state-wide safety drive in Schenec- chief for the

.sociated
hou.se the September festival. It
June 15.
will have two auditoriums, one to
David Rose embarks on his Brit- hold
1,600, and of particular gratiish production program July 15,
fication

when Robert Montgomery

The

producer

legit

late

I

I

Mike

to-

(Thurs.). She’s also scheduled to sail for a European vacation
in July with her two sons.
Robert McEnroe, author of the
recently closed “Silver Wliistle.”
left last week on the Santa Paula
for a 12-day Caribbean cruise.
Jacques Kopfstein, Astor Pictures’ exec veepee, returned from
a six- week European junket yesterday (Tues.) on the Caronia.
Metro ad manager Si Seadler
back at his desk after a European
vacation. He flew in; Mrs. Stadler
is enroute aboard the Queen Mary.
Emerson Crocker and Brainerd

who have been

1

|

,

I

|

!

'

!

1

scripting

j

Advertising and publishing dinat the Waldorf, N. Y„ Thurs(9), for the United Jewish Appeal, will also honor Albert D,
Lasker.
Norman Reader, French National Tourist Office p.a„ named
chairman of the Ad-Publicity Committee of the European Travel

ner
day

i

'

^

(West 48th St. restau-

daughter married
Major Thomas Arthur Mesereau.
as.st.

at

I

:

^

portant summer theatres throughout the countiTBob Hope, who planed in from
the Coa.st Friday O' to attend Sunday’s

opening

of

his

'

“Sorrowful

Jones” at the Paramount, headed
west on Monday (6).
Bing Crosby and his writer-producer Bill Morrow due back fin*
another w’eek around Broadwax
following

their

fishing

foray

at

Gaspe Bay, Newfoundland.
Sidney

general professional manager of Mills Music, in
Polyclinic hospital for observation
in regard to a recurrent back in’
ry sustained in the Army.
^culation around Bill Bertoloiii’s

Mills,

whether Don Sylvio. Mar-

i

,

'

garet O’Brien’s ex (?) stepdad of
the headlines, win resume there.
Spot still has a two-year contract
with him.
Sonja Henie took over the Pla/a’s
((1)

Mike Todd throwing a backstage
at
the Winter Garden to-

party

i

Institution’s

board of trustees since

L93.-).

1

!

Club,

Swann

Jack 'Tierney ankled

ABC

ganlze his ow n flackery
Margaret Wycherly goes

England
to

late this

to
® nr

barir
*

month

Phyllis Calvert in troii
^
work for Paramount Enelsna

Jerry

Wald returned from

Nv

after huddles with Milton
Berle

‘

John Auer returned from
Buenos
Aires w here he produced a
pictur?
Trank Sinatra booked for thii
S^eel

Pier.

Atlantic

Alexis Smith

in

City’^jiSj

town

after

ir

jun^t!”
Barry Fitzgerald going
hospital for a
his foot.

into the

major operation on
“

Harry Cohn has re.servations to
from N. Y.. June 30. on a EurS
pean jaunt.
Betty Hutton broke a finger
in
accident on “Let’s Dance” set nt
*
Paramount.
Howard Dietz leaves June 17 for
a combined business and vacation
jaunt in Europe.
Lloyd Va.sconelles suffered a
cerebral hemorrhage on the RKO
ranch in Encino.
Humphrey Bogart laid up with
flu,
Warners
shooting
“Chain
Lightning” around him.
Bud Abbott to.sses a benefit
sail

bazaar for disabled war vets

week

at his

home

this

in Encino.

John Ford, after a long illness
checked in at 20th-Fox to start
work on “Front and Center.”
Ed Thomp.son and Neil McDonald ankled Bernie Milligan’s
radio flackery to roll their own.

William (Hopalong) Boyd celebrated his birthday by entertaining
at a charity bazaar in Bud Abbott’s

home.

Henry Clive picked Shirley Temple to po.se as Juliet for his painting to adorn an American Weekly
cover,
at

Rosalind Ru.ssell guest of honor
a luncheon tossed by the Na-

Conference of Christians
and Jews.
Dorothy I.amoiir is incorporating
Dorothy Lamour Dresses with
Lucille Watson and Lloyd Wright

tional

as partners.

Seymour Felix broke
vessel

in

liis

leg

a

blood

while directing

rehearsals for "Dancing in Dark”
at 20th- Fox.

Leo Morrison in tow'n after leading a troupe to entertain GIs stationed in Greenland, Iceland and
North Africa.
Bop Hope planed to Washington,
D.C.. to play in Attorney General
Tom Clark’s annual golf tournament tor celebs.

.

.

‘

1

I

1

j

,

I

I

'

!

I

Marion Harris. Jr., may sw i(( h
plans and continue on this side instead of opening at the F.mh.'issv
edition

town

Theatre 49 winding up sea.son.
Dale Drake. WRR chief, back
Powers
Tommy from N. Y. visit.
Gouraud
and
a(
Thompson in from Philly to cover
Symphony Orchestra Managers
censor.
Playhouse opening Friday at New Assn, to hold 1930 session in
Tokyo
Ivor Moreton and Dave Kaye, Hope.
Dallas.
pianists, terrific click for Dave
By Russell Splane
Elihu Winer, author of “I’ll
Allied Theatre Ow'ners of Texas
Martin’s Tivoli loop in Sydney.
Take My Stand,” new play due for converging on Dallas for weekend
Tokyo police now' banning paEric Tann is the new bandleader New’ Hope tryout in July, in from se.ssion.
tons under 18 from city’s dance
a( the Prince Edward. Sydney, re- Hollywood
for
confab
with
Variety Club annual golf tournaplacing Reg Lewis, who returns to Theron Bamberger.
ment June 4-6 at Lakewood Coun- halls to combat juvenile crime.
London.
Toni. Charlie Robinson’s daugh- try Club.
Reconstruction of Kabuki theaRKO has set “Joan of .\rc” for ter; Joan. Quentin Reynolds’ ditto,
Dorothy Franey has nexv edition tre. 'Tokyo’s biggest legit hou.se,
July release here.
Deal w’as sig- and Eileen. Gilbert Kraus’ daugh- of ice review’ in Century Room of skedded to start soon, w'as gutted
natured by Ralph Doyle (RKO) ter. serving as apprentices in New .Adolphus.
in a w'artime air raid.
and Ernest Turnbull, chief of the Hope at Pla.x house this summer.
U.S. films now playing in 864
Edward Rubin (brother of Bennvi
Hoyts pic loop.
Bob Garland, Jean Dalrymple, prospering with drama studio here. of Japan's 2.160 threatres. a new
Joe
Cross.
Bill
Doll.
Donald His stock company doing “Room postwar high. Nearly 300 houses
Flamm. John Holden, Liz Mears. Service” in Julv.
book American pix exclusivel.v.
Lima, Peru
Gei’lrude
Applebaum and Eric
Seventy .lapane.se film directors
from country’s leading studios have
Edxvard D. Cohen, of 20th-Fox. Dresslers down to catch New Hope
organized tlie Japan Film Direcchecking up on film export mar- preem of Kay Francis in “Let Us
Minneapolis
Be Gay.”
tors A.ssn., the fir.sl such organiket here.
By Les Rees
zation in the industry’s hi.stor.y.
Argentina’s E.strillita C’a.stro and
Sophie Tucker drawing capacity -Association is headed by Kenji
Mexico’s Pepe Melero opening here
at Club Carnival.
Mizoguchi. a Shoehiku director.
next week.
Riviera
Ink Spots and Son & Sonnv unAgitation is increasing here for
James A. Fitzpatrick's camera
By Margaret Gardner
lowering .Inpan’s 1.50Cb federal
derlined for Club Carnival.
crew leaving Lima to do a short on
laid (Buskin ofl to Paris.
WTCN
La Paz. Bolivia.
set to launch TV in July, admission tax.
which is pla.ving
Errol Flynn, relaxing at Hotel
giving Twin Cities two television havoc w’itli the nation’s boxoffice.
Independent U. S. agents are exdu Cap. after an ”cven(fiir’ week
Levy applies to restaurants, caploring Peru for a local short-substations.
Other
is KSTP.
in Paris.
ject company, to do color shorts on
Ncderlanders of Detroit, Mieh.. barets. zoos, museums, ball parks
Al Stone, composer of “Symto decide this week if they’ll re- and the like, as w'cll as theatres
Peruvian animals, vegetables, minpbonle.” has taken apartment in
erals. etc.
new their lease on Luccum. legiti- and film bouses.
Juan-les-Piiis for summer.
Peru’s Time-like weekly. 1949.
mate roadsiiow Ji6use.
At la.st
w’oather jinx over,
is
running
Past ehiel liarkcrs honored by
a
two-blurb
on and famous Riviera
sunsliine back Northwest Variety
Tennessee
Williams’
“Streetcar at iis
Germany
Club at dinner
old stand of bu.siness.
Named Desire.” calling it “one of
were late W. A. Steircs. Bill El.son.
AVesley Ruggles' fractured ankle
Rudolf Jugert. w'ho dii’erted
the greatest North American draW. H Workman. Ben Blotckv. Ed'.skiing
"Hello Fraiilein,” has started work
accident*
healed
enough
mas.” but running pix of the Mexdie Ruhon. Art
Anderson. John on his next pic. “Our Husbands.’
for him to consider throwing awav
ico cast, the New Orleans streetBranion and Maitland Froseli.
Bela Balae/. Hungarian film dicn ;md a transfer, and no pix of crutches.
Nice’s
rector. has startt'd script on a film
Victorine
Studios
humWilliams.
ming with activity with slarl of
on the life of Mozart. DEFA will
Westport, Conn.
^another new film, this one starring
film it.
Fernandel.
Herolina
Co. will start
F'ilin
By Humphrey Doulens
India
After a complete facelifting tlie
shooting “By a Nose’s lA’ngth,’ a
Noel
Coward
here tor a few’ story' built
Government of India has finally Palm Beach Casino of Cannes has
six-day biaround
days l)efore sailing.
decided to supply “approved” films o|)ened for what.il liopes will
cyclists.
be
Richard i.nd Dorothv Rodgers
of 1.000 feet to theatres on fixed its biggest season.
Afifa Film Co. and Wiesbaden
opening their liouse.
lental.
Newest Riviera niglit-club sensahave signed an agreement permitJean Dalrymple weekending at
Films Division of Government of tion is Pierre Dudan's existent
ting tlie company to set up studios
ialisl
her |)laee in Bethel.
India Information and Broadcast- liideaway. deep in the
in Wiesliaden.
cellar ot an
Horace MacMahon commuting
ing Dept, has produced so far .52 Antilles grocery store.
The color film. "The Little Court
^** *'',^ Story”
newsreels and 36 documentaries
performances. C’oMcort,” produced in
Lobb.\ ot Carlton jammed with
J
“J
(ilad.vs
Swart liout planed out Paul Verliocven, has been ndeaseo
lor circulation in India.
reporters,
photograplu'is.
news- .yesterday from New
York for dates by the Sovexport Film Di.stribu*
While the Government of India reel men. Indian potentates
in
in VVinnipeg and
is exploring possibility of starting
Northwest.
native garb. etc., lor the big wedtion.
Ringling
Hrotliers circus
r.’iw
film manufacture at
Into
I’oona, ding
The Bavarian Film Co. has reBi idgeport June 1.3-14
Mysore state government is also
as part of leased "Alarriage for I.ove.”
Jenniler Jones and David O.
til.N s P. 3. Barnum
going ahead with the same idea. Selznick. incognito,
Centenary.
are
iMarkiis, Hans
managing to
Ann Harding making her return TheoWinnie
First full length cartoon picture evade reporters
Lingeii. Pix was directed by
and
“Yes My Darling Daugh- Lingen.
has been produced in C.’ilcutt.i bv an during two-da.v stay pimlographers
in Cannes, on tiT
at Country Playhou.se
Indian film company. Picture nins their way to Italy.
in Julv.
Joe Stoeekel is sot for the leadHerbert and Dorothy Fields hiid80
minutes and
is
scheduled
Louella O Parsons and TWA’s
ing role in the "3'he Three Village
for early release.
It is a bilingual
John Haskell off for a week in nhng with l.awrence Langner and Saints.”
Stoeekel also has boon
lieresa Hoihurn a)>out tlielr
production in Hindi and Bengali. iPans before
musi- slated to direct two other iiln»
departing lor London, cal
Pursuit of Happiness.”
lot*
lii>
PiK'kon Iv Film Co.
.

i

morrow

afternoon
(Thurs.'
for
Earl Wilson’s new' book. “Let ’Km
Eat Cheesecake.” Champagne and
cheesecake will be served.
Leopold Friedman, veepee-secrelary of Loew’s. Inc. and current l>
v.ieationing in Europe, named veepee of the Hospital for Joint Diseases. He’s been a member of the

By Henry Senber
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Bill
bertville, N. J., tent theatre.
Doll doing national job from N. Y.
Ed Schloss, Max de Shaunsee,

Hollywood
Nancy Walker

to soenit
®pena
the summer.
Jose Ferrer planed in fnr «
^
in “Whirlpool.’’

I

Rendez Vous Room Monday night
for a ^'••inal dinner-dance for
her fr
The nitery is normally
rlo.f
.tu night, being open for
oday dinner instead.

Australia

Bromhead (Eagle Lion)
New’ Zealand.
Associated British pic “No Room
(he Inn” has been nixed by local
Ralph

o. o.’ing

Leones’

graduate manager of athletics
West Point.
George Feinberg, president of
Dazian's, back after making comprehensive survey of the more im-

taking will be a romantic musical
Walter Wanger in.
Wilson Barrett Co. presenting based on “The Scarlet Pimpernel.”
James Herd, legit investor, off to
Shaw’s “Saint Joan” at Alhambra,
New York.
Glasgoxf.
Spyros Skouras. 20th-Fox prez.
Bucks County, Pa.
Jack Anthony, Scot comic, has
due tomorrow (Thurs.).
opened a five-week stint at Tivoli,
Jacques Griniefl', film financier
Ry Sol Jacobson
Aberdeen.
and producer, off to Rome.
Bill Gargan down for a lookJohn Shields Graham, from BelTown Meeting of the Air ensee.
fast Empire, is new manager of
tourage due July 2 with its local
back
at SpringKirkland
Jack
Metropole, Glasgow.
se.ssion slated July 5.
tow'n farm, ditto the Augustus
Robert Wilson, Scot tenor, back
W’ayne Coy, FCC chief, attendfrom tour of Canada. He returns Goetzes.
ing a conclave for international adSt. Clair Bayfield repeating his
for longer trip in 1950,
justment
of communications.
Be
Gay”
role
in
“Let
Us
Jimmy Logan, young Scot comic original
James Roosevelt, ABC’s Coast
and nephew of Ella Logan, into at New Hope.
CarlLsle checking out July commentator, here to air some
Kitty
new’ radio series “It’s All Yours.”
Paris-originated commentaries.
George and Bert Bernard regis- 6 from Aquetong home to sing
Casey Robinson, producer-writer
Salt Lake City.
tered strongly with comedy-mim- “Carmen” in
and
husband of Ballerina Tamara
Andrews
Sidney
and
Tod
Sylvia
ing on fourth visit to Empire. Glasre- Toumanova, in from New York, as
gow. They topped bill this time. in for “Two Mrs. Carrolls”
are the Hal Hornes.
John
O’Shaughnesunder
hearsals
John
Stewart,
formerly
of
Johnny Hyde, Rita Hayworth’s
clo.sed-down Park theatre. Glas- sey’s direction.
Boyd Crawford signed by Theron personal rej). guest of the actress
gow. planning “Scottish Stratford”
and
Aly Khan at running of the
in
preem
Bamberger
to
cast
head
in summer theatre at his Pitlochry
of Elihu Winer’s “I’ll Take My Epsom Derby, Saturday (4'.
Perthshire) home.
Stand” June 27 in New Hope,
Pat Hurley handling local p.a.
Dallas
chores on St. John Terrell’s LamI

Commission.
rant'

for

posals.

Ford Theatre this season, leave
tod,fy (Wed», for Europe vacation,

The Gene

to journalists is the plan

v

morrow

Duffield,

star

a press room with 15 telephone
and also direct “Your Witness,” booths.
Teddington Studios.
After a Moslem service, ccleFrank Launder-Sidney Gilliat brated*in intimate secrecy
current Greater New'
at their
splitting activiYork Fund. Assisting him are team is temporarily simultaneously chateau Rita and Aly, accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs, Charles Vidor,
Harry Moskowitz, Loew’s construc- ties to concentrate
Happiest
“The
pictures,
on two
tion chief; Leo Brecher. prez of
(Doris Warner), Johnny Hyde and
Lives” and “State Sethe Prince and Prince.ss d’OrleansUnity Theatres, and J. Joshua Days of Our
Goldberg, secretary of the Inde- cret.”
Braganza left in three cars for
Record pre-production agency Paris.
dependent Theatre Owners Assn.
Agent Hyde is all smiles,
deal made by Tom Arnold for Ivor
since she has promised to return
“King’s
musical
new
Novello’s
to Hollywood around October for
Rhapsody,” totaling $200,000. Show a new’
film.
Scotland
is set for Palace, London, in SepBy Gordon Irving
tember.
Film Producer Michael Powell
Grade Fields stopped all traffic
Paris
w ith her big reception in Dundee. has joined forces w'ith theatre manBy Maxime de Beix
Glasgow cinema workers ac- ager Bernard Delfont in a legit
joint
underfirst
their
and
venture,
cepted C.E.A. wage increase pro(33 Bled. Moutpartiasse)

Mindlin's (& Goldreyer) daughter,
Constance, will wed Ira Lewis

Schneider June 29.
Irene M. Selznick heads west

w;ill

in
at

RKO

tady June 12.
Republic Pictures cocktail-partied Roy Rogers, Dale Evans and
George “Gabby” Hayes at the Warwick last week.
Phil Reisman, RKO’s foreign
chief, returned from a Continental
survey on the Nieuw Amsterdam
yesterday (Tues.).

and then New' York. She expects
to be in New York June 9.
Comparative peace and tranVivien

LtHuion,
is

where

Busseil

winding up with the

of

Carl

Hyson’s

‘2d

“('o|)a

Revue.”
Highlights of the controversi.il
•‘Peace Conference” at the Walrecently, edited into

dort-.Astoria
a 12-minute

documentary film by
National
Council of the Arts.
Sciences & Professions, sponsors
of the meeting.
Lee Koken. RKO concession
head, vacationing on Coast.
Will

,

,

.

I

I
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6S
moved

r"

proKrams with the Nation.nl Light
GIANNINI
Giannini,
79, Opera Co., National Grand Opera
Peter
America
of
"The Cliquot Club Eskiino.s,”
Bank
Co.,
the
r of
fi<tif
picture "Dutch Masters Minstrels," "Jolly
ioneer of motion
n-'
3 at his home Buckeye Bakers,” "Forhan’s Tooth
June
died
ng
-J’
Mateo, Cal., after a month’s Pa.ste." "General Electric," "The
III
A siege of cold aggravated Cadman Hour.” "Morning Glee
llr
ondition of an already weak- Club" with Charles Baker, "Maxwell House." "Cities Service,” and
.1 heart.
jrting with the Bank of Italy many others.
an Francisco in 1904, Giannini
WILLIAM G. W. KING
Moped it into a system with
inWilliam G. W. King, 42, news
bout 500 banks and 3,300,000
In 1918 he ventured into writer for the National Broadcastxestors.
and became a leader ing Co. imd a contributing editor
film financing
of banking. The first of Cue magazine, died of a heart
in that form
Kid.” ailment June 4 while vacationing
nicture he backed was "The
balked in a cottage on Wilmont road at
riiarles Chaplin, producer,
over 20% of the pic- Fire Island, L. 1,
at turning
other banks,
King was bom in Nashville,
ture. as demanded by
and borrowed $150,000 from Gian- Tenn. He was graduated from the
percentage
University of Chicago. He came to
nini. who whittled the
,.
Since that time New York in 1928 and after a year
down to eight.
the Bank of America has invested on the staff of The A.s.sociated Pre.ss
approximately $300,000,000 in film joined the editorial staff of the
N. Y. Evening Post, where he was
production.
.
One of the in.stitution s heavie.st a feature editor and drama critic
gambles in recent years wa^ in from 1929 until 1933. In 1934 he
“Arch of Triumph,” produced by Joined The Sun and was its music
Enterprise. Since that unfortunate critic from 1937 to 1939. He went
venture the bank has tightened up to tlie Columbia Broadcasting System that year as supcrvi.sor of conon independent producers.
Giannini cert broadcasts by the N. Y. Philago
years
Twenty
‘iirned over the handling of film harmonic Orchestra.
Mr. King was a free-lance writer
Kins to his brother, A. H. GianIn from 1941 to 1947, when he became
ini. who died five years ago.
„Hont years Bernard Giannini. a associated for a year with the Con,ephew. and Tom Deane have solidated Concerts booking agency
iinctioned as contacts with the and joined the NBC news department in January. 1948.
lotion picture industry.
Survivors are his .son, L. M.
current chief of the
iannini.
RAY IIULING
anking system, and a daughter,
Ray lluling, 62, who trained seals
rs. Claire Giannini Hoffman.
[and exhibited them in this country
and in Europe, died in his home at
JOE STEELE
Kingston. N. Y.. June 5.
Joseph F. Golden, professionally
With his brothers. Mark A. and
as Joe Steele, minstrel, the late Frank E. lluling, he start.flown
•tor and producer, died in New
ed training seals at Tonawanda,
ork June 1 after a three-year ill- N. Y. P'or 21 years after 1908 the
Golden entered show busi- Hulings and their seals traveled
‘ss.
jit‘ss
at the age of five and re- with the Kingling Bros., Barnum
-ained in it for about 70 years. & Bailey Circus.
He appeared with A1 G. Fields’
.M the height of their career they
Min.strels and was known in black- had 22 seals in five circus acts playHe also toured as ing musical instruments, performl.ice as "Jake."
ventriloqui.st. Professor Zelvo.
ing balancing feats and acrobatic
He starred in the title role of tricks. They toured F^ngland, Scotliinmie, the Newsboy," for more land. France and Germany.
an three vears. At one time he
more recent years Huling
In
as a Dallas theatre stage mana- u.sed his famous seal. Charlie, in
ger and also produced and acted Hollvwood for the making of films
n .stock. With the old Julian Bros,
and at the Warner studio in Brookircus, he played fair lots from lyn.
He retired m 1938. His
'e.xas to the Canadian border, and
brother. Mack, continued the busiith the advent of radio he hooked
ness.
0 with a North Carolina station.
Besides this brother, he leaves
A wife survives.
his wife, another brother. John, and
four sisters.
I
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LEON VOLTERRA
(.eon

Volterra.

61,

where

MARRIAGES

he

Jacqueline Joan Jones to Frank
Pinto Pix
Dodge, New York, June 2.
Bride is on staff of Columbia
Continued from pa^e I
Broadcasting System; he’s assistant
Monogram.
Survived by wife and two chil- producer oi the Arthur Godfrey ever success they did in spite of
radio program.
dren.
themselves.
To hit in a market
Antoinette Guhlke to Robert
Dixon, New York, June 4, Bride is where there will be a lot more
MARTIN FENTON
a dancer in the revue, "Lend .4n comedy, however, and thus compeMartin Fenton. 59. music busi- Ear"; he’s a singer in the same
tition and comparison, story ediness auditor, who kept labs on re- show.
tors are taking the viewpoint that
cording company royalty stateOttilic Ann Kruger to Jay Gayne
ments to music publishers for the Rescher, New York. June 2. Bride the raw material will have to be
of
past 15 years or more, died of a is legit actress and daughter
more solid.
heart attack in his New York office actor Otto Kruger.
Western cycle, it is now generalFriday <3» evening. He had spent
Marina Svetlova to Henry Mcllthe afternoon at Decca Records in vaine Parsons, New York, May 27. ly agreed, has been way overplayN. Y.. with Harry Fox, pub agent Bride is premiere danseuse of ed. 'fhat’s understandable enough,
however, in light of the situation
and trustee.
Metropolitan Opera Assn.
Fenton had a staff of seven,
Harriet Lee Lasker to Howard which gave rise to the fat crop of
When the economy
which made periodic audits of re- Berg Lewine, New York. June 5. boss oprys.
cording company sales all over the Bride is a secretary at Warner wave hit Hollywood - hard about
country.
Bros. h.o.
two years ago, studios looked for
Jean Elizabeth, Sutter to Ken- yarns that could be made cheaply,
neth E. Raine, New York. June 1. 'file oaters were good not only on
DWIGHT SMITH
He’s secretary and counsel for Co- that score, but had a fine reputaDwight Smith. 92. retired actor,
lumbia Records, Inc., in Bridge- tion for being reliable at the bo.
died at Monsey, N.Y.. May 30. He
port. Conn.
had been a guest at the Actor’s
Comedies, in general, also lend
Janet Burtis to Michael CripaFund Home, Englewood, N. J., nuk. New York. June 1.
Both themselves to modest budgeting.
since 1946.
were- fn cast of "Turn to the Right.” However, the chances of getting a
Born in Veyay, Indiana, he was which recently completed a 50- flop are much higher than with
elected mayor there after his rewesterns, and it is tremendously
week tour of vet hospitals.
tirement from the stage in 1905.
Ruth Bernstein to Roheil B. more difficult to get good comedy
He appeared in “Esmeralda," and Pell.
York. June 5. Bride is scripts. Accent, therefore, was on
New
later
appeUred in “York Statt^ office manager of Near East Films the boots-and-saddles.
With the
Folks." "David Harum.” "For the
Alfred
to
assi.stant
he’s
Corp.;
having been overdone,
Crown," and in silent films with Crown, veepee of Samuel Goldwjn theme now'
however,
ami
studios still anxious
the late William S. Hart,
Productions.
to keep on the con.servative side
Mickey budget-wise, call is for the laughto
Vickers
Martha
Rooney, San Fernando. June 3. getters.
ADELE MARGULIES
Adele Margulies, 86, concert Both are .screen players.
Among the pix coming up are
Marcia Pol land to Nat Kerner,
pianist and piano teacher, who or“'The
Good Humor
ganized the Margulies Trio nearly New Y’ork, May 29. Bride is’ sec- Columbia’s
Man”
and "Baby Is Here"; Par60 years ago, died in New York retary to A1 Brackman, general
manager of American Academy of mount’s "The Great Lover" iBob
June 6.
Hope), “My Friend Irma.” "SorBorn in Vienna, she began to Music, Inc.
Esther Sittner to Robert Gilli- rowful Jones," "Red. Hot and
play the piano as a child, and at
Bride
is
June
Vegas,
5.
Blue"
and "Top O’ the Morning"
Las
gan.
Vienna
Con.servatory,
studying
the
Bing Cro.sby); “ RKO’s "It’s Only
under Anton Door and H. Graedc- with the RKO flackery.
Dee Keating to Ray Anthony, Money” (Groucho Marx. Frank
ner, she won the first prize three
years in succession at the age of in Denver. May 31. She’s former Sinatra),
United Artists’ "Love
vocalist with his band,
14. 15 and 16.
Happy” (Marx Bros.), Universal’s
Vivian Irene Francis to James "Abbott & Costello Meet the KillHunter Logan, Washington, D. C.. er” and WaiTier Bros.’ -“Girl from
JIM HUNTER
Jim Hunter, 49, radio broad- June 3. He’s broadcast manager Jones Beach" and “Happy Times"
station WMAL-ABC.
caster. died in Toronto. June 6. He 'of
(Danny Kaye).
Lois Wheeler to Edgar Snow'.
had broadcast news twice daily
Landing, N. Y,. May 26
Sneeden’s
over radio .station CFRB since 1933.
actrc.ss.
Before that, he had been manager Bride is legit and .screen
Joan Tetzel to Oscar Homolka,
of CKCR, Kitchener. Ont., and was
York. May 29. Both are legit
on the .staff of CHML. in Hamilton. New
who appeared in stage
Continued from page 1
His first broadcast was from players
version of "1 Remember Mama.”
WBBM, Chicago.
Lyle L. <Pee Wee) Fro.st to Dor- are to be kinc.scoped for the widest
othy M. Coffin, in F'armington. possible nationwide coverage.
It
HAROLD (lOLLOS
He’s member of
N. H.. May 28.
Harold Gollo.';. 55. theatre cir- Melody Boys,
Rochester, is expected that the two-week time
cuit operator, died May 28 at his N. H. group.
lag pertaining to kinnie shows this
home in Beverly Hills following a
Kay Walsh to Charles J. Fitz- season will continue in the fall,
heart attack.
gerald, New York, June 4. Bride is meaning the print of hi.s Get. 6
As president of the Gollos Man- secretary to A1 Schwalberg. Paraprogram will be aired via KTTV,
agement Co., he controlled a chain mount's general sales manager.
of film houses and bowling alleys
in Chicago.
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BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs.
Hollvwood,

JAMES McTAGGART

James McTaggart. 38, screen acDavid Balaban. .53. co-founder of tor. died May 29 in a swimming
('.(ding
French theatre directors
idiil producers, died after a
heart the Balaban & Katz Chi theatre pool on a private estate in Beverly
in the Highland
Tt'iack in Paris, June 5.
chain, died .lime
Hill.s.
Volterra
for years
had been Park. HI.. Hospital of a heart ailDiving from a springboard, he
"!<
of the leading Paris theatrical ment.
struck his head on the edge of the
brothers
five
his
and
n. having owned
Balaban
and directed
pool
and drowned.
f a dozen theatres. Including the
founded the circuit 33 years ago.
iino de Paris. Theatre de Paris He had been working as supervi.sor
ANGELO SUALDO
rein
theatres
M Folies Marigny, He also owned of Chi North Side
,4ngelo Sualdo. 48, Warner Bros,
eral cabarets, including the Ab- cent .vears and previousl.v had manBuenos
manager
in
ie e de Thelcme on Place Pigalle. aged the uptown Oriental theatre. assistant
Surxiving are his brothers. Jack, ,\ires. died there May 31. accordal.so was a sportsman and his
the com»rs had been prominent on all
secret a rv of the B. & K. corpora- ing to a cable received by
is racetracks.
He was co-owner tion; Barney, president of Para- pany’s home office. He was with
!i
the Aga Khan of My Love, mount Pictures; A. J-. managing Warners for the past 16 years,
.•\
wife survives.
ch won the Epsom Derby last director of the Rox.v Theatre in
New York, and Harr.v and Elmer,
MRS. CHARLES WEBB
Plays produced under his man- who own another theatre chain in
Mrs. Marie Webb. 74. former
Katherine;
wife.
his
agement of the Theatre de Paris Chicago;
in
include the succe.ss.
"Tovarich," two daughters. Mrs. Lee Woltman xyl(»i)honist who had appeared
viuide in an act with her husband.
with Andre LeFaur and Elvire and Gail, and a .son. Max.
Charles, a singer, died in New
Popesco in 1933. Some months ago
York. June 1.
ho .sold the riieatre de Paris and
ANNA L, COLLIN.S
Survived by husband.
( tired.
Mrs Anna I. Collins. 81. died reOften called the French Zieg- cently at her home in Fort Myers.
born
ELBERT M. ADA.MS
was
who
f«*ld, Volterra was one of the leadCollins,
Fla. Mrs.
Elbert M(-Dorth Adams. 47. .sales
ing
Continental
theatre
opera- in Ireland, was a concert singer hut
tors and show producers for 40 |•ctired at ter lu'C marriage in 1895 representative for Paramount PicN. C..
in ('harlotte.
fures. died
years.
Many of the dazzling spec- to the late Arthur Collins.
with Paratacles at the Casino de Paris, to
Collins, who died in 1933. w as June 2. He had been
which American tourists flocked for moie than 25 years one of mount for 23 years.
He
Wife and a daughter survive,
season after .sea.son. were
pre- the
lop recording artists.

son.
is
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DAVID BALABAN

one of the

Hollywood

worked with FBO, Darmour and
Universal. In later years he was a
freelance photographer. His most
recent films were at Columbia and

OBITUARIES
A. P.

to

1

'

I

Bing Crosby, now that he
has been sewed up by CBS. is
expected to postpone the start
of any television work until
the fall of 1950.
Singer reportedly wants to continue
concentrating during (he up1949-50
on
coming
season
radio only, believing the time

Father

29.

a film flack.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Simpson, son.
Father is
Hollywood. May 31.
hea(i of props at 20th-Fox.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Luban.
daughter. May 24. in Hollywood.
He is a film and radio scripter.
Mr. and Mrs. John Farrow,
daughter, I.,os Angeles. June 3.

Mother

is

Maureen

actress;
father
director.

»

'

I

Crosby Wants to Wait

Kenneth Carter,

May

is

not vet ripe
into TV.
is

Sullivan, film
a

Paramount

Crosby
retained
current

,

Louis Cowan,
Mr, and
Mrs.
[daughter.
New York. May 27.
Father is a radio producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis t’alta, daughFather
ter. May 22. New York.
is a drama reporter for the N. Y.
Times.
Mr, and Mrs, ,A1 Fiora, daughter.
Chicago. June 2. F’atlier is with
Jerrv .Murad’s Harmonicats.

made thousands of disk and cyl ingay restaurant proper- de records sol(»s. duets with Byof
ties was the Lido, which he look
ron G. Harlan and as baritone
'
**r
after previous owners were the Peerless Quartet. He was espeto have lost $3,000,000 on it. ciallv known tor his rendition of
anci
"Tlie Preacher and the Boar,
harry j. DONAGIIY
recorded it for several companies.
(any J. Donaghy, 56, director
Sur\ ived by a son and brother.
('f
public relations for the H. C.
ctiack Co.. Inc., and pioneer in
EDWIN CASEY ROBERTS
‘•'io and television, died at his
Edwin Casev Roberts, 49. set dine in Brooklyn. N. Y., June 1. rector. died May 29 in Hollywood
n 1923. as a member of the following a cerebral hemorrhage.

Among

'''

—

his

'

1

‘

hiclet

Quartette" he was w'ith
'-•first group to obtain a commerd contract in radio. This w'as
th WEAF. N. Y.
In 1927 he ap-

Identified with the film industry
worked
for 29 years, Roberts had
on pictures with Rudolph ValenMary
Fail-hanks.
Douglas
tino.

Pickford. Norma and Constance
Talmadge and others.
He was nominated for an .Acanemy Award la.st .\ear for his efforts
asts on television,
which included on .loan of .Arc," His last woik
rho Pirates of Penzance" and “H. was on
Lester Cowan's "Love
’

'ft

ared in Ziegfcld’s "Rosalie.
|n 1939-40 during the World’s
^ang the leading ba.ss role
the first full-length opera broad-

'

‘L S.

Pinafore."
Prior to hi.s w ork in
radio,
-'unaghy made a number of rec-*'^King with the National
vlfi
lale Quartet and with
F>nie Hare,

Haptiy

»i'Iy

home

:

Jones and Billy Murray.

_*^^aghy during his 25-ycar
vaiecr on the air sang on radio

JOHN

S.

BROWN

John Spencer Brown. 56. pioneer
cameraman, died June at his
I

film

in

Hollywood.

Stalling

Edison Co.

in
in

1912

New

with the old
Voik, he later

MANUEL CASTANED.4

full IcMe rights in his

film

of

TV

be de-

will

spon.sor.
Ill

I

I

—

I

—M
I

I

I

His lavfrj 2
Hollywood, on Oct. 20
shows originating «'ri the CiAst, •»
along with those rt 'Vynn, will be
kineseoped for showing on tAe interconnected e« (crn-midwe' j hookup

mard’
from Date

start in

hi.s

pendent only on hi.s ow-n decision and those of CB.S and
new radio
Chesterfield,
his

'

Cuntiniicd

with

contract

Paramount, indicating the date

1

MG’S

for his entry

reported to have

!

J

sented under bis direction.

is

1

.Starting
date for Hie W(nn
series has not been set and CBS-TV
docs not yet have a spon.s^**’’ 4Voth

lluni<*r hikI Miss Mceast.
Grath. in addition, are featured in
the Metro film, in which Spencer
has taken o\ (*r the Morley
I'l acy
role. With televiewers thus able to
see an hour-long adaptation of the
show with most of the east that

way

comedians will .siTpervi**!mat development of their

tV

_

ferings, w ith CBS tele veep? v J. ti. l
Caslanda. 35. singer,
V.in V'olkenburg having imddtef..
in an auto wreck in San
with both of them during his vish
been
had
a
He
free
Antonio. June 4
appears in the film and for
to the Coa<d last week.
guitar player and Metro was naturally wary of the
nitery singer
announcer of a Spanish series of TV program’s efft'ct on the Music
broadcasts on KITF:. San .Antonio. Hall hoxoffice.
Morley came over
from England especially to do the
Mother of Sam Fincberg. for- TV show.
C'ontinurd from page 1
mer Republic franchi.se holder in
Formal complaint w’as lodged
Pittsburgh and now head of a
with the K.&E. agency by Metro calls to the home listeners. Plann
theatre supply hou.se, died in that
RobJ.
counsel
veepee and general
were progressing smimthly for an
cit\. May 31.
Since the film com- early kickoff of the Lou Cowanert Rubin.
not include video, packaged production,^ with all of
Herbert Zenker. 54. west coast pany’s rights do
first nixed
the studios chiming' in with a
manager for Magnovox Corpora- howW'r, the agency at
request. Tele rights were sewed
'count me in."
tion, died June 3 at his Pasadena the
LangNoel
and
Morley
attack.
through
heart
a
up
following
home
However, out of the clear the
ley. who co-authored the original
lion started some ad lib roarMetro
play. To forestall just such continlast week. Studio execs argued
Stands gencies, K.&F'. also does not kine- ing
2
that "you can have our top
NBC
to
scope the program, so that Metro stable of stars, but only If M-G gets
St. James theatre. Asbury Park, a
no kickback on that score. an exclusive on the personality
link in the Walter Reade chain, will had
Show was to have been carried on tieins."
install vaude policy July 1. playseven CBS-TV station.*? in the east
ing seven act bills.
NBC sa>s no dice and despite
but the picture to date has opened
Conthe
Another Reade house,
Metro’s bulking the web is countat the Hall.
gress, Saratoga, becomes a two-day only
the studio falling in line unK. & E. has not yet decided on a ing on
stand July 24. Both arc booked by
der the original blueprint
rcplaceinent for "Edward."
Belle Dow agency.
A1

Manuel
was killed

—

^

ch
Metro’s Wrench

j

i

^

i
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* A crowd two and a half times as great as that which Jammed Madison Square
Carder,
five years ago— hailed Mary Margaret McBride at the Yankee
Stadium on her Fifteenth
Anniversary on the
Lyons at

She

air.

piped In by the Thistle Guild, escorted by Borough
artz.
Tributes came from all over
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UNIONS PUSH VAUDE ‘COMEBACK'
Vet Agent Dramatizes Self
In Borscht Belt Musical

Hartmans’ Takeoff Gets

Cowbarn Legits

’Em

‘Mr.

&

Mrs.’ Airer

iLSH.

Paul and Grace Hartman, dance
satirists, have been signed as a Mr.
and Mrs. team by WOK, N. Y.
They’ll take over the Saturday
8:l.‘>-9 a m. stint being dropped by
Dorothy and Dick Kollmar, who
are easing up on their .seven-day-

As Source For

PETRILLO

Benny, TI-S-A/ To

Mike Hammer, vet vande agent
and a pioneer in estahlisliing entertainment in the NY. mountain

'

Share Time

On

area of the so-called borscht bolt,
a new musical,
is collabbing on
his
early
of
.seml-biographical
Vaudeville’s comeback gols its career as a “life of the party guy”
biggest shot in the arm during the some 3.5 years ago. He'll do the
a*week sked.
in fact, two of them
book with Frank Finnerty. while
Idea of using the Hartmans came past week
Cueing a possible pattern for the
Click shows from this summer’s from the Roll mars, who recalled when heads of show biz’s two music and lyrics are by F.dward
future, two sponsors will share the
strawhat circuit may be sent on their routine from “Angel in the strongest unions asked their locals Kting, Group of indie agents are
time slot when Chevrolet
same
"tour next fall to help build up the Wings” in which they needled the 'to relax the rules to encourage the in on production under a limited
alternates
“Inside
USA.” with
Plan is being worked out breakfast gabbers.
road.
They’ll origi- vaude trend. Both Richard Walsh, partnership setup. It’s slated lor
American
Tobacco
Co.’s
lack
by a subcommittee of the new nate from their Long Island home, president of the International Al- early autumn production.
Hammer, now in his 7()’s. may Benny show’ starting on CBS this
Committee of Theatrical Produc- signing of the Hartmans repre- liance of Theatrical Stage Employfall.
“Inside
US.\”
will
go
on
ers, with the cooperation of theig(.||(g a compromise between WOR, ees. and James C. Petrillo, head of al.so serve as technical adviser to
Thursdays at 9 p.m. as will Benny.
United Booking Office and the which had wanted “Dorothy and the American Federation of Mu- George Jessel on his upcoming
Kaeh
will
broadcast
two
shows
American Theatre So- Diek" to continue seven times sicians. came out with statements production of “Moon Over the
•Shuberts.
monthly..
ciety-Theatre Guild mailing lists weekly, and the Kollmars, who had indicating they would do every- Catskills” for 20th-F’ox.
It’s regarded
that this pattern
in various towns will be used to wanted to cut down to five shows thing possible to unshutter thewill
ultimately be followed by
shows
in continuastage
atres
for
lolicit business for -the shows.
a week.
more
sponsors.
Several factors
several
tion of a trend started
As demonstrated by the profitUmd to support this theory. Firstly.Seeu to
to
weeks ago with the successful reable grosses drawn on both Broadit’s
felt
that
the
long rehearsals
Palace
of
the
vaude
opening to
way and the road by the Tallulah
necessary for top tele shows will
theatre on Broadway after it had
Appreciated—
“Private Insult Your Neighbor
of
revival
.Bankhead
make it mandatory that many top
straight pix since 1933.
been
Lives.’’ strawhat productions can
names limit their working hours.
Walsh’s in.structions to his loSez Berle; Off to Coast It's also seen that once television
Over the Air for a Dime;
do hefty business in regular bookrecals specifically ask that they
Ings.
Since such productions are
Milton Belie, who telecast his attains full circulation and costs
already paid for from the cow
I Continued on page 47
rise, many sponsors will find it
Belgium’s Pirate Radios
last show for the sea.son last night
bam engagements, they have an
prohibitive to sustain a top show
Brussels, June 1.
(Tues. t. feels that he has estabInitial advantage for road booking.
more than twice a month. Idea of
Gheel, near Antwerp, has the
lished the principle tliat television alternate
It’s
believed that a dozen or queerest colony in the world. For
spon.sorship
will
also
more of the shows slated to play years Gheel peasants have given
can aid a performer in any branch benefit a star’s longevity on the
^
the strawhat circuit this summer
of show business. Although It was medium idnce showings everv two
lunatics and have been
In
are potential road material.
expected that his work with “Tex- weeks will give the personalities
Belgian government
most ca.ses these wdll be revivals
aco Star Theatre” would gel the more time to gather suitable maLunatics help with the
and prepare shows with
with top stjirs. but a few others
attention of Hollywood pictiin* pro- terial
pjyk cherries or churn the
may be tryouts, with or without
ducers through Coast kinescopings. greater care.
push a wheel^
The idea of rotating spon.sOrs has
name players. The UBO. "Inch
ancle that many dulnM f.auie
upside down so that no'
Washinslon. ,T.inp H.
h e e n
discussed
for
stands to get additional revenue one. they say, will put something
sometime
"as thal
Television set produclion durins
among network sales toppers.
from these tourers, has P»‘>>^i'sed
his radio
.Another one doubles April reached the hishest weekly l»'l
fJ",."
VVednosth
the
on
to a.ssist the project by getting
position
y
“Inside
'"Kh
USA"
station
is
packaged by
as the ‘official’’ railroad
rale vel attained by Ihe industry,
Current slandini! .Arthur Schwartz who produced the
the be.st possible booking terms. master.
Amused passengers can
Mamifaeliircrs A.ssn. re- nuthl .spectrum
him legiter of that name which is curpiac
Agents of Hollywood names are see him with his whistle, whistling
(S’ at 8.3 on ABC. which places
poised last week in announcing the is
that rent in Chicago with Bea Lillie
c
also being notified, so they’ll con— top
— peiloinieis on
re- among the
1()(),33()
and
of
every time the station master luonlli's output
sider tours for their clients.
Jack Haley in the lead.s.
evening.
Kvervone is accustomed eeivers. This total was reached
whislles.
previous
that
declares
Although the present setup for to that and nobody finds it strange. a four-week month compared to
Berle
show
radio
liis
of
Stranger yet is the net of pirate 182.381 sets in the five-week month criticism
(Continued on page 55t
stemmed from the fact that his
radio stations a ro u n d Gheel. of March
Robinson
the
that
he
apin
to
Has.selt,
showed
.seen
and
he
Ilerenthals
humor had to
The RMA report
Brooklyn Dodgers ba.sehall star
province ol Limburg. People, ap- video sets accoimled for a fourth preciated. But since people have Jackie Robin.son and the other NeGautier’s Civil Rights
parently fed lip with the official, of all’ types of receivers produced been looking at the video program, gro players in both major leagues
during the month.
they can visualize what he’s doing are the basis of a tune written by
(Continued on page 55>
AM-FM production. R.M.-\ re- in all radio situations and conse- maestro Buddy Young and reSuit a First for
ported, droiiped to “new low lev- quently, there’s a greater degree corded by him for Decca.
Tune
Probably the first suit brought
appreciation.
els" with output of both .XM-only
is mainly on . Robin.son, however.
by a peii'ormer to charge violation
Rotary’s N. Y. Convention *ind FM-AM at 62' r under the
Berle i.s currently in the midst It's, titled “Did You See Jackie
of his civil rights by the alleged
weekly average of the first quarter of negotiations for next year's I'Y Robin.son Hit That Ball?”
Dnauthorized telecasting of an act
turnout, totaling
Booming Night Clubs of the year.
has been filed by animal trainer
show'. No deal has been set. alIt’s the
same sort of idea as
468,906 units, was the lowe.st since though he’s tentatively due to reArsene G'lUtier against the Ameri“Joltin’ Joe DiMaggio,” cut by Les
Hotel rooms are currently the
of 1946 when the induscan Booadcasting Co., Pro-Foot- scarcest it<*in in New York. Influx January
turn Sept. 20. Negotiations are be- Brown for Okeh disks before the
try was reconverting to civilian
b»H,/''inc., Liggett & Myers To- of 20.000 International Rotarians,
war.
( Continued on page 55
prodfction.
Co. and Newell-Emmelt Co. now in annual conventioii. have
Plalntift', whose act is known a.s jammed every avail ihle room and
“Gautier’s Steeplechase.” is ask- (‘verflow has been hitt’ng Brooking $2,750 balm in the N. Y. City lyn and outlying sections in the
Court.
largest convention crowd since the
Gautier claims he was inked to American Legion held its confab
perform between halves of the here two years ago
However, unlike the Legionfootball game staged at Washington Stadium. Dec.
While naire.s. the Rotarians are spending
1948.
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the District of Columbia has no
civil rights law barring commercial use of 'an individual’s photo
or name. New York has.
Gautier
niaintalns that televising the act
•long with the game over WJZ-TV

brought

it

into N. Y.

and the

coin, much of it going to
The conventioneers are fillmanv late shows in the Broad-

some

cafes.

ing
East Side niteries, but
are not showing up at earlier dis-

wav and
plays.

ef-

lects of the law.

GHOST HORN

HARRY JAMES'
According to the complaint, conHollywood June 14.
contained the u.sual AmeriHarry James and Ray Heindorf,
Guild of
.\rti.st.s’
Variety
clause which provides that the art- WariuM musi<’ director, arc talkdub in
ist .should
not be required to per- ing deal lor trumpeter to
form over video W'ithout first se- horn music for “doling Mon l\ith
curing written con.sent by AGVA.
Ao con.sent was obtained, suit
Kirk Douglas is to appear in the
’

tract

alleges.

title

role.

.

.

|

We<liie§«l«y, Jiin« l.S,

Allegedly Xominie’-Tainted

H wood
I

I

IflfH I AniAtl I inOl
vUlllUll Trial
lllCU
miU
Coplon
Names Dragged Into
Washington. June 14.
parade of Hollywood names,

A

in

FBI reports as “Com-

iminists"

and “fellow travellers."

listed

1

are expected to take the stand as
x\itnesses in the Judith Coplon
espionage trial shortly, as defense
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«iiorne\ Archibald Palmer began
l’
S Court of A^noeals here ves)noves to subpoena a long list ol ... u .v
iiT.
A 4^
is
Jilin players and writers this week.
l'^‘''«
lohn^ Mfluard
he
^
FKKt!*
Meaniime, the Tenney committee Lawson and Dalton
-t/T!; Vt KEK
.T66tli
on subversive activities in C-ali- contempt of Congress They
Performance.
3.732 Performance*
3,732
..
lornia issued another one of its
All-time ImiK luii rccoro In the
periodic blasts charging several ‘iIl 47 ‘Vhrv rp^s. d io It
Housc legiim.aic
legitimate tlu'atie.
with
players
Hollywood
lopdiglU
n An
j\JEIRRAY’S
Party membership.” whether^hev wer^
••('oinnuinist
1949“
In l)oth cases, most of the show hi/ l>..< n. ru...iibns of the Communist
“BLACKOUTS
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949”
‘

jHHH

^

'

^

^

1

KEN iMURRAY’S

'

categorical

i.ssued

personalities

t

I

.

!

Capilan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
addition Trumbo re- El Capitan
relcas.
worKt-iviOe releaaa
now in
In world-wide
lu-se'd
lo sav whether he was a.
And new
memher of' the Screen Writers
•^BILL
“BILL A.ND
Fs
j,
^Ken M
rrav’a
Murray’e
Academy Award Film
The ocher eight of the "unuailv

4 lenials.

In

AND
A long list of show biz pers-onwere dragged into- the Copcase when their names were
read in court from an FBI docu- friendly 10” witnes.sc.s agreed to
ment. listing "American Commun- be bound bv the final verdict in
1 fj
which was among alleged tills ca.se, rather than go lo trial I
ists.”
|CirOp| KOVIC
secret data slips found in Miss themselves.
101 llvl l/lllIO
Counsel for Law son and Trumbo Israel
('oplon's purse at the time of her
mrest. FBI report, compiled by were expected to petition for a rei
an anonymous informant known hearing of the appeal and then, if
A 4*
'

COO’V

,

i

alities

!

I

J»)n

i

[

Bans

'

|Y|||P
lIlllE/
IMiie

i

'

'

D 1CC D*IP
Rc ililH
A|1 ||mK|
1| Iv
llUvO Pic
Anti-Russ
ilO
As

j

Edward G. they should fail as is expected,
Bobinson. Fredric March and his lo ask the Supreme Court to hear:
Paul tlie case. Meanwhile the defendEldridge,
Florence
wife.

as agent No. 402, listed

!

Bobeson. Dorothy Parker, Donald

Ogden Stewart, Ruth McKinney.
.Albert Maltz. .Alvah Bessie,

!
i

Dalton

Trumbo, Millen Brand and Michael
Palmer declared that
Blankfort.
he was calling as many of the
listed names as possible in order
to give them a chance to clear their

ants remain out on bail.
The ruling of the three-man
Court of Appeals put two strikes
on the “unfriendly 10” one in the
trial court and one in the appellate
court.
The last word will be had
by the Supreme Court, which will
either pitch the third strike and
.'iend the entire 10 down subject to
a year’s imprisonment and $1,000
fine each or reverse the lower

—

names.
Ancdher secret FBI operator.
No. T-6, filed a report stating that couiis.
March, Canada Lee and Norman
The appellate court, in its
('orwin were “fellow travellers.”
Continued on page 6)
l.ionel Berman, tagged as head of
the Communi.st Party’s cultural
committee, was described by the
FBI informants as being “success- Rank’s Archibald Gets
ful in using well-known Hollywood

^

.Aviv, June
Tel
F^l Aviv,

j

personalities.”

March and Robinson were among
the most heated denials.

7.

government, steering a
the
between
policy
neutralily
neutrality
big vvorld powers, has banned Columbia Pictures’ "Walk a Crooked
Mile” after protests from the
League for Israbli-Russian FriendAlthough the cen.sor board
ship.
originally okayed the film, the ban
was clamped on three days after
the pic opened in Tel Aviv as a
result of the League’s pressure.
deCensorship board stated that
since Soviet Russia
nation, the piotest

The

is

the picture again

,

I

j

a friendly
justified.
will review

was

board, however,

before arriving

"Walk a
decision.
final
a
Crooked Mile” has an anti-Comwith
theme
dealing
a plot
munist
Barony in King’s Lists
of Soviet agent.s fo .steal atom
London, Juri^e 14.
.secrets from the U. S.
secrets
All
sections of show business
share in honors conferred by King
George Vi in connection with the 1
TrofllFArc
VlCUIlUlo
at

i

Sei Kaye
London, June 14.
Danny Kaye has joined in the
which followed allegaprotests
tions of Communist support or
sympathy made by the Tenney
('alifornia State Un-American Acliv'ities Committee.
In a statement made at Glasgow
last Friday ilO) Kaye declared that
not only had he never been a
Communist appeaser or supporter
but he was in direct oppositio»’ *d
‘rnmitigated

Liar,'

the policy of the Ctmimuni.^t party.

“An.vbodv who has given any omittec Ol person any information
to the cool ary is an unmitigated
liar,
iie added.
l

*

I

Langford-Haii Booked

|

of film commitments.

Havmes’

fallout is the fourth manames
cancellation
of
top
.slated
to
play
the
Palladium.
'I'hose
previously cancelled out
were Frank Sinatra, Jimmy Durante and .Abbott and Costello.
.ior

The William Morris Agency
the l.angford-ilall deal
Tucs.
'

set

yesterday

I

,

—

Prindpa^'honor was

a

others.
I heartily agree

when Peg says that Frank Tinney was a great comic.
my book he was the mo.st natural comic I ever saw. He wa.s like
kid playing theatre.
He could get more laughs out of .stale riddle
lhan any of the pre.sent-day comics could get out of a routine written
by our great gagwriter.s. As for Hitchcock, he was 95% personality;
to just “read” his stufT now would be very unfunny.
You had to see
and hear Hitchy. Tinney and Hitchcock weren’t the only ones who
"went into the audience.” i.e.. stepping out of character. Ed Wynn al.so
did that for many years, meeting and greeting the audience on the
way in and out. A1 Jolson many time.s mingled w-ith his audience and
was just as funny there as he was on the .stage. I don't ever remember
Tinney going into the audience.
It is ea.sy to judge the vet comics and their methods because a lot of
them are still around, still getting laughs, still ma.sters of the gag,
namely Jack Benny. Bob Hope, Bobby Clarke, Smith & Dale. Gnuu ho
Marx, Fred Allen, P'anny Brice, Victor Moore, Bob Burns, .limmy Durante, Red Skelton. Phii Silvers. Eddie Foy, Jr., Jack Pearl, Joe Frisco,
Georgie Je.ssel. F'ddie Cantor. Bert Lahr, A1 Jolson, etc.
Pegler, also writing about burlesque, says that “burlesque was regarded as a disreputable form of entertainment.
Respectable ladies
never vveni and respectable gentlemen turned up their collars and

5

In

a

Not tO HantSS ActOr,
ft »ee
rJ
J > <I>

barony

conferred on George Archibald, a|

Arthur Rank ProducDdlD
LlllI LOW^rOS
lions, idd.. an executive producer
Creditors of actor Peter Lorre
at Denham and Pinewood, for political and public services.
As a were restrained from harassing
him in accordance with an order
icsult
of thi.s elevation to the ^1'^’
yesterday iTues.) by N. Y.
signe
peerage. .Archibald will later be signed
Judge William O. Bondy.
F^^de
able to take hi.s seat in the Hou.se; Federal
ot Lords and will be the second Decree applies while the perform* bankruptcy petition, filed May
indu.stry peer in the upper cham- er’s
ber, tile other being Lord Grant- 20 in Los Angeles federal court, is
director of

.

I.

!

i

j

j
i

*

being proccs.scd.
being

ley.

.

Particularly affecled by the order are Dr. Max Grucnthal. who is
‘l^'f
suing Lorre for .S4.M40 tor medical
suing
servii
services
rendered hi.s wife; Budd,
Utd.. of Fifth Ave
Ltd.,
N. Y., w hich
seeks $200 for merchandise, and
s^eks
Ibe
the
Presbyterian
hospital,
N, Y., .snuck in.” He must be thinking away back to the early days ol bui ley,
.Among those honored with the
Latter tietl up $800 of the because by the 1900’s hurley wa.s an established entertainment, fit tor
^400.
title of Commander of the British $400.
ladies and gentlemen.
while
at’tor
actor’s
salary
he
was
playing
We had great artists in hurley those days Leon
Kmpire iCBK>. were Alexander
Errol, Harry Fox. Dave Marion, Roger Imhof, Fanny Brice, Clark &
Robert Atkins, actor-manager now recently at the N. Y. Paramount.
^l'
ClifT
(“Ukelcle
Ike”)
McCullough,
Edwards
Sophie
Tucker.
Alexander Carr, Lew Hearn, Jack Pearl,
producing and starring in the new
bas last
week filed a volun- Georgie O’Ramey. Ben Welch, Bickle, Watson & Wrothe, Irene Franklin,
Shakespeare season at the open- has
petition
of bankruptcy in Mabel Barrison, Wat.son Sisters, George McFarland, Marion Harris,
air theatre in Regents Park, Lon- tary
Y.
fedeial
court.
listing James Barton, Courtney Sisters, Billie Ritchie, Charlie King. Grace
don; Mary Cecilia Glasgow, .score- N.
as liabilities and no as545.7
I..aRue, A1 Jol.son
larv general of the Arts Council; $45,705
and George Jean Nathan was one of it.»: grealest
Chief creditor is musician boosters.
R J
F.
Howgill. entertainment .sets.
Its nice to have Pegler write about show biz, an interesting and
controller at BBC: Matthew How- Joe ^Venuti. for $5,000 on a judgorient for alleged breach of conplea.sant change.
It helps create interest, and show biz neetl.s inteiesl
aid Rose, a.ssistant head of drama ment
teact.
National City Bank al.so light now. Best ol all it give.s me fodder for another column.
at BBC; Norman Macrobb Wil.son, tract.
lounder and chairman of the Edin- holds a $2,602 judgment.
Other creditors include actreSs
9^^
burgh Film Guild, and Garnet
AfUo Judge. $300 on a loan, and
llanwell Carroll, for services in .Arline
Vagabonding with Vandy
^obei
Young, Beverly Hill.s, $1,promotion of British stage produc- Robert
•
000 loan.
U
Stating he was employed
By Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr
lions in Australia.
by CBS, Edw ards said he earned
PI
N.
Y.
$8,000 in 1947 and $.5,000 last year.
Lucerne. Switzerland
Stopped in at Ouehy, on Lake
Dean Martin and Jerry
I

.Another important honor was'
the knighthood conferred on John
Barbirolli, conductor of the Halle
Orchestra, and farmer N. Y. Philharmonic maestro, for services to
music,

I

Frances Langford and Jon Hall
have been signed for the Palladium. London, starting Aug. l.'i. as
a replacement for Dick Haymes.
w ho dropped out last week becau.se

.

I

celebration of his official birthday

'

For London Palladium

to Berle,

.

1

Israeli

I

all

I

i

|

due respect

one of the best of our trigger-tongued
gagsters. I don’t think that even lie would compare himself with Willie
Colller, the king of Witland.
Discussing masters of wit without ceremony, and comparing the old
and the new. Is much like fight fans discussing how Fitzsimmons would
have done with Joe Louis, or was Christy Mathewson better than
Bobby Fcller. Only in the case of Collier and his contemporaries we
Still havc thousaods of theatregoers who have heard the old and are
I
am not singling out Berle, although he is far
listening to the new.
f^om a Johnny-come-lately, but he is one of the top modern-lvpe
wi.secrackeis and as such has been more or less of a pattern for Hie
newcomers. So I use him for an example.
The old fast-cracking rcpaiteeists like Collier. Wilton Lackave. Frank
Bert, .lulius Tanncn. .Jack Osterman. Richy Craig. Jr.. .Jiminv Duflv,
Violinsky. James Thornton. George Rosener, Eddie Carr. Gr.uit Im
j^^^nny Stanley. Ren Shields, Junie McCree, Bert Hanlon. Tommv
Gray. Will Morrissey. Felix Adler. Grant Clarke and Wilson Mi/.ner
Many of Ihei.- e.aeks me
PuUed adlib.s on the spnr of the moment
Whereas the modern adlibber uses stock malenal horn
still beinR used.
Heeklers all get Ihe .same answers, certain answers for
Sag files.
•'•unks. certain answers lor lliose that m errupt acts come ale or go
away carly. TrUc. thc.v make It .sound Spontaneous, but to insidci s ii s as
.saw you with last night?"
stale as "Who was lliat lady
Pegler has a good point m saying, much of the entertammonl oMliis
flay is ju.st vaudeville in modern guise and very inferior to the original,
and yet I think the original would lay an egg because the pre.sont public
prefers the current version. That is just taste, that’s all.” Of course.
When an audience’s sense of humor doesn’t
acts today lay eggs, too.
match the comics, an egg is hatched. It works out the same in fights,
l^^‘'f’l^‘'>ll ^nd all the professions
even for columnists!
Peg also claims that Collier. Raymond Hitchcock and Frank Tinncy
were mostly musical comedy men. "except in occasional ventures between big productions.” He is right about Collier, except that he was
^ farceur and appeared in very tew revues (Music Box and Cohan’si.
fjg played only one week at the Palace and laid an egg.
He was ton
fast for even the Palace
too much whimsy instead of wham.sy
.After
show he said. “The audience (ouldn't hear me, and I couldn’t hear
them.” But Hitchcock and Tinney played plenty of vaudeville routes.
Tinney was a vaudevill'' product. As to "the big stars looked down on
vaudeville,” Pegler must mean when vaudeville first started, when it
was called variety. It took a man like J. Austin F'ynes (onetime editor
of The Clipper), when he became manager of Keith’s Union Sfpiare,
to get the top names of legit to go into the ranks of vaude.
Maurice Barrymore was one of the first stars of legit to go into a
vaude sketch. Since then there were few of the great legit and mu.sical
comedy stars who didn’t take a flyer into vaude at some time in their
careers.
Many came in for a few weeks (between shows) and .stayed
season after season. To name just a few of these, there were .luiiu.s
Steger, George Beban, Edward Abeles, Julia Arthur, Henrietta Crosman, Amelia Bingham. Richard Bennett, Blanche Bates, Lionel Barrymore with McKee and Doris Rankin, Arthur Byron, Sam Bernard and
Louis Mann. William H. Crane. Alexander Carr, William Court leigh,
Arnold Daly, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, Henry E. Dlxey, Jeanne Eagcl.s,
William Faversham, Fritz Lieber. Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.. Walter Hampden, Robert Mantel), Bertha Kalich. Frank Ke«nan, Nazimova. Mrs.
Leslie Carter, Olga Petrova, Nance O’Neill, Blanche Ring and many

With
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By JOE I.AURIE, JR.
Westbrook Pegler recently columned about vaudeville. * One thing
he wrote particularly interested me: “I doubt that Willie Collier, who
certainly was a spontaneous fellow was the equal of Milton Berle at

^
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Vaudeville and (jagslers
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Subscription Order

Form

T.arry Parks and Betty Garrett
(Mrs. Parks) are teaming for two
weeks of vaudeville. They’ve been

Enclosed find check for $

Send

VARIETY

for

PARKS’ VAUDATES

Two

Years

.set

July

for
21.

Loew
and

r.ouis, .lull
(PIraii* rrtnt

'

Kama)

State.

s

Loews

I

Cleveland,
Slate,

St.

28.

Leman*, where e.x-European royalty are rumored forming
a group, financed by .some AngloAmerican banking interests, to restore crown.s,
Pi inc<*ss Margaret
drove in from her audience with
Pope Pius which had eau.scd so

have

<

I

I

State.

Albert*!

Mop'Up

Paris.

Rtgulor Subscription Rofoi
Yoor— $10.00
Two Yoors— $18.00

'
:

,

On#
Conado ond Foroign— $1

Additional por Ytor

44tli

StFMt

Ntw

York If. N. Y.

14.

*
‘

•

i

I
j

Albert.

With plates going

IM W*tt

June

>

Recent four-day ”50th anniversary <‘elehralion ifive years
delayed
at
Maxim’s was ii
hard dollai' tionanza for the
re.stanrant's famed maitre d’,

i
j

at

$15 per

lo the well-heeled sector of the
.Ameriian tourist trade, tips
ranging up to $10 were not
unu.sual.

1

signed

foi-

Hie

F’ar.

Septembei
in conjunction with their film. 'My
Friend Irma,” produced by Hal
Wallis;
Comics were orlgmally
Y'.,

in

slated to play the Roxy, N. Y..
discussion In British press. hut insistence of Par siudio (hat
Dined with the ex-Queen of Spain (they do not play any N. Y. vaudeis
but was escorted there from the prior lo release of the film s*.' mied
Beau-Rivage hotel by young ex- that deal.
King Michael of Rumania, who
Martin and Lewis, eiinenlly *l
al.so escorted her back lo the Beauthe Copacabana, N. Y.. will pla.v
Rivage later. Next a m., on a lip
cafe dates immediately allerward.
from the floormaid that .Margaret
Route hasn’t been set up as .vrL
wa.s washing her hair iwe had tlie
They’re due back on the Coasl in
adjoining suite*. 1 went out on the
October for another Wallis film.
lakeside of the hotel and telephotoed Margaret drying her hair
Comics were originally slaleil lo
from the 4th floor lakeside bal- play out a date at the Blackstone
cony. Wa.s finally noticed by some hotel, Chicago, which they couldii’l
one in her entourage wlio (luickly make last season. Originally deal
bundled her indoors.
Couple of was postponed to thi.s .season Howdays later Michael was escorting ever, deal was called otV this week
(Cortinued on page b)
by mutual agreement.
:

Zone.

Cily

been

mount theatre, N.
|
I

much

I’arks is with Columbia studios
while Mi.ss Garrett is with Metro.

Sired

Geneva

™

LEWIS FOR

I

Plea.se

194^

i
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HOLDflOrPIXFORCOOL WEATHER
Ned Depinet Calls All Factions To
Intra-Industry Relations
4
Special meet has been called for
E. Depinet. r
today (Wed.) by Ned
chairman
of
as
serving
BKO prexy
Assn, of
the Motion Picture

Amer-

including

board chairman

F. Myers. Whether Allied
on hand is a question.
Reportedly, the meet will touch
off a battle between the TOAers
and members of Depinet’s committee. It is said that TOA will refuse to di.scuss any proposals for
united front unless an all-industr.\
committee is first set up. Moreover,
TO .A will Insist that this committee be delegated complete autonomy with the power to proceed on

Abram

will be

Its

own and

to

commit

MPAA mem-

bers to a course of action.
Side battle on the part of Allied,
if Myers and others pul in an appearance, is also likely. Allied is

To Distrib British Pix Only

FIB BETTFR B.O,
With hot weather apparently taking a greater toll of grosses this

Week

year

i

up

'

For Exhib Pards

out to get improvement.
While slowing clown rel'‘a.ses and
giving branch managers the signal
to ease the pressure for Ixiokings
is relatively simple for llie major
companies, it creates a pmlilem
that’s something else again for the
average exhib. He has to keep his

|

In Cinecolor Split
'

that

in

On
'

I

June

14.

j

I

Motion Picture .X.ssn. ol Amerand the Society of IndependProducers
Motion Picture
ent
made an oral protest and filed

I
i

in-

their own agencies in England for
distribution of their product there.
It
is just as logical
and for th«
same reasons for Britain to institute its own distribution here.
“The selling of British iiietures
in the U.S. is admittedly a different
program from selling American

—

—

Wa.siiington.

would

it

"Tlie Amertcan companies hav«
found it profitable and advantageous from every point to establish

Quota Protests

Los Angeles, June 14.
Joseph Bernhard, prez of Film
Classics, is getting set for an early
house alight, lioi weather or cold,
expansion of the ownership of FC
and so he needs product.
by taking in some 10 important
First-nms have already been
mons which looked to be an after- circuit ops as stockholders. His acgroping for pix because of Hie
thought to the group. Allied retion
was gunned today (Tues.t
“informal
the
and
(Continued on page 20
fused to show' up
w'lion Cinecolor stockholders, at a
(Continued on page 6)
special meet liere, ratified tlie separation of FC from Cinecolor, the
company’s i>arent outfit. Under the
Loew’s, Inc., Repurchases
terms of the split. Bernhard re covers control of FC while sur10,000 of Nick Schenck’s rendering his siiures in tlie tinting
that

England

crease the dollar Income from th«
U.S. and help the British industry
liy
hy|H>ing distribution and exhibition of films here.

D. C. to Nix

British Stall

sit it

^

reportedly peeved over the fad
was invited to huddles in
it
Washington with Eric Johnston,
MPAA prez, in a last-minute sum-

to

I

Ask

New York tomor-

Wih'ox’s idea is to interest tb«
governnvent in financing
Britisli
Hie setting up of such a company.
He feels it would be advantageous

j

expected. Baffled, distributors are
reacting to flie hope that it is the
weather and the season that’s at
fault and all they have to do is

!

of a joint distribut-

to London from
row' (Thursday*.

which achieved strong critical appraisal
and favorable word-ofinouth but failed to catch on as

Bernhard Aims

'

America

in

company to handle English
product only. That’.s the opinion
of British producer Herliert Wilcox. who will present the plan to
government officials on his return
ing

!

;

in U. S.

Solution to the problem of getting a better break for British films
in the United States is the setting

Skouras’ Wide Sweep

than during

—

|

Agency

Official

any spring or
Hollywood, June 14.
Paris. June 14.
Dore Schary, Metro's production summer since start of the war, exSpyros P, Skouras, 20th - Fox
hibs are about to face a mean
chief, leaves Friday (17i for homeextended
tour toprexy,
starts
an
.scramble for product. Some disoffice confabs
with Nicholas M.
tribs are easing off pressure for morrow (Wed.' of England, GerSchenck. company prez, and other
In
many,
Palestine
and
Greece.
dates, w'hile others are actually
execs. He ju.sl finished super\dsing
slowing up release of pictures, hop- the latter country, he’ll follow'
the
windup of “Battleground," ing
w'ork.
through
on
his
relief
to hold tliem back until genwhich he brought over from RKO
Skouras finds conditions imeral conditions are belter.
and personally produced.
Delaying -action is the result of proved in Europe but deprecates
Schary is scheduled to return to
restrictions
administrative
bad experiences all the companies t h e
the Coast June 27.
have had in recent weeks in preem- complicating use of frozen earning pix
some of them top A’s ings.

intra-industry relations comall-industr>'
mittee, in a pitch for
amity and a united public relations
campaign. Invited to N. Y. huddles
from the
are not only a delegation
Theatre Owners of America, but
of
National
reps
Washington
also
tea’s

Allied

Powwow

Schary East This

j
‘

Wlcox Advocates

(Continued

’on

page 47*

ica

'

Rank

memoranda today (Tuesday*

asking the State Dept, to reject the
British government’s recent reply
squawk against
to Washington’s
the 45Cc quota. Joyce O’Hara rej)resented Hie MP.AA and James
Rubin apMulvey and Robert
peared for SIMPP in the session
with James E. Webb, acting Secunit.
retary of State.
Formal papers will be inked
Action was the first joint move
within 10 days to make the diSolid financial position of the by the
and SIM PI* since
voice off icial. Bernhard will tlicn
major
film
companies
was
played
Johnston and Ellis Arnall,
among
Eric
push deals with exhibs
whom Si Fabian is mentioned for up again this week wlien three of their respective prexics, agreed in
the outfits. Warner Bros.. Columbia Wasliington
two weeks ago to
interests. These thea
however, w'ill not obtain and 20th-Fox whittled their bank team up in tigliting foreign restock
obligations.
Warners
and
Tlie
MP.A.A rep in
slrictions.
will
That
the
company.
control of
prepaid an in.stalinent of $1,591,000 today’s meeting is exec aide to
continue with Bernhard.
>'(’ prexy plans the release of six due May 1, 19.">0. to bring dow n its {Johnston,
who was chainnanning
A pix yearly, budgeted from $400,- total indebtedness in this bracket the .As.sociation’s quarterly ineettContimied on page 54)
000-S750.000 as a further buildup to $12,728,000.
Columbia lopped its outstanding
of the company. He has a halfdozen already lined up. FC will not loan on production to $7,200,000 by
Uses U.S.
bankroll the pix but stick to dis- handing a quartet of banks $900,000.
Col originally borrowed $9.»C’ontinued on page 20*
000.000 on available ‘production
'
Garner Pix Dollars
Its note for
credits of $13. .500.000.
J. Arthur Rank. British film tythe total debt nialiires .Nov. 30.
coon. is going to the .American tele19,52.
Eastern Pic-Backers
Outla\’ of $140. .500 was made by vision market in an effort to garner
20th-Fox during the past montli in dollars lor a tremendous block of
Faces,
British
pix
which have never
its drive to retire preferred stock.
Company bought up l.OOO shares played in Yank theatres. His step
Prod. Methods of prior preferred and 1.100 shares lines him up with Sir Alexander
now Korda in seeking, through video,
It
of convertible preferred.
Hollywood. June 14.
New faces, new story slants and has 73,046 shares in the former to augment the British film indiisare bracket outstanding and 14.5.435 in Iry'.s take from the L. S. territory.
new production
(Continued on page 18'
latter.
stressed by eastern financiers as the
the price of their support for the
the
was
Tliat
picture industry.
w'oid brought back from N. Y. by
William .lalfe. film attorney, who
recently ironed mil financing deMercury Climbs, Biz Dips ‘Brave,’ ‘Spring,* ‘Champ,’
tails oil the Nal Holt production,

Still

Doesn’t Think

i

The Time Propitious For

I

j

I

WB, Col and 20tb

i

I

‘Oliver Twist’ in U. S.
i

;

T.oew’s, Inc,, has exercised the
rigid to repurchAse from Nicholas
M. Schenck, its own prexy, a block
of 10.000 shares of the company s
common stock which Schenck origacquired on employment
inally

Cut Bank Loans

I'

Shares Per Agreement

\

MPAA

i

j

|

I

j

i

I

contract

option.

Company’s

right

I

to reacquire the holdings w'as provided last year in a decree w'hich
settled a minority .stockholder action brought against Metro, its officers and the People’.s Candy Co.,

j

I

running a number of conces-

outfit

sions in Loew'’s houses.

Settlement provided for a redrafting of the concession deal
with the candy concern and al.so
gave Metro one year’s privilege to
reacquire Schenck’s slock since tlie
option war a subject of attack in
the suit. M-G waited the full 12
months then bought the stock back
at 13':{. price which Schenck originally paid.
By taking the stock back. M-G

New

National Boxoflice Survey

^

—

20TH O’SEAS FILMING

"The Fighting Plainsman.”
,

'

,

I

^

I

I

i

FREED TALKS WITH R&H

1&4

W

est 4Ctli Nl.. .Sp’a VoiU
HoI1.tw«»o«I SR

ll'asblnaliin 4

ON NEW ‘SHOW BOAT’

Hollywood. June 14.
Freed planes to N. Y.
today '14' to confer with Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein
writing new version of
H. on

Par’s Ringling Deal;

Al

150G Plus Percentage

l

lull'

Hollywood, June 14.
Paramount is paying $150,000
Show Boat” tor Metro, including
P us a percentage of
the gross af- new SOURS to he used in addition
t^r the
Hammerstein - Kern
Ol iginal
picture’s cost is recouped to
rights
to
Show score. .Iiicl\' Gai'land will star as
“Greatest
on Earth.’’
story of Ringling Bros - Magnolia wiien her health permits.
**arnnm & Bailey Circus. Cecil B. Pic scheduled to rolf in about
D* Mille directs.
eiglil months.
Legalities are being ironed out
Miss Garland > reinstatement is
closing of deal is not expected when she recovers, whicli
a f,
at.
Various sliding scales and doclois belie\e she will l),v that
percentages are being met for top time.
Kalhrxn Grayson and How•

I

toppeis.
t^ontract to John Ring- jard Keel are other cast
North.
Par is angling for "Show Boat" was acquired some
made it
which
Lancaster, former aerialisl. j\ears ago Horn L.
I

iw ice.

rent week
dication of

not giving a fair inhow new films will do
subsequently. Foi’ instance, "Neptune's Daughter” i.M-G* oliviously
refiecling its real potential
is not

I

N.Y. Capitol this
at
round. .And “Red Menace" iRe|»i
being caught h\ downbeat in

is

nut

is landing
ot Brav e”
I .A
top laurels this week. It is closely
Every
‘Happens
l)\
followed
Spring” i20Hi'. going iiuu h betloi’
In
last.
I.iked
than
tliis session

by

apparent l\

“Stning”

some

‘"I'lie

real

ed

•

is

re-

Son"

live

weeks

at

Pm

"Green f’romise” (RKf)'
livelv

in

Omaha

some Pine"
in

just

(Pai'i

"'rrail

(reissue'

Detroit and okav

Kan”

I’iOth' is

shajios
of Lone-

okav

in
in

is

N.Y

solid

“The

lndian,'ipolis

with vaude.

is

"Quartet”
l

;

iF.I.'

continues

i

rack-

ing up big totals in smafler houses.
"The Window” iRKO* is doing
"Eorbiddon
Seattle
nicely
in
i20Hi'
conliinies
Street"
pointing tills round.

ninth.
Best runner-up films are “Streets
of Laredo" 'Par and "Citv Acro.s.s
i20tli'.

River” (Li.

stay

launcliing

,

(.M-fl'.

inehing up into
starting
sixth slot while “Stratlon Slorv”
”Rclve(lere 'i'o
i.M-G' is seven! h.
College” I'itKli' is landing in eiglilh
Bend”
Bashful
"Blonde
with
slot

will

iCol'
‘.lohiinv
Allegro'
fiagship.
week lurrentlv a.N on N.Y.
is as

selling.
is

"

.Mv

"Sorrowful Jones” 'l*ari. preoma week ago at .N.Y. Paramount,

likelv

iWRi.
out.

loo. is
this week.

(L'l.

te.si

displaying eiiougli slaving power
to bespeak big luture trade foiBob Hope pictuie. It
the new

is
“Barklev.s ot Bmadwav”
finishing loiirlh Fifi li-pla<e inonev
going to 'Colorado Terrilorv
is

“Edward.

getting a solid

is

being (upped
Champion” 'I’.A' while

position

Entry”

"Illegal

>...\.

new summer headache
Climbing up fiom third place.

quiring
Third

M.irtlri'a

St.

'I'rafalgar

l’l.,

8q,

BL’BSCniPTtOV
Foralgn

.^nnllal
tIO
StiiKl- roplca

Ill

21 rent*

IW

175

No

1

is

on unveiling

position a

crix.

nii'iding

I'ro?"

Clilrngn I
ISO No. .Mli'liignn A v*.
Londnii M 4"!

A’ol.

'

Vuron Stirat

•811

NalimiMl

1IJ2

With trade limping along, cur-

Business in kc\ city firstruns
continues in doldrums this stan/a
weather wilting
dr.N
iiot.
with
larger
spots.
nian>
in
grosses
I.auncliing of new, stronger product in several cities is perking up
trade hut generally hiz is way
down, B(*si(les usual outdoor competition. bigger houses in certain
situations are finding drive-in op-

"Home

BY SI.MK SM.VKflMAN
Wrakiy by VAKirTV, Inc.
Hllwnnan, l’ret>!clcnt
II. N
T

S'»l

Pace Field

‘Barkleys,’ ‘Territory,’ ‘Edward’

i

Hollywood. June 14.
In the opinion of the bankers.
Three 20th-Fox pictures, slated Jaffe said. Hollyw ood's glamour
overseas filming, w'ill get tlie gals have ceased to glam, and only
benefit of Darryl F. Zanuck's perone male star is potent enough to'
sonal supervision. The sUidio bo.ss
outdraw the picture in wliich he
leaves for London July 28.
He did not mention the
stars.
Productions in view are “Night star's name.
»nd the City” and “21 Bow Street”
Bvloie the hankers will looson
jo England and
(h*(lared.
“Quartered (’il\
.latte
tiankrolls.
llieii
in Germany,
While abroad. Zanuek
(Coiit limed on page 6'
"ill inspect the
results of outdoor
shooting on “The Black Ro.se.’’ current b' winding up
desert sequences
in
Monicco.
Interiors will
be
lilmed in London.

for

play lead.

Trad* Mark Uaglntarpd
roiTN’Ol-.n
rubllHlipd

|

ZANUCK GANDERING

*rt

audiences.
In the light of adverse publicity
reached these shores wiien
(Continued on page 6*

wliicli

methods

rently in the 16 point range.

u

pany originally tapped to handle
U. S. rights, had reached agreement vvith the B’nai B’rith’s AntiDefamation League for quiet tests
on Hie pie’s impact with American

Demand New

made some $30,000 on the transaction since Hie market price is cur-

*[

TV To

Rank

Although lie is the producer and
recent defender of the controversial “Oliver Twist," filinization of
the Charles Dickens novel eiiarged
to have anti-Semitic overtones. J.
.Arthur Rank himself ha.s blocked
a revived effort to bring the film to
American theatres. Rank has put
tlie crimp into Hie move despite
the fact that Eagle Lion. Yank com-

disap-

(Complete Bo.rofftcp Bcttorts on
Pages lO-li)
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A’audeville

DAII.T VAKir.TV
In Moll) wood bf

(PuMislicd
I'ally

III a

Varlpl.v.

I.ld

)

Tear— 12| roreic*

PICTUHES
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‘PUYING B’WAY UNECONOMIC -DISTRIBS
REVIVE OLD WAIL; PAUCE’S 95c CUT-IN
weaknr-ss of Broaddisproportionately

ronlimicd
v.t.v

film

biz.

MAJOR WARNER GIFTS
3,000 SHARES TO UJA

low coiDpared to other parts of the
fit> and nation, has distribs and
^

exhibs seriously reappraising that
hitualion. On the distribution side
there s a revival of the oft-spoken
of idea of skipping a Stem firstrun allojielher. ratlier than “paying tor the privilege of playing
On the exhib side
Broadway."
there’s eontinued resistance to the
high admission
that
*uggesti<»n
piiees are scaring potential patrons away.
The business of foregoing a
Broadway run and sub.stituting
(lay-and-date openings in a group
of nabe bouses has been tried several time in the past, generally
vilh pix -of a nature that made _it
difficult lo get an acceptable mid-

May Buy

Eddie Small

And Scrap Old lorna’

j

Washington, June 14.
Major .Albert Warner, veepee
and treasurer of Warner Bros., has

To Kayo Any Confusion
To avoid

made

a donation of 3,000 shares of
his company’s common stock to the
United Jewish Appeal, it was disclo'^ed here in a report filed with

WB

up

stock, gift adds

$33,000

in

its

cash

to

common

version

of the

Blackmore classic, “Lorna
Doone." Edward Small may acquire
a

14-year-old

British

picture also

equivalent,

plus 21.000 in trust.

Jack L. Warner, production vee- months ago. With John Loder and
Lockwood in its cast;
pee, has acquired a block of 5,000 Margaret
shares of Warner common. Total "Lorna" was originally set for fall
However, it’s
town playdate.
It
was worked of his holdings comes to 426.500 relea.se by Astor.
moderately well. Now distribs are shares of common outright and an- understood that the company has
placed the pic on a dormant status
talking of trying it on a larger other 21,500 in trust.
w'aiting on a move from Small who
scale. Some action along this line
presumably would shelve it.
may be expected shoitly, but few
Harry Kosiner, Small's ea.stern
obserx ers anticipate its ever really
rep. confirmed in New York yesbecoming a vogue except for seSt.
terday
(Tues.i that th« matter had
lected pictures.
been discussed with Astor. But, he
The big squawk concerning
added, all angles would have to be
Broadway dates is that it is neee.sweighed first in order to decide
»ary to spend so much on adverti.show' much the old "Lorna" would
ing to insure any kind of impresBoxoffice prices in New York’s hurt the new one if at all. Sum
sive opening that there'.s nothing
left for a producer out of his film double-feature alley, 42d street, Astor -w ants, of cour.se, is the bigrental by the time he is Hni.shed are beginning to topple to pre-war gest factor in closing a deal.
paying his bills. Usual deal for a levels. Paralleling the decline in
Meanwhile, although
"Loma"
house calls for the producer to admission tabs at the Broadway is still on Small’s production schedpay all or a major part of the ad- fir.struns, the 42d street grind ule he’s undecided whether to
vertising,
although it is billed hou.ses are meeting the c/>mpeti- shoot it as a local ioner in Scotland
through the theatie.
tion with prices as low as 15 and or do it on the Coast.
Original
As result of the slack gro.sses 20c for the early-bird showings. phans called for it to go before the
laiely, it has not been rare that a These admissions equal the depres- cameras
in
the novel’s natural
distributor must send a check to sion scales.
setting.
the theatre to cover advertising
Move w'as initiated at the
expenditures in excess of film Brandt-owned houses which ini'cntals due. rather than the exhib cludes six of the 11 theatres on the
BRIT. PIKERS
«lcducting ads from rentals and re- street. .At the Pix. morning prices
Tiiitting the difference. It is under- have been slashed to 15c. plus tax,
stood that it recently cost Para- while the neighboring Bryant has
Continued on page 6)
gone down to 20c. plus tax in both
Sidney A. Myers, assistant mancases.
Other houses in the area aging director of British Lion, Sir
have cut back to a general level Alexander
Korda’s
distributing
of about
25e during the a.m. company, heads for the Coast from
Mulls Israeli Govt
period. Evening prices, however, New York today Wedne.sday). He
are falling slower, holding at the arrived in the U.S. from England
Bonds and Other Frozen 40-50 cent level.
last Friday '10). Myers is going to
Tipoflf to the severity of the Hollywood to confab with Herbert
Pix Currency Problems price drop is shown by the scales J. Yates, prez of Republic. BL
^lotion
Picture
Export
A.ssn. at the New' Amsterdam which gets distributes Rep product in England
batted around the question wheth- first crack at major product in the and its execs regularly make sever its members should buy Israeli street’s subsequent-run operation. eral trips a year to the U.S. for
government bonds with coin frozen Formerly scaled from 44c in the huddles with Rep toppers. Myers
in that eounti-y in a discussion morning to as high as $1 in the goes back lo London July 4.
Monday <131 at the group's annual evenings, houses now ranges from
Harold Boxall, co-managing dimeet. Company reps also gabbed 35c lo 55c on weekdays.
rector of Korda’s I.ondon Film
on problems po.sed in Japan. GerProductions, Ltd., arrives in New
many and Java. 'Tatters were then
York from England next Monday

Houses

42d

LOOMS ON

DRIVE-INS^

Los .Angeles, June 14.
Fox West Coast and other west-

In Big Price Cuts

—

ROCK OF

LONDON TO HOLLYWOOD

<

MPEA

'

I

I

circuits

are

of distributors in moving up clearances for drive-ins, putting them
into closer competition.
In the Los Angeles area the
drive-ins oaie located too far out of

town

fiisi-run
to compete with
houses, but the auto theatres are a
Francisco
in San

‘Twofers’

Sweep

Jersey Cinemas
Trenton. June 14.
The "change from a buck psychology is sweeping this state in
an exhibs’ drive to overcome slumping boxoffice returns.
In an attempt to right those .sagging
grosses, estimated at 20' h le.ss than
la.st year, number of cracks have
been showing in the theatre price
”

structure.
Widest-u.sed

now being
ai'e "twofers"
Theatres are offering two admissions for the price of
one in an attempt to keep the scale
up while luring the cu.stomer.s with
bargain rates.
Particular night
that “twofers” are offered depends
on the individual problem of the
practice

employed by exhibs

on

off nights.

theatre operator.
Another grow'ing trend is the
proferring of special cutrates on
the basis of cards issued to regular filmgoers.
Towns are being
papered with these cards which
are figured to spark hu.siness on
the belief that the public can’t resi.st a bargain.
Third device now growing all the
more common is the addition of a
third request feature to supplement
a house’s usual double-bill diet.
Flock of theatres are booking reissues as the third feature and then
heralding the added pic as a film
brought back at the “request” of
the patron.s.

,

I

1

FRESH AIR POISONING

tabled until the next regular conclave of foreign dept, exec.s.
Attempts by the MPEA to obtain
liberalization of the uses of froz-

i

3 PIX

<

201

.

FLEITMAN JOINS PR

third w ill stage its fresh-air social
operation of individual of- at it country club.
fices. Jan. 1,
At present the coin
Warner Bros, workers went up
cannot be used to acquire assets the river yesterday 'Tuesday* and
auch as theatres.
20th-Fox employes follow them
Hot Japanese poser came up for today.
Paramount will take its

their

help to the Long .Shore Country
Club at Westport. Conn., Friday.
Homeoffices shut down, except
for skeleton ciews. for the events,
with everyone from prez to office
boy generally taking part in the
cat-drink-and-be-merry routines.

MPEA

BIG

On

‘I>a.

Korda Meet

Story’ for Britain

Robert
F'lahcrty.
documentary
producer, is in England currently
confahhing with Sir Alexander
Korda on rclca.se there by Korda’s
British Lion of Flalicrty’s latest,
"Louisiana Story." He is also discus.sing the possibility of producing
a picture in a.s.sociation with Korda.
Flaherty stopped in Britain on
biz

SHOW BIZ CROP

OF SAILINGS ABROAD
Seasonal
personalit

pickup

its’

in

ing today
Elizabeth.

I

show

overseas traveling

I’cfloctcd in the large
film, thca’rc and radio

Wed

*

on

Among

number
people
the

is

his

of

the

way

to

U..S.

Germany

as a guest of

Military

Government.

He’ll speak to the German people
in connection with tlic showing

sail-

Queen

there

passengers

listed
ai‘e
Walt Di.sney. accompanied by his wife and two daughters.
He’ll sit in on the production of his li>e "Treasure Island”
which starts in Britain this month.
Others .sailing are Sam Eckman,
Jr., chairman and managing director for Metro in Britain; Joseph
Friedman. Columbia International
veepee; actresses Ella Raines and
Margaret Wj'cherly; actors Francis L, Sullivan and Richard Dix,
as well as the Charles J. Corrells
tAndy of "Amos ’n’ A") and the
Art Linkletters 'emcee of “TruthConsequences"!.

They’re carrying a print of operations
for the fornier

deals.

"The Return of the Pimpernel"
for Goldwyn’s o.o.
Their agent,
Robert Lautz, accomps them.

i

"Louisiana Stoiy.” Pic.
which was financed by Standard
Oil to the tune of about $2()().()00
and wa.s distributed here by Lopert
Films, illustrates cooperative attitude of industry and oil-laiul
owners in Louisiana. .5rmy has
bought tl)e pic for showing in
of

Gcrman\ on the basis that
picts democracy and the free

i

deenterprise .system in action. Flaherty’s
personal appearances will further
point up this thought.
Producer will be in Flurope

weeks and will visit
France, as well as England and
Germany.
about

.

it

five

outfit.

N. Y. to L. A.
Milton Berle

N. Y. to Europe
Katherine .Alexander
Kermit Bloomgardcn
Madeleine Carroll
Charles J, Corrcll
J. S. Croeze
John W. Cutting

Howard

Flaherty’s

GuOd Shop Plus

i

'

•

Other Provisos
Hollywood, June

With

Dietz

Walt Disney
Richard Dix

Bobby Driscoll
Mrs. Henry Fonda

Madame

Dusolina Giannini
Harris

Rjidie

Joan

Harri.'ion

Nicholas Joy
Denis John.ston
La Penna
William B. Levy
Art Link letter
.loseph

Samuel .Main
Frank Maxwell
McCracken

.loan

Hildfgarde NcH’
l.ena Petci's
F^lla Raines
Orfeo Rossi
F' ranees Rowe
Cornelia Otis Skinner

A Sharpe
Julius Stegor
I

John Bromfield
Corinne Calvet
Charles de Cruz
Faith Domergue
James Edw'ards

Dale Evans
Flugo Fregonese

Hugh French
Rumer Godden
Judd
Dorothy Kirsten
Jes.sie Royce Landis
F'orrest

Robert Lantz
Joyce Matthews
W. .Stewart McDonald

Norman Moray
Sidney Myers
l.ouella O. Parsons
Lea Penman
Michael Powell
FImeric Pressburger
Roy Rogers
Gertrude Sayre

Volmar
Warner
Mae West
Carey Wil.son
Roland Young
Victor

Jack

L.

Europe
.Stephen

to N. Y.

Alexander

Maxine Stewart
Zygmunt Sulistrowski

Joe Corvyn

Francis L. Sullivan

Susan Douglas
Theresa Flelbum
Lena Home
Arthur W. Kelly
Clare Tree Major
Dr. Frank Stanton

Ralph Thcadore
Lou Walters
L. Arnold Weissherger
.lohnny Weissmuller
Valerie White
Herbert Wilcox
Margaret Wycherly

14.

coming up
soon with the majors on a new
pact, the Screen Writers Guild is
negotiations

new

drafting

contract

proposals

which call for 100% Guihl shop
and minimum salaries of $187 .50
after 52 weeks plus one s< iccii
credit minimum of $350 weekly.
Additional

contract

would hand members
minimum flat deal on

revisions

$3. .500 for a
a seiemplay

with a $.500 advance. Sum of Sl.ooo
would be paid on delivery of the
treatment and not less than $3.15o
when the initial draft of the screenplay is delivered,

A strike clau.se provides for contract suspension during a walkout
w hile another clause calls for lea.sing, rather than outright .sale.s of
literary properties. This provision
would demand a .50% down payment on a seven-year lease with
the author retaining the right to
recapture the rights if principal
photography is not started within
three years.
While SWG evidently is well
prepared to wage a contractual
battle, no guns as yet have been
fired. Neither the majors nor the
union have sat down at the negotiation table. Seeking a 100% shop
under the new proposals, the latMu*
organization already has a »0
Guild shop.

%

Sues UA on Charge Of
Unfair A & C Competish
Current Abbott-Costello starrer,
“Africa Screams,” represents unfair competition to its 19-yeai-old
picture, “Africa Speaks," Classic
Pictures is charging in a suit filed
agaimst United Artists la.st week in
N. Y. federal court. Plaintiff wants
an injunction to restrain UA from
advertising or distributing the film
under the title of “Africa Scream.s
or any similar title. Accounting of
profits is also sought.
“Africp Speaks," according to
the complaint, was made in 1930
by Paul L. Hoeffler, a member of
the Explorers Club, and is said to
be a pictorial record of his explorations.
Classic acquired exclusive
*

di.stribution

rights

in

1947.

plaintiff’s rights.

MAJORS

'

di.vcussion
in
a ‘'continuation
of
talks
which
have copped
the
JVIPE.A's attention for the past four
meets.
Big
issue
in’olved
is
vhetluT the companies should parallel their action in Germany by
opening their own offices and dropping the
setup,
F'inal answer is yet to come.
With the companies returning to
the Ea.'Jt Indies following an end to
hostilities, foreign reps also laid
plans for resuming normal operations in the new republic.

i

It’s

George Fleitman, former comp- aKso claimed that the Abbott-Costroller and assistant foreign sales- tello film causes “confusion to the
manager of Eagle Lion, has joined public" and is a violation of the

the staff of Producers Repre.sentaBritish producers Michael Pow’ell tives,
Inc., the Irving Lesser-Seyand Emeric Pressburger arrive in mour Poe
unit.
He w'ill serve as
This is "outing" week for the New York Sunday '19i from Eng- office
manager
and accountant.
en marks in occupied Germany major companies, llomeoffice em- land and will immediately plane
Prior to the amalgamation of
took another going over.
Majors ployes of two distribs are taking to the Coast for huddles with
PRC into EL, Fleitman was compare driving for easier terms on the a boatride up the Hudson, while a Samuel Goldwyn on
production troller and manager
of homeoffice
blocked currency preliminary to

WEEK FOR

SWG Asks 100%

j

considering a
price-cutting war to protect regular theatres against the inroads of
summer
drive-ins
during the
months. Reduced prices may even
extend to first-run houses in territories where auto theatres are
numerous enough to be a threat.
Another cau.se of concern among
the regular theatres is the action

ern

based upon the novel. U. S. distri- serious threat
bution
rights
the
British and San Diego.
to
"Lorna are held by Astor Pictures
which picked them up about eight

about

Warner now holds 438.800 shares
of

film

D.

R.

the Securities & Exchanges Commission.
At current market price
for

possible confusion with

projected

his

BAHLE

PRICE-CUniNG

Lester

Rus.sell

L.

A. to N. Y.

Dick Arlen
F'lorence Auer
Irving Brecher
Billie Burke
Merian C. Cooper
Robert Cummings
Pt“gg.v

Cummins

Ned Depinet
Ann Dvorak
.Arthur F'reed

Jack Greenberg
Bernard Hart
Margie Hart
Henry Herbel
Joy Hodges
Seaman Jacobs
Louis Jourdan
F'ay

Kanin

Michael Kanin

Leon Kaplan
Bill King
•lohn

Klempner

Jesse L. Lasky

David Loew
Paul Lukas
Jeffrey Lynn
Lon McAIli.ster
Patricia Medina
Lauritz Melchior
Allen Miner

Harvey Orkin
William Perlberg

Pickman
George Raft
Howard Reinheimer
Dore Schary
George Skouras

IMilt

Sid Strotz

FYanchot Tone
Nancy Walker

Cowan

Swann

Sherlee Weingaiten

N. Y.

TO B’KLYN

Heary Morgaa

'

1

1

—
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ADVANCED ADMISH FIX OVER?
Par s Block-of-5

To Cut

(20% Cancellation)

Single Fix Selling Costs

Philadelphia, June 14,
a significant move aimed to
the terrific cost on selling

In
cut
single

offer a group of
few days. Par will
which have not yet been
five films
Under Its
exhibs.
to
tradeshown
consent decree with the Governextend
the
will
company
ment.
cancellaright to exhibs for 20%
10 days
within
block
the
of
tion
have the opafter the theatre ops
portunity to see the features.
Action by Paramount to lop the
of features
cost on individual sales
may be- followed by other comsmaller
the
of
Several
panies.
companies. Columbia, for one. have
selling
but
group
new
the
tried out
Par is the first of the Big Five to
Becaicje
practice.
the
into
launch
of the block-booking ban, individual terms on each film must be
provided in the contract but that
between
is the only real difference
group selling and the oldtime block

Day

Pool Ends, Fix Co.

|

sales.

new plan, it has been
nationwide in extent
is
and will cover all exhibs who pay
Comless than $75 top for a film.
pany is dubbing the scheme I ai aand
contract
mount s security
baiting the hook for exhibs with a
will
play
which
future campaign
up the fact that the theaU e man
can solve his product problem by
buying a group of films in advance,

Par’s
learned,

.

Understood the plan will apply
to all Paramount product available
through this December which have
not already been tradeshow'n. The
(Continued on page 18)

Him

Sell

week

last

huddles

for

Korda

j

The N^neapolis Allied

weeK sent
members asking

group

bulletin to its
that they play the
shorts and sign a blank turning
over the income to the organization
for its support. Connors pays $8.50
for each 1,000 people in attendance
and pro rata for fractions of 1,000.
a

McCarthy named
FOREIGN V.P. OF MPAA
I

international

,

McCarthy

affairs.

headed the international department since last November,
His promotion to a vice-presidency underlines the complete
authority in foreign matters he was
recently given when Francis Harmon. v.p. in charge of the New
York office. W'as relieved of all
jurisdiction in these matters. Har^^on has been shifted to topper of
jhe newly-combined exhibitor and
community relations departments
time
j,„d ^ jn jjjve most of this his

i

NCA

j

I

I

Jones as Smith Aide
Jones, formerly aide to
JOth-Fox prexy Spyros P. Skouras.
has been

named

assistant to

board in New Yoik yesterday
(Tuesday) on his recent tri|) to
England, disclosed that he had received an offer from J. .Arthur
Rank to book two U.A pix on his
Sears said he nan
circuits.
Rank down because he considered
the terms offered too low and likewise objected to Rank’s “picking

and choosing.”
The two films the Rank circuits
wanted were Sam Bischoff’s "Out
post in Morocco” and Edward NasRefusal
sour’5 “Africa Screams.”

Pix

Andy

wooing their friendship and pro-

new spirit of cooperation
between the segments of the in dustry with the coming of divorce-,
(noting a

^

ment.

'

American companies
'
„
.

*

.

will

,

again

rCommand

i

participate in the Royal

Performance in London this y^ac
held
sales.
the board decided. It will be
Likewise okayed was
Jones was closely associated with Nov. 17.
Catholic
Jhe late Wendell Willkie during participation in the Irish
in Dublin
presidential campaign Stage Guild performance
rj*
pix
He joined 20th as Skouras’ - few
- - days- later. Hollywood
.
..
«de when Willkie became chair- will be the prime attractions at
man of the board.
20)
(Continued on page
i
Smith, company’s vice-prexy over
^

-

.

,

.

,

i

j

Alexander Korda

has sold

I

!

!

topper to accept dates

on Rank’s Odeon or Gaumont-British webs means that the
distrib will have to peddle them.
of
TTivii
ith most »»»
has been doing w
as It
CIO
it iicio

,

A

1 * i_

,
1

product recently, to indie

its

British

which

distribs

kept the coin out of this fund.
Current battle is raging over a
threat of Universal to withhold
the take from its British-made relea.ses from the pool. U is burning
over the special deals made by
other companies w'hich skirted this
special fund. While originally corn.......
mitted to *turn over
its earning.^
on Anglo imports. U officials now
claina it is being made a patsy
w'hile other units salvage their
entire earnings on British pix.
U is one of the two chief distribs
in the U.S. for J. Arthur Rank,
top British producer. Hence, its
stand takes in a lot of ground. For
one,
U is distributing Rank’s
“Hamlet” which was the top British earner here in the pa.st 12
1

1

A

has ***k^^"
been
(Continued on page 18)

500,000.

cuits.

Nevertheless. UA announced folthe meeting. Sears feels
Rank situation is clearing up

r!*
tcf
Outfit

also

lowing
the

U

somewhat and bookings on Odeon
and G-B may be worked out.

UA

has been in a running battle
with Rank execs for several years
(Continued on page 18)

Starts to

Show Black;

$252,293 Net 2d Quarter
But Still 465G in the Red
Adding an official note to the
comeback
into
the

UA BOARD OK’S 3 DEALS;
WILCOX’S 2 LOOK LIKEY

company’s

black-ink side of the ledger. Universal has showed up with a net
profit of $252,293 for the second
Improvement in United Artist .s’ quarter of its fiscal year, ended
product situation is seen in ap- April 30. U, however, still winds
proval by the board in New York with a toss for the first six months
yesterday (Tuesday) of three re- of $465,242, since it started with
l^y eommitting itself to proleasing deals and the likelihood $717,535 handicap in the form of
Korda with a sufficient num- that the company will get two top- lo.s.ses suffered during its first
made by quarter.
pix
j^gj.
dollars to cover the advance grossing
British
of the films in the Herbert Wilcox. Five films would
j£ jj^g
Six-month
crimson
compares
be of material aid in stretching with a profit of $232,866 for the
y g ^,gpg insufficient.
Since the two pix proved dis- UA’s releases, which will now run corresponding period of last year.
appointing at the b.o., it was nec- until about the end of tUe year.
U’s second quarter take is ahead
Okayed by the board were F-dward of 1948’s, when the company netessary for the Bank of England
to make good on its pledge. Thus, A^vGolden’s deal for "Guilty of ted $98,660 in its final period of
when 20th handed sterling to Kor- TrMson,” yarn about the Iron Cur- profitable operations preceding •
(Continued on page 18)
tain which will go into production sharp decline.
immediately; Seymour Nebenzal’s
U’s rally is believed to preface
remake of “M,” to be produced in a windup in the profit side when
Mexico, and "Champagne for C’ai - its fiscal year ends. Amortization
Par Theatre Lineup
will
sar,” which Ronald Colman
of costly pix, released last year,
With Paramount rapidly
star In and co-produce.
is now aimost completely absorbed
getting .set for its two-comColman pic will be the second to and the company is showing about
pany operation by the end of
be made out of the $600,000 fi- Hie same gross rentals as last year
management
year,
current
the
nancing jackpot which Howard on cheaper features turned out
has now fixed the final lineup
Hughes advanced to UA last winter during the past 12 months.
of officers of the dual units.
for waiver by the company of disLeonard Goldenson, of course,
tribution rights on three of his pix.
will step into the presidency
First film made from the fund i;
of United Paramount Theatres
the Mickey Rooney-Sam Steifcl
and may also be drafted for the
production, “Quicksand,” now edit'

j

~

Yank and

prexy Grad

j

'

list.

Artists’

Scars, reporting to the cotnoaov’s

I

convention had previously
voted approval of the idea. Bulletln la.st week, in urging playing of
the pix, pointed out that they were
in Technicolor, featured .such .stars
as Bob Hope, and offered “a chance
for you to get a good short subject
those fields.
free and give your organization
Board also named Maurice Bergsome badly needed revenue without man, exec aide to Universal prexy
any cost to you... It is a painless
Blumberg, to the exhibitorway of helping pay for the legis- community relations commltte^
lative and other work of the organi- Latter
group, headed by RKO
Mtlon.”
president Ned E. Deplnet, is the
National Screen handles physical board’s supervisory unit over Hardistribution of the films for Con - mon’s new setup. It’s all part of
nors.
He anticipates in the near j, recently-formulated scheme to
future adding pix sponsored by adagainst
rut down anti-trust suits
vertisers other than Chesterfield to
(be majors by exhibs through'
"

United

'

i

has

|

I

|

1

yesterday (Tuesday) upped John
G. McCarthy to v.p. in charge of

Paramount.

i

Terms ‘Too Low’

20th-Fox American
outright
to
rights to the two British films
which the company had been distributing for him on a percentage
basis. They are "An Ideal Husband,” starring Paulette Goddard,
and "Anna Karenina,” starring
Vivien Leigh. Korda is understood
have received approximately
to
$650,000 for the residual income in
Payment was
the pair of pix.
made to the producer in sterling of
20th’s blocked funds in England.
Advance of $500,000 on anticipated earnings of the two films in the
U. S. was made to Korda a couple
years ago by the Bankers Trust
Bank of England at
Co., N. Y.
that time guaranteed the loan, in

G.

Further solidifying the newlyrevised exec setup of the Motion
Assn, of America, the
Picture
organization’s board in New York

Connors is
nors As.sociates, Inc.
v.p. in charge of di.stribution for 20th-Fox. Associated with
him now, incidentally, is Claude
Lee, former exhib relations rep for,
former

last

Sells 2

Outright to 20th
Sir

luit.

j.

i

On 2 UA Bookings;

UA

'

Tobaccoland”

!

Sears Nixes Rank

of the
for them

;

“New

i

'

with

Own

and “Out from Tobaccoland.” They
are being distributed by Tom Con-

I

-

Schwalberg. returning over the
weekend, conceded that the purpo.se of his trip was to reach a deal

Shorts involved in the NCA project are the Chesterfield-spon.sored

Venice Film
annual
10th
This 'year’s

sardine companies.

Richards.

\

II.

mentary sponsored by Maine

(.ji

I

The

Aug.

choice. "It’s the Maine Sardine,” produced by Sun Dial
Films, is an institutional docu-

!

May

one-reelers,

opens

the

at

Festival.

1

with the Dixie exhib for those
Help
Assns.
houses which Richards will be
operating on his own. While no
agreement was reached, SchwalExchequers Via
berg indicated that further talks
be pushed. Par’s falling out
‘Sponsored’ Shorts wouldRichards
stems from their inwith
New angle to promote the play- ability to agree on terms,
in
shorts
ing
of
“sponsored”
Under the Paramount-Rlchards
theatres is use of the income to ^jigsoiyUon pact, the major acquires
support exhib organizations. First jjj pard’s entire stock in the clrsuch move has been made by;^.j,jt
the shares changing
^vith
North Central Allied, and other hands during the first three months
outfits, it is expected, may follow
(Continued on page 18)

ExUb

country

Paramount’s distribution forces
RKO is finding that potential
swung into immediate action to
shell out the
.win southern theatre operator E. V. patrons just won’t
that is being asked. Public
$1.20
i^jc^ards as a customer for its
is
balking
particularly in small
following the announceRichards and the film towns, in which some of the busi(»omDanv have reached agreement ne.ss has been murderous. Nevcrbreakup of their partnership jthcicss. RKO will continue with the
..ippi.p
Seeking to cut a deadlock tilted-tap policy,, booking as many
(Continued on page 18)
^as caused Par to sell away
picture lineup from the 79-thecoit for the past year, Alfred W. Schwalberg, Par’s sales
veepee. trekked to New' Orleans

jeopardizing some $3.(K)0.0()0 in
earnings of British pix in the U.S.
during the past 12 months. As a
result of the tiff, the ’B’ pool to
which this coin would go for later
distribution
among the Motion
Picture Assn, of America’s members under the Anglo-American
film pact is currently almost completely depleted. During the first
year of the agreement, which expil ed yesterday (Tues.), because of
the dispute, not a single penny
from the pool has been divvied
among the companies.
Anglo-Amer>an pact set up ‘A*
and ‘IV pools for dollar remittances
to Yank companies. Monthly payments (totalling $17.l)0(),(K)0 for
the year just ended) have been
regularly made out of the ‘A’ pool.
The ‘IV pool, which was to hold
all earnings from British films in
the U.S. and serve as additional
remittances, has suffered from a
number of special deals between

For the third succe.ssive
year, the U, S. State Department has selected a commercial film to represent this

—

As Richards-Par

Controversy has sprung up among
the major film companies that is

Fishy Device?

RKO

,

Out to

the advanced admission

time they are currently having
with “Joan of Arc.” The Walter
Wanger production, starring Ingrid
Bergman, is proving disappointing
particularly in smaller towns
in its upped-scale playoff.
RKO's experience is being carefully watched by Paramount and is
known to be a factor in that company’s thinking on C'ecil B. de
Mine’s “Samson and Delilah.” Par.
which will send the pic into release
early next year, has been wavering
on policy and the results with
“Joan” may swing the decision for
or against roadshowing.
Also being watched by Par, although it is felt that the situation
is less of a parallel with "S&D”
than “Joan” is, are "Hamlet” and
“Red Shoes." ’I'hey both continue
to be .sold at tilted prices with good
results.
They’re playing art or
semi-art houses, however, rather
than the standard theatres that
“S&D” would be forced to play.

’

j

of

picture is over,
execs privately feel as result of the rough

ship.

|

Earnings in U. S.

'

Away

Anchors

Feud Over $3,000,000 Due

INATGHES 'JOAN

Directors of the Motion Picture Assn, of America ruled
yesterday (Tuesday) that a
dame’s okay as long as she’s
afloat. It approved use by Warner Bros, of the title, “The
Bright Dame.’’
MPA A has a standing rule
against the word “dame” in
pic _ tags. Directors opined it
would be okay in this case,
however, since it refers to a

smaller accounts.
Paramount is swinging back into
features, it has
Its
of
sales
block
heen learned here. Within the next
to

pix

Distribs

;

I

i

I

I

Walter
board chairmanship.
Gross w'ill serve as both veepee and general counsel while
Robert O’Brien, now- secretary
of the parent org, becomes
secretary-treasurer of the new
Understood Edward
circuit.
L. Hyman and Robert M. Weltman will be tagged veepees.
New production unit w'ill
start business with its present
lineup virtually unofficer
Only substantial
changed.
alteration seen is the a.ssumptlon by Austin C. Keough of
the post of secretary along
with his jobs as general counKeough forsel and veepee.
merly served in the triple capacity for Par before O’Brien

over
took
chores.

the

lecretarial

VOLCANO LATEST TO GET
INTO BERGMAN HAIR

ing.

Wilcox pix which UA will probRome, June 7.
ably get are “Spring in Park Lane”
It has been necessary to find anand “Maytime in Mayfair.” They other location for the Ingrid Bergwould go to UA under the contract man-Roberto Rossellini film. “God’s
of one of its own producers, who Earth,” other than the island of
would in tui-n make a reciprocal Stromboli, off the coast of Sicily,
arrangement with Wilcox for Eng- because the volcano on Stromboli
'

!

land.

Suet Kathryn Grayson
Los Angeles. June 14
Breach-of-contract suit for $41.050 against actre.s.s Kathryn Grayson was filed in L. A. superior
court by Murray Lazar, her former
business manager.

has become too active for good
'.working conditions.
A similar (in landscape) location area will be selected this
^

week, and Miss Bergman has already left Stromboli. Rossellini is
in Rome for a day or two. but
expects to return to his work as
soon as possible. In spite of the
Plaintiff declares actress refuses many delays due to weather, visitors and volcanos, the picture is
conto go through with a one-year
tract. signed last Nov. 1, calling fur progressing as well as though there
were a real schedule.
5% of her gross income.
;

I

—
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Wednesday, June 15, 1949

PICTURE.^

Treedom

of the Press Application

M-G s 'Some

Vagabonding
Continued from pa(« t

To

Filins to

Greek Queen about town.
Michael sure gets around, for the
Greek Queen is really a honey.
Of course the Princess does too,
The UN’s Palese. get around.
tine-Arab Settlement Commission
is quartered also at the Beau-Ri-

Be Legally Tested Out

the
!

I

Right of any U. S. governmental
body, state or municipal, to censor films drew closer to a final
before the U. S. Supreme
lest
Court this week in two developThe National Council on
ments.
Freedom from Censorship, group
affiliated with the American Civil
Liberties Union, announced that it

brings special

At

Supreme Court of Ten^nes^e
tacking the Memphis board s

at-

as

well

company

reps.

vage,
i

14.

many U.S. oil
The management

as

indicated a desire that we move on
for two
^
_ $24
they were charging us
doubfes’ under the” eaves on the
Hotel
claimbackside of the hotel

_

Following “Parade” come sequences from the following pix and
their stars: “The Merry Widow,” 1925 (Gilbert-Mae Murray); “Fle.sh
and the Devil,” 1926 (Garbo-Gilbert); “Ben-Hur,” 1927 (showing
Ramon Novarro and Francis X. Bushman, in their famous chariot
race); "Tell It to the Marines,” 1928 (Lon Chaney, Eleanor Board-

governments and UN Commisdouble so that private
wasn’t welcomed much any
longer. Reported this to the Swiss
National Tourist Office, at nearby
Proposition that the majors kill Lausanne, who dispatched their
off the competitive proposition was manager, P. Martinet, to the hotel
made by one of the TOA officials to reprimand the hotel’s "directwho did not like the way .such sales orate’’; but we took the hint and
have been working out. However, moved on to the comfortable,
MPA people contended that they sprawling Victoria, in Interlacken,
had no authority to handle or for a week and from there here,
recommend such things to their. The Lucerne’s Palace was commembers. Nevertheless, it was un- pletely refurnished after World
derslood that the suggestion would war II; all new plumbing. Rates in
be handed on to the individual these de luxe joints all about the
companies,
same; doubles $10; single, $6. Food
expensive in Switz; averaging about
$8 per diem per person in cities;
and $6 en route. Everything spotless,
of course, and plenty of
Depinet
everything to eat. Shops bulging
Continued from page 3;
Gas unrationed;
with US goods.
talks
were held with the TOA but averages about 70c a gallon

!

|

ac^

man and William

Haines); “Broadway Melody,” 1929 (Charles King,
Bessie Love and Anita Page); “Min and Bill,” 1930 (Marie Dressier
and Wallace Beerj); "Trader Horn,” 1931 (Harry Carey, Edwina
Booth and Duncan Renaldo); “Grand Hotel,” 1932 (Garbo, John
Barrymore, Wallace Beery, Joan Crawford shown in scenes from
the pic); “Tugboat Annie,” 1933 (Dressier-Beery).
“Dinner at Eight” was the 1934 pic, showing scenes with Jean
Harlow, Marie Dressier among ethers; “Mutiny on the Bounty,”
1935, shows Clark Gable, Charles Laughton; “San Francisco,” 1936
(Spencer Tracy, Clark Gable and Jeanette MacDonald); “The Good
Earth,” 1937 (Paul Muni and Luise Rainer); “Boys Town,” 1938
(Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney); “The Wizard of Oz,” 1939
(Judy Garland, Ray Bolger, Jack Haley); “Boom Town,” 1940
(Gable and Tracy); “The Philadelphia Story,” 1941 (Cary Grant
and Katharine Hepburn); “Mrs. Miniver,” 1942 (Greer Garson and
Walter Pidgeon); “Random Harvest” (Greer Garson and •Ronald
Colman); “National Velvet,” 1944 (Elizabeth Taylor and Mickey
Rooney); “Meet Me In St. Louis,” 1945 (Margaret O’Brien and Judy
Garland); “The Green Years,” 1946 (Charles Cobum and Dean
Stockwell); “The Yearling,” 1947 (Claude Jarman, Jr.); "Easter
Parade,” 1948 '(Judy Garland and Fred Astaire). Brief excerpts
from 1949 pix, current and coming, follow.
Frank Whitbeck supervised the compilation; Herman Hoffman
did the writing and compilation; Laurie Vejar the editing.
Kahn.

j

,

[

1

i

!

Powwow

said.
is

Talks

Po.ssibility of eliminating competitive bidding sales by the major
distributors was brought up here
la.sl week at the secret huddle on
industry public relations problems
between Motion Picture A.ssn. of
America and Theatre Owners of
America toppers.

tion on Roach’s “Curley.”
The Council declared that it had
instructed its attorneys to prepare
an appropriate test and to report
not later than Sept. 1. "It is determined to rig a test case on the
basis of the Supreme Court ruling in the Government anti-trust
case which lumped pix along with
mags, newspapers and the radio as
by the free speech
protected
amendment to the constitution, attorney Roger Baldwin and playwright Elmer Rice, ACLU officials,

Org

MPA-TOA

Washington, June

test ca.se chal -

lenging the constitutionality of
At the same
censorship bodies.
and Hal
Artists
United
time.
Roach studios filed its brief in the

Up

^

,

will

With Lionel Barrymore as the interlocutor, the pic has considerable sentimental and nostalgic value in unspooling memorable
.scenes from a flock of memorable pictures, starting with the John
Gilbert-Renee Adoree starrer of 1924, “The Big Parade.” The
scenes that follow certainly emphasize the prestige-development of
Metro during its quarter of a century.

i

Bidding Elimination

on the hunt for a “pubexhib” willing to risk

lic-spirited

)rosecution and possible financial
fOSS to show an uncensored film or delegation consisting of Ted Gamone which has been banned, Bald- ble. board chairman; Gael Sullivan,
win said. If it cannot find an ex- exec director; and Robert Coyne,
bib ready to act as guinea pig, the board member.
group will hire a theatre and play
*ii i? k
»
Aii-tmoracmg
an unlicensed film to put the prinI* ** believed that what Depinet,
ciple to the test.
I^^’ancis Harmon, MPAA chief of
‘Curlev’ the Guinea Pig
exhib-relations dept., and other
_
MPAAers Want to discuss would
cn
nf
AmpHra
America
MoUon Picture Assn,
jhe field of intra-industry
’’

i

in

the Jungfrau with

i

!

my old ticker-trouble in the form
of a slight, but painful, attack,
strong enough to knock me out
for awhile and bed me for a few
days.
Excellent local specialist.
We’re playing hide-and-seek with
the Tom Deweys: missed them by
minutes in Zurich. Interlacken,
Berne and Lucerne. The De Gaulle
Military Coup, believed planned
for June 18, is thought by some
to be political maneuvering of the
“Quelle <?) faction” to block the
French generals’ ambitions,
In Geneva houses, J, Arthur

i

«

i

,

|

i

.

backing, UA
128 page brief that nims are
exempt from censorship. “ Quotes

Is
Its

Supreme
the
Btatement that
that

moving

Court
^

and

relations

!

problems,

wants exhib cooperation

in
studying anti-trust litigation, film
distribution, audience re.search, attendance figures, drive-ins and a

anti-tru i
dou^bt
like new

we have no

pictures,

public

80c,

Spent two sunlit days high up on
my cameras; and
after one such had slight return of

|

;

,

some places

j

,

;

nf other posers.

papers and radio, are included In
However, a hurdle is expected by
the press whose freedom is guarway of the TOA demand ftir the
anteed by the First Amendment.”
creation of an all-in- Rank’s “Take My Life,” dubbed in
preliminary
or
UA also asserts: “to use race
committee. Whether the French; “Holiday in Mexico” also
i«inr nc fhp
Ipeal basis for du.<?try
consent to
MPAAera
can
Passage dubbed; Gaby Morlay, Jean TisienVor^Sip of TaTkiw motion nioj which sier, Frank Villard and Daniele Deof control to such a body
tures is illegal and unconstitu
might take the bit in its own teeth lorme in “Gigi”; and Jean Gratio-aal.”
nier in “Mirages.”
In Lausanneis problematical. One MPAA ofIn the “Curley” case, the Mem- ficial expressed doubt on the que.s- Ouchy; Vivien Leigh and Ralph
phis board barred the film be- tion when quizzed this week.
Richardson in "Anna Karenina,”
cause it depicted a Negro child
French; at the ColiUnderstood that TOA feels the
playing w'ith whites. UA lost in
and Ann Blyth in “Venpast record of the MPAA on prothp lower court.
dubbed; at
posals for cooperation has not been
the Palace O’Hara. Dick Haymes,
ACLU s test suit will ]:^obably
particularly shining one. Exhib
York o
Harry James and his orchestra in
be brought in eith^
claims it was unable to get
Technicolor, "Do You Love Me,”
Ohio, it IS
all-out cooperation when it launchin English with French titles; John
anticipate any difficulties
its public relations drive la.st
curing a film. In the event th.Ht ypgr despite promises that it would, Garfield and Hazel Brooks at the
pr
squarely
Capital
in
action
"Blood and Gold”;
the “Curley
jic^ce, it wants the committee set
Rents the poser to the high oiaurt.
guarantee of good faith "Belita” at the ABC; “Francois Prefirst.
mier,”
ruling
with
that
out
Fernandel.
wait
or- may
at the AtmpaA’s part.
lantic; and “The Sheriff of Bullion
„
Sub.lect has not been brought
Besidfs Depmet Erie Johnston,
gj,
be«’ore the Supreme Court in over Au.stin
Keough, William F.
C.
t *
^
In Interlaken:
Basil Rathbone
SO years and ACLU is convinced Rodgers. Maurice Bergman, Benthat the interpretation has changed jamin Schwerber and Harmon will and Nigel Bruce
’’Sherlock
^
Holmes
and
In 1916. court held rep MPAA.
niifiA A
*
at...*
The
Lady
Rince then.
in
Green”;
Group fronting for
films were entertainment and TOA includes Gamble, Coyne. Sul- and Laurel & Hardy in “Olivier
that
inai nims
VIII.”
In
Berne:
thus not protected by
"The
Hunted,”
livan. Herman Levy, Walter Reade,
Howspeech and press proviso.
Lowenstein, Si Fabian “A Woman Betrayed” with French
dubbed in. “Gigi” and “Fantasia.”
ever, it is said. Supreme Court reStanley W. Prenosil.
action
an
Here in Lucerne; “Somewhere in
m
declared
cently
the Night”; “Hold That Blonde”;
brought by Murray Winters vs.
between
line
“Fantasia”;
“the
Tyrone Power in “Je
N. Y. State that
Cherche le Charlatan”; “Anna and
the informing and the entertainthe King of Siam” and in Zurich:
ing is too elusive for the protecContinued from pise
“Thief of Bagdad,” “Smash-Up”
tion of that basic right” <free
a
indicating
and Abbott & Costello in “Die
thereby
sneech).
x.
r
insist on the observance of Table Runde”
with dubbed-in Gerch nge of heart.
"v*
man. Swi.ss head'ine-of-the-weekSoven st-itos. besid-s a dork of
so con- “Chariot Papa-7-60-et-4,”
now ha^^e censorafter the
pi”nicip?)(ties
stituted that second money and order of the French
freight-car!
Rbin boards. States are New Vork.
Ohio completion bond givers are amply
Virginia.
Prnnsvlvania.
protected in the estimated gross.
Louisiana, Kansas and Maryland
First money will not be available
if this requirement is not met.
‘Oliver Twist’
Test Polish Pic Ban
2. Reputation and past perform^Continued from pace 3
ances of the producer will not
Baltimore. June 14.
deal.
conclusions
any
enter
into
on
against
protests
In the wake of
" B"'"; “veral
therbrn .m a Polish film bv the Each package must be considered "“'.“‘S >8“
resultant rioting,
UaTr.,
entirelv on its own merits.
Gov. entirely
•Maryland censorship board.
Rank
now
stands
adamant against
3. Each package must contain a
Preston Lane has asked a nilturning the Dickens work loose on
number
of
fresh
players,
certain
on
general
attornev
In" from the
American
screens.
Reportedly, he
whether a pic can be barred on nuile and femme. Bankers point to feels that the harm which
the pic
surveys showing that le.ss than 20
the grounds it is “Commun
would
work
to
the
Rank label
Hollywood stars mean anything at
prooaganda.” “On Polish T/»nd
would far outweigh the cash intake.
boxoffice
the
because
people
are
bv
Cro
distributed
documentary
R
Under the axed plan which EL
Pe’-Ton Film Co. of New York tired of familiar faces and old- had worked
out with the Anti-Defareeentlv nixed bv the ''Tarv- timers trying to be bobby sockers.
group. “Twist” would have
4. Each
package must offer
land cenrors because it was “based
» number of
fresh
production
talent.
Surveys
of
misrepresentation
deceit
and
on
’*
.show that film customers are just small situations throughout the
.Audience
would then
tired of the old tricks of direc- country.
”nder Marvland law. the cenhave been quizzed as to their reacRov board is authorized to b^r the tors, writers and cameramen as
tions.
Specific questions on
showing of anv film which it con- they are of looking at old faces.
The
package
must be so con- whether the pic has anti-Semitic
Riders “immoral, obscene and instituted that it shows it has built atmosphere would have been inhoxs'ever,
The
censors,
decent.”
cluded.
Plan, incidentally, is alcontended tha't the Polish oic con- rom the bottom up. and not from
In other words, the most identical with an earlier one
just
as much a proro’ thf top down
stituted
which
was
producer
must
dropped when the
have
a solid story,
breach as a “film depicting sc' m.iI
furore became too hot to handle,
mi.cronduct.” New.spaper editori.''ts told in a manner that will permit
criticism
leveled at
and civic rights grouns have .tI- cheap production costs, rather than
“Twist” is that the portrayal of
tacked the ruling as an action starting with a $600,000 budget and
based on no’itical rather than on then trying to cut costs to fit that Fagin is a Streic»if r-llkc stereotype
of a villanous Jew.
figure.
moral grounds.
,

i

i

j
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j
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B’way Dates ^Uneconomic’
Continued from pose 4
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fair;

i

United

Arti.sts

Mn?.
Moss,

who

Charles

I

i

j
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of a witness so to disclose
erly punishable. .
.

“No

is

prop-

.

one

can doubt in these
chaotic times that the destiny of
ail nations hangs in balance in the

'“rent ideological struggle
tween Communist - thinking

I

.

bcarid

Democratic-thinking peoples of the
Neither Congress nor any
St,
what burned at Mauier.
court is required to disregard the
Cutting Prices?
impact of world events, however
As for the matter of admission impartially or dispa.ssionately they
.”
prices hurting Broadway biz, ex- view them.
hibs are almost unanimous in rejecting the thought that reduc-rx
a
i
a
tions would bring enough addi- EiOW. Ulliytryk tO DlFPCt
tional patrons to compensate for
TnHip lOF
for
Phil
axman
the revenue lost per person. They
“Hollywood 10, Edclaim they cannot afford to make
a cut that would be big enough to ward Dmytryk, will return from
really mean anything and that a Britain next August to direct a
Ellin's
nickel or a dime slash would prove film version of Stanley
novel, “Dreadful Summit,” which
a futile gesture.
Philip A. Waxman will produce.
This Is a position they’ve taken
Despite the tacit industry blacklist
consi.stently since gros.ses
;

I

I

j
i

.

,

j

i

j

.

mil Wavmnn
W
”

,

I

(

started
au
au ..
to fall a couple years ago.
The nine, the
igg indie filmmaker declared
only development that is now giving them pause
pau.se is the continued L”
strength of the Palace with its new ,"®
.....a. policy
™u».. at a 9.5c top.
o.. itO' for he s the best man for the
vaude
Sol job.’
Schwartz, general manager of the
'
Waxman closed the deal for
nicri
A
* 1.
Dmytryk’s services in a recent twofPPU
hi
i

A,

L

'

!

hmZ

week

h,c

n 1

i
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Other showmen likewise .see the
Palace biz meaning that patrons
are hunting bargains.
This may
prove effective in eventually stimu1-

i

"substantial

|

i

I

tising-publicity

campaign

to

acquaint the public with the fact
they can again afford to come to

a
built

is

sum”

“suspen.se,

around

Locale

plus a

percent-

is

a

chase-type”

boy and

"

yarn

his father,

New York where

the pic-

scheduled to roll in Scptcinber on a budget “close to $.500,000.” Waxman, who produced the
Broadway legiter, "Strange Bedture

effect.

What’s needed, most astute observers feel, is not only substantial
cuts, but an accompanying adver-

di-

age of the profits.
Screenplayed by Ellin. “Summit

was

matinee fees, but they were not
sufficiently large in size or widespread enough to have any real

England where the

’

!

lating
price
cuts,
especially
if
grosses continue .so weak.
There
a flurry a couple months ago
of reductions in “early bird” and

trip to

“Obsession” and is now handling
® forthcoming J. Arthur Rank release, “Give Us This Day,
based
upon the book, "Christ in Concrete.”
Pact hands the megger a

I

j
'

^

i

committee to
disclose whether or not he is a
Communist, and failure or refusal

operates the Criterion.

=

’

„

a witness before the

Theatres Corp.,

and

t

and without exception been upheld as constitutional.
Power of
i

Gotham and May-

d"*"
Paramount

!

»“

Continued from page

cision written by Justice Bennett C.
Clark, agreed that a Congressional
committee had a right to a responsive answer to a pertinent question.
The decision commented in part;
“The committee was and is constitutionally created ... it functions
under valid statute and
resolution which have repeatedly

guns are Harry Brandt, who controls the Globe,

’

W

Lawson-Trumbo

his terms, but still sticking to their

:

Pic-Backers

a Broadway theatre.
ple,
feared,
it
is

in

Thus the cry
a Criterion run.
about “paying for the privilege of
playing Broadway.”
Distribs see the day not far off
when the Mazda Lane exhibs will
have to make concessions in their
deals or run the risk of being without product. They point out that
terms are now such that the theatre is virtually guaranteed its nut
and .some profit no matter how
weak the b.o. The producer, therefore, is bearing all the brunt. With
fewer top quality pix now available and runs shorter, theatre ops
already are having quite a scramble for suitable product and will
have to give way, distribs say, if
they want pix.
Maurice Maurer,
operator of the Astor and Victoria
for the City Investing Co., has already made .some concessions in

'

'

Many peohaving been
scared several times by the hole
a pair of tickets make in a $5 bill,
have gotten out of the habit of
midtown theatregoing.

this manner on
one picture played in its own flagship, the Paramount theatre. Universal is reported to have been
nicked $12,000 in the same way for

mount $1,400

,

,

of the Best’

of its 25th anniversary celebration, Metro is distributing
free a 40-minute compilation of its most notable pictures during the
Called “Some of the Best,” Included are
period of its growth.
clips from current and upcoming pix. It is an interesting film and
should be of considerable interest to fans.

As part

*

is

fellows,” last sea.son .said the cast
hasn’t been set as yet, but he expects for draw upon stage personIt's his
alities for the most part.
first venture into film production.

«
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CLEARANCE SNARl^ ON DRIVE-INS
WB’s New Productkm Slate Geared

To Retaining

Many of Own Theatres

Warner Bros.’ confidence that it-f*
itr-theatres for the
win hold on to
years at least Is renext several
plans anproduction
the
!"ted in
company’s threeSrunced at the
<iiY

meeting in
Crossing the

International sales

New York

last

week.

trend of steppedGeneral Industry
releasing, execu!o production and
L. Warner disJack
producer
tive
sales meet that 38
closed to the
or in work
finished
be
will
films
this year to
during the balance of
figure
varies
This
1950.
of
the end
traditional
slightly from Warners’
releases
per
20
about
of
policy

“How’s

tient.

Run

everything?’’,

asked Gamble. “Fine,’’ was the
reply, “except for our clearance. We have to follow the
Schine house in the village.’’
Gamble, as a circuit operator and board chairman of the
Theatre Owners of America,
found the problem no new
one. He promised quick consuiations with the distribs to

the company’s intention
throw its weight behind bigger
next period.
the
in
pix
revealed

to

RKO, propping

Paramount and

Better

Saranac Lake, N.Y., June 14.
Ted Gamble, as a member of
the Variety-Clubs-Will Rogers
hospital board, was making an
inspection tour of the institution here last week with a
group of Variety - Clubbers
when he ran into a former
theatre man who is now a pa-

Production slate, however,

Kar.

Now It’s 'Depth Research’ as Means

the splitoflf of their theatre
holdings under the consent decree, are stepping up their production activity by about 20% over

for

get the hospital a better run
for its one-night-a-week shows.

Strategy is
normal quota.
aimed at compensating for loss of
theatre profits by distrib volume.
Warner execs, however, are obviously proceeding on the calculation that theatre take is safely
in the company’s coffers.
Warners, through prexy Harry
M. Warner, has already disclosed
their

Takeover of San

S.

Now
Variety Clubs

Supreme Court would delay
(Continued on page 20)

in

States,

Official

over the United
Caqada, Mexico and
all

London, are now open to acceptance of applications from anyone
in any branch of show business for
TIESLERS
admittance to the Variety ClubsWill Rogers Memorial hospital at
FIRE
Saranac Lake, N.Y. Organization
Injured by a fire which broke out has opened the doors of the famed
19-year-old Adirondack landmark,
last Thursday (9) on their yacht at
City Island, N. Y., Canadian film following formal acceptance last
j

OK NOW AFTER
ON THEIR YACHT

A

week

exec Hans Tiesler and his wife.
Gertrude, have been discharged
from the Parkchester General Hos-

its

Re&l Hot Fans
Toledo, June

crees and Dept, of Justice pressure.
Some litigation has already been
started by the drive-ins in efforts
to get an improvement in the situation which originally found them
being handed only last-run product, slough-offs and reissues. Latest of these suits is by the Grayslake Outdoor Theatre Co., Ltd., at
Grayslake, near Chicago, against
all the majors. Balaban & Katz
and Publix-Great States Theatres,

the

of responsibility for financing
$200,000-a-year nut.

With depletion of the Will
pital, Bronx,
N. Y., where both Rogers Memorial Fund, headed by
Walter
Vincent, population of the
were taken for treatment. Former
sustained second degree burns of sanitarium had sunk to 24 patients
two years. Eight more
in
the
past
the face and body while Mrs. Tieshave been admitted in the weeks
ler suffered from shock.
Variety
since
agreed to take over
Veepee-g.m. of Audio Pictures,
Ltd. of Toronto, Tiesler was ready - and the Clubbers have promised
i

'

i

that

he

gets

'

a trip to Canada
when the blaze started in the engine room.
He’s associated with
Arthur Gottlieb, a Montreal film
man who is the husband of Gladys
Glad Helllnger.
Mrs. Tiesler is
*Iso an Audio official,
supervising
its

script

I

'

j

'

department.

New U

Bergman’s

Dave Lipton to
Maurice

Duties;

Commute

Bergman,

Universal’s
ad-pub director recently
upped to an executive
post with
tne company,
takes over his new
Chores July 5.
While his duties
been completely denned Bergman
will be available
®nd top-bracket ofpressing
problems,
Aith^
ino
mg

*

*

i^^”**^*"*^

cxhib relations,

trouble-shoot on rov I

U’s national ad-

make

definitely not
h.q.

but

twLn

IL

^®"tinue

New York

in

shuttling

be-

and the

h.o.
flackery will

IT-. XT*"®

thr. 'J’
independent
with
With Henry

In

work
departments

A. Linet as chief of

ing

Duhu*"?’
neni^H^
aelli
directing

head-

and Charles Simoexploitation.

StOI Patsy

I

Th

articles

crim^

won

1

t**®

*

Pulitzer

Taxes Everywhere

—

Small-Young-E

which
N.

Y.

prize

*

a

new

Talks

Still

Wann

class admissions, to run until Oct.
15.
Purpose is to collect money
to clean the lava add sand from
Deposit was
the town of Leon.
by a volcano eruption last
left

COHN EUROPEWARDS
TO
CASH

ON

Garment Workers
bought as
Guild.
Monti- Union, American Newspaper
Textile
Hatters,

indie.

Montf!°,r®tea.se is sJt.

Workers
(’ap

Union.

United

.Automobile Workers,

United

and

Amalgamated

HOT
AGENDA

Owners of .\merica. set for the
week of Sept. 12 In Lo.s Angeles.
TO.^ers expect an attendance of

cu.ssed by top Col execs at a recent

800 exhibs and filmites on

his six-week stay in the U. S.,
well versed on all angles of the
British situation inasmuch as he
long wa.s the company's managing
director In Britain. Upped to the
post of veepee last winter, he w'as
replaced in his old berth by his

& Millinery Work- 600

ers.

to

Coast conclave.

Friedman, who visited Hollywood
in

hand.

is

Ted Gamble, board chairman,
and Gael Sullivan, exec director,
head west within a few' days to
S. Hart and
William
u
huddle with Charles P. Skouras,
Associated
with tee. Georgia Workers Educational
them Ip
who chair*^tnrney Joseph T. P. Service and the Anti-Defamation National Theatres chief,
Suuiv,^
assistant.
mans the convention.
League.

P^d Johnston

Outfit

j

$5,000

nt the net profits.

'

Meat

Cutters.

Otlier groups include National Cooperatives, .Jewish Labor Commit-

'

i

^

same methods used successfully In
other major industries. Plan W'as
submitted

last w-eek by Dr. Ernest
psychological consultant
ijumber of major concerns

Dichter,
for

a

including Lever Bros., Chrysler,
Serutan, E. I. DuPont and Columbia Broadcasting System.
Dichter’s technique is known as
“depth research.” an analytic approach to inner responses which
several of the major studios helped
poularize In their recent cycle of

psycho pix. Through a field staff
of trained psychologists distributed
in key areas, Dichter has proposed
a major plan to psycho-interview
about 2,000 typical Americans to
find the root cause why only 50%
of the potential film audience actually go to the theatre.
Each individual interview, as
conducted for other industrial ad
campaigns, usually takes about
three hours. With the buried, but
decisive reactions brought to the
surface during such a period, Dichter says he can discover the mechanisms which either bring or repel
people from plunking their coin
down at the boxoffice for a specific
film.

The trouble with conventional
of research currently employed, according to the depth researchers, is that direct que.stions
usually result in superficial and
misleading answers. Dichter’s principle Involves never taking a reply at its face value but understanding it as a clue to basic personality structure.
With proper data at their disposal. Dichter predicts the major
studios will bo able to touch off
the right buttons in their adverforms

which will correspond to the
emotional needs.
Proand story problems will
(Continued on page 18)

tising

filmgoers’

duction

—

Nicaragua has levied a new admissions tax on first and second

Edward Small’s deal for assumption of control of Eagle Lion is still
on the griddle and warm, although
chief stockholder Robert R. Young
is apparently sending out feelers in year.
is eliminating ail possible red tape, other directions in the event Small
Government of West Bengal, Inier runs, attorneys point out that negotiations
fall
through.
Ap- dia, has upped admissions taxes for
a house which can get a fair ad- proach has been made to Stanley all price tickets and imposed levies
mission price and return a reason- Kramer as a potential production for the first time on complimentary
able tental to the distributor is en- head for the studio, but there have tickets. The government explained
titled to an equal break with other been no negotiations and the pro- that it needed more revenue and
theatres, whether the spot is a ducer is known to be little inter- hopes to pick up an additional
(Continued on page 18)
2,000,000 rupees a year. (A rupee
ested in the proposition.
Serge Semenenko. Boston banker is worth about 30c. American.)
who is attempting to put the Small
(Continued on page 18)
AFL
CIO UNIONS’
deal together. 'reportedly will head
for the Coast this week in an effort
PIX SERIES to get Small to reduce the demands
which he asks be fulfilled if he is
Several major AFL and CIO to assume control. Small is underICEPICK COL.
unions have joined a cooperative stood insisting that before he takes
Whether Columbia will reenter
profilm project to promote the
over, arrangements must be comduction of new documentaries and plete for a production fund of $5.- British production depends upon
increase the use of current public 000.000 to $7. ,500.000 to cover all conferences to be held In London
New out- picture, financing required for tlie next month by company prez
service and labor pix.
Harry Cohn. Columbia Internationfit, National Film Cooperative, will
next two years.
begin operations within six months
Semenenko. whose First National al chief Joseph A. McConvllle and
Joseph
Friedman, veepee in the
$20,of
contribution
on the initial
Bank of Boston, manages loans by
000 made by the labor groups. four banks totalling about $10,500,- firm’s foreign division. Cohn leaves
for
Europe
June 30. McConville is
is
attorney,
labor
Robert Delson.
000 to EL and its parent company.
chairman of the project.
Pathe Industries, has been en- already abroad while Friedman
.sails
from
New
York today (Wed.)
will
cooperative
the
Del.son .said
deavoring to put the production
provide social-minded documen- fund together from outside sources on the Queen Elizabeth.
While
some
of
the majors, notato
facilities
tarians with organized
in order to get Small to take over.
bly 20th-Fox, have been especially
a.ssure the recovery of production
(Continued on page 18'
active
in
shooting
pictures in Britventure
Initial
costs plus a profit.
ain in an attempt to utilize blocked
be a film to tell “labor’s
will
remittances,
Columbia
has been
act
also
will
DRIVE-INS
Cooperative
story."
TV
comparatively idle in that respect.
as a distrib agency and film liof
Since
the
end
the
war
it turned
purchasing
brary and as a central
TOA’S CONV.
out “The First Gentleman" at a
agency for motion picture equipand drive-ins will British studio and one other feaTelevision
ment.
discus.sions ture. Prospects of resuming filmfeature
Among the unions supporting prominently meet
of the Theatre making in England were also disannual
the cooperative are the Interna- at the
Ladies

In line with the industry’s admitted need for sclenjtific boxoffice
research. Motion Picture Assn, of
America has under consideration
a plan to probe filmgoers’ reactions
to
Hollywood product w-lth the

5%.

to let the total rise to the hospital’s
capacity of 96. If that’s not enough,
they hope to embark on an expansion program that will push the
number of beds up to 140.
To facilitate admissions. Variety

tional

'basis

Shootino

,

waterfront

Johnson.

Sun
*‘ccentlv

on

York

iii«i

For

a

quicker whack at product.
*
Counsel for the majors feel that
there are a good many points on
both sides of the argument for
Washington, June 14.
earlier runs for the fresh-air emNations around the world are
poriums and it will probably take
some court decisions to eventually turning increasingly to the theadetermine a pattern.
In the in- tre admissions tax for extra reveterim, some companies have been nue sometimes for special purbut
usually
for
general
avoiding trouble by letting the poses
ozoners in certain situations bid spending. Roundup of several of
for pix or by moving up runs and these situations is disclosed by the
cutting clearances by negotiation. U. S. Dept, of Commerce today.
Regarding the demands for earl- As in the U. S.. increased taxes
drive-in or not. The fact that the frequently curb the sale of tickets.
establishment might be in competiArgentina has made two changes.
(Continued on page 18)
The theatre tax on performances,
previously ba.sed on total seating
has been changed to
capacity,
8.45% of the value of the tickets
sold. In addition, there will be a
flat 10% admissions tax
up from

AND

*

Pic

any

Pix Admissions

PRO-LABOR

assignment.

1,:,

In-

AND

stern

h#

in

going comfortable
weather.

!

ing the craft for

mushrooming ozoner

dustry. First is an innovation
in projection that will permit
daylight operation and second
is a system by which the house
would run heat into parked
cars to make drlve-in theatre-

eliminate
clearances
given
to
houses in nearby Waukegan and
so

14.

Drive-ins may soon be operating not only all day. but all
year, even in areas with the
coldest w'eather. That was revealed last week to the central
section of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers here by
J. D. Phyfe, of RCA.
He disclosed that’ scientists
are now working on two developments that would give a
further tremendous spurt to

thought they had been gradually
straightening out during the past
few years amidst a welter of lawsuits, out-of-court settlements, de-

Libertyville,

its

IJ.

With the number of drive-in
theatres having
increased from
about 60 to 1,000 in the four years
since the end of the war, film company attorneys are girding themselves for a walloping number of
clearance suits from that source.
The great increase in ozoners contributes a serious new' complication to the matter of runs and
clearances,
w'hich
distribs
the

Grayslake suit, filed in Chicago
federal court, is unusual in that no
monetary damages are sought. Exhib merely wants an injunction to

Variety Clubs

intention to make a last-ditch
fi^t to retain its theatre holdings.
Even if the Federal court were to
order some form of divorcement, it
that appeals to the
is estimated

To Prohe Anemia at Film Boxoffices

Max

Thorpe.

COLLARITES

REJEa

RENEWING OLD PACT
Homeoffice whitecollarlte unions
rejected this week an indus-

flatly

proposal

try

to

settle

the

aix-

month’s dispute by renewing tha
old contract, expired last September.
Hitch in the proposal, as far
as the unions are concerned, is the
industry proviso that the old pact’s
double severance pay clause be

General

omitted.

membership

meeting Monday ( 13
of Screen
Publicists Guild voted 223 to 1 to
reject the offer while the Screen

& Professional Employees

Office

Guild

expected to take similar
this week.
Union’s position was buttressed
with a pledge of support from the
is

action

later

New York City CIO Council, representing several major unions in
the
city.
Mike Quill, Council
prexy, threatened to put the majors on the unfair labor list If a
settlement was not reached before
tomorrow (Thurs. ). Quill made the
warning in an open letter to Metro
prexy Nicholas M. Schenck while
promising the union additional

manpower

for theatre picket lines.
Whitecollarites launched a new
this week in the form of
musical picket lines before Loew’s
Victoria, N. Y., with ballad singer
Pete Sieger leading the chanting.
Additional demonstrations were organized against major-owned theatres in Philadelphia. Buffalo. Detroit
and Chicago by national
unions helping the film collarites.
tactic

%

Chiz Suits

in

Ore.

Portland, Ore., June 14,

Three percentage chi.selling suits
have been filed here In the Federal
district

court

against

Je.sse

E.

Jones by Paramount. RKO and
Metro. Actions claim false rental
returns from the Ro.seway and St.
Johns theatres, Portland, and th#
Majestic and Rio theatres, Dallas,
Ore.

Both actual and punitive damages are demanded.

—
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Walter Winchell

Gives Bob the best role of

Oil

Life

ore totking about Bob

Hope's lotest movie I”

—Jimmie

Story

who doesn't clean up with
wrong business.”
^
'^M.P. Herald
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Hope

is

wonderfoi and so

— Rose Pelswkk, N.
Hope at his
Howard

—
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,V

X

the movie.

Y. Journal ^Amerkan

clowning best.”

Introo.

Barnes, N. Y. Herald Tribune

Sparkling with 1949’s brightest lines.”

— Archer Wrnsten, N.
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Watch Hope

hoist grosses

HIGH AS A FLAG ON THE FOURTH OF JULY
at scores of

nationwide holiday dates of

the most sensational attraction yet

— in

PARAMOUNT’S GOLD RUSH OF

’49

PICTURE GROSSES

10
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‘Belvedere’ Best Bet In

L A. in Doldrums But Territory’ Oke

Monti.,

$39,000; ’Menace’ Dull 22G; ’Entry’

Slow $31,000;
Los Angeles, June
Flrstrun

continues

biz

the

in

Capitol

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$496,500
(Based on 16 theatres)
Last Year
$600,000
{Based on 16 theatres)

But
in three theatres.
“Forbidden Street” looks only slim
$31,000 in four sites while “Johnny
Allegro” will be only about $31,000
In two houses,
"Illegal Entry” is shaping to
land mild $31,000 in six situations
and “Red Menace” is scraping
bottom at only $22,000 in two spots.
“Cover Girl” and “Never Lovelier”
reissue combo, is hitting $23,000 in
four locations. Holdovers are reflecting biz slowdown although the
four Music Halls will reach nice
$38,000 in second frame of “Home

Last week, “Command Decision”
(M-G), $14,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
“Tarzan’s Magic Fountain” (RKO).
Nice $11,000. Last week, “Force
of Evil” (M-G), $11,500.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)
and
(U)
Regiment”
“Rogues’
“Henry the Rainmaker” (U). Okay
$7,000 or close. Last week, “Shock
proof” (Col) and “Blackie’s Chinese

—

(Col), $7,500.
(C.T.) (1,040;

Orpheum

14,

“Champion”

of Brave.”

Opening of Municipal Theatre
Assn, season in Forest Park PlayEstimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown. Hawaii, house is blamed for generally lagHollywood Music Halls (Prin-Cor) gard state of the boxoffice here
this week.
Rainy spell over the
(384; 902; 1,106; 512; 55-$l>
“Home of Brave” (UA) (2d wk). weekend was some help. OutFine $38,000. Last week, big $60,- standing is “Belvedere to College,”
socko at the St. Louis and giving
€ 00
Chinese, Loew’s State, l.oyola, this house best biz in many weeks.

.

smash

$7,000 following
opener.

’Stratton

.

!

—

—

Week

—

2d

'Belvedere’ Big 16G,

Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16“Champion” (UA). Fine $11,-

(Indie)
die) (reissues) hit $3,500 in 4 days.

Last week, “Belvedere to
College” UZOth), $12,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)
“Green Promise” (RKO) and “Tarzan’s
Magic Fountain” (RKO).
Lively $7,500.
Last week, “The

Last week, “Younger Bros.” (WB)
and “Vicious Circle” (UA), dim

Window” (RKO) and “Woman’s
June 14.
Bulk of biz being done by new Secret” (RKO), $7,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16>ix is going to “Champion” at Midfand
and “Paisan” at Esquire. 65) “Cover Up” (UA) and “Lucky
“Bride of Vengeance” is fair at Stiff” (UA). Only $10,000, rated
Last week,
on disappointing here.
Paramount. i_ “Mr. Belvedere”
^
J
**Q4**ilrA
Strike It Rich” (Mono) ...241,^
with Tlftll
Will
second week in three Fox Midwest
orch,
Jerry
Colonna,
houses. Tower - Uptown - Fairway, Osborne
continues big. Mo.st of week saw others, on stage, okay $17,500 at
20-80C scale.
hot and sultry weather.
Kansas

$4,500.

Suet on L.A. Ouster

City,

—

;

I

A.I

1

A.

I

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)
Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- “Ma, Pa Kettle” (U) and “Fight65) “Paisan” (Indie). Smash $8,- ing Fools” (Mono) (3d wk). Good
000. Holds. Last week. “Without $3,500. Last week, about same.
Reservations” (U) and “Badman’s
Territory” (RKO) (reissues), mod-

I

I

I

—

erate $3,000.
Kimo (Dickinson)

$1.20-

(550;

|2.40)— “Red Shoes” (ED (8th wk).
Great $2,500. Last week, $2,700.
Midland (RKO) (3,500; 45-65)—
“Champion” (UA) and “Valiant

Hombre” (UA). Hefty $17,000.
Last week, “Stratton Story” (M-G)
and “Feathered Serpent” (Mono)
<2d wk), big $11,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

(1.900; 4.5-65)—

“Impact” (UA) and “Jigsaw” (UA)
closing bill for house under RKO
management; darkens Wednesday
(15).
Average $9,000. Last week,
“Gunga Din” (RKO* and “Lost
Patrol”
(RKO) (reissues), good
$ 10 000
,

.

Paramount (Par) (1.900; 45-65)
“Bride of Vengeance” (Par). Fair
$11,000.

Last

week,

“Streets

of

Laredo” (Par) (2d wk). trim $9,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65)

—

“Commandos
and

Strike at

Dawn”

(Col)

“The

issues).

Invaders” (Col) (reFair $3,500, Last week,

“Penny Serenade”

the

Merrier”

'Coll
(Col)

and “More

Tower - Uptown
Midwest)

•

Fairway

(2,100; 2,043; 700;

—“Belvedere To College”
(2d wk). Great $16,000. Last
terrific $24,000.

’Kettle’

(

I

by

“Forbidden
looks

be.st

Street”
but only

Oke

Fox (Fox-Mlch)

(5,000;

“Happens

and

“Jigsaw”

—

i

i

•

Patrol” (Par), mild $13,000.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)
“Pride of Yankee.s” (RKO) and
"Tall in Saddle” (RKO) (reissues).
Good $10,000. Last week, “Casahlarca” (WB) and “G-Men” (WB)

i

I

70-95)—

(reissues), $11,000.

(Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
— Adams
“Ma, Pa Kettle” (U) and “Search

Every

Spring” (20th). $23,000.
Michigan (United Detroit)

—

Good lOG

(UA)

(UA) (2d wk). Okay $14,000. Last
week, nice $19,000.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 7095)
“Lonesome Pine” (Par) and

I

Street”
(20th)
and
Fair
(SG).
$26,000.

“Rimfire”
week,
Last

000;

“Champion”

|

issue at United Artists are showtng surprising strength. “Pride of
Yankees” and “Tall in Saddle”
aLso are good for oldies at Madison.
Estimates for This Week

$2,000 after $2,800 for third.

Fenway (NET)

$24,0^in Frisco

(4,,

*

(1,373;

40-85)—

Unto Night” (WB) and
San Francisco’ (Rep).

“Night
“Streets

Patrol,” rolling up a fine total at
the Golden Gate. “Happens Every
Spring” is disappointing at the
Fox.

Last week, “Lady <Jambles
and “Brothers in Saddle”
(RKO) (2d wk), oke $15,000.
”

hold.
(U)

Metropolitan (NET) (4,267; 40-85)
“Colorado Territory” (WB) and
Estimates for This Week
“Omoo Oraoo” (SG). Mild $18,()()().
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60- Last week, “The Fan” (20th) and
85)
“Gunga Din” (RKO) and “Lovable Cheat” (FC), $15,000 in 6
"Lost Patrol” (RKO) (reissues).

—

—

Last
Surprisingly fine $15,000.
week, “Portrait of .Jennie” (SRO)
and “The Avenger” (EL) (2d wk),
fair $11,000.

ddys

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
“Home of Brave” (UA) and "Rusty
Saves a Life” (Col). Trim $21.(100
or over looms. Last week. Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) (2d wk),
»
oke $15,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700: 40-85)
—“Night Unto Night” (WB) and
“Streets San Francisco” (Rep). Dim
Last week, “Streets of
$9,000.
Laredo” (Par) and “C-Man” (FC)

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)— “Happens Every Spring” (20th) and “CMan” (FC). Not so hot at $18,000
or less.
Last week, “Younger
Bros.”
(WB) and “Streets San
Francisco” (Rep) $15,000.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
“Younger Bros.” (WB) and “Streets (2d wk), fair $8,000.
San Francisco'’ (Rep) (m.o.). Thin
40-85)—
State (Loew) (3,500;
$8,500.
Last week “Big Cat’: (EL) “Home of the Brave” (UA) and
and “Broken Journey” (ED, $12,- “Rusty Saves Life” (Col), Okay
500.
$14,000 or near. Last week. "BarkParamount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)
leys of Broadway” (M-G) (2d v\k),
“Manhandled” (Par) and “Special nice $12,000.
Agent” (Par). Okay $17,000. Last
week, “Barkleys of Broadway”
(M-G) (3d wk), nice $12,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)— Jordan-Vaude Boosting
“Streets of Laredo” (Par) (3d wk).
Down to $6,500. Last week, solid
'Secret’ to Hep $16,000,
$13,500.

Orpheum (No, Coast)
85)— “Ma, Pa Kettle”

(2.448; 55-

(U)

Cincy; 'Spring’ $13,500

and

Cincinnati. June 14.
shot of vaude is
count for major
above seasonal
“Woman’s Secret.” coupled
an all-colored stage show

“Secret of

Oke

St. Ives” (Col) (2d wk).
$8,000 in 5 days. La.st week,

A temporary

lifting the overall
stands this week

$14,000.

—

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
“Home of Brave” (UA). par.
Strong $14,000 or over. Last week, with

55-85)

(370-

$1.20-$2.40)— “Red Shoes” (EL) (3d
wk).
About $9,000,
Last week,
sock, $9,500.
Esquire (No. Coa.st) (9.55; 55-85)
of Brave” (UAi.
Sock
$10,000 or better.
Last week,
“Champion” (UA) (4th wk). $5,800.

headed by Louis Jordan band, is
topping the town in satisfactory
Of two new
stride at Shubert’s.
bills “It Happens Every Spring”
has a balmy lead over “Colorado
Territory.”

Estimates for This

(RKO)

Albee

wk).

“Lone- “Geronimo” (Par) (reissues). Solid
re- $15,000.
Last week, “Bride of
Vengeance” (Par) and “Alaska

some Pine” and “Gercmlmo” on

“Forbidden

sues).
Oke $15,000. Last week,
“Johnny Allegro” (Col) and “Lost
Tribe” (Col), $18,000.
Esquire (ATC) (1,000; 40-85)
“Champion” (UA) (4th wk). Mild

and Moritz & Nichelson, currently operating there.
Plaintiff
charges unlawful eviction from the
house on Hollywood blvd.
Moritz & Nichelson moved in
several months ago, after the theatre had been closed to repair fire

IlG, ’Pride’

theatregoers.
at
the Fox
fair.

201

theatres'}.

“Happens

damage.

i

Detroit, June 14.
Business Is up slightly over last
week's low as air-conditioning is

rediscovered

cities,

“Hitler’s

Los Angeles, June 14.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—
Galston & Sutton, film house op- “Volpone”
(Indie).
Very
big
Last week, “Mons. Vinerators, filed a damage suit for $3,500.
$75,000
against
Mark Hansen, cent” (Indie) (8th wk), $2,400.
owner of the Marcal theatre prop-

Better; ’Street’ Fair $26,

70-95)
“Africa
Screams”
(UA) and “Tuna Clipper” (Mono).
Fox Slim $14,000. La.st week, “Streets
4.5-65) of Laredo” (Par) and “Blondie’s
(20th) Big
Deal” (Col) (2d wk), oke
week, $15,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—

(reissues)

$4,000.

Del

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—
Children” (RKO) and
“Behind Rising Sun” (RKO) (rei.s-

$2,401,000

erty,

!

-1

run*, in*

Week

—“Home

.

_

ffc**

“Mummy’s Tomb” “Crooked Way” (UA), $7,000.
and “Mummy’s Ghost” (InStagedoor
(Ackerman)

$1,300 in 3 days.

65)
000.

In

theatres, chiefly

eluding N. Y.).
Total Gross Samo
Last Year
(Based on 22

mer heat. Surprise entry is reissue “This Was a Woman” (20th). Leadcombo of “Gunga Din” and “Lost ing town with $23,000, and will

Socko

i

Mild K.C., Hefty $17,000;

City Grosses

14,

Bis is fairly steady around town
this stanza, with new product doing
okay for this time of year, ••it
Happens Every Spring” at Memorial is leading town.
“Home of
Brave” at Orpheum and State
shapes fairly good.
“Colorado
Territory” at Met is only fair.

Average
$6,500.
Last
week.
“Streets of Laredo” (Par) and "C*
Man” (FC) (2d wk), $5,000.
San Francisco, June 14.
Mayflower (ATC) (700; 40-85)—
Backed by outstanding exploita$12,000 tion, “Home of Brave” is rolling up “Champion” (UA) (4th wk). Down
a very big total here this week in to $2,000. Last week $3,200.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
two theatres. Otherwise, biz generality is suffering from (he sum- “Happens Every Spring” (2()lh) and

—

XhampioD’ Sets Pace

Key

$2,264,000
This Week
Estimated Total Groaa
(Based on 22 ritie.s, 186

—

“The Champion” also is nice at
1,719; 60-$l)— “Forbidden Street” the Ambassador.
Estimates for This Week
$15,000 in Indpis.
<20th) and “Tuna Clipper” (Mono).
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 50Slim $31,000. Last week, “Beauti“Tulsa” (EL) and “Happens
ful Blonde” (20th) and “Leave to 75)
Indianapolis, June 14.
Henry” (Mono) (2d wk-4 days), Every Spring” (20th) (m.o.). Okay
Biz is still in a rut at firstruns
$12,000.
Last week, “Flamingo here this week. Good in spots but
very dim $13,500.
Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern Road” (WB) and “The Window” where it is bad it’s brutal. Tex
(WB) (1,757; 2,756; 2,344; 60-$!)— (RKO) (m.o.), $9,000,
Beneke band and Peter Lorre are
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
“Colorado Territory” (WB). Okay
sparking “The Fan” to a fair take
$39,000. Last week, “Night Unto “The Champion” (UA) and “This at Circle.
“Stratton Story” is big
Night” (WB) (6 days), very thin Is N. Y.” (EL). Nice $14,000 or at Loew’s.
But bottom fell out
better. Last week, “Stratton Story” from
$14,000.
under “Criss Cross” at
Efytrtian, Los Angeles, Wilshire (M-G) (2d wk-6 days), big $13,000. Indiana, and “Manhandled” was
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— so weak at Lyric it lasted only
(FWC) (1,538; 2,097; 2,296; 60-$!)—
“Stratton Story” (M-G) (2d wk). “Night Unto Night” (WB) and three days.
Down to oke $27,000. Last week, “Lady Gambles” (U). Good $13,Estimates for This Week
000.
Last week, “Tulsa” (EL) and
nice $46,000.
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 5090)— “The Fan” (20th) with Tex
Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 60-$l) “Last Bandit” (Rep), $14,500.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)— Beneke orch, Peter Lorre, onstage.
“Cover Girl” (Col) and “Never
Lovelier” (Col) (reissues). Mild “Belvedere to College” (20th) and Mild $17,000.
Last week, “Green
Clipper” (Mono).
Sock Promise” (RKO) and “Loveable
$9,000 with $23,000 in 4-day-date “Tuna
Last week, “Happens Cheat” (FC), thin $5,500 at 44cspots. Last week, “Hellfire” (Rep) $18,000.
and “C-Man” (FC», fair $11,500 Every Spring” (20th) and “Red 65*^ scfilc
Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
here with $20,600 in 5 day-daters. Stallion Rockies” (EL) (2d wk),
“Criss Cross” (U) and “Fighting
Pantages, Hillstreet (Pan-RKO) mild $7,500.
O’Flynn” (U). Light $6,500. Last
(2,8121 2,890; 50-$!)— “Johnny Alweek, “Belvedere To
College”
legro’^ (Col) and “Kazan” (Col). Champion’ Fine
$11,000,
(20th) and “Fighting Fools” (Mono),
Moderate $31,000. Last week, “Lust
for Gold” (Col) and “Secret St.
Omaha; ‘Promise’ $7,500 nice $12,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,450; 44-65)
Ives” (Col) (2d wk-6 days), $17,000.
Omaha, June 14.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para“Champion” is out ahead and “Stratton Story” (M-G) and “Make
Fine
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 60-$l) will give the Paramount a nice Believe Ballroom” (Col).
"Red Menace” (Rep) and “Flam- week. “Cover Up” plus “Lucky $15,000, and likely to get extra
Last week, “Champion”
ing Fury” (Rep). Only $22,000. Last Stiff” look only fair at Orpheum. days.
week, “Streets Laredo” (Par) and “Green Promise” and "Tarzan’s (UA) and “Valiant Hombre” (UA),
“Streets San Francisco” (Rep) (3d Magic Fountain” are doing oke at modest $9,000.
Lyric
(G-D) (1,600; 44-65)
wk), $14,200.
Brandeis.
Biz is up slightly this “Manhandled” (Par)
and “Denver
United Artists, Ritz (UA-FWC) week.
Kid” (Rep).
Pulled after thin
Estimates for This

Boston, June

-

(2,048; 2,404; 1,248;

(Continued on page 20)

’Brave’ Neat 35G, Territory’ 18G

34-60)
(UA) (2d wk). Good

—

Uptown (FWC)

’Spring’ Lively $23,000,

— ’Brave’ Bright

Louis
June

—

—

Venture”
St. Louis,

34-60)

(2,412;

issue) (2d wk), $9,000.
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)
“Kiss in Dark” (WB). Oke $10,000.

’Belvedere’ Boil
$18,0(10, St.

(C.T.)

“Belvedere To College” (20th).
Great $20,000 or near. Last week,
“Northwest Mounted” (Par) (re-

is

$39,000

Hub H^her;

—

14.

doing much to ease the
slump. Best new bill is “Colorado
Territory,” which is sighting okay
entries

$20,000

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)
“Connecticut Yankee” (Par). Nice
$16,000. Last week, "Enchantment”
(RKO), about same.

’Allegro,’ ’Street’ Ditto

doldrums here and none of new

Wow

Montreal, June 14.
Pacing the new entries this
week is "Belvedere To College” at
the Capitol. Loew’s “Connecticut
Yankee^’ also is nice.
Estimates for This Week

for Danger” (FC).
Oke $11,000.
Last week. “Ball Game” (M-G) (3d
wk), fine $12,000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2.900; 7095)— "Caught” (.M-G)‘ and “Model
Wife” (Mono). Slow $7,000. I^st
week. "Red Canyon” (U) and
“Truuble Makers” (Mono), $8,000.

June

Spring”

55-75)—
(‘2l)th).

Pleasing $13,500.
Last week.
“Africa Screams” (UA), mode.st
$ 10 000
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; .55-75)—
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-Gi (3d
.

,

Good

$7,000 after solid $10,-

Grand

ISG

(RKO) (1,400; .5.5-75)—
“Casablanca” (WB) and "G-Men”
(WB) (reissues).
Okay $7..5()().
week,

Last
Buffalo.

Biz

Week

(3,100;

500 last week.

'Window’ Clear $10,000,
Buff; 'Blonde’ Big

Every

14.

“Big

Jack”

(M-G',

$7,000.

shaping up better this
Keith’s (City Inv.) (1..542: 5.5-75)
“City Across River” (U) '2d wk'.
week than it has been In recent
All right $7,000 trailing sturdy
rounds. Best bet looks like “Blonde
$9,300 preem.*
From Bashful Bend” at Lakes.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 5.5-75)—
“The Window” looms fairly good “Colorado Territory” (WB). Fairish
$10,000.
Last week, "Lust for
at Century.
Gold” (Col). $9,500.
Estimates for This Week
Shubert (RKO) (2,100: 64-94'—
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3.500; 40-70)
“Woman’s Secret” (RKO) pins
“Edward, My Son and “Homicide Louis Jordan orch, Paula Wat.son,
for Three’ (Rep). Okay $12,000. others, onstage.
Vaude injection
Last week, “Champion” (UA), solid is for this week only.
Iordan
boosting to satisfactory $16.()()(l.
$15,000.
Great Lakes (Par) (3.400; 40-70) Last week, “Champion” 'LA)
’Blonde Bashful Bend” (20ih). (m.o.), at 55c-75c scale, normal
Big $18,000 or near. La.st week, $5,500 in 9 days.
“Jigsaw” (UA) and “Stop Music”

—

is

”

•

—

show onstage. $12,000.
Hipp (Par) (3.400;

—

NSH

'Cal’
in Seattle,
40-70)
“Guadalcanal Diary” (2()th) and
“Purple Heart” (20th) (rei.ssues).
'Lady’ Dull 7G
$8,000;
Fine $5,500. Last week. “Keep ’Em
Flying” (U) and “Ride ’Em CowSeattle. June 14.
Daylight saying and summer
boy” (U) (rei.ssues), solid $6,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)— heat are teaming up to knock down
biz
here this week with not too
“City Across River” (U) and “Old
"Big
forte product a handicap.
Fa.shioneu Girl” (EL).
Passable
Cat”
looks fair at Coliseum. "Lady
$11,000. Last week. “Red Canyon”
Para(U) and “Lone Wolf and Lady” Gambles” is way down at
mount.
(Col), $10,200.
Estimates for This Week
Century (20th Cei ) (3,000; 4070)— “The Window” (RKO) and
Coliseum (H-E) (1.877; .50-84)—
“Fighting Fools”
(on<i).
Good “Big Cat” (EL) and “Daughter of
$10,000. Last week,
’Red Pony” Jungle” (Rep). Fair $8,000.
week, “Window” (RKO) and
(Rep) and “Daredevils of Clouds
>, ,$.7.50(),
(Continujetl on, page 20)
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Chi Brisk; ‘Barkleys -Stager

Hefty

B’way Way
and holdtwers hurting,
over town tliis week

M'ith lieat

bu

is ligiit

‘Blonde-Trace- J. Edwards

$58,000,

4
Chicago, June 14.
at
Loop lioxoffic. Is taking on
new
hriaWtr liu» abetted by four
s
bills and
u
schools
andJ
parochial
closing of
parade. Several large con .

,

694;

rOTC
vf*nf

of

Tops among
ions also helped.
newcomers will be “Barkleys
Broadw'ay” at Oriental with

Mat^e

Gordon

,

I

Magic

Fountain"

Palace is- (him $10,000

My Son"

at

is

t

j

1

tax.

.

I

AItOU 1
LdrCUU
Laredo’ l/HdY
Okay
lJUi
J ISG^

al

likely

|

Fl*,,
U|4I>«

.

A/l
Ul

,9

,

||||fnAof

.

'

u

r*in«h.,rai,
inn.,
Pittsburgh.
.Mine

„
Bi/ looks spotty
,

,

•

14.

week, but

this

.»

„

down trom
Mom
Midsummer lieai
heal

generally

recent
Chicago (B&Kl 13.000, .50-.)8i— slan/.a.s
is apBend
Bashful
J^Olm pareutly
"Blonde
pj,,t.,,jiy keeping them out of the
plus Al Trace orch. Nice $49,000. Golden Triangle.
Penn is taking
Lasi week. "Connecticut Yankee" the
,iie lead witli
with "Streets ot I.aredo."
Laredo."
"dii Harmonieats heading aitiiougli 'wa.v oti trom sensational
(Par'
stagesliow (2d wk), $42,{K)0.
fortnight
ot
of
“Stratton
Stratton
Story.”
50-98'—
Garrick (B&K) *000;
••Hionde
“Blonde Fioiii
From Bashful Bend" at
'SRO* 'Jd lb,
of Jennie
‘‘Portrait
Harris
ns is okav.
oksy
Kstimates for
Estimates
‘or This Week
WOOO
^
Harris 'Hanis'
'Harris* '2.200;
'‘2.200: 4.5-80*
4.5-80'
Grand (RKO) (1,.500; 50-98*—
is

.

'

•

,

'

.

i

!

‘

I

,

i

—

*

l

|

"Blonde
Basliful
Bend" '20lh'.
'20th'.
Story" <M-G* <4th wk
Cralile’s name gave this one
Good $8,000 or over. Last week.' Betty Ciialile's
brisk
Ice-ofl.
l<*e-ofl,
but
lull
full
week
looks
jlQOOO
ju.st
good
Sood $^.5()0.
$13. .500.
Last
week.
'VPfk
Oriental iEssaness> <3.400; 50- J"'<*
Undereover .Man"
Man '(ol*.
'CoM. $12,500.
Broadway" ’TJmivicover
of
"Barkleys
98'
o o/y/x
a- o,y.
Penn l.oew ’s-L A <3.300;
4.5-80'
(M-G' w ith Gordon MacRae and
Hefty $58.-'
“Streets ’’
of Laiedo
Laiedo" 'Par'.
Joey Bisliop onstage,
I ai
Okay
(()kay
r7s^wl/V^or neai\
River"
"Massacre
Last
week.
$1.5.000
51.5,0()()
neat. Last
I.ast w
week.
OOO!
eek. "Strati>fi'(*t*
(CoM and eight vaude acts. $29,000. ton Storv" iM-Gj '-(i
wk*. very
'2d wk'.
verv

•'.*

'

f
JH ‘Outpost’
Pitt;
UUlPOSl
JU
^
9G
F

I

‘

...

—

'

'

i'**

I

'.

'

(RKO) (2..500; 50-98*—
Magic Fountain" (RKO*
BKO
Promise
Very slim $10 000
of
week.
Barker jva.
Tall .tn
(RKO* and
5ankees
Palace

big $l
S 7.000.
4.000.
1

]

‘Tarzan’.s

|

,

spectacle,
bally to

14.

no

—

•

.

1

I

window."

4.5-80'
'U’B* *3,800;
'WB*
'3,800; 45-80'
In Morocco" lU,^'.
ij^
'U.A*.
M'ill
be lucky
he
luek\ to get $9,000 or over. Last
La.st

Stanley
“Outpost

;

.

tPltlslIUU
bad with
^

j
w ca t lu* I. s (• u H 11 g dovv n t lic
boxoffiee effectiveness Hiis week
virile newcomers as "It
Hjippens F.ver.v Spring" and "Tlie

H ol

.

pair

tliis

is

tiies are in tlie also-ran category,

week. “Casablanca"
week,
(
('asablanca"
asablanca" 'WB*
'WB' and “G‘G.Men" 'WB*
.Men'
,\VB' 'reissues*,
'WB'
'reissues', about same.
'rei.ssues*.

not so

$13.()()0

C’rown*’
Italian - made
is cashing in on a flashy
reach sock SI 7. ()()() at

Jones" witli Louis
Prinia
band beading stagesliow Bohbv Bvrne orch. oHiers. onstage
continues solid at around $68,000 (2d w’k'. $18,000.
Paramount for second week,
at
(1.060; 9,5Victoria (City Inv
and is in for an indef run. "Ed- $1.80* "Home of Brave" tU.\' i5th
ward. My Son" is down to $1 15,000 wk*. Wilting with the otliers. witli
in secimd Music Hall session.
this session after
$14, 000 likely
While Broadway deluxers suf- stout $18,000 fourth round. Con:

I

—

Estimates for This Week
Century 'Par. d.bOO; .50-70'“Belvedere To College” i20tli' (5lh fered. N. V. neighborliood liouses
‘‘.Mourning
Becomes
Been
Last week. were even more badly
wk*.
Good $5,000.
Roosevelt <B&K) (1.500: 50-98'
l*it over the
—"Younger Bros." (WB) (2d wk'. RKO' and "Woman’s Secret" $5. .500.
weekend. The weather was lilamed
Very dim $5. .500.
I.ast
i.ast
Radio City 'Pai' '4. 000; .50-70*
Weak $9,000. Last week. $11,500. 'RKO*.
but quality of produel also was
week“V'ounger
"V'ounger Bros." (WB'
Every Spiing” (20Hi'. held
WB' 'mo.*,
(m.o.*, "Happens
.50-98*— week.
Rialto
(Indie) (1.700;
responsible
for
sluggisli
Much praise spilled over this lint trade.
"Keep ‘I'.ni Flying” dJ* and "Ride $4,700.
looks very mild $12,000. i.ast week.
’Em Cowboy" (U) (reissues*. FairEstimates for This Week
[‘‘Mother
Is Freslimaii" '20Ht'. llglit
ish
$8. .500.
Last week. "CasaSaddle

(RKO)

(reissues',

•

nice'

—

Warner 'WB*

$13,000

'2.000: 45-80*
ni e s
Klectra"

,

j

making

Olherwise the en-

is

“Sorrowful

Despite these ad-

f^olp either.

verse factors,

reissue,

"Song of
Rialto.
Palace, willi
India" and new vaudeville, also is
suffering at $19,000.

General business slump

some headway.

Slays
$22,()()() last week.
about one week more, with "Great
Sinner" (M-G* already advertised
as next film.
Strand (WB' <2.7.56; 70-$l .50*—
"Night Unto Night" (WB* witli Pliil
Heavily
orch onstage.
.Spitalny
panned film no help here, and very
In
dull $22,000 or near looms.
ahead. "Younger Bros." (WB* vvilli
after fine

Mayfair, with “Trail of

\ llllil Lonesome Pine”

I

“Iron
I

,

..

Criterion,

\

It

Minneapolis. June

'

—

AAA

>

Ay^AflA
ljul vUU
I

‘•Stratton

reen

—

'

'

.

I

,

k

;

garner okay $14,000.
“Home of Brave" tops the holdover pack wdth lofty $27,000 in,
Second weekers are
third slan/a.
alow with "Bride of Vengeance"
at L'niled Artists, light $10,000.
v«tiinates
we^k
I nis Week
Estimates for This

(

tinues

Sutton (RAB* (651; 70-.$ 120*—
“Quartet" (EL' (12th wk*. Eleventh

'

wiH’k

(

(WB) and "G-Man" 'WB'

Summer

Slaps Philly;

>

M

J ’
J 1 (POO AAA
Lady
Modest S^Z.UUO,
‘Lady’
$22,000,
T
7
^
7

Selwyn (Shubert* (1,000; $1.20$2.40'— "Red Shoes" (EL* (25Hi
wk*
Holding well at $6,000. Last
week. $7,000.

(f

"rrS
— orph,„m

.kko 2 »(k, .^nVery
“Tlie Window” *RK(Ji.
lesai-ned piome and skilli

Astor 'City
— “We
Were
wk.i.

Inv

*

last

Monday

(13)

(1..T00. 60-$!..50*

Strangers" (Col* (8th

Seventh

ended

moved up to $10,600 as against big
$10,300 for 10th stanza. Stays on.

i

(reissues' (2d wk), $8,500.

*

1

•

blanca"

22G, ‘Entry’ 15G

'‘••*^1

i

to

an9

Dim

—

amusement

S.

LI.
LI,

I
I
1

'

.

-

parenthetic
paivnthetic

include the
tlie

‘‘Edward.

State-Lake

-^nif/llriV
‘Nighl’-Spitalny
I

'

-^^‘•Tarzan’s

•|U*
|l|lCFni

.

^
admission
admission'
however, as indicated,

Tlie
7*'®
prices,

$65,000,

•

—

<om^.
come.

and Joey Bishop

tooDing stage bill at hefty $.58,000.
AtTOss the street, the Chicago.
with "Blonde From Bashful Bend"
.nH Al Trace band. Joan Edwards
shapes nice
and Jackie Green

955, 698,

(1.0.59,

Upsurge of hot weatlier over lie eluding Rotarians swellin" total
first
Imperial iFP' (3.373; 40-70'
past weekend and through Mon- lull sliding ti» oka\ $115,000;
"
lliird week,
was $127,000 Holds a Hurd
" Knock on
'' »<*•
is
dai (13> and vt^sterdai 'Tues
Silver
Lining'*
"lauik
For
with
Satislactorv
$10,000
alter
last
..
mtiicting a hea\y blow on Broad- 'WB' next in.
week’s $14 000
44-98*^
International (T’ayloi' (60.5; 48- wa.\ firstrun business this slaii/.a
(.594;
(Mage'
Rialto
66'
(llth
wk'.
‘‘Quartet”
(Kl.'
"Iron Crown" Indie'. Heal prob'I'lu* higli temperatures and luimid
Stead\ $3,500 a ft 01 aliout same
hitting near
from
this
.ibiy
kept
to
Hie
scut
thousands
weather
her
cat
eapacilj but still smash $17,000 or
......1.^
.5
Loew's (Loew (2,096; 40-70'— beaches and others seeking oulanvwav. biggest here in weeks
lieiiighwa\s bereerealion, the iiighways
"Little Women"
(M-G' (3d wk'. door recreation,
despite being pre-war* foreign film.
Good $9,000 alter Iasi week's $12.- ing
Holds, naturally. In ahead. "Caliwilh motorisls.
jpg jammed with
fornia .Ahead" (EC* and “Itlol of
10-22‘7
eslimateii to
Trade is estimated
t«» be
r.
o <>AA o- 0-1 OA
(EC* (reissues*. $6, .500.
Millions"
normally
from w lial might normal
off
ly
^
(UAT-Par* (2.092; 60Rivoli
"ould liave been expected, par” would
u'*
\
Away
se\en new $1.2.1* "Johnny .Vllegro" (Col* (3d
(icuiaciy in view
ticularly
of seven
non
wk*.
Second week hit skids
Fact Hiat
tliat the usual sumiuer
bills.
*.11
'^CK
!
oo<^'.
Sheas (FI V-;38b. “jlh-IO'
Hap- vacation
va^.3H^)n crowd has not stalled ar- with only $6,500. very dim. aft<M‘
Facelifting
.4*”^
ajipretlie city in any
a|>pre. slight $U)t()00 opimer
riving in Hie
V- s."«o
Ol^ $7,000 after last week
$8 .>00. viable
Next picture
j.jajjijx
seliools operations no help.
tliat
tuimlier and Hiat
numlicr
40-70'— will not 1,^.
.'b90;
*^‘h'’ior'
flu* end of
lie out
uuHl Hu*
until
not .set but "Ealleii idol" tSIU>»
...iT”"*'*;.
*^**^*‘‘‘
(,ood tlic rnonth
'3d wk'.
month also is liurting
may come in.
week s near ca$5. ()()()
Koxy Capitol, Strand and CriRoxy.
Roxy (‘20lh' (5.886; 80-$! 80*
pacity $5,400.
terion all are disappointing with “Happens
__
Every Spring" (20lh*
.Andrews
Sislineups
tl'oii' new
tlieir
II
w'ith stagesliow headed by Andrews
'_0tli' (.Mh
Belveclere To^( ollege
ters and liighly praised tilm. "Hap- Sisters. Desiiitt pi ai.se for pie and
wki. Okay $o.o00 alter last week
p^ips Every Spring."
liarelv
Spring," shapes liarely
pens
draw of Andrews ^Sis this looks
S7.000.
tHA OOO or
nr under at
Roxv. barely good $85,000 or less Holds.
Roxy.
al
good $6.1.000
$85,000
Uptown (Loew
<43; ‘R)-70'
^’.,p
“Netitune's Daughter" In aiiead, "Blonde Basliful Bend’’
v\kt.
'L' (-<
(uty Across River
Alvino Rev band. .lerry Le.sBerry Bros, Viola
witli
So-so $6,500 alter last week's $8.- ter. Vagalionds. is just fairly good (20th'
Layne. iceshow. topping stage bill
000
Strand, with "Night (2d wk*. very dull $36,000. and beat
$65. ()()().
Unto Night" and Phil Spitalny low holies.
band, is dragging bottom at around
State (Loew’s* (3,4.50. 50-$ 1.50'—
pai'ticularly
dull
tor a
$22,000.
"Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G* i7lh
first week.
^[Qyf ftui
Sixth frame ended last night
wk.'
“Illegal Entry” will he lucky to
dipped further to $I7.0(X)
land a very liglit $1.5. OOO at the. (Tues

C-iim,.-*
Ar« Net
N*.,
Estimates
tsumaie* Are
Wet

|

the

Cent'

(‘20111

36-60'— " Younger Bros." (WBi

and "Big Fight" (Mono'. Oke $10.-'
000. Last week. "Sluu kprofil” ((’oi*
and "Streets San Francisco (Hep'.

$14,01

Film gross esiiinatrs as reported herewith from
Ironi the various key t^Mies. ate
are net. i.e.,
i.e.,'
wit
wiihoin
haul (Ine
(he 20*'p
lax. Distribu20''o tax.
tors sliare
share on net take, when
w hen
playing percentage, hence the
Playmg
estimated figures are net in-

i

,

AAA

fl'OC

ditto.

"

.

Off; “Si
‘Spring’-Andrews Sis

Okay»,lll)0,
Okay
Uai
$85,000, ‘Daughler’-Rey
State

Nice 49G, ‘Edward’ Okay at

i\\

all

stan/.a

finished

Bus Strike

last

night
(Tues.
was just limping
exphuted. Lack ot cast names along ai .$7,500 or under. Last week
holding to fairish .$10,000. i.a.sl $8,700. Stays until end of month,
(RKO*, with “La.st Boundaries" (EC* due
w'cek,
"Green Promise

Off, L’ville

I

Perks Up; ‘Laredo’ Light

tiilly

SUfiAAn
IviJU
‘Electra’
LilCl/irfl
NSG «plU>vvv
$16,000
State-I.ake (B&K) (2.700;
in June 30.
$12,000, ‘Younger’ 7^6
Philadelphia, .June
Philadelpiiia.
.lu^ 14.
—"Edward. My Son" (M-G*. Okay
iRKO' (1.6O0; ,5()-70'
Bijou (City Inv* (589; $1.20l.ouisvilIe, June 14.
fv.st big
Summer is making its (Vi'.st
$14,000 possible. Last week. "Lust
_“Gunga Din" 'RKO' and "Lost $2 40*— “Red Shoes" (EL* (34tli
Biz is back on an even keel this
for Gold" (Col) (2d wk*. $10,000.
inroads on film biz here witli torrid Patrol" (KKO' (reissues'.
Modest wk
Down to $8, .500 this session
United Artists (B&K) (1.700; .50with ending of
coincident
week,
week.
*7,000.
Last
"Slightly
— “Bride of Vengeance” (Pari temperatures over the weekend rreneli (CoM and "Song ot India” after okay $9,500 last week. ConW8i
Wliil#
M ...
bus strike on Friday (10*.
tinues.
I2d wk*.
Mild $10,000 after last cutting firstrun traoe. New prodjg
Capitol (Loew’s* (4,820; 80-$1..50) drive-ins and, hot weather ai*
week's $12,000.
ucl is not imicli help, either. "The,
70'
(Par*
.50 - 70*
state "(Par*
State
(2.300;
"Neptune’s
Daughter”
(M-G*
keeping patrons outdoor.^, downWood.s (Essaness) (1.073; 98'
Socko
l.ady (Gambles" looks only fair at "Streets of Lai’cdo" (|*ari.
with Alvino Rey orch. Jerry Lester.
"Home of Brave" (UA) '3d wki.
Maslbaum. Nearly all holdovers $13,000 looms. Last week. "Bride Vagabonds topping stage bilL Not town houses are doing fairly well.
Comiiaralively heaviest gro.sser in
$8,500.
of Vengeance" d’ai
"City
Across River" at State looks
Loop with very .strong $27,000. and extended runs are off sharply.
World (Mann* (400; .50-70*— "No up to hopes but house is doing
"Streets of Laredo" at
Last
below
week. $32,000 but
Estimates for This Week
Minor Vicos" (M-(M. Okay .$3,000. better, despite heat, than in recent perky.
weeks,
with
passably
good
$65,000
hopes.
Rialto is medium. National started
Aldine (WB» '1,303: 50-99*— “Jig- I.asl week, "We VV»-re Sliangers"
'Col* (2d wk'. .$2,200
poliry of two fratuii
Thursday
.saw
*U \i. T'hin $9,000. Last week,
sa" (EL* plus Marilyn M.axwell,
Eddy Howard orch. others (2d wk*, fllins and musical stuck eompany
si.So"'
thin $42,000.
of “girlesque” type onstage Starts
‘Women’ Lofty $19,000,
50-99*— ‘TULSA’ TIGHT $8,500,
(WB*
(2.360;
tv
R».vd
Criterion (Moss* (1.700; .50-$1.75* out like suitable summer fare fur
in.
9 lOr
Electra”
Becomes
“Illegal Entry" (U*.
First week house.
Uenver:^ Stransers lou Moiiming
'(RKO*. Fair $16,000. Last week.
D. C: ‘ENTRY’ FAT 12G looks to hit very light $15. OOO or,
Estimates for This Week
Denver. June 14.
less. "Cover Girl” (Col* and "Never
.one Woman’s Story (U>, $16,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s* d.Wa.shington. June 14.
"Colorado Territory” is still a
Earle (WB* (2.700; 50-99) “El
Lovelier"
(Col*,
reissue
combo,
4JV-65*
"Younger Bros.”
400;
$14,000
14,000
sensaticui at local drive-ins.
low
gear
here.
wk).
Fair
continues
in
It’s
(Par*
(2d
Biz
supplants
(17*.
Friday
In ahead,
Paso"
(WB'. Look.s modest $7,500. Last
playing the East drive-in and top- allcr 118,500 opener.
opener,
with little promise among new- "Lady Gamble.s" 'U* (3d wk'. $11,week. "Night Unto Night" (WB*.
ping the Broadway’s second week.
Best
currently.
bet
is
comers
000
.50-99)
"Hap(20tht (2.2.50;
Fo.x (20Hi*
dim $3,500, with bus strike hurtit
Trans -Lux,
which
at
pieeined day-date with BroadGlobe (Brandt* (1..500: .50-$1.20» ing.
Every Spring" (20th* (2dd wk*. "Tul.sa"
West drive-in last week. Down to $15,000. Last week, fine .shapes fairly bright, but below
“Champion" 'U.A* (lOth wk.*.
JJ^ay and
National (Standard* (2,400; .50weeks
of toji pix at this Down to $10. 000 this round after
liilile Women” is big at Orplieum.
initial
$20.0(){)
85)
"Califoi'nia Straight
Ahead”
and holds.
"Illegal Entry," at
RKO $13,500 last week.
cA
hou.se.
C’ontinues.
.50Goldman (Goldman) (1.200; 50(FC* and "Hit the Road" (FC* 'reliy
very
ballyhooed
a
K‘*'lh’s.
"
"Movie Crazy" (MI’SC' (reissue)
Kstimates for This Week
'M99'— “Barkleys of Broadway" (M99)
issues) plus summer musical stageshapes lops in re- opens July 2.
Rroadway (Wolfberg) (1.500; 35- (M (.51 h wk*. Nice $10,000. Last
show with four acts. Fair $6,500.
cent weeks but still is not .sensa^4*
.’Vla.vfair (Brandt* <1.736; .50-$1.20*
week. $13,000.
"Colorado Territory" (WB*. week,
La.st week, "Man of Evil” (U* and
"l.ionesome Pine" (I’ar' (rei.s.sue*. Dick Contlno unit onstage, slim
day-date with East drive-in. Good
((loldnian* '1.000; 50-99*
Karlton ((»oldiiian*
This
Week
for
E.stimatcs
Doing
well
enough
all
considered
$7,0()(*.
Holds. Last week, big $1’2.j wk*.
$5,500.
Acro.ss River" 'U* (3d
“Cili
“CiH .Across
Capitol (Loew s* <2,434; 44-8.5*— at around $13,000. In aliead. "Jigfancy
week, fanev
i^asi
Last
$7 opp
Off to $7,000.
Rialto (FouiUi Avenue* <3,000;
“Blonde Basliful Bend” (20lh' plus .saw" (U* (2d wk.*. $1().0()().
Henham (Cockrill) <1.750; 35-70' $10,000.
$iu.00().
45-65*
"Slreets of Laredo" 'Par)
Last week.
Slow $19,000
vaude.
Palace 'RKf^* (1,700; .5.5-Sl 20'— and "Ala.ska Patrol” (FC'
QQ,
(WB* (4.360; 50-99*West5lastbaum (VV^B*
iroVwm**
plus
Morocco"
(U.A'
* -.(00 or less.
in
“Outpost
"Song
of
India"
'('oM
wilh
vaude.
Last week. "Slreets "I.adv Gamble.s"
big
erns not too forte at this house,
lU*. Getting ijja
(jambles iU».
.same
II act vaude. aliout
Down with the rest of Hie Street medium $12,000. La.st week. "Bel<3d wk* and play
.pav. but not strong at $22,000. Last
“p.
4 t-8()'— at about $! 9,000 or near.
RKO'
.939.
'‘Keith’s
Rnsly Leads Way" (Col*. $ ).50()
While vedere to College” i2()th' .ind
ol
(CoM
f Stiangtis
Strangers" '(
Were
We VNeie
ueek. -We
.Marked im- lowest since current policy was
Entry” <U'.
Dniver (Fox* (2..525: 35-74*-‘ VVe
“Duke of Chicago" (Rep*, slim
jM.spp.
,3^ wk*. okay $14.ol0.
(Jd
weeks. launched, it still is slightly in $8.
over
recent
nrovement
OOO. tran.sportatiun strike hull50-99*— with nice $12,000, hypoed by one
'WBi '2.9.50;
(2.9.50;
(WB*
Slaiilcv
Staiilcv
black.
La.st
week. “Judge .Steps ing.
wk*.
'3d
'M-G*
'M-(U
Storv”
Story"
“Stiallon
“SliaHon
invitation
glittering
Fine i
most
of
(RKO*
Qut"
vaude. big $24 500.
and
second
State
(Fourth Avenue*
$19,000
-'
.\eat
preems town has haci. La.^l week. ''Roughsliod"
y''' $14,000 after
(RKO* and new 45-6.5* “City Across River”(3.000;
an^d •LnsT'‘Ban!m
(U)
f'-.,
name
rame
“Crooked Way" -UA*. $8,000
'“•‘P*. $17,000.
vaude opens iomorrou (TIniis.'.
and
"Force
of Evil” (M-G*
Perk50-99*
'1.475:
'WB' '1.47.5:
Metropolitan 'WB' '1.163; 44-74*
East Orive-In (Wolfberg* (1000
Stanton i\NB*
5.5Paramount
(3,664;
(Par*
ing over last week when bus strike
i^how
Sliow
Mild $.i..50()
(‘20th* and
cars; 74'
“Hpllfire” (Rep',
A|>ollo
.Ajiolhi’
".lolum,'
".lolmn'
"Colorado Terriforv"
"Sorrowful Jtines” 'Par* was on. but only modest $13,000
Slim for firstrun. Last week, “We Were $1.50*
(rei.ssues*.
(2Uth*
.20th, .!|;>"
Me.r,
\‘o
N„ Mercy”
'WB^ay.da.ewiS B.oadw^^^^
with l.ouis Prinia orch. others, on- looms.
Last week. “Champion”
Bios.
lounger Bros.
week._ “5'oiinger
Strangers” 'CoM '2d run', ditto
I.ast week.
•10.(K*()
$8,000 l..ast
stage (2(1 wk*. Down a hit at $68.- 'UA* and “Valiant Hombie" (U.X*,
44-74*
.‘170;
'2,
(I.oew’si
58-566
$8..500
Palace
Esquire (p'ox* (742- 35-74*
"We tWB* '2(1 wk'.
()()().
solid after fancy $84,000 in mild $7,000
Biggesi
'UA'
.50-99*—
Were Sirangors" (Col* and "RimStudio (Goldberg* '490: -56-69*— “(’hampion"
.Appears set for
first seven days.
Strand
4.5-65*—
(FA*
(1.000,
h‘;e
Slill prot- appointment of week, despite criti(SGt. also Denver. Fair $2.'EL* '6th wk* Still
•Quailef
Quailet" 'EL'
an extended run, and may go five. “.Nick Heal” <Par' and “Streets
I.ast
So-so Si 7.(100,
las
cal acclaim.
week, last
I.ast
Last
^-n.st week,
$4.R()(*.
$4,800.
at
i(al)le al
it.thle
secdnd-ruri.
Radio ('ity .Music Hall 'Rocke- San Francisco" 'Rep'. Neat $6,.i()0.
“Stratton Story" '.M-G', '2d
week.
...V^pheum (RKO* (2,600; 3.5-74*— $
$6.(*«50
6,000
fellers' '5.945; 80-S2 40'—" Edward,* Last week, "Red Stallion Rockies’*
.20i wk'. big $16,000
..•''Ole
Women" (M-G* and ‘I'raiis-I.ux
'500; $2 40-$I .20*
'T-l."5()();
•i-raiis-I.ux ''I’-lM
playhouse (Loperl* i4jf2; .50-85' ^\lj .Son" (M-G,* >vith. ..sjageshow 'EL* and "Old-FasluoQe<l GU’l'*
0''‘»H*eis in Saddle" (RKO*.
wk*
"k>
'’25tli
'‘-^1*
Big -••Red Shoes’ ,'El.'
,'El.*
'(2(V wk*. Out of town visitors in- 'EL' pale $3. .500.
p.ige 20'
on
(Conlinuei^
500.
v’eek $6 .»0«.
Lavi wc'ck
iCohlihuf'd on page 2(*'
iGu'kI $6,000.
iGo'kI
$ 6.00U. I,;ivt
50-98*
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Wednesday, June 15, 1949

Whaf5

going on

^

/

'"*4

f’"

out there at the
"M'G'M StMcl(Os?Air

the picture people
flying to the

Coast

seem

more

to talk

about M'G'AA than
^ny other company

'tS^pizP’7

mgm
THE

FRIENOW
COMPA^^

Back The Mitrion Picture InJuMry'*
Savinfi Bond Drir% Iday Id— June >•

17. S.

FI 131 RRVlini'S
0«uiie •( Sirmn^e^rm

Miniatiire

Sol C. Sl«««l pro.ixKraK releai* of Boi
fOth-roX
Edward G. Robinaon.
^gc«i«n„
®|^rd, Richard Conte; featurea
Adler, P*ul Valentine. Etrein
Directed
Jr., Hope Einereon.
Vl^.hllljit.

^^JewPh

Manklewlci.

L.

**IlouKe of Straniera" (201 h).

Exciting

8creenpla%,

.tiWv^dan. baeed on novel by Jerome
KjSmTn;
camera, Milton Kraaner;
camera
apecial

e.li-

Jonea;
Scraen.

lUimon
Harmon
FreO
Juor

,facU.
IT Y

.

'49.

3,

MINS.
Cine Monetir
lel

Maria
Helena

Domenico

.

Luther Adler
Paul Valentine
.Efrem Kimballat. Jr.
Debra Paget
B.Hther

:

Kr"

Proaeculor

“Alimony"
(Songs)
(ED.
Dull drama of alimony-racketeering femmes and a struggling
songwriter.
Fill-in
bookings

'

"^si^^oma.'"

•

: : : : : :

Tim Holt western for
Saturday matinee trade.

Minclotti

Tliomaa Browne
David

John

Danny
Woin.m .Juror

Hcnr.i

only.

Wolfe

“Flaniins Fury” (Rep». Okay,
program melodrama based on

Kellogg

Ann Morrison

squad activities of metropolitan fire department.
"Gun
Runner"
(Songs)

ar.^on

rather weak title.
“Hou.'ie of Strangers" is a strong
Given extensive selling
picture.
campaign, film should do well at
the boxofhce; it looks sure of good
word-of-mouth. The stars, Edward
Robinson, Susan Hayward and
c;
Rkliard Conte, contribute some of
a

De.spite

j

(Mono*.
So-so
low - budget
western suitable for dualers.
"Marry Me!" <GFD). Weak

i

'

Dave

Tim

Chito

(Col).

Just fair

Hope Emerson

Domenico,

Houston; camera. Nicholas Musurara; editor, Le.s MUlbrook. Tradeshown June 13
'49.
Running Ume, «n

Minor league
item based on the James Oliver
Curwood dog story.
“Stagecoach Kid" (RKO).

.Edward
Susan Ha>ward
Richard Conte

Monetti.
Monetti
Pietro Monetti.
llax

Nifty chase thriller, loealed in
Mexico and bolstered by Robert Milchum. Jane Greer, Wil-

“Kazan"

Rrilisb matrimonial comedy.
+

Blind Goddess
"The Blind Goddess”

Hollywood, June 14.
RKO releaM* of Herman Schlum uroducStars Tim ILilt: features Richard
Martin, JeA Donnell. Joe Saw.ver, Thurston Hall, Carol lluKhes. Direcied by Lew
Landers. Story and screenplay. Norman
uon.

Richard

Je.sile

Thatcher
Arnold

Martin
Donnell

Jos

Sawyer

Parnell

Carol Huches
Robert Bray
Robert H. Williams

.

Sherirt

"lack of

designed

work

h.w

Screenplay, .lobn K. BuUer

|

,

slave-driving

and

tactics.

The

toiney with headquarters at the
bank, slicks by his father and
ultimately winds up doing a sevenyear stretch after being two-timed
by one of his brothers in attempting to bribe a juror.
Whole story is told with mounting fury as the father ridicules the

well-groomed

Indolent,

When

institution.
he appeals to
his three brothers to come to their
father’s help and share the blame,
the plea falls on deaf eais.
Meantime. Max becomes enmeshed ro-

mantically with Irene 'Susan Hayward*. a society beaut.
.Joseph L. Mankiewicz has directed with a feeling for balancing
the moie humorous moments witli
the dramatic ones.
Sol C. Siegel
has given the film good production
value.s.

Philip

play

a

is

Yordan’s .screenw'orkmanlike

faithful,

adaptation of the Jerome Weidman novel.
Care has been used to faithfully show the homelife of a typical Old W'orld Italian family <in
the C. S. ). while contrasting it
with the younger generation.
Robinson
is
especially
vivid
when lie realizes that the three
sons bale turned against him and

when

he

seeks

his fourth .son.

revenge thiough
Conte is excellent,

eililor,

being chased by

Bendix.
$300,000

,

i

'

June

London.

Bond
Shaw

IVrck
Si*!Min

Patrick Holt
Carol Ma*sh

Miiiin

inelo-

Runninc

‘49.

7.

MINS.

Aitdre'v
I’^t

D.iiix

Day

|t:.\id

Gordon

Middleton

G«*.v

Nora Swii*bi**'iie
Brenda Bruce
Je.ii* CadeU
Mary .le* iold

Bi e*ida
I'cNtcr Parsons
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Russ Haines
Tony Polaclieck

reau and the tribulations ol the
various couples Inevitably make for
disjointed plot.

At

ItiinniilH
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Koborts

Ron

C.ipt, Taplin.';ei-

clmsen
eh.traeters
of
V.'H'iety
lends contrast to the main theme
but the c«>nstaut eh tngtMivei'N of
plot and tempo is diseoneerting.
adequately
are
Principal
roles
taken care of by experiencetl feature players, notably Derek Bond,
Susan Siiaw, David Tomlinson and

UeOiKe Coojtei
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Day
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dumb

ban ister, can do no wrong. Max
comes to his father’s aid when
state examiners close the banking

tVlaclUirnic;

the Par.iiniitinl
time, .V> MINS.
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Tony

(Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.) taunts the
but strong, prize-fighting
Pietro (Paul Valentine) and evade,
the persistent demands of Joe
(Luther
Adler),
his
businessminded .son, for a larger salary.
Only Max (Conte), the shrewd

is

Derek Bund. Su^n Shaw.

nilnldiy.
tliKe. 91

tvpe

Billv
Vtayne
ranch. In attempting the kill, Berkeley
Peter Bro«-co
E. V. Wessinan
bad hoys are thwarted by Holt and .Mr
.MI are interested in a
llanso'u Slterntan
llollinuyN'oi tb
i'Oi
Paul_
Mai
Polat-licck
Sam
Martin,
stagecoach
operators,
who
.\rmy payroll, stolen from Mitchum
Celia' l.ovskN
Bertha Polacheck
by Know les. There's a third party are also interested in recovering a Rollins
Clin t l.trk
box
of
the
gold
lifted
crooks.
by
Ooil.l
Iiiiiniie
after Knowles
All
Beniier
Mi.ss Greer.
Kenneth
ollliis
Pat
Miss Donnell is called upon to B.atlallon Chief
she wants is her heart and a $2,000
Bob Purcell
Deputy Eire Cltief
loan back from the crook.
Plot be both heroine and comedienne
the
by
the
douhllng
plot
and
up
crosses be.r fate with Mitchum,
Documentary on the operations
they take up the chase together, isn’t satisfaetorv. Thurston Hall is
okay as the gal’s f.'ither and dirtv of a fire department’s arson s<|uad
and end the picture that way.
a copsStar tiio is good, each polishing work is capable as delivered by has been wrapped around
Results
-loe
Robert
Sawyer
Brav and and-robbers melodrama.
the meller antics with a breezy
Williams,
B.
Sunply- make for an okay supporting fealightness under Siegel’s smooth Robert
ing romance foi- Marlin is Carol ture of a well-paced 59 minuies.
direction of the excellent Geoffrey
The Los .Angeles fire depaiTment
Homes - Gei ald Drayson Adams Hughes.
Production framework supplied is u.sed to give an air of authenscript.
Knowles also is expert and
by Herman Seldom is standard for ticity lo the action involving the
there’.s
a
nifty performance by
t ".alloper. a.s are lensing and editarson squad’s running down of a
Ramon Novairo as the hep MexiBroy.
ring of crooks using fires to cloak
can police officer who lets the ing.
In some respcels
their crimes.
pawns in the game do most of his
film bears a resemblance to anwork for him.
Others are cameller
released
recently
other
pable.
(SONGS)*
dealing with the L..A arson squad
Use of rural and city Mexican
Hollywood. .lune 11.
both cover the same
because
work,
locations and characters add freshi'eJe<i.se
Rasl^'l-ion
of
Con.stMnlin
.1.
Starn Martha general background.
ne.ss to the thriller yam and there David tOrbil) production.
Vlcker.s, John Beal. Hillary Brooke; feaRoy Roberts portrays the fire
production tures
other
excellent
are
Laurie Lin-I. Leonid Kin>key, Douktouches under the guidance of las.*i IHimbrille. K.ilpb Craves, .lames Guil- captain who assigns a young I'ookie,
Jack .1. Gross that dress up the foyle, Marie Blake. Directed by Alfred George , Cooper, to work underZcisler.
Screeiyjl.-iy
Layvreiice
cover as a member of the arson
overboard. George Urlvker. Sherman L, Lowe:Lipton,
film
without
going
oriuNeat technical assists come from inul story. Lowe and Knyal K. Cole: cam- gang. Trail leads him to a family
era,
Gilbert
Warienton;
editor.
Joseph
of firebugs, ruled over by a blow/>
editing.
smart lensing and concise
Gluck; SOUKS, 1.. Wohe Gilbert, .yletcander mother who uses her twii canaries
Broy.
La.s7.lo, Fred Frederick.
.\t the Iris. Hollywood, .lune 11. '49. Kunninv tini«. il MINS, to tip off whether or not a fire
Kilty Travers
Martha Vickers should he started. Proper amount
Dan Barker
.lohn B**.nl
of thrill scenes are injected in the
Linda WarinR
Hillary Brooke
Hollywood. June II.
Laurie Lind .lohn K. Butler script and George
Helen Drake
DoiirI.'iss
Dumbrille Blair’s direction keeps it moving
Burt
Crail
roluiiibia release of Robert Cohn pro.lames
(iuilfovle
Paul
KlinRer
Feature.*: Stephen Dunne, Lois
duction.
the finale where bullets and
Mr.s. Ne.sbilt
Marie Blake to
.MawNell. Joe Sawyer. Homan Bohnen.
I.eonid Kinskey arrests put an end to the gang s
.loe
Wood
f.eoiKe Cleveland, John Dehiier. Directed
Georae Gri.sNVold)
deeds.
Screenplay, Arthur A
bv Will -lason.
Graves
R.ilph
Curtis P. (.'artei
Rosa; h.i.se<l on novel by Jameti Oliver CurOkay budget values have been
wniiam Kuhl
Richards
wood: camera. Henry Freulich; editor. Fred
Harry Lauter obtained by Sidney Picker Editing
Doctoi
Richard Fantl. Al the PantaRes. June 11,
Broy.
and lensing are good.
'49.
Kunnine time. H.% .MI.NS.
Stephen Dunne
Thomas We.vmaii
“Alimony’’ is a minor league

turn,

fourth son (Richard Contei, an at-

the

stre.ss

7.

J. Arthur RanX-G«i**a(Betty E. Box* prortuctlitii. heaDirected
Screenplay, DenU
hy Tereiyce Fisher.
Waldor-k, Lewla Gilbert; ra*nora, Kay El
Inn, David llarcuurt; edilur. Gnrdon rilAt DukiiiRlon; music, Cliitun Ratker
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Holt and his saddle
sidt*kiek.
Richard Martin, have been slu.irtMatrimonial desires of a numtier
ehanged by the Norman Houston
of young people provide the comseripl and Lew Landers’ direction.
mon
tluMue for four separate caFlaming Fiirv
For a w'cstern hero. Holt demonmeos which between them yield a
Hollywood. .lune n.
strates some incrcdihl.N had marksmodicum of comedy, drama and
R(‘|>iibli<' rt‘l«-ii.s« of Sliinvy
manship and loo much romancing.
rirlio pro. sl.Hp.stiek.
Doubtful for the U S.
I-Valurv.-. Roy
lljibvrt.s
(a-oi'Kv
The kiddies won’t go for the love duvUon.
m.'irket.
Cooper. David W»)lfe. Billy Wavne
mush nor the lack of accuracy Krocco, U.iii'-om Shviman. Paul Mhiiop.
The characters are chosen from
when Holt is slinging his six- Celia Lon.sky. .Direvteif by Gt-oiue Hl.di (he card index of a marriage bu-

Robinson plays

the hate of three of his sons foiunyielding nature
their father’s

to

lamdon, June

clearly

is

3I#“!

(BRITISH)

drainatie angles brought into
full
play
during the trial
scenes."
Hugh Williams and Erie I’orlnian were noted for porttray
als as the lord and his defending attorney.

lois, and the situations into which
in this one.-the chajaelers are plunged play" shooter.
a' New York easiwith plenty of suspense.
Plot mostl.v concerns attempts of
who
switched
banker
side Italian
Footage
is
one
long
chase a trio of crooks to rub out the
from barbering to money-lending
Me.vico.
Mitchum is- father of .Teff Donnell, so *fie w'on't
when he discovered the high in- thiough
chasing Patric Knowles and. in. discover they have been robbing
terest obtainable. Yarn deals with

their finest

Bril.

Niarrv

of

not

Is

in this

of production, which

.

‘‘Stageeoaeh Kid" is not up to
par for the Tim Holt oater series.
However, it will fill the not too
exacting demands of the Saturday
matinee, trade sufi'ieiently enougli
to get

movement

prime inipoHance

Kenneth MacDonald
Harry Harvey

.

Dabney

U

good, and pie

is

tightly edited.

.

....... Thurston Hall

Birdie
Clint

Camera work

(Rank), being tradeshown in
Monday (20*, was reviewed in V.\RiiTY from London. Sept. 29. 1948 by Myro.
who thought it "should achieve
reasonably mode.st results at
the boxottiee." Yarn revolves
around a British Lord accused
of converting public funds to
his own u-se. Review cited thai
N. Y..

Holt

left
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Wakelv
lings down the curtain.
sings two mustang melodies well.

The

version of Jeroma
Weidman’s novel; strong b.o,
“The Big Steal” (RKO).

liam Bendix.

G. Robinson

Irene Bennett

Toiiv

Tradeahown in
Running time.
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Tlio Iron l’ro%%'n
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Superfilin relea.xe of Mi*icrvs piodiic*
Featur«.<f Ginn Ccrvl. M.isxln*!! (Ullun.
rotli. Rlisa Cegani. Luis.y Frrida. Diicctcd
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legend written in the 13lh century. is surefire for foreign houses
Recipient of the first prize al (he
is
Venice Filin Fetsival. "Croyvn
a prewar film produced on a DeMilIcian scale, with lavish and speetaeIt has a running Engtil-tr scenes.
”

:

Knxan

.

lish

.An iron

Sandy Jepson
;Mai(lio

Trapper
Henri LeCleic
Mcf readN
Bartendei

.

.

Lois Maxwell
Joe Sawyer
Roman BoJtnen
....
.George Clevehind
..

effort

built around
in alimon.x

racketeer

and-flow'crs

John Dchner
Ray Teal
Loren Gape

fable

gling tunesmith.

It

tertainment mark

and Itns.s Hayward chips in with
one of her standout performances.
Adler.
Valentine and Zimbalist
«re likewise fine in the major support. wliile Esther Mineiotti. as the
mother;
Hope Emerson, Diana

gin

and

will .ser\e

femmes who

laun lliinn«*r
(SONGS

plus a heartsabout a strugmis.ses the en.

nieal king,

Yam

St:irA

duc'tloii.

.lintiny

a

Sereen adaptation of this James a double bill.
A rather lii-ed fi.i.shback techOliver Curwood tale comes out as
onlv a mild secondary feature, just nique is used to unfold the plot and
Zeisler’s direelorial pace is
.\lfred
botrade
kiddie
passable for the
Scripting plodding. Seriptei'.s Lawrence Lipcau.*<e of its dog theme.
Douglas. Debra Paget and Tito and direction are listless and there ton. George Bricker and Sherman
Vuolo, likewise give sturdy char- are only a few moments of good L. Lowe luive tos.sed in a topacterizations.
Lens job by Milton action, occurring in the final reel. heavy load of dialog in tidling the
Ki'asner is topflight, while HarThe Curwood story concerns the .story by Lowe and Ro.val K. Cole.
nion Junc.s has edited skiMfull.\
Martha Vickers pla>'s the bad
career of a handsome white canine
Wear.
who goes wild in the Canadian girl, a midwesterner who comes to
woods, falls into the hands of the big city to m.-ike a fortune with
Tlio lliid Slonl
brutal ma.sters and is finally regen- methods that aren’t fussv Her (ir.st
erated hy kindness and under- play for a bankroll is breaking up
Hollywood. June 14.
Ross the romance of songwriter John
RK(i
of Jack J. Vtr<>ss prortiu- standing. Seripter Arthur
Ruheit Mitchum, Jane Greer,
motivation to the Beal and Hillarv Brooke. When
lil/oi
william Bendix: features Patric Kno\< les. has given foggy
out. so doe.s
namon Novarro, Don Alvar:ido, .lohn human antics in the story and plot Beal’s royallies run
Vickers. She sei's herself
Mualeii, Pascual Garcia Pena. Diiccted byin flashbacks that do not Miss
is told
acting a.s
t).\
'**^*'*
period
lean
a
through
Rcieenplay.
Homes.
Jason’s
C.i-onfcy
Will
make for clarity.
r
«-erald
Drayson Aiiam:s-. based on story
pi'ofession;iI (-orresoomlenl in the
direction luoi'cs the .Narn and the
Sy. o'‘')'»fd Wormser: camera. Harry
65 divorce mill.<. m.irries a milMonOlid; editor. Samuel E. Bectley
the
slowly through
Trnde- players
(he coniiivauee of an
**'
n.'tire with
Running time. il minutes ot footage.
ail*Ns
Dunne portrays (he aIimon> ring, hul (lie law and fale
Duke
.Stephen
Robert Mitchum
her in (he end, givwith
Joan
who
up
eati'li
expert
Greer Covernuu'nt wildlife
.Jane
Blake
William Bendix wins over K.'izan alter .loe Savvyei ing a pointless yarn a stock moral.
Fixke
Knowles
Palrir
is adenuafe in the
Vickers
to
Miss
attempt
Bohnen
Cnlimel Orte!;:i
Boiuan
Ramon Novairo and
Lieutenant Riii*
Don Alvarado make a pit fivliter out of the dog lead as are Beal and .Miss fhooke
Set on
John Hu. lien Bohneus sadistic tendencies arc in the other lop nilc'. Trio of
Manuel
Pascual Gircia Pena
ch.'H.aetm' waue
kept a mystery in the .script until tunes for the Beal
relation with e!efl'«’d h\ 1. Wolfe C.ilherl, .Me\Tighi
nielodrnmaties and the final foolage and his
Frederick.
Fred
l..•is"'lo
and
never
ander
is
Maxwell
Lois
dauglitrr
Roberi Mitchum name should give
"That’s How Dia*;ims .\i'e
‘The Big Steal” a fa.sf run through eleai'l.N drawn. George Cleveland The\ are
as a Made.” "You Are All the World lo
humor
alcoholic
some
the majority of situations.
adds
Marwoods sou.se and .lohn Me” and "Lullaby” Among east
quee flash of Mitchum is backed north
por- members trying hard with little
Midi co-stars Jane Greer anfl Dchner does a .stock Cannek
success are Douglass Dumbrille.
Irayal.
William Bendix, and there’s a good
budget
Leonid Kinskey and Halph Graves.
standard
has
I’ictuie
B'.v.slery thriller
plot to keep things
David
C'onstantin J
F'l'odueei
the producunder
nances
lie
WB the move for
ppu
a
71 minulos of ae-Xnlhony Z.
a'sm-iaie.
film,
his
C
RotxM'l
.and
of
tton
lion supei'vision
Henry Landi, h.ave given the siorv of a
by
lensing
sepia
Steal" was lon.sed on local ion with
Broy.
stock presental ion and (lie flash'B and
around Mexico Cit\
H Kieulich.
back techniciue used make.s the
gains added sight intere.sl
from
yarn more confusing.
r.'imhliug
this, as well
GERMANY'
IN
•MADE
as strengthened meloThere's a st.andard lensing chore
Qt'aiuaties.
It
Frankfurt. Ma.\ 31.
takes a litlle time
Editing needs considerable tightBC an audience
ecoto sort out what
Broy.
A dodimeutary film on the
ening
shootin’s about since the
nomic recovery ol Germany s three
•vi’ipt
dives immediately into its
Rodolfo Loewriithal. Eurooean
western zones will come out soon
orj- without
explanatuo' footage.
the title "Made in Ger- pie producer, has inked witli Proit
does become clear the undei
dueeiones Rodriguez for world disstrong as director Don rnany."
oj-^*^**!^*
Film will depict effects of Mar- trihulion of his production. "Torunfolds a good chase yarn.
aid, ciureiiey reform, helMno" ("Whirlwind”', that he’s
plan
shall
"
often
.saucy,
-L
raev and
making in Mexico City.
Sharpening Miss Gr^r’s s.a. fat- etc.
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Marshall Rer«l
Carul lleiiiy
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St- ve Clark

Riley
S'lK-ev

Bur*
Sbt-riff

Wakelv

"Cannonball'' 'r.iylor
Noel Neill
.M.xe
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Hariia
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Ted

Daniiv
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.limm\ Wakely
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adequate
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an
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p*’iMlito-

R<‘n<*

I,.i*v.iir

MI-.\mcric;in cowpoke, trying to
ferret ouli a eang smuggling guns
to some raiding Indian.^.
Hi.-- old
li'iend. who has thrown in his lot

C.eoi'Kc

with the outlaws

Mead

Brohard

.yiarl*-

Breharxl

Ron***-

t'li.il

Sorter
Eiixlneer

I.ef**v*'#

Hollon

Lulfl*

Michel

Gohclle

.yii'ili’'

is

by Wakely and Duncan, and
some trigger talk in the battle that

June

F*'ai*i<’i!

Dirocted b.v l.mil.y D4(|t*in.
by VUdimIr Pol/nvr, L<>i*iii Da<iuin.
Fr.i'ure** Jean
Decailly, Ke*i(f Leievie.
Cjthorlne Moiiot, Lolvi* Bdlmt. Gjston
Modot. Guy Sai'Kis.
-A*
K*'**iita«e, Pa*'i«.
lUinniiiK time, U.y .MINs.
l>l;iy

Pb-olle

tiny
.1.

P.

C'*t tiei in*-

Jv.in

S-iitia
G*>***ie*-

Moixd
Denitilljr

This can have a good run in a
house for di.seriminating
goers.
It
is
a doy-umeutary
type film, shot in its entirety in.
foreign

film

litfce
French mining towti. The
omnipresent machinery of the

mine underlines all aetion.s of the
The underground
photography is brilliantly done and
captures the dangerous \yoi k ot the
charat'ters.

miners.

The mine dominates the film
in its story of a yoiith
yvho finally overcomes his fear and
takes his rightful, hereditary place

completely

triek.s
1

releax^ of C**ie

(bin

adeptly played
h\
Kenne Duncan.
Latter eapatily hand'es the role of a goodKuy-'Jone-w rong and makes it helievible when, in the la.sl rei'l. he
winds up on the side of the law.
"C:«nnonhaH" Tailor is easi as
Wakely’s slap-hapi)y-go-luek> pardner, and is the butt of some inane
humor 'in-. luding exfiloding cigars'.
Among the femmes. Mae Clarke
is properly menacing as the brain.-'
of the gun-runners, pumjiing lead
into two confederates with remarkable sang-froid The ingenue. Noel
Neill, is good to look at. but is
sfime
lines.
given
moth-eaten
.Situation that pushes the limits of
credibility calls for Miss .Neill If*
turn up as the long-lost daughter
of Duncan, which causes the gunman to go straight
highlights
ar*
some
Action
of
Indian raids, a feyv
seene.s
demonstrations of bhat*pshooting

J

the basis of the plot.

Paris.
.\C.DC

crowd

.

i.s

develops the myth through a

(FRENCH)

This pinto pie unwinds as a .sodraw for adult action market,
with some improbable plot twists,
should have more pull for
bill
it
the
young
Sa(urd.'i\
matinee

•).

a

1,.^

so

1

Ihe

dll Jour
(The Mark of the Day)

Clem Fuller
Bob Wooilward

.

to

The acting is overshatlowed hy
the pageantry, but Ma.ssimo (Hrotti
gives a forceful performance as the
ambitious king. Gino Cervi is entertaining in a 'Tar/.anesque role,
and Luisa Ferida. a looker, lends
plenty s.a. as one of the femme
leads. AIe.s.sandro Blaselti’s direction is proficient, especially in his
handling of the nioh sequences.
Picture, running 100 minutes, could
stand tighter editing.

Lambert lllllyer. St-reenplay, J. Benioii
Ciieney: camera, Harry Neuman: ediliii
Fuller; muaie, F,dward Kay.
.lohn
.K\
New VorK. N. Y., dual, week of June 8,
'49.
RunninR lime, .Ml MI\S.

.

J

Lniiin Grav proWaXoly: iVatiirt-!!

wide mar- ‘Cannonball" Taylor, Noel Neill, M le
Dim-ted iiv
only to pad out CUike, Ki-iine Dunt-an

liy

addition

scries of apparitions in which the
king is forewarned of the etmsequences resulting from liis tiefianee
of the crown. At the yvindup the
king is overthrown and a romantic
(angle is also ironed out

1

I

MonoRrain relrus* of

in

crowm, constructed as

symbol of Ju.stlee, and the effect it
has on the life of a lustful, tyr.in-

.

.

Maitlin

narration

titles.

.

Loui.se

Titlr.'i^

la

I

,

Fnyli.nh

"The Iron Crown,” adaptation of

.

i

ftalian:

/ti

*

with (he men. There are various
secondary complications.
The film was backed by various
mining syndicates, but remains a
work of cinema rather than a propaganda tract. The actors all do admirably, but director I.oiiis Laquin
wisely overshadowed them by the
workings of the dramatic mine
Aloak,

‘VARIETY'S*
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RKO s Reisman Bullish on Europe;

Mexico City, June 14.
Franchise of the Cine Alhambra, large local secondrun cinema,
was suspended for two weeks by
the city amirsements department

from
seven-week swing through most of

week

this

because it drew a mob. responding
Irene
Leopold Set
to its ads that it was exhibiting a
Jorge Negrete pic.
Then it let the public dow'n by
For Littler’s ‘Waltzes’
screening a film in which the stageLondon, June 14.
radio star was not even mentioned.
Emile Littler is back from Paris
after having engaged Irene and
Leopold for the revival of "Waltzes
From Vienna” (titled in America
"The Great Waltz”), with show
opening July 11 at Bournemouth.
Littler. while in New York recently, also signed Lucienne and
Ashour for his next Christmas
pantomime at Bournemouth, ^ith
option for the act to appear in the
new edition of "Latin Quarter” at
the London Casino next year. He
also has AI Robins for a panto-

&

Europe, Phil Reisman, RKO’s foreign dept, chief, sees the upswing
on for American pix on the Con-

Reisman declared himself
"more optimistic after this trip

tinent.

on any that I've taken since
the end of the war.”
"I think a general economic improveinent in these countries (England, France, Belgium, Holland and
tlian

Germany!

is

under way,” Reisman

At the same time, Reisman con-

ceded that dollar remittances will
be down 40%-50% during 1949
mime engagement at the I..ondon
mainly because of the restriction
Casino for 10 weeks, and may
on coin from England. Gross film
hold him over for the new Casino
biz. however, is off overseas only
"Latin Quarter” show.
10'r-15^r, he said, and appears
much firmer than domestic revenues.
a notice-

number

able dropoff in the

produced

is

Pique Mayer
Paris,

i

;

Paris to discuss the
restrictions.

Up

pose.

Other

ganized

a
is

collective

film

Sydney. June 7.
Mort Allen. rep for Hygienic
Productions, handling "Secrets of
Life" '"Mom & Dad”>, has resigned and returns to N. Y. this
week. Allen has been in this territory for the past four months.
"Life” is a terrific hit in Sydney
tlOth week! and Newcastle (2d
week). It will play all the keys

and major

.stix.

was through

It

Allen's efforts that the pic got the
censor's okay and greenlight from
the government for the Down Under dating.
Allen, it’s figured, will join with
major film unit in a selling
a
capacity.

Hum

project.

headed by Eddie Hirs-

now an

British Austerity

.Mready working with the quar-

Now in
15 people.
charge of the Israel Air Force’s
film projection unit, Hirscovitz has
drawn up blueprints for a filmare

Mayer

AND HEADS FOR STATES

Israeli citizen. One
partner is British, another a Greek,
and the third a Cypriot.

tet

some

Pix Biz

Makes

Grimmer—Lantz

making cooperative settlement and
government authorities have
shown interest. He first came to
Palestine in 1946 when he assisted

Robert Lantz, ea.stern rep for the
Berg-Bert Allenbcrg agency,
returned from a trip
recently
abroad, found British producers
few exceptions projecting
.with
small pix suitable only for domes-

in the production of religious films
in Nazareth for the Rank organization.
Israel film production is likely

exhibition. Occasional big pix,
such as the Jennifer Jones slarrer.
“Gone 'fo Earth,” are now ventured
onlv with financial backing from

Phil

*

tic

to he perking soon.

Bela Pasztor.
Hungarian film-maker, has arrived
from Budapest to reside here
permanently.
Shooting is slated
to start next week on a full-length

documentary.

‘24

Hours

the U. S.
Prevailing blues

in Isiael.”

picture here.
.Avigdor
Hameiri will write the commentary
while 1. Boscovits is composing the
his

initial

music.
'

l.ondon Costumer

Opens

in Hollywood
London, June 7.
and
theatrical costumer, has acquired
premises
Sunset
on
boulevard
Hollywood, for establishing a costume house for films, legit and tele.
Firm has already dispatched large
basic stock of costumes and uniforms consi.sting primarily of atmospheric clothing and armor.
M. Berman.

Buenos

Aires,

June

7.

with enough product on hand to
them through for another six
months. Impasse appears to be a
long drawn out one, for despite
the extended huddles of Joaquin
Rickard, Latin-Amcrican chief for
see

Indonesia’s
political situation has resulted in
additional outlets for Motion PicOrture Export Assn, product.
ganization is also benefiting by
partial removal of military restricBoxoffice retions in Sourabaya.
firstrun
ports from Sourabaya’s
houses for the past month show

i

I

in

the Motion Picture Assn, of
ica,

American negotiators with extreme
toughness and are insisting that
Argentine pictures receive playing
time in the U. S. before the bars
are let down here.
Reportedly

I

they are demanding $100,000 as a
fair return on an Argentine .film,
which is sheer’ optimism, trade observers note privately.
But success of an Aiigentine
producers’ mission in Italy has
stiffened local attitude, and there
is no doubt that U. S. distributors

MPEA

'

i

in particular will

effort to meet
form or other

Inter-Americana

(C.

Waissman and

Guthman),

J.

Parthian Loan

;

.

;

room.
Inter-Americana will take
over EMPA, the Emelco distribution office, and absorb most of its
staff.
It
has complete
South

^

American

distribution
and also
in Mexico and Chile,
Emelco material is thus as-

produces pix
so the

sured an outside market.
On the production side,

it’s

some

if

Finance Corp. s

starting with
"Vidalita,” latest of the Emelco,
pix to come out of the cutting

J.

have to make an

this attitude in

they are to be able
to sell their product in Argentina,
where the dollar deficit has for
some time considerably cut down
the Imports of U. S. films.
Only hope for future is that
the deliberations of the Argentine-U. S. Joint Commission, aimed
at devising a new pattern of commercial and economic assi.stance
London, June 14.
Film Finance Corp. has okayed between the two countries, may
find new dollar earning opportuna loan to Parthian Productions for
four series of 15-minute shorts for ities for Argentina and so pave the
sale to U. S. video stations. Series way for a more liberal Argentine
will include puppet features, who- attitude in the question of imports
dunits and vaude.
Films are be- from the U. S.
Most observers agree, however,
ing made at Carlton Hill studios
and are slated for completion that Argentina cannot expect much
assistance
in this respect from the
within eight weeks.
Finance Corp. regards the proj- U. S. unless there is more freedom
of
capital
lnve.stment.
and the
dollar
earner.
ect as a prospective
There will be no restrictions, how- menace involved in the new Conever, on screening the shorts on stitution of expropriation of local
BBC television. Other recent loans enterpri.se by the government, is
approved include those to David eliminated.

took over from Curt and Frederico
Lowe, who have both left the
country.
Important thing is to
find competent people who can
take care of the management of
the outfit. The problem has now
been solved from the distribution
.side, with Emelco signing a contract for distribution of all its material through the Cinematografica

come

the film situation are treating the

that attendance is higher than at
anytime since the fir.st of the
year.
On the heels of the MPEA’s recent move into Jogjacarta, former
Indonesian Republic capital of
Batavia
central Java, the
L branch reveals that U. S. pictures
are now being screened in the interior city of Solo, which has come
under administrative control of
i

Amer-

officials,

Peron government reps handling

Argentina’s'-three major studios
are in the throes of complete reorganization, both in a financial
and managerial sense, and the industry is wondering where the con- the Netherlands government. Lone
trol eventually lands, with a num- exhibitor there inked a longterm
ber of tycoons angling for the top MPEA contract despite spirited
offers from competing distributoi's.
executive jobs.
The reorganization at Emelco
Studios has been on the carpet
ever since the government banks
•

with high government

his dickerings seem to have
up against a blank wall.

j

gen-

Rose’s Coronada Productions for
"Your Witness”; Anatole De Grunwald for "Personal Appearance,” U.S. Pix Distribs Won’t Be
fici.
Manuel Alba and Carlos and Filipe del Giudice’s Pilgrim
Schlieper, who would be expected Pictures for "Chance of a LifePenalized on Brit. Quota
time.”
to turn out four pix a year each,
Finance Corp. survey revealed
San Miguel Studios continue
erally anticipated that Emelco will
be split into three major production groups, headed by Mario Sof-

i

'

i

Tel Aviv, June 7,
With three partners, an exCanadian World War II vet has <u -

Venture

facing
include a strike

ALLEN QUITS HYGIENIC

Israeli Collective Pix

covitz.

problems

threat
from Israeli’s film workers unless
they are given a rai.se plus back
Foreign managers are also
pay.
disturbed about German^ where
indie
operators are swamping
S.
U.
the market while the majors are
waiting until December before beginning solo operation without the
.Motion Picture Export Assn.

currently

Vet Sets

Project; Filming to

Greek
government

latest

Greek

Liberalizing of all rules governing use of frozen pix funds in Europe is seen as a trend by Reisman. First harbingers, he said,
were a slight boost in remittances
from Holland and the fact that it
Is now easier in France to get permits for use of the money within
the French borders.
Production in France is at a low
point because of a rule which requires the producer of an Englishlanguage pic to make an accompan\ ing French version. Because of
this, number of French producers
have been driven to Italy where
the rules are less stringent.

War

14.

has curtailed permissible remittances from a former annual total
of $500,000 to $350,000. It al.so debars paying operating expen.ses
from frozen balances, forcing the
importation of dollars for this pur-

blocked marks.

Canadian

June

Gerald Mayer, continental manager for Motion Picture Assn, of
America. is heading for Italy and
after calling an urgent
meeting of foreign managers in

pix played off.
RKO biggie trekked to Germany
to look over the possibilities of
opening an office in the occupied
sector. He judges the German economic situation as "very encouraging”
and believes most Yank
majors will be operating on their
own by the end of the year. RKO
will seek to employ as many Germans as possible in its office because it can then pay these aides
in

An improvement

New

Indonesia

Outlets in

,

ducers. As a consequence, the British industry "won’t come anywhere
near meeting the quota.” He referred to the recent enactment requiring houses to play 45% British product. On the score of RKO’s
dealings with J. Arthur Rank’s
Odeon and British Gaumont ciruvfuiviii^a fiavL;
have been upped
cuits, bookings
and the American distrib will finish
the year with a normal number of

Reorganized

Product Gets

Buenos Aires, June 7.
Ban on the importation of American pictures, in effect since March
10, finds U. S. distributors here

!

Greek Problems

of pix

England by native pro-

in

MPEA

1

Studios Being

—

Reisman said there

Only Six Months as Impasse Holds

Three Major Arg.

declared. "Such an improvement—
and there is no question of its
presence will help the film industry more than any other American business.”

“ Arg. For

"1 wlTffisiE*'"?'' M-S-

Sees Upped Biz, Eased Rules on Coin
Reluming

LONDON OFFICC

• 6f. Mart In's Place, Trafalcar Sqaar*

Ltd., local film

among

British

filmmakers reflects the general depres.sed
atmosphere within the
country, Lantz said. Tourists on
the Continent are generally struck
by the contra.st between the revival of spirit in France and Italy
and the continuing restrictions in
England. This fact has seeped into
British awareness and deepened
the gloom. Lantz reports.
Britain’s current logit season has
also been disappointing. Lantz said.
Only two standout hits have been
Sir Laurence Olivier's production
of "Daphne Laureola” and the
Flora Hobson vehicle. "Black Chiffon.
The number of experimental
theatres, however, is greater than
”

[ever.
I

Ann)ng the major upcoming

productions will he Sir Charles B.
Cochran’s musical, "Tough at the
Top.”

Lack Under Old Films Act
shuttered, while the reorganization last week that seven of 15 current
London, June 14.
is afoot, with considerable hard- productions are being made with
American
distribs who failed to
government
financing.
Altogether
ship for its staff.
Latest reports
are that Narciso Machinandiarena, 15 loans have been made to date comply with their distrib quota
commitments in the la.st year of the
an Argentine banker, will replace with 21 applications rejected.
old Films Act are not to be prosehis brother, Miguel, as company
cuted by the Board of Trade. This
prexy.
If new capital is found,
is officially confirmed in the anMiguel Machinandiarena and his
nual report of the F'ilms Council,
wife, Lena, may be given producW'hich explains that as the distribs
tion jobs in the organization.
quota has been abolished in the
(Artistas Argentinos AsoMexico City. June 14.
1948 Act no useful purpose would
ciados) is also in a state of upFurther official aid. in the form be served in recommending proseheaval, with Enrique Muino and
of
such
concessions
as tax cuts, cution.
Antonio G.arcia Smith withdrawing
In its report, the 11th which they
once more, this time to form their was asked of President Miguel
own production unit, to be known Aleman by the national cinemato- have made, the Films Council inas Inti-Huasi.
Muino is angling graphic indu.stry commi.ssion com- dicates a hardening attitude
for a contract with I'melco which posed of Antonio Castor Leal. towards quota tickets for reissues
would allow him studio space on chief pic censor, chairman, and and orders that in future these will
its lots.
AAA is to remain under top producers Mauricio de la be reserved only for first features.
The report also explains Counthe chairmanship of Eduardo Be- Serna, Santos Galindo, Jesus Paloreasons for advocating a
doya, former part owner of Baires mino, Raul de Anda and Celestino cil’s
33‘fi% quota, subsequently upped
Studios and managing director of Gorostiza.
Pre.sident
was
told
that
to
the
40% by Board of Trade prexy
the newspaper La Critica, evening
paper with the biggest circulation Mexican pic biz is depressed, al- Harold Wilson. This was based on
though
export
trade
is
good
everyan
assumption that a maximum of
before Its takeover by the govwhere excepting in Britain, where 74 first features would be comernment.
home
products
competition
during the 1949-50 quota
pleted
is
Pablo Cavallo, part owner of the
Reducing taxes for the year.
Rex theatre and Central Cinema- .stiffer.
Mexican
market
and
for
export
tografica theatre circuit, is expected to finance the Muino venture. would be a great help, the commission said.
It informed the chief
London Likes ‘Champagne’
executive that the trade doe.sn’t
expect trouble from pic labor’s
Critics
PIX
demand for pay hikes with the
expiration tomorrow (15) of the
London. June 14.
two-year work pacts and looks for
"Champagne for Delilah,” a frivan amicable settlement.
triangle comedy by
dome.stic
olous
London. June 14.
Ronald Miller, opened at the New
An Anglo - Soviet film deal,
theatre
June
9, after an auspicious
British Mothers Prefer
modeled on the lines of the Motion
tryout in Leeds, May 1. The play
was
cordially
received by first night
Slapstick
Picture Assn, agreement with RusPix for Kids
audience, but got lukewarm notices
sia, is now being considered by the
London. May 31,
the
critics.
Henry Sheick is
from
British mothers believe the best
Soviet Trade Delegation in London.
is
films for their children to see are presenting the comedy, which
This development is a sequel to
with Googie
splendidly
acted,
slapstick comedies and musicals.
the breakdown of negotiations for
in the
with educational, documentary and Withers and Nigel Patrick
exchange of product put forw’grd
roles.
travelog pix as runners-up. View- leading
by Harold Wilson when he was in
The offering, directed by Murray
Moscow in 1947. Biitish distribs point was given to a government Macdonald, has an even chance for
committee on children and the
have advised the Board ot Trade
success.
prexy they could not popularize cinema by the Women’s Institutes,
Russian-made films for English and is based on information received
Harlan Voted ‘Unbearable’
from
39 county federations,
audiences, hut were prepared to
On the other hand, mothers deFrankfurt. JVlay 31.
operate a purely financial deal for
plore
films
dealing with drunken
A working group of film prothe renting or outright sale of
brawls, torture, war atrocities and ducers associations in the three
British procTuct.
destruction of human life and western zones unanimously decided
property.
to reject Veit Harlan, producer of
Among the pix considered harm- "Jud Suss," anti-Semitic film, as
Other Foreigni Newi
ful to children are "No Orchids "unbearable” for the film industry.
On Page 16
for Miss Blandish,” "Forever AmIt voted also to bar his future
j

|

MEX HLM GROUP ASKS
ALEMAN FOR GOVT. AID
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ber” and "Brighton Rock.”

1

employment.
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Aussie Headache for U.S. Distribs;

Certain

tempting

to

at-

Vienna, June 7.
Robert Stolz is winding up his afhere and getting ready to fly
New York the end of June. He
played a prominent part here in
arranging the Johann Strauss festivals.
Working hard at present
on the musical score for the Excelsior him "Charming Swindler"
(to be directed by Hans Wolf), he
has composed several other num-

London, June

Only studio

in

14.
street,

Wardour

Provinces; Season Stay Likely

fairs
to

Pathe Reopens Studio
In London’s Film Row

Idea that by screening 52 locallymade newsreels, they (the exhibs*
are entitled under the quota act to
reject one additional Yankee him
In addition to the regular 25'^c'
right of rejection on U.S. pix.
Di.stribs
say that under the
Cinemalograph Act, where there
locally-made
sufficient
not
aie
feature pix to cover the playdating
by exhibs of a 2^ z' h home quota,
the exhibs can play .’>2 newsreels
p<‘r annum to olfset the quota ruling. But distribs say emphatically
that exhibs can't nix an additional
U S. pic because of playing news-

London's him row, the Pathe single
stage outfit has reopened after
complete rebuilding and refitting.
Ribbon-cutting ceremony was performed by him star Sheila Sim.

Stockholm, June 7.
Kungsfiim, which recently turned over its physical di.stribution to
Svensk Filmindu.‘<lrie. is still going
strong as a producer. At present
the company has three new films
These are "Swedish
work.
in
"Lang-Las.se
From
Horseman,”
Delsbo” and "Second Floor in the
House Across the Yard.”
Dutfil has also received requests

Stolz’ annual conducting tour of
the U. S. will start at the Lewisohn
Stadium, New York, July 17,

British-Pathe chief
Associated
VV'illiam iVloffatt intends to use the
studio for the production of its own
second features, "Pathe Pictorial”

Weekend

and screen tests.
It’s also being made available to
other producers on a rental basis.

documentaries

Okayed

Filming

performances, to
1.907,725 people. Despite “Oklahoma.” at Drury Lane theatre, having been running six weeks longer,
it
has beaten
thousands

,

When

in a number of
countries, including the U, S., fur
rights to the film "dalan.”

Avoid Vacation Hassle

zone is a
beatlache for U.S. distribs. They're
faced with a 25^^ right of rejection

London, June 14.
"Stage Fright.”
the Alfred Hitchcock production
starring Jane Wyman, is completed on schedule by Aug. 12, the
date of the studio’s annual closing

20th Pic Sparks

by exhibs. a \5^'o British quota, a
2' v'^e local quota and a 50% freeze
of rentals, plus a nix on any attempt to erect own showcases in
opposition to the native exhib. Add
to this 16c for every foot of him
imported into the zone, plus ta.xalion on earnings.

To insure

Jap State Fair
Tokyo, June

for the
filming,

w’as inspired by 20th-Fox’ "State
Fair," w'hich clicked solidly in Nippon. Closing last w'eek after drawing 2.000,000 patrons, the spectacle
W'as even tagged "State Fair,” since
its sponsors felt the public would
thus get a better conception of
what the event was all about.
Fair’s physical layout was patterned closely after the picture’s
setup as an indication of "State
Fair’s” wide influence. Other U.S.
pix W'hich helped Japan toward
democracy, according to the Motion
Picture F.xport Assn., are Metro’s
"Boy.stown,” RKO’s "The Farmer’s

j

On Expense, Sez

'

Cutting

Current transfer of Walt Disdubbing operations from
ney’s
Hollywood to Paris is motivated by
strong economic rea.sons, John W.
Cutting, chief of Disney foreign
versions, declared in Hoboken Friday <10) prior to sailing for the
French capital on the Nieuw Am-

sterdam. "We can’t continue on
the Coast.” he added, "when it’s
economically impractical to do so.”
By making Paris the headquar-

!

!

!

Deal Hopeful

to

who

j

.

I

'

I

Buenos Aires, June 7.
As a result of the ArgentineItalian agreement, signed recently
in Rome. Italian pix -may be released without difficulty in Ai*gentina, while a .syndicate has been
formed in Italy to exploit 10 Argentine pix. with Italian subtitles,
which the Ente Nacional de la Industria Cinematografica of Ijaly
has undertaken to distribute in

starts

Kay Walsh and Richard Todd,

company’s foreign pro-

duction, Cutting revealed, not only
can the firm’s frozen remittances
be utilized, but considerable time
will be saved by eliminating the
sliipment of dubbed versions to
Jlollyw'ood,
France is a
since
central point in terms of the continental and other world markets.
Shift to Paris is by no means a
completely new step for Disney, inasmuch as the company long has
carried on operations there.
Activities are merely being expanded
Cutting disclosed. He pointed out

BATTLE FOR THEATRE TV

HEADS FOR PARLIAMENT

I

'

in

Entry Into London

television.

F.ntry

of

Tnoafro
tlSICQlP
ilicaiic lldddic

TV

Irelween
the
panies.

and

theatre operators
new.sreel com-

news
big

Scophony
i

five

SURVEY FOR RANK

S. A.
Robert Weiatt,

video, which

J. Arthur Rank’s
,\mcrican supervisor, reto the British filmmaker’s
New York office Friday (27) after
a Iwo-month trip below the Rio

Grande.

eo\’ered by the existing

Weiatt
visited
Latin
every
.American country in checking on
the sales setup and lining up new
Rank product for overseas consumption.

—

TV

service,

Int’l

Music Olympic
Vienna.

May

31.

(

Mike

least

I

.A\iv.

June

"Adv Story." .lanu's 13).
"Ann Veronica.” Piccadilly

(4>.

"Annie Get Gun." Col’s’in '106).
"Beau Stratagem." F’hoenix (7).
"Brigadoon,” Majesty
"Belinda Fair." Savoy
"Black Chiffon," West

"Champagne

New Zealand

(12'.

11.

'IV

!

"Two Dozen

J

]

!

'

1

Roses." Lyric

"Worm’s View," Whitehall

Okay

rating.
'

».

Pal. '114).
.Mart. (7*.

Irish

Dublin, May 31.
tax aulhorities have apofoved Maui'ice Cloche’s produelion of "Monsieur Vincent" as an
educational film, to be admitted
into Ireland free of duty of 10c a
fool normally charged on foreign
film.s.
The i*ating also okays film
for showing free of enlerlainment
lax in cinemas, provided balance
of program is also m;tde up of
shorts
holding
an
educational
Irish

Aid. (27».

“I'lirncrs Hush..’’ St

Tax-Free

i

,

'20'.

"Third Visitor,” ^ Ork's
"Together Again,” Vic.

,

‘Vincent’ Film Receives

'24).

“September Tide."

BERNSTEIN PLANS FILM

ON SWIFT WITH MORLEY
Dublin,

"Monsieur
eral

Films.

Vincenl

>3).

opening

(112).

tember.

set

Ltd.,

w

”

ilh

is

a

Iteing

splash

for the Savoy in Sep-

of

Dean

Swift,

indie

ShanU S.
about

famous

18th

century satirist, and hopes to gel
Robert Motley to write the script
and play the lead.
Motley, who was on the same
pl^ne. made no comment, except
that his current plans go no furHe is hound
ther than Australia.
there for a tour with itis "Fidward.
My Son.”

Bad Boy Dali
lime

Barcelona,

At the Lieeo, the sets of
el

handled here by Cinema and Geni

life

14

.lime

Sidney Betn.stein, Brili.sh
producer, wcather-boumi at
non while en route to (he
said he is planning a picture
the

.New

"Lady’s Burning." Globe (6».
"I.atin Qt. Revue.” Casino '13'.
"Lilac Time," Pal.u e '«>.
“My Mother .Said." Fortune *2).
"Oklahoma!" Diurv Lane '111).
"On .Mnndxy Next." Comerlv (2).
“One Wild Oat." Ganiek )28i
".Sauce Tartare," ('amhridge (4).

Originally scheduled to make 17
appearaiiees in 25 days, the Metopera soprano was forced by tran.sporfafion delays to telescope her
12 orchestral engagements and five
reiilals into 21 days.
She is appearing
with
ihe
Israel
Phil-

loop.

(7»

Delilah."

’•Daphne," Wynd. '12).
"Dark of Moon," Ambassador (9'.
"Foolish Cient’w’n.” Diich. (16).
"Happiest Days,” Apollo '64).

7.

theatre expansion, hence Ihe play
for a bigger share in the Moodabe

'9'.

"Heiress." Haymarket

Salzburg Festival committee announces plans to introduce an International Music Olympic in 1950.
Music societies the world over harmonic orche.slra and in recital
Adli be invited to participate.
at 'I'el .A\iv, Jerusalem anil Haifa.

RKO

'

Jennie ’I'ourel ends a series of
highly .sueces.slul coneerl engage-

June

big stock intere.st.
There .seems little chance of 20th
and
getting together as a biz
combo in this ar(*a following the
breakdown of negotiations in N.Y.
some months back.
’iOth,
it’s
understood, would prefer to sink
a major slice of frozen coin into

Figure shoirs weeks of ruv)
London, .lime 14.

"Harvey,” Wales

Israel

loop in New Zeland. It’s still De Cruz said, would cost at
operation, according to ^$1,000,000.

.50-.50

in.siders.

Current London Shows

Tourel’s Israel Sked

in

a

.

last

ning with a half-houh newsreel.
Monseigneur chief Jack Davis is
to
continue the experiment by
filming the fashionable Ascot racing week, which is also being covered by \ ideo cameras.

ments

I

tres’

I

was Iried for the
Thursday (9) for the
Theatre Vital: Gary I'rooping the Color ceremony to
mark King George Vi’s official
Sydney, June 7.
birthday, and a nine-minute reel
Hal Gary. U. S. comic in “Okla- was on the screen the following
homa." which is louring Australia. morning, whereas other theatres,
re<*enlly spanked the Down Undeiserviced by the majors, had to wait
show hiz setup for its lack of a (ill yesterday <13).
Tele service,
national
theatre.
Speaking via apart from featuring the event as
radio. Gary said the wealth of top- a
spe< ial
morning transmi.ssion.
line Aussie talent could get
tio
ended its program the same eveExperiment

j

Tel

I

I

ognized newsreels,
;

further than the chorus or ballet
home and therefore loft the
country.
Frankly stating that the Aussie
theatre i.s living on the talent and
brains of other countries, Gary
said there was no reason why a
healthy development of a native
theatre Industry hadn’t taken
plaie.
He suggested the importation of topflight producers to work
witli
local
producers as a beginning.

balance in dollars.
Itiilial
pic,
in N. Z. Fregonese revealed in New York
prior to leaving for the Coast,
Sydney. June 7.
Budget
It’s understood now that 20th- would be "Tiger Pampa.”
To
Fox hasn’t yet gotten a bigger take would be around $200,000.
"Tiger” in Hollywood,
in the Moodabe Amalgamated 'Fhe- duplicate

1

—

j

time

Financing of the films would be
accomplished partly in pe.sos and

Moodabe

Moodabe. loop’s
In New York for the pasi two
m.d., and presently on biz visit weeks, the two have been holding
ing barrieis.
here, .still refuses to make any .screenings of an Argentine film,
statement officially on new stock “.Apenas Un Delincuente” ("llardly
Paul A. Fromhartc has been deals.
a ('riminal”), which Fregonese pr<»named head of the Motion Picture
Present indications are that 20th. duced and directed for InterameriExport Assn.’s homeoffice sales under Sid Albright, will turn in a
tana.
They hope to arratige an
control department, replacing Irvtop gross this year. 1'he 20th prod- American distributional deal for
ing
Eck.stein,
who switched to
uct has its key outlet via Hoyts the entry.
Both Fregonese and
Paramount International.
major loop, in which 20th holds a De Cruz collabed on the script.

one news theatre the Monseigneur In Marble Arch has begun
its own film coverage of important
events, and although still behind
television, is way ahead of the rec-

first

&

50-50 Partners

groups, such as Sidney Bcrnstein’.s

using the in.stanta-

is

don run at the Coliseum, which is
not
expected to be this year,

roles.

leave 20th

neous method of recording direct Clranada circuit, are also in the
from the tube, and has a completed field for licenses.
Seeman’s overtures to MP’s are
reel in a matter of minutes.
With boxoffice takings dropping the first stage in an all-out offensteadily in the area around London sive designed to break down exist-

Latin
turns

ish resort
for the entire summer
season.
"Annie” opened
there
June 3 to capacity, with advance
w'ell over $20,000. Show is expected
to stay there at least five months,
and may even stay over Christmas.
When company finishes its Lon-

New

licenses.

Greenlight from the government
Hamstrung by existing labor
agreements which permit only a would inevitably lead to an intense
limited number of "specials” each TV race in the London area as all
\ear. major new.sreel units have the major circuits are advanced
smaller
been taking a severe beating from with their plans and

WEIAH BACK AFTER

at

.some of his houses, but all efforts
so far been fru.strated by the
official Television .Advisory committee. which have refused him

new war have
j

Littler’s desire to book the show
in Blackpool, without
finding a
theatre available, meant his transforming the Winter Ganhms Pavillion. which has not had a live show
there in 25 years, into practically
a new hou.se. with theatre liaving to
be closed for several weeks for

I

install
big-screen equipment in
p,.,ns

London. June 14.
into the newsreel

field is likely to lead to a

Hollywood.

Aussie Need for NatT

is also associated
the Capital and Provincial
group of news theatres, has been
agitating for some time to get gov-

_

Now
new

,

1

Seeman. who

,

\i,ith

Newsreel Field Cues

fliat recording alwa.vs was done
abroad, while the mechanics of
superimposing new sound tracks
and other technical details were

handled

Baird Co., is to circularize every
MP and put the case for big-screen

1

TV

I

.

Mapped

i

'

—

Pgm.

!

I

film

far reports from Paris are that
the going is tough, but on the Argentine side there is a .strong de- Joint U. S.-Argentine
termination to conclude a similar
deal to the one with Italy, or else
Film Produetkm
French material will not be allowed on the Argentine market.
Being
on Coast
These negotiations are an impleArgentine film director Hugo
mentation of the policy initiated
Fregone.se
and
Charles
De (’niz,
la.st year by Argentina’s entertain
ment czar Claudio Martinez Paiva tradepaper publisher and head of
(director of the Municipal Enter- the Motion Picture Critics Assn, of
tainment Board), who stated quite Argentina, planed to the Coast
flatly that Argentina was only pre- Monday (13) to discuss plans for a
pared to import pix from countries joint .American-Argentine producwhich took an equivalent amount tion program with an uiidi.sclused
major distributor. Proposed venof the Argentine product.
ture calls for one and possibly two
pictures to be made in the Argenjtine with American stars in (he top
Stock Deals Still

t

'

a

".Annie” was being made by
Metro, he rushed a special company of the show to the pro\'inces,
with first stand at Manchcstiu necessitating the moving of the D’()>|y
Carte Opera Co., fixtures to be replaced by "Annie.” Grosses in
.Manchester and Glasgow thus
r
have broken all records of
he
towns.

Littler intend.s to store the entire
matografico Inter-Americana, who Coliseum scenery, as the sets are
represented the Argentine produ- too large for a provincial house,
cers in the negotiations with Italy, and is having a special duplicate
has now moved on to Paris, and production built to play sea.sons
in
has hopes of working out a sim- the .southern English key cities.
So
ilar agreement with France.

London, June 14.
Daughter” and Samuel Goldwyn’s
New offensive to overcome the
"Best Years of Our Lives,” Trio barrier imposed again.st TV transrespectively helped the juvenile missions direct to picture theatres
delinquency problem, aided is to be launched when Parliament
women’s political movements and rea.s.sembles after the Whitsuntide
brought about greater assistance to rece.ss next week. Samuel Seeman,
war disabled.
managing director of the Scophony-

,

many

by

complete renovating with modern
lighting and fireproofed curtain.
This is'the first time that a musical has been booked at the Brit-

Italy.
.Apifirt from these
10 pictures, Argentine distributors may
contract individually for release of
any further material in Italy.
Jiian Jose Guthman. of Cine-

I

ters for the

,

,

actual
filming at Associated-Briti.sh Elstree .studios tomorrow (1.5), is anxious that production should be
completed before the annual shutdown, otherwise he and the entire
unit would be faced with a fortidleness which
night’s enforced
would seriously affect the budget.
In addition to Miss Wyman, the
international cast lined up for the
Marlene Dietrich,
pic
includes
Michael Wilding. Alastair Sim,

Osaka newspaper Asahi Shimbun,
I

weekend

vacation,

!

I

union agreebe necessary from lime

.subject

Hitchcock,

I

Foreign Hqtrs. to Save

’

to time.
f

,

Paris Hypoed as Disney

summer

ment, may

14.

Impact of Hollywood films upon
the .lapanese masses was pointed
up by the recent "American-style”
fair held by the city of Osaka. Idea
ifor the exposition, according to

I

French-Arg. Pix

intake

1 ti

!

that

its

Litller learnt that

of

from distributors

On Hitchcock Trighf To

Under

14.

Littler’s

comprising 925

.
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London. June
"Annie (let

Emile

Your
Kungsfilin Working On
Gun.” current London Coli.seum
Impressive Pic Sked hit, finished its second year’s run,

bers besides.

reels.

The

omcK

Tnifal«M t^aai

Mitrtlii'g

Rushes 2d ‘Annie’ Co. To

\“7if
Ketum

7.
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sell
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Newsreel Quirk Newest Angle
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Aussie exhibs are
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Richard Wagner’s music meriied a
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more
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

Wc<IneMlay, June IS, 10't9

RKO’s 5 Sales Meets
RKO will launch into a series

‘B’ Pool
Coiuiniifd from pan*

Lining.” due at Radio City Music Hall
nexi, is the first Warner picture to play tlie Hall for some time, there
films in the house prior to 1941. Last previous Warner
were many
l’ri<u' to that, "All This
irj the Hall was "One F'oot In Heaven” in 1941.
and Heaven. Too" played in 1940 while in 1939 "We Are Not Alone” and
"Dark Vietorv" were Warner productions to show in the Hall. Before
films included "Four’s A Crowd.” "Robin Hood.” "Petrified
tliat.
kept
"Forest. “Creen Pa.stures” and ".Vnother Dawn." Thereafter
Its kev pix for its own Broadway flagship, the Strand, and before that
also the Hollywood, since sold to Anthony B. Farrell as a legiler, now
called the Mark llellinger.

AUhovigh “Look For Silvoi

handling

number

a

five

5

regional

sales

Robert Moehrie,

of other Ilartk

.‘.ales

meet is set
Fir.st
ing the gavel.
features.
for Buffalo. July 11-13. followed by
Series of special meets are being Toronto. July 14-1.5: .New Orleans,
July 20-22;
staged at the MBAA in an attempt July 18-19; Chicago.
and San Francisco. July 25-27.
to iron out the difficulties. MeanSchubart, manager of exA.
A.
while, U has the right under its
change operations, accompanies
reciprocal distrib deal with Rank Moehrie on his swing. Others will
to offset the earnings of its British be Harry J. Miehalson. short subNat Levy, ea.stpix again.st profits of its American-! jfct .sales topper
Paramount will begin shifting locations
ern division manager and aide
\'arious departments at
made product in England. Rank’s Frank Drumm; Charles Boasberg,
in the homeolliee within ttje next lew weeks in preparation for the
Delivery handles U’s north-south division chief and asst.
year-end divorcement of theatres from the production-distribution end. General Film
Carl Peppercorn.
Par prexy Barney Balaban is anxious that all changes neees.sary under product in the United Kingdom.
the new operation be made as soon as possible .so that there will be a
Controvery got its start when
minimum of confusion when the deadline comes.
the
About
"Man
bought
2()th-Fox
('hanges are gradually being made operatit>nally. in accounting, House” and "Mine Own Execuphysical services and other aspects, as well as in geographic location tioner" outright from Sir AlexBalaban hopes in this way to maintain smooth opera- ander Korda. Twentieth paid off
of depailments.
Continued from page 7
tion of both the theatre and distribution companies after the divorce- in frozen sterling in.stead of handment becomes complete.
ing Korda a percentage here on It has been decided that ony thiee
the two film.s’ earnings. That deal, of the 14 members of the executive
Produeing-directing team of C’harles Brackett and Billy Wilder are by the implied effect of its terms, committee of the Variety Clubs
steering a narrow course in current shooting of Paramount’s "Sunset kept U.S. grosses out of the ‘B’ International- Will Rogers MemoBoulevard." which headlines pri.stine film star Gloria Swan.son along pool since 20th owned the rights rial Fund. Inc., can constitute an
with William Holden. Erich von Stroheim and Nancy OKson. Impressed and did not need to .send earnings admissions committee and approve
by Miss Swanson’s thesping and looks in playing a onetime screen to Korda in Faigland.
applications forwarded via any of
queen. Brackett and Wilder have been gradually building her part past
the clubs.
20th Agrees
the script’s original limits. What makes that course difficult is the fact
which Dr.
of
E.stablishment,
U promptly stpiawked over the
that Miss Swan.son doesn’t wanf to jeopardize her own biopic’.s future
George E. Wilson has been medical
"Sunset Blvd.” pact and a battle ensued. Twenpossibilities by making the current opus too generous.
said to be
i.s
1934.
since
director
tieth later relented and agreed that
is a saga of pioneer Hollywood.
efficient of its type
the earnings would be included in one of the most
per-patient
with
eountry.
the
in
Indie film producers in Hollywood, worried by financial woes, are the pool regardless of the fact that
co.st running only $40-per-weck at
getting more worries by mail from the Stale of Connecticut, notifying it owned the pix in toto.
capacity. That figure has
Added special deals, however, 96-bedto $70 with the few patients
them that prints of their pictures, equipment and advertising material
risen
are subject to taxation when shown in that state. They will be required have muddied the waters again and
the hospital has been able to take
to pay 2*'c after July 1 on "all tangible personal property purchased inspired another revolt by U. Both
care of in recent years.
Samuel Goldvvyn and David O.
outside of Connecticut for use in this .state.”
Most of the patient.s pay nothing.
Selzniek have made their own
seven of them is
special pacts with Kor<la thereby Contribution for
Fund;
taking a number of other pix out- being made by the .Actors’
SlO-a-vveek is being paid by a union
side the veil.
the
and
members:
its
for one of
Final straw came, it is said, when
same amount is being ^aid by a
Continufd frum page 7
Eagle Lion, not a member of the
emits
of
one
for
circuit
MPAA, .started dickering to swap theatre
tion w ith a regular theatre that has eral sea.sons, is now luring the revenues from Rank's "Red Shoes" ployes. Minimum stay is generally
been operating for years, they say. youngsters w'ith an oflfer of free with its take in Britain on Walter a year and the average around tw'o
rides on the park conce.ssions with
years.
is merely a reflection of the AmeriWanger’s “Tulsa.” EL is the other
can competitive private-enterprise their ticket purcha.ses.
Roberi J. O’Donnell. Dallas theatop distrib in the U.S, handling
.Any man with an estabsystem.
exec. International Chief BarRank's product.
If the proposed tre
lished business is subject to the
prez of the
deal, or .some variant, goes through ker of Variety and new
same risk that something new and
disclosed some of the
hospital,
it is expected that ovit $1,000,000
different will capture the public’s
earnings from “Shoes” in the U.S. organization’s financing plans in
fancy and leave him in the cold.
the
t ontliiiied
from paKC S
will never find their way to the accepting the deed and keys to
iiustitution from Vincent at a cereThat Year-Round Customer
B’ pool.
While the original
of next year.
last
there
luncheon
and
mony
deattorneys
On the other hand,
paitnership agreement
provided
Thursday (§•. He said that Variety
clare. the film company has a right for
highly advantageous (to
a
had a pledge of $75,000 from the
to protect a year-round cu.stomei Paramount
option in the event
eight major film companies for the
from whom it will a,ggregately get their collaboration ended, it is reSells
hospital
and they had also promperiod
12-month
more rentals in a
ported that the breakup was not
Continued from page S
ised to* supply one picture a year
Part of
than from the drive-in.
made under its terms. It is beJolson
this pi’oteclion. it i.s said, must be lieved that the New Orleans exhib da in Britain. B. of E. sold him tlie "of the calibre of ‘The
Story’ " for benefit preems in .some
in recognition of lower taxes and would liave put up a strong legal
dollar.s lie required to pay off the
midbe
would
cities.
These
40
other costs that the outdoor house battle if Par sought an out under Bankers Trust.
Amount due the
night or otlier special shows for
might enjoy.
latter vva.s .something under tlie
this provision.
charge a
would
which
the
clubs
One of the mo.st ticklish of the
part payPossibility of Par and Richards $500,000 total loan, since
minimum of probably $5 per ticket.
legal points, attorneys say, is the
smoking the peacepipe i.s stiong ment h.nd been made out of the
plea of the drive-ins that it is outTliirty-eight club members and
U. S. income of the pix.
the
ha.s also been
because
latter
side of the business district and
Prior to the purchase by 20th of nevv.^inen journeyed to Saranac for
shorn of Universal, Metro and RKO
therefore not in competition with
official transfer to Variety la.st
the
celluloid as result of tiffs on terms. "Husband" and "Karenina,” it had
the early-run houses in midtown.
week. Standing with Vincent w lien
While Richards’ competitors are made outright buys of two other
'Fhat may not be a fair plea, the
he
presented
the deed and kevs to
paying higher rentals for major Korda films. They were "Man
legalitts point out, since it is this
O'Dornell were Pat Casey, vvhtt as
product, understood the net take About the Hou.se” and "Mine Own
very fact of being out-of-town that
president
of
the Vaudeville ManExecutioner." There was no switch
is no greater because Me holds the
gives the drive-in an advantage and
in the.se deals, howev’er, they hav- agers Assln. led the way with the
fhoieest theatres.
It is a point that
is its attraction.
National
Vaudeville
in
Artists
.Announcement of deal stres.sed ing originally been purchases of
probably will only be settled in
collecting the $1,250,000 which the
continued manageii.ent of the the- western hemisphere right.s out of
the coui't.s.
hospital
cost,
and
Harold
Rodner,
atres under the supervision of Nor- blocked sterling.
"Husband” and "Karenina" buy- Warner Bros, exec, W'lio ha.s been
iman I.. Carter, current top man unactively
managing the financial
250 New 0/oner» Yearly
der Ricliards. Carter’s aides. Gas- out washes up a relationship heaffairs of the hospital for years.
'I'oledo, June J4
ton J. Dureau. Harry K. Oliphint tween 2()lh and Korda that ha.s fre-

WB

WB

Rank TV Pitch

of

with

meet.s

-Cuntinned

pace

Korda, two years ago. sold

a large

block of features to television.
Rank is currently shopping

around for American tele bids via
United World Films, subsid of Universal which handles both television and 16m rights to the Bril-

WB

’

from

chief, wield-

It is estimated
i.sher’s product.
that Rank has on his shelves a
block of 70-80 features vvhicli not
only have never seen the projection light in this country but probIt
is on
ably never will.
these
pix that
is now asking tor
video bids.
Features have accumulated .since
1945 when Rank first went into
big-scale production,
Tlte l)lo( k
is being offered as a
package to
networks and sponsors. It is questioned whether the British film
magnate can get a price which

^

j

UWF

!

Variety Clubs

,

j

I

would warrant their

rcit'ase.

t<*le

However, that point i.s the only
obstacle in the way of the f« lecasting of this flock of British
features.
In deference to possible exhih
squawks, no offer is being made to
tele on British film.s vvhicli have
played in the U.S,
In this way.
Rank’s approach differs from tliat
of Korda, who .sold oldits al'ter

i

!

I

'

they had completely played ofl in
Yank theatres. Rank believes he

I

i.s

on solid ground

—

no

th.tt

—

real

sime the
pix never were circulated tliealiically here.
„

exhib griping can follow

'

1

Par's Blocks

;

Drive-Ins’

Clearance Snarls

Continued from page
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j

,

{

same amount since

!

:

I

'

i

!

Richards-Par

j

I

i

I

Korda

I

Dri\e-in.s are increasing at tlie
rate of ahimt 2.50-a-year. .1. D.
IMijfe. RC.\ engineer, told a meeting here la.st week of the central
section of the Society of Moti(m
He said they
Picture Fhigincers.
were being built at the rale of onl\

about eight-a year before the war.
Introduction of the
in - car
speaker, ending the pul)lic nui.sanee caused by spill-over of sound
into adjoining residential
areas.

was one ol the rt*asons tor the mushrooming of the
tlieatr»‘s.
Dev»*lopment in e(iuipment. lie told the engineois, is
JMi\ fe deelai'ed.

aimed piiniariiy

and Maurice

F.

Barr will

al.so

stay '(ptently been strained and mutual-

on.

stepped up amplilying

improvement

Research
Continued from page

7

also be solved with an eye loward.s
safisfviiig tlie ego drives, as put in
the jargon of the p.syeho trade.

in

speakers,

po.-t

and

Small-EL

coni'ctiiig imporlaiil

use ol sound

errors

in

houses as
fore

(

oiiiiiiiieri

from pax*

^

can on that iiasis beslutting over to regular reit

lease.

.More to Go
basis of present returns.
esimiales that "Joan" will <lo
belwt'cn $4.{)()(),()0(l .nnd $4,.'i()0,t)0t)
on its upped admission release.
That's a very sturdy figure, of
course, except that the pic was so
e\pon!si\e it will have to d<» around
.50'

On

»

lh(‘

RKO

the

Jersey .Allied's B.O. .Survey
Siiivey to (leli'rmine Imw inueh

7

It
i.s
believed now that Scnienenko’s aim will be to convince the
producer that a financing fund a.s
large as he is denianduig is not
really necessary, that continuity of
production can lie adequately assured wilh a considerably lesser

,

efft'ets.

from page

pix.

Upped Admish

bv CB.S to .solve similar research
problems on several of the net's
top programs. The compiled data
wa' iiistrumciital in determining
the form and ctintent of the net’s
documentary on atomic ptivver,
"Operations Crossroads.” and in

(onliiiiied

.Small and Young are also each
slated to pul up coin to <-omplete
the deal.

Diehter recently was employed

«*(piipiiieni

road lighting to guide patrons to
ramps, and development of signalling devices for eoneessions

com-

making

"

will reeplire cooling devices to piotect
both e(iuipiiient
and tilm.

Korda

that tlie distrib w’as not
the best- pos.sible effort
milk the films, while 20th
to
squawked that it was doing as well
as could be expected considering
the .American b.o. potential of the

plained

improving (juaiil\ of Hie projected picture and leproduced sound.
Trends are toward more light through use of
the case of the mystt'ry series.
more powerful arc lamps which "Suspense
w a.s Tespoiisihle tor
at

re< rimiiiating.

ly

!

block is five and it is likely
that future blocks will be n the
first

I

I

I

it

mathematically even 20'
tion of one film.

pet
c

init.s

a

cancella-

Par’s action, fixed by sale.s veepee Alfred W. Schwalberg. is taken
under Section II of the company’s
consent decree. While that ptftviso
bars conditioning of one feature
on another, it then says furl her;
extent that any of the features have not been tradeshown
*

I

prior to the granting of the litense
for more than a single feature, the
licensee shall be given hy the
licensor tlie right to reieet 20'
of such features not trade.shown
prior to the granting of the license,
such right of rejection (o be exercised in the order of release
within 10 days after there has been
an opportunity affordevi to the
licensee to inspect the feature.
”

Sears Nixes
Continued from

pait'

^

of tlieir unvvillingnrs.s to
lind playing lime for UA |)ix. .Scars
and Arthur W. Kelly, exec v.p
have gone to London a number of
times in efforts to find a .solution,
most recently a month ago.
With the term.s Rank offered insufficient in any case. Scars fignri'd
it
would be better to retain the
good will of the minor (ircuits
which have been booking the company’s pix.
In some cases these
have provided up to ROG of the
income that would have been
available from Rank.
F.'clly, who Ijpllowed liis trip to
England w’ith visits to Paris and
Rome, returned to New 5'ork over
the weekend.
hccau.se

Pix Taxes
Cuntinurd from

pax*

7

—

amount.

VVhetlier Small will accede to this suggestion is a question, since he is a faviiraiile bargaining po.Mlion.
He figures El.,

However, since Hie new taxev went
1. Hieie has lieen
attendance drop in theatres
showing foreign pietures. ami a

into effect April

a 20'^r

Meeds him more than he needs it.
In the meantime. Hie EL slutlio.
whicli ha.s been shiittci'ed since
aliout last .November, has lieen relighted and employes ealletl back

lO'V decline in theatres teaiuring
native product.
Denmark reports film liousc*- delivering about 85' c of its ciiicrtaiiiinent tax money. However, m'-

to work in aniicipation of Hie start
compared to last $9. 1)00, 0(10 to Ineak even. RKO of lensing of two films. 'I'bey are emie ha.s fallen off from the prewhy was voted execs sa\
ceding year.
is impossiltle to tell and
Brvan Fov prod lu’t ions.
P'irst
is
hv New .ItM'sey Allied at a memher- ret use It* hazard a guess as to "Trapped” whic h slarls next Mon.At
the beginning of this year
N. II. Drlve;In.s Pop Up
/
sliip mt'eling sl.iged Monday 'LL.
irate Syrian exhibitors shut down
whet ltd there's a chance of regu- day 20 and the second
F’ort of
Manchester, N H
The move was made to cheek into lar rele.'ise. plus foreign, pushing .New York." which goes helore the tlieir theatres to prrilesi ih‘W' Ill]
Fhen in the lace of a legislative slate grosses alter exhihs com- income that high
faxes.
Theatre.s reopened aftei a
cameras .June 27.
move to restrict their operations, plainetl tliat liusiness has dipped
week vvlien the government tmiRKO. which also distrilniled
Tills in no way indicates a soludrive-in theatres continue to p(»p 30' r-fi(t'
Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Year of tion to the lack of proihiction promised Hu- increases.
up in .New Hampshire’s hinterEach exhib in the stale will be Our l.ives ou a roadshow basis, is financing which has kept El. from

business

v<'jir

is

and the

ttff

lea.sons

it

’

1

1

(

r

lands. Latest to open i.s the BabtKtsic Lake y/oner, which offered
free admi.ssion to the initial sitow.
Others recently launched include
the Starway, outside .Soinersworth;
Skj'-Ray, between Manchester and
Hooksett, and Mandiester drive-in.
in
the Grenier Heighl.s section.
I'he
Pine Isl.and Park drive-in.
wltich has been in operation sev-

sent a qiiestionaire asking lor perfigures.
.Additionally, patrons will be eaiivas.sed to determine what IS wrong with .lersey
film biz, .Allied wants exhihs parliciilarly to go after customers vviio

using that pic tor comparison with
’.hiaii
Latter started out doing

for
more than six
60c Divvy
months, ('oin for the two pictures
lias
been loaned specifically for
RKO maintaineil il.s aiiniial divihi/,, but now, as it gels into smaller
their production under an arrange- dend rate of 60<* on its (oinmon
towns, ratio has sunk to 5.5' ^,-60'
ment vvilli Semenenko.
Further stock last week when tin dircclon'
Tlie Goldwyn pie did about $8,000,- limited aniount.s pos.sihly will be declared 15c. quarterly <Hvvv
first
fli<*k000
its
time Niound plus similarly loaned, but Ei.’s major
have not been attending the
Dividend will be paid .luly
Irequenlly now as they iRliglillv over $2..500,000 in its first problem Is to set up a fund for sto<‘kbolders on record at close ol
erie.s as
ii'CgulMi lelease.
have in the past.
continued and planned operation.
business June 17.

centage

operation

RKO’i

'

between

ami TOG of

’

BYOL"
<•

;

,

1

1

,

VTedneadByj
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of Herbert Wilcox's

ANNA NEAGLE
^ BEST
'k

BRITISH ACTOR

MICHAEL WILDING
HERBERT WILCOX’S

BEST BRITISH FILM

SPRING

IN

PARK LANE
FOR

U. S.

RELEASE SOON!

—

,

1'

—
,

Wednesday, Jane 15, 1949

PirTItREN

20

vauder will now

a

pre.sent

new

bills

twice weekly.

'

Bandbox,
Germantown
house of William Goldman chain,
dropped matinee prices from 45c

The

Ops

Row

from Film

Grosses

Picture

j

!

to 35c.

644-

NEW YORK

Faramount’s annual Canadian
under way to day (Wed.) with a sizeable covey
execs
on hand for,
of homeoffice
the Toronto three-day meet. New
York delegation is headed by
board chairman Adolph Zukor and
distribution veepee Alfred W.
Schwalberg. Others attending are

Gamble and Sam
numbers from a

sales convcnlion gets

Max

per. and Oscar Morgan, short subGordon Lightject sales chief.
stone. Dominion general manager,
is presiding.

Max and Joe Berenson. operating the newly-formed Chicago Carbon Co., named as sales reps in
Chi for Carbons.

Inc.

ward Lachman, prez

of

which Ed-

New

Jersey

Allied, heads.

Warner theatre v.p. W. Stewart
McDonald and shorts sales manager Norman Moray planed Coastwards over the weekend for studio
huddles.

'

Seymour Florin, 20th-Fox’s New
York exchange manager, is ankling
I

his post July 15. Florin is setting
up a buying-booking office in asso-

'

McClellan formerly managed

27 BUILDUIGS AND

hib who is credited with launching
drive-ins in this territory, has with-

drawn from outer field,
George Long, manager of Strand,

j

I

Located At

Altoona, for Fabian circuit, resigned and left for Cleveland to
join Associated Theatres. Ward B.
Kreag. Fabian city manager, is tak-

I

FOBT TBAVIS,

I

Nick Malanos transferred Frederick theatre in East Pittsburgh to
Katsilas. Malanos, however,

Tkia offFering comprisof a parcel
of land, 96.2 acre*, more or lest,

their pretentiy contained fixtere*,

located thereon,
a* the Cantonment Area of

all

known

utilitie*

Fort Travi*. Thi* facility, which i*
n portion of what i* known a* the
”Galve*ton Harbor Oofento*," i*
cituatod along the Toxa* Oulf
Ceatt on the Eattorn part of Gaivetten Itiand, end the Southern
part of bolivar benintula, near the

i

distributors of reissues.
Lindau
was associated with Elman prior
to his death a month ago.
Mrs,
Elman will retain an interest in

Duildinq* and ntilitiee and
land located at the abeve aile. on on
el

where

i*.

ie" boai*.

and

briefly

de

icribed above.

I

!

'

I

itema curranily being purchoaed by th*
Fadarol Grovernmant for national defan** are aubiact to withdrawal, tranalar or purebaaa with priority up to tima
ol a comratlmant lor tala.
Sealed bida wili b* received at War
AaBelB Adminialrotiob Office of Real
Property Diipoaal N.A.A. Plant "A."
Srand Wairi* roxaa until 11:00 A.M.,
C8T, lun* 27. 1949 at which place and
lime they will be publicly opened and
read. Inapection ot th* property moy
be arranged with tha Office named below, or th* Reaidant Monagar on the

,

Sit*.

and

to

Office

bid

on Ibia Ofiarinq
for o
Bid Forma

jn

July
Mrs.

readout*
^

GRAND

CP-994

E.

accident six months ago,
recovering.

slowly

is

i

!

PHILADELPHIA
f

The Carman has changed
split-week
film

tand

policy

shows.

for

both

Big

to

a

stage

uptown

I

I

j

manager;
John
G.
McCarthy,
head of the international department of the MPAA, v.p.; Fred Du
Vail,
treasurer of
the MPAA,
treasurer; Herbert J, Erlanger. assecretary-treasurer,
and
J. Alford, assistant treasurer.

Floppola

(Mono).

Last week,

at

“W ere

OPPORTUNITY
adventure lovliix photnirrHiilirr
with motion plrtiire or television experienee to aeeompnny um on oiir
l»eiiutlfiil 76' ,4l(len selitKiner on .tenr'M
vriiiMe *>t. Ijtwrenre, KuHt t'oiist. West
litilieM, Noulh Amerieu, ete.
I.eH^lna
.Inly.
Share eipentte haalM. bill k'mmI
oompanionshlp more Important than
ttnancial eontrlhutlon.
S«'li(Miner < onMtellation, Box 9tS, Grand KapidN I,
for

.Miehican.

Hair” (RKO) plus vaude, $4,400.
Paramount <H-Ei <3,039; 50-84)

"Lady Gambles” <U) and “Lovable
Cheat” <FC). Very slow $7,000 in

8 days.
Last week, "Streets of
Laredo” (Par) and “I.aw Barbary
Roberts Productions (John Gar- Coast” (Col) (2d wk), fairish $5,400.
field) and Transatlantic Pictures
(Alfred
Hitchcock-Sidney
Bern-

Ben Kalmenson, vice-prexy over
told the as.semblage of 150
foreign and domestic division and

Now S|>ecialitinf'
k <n Refreshment
k

from Coast to Coast
over '4 Cenlurv

f Service for

tiRIVE-IN THEATRES;

(Continued from page 11)
Holds. Last week. "Big
$19,000.
Jack” <M-G) and "Caught” <M-G',

sales,

that theaire divorcement will preface defor bigger rentals. As for
release ol \ s by FC. Bernhard
them as leaders to help
‘'ell
his lesser product.
Cinecolor originally took over
FC as a result of a deal whereby
Bernhard surrendered some of his
FC stock in return for that of Cine.
The split involves a re-transfer ol
the shares plus other provisions.

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT

CONCESSIONAIRES

DENVER

stein

Proposed new 20th-Fox sales
policy found few takers at second
annual spring convention of Allied
Independent Exhibitors of Kan.sasMi.^.'souri here last week.
IndifferiContiniird from p»Ke 3:
ent audience greeted unveiling of
plan.
Convention reaffirmed the tribution only. Chemical Bank &
.stand of ^national board in adopt- Trust Co., of New York, which has
ing standback-and-wait attitude on a stake in the company in the form
propo.sal.
of loans, will back the bigger films.
Orpheum clo.ses for summer this
Extension of stock interest to exweek ending RKO’s film exhibi- hibs will give the latter a hedge
tion in hou.se.
RKO is readying again.st the majors on terms of pix.
the Mis.souri, formerly the Main
Clrcult ops are interested, it is
cfrAct fAr
.
-1
fixpects .0 hale house

directors
Otherwiise,
the
reincumbent officers.
elected
all
They are Eric Johnston, prez; Irving A. Maas, v.p. and general

brpiieum (H-E) (2.600; 50-84)—
“Champion” (UA) and "Rustlers”
(RKO). Nice $10,000. Last week,
“Ma. Pa Kettle” (U) and "Homicide” (WB) (2d wk*. good $7,400.
Palomar (Sterling) <1.350; 40-65)
-“File 449” <FC) and "Daughter
of West” (FC) <2d runs) and vaude.
Fair $4,000, Last week. "Force of
Evil” (M-G) and “Boy With Green

SaORTSCRVICC,

Inc. JACOBS

HURST HOG.

BUFFALO.

RRO.S.

W. Y.

$11,000.

Paramount <Fox) <2.200;
— “Walking
Hills” (Col) and

3.5-74)

"Song

of India” <Col), day-date with Webber. Thin $7..500. Last week, "Girl

New York

Theatres

Manhattan” (UA) and

‘‘Last Wild
Horses” (SG), good $9,000.
Webber <Fox) (750; 35-74)—
"Walking Hill.s” <Col) and “Song of
India” (Col), also Paramount. Fair
Last week, “Red Pony”
$2,500.

plans for current product.

M. Block. Sabetha, Kans.,
exhibitor, severely injured in auto

P.

as—I

(Rep)
same.

and

“Last

Bandit”

BKTTY OHABI.K
"THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE
From BASHFUL BEND”

<Rep',

A

efntiiry-Foi

2(llh

Pli'lura

ON ICE STAGE— txMralt

In

TfiTmli uUu

fr»m ‘Mile.

ARNOLD 8NODA • JEAN ARLEN
ON WONDER STAGE — BERRT
VIOLA LAYNE • GASTON PALMER
•tarrin*

I

'

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 11)
— “Quartet”
(EL) <6th wk). Steady
$4,5()0 for

'

ROXY

7th Avi. *
80th St.

-

--

second successive week.

Holds again.

gftasNO*

Warner <WB) <2.164; 44-74)—
"Undercover Man” iCoD.
Sluggish $11,000.
Last week. "Night
iUnto Night” (WB), below estimate

BOBggnMJ.

I

at $11,000.

I

nomad below

el Invitation to Bid and
for turthar inionnatien.

PRAIRIE REGIONAL OPHCE
NON-INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
Xegioii 7
Delia* 2, Taxa*
O. Bwx 6030

T

split of distrib-exhib
for at least a couple

operations
of
more years or beyond the period
for which the company is now
gearing.
Jack Warner accented to the
sales meet that
was readying
an impressive roster of pix from a
qualitative
viewpoint.
He butstressed the claim with a roundup
of the new name players pacted
by the Burbank lot in the last year
and the number of deals made
indie
producers including
Cagney Productions, Bryan Foy
Productions, Norma Productions,
final

Bernhard’s Pards

{

been

RKO

Strangers” (CoD and "Make Believe Ballroom” (Col) (2d wk), blah
$3 800

j

KANSAS CITY

tranafor ol titlaa will be aubloci to
ih* proviaiona of Exaculiv* Order $909.
ralaliv* to (itaionabl* motariala.

th*

Rhythm”

branch managers that Warners will
launch a 52-week sales drive beginning Aug. 28.
Drive will be
divided into three periods with
cash prizes awarded winners in
Howard DeCampble. recently each period and
a grand prize for
with 20lh-Fox, switched to Parathe winner of the year’s contest.
mount.
Mort
Blumenstock,
ad-publicity
chief,
outlined
merchandising

I

Broadway”

$3,500.

l

Dorsey, of Paramount sales
replaces Harry Schlar as
Chi office manager, with latter
taking over Milwaukee branch job

Any

you doair*

—

Bill

bidder.

writ*

Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-84)
—Fifth
“Edward, My Son” (M-G) and
“Leave It to Henry” (Mono). Mild
Last week. “Forbidden
$8,500.
St.” (20th) and "Main St. Kid”
(Rep), dim $5,700.
Liberty (Theatres, Inc.) (1.650;
50-84)
“ Barkleys
(M-G) and “Mutineers” (Col) (3d
Last week,
Good $7,000.
wk).
great $12,000.

transferred from the
homeoffice to the studio.

had

$8,900.

force,

:

rh* aata numbar and bid opening date
muat be pioinly marked in th* lower
left-hand corner ol the anvalopa, aa tollowa: Bid ot Sal* RHO-PNI-^; Opening Date lun* 27, 1949. Bida racaivad
which ar* not ae idantifiad will not be
:onBid*r*d, but will b* raturnad to the

copy

j

Gordon
Wilcox.
Paramount
sale.sman for last 11 years, quit to,
sell autos.
Irving Mack, Filmack Trailers,
elected chairman of amusement
division of Jewish Charities drive,

property, atatea th* larma and conditiona ol tale ana providaa inatrucliena on hov* to bid
rhia advertiaemant la not a baaia tor
aagotiation and Wax Aaaeta Adminianation roaarvoa th* right to conaider
all bida in th* light oi th* opplicabio
objoctivl^ ot th* Surplua Proparty Act
and to ralact any or ail propeaala.

he

SEATTLE

WB

firm.

AU bid* mu*, be aubmitted on Bid Form
RHO-PNI 43. Thi* bid form deacribe*

If

)Vood-

CHICAGO

HOW-WHiN’-AMO WHMAt TO iUY
Bid* or* lavitad ler pureba*# ond um
"a*

Continued from page
|

Urban the

Max Roth, former district manager for Film Classics, and Charles
Landau bought controlling interest
in Henri Elman Enterprises,

City of Galvetton, Toxa*.

meeting of the Association in New
York Monday (13). Schreiber re(Continued from page 10)
placed Gordon E. Youngman, RKO
“Woman’s Secret” (RKO), okay counsel, who resigned because he

WB’s Plans

land drive-ln. acquired Sagamore,
Pa., theatre from A. L. Hodgson.
who had closed house March 1 on
account of illness.

1

issues). fair $6,000,

|

j

will continue to operate the
in East McKeesport.
William P. McMahon, of

(Mono). $12,000.
Fay’s (Fay) (1.400; 44-65)— “Red
Continued from page i
River" (UA) and "Curley” (UA).
Just so-so $5,000, Last week, “Till both events. Participation was reClouds Roll By” (M-G) and “Tar- commended to the hoard by the
zan’s N. Y. Adventure” (M-G) (re- companies’ managers in London.

I

George

approximately 27 building* with

MPAA Doard

'

Music Hall (H-E) <2,200; 50-84)— sistant
"Johnny Allegro” (CoD and “Miss Frank

ing over as manager.

Galveston, Texas

end

one

of the theatres.
Andrew F. Battiston, veteran ex-

UnUTlES

j

Schaefer, sales rep for Screen
Plays Corp., the producer, has issued the word to UA to lay off further bookings for a while. Film has
opened in six cities and has registered good to big grosses, but
Schaefer’s feeling is that under
better general conditions it could
have galloped home with even
more bacon.
UA is accepting no dates for
“Brave” beyond the present group,
which includes New York, San
Francisco, Boston, New Haven,
Chicago and Los Angeles.

er, executive of corporation, handling the circuit since death of
elder McClellan on April 14. Young

96.2 ACHES OF LAND

—

oke
weather sent motorists out of town $4,500.
and that is cutting in.
(Rosener)
Laurel
85)
(890;
Estimates for This Week
"Quartet” (EL) (3d wk). Sturdy
Albee IRKO) (2.200; 44-65)—
“Green Promise” (RKO) and $7,000. Last week, fine $8,000.
"Judge Steps Out” (RKO). Good
Last week. “Outpost in
$12,500.
Morocco” (UA) and "Sky Dragon”

—

Lake at Avon-on-the-Lake. O. Robert Sokol, assistant at Loew’s Penn,
moves into Aldert’s old spot,
Floyd E. McClellan, Jr„ son of
the late president of Ideal Amus.
Co. of Johnstown, and Cuba Walk-

i

Me-

I

PITTSBURGH

i

try” (U) and "Alimony” (EL).

dium $16,000 here, with dim $31.‘Promise’-' Judge’ 121G 000 in 5 day-daters. Last week
“One False Step” (U) (8 days)!
Providence, June 14.
slight $10,700 and $18,.500 total.
State Is looking up currently
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20with “Champion” but other houses $2.40) ‘’Red Shoes” (EL) <24th
Hot weekend wk). About $5,000. Last week,
are feeling low.

I

’Vince Aldert, manager of Loew’s
resigned to join Meyer Fein's
indie circuit in Ohio. He’ll pilot
chain’s newest house, the Avon-

Nmdod,

cc

AKir'CI

i

Rilz,

Puldic

nc

—

j

Government Surpins Property

I

(Continued from page 10)
(2,100: 1,370; 60-$l)— "Illegal En-

Upping of McCarthy to v.p. of
Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 44-65)—
years’
the MPAA comes after
“Younger Bros.” (WB) and “Homi- association with the outfit. He
cide” (WB). Fairly good $10,000.
staff Jan. 1, 1947. as
the
joined
Last week, “Blonde Bashful Bend”
associate managing director of the
(20th) and "Tucson” (20th), nice
apparently completely wilted and
international division. With trans$15,000.
the b.o. solidifies. This year there
Metropolitan (Snider) (3.100; 44- fer of Gerald Mayer to Continental
was an abnormally early hot spell 65) "Ride ’Em Cowboy” (U) and manager last November, McCarthy
and almost a complete lack of rain, .“Keep ’Em Flying” (reissues). Mild was upped to the top spot. He’s
which undoubtedly is one of the $4,800. Last week. “Adventure’s 40 years old, served during the
causes for the weak biz.
End” (Indie) and “Conflict ” (In- war as a lieutenant commander in
While the distribs realize that die) (reissues), $5,000.
the executive office of the Secreexhibs must have product, tend(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
State
tary of the Navy and is a graduate
"Crime of the Harvard School of Business
ency of each is to take the attitude “Champion” (UA) and
of “Let. George supply it.” No one Doctor’s Diary” (M-G). Big $21,” Administration and Harvard Law
Last week. “Barkleys ot School.
wants to risk losing hundreds of 000.
thousands of dollars by opening his Broadway” (M-G) (2d wk), snappy
Schreiber New MPEA Sec
picture soft when a few weeks $16,000.
Sidney Schrelher, general counStrand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
might make much difference.
sel for the Motion Picture Av'n.
“Streets of Laredo” (Par) and
Even United Artists’ “Home of “Secret of St. Ives” (Col) (2d wk). of America and the Motion Picthe Brave,” one of the hottest en- Second week began Monday (13). ture Export Assn., and secretary
tries of recent weeks, is getting First week was good $12,500.
of the MPAA, was elected secrethe slowdown treatment. George J.
tary of the MPEA at the annual

Charlie Green, one-time vaude-

Sealed Bid Sale

111

Xhampion’ Hot $21,000;

20th-Fox
was on the road

hot spell throws grosses off,
since potential patrons rush for the
outdoors. Business then gradually
picks up until about Aug. 10, when
the fresh-air-and-sunshine urge has

.

(FOR ON-SITE USE)

lately

n

n

.

(W.

first

!

Approximately

who

fiack
for

j

tio P%io>ut*f

ft

manage

Frolic

Abel end Art

'y'-

Samuel Leggett. Sam villian and radio performer, named
Diamond, former Philly branch manager of East Lake, nabe house.
manager, has been named to sucTed Bolnick, Bennie Berger circeed.
cuit general manager, bought PeoGeorge Campbell, operator of the pie’s theatre, Superior, Wise., from
Colony, indie Detroit house, came Harvey Buchanan and associates,
up with a cufTo two-week trip to Bolnick also is associated with
Hollywood or New York in an Eagle Berger and others in ownership of
conventional and drive-in stands.

to

will

Silver reopen June 15.
Mike Weiss, former

Rlnzler pulled the
hat.

ecutives’ visit, now is asking the
area’s independent exhibs to give
it a fair trial.
If Lichtman and
Smith mean what they say, “we
should string along with them,” he
is telling his constituents,

,

ciation with

drive-ln,

refurbished

MINNEAPOLIS

(Ted' O’Shea, a.ss’t sales
Youngstein, ad-pub top-

K.

E.

newly

“Red Shoes,” Joined local
Eagle Lion exchange staff as salesman.
Independent nabe exhibitors are
trying to halt “cut-throat” competitive bidding for runs that has
cau.sed two competing indie outlying theatres to pay as high as
Hold ‘Hot’ Pix
$750 for type of films which they
:Continued from pace 3:
bought before for $150. The Boulevard and Richfield are the two speed with which releases have
They recently got the been chewed up recently. Less biz
house.
earliest availability, 28 days.
the b.o. means shorter and
at
With North Central Allied con- fewer holdovers, with the result
vention won over to new 20th-Fox that a larger number of pix are resales plan by A1 Lichtman and
Holdback of releases just
Andy Smith, who appeared at quired.
complicates an already difficult
meeting. Prexy Bennie Berger of
Allied, who was antagonistic to the situation.
Experience generally is that the
new plan before the two sales ex-

j

head:

Perry Lessy, former manager of
Lincoln

Lion drawing this week. Junket
w-as the prize in EL’s current sales
drive. cTrcuit ops SI F.bian. Ted

!

I

,

Trans-Lux <T-L) <6.50; 44-80)—
<EL).
Firm $8..500. but
not quite up to usual house standard for preem.
Last week. "Portrait of Jennie” <SRO) <7th wk).

RRARY JANS SAUNOItS

"Tulsa”

lawiaMi •••
(••tit

RADIO CITY MU4IC HAU
RMktftllar Center

$4,000.

r
,

Spencer Tracy • Deborah Kerr'
I

Weidman's

Hollywood, June

I

“EDWARD, MY

Ist Fir .Script
14.

•
Lcuaan MaeGrath
Muntar
Oanald • Mtrvyn Jehna • Marrietla
A Mrlrn-OoMwyn Mavrr I’l.imr

Ian

Jerome Weidman’s
for his

first

in from N. Y.
film scripting stint, on

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION ^

"The Victim,” WB-Joan Crawford
I

starrer.

SON";;

i

1949

^^e»d»y. Jn—

NBCSIM TO SHAKE UP SCENE

^

NEW

the middle of an awkward dilemma involving
personalities— Arthur Godfrey and Bing Crosby—
two of its prize
get priority on morning time in the web’s
would
who
in resolving
market. Crosby appears to have won in the showkey New York
brought
it
home intra-family (William S. Paley
until
not
down, but
Hay (Jock) Whitney) action into play.
VI. John
negotiated
his
deal to do an extra quarter-hour
Godfrey
When
morning network show for Spray-a-Wave, the California hairdo
large
a
chunk
for
of the company stock, it was with
return
outfit in
that he would get the 10:15-10:30 morning slot,
the understanding
his
full
preceding
hour
coast-to-coast programming.
immediately
What apparently had been overlooked, however, w-as the fact that
disk
show
for
morning
Vacuum
Foods (under a similar
Crosby’s

CBS found

itself in

PQH

desk-to-desk study of the
NBC organizational structure currently being made by the
firm of Booz. Allen & Hamilton,
is expected not only to bring about

the leason.

Trammell

&

been cancelled; Ted Bliss
(Young St Rubicam), in the wake
of the Ozzie & Harriet bowout
from

International

Silver;

Out

Rines (Sherman & Marquette), producer on the Judy Canova show,
which Colgate is dropping; Glenhall
Taylor (N. W. Ayer), producer of the
exiting Dorothy Lamour Sealtest
stanza; Sam Fuller (Young
Rubicara), producer of the Jack Carson
program being lopped off by General Foods; and Cal Kuhl ( J. Walter
Thompson), who produced the A1
Jolson “Kraft Music Hall’’ getting

IS ext

In Stalemate

in

White’s attitude and thinking on
leadership at the web
some as the crux of s
dilemma which reportedly finds
Mutual’s billings about 25% under
last year) will probably also get
a thorough kicking around.
Attitude of some of the stockholders who, it’s reported, may put
the heat on the New York-Hollythe sales
(seen by

Fineshriber

ways

To Mutual As

wood

Program

groups who have
been
blamed for unrest among the directorate; and how to stave off
raiding of Mutual stations (a situresign- ation that’s only cropped up in the

V. P.

William H. Fineshriber is
past year or so), will also share
ing from the CBS program dept, to
the spotlight at the White Sulphur
join Mutual president Frank White
Springs
meet.
(ex-CBS) as his programming veeTelevision is also on the agenda
pee. Fineshriber, it’s reported, has
and while it’s conceded that Muinked a two-year contract at $35,tual has the nucleus of a top opera000 a year. He moves July 15.

AM

Sepents

*

On New

Pact

have

major

ECONOMY

i

ance on

Program

Sponsors

new

in July

Better

George V. Denny’s “Town Meetnighttime radio productions over
ABC net^e years. Rines is currently in ing of the Air” and the
stalemated on negotiaNew York exploring video horizons.
and the
contract
Indications are that many tions for a new
will be TV-bound next season.
fate of “Town Meeting’s’’ continuin

This,

vamp

gram chief (William H. Fineshriwhether or not he’s ready to
project a No. 2 man (though not
necessarily a general manager) is
cuing lots of speculation.

Camel Smokes Out

Month

‘Meeting/ ABC

axed.

men who

car.

volve

on

new pro-

(embracing
WOR, WGN,
Move represents White’s initial tion
appointment since he stepped in as Yankee and Don Lee), It’s reported
that
some of the directors favor
Mutual prez a couple months back.
a “let’s see what we do with
Fineshriber takes over the program
organization.
helm vacated several months ago before going into TV’’ policy.
AM-TV ‘Divorce’?
stepped
out.
Phil
Carlin
when
On the other hand, it’s considFineshriber has been associated
ered likely that
A & H may w'ith Paley Sc Co. for about 15
come up with a proposal for a
years, being one of Columbia’s “old
complete divorcement of televiguard’’ on the programming side.
sion from radio, with a National
CBS execs, incidentally, say
Television Co. as a complete RCA “
‘faint so’’ regarding published
subsidiary entity detached from
rumors that web programming
the National Broadcasting Co.
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., has
The final study and recommen- chief
been given three months in which
CBS put in a bid to the William
dations will be submitted to web
find
a new job. Rumor had been Esty agency,
to
which handles the
president Trammell and exec veecirculating iti the trade for several Camel cigaret account, seeking
to
pee Charles R. Denny, among
weeks.
effect
a switchover of “Screen
others, for further analysis, with
There have been reports, too, of Guild Players” from NBC to Friday
likelihood that the RCA hierarchy
an impending economy wave at night on Columbia. Network was
may be called. to sit in judgment.
prexy Frank thus hopeful of filling at least half
Pending its completion, every- CBS, and the return of
Stanton this week from his Euro- the gap created by the pullout of
thing is in an “iffy” status. Rumors
jaunt is expected to establish “Ford Theatre.”
pean
have been rampant the past few
Esty. however, nixed the Idea.
weeks regarding the fate of NBC whether the reports have any credence.
Just where Screen Guild will wind
execs and these have run the
up appears uncertain at the mogamut from top echelon to page
ment. Agency, unhappy over tho
But it’s a certainty that unboy.
DRIVES
Thursday at 10 slot (which Chesterfindings are delivtil the sealed
field inherits for the new Perry
the
sifted,
will
ered and
status quo
OFF AIR EARLIER Como program), has given up that
prevail.
time
and may move the dramatic
Hollywood, June 14.

&

All are toprated
figured
prominently

detailing

set his

ber),

I

of course, would insales approaches, a readministrative thinking
and structural changes within the

AnoMal

PSriETy

Joe

Co.,

Having already

Rtvitw & Proviow Numbor

media.
Thus, NBC would be hewing to
the patterns established in the
automotive industry by General
Motors, for example, eliminating
to the greatest degree possible the
element of competition resulting
from a parent company involved
in the sale of more than one make

of

Ed Gardner’s “Duffy’s Tavern’’

hai

St

president.

1 attention
the directorate agenda.

Aaaaol

Radio-TV

Out

new

tions occupies No.

*s
4>ii

and means of expanding the web’s
radio and television operations,
but not necessarily as competing

Radio-TV
Roviow & Proviow Numbor

The trade points to such notable
examples, among others, as Tony
Stanford (Young
Rubicam), now
that

4tli

•diferial Itotara
la

outgrowth of the exhaustive analysis,
which will be concluded
within the next six weeks. On the
one hand, there is the very definite
possibility that a formula for the
future will be pitched up to Niles

Editorial Foataro

tko

An

Those close to the administra-

says

White Paper on Operations Mutual
to be submitted by Frank White*

The
ment

tive surveyors see the likelihood
of two major alternatives as the

Mark Woods

of directors

White Sulphur Springs

White has been spending the
first two months integrating himself into the operation and his
"this-ls-what-I-found” network appraisal and series of recommenda-

picture.

AM Obit

at

the network’s

AM

Hold Off on That

In

Springs Meet

the weekend of June 24-25. and
chief interest centers on the initial

Knocks with 25 Points

NBC

Overstaffed Agencies Beclouded

meet

Isl

a

repercussions stemming from the
B, A & H analysis of Operations
NBC, for it may chart new courses
in the
vs. TV administrative

Fate of Top-Salaried Personnel In

An

will

Ed Kokak

trade, particularly tf.at segof it which has a stake in
television’s inroads on radio, will
be watching closely for the

morning time.

applies to the $750-$ 1,000 a week
roducers who, by virtue of the
P ock of cancellations, are being
rendered show-less at the end of

On MBS White Sulphur

who\^sale realignment within
the network, but may establish
fresh patterns for the entire industry to follow.

Latter course hit a decisive snag, however, when Whitney. Paley’s
brother-in-law and an important factor in Vacuum Foods’ destinies,
reportedly stepped in and nixed the Crosby ouster.
That’s why Godfrey’s 15-minute stanza is divorced from his 60minute morning show as far as New York audiences are concerned.
Oddity, too, is the fact that Crosby becomes a nighttime CBS
luminary in the fall under Chesterfield sponsorship. That’s the same
bankroller for Godfrey in the morning.

Hollywood, June 14. ^
With more and more Coast-originating program cancellations coming through and bigtime agency
production being whittled down almost weekly, the big question here
centers around the ultimate fate of
personnel in overtop-salaried
This particularly
staffed agencies.

mis JUKI

The Mutual board

WCBS,

of the

III

Wtee s Appraisal ‘Reforms’ to Be

'The
entire

deal that makes him a company stockholder) had been allocated
on
the all-important Gotham outlet. It
to the 10:15 period
was a case of splitting Godfrey in New York, with a transcribed
Spray-a-Wave
broadcast
his
for afternoon show'casing in
of
pickup

New York, or yanking Crosby out

'

DEIIL LIKELy

Renew

ABC
is

ABC

j

hangs in the balance.
being sold

ABC

currently

ing

Radio s Private Eyes

on a co-op basis.
Hour-long forum program, which
also. gets a simultaneous telecast in
the key video areas, has been Identified with ABC and Its predecessor, the onetime Blue segment of

alrer either into Thursday night at
9 on
(where it will meet the
stiff
competition of CBS’ “Suspense”) or put it into the Monday

ye.stcrday (13) started shutits western division netMove is
11 p.m. nightly.

NBC

down

work

at

being made in conjunction with
web’s economy drive during which night 10:30 time on CBS in place
ABC is lopping a full 10% off the of Bob Hawk, who would be moved
Sez Secret Service Prez last semi-annual budget in person- to NBC.
Camel, meanwhile, has effected
nel cuts.
San Antonio, June 14.
Enviable record of CBS riding
ABC has just completed a sur- a time change in its Friday night
of radio programs glamNumber
® client renewal on all NBC. since 1935, easily rating in
*
Jimmy Durante stanza on NBC. In
vey
of
its
43
It
if*^**^
Western
division
afu house-developed programs into
orizing the life of private detecplace of its present 8:30 period, It
prestige and stature as the No. 1 tives give anything but a true pic- filiates. Results proved to net topseason, was clinched
tkf
.
*
*
pers that web’s 11 to midnight
(Continued on page 36)
this week.
The network sales boys program of its kind. As evidence of ture of the work of a member of sustainers were merely running
8ot a General
Foods okay on the Its regard, every station but one that profession, was the statement ABC an unnecessary expense. Web
Friday night
‘My Favorite Hus- on the entire ABC network car- made by the prez of the Interna- has found that the great majority
wnd’’ stanza.
tional Secret Service Association.
to Head Notables
of its affiliates are picking up local Mrs.
ries it.
Joining in the sponsorship reInc., which closed its annual meetband remotes or running local disk
The Town Hall contract with ing here last week.
P
on CBS-built properties are
In
Salute
jockey
programs
to
with
home
town
Debut
The
January.
next
Although the programs and the
Tea (“Godfrey’s Talent ABC expires
WFDR, FM station of the Internetw'ork has notified Denny that it stories don’t do the group any par- participating sponsors.
?couis ); Pepsodent
Friend
("My
but
program,
the
national
Irma’ );
continue
Ladles Garment Worker*
ticular harm, they rather “confuse
Colgate (“Our Miss w’ants to the
Union in New York, will be
guarantee, which re- the public”
It was pointed out
Brwks’); Auto-Lite
without
(“Suspense’’);
Its ‘Dr. I. Q.’ launched tomorrow (Thurs.)
amounts to about $3,000 that client.s come to them with Mars (0
Miles Labs
with a
(“Hilltop House’’): Toni portedly
host of notables saluting the newAt that figure. ABC argues problems after hearing a detective
Take’’),
and Rayve a week.*
‘•urt
$1.- story on the air.
To
Friday Spot in Fall comer on a tw’o-hour broadcast
'Winner
Take AH’’). Toni order that it is losing approximately
on the deal and wants
In
tune with the wholesale from Carnegie Hall at 8 p.m.
“Crime Photog- .500 a week
come in on a “share and
Among those taking part in the
jockeying among sponsors for betpending, but CBS Denny to
Eversharp’s
Plans
uw*^”®llier
tu
basis.
alike’’
share
ter
time
segments. Mars. Inc., is ceremonies will be FCC Commisclient has the option
on
Eversharp, currently dividing its moving its "Dr. I.Q.” stanza out of sioner Frieda Hennock, Mrs.
the moment both Town Hall
At
if Toni fails to
conliu
rome
through.
and ABC are engaged in some sponsorship coin for a two-net- the Monday night 9:30 period on Eleanor Roosevelt, Gen, Walter
shadow-boxing, the w'eb notifying work Sunday night ride on “Take NBC next fall and into Friday Bedell Smith, David Sarnoff (representing
the
commercial broadDenny that he’s at liberty to sound It Or Leave It’’ (NBO, and a 15- night at 10
Latter niche has been occupied casters), Henry Morgenthau, Jr.,
Cortain’
out other webs. But the feeling minute pickup of hour-long “Stop
Mayor
William
ABC
this
season
by
O’Dwyer, ex-French
“Life
of
Riley,"
giveaway
(ABC),
but
showdown
is
Music"
a
in
the
prevails that
Chicago, June 14.
Mar. »
retain its No. 1 pres- planning to cancel out of the now that “Riley" has been bought Premier Leon Blum, ILGWU prexy
renewed “Cur- will fight to
David
tain T?’
Dubinsky.
Pabst
as
replacement
AFL prexy Wilby
for
Eddie
latter.
for 52 weeks on NBC. tige builder.
lUrtillT’®.
“Take It" bankrolling is ex- Cantor it goes into the Friday at liam Green, United Auto Worker*
With “Town Meeting’’ embark6.
Chi-originated
topper
W’alter
period.
dramrH
Reuther
and Ed
season,
next
9
continue
to
pected
show will continue in the ing on a global tour early in July,
WeHni J
Cities
Service
meanwhile is Murrow. Edward Arnold will bo
whether It stays on NBC or
pm. slot on the ABC has given Denny assurance but
emcee.
switchover
mulling
fun web.
of
Its
Friday
CBS
night
on
at
Sunday
to
moves
that nothing will be done until the
The show from Carnegie Hall
Horace Heldt’s show 8 musical on NBC into the Monday
will be resumed along with
’
handu; Advertising agency, Chi. fall. Negotiations
“I.Q.” time.
(Continued on page 36)
remains undetermined.
late in September.
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Country Divided on Whether

Doom

TV Will

Heave; Weigh Alternate Proposal

Radio, Gallup Survey Finds

GEORGE GALLGP

By

(Director, AMiericaii Institute
Public Opinion)

Washington, June
of

‘So Proudly

Wc

Hail’

Washington, June

Will television ultimately doom
radio?
According to a recent magazine
article by Merlin H. Aylesworth,
uho was for 10 years president of
NBC. network radio will be wiped
out within three years by the new
challenger.

FRENCH TO HEAR BOUT

of Appeals’ decision reversing the
convictions of three Baltimore
stations was coupled with the
recent FCC relaxation of its
Mayflower editorial ban by the
NAB last week as proof that
it

pays to

become extinct as the result of
television, while another 11% think
that radio will be seriously affected

ers to express opinions, gives
us another graphic proof that
we can never lose by standing

but not eliminated.

on fundamental rights.”
Like the FCC report. Miller
said, the Maryland ruling “represents a noteworthy victory

A

About

a

third believe that the

new medium will not harm radio.
Many of these think that television
will actually stimulate
radio.

Just in case radio broadcasters

become

too

survey

A

More than half the adult population has never seen a television
broadcast, but those persons who
have are almost twice as likely
to think radio is doomed as are
those who haven’t seen television

Divorce Favored
Washington, June 14.
The United States Advisory Commission on Information was ad-

in Balto

week

i

,

j
'

Two studies made by WOR. N.Y.,
reveal (1) that summertime listening is far higher than rating servnetice.s indicate; and (2) that
work advertisers fail to get their
money’s worth in New York City
because 90% of shows on the webs
have lower ratings in Gotham than
throughout the country as a whole.

shortwave

,

facilities.”

|

lagt
urtiitor.

I

P,

|

The

'

,

'

'

j

BENNY, PER USUAL, TO

,

'

I

'

'

.

;

—————
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«nd it doesn’t .seem likely, since
costs of a reasonable TV facsimile
would match if not exceed the
radio version.

LOMBARDO'S 500G ZIY
DEAL EXTENDS TO '52
Guy Lombardo’s new

deal with
Frederic W. Ziv calls for the bandleader to turn out his transcribed
scries through 19.52. with options
to follow, and will earn the Lombardo orch upwards of $500,000.
New contract gives the maestro a
substantial increase o\er hi.s last
part with Ziv.
John Sinn. v.p. of the transcription outfit, also is making arrange-

Previous

Rank

Rank

1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3
2
6

Friend Irma
Godfrey s Talent Scouts
Walter Winchell

5

Jack Benny
People Are F'lmny
Fibber and \T()lly
Mr. District Attorney

11

sors.

20

AM

27
4
14
8

36
30
34
9
23
53
55
7
10

20
25

My

billy

Aoril

f
WCAM

told the t CC la.st
^>1® fringe element, i^ugBested, feels it is squeezed out

I

"hen

it can t buy time,
Replying to a charge

;

!

program. Couple was married
1945 and separated
senarated March,
March

’

-

m not
nni he
oe
the day would
enough for any radio station

WCAM,

'

"am‘.

1^948

NBC

Mrs. Schaller has been a radio
entertainer for seven years.

Top 20
—Current

*iT of such progi^ ms.
said it not ""W «
,.
itime fairly between the f«dn^
leans backward to avoid possibility
of discrimination. Of the three
hours per week allotted to the
Protestants, it assigns one hour to

To^^®^i®

WCAM

i

i

(Continued on page 36)
Rating

Change
27.0
20.0
18.8

6, ,32.3

16.1

6.245
5.773

15.9
14.7
13 9
13.7
13 6

5.4.59
5..3H1

5,341
qlr.)

.

(itr.)

5.145
5.027
4.988
4.909
4.909
4.909
4.870
4.870
4,831

NBC’s Answer

Points

10.604
7.855
7.384
6.952
6.795

Bob Hope

Bob Hawk .Show

l’*
,(>

1

!

Curtain Time
Our .Miss Brooks
Stop the Music i41h
('rime Photographer
Big .Story

Hit Parade

i

,

^

Homes

Program
Lux Radio Theatre

Inner Sanctum

eouiooed

crimination by the New Jersey
Cpuncll of Christian churches
In addition, Bob Hoffman,
said; “Apparently, theie
.e-spirrh head estimated
p^hnared that
th'at more
m^e
..
The Philadelphia and Cam_f’jup
famiiip*! in New
Npw
of
the families
* great number of minYork City own portable radios,
attached
with more than 410,000 families in isters of the gospel not
well recognized sect,
of
the
the metropolitan area having port- To any
anxious to obtain commerable set.s. Impact of these figures "[T*®
time on various radio stations
is seen when added to the fact that
f*®*
to one
leisure and summer colony listen- ‘n the area. If time is sold
ng is greater than year-round o** more of these persons it woo'd
T>« extremely 'difficult to avoid disli.stening. Hoffman said.
to
In his study of New York Hooper crimination in denying tinie
others.”
(Continued op page 36)
('oiincil
the
with
agree<F
that there may be a “strong cleavSt. L.'s ‘Cousin Emmy’ Divorced
age” between the principles of the
St. Louis, June 14.
churches in its group and those of
Elmer Schaller. farmer living at other Protestant groups, but it
Lenzburg,’’ HI., near here, la.st week
pointed out each of the sects difr®''
won an uncontested divorce from
his wife, who has been the "Cou.sin
opposing
Emmy” of KMOX’s early a.m. hill were given to answer

(000)

Stop the .Music t3rd
Big Town
Mr. Keen

are

statistical depart-

1

Current

Rfanza is now being aired on 273
stations with more than 135 spon-

to package a Lombardo show
for television, based on the .succe.s.s
The waxed
platters.
of the

under hie new

Nielsen s Newest

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

ments

picture
“exclusive.”

JV

Washington, June 14,
of commercial religious programs for sustaining.
Time to the various group.
doesn’t satisfy all the churches in

Abandonment

WCAM

'

'

Nix Cues Beefs

1

1

|

Coml Religiose

,

GUEST ON ALLEN FINALE

i

interest

:

i

I

public

.

I

(Continued on page 36)

of

'

'

!

^

also

i

i

;

dWnTdeter Elg™

and

(Continued on page 36)

:

I

I

;h™''move1

deal
i

WOR ^CAM

*

Ing the boom.
Company has no plan.s at present to substitute a television show,

argued.
The AVCO procedure came into
being as a result of the transfer
of the Crosley broadcasting and
manufacturing properties in Cincinnati to the Aviation Corp. in
1945. While it allowed the iran.sfer, the Commission, then under
the chairmanship of (' h a r e s
Denny, expressed misgivings as to
the mixing of station and nonbroadcast properties in a package

^ent also estimated that there are
2,093,000 cars in the New York
area, with 1.523.800 having radios
-a figure equal to 43.5% of the
total number of radio homes in
the area

^

iTb

give interested parties sufficient
notice of broadcast applications, it

month, revealing

New York

|

!

SSl

!

\

j

!

i

me

i

!

argument is to be held June 27.
has been strongly opposed by NAB
fua other segments of the indu.stry as being unwieldy and unnecessary. Trade papers, the daily
press, and FCC’s own releases

In a> broadside of facts on why
bankrollers should continue admonths.
wdrni jiioiuns,
ounng the warm
vertising during
;yoR researchers Cited a special
tho
conducted for the

,

Holiday Shows

m

!

AM

i

^n.

'

1

,

,

'

Survey Shows

far

j

'

Summer Pull

Upon the Committee’s recomradio mendation, a group of impartial
(a.nd press) can go in invading the technical experts was appointed by
sanctity of a court.
The decision ^nAB prexy jusiin
Justin Miller
ivuuer to
lo maxe
make
of me
thp Maryiana
MarvInnH i.^oun
Tmirt oi
nf Appeals,
Annuals an on-the-spot survey of the dooi
*
voiding $300 fines separately im mestic and fofeign facilities oT
posed by the Criminal Court of “Voice.” Chairman of the ^roup
Baltimore against WFBR, WITH Is Royal V, Howard, director ui
of the
me
^od WCBM, may be carried to the NAB Engineering Department.
Chicago. June 14.
State AtElgin Watch is pulling out of U. S. Supreme Court.
The recommendations were made
the annual NBC two-hour holiday tomey General Hall Hammond is at an Advisory Committee meeting
shows Thanksgiving and Christmas studying the ruling to determine 'attended by John J. Gillin of WOW,
Omaha, chairman; Earl Gammons
this year, in the face of poor busi- whether the case is appealable.
ness conditions and unavailability
While the majority opinion of of CBS; William Brooks of NBC;
of top talent.
the Appeals Court was an invali- A. A. Schechter of Mutual; Robert
Shows last year cost Elgin an dation of Rule 904 of the Balti- Peare of General Electric; Walter
estimated $100,000 each, of which more Criminal Court referring to Lemmon of World Wide BroadcastSteen oT
of
$26,000 went for network time and contempt by publication, it dis- ing Foundation; John ^teen
$60,000 for talent. First program to couraged a constitutional test of Westinghouse; Wesley I. Drum and
G- E. Hughes of Associated Broadget the axe was the Chri.stmas the issues. Said the majority;
package, which was aimed at coax“The Question whether thev (the ^’‘‘Sters; Leonard Marks, counsel
ing recipients of gift certificates courts) can now deal with the
Miller and Howard,
into post-holiday buying of time- radio stations or the press in cases
pieces. Last year’s January busi- where the statements are inflam-'
ne.ss, however, was reportedly so matory. false, or designed to infar from expectations that the timidate is not before us.
We
watch company figured it has a simply hold that upon this record
white elephant on its hands. J. the broadcasts did not create such
Walter Thompson agency made a a clear and present danger as to
Jack Benny’s transcontinental
fight to save the plum, with no meet the constitutional test.”
auto jaunt will get him into New
The opinion, written by Judge York in time for the final Fred
„
^Tianksgiving
program
was
L,
Henderson,
said
the
re1
Allen broadcast June 26, when
sloughed
off too. when Elgin ofbroadcast over the stations. Benny guests
on the program.
® Took a good long h)ok at
based on dispatches supplied by
'Thus will remain unbroken the
current biz conditions, and decided (be United Press, “were not arguyear-to-year
habit
of either Benny
on a radio retrenchment. Even the mentative but factual.” Declaring
or
Allen guesting on season’s
fact that the 194^ 1 h;inksgiving ^bat the Constitution,
as inter- fin-i
progMm outdistanced the compara- preted by the Supreme Court, does
Allen is scheduled to lav off next

Elgin Scrams

1

is

transmitted through

^

out.

throwing out AVCO, Comniission left itself free to consider a
procedure which would require
that all major broadcast applications. including station transfers,
be advertised in local newspapers
Tor a stipulated period prior to a
cut-off date for official consideration. This proposal, on which oral

{

Ratings Belie

ternational Broadcasting of the
National Assn, of Broadcasters.
Under the NAB proposal, a corporation with government support
and “the appropriate liaison with
government
ii.uc.ii ascuvics
agencies wn
on muivcis
matters of
foreign policy” would be formed
Committee agreed that “the
American method of broadcasting
just as important as the mes-

.s

moot question of how

„,rled

i

|

that this country’s

mendation was made unanimously
by the Advisory Committee on In-

Stations Acquittal

of a muraer
murder trial,
trial
have
vance ot
nave
brought out into the open the

I

broadcasting and
Broadcast
facilities.
telecasting
rights were given the French cuffo
by International toppers James D.
Norris and Joe Louis.

international shortwave operations,
including the Voice of America,
should be removed from the Department of State and put under
private management. This recom-

In short, those who base their
opinions on actual contact with the
two media take a dim view of the
future of radio.
As of May 15. 1949, the number
of adults who have seen a teleBaltimore, June 14.
vision broadcast was 44% of the
BflUimnrp’«
rnrtin stations,
ctitfinnc carryrarrvBaitiinore
radio
population 21 years of age or more,
the survey indicates.
ing the legal ball by their acquittal
They had viewed a telecast either last week of contempt charges for
(Continued on page 36)
broadcasting crime news in ad -

!

est In the bout

man and

ship in many cases to management
personnel of stations waiting
Tor the cumbersome machinery of

i

^

day gander at

Fireworks Still

On Tap

newspaper

i

toice,’ State Dept.

vised last

yet.

BENNETT
1

ple.”

here’s a fact to ponder;

former

special permission of the International Boxing Club. French inter.
.u
w 4 stems from the fact

Editor

naradio newB writer, Bennett ratea that Cerdan is their current
lops with fans who like hla brisk, tional sports hero.
lively copy and news announcing.
SysBroadcasting
The French
KLZ, Donvar.
tern which usually signs off at midnight will keep its facilities open
to carry the contest at 3 a.m., Paris
time. Georges Briquet, sports directors of the French web, planed
to Detroit to do the blow-by-blow.
While in the U. S. he’ll take a two-

the
freedoms of the American peo-

however,

results,

JIM

who would break down

much heartened by

FCC.

,

KLZ Newt

for those of us who refuse to
acquiesce in the nibbling process so frequently used by those

and improve

AIRING

!

survey by the American Institute of Public Opinion finds that
one adult in four believes radio will

television.

S.

Middleweight match of Marcel
Designed to safeguard the pubCerdan and Jake LaMotta, nixed lic by giving the agency a choice
of
new owners for a station changfor AM and TV airing in the U. S.,
ing hands, the system, FCC adwill be carried tonight (Wed.) by
mitted, “failed to realize the exRadiodiffusion Francaise through pectations.”
It also cau.sed hard-

fight.

“The decision,” said Justin
Miller, NAB prexy. "coming as
it does at the end of the historic week whose beginning
saw the modification of the
‘Mayflower’ rule which had
gagged the right of broadcast-

doesn’t go quite that far in his
speculation about the future of

NIXED FOR U.

14.

AVCO

The
procedure for Ihe
sale of broadcast stations, a noble
experiment that turned out a headache, was killed la.st week by the

14.

The Maryland Court

The average American, however,

these

AVCO Rule Lays an Egg, Gets FCC

!
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'Family
I

to

Hour

CBS
of Stars’

Hollywood. June 14,
NBC’s answer to CBS’ “Family
of Stars” will be “Four-Star
Playhouse.” Ro.salind Russell has
been inked as first of the (iuariet
of film stars who will appear on

Hour

the show. Layout tees off .Sunday.
July 3, in slot vacated by i red
Allen for the summer. Web hopes
to build the suslainer into a iop
commercial offering by fall.
Remaining trio of stars, who will
alternate with Miss Rus.sell in saine
fashion that other filmites allernale
on the rival net’s strip, an* expected to be signed within th^

week.

23

lior
NAB s

Tlfhat

BULLISH FOR FALL BIZ

Goes With FM?’

Kraft Into Daytime

Washington. June 14.
National Assn, of Broadcasters, following a meeting last week of
has
Committee,
decided
to find out what goes
Executive
Its FM
with FM. The organization’s FM department will undertake projects
audience
studies,
new
data
on transit radio and
toward
looking
gtorecasting. promotion ideas for FM stations, success stories and
builders.
revenue
The committee, under the chairmanship of Cecil D. Mastin. of
WNBF. Binghamton, N. Y., recommended that something be done
It al.so adopted a resolution
to improve fidelity of FM receivers.
expressing concern over possibility that FCC n»a> require AM
broadcasters to duplicate the full schedule on their FM auxiliaries.
It was further recommended that publications carrying station rates

With

in Fall

'

'

Pe.spite

the

FM

among

radio

vision’s

inroads on

.Stands in the

legislative committee of NAB; and
Leonard Marks, general counsel for

the

FM

is

headed by

this

The bill would raise
pay from $10,000
and increase salaries of

year.

Commi-ssioners’
to $15,000

key

staff officials.

Other provisions would authorize
issuance of cease and desist orders
against stations for violation of
Failure
Commission regulations.
to observe such orders could result
In
The
revocation
of license.
measure also authorizes each Commissioner to hire a legal assistant
at $10,000 per year.
Serving with McFarland on the
tubcommittee are Edwin C. Johnson (D.. Col.*, chairman of the full
committee; Estes Kefauver <D..
Tenn.t. Charles W.
Tobey ^R..
N. M.t and Homer E. Capehart <R.,
Ind.*.

NAB

Gets Canada to Use

35G on Air Promotion
V.

^

Washington, June

14.

The NAB advised Its membership
yesterday <13* that it has persuaded
lh» Canadian government to appropriate $35,000 for radio to advertise travel to the Dominion.
The deal was the work of NAB’s
newly enlarged Broadcast Advertising Bureau of which Maurice B.
Mitchell

is

director.

The decision to include radio in
Ats media list was
taken by Canada's travel bureau at the last
niinute. but Mitchell saw prospects
for

a much
larger share of the
bureau’s million dollar budget for
next year,

“We’re more

than pleased with

the decision.” he said. “It’s a token
victory because It promises recognition of radio

by more and more
•dvertisers as the pre-eminent mass

medium

of advertising,”

_

upcoming

Radio-TV

Servire^

of Entertainment
it

gotiations,

five

J^niETY
Out

$ 75,001)

Editorial Poatnro of
tho Fortkeominf

Radio-TV
Roviow & Proviow Numbor

worked

disclo.sed

I

in July

i

Lotsa Hoopla On
'

NBCs Campaign,

Leave

It.”)
I

.Monday: 9 30 to 10 open, with
Q.” switching to Friday
I.
Cities Ser\ice may move
from Friday night at 8 on NBC into
“Dr.
night

the “I

With Top Budget

Q

” time.

Tuesday: Sold Out.

Aside from using hoopla adjecNBC is keeping under strict
wraps the details connected with

KMPC

trol

of

The

on-the-air

to be

promotion

is

to

loaded with “surpri.ses.”

11 open
Wednesday: 10

to 11 open.

Thursday: Sold out.

CBS

Friday: 9 to 10 open '“Ford
Theatre” has cancelled out.* 10 30

Auditions Carter

Cross-the-Board Show
cornedy-musical
Fifteen-minute
show starring Jack Carter has been
If it jells, it
auditioned by CBS
will go into the 7 .30-7 45 cross-theboard evening stretch as the webs

summer replacement for ( amp15' program.
bell Soup’s ‘Club
.Also on the audition stanza was
Rosemary Clooney .singer, with
Howard ’Smith’.s orch backgrounding

.

currently spotlighted
Du.Mont video with his own

Carter
on
show.

Is

to

11 also open.
Saturday: 8 30 to 9 open, also 10

to 11.

Coronet’s Spot Biz

Hypo

Chicago. June 14
Coronet magazine is laying out
$15CKX) per month in its current
Tddio spot campaign, an increa-e
over la-t sear’s budget, in a move

1

weeks from

At Son’s Graduation
Philadelphia, June 14.

John Ballantyne.

*

proposal to transfer his voting conin Hie stations to a group of

The agreement with KMPC.
signed by .Mullen and Robert O.
Reynolds, veepee of the station,
was dated .May 18. 1949, but was
until

last

P'riday

(10),

according to a new policy
adopted to meet the requirements
Project was
of a buyers’ market.
launched Monday <13) when William H Dinsmore. public relation.s
topper of (General Electric, spoke
to the group and screened a film
on the electrical industry.
Idea behind the meetings is that
station personnel has to know the
problems of the organiz.ations and
industries that advertise on its programs
At the same time an Idea
Committee has been sc*, up. with
heads of promotion, research, pulv

and

program

departments

The son

of a Philadelphia police-

man. Ballantyne was

a graduate of
Pennsylvania.
H*
an accountant until
1929. when he became a partner
the firm of Mathieson and
in
.Aitken ic Co., where he remained
until 1934 when he joined the old
Philco Radio and Television Corp.,

the

L'niv.

worked

'

I

of

as

treasurer.

a.s

In

1940 he became treasurer of

new Philco Corp. and was
named vice-president of operations
the following year.
He became
the

president in 1943 and held that
post until 1948. when he was mad*
chairman of the board, succeeding
Larry E. Gubb, who declined reelection because of ill health.
During his vice-presidency. Bal-

lantyne supervised the conversion
to war work and the plant’s production of radar equipment.
He
was given citations from both the
.Army and Navy for his accomplishments.

ABC Seeks 3 New Account
Execs in Reshuffle
Because of its tele sales expan.ABC is looking for three new

sion.

account executives for

The new men

its

AM

divi-

work unhead of the
.ABC eastern radio network sales

market and home appliance

ba-sis

fairs.

chairman of

the hospital.

maikets /ever> month.

.

49,

board of directors of Philco
Corp., collapsed while delivering
the welcoming address at his son’s
graduation exercises in suburban
Meadowbrook School for Boys, and
died before
medical aid could
reach him.
Ballantyne was speaking only a
fpw minutes when he clutched at
his chest and fell to the floor. On*
of the first to reach him was his
son, John William. In the audience
were his wife, the former Alberta
F.
Baker, and their daughter,
Dolores Marie, both of whom
rushed to his side.
Attempts by
a physician to. administer first aid
proved fut le and Ballantyne was
pronounced dead upon arrival at
the

agency i;5
Sch'j^ immer A Scott
planning The “fluid drive” on a nationwide ha.sis with a shift in ad

sales.

1

Exec, Fatally Stricken

sion

h%po newsstand

for

Ballantyne, Philco

taking part to mull problems of
The bankrollers and offer specific
ways in which radio can fit into
their plans
pvjlicy
.Another
instituted
by
Pete Maddux, sales v p is to have
the outlet s account executives attend all trade organization conventions
such as the furniture

to

life

time. Sept. 29.

off

trol

lirity

on

lea.se

tives.

.Monday: sold out.
Tuesday: 9 30 to 10 open, 10:30

said

all

July 21. will continue its summer
format Thurs., 8 pm., with Nelson
Eddy-Dorothy Kirsten until sign-

WOR

.Sunday: 10 to 11 open.

New show

Kraft lines on a rotatsimilar to Music Hall
Company offuials are
huddling with the Thompson agency to w«)rk out a definite format,
hut it is known they would like
.serial .somewhat along the lines of
present housewife “weepers” with
healthy ratings.
Music Hall, which got a short

Thursday:
9 to 9:30 'opens up
about three weeks later. It prowith Kraft dropping time ^although vides that .Mullen be paid $25,000
advertising-prounprecedented
its
Camel may move on the date of affiliation and that
it’s likely that
motion-exploitation campaign it's into the period with “Screen Guild fie receive .similar payments one
Players”); 9:30 to 10 open, with
year and two years later.
about to spring In connection with
Sealfest bow'ing out; 10:30-11 still
K.MPC has no network affiliathe ’49-’50 broadcasting season. For
in
doubt, depending on whether
tion
The .N’BC affiliate in L..A.
one thing. NFtC w'ould prefer' that
General Electric continues with the
is KFl.
it “open cold” on the unsuspecting
Fred Waring program. NBC claims
Under the arrangement cancelCBS crowd.
9 to 10 sale already clinched.
‘Continued on page 26)
At any rate, the Sl.Ttion PlanFriday: 8 30 to 9 open, with
ning .Advisory Committee <SP,AC*
Camel switching Jimmy Durante
at a meeting in N. V. last Thursday
Serxice
If Cities
back to 9 30
*9* gave an enthusiastic greenlight
moves to .Monday, 8 o'clock will be Industry Leaders Will
the campaign, Involving unto
open.
precedented coin, with the network
.Saturday: 9 30 to 10 Judy f’anova
Gire
Account Execs
carrying the national load and the
show cancelled, but Colgate is
station.s bankrolling the local tab.
moving Dennis Day into the time
First-Hand Info Weekly
Although mags, newspapers, etc., and also retaining the 10-10:30 segwill be used extensively both on a
T.eaders of 20 major companies
ment for a new show.
national and local level, the major
will address the weekly sales meetCBS
ings of WOR. S. Y.. account execuaccent will be via on-the-air promotion, a recently-completed survey convincing the web and SPAC
boys that it brings the best returns.

Format

ing basis,
practice

that FCC legalites
is understood
were studying the document for
possible hearing on the Richards

filed

a.m.

in

that

not

tives.

9 ’30

out.

plug

will

trustees.

Wednesday: 8 to 8:30 opens up
with Colgate cancelling out "Blondie.” Colgate may keep time.

at

announcements.

spot

If

is still under the conRichards, his trustees or
NBC
executors.
Sunday: 6:30 to 7:30 (hour-long
Only a bare announcement was
“Hollywood
Calling”
giveaway made here by Richards’ public rewith half already sold to Gruen lations consultant, Don Hogate.
Watch goes in July 10); 10:30 to 11 that .Mullen is out. A statement
open, with switchover of Hor- was issued that .Mullen would re(10 o’clock ceive a year's salary
ace Heidt to CBS.
($75,000)
still in doubt, depending on Everupon leaving. July 1. and that pasharp’s decision on “"rake It or pers had been filed with FCC. It

f^KiEfr
Out

empty segmost of
be occupied by clients

week

a

first

scale with a full
on NBC. slated for

Previous Kraft sorties into daybeen
have
time
programming
w'cekly cooking shows, along with

KMPCtoNBC

holes:

of
i

will

big

a

serial

will probably he snap opera, although final details haven’t been

in July

M

daytime radio for the

int(»

on
network

time

of

an agreement made
public yesterday <13* by the FCC,
by the fall inaugural.
terminating Mullen’s contract as
As of the present, here’s hoxv the
prexy of the G. A. Richards stapicture shap»*s up at the two major
tions.
A condition of the fee is
webs on plugging the half-hour

it

ments

An

ing

Rovitw & Proviow Numbor

MuDen Delivers

ot o

Form

it

oditerial foatwret

honeymoon is over.”
.At NBC. which on the basis of
curient cancellations and program
shilts finds itself with open time
segments at least five nights of the
week, there is definite conviction
that, come the fall, the network
won’t have more than one or two
half-hour periods open for sale.
Washington. June 14.
That’s the thinking, too, at CBS,
Frank E. Mullen, former NBC
where the “Time for Sale” shingle
is al.so hanging out five nights a veepee. w ill get $75,000 if he brings
week.
KMPC. Los Angele.s, into the NBC
On the basis of current NBC ne- fold by Aug 1. 19.52
This was
the

Froffrnmming
\eiv

many

fko 4rh Annual

in

after an exhau.stive study info
listener-viewer habits, came up
with the revelation: “Listeners who
buy television sets pay less attention to their radios for a while, but
the listener curve returns to almost
the former level when the TV

I

The subcommittee

of tko

‘

Piihlir

i

it

On*

Sherman & Marquette agency,

for

Assn.

Sen. Ernest W, McFarland <D.,
Ariz.h who is anxious to get the
legislation passed at this session
of Congress.
Unless his measure
is acted upon, there is little likelihood that recommended hikes in
FCC salaries will be carried out

ih^ttrr

who

Hiideff

if

FCC Chairman

Rosel Hyde.
He will probably be followed by
Guilford S. Jameson, prexy of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
Among others to appear are
Joseph Ream, executive veepee of
CBS; Gustav B. Margraf, veepee
and general attorney of NBC; Don
Petty, general counsel of NAB;
E, K. Hartenbower, member of the
acting

of tlie

important impact will b#
daytime, not evening. With this
has
renewed,
Kraft
mind.
in
through J Walter Thompson agenthe “Kraft Music Hall” on
cy.
.N’BC only until Sept. 29. after
which time the evening show will
he cancelled out for good.
Beginning Oct 3, Kraft is plungradio’s

oiht

sales boys took considerable heart last week in the findings
of Sam Gill, director of research

DiscNstet

a subcommittee on communications
of the Senate Committee on Interstate
Foreign Commerce will be

&

way

ffnir»

the Doviimontary

The .AM

Hikes and Speedups on Procedure

Leading a list of government and
industry witnesses to appear before

.4

14.

Kraft
Foods execs feel that
nighttime radio is already feeling
the inroads of television, and that
the lime isn’t too far off when

Taylor

(.US IHreetor of Puhlie

billings

FCC Pay

Ted

tele-

there's a

season paying off with impressive

,

W’ashington, June 14. t
Hearings will begin Thursday
(Ifli before a Senate committee to
consider the McFarland bill to
raise salaries of FCC members and
to speed up procedures of the
Little opposition is exagency.
pected on the measure.

and

AM.

an economic tailspin. they contend,

field.

Senate Hearings Due on

sponsors

Davifisoii

broadcasting season. Only
the eventuality of the bottom falling out and the nation going into

“Let us make some studies that will
show' whether FM is a protection or whether it has a plus— and
*‘I
think it will show a plus
the amount of the plus.” he said.
"
Let’s put the dollar sign back in business
value.
Other committee members attending were Matthew H Bonebrake. KOCY-FM, Oklahoma City; Milton 1. Greenebaum. WSAMFM. Saginaw, Mich.; Edward A. Wheeler. WK.AW. Evanston. Ill
and Everett L. Dillard, of KOZY, Kansas City, Mo., and WASH,
Washington, D. C.
•

Chicago. June

belt - tightening

'49-’.50

FM in a combined AM-FM section rather than separately.
Tenor of the committee’s meeting was reflected in remarks of
Chairman Mastin who told the group it is time to cash in on pa-

tient effort in

h e

decided feeling of optimism among
network executives in regard to the

Include

—

t

Soaper, Feels Tele Night Threat

TO ALARM

Fill

der

Charles

will

.Ayres,

department.
Vacancies are caused by the shift
of salesmen Bill Dix. Bob Somerville and Norm Prouty to T\’. The
account handlers are being moved
into the video department on tba
of seniority.

1

ks^im

TELEVISION

t4

-.1

'

Telesonk Process Opens
Daily Script

!

WeJnt^y,

Way For

Except for Technicians, Jobs in

Show Across Board

Way has been
crlpt show across the board on
McCleery to
video. Problem hat been solved
Albert McCleery is resigning as
by telesonlc system of broadcasthead of Fordham U.'s theatre deing to performers on a set which
partment, to Join

mem-

eliminates fluffs.
Process was developed by S. A.
“Jock” MacGregor, radio and TV
director, and Philip N. Clarke, a
radio actor, who conceived the idea
end had a laboratory work it out

from

telesonic processes,

some

NBC-TV

as a di-

He’ll work under
Warren Wade. McCleery recently
directed NBC’s arena-style “Romeo

and Juliet” production.
As Army colonel, he directed the
GI American School of the Theatre at Biarritz during the war.
j

TV

I

pat-

ents on which are held in England.
Process was demonstrated Monday (13) at the School of Radio

"may even

Mfgrs. Seek

BILL
SinginK

HARRINGTON Warners
star “Vour Hit Parade”

Lucky Strike cigarettes on NHC
Coast to Coast.
Vocalian Recording Artist
(Subsidiary of Decca)
Exclusive Management

Launching

campaign

to establish a standard service contract for
tele sets, the Television Manufacturers Assn, this week sent
out a survey questionnaire to man-

recorded as they are read on a
wire tape. On a second reading the
cast goes through a camera re- ufacturers

its

Pullout in

and

servicemen.

Washington. June 14
Talk has been revived here that
Warner Bros, will get out of TV.

Pix Seen Needing

Latest report is that the firm is
chafing at laying out money to
Dorothy
cover los.ses of Mrs.
Schiflf’s KLAC-TV,
Los Angeles,

Building,

New York

Re-

]

,

!

The

telesonic system has its
since it cannot be
used for studio shows. Audience
reactions, laughs, applause, etc.,
will throw the timing off. System
Isn’t feasible on vaudco shows, and
another drawback is the fact that

apparatus will show on completely
bald men, or women in backless
evening gowns.
Widespread use of the telesonic
system is expected to be beneficial
to both broadcasters, sponsors and
performers. With rehearsal costs
eliminated to a bare minimum,

j

I

I

i

Much of the work at television
stations owned by
or FM operators, the report stated, will be
done by the employees of sound

for
trust
violators are eligible
video. The agency has been sitting
on the question for more than a
year.

To Lure TV’ers

AM

stations.
These operators, it said,
will increase their present per-

St.

If

sonnel rather than build complete
staffs.
A majority of present
telecasters and of the applicant.s
for new stations, it was pointed
(Continued on page 32)

new

I

WTCN-TV, Mpk,

—

Fall

with university for rights. University pointed out other .schools get
$10,000 to $54,000 per season for
the same privileges.
Day or two after this price was
quoted a dozen auto (Chevrolet)
dealers agreed to the price, plusadditional $2,600 for radio rights.
Voice descriptions by Dick Siebert
and Rollie Johnson of station staff;
Dick Cullum, Minneapolis Tribune,
and George Edmond. St. Paul Fioneer-Press-Dispatch, will be carrled on TV,
and FM.

Up

!

Flanagan started Monday (13) on
a 15 minute five-weekly, p. m,
sports review, replacing Bob Elson who got tied up with previous
radio commitments. Tickler is the
potential viewer pull of Flanagan
on Cubs games, because of his
1928-1943 radio stretch announcing the Cubs games via WBBM.
WENR-TV and Goebels started
off the baseball season with explayer-manager I^ogers Hornsby,

,

!

1

undoubted

and Goebels

feel

like

Warren Wright with Citation and
Coaltown in the same stable.

I

for Vacation

The Mohawk Carpet 15-minute,
across-the-board show over NBC
will
take
six-week vacation
a
starting July 29 and will resume
Sept. 12.
Current plans are to
enlarge the number of stations on
Its fall return
through network
and kine rebroadca.sls. George R.
Nel.son agency is currently planning to display the .show on 30
stations.

Program stars Morton Downey
on Mondays, Wednesdays and F'rli

'

AM

;

Wanna

i

WNEW

(N.Y.) SCANS
THE VIDEO HORIZONS

j

I

I

:

I

I

WNEW,

!

j

AM

!

|

B&W

I

j

I

I

^

;

I

j

j

I

I

:

i

nels, the station is readying an apIf
plication for a tele licen.se.
will erect a
granted,
the
of
roof
925-foot tower on the
new office building. The indie’*

!

BOAT RACE BANKROLLS
June

The Gold Cup and

Silver

14.

Cup

boat races held each year on the
Detroit River will be televised by

WXYZ-TV,

it’s

been announced by

James G.

gen. mgr.

Riddell.

Gold Cup races July

2

will

be

Cup races are held Labor
They will be spon.sored by
Day.
Both races
Detroit Edison Co.
will be described by WXYZ Sports
Business
Director Don Wattrick.
was placed through Campbell•

V

.

On

would result from airing "Edward.”
However, K&E will book the property when "Ford
returns in the

i

j

fall.

Yanking

"Edward”

cost

Techniques

field

Ford been delayed by the duopoly

thousand dollars with the
Morley, scriptand all other fees to
which it had been committed. De-

.several
!

entrance Into the video

I

of

I

TV Prodaciion

WNEW-TV

.

”

,

Sounds Off

I

involving WOV,
the latter to Victory Broadca.sting
to apply for
Corp. permits

I

bankroller paying

was made late Tuesday ('7»
and producers quickly
work to land a substitute.
“Light Up the Sky” was cleared
Wednesday (8) and sc ri piers
worked all night getting an adaptation. Use of Sam Levene and other
members of the original Broadway
cast cut down on rehearsal time,
but .staging of "Sky
Monday (13>
was one of the fastest jobs of its
kind in the industry.

ha.s

ca.se

N. Y.. but sale of

WNEW

,TV.

cision
in Hio

4th Annuol

Rodio-TV
Rffvitw

course.
Silver

i

ers. thespers

sponsored by Metropolitan Detroit
Chevrolet dealers.
Three strategically located cameras will keep
the. boats in range over the entire

.

!

Worthington Miner
(W ho Should Know)

Bulova-Biow-

In anticipation of the FCC"*
opening of additional video chan-

I

i

Y.,

structed at Park ave. and 41st st.,
site of the old Murray Hill hotel.

;

j

WXYZ-TV SNARES

N.

owned indie, is reported to have
made a deal for a TV tower site
atop the new building being con-

I

i

Roberta Quinlan is featured
EwalcL
Tuesdays and Thursdays.,
days.

;

I

;

Detroit,

Downey-Quinlan Mohawk

!

I

brought in announcer Bill
Brundige for an assist when viewers complained they couldn’t tell

willing to get back in announcing
harness at Wrigley Field, plus his
audience impact,

!

I

but

what was going on.
The Brundige-Homsby combo
perked up Chi ratings for the station, but with Flanagan ready and

I

I

j

14.

telecasting

Paul baseannounced,
and meanwhile has agreed to a
hike in price In order to televise
U. of Minnesota football games.
Station goes on the air officially
July 1 with two hours of program.*!
daily, increased on baseball nights,
and will double that schedule
about July 15.
Gopher football was consummated despite demand of $7,500
for rights to five home games, up
from $3,000 last year. Potential
sponsors also must deal directly

VIDEO

AM

June

WTCN-TV

rdmmakers

I

i

Football Videocasts

Minneapolis,
will begin
home games of the St.
ball club July 5, station

’

1

I

Sets

Deal With U. of Minn. For

1

1

j

|

Show Due

TV

require "hundreds of technicians
and other workers” in 1949 and

I

FOR ABC

home games.

WENR-TV

sound stations while accounting
for half the staff at
operations.
The new TV stations, it said, wili
at

i

WENR

'

I

—

Baseball B’casting

television.”

new AM and FM stations will rewhich the pic outfit is committed quire
several
thousand
more,
to buy but can’t until the FCC "Competition for jobs,” it added,
“will generally be keen.”
makes up its mind whether anti-

Better Product

KATE

Chicago, June 14.
Sports announcer Pat Flanagan’s return to the Chi scene has
posed a tele problem for WENRTV and Goebel’s Beer, which is
bankrolling the pickup of Chi Cubs

1

I

Flanagan’s Return Poses

decline owing to com-

from

nicians who will get about' half
the jobs to be made available. The
Department explained that technical personnel comprise less than
one-fourth of fulltime employees

I

May

practicaly to that of radio, where
actors read scripts, more sponsors
will be attracted to the medium.

isn’t likely

Chief beneficiaries from the
100-odd new video outlets expected to start operation this year,
the report said, will be the tech-

j

Andrews, N.B., June 14.
here that Warners Is
It’s said
the motion picture industry bound by a renewal agreement with
Schiff which
extended to
TMA should lose another 20% or 25% Mrs.
Aug. 1 the right to purchase the
of its business to television, on top
provided
station
and
for
continued
on experience and performance, of the loss of foreign markets, it
with the outfits posting bond; and might be doomed, George E. Ster- payments to cover TV losses. The
firm
has
just
filed
an
amendment
limitation of the number of con- ling, member of the Federal Comto this agreement with the FCC
tracts agencies can execute, based munications Commission, said here
which raised a $500,000 loan-guaron manpower and facilities.
last week in an address before the antee to Mrs. Schiff
by $47,000.
Canadian Manufacturers Assn.
KLAC-TV is losing several hun“I think it is apparent,” he said,
dollars a day and Warners is
Dnif Company’s ‘Kildare’ “that the film house is not going dred
footing the bill though it doesn’t
to lure people eut of their homes run the station.
Routine, Via Television, away from their television sets
If the Commission doesn’t act
with its nightly films, old as they
by Aug. 1, Warners may not ask
Be M.D.-Roadsiiowed may be, with vaudeville, drama, for
another extension and drop the
opera, comedy, newsreels, baseball
Smith, Kline & French, whole- and other events all free unless whole thing. It’s also possible Mrs.
sale drug house, figures the $30,- it can offer them something far Schiff may despair of the deal and
hunt another buyer. It is doubted
000 it spent on showing 16,000 better than it is now making
Hollywood, he assert- that she is in a position to continue
doctors at the American Medical available.”
operating KLAC-TV on her own.
be
supplying
video
ed, ought to
Assn, convention in Atlantic City
Warners previously announced
(Continued on page 32)
it was dropping TV plans, but imlast week, surgical operations via
mediately afterwards informed the
color television the best advertisFCC it wanted to go through with
SMITH’S
ing investment it ever made. The
the KLAC deal. However, the outvideo demonstrations stole the
fit did pull out its application for a
EXCLUSIVE
show, with hundreds of the medicos
station in Chi.
ABC, which last week pacted
skipping important committee and
specialty meetings to stick close Kate Smith for a two-hour evening
disk jockey stint, has also signed Ford’s Costly ‘Edward’
to the sets and marvel.
SK&F was deluged with requests her exclusively for video. The
for similar demonstrations at local Smith stanza, which will bow in
Nix Shows
and state medical association con- the fall, will be reminiscent of her
variety stanza, with music,
ventions and stanzas which the old
as ‘TV-Scared Babies’
doctors want to set up specially in guests and a dramatic sketch.
Hour-long TV show, in which
Last-minute nixing of “Edward,
their home towns. Drug house has
made arrangements, therefore, to Miss Smith will be assisted by man- My Son” on CBS-TV’s "Ford Theager Ted Collins, will cost $15,000 atre,” as a result of pressure from
put its show on the road.
The $30,000 which it spent was for weekly. Bud Barry, ABC’s teevee Metro, is viewed in the trade as
construction by Zenith of six spe- veepee, announced that the web showing up the filmmakers "as a
cial sets which can receive either will do some experimental kine- bunch of TV-scared babies.”
color or black and white TV and scoping before the actual preem.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency on
for a camera, plus expenses in- ’The program will originate in N. Y. the Ford stanza, had bought the
cidental
the
demonstration.
to
video rights through Robert MorTransmission was by microwave
star of the legit show, who was
Be ‘Riley’? ley,
from the Atlantic City hospital, Anybody
also to appear in the tele version,
Irving Brecher, whose “Life of and Nqel Langley, co-author of the
where the operations were performed, to the convention hall.
Riley” radio package is also being original play. K&E felt it had a
Observers from New York who adapted for video, is currently in strong case, inasmuch as it was not
went to A.C. to view the video New York casting about for a TV going to kinescope the performdemonstration declared if to be a lead.
ance and Metro had not bought the
Pix commitments prevent Wil- tele rights. The pic company, howterrific boost for the
Columbia
"Riley” from ever, claimed that the TV performBroadcasting System, which had liam Bendix, the
been pushing for color as against coming ea.st and he’ll continue with ance would cut into the b.o. at the
the
which other networks the radio airer from the Coa.st,
Radio City Music Hall. N. Y.,
Toni Ward, of the William Morris where the film "Edward” is
favored.
curoffice, is clearing house for "Riley”
rently on exhibit, and would inapplicants. TV show goes into the
fringe on its rights.
Tuesday night at 9 segment on
DET.
The agency reasoned that the
NBC.
counter-claims were closo and it
wasn’t worth the legal trouble that

shortcomings,

On

L A.?

20

DOUG 8TORER

RKO

|

hearsal, cuts are made to conform sults of the survey are expected to
with the allotted broadcast time, yield policies which will lead to
and performers then don a tiny uniform standards and solve a
hearing aid which fits in the ear. problem which has been harrying
Only a tiny fraction is seen on a the industry for some time.
Policies th% industry is being
front view and a somewhat larger
piece of wire in back of the neck. polled on include: one-year conThe verbiage is then broadcast tracts at fixed charges covering infrom the tape recorder by audio- stallation and replacement of parts;
induction waves and is repeated by 90-day warranties for parts and
There is no dis- service, with charges for each serthe performer.
cernible time lag between the ac- vice call; regional contracts based
tor’s hearing his lines and his on the number of channels in each
speaking them. The result in three area; manufacturers designating
hours can equal that of a show their own service agencies;
which takes several days’ rehearsal. designating service agencies based

Problem for Chi’s

petition

TV

in

for

Standard Service

Technique studios when a cast was
given scripts it had never seen before and at the end of three hours
was televising a show.
System calls for voices to be

medium

television, the

to provide the employment now
Chicago, June 14.
Sun-Times is staging a promo- given by sound radio stations
for
tion to find out whether television
may years to come. Dept, of Labor
bother” in the
is "a boon pr a
homes of Chi set owners. Paper is reported last week in a studv on
paying out $250 is prizes for the 10 the occupational outlook in broadcasting.
Without mentioning exbest letters printed today (14).
Stunt is an ad tie-in with a spe- pansion to follow the lifting of the
cial TV section celebrating the freeze, the Department said that
opening of WBKB’s new transmit- employment in sound broadcasting
will probably stop rising in a year
ter operations Wed. (15>.
or two and in metropolitan areas

rector Aug. 15.

orizing, reduces costs by trimming
rehearsal time to a fraction of what
virtually
Is now necessary, and

Washington. June 14.
Despite the expected growth of

TV—Boob or Bother?

NBC

TV

Slow Pace, Survey Fmds

Will Beat

opened for a daily

eliminates the necessity for

Jane IS, 1949

&

Prffviffw

Numbtr

of

P'SrIETy
Out

NBC-TV’t ‘Howdy-Daddy’

afternoon
I

got to

”

in July

•
I

NBC-TV’s "Howdy Doody wlH
"Howdy-Daddy” stan/a Fri”

stage a

(17) to celebrate Father's Day,
Famous pops who will take part

day

'

‘

include Paul Winchell. Andre
Baruch, Morey Amsterdam. Councilman Eric Treuligh, John McC'affrey, Tex McCrary and Charle*

Collins, father
quadruplets.

'

the

of
.

.

Collin*

—
Wnlo^ay,

Jane 15 , 1949
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;
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dRCUlT’ IN

CBS lINE

HIGH GEAR
S

'

K

TV Attams a

flobal Status

is

Over Poor Quality of KinescopiiK
First major push to establi.sh
Hollywood’s preeminence in television via a “Kinescope Circuit"
of bigtime programming has been

man.

”

By the fail it’s al.so expected
the Cy Howard “Ufe With
Luigi" program will be adapted
for video purposes (although it’s
being cancelled out
of
radio),
along with kinescoped ver.sion.s of
the “Amos ’n’ Anlly" program and
“Lum ’n’ Abner.”
that

Radio-TV

Roviow & froviow Numbor
of

CBS

Quest of Theatre Space
Hollywood. June 14.
With CBS-TV set f«)r four shows

;

!

ihil \exl

Month

from

I

Ken Murray 104G

eastern net

theatre
addition to sound stage for w Mich CBS
is negotiating.
Under consideration arc Road) and California stu-

I
'

CBS

Deal Takes

dios.

,

Off Writer
CBS

Hook

also

stipulates

Set

it

had during the

GolenpauTs Watchful
Waiting in Re Video

past

Dan CJolenpaul won’t move
“Information

Broadway plays.
past
on its new' show will dramabestselling novels in as.sociation with B of
choices.
using

recently

taken

by
intends

C'folenpaul

'I’he format was sold to Philco by
the
David Susskind of Talent A.s.soci-

Carter.
will

i

»

•

Radio-TV
ti

Proviow Numbor
of

;

e^RlETT
Out

jnlv

in

(

necessity.
'

"Many tele operators told me
they would like to delete segments
of the kines,” Richards says, "hut
contracts prevent their making any

Garden, Mgrs.

!

{

cuts

!

!

1

|

i

i

}

Set Principle

cycle

before

making

any

Philip Morris has taken over the

CBS
on

No

i\loiida\.

b>

.lul\

II

I

I

9

p.m..

time

now

Ford, (’iggie outfit shifts
with it.s Tex and Jinx
moving in from the
‘Prevue.’
.M(>nda\. 8 pm., period.
Tnhaccu firm will hold onto the
9 o'clock slot in the fall, but it’s
hat they’ll replace the
expected
...
Tex Co. Jinx package.

hold

”

Richards reports that of the 26
stations he visited all have technically perfect plants maintained
by capable p e r s o n n e 1.
Their
smoolfine.ss of operation equals or
surpasses that ot New York, he
Settlement of the dispute be- feels, perhaps becaii.so they are not
tween the Boxing Managers Ciuild as rushed.
Programwi.se. of course, they are
and Madi.son Square (laiden. N V..
on television terms for fighters ap- far behind N. V, Stanzas are on a
pearing at the Garden and SI.. small .scale, because they lack the
Nick’s arena. N. Y.. is regaided as talent, and directors haven’t the
establishing
the
ixinciple
that training or faeilities to handle big
athletes are entitled t»> a cut oi shows with orchestras, lai’ge casts
1'he
Garden and and complicated routining.
television receipts.
managers accepted a de.nl in whieh common program denominator is
the pugs in the main honl will get hillbilly music, says Rieliacds.
In the vidpii- field, he found, staa $1,000 TV cut when lighting at

Of

%

for

Pugs

are

looking

light

classical

tions

the Garden and $350 when working
St. Nicks with its smaller capacity.
It was al.so agreed that if .spon.sors
pay more than the current $400.000 for video rights in the Garden,
boxers would gel a proportionate

and

for

^5
I

1^1

films

s|>oii

musical shorts.

Pie bu.vers are careful

f»»

out

sift

anything Imidcring on the su'-'gescl.aiming Ih.at viewers ;ire sensitive to any lilue m.deri.il.

ti\'e.

cut.

The settlement

re|)resen(s nearly

a 500' V increase in tin* hoxi’i s’ <-iit.
Last year the main-hout partici-

UA’s Television

pants got $212.
Spon.sors are now .studying effect
on costs of tcicvi.sing iuixing bouts.
While it’s generally agreed that
overall costs will he greater in the
United Arfist>’ television defuture because of growing video
w'hich
started
selling
eirculation. question of added fees partment.
to TV stations about March
films
to boxers will most likely hike fuis
doing considerably better
15.
ture tabs.
Meanwhile, it’s generally agreed than paying for itself, company’s
was informed yesterday
that Ballantine's beer and Gilleltv board
razors will foot the bills with NBC (Tue.sda.v) at a session in New’
It
was di.selosed to the
and CBS doing the telecasts. Di- York.
vi.sion of bouts hasn’t been setth'd directors that with the addition of
recently, sales in
yet, and for time being it has been two salesmen

Dept, in the Black

one week hit almost $.>.006, although hillings are not anywliere
near that mark as yet.

suggested that NB(’ air the Garden
bouts while CBS will televise the
It’s

Until the addition of

also been divulged Uiat Mii((’ontinued on page 32'

Timid

Soul’ (Truex)

sales-

tlie

men, department had l>een a oneman affair with manager John
Mitchell obtaining all the product
and doing all the peddling himHe kept it paying for Itself

To

self

Y.

oi'

Hollywood and

Preem DuMont
DuMont

‘Playhouse’ from March

TV web

will

.

t

(Continued on page 32

Webster’s

>

INBC-TV GETS BOUT
I

-BUT NOT FOR
Chicago, June

'

The entire NBC-TV
cd web will carry

CHI
14

cartoon strip of that
name.
Ernest
Truex will be
.starred as Casiiar Milquetoast and
his wife. Sylvia F'ield, will pla.\
Mrs. Milquetoast.
June 29 oflering will be “Federal Agent,” a
whodunit ba.«ed on the casebook
of an ex-FBI operative.

Chores, Plus

Vic

’n’

Sade’s

TV

.

New

Dales

Chicago, .lime 14
NBC-TV has worked a deal to
replace Colgate Tiiealre’s three
Boxing Club, of which Joe Loui.s is final shows with Clii-originated
is
taking
no kinescoping of oldtime radio perdirector,
boxing
Dates will
chance on video’s cutting into ‘he formers Vic ’n‘ Sadc.
gate and has nixt'd screening the be July 11. 18 and 25. after which
tune slot
Windy
City.
relinqui.shcs
the
Colgate
fight in the
Cliances are. however, tliat Chi- until September
the
fele\
i‘.e
view
VVBKBwill
the
show lolie
able
to
cagoans will
match via kinescope recording sev- cally. and NBC-TV will feed the
to
web.
li.sts
The
kine
the
Program
event.
the
eral days after
producer for the three
bout.s are being hacked by (Jillette. NBC a
epj.sodes
and
serie.>
will
be
the
is
handled
and
agency,
via the Maxon
b> Frederic W. Zi\ Co.
i
on .LM over ABC.
i heard
.

‘Toast’

addition to his CBS-TV "Toast of
“Little Old
the Town" program.

I

—

CBS

Columnist Ed Sullivan is taking
on two chores lor WPIX. N. Y in

inlerconriect-

Ezzard
the
Charles-.Iersey Joe Walcott heavyw'eighf match Wednesday (22)
except this city, where the bout
International
will originate. The

Takes 2 WPIX

Sullivan

Yf)rk.’’

which he

d(*scril>es as

dramatization of his N. Y. Daily
.News column, will bow Monday
(20) in the 7:30 p.m. slot, as a halfhour variety stanza.
Sullivan will also take over prodmtion duties on “Four -Star
Show'case,” hour-long vaudeo on

a

I

produce
•

vaudeo

until
loses

Philip Morris Shift

Dramatizations will be done by

•

waiting

Clohmpaul leaves for France
.lune 34 to join his wife who is at
C’ap d'.Xnlibes.

led time slot.

Sam

steam

Eddie Cantor,

video deals. ;\t that time, he believes a bigger market will open
for higher brow .shows.

While the show doesn’t start on
an actual sponsored basis until
Sept 4, Philco is defraying prtrt of
tlie time costs, with NBC', during
the summer, when NBC presents
its repertory theatre, until
Philco
picks up the full freight Sept 4.
7'his is so it can hold the profer-

>

current

some

ates.
I’he latter has since sold out
his interest in the agency to join
Music C’orp. of America in an exec
radio-'l'V capacity.
Talent Associates will book the talent. Hutchins
ad agency handled the deal for
Philco.

who

airer

'

from N.

"more

MC

and diiect,

Please"

his
into

i

television until the medium grows
adult." Reiterating the stand

IMiilco

ti/.p

S.sm Taylor and
devision yet on

opt'iations outside New York.
The kines going to the sticks
are bad technically, station toppers
told Ricliards.
Besides being of
uneven visual quality, the sound is
fretiuently distorted.
Another beef
is that too much of the language
and gags used are strictly New’
Yorkese and ha\e little meaning or
significatiee west of the Hud.son.
Even though they go for .-\ithur
Giidfrey and Milton Herle. viewers
in markets outside of N. Y. feel
that
translations
are almost
a

4th AnnuoI
,

15 on and when biz
had built enough to provide compreem pensation for the salesmen, he was
“Program Playhouse” on Wednes- given the green light to hire thrtn.
kinescope.
One is working out of New York,
Set to comprise repertory com- day (22) from 9-9:30 p in. at the
(overing the east, and the other
pany are Maria Palmer. Roddy net’s Adelphi theatre.
First • program
will
be “The
Elsie
McDowall, Walter Reed.
(Continued on page 32)
Holmes and Betty White. Norman Timid Soul,” a televersion of H. T

inate

year. Instead of its previous format.

during

St. Nick’.s fights.

“Television
Strolling
Players"
has been formed by Mai Boyd and
Jon Slott.
Packagers plan to
travel between video cities presenting live dramas in eacli locale
for six to eight weeks provided a
sponsor can be snared. After the
road period it is planned to orig-

t

turns to television Sept. 4 in the

tliat

Murray

The high price, while in keeping
with tl)e coin shelled out by the
Continued on page 32 J

I

for Video

Hollywood. June 14

feience.
'

spot. 9-10 p.m., Sundays, on

sponsored

is

Up

that

will gel $17,500 weekly guaranteed
If CBS should fail to get
to him
that price from a hankroller, network will have to make up the dif-

j

NBC’,

that

|>ossibilil.v

Road Show Being

its record payment to Ken Murfor a three-year deal on Its
network. 'I'erms call for a guarantee of $104,000 annually and is
tuin-canccllablc during its tenure,

worked out with

Name

a

ray

PhOco Format
Book of the Month

is

apparently ready to go

is

by

'

There

in

the net will take over the old Tom
Breneman restaurant and remodel
for use as theatre video studio.

I

into the upper brackets for shows
that have a continuous supply of
Contention is borne out
material.

I

pro-

presentation.

Net is searching for
space which will be used

;

re-

fall,

will first l)e beamed over
KTTV. Times-CBS outlet, at which
time they’ll be kinescoped for CBS

:

jwhen show

club,

here, starting this

grams

'

Coiiliact

Rhilco. in a deal

in

B

5.40()-mile

I

P^fHETY

,

As

embrace the once-

i

ducer who has just completed a
cross - country junket
which he visited 26 TV

*

*

adirorial foaturt In rh«

Roviow

a-week Ed Wynn program.

homoreut pioco by o fvnny
in tko 4tk Annual

Jklollv'

the

fall.

cuit” will also

j

Bestsellers

An

1

Colum-

t

follor

—

NB(’-TV. WPIX, N. Y.. and other
stations, says that network staffers
who buy films are. with rare exceptions, “inadequately equipped by
expel ience to judge the merit of a
product in a cold projection room.’’
In addition, he claims, they don't
want to look at shooting scripts or
sample prints of proposed series.
“This means,” he says, “that the
producer must gamble with at least
If
$60.(M)() for a 13-week program.
he has that capital, and can gel a
bank loan, he’s better off working
on featuies which can be screened
in thousands of situations, whereas
the t ideo market is limited to 30
(Continued on page 32)

sparked

a flock of

Coast organization.
Blueprint for the fall calls for
the reconversion of 'at least four
or five Columbia radio programs
getting the kine treatment for release tm stations throughout the
country*^ within
the
next
six
months.
In
addition
to
Jack
Benny’s TV stanza preeming in
October
he'll
do the first two
from New York, with the remainder kinescoped from live presentations on the Coast), the “Kine Cir-

To Tolovioion

A

A

pro-

New York

Ackerman’s initial mission is to
line up a staff of 15 men who have
been indoctrinated into video programming in New York. He will
take these 15 back to Hollywood
to form the nucleus of a CBS-TV

“77/f .inxioiis Roving

TV filmmen retort that tele stations want to pay only $50 to $100
lor a hall-hour pic. which costs
about $5,000 to turn out. If 36 situations screen the ft^, at an average rental of $75, the take is only
$2.700 and they’re in the red for
On a 13-week basis the
$2,300.
loss would be $29,900, without taking into account costs of distribution. prints, commissions, etc.
,1.
.1.
Balaber, v.p. of Grand International Films, which has sold
hundreds of old reels to CBS-'i'V,

in

and properbefore the cameras for kine

releases this

Givet

f'.ye
*

“7’r and

|

bia radio pei'sonaiitics
ties

Allen Smith

.'

radio-TV

has

web’s bid to get

Producers, Pointing to High Costs

filmmakers. The latter particularly
lash out at Livingston’s contention
that vidpix are overpriced and that
the producers want to get back
their investment by charging the
total cost to only 16 or 18 stations.

weekend,

last

Net Vidpic Buyers 'Uninformed/ Say

11.

Coast

gramming veepee,

equipment.

Becent blast at vidpic producers^
by Norman Livingston, commercial
program manager of WOR and
has brought
Y.,
N.
W'OK-'rV.
equally strong rejoinders from the

CBS’

Chicago, June 14.
Tele stations in the hinterland
are griping because the quality of
the kineseo|>e transcriptions ihey
are getting is p<M»r. according to
Dick Richards, indie vidpic pro-

(icrlriifle Berks's
i

Arrival of Harry Acker-

initiated.

UN

the

Squawk

iHinteriand Tele Stadons

f|l[[ BL1![PI||!1T

rapidly attaining a global status.
Plans for the
inlernationelization of the medium are making headway with Cuba,
In addition,
Me.xico and Brazil soon to get their brst video outlets
'the United Nations building biueprints were recently redrawn so
as to include an ultra-modern television studio in its information
building in New York.
The UN transmission apparatus coupled with the first stations in
the Latin countries implements the three nations that now have
The United States, F.ngland and F'rance, so
television programs.
Canada,
far are carrying the burden of developing the medium.
so far, is without a single station, but parts of ti>e country are
sei viced by U. S. transmitters.
The Cuban and Mexican stations'are expected to be on the air
by .Jan. 1. Goar Mestre, operator of CMQ. Havana, and Emilio
Azearraga of XEW, Mexico City, have spent some time in this
country surveying the field. Operators left two weeks ago, but have
A syndicate to organize a
left engineers to continue the studies.
It’s exBrazilian station was recently formed in that country.
pected to go on the air by June 1, 1950.
of
good
portion
its
indicate
that
a
proceedings
facilities
The
vill be kinescoped into other countries with video facilitie.s. Studio
will al.so permit better coverage by the nel works inasmuch as they’ll
be able to air meetings ahd other events without using remote

Television

Saturdays at 8 p.m
Formal and
have been changed from
"Four-Star Talent Search." which
offered strictly amateur talent, to
a .showcase for new performers
amateur, semi-pro and pro. Sullivan will emcee the first airing of
the new series, to get the ball roUtitle

•

ing.

'

>

>

-

"t

IJ.

S.

Charlea With Carleton Yoanf, Darley Baer,
Virginia Gregg, Victor Rodman,
Charles
Jay Novello; Charlea Arlington,
Irving
announcer; Dean Fossler, muaic
Writer: Dr. Frederick Damrau
Del
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:45 a.m. Producer - Director: Jaime

With Adeline Naneery,
Penman; announcer,

With Ken Darby. Bud Linn. Rad
Dodson; Dan
Robinson. Jon

soloist; Friti

Reiner, conductor
Producer: Don Gillis
60 Mins.: Sun., 8:30 p.m.

Daiiey.

guest;

music;

Harlow

Daniel,
anWilcox,

Eliot

.

nouncer

Frank

Directors;

STEEL

Pittman.

CONTINENTAL PHARMACEUTICAL
WNBC, N. Y.

Fran

van Hartseveldt

NBC, from New York
IBBD&O)

30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.

.

This

Season’s major Ripley in the con- NBC, from Hollywood
{Needham, Louis & Brorhy)
certizing field is the sustaining ride
The King’s Men, featured on
that continues to prevail for the
McGee & Molly” for the
“Fibber
Arturo Toscanini semester of maes- past 10 years, quite properly come
troing of the NBC Symphony Ortheir own as sumnier replacechestra during the midseason audi- ment for F&M. Theirs is a robust,

boarder started a 52-week stretch
wt'iov^,
slot on WNBC,
[ne 9:45 a.m.
am. sipr
In the
.

j

i

attraction

1

kiloc^'clis)

wl.

iT
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I

I

1
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I
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BEN LUDLOW
MUSIC

!

I

j

i

™

'

p,,ec.,i 7 H.
u Seed,)
(Russell
Raleigh^’s replacement tor
/

1

!

;

:

spends
wealthy retired lawyer who .sj
his time serving as friend of the
court, impartially cross-examining
witnesses in court cases when jus-

!

!

tice is threatened.

Story on the preem (6) involved
the murder of an actress, with suspicion thrown on her philandering
hubby. Kegg was called in by a
whom the
fbeatrical
producer,
legal eagle exposed on the stand
as the actual Ijillej- Plot sustained
getting the listener to
.the pieces of evidence together,
while the pungent delineation of
eccentric thesper added dramatic value.
Scripting stressed the clue-piecmg and sleuthing elements and
avoided the sadistic violence of
private eye stanzas. Neverthele.ss,
it
missed real impact on several
founts.
The fact that the narra-

,

;

There were no punches pulled,

!

either, with

each clearly advocatcompletely opposite action.
Heckendorn held that the CV A
wss eotircly unnecessary and that
private firms, if let alone, will adequately develop the area. Henry

i

ing

Same announcing

as prefor the
holds over a.,
virua.w
on “Guild”
vails
v«i.» v.i
summer run, with George Hicks delivering the client’s message; Norman Brokenshire doing the annarratPryor
noimcing and Roger
J
K
staff

i

was

Jng
broadcast. Brokenfho Cfimiiv.sinntPrt IT s
the
Steel plugs
Dlucs (wnicn
(which continue on me
bteel
pompous side), w'ith Hicks transcribing a message from Europe.
Rose.

For the

CVA

positive that
is
the answer to many problems now
confronting the Pacific Northwest.
Argument was not resolved, but

initial

just as

program should stimulate
thought and action on both sides

this

AiA

'
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i
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!
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SONGS FOR YOU
Billie

11

If

A

Dr

i

riy6 UPP€Q
Dy AdL'
**
.
„
^
a
AD/-.
Promotion
of five ABC execs
was announced yesterday (Tues.),

Simpson

15 Mins., 6:30 p.m., Mon.-Thru-Frl.
Sustaining
WPTR, Albany, N. Y.
Recent songcasts have been
marred by interruptions for per-

,

1

named director of advertising, promotion and
research and Earl Mullin upped to
aistent plugging of automobile seat national publicity director.
Other
with Ted Oberfelder

j

:

|

|

covers, the format being inappro- operational changes involve apTiriatp tn «iirh a orocram
Billie polntment of Mitchell DeGroot as

I mpson wife
,

of

“'‘vertising end promoBenjamin Gedalecia as manof research, and Grace Johnager
"

T ^e/ro member

tion,

.Governors

ballads in a natural, ear-easy style.
She is a soprano who sounds best sc”
in the middle and lower-middle

^

53

roughly

„

along
J

ou

..

Min».: Saturday, 2 p.m.

on WMCA, N. Y., Joe Franklin’s Sustaining
“Main Street Memories” reprises WOR, New York
via old disks the stars and tunes of
This new song and gab stanza
vaudeville’s heyday. Series opener
offered A1 Jolson’s “California,” introing Julie Conway aftd Red
Jimmy Durante’s “So I Ups to Benson in the 2 p.m. slot Satur
Him,” Harry Richman’s “Walking days on WOE, N. Y., was rushed
My Baby Back Home”, and Eddie in to bridge the gap left by shiftCantor’s “If You Knew Suzy.” For ing of “Official Detective.” forgood measure there was Kate mer tenant, moving to a nighttime
Smith’s “Red River Valley” and an segment on same station,
i

!

i

1

mm

Team gives out refreshingly
with some so-so gab but better
chirping that should fill the su.staining period. They offer a mixture of oldies and newer tunes in
solo and duet in a manner that
pleases both hepsters and nos-

j

interview with Georgie Price, followed by the latter’s waxing of
“Bye, Bye Blackbird.”
Records stacked up solidly as
proven items and the name values
of the vet performers added drawing power,.
However, the inter view with Price had a breathless
quality, with the platter spinner
announcer back.slapping the star rather than
rather than the central character;
etting him to let down hi.s hair.
that Kegg doesn’t come into the ? rice opened up with a few w ords
picture until a third of the yarn about his autobio, but a more
has unfolded, and tnat
that he’s a deftly-handled
tete-a-tete
could
type, weaken the punch. have uncovered more flavorful tales
Commercials
were ineptly from the bigtimer’s long career.
skedded, breaking into the story
Franklin knows his platters and
eight
minutes and 15 minutes dres.ses up the show with a quiz
after the start, while inserting segment and anecdota about the
them at later times would have vaude personalities. A few of the
been less intrusive.
Two an- stories, however. W'ere weakened
nouncers slugged home plugs that by a schmaltzy, moralistic tone.
Bril.
again offering premcoupons.
Brit.

1

j

|

j

j

—

weather

j

f
I

j

j

Frank D’Armond, station

Inside Stuff-Radio

Ruth Hussey, who goes
role
Carroll
„
,,

Madeleine
..
Goodbye,

j

—

^
George

—

I

'

—

I

Earlier this month Mullen exeran option to purcha.se 15^
stock of
for $54,787.
There was .speculation here that

'

standard social .service show via
Chicago, employing all the
realism of .soap opera with very
few of the hi.strionics. Idea of taking the script from true life a<’counts of living Chicagoans lias
been brought to life by writer-pro-

wa.s occasioned
propo.sal of Richards to
over control of the stations

the

*

ducer Ruth Moore in a
format that is getting its

1

Whether or not a .show of this
type, which covers city problems ot
in.security, housing, fears, phobias
and modern day confusion, aclu-

’

,

i

ally
that

.

,

—

—

The Mariners Quartet, who are on Ailhur Godfrey's morning airer.
dirie?s“who‘^lik^e*^plSive^l^^^
credited in last weeks Variety as being the singing
•nd me
the simDle^foniir
simpie, loixsy approatn, were mistakenly
•no
Paooi/ Marshall
iUar«huii and
i>n>i the Holidays a/v
do
on his “Talent Scouts.” Peggy
group
uTth niii
hill-coun^
couniiy
associated wiin
*
choraling on Godfrey’s Monday night broadcast
^

]

cant

I"®

-

J?.
.

is

be mea.suied.

wm

«

it

,.!n

0

Juk

tinlrs are
.!,«

,

T

p

Theatre

('hi

in

Parts are played
-Pw
"itself a refreshing
departure from soap opera. Sponsoring agents are Chi Council oi
Cleveland Bob Johnson, WKBZ, Social Agencies and the Coinmunow with the
news room; nity Fund, both of which are happy
Ed Maxwell. WERD, joined the an- with a show that publicizes their

—

,

1

any good

(lol^s

lea.st.

,

:

successtiil
lair share

of listeners.

”

pocently.

Fri-

“To Be Continued” has become

Mullen break

.

Wite

s

WBBM,

trustees, two of whom are
‘9
directors of General Motors and
the third “a Michigan educator
Cuiiously cnough, although hou.se huiUlers’ coin has been absent fi’om ^ had been generally expected in
\vnntt
radio circles that Mullen would be
M ho havo Hono a niimhor of nro-’ >adio in recent years, the first regular commercials on the air were for
one of the trustees,
over W’R()W for the oast 18 « realty outfit, the Queensboro Corp. of Jackson Heights, which used
Mullen’s recent deal on affiliabroadcasting.
of
pioneer
days
in
the
N.
VVEAF,
Y.,
months are now riding 3()0-odd
apparently made follow!'»"
stations via Mutual .inclSelinK Don:
,
As gue.sts of the Netherlands government. 15 representatives of the lUK the announced retirement ot
Lee and Yankee links). They offer
Richard.s
from
active operation of
including three radioites— are visiting Holland, Batavia, Java,
.standard hillbilly style entertain- press
ment, assisted by youthful song- Celebes and Sumatra on a month-long trip. Broadcasting party in- his stations. It was recalled that
oppo.sition
to
the
transfer of voting
stress Fay Adams and steel guitar- eludes H. R. Knickerbocker, WOR, N. V.. commentator; Elsie Dick,
Howarth al.so Mutual public aflairs director, and George Moorad. of KGW, Portland, control by seven Jewish organiRalph, Jones.
ist
dry
zations
voice,
was
another
a
ba.sed
partly on the
presents
Qre.
ruralite character tagged Otis P.
Dutch are making arrangements for the reporters to talk with contention that Richards would
Rumford he features this on
still
be
running
the stations as long
repre.sentatives of “all political factions involved in the Indonesian
participating loca’ show daily.
as he retained majority ownership.
Situation.
It’s a moderately listenable quarI

Craig

a

J,

KMPC

|

by

s

tones to Ford .stanzas, playing it
instead for its full dramatic imP(*vt and characterization. hvereiT
turned in a .sock pcitoimance as the hapless Craig.

January.

iDin

Kelly

(iOi. As frequently happen.s on
post-cancellation broadcasts 'Ford
has .served notice it is dropping
the show), the performance and
overall presentation rated with the
be.st in a season of up and down
(Iraiiiatic showing.
^ Director Fleteher Klarkle eschewed the produrlional furbelows that have frequently contributed jarring ovcm-

day

I

j

_i:‘^
•

*

,

.

'

turned in

ing Mullen’s tenure with Richards,
effective July 1, he receives salary
for the period ending June 30.
19.50. Each of the stations ( KMPC;
WJR, Detroit, and WGAR, Clevcland ) are to contribute $25,000 to
make up the kitty, half to be paid
month and the remainder in
as effectively as

cised
.of

into the
the
in

,,

i

i

;

okay warmEdba.

Comment

Followup

I

Mullen

]

it’s

fare.

i

Condniifd from pag;e 23

musical director, provides fine acWalrath’s spieling
companiment.
is to ding-dong: perhaps the copy
Power of radio to sell high-priced products just
is the culprit. He should watch the
items in the nickel-to-hall-dollar class was demonstrated la.st week by
tendency to swallow words. Jaco.
VVNEVV, N. Y. The mercjiandise moved was the $7,990 suburban homes
of William Levitt & Sons. The mass-production Long Island builders.
JERRY & SKY
using radio for the first time, plugged Levittown houses for five days of
With Gerald llowarth, Schuyler spots and programs, relying solely on the indie station.
Snow, Fay Adams, Ralph Jones
Result was a complete .sellout of the 432 houses in 48 hours a total
Producer: Jim Small
Trend of the times is evidenced by fact
sale of more than $3,800,000.
15 Mins., 4 p.m.. Sat.
previously Levitt had not needed to advertise his low-priced
that rSustaining
is the movement of realtors to radio, with
significance
Trade
houses.
WROW, Albany. N. Y.
_
Mastic .Acres (L. I.), another large real estate operator, having also gone
..
Gerald „
Howarth
and o
Schuyler

All told

talgics.

!

W-™

Milwaukee Neale V. Bakke was
tv."
A** n^ve been with the
appointed local sales manager for
WTMJ, WTMJ-FM and WTMJKgisters
Caine through melodi- web for
MisS Johnsen w'as reelected this TV, after 17 years as station salesously, on one shot, with “Alone”
New sales staffers are Jim
w'eek as president of the Adver- man.
and “Sometime Is Soon.”
Templeton and J. G. Sandison.
Women of N. Y
dia-,G^**^8
kidding
Singer does a little
log with announcer Glen Walrath,
to pave the way for number intro-

1

and

With Julie Conway, Red Benson
Producer-Director: Roger Bower

the

,

ductions.

notches

JULIE & RED

(Fine-Nelson, Inc.)

Patterned

.

j

Amnncr
llhprfplnpr
Miillin AEllUllg
UUUIICIUCr, ITlIllllIl
With

would have raised

several

piece

the

^

1

j
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Transcription Review

Peo-

added to its total weight.
Pl® Are Funny is a fair whodunit
Announcements on the sustaincr
based
w'ere given over to CARE and lo
MAIN STREET MEMORIES
With
a general message that “Freedom
Joe
Franklin;
Price,
Georgie
with
liter, wiin
uTite^
mystery jv
w^^mv^s^ery
Gardner w^k^
Gardner,
Bril.
guest
is everybody’s job.”
supe|^ising
Gardner also
Mins.
Kegg was portrayed as a SO Stations

j

1

.significant lines

’

I

|

radio.

|

rroWN

!

1

vanced the cause of summertime

I
'

I

!

i

and U.S. Steel have ad-

I

I

1

NBC

;

I

:

voice,

|

^

'

,

off to school.

I

;

1

!

Situation%»f the
they’ve literary quality.
psuedo - poet and his
Tie- foppish
ing in with his sponsor’s product. wealthy patroness provided some
needling
of
the
Dr. Damrau noted that the “too well - scripted
fat form a large percentage of dandy and the dilettante, including a tongue-in-cheekish reading
tragic cases.”
A LIFE IN YOUR HANDS
Plugs stressed that Kyron was of the rhymester’s sonnet. DirecikT
.1
I
LeFevre.
Ned
BevYiy
Wlth
“ugly fat” tion was smooth, with the acid
Youn^f’ Harry Faws.^ris Ap^- ^j^d claimed one could be inches comments of Cristo’s companion
?’
week
or money coming in between the pompous
slimmer
in
one
4
On the basis of the in- lines.
bsek
r
’
My™" Wa a ,
,how, this ^oap opera-ish
Carleton Young did a eapable
ralM
format undoubtedly won’t have job as thp Count, although he
Producer: Jack Simpson
any trouble in acquiring a wide should bring to the role a more
Director: Homer Heck
Penman por.femme audience.
quality.
Darley
Writers: George Anderson, John trayed Dr. Damrau with ample down to earth
Baer was adequate as his sidekick,
Kelly
dignity while Adeline Naneery was Rene. '’“Writing caught the flavor
30 Mins.; Tues., 10:30 p.m.
Gilb.
suitable as the patient.
of the romantic era. but the story
& WILLIAMSON
was slight. Plotting along more
from Chicago

packed the kids

—

after

vicariously

sorb

Candlelight Review— NBC-TV
Call the Police CBS
Scattergood Baines—~MB8

j

1

I

1

filmactor

j

_«

j

ning.

Ken Darby, tof) man of the quarU. S. Steel, apparently, has no tet, also acted as an emcee, and
intention of treating its summer the two threw the quips around
longhair pickup lightly, with Fritz rather well. The program started
Reiner and soloist Dorothy Maynor slowly, but got increasingly better
pacted for the teeoff attraction as it went along.
Quartet offered “I Want to
<12), and Reiner holding over a
week. Such established personal- Marry Mary” and “So in Love”
ities as Arthur Fiedler, Sigmund and really scored with an oldRomberg, Wilfred Pelletier, Percy timer, “Oceana Roll,” and the
Faith and Dimitri Mltropoulos will cowboy chantey, “Riders in the
baton the series in subsequent Sky.” Dailey’s solo was “I May
Guest, quartet and
weeks, with a top roster of guest Be Wrong.”
soloists also inked in. (Harold Le- orchestra made quite a production
vey, who conducts the orch on the out of the finale, “Chattanooga
Bron.
regular season’s run of “Theatre |Choo-Choo.”
Guild of the Air,” will maestro the
closing concert.)
GRANGE FORUM
Aside from the prestige value 15 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
and institutional buildup accruing Washington State Grange
from the summer sponsorship deal, KIRO. Seattle
This long-tinie _fo_rum program
the return of a bigtime symph ensJmWe to the Sundarnight coast- on K?RO, local CBS oullet: conto-coast airlanes (there ha.sn’t been tinues to tackle questions that are
one since the Detroit Symphony hot in the Pacific Northwest, getbowed off ABC a couple seasons ting into the question of a Columback), is a welcome treat to the bia River Valley Authority in this
ears. Particularly in the exacting session. Two Seattle attorneys were
standards of the Reiner batoning featured, with Henry C. Heckenon the premiere, plus the exquisite dorn taking the con side; Edward
tonal qualities of Miss Maynor’s E. Henry the pro.

|

i

on manly style of singing, and with
the Eliot Daniel’s snappy orchestral
'a U
S Steel accompaniment, and the gentle,
'“W bantering that goes on amidst
spread
tornmerciai
J-ommeiiiaf sp
numbers, the program adds up to
Actually this is part of the
good hot-weather listening,
*.. vprpd
aa
aiopi
P
n
III
wooinfi
wooing
in
» Informality is the keynote of
maneuvered
age deal
over the U. S. Steel’s “Theatre the half-hour, and banter and
Guild of the Air” from ABC into singing jibe very well. The songs
the 8:30-9:30 Sunday night stretch are well mixed, too, for good
on NBC, with the client buying the effect. Program features a guest,
time on a 52-week basis and insert- crowned as "king of the night,”
ing the symph ensemble into the which contributes to variety and
period for a 13-week sunamer run. to the informality.
Otherwise, Toscanini Time conSeries' opener Tuesday <7) had
tinues at 6:30-7:30 Saturday eveDan Dailey as "king.”

No

(p

|

-

j

npav

Valle
Writer: Anthony Ellis
30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.
Sustaining

1

(Arthur Meyerhoff)
cross -Ihe- MBS, from Hollywood
15 -minute
Alexander Dumas’ hero, who
ffviiaVif
injustice ana
and tne
the cominJ
mjusnee
co lupt
N Y., Monday (13) to promote nobility m the early 1800 s. turn.s
Kyron, a reducing tablet disGallic private eye in thi.s
tributed by the Continental Phar- uP as «
adventure strip
maceutical Corp. Written by Park
Dr. Frederick Dam- which has been revved from time
Ave. physician
f.
A?_._
tiiYiA by
w\\T
M RV On
fin the
tnA preem,
MBS.
time
rau, the program is a dramatiza- to
the Count helped a damsel in di.stion of case histories in his file.
Opening installment had Dr. tress by saving her aunt from a
Damrau (played by Charles Pen- rogue posing as a poet. It regisman) reenacting case No. 192 tered as a mild mysteir-adventure,
which dealt with a widow’s in- building a fair amount of suspense
dei^ndmg for its action on
Through his advice she
somnia.
clashing of rapiers in a duel
fought off an emotional conflict
scene.
norand readjusted herself into a
The aircr, while losfng the immal existence. This appears to be
worfcv had a
ideal stuff for housewives to ab- pact of the Dumas work^

JOHNSON WAX

I

COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO

INSIDE THE DOCTOR’S OFFICE THE

THE KING'S MEN

WBC SYMPHONY SUMMER
CONCERTS
With Dorothy Maynor.

Wednetilay, June 15, 1949
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nonnoino
Douncing
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staff.
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WTAM
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June 15, 1949

TKI.KVIS103^
FFATITRE STORY

CLFVRLATfD INDIANS

Tu f ttt-I

,

;

I

Tt

after a rocky start with
its video
handling of
is bringing the CleveIndians to its television au-

voices

Danton

Angel, the Herbert Jacoby-

Max Gordon east side N, Y. b'ilro.
On hand from that spot were the

Martha Wright &
Hayes Gordon; songstress-impressionist I.ouise Howard, and warAll were
bler Ronnie Deauville.
only mildly affective as was comic
Ceorgie Kay.
Rounding out the session was
Steve Condos’ sock tap turn. His
stepi)ing was well mounted ina.ssinging duo of

'

much
tines

did

as the terper

his

rou-

on a smaller stage flanked

I

i

I

on

home games,

land
dience with a better-than-average
reportorial account and some slick

j

Blue

j

!

WEWS,

Walker as the jury, and 'a pulchritudinous as
“Broadway well a.s clever quintet they were,
Television’!
NBC's
Miss Kelly’s makeup was
Scrapbook” emcee, Richard KoU- too.
mar handled his Intioes facilely overdone and needlessly too thewith those
e.xaggeraled
appearance on the atrical
In his initial
Hhow Sunday (12). Switch is said falsie eyelashes.
change
to have been made due to a
“It Pays to Advertise,” on the
the conin format which calls for
Repertory
Theatre series
ferencier to act also in some of NBC
Sunday (12*, wa.< a very dated bit
the sequences.
busine.ss.
Story
and situations
Kollmar
of
gave
however,
l.av(»ut,
oldlittle' to do aside from bringing on of this oldie legit er seemed
didn’t
while
performances
general,
it
hat,
cast
in
and,
turns
the
emerged merely as an average va- do much to help. Production had
Majority of the pro- aroma of corn all over it.
riety show'.
Story involved the ne’er-do-well
gram’s talent stemmed from the
Rrplaclnr

LIGHT UP THE SKY

I

With Tris Si^aker, Len Roof Daily With
Dwight Wetst, aarrator; (Ford Television Theatre)
Leisy Brewing
W'lth Glenn Anders. Sam I.evenn»
Aimed sequencet
Phyllis Povah. Carol Goodner,
WEWS. Cleveland
Producer: Dwight Weist
Audrey Christie. Barry Nelson,
Writer-Director: Newton F.. Melt(McCann Erichson^

Comment

Tele Follow-Up

\

,

i1

'

pictures.

Only half the home games are
sponsored; Leisy taking 50' r of the
cost with the station assuming the
rest
of
the budget. Announcer
trouble, at the opening of the season. was due to
caster handling

original

AM

i

sport .saccount of an-

other brew’, and sponsors objected.
Tris Speaker, former Tribe great,
was introduced. His mike work has
son of a wealthy soap iuanufac- improved tremendously, but still
turer. determined to prove his lacks the grace and fmese the Gray
worth to his sire .so that he might Eagle showed w'hen covering the
gel married. Laudable resolve in- open spaces at League Park. Len
volved him in all sorts of improb- Roof is a promising .Noungster.
Video-wise, a three-camera crew
able situations, very few of them
amusing,
f’rank Albertson, as a under Ernest Sindelar does itself
proud.
It’s on e>’ery i)lay and crew
made
on
his
luck,
pressageiit down
in
velvct-like
transition
a breezy attempt to give plausi- moves
bility to the yarn, but burlesqued from scene to scene.
Commercials are strong at openquality of the other performances
An- ing and close, but there’s no sell
desti oyed any chance of it.
[thony Randall’s heavy mugging copy between innings, a commendand grimacing, in particular, was able format that makes for custoMark.
superfluous, indicating directorial mer appeal.

ler
^
30 Mins., Tuea., 9*p.m.
Procter & Gamble

,

'

'

(Cotnpton
Last week's “public audition’’ on
Gamble’s "Fireside
Procter
ik
Theatre" (NBC* was a new package
called "Feature Story," a pictorial
presentation (using a series of
tilmed sequences* of the type of
material to be found in Sunday
newspaper magazine supplements.
In effect, it’s a switch on the
newsreels’ Page I coverage technique. in this instance the cameraman exploring and detailing the
life of an .Air Force transoce.-mic

I

*

Ellis

FORD

CBS-TV. from New York
(Kenyon & Eckhardt

programming

It

have been the unexciting

few weeks back on Broad"Sky” VH’. a last-minute
whipped together in
than a wiu'k for its TV show-

clo.scd a

way,

substitution,
less

following Metro's nix of
scheduled "I'dward, My Sun.”
adapted to tele hy Ellis
Mai'cus and Max Wilk and directed
hy Mai’c Daniels, with most of the

casing.
tlie

.As

Broadway legit cast intact. Hart's
comedy of anguish and eestasies
attending an out-of-town opening

came

off

a.s

one of the

TV

treats

of the season.

;

listless

>

Television matured quite a few
notches Monday night 'll) wlien
tlie CBS hour-lung "Ford Theatre”
carried a video adaptation of Mosa
Harf.s "Light Up tlie Sky.” which

The idea, perhaps, is a sound
one. Rut as it unreeled on " Fireside Theatre." it made for ratlier

j

Sard

60 Mins.. Mon.. 9 p.m.

hostess; the vissicitudes of Iffc toll
Hudson
collector on the Henrx
I*;nkwa.\ in N. Y.. and the experiphotographer"
ences oi
of a "crime
crime pnotograpner
on-the-spot
|)ursuit
of
in
hot
photos. Dwight VVeist is the narpho(»).s.
rator and interviewer in eacli instance.

!

I

Cy Feuer, music
Moss Hart
Adaptation: Ellis Marcus. Max Wilk
Director: Marc Daniels
Montyomery,
Garth
Producers:
M'rlter:

'

NBC-TV, from New York

j

I

Bartlett Robinson. Carol Frank;

“

might

The

m.il«*rial.

ronihination

of

topnoleli

or again the lack of an> dram.-itic legit performances and some slick
continuity, but at lea.st to one play weighting vested the producviewer the feeling was ine.scaoablc tion with a spark seldom found
With Mr. and Mrs. Harold Isbell, that such items make more inter- in the comedy deparlment of
Boris Karloff, for the umpteenth
audience participants
Ho.sr.
video
dramatics.
This w as
esting reading.
time, gave his characterization of a
Mins., Fri.. 7:30 p.m.
'coupled with a smart streammad scientist on “Suspense.” CBS 30
PARTICTPATINC.
lined
captured
adaptation
that
WRIGHT
NANCY
“Toast of the Town rebounded horror series, last Tuesday (7*. ApWGN-TV, Chicago
the flavor, skill and raciness of
With .Miss Wright, Gordon Pace
to par level Sunday night '12)1 pearing in 'The Yellow Scarf,”
This femme-angled giveaway set Director: Rarr.v McKinley
Hart’s verbal pyroteclinies twilli
near-- Karloff infused more menace into
ineup near
with a strong variety lineup
record, both tor a high 15 Mins.. Wed., 8:15 p.m.
even Ihe borderline nuances', while
But video’s rapid
show than was warranted by!f. "‘‘'Y
ly all the way.
tide in the number of prizes, and SustainiiiK
at the s.une time elimin.ating most
e.xhaustion of material is begin- the Halsled Welles’ adaptation of
a low ebb. In entertainment. Emcee
of the dull stretches of the original
ning to tell on the show. It w'as 'I’homas Burke’s short story. Vague Harold Isbell, betw'een commer- WGN-TV. Chicago
play.
murdouble
ended
in
w'hlch
a
aided
h\
Pat
plot,
topliner
Wriglit.
Singer
Nancy
evident in the case of
cials, gives away pri’/es to pracConversion of “Sky" to the TV
Henning, a very funny comic do- der for no clear reason, had more tically any elderly w oman wander- piani.st Gonlon Pace, preems in a screen
as living-room fare rai.ses
Sugbouncy nuisical series that .shows
ing a repeat on “Toa.st.” With only atmosphere than substance.
set.
provocative
ing
on
the
intra-indu.Stry f.’icels,
were
terror
personality and capable vozalizing.
couple of minor variations. Hen- gestions of impending
Format has Isbell, assisted hy
J for in effect here was one of tlie
ning duplicated hig previous rou- thrown out and never developed, “Aunt Mary,” his wife, conducting Formal i.s bedrock all action cen- rare instances, if nut the flrsl. of
feeling
of
deceived
leaving
that
the
keyboard.
fer.s
around
ge.sture
tine word for word and
a fresh - off - Broadway production
a home economics contest w'herein
Considering video’s "w'hat gives'.”’
Debut caught a geograplucal patfor gesture.
to
The thesping. however, w'as first- a four-women jury selects the be.st tern built of such number.s as "My
expanding audience, this reprise
trick for the grand prize.
household
potential for films.
delivering
faAlthough
a
rate.
on
Home,” “Stars Fell oil
Home."
Indi.itia
still has novelty appeal but there
"
"
t^l^ect of sucli imniedlaey parto It’s topped off by a hat making Alabama”
“Georgia.” ‘‘Kavin ^
are obvious dangers in over-dupli- miliar role. Karloff managed
ticularly in an era of multi-million
add another inflection of evil to contest for the “five lucky losers.” Street." "St. i.ouis
Louis Woman" and
cation.
with Isbell modeling them a la Tom “Chicago "
Miss
Wiicht
sines Viewers, in reacting as a boon or
Wright sings
"
Mi.ss
Other phrases of the show, how- bis p:irt. .As his young wife. Felicia Brenenian.
bindr.-ince in the
sale of legit
Montealegre played with skill and
while sitting,
ing. standing and walking
ever. were new and nicely paced,
material to pix. is already a matter
Tricks are pretty primitive how and does well at
Three settings and the
al all three.
Toni Harper. 12-year-old blues verve.
trade controver.sy which will
to pick up broken glass; measure
camera handling were also good.
r.
1
singer, socked over a couple of
Playing
by
was
okav
aceoinaccomPace
considenable bearing on the
lard for cooking: remove cherry
pnnimenl. hut when he chipped in'
tunes in top style while avoiding
.,1
logit -T V - »pix
rights
Texaco Star Theatre hit a book- stains from hands; keep a paint can with vocalil Snatches, viewers had to'
*»
the usual precocious mannerisms.
liem oforth
Grand prize w.hs
snag when Brian Donlevy and from spilling.
strain
to
hear
him.
Poor
camera
A good New York “folk" monolog ing
C'aiiiera treatment on "Sky" was
Frances
Langford
cancelled
at won by a femme who spoiled a
out
shnu'—
was delivered by Sam Leven.son. a the last minute. Maxie Rosen- perfectly
by w«)rk hurl the show’ at one Ihnc
grapefruit
good
no Kiuall Lictor ill the
rli
rfi.r
Mils
section of Miss
comedy newcomer, but emcee Ed bloom and Horace McMahon w'ere thrusting flowers into it for a table only a quarter
overall TV produc
^ visible
V l iu'rJ
V
I
Wright was
ia.s
while she was
was'
Sullivan raised too much expecta- called
^
in hurriedly and helped con- decoration.
singing.
tion hy over-billing his originality.
«(
straight from the
tribute to a sprightly and enterIsbell moves through .show with
Femme
wiihler
some
warbler revealed sume
‘V"*
He also overstayed. Bunts’ Biicls taining show.
all the suhlStrength of the a grim laugh like a soldier ordered intensive early training in
P.P^oring
’V*'**^^*^
In
her
hei
was a cute animal opener and a Milton Berle non.^ense was in the to his post. .Aunt Mary, his asand intiiiiacies in lediicmg
stagew ise
Excessive
Fxcessive
procedure.
nrocedure
trampioline team, Los Montes de sketche.s.
'v'Xder to TV camera size. Fur
Ro.scMl)luom did Romeo sistant. activcl.\ aided in a sort of makeup annoyed
l.ise- ;|‘‘‘
•nnoyed viewers on i<-loseOca, handled the acrobatic fare in the balcony scene, while Berle
"’e
general confusion by lagging with ups.
P3'‘( (*)e production was
Mnrt
Marl.
with good form. It was a mistake, was Juliet, an inherently funny
(onfined within the framework of
the props and re|>eatedly walking
however, to spot Mary Ann Mc- premise milking the situation for
Hart's single setting of a Boston
in front of the conte.slants.
WHAT’S
NEXT
C’ue. winner of the Bridgeport P. many laughs. The slapstick courtCommercials were handled all With Howard Reug. ^largaret Hal- hotel suite, save for one or two
T. Rantum festival “Jenny Lind" room scene with McMahon and
minor deviations to embrace a bar
there were so many
right, but
bert. Steve Hall Trio; Ciiiests
contest, and singer John Blair, doubletalker
and the hotel conidor.
Kelly assisting prize.'* given away flowers, tiiiile
Al
Director; Arnold Wilkes
both semi-pros, late In the pro- also provided its quota of laughs
it
But chiefly it was in the sterling
underclotbinp
jewels.
ware.
ceedings back-to-back.
The was hard to tell which was pro-' 6 p.m., .Mon.-to-FrI.
performances,
as did the glee club session.
notably
of
Sam
Participating
It s
v;«rious scenes were staged with gram and wtiich was ping.
I.evene. Audrey Chri.stie. Phyllis
Povah. Barry Nel.soii and Gienn
“Front Row Center” on Du- skill wbi«-h belied the hurried sub- even hard«*r to tell who's going to MRGB-TV, Schenectady
Longest
local
show,
this
is
Mart.
.\ndpr.s 'all «)f the original BroadMont wa.s given a strong hoo.st by stitutions.
watch this show
plotted to provide contimiitv and
way cast* and ('arol Gmidner 'in
the addition of Jan Murray as regubackgroiiiid for a series ol spot
the role created by Virginia Field
Besides
Sam and Bella Spewack's “Boy THE MAGIC .MILLION
lar emcee Friday (10).
coiiimercials.
Results are not loo in the legiter*.
dishing up several good comedy Meets Girl." oiiginally presented
gave “Sky" Its
Frank
narrator:
Grauer.
Ben
With
consistent
from entertainment distinctiveness that
as slick video proroutines, Murray supplied that air as a legit er 14 years ago and subFolsom, others
viewpiiint.
although sponsors (a gramming.
Certainly it suggested,
of confident profes.sional savvy to sequently as film and radio attracTroy
bank. Albany store. Lathains
40 Mins., Tues. (7*. 9:30 p.m
if nothing else, that a
lot of TV
a talented, but young collection of tions. was adapted to video last
Sustaining
Hig concern, etc.* may be pleased. cures
lie in bringing to the medium
performers. Tops among the lat- week via CBS’ "Studio One” The NBC-TV, from New York
Videos are too drawn out; material the
type of acting that endowed
ter
was Marilyn Cantor who Spew acks’ ra'zzle-dazzle commenCeremonies attending HC.A’s pro- is too weak, divertissment is too “.Sky"«
with an exacting professhowed firstrate comedienne poten- tar.\ on Holl.\wood and its film- duction of its l.OOO.OOOth video thin.
sionalism.
Po.ie.
tial in her series of impressions of making shenanigans was
considH«»ward Reig. one of WCiY’s lM*st
tube were fashioned into a 40-mingal singers auditioning for a .show. ei'ed wacky material baek in 1933.
via
week
last
known personalties, attempts a
ute TV presentation
It
was a freshly conceived and when Geoi'gp Abbott endowed it an NBC-TV pickup from the RCA comedy overload.
Margaret Hal- JEAN O’BRIEN ENTERTAINS
cleverly executed bit of satire. An- widi some slick direction and a
tube plant in Lancaster. Fa., with bert. who recently succeeded Eileen Director: Lee Hall
other comedy turn wa.s delivered sterling acting combo of .Allyn
Ben Graner doing the running Ilaiii ihan. gives him insufficient 15 Mins., Thurs.. 6:45 p.m.
by -Artie Dann who makes slightly Jocelyn.
Joyce commentary. As such special-event sutiport.
Sloane.
Everett
Another gal identified Sustaining
too much of his large schnoz in .Ailing and Royal Beal.
wanders in and WNHC-TV, New Haven
featuri's go. it was overlong, leav- only as Barbara
an imitative style.
for
The Warner.s’ pic translation
Here’s a recently acquired susthe uncomfortable feeling that out. sometimes she plavs straight,
ing
Some of the vaudeo items were Jame.s Cagney. Pat O’Brien. Frank NBC was overdoing the trailcriz- on other occasions she does a tainer that exhibited con.sidc'rahle
rough-edged but the youngsters McHngh. 3Iarie VVil.son and Ral|)h
slightly dizzy character. Contriiiu- .smoothness on program caught <2i.
ing of tlie narent company.
Sluirper Bellamy in 1937 retained the essendefinitely aren’t tired.
Some of the shots detailing the tlons hy the ti’io and guest vocalists With plenty of latitude for suhjeel
routining could have helped greatly tial Spew.'ick zaniness. But in comt)ipy include Marion Maul and matter, this particular quarter lioui
intricacies of whipping a finished
by cutting down the running time pleting the three-wav ent#*rfainhad Jean O’Brien as hostess-inter
tube info shape, added up to an Elsie .Ann Maico are diverting.
of the weaker acts and building up menl media cycle. "Studio One’s
electronics
in
To|) telecast, of a number viewed, viewer to Van Williams, harpist.
interesting lesson
the stronger ones. Dance team of TV version stripped it of humor hy
Opening in the convent iona'
for the scientifle-mindod. But i* lell W’as tliat in which Monty Woolle.'Hal Lehman and Joan Fields and reliashing a cold dish and .si'rxing
manner of ouestions and answers
Ciiauer burdened down with a and former Mayor Clarence it
bliK's singer Barbara Ashlo\. for it lip willi poor ca.sting.
both
the videogenie Miss O’Briet
witli
Neverthoh'ss.
guested
Woolle'
Knapo
to
Traihu’
thankless chore.
Instance, should have been spotted
and Williams were completely ;»i
It (oiild he that, in the Intervenusual self-comoosure. ho even Day in Saratoga Springs .Aug.
more prominently at the exponst* ing .\ears. our concept of Holly- his
in
conversation relative t«
a script 'otieningof racing season •. Woolley ease
fluff of
th(‘
maneuvered
of an overlong cowboy nmnl'cr h\ wiHui has changed. Or, again, the
RCA .•'dhered to his basic “M;m Who liarp music .’snd composers. Foi
of
identification
wiiter’s
ffichard playback of a too-frequentl.v reChristine
Karner and
Folsom as "vice nre-^i- Came to Dinner” character in an animation, Williims then dcsct ihei
Frank
nrexv
Morris, and a fair quartet. Hie prised theme just .scratches. Somethe various elemi’nls of the instni
dent" with a grace and ad lil>bed int(‘i‘\ iew. w hich held inter«‘sl and
Holidav s.
ment. mentioning
liovc
the' c.’isl ncN’cr just sparked.
certaii
cox’crup that bespeaks a master humor, altliough in sprUs it borSarah O'Connell was a poor run- craftsman amons the announcer dered on rudeness. Bearded actor, strings are colored, the function
Faye Emerson wa.s on a l)i( \<’le nei-iip for Marie Wilson, while fraternity he it at the mike or be- who telc\iscd hcautifull.x in certain of the pedals, naming the magnoli
He alsi
/?o;?e
Sunday night from "Meet the lliiine Cron.v n and Edw ard Au- fore the camera.
shots, w’armcd up to graciousnes.s wood of the frame, etc.
Girls" to “Author Meets C’riti«‘s" di ews as Ihe writing team weren’t
as he s.’»ng a comedy tune, which demonstrated how’ special effect
ti'om too inspired.
(F!arl
Wilson).
segueing
he fjuipped Cole Porter had enm- could be obtained by threadini
naive
“singularly
tigations. as a
Radio (’ity to Toots Shor’s where
hour and a lialf. pa tier through the strings and h
theatre Dosed in an
that
the bonifaee. Mrs. VVilson. Virginia
Woollev's "front” overaw’ed the tluonping an accompaniment oi
Richard 3Ianey, an unemoloyed genthvoan” noted
producers have
Sagely spacei
Peterson and Peter Donald were legit pressagent. gue.sted Monday owners rather tlian
eager Reig and .Miss Halbert, hut wooden portion.
distributicket
on John K. M. McCaffrey's panel. night *13' on the “Newsweek Views comtilcte charge of
he looked a strong possibility for throughout v.’ere three selection?
pooh-poohed the suggesMiss Peterson was decidedl.N anti- the News" program on the DuMont tion. and
video network guest dates. Knapp, concluding with an original coni
agency
ticket
central
Wilson. the latter stating that he network to tell about "the current tion that a
author of a book on s<»b ballads of position.
improve the present situaDirection .slipped up briefly o
decided to steal from himself, l.e,. tlieatre ticket scandal" 'it was might
the Gav Nineties and featured sevIn one of those elalmrately
tion
program, two occasions, once In hoUlin
ut his own gag anthology into billed as that in moderator Ernest
eral vears ago on a
displayed
also
he
on casual gestures
camera on hostess while guest 'ur
introduction'
IJndley's
photoC ook form, yclept “Let ’Em Eat K
He
one
w’arhied
nicely.
four tickets for last night’s 'Tues
seen' was answering a questioi
Cheesecake."
Marring the t ole- Broadwav In general. Maney’s at- performance of “South Pacific, grauhed well.
prevailing
the
reflected
cast
Grou|)ing of musicians in latest and again in utilizing a stance thz
W’as the occasional talking titude
two in row F seals 114-113 ot the telecast v iew’pd w’as below oar; Miss hid musician behind the harp whll
managerBroadwav
of
cynicism
“Girls,”
over one another
On
orchestra, and two “in left field.”
Paul Winchell more than held bis agent-theatre treasurer circles that
De Mareo. who.se hair-do Inter- he was playino. Otherwise, It W’a
but "refused to answer" Lindley’s
own, utilizing his dummy as clever the current Inve.stigatlon of ticket
was principal victim. Per- efficient staging.
auestion how he obtained them fered.
anmerely
is
abuses
Camera work was good, an ej
di.stiibutlon
foil
for barbs and gallantry, as
and formers should watch the peering
hullabaloos During the interlude. Maney
ceotlonallv artistic effect beln
the venti’iloquial foil pitched woo other of the periodic
cues.
for
Lenning
Tom
staffers
Newsweek
that it wit
and
achieved
In catching Miss O’Brle
subject
fad
from
the
name
takes
•I Miss Emerson.
McNellis
on
Program
Maggi
pracHcjl and John Lardner injected some
was an excellent moderator with soon blow over with no
and It tabs shows coming up. Baseball a.s a backdrop through the hM
John M. Mur- ribbing about the Cardinal
strings.
Bont.
Java.
given.
also
are
Binnie Barnet, Nancy Kelly and effect He described
Igcqres
chancet.
Dodger pennant
ol
H
Yloience Pritchett rounding out tagh, N. Y. commissioner

Cameras picked this
cuitain.s.
Finale was the June Taywell.
line whose balleting amid a
neat
winter-scene set came as a neai
1 s
heat.
contrast to the weekend's
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DAILY VARIITYs

SPIKI JONIS JACKPOT JUNKET
$141^313

•••

134 Oii«-Nit«rt|

far Comic

Spika Jones’ troupe ^ssed 31,212,313 at
the boxoffice on the tour-month one-niter
barnstorming tour from which outfit returned
here to base last week. Playing 124 performances in 101 towns, Jones drew 460,023 paying customers. Figures, all-time high for
Jones, represent one of the heftiest grosses
of the sort in years.
Jones’ gross is $599,200. Six one-niters
were undertaken on flat guarantees of $3,500
per performance. All the other dates were on
that guarantee against percentage pri\ileges

ranging from 50 to 60%.

CHICAGO TimS! "To the seven lively arts.
Spike has now added an eighth— BEDLAM.”
DALLAS, TlX. MORNING NiWSt "The potency
of Spike Jones and his City Slickers was
demonstrated Saturday evening when more
than 4,800 Dallasites braved a nastv, rainy
night and slick streets to fill State Fair Auditorium to its 4,301 seating capacity, plus the
addition of 279 extra chairs in orchestra pit

and the

rear."

EHILA. INQUIRIRt "Leaving the stage a shambles after each performance, Snike Jones and
his City Slickers shake the audience into the
aisles with laughter.”

OAVINRORT DEMOCRATt "Saturday night the
State fire laws prevented any more from entering the Temple. Spike’s show was the
dream of every performer— a sellout.”
NASHVILLE, TENN. lANNERt SPIKE’S

SHOW

SPLITS SIDES OF AUDIENCE.”

NEW ORLEANS, LA. THE STATESt "Spike Jones
and his maniacal musical merrymakers can
be compared with a surrealistic Dali painting
set to music.”

iOSTON SUNDAY GLOMt "The boys are
talented instrumentalists who simply satirize
the same music you hear in

Symphony

OKLA. CITY DAILY OKLAHOMANt

Hall.”

"If laughter

healthy, then there are 6,500 Oklahoma
City residents who are immune from disease
for some time to come.”
is

RIADING, PA. TIMESt "Standing-room only
crowds saw both shows last night and carried
on like crazy.”

OHAWA,

ONT. JOURNALS ’Ten thousand
screaming fans heralded the triumph of SpiVe
Jones.”

ROCHESTER N. Y. TIMES-UNIONt "Two hours
leaving the Auditorium, we are still
talking to ourselves— and find it impossible to
translate our ravings into print.”
after

CLEVELAND, O. NEWSt "If you haven’t lauched
in twenty years, the zany antics, wild melodic
frenzies and astute, magnificent showmanshin
of Jones’ City Slickers will break you down.”
DETROIT TREE PRESSt "For sheer madness that
maximum of mirth and some good
melody. Spike Jones and his City Slickers are
beyond compare.”

begets a

WASHINGTON POSTt "The
Jones disappointed no one.”

maestro

great

LANCASTER, PA. NEW ERAt "Spike Jones
came, honked and conquered.”

ATON

ROUGE, LA. TIMESi "Ten thousand
Jones’ addicts laughed then>sel\ es :illy.”

HOUSTON, TEX. POSTi “The ‘Musical Depreciation Revue’ was presented here tender the
8p<msorship of Ted Roggen, who could hardly
find a scat for himself.”.
RICHMOND, VA. TIMES-DISPATCH: The show
moves at a racing, robust pace, and lanuhs

come

so fast that only afterwards is it evident
that Spike and his company are as expert as
they are fantastic.”

•IRMINGHAM, ALA. NEWSt "SPIKE TONES

AND GANG SENT

5.000

FANS

HOME

ACHING WITH LAUGHTER.”
HARTFORD DAILY COURANTi "Spike’s fellows
keep you entertained with scarcely a minute’s
letup. Fast-moving, original and completely
informal, but withal very well planned.”

CHICAGO TRIRUNEt ‘The show was

rich in

lurrealistic touches.’

CHICAGO SUNt "What he does

to L iebe.'traum

has been needed for years.”

JOURNAL OF COMMERCE!

"It’s an u)>inhibited
picnic for kids, lowbrows and highbrows.”

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS:

"Spike's stage resue

lav ish feast of fun."

CHICAGO HERALD-AMERICAN:
you a barrel of laughs.”
I.

F.

‘‘It

EXAMINER! "SPIKE GIVES

will

give

OUT -

AND HOW!"
CHRONICLE: "SPIKE’S MUSICAL DEPRECIATION REVUE,’ AS IT IS APTLY
NAMED, IS NONSENSE REPRESENTING A TRIUMPH FOR THE FORCES OF
UNREASON."
f. F.

L. A. TIMES: "Spike
able event.”

made

it

a violcntl) enjoy-

CITY TIMES: "The wide-faced, gumhis hand through a rapidgag-a-second show that kept the fortyone hundred customers roaring with laugh-

KANSAS

chew ing Jones put

lire,
A

ter.

P*

MONTREAL
$13 619 00

OHAWA
$12,042.00

BOSTON
SYRACUSE
ST.

PROVIDENCE
$9 701 90

$8,705.40

TORONTO

PAUL

$14,347.44

$10,988.00

^HARTFORD

WHITE PLAINS
$6,490.20

CLEVELAND
$9,172.40

& $6/718.80
I

READING
$9,269.40

YOUNGSTOWN

$8,055 .02 CHICAGO
$20,278.80

$9,192.13

roPW

DUX CHY
12,426.60

TRENTON
$7,802.40

^

DES MOINES

WASHINGTON,

COLUMBUS

$15,790.91

D. C.

$18 107 .00

$9,092.48

RICHMOND
$10,681.84

GREENSBORO
$9 598 10

NASHVIILE

CHARLOTTE

$8,235.60

TULSA

$6,749.98

$10 281 04

ATLANTA
$10,316.48
OKliOMA CITY
If .018.84

BIRMINGHAM
$7,962.45

JACKSONVILLE

SifREVEPORT
$7 125 60

$7,837.20

OALUS

RCA VICTOR RECORDS

$10,852.80

NEW ORLEANS
$14,019.88

HOUSTON
$13,831.10

MIAMI
$9,483.60

SPIKE

JONES

COCA-COLA PROGRAM
CBS

NETWORK

MUSIC CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Personal

ARENA

Management

STARS. INC.

Ralph Wortders, President

“
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*Sinall-Town* Tactics?

TV to Revolutionize Canadian Life;

Minneapolis, June 14,
Eyebrows here were raised
the city council of Du-

when

Boyd Nixes

Bill

*

Minn., passed ordinance
banning television sets from

luth,

250,000 Sets

Seen as Annual Need

Ottawa, June 14.
Canadian Manufacturer* Assn,
was told by seven speakers at the
CMA annual convention in New
Brunswick that video would revo-

Television Stations

lutionize

Canadian

life socially

ZOOM AR
LENSES

They were warned
make Canadian video a

action.

12 NABBED IN FRISCO

^

TEE

:

and

economically. Manufacturers were
advised to prepare to provide 230.000 television receiving sets annually within a few years.
Video, the CM.\ members were
told, was the biggest ' peacetime
occurrence since the advent of the
automobile in terms of jobs, wages.
upped living standards and factory

now use

,

that, to
success,

there had to be close cooperation
between the government, industry
and private stations.
A. D. Dunton. chairman of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. board
of governors, called TV “tlie most
vivid and effective means of mass
communication yet devised by man
a great potential power for good
in society, and the reverse." Dun-

j

j

.

I

TV

saloon* on grounds they tend
to attract juveniles.
Duluth,
some 150 airline miles from
Twin Cities, has a half-dozen
sets able to pick up only occasional shows from this point.
No TV stations are yet operating In Duluth, of some 125,000 population.

TASTING’ FRAUD

San Francisco, June 14.
San Francisco’s ‘‘Bunco Squad”
this week arrested Don O’Neil, 24,
of Los Angeles, and 11 others, of
whom three were women, for op-

KDAL, Duluth, used action as
tryout of radio’s right to editorialize.
He said council was
trying to put hex on fascinating
new industry.
“How smalltown can you get?” he asked.

erating a ‘‘television casting stuwhich allegedly victimized
dio”
scores of women and their children by promising to place them
raid

WSYR-TV PRIMED FOR

employed a private investigator
after hundreds of complaints had
been received by the bureau.
The studio followed the

his old films.
TV' series titled

a

distribution of pix. Disker recently set up a video division.

Boyd
camera

was engineered by the
Better Business Bureau which had

The

make

“Motor Log,” starting in September,
which Capitol Records is
financing.
Cap will al.so handle

in television
i

up against

to stand
He will

Krueger, newscaster of

Bill

'Hopalongs

Hollywood, June 14.
Bill Boyd has refused to make
‘‘Hopalong Cassidy” telepix because he feels they’ll look too cheap
against current motion pictures
being leased for television. Actor
said pix can’t be made for $10,000

will tour the counti*>’ with
crew'
w'hich
will
film

rodeos,

National

parks.

Grand

Canyon,

etc.
Each film in the 13series will run 27 minutes.
will narrate and be seen in

week
Boyd

MID-FALL INAUGURAL

Syracuse^ June 14.
the films.
will be on the air by
according to Harry C,
numbers at random on the pre- Wilder, WSYR prexy. and will have
Baltimore
Helen Powers, oneA NBC video service by the end of time assistant manager of WITH,
text of conducting a survey.
few day.s later an agent of the autumn.
American 'Felephone & indie AM nutlet here, and later
studio called at the home and re- Telegraph Co. is working on a chief of Powers Productions,
ton told CMA that the best video quested that children be brought microwave relay link between Al- named administrative director of
to
the studio for a television test. bany and this city, which connect WAAM. local indie television stabrought
shows of the U S. would be
tion.
to Canadian dialers when Canada Fees were exacted to the extent of up with WKTV'. Utica.
for “training classes” with
$80
TV got under way.
Ground has been broken for
S. M. Finlayson. Canada Marconi promise of "casting” to follow.
WSYR-TV’s transmitter building
Books seized by police indicated at Sentinel Heights and construcCo., referred to the problem of
video in Canada where there were that 10 to 12 “clients” a day were tion is proceeding rapidly. Plan.s
the
headed
O’Neill
enrolled.
being
populasparse
vast expanses and
call for a 200-foot tower, 1,640 feet
tion.
but ‘‘given a free hand,” studio.
above sea level and 1.200 feet above
Canada could handle it. He sugthe city.
Engineering studies ingested licen.ses be granted' applidicate that the station will cover
cants from Montreal, Toronto and
an area of 5,310 .squaie miles in
to
Feroe
Western Ontario, and the CBC to
which more than ,500.000 persons
Lancaster. June 14.
handle other regions such as Halilive.
fax, Vancouver and Winnipeg.
Barton K. Feroe. formerly in
Finlayson saw Canadian video^in charge of radio and television at
operation late in 1950 if the green- Foltz-We.s.singer, Inc., Lancaster,
light came soon enough.
has Joined the staff of WGAL-TV, ‘Top This’ Mulled
in the sales department. His place
been taken
Spread
For
John L. McNevin, at Foltz-Wessinger has
Syracuse
formerly of WNDR. has joined the by John L. Calhoun.
Seidenherg Cigars is mulling
began operation

for

STUDIO and

—

REMOTE

PRODUCTION

miliar

pattern

of

calling

fa-

WSYR-TV

phone

mid-fall,

j

—

.

^

j

,

>

WGAL-TV

WMAR-TV, Baltimore
WBKB, Chicago

WNBQ,

Chicago

WCPO,

AM-TY

—

WENR, Chicago
WGN-TV, Chicogo
WLWT, Cincinnati

announcing

staff

of

TV

WGAL-TV

station

WHKN here. He had previously
done freelance work as n\.c. on
WHKN video quiz programs.

1.

Lancaster

June

thus

becomes the

smallest city in U. S. to have
own television station.

sponsoi'ship

1

in

“Can

and

You

Top

WOR-TV,

maining to be cleared up is whethshow will be simulcast or
presented In separate .AM and TV

Cincinnati

er the
I

Inside Televbion

WBNS, Columbus

versions.

I

On June

WLWC,
WLWD, Dayton

Columbus

Fort

WOR

when the video station bows
late this summer. Problem re-

N. Y,.

j

WBAP,

on

This?”

its

of

20.

Seidenherg

will

National Military Establishment is preparing to circularize all video (drop
“Yesterday's
Newsreel.’’
stations to determine whether they wished to be notified by mail, collect which it has backed on WCBS-TV,
phone, or collect wire on availability of NME news film releases. Curtis N. Y.. for 26 week.s as a onceMitchell, chief of the news division, of NME Public Information Office, weekly
15 - minute
presentation.
said that hereafter film footage shot by the armed forces and available Frederic W. Ziv package ha.s been
for the television stations will bo classed as either feature, spot news picked
up bv WNBT. NBC-TVs
or special material.
New V’ork bullet, for twice-weekly
Mitchell last week worked out a deal to recognize a television news- screening. “Newsreel” will start
reel pool to work with the armed sei-vices in getting the motion picture July 4 and will j im a minimum of
footage out quickly for use by television outlets. A meeting was held 39 weeks.
Present were Mitchell. John Adams, his
at the Pentagon on the matter.
deputy, Jose Yovin, chief of the pictorial branch, and Charles Dillon,
chief of the radio-TV branch. For tlie industry there were Jesse Sabin,
Rate Card
of NBC-TV. and William Montague, of Telenews, Inc., for the national
Duplicate Radioes
television newsreels, and Harry W. Krause, manager of Philadelphia
Inquirer newsreel, indie reel servicing WFIL-TF in Philadelphia, who
WOR-TV,
Y.. which i.s aiming
for an August starting date, will
appeared for the indies.
use the same rate card as its
Split-screen telecasting will be tried for the first time between C’hi parent station, according to sales
and N. Y. on Thursday. June 23. on NBC’-TV’s “Howdy Doody” when veepee Pete Maddux. Basic class
the cowboy puppet and Clarabell appear in the Windy City while Bob A rale W'ill be SI, 200 per hour, with
bankrollers to pay costs of faciliSmith remains in Gotham.
Smith will fly to Chi and do the entire show from there the following ties. kine.scoping and reliearsal
day. Smith and his puppets will probably appear on the Judy Slinters charges.
Preem of the station depend.* on
stanza, which has shifted its origination from Hollywood to C’hi. and
Purpose of the the weather, which has been slowthe femme puppet will visit the “Howdy” program.
ing construction of its tower. Steeljunket is to hypo midwest interest in the telecast.
workers are hampered by W'ind,
Doris Day has secured rights to appear on television, thus becoming the effect of which increases as the
one of tlie first stellar names in major studios, where tele appearances lower grows. Siniclure has now
are verhoten, t«) have a tree hand in lining up any and all tele stints reached 700 feet, with 200 to go.
she has a mind to do. Miss Day is under personal contract to Michael
CuHiz, who iKiinitted the tele clause when he signed her in order to
At that time he was
get the topranking radi»)-records chirp for pi.x.
for Jack Smith?
head of Curtiz Produ(‘t ions, releasing through Warners. Since then
Hollywood. .Mine 14.
CTirtiz has dissolved his production unit and is on a straight director
Telecasting ot the .lack Smith
ticket at Warners, with sln(ii«» picking up Miss Day's check.
Actress,
accordingly, is sole term thesp on the lot who retains teevee rights. Ox>di)l show in the fait is in the
.\mong the possibilities for her how on tele is featured spot with Bob woiks. Gail Smith was here from
Hope on a tele show being planned by the comic. In addition to tlie Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, last
Hope deal, her managei's. Cenluiv .Vrlists. are lining up other tele week to huddle with Smith and his
co-stars on the fi‘ve-a-week strip,
chores.
Dinah Shore and Margaret WhitRichard Hayes. I9-year-old singer on .Art F'ord's Wf*IX. N. Y.. show. ing. on televising the layout. He
was signed for a recording conliact before the stun.'.a’s camei'as last also inked Miss Whiting as leplacewt*ek
Hayes, who h.id hoen told that his disk i)act negotiations had ment lor Martha Tilton, wfio has
been nixed, was c.'illed to the mike to meet .lohn Hammond, Mercury moved ovej to the Curl Massey
Records v p. Latter surprised liim by taking a contract from his coat show
pocket and the pair inked the document on the air.
Mi.ss Shore continues with Smith
Tuesday through Thursday. Mi.ss
Paramount's Hollywood television outlet. KTL.A. was picked up in Whiting will be on the .Monday and
Mindoii. La., on June 2 and in Brenliam. Tex., on .Tune 3. according to Friday segments.
Hangovers arc
letters received from those two towns by Klaus Landsberg.
Freak at- Frank De \ ol and orch. director
mospheric conditions carritd the KTL.A signal into Mindon and Bren- Bill Brennan and scripter Glenn
ham on the consecutive tiavs Each town received the video and audio Wheaton, on C’BS.
for 30 minutes before signal faded conijiletely. Mindon is 1.440 airmiles
from Hollywood. bett»*r than hall way to New Y'ork Brenham is 1.280
WTTV’i Ind, U. Games
miles from L A.
I

Worth

KTSL, Hollywood

RESPONSIBILITY

O

i

KFI-TV, Los Angeles

,

KTLA, Los Angeles

KNBH,

Los Angeles

FROM

WOR-TV

WAVE, Louisville
WTMJ, Milwaukee
WNBT, New York
WCBS. New York

VIDEO

To

AM

WJZ-TV. New York

WPIX. New York
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia

WPTZ. Philadelphia
KGO, San Francisco

WMAL,

GET PRICES

Washington

VARIETIES
BEFORE YOU

ORDER FILMS

symbol

VIDEO
VARIETIES

Of
,

CORPORATION

TV

TELEVISION

ZOOMAR

'

I

j

CORP.
JACK PEGLLR
General Manager

,

!

j

I

292 Modison Avenue

New
Phone:

York. N. Y.

MU

S-0924

Indianapolis,

June

14.

.American Cancer Society reports that the four television networks
Sarkes Tar/.ian. owner of WTTV,
have beep giving its current drive an elVective a.ssist
According to Bloomington. Ind., announces he
Walter King, the .society's radio-TV director. ACS Ui.stributed nine plans to televise all Indiana Unividpix, ranging in length Irom 15 seconds to three minutes. During the versity home football and basketmonth of .April they were screened 101 times and during May they were ball games starting this fall.
used 28 limes. “The network tele broadca.ster made a most generous
Station will begin test signals
contribution to the cancer campaign,” King said, “and we feel TV did soon and start full telecast operapcoMd by lt«fiT fov the Sodety.”
Itiuu An 4nte for/^|l sporty,, he said.
.

OMICf
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ACTORS! MODELS!

ENTERTAINERS!
*‘VIDE0 FILM FILE**
offer*

you an opporlunilY

to

Bet TELEVISION Jobs
WORK IN IMM'<TRI\I COVIVII'H< OMMKI{CI \l
CIAI, ni.VIH,
r.%4'KA(iK

•

WE rROIH I'E

.SOrM> .VIOVIK

SHOWN
S-VMMTK.
A
OE \Ol H I'iCE

CIAI.TV,

infladtnii
riiakeup. fur $JKi.

•

W*

till*

mouth period

|»

r

«

i»

••

Booker#, rrodn«'«»r*.

.Aventii,

•

•'
aim f'llEE
ro«Hnt l»lre«-lor«.

to

Eii'inB, kt^v
liold nioutlil.t

.Vd*e»'-

ll<nNC

•

W>

Cor priHliiror# itt ohlrh
film will hr M-rronrd.

Write,

pkene er drep

comploto information
umriod oorvico*.

VIDEO

Film

in

TODAY

ragarding

for

our

Corp.

File

270 Wci» Jt“- S‘
juc'fZ''

rer**otl«o»
llior ,»«or

N

T
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One

of the

many

Special Edilorial Features
In the Forthcoming
4th Annual

RADIO

Variety has lOO^'o readership (All

PAID

subscriplioiis)

amongst the TOP ad agencies
controlling 95% of ALL the
radio and television hilling!

-

TELEVISION

REVIEW and PREVIEW
Season "49-'50

(OUT IN JULY)

(Time, Talent, Spot, Transcriptions, Etc.).

Television have to offer.

And

at

Ihe same lime show Ihem Ihe rec-

ord
f<>rthcoming
1th

ANNUAL

RADIO -TELEVISION
REVIEW AND PREVIEW
is

the inedinin to

tell

built for voiirself.

Make your space reservation
at anv VARIETY office.

these hiiy-

director, producer, w riter or

film producer

have

NOW

ers just what yon as a station,
transcription company, actor,
in

voii

NKW ^ORK
J,>t

HOLLYWOOD

19.

28,

6311 Vucra Street

46tli Si.

TV

Radio and

360

>i«

Miehigan Avenne^

O

I i

Xntf algM

•111 •I

•

liAIIIIKm.BVISION

S2

Jobs

Wr^lnesdar, June 15, 1949

TV

in

Continued from page
also run
tu»n outlets.
otit.

AM. FM Of

21

Brandi

Outlook
Labor

Occupational

the

b>

foinbina-

by the commissioner as developments which may enable the motion pictures to cope with video.
Sterling saw television as “king
of the hill" soon in the broadcasting field but the thought sound
radio will provide necessary and
valuable services "for a long time
He suggested that a
to come.”
trend toward "selective viewing"
of video shows, once the "novelty”
has worn off, would develop along
with listening to sound radio to
suit the mood.
The Commissioner, who was formerly chief engineer of PCC’. said
he didn’t have "the least idea’’

the

of

Bureau

of

|

Wltile the number of workers
vill increase as more stations take
the air. the Department said, tlie
total number of employees in telecastins at present is “extremely
small."

Anticipate Bif

AM

Turnover

cooperation with the
Veterans’ Administration.
in

Stati.stics.

I

'

UA’s Tele
j

Continued from page 25

In sound broadcasting, the re- out of Chicago, covering the west.
port anticipated that employment This is UA’s first strike at video in
V ill benefit as some of the 522 the west, since Mitchell had been
applications on file in late 1946 are forced to stick close to home base.
translated into stations this year The New York man is Jack House
and early 1950. But after these and the Chicagoan Philip Fuhroutlets are constructed, it said, man.
“new stations probably will be
Mo.st of the product they are
added much more slowly." offering to stations has been made
Besides the opportunities, espeVery little of
especially for TV.
in
radi«».
cially
for newcomers
it
is old theatrical shorts and feawhich the new stations' provide,
tures.

the Department said, there will be
vacancies from time to time at
established stations, due to turnover and occasional expansion.
‘
In the long run,” it stated, “turnover is expected to provide prac1i(all.\
all the openings
in
staff
p«>sitions in sound broadcasting.”
'I'he report said that more than
a thiid of the 40,000 to 45,000 fulltime employees of the broadcasting indu.stry are in program departments, of which announcei's
are the largest group. Only about
200 to 300 singers and actors have
fulltime Jobs with stations and netvorks. it found, but there are .several

thousand who work on

lance basis, mainly in New
and Los Angeles.
Department’s study was

a free-

Yojk
‘

were

Directors

warned

miracles

TV

department, since the

in

I

‘

However. Murray in headvideo.
ing his "Blackouts” show on the
Coast lor the past seven years, has
accumulated a wealth of material
including blackouts, sketches, and
various bits most of which is regarded as video material. Despite
the high price, CBS apparently
feels that considerable money will

Members

I

are John F. Meagher,
Mankato, president; C. T.

KYSM.

WLOL,

Hagman,

Minneapolis,

vice-president;

Mel Drake, WDCY,

Minneapolis,

secretary-treasurer;

I

;

S. Ramsland, KDAL. Duluth;
McKelian, KVOX, Moorhead;
Wallace E. Stone. KWOA, Wortbington; James E. Delmont. KATE,
be saved in w'riters because many Albert Lea. and H. W, Linder,
of the bits are by now public do- 'KWLM. Will mar.
main and others can be obtained
merely by hiring the performer as-

Odin

I

E. J.

J

1

N’Orleanians’

AM

Bid

New' Orleans. June

The Royal Broadcasting

New

Orleans has filed application
for a new' standard 250-w'atl station
of unlimited hours on 1450 kilocycles. Company is comprised of
widely -known
five
Orleanian.s,
Hugh M. Wilkinson. Hugh Wilkinson. Jr., James Wilkinson, Brig.
Oen. Ray Hufft. adjutant general
of Louisiana, and Cong. F. Edward
Hebert.
The company’s requested use of

I

I

Pix Needing

'

24

stations but unless it moves fast it
will
become, as stated by the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, "a whistle stop at the
end of a coaxial cable."

here, has gone to Paterson, N.

made ejdsion^andphonovisionw^^

by

the

and

unlimited

J..

Ohio Valley to become production manager at
Broadcasting Co.. Roy Hickox is the Paterson Evening News station,
prez and general manager; Ray- WPAT. She was formerly in radio
mond Fields, business manager.
work in l<os Angeles.
or
Operated

kilocycles

1,450

time would take over the facilities
now used by WNOE here, which
has been granted
50,000 watt
power.

WWNH

Tiny

miles.

the number of video
stations, telecasting of trailers on
television screens, large-screen telin

14.

Co. of

‘

as yet too small to
large grosses.

Continued from pag«

CIrowth

i

I

is

provide any

JUNE MEET

IN

Minneapolis. June 14.
regarded
Minnesota
Broadcasters Assn,
as high in this case because of the named new board of directors in
mail ballot, and board gets tofact that Murray has no radio repgether first time June 20 in Minutation to carry him over into neapolis.
is

,

an-

to

no

from the

BOARD

Continued from page 25

network for lop names,

ably more” than present black-aiidwhite sets. The public, in buying
monochrome receivers today, can sociated with the desired sketch.
It’s generally regarded that Murbe as.sured, he said, that color
w'on't be authorized until it can be ray w'ill be built pp as CBS’ anreceived on present receivers with sw'er to Milton Berle on NBC. It's
minor modifications and until the expected that the various formats
Murray’s
adapters are available. FCC will will be similar, and
also require, he said, that color can modus operand! is similar to Berle
with
most of
since
Murray
works
be received in black-and-white on
*piesent receivers with, at most, the acts.
recalls
the fact
deal*
Tlie
Murray
minor changes.
tlial
CBS might have obtained
Berle about a year ago. Comic had
been negotiating with CBS for a
L’ville’s 7th Precmi
video spot, but one of the proviLouisville. June 14.
sions was that they take over his
Deal fell
I,ouisville market’s seventh radio radio show as well.
station went on the air last week. through.
daytime-only
WLRP, a 1,000 watt
station in New' Albany. Ind.. across
Rochester, N. H. Jane Appleton,
the Ohio River from Louisville,
who conducted "The Lady from
serving a primary area of about 30
Tot Town" program at

1

Income

ticipate

entire field

V hen color would be available but
that when color receivers are developed they will cost "consider-

MINN. BROADCASTERS’

Ken Murray

I

I

Net Vidpic Buyers
Continued

frorti

pace 25

40 at present and perhaps
double that in the near future."
"Perhaps the major companies
can afford to take risky long
shots." Balaber says, "but tlie independent producer is pretty much
Another
licked before he starts.

problem is that all the video stations have different and conflicling
ideas of what they want, and selling to them on an individual basis
is

uneconomical.

a

central

There should be

TV

film buying agency,
a staff of experienced
knowledge of
w'ith
a

manned by
showmen,

audience requirements and picture
Then, with a guarproduction.
anteed market, w-e could go ahead

and

shoot

films

for

specifically

tele.”

Until that happens. Balaber feels,
fhe stations w'ill continue renting
old product that has been in vaulls
for years.
Or else, he says, the
broadcasters will have to drastically raise their budgets for fresh

FROM NEW YORK TO LOS ANGELES
CRITICS ACCLAIM RUDYVALLEE!

Slott

who

back

it

in

Rudy
town

my

Quarter—ond

pleasant duty to

report the boy from
lost

non* of

Continued from p»c*

Just

20th Century-Fox Production

Completed

20th Century-Pox Production

|

7

"FATHER

WAS A FULLBACK"

of

America

will

he the

Garden's television agency.

MCA

cut off the top and
he paid
it is believed the sum will
bv the Clarden.
picthe
entered
and CBS
ture when they sold their Tourna(Jarden
the
ment of C’hampions to
CfM'poration. Aside from a profit on
will get a
the T of C deal.
continuous cut for what is hclicM'd

10%

MCA

MCA

|

tXCLUSIVC

(’orp.

will get its

'

THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE
FROM BASHFUL BEND"

MANAGCMINT

SHERMAN AGENCY
EDWARD
MOTION
* RADIO
NIGHT CLUBS

PICTURES

*

be

Garden, Mgrs.

ap-

sic

8580 Sunset Blvd.

will

Maine

hit

peal."

•

bankroller

touring the show' into noncable citie.^ will afford the.se communities their first glimp.se of top
entertainment wlilch doesn’t conie
out of a can.
Budget for shows will be kept
Talent is cooperto a minimum.
ating on "group-theatre" .sal.iry
setiij) and packagers are waiving
profits.
Houle is bringing in sets
for each video play, including man
liours and materials, at an average
of $95.

tinging his familiar chonft
at the Latin

THEATRES

feel

that

Valle*,

For

25

handle set designs,
is prepping sets for four of
39 dramas Slot! has whipped into
video form. It is planned to carry
will

an immediate barrage of
promotion lor product in local
It is felt
areas, on a live basis.

LOUIS SOBOL"That magic man,

has

Continued from pace

Houle

offered

hour."

it

TV Road Show

two cameramen from here.
Pre-.selling the show in key TV
markets is basic aim of Boyd and

HARRISON CARROLL"Th« Rudy Valle* opening
ot the Cocoanut Grove wot
o pertonal triumph. They
kept him working for on

it

video-slanted product.

Hollywood,

Calif.

TELEVISION

HOTELS
CRestview 5-0186

to be a 10-yoar period.
Inasmuch as Hallantines

has

been aligned with CBS. it's expected that the beer firm will telecast from St. Nick and ffilletle
from the CJarden.
The Garden-managers deal win
not apply to outdoor figlits. Nego.spontiations for fighters’ cuts and
sors will have to be done individuualU'.
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;
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.Newman,

My

Costello

Move

CHEVROLET SPONSORS

TANTOMME

Gabbing Cbores

“Pantomime
telensed

Philadelphia, June 14.

over

Quiz’’

O’Seas on Special Jobs

14,

will

WCBS-TV,

Two

New

York, starting in September. The
Philly broadcasters will
Mike Stokey-Bemie Ebert packmove into the Atlantic City ether] age, which is beamed over KTTV
Eddie
for the summer months.
locally, is the first west coast proa
runs
three-hour,
who
Kewman,
gram to be kinescoped for New
show
six-nights-a-week
York telensing.
Show
be
WPEN, will air his Monday eve- sponsored by Chevrolet will
Dealers
Ding segment from the Steel Pier. who are laying
out better than
who
did
an
aude
Costello,
Jimmy

alities,

j

Board nixed the
run the same kind
from the Million Dollar

Liquor Control
of airer
Pier.

and

i

^

!

WFPB

(Atlantic City).

"Shopping Circle” program, and
Vickey Corey, station’s educational

i

'

I

i

,

|

send a crew to the shore to
handle the show every Monday
evening, and special wires will enable Philly telephone callers to
ring up the broadcaster without

j

incurring long-distance charges.
Steel Pier wanted the program
all week, but A1 Sylk, president of
WPEN, nixed the idea of moving
Newman’s show. Broadcaster goes
down to the shore Monday nights
on a deal with the Steel Pier,
which has purchased spot announcements across the board on
the program.
Costello, also from the WPEN
stable of gabbers, is doing an
airer for the rival Million Dollar
Show, called "Everybody’s
pier.
Welcome,’’ runs every morning
with the broadcast segment going

Atteberry Switching To

i

Bloomington, Ill’s
Kansas

'

;

i

i

coming

I

to the

Boston.

i

campaign. Spots are being filmed
by Telefilm. They will be telensed
on local outlets daily for the two-

month period
KTSL will start
using rear projection for scenes on
its
tele
shows.
KLAC-TV is
already using this on some of Its
.

.

|

.shows.

Dick

Bobby Hughes will handle
Haynes KLAC-TV program

three weeks while Havn.s vacaKLAC-TV’s "City De.sk”
to emcee a special show at the tions
will
be mothballed for the summer
Greenbriar hotel, where the stand-]
Tele Biz
Hy Averback will narrate Macing committees of Sterling Drug.
sponsor of his "Okay. Mother” 'I'V Millan Oil commercial being proare holding their third an- duced by Telefilm
WBKB, Chi, has signed Fohrman show,
Motors for a 13-week renewal of nual meeting.
Berta
Klaif, has been named
Rainbow Arena wrestling through
Chicago
head of the education and music:
Malcolm-Howard agency.
Raoul Kent of MCA readying a
division of Official Films and will
WGN-TV, Chi, has contracted appear in the fall as commentator new TV giveaway which is claimed
for announcements for Super-Whip
Idea
in a vidpic series featuring operatic to lend itself to simulcast.
Sales through
Weiler
and concert reels
.Ted Granik’s was created by Ted Materna and
agency: Congress Cigar Co. “,\merican TV Forum” may be ex- Nellene Smith
comedy piani.st
through Schwimmer & Scott tended from 30 to 45 minutes
Roily Rolls guesting on "Greniu n
agency: Sunbeam Corp. through Ely Landau, TV packager, and Dessert Party” via WENR-TV toPerrin-Paus agency; and Dandrug Children’s World Theatre Corp., morrow (Thurs.).. Sterling (Red)
Corp. through Cassler, Hempstead have teamed up for the production Quinlan back to promotion desk at
& Hanford agency.
after quick trip to New
of video programs for youngsters
WNBQ, Chi, reported 60 minute k
Fern Persons. Valerie AlMeivyn Douglas will be starred York
daily of Projectall time sold to in a special Father’s Day program berts, Andy Christians and Russ
Better Brands for 13 weeks through on ABC-TV Friday <17), following Reed in featured roles on ABC
Frank Nahser agency.
Ballentines
his talk with a screening of “Make "’felevision Players”
Sieberling Tires has picked up Way for Youth” film.
Bob harmonica team hosted by Skip
the tab for Hum & Strum’s Thurs- Henry has been appointed emcee Farrell
Monday (13)
Producer
day 7 to 7:15 show on WBZ-TV, on “Here’s a Clue.” audience par- Beulah Zachary of "Kukla, Fran
Boston. Duo is also spon.sored by ticit^ation show on WNHC-TV, New and Ollie” leaving for one month
Admiral Radio on their Tuesday Haven.
vacation-plus-business
Lecturer
night telecast at the same time.
WPIX, N. Y., which has been Burton Holmes made appearane«
Norman P. Harris’ "Living Won- cramped for space, has leased the on ABC’s "Action Autographs”
ders” presented Wednesday nights
‘ncert hall of the Barbizon Plaza Bill Balaban made debut as direcfrom 6:15 to 6:30 over WBZ-TV,
tel. on West 59th Street, as a tor with new
puppet show
Boston, has been signed by the » .ileo .studio . .
First show to this week. Don Tennant and Toni
Bank al.so originate from location will be Gilman star in show
First National Bank.
WGN-TV
sponsors "Weather or Not” from "Four Star Theatre” Saturday <18), screening weekly film series based
6 to 6:15 on same night giving with "Benny’s Place” also slated on M.OQiO aerial tour of South
them two shows in half-hour seg- to shift there In two weeks.
America. Script is by Fran Coughf»)r

|

.

.

'
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WBKB

,

Bow

.

.

I

'

'

.

.

i

Cleveland, June 14.
Cleveland’s newest radio outlet,
goes on the air June 29.
Financed by CIO unions, it becomes the second
outlet to go
on the airways; the first being in

I

'

WUCO

FM

.

j

.

.

.

Detroit.

The majority

•

stock

is

owned by

with
United
Auto
Workers,
shares also lield by other CIO
WDSU
George Wallace, station
TV. Rich is former production-pro- unions.
gram head for the New England manager, says the first broadYankee web, and ex-production di- cast is planned from CIO

WHDH,

.

.

WBKB

;

sumed his new position as production director of
and WDSU-

rector of

.

Vernon

1

Set for Cleve.

a
budget for a six-month
period. Plan is to put one spot on
every station every day for the sixmonth period ending on the first of
the
year
Sunkist
Oranges is
spending $18,000 for production and
time, on a two-month television

$40,000

'

;

I

WUCO

work-

entails

i

!

I

a. m. The
Merchants Assn, is
contributing 70 prizes each week
to back the Costello show, which
Is staged in the Marine Ballroom
(admission free) of Million Dol-|

which

Co.

is

presentation

tele-spot

a

Armour

for

.

|

had been with
the advertising department of the
Kansas City Star for five years
previous to that.

Boardwalk

New Orleans— Ray Rich, 33-yearNew Englander, recently as-

eral manager, after
station in 1936. He

Hollywood
Cone A Bolding

Foote,
ing out

New

14.

Ellis A. Atte-

berry moves to Bloomington. 111.,
where he becomes general manager of WJBC, ABC-afTiliate owned
by the Daily Pantagraph.
Atteberry resigned recently from
KCKN. 2.50-watt popular music station owned by ex-Sen. Arthur Capper, where he was veepee and gen-

j

on between 10:30 and 11

old

June

|

AM

lar Pier.

City,

WJBC

After 17 years in the newspaper

and radio game here,

Next.” over WRGB-’TV, Schenectady, joined Barter theatre, Abingdon, Va.

Citadel Television Film Co. is
now in production after a year of
research.. David Scherman, pro-

ducer of CBS-TV’s "Preview,” wed
Rosemarie Redlich, ex-wife correspondent, Saturday (11)
Garth
Montgomery, head of Kenyon A
Eckhardt's TV department, left
Thursday (9) for a month in
Europe
"Boston Blackie” will be
among the first dramatic shows to
be televised on the new WOR-TV
station
Richard W. Ilubbell, TV
management consultant, and wife
Kyra, left for four-week trip to
London, Paris and Rome on Saturday ill)
Julian Seaman, music
critic and author, has joined the
public service "School of Air” Hubbell organization as a special
show which KDKA presents daily assistant to Hubbell in the N. Y.
during the school year.
office.
Dennis James flies to While .Sulphur Springs. W. Va., Friday il?)

|

WPEN

will

New York

i

,

The Newman show, which mixes
telephone calls, interviews, recordparticipation and
ings, audience
various angles, will be broadcast
simultaneously over WPEN (Phila.)

KDKA’s femme personJanet Ross, who does the

of

director, leave Thursday «16) for
Europe on special program assignments. Miss Ross will accompany
25 costume design teachers going
$1,400 weekly for the package.
to Paris and London for a month
"Pantomime’’
is
the
second and plans to record daily over
Stokey-Ebert package to get east- there and ship platters back for
ern telensing.
Deal was set last her show.
During her absence,
week for producers’ "Armchair Adelaide Lasner Sachs takes over
Detective,’’ which is beamed from "Shopping Circle.”
KTLA, to be kinescoped for a
Miss Corey is heading overseas
Boston ' outlet and sponsored by as an educational expert for the
Plymouth Dealers there. Neither UN and will be gone until Sept. 1.
"Pantomime” nor "Armchair” are At the same time, she’ll gather
sponsored locally.
material in foreign lands for her

participationer and giveaway from
the Faun Club (until the Pennsy

gift angle), will

Tele Chatter

Pittsburgh, June 14.

be

Two

over

SS

Two KDKA Femmes Head

I

QUIZ’

Hollywood, June

To Shore for Summer

.

.

,

I

i

!

.

,

I

Hall

ment.

I

I

Barbara Van

Omam,

i

on "What’s

lin

!

HeKK'S
different

Take

the lug IDE.A.
idea

iiispiring

from

that

.nakes

The kind

of sales-

Columbia

Pacific

other (A>ast networks

all

show

a great participation

^ir

.

.

women,

wr

like

('olumbia Pacific’s iMett the Missus.

Let ladies from the studio audience

why

tell listenerf

they like the s^Kinsor’s products,

now

they can use them. You’ll have the most

eon\incing sales message there

one

is.

housewife telling other housewives that
to

And

here's

Pi(k a

away

man

to

make

a big idea

even

biffger,

that millions have laughed with

from Coast-to-Coast
'I

t

buy the products sold on Meet the Missut.

pays

.

.

.

Harry Von

he nimble- witled host of

Zell.

ra«lio’s brightest

comerly shows. 1 he lovable clown of three

dozen feature nmvies and shorts.

eim ee of Meet the Missus

.

.

.

Make him

and watch the

rating soar. Ladies get livelier listening. SfM)nsort

make

liigger sales.

that’s a big idea

Big uleas

maxe

.Anyway you look

at

it

.

•

!

the difference f>etwecn

(lolumliia Pacific

and the other Coast networks.

Ideas in programs, production and promotion.

Lor the big idea that can get you big results,
call us. or

lit

It

I

mui.ini

f k
(

Al.uV'

kti-'rttHliiliir,
>«.'*.

k

•iltlilf*.
.

*<>• Frnn<tnii,

M,

....

Columbia

Pacifi

Radio Sales.

RADIO

S4

WeJnefMlay, June 15, 1949
Sunday (19).
Treva Frasee on “Archie Andrews”
Rosemary Rice doing “F.B.l. in War and Peace” Thurs-

6:30 p.m., effective

Monday

From

i:

NEW YORK

Jimmie Fidler arrived Monday

CITY ...

(13)

Is

from three-week Paris-London jaunt to “case” talBill Leonard,
ent. Has negotiated for one top European act for NBC.
conductor of "This Is New York” on WCBS, starts a monthly feature,
“One On the Isle.” in the July issue of Theatre Arts mag.
The Frank Stantons back Monday 03) on the Queen Elizabeth from
Ed Kobak. ex-MBS prexy, celebrating
two-month holiday in Europe
33rd wedding anni Friday (10). got word that he is a grandfather for
the third time. Daughter born to the Edgar H. Kobaks (he's manager ot
Tommy Velotta, ABC newsWPWA, MBS affiliate in Thomson, Ga.)
special events v.p., sued by his wife for “adequate alimony” and custody
WNBC planning a special nostalgia broadcast
of their two children
.lohn Royal back

.

•

.

.

when

club

I

the

special loop out of St. Louis.

Bert
Ferguson. WDIA manager, touched
the fireworks when he bought
space last w'eek (9' in both local

j

off

dallies to tee off the blasteroo at
jthe Memphis ball club in the open.
Fergu.son’s ads, w h i c h were
spotted on the sport pages of the
Press-Scimitar and Commercial
Appeal, were oveiiined
“Major

I

'

—

Coming

League

!

—

I

.

ABC's Pat Barnes emceed the Treasury Dept, bond drive benefit at
Belmont theatre last week
Georgia Tech club of N. Y. has elected
Page
prexy. president for the coming term
Cavanaugh Trio to record several sides for World Broadcasting before
returning to Coast
Tommy Lucas has joined WINS orch as guitarist
Henry J. Taylor off on a three-month world tour, but will continue
bis General Motors ABC commentary stanza .. Fred W. Ziv’s "Cisco
Kid” series has added 14 outlets
Star of the CBS’ “Call the Police,”
lieorge Petrie, signed for leading role in “You Only Love Twice,”
which will have its pre-Broadway tryout at Cohasset, Mass., week of
June 27
Allyn Sparrow, Hope Miller and Bernard Burke join ca.st of
“Romance of Helen Trent”
Walter Kinsella new to “Backstage Wife”
Charme Allen joins “Just Plain Bill”
Joe Bell. Jacqueline Billingsley and Bess Johnson into “David Harum” cast. .. .Victor Seydel
lias joined Anderson, Davis & Platte as head of the television and radio
departments.
Catherine Mastice, soprano involved in the hassle with
Dorothy Kirsten because of her appearance on the Milton Berle vaudeo,
to sing on WORs’ “Sylvan Levin Opera Concert” Friday (17).
“Betty Clark Sings.” heard at 3:15 p.m. Sundays on ABC, moves to
.

.

.

.

.

,

—

'

.

'

‘

.

.

baseball

was given the “brushoff” in
airing major league ball games via
station

Broadcasts
to
Memphis’.’” The ad continued by
Connie Haines, in last-minute booking on Camel Caravan Saturday saying “Probably Not! Many
Southdll, got $550 for the spot
They’ll be getting married on tele in the ern cities have them
but not
Memphis! The local club must give
fall, with Sterling Drug picking up the tab for the Masterson-Reddyits permission to any other club
Nelson “Bride and Groom.” same as it does on the ABC airshow
Mutual’s reprise of Jimmy Saphier package, "The Saint,” with Vincent whose games are to be broadcast in
the home club’s city.”
Price back in the title role, tees off sustaining July 10
Final regisFerguson told Variety that he
tration date for the NBC-UCLA Summer Radio Institute is today (15)
personally
contacted Frank LonginShirley Dinsdale and her puppet, "Judy Splinters,” to Chicago
otti, general manager of the MemSunday (12) as replacement for Burr Tillstrom, Kukla, Fran & Ollie
phis baseball club, but couldn’t get
first Coast tele personality to move east for a regularly scheduled
program
Jean Hersholt makes his tape bow July 20 and 28. when to "first base” on the broadcasting
biz of gaines centered around the
"Dr. Christian” will be Ampexed so he can take a two-week vacation
Diana Lynn and Don Ameche to San Franci.sco Friday (18) and June 25, St. Louis Cardinals out of St. Loui.s*
respectively, to guest on Spike Jones’ airshow during maestro’s Curran Sportsman’s Park and the Card’s
theatre date there.
Jack Benny and Sam Perrin got in the old Max- road games via wire report.

Bill McCaffrey is package-producer of “Hogan’s Daughter.” Philip
Morris’ summer replacement for “This Is Your Life.” Shirley Booth
starrer skedded to bow Tuesday (21) on NBC .. George Snyder has
joined WINS as special merchandising manager.

(

.

.

.

Memphis
^

.

HOLLYWOOD

.

I

.

'

14.

WDI.A. indie daytimer here, went
all out in a local rhubarb with the

.

.

.

.

Memphis, June

.

Your

.

Ed Kobak, ex-MBS

Indie

In Ball Tangle

from the Coast for a three-week
originate from Gotham
"This

during which his ABC airer will
Life.” which started its summer hiatus last night <Tues.). bowed
out with four-page spread garnered by Ben Sonnenberg in Life mag.
Show has been repacted for fall
Edward Arnold and scripter Jean
Halloway, of ABC’s “Mr. President.” arrived from the Coast on Monday
13)
George Wright taking over organ a.ssignment on NBC’s “Archie
Andrews”
Barbara Neils has resigned as secretary to ABC’s news
director, John Madigan, and leaves today (Wed.) for Mexico City to
study Spanish and art
Cyril Armbrister, director of “Chandu. the
Magician,” in from Coast with audition record of “Tugboat Annie”
series
Americanism segment on Nancy Craig stanzas to be rebroadcast by Voice of America.
Feature began with Supreme Court Justice
William O. Douglas and will include Jim Farley, Connie Mack and
June 23 to mark completion of Norman Brokenshlre’s 25th year before Ralph Bunche ..David Scherman,
producer of CBS-TV’s "Preview”
WMGM’s Ed Stokes left for three-week vacation Monday show married Rosemary Redlich, former
the mike
Life correspondent. Saturday
(I3>, with Bob Williams taking over his afternoon hour and Buddy
(11) ...Baby daughter born to the Gil Fates.
He’s CBS-TV producer.
Singer Johnny
<<reenspan handling his “Sports Final” assignment
7)liompson adding a new show on WJZ, Tuesdays and Thursdays at 6:45
IIS
.
.
.
I).m.. with the Air Lane Trio.
stay,

!

.

Memphis

.. .Lilli

tjie

i

|\

.

and cast as “Katrin”

(16)

Mama”.

the Production Centres

.

.

in the new CBS-TV series, “I Remember
Palmer, pic star, and wife of Rex Harrison, will take
lead in a new drama, “Everybody’s F'or It.” on behalf of the Citizens
Committee for Displaced Persons. It will be aired via transcription
over several hundred stations. Ted Hudes is producing.

day

I

(20).

.

Monday (13) and headed for N. Y.: arrival time there indef ..
Roy Bargy recuping at Good Samaritan from major surgery, with Robert
Armbruster subbing for him as maestro on the Jimmy Durante show.
Seven filmites lined up by Les Mitchel for Skippy Hollywood theatre’s
summer sesh are Marie Windsor, Nancy Ofson, Natalie Wood, Michael
Kirby, Barbara Fuller, Bobby Driscoll and Meg Randall.
Polan Rosenberg agency peddling teevee strip based on Sally Benson’s “Meet Me
In St. Louis” and starring Margaret Whiting ... Phil Gordon, who gives
an early evening roundup of KNBH’s tele programs for the night, inked
for a n^usical short at U1
Deal cooking for Richard Berger, who
produced “A Likely Story.” “Rachel and the Stranger,” “Adventure in
Baltimore” and “Roughshod” at RKO, to become a tele producerdirector for NBC-TV.
He ankled the film studio six months ago ...
Threat of a lawsuit by syndicator of the comic strip. “Keeping Up With
the Joneses,” forced Allan Jones and Irene Hervey to drop the tag
from their flve-a-week ABC Mr. and Mrs. sustainer starting June 27.
It’s “What’s New’ With the Joneses” now.
Clark Dennis and manager
Tom Shells propping their own quarter-hour video strip, “Along Music
Row With Clark Dennis.” GAC is peddling it
Johnny Green arranging-conducting the new five-a-w'eek Frank Sinatra-Dorothy Kirsten
airshow, “for as long as 1 can do the job.” Green says he’ll continue
on it. if and when it hits, depending on a go-ahead sign from his new
bo.ss, L. K. Sidney.
Cle er repoHs to Metro Aug. 1 as new head of
studio’s music department .... Dresser Dahlstead, who has been handling Leonard Reeg’s program manager duties at ABC since Reeg went
to New' York two months ago as assistant to veepee J. Donald Wilson,
is npw’ officially Coast topper.
Rollo Hunter assists him.
Lurene
Tuttle, Verna Felton, Cathy and Elliot Lewis and 17 other AFRAites
have incorporated Radio and Television Actors’ Institute to leach thesping techniques
Frank Samuels planed to Kansas City to bedside of
well

.

.

.

i

I

.

eye-

opener

!

'

'

.

I

.

ball

.

Naval Reserve Series

.

Chicago, June

I

j

14.

New’ Naval Air Reserve transcription series will feature Paul
We.ston orch and Starlighters, w ith
Tom Reddy announcing, and guests.
Initial guesters are Jo Stafford and

Johnny Mercer.

.

.

.

his mother, Mrs. Jessie Samuels, who is seriously ill
F'urope next Tuesday (21) for two-month vacation.
kickoff of new season's “My Friend Inna” Aug. 29.

CHICAGO

IIS

I

.

.

club, which

reportedly has been cool on airing
its games, has given the greenlight
to WHHM, another Memphis indie,
to broadcast only the Chicks road
games. The beef over the right of
WDIA to air the accounts of the
major league contests was only
with the Memphis ball club and
not WHHM, says Ferguson,
Longinotti had “no comment’*
when contacted.

^

.

\

The Memphis

.

.

.

.
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Cy Howard to
He’ll return for

'^AMERICA'S irtNEST

.

WESTERN ACT*I

.

WBBM

newscaster Fahey Flynn subbing for Larry Alexander until
July 2 on a.m. show.
FCC permit granted to South Suburban Broadcast Co. for FM station. Backers are Nadean McKeever, Tom Mannos,
John Svedja, John Wollner, Mike Dyk and F. F. Barbone
NBC commentator Clifton Utley off’ .luly 30 for six-week tour of Europe
Merrill Lindsay of WSOY, Decatur, in Washington on biz ... Tenor
Bob Harris making Mutual debut June 18 over Chi “Theatre of the
Air”
New -WLS programs this week feature singers Dolph Hewitt
and Dave Denney, alternating on cross-the-board a.m. airers.
ABC
secretary Shirley Reynolds wedded to Kurt Telchert June 11.
WJJD
panel on Chi night life included Ernie Byfield of Sherman hotel and
Ambassador, comedian Henny Youngman. AGVA midwest director Jack
Irving and Sun-Times columnist Irv Kupcinet
Soprano June Browne
.solo on
yesterday (14)
Eugene Pulliam, prexy of WIRE, Indianapolis, spoke before Chi Headline Club.
Film Tarzan Lex Barker interviewed by WIND announcer Fred Darwin
George Schulte, Jr., new flack chief at Ruthrauff & Ryan agency
Quiz Kids program director John Lewelien has written kid’s book
on atomic energy
Flacker Lucille Walker of Leo Burnett agency to
San I'Tancisco for vacation
Actor Eddie Dean guested on ABC “National Barn Dance” ... WIND disker Howard Miller on crutches after
breaking leg
Mutual vacationers are salesmen Bob Wilson at Sea
.

.

.

be tuned-in and

In Detroit, first to

last to

be

.

.

.

turned-off

is

WWJ,

So familiar

tion.

Detroit's first radio sta-

is

this 29-year old station to

in this

wealthy market that this

.

.

.

.

WGN

the masses
tuning-in,

procedure

turning-off

habit in thousands of

homes

a

is

daily

that house the

families of Detroit's workers.

.

Results, too, are habit-forming

habitually. This

.

.

.

because

been getting them

have

advertisers

one market where “play-

is

IIS
ing the favorite'' pays-off every time.

act, for

many

radio,

screen

years stars of

and

stage,

.

and Mary Toedt of sales service in Iowa ..WJJD book critic
Emmett Dedmon guested author Ernestine G. Carey
Betty Ross,
NBC asst, public service director, to address National Dairy Council
here June 29
Paul Harvey starts sixth year of WENR newscasting
June 19
Captain Stubby and the Buccaneers at 4-H roundup June
23 at Purdue U
Island,

WWJ

The Texas Rangers.
America’s greatest western

W ASHINGTON

.

.

now
own

are starring in their

show on

television

CBS-Los Angeles Times
station

KTTV

each Mon-

day evening.

.

WGAY’s general manager Joseph Brechner aqd program director
Ernie Tannen copped awards of merit from Silver Spring (Md.) Civitan
Club for "outstanding contribution” of suburban station to Citizenship

Week

Application of the station for full time sUtus, Incidentally,
given a boost by petitions of local civic and press groups to FCC
Ruth Crane, WMAL-ABC director of women^s programs, elected first
veepee of Women’s National Press club ...Bryson Rash, WMAL’s
director of Special Features, interviewing Charles Crawford,
deputy commissioner of (ood and Drugs for FSA, in a TV program, showing
techniques used by government in protecting public’s food and drugs
Past week’s preem of Universal’s “Illegal Entry” added something
new
to pattern here when brasshat guests and show’s
star. Marta Toren,
were televised, with
s Hazel Markel doing the interview chores.
Latter set some sort of local record for celeb Interviews when
in the
course of covering the Celebrities Golf Tournament last week,
she took
on. in quick succession. Bob Hope. Bing Crosby, Arthur
Godfrey, Jane
champ Sammy Snead
Six new libraries added to
FREC (Federal Radio Education Committee of U. S. Office of Education •, NAB radio literature depositoi'y list, bringing
the total to 122
* weekly Saturday night series titled
Aviation World, featuring digest of news of interest to
flying enthusiasts. 3nd introducing to air Capt. Robert
Robson, ace American Air-

The Texas Rangers
scriptions, used

on

tran-

scores

.'

.
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of

stations

from coast to

coast, have achieved

eratings as high

as

Hoop27.4.

Advertisers and stations

— we

have a new and even

better sales plan! Ask
about

it!

.
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Fran’t Problem

Ktotecky B’casters

Chicago, .lune

On AM Power Ceiling
June

14.

Besolution opposing granting of
watts power to
more than 50,000
and favoring
gny radio station
channels was
breaking up of clear
by
reconsidered,
adopted, and then
Broadcasters Assn,
Kentucky
the
convention.
week in its state

to recite to beat the time deadline,

Sholis,

who

is

a

member

of

committee. Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service, atof the a.ssociaaction
tacked, the
tlon in adopting such a resolution
what
in
he termed
sides
and taking
an intra-industry fight.
Congress
to limit
before
Bill now
radio-station power and break up
now
pending,
and
is
channels
clear
Sholis said he had no objection to
expressing
opstations
individual

the

impatient

got

when

the

preceding performer got into
ad libbing. “I’ve certainly got
a decision to make,’’ she sputterred. “but it has nothing to
do with radio or television.
It’s how to get on the air after
I’m in the studio.’’

WLOL Easing Minn. U. Grid
I

’Monopoly’ on N.D. Games
Minneapolis, June
the

fall

moving

fadio

to

14.

when

j

telecasts taking precedence when
they conflict with other sports.

TV

i

|

station

putting

in

Dogs, Horses on Video

FCC.

the

TV

application with the

Pix will run 15 minutes each and
are budgeted at $5,000 apiece.
Carl Dudley will also produce a
15-minute tele-reel on the American Saddle Bred Horse and another on the Tennessee Walking
Horse. Producer is currently making “This Land of Ours’’ and “This

estimated that the station
can be on the air within approximately two years, broadcasting
both network and local video programs, according to Harold Essex,
vice-president in charge of the
World of Ours’’ pix for
company’s radio operations.
It’s

Howard

is

how to

NBC.

on how

to travel

14.

and saw

KXOK.

Renfro,

who

has

been

with the station since 1938, has
.served as gabber, news editor and
later as director of public relations
director.

—

will

for KCBS. the San
ConFrancisco outlet for CBS.
way has been active in radio advertising and sales since 1939.

tion

Prospective vacationists received
tips

K. Renfro has

Seattle

KOMO,

—

will

—

scripting.

June

— Harry

Louis

j

Det. TV’i Tip to Vacationists
Detroit,

St.

Larry Field, writer at
has gone to Paris where he
study at the Sorbonne and also
take some trips on the Continent.
“Platter Chattive Tue.sday <14).
His wife accompanied him.
Loia
It origter" features Bill Silbert.
Kitchener succeeds Field on the
inates in Detroit’s Wonder Bar
writing staff
KJR staff now in
Indian Room where .Silbert will in- midst
of station golf tournament,
terview visiting celebs and spin
with match play now on after
records.
qualifying rounds.
Two new announcers at KING are Hal Moan,
San Francisco Walter Conway formerly with KJR. and Walt Nel.shas been appointed sales promo- kog, from Spokane.

the

Hollywood, June 14.
Twin City area in lirie for video
Dudley Pictures will make a
service. The company, which pub- series of 26 telepix starring Bob
lishes the Journal and Sentinel and
WSJS-FM, Brecker, Chi-Trib dog authority.
operates WSJS and
filed

Bill

been upped to the post of exec
assistant to gen. mgr. C. L. Thomas,

For the first time since
began operating, the sta-j
remain on the air between midnight and I a m. to carry
a new disk jockey program, effection

i

thus

WYRO

.

Burns engaged to broadcast outdoor fights at Hickey Park
Arena this summer for KQV.
and

Detroit

WXYZ

I

television

WBVP

in Beaver Falls
director at
in
to take a similar post at
Rochester. Pa
Ken Hildebrand

.

—

'

i

a

.

Wa shington
International
severed his connection with the
sales department. Sheehy came to Brotherhood of Electrical Workhas won
bargaining
the .station 17 years ago. lie will ers. AFL,
handle tours through the studios, rights for broadcast technicians
and act as liaison with customers and engineers of WQQW. indie
Bargaining elecand clients visiting the WHAS AM-FM outlet.
tion was conducted by National
plant.
Labor Relations Board.

half-dozen

,

(

;

Winston-Salem,

.

—

•

construct

.

Barnes, baritone, the next
Jerry Goff,
former musical
star, has quit as program

Irving

comedy

Louisville WHAS has opened a
new Listeners’ .Service Bureau,
headed by James Sheehy, who has

a

'

WHAS

warm months: Johnny Kirby
singing to three-piano accompaniment of Bernie Armstrong, Ev Neill
and Ru.ss Merritt for first 15 minutes and station orch featuring

nouncer. will describe the small
car events at the Freeport circuit,
cies to the scout movement
oldest doodle-bug track in the east. Westinghouse - K YW is originating
Deal was made by Robert L. Coe. 21 shows seven of them variety
W’PIX station manager, with Jay programs) from the first automoMichaels, of General Artists Corp.. bile show <.lune 11-18) to be held
reptsjsenting
Kedenberg Racing in F*hilly in 10 years.
Assn.
Ramon Bruce, WH.\T late night
Station’s sked now includes box- disk jockey, launched a new mating Monday, Wednesday and Sat- inee show last week, heard daily
urday.
wrestling
Tuesday
and from 3;30 to 4:30 p.m.. Mondays
Thursday, and the midget races through Saturday. New program
Friday.
WPIX also airs Giant "The Snap Club" will feature givebaseball games, with the diamond aways and broadcasts fiom schools.

stations
have
been $1,000 Per Highest Tab
carrying U. of Minnesota football
So Far for Coast
broadcasts simultaneously, resultposition to clear channels, but in- ing in complaints from listeners
Hollywood, June 14.
association
should
state
a
dicated
who would like to hear other
Steve Allen will emcee Budget
is the only clearnot do so.
games. WLOL has signed to carry Pack’s "Country Store,’’ which
channel. 50,000 watt station in Notre Dame games instead of Min- debuts on NBC’s tele outlet KNBH.
Kentucky, one of 26 in the nation. nesota,
receiving
play-by-play on June 21 following ^the Milton
from WBST, South Bend. Station Berle show. Sponsor is laying out
makes a concession, however, by $1,000 per telecast, highe.st tab to
Winston-Salem, N. C., Sees doing a recorded re-broadca.st of date on a Coast program.
Minnesota games Saturday nights.
It’s
an
audience participator
And foreign stuff still has a plugging the sponsor’s "Jells Best”
Video Service in 2 Years local touch. It’s handled by Joe and “Cools Best’’ products. TeeGreensboro, N. C,. June 14.
Boland,
former
local
football off termer is for 13 weeks with
format hinging on Allen as proPiedmont Publishing Co. has great.
“Cusprietor of a country store.
to
permission
for
application
filed
tomers” will be contestants. Fred
^

for the summer and
half-hour will be split up this way

withdrawn
for

tra. will

alleviate

situation,

—

Stephens,
Philadelphia
Dave
bandleader and his orchesplay for the nightly downthe-Delaware cruises of the Wilson
Line ... In a ceremony marking
Flag Day <14), the Philadelphia
Council of Boy Scouts presented a
bron/e statue of a scout to Roger
Clipp, general manager of WFIL,
in recognition of the station’s serv-

WCAC

I

I

is

Sked

News video!

.

,

WLOL

WPIX

will

1

i

executive

to

N. Y. Daily

have sports Monday
through Saturday evenings with
the addition ot midget auto racing
from Freeport Municipal Stadium
on Friday nights, 9-11 p.m., starting June 17. Amalie Pennsylvania
Motor Oil will pick up the tab for
12 weeks, via Hicks & Griest, Inc.
Duke Donaldson, vet racing an-

At “Breakfast Club’’ show.
Miss Allison, with a long spiel

Motion to reconsider and refer
the executive comthe question to
mittee for action at next fall’s convention was taken at a luncheon

tion.

Added
WIMX.
.station,

tor the other.

last

meeting after Victor Sholis, WHAS
director, threatened withdrawal of
state associahis station from the

14.

Fran Alli.son, who keeps
busy with a radio .stint as Auiit
Fanny on ABC's “Breakfast
Club,’’ and TV chores with
“Kukla. Fran and Ollie’’ via
NBC-TV, is burned up at two
Chi columnists who reported
her ready to give up one field

Group Reverses Self
Louisville,

Midget Auto Racing

a

demon.stration of packing a suitcase in a WXYZ-TV show Friday

manager

i

j

—

Minneapolis
E. W. Ziebarth,
newcaster - analyist and

;

WCCO

chairman of department of speech

—Jay

Gould taken on at U. of Minnesota, leaves late this
announcer month for observation lour of
Ralph Europe via Scandinavian Airlines.
Program, sponsored by Michigan Fallert, head announcer at WCAE,
Consultant in education for CB.S,
State Department of Health, In- has been silenced by his doctor for he will be roving correspondent fur
was
struction and Conservation,
He plans tour of
two weeks on account of a throat the network.
produced expressly for WXYZ-TV ailment.. Bernie Armstrong’s some 20,000 miles, punctuated with
by John Pival. Don Hallmann was “Singing Strings” on KDKA every consultations with European broad10 *.

<

Pittsburgh

by

WWSW

as a relief

'during the vacation season
:

J

I

director.

1

Wednesday

has

evening

been

cast officials.

two costs
with two radio stations!

kill

MANY AN

ADVERTISER with 8 network

3.

WOR

for pliis-prograinshow uses
niing. His national program is used
for institutional advertising and gets
down to product selling with a

WOR

4. Test a new produces

show slanted straight for 36,000,000 listeners in 18-states and the
Dominion of Caiiarla.

—

let's look at a
For instance
minute:
People who buy one-minute spots
on WOR pay as little as $100.00 daytime; $200.00 per evening. A minute,
if you’ll glance at the watch you’re
carrying, is, sir, a long time. Within
one-minute on WOR an advertiser can:

Greater

^*pull**.
«

5. Give last-minute

any product or

spot

1. Increase sales in the

Do ^^point-of-purchase** advertising.

news about

service.

Briefly, the one-niinute spot

is

as

answer. And,
a one-minute is a powerful

elastic as a diplomat’s

on

WOR,

piece of time.
We don’t say that minutes are the

only things we’re interested in.
Heaven help us, NO! But you can start
with a minute and you’d be amazed
at what it can do for you.

area of

New York.

2. Introduce and try out a
product.

new

—that power-full station at 1440 Broadway, in

Maw York
mutual
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‘Brash Creek Follies'

On
in

some

public

home, or

person’s

or

installation

a

in

a

at

store

window.

effect do you, yourself, think television will have on radio?”
The total vote follows;

25%
Public attitudes toward the fast- TV will kill radio
Will harm but not kill. .11
growing new medium were sounded
23
Little
or
no
effect
in a series ot questions put to a
improve
radio,
cross-section of the adult popula- Will
stimulate
The questions were:
“Have you ever seen a program No effect

tiil

TV

44%

6

24

%

100

“Where
which

the

is

saw

you

on

located

set

that

television

broadcast?”

4%

Own home
Other home

The sharp contrast between
those who have seen a television
broadcast and those who have not
is shown in the following:

13

Have

19
7

Show

Not

32%

19%

Public Installation (bar, club,
etc.)

Store window

Seen

TV
Will kill radio
Will harm but not kill.

The table totals more than 44%
because some mentioned seeing
Little or no effect
programs in more than one place.
Will improve radio
All

persons

in

the

14

46%
...27
8
. .
.

sample,

whether they had seen a television
show or not, were asked: “What No

.

35%
effect

till

TV

is

Have
8

COMEDIENNE

New

City,

June

14.

.

Ice Cream Co. (Sealtest Division
of National Dairies) which is going
after city and regional biz with a
quarter-hour of the show. Rodeo
Hams and Bacon continues as an-

Continued from pase 21

21
13

will include performances by
34% Lawrence Tibbett, Jan
Peerce, Tom

sets.

1

Kansas

KMBC’s “Brush Creek Follies,**
western and hillbilly airshow, conSouth a top sport packages when tinues live into the hot weather for
the first time in its 12 seasons.
it obtained the exclusive broadcast
rights 40 air the full 1949 Miss- Saturday night show moved out of
the Ivanhoe Temple on the Missite across the state line to
“*Rl?eWlhl"ATc‘S‘“uie was '-'PP'
'tl*?in this terri souri
the air-conditioned Memorial Hall
made effective at a time (June 9) WMPS, ABC outlet
when no competing bids were on tory. The neat sport package also in Kansas City, Kan., last week.
In a move to heighten attendfile.
The Commission announced marks the first time a Memphis
ance, station
also
added “The
that no such bids would be achas been given the
^
Texas
Rangers” to the cast,
cepted on static sales being ad„ ht” to broadcast the en- ing the outfit back from the bringvertised under the Procedure and
Coast
Mississippi
the
of
grid slate
where it was working and recordthat any advertisements which had LatP iTnivpr^itv
ing.
The show has Hiram Higsby
been started could be discontinued.
<i«rii<rnci
^
Harold R. Krelstein,
as m.c., and figures as a showcase
Stations transfers will henceforth
follow the pre-AVCO procedure pce» engineered the deal with Dudy for the KMBC Artists Bureau’s big
which requires filing an applica- Noble, the school’s athletic direc- roster. It was broadcast live durtion at least 60 days before the for and Walter L. (Shorty) Davis, ing nine month season in the past,
contemplated date the sale is to prexy of the Davis Motors outfit and then moved into the studios
The grid sked, which will during the summer months.
here.
take effect.
Decision to keep the show on the
stage was hypoed by the appearance of a new sponsor, Franklin

lory uroaacasting uo. iin.
Leigh,- Richard E. O’Dea. et al).
Victory was an AVCO bidder but
became the sole applicant after
General Broadcasting Co. dropped

27%

4
7
cheaper, belter
12
35
Don’t know
According to recent official estimates in the broadcasting trade,
1,600,000 American homes, or approximately 4%, have television

AMERICA’S NO.

12 Sammer Layoffs

!

34

is

cheaper, better
Don’t know

of any kind on a television set?”

*Yes

11

it

tion.

36%

Year Sked After

Full

Memphis, June 14.
Davis Motors, Co., of Memphis,
Midsouth distributors of Jeeps
uosepn
oicrnpri nne of the
•><'

Continued from pase Zt

sets are being installed at
more than 100,000 a

the rate of

month.

other sponsor on the show.

—

Glazer, the Golden Gate Quartet, Jssss Continued from pace 22 ssslJ
Chicago
Julian Bentley ha4
Albert Spalding, the City Center
the Council, although the latter been named news editor of WBBM,
orch directed by Laszlo Halasz and represents only about five of the succeeding Everett Holies, who is
to go into television in
the Schola Cantorum group.
A 67 Protestant churches in Camden, leaving
New York. Frank Barton was aptribute from Hollywood will fea- it asserted.
pointed assistant to Bentley.
Taking up various charges by the
ture Eddie Cantor, Ronald Reagan
it
admitted
Council.
and Gene Kelly.
changed its policy on religious proWNYC, New York muny station, grams after the expiration of its
will carry the broadcast on AM,
contract with Mack Radio Sales
through arrangements made by Co., under which the latter firm
George Wallach, program director. disposed of 85% of the station’s
is spending around $2,500
time, and after it became a fullin newspaper ads to appear tomorthe Mack arrow to tell listeners about its debut, time outlet. Under
rangement, dropped because of
and is advising them to tune in to
objections, more than 20%
FCC
if they don’t have an
of the schedule was devoted to
set.
commercial religious periods,
said, and this proportion

WCAM

WFDR

Continued from pate 22

WM.

H.

PersoMl

A.
177

S.
S.

KING

M anoqemenf

LYONS
leverly Dr.

leverly Hills, Cellf.

ssssj

questions in permitting large industrial firms to enter radio via
the purchase route.
A competitive bidding procedure,
which has since been called the
AVCO rule, was thereupon adopted in the hope that a waiting period of 60 days, during which public notice was made, would bring
in rival bidders to the original purchaser-applicant for a station on
the same terms. However, during
the nearly four years in w’hich the
rule was in force there were few
cases in whioh competitive bidders
stayed on into hearings and even
in those cases the original purchaser was favored. In one case,
where an AVCO bidder was regarded as better qualified, the

WNYC

FM

WCAM

m-g-m—

would have been even higher had
not been for “continued remon-

On on

strances” by station officials.
In deciding to eliminate timelisss Continued from page 22 ^sssJ
selling for religion, the station
ratings, the
researcher found
said, the city held numerous conthat programs averaged 23.5% less ferences with the churches to work
in New York than they did na- out a fair division of time. When
tionally. and that the drop was none of these reached agreement,
even greater for daytime programs. the mayor delegated responsibility
The study was based on a com- to the station director, who upped
parison of the 36-city network the Council’s original allotment.
Hoopers with the N.Y. Hoopers for
a four-month period
November,
’48 to February, ’49.

Kvfiry Fridity NIte, 8:SU D.S.T.

Mgt.:

—

Stanzas of the top 10 web advertisers, who spent a total of $74,- \SSSSS Continued from pact 22 sssil
000,000 for airtime in ’48, ranged
from 17% to 44.9% lower in New Henderson stated; 'Trials cannot
York than nationally.
Of all be held in a vacuum, hermetically
sponsored shows, the audience sealed against rumor and report.
differential was
33.3% for Mon.- If a mere disclosure of the general
Fri. daytime airers,
21.5% for nature of the evidence relied upon
evening programs and
18.5% for would vitiate a subsequent trial,
Sunday afternoon offerings. Of few verdicts could stand.”
WBAL had been tried sepa175 series studied, only 18 had
rately. WSID in nearby Essex had
higher ratings in New York.
also carried the story but was acquitted on doubt as to whether its
broadcasts constituted a danger or
were heard in Baltimore on the
days in question.
The case attracted top legal talContinued from pase 21 55
ent arguing before the Appeals
will teeoff next season in the 9:30
Court for the Bar Assn, of BaltiFriday time, vacated by Procter 81 more City,
the Junior Bar Assn.,
Gamble (Red Skelton).
the Maryland Civil Liberties Committee, the A. S. Abell Co., publishers of the The Sun papers, the
Monroe’s 2-Year Renewal
Vaughn Monroe has been re- NAB. the Civil Liberties Union
and
the American Newspaper Pubnewed for another two years on
the Camel broadcast (CBS, Satur- lishers Assn.

2i4S-3 P.M.

Witii

366 DAYS
Network A

day,

course

10
is

Agreement,

of
13-

p.m.

).

M.

McCAmnr

• VOICES

or ADAM HATS-C YBS.«

JINGLES
JANGLE!
that don’t

iADIO'S

MOST COMPLETE,

EFFECTIVE JINGLE SERVICE

YOUR Jingl* Sung -orWritten, Packaged, Produced
'Lanny

A

Glnqer*

350 MaOlMii Ava., N.V.C.

GREY
AT

1-4021

week cycle. Monroe has done the
Camel show for three con.secutive
years without a

Network B

WIND

K.

ADDISON SMITH

—
—

based on the usual

JOHN

Writ ton and Direotod by

^^

6 P.M

M/fH

For Ivory Flakos

CIS. Mon. thru FH.

Camel Smokes

to

LOU CLAYTON

WOR

—

6 A.M.

Island with Yqu

THE CAMEL SHOW

it

summer

layoff.

Renewing of the contract followed a rather stiff tussle between
Monroe and the William Esty
ag< ncy,
which handles the account. Maestro-singer was operated
on in Boston a week ago and did
not recover sufficiently by the past
Saturday (11) to do the broadcast.

:

Network C
Network D

Esty didn’t like the idea of his
missing the broadcast for the first
time in three years and for a time
it
seemed ,to
developing into

PULSI

for

1948

quite a situation.

Johnny Desmond took Monroe’s
place. Leader will be in
this week’s (18) show.

shape for

—

S60 KC.
24 hour* a day
KATt AGfMCV INC.
NATIONAL ftfPPfStNTATlVi

Detroit Taking
exception
to
W.TLB’s claim that it is the only
Detroit area station presenting foreign
language
broadcasts,
Ben
Hoberman. manager of the

UAW

FM station, had presented
programs in Polish, Italian and
Jewish since la.st February. WJLB’s
claim was made in a statement by
its president, John L. Booth.
<CIO»

Why

shouldn’t ha do

all

tha work?

Ha

ata all tha Wheatloo.

j
'

1'

'
'
.
j
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S-B Suing Miracle Disks,

PetrOlo Urges Local Cooperation

duction,

when warranted,

in

musicians’ scales.

Lower-Qassilied Writers Put

Ckarging Infringement

Francisco. June 14.
.
^
T
^ T, * „
As expected, James C. Petnllo, president of the American Federamade
an
Musicians,
unprecedented
pitch
of
to delegates of
tion
local unions here last week during the AFM convention for a re-

I

Petrillo slapped

j

To Back Govt. Maneuver on Coin Plan

^

hard at locals that skyrocketed scales to $175 weekly per man. on
the theory that such action often blocks the establishment of workopportunities for musicians by creating insurmountable operating
expenses for a vaude theatre, nightclub, etc,
Petrillo even suggested that if a local can help a theatre or another type of operation to re-establish a vaude or nitery policy, by
dropping scales to suit requirements, okaying a few free rehearsals,
He pointed out that employers today are
etc., it should do so.
having tremendous problems meeting operating costs and that
high scales bar work for musicians.
The AFM and Petrillo, of course, can only strongly suggest reductions and “playing ball” with prospective employers. On scale
problems, locals of the AFM dictate their own rules; the parent
organization cannot interfere.

week, seeking triple damages from
the Miracle Record Co.. Chi indie'
diskery.
Action charges platter.
K. J. Lambertz Elected
Long Gone.” written by .Alphonse
Dallas, June 14.
Tompkins and Lewis Conrad SimpKarl J. Lambertz elected v p.
and
general
manager
of Business
kins,
and
recorded
by
Sonny Music.
Inc., exclusive local distribuI hompson’s orch, is an infringe
lor of Music by Muzak, at annual
ment
on
“Yancey's
Special.” meeting of its stockholders here.
penned by Meade Lux Lewis, Suit
asks for an accounting of funds

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers is staring
fresh trouble from within its
ow n ranks. A group of 40 or so of

I

at

|

’

1

I

with

minimum damage payment

$2.50

and $1 for each disk

sold,

its lower-cla.ssifted songwriters are
bent on getting into the Society’s
discussions with the Department of
Justice over a new consent decree,
in an all-out once-and-for-all battle
to force the Society into basing distribution of coin to writers on

I

j

more

of a performance basis.
Group, which includes younger
svriters such as Carl Sigman, Sid
Lippman. Sylvia Dee. Redd Evans.
Kay Twomey. F'red Wise. Buddy
Kaye, and many others, met last

New ASCAP Writer

of
i

,Mort

SchaefTer. attorney for Scontends although Tompkins
and
Simpkins
registered
their
B,

Reelected Petrillo Lines
Vs. Reds;

work
it

Annual golf tournament of the
Music Publishers Contact Employees union will be held Aug. 1.5.

tune makes
fall under the copyright laws.
Miracle specializes in race pres.s-

Pop, Oldie Rivalry

\

If

M'liey

drafted

Com-

meeting with the Government men
.\ fund is being built by the group
to finance the D. (’. visit and to retain an attorney.

Tax

—

,

AFM

by

New York.

i

On Non-Payoff
Killed

in

i

Insurance Plan

cant is a Communist party member
or has leanings in that direction.
Petrillo started the convention
off Monday (6) by bla.sting the
American Guild of Variety Artists
as a “bunch of thieves” and continued his tirade against that organization and against the TaftHartley Act all through the week.
His delegates gave him virtually
everything he wanted of importance.
351G Deficit
Efforts to wipe out the $351,000
deficit rolled up by the
last
year punctuated the convention.
Approximately two-thirds of the
deficit is expected to be wiped out
by a change that will effect travelling bands.
One percent will be

the American Society of

posers, Authors and Publishers revises
its
method of classifying
.songwriters so as to make performances of paramount importance in the scheine of writer-revenue di.stribution, it (ould conceivably begin an era of sharp

—

i

will require inwhether the appli-

week

a letter to the Society stating that
iir a committee of them had
been invited to Washington by the
1). of .1
for their side of the story
of the years-old scrap over classification. and that they intended to
go.
No date has been set for a

they
|

»

I

AFM

May Zoom

Writers will insist that the new
writer-classification
plan ASC’AP
competition
between
pops and
execs have been talking over with
49c,
Inc. standards for radio playings Cur- I) of J. men. and upon which
rently ASC.M* is huddling with
hinges a new consent decree, must
Columbia Records’ plan under the Department of Jtistice on the
call for a method -of dividing writer
which it will market a 49c. (includ-j formulation of a revised consent
revenue at least equal to that now
ing tax
label to be called Har- decree (ASCAP is now working udused by the publisher faction of
mony. through distribution outlets der one), and the DJ is jnsisling
ASCAP. This calls for 55^'r of pub
wTiter
revenue distribution
established in recent months by on
coin to be allocated on the basis
Eli Oberstein’s Varsity recordings, based on a heavier performance
of performances,
on seniority
had an immediate effect on the disk percentage.
and 30' A on availability. ASt^AP
In the event such a method is
business la.<rt week. Firstly.. Decca
offt'ied the Government
new
a
Records immediately dropped the worked out and it's very prob- writer plan n«ore
than a week ago
some of .ASCAP's
retail price of its Vocalion label able that it will
which
calls
for
on
a
payoff
20%
from 49c.-plu.s-lax to 49c.-including- old-line writers figure to have performances. 20% on seniority
tax to match the as-yet unreleased their annual income from the So- and the
remainder
under
what
the
ciety
sliced.
Similarly,
others,
Harmony sides.
such as Irving Berlin. Richard young writers term the “vague”
RCA-Victor. which for several Rodgers and (^scar Hammerstein classifications of prestige, value,
months has been considering a 2d, et al.. figure to earn more. Rut character, nature, etc., of their concheaper-priced line to run with its the older writers whose income will tributions to the Society's repertop-grade Victor platters, also re- drop may do something about it toire.
viewed the situation again. Victor's! along the lines employed, off and
What has disturbed the Society’s
execs cannot see how- the company on, for example, by Jimmy Mc- younger writers for years i.s that
can profitably turn out a label to Hugh.
though one or a team of them may
occupy the same price groove as
McHugh for some time has. at have one or two outstanding hit.s
the Vocalion and Harmony sides, his own expen.se, promoted his old during a given year, they get nothVocalion and the new Harmony tunes for revival.
Recently, he ing extra for the tremendous numdisks will hit the market fairly hired contactman Dave Bernie to ber of performances such hit.s
close together. Decca expects to work on his past hits, out of Hol- achieve, though ASti’AP is a perAt one
get its initial Vocalion release out lywood.
Other writers of good formance organization.
this week. Harmony anticipated be- standard material would be likely time, the Society gave a year-end
ginning pressing yesterday (Tues.
to do the same in order to in- bonus to low-classed writers who
on its initial releases, the first crease performances of thejr ma- during the year came up with a
batch involving pressing of catalog terial to maintain income from the hit. This was discontinued years
ago. Young writers have no quarmaterial dyrawn from Columbia's Society.
such a move among the rel with the Society’s high-rated
old Okeh and Columbia shelves.
If
standard writers were widespread writers who are active or whose
enough the competition for per- works are continually valuable to
formances among pops and sl;ind- the Society, performance-wise or
COL.
ard tunes would create a new sit- in prestige value, but they do
argue with high-rated writers who
uation for the music business.
DISKINGS
get
comparatively few performances from year to year. They feel
Columbia Records had full inthat the coin earned by an "A”
tentions last week of issuing its Roberts III, Quits;
ASCAP rating, which has averaged
new 49c recordings. whi('h will be
$20,000 yearly for .some time, and
Oberstcin
Eli
by
distributed
Over
Taking
Peer
the
few hundred dollars earned by
through his own Varsity i35ci outsome of the lower-classes, is too
Hollywood. June 14.
under the company’.s Okch
lets.
wide
the
leaving
a range.
With E. M. Rbberts
label, which originally .sold for 3.5c.
However, Col's attorneys at the business because of illness. Ralph
general
S. Peer is taking over as
la.st minute before the signing with
International.
Oberstcin decided that holders of manager of Peer
DIES
41;
franchises Southern Music, Charles K. Harris,
distributor
Columbia
would, under the terms of their La Salle and Melody Lane.
ILL
from
HollyHe’ll boss companies
agreements with the manufacturer,
Ford Leary, widely known tromhave first call on any Okeh sides wood instead of N. Y.
bonist and singer, died in New
released.
York
June 4 and was buried Monbe
couldn't
course,
That, of
day 13) by New York Local 802
risked since the deal with Ober- Vau.9:hn
of
the
American
of
the
handle
to
him
for
calls
stein
Pic Musicians. Body of Federation
In Tiein With
the musician,
49c-ers. distributed to chain deVaughn Monroe and RC' A- Vic- who was 41, lay in Bellevue hospartment stores, large indie stores,
tor are using a new approach to pital, N. Y., for almost a week beIt called for a fast reshuffling
etc.
hookups with film music in an fore it was identified by a son.
of title ideas, and Harmony, which
singer - maestro Circum.stances of his death are listthe
by
album
Columbia owns, was substituted.
Harmony di.-^ks were di.scontinued which* is ready for release. It’s to ed by Bellevue as “confidential,”
Warner Bros.’
with
in
be
tied
Leary was with numerous top
bv Col. in 1931.
“Look for the Silver Lining," with name bands at various times, but
a cover picture of June Haver, reached his peak while with I..arry

To

'
I

,

j

]

San Francisco, June 14,
Booking agencies, w hich e xpected some measures designed to
tighten and restrict their methods

I

,

>

of operation, breathed easier w'hen
the American Federation of Musicians convention closed here Friday <10». Only one resolution of

AFM

importance involving agencies was
introduced, and
it
w-as
killed.
Resolution would have required

sliced from the take which such
have enjoyed heretofore.
Union revenues will also be hoisted
by the increase of the per capita
tax 2V^c each six months and the

pen.ses

to

bandleader

a

some reason

not his

own

is

who

FAST SWITCH BY

ON CHEAPER.

for

not paid

by an employer. Presumably,
'insurance” required w'ould
increase of the subscription to the the
official journal from 70c to $1 per have been in the form of a bond
put up bv individual agents with
year.
A resolution which endeavored the AFM.
to effect economies
by cutting
Union actually has a rule now
salaries of officials
other than which guarantiees payment to a
Petrillo was beaten down.
The bandleader on a date booked by the
off

^

agency. Latter are responsible for
the coin a buyer contracts to pay
a band, unle.ss there are circumstances which the agency can not
Ruling is designed to’force
help.
agencies to be more careful in dealings with “fly-by-night" promoters.

AAA

FORD LEARY

i

i

'

Monroe-RCA

Arbitration

week decided

last

calist

.limmy

1

WB

Of Foster Vs. Cavallaro
panel

AT

MORE THAN A YEAR

,

Throws Out Case

An American

I

I

agencies to carry insurance to
guarantee lo.ss of salary or ex-

bands

A.ssn.

that

vo-

'

F'oster

had no case,

I

against maestro Carmen Cavallaro.
now playing the Astor Roof. N. Y.
Eatery Lures
Fo.sler's* $16000 suit against CaA proposal was made by Samuel vallaro in N. Y. supreme court
Pre-Debut Guests
A
Rosenbaum, trustee of the Music therefore w ill be w ithdrawn.
Guy Lombardo had close to 1,000
l^rformance Fund, urging a setup stay of trial had been obtained
cuffo guests at the pre-opening
jmilar to ASCAP, with revenue pending the arbitrator's decision.
of his East' Point House,
showing
on
siphoned not only from record
Foster had sued Cavallaro
Freeport. L. I.. Monday <13) evencompanies but also from juke-op- his claim that the leader had
Purpose of the affair was to
ing.
to
contract
erators, disk jockeys and other signed him to a year’s
spot, primarily a re.sUsers of recorded music.
He was re- show off the
Opinion sing with the band
mu.sic and radio friends.
Coin taurant. to
P^®\**lcd however, that legal and leased after four weeks.
of the show the maestro put
Part
•dministration technicalities would asked repre.sented salary Foster
on for them included a professional
prevent such an arrangement. Mil-' claimed he would have gotten on
water troupe, with a half-dozen
uon Diamond, attorney for the the full year.
water-skiers lowed by speedboats
^FM, opposed the plan.
past the beach-front dining room,
pitch of the convention was
each twirling a baton
Galveston Pier Opening
^e universal opposition to the
Galveston. June 14
Lombardo will open his place to
^*^^‘H®rtley act, which was atPier
The $2,000,000 Pleasure
the public Friday '17) night. Pretacked by Petrillo, William Green,
opens for the summer June 17, miere will <-limax months of conpresident of the AFM; Woodruff
with Ted Weems band .set through striMtion and refurbishing of the
Randolph, of the typographical
Rands to follow' include
July 5
which is situated only a
Union; Henry Kaiser, Washinglcm Bobbv B>rnes .luly 6. plus Mel building,
couple of blocks from Lombardo's
**^r attorney; Senator (Maude Tonne; Red Ingle. July 20-Apg. 2
Refurbishing
alone is said
home
Pepper- and others who addressed Wayne Gregg. Aug 3-16. and Ray
to have cost close to $100,000.
Uie convention.
McKinley, .Aug. 17-Sepl. 5.

^

Plan

mere,

Decca Trails CRC

Pomonok

16 or 17 at

I

resolution had
propo.sed slicing
the salaries of the secretary, treasurer and first assistant to the
president to $8,000 from the present $15,000. and others proportionately.
draws down
Petrillo
$45,000 annually, plus expenses;
$20,000 from the AFM, $25,000
from the Chicago local.
A tense floor fight developed in
the convention when a resolution
to establish a pension plan to provide over-age members with not
less than $25 a week was killed.
A move to hold conventions every
other year, which would have aulotnatically doubled the length of
terms of officers, was withdrawn
by Petrillo when overwhelming opposition developed on the floor.

that

Pluggers’ Aug. Tourney

with the reelec-

!

formation on

unpublished

j

country club.
Henne. of Local 224, Mattoon, III.' Flushing. N. Y. Three alternate
At the same time, Charles L. Bag- dates are in case of rain. Last two
reAngeles,
was
Los
ley, Local 47,
tournaments were run off at Bethelected v.p.; Leo Cluesman, 16. page State Park. Bethpage.
L. I.. a
Newark, secretary, and Harry public layout. Pomonok is
a priCity, was
Steeper, 526, Jersey
vate course being sold Nov. 1 for
and
Bagley
treasurer.
named
a housing project.
Cluesman were unopposed, but
Music men ran another tournaSteeper, who took over the treas- ment at Pomonok yesterday
(Tuesurer’s post last winter from the day* in honor of Perry
Como. Afagainst
was
up
Gamble,
Tom
aging
fair
involved about 65 invited
Martin O. Lipke, 610, Wisconsin players from among music conRapids, Wis.
tacters and friends and was capped
Petrillo, before closing the meet,
by a dinner to Como.
his organization with
lined up
those unions th^t demand prospective members declare themselves
Future applieson Communism.
tions to the

as

fact of rcgi.stering the

ings.

finish Friday
tion of president James C. Petrillo
for his 10th term by an overwhelming 1.391 to 75 vote over Everett

(10)

Up AFM

Raps AGVA, Taft-Hartley

San Francisco, June 14.
American Federation of Musicians’ 1949 convention ground to a

Up Fund

%

Chicago. June 14.
Shapiro-Bernstein filed suit in
Chi federal district court last

Lombardo

'

LOOO

j

'

^

who

the cast.
Peculiar part of the deal is that
the score includes no new pop
melodies used are
All
tunes.
those connected with legit musicals in which Marilyn Miller apIn short,
peared all standards.
it’s. an album whose standards are
likely to be made at any time by
name artists, and thus tying in
with the film.
is in

—

Clinton’s prewar orchestra, at that

time the No. 1 outfit. He had been
very ill during the past year or
more, at one time being in a sanitarium.
Local 802's records list four
children and Leary’s second wife
as survivors.

RCA’s Sales Meet

;

'

RCA-Victor is holding a weekCedar Point Buys
long meeting of field salesmen and
Cedar Point. CJhio, June 14.
Cedar Point Ballroom has set regional managers in Philadelphia
talent for the first half of the sea.son.
Tex Bencke. Mel Torme. the week of June 20. Affair is an
('hnrlcy Barnet orchestra. Debon- annual one, which this year will
aires. Bobby Bergen. Glen Gray. involve the vital question of sales
Milt Herth Trio. Elliott Lawrence.
P'rancis

I..angford-.lon

Hall,

and

Frankie Yankovic are due.
Clint Noble will
manage and
M.C. when the season opens Saturday tl8>.

attacks on the 45 rpm situation.
It’s the first time in a number
of years the meet is being held in
Philadelphia, next door to Victor's Camden, N. J.. home-office.
Last year’s was in Chicago.
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Jocks, Jukes

Best Bridsb Sheet Sellers

and Disks

London. June

Blue
Sun
l’2ih
Street Rag
Chappeil
Wedding Lilli Marlene B&C
Red Roses, Blue Lady Wright
haraway Places
Leeds
.

Shore Doris Day “You cle” Mercury^.
Selling point in
Dinuh Shore these sides is that they’re hy the
^ n Have Hun
^Homework (Columbia*. Columbia writer of both tunes and his' Mrs.
•

^

«

*

fme UP with a rare idea in coup- Artistically they’re fair, hut for
on “You
Day „ii
luu jocks
and ivujr
juins there’s
meie s the conversational anShore auu
Misses snore
” from Irving Ber- gle.
Mrs.
Loes.ser
makes tlie
ran Have Him
Aside
trom
“Baby”
side more than a non-pro
Liberty.”
lin’s “Miss
value of the tune, elTort in .several of tlie cuter lines
f!ft«ible melodic
item.
KiTis a solid jock and juke
backed
Platter Pointers
Thev work it over cutely,
An ever
Winterhalter.
Hugo
Dccca reis.sucd Bins Crosby and
by

Strawberry

hmv^

sldt^

co"imtuc^ml

Connee Boswell coupling

llo^
ol
Miss Shore s hand ing
lyiital Idea.
shell p
» sharp
work.” a
Is

ell-cut sides

hits solidly.

Herth Trio “Ain’t She
(Coral*.
Sweet” - “Ting - A Ling
could have a sleeper in
Herth
Milt
If it’s not, howthe “Sweet” side.
Milt

”

«vpr there’s still plenty of value
the unique approach to
to jocks in
lively and
It’s as
the standard.
anything in recent
as
colorful
months. Herth uses a set of bones
and a palm-beat with his organ,

.

Put ’em

Dorothy

.

.

It’s backed by an okay
the ear.
version of a tune that .started movresult
ing in the , midwe.st
log
^ as the
,

.

Been

Working On the Railroad.” an

old
side still very
y usable by
today's jocks; Shand v’ocals
Lonnie
Johnson clicks solidly
with his own “Y’ou Take Romance” (King*
Same label has
a good item in Louise Carlyle’s
“Old Rusty Trunk’’
Coral also
reissued Pinky 'romlin’s original
“Object of My Affection and "Red
River Valley."
.

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

”

I

I

Dorothy Shay Steps In

As

New

Is

the

Time”

(Capitol

*,

—

Two

MacRae got what
sides.
se.ems like a good tune in “Eye.s. ’’
but crooned it as a lullaby, a
groove unnatural to his baritone.
It doesn’t click. Reverse brings up
a cute waltz. MacRae does it w ell
it

just

doesn’t seem

to jell.

—

Buddy Clark “Out of Love
“One More Time” (Columbia*. Two
good sides, either of which could
do something. “Out of l.,ove” is a
fine
melody; its appeal grows
quickly with repetition and it could
hit.
“One More Time” is also a
”

possibility.

two or three w eeks. However, Miss Shay, when she heard

off for

of

bandleader's

Ellington was awarded a
dance spot to Doctor of Music honorary degree
help out. MCA then eontacted the hy Wilberforce U.. Wilberfoicc.
operator at Lakeside, who gave the ()., la.st week •{)* at commencement
okay for substitute leader for stint. exercises.
Bob Kirk, singer wdth the band.
He’s now on a midwe.st tour.

programming
tells

a

I

—

^

3.

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING

(8)

(Morris)
)

Day “Where .Are You Now
That 1 Need You”— “Blame My
Absent Hinded Heart" ((’oliimbia*.
Miss Day does “Wbe're .Ai'i* You’’
as light rhythm
with the
fare*,
Mellomen, John Rarig’s ench and

(13) (Robbins)

YOU’RE ADORABLE
(4)

(Williamson)
/

\

(Lam el)

(8)

FOREVER AND EVER

1

1

(8)

(Robbins)

SO

K.

BABY

9.

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

(8) (T. B.

1

Harms)

7.

COLD ODFSIDE

1

(Melrose)

Miss Starr eloes Hie revived ^’es.
Yes” laiiiy straight anel gets a lot
out ol it. Bae‘keel by a male group
and good hand aceemipaninienl.
•he makes a really strong jock and
juke groe)ving. "I* Wish.” a ibvthm

many

P‘oce.

also ’is

lyays.

Tune appeals and she docs

attraetive

in

Well, again getting soliel
•Rsistance.
Jocks can’t go
*t

'^ith

looter

wrong

the side.

Frank Sinatra-Doris Day "Let s
An Old-Fashioned Walk
Love You” (Columbia*.
I'wo
more tunes from “Mi.''S Liberty.”
^’oatra and Miss i)a.v necille
K

(17) (Mills)

1

(6) (.Melrose)

1

first

in .solid fashion.
waltz
.A
excellent melody. Hie two
make of it a colorful musical pieore smartly framed
by Ken Lane’s

^mgers and

Axel

.Stordahl’.s

,

prrrn

.

Decca
Decca o
Columbia <
4 a

Venghn Monroe
Cinj Lomhardo
Sc in m a Kane
Tor me
:\ii

4

BALI

LOVE ME, LOVE

LOVE

.ME,

.

Cieorge

.

1

;

i

Vidor
Dccca y
Vidor 4

.

Capitol

t

P

Piiig

l

Fdihf

1

(Shapiro-B)

4

A

1

Range)

COMME

.

Vidor 4
mhia i

(

.Sinatra

'(»!((

\'ieior

NEED YOU (Choice)
EVERYWHERE YOU GO
.

11

.Sam

.......

.

('ole

.

Pino Crosby
Perry (’omo
lloirard

.

,

.

1

*

\

.

(Harms)
(

Deera 4

set

WCFL

1

Vanowleh

one-nighting

niidwe<t territory
hcitflfd

.•,!

St.

number

oj treeke tong has

been

(’a pilot
,

....

Lee

.

llarrv Crewe and Mel Brandt
into the Casa Bonita.

trio vet

Hollywood
laek

Fina

will

Tommy

reeord

CandaM's “Zingarella’’ for MGM
Becords
Johnny Green winding up musical dlpeetion of Warners "Happy Times."
Turk
.Murphy and his Bay City Stomp-

.

J

\'idor 4

.

.

Top

.

4
Decca 4
ers cutting eight sides for Good
Capitol 4
4 Time
Jazz
Records,
plattery
Dccca 4 launched
recently
by
Lester
4
ColambHi 4 Koenig. Par screenwriter.
Eddy Howard orch opens twoCapitol 4
Culiiinbia t week stand at Kliteh’t Gardens.
Denver, on Friday (17)
Benny
.

^

.

Day
in the

upper

in

Griff Williams

I-uke’s Hospital here

.

.

IFiflure* in parentheses indicate

month

for

.

Haymes
Staff ordMaeHae
Cay Lombardo
Dons Day

Dorm

J

Capitol

k

Peggy

Dccca

Vidor 4
Mrrcarii t

.

Kna Starr

Da

era

CM

C'apilol

.

.

.

Tony Martin

1

(Lombardo*

Kallrn

m a Ka ae

ping Cro.sbu

*

(Leeds)

1
t
Mereary t
Valor t
f)(

M

.\'ooni y

rt

F.dd'i

)

COMME CA

SO.MEONE LIKE YOU

4
4
Devea 4
Mercury 4
4
V'icror

Johnny Mercer

1

IT LIES (.Morris)

Olsen

June 24

.

Vidor ;

.

Ihnrard

Kiixi
i

\

Cl

.

('a pit id

.

Snmma Kaye

Kill

1

PORTRAIT OF JENNIE (Chappt
FAR AWAY PLACES (l.aniel)

HOW

.

('omo
Crosby

Frank

A

(

(.Advanced)

(Hill

.

Tounnn I}orsru
\(iiia Lombardo

1

CANDY KISSES

rn

.

.

1

MERRY GO ROUND WAI.TZ
KISS .ME SWEF/r

u

i

.Mf (Milter)

Whiting

Warren

1

\

III’CKLEBUCK

%>f

at the Balinese
Rooni. Galveston
George Winslow in for two-weeker at Rivervieyv Park. Des Moines, July 8
Will Baek has month’s stay at
O’Henry
Ballroom
here
Billy
Bishop hops to Wi.sronsin, Dutch
Mill at Lake Dclevan. for tbreeweeker. July 8
Cab Calloway
goes into C'lnada to play the Don
('.'arlo.s C5i.vino.
Winnipeg, July 28
tor seven days.
.Maiiinqiie ha.s stalled Sunday
afternoon
over
radio
prograiu.s
“Matinee at the Maitiniipie”
Del Courti .V has 14 nights at
Ihe Claridge. Memphis, from .Inly
15
Russ Hughes takes over disk
jockey chore on
from f) to
m. daily
10 a
Sky Way Club.
Cleveland, going in for name lomhos. wit h Pee Wee Hunt orch in
.Inly
followed by Red Inrle for
rest
of
the
summer
HrrhIe
Fields returns for the fifth time
villiin year to Club Silhouette,
•Inly
2f>
for fortnight
Frankie

•Starting
;

4

1

II

(I’nited)

.

.

corrqioscd

and
Phil
Spltalny
Chez Paree, AHanlic

WGN

(Williamson)

IIA’I (Milliamson)

to (Tii-

Chicago

<

V’icfor

.

.

4k
Capitol
Cohiinbia -

.

V.

new

::
<

.

or-

and Frank Loesacr "Baby.
Cold Outside’’— ‘iMakc a Miia-

oiiisicians, at

1

.

Its

.

femme hand

c.\-D’Artega

i

4

.

.

.N

releasing this

is

.

Victor

Morgan

Mnronrni

l

WONDERFUL GUY

cnestra.

Sinatra's singing of "I
You” is not nearly as good,

Cohimhia
Deera

»

-•

Second Croup

”

I

he

^

1

lake

Jenkins

1

some

Kay Starr “There’s Ye.s. Yes In
Your Eye.s’’— “I Wish” 'Capitol*

Pn.<^tor

back in bis

.

dettes,
1

4

Como
Como

Pns.s

I

\'irlor

Coin mbia

\Binq Crosby
Dinah Shore
W hiling Mercer
Shore Clark

\

CARELESS HANDS

Tana

Ctn-don
Perrii

f

Mereiiry

Victor

KCA

.

cago.” by Meredith Willson, being
used by Chicago & Nortlmestein
K. It. to mark its lOOth anni
Herman Lubinsky replaced Fred
.Mendelsohn, who retired, as president of ftegi nl Hc«*or<l.s
Chor-

Dreca I

....

.

.

4

Cohimhia

Daimnie
f^crrif Cotno
Frank .Sinatra
Pern/ Como

a lu'art attack,

week the first catalog of
"Gone
45 rpm ilisks

I

Vietor

.

.

\

(4)

Doris

e*ebo trie-ks. and it turn.s out
a neat side.
It
may not hit hiirel.
but it’s a very playable platie r for
Jocks and jukes. Backing, a biillad
from the film, "It's a Great Fee'lW)g,” e-ontains little.

t

(Laurel)

6.

LOVE

(

(3)

\

DON’T SEE ME

I

IT’S

.

office

1
I

...

Hnrl Ires
(',or(hm Jenkins
V'u*

/

5.

10.

always

has

lor's

»

Monroe

\V«ii<;ltii

AGAIN

IN

of June

Haeiker named RC.A-Viomerchandise display manager
..Jack Osfeld, very ill for weeks

C. V.

i

Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

2.

•A”

it’s ably performed.
Betty Hutton “I Wake Up In the
Morning Feeling Fine’’ "Wlu're
Are You Now That I Need You”
(Capitol).
Two tunes from Miss
Hutton’s film. "Red, Hot aiul Blue,’’
Sfoi’e
by Frank Loesser. “Wake
Up” is good rhythm tune which

Miss Hutton
Wanted to cut.

New York

union, and bis wife eelebrati* their
vv e d d
n g anni tomorrow
'Thursday*.

5()th

t

and

style

Employ CCS

»»!'

^10

fare for
listenable story

serves nicely for a lively side. He r
lyrics aren’t easy to understand
at all times, however, and it hurts.
Flipover, pre.sumably. is the ballad

of Music

president

.Miller,

.

tor).

It

•

Bob

Week

RIDERS IN THE SKY

have

will

the Upbeat
1

1

U^RlEfr

“Oncc’t

Jocks.

On

Duke

at the

1.

been moving

that hadn’t

I

DOCTORATE FOR DUKE

she

said

illness,

A

Dell Concerts

I

*

would appear

^

11

I'v

fl^’Jired away.
There are dlsPhiladelphia. .June 14.
ilealers, however, who
'•'“I
A total of $55,000, the largest
pre-season guarantee ever sub- brush alt these factors aside wit h
scribed to the Robin Hood Dell, the blunt .statement that Vitim’s
ha.s been raised with eimtributions (sale is and will lieat the already
liigging business to a pulp.
That
from “Friends of the Dell."
The open-air Philly conceit .sta- when it ends, fi'wer sales vvi'l redium folded last year after playing Milt. They just can’t see inarkfour weeks of a seven-week sum- dow ns.
mer sea.son, and the “Fiirnd.s’’
laiscd the advance ante lo insure
this year’s series.

!

|

and Clark does
with Ted Dale background-

excellent

the future prevent

anyone who is not a playing musithe cian from u.sing claves, maracas,
gourds or anything else to help

j

I

ing.

Fontane Sisters "Candy Kisses”
Around the Park” (Vic“Candy Kisses’’ is late, but
the Fontanes, who work with Perry
Como on his Che.sterfield hroadca.sts. do a good ballad job on it.
Reverse is a cute novelty that’s

in

I'M ‘ii
I hilly

I

nostalgic qualities,
it w'ell

Ruling will

.some customers to lay off hiiving
>'»)fflntime, a great deal of sUa k

55G Guarantee For

Dorothy Shay will front
Williams orch at Lakeside,
provide rhythm.
Denver, this Saturday (18). WilIt has been a standard practice
liams’ illne.s.s precluding his apamong pop dance orchestras to
pearance.
employ vocalist.s in the almve
Band would normally have laid manner, asidi* from mike chores.

pretty thing, with

It’s a

I

j

average

enough, but

1

I

IJttle,

Blue Little Eyes”

Little,

“Now

—

.

14.

Griff

“Two

MacRae

Bop on I'xpensive longhair alliums and

Feldman

.

j

rior.

•As a matter of fact, rival rompanii's assert Victor's 5()'’i -off idea

cnrolleil

and

Connelly

.

music-making unless they hold a
union card.

j

:

Griff Williams Ails
Chicago, June

with Jenkins, is good, but Margaret
Whiting’s Capitol siding is supe-

recently

listeners in bis

”

I

the tune a definite hit possibility.
They cut it at slow ballad tempo,
getting fine commercial blend of
“Happens” has pos.siall factors.
Haymes’ disk,
bilities of its own.

Gordon

.

.

has

more Hum 500

.

Coral re-

.

Terry Shand’s “Fve

bebop,

of

Along with it. N long list of other malci'ial has
Beret Club.
he is explaining for listeners tlie resulted in boosted sales on their
Covarious terms of the jargon. Pro- material at regular prices.
grams are not confined to bop; lumbi.'i Reeord execs asert that
they cover the field termed “mod- during the initial week of the sale,
ern music."
there was an increase of between
His is a feature for a limited 55 and 4()‘"r in sales of its LP disks
Clopin Clopant
though loyal and probably yiviingij,,^ "Kiss Me, Kate" and "Soiitli
Imperial
audience, which comes under the
Heart Loch Lomond
Unit
Pacific."
classification of sound operation
Dealers say that’s true. Hioiigh
for a non-network station.
Duell.
V. ho
comments in a knowing, perhaps not to the extent that t'olumbia
.states.
They say that the
Instrument-Playing
stylized manner, might do well to
broaden a bit the app(*al. and ihiis sale Is bringing buyers into stores
bought disks in
persuade
dialers not entluisia.siic who haven’t
Vocalists Must Hold
about this genre to stay with him. months. Ihey hope that it will reoiee is .small; delivery is distinc- sult In many former eonstant recMembership in AFMl^itive h e e a II s e of preciseness. ord-lniyers getting hack into the
Despite this, he occasionany*slurs habit of listening to recorded music,
San Francisco, June 14.
word.s.
Duell compcti'iitly han- which could thereafter bring ’em
American Federation of Musi- dles .s))ot
commercials, although back for more purchase.s.
cians convention here last w^ek there is in them,
and in the normal
Victor fully expects that when
passed a re.solution barring vocal- approach, too much "you. Jnco.
the sale is over that the return to
Ists or anyone else connected with
normal
prices will again induce
an orchestra from participating in

Decca

of an old Jesse Crawford recording. Tiny Hill, incidentally, is out
on Mercury with “Sweet,” too. His
commercial
is a straightforward,
approach and a good one.
Dick Haymes "Maybe It’s Be-

cause”— “It Happens Every Spring’’
Haymes’ disking of
(Decca).
“Maybe,” with the Tattlers and
Gordon Jenkins orchestra, makes

.

Maurice

F.D.&H.
I’ll Alwa.\s Love You.
Clover
Dreams Come True .. .Wright
My Mother’s Day
Reid
Brush Those Tears .... Leeds

.

Petty Trio (Coral*
i.ssued

!

.50'

its

.lime clearance sale to rid dealers’
shelves of inventory, may make the
idea an annual undertaking. Vi<>tor
BOP & BF.RF.T
is completely satisfied with the reWith Les Duell
sponse it claims its retail outlets
20 .Mins.
are getting. That the sale is ereatParticipating
ing business in New York stores
11:15 p.m.. Mon. to Sat.
W’OKO, Albany
is attested to liy lines of ciistoiiH'rs
h.ive been noted at several
l.es Ducll. youthful rceord-ridcr, that
who is the leading local promoici’ large retailer.s.

.Connelly

.

P.

Magic
Behind Clouds

|

,

.

It’s

Boogie" tMercury i, a swell item,
out ... Ditto “Big Ben Boogie.” Frank

and the combination turns
something that catches and holds

Box.

Forei er and F.vcr

”

'

in a

cheering and condemning

Disk Jockey Review

Yale

On ihe .i;4,5
Strauss
('uckoo Waltz
Keith P
“.V’ You’re .Adorable Connelly

.

.

RC.A-Vietor, which has record
distributors and dealers alternately

Second 12

Shay’s
two newest
'Columbia',
“Pappy’s Predicament’ and “.Another Notch On Father’s Shotgun.’’
aren’t up to her .standards, but
playable nevertheless
Decca’s
siding of “Caravan. bv Sy Oliver
with a vocal by Joe Bailey and a
chorus, is equal to any vocal records on the tune, and better than
most
Jerry Byrd’s “Bvrd’s
.

Moon

Buy Killarmy

Blues.’’

.

.

Helps Other Regular-Price Sales

.

"Bob

of

White" and “Basin Street

It

.

Powder Your Face Chappell
Put Shoes on Lucy
Cay
In a Shady Nook ...Keith P
Candy Kisses
Chappell

uTui

better

Ako

But

Big,

7.

I.avender

By BERNIE WOODS
Dinah

RCA’s 50%-Oif Clicb

lU’cck ending June 4)

89

lO.J

t,

.

.

.Strong band, previously etching
for Tower l^bel in Chi, signed by
(Continued on page 43)

40

WcdaesdUiy, June 15, 1949
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GENERAL ELECTRIC SHOW
N.B.C.^ 10:30 P.M., E.D.T.

FRED WAR
and

will

his Pennsylvanians

introduce the score of
the IRVING

BERLIN

•

ROBERT

E.

SHERWOOD

•

MOSS HART

Production

IRVING BERLIN Music Corporation
1690 Broadway, New York 19. N.Y.

WrdneMlay«

15,

B

a

a

. .
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Tops

Additional 3 to 5 Years Needed

By

of the

Tops

Retail Disk ScUer
“Riders in the Sky"
Sheet Musie Seller
“Riders in the Sky”
“.Most Requested" Disk
“Riders in the Sky”
Seller on Coin Maehineo
“Riders in the Sky"
Best British Seller
“Lavender Blue”

Decca, Plressured to Decide

RPN

Retail

ASCAP on TV

Assignment Rights

American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers would be
required to obtain extensions of
televlslon-assiffnment

publisher-members

rights
for an

from
addi-

tional three to five years before it
could close a deal with the television broadcasters along the lines
of a proposal now felt to be acSociety’s
ceptable to both sides.

would Involve the exact reproduction of a song as it's done onstage

I
I

or in a film, etc. The “special uses”
category created by ASCAP and

I

pub members was to have covered performances that involved
scenery and costumes, etc., but not
reproducing the original source of

i

,

the material.

NAB

has advised

all

tele opera-

rights

1

I

CBS

rights-assignment extensions.
except .Monday) at a $1 per adPayment plan as it stacks up mission, with no liquor of any type
calls for ASCAP to be paid, on a being sold; hotdogs and soft drinks
2'’4%
network
of
blanket contract.
only.
net time sales, and 2^4'f> of local
Spot opens Friday '17) with Billy
time .sales of indie .stations, plus
Butterfield and a six-piece jump
lO'o of the total in each case.
band plus Art Ryerson and a fivebe
the
u.sual
deducwould
There
piece .string combo. Spot can hold
tions of 1.5' r agency commis.sions
people.
and 1.5' r sales commission, plus 2,500
On wire
discounts.
card
rate
charges, which in tele would be
•

I

DON REID

ORCII
With Gwen Parke

'

for co-axial cable. ASCAP would
Longhair Shorts
allow 2.5'"r deduction the first two
Symphonette
Mishel
Piastro,
years of a five-year deal, 20"^j the
second two years, and 15% the conductor, heading concert manMusic.
division
.Alpha
agement
of
final year. All deductions are to be
.Muriel Rahn, lead in
made before the extra 10% is com- Inc.
sing
Jones
legiter.
to
“Carmen
Cooperative shows would
puted.
title role in “Aida” for Salmaggi
be construed as network shows.
Stadium,
Opera
Co.
at
Triboro
ASCAP has also agreed to set
Igor BukrtofT, conup a per-program license plan for N.Y.. July 9
Fort
Wayne Philharlocal .stations comparable to the ductor of
monic. awarded degree of Doctor
above outlined network deal.
In exchange for the coin deal, of Music at Lo.s Angeles Conserwhich definitely is a vast improve- vatory of Music and Arts yesterF.va Likova, soprament over what tele offered the day iTues.)
Society
originally.
ASCAP will no. heading final Veterans Adagree to drop its “special uses” ministration concert at llalloran
category, which would require ex- Hospital. Staten Island, N.Y., Jurie
Kfreni Kurtz la.st week
tr-a
clearance and payment from 20
and to ASCAP itself. There will signed 10 new musicians in N.Y.
be only the general performance for his Houston Symphony Orchescategory covered by the blanket tra, included Wiiliam Rose. NBC
.Amerlicense, and the “dramatic” right, Symphony tuba player
which must be cleared with the ican Dance Festival to be held for
copyright owner of a tune and second year at Connecticut College,
paid for extra. Such performances New London. Conn., .Aug. 12-21.
.

.

..

”

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bands

.

.

at Hotel B.O.’s
Covert

Week4

Band

Played

Hotel

Eddy Duchin
Nat Brandwynne*
3 Suns- Paul Sparr
Dick Jurgens
Carmen Cavallaro
.

Waldorf

New

f400: $2)

10
7

Y’orker lAOO; $l-$1..50)

Roosevelt (400;

0

$1..5()-$2)

Statler (450; .$1.50-$2)
Astor •830; $1 50-$2)

3
3

Neia Yorker, ice revue.

2

Total

i

situation.

doesn't

to

w.nnt

perienced

Decca

.And

and

to.

tlie
marki't.
Yictor’s 45.s haven’t
as vet leached that stage. It's admitted tliiit difficulty is being ex-

the key

is

i

the record

In

felt

that should Decca make a move
toward one or the other of the new
sxstcnis. it could hri'.ak up the
impasse that dealers feel has been

There
possible
pani(‘.s

couple of floorshows nightly,
giving crew a chance to show off
roster of specialties and \ocalists.
Gwen Parke holds up the
femme singing assignment in firstrate fa.shion. with deep-throated
a

45

a

Decca
pressure

getting

is

swing

to

have

claimed

proiluct.

33'

plenty
of
either

minors of a
of all comwould produce
for pops and

been

I

solcte.

doing

it’s

he expecti'il in

to

new

Columhia. too, it must he renu'inhert'd. has no instrument business to worry about. RC.A’s radio
inanutact niing industry is a heavyweight portion of the titan’s overall
business picture. .And people are
not
hiiving
ntwv
radios at
the
moment, due in a large measure
to the rpm tight
I’ortahles and
small set sales are t»k;iy. tuit larger
comhinal ions with tnrnlahles are
going begging. \ ii-lor can’t stand
that off too long.

liusmess

fracturing disk sales. But should
Decca decide to go eitlier way it
could get hurt by its own move
Dccca. like most other riv.ils. has
a fairly large in\entory of disks
on shelves. Since they are all 78
rpm platters, a move )>y the company towaial either 45 or 33’
could make much of that stock oti-

HC.A, but

l).\

that ‘«nch was
est.ihlishing a

prolialily

excntually.
It's

tern.
is

disks,

vol\ed

can t. make a choice right now
although it proliahly will be forced

Instrumentation i.s pair of trumtwo trombont's. three reeds,
piano, drums and hnss. with Reid
batoning.
Reid draws the most in
fullness and variations on both
current pops and a raft of old
faves.
Orch goes in for a novelty
or two now and then and weaves
in
a Latin rhythm which calls
forth unusual array of drums. All
of it in the smooth and sweet pat-

gct-togcllicr

— that

each

rpm platter
rpm .Microgroove platters ftir
F.xccs at Columbia laugh

classical.

toward

Goinmbia or Victor, particularly at (he idea. But heads of other
companies, notably .Milton H. Hackfrom ('olnrnhia. Its w ;itching-andmil. Decca prt'sident. believe .some
w ailing rontinc, aside from prosuch compromise will have to be
tecting itself in the diminished 78
worked tuil.
field, also could be for the purpose
style and lively pcr.son/ility. Takes of gi\ing rivals enough time to
a turn at terp in the floor show's, dash their brains out against the
Dallas Syniph Prize
winding her stint with a song and wall of confusion set up hy the
Hon.stmi. June 14.
tap for extra measure.
Ru.ss Jo- dilVcrcnt
speeds.
Decca doesn’t
nas steps out of the reed section for expect
Houston .Syniphon.v .Society is ofthat either C’olumhia or
baritone vocals, while Bob Charles
fering
$2.50
first
a
prize for a work
Victor, both hacked hy powerful
warbles a ballad now and then.
parent organizations, will witnl up composed by a T(‘X»n and motiReid gets in some banjo work on
in the soup. But it’s no .secret that vated hy i|it‘ tbcinc of Sam Houshis own during the show, and Eddie Lambert shows nimble piano other indie companies, such as ton.
work in specialty. Sums up as ver- Capitol. .Mercury, «>( al. which
Dec. 31. 1949. is the deadline
have made themselves felt in the dale.
satile crew.
After the K. C. date outfit is due
back in Chi for a ballroom locaits

.

'

Quin.

tion.

PETER BARRY ORCII
M'ith Joyce

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

(.5)

Hahn

Tic Too, Montreal
With the local after-dark trade
on a heavy Latin-Ainerican kick,
the Peter Barry group now playing the smart Tic Toe club is clicking in sock fashion. Using an acguitar,
and drummer,
cordion.
with Barry on bass and Joyce
Hahn handling bpth the vocals
and gourds, this combo offers
plenty of entertainment and a full

range of rhumba variations.
Present group has been together
for two years now. ever since
Bari*y received his discharge from
(he Canadian
his

army

stint.

Army

F’revious to

Barry played

vviili

Covert Joe Marsala and Henry Jerome in
Week On Date New York, and before that spent
.some time with Jack Hylton and
25.825
2.225
Ambro.se in London.
825
6 650
Although few in numbers, the
!400
400 group pla.v.s 25 diffcrimt instru4 425 ments.
1.100
Arrangements for most
10.700 numbers are done hy Bob Hahn
3. .500
and Mack White, with all the
Spanish tunes hanilled hy Barry
Cast

dai/s.

.Veirf.

HARRY

Chicago

the

to

pets.

During stand here orth

.At the moment, though it is inin a battle with RCA, Columbia Records is in the best position.
Its Microgroove disks have
gotten somewhat of a foothold on

ords and RC.A-Victor, will .soon be
alleviated.
Decca. which adopted
a “watching and waiting” policy
when \ ictor brought out its 45 rpm
sides in opposition to CRC’s 33’

rpm Microgroove

area.

I

'

til)

Miiehlebach Hotel, Kansas City
.After absence of two years. Don
Reid orch is back in the Terrace
and
Grill
of
Miiehlebach
the
rounding out a month’s stand
there.
longtime arranger for
,A
Jan Garber. Reid’s style is pretty
well set in the swing and sweet
format, very much in the groove
for the liotel and ballroom circuit
which outfit travels in the midwest

disk indust !•>'. are in a spot of
trouble.
And by wailing awhile
Decca could be figuring it will have
less competition.

I

currently muddled recording situation. caused by the varl-speed disks
being produced by Columbia Rec-

its

I

assignment agree- tors of the proposal and asked that
ments from members are for two they commit themselves one way
years, a quarter of which has ex- or the other as quickly as possible.
^ending Dec. 31. Meanwhile. ASC.AP has extended
pired already
19.50). and the video industry feels the deadline for the withdrawal of
that that period isn’t long enough its mehulies from video until ,luly
1.
This move was authorized by
to warrant a deal under proposed
terms.
the Society's hoard two weeks ago,
As it now stands. ASCAP and in the event a deal was imminent
tele have more or less agreed that and couldn’t be .settled by June 15.
the Society will draw from the
new medium revenue comparable
But the
to that drawn from radio.
Musician B.R.’s
Assn, of Broadcasters
National
Great Neck Dancery
must receive okays on the plan
from individual video-operator
Lyman Vunk. radio studio musimembers before it can signal cian w ith CBS in .New York, is
ASCAP and the latter can ap- bankrolling a ballroom in Croat
proach publisher members with a Neck. L. 1.. which will cater to
concrete proposal acceptable to teen-agers,
lie’s using the Great
tele, as a wedge that will secure
Neck ice rink for nightly dancing
current

Course, Can’t Easily Groove Plans
doesn't appear likely that the

It

OVVEN.S

(12)

With Hilo Hattie
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck. 200; 5;2 <10 min -SI 05 cover). St. Francis Hotel, .San Francisco
revue opened Thursday (9). bolstered biz: fine 2.300 covers.
highly
styled
Owens’
Harry
cover).
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room. Blackstone. 300; $3.50 min.-$l
combo stresses the Coast alVinity
Final week of Lena Horne and closing of room sock 3. ,500.
for Hawaiian music, and the special
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, .Stevens. 773; $3. ,50 min.-$l cover). penchant for it shown through the

Summer

The lop 33 KOnps of the u'erk hinrr in cd.sc of lic.s). hn.scd oil
The copjiriphted .Audience Corenuic Iiide.v .Surreu of Pttpular Music Bromleast over Radio Nciicorks.
Published bi/ the Ofjfice of
Research. Inc.. Dr. John G. Pcalwan. Dirccior.
>

.Surve.v Week of June
A Chapter In My Life Called .Mary
A Wonderful Guy >"South Pacific”

"A”

J-f).

I94?».

.Shnpiro-B

—

— You're

Adorable
Again
•“Hoad House”
Always True To You In Fashion >'"Kiss .Me Kate”
Baby It’s Cold Outside '“Neptune’s Daughter”

—

—

—

Ha’i— >“*Soiith

Bali

Pacific”
BcaulituI Blonde Bastiful Bend

— “Beautiful

Blonde

Me

Because You Love

Candy

Comme

B Harms

Morris
Chappell
Miller

Range

Hill jc

Hands

.Melrose

Comme

Ci.

T.

Rcmick

Ki.sscs

Careles.s

Chappell
Laurel
Robbins

Leeds

6'a

Cruising Down the River
Don’t (hy. Cry Baby

Spitzer
Santly-Joy

Everywhere You Go
Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue
Forever and Ever ...
Heai1 of Loch Lomond
Hollywood Square Dance

Lombardo
P'eist

Robbins
Crawford

.

How

How

Lies.

It

Don’t See

Me

Lies.

It

How

It

Santly-Joy
Morris
Laurel

Lies

Your Eyes Anymore
In the Good Old Summeiliine
Kiss Me Sweet
Look At Me
Merry-Go-Round Waltz
One A- Only Highland Fling- “Barklevs
I

In

K. B. Marks
Advanced

Jewel
Shapiroof Bvvav.

Warren

Portrait of .lennie
Riders In the Sky
So In Love *‘‘Kiss Me. Kate”

(Miappell

years by Fri.sco especially. NearFreddy Martin (Beachwalk. Edgewater. 700; Sl.’iO cover). Fine weather ness of Hawaii as a resort spot and
hefty tourist trade there the past
started outdoor season w ith excellent 12,000.
Bill Snyder 'College Inn. Sherman, .500; $2..50-$3..50 min V Some 3.900 several seasons have had strong influence. and Owens’ troupe miiTors
people hit spot for “Salute to Rodgers and Hammei Mein' show.
Ted Straeter (Empire Room, Palmer House, 550; S3 50 min.-$l cover). prevailing sentiments by exclusive
purveying of Hawaiian rhythms
Not loo bad 2,800 eoveiis.
and .songs, plus his tunesmithing
along same channels. His own
•‘.Sweet Leilani” i.s still a big handLos Angeles
Jack Kina .Ambas.sador. 900; $1.50), With Ben Gage. Ruiz and God- getter.
Using his sweet ensemble of
frey, .Annt-tle Warren, Stuart Wade, Tune 'I'ailois.
Tliird week, good

Some Enchanted Evening *“South Pacific”
Someone Like You :“My Dream Is Yours”...

Chappell

3,375 covers.

1400

Hefty 4.378 tabs.

•

Chuck Foster 'Blltmore, 900; $1-.S1..50). Good 4 37.5 r<iveis.
Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills, 300: $4 min
Slow 350 co\eis.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

Tommy
first;

(Chirano)
Carlyn 'Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm

>.

Second week equals

nifty

12,000 dancers.

Cee Davidson 'Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min -SI co\er). Gertrude Niesand Henny Youngman. Sharp 4.300 tabs.
Larry Green 'Aragon; $1-$1.1.5 adm
Final stint of Green light 9.000.
Bobby Petera 'Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.'. Doing a little better at

»<'n

).

1,800 customers.

(Los An(felex)
Paul Neighbors 'Aragon, Santa Monica, 4th wk'.

Slow 3.500 ad-

mi.ssions.

Russ Morgan (Palladium

B.,

Hollywood:

Ist

wk'.

Harry James 'Casino Gardens, Santa Monica,

items, including such comedy copy
as is available, all to good effect
and terpability.
with
attraiiion
Outstanding
Owens is Hilo Hattie, whose surefire .sense of song hoke. plus native
barefoot liula-ing. garners much
Her
appreciation.
.Mayor” i.s a hot favorite. Also a
click is falsetto vocalizing of Eddie
with such tear-jerkers as
Hii.sh
"Sing Me a .Song for Old Hawaii”
and "Alolia.” Current three Owens
items most played are "Lailani,”
"Little Butch” and “Voice of the

"Cockeyed

Always
1st

bass,

Dropping: 9,800 Trade Winds.”

*(lmis.sions.

admissions.

drums,

gritar. steelguitar. three sax that double on
violins, trumpet and two violins.
Owens deftly scrambhs all the old
aloha reliables sparked with newer

piano,

wkend).

Okay

6,075

Owens

a

top ranker in

—

—

Of Laredo
Weddin’ Day
The rcinahiinp

''“Streets

>'

luore in case of lies),

based on the eopyriohl Audience Corenipe Index .Survetf of Popular Mn.^ic Broadcast over Radio Set works.
Pnhli.shed, by the
Office of Research, Inc Dr. John G. Pealmun, Director.
,

Ballin’ the .Tack
Evci’y Time I Vleet

You

—

E. B. .Marks

"Beautiful Blonde"

Fei.st

Dream Street
From Jones Beach

— '"Girl From .lones Beach’
Wonderful Wish — “Sorrowful Jones
Havin’
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry
Could Be With You — '“Flamingo Road

Girl

”

a

If

”

1

It’s a

Martin

Harms
Paramount
Dreycr
Reiu'ck

BMI

Big Wide Wonderful World

Got My Love To Keep Me Warm
Church Near Leicester Square
Lee
Maybe It’s Because ‘•’".Along Fifth Avenue"
Powder Your Face With Sunshine,
Put Your Shoes On Liiey
Right Girl For Me
“Take Me Out Ti) BallKame”

I’ve

Berlin

Little Old
Ixira Bell

Oxford

—

—

Sault

Say

.Ste.

It

Isn’t

Marie

...

the Night

Someone To Love
Miss Lullaby
5'ou’re
t

So Understanding

Film musical.

Santly-Joy

HVC
[..ombardo

Bourne
Robbins
Mellin
Cavalier

Warren Pub.
Famous

.Sunflower

Friwo,

business.
is drawing solid
Ted.
Booked through .August.

n’erk

Harms

Harms
Famous
Famous

Of Laredo”,

son(is of the

21

T. B,

—

—

Streets

Morris

.

.

•

Legit musical.

Southern
Barron

.
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(Musicnl-Hhtorical Revietv: 1800-1948)

Cum piled

VarUty.

P^niEfr

MATTFEID

By JtLIllS
(Copyright,

-»»

y^Ki^fr

for
Inc.

sales,

Isgends and other baste background information, attendant to tho compilation
end. presentation, appeared in the Oct. 6, 1948, issue when the Variety Song
Cavalcade started publication serially. It is suggested that these insfallments bo
clipped and filed for future reference.
Attorttion it hereby called to the fact that this material it copyrighted and may not

be reproduced

from leading stores in 11 cities
and shotting comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

either wholly or in part.

1912

The

retail sheet music
based on reports obtained

Survey of

Rights Rssorvod)

All

—Continued

growth of the enter- Otto llauerbach. m., Rudolf Friml.
tainment business in the past gen- G. Schirmer. Inc., cop. 1913.
eration was exemplified via an esThe Cricket On the Hearth
tiinate by Varif.iv of the wealth (Sweethearts), w., Robert B. Smith,
of various theatrical personalities: m., Victor Herbert. G. Schirmer,
George M. Cohan. $1,500,000; Inc., cop. 1913.
The Curse of An Aching Heart.
David Belasco. $1,000,000; Daniel
Frohman. $1,000,000; Chauncey Ol- w.. Henry Fink. m.. A1 Piantadosi.
vast

’

National
Rating

1

Week Ending
June 11
Title

,

and Publisher

'

Maxine Elliott,
$750,000;
$400,000; David Warfield. $3.50,000;
William Gillette. $300,000; Maude
Adams. $225,000;
Fred
Stone,
$175,000; Eddie Foy, $100,000.
Billy Wal.son and his “Beef" Trust
Beauties” were a burlesque sensa-

Leo

cott,

tion.

the

Winsome

*The

season

included;

“Hanky

Widow."

Enchanted Evening” (Williamson)
Again” (Robbins)
Forever and Ever” (Robbins)

[sic Co., cop. 1913.

Do You Take This Woman for
Your Lawful? (The Passing Show*
!

Plays of

Riders in the Sky” (Morris*

Feist. Inc., cop. 1913.

Don’t Biaine It All on Broadway.
Joe Young and Harry Williams.
m., Bert Grant. Harry Williams Muw.,

Cruising
*

A*

Down

—You’re

River” (Spitzer)

A dorable”

(Laurel
Hands’’ (Melrose).
Bali Ha’i* (Williamson)

of 1913). w.. Andrew B. Sterling.
m.. Harry Von Tilzer. Harry Von
Tilzer Music Pub. Co., cop. 1913.

C arel es.s
It’s

.

.

.

Cold Outside

A Wonderful Guy” (Williamson)
Kiss Me Sweet
(Advanced)
Blue Skirt Waltz” (Mills)

1913

Candy Kisses”

The Angelus

(Sweethearts), w..
Robert B. Smith, m.. Victor Herbert. G. Schirmer, Inc., cop. 1913.
Asia (.\ll Aboard), w.. E. Ray
Goetz. ni.. John Lindsay. Waterson.
Berlin & Snyder Co., cop. 1912 by
Richard Birnbach; assigned 1913 to
W'aterson, Berlin & Snyder Co.
The Blind Ploughman, w.. Marguerite Radclyfte-Hall. m.. Robert
Coningsby Clarke, l.ondon; Chappell

&

Sweethearts (Sweethearts), w,. Cubism. Widely written up in tl)e
Robert B. Smith, m., Victor Herb- papei-s.
G. Schirmer. Inc., cop. 1913. /
That International Rag. w.. nw
1914
Irving Berlin. Waterson. Berlin &
After the Roses Have Faded
Snyder Co., cop. 1913.
Away, w., Bessie Buchanan, m..
There’s a Girl in the Heart of Ernest R. Bail. M. Witmark &
Maryland With a Heart that Be- Sons, cop. 1914.
longs to Me. w., Ballard MacDonAt a Mississippi Cabaret, w., A.
ald. m., Harry Carroll. Shapiro,
Seymour Brown, m., Albert GumBernstein & Cp., cop. 1913.*
ble. Jerome H. Remick & Co., cop.
There’s a Long. Long Trail, w., 1914.
Stoddard King, m., Zo Elliott. M.
Bark to the Carolina You Lo%'e.
Witmark & Sons. cop. 1913 by w..
Grant
Clarke,
m.,
Jean
West A Co.. London; assigned Schw'artz. Waterson, Berlin & Sny1914 to M. Witmark & Sons.
der Co., cop. 1914.
To Have. To Hold. To Love, w.,
By the Beautiful Sea. W'., Harold
Dari MacBoyle. m., Ernest R. Ball. R. Atteridge. m., Harry Carroll.
M. Witmark & Suns. cop. 1913.
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc.,

—

Co.. Ltd., cop. 1913.

The Rodeheaver

cop.

Co.,

1913 by Chas. H. Gabriel.
The Bubble (High Jinks),

and Range)

erl.

Brighten theV'orner Where You
Are. Hymn, w., Ina Duley Ogdon
m., Charles H. Gabriel. Philadelphia;

(Hill

w.,

The Trail of the Lonesome Pine,
w., Ballard MacDonald, m., Ilariy
Carroll. Shapiro, Bernstein &. Co,,
cop. 1913

cop. 1914.

(Continued next week)

What’s the Good of Being Good
No One’s Good to Me. w.,
Murphy, m.. Hariy Von
Tilzer. Harry Von Tilzer Music
Pub. Co., cop. 1913.
When You’re All Dressed lip
and No Place to Go (The Beauty

—
When
Stanley

w Benjamin Hapgood Burt,
m., Silvio Hein. T. B. Harm.s
Francis. Da.v & Hunter, cop, 1913.
When You Play in the Game of
Love. w.. Joe Goodwin, m., A1
Piantadosi. Leo Feist. Inc., cop.
1913.

Shop),

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Jflia

Broudtva.r

York

19,

N.

on beautiful

KROMEKOTE
I

Where Did You Get That Girl?

recording since the ban!

Hts

.

&

Y

POST

CARDS

Bert Kalmar, m.. Harry Puck.
A: Puck Music Co., copi

w..

Kalmar
1913.

You’re a Great Big Blue Eyed
Baby. w.. m.. A. Seymour Brow’n.

Jerome

11.

Remick

&.

Co.,

cop.

1913.

You’ve Got Your Mother’s Big
Blue Eyes. w.. m.. Irving Berlin.
Waterson. Berlin & Snyder Co.,
cop. 1913.

Port

Wayne, Indiana

“f’lass” dancers had their advent
hotels. Mr. and Mrs. V^nnon
C'astle’s salary being reported at

in

$1,000 per week. Meantime the
“dan.sants”
i.e. matinee dances at
public places were bitlerly con-

—

and

—

demned because

of “male idlers,”
and were fading out.
Woodrow Wilson was inaugu-

urcH^tra

rated president.*
To tlie presidential cabinet was
added a Secretary of Labor, the
fii'st one being William B. Wilson,
ex-officer of
the
United Mine
Workers’ Union, and since 1907

GieOLETTE

congressman from Penn.sylvania.
Parcel post was an innovation.
Ping-pong was a popular pas-

featuring

Thv Theremin, Jack Hunter and Singing Ensemble

time in New York.
Indiana and Ohio

suft'ei’ed

from

A MOST
UNUSUAL
DAY

IT'S

Music by.

.

JIMMY McHVCH
ROIIINS MUSIC COirOIATION

disastrous

floods in which hundreds were drowned and property
lo.ss was enormous.
Turbans (a vogue sl.irled by

ELEVATIOM
A

hot instrumental that rocks

and

Queen Mary) and Meiiy Widow
hats were fashionable.

What mostly went

into

a

silk

stocking was lisle.
The legitimate stage had a poor
season, but there were several

ridas solidly

money makers: “Peg o’ My Heart”
with Laurette Taylor. “Within the
Law” with Jane C-owl. “The Auctioneer” end “Seven Kevs to Bald-

COLUMBIA RECORD No. 3S497

pate.”

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATinN

I

I

Charlie Chaplin became a film
comedian. Other film players of
the year included; William Farnum, Mabel Taliatcro, and Florence Nash.
Arlisis started a trend toward

laurel
161‘5

MU5IC

Bfood'^o.
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PLANS

IRISH DISK CO.

PLUGGERS MAIUNG

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

SETUP IN PHILLY
Dublin, June

14.

which has
Irish Recording Co.,
Irish folkbeen flying disks of
music over to WDAS, Philadelphia,
planning a new setup to
is now
hrintf Irish disks into the U. S.
Prexy Bill Stapleton
market.
plans an early visit to America to
company, to be known
a
organize
Co.-Philadelas Irish Recording

NEW PACTS TO PUBS
Music Publishers Contact Employees union began mailing new
contracts

Survey of retail disk beat
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com-

Agreement,
worked out after months of discussion with the Music Publishers
Protective Assn., was finally cleared only a w eek or so ago. when the
pubs rejected the MPCE’s request
for a change In one of the clauses.
Latter, the pubs felt, would have

parative sales rating for this

and

last

week.

phia, Inc.

Setup here has handled disking
for several of sponsored shows currently aired over Radio Eireann.

Week Ending

National
Rating

June
This Last
wk. wk.

On the Upbeat

Artist. Label. Title

VAUGHN MONROE

Hollywood

"Riders in the Sky"

Anson Weeks
summer spot of his own

‘‘Some Enchanted Evening"

Capitol

Records

.

.

PERRY COMO

.

antee against

.

.

“G.

"

Music Notes

JENKINS-STARDUSTERS (D)
See Me in Your Eyes".

"I Don't

"Baby,

.

It’s

.

(Columbia)
Cold Outside"

West View Park on June 28
Dick Brown, ‘‘Stop the Music"
ginger, into Bill Green’s for two
weeks, first of them with Gene
Joey Reynolds,
Williams’ orch .
one-man band, added to the talent
.
lineup at Kite Court of Fun
Bob Carter, m.c. and vocalist at
Nixon Cafe for 11 years who left
.

Page Cavanaugh Trio joining
Frank Sinatra on crooner’s upcoming tour; first date at Steel
Leeds Music
Pier, June 24-26

4

biNG CROSBY

5

.

only other nitery besides Nixon
.
he’s ever worked in Pittsburgh
Organist Jesse Flaherty has replaced Dolores Clark unit in Bill
Bill
Green’s -Cocktail Lounge
Bickel’s Starliters Trio out of HoFiesta Room for
tel Roosevelt’s
summer run at Pines.
.

.

STAFFORD-G. MacRAE

(Cap)

— You’re Adorable"

.

VIC
IIB

16

DAMONE

5

.

22.
.

8

..

9

..

.

,

.

.

.

Hoagy Car-

michael will sing his own "My
Cliristmas Wish to You’’ for Ron
Alcorn’s
"Johnny Holiday”
"Meet Me in St. Louis.” Margaret
Whiting’s audition platter, making
the agency rounds as possible fall
network entry.

(Capitol)

.

(Victor)

Ha’i"

MEL TOR.ME

June

hotel, Reno.

shows for the Navy

"A Wonderful Guy"

"Careless

.

.

Steiner scoring Warner*
The
of Seabiseuit"
Skylarks cutting two 15-mlnute

(Mercury)

PERRY COMO

.

"The Story

"Again"

"Bali

.

Max

^lARGARET WHITING

.

Golden

8

“DICK HAYMES (Decca)
"Room Full of Roses".

sel,

.

(Capitol)

".Again"
J.

.

.

.

"‘A’

due

album

with

Yvette and
out next month
Joseite Roman. Freneli piano duo,
.
will cut Capitol transcriptions
Frankie Laine cutting four fares
Artie Wayne and
for Mercury
Dottle O’Brien start June 16 at
the Sundown. Phoenix, move to

(Decca)

.

MEL TORME

that spot six w'eeks ago, filled in
for ailing Jackie Heller at Carou-

.

.

Fountainhead.”
7

Ha’l"

"Ball

.

.

.

(Decca)

.

.

.

cutting salaries here, with prostwo employees being
pect
of
Victor has recorded Max
axed
Steiner’s score for Warner’s "’rhe

10

"Some Enchanted Evening"

BING CROSBY

6

(Decca)

"Forever and Ever"
M. WHrriNG-J. MERCER (Cap)
"Baby. It’s Cold Outside"

Tex Beneke plays one-nighter at

2

CLARK

RUSS MORGAN

Pittsburgh

.

1

2

D. SIIORE-B.

.

1

3

"Again"

60%.

.

(Victor)

(Victor)

GORDON JENKINS

opened a
Washington, Cal.
Fort
at
Leighton Noble band booked for
Jantzen Beach starting July 14.
Orch getting $2,750 weekly guar.

given the MPCE too much latitude
in deciding whether a songwriter
was being used by a publisher to
plug songs in place of a regular
contact man.
New pacts are for four years,
ending Dec. 31, 1952.

11

Continued from page 39

Monday

publishers

to

signature.

for

(13)

sellers,

(Capitol)

.

I

Hands"

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
"Cruising Down the River”
“orN AH“SH0RE Columbia

MUSIC
BOURNE

(

*

"A Wonderful Guy"

TO LIVE

GUY LOMBARDO
16B 15

.

(Decca)

"Everywhere You Go"
"“DORIS DAY (Columbia)
"Everywhere You Go".^

7

LOMBA^^ Decca)

"“(ilTiP

sour

"Merry-Go-Round Waltz"
(

17D

"Some Enchanted Evening"

16

3

Inc,

FIVE TOP
A POP HABIT

IT'S

.

“FRANKIE “Y ANKWiC Columbia)
“Blue Skirt Wal tz"
FRANK SINATRA (Columbia)

m l^ttPy*’
BOURNE,

(

ALBUMS

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

BOO
HOO

PACIFIC

KISS ME, KATE

Broadway Ca»t

Broadway Cast

Columbia

Columbia

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE

MANHAHAN

Bing Crotby

Gordon Jonkin*

Dccca

Decca

TO MOTHER

FRANKIE LAINE

TOWER
Eddy Arnold

CURRENTLY
Victor

LOEW'S STATE
ST.

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
No. of

No. of

Records

Label
Decca

9
3

Victor
Capitol

*

Points
212
189
89

Records

Label

Columbia
Mercury

...

5

...

1

Points
66
15

THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE

FROM BASHFUL BEND
From ZOtK Coolwry.Foi'*

SHAPIRO

“THE lEAUTIFUl UlONDE
FROM lASHFUL BENO"

Maestro Naturalized

Inside Orchestras-Music

wmmm

TO LIVE

I

CROSI^’^

CAtt

W

AHXMOR6

Included

I

!

'

IDONTSEEME
YOUR EYES

ANYMORE

!

i

1

LAUREL MUSIC CO.,
1619 Broadway, New York

in

I

!

.

rocordod by
THE MODERNAIRES ..Columbio

14.

Massimo Freeda, conductor of
New Orleans Symph, became
an American citizen Thursday (9)

M-G-M

ART LUND
j

the

RCA

TEX BENEKI

Victor

;

TWO TON BAKER

AAorewry

|

after taking the
eral court.

final

oath in fedMILLER MUSIC

CORPORATION

HAL OTIS

the International Federation of the Phonographic Indus-

TRIO

convention. The federation is concerned with those rights that do not
come within the sphere of copyright but which, on the other hand,
represent something more than industrial rights. These include the
emisrights of broadcasting stations or authorities in regard to their
sions; the rights of performers; the rights of commercial record manubroadcasts.
facturers and the use of commercial records on
At the Berne Union conference held in Brussels last June the convention declined to admit any of these rights as coming properly within
the sphere of the Berne convention itself, but in each case, passed resolutions acknowledging the need for legal protection of those rights.

Not since the start of Variety’s "Talent and Tunes" chart has an
individual di.sk such as Vaughan Monroe’s "Riders In the Sky" so completely dominated that field of exploitation. In the current issue, bhe
platter grabbed 17 firsts and two seconds in the request balloting by 24
disk jockeys all over the country. Not even Nat 'King) Cole’s Capitol
platter of "Nature Boy," which last year rode roughshod over all air
performances, reached that point.

Orleans, June

j

the industry
try’s proposal for the formation of a Berne Convention for
are some factors, which are not mentioned in the articles of the Berne

ABC MUSIC CORP.

IN

New

The Eddy Duchin Piano Studios last week opened their first layout
key cities. Keyboard
in New York and will follow shortly in other
maestro has developed a new method of Instruction, the Audi.scope Syssomething hke a
sign—
electrical
large
a
around
tem which is built
struck.
king-size pinball machine— which lights up whenever a note is
and its correkeyboard
the
on
note
exact
the
see
can
On it the pupil
sponding note on the musical scale. At the same time, fingers on two
hands light up. showing the students which digits to use.
Students sit in front of the electric device and "play" on plastic keyboards, following the instructor. With this visual aid, Duchin says,
learning a melodv is a matter of minutes. He proved it at the cocktail
party opening his studios, getting some unmusical muggs from the trade
press to pound out a few bars of a waltz in seven minutes flat.
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BUI Miller^* Riviera

ent.

w'elcome one.
Biltmore, being a
first-rate convention hotel during
the summer, should do well with
In terms of exciteuient, Bill Mil- the show, particularly with Marshall, since his comedy is especialler’s Rfviera has a bill that’s on
par with the fabulous setup in the ly solid with Elks, Moose, Rotaearly 30’s when Sophie Tucker, Joe rians and other hearty brethren
E. Lewis and Harry Rlchman head- out for a good time.
Walton and O’Rourke almost
lined. With current divertissement,
there’s an added touch of excite- steal the show with their utmost
puppeteering.
Using a
ment. Niterygoers are introduced skillful
curtained
platform, they
to a dance team that stacks up small,

Mi.ss Reyes, who has now become
.something of a name-draw at the

as the fine.st act of its kind. In
addition, the entertainment values

Havana-Madrid, does some jetrhythmed heel work. She is a virtuoso of the Castillian folk dances
with a fresh, winning appearance
and plenty of fire to nieet the demands of flamenco terping. As in
past performances, her top and
most exciting routine is the windup in which she beats out the
tempo with her hands and heels
sans orchestral aid.
Rosita Chevalier, in the next-toclosing, combines torrid Latino lilting and body-swiveling punctuation
to Incandescent etfect. Miss Chevalier lacks strength and richness on
the tonal score but is still able
to register with
the customers
through sheer energy, movement
and sex appeal. Chanteuse drives
home trio of Latin tunes, interspersing Spanish lyrics with occasional English passages. Standout
number was “Qui/as.”
Kali Karlo & Charinine dig into
the Afro end of the bill with a
barefoot terping routine which bor-

puppet.s
swaying
are on a superior plane with Tony skeleton
to
Martin’s pipings, w’hile comedy is “Dance Macabre’’ and then breaking into a hot rhumba. Next is a
taken care of by Jack Carter.
Marge and Gower Champion colored porter amiably an(I lackahave previously appeared at N.Y.’s daisically using his feather duster
Hotel Plaza and as the dancing to the tune of “Lazy Bones.’’ Third
mainstays of the Broadway Admi- act is a very flos.sy. lorgnetted and
ral revue on television. Aside from starchy femme of the upper crust
their natural attributes of fresh- who gradually loses her inhibitions
influence of a few
ness, charm and personality, their under the
Their version of an inroutines are highly imaginative, drinks.
with colorful shadings of humor. toxicated grande dame is almost
Champion is a superior dance de- better than human. Closing is a
signer in his owm right and he’s colored singer and piani.st. Act is
undertaken routines that not only a terrific bet for televi.sion.
need a high degree of ballet and
Landre a.nd Verna do a neat mixballroom skill, but call for ability ture of acrobatic and ballroom
as actors. Their conception of a dancing, and Miriam liavelle gives
trip to a county f.-jir is one of the the show a smart pace with
her
be.st bits of choreography yet seen
acrobatic turns and spins.
Dag.
on a cafe floor.
furore
The
that came with the
!Hinn.
Mpln.
Champions’ terping didn’t dim the
(HOTEL NICOLLET)
top vocal work of Martin. He set
himself solid from opening numMinneapolis. June 8.
His pipes are flqent and
ber.
Dorothy l.ewis
“Ice
Circus,”
articulate.
On opening show he with
Dorothy Lewis. Eddie Drlvheld the ro.strum more than a half- ridge.
Art Pinson, Oick Marcellus,
hour. That merely whet the cu.sMitzi Dexter, Paula Beeror, Virtomers’ appetites and he could ginia
Turk, Lois Chri.stie. Cecil
have remained on for longer pe- Colly
Orch
12
irith
Mildred
riod. Instead of bowing olT. he
Stanley, $2.50 minimum.
went on the bandstand, opened his
collar and did • stint as a bandUtilizing a circus background,
vocalist
while
dancers
whirled
around the podium. It was a show- the new Dorothy Lewis iceshow
manly gesture that further in- slacks up a.s the liveliest and most
colorful of her serie.s. With a cast
gratiatecl him with the audience.
The other feature on the layout of only eight she achieves on the
small ice space the impre.s.sion of
is Jack Carter, who on first show
was tense and nervous. He all but an elaborate and co.stly production.
This is Miss Lewis’ 10th annual
missed out with .some fresh, good
material and impre.ssions.
He’s a summer engagement in the plush
capable comic, but it seemed that terrace, w'here she’s a perennial
the tremendous opening crowd all lave. Last year she remained most
but threw him. There’s little doubt of the ensuing winter as well for a
that he’ll overcome this on sub.se- nine-month run.
For the current presentation the
quent show-s. The Riviera is a hard
room has been transformed into a
room even for veteran comics.
big top’s interior with all the decJose.
orative trimmings. It all adds up
to a lot of atmosphere that helps
KooMP%'pli larilU

LEE. N.
(Followup)

(FT.

Night Club Reviews
VrrNJilllea, X. Y.
Bob Gnnif’s

Jitnntij Carroll,

act could fatten the bill to a satisfactory point and endow it with
the needed change of pace. With
its authentic Latin atmosphere and
Afro-Cuban overtones, show is on
the right track, lacking only an
additional investment in more tal-

(8)

and Panchito (6» Orchs; $3.50 min-

imwn.

—

Only one act on this bill but
one who has come a long way. The

name

is

Jimmy

Carroll.

Carroll has a fine voice and sells
it neatly in a varied routine.
He
hasn’t developed commensurately
in the talk department, and that
seems like somethitig he's got to
take care of pronto.
Vocally, his
phrasing and breath control are excellent.
He’s an Irish tenor who
doesn’t resort to any tricks to sell
his voice.
Nor docs he have to.

With his good looks, he's a good
musicomedy bet should he develop
handling of lines.
Carroll does 2.*^ minutes with
ease on his return to the Versailles, where he last sang four
years ago under less fortuitous circum.stances. He starts out singing
the
floor
mike,
at
and after
whamming the customers with several pups, seats himself at the
in the

piano for his own accompaniment.
Somehow, his pianoing seems distracting; perhaps it would be best
if
he forgot the ivories.
It’.s
a
tribute to him that he doesn’t require anything but that fine voice
of his to click with any cla.ss or
mass audience. Carroll is back here
mostly on the basis of a radio rtws much from the Congo beat.
rep he’s built since last at the Duo has saleable jungle dancing,
Versaille.=;. and he has also played
but needs sharpening and better
the smart spots, namely, the Wal- costuming. Kenneth Buftet, andorf, last fall.
other holdover, delivers neatly
Bob Grant’s orch plays for the with some straight tap hoofing.
straight dancing, and Panchito for Line
of six girls handled three prothe Latin terps. Each combo clicks. duction numbers in lackadaisical
Kali n.

Havana-Madrldy
Rpyes,

Trtni

Rosita

fashion.

Y.
Chevalier.
j

(6»; S3

•

;

I

This

Latin-.Xmeriban. spot

C’lil

Chicago. June

Kali Karlo & Chnnnine, Kenneth
Buffet, Anselinn S a c a a a s Orch
(13t, Pnncho Orch (Ri, Havana-

Madrid Louelies

Parf'o,

will

9.

Gertrude Nicxen, Henny Youngman, Rudy Cardenas, Tommy &
Jeannie Mahoney. Chez Adorables
(lOt, Coe Davidson Orch
(10);
minimum $3.50. cover 50c.

have to lean more heavily than
While this revue doesn’t have
usual on the rhumba-allure of its
Sacasas and Pancho ensembles to the usual array of name.s. it's a
pull in the aficionados. Its new
layout, headlined by Trini Reyes,
flamenco specialist, falters on the
thin side. Addition of another solid

pleasing cantata nevertheless,
Gertrude
Niesen.
.sexy
sotigstre.ss,
gives out with “Tropical
Heat Wave” for^olid reception, following with "Coax Me a Little Bit.’’
but really gets in the torch groove
with “Love Tor Sale," then “The

MEMO:
f’RS-'r\'

of

"'I'o.-iHt

SmnJjiv

(tie

il'e

ISth.

to toHstinasif")'
Siilliv'i’in

toMstei.-^.

I<oo/i

aiiij

(o jjoi

.,50

Orch

also

Billy

E. Howard, BO-ish and
itili
is the headliner
The
customers sUll go for him in no

frolicsome,

uncertain terms.

Howard

is

singing

still

his

“I

a

does his usual strut, and goes

off-

stage with the acclaim of his audience. Sixty-odd years in show bu.siness haven’t diminished his knowhow on any stage, whether it’s a
big theatre or a cafe.
Phil Foster is the show’s other
headliner. The young comedian has
a rather casual, likeable manner
but he’s too limited in scope and’
material for this type of audience
His routine comprises mostly stuff
that is more easily understood bv
New Yorkers
Bronxite.s
and
Brooklyn particularly
not
for
out-of-towners who make up the
majority of this audience.

—

•

The production

—

itself

a

is

hold-

over, the other featured perform,
ers consisting of Tanya and Biagi,
with their comedy dance act; Ernestine Mercer, singer, who impersonates Ethel Merman. Ilildegarde

and Jeanette MacDonald; JacqueDon
Saxon and Nancy Hanks, produc-

line Hurley, contortionist, plu.s

Waner

tion .singers. Art
nifty show' accomp.

lowe’s band

is

plavs

handling the guitar, the trio

Mi.ss

di.s-

Lewi.s’

Kahn.

•

BUSINESS

MEN LAUNCH

CLUB TO BOOST VAUDE
On

top of the N. Y. Palace revival. vaude is getting a boost from
a newly-organized Society of Busi-

Men

ness

Friends of Vaudeville.

Sparked by A1 Saphin. ex-vaudevillian,

outfit

have,

will

its

membership meeting within

first

a cou-

ple of weeks.

ONTARIO THEATRE PAYS OFF
London. Ont.. June
The Grand, 1,210-seat little
atre

here, has paid

a

oft

7.

the-

$16,679

mortgage with revenue from its
10,500 membership, concert serie.s
house

live

skating

acrobatics

its perennial, smooth brand
are very much in order before the
rhythm garnished by crisp ar- very pretty four femmes “performrangements and an infectious beat. ing leopards” go through their
In a four-week stand at the spins, glides and animal takeoffs
Roosevelt Grill, the Suns replace in the enclosed cage as the trainer
Lawrence Welk. who exited for a cracks his whip. The star’s versastring of road bookings. This at- tility
further demonstrated when
tractive room
not too large or too she perform.s on a trapeze.
As a

plays

ballerina,

she scores solidly
with her snappj .swing and jazz
dance routines.
In the stunning
finale, the
skater.s
leap through
large hoops, beat the bass drums,
ride hobby horses and spin in
whirlwind fashion as sirobolite eftect.s contribute to the thrills. The
skating ol Miss Lewis and the entire ca.st is topdrawer. Al.so, the
Cecil Golly on hestra with singer
Mildred Stanie >' is a decided asset.
Room filled at dinner show opening night.
R^eg.

and

organist Dunn’s mike failed
function properly in the early

to

HELENE and HOWARD

i.s

—

Cerreatly

LATIN QUARTER
NEW YORK

loo.

YOU MUST VISIT
RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

1

LONDON

wkea

in

Fort,

For

nd

SfMTta

Co«t«,

for Rarfoinf ie

Lof^ogo, Travel

Goods:—

TORIA STREn, S.W.

VIC-

1.

^

stages.

CHRISTINE

Suns’ wide appeal not only stems
from their own talents, but i.s a
tribute to the effectiveness of both
radio and records in acquainting
the public wdth their style. Some
seven years at the Hotel Piccadilly,
N. Y.. with W'ire.s and later RCA

AND

recordings helped put them in the
lop brackets.
Alternating with the Suns is Paul
Sparr’s band.
An outfit in the
“society” idiom, it compri.ses three
rhythm, three reed and one brass,
It’.s a slick crew
and nicely rounds!
out the Grill’s virluallx continuous:
music.

MOLl

j

I

Kesui. I.. A.
(BILTMORE HOTEL)

IBIIIiii«ar€»

SALUDOS
AMIGOS
Ettomoi

D«butomos

Los Angeles. June 8.
Chuck Foster Orch (13'; Jack!
Marshall. Landre it Verna, Walton
A O'Rourke, Miriam Lavelle; $1

May

^

Charm

is the word for the new
the Biltmore Bowl. From
steps
onto the podium (after an absence
of eight years
until Jack Marshall closes the bill with his stock
hat-brim routine, the entertain-

show

D« Trabajor

Jun« 16 En

WOO

cover.

Contenfet

Ihe

En

World Famous Photographers

at

moment Chuck Foster

to
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of

•

HIPPODROME

El Palace

ment

NUEVO YORK

oltimorc

Foster’s

Groclat •

counts

DAN FRIENDLY
)

DirocclM:

MARK

J.

LIDDY

-

LION NIWMAN
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fa.st.

youthful
for

and smooth.

diffidence
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ac-

good part of the
plea.sure evoked by the show, and
his dance music is of the be.st.
a

Marshall, veteran of many nitehas customers in the aisles.
ha.sn’t been in Los Angeles for
some time, and his return is a

!

CARNEGIE HALL STUDIO
Phone

;154

W.

57th ST. N.y C

M

Circle 7-3505

ries.

!

•••••«

clean,

He

j

•

is

'

,

a

and Buddy Harthe allernate combo.

of

—

ro^oi'ils

Joe

Three Suns returned to New
York Friday (10» after a .stretch some skating cutting-up. An eleof hinterland dates. With Morty phant perform.s ice didoes and then
Nevins on accordion. Artie Dunn at a “Be a Clown" number provides
the Hammond organ and A1 Nevins more merrymakijig.

is at a slight disadvantage in
displaying his routine, as some of
the be.st stunts are done prone
on the floor with only ringsiders intimate appears Ideal for a unit
being able to view’ them. How'- of the Suns’ .size. For the spot’s
acou.stics help all three in.struments
ever. he amazes with split-timing
to create an illusion of a larger
and dexterity.
Tom and Jeannie Mahoney are crew.
Opening night won the trio a
expert tapsterers. scoring with fast
full quota of dancers w ho not only
twirls. Intro number is a bit long.
fancied
the
beat,
but
audibly
Zabe.
hummed and sang with the music.
Preem was not without its snafus.
Guitarist Nevins lacked his amplifier through
a wiring difficulty,

I.eiltly-

XowmoM (who

tako

(7): $1-1

Paul Sparr
minimnin.

”

gler,

KU

thosf>

M;irk

Suns.

these days for sen.
timent and nostalgia, as witness
the cunent Latin Quarter
show

send the show oil to a flying start. and rentals a.s the only
Eddie Delvridge. singer, is ring- in the city of 93,000.
master as a typical circus parade
w'ith the band, “animal.s” and performers ushers in the proceedings.
A girl and boy clown follow with

(HOTEL RObsEVELT)

Is a Dope
for more
pattycakes.
Encores with hipswaying of “Wha’ Happen’ Baby’’
to sew things up.
Henny Youngman gets chuckles
berating of his invisible master.
.Milton Berle. but the laughs come
more fluently when comedian goes
into parody of “Wonder What Become of Sally” and his blui.sh bit
on nudist camps.
Rudy Carden.as. youthful jug-

Gentleman

Town"

Y. Y.

Three

(FOLLOWUP)
Apparently there are no boxof.

flee subatltutea

hangup variety bill in Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now"
microcosm. They open with two "Hello. M’ Baby’’ and others. H,

stage

(

Wit.

.

C'liex

UKln QMrter, N.

J.

BOSTON Studio

Hctel Le'^o*

K^nmo'c
f r f r

5

300
• *
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OI$en& Johnson Unit for Canadian
Expo on Straight
Toronto, June 14.

13IIG

or 50-50

Palumbo

certain city fathers protesting the

Philadelphia. June 14,
Frank Palumbo who recently
unloaded the Click, name band
spot, to Bill Levine for $180,000,
sold another of his night spots.
Ciro’s, to a group headed by Sobel
and Corson, luncheonette operators, for $30,000.
Ciro’s and Click were the showplaces of the Palumbo chain. Frank
Palumbo now owns only two places
outright the 20th Century and
Club 13, The Palumbo family is
in on Palumbo’s. He’s also interested in the CR Club, Philly’s best
known private club.

I

O&J

grossed some
year
Last
$360,000 for 14 performances, the
biggest return in the 70 years’ history of the CNE.

Marshall,

O&J

i

CNE

presia straight take of

for refusing to permit performers
appear at its benefit show last
(8> at the Hotel WaldorfAstoria. N. Y. Spokesman for the

LEO ZABELIN

Sells Giro’s,

to

week

I

j
'

Bor^e

Into Carousel, Pitt

hustled by cliques throughout the
second annual meeting, took up
only one-third of the suggested
agenda due to bickering over minor
matters.
However, in spite of the delays
important motions were passed including a pitch for “one union card”
for television: insurance for members: liberalizing of branch operations: dismissal of Florine Bale,
former AGVA west coast regional

—

I

$130,000 for producing the two
weeks* show or 50% of the gross,
but this is to be determined by the
William Morris agency, repping the
comedians in the deal.

'

Jerry Lester Settles

Pittsburgh, June

14.

Victor Borge’s auto accident on
the west coast forced him to cancel return engagement at Jackie
Heller’s Carousel, which was to
have started Friday (17). and spot
has booked in Janet Blair and
Blackbui'n Twins to fill the date.

,

Miss Blair’s last local appearance
at Nixon theatre during the
w inter’ in "For Love Of Mary.”

was

director.

Foundation .said they’ll file suit a.s
soon as damage involved is determined.
Foundation declared that it had
been given an okay by TA to go
ahead with the show, but at the
last minute an .4GVA representative appeared at the hotel and ordered AGVA meiuhers not to perform. ’This was done on order of
Henry Dunn, AGV.N’s T.N rep. On
date of the show. Alan Corelli, TA
executive secretary, warned the
union that difficulty w'ould result
unless it relented on its stand.
Dunn was subsequently wired in
Chicago and is .said to have cleared
it. However, his reply didn’t reach
AGV.N N.
headquarters until the

Belle Baker follows the Blair- next day.
(6)
session
had
Meanwhile. AGV.N rep stopped
exec
secretary, Black burn act on June 24 and
by several
groups, then the spot is shutting down fur performers, but comedian Morey
.Amsterdam declared that “Cancer
Hassle for $700 mainly Coa.st and New York dele- two weeks for new decor.
gates.
They blamed him for
can’t wait for an okay” and w'pnt
Music Corp. of America and op- slim treasury, implied interferon and started the entertainment.
erators of the Club Charles. Balti- ence in the N. Y’. Roxy theatre
Other .performers followed and a
Orleans Liquor Bd.
more. made a $700 settlement on hassle involving failure to resolve
show was given.
a booking snafu of comedian Jerry status of the 21 discharged
chorus
NCF suit will charge conduct
Lester. Comedian was booked into members, and the impasse with the
Files Report on Cleanup
unbecoming a union, and if AGVA
the spot on a two-week non-can- American Federation of Musicians.
is
sued, it plans to sue Western
cellable deal when his Capitol Henry Dunn, treasurer, reported on
Of French Quarter Joints Union for the allegedly delayed
theatre,
N.
Y.,
date came up the state of union’s finances.
It
transmission.
New Orleans. June 14.
earlier than had been anticipated.. showed a cash balance of about
The Foundation’s suit against
Stale Alcoholic Beverage ConIn order to get out of the final $40,000 as of June 1, with a deweek at the Charles. Morris clining loss of $50,000 on the year’s trol Board said Friday (10) in a A(1V.\ will determine whether the
union
can set up its own clearGov.
Long
that
report
to
Earl
K.
Schrier, MCA attorney, agreed to operation.
Cheery note injected
ances w hile still a member of Theit has cleaned up the French Quarthe $700 payment.
in the red figures was the fact that
atre
Authority.
Foundation will alter
here.
Lester was booked into the cafe members were paying dues 30%
lege that while AGVA is a memas part of a package deal with above
J. A. Blackman, chairman of the
last
year.
Depletion is
her
of TA it is bound by its deelBuddy Ebsen. Terms called for mainly attributed to over $225,000 board, said in th« report "that the
However, with the recent
$2,350 first week and $2,150 for lost in the Matt Shelvcy fight lewd,
immoral
improper sions.
and
declaration by AGVA that it reOriginally,
the
second stanza.
former administrator), including dances, practices and entertainCurley Miller and Tom Shaw', branch payments tied up by Phila- ment which had for many years serves the right to clear benefits
Charles’ operators, held out for delphia,
Miami characterized that section of New on its own, |be question of validity
Boston
and
Orleans have been reduced to an of TA's okays may be settled by
$2,150, but later agreed to the branches.
lower figure.
Tuesday’s session moved more absolutt minimum.”
the courts via the suit.
rapidly with delegates moving to
Blackman added that during the
accept the report of the video com- 10 months of its existence the
Shop’ Ballet
Disney
mittee headed by Georgia Price, board conducted 29 hearing.s on
COMEDY MATERIAL
‘Ice-Capades’ asking for one card for all actors violations of the liquor control act
For
for AH Braochoi of Thomtrkoh
Although point- involving establishments in that
in that medium.
Pittsburgh, June 14.
John H. Harris, producer of "Ice- ing out that AGVA had much area.
r
S
Capades,” has closed a deal with to lo.se under such a proposal, due
Some of the violation.'? inve.stS'Th* ORIGINAL Show-Mi Gof FiU”
Walt Disney for inclusion in 19,50 to the fact that AGVA would be gated, the report state.s, w'ere sale
NOS. 1 to 30 (g $1.00 E«;
(Order in Sequence Only)
edition of ice extravaganza of an limited to 10 votes on the execu- of booze to minors and intoxicated
board while divisions of per.«!ons.
-Special; Nret 13 FiUe for $10.00
original Disney number, "The Toy tive
prostitution on licensed
All » F(te» for tH.tO
Equity and other talent unions
Shop.”
premises, obscenity and Immoral
votes.
al.so
10
have
• 3 BM. RAaODICS tIO ftr Bk. •
Idea, music and figures are now would
entertainment and employment of
f2S.M •
• MINSTRKL BUDGET
movebeing worked out by Disney staff While making conciliatory
"B-girls” to solicit patrons for
25.00 «
• HUMOa-DOa fw
ments toward the sj.ster unions, drinks.
325 to. •
• 3 Bli«k*Ht a«ekt
in preparation for new edition’s
•r ell 3 Dlir. Veit, fer $.50
had
previous
day
convention
tryout in Atlantic City late in AuStnk ftr race left. •« etlitr meltrlal.
motion
meekish
authorized
a
No
C.O.D'e— OMR Dolly letl. SueOtyt
gust.
to withdraw from Theatre AuthoriBeatrice Kraft pacted for the
PAULA SMITH
ty and set up of its own benefit Copacabana, N. Y., June 30 on
300 W. S4tli St., Dept. V, N. Y. 19
Berth
Reader i
clearance plan if and w'hen such bill topped by Joey Adams, Maik
CIRCLI Mile
Plant, Tony Canzoneii.
(Continued on page 46)
Charles Reader, former maestro
and entertainment director at the
Pierre hotel. N. Y„ has been named
to similar post at the Berkeley

On the contention

of certain
solons that la.st year’s show
was not "Canadian,” Col. Marshall
stated that the show this year

Monday’s

Dewey

Balto Cancellation

civic

under

“Canadian” finale,
massed Canadian groups in

would have a
using

.\n intere.sting legal question inBy
'voicing American Guild of Variety
Chicago, June 14.
.NrtLsts’ authority to clear benefits,
What was scheduled as a throe- rcgardles.s of any previous okay
day convention of .Nnierican Guild from
Theatre Authority, may be
of Variety Artists turned into a
threshed out in National Cancer
four-day marathon, extending far
Foundation’s suit against the union
into the morning after each session, with weaiy delegates trying
to
battle
through a
mass of Janet Blair Vice
details.
Sleepy-eyed
delegates,

Philly, for $30,000

&

The present arrangement with
Olsen and Johnson, according to

AGVA

May Clarify TA s Status on Benefits

Split

showdown meeting between
Board of Directors of the Caand
nadian National Exhibition
In a

Johnson
re-engagement of Olsen
grandstand
as stagers of the CNE
the
26-Sept.
CNE
10),
(Aug.
,how
and a majority vote of City Councomics’
contract.
the
okayed
cil

GREASE PLANK FOR'Cancer Foundation’s Suit Vs.

I

4*

the

Col. K. R.
dent, gives

MAR AGVA MEET

FACTIONS

SPLIT

4S

historical pageantry.

Barto.

I

fire

New

Controller Alan Lamport insisted that the repeat engagement of
Olsen and Johnson had been handled entirely by Elwood Hughes,
g.m. of the CNE, without consultation with the board of directors,
but Marshall told the city fathers
that the renewal of the contract
had been recommended on their

i

own

initiative last November after
the closing of the exhibition because of the record $360,000 gross.

j

Harvey Stone, who recently cut

'

MGM

his "Ethel” routine for
records, set for the Glen Rendezvous,

;

•

I

Newport, Ky.. July 1; Mounds Club,
Cleveland, July 5, and El Ranche

;

Vegas, Aug. 3.

I

,

Toy
New

CARDINI

MA

UN

TKR

'

j

"Cordini, Easily the Best of
fht Sloight-ef-Handors.*'

I

ABEL, VARIETY

MARCH
MCA

,

9th.

1949

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

,

New

|

CLINTON HOTEL

t

*00 OUrSlOl ROOMS
fr»m *2

'

OAIIY

^IIKIY ItATtS

HOUStKtlUNO fACniTliS
• •iifAMCf Of All fHiAtRtsmmtm

Carteret hotel, Asbury aPrk.
Initial show with Roberto and
Alicia goes in July 1. Lucille and
Eddie Roberts follow July 8 and
Hoctor and Byrd are set for July
15.

BOB HAMMOND'S

BOUND TO

THE

^
'

RUDELLS
COMEDY TRAMPOLINE

BIRDS

NOW

CURRENTLY APPEARING

EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL
CHIUCO
Thank You — DOROTHY
Just Concluded Terrific

— DAN

NEW YORK
Thonks to LEON LEONIDOFF

SAILING July 21 tt

Week

TO OPEN

FRIENDLY

PALLADIUM THEATRE
LONDON

Porsonal MonagGinGiit

AL WILSON AGENCY
1501

Broadway

•

New

PLAYING

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

HILD

PALACE, New York
Thank You

PLEASE

York City

Perteaol

DlrecHM:

MARR

J.

LEON

NEWMAN

Ear

LSDOY

CHASw

L TUCRU AeCY.
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Melody Men’s Benefit

AGVA Convention
C'ontiiiupd

from page

move became

necessary.
Imaction
was
|)ost|)oned tor scvcial months with
T.V trying to work some adjustment on current beefs.
Ratif.v Variety Clubs Deal
Also nixed were tree shows exProcept for veteran hospitals
posal of Variety Clubs interna;
tional to give $20,000 for clearance
a

niediale

also

45

moved

for a vote of

ber of Negro youths, shortly will
try their w ings as a vaude act after
scries of radio, concert and
a
benefit appearances.
Lads were
schoolmates in Brooklyn's Boys

'

'

High

and

Kthel

’

studied
Burnstein,

music

who

under

currently

I

.Jack Irving, midwest regional director. and Vic Conners, of New
York branch. Talk was of bringing
in someone outside of the industry,

Glasgow Goes

to

All

Out For

Lauder Attends Opener

Branches

Glasgow, June 7.
Danny Kaye scored an instant
suece.ss when he .stepped on the
stage of the Empire theatre here
on his first provincial appearance.
Star held the normally dour,
ciplinary action against members critical
first-house
audience in
appearing in their jurisdiction. New hand all through his 65-minute act.
amendment, however, cannot be in romping about the stage, introducconflict with rules and regulations ing Scottish phrases, concluding
of
the
national.
It
allows the with the Scotch farewell song,
branches to pass on new and re- “Just A Wee Deoch an’ Doruis.”
newed franchises of agents in their
He spotlighted Sir Harry Laulespective areas. This is expected der. 78-year-old veteran minstrel,
to become a matter of conflict be- sitting in the stalls, after felling
tween agent.s. who claim lh.at the hou.se, “There is a young man
branches are too easy to control, sitting out front who Is the greatand .AGV.A. It might, on the other est entertainer in history. I’d like
hand, provide for quick disposition you to say ‘hello’ to him”
Run-

was evident from opening sesthat groups were set to impeach Barto. While insiders were
It

sion

ning down into the stalls. Kaye
embraced Sir Harry, and tried to
coax him up before the footlights.
Highlight of Kaye’s act was his
four minutes of relaxation when
he came front, reclined just above
the pit. called for a cigaret and
Change in the a light, and talked intimately to
9,300 members.
Star also sang late
bylaws to use monies from the the house.
‘1 Belong to
Death Benefit Fund for the pre- Will Fyffe’s song.
miums was approved. Plans are Glasgow.’’
Ten
thousand
people
jampacked
being made for AGV.A benefits
tbroughout the country to bolster the streets here yesterday (6>
to give Kaye the biggest welcome
the sick, welfare and insurance
of his career on his arrival.
A
funds.
pipe band played him from the
<9>.
.At
6:30 a.m.. Thursday

waiting for such a proposal, they of matters that now lake months
were taken by surprise when the of delay and are eventually pa.ssed
action came from Bob Kvans. San on to the national for adjustment.
committee, of
Francisco deiegate, who charged .\ctions of the exec
have to be ratified
the national adininistrator with in- course, would
by
its members.
eflicient tenure, listing the charges
Insurance plan was set up for
previously made against him. He

Pact

right of hotels to hiie and fire employees and the setting up of an
employment bureau by the hotel-

have owned their
since they occupied
elaborate Monastery
on W. 48th street. It became a depression casualty and. now known
as Fraternity Club, it’s a series of
rehearsal halls.
The Coajit branch of the Friars
that the Friars

Also passed Wednesday was the
liberalizing of branch autonomy to
give branch committees authority to establish rules and regulations conerning
minimum wage
scales, working conditions, and dis-

room, a Tump group asked that
cliarges be brought, so she should
answer them, but counsel pointi'd
out that there was no necessity for
such action, but that peremptory
dismissal might open door for legal action. After further debate
lier dismissal was affirmed.

Sip New

time in the fall. Now hou.sed in
the Hotel Edison’s annex, it will
Atlantic City. June 14,
take title to the two-story building
With the signing of new conat 123 W. 56th street next Tue.sday
<211.
New building plu.s altera- tracts by nine boardwalk hotels
tions are expected to .set the or- and the Hotel and Restaurant Emganization back around $50,000 of ployes Union (AFD, chance of a
which $33,000 will be covered by a second hotel strike during summer
season has been averted.
mortgage.
New' building Is currently occuNegotiations had been underway
pied as a garage and the Gertrude since the hotel w'orkers went back
Hoftman dance studios have the two weeks after their Easter walktop floor. Alterations will start as out.
soon as latter vacates the top floor.
Contract terms are a dark secret,
It’s planned to have *the first floor
with neither Alan M. Graff, chairconverted into a lounge and teleman of the hotel committee, nor
vision room, second floor for card
Bert H. Ross, international rep of
room. etc., and a roof garden will
HREU. willing to reY’eal its terms.
be added.
Difference centered around the
New home marks the first time

building
Kaye; Pipe Band Welcome; own
their former

but the $10,000 salary would militate against this.

More Power

A.C Hotels, Help

!

!

does their arrangements and manages group.
At a recent benefit appearance
of shows for their members was
at N.Y.’s Madison Square Garden,
okayed for one year. Sparked by
tliey
were caught by Jeanne Traubthe Coast group, a motion to disman, agent working out of the
miss Miss Bale was asked on the
Mike
Hammer agency, and were
However, before matter
floor.
was brought up. it was discovered would remain until replaced. Al- subsequently signed to an exclusive
representation pact by her
that Miss Baie was in the status though
no successor was menfor vaude and cafe appearances.
of an employee and not a national tioned.
possible
candidates are

representative or AGVA member
and as such, she could be disnnssed with two weeks’ pay.
Motion was carried and Barto
tlien sent a telegram to Miss Bale,
which brought a request for a hearing before the Wednesday session,
Wednesday
wliich was granted.
night, or rather 1:30, Thursday
morning, she made her appearance
but, baffled by the Idck of charges
against her except that she was
let go “for the good of the organization." she demanded a hearing
and opportimity to defend herself,
necesjiary.
After she left the
if

OWN

FRIARS aUB’S

Click Sets ’Em for Vande
BUILDING ON W. 56 ST.
The Melody Men. singing octet
The Friars Club moves into ILs
lads
and
of
four
white
same
numown building in New York some
censure.

Obviously stunned by the resolution, Barto replied that the failure
in various affairs of the union was
not his fault, charging them to
lack of help, finances, and problems that the national board or
coun.sel were to have handled. He
then walked out of the meeting.
Censure request broke up the
meeting, with the few Barto supporters asking withdrawal of the
motion. Barto later returned to the
dais and after some bitter remarks
said he did not want the job but

withdrawal

N. Y.

is

now' shopping

tempt

buy

to

around

its

own

an

in

men

ROOM
SUMMER

PLAZA’S PERSIAN

at-

CLOSING FOR

building.

California organization pays
around $15,000 annual rental for
the present lea.sed quarters.

Room of the Hotel
Persian
Plaza. N. Y., will close for the season Saturday
18
and will reopen Sept. 22. Room has had Hildegarde as its attraction since March
17 in one of her longest runs at
that
Hotel’s
spot.
Rendez-Vous
Room, with Nicholas Matthey orch,
will remain open for the summer.
<

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac. N. Y.. June

hire workers.

to

14.

>

John J. Nolan, property man with
Chanteuse follows her long PerAmerican Broadcasting Co., in for sian Room stand with the Sham-

checkup.
Sophie Medes. cashier at Utica
theatre. Utica, N. Y.. here visiting

rock

June

hotel,
23.

Houston,

starting

the gang.

Ed (Milwaukee) Gaiser

in

out of Trudeau sanitarium.

and

Vaude Union OK’s

English

Ditto

Bill Lalis.

Colony has Rube Bern.stein to
thank for some swell books.
Firemen’s convention and first
warm weather in w'eeks perked up

Collins

Swap Plan on Acts

London. June 7.
With an assurance of reciprocity,

the

business
hereabouts.
nightclub
Colonial Inn has Chas. Allen. Jerry

Variety

Federation

Artists

okayed an application from Pete
Collins for an extension of permits

Roach and Dick Boseck orchestra.
Arque Dickinson band is at the
Birches for the summer, and Durgan’s started a new show last week
featunng Cathy Skylar, Vera Noadcs and Jacques Butler orch.
announcer at
Marshall,
Jay

for four foreign artists whom he
has engaged for shows in Britain.
Collins has promised the VAF
that he will include a substantial
quota of British acts in shows he
Is proposing to tour on the Con-

station to his hotel.
WNBZ. left fur Scranton, Pa.
Outside his hotel, the 10.000 Johnny Garwood is a recent addi- tinent.
cheering fans set up an insistent tion to the staff.
Louza Riane has been upped for
chant for a personai appearance.
Kaye climbed out of a second-floor all meals.
Will Rogers grounds getting a
window, perched himself precariously on the balcony, blew kisses spring “haircut.” Looks nice!
prexy Gus Van commented that.
Erwin Piscator is to do a seaCharged
to the crowd, then held up his
“Il’s the other way around, they're
liand to speak.
The roaring mob son of drama and ballet under the
With Death
v
raiding us. For years we have had
auspices of Lake Placid Chamber
went silent.
jurisdiction over harmonica and
of Commerce in the high school
to AF*
“This is something I’ll never
there. Season is to start on July 1,
xylophone players.”
forget,” he told them
“If this is
and at least one Saranac Lake perLast-minute action renominated
a sample of Glasgow's hospitality,
of
lomieiil
irlirl
liom
formance is hoped for.
I’iDAl/S mire
Bright
Van as ’ prexy.
Jackie
then i’ll piaybe never leave you
Allilfle’a
i« a real boon fo all lliov wKo
Sid Mealy (Welch, Mealy 6i
fleorgie
w'ere
also
nomiand
Price
have iiiMrred palnliil strin >4hilr going tbroiisK
at all.”
Montro.se
has another birthday
nated
for
same office. Henry
titr
roiititif
iHbing fret nrrd no longer
Kaye later told V.ariety:
coming up on the 20th.
mb iiiaiiy txi^rking lioiirs l’J3AI S Hire loniiDunn was renominated for trea.s- never been so overwhelmed in“I’ve
my
Write to those W'ho ire ill.
proMK»te« bealtbv tiaiur al
ula LilU liingi
urer. Van. Barto, and Dunn were
life.
London has nothing on this
firm lonfoit* Sriwi |nr KOAl, loday— don
awarded life memberships in the kind of welcome."
delay’ >i*le
Ntie laav lo loot rond«» ft_a nd
liealtli
m ganization. Although the nationKaye was accompanied by his
Dennis
s Vauders
*,4ri»i n
a rrw»r
al board met Thursday afternoon,
manager, Eddie Dukoff, and his
Dennis Day has been set for a
the departure of several members accompanist, Sammy Preager.
He
created lack of a quorum, with the later met Scottish show colum- series of validates on guarantee
and percentage ba.sis.
result that remaining agenda could
Tka RDAI,. TAkGratGrlaG-CkalGeft,
nists and was entertained at a priHe starts at the RKO, Boston,
iKonev
rliei k O
not be acted upon. However, action vate dinner.
please
I'lMloiK'd
Sir Harry Lauder,
"I
HM..
order
lor
taken during the convention will Sir Alexander King. Scot cinema June 30 and fol low's with the
Q lor
Naioe
be acted upon in mail vole by man. and Tommy Morgan, native Capitol. Washington; Earle. Philadelphia;
Adrlte*!
Great
Lakes,
Buffalo;
l>oard members.
Scot comic, were present.
Slate
Cilv
/oor
Palace. Cleveland; Chicago, Chicago, and the Fox, Detroit.

morning convention broke up with

several important unresolved questi(»n.s being turned over to the national board for action. Unfinislied
agenda included the hot AFM-AGV.A hassle on which national
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With Kaye Floods
Georgia Gibbs With Offers

Stint

Bids

for

London. June 14.
of Georgia
in

as

result

H 0 BA7

YVONNE

services

Gibbs are piling

of

chirper joining Danny Kaye’s act
his closing night (4» at the
London Palladium. Singer came
over from Paris, where she’s holi[daying, on invite from Kaye. After
'clowming around with her, the way
he did when they both played the
N. Y. Roxy last March. Kaye got
her to give out with several songs
which she kept up for 20 minutes
before the audience allowed her to

(DYNA-MITE)

for

I

Opening

RKO PALACE, New York
JUNE
Thciiikt

'

I

j

Result has started biddings for
Miss Gibb.s* services, with Leslie
Macdonnell, exec of Fosters agency, and her personal representative,
flooded with offers.
Those bidding include the British
Broadcasting Corp.. for a TV series;
Decca, and Robert Nesbitt, who
wants her to star in the new edition
of Emile Littler and
“l.atin Quarter” at
C’asino next year

Tom

.Xrnold’s

the

London

"The Golden Voice of the Americas"

New

MONTREAL. CANADA
Oparalta

Porwarly wiHi Sipaoiid Roaibarf’t

I

'

'

Appeoring at fha

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL

to Paris and is likely to go in for
a run for Felix Marouanl at the
Club des Champs Elysees, Paris.

Kitty Kallen has been signed for
he Versailles, N. V.,» staj'ting
June
“Tf
f
”2 or 29.

PHIL OFMIN

TITO CORAL

Meanw’hile Miss Gibbs returned
j

16th

DAN FRIENDLY

Utmmmul

quit.
j

to

'

•

i

•

-

I

^

I

.

J

'My' Ramaaca"
:

I

.

J

i

/

.

»
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previously
exhibited
by «uch
troupes as the Yacopis. However,
this group seems to have freshness
^and youth on their side. They’re
okay for most visual media. Jose,

i

VARIETY BILLS

i

Vaude Xomeback’

I

:

Continued from ptfo 1

CHRISTINE &

charging up to $1.80 in the evenings, while the Palace entry, 95c.
His state- ($1.20 Saturday nights) has been
vaude.
to
return
s
ing
that
of hitting extraordinarily high takes.
ment followed by a day
The first touring Palace show
petrillo at the AFM convention in
will be advertised as acts that have
the
latter
San Francisco, where
asked the locals "to be reasonable’’ played the Palace, N. Y., which is
regarded as a fairly good lure, inin their demands.
Both statements were consider- asmuch as the vaude revival at
theatre
operto
this venerable house has had naably encouraging
Though both Walsh and tional publicity. Following run in
ators.
in
their
interfere
Cleveland, show plays without an
Petrillo don’t
locals’ autonomy, their suggestions interruption in Cincinnati, Chicago, Davenport and Cedar Rapids,
are almost always followed.
Cooperative attitude shown by latter two_ a_ split week
A full
toppers of the two principal unions week follows in Minneapolis, four
house operation'-*days in Sioux City, with a threein
Involved
provides strong encouragement to day layoff following.
Show remany theatremen who have been sumes in Kansas City, Dayton, Cowatching with interest the experi- lumbus, Rochester, Syracuse and
ment at the Palace, N.Y. Once fam- Boston.
This is currently the longest coned Broadway flagship of big time
vaudeville, which recently returned secutive string of dates on the
a cheaper vaudfilm format, vaudeville circuit. Many acts will
to
cheaper vaudfilm formal. willingly lake a cut in order to
to a
exhibs
are play over a long period rather than
other
Numerous
turning to vaude or considering it. be at liberty waiting for their
Many houses which occasionally ‘‘regular salary.”
played vaude or units have dropped them because they found it

duce

to

a

minimum”

their

de-

mands on theatre operators seek-

and vauders

.

'

with

AFM

negotiating with the web in mapping plans for a subsidiary operation to permit for talent play
dates.

Similar situation cropped up on
the
Arthur
Godfrey
‘‘Talent
program,
Scouts”
resulting
in
touring units, but in the case of
"Broadway,” the talent spotlighted
on the program is of more professional

ready

calibre,
identified

n^y

of

show business.

handle

Acts

RKO’s 12-City Route
FELLOWS & TOMMY
Due to Palace’s Revival EDITH
Songs-Duets
RKO now

has the longest consecutive route in the country since

A

bill

to
’
'
land,

-

at

is being lined
the Palace. Cleve-

Sonfg

Olympia, Miami

8 Mins.

of the iresher

'

•

’

,0 far «re
revived
Miter niteries and
vaude circuits, as well as vaudeo.
jjQlh have marquee value and
the

Harnmonds^'BI
'

Signed.

The straight vaude layout

j

is

smoothed down,

a

&

once their act is
direct result of the success of the
which is inevitable (current faults
Palace policy and at the same time being minor) they should prove
niay be RKO’s answer to the scarci- potent talent for all mediums,
ty of headline attractions and the
The drive and delivery is solid,
high prices for name talent. The What is lacking is proper roulinPalace type program is also re- ing, which can be
garded as a substitute for expen- out.
reFellows a half chorus to re
•Ive band shows in the key cities
During the pa.st year or
very r**'
solid rea^^^^
they sock tor so
bits "thiv''.o^"k^or
few have paid off at the boxoffice.
If this policy catches on more
^'^Arrangements are fuii and obshows will be fed to out-of-town
yiously expertly worked out. Coshouses.
The cost is believed to tumes lor the lass are handsome,
hover around $4,000 per week,
combo is an appealing one.
which is far below that of the type And the harmonizuigs make for a
RKO has played in the past.
showmanly blending ()t tw'o surIndications so far are that the prisingly (for size) full and salis-

Virginia
(one to

Roxy
Andrews

Skating Belles it
Blades
Strand (W) 17
**^>1
spitainy orc
Patricia Bright

Marino

'

j

BALTIMORI

ble

in

team.
be the
promises.
a

in

Acrobatic

view of the considerably
g Mins.; Full

lower investment. Izzy Rappaport,
operator of the- Hippodrome,
Balr.—
-iimore, has been eyeing the sltuatlon and may attempt a Palace
setup in the fall. Other operators
^ay have to fall in line with it
because of the fact that lower
Vaude costs will most likely bring
«bout a lower admission nick.

—

Change

of a

-

Buck

It’s

regarded that the "change
a buck” at the Palace is one of
the more important lures at that
theatre. Current economic condilions forbid

• Broadway

many from
first

Palace, N. Y.

taking in
run, with many

I

The

Lang

Troupe,

comprising

three mixed couples, are one of the
more promising teelerboard turns,
They’re a youthful aggregation,
who work rapidly with an excellent

assortment
this group
board acts

ol tricks. Differentiating

lew

teeteithe tact

from the
around is
work is done by the

still

that the tricky

femmes. There’s

who

I

(one to

petite dish
“Pf"
the flights into space. This femme
highlights her work with a lw(^
and-a-half somersault into a perch
chair while blindfolded.
More of the tricks have been

Frank Bernard
Mavid Spencer
Vicky Raymond
Diamondettea

Julian

Waddington

Volants

3

C'urzona

State

Bunny Briggs

O

Fred Lightncr

14

Sheila

CANADA
HAMPTON

Pedro A Durand

Granada

Juanita Hall

I

Geo Shearing Ore

13

(I)

!

China Dell

Terry
Keols
Art Chi'islmas A

Kanazawa Troupe

Jadine A Jackie
Mel Ling
Pupi Campo Orc
Jose CurbcUo Orc
Line (7>
Florence Ahn

'

Merry

I

I

j

BRITAIN
I

ASTON
(D

Empirp (M) 13
Jack KadcllfTe
Ben Yost Co
Mervyn Saundera
Jacqueline Dunbar
Helen Norman
Agnette A Sylvio

11

Varga Modela
Eric Marsh

Stetson A Pat
Ed Morelle
Shtre A Clayton

FINSBURY

BIRMINGHAM
(M)

MAH
Nesbitt
Van Dock
GLASGOW

,

Fred Brezln

b a

Johnny Lockwood
Menken

co*mo

i

Hal

Alfred Thrlpp

i

GRIMSBY

Wyoming!
Carter A Doray

I

:

Pelac#

Renee

Alhambra
,

I

I

i

!

(M)

13

Tesa A Bill
Billy Cotton Bd
Tesa O’Shea
3 Hotlcya
Joe Black
Alan Clive

'

Charles Stirling

;

Clive

'

A Breen

Collinson

so that there

II

(I)

Adrian A Spero
Lotus A Josie
Reid

Dorothy

Malta’s

H

Doss

Sam

Nitwits

.

.Vfl

)

(I)

1]

,

Riviera

I

I

MAG
Jack Carter

Judd Lynne
Jeff Clay

Walter Nye Ore
Ralph Funt Orc

Savannah
Manhattan Paul
Ruth Mason

Jerome Orc

Pierre

Oro
Mark Monte Ore

Beth
Johnny^ Carl^B

Tony Martin
Champion

Shotsie Davis
Rosetta Davie
Lucille Dixon

New Yorker

Hetel

Ralph

Jimmy Charters
J

Joanne Florlo
Joe LaPorte Ore
D’Aquila Orc
Penthouse
Gloria Benaon
Billy Tabbert
Kurt Maicr

A King

Art Ini A Consuelo
Betty Jane Watson
Staniey Melba Ore

LINCOLN
Royal

.\erialiats

Bob Fitzgerald
Carmen Montoya
Mickey Freeman

ScottI

Tony Bavaar
Michael Mecbea
BiU Knapp

Sandra

Meteors
Spangler

Ed Royale
KIzma A Karen
•a *Va) entyne

Silver

Adey A Dawn
Joe Crush
Andre Twins A

i i I

I.jine

Leachman

Bob McMenimea
John Silver
Manning
Al Cooper Orc
Old Reumenlea
Sadie Banka

Gloria

Ord

VerMliies

Jimmy

Carroll

Bob Grant Ore
Panchlto Orc
Village Barn
Mike Riley Orc
Eileen A Carver

Aileen Graff
Elouise Christtsne
Barbara Frazier
Bruce Mapes Jr
Dick Price

(’has

Costa

Clorls

.\at Brandwynne
Orc
Johnny Flannagan
Mona McDonald
Joan Walden

Tarri
Carroll A Ross

Rucb

11

Jon Pertwee

,

llenry
Hotel

Marion Day
Johnson Clark

CHISWICK
(S)

Caryll

Hilda Mundv
Eddie Gordon
Hertchel Henlerc
Doreen Harris

•Suzette

Alpha Duo

Impira

13

Palace (S) 13
Peter Cavangh

Preston
iTcxton

Bobby Kimher

Paul Killlam

Burns’ Birds
Eddie Stone Ore
Castellanos Ore
Hetel Blltmere
Jack Edwards Ore
K Duffy Dncra
Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Sdiaon

Len Young
LEICESTER

.Sejuirea

Jimmy Jamea
Albert Whelan
Frank

Noble

.
Empire
(M)

Billy

Harold Fonvlile
Old Knick

Gene Barry

Hotel Belmont-Pleie

Adairs
Dave Rarrv
Terri Carol
1

Bob Downey
Hazel Webste*

Hotel Aster

3

CARDIFF
New (S) tS

Billy

William

LEEDS

Kidd A June
Peter Raynor
Craig A Voyle
Skating Typhoons
Denis Lawes

Alan Rosa

Carmen CavalUro O

Monty Seal
John Hennelt
Alf Goodwin
I Hobson
Jack Perry

;

BRISTOL

tmplra

Gay

Joseph Heritage
Mickey Chapman

'

Cooper Twlna
Hamilton A Vasal
I

13

Dwarfi
Joan Davies
Eric Palmer
Joy Robins
Fred Walker

I

BRADFORD

i

(I)

Snow White A

A

Broa

Rlngle

Ave

A Sheldy

Nancy Andrews

Chapuseaux
Tina Ramlras
Los Guaracheroe
Vizcaino Orc
Havana-MedrM
Bob A Larry Leslie
Raquel A Rolando
Kenneth Buffet
Mildred Ray Line
Trini Reyes
Sacasas Ore
Panrho Orc
Hotel Ambesaeder
Fred OUver Ore
William Adler Ore

Louise

PIfth

1

Fletcher

Rios
Dainiron A

A Charles
('
Warren A Jean
Val A Monty

13

(I)

Banks

Roslta

'

Harpo Marx

j

No

Juenger Ballet Line
El Chice

'

13

Smaro

Shepard Line
Art Waner Orc

,

Empire (M)

M

A Aahour

Choral Sextet
H Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mere

'

Charles Ancaster

BOSCOMBB

Hippodromo
w-khw-.-...,

Billy

!

Pierre Bel

King

Lionel
3;

Bella

Lamb

C Handy

Jack Gansert

I

Cooke's Ponies

Marilyn Joyce

Johnny Crawfor4

W

I

NonI Mta A Dody

Eddie Davis
Shirley Dicta
Rita A Allen

Lucienne
Gil

I

Max Bacon

Choculateera
Olsen A Sealion
Harold Barnes

Durso Oro

A

Kirkwood

Pearl Bailey
I

Les Alyxons

Vera Lynn
De Hear A Du
Barry
Western Broe
David Poulo

Goodman
Norman Parla t
Leon A Bddle'i

Alvarea Ore

Anne Shelton

13

Oacar Calvet Ore
Jack Towne Oro
Le Ruban Bled
Michael Brown
BIbl Osterwald
3 Riffs

Ramona Lang
Diamond Horteshee

;

Don Saxon
Art Waner O
B Harlow Oro
Le Cee Rouge

A Naldi
Eileen Barton
Penny Carroll
Jack Cassidy

M

PARK

Harlan Dixon
Eddie Nelaon
Harry Forrest
Perry Mayo
Morris Lloyd
Line
Jack Palmer Ore
Letin Quarter
Joe Howard
Phil Foster
Florence A
Frederic
Jacqueline Hurley

Martin
liaye

Empire (M> 13
Johnny Lawson 3

Dancers

Andrieva

V A M Norman

Sisters

Copecauene
A Lewis

EDINBURGH

Hlppodrom*

Hippodrome

Wong

!

Jxck Tracey
David Musikent

Barrett

Care Bpclety
Jane Dulo

BAST

Gay Bros

17-1*

Danny Lewis

Amy Andrews
lack MarUn
Gordon Andrews
Johnny Nauaro

Bricklayers

Margie Taylor

Hetel Taft
Vincent Lopea Ore
Iceland

Jackson 3
Cafe Jemet

A
White
Ann Rooney
Don Cumming

Roberts

19-32

BAB
Calvert
Duke Dorell

Doris Patts Co

panies ordinarily u.se. ln.stead, he’d
u.se about 25 prints.
Likewise, producer sees no need
for branches of the company in
Rather,
all 31 exchange centres.
would be more
operation
the
along the line of the Selznick Re
leasing Organization, with perhaps
men in the field.
wilcox. who has made 62 round
jgjg
U jbeen here to arrange di.stribution
„t two of his pix, "Spring in Park
Lane” and “Maytime in Mayfair”
which United Artists will handle
Pix are already dated by Warners
and Fo.X'West CoasL

(LI
Sis

Orc

Hetel Stetler

City

Eckstine

C Barnet Ore

Capitol

The Arleys

(I)

Bop
Billy

WASHINGTON

Tanya

M Shaw

Eddy Howard Ore

Chittiaoo 3

Martha Wright

Macks

4

B A C Robinson

Towers

Herman

14

Dann

Artie

14-14

(I)

Louise Howard
Stan Freeman
Hose Murphy

i

Reeaevelt

Paul Sparr Orc
Hetel St Regis
Laazln A Pepito

Hayes Gordon
I

Frankie Laine

'

Hotel

Three Suns

Blue Angpl

Orc

CITY

Payaon Re Ore
Nycola Matthey Or

Striders
Jack Corliea

!

is

Connie Haines
4 Evans

Joyner A Foster
Noble 3
Tracey McClcary
State

(L)

Webb

.lilla

Rita

(R)

Benson A Mann
ST LOUIS

17

(1)

Levere A Handman

houses,

A

Zillah

A

7

fill)

Frankie Carle
Mills Bros

Betty
Royal

Toni Harper
Paul Williams Bd

CAMDEN

’

selected

(D 13
Slater

Jimmy

Jack llenry
Mad Martins

NEW YOBK

ROCHESTER
Palace

would be no need for the 200 or
250 prints that American com-

(6)

Bill

YORK

Empire

13

•atatpn*
Dorothy Ross

C Brown A

I

'

first

LANG TROUPE

Pat

Eddie While
14

(I)

I

12 ‘Fine’ British Pix r Year
Wilcox thinks that the company
engagement as
succe.ssfully operate on 12
could
11
With more work, they
“fine” British pix a year. He feels
bet their teaming idea
that the playoff should be slow and
Lary.

lyink vtjices
This is their

Raf

<-

PLosa 7-7254

Hippodrome

.

j

Rldq.

ai Grant

orooerlv handle a
sellinc to properly
their selling
British picture and I’m not sure
that I blame them. It’s therefore
logical to set up a company that
f^®
would be solely dedicated
British
of
distribution
proper
films.

14

(I)

Jover

13

with

!

,

,

Tommy

(M)

ProdNctioR Doportmont

The American companies
don’t like to break the rhy!hm of

i

Rev

I.otinga

EDDIE SMITH
RKO

'

L

VICTORIA
Palace

Nerve A Knox
bud Flanagan
Radio Revellers

13

JOE GLASER

Formerly with

page

Grip 5

NOTTINGHAM

BILLY SHARP

Val Eddy

from

W

(D

Empire (M)
Hutch
Max Wall

Jordan A Parvis

Now

-Continued

Ernir

,

TABBERT

.1

NOKV..CH

Hippodrome

PHILADELPHIA
Carman

SUNDERLAND

Empire (M) 13
Smith Hroa
George Dounan
l.atonn A Sparks
Mcnchassy Bros

13

Hob Murray

brown

si.

Sheila Daly
(M)

Uiinhills

Mercer Broa
Ma<-Farland A

Kent

Collina

Air

Bill Kerr
Donald B Stuart

Keye Luke

1|-19

Bob Gray
3 Imps
Patricia A Colin
Pamela Austin

Skyrockets Orc

(P) 14

13

Josef Locke Singers

Dunny Kaye

Blue Barron Bd

G?s*ton*Paime"r"

i

Pataca

OMAHA

Kck.Minr

|

Aces

IS

Judy

ATLANTIC CITY

Warntr (W)
Billy

Empire
Harrison
SAM
(S>

13

Van Brechta

Piet

Kafka t'o
Aii<ilialiaii

(P)

Orpheum

A

Elizabeth

Bros
Geo. Guest Co
Joe McKenna
Jerry WaMie
Jean, .lack A

M McClenahan

(S)

Gerry Leader

Riguletto

Sis

Rentos St Toy Boys
Arnold Shoda

Wilcox Plan

.

'

Olympia

17

(I)

May Wong

Indra
Allen Bros A June

MIAMI

Ballantine

Armand A Anita
Dick Beamish
Denis Murray

t'harih

2 Jacks

13

Twins

Sammy Curtis
Bernard Albrow
SHEPHERDS BUSH

MANCHESTER

Toy A Wing
Dannv White

13

Heller

Hippodrome
Frogmen

21

only

Jack Parker

i

policy is a succes.s, and
RKO is the first to apply it on a
regular basis throughout the country.
The Oriental, Chicago, rewntly had a straight vaude bill.
While the gross wasn’t in the upper
brackets, engagement was profita-

(P)

Marianne Lincoln
Jack Francois

Eva

BRANCH

Glen Henry Duo
Vicky Sunday

l.ee

George Riley

Costello

Mjiurice French

Paramount (WR)

lUI)

Paramount

SHEFFIELD

Empire (M)
Nat Jackley

Stanford
Dick Henilerson
Olga Varona

& Harriet
Kuda Bux

LONG

PAM

.lack

St ('lair

13

Joy Nichole
L.iiry Griswald
Glenna
llvicne

1711

Fielder
S

Louis I’rima Bd
Vic St Adio

:

Palace

14

Muddy Lewis
R Adair Dancers
Monroe Murray
Gus Van

,

‘

(R)

McMann

.Stagg

Gloria Benson, of the late legiter
“All for Love,” where sh* was
elevated from a subordinate role
into a featured spot, has still to acquire
added experience before
reaching her maximum effectiveness for cafe work. Her voice is
rather thin, but she compensates
by stressing personality.
Her delivery is charming and
well-suited for intime spots sue!
as the Penthouse. Her good looks
are no small asset, in a small room
like this the pulchritudinous apJose.
peal is the more potent

30,

aet
cTui 1
*

Tyler

young
^ teams PenthousF, N. Y.

and will move in- Dix, the “Buckle Down Winsocki
who made good in the George
tact, with only one three-day layAbbott Broaaway show and filmer
off, into 12 cities Included on the
bill

Pelly

^

Tommy

-

'

.Sis

Billy

GLORIA BENSON

jn the song bracket to play here,
this duo ol a moppet femme star
from pix, with a resounding voice
now that she’s grown up ithougii
still a moppet in size) and

,

of eight acts

open
June

DIX

14 Mins.

One

Rice

'

them ala^’names” within

New

Korkettes
de Ballet

(M)

Hunrl
George Meaton
Du Lay Co
Laconat

13

Harmonica Raacala

14

'way (WR)

Reyal

Remand’s Pigeons
Freddie Forbea
Angela Barrie
Ralcombes

Borrah Mlnevttch

Riidells

S>iu Ore
Palace
Don Hire

Robb Wilton

LONDON

Woody Herman Hd
KINGSTON

iJorpi^

Penthouse, N. Y.
William Tabberl, juvenile lead in
"South Pacific” is doubling into the
Penthouse for this cafe debut. He’s
a fresh - looking, personable and
accomplished singer, who like most
pipers who have made their mark
in legit, stresses good phrasing and
diction, which combine into a winning delivery.
Tabbert, naturally does tunes
from the Rodgers - Hammerstein
smash. “Some Enchanted Evening”
and “Younger than Springtime”
impeccably delivered. In addition
he does “La Donna e Mobile” from
"Rigoletto” for which he strolls
out among the pewholders. It’s an
effective bit of showmanship.
Tabbert is okay for video and
looks like he could carry a film asJose.
signment as well.

of playing time.
As result, Irving Mansfield, producer of “Broadway,” is already

Florida 3
Regal (F)

yn Mayo
Harold Norman
Lawrence Nikol

\\

of
and Johnny characters,
their work perfectly.
Jose.

sufficient
bids from cafe
owners and circuit operators for WILLIAM
talent showcased on the stanza to Songs
permit for approximately 30 weeks 12 Mins.

Morrow

Pjiyj

Bebe A Belle

I

Palladium (M)
Allan Jonea
Irene Hervey

14

(I)

Gordon McRae
Joey Bishop
Carl Sands Oro
Hoctor A Byrd

Fe^r^nS Nai?u
Glenn Burris

couple

Within the short span of a lent comedy number, "I Wanna
month since CBS preemed its 60- Get Married.” Throughout her
minute ‘‘Thfs Is Broadway” pro- songs, the chanteuse performs with
Myro.
gram, the web has been inundated vivacity and enthusiasm.

Petrillo, on the other hand, indicated that he was thinking not
only of size of orchs required, but
of scales. He asked the locals to
make adjustments that will "help
honest employers of musicians to
lick their current economic probczar advocated
lems.” The
that his men meet theatre and
nitery owners half way, and made
a rare concession in advocating
that they toss in a couple of free
rehearsals.
Walsh made it clear that he
could not order any local to change
its rules, but could only suggest
that they make modifications to
give whatever encouragement they
can to the present trend. Some
jobs are better than none, he said.
He also made it clear that in reducing the size of crews there was to
be no relaxation of rules that only

Oriental

PORTSMOUTH

David CaMity
GAD
Beaty
Lea t'ygne 4

A L Webb
McDougal MacNab
A MacKay
8 Dream Glrla

II

Shyrettoa

Meinitchenki

as

10 Mins.
Palladium, London
With a popularity rating established through appearances in radio. Joy Nichols bowed in at the
Palladium and worked her way to
a hit in a few minutes. Developing
her radio personality, which is
individualistic.
Miss
^
Nichols displays immediate mastery of stage technique.
\ confident as well as a competent artist she opens with a bang;
with a parody on
Ballin
the
Jack” as a tribute to Danny Kaye.
Then she goes from the straight.
popular type of song to an excel-

j

up

.

(F>

A1 Trace Bd
Jackie Green
Joan Etlwarda

Buck a Bubbles

Songs

uneconomic to meet the pressure
lA and AFM on scales and
Incubator for Vaude
number of men required. Walsh
Represonting a complete resaid that in his dictum he did not versal of the early
days when
ask the locals to reduce wages, radio looked to vaudeville for powhich he considers unfeasible, but tential kilocycle personalities, this
to hold demands on the size of a is the era w'hen radio is
incubating
crew down to the bare minimum the talent for rejuvenated vaude
which a theatre op thinks can do circuits and niteries.

1935. It is instituting the N. Y. Pal•ce s straight-vaude policy in theatres throughout the country.

makes

CHICAGO
ChICM*

Los Gatos

JOY NICHOLS

Radio Reverses Trend,

qualified union men can
props, sets, lights, etc.

-

Hud|«

VagNbonds
Evelyn Tyner

a finger-snapping nov-

A

Anthony, Allyn

i*

A*vino Rey orc
Letter

.terry

is

frequently

city

(D

ctpitoi
;

clean-cut, they offer
"'any steps in a different vein, and

Frankie
which fit

!

the job.

work

cleat

amuse
with
-w...

,

,

niw york

I

They debuted

thpir
their fnntwnrw
footwork.
The duo dress as a

'

i

alike.

18

below tndleata opoalng day of show

la aoaaactlaa arlth bills

whothar full or atillt wook
Lotter la iMroatbosof ladlratoa clrcoUi (1) ladopondeatt (L) Lo«wi (M) Mom
<F) Fanimoanti () RKOi (8) Stolli (W> H'araeri (WB) Walter Reado

m

'

'

of the

MamcraU

recently in New York’s El Chico,
Latin-type nitery, but their appeal
is general. Although of Castillian
origin, this boy and girl pair work
the American metier. Their

—

j

WEEK or JUNE

MOLL

* Mins.; Two
Palace, N. Y.
Christine Si Moll, Spanish imports, offer a tap novelty that
should find receptivity in cafes and

.

I

I

I

Piute Pete
Vlllate Venguard

Josh White
Joaephine Premivd
Marian Bruce

C WillUma
Cyril Haines S

Walderf-Asterto

Eddy Duebin Ore
Miacha Borr Ore

1

.

1
1

Roxy, N. Y.
Andrews
Tow Boys,

Wedneiday, June 15, 1949

and “A/ You’re Adorable.” Walks

Strand, IV. V.
Phil Spitalny “Hmir of Charm’
37 ) featuring Evelyn,
Clancy Lowered the Boom, which jeannie, Louise, Janet, Viola: Glee
a»ows him to register with some club 1 14 ); Patricio Bright; ‘‘Ntyhr

I

solid hit
-lackie Green has a

burn and Hildegarde impressions,
and her satire on a somewhat un-

off a

Sisters, Paul Remos &
Ice Retme with Arnold

new

bit

with

,

—

’

'

'

—

Palladium,

....

,

1

1

I

i

\

1
1

strumentation with reproduction of
human voices and various sounds
made by dive bombers, choo-choo
trains, etc. It’s a surefire audience
winner. Band vocali.st Jimmy Joyce
delivers okay on “Riders in the
Sky” with choral support from a
such as “On With the Motley, the quartet within the "band.
frankly sentimental “Bless You,
Splitting his chore into three
Sweet.” a comedy duet with turns scattered
through the show,
mis, „eVvey on-You Vas"' to th^ Lester is at top
form in a varied

=

^

.
'

i

”

,

K

j

‘

'.In''"?'”'
o""''
H’".'"
“Donkey Serenade.

readily earn

|

1

.

’

^.

,

.

^

1

I

ym

1

of ap-

1

.

>

many rounds

1

I

(

clear,

personality

plea.sing

^

i

j

Hrs

adept at the straight gag, mimicry,
and song, delivering items in each
division. His burle.sque of a radio
pia^se
dialer in training for a giveaway
^ Well-balanced
bill includes aside
show is a hou.se-rocker. Picking up
Hie headliner, a number of momentum
with each successive
oHier acts from across the pond, bit.
Lester closes with one of his
Rq,.,. 3 ^ jyjjppylHh’s Harmonica Ras repertory standards involving a
3155
featuring Johnnv Puleo, are,
hashed-up impression of Harry
hack again to keep the audience
Richinan which leads into a series
rolling with laughter. Another is'
of
other carbons, juggling stunts
3 ,._y nriswold rnmie who<«P hieh.

1

(

and original comedy routine. He’s

‘

^

V

feature in his “talking guitar” in-

Allan Jones, accompanied by
...„
, his
wile. Irene Hervey, is back lor sec-.
ond year in succession headlining
the Palladium bill. Full of confidence from entrance, he displays
versatility with a wide range of

;

^

7.

*

i

'

bill
at
the
Capitol
a solid layout in all departments. Playing at a rapid pace
overall click pattern of the show
builds to a pow-erful one-two punch
in the parlay of the Vagabonds
and
Jerry Lester in the closing half.
Alvino
Rey’s
aggregation
of
seven brass, five reeds and four

4>ndon

t

..

.

”

;

’49.

Current
shapes as

\

I

I

18.

Allan Jones with Irene II ervey.
Borrah Miuevitch’s Harmonica Raswith Johnny Puleo, Larry
eals
Griswold, George Riley & Helene
Heller. Joy Nichols. Jack Stanford.
7^,,^ Glenns, (3). Dick Henderson,
Maurice French & Eva Man
May Wona.
Wong, rhythm plays a listenable, if slightoiga Varona & Partner, Paul Fe ly conventional brand of pop muuo'ulhet Orch.
sic.
Rey, however, has a standout

:

^

my

l.

London, June

'

i

C^liltol, IV. Y.
Alvino Rey Orch (16) with JimJoyce: Jerry Lester, The Vagabonds <5), Evalyn Tyner. Los
Gatos (31; "Neptune's Daughter"
(MG), reviewed in Variety. May^

British
him star is
equally socko.
Miss Bright, too.
« ready-inade commodity for
a most any visual medium as has
already been evidenced in her past
cate and television stints. Abel.
iolelligent

(

,

Shoda. Marie McLenahan; Gae
Foster Roxyettes, Skating Blades
A/ighf iWBi. reviewed in
H. Leopold Spitalny clw- l‘’>sh quips. However, its not until
It Belles
he gets into his imitations of Ld- varikty, April 20. 49.
rns Rory Orchestra conducted
- by
*'
Jolson. and Jimmy
Cantor, A1
Paul Ash; “It Happens Every
Spring" (20fh Fo.rL rericm-d in Durante that he gets his best reThere’s a readymade television
His crossfire with Louis
turns.
Varikty May 11, ’49.
package on the Strand stage this
Basil, house orch leader, on prob
The usudlly tiptop Pliil
Ipin nrosrsnis is Idush keuti,
liottor dui
but semester.
themselves
Roxy theatre offers its stage a bit^WuLh
show in two parts, the ice revue
rvi
A1 Trace, compo.ser and orch
^^e m^stro
and the vaude act.s. Effect is like leader, takes over for second half
dual shows. The Andrews Sisters „£ show with his crew, including'^®.® ® fine aggregation which can
present
55-minute
“P
are a show in themselves.
six souare dancers and a round
cmnprcss it into any
Holding the spotlight for 33 ^LneV^ Youthful swing-your Sa?t.
half-hours lor
m- ner teams seem ill at ease, creat- *''^mber of zingy
minutes when caught, trio seem
^
video.
It s that kind of a show,
inglv gets better. Completely
« somewhat of a lag.
Bright, a
Patricia brigni
with or without i^airicia
poisVd, they mugg, kid around and
_
Jackie Van femme vocalist, gets
Jise all sorts of tricks to flavor their 3 few whistles for her chirpini of
Starter"
tune-pitching and the net result Is
can’t Say No. and teams with
„'*‘**
P^ ®
a socko session.
Red Maddock. comic drummer, for
..j.„
Trio bounces on in closer and goes
7 3 ,^^ „pr Back.’’
hk’
Go West q^ace reprises his hits of the past,
^
into the weakest tune.
^
their pulchritude-and a
Young Man,” an overlong opener, ‘^sioux City
^•-By really cook
But from there on they
Tears From Your' Eyes” and “You ^jHiiiSVhelr^own^w
a honk and ^.- 3 ,, Rverybody Darling.
“Feudin’ and Fightin
Bob VinHo-Ho-Kus.
whistle version of
j
does
handilv
saxist
on
N J..” a sharp arranpment of TraeVs latest cowboy lamenL ‘‘On
suave strinp
“Riders in the Sky.’ fil ed out by
Heavenly Ranch in the Sky.”
felching choral ensemblex like
the Roxy chorus: and a ImV^rin'e ,‘Jf
and arran/cr “
‘'"'s a slraiing boogie treatment of
!!'
dook
nem. a bookAsTshL’
b!isi'n'e‘^ss‘'iiem
a snow ousiness
'"'o';'
hats and glas.ses, •cinpHnct
howls with bop
Ynbe
i^.aoe.
Marausi. ”
U....
,ng situation as is currently on disHere,
Spoken Mo.o”
“Be-Bop
doing
strand leaves
P
which Patti Andrews cut solo for
X'
aX.
1.
room for wonderment why biz is
Decca with Bing C^rosby and folThis marks the next-Jto last
Christine & Moll, Walter Nilsson, bad.
low'. for a finish, with the oft-used
oucKipy, oanasnow ai me vvarner.s oruausatire on Al Jolson’s “Mammy” and rvygy l ayior 1 no.
flagship,
at least f(^ the surrv
Vikings
Elirabcfh
way
Yosts
lal“Sonny Boy.” Latter, one of the
5
L,ang mer (Red Ingle next L but 'i^-stead
trio’s boff disks, is perhaps their
blowoff impressive,
mping
the
India
of
Song
Col
Troupe;
of
rerouPatti’s
funniest, made so by
® goodwill cushion,
perfect closer to a viewed in Variety teb. 16, 48.
It’s a
line.
f
well-paced, socko act.
The fourth week of the vaude re- out of the files for the film couppre,
_
Paul Remos and Toy Boys
A stand'ard vival at the Palace makes it more ling. Given an adult film with a
Andrew's
....
cede the
evident
that the Sol A. Schwartz- class act like Spitalny s, the house
Remos
here.
big
act. it goes over
and his diminutive partners have Danny Friendly collaboration is could have done its bjack-ink
ledger some good instead of seizing
worked up a solid turn, one which paying off in spades.
Majority of turns on the bill are on this occasiofi to get a long-dedoes not depend entirely on the
novelty angle. Perhaps their best standards. In addition, it is the layed pic into circulation.
reprds the
Incidentally,
as
trick has one of the little fellows most populated displays this house
doing a free-hand stand with Re- has played. Program includes a Strand s bow-out band.show poluy
mos using what looks like two cig- .sextet, a quintet, trio and a double for the hot weather season, this
,

1

\!1 ii
' :;,
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,

and

3 ^^’

and’skillful siSpalternating in laughs and
,hrills. Breezy patter and pleasing
vocals from George
Riley and
Helene Heller also goes over for’
appreciation. *
Biggest individual success of the!
g^ow is the Westend debut of!
Nichols (New Acts), who re*” enthusiastic reception
and several curtain calls,
curtain
-^va.vaaaaa
raisers
rRlSerS
are
BCe
Maurice
I^rench and Eva May Wong, doing

j

I

;

^

companiment, are a versatile crew
with a smart comedy flair. Dishing
up a series of novelty tunes, combo

,

;

1

I

|

'

j

fast lines.

The Vagabonds,
instrumental
and vocal quartet with piano ac-

^Hck,

its
numbers with neatly
timed horseplay. Pivot man is the

spices

bass player, who scores strongly
with a hula number in which he
veering into the vaudfilm Pob^.
parodies a hip-swinging native.
prises Christine
the now that the Palace seems to be
Los Gatos, in the opening spot,
/tafnKinrr fit-aa
opener, and the Lang Troupe 6 ) catching fire.
are a tricky team of balancing
hondiiner
in closing slot
(New Acts). The
n ^ balancing Rct. Dlck Hcnderson is acrobats. Trio runs through an undeuce has Walter Nil.sson. trick
not-so-ncw blue usual series of pyramid
^^PPy Hsppy LJsys, ciQpjpc AnH A sonff or two nut ovor stands, winding up with a cutehand
cyclist, who has a most extensive
jitMarie McClenahan. star. It’s array of props, which he uses in *o?‘‘vl?.i?Tfi7v"""eh“a?S”' f^m'mr n,!^
"”n?orlan “a"s*i,i"on‘*nd" is "fol- terbug routine while flipping each
other through the air. Evalyn Tycapped, prior to the straight vaude a laugh-provoking manner to gar?hrRude.‘ lu^h orche-itral patte"rn.; ^
sw'itch, by the Roxy line’s stand- ner excellent returns
ttu®‘"a"c?oba*tie"‘dance?l‘ ner registers in a straight piano inWood.
The Peggy Taylor trio contrib
ard terping.
*“'>
refreshing terlude, featuring a medley of
their fast adagio to nice returns. males^his" neaSur"? fist gallop
semi-cla.ssics and hot jazz. Miss TyTwo husky males toss Miss Taylor With 14 in the choir, six brass, five
FmAtincr tha opppp/I koi#
ner points up her finger dexterity
Oriental* Chi
and
a
rR'reeds,
four
Addles,
around with studied abandon for
wfth a convSntionll aerifl with a fortissimo style of keyboard
Chicago, June 9.
picturesque effects. Dick Buckley rhythm section comprising traps, VJ'
|t,n. Pl*yHerm.
'oVd tall'nted co‘^ed"a«.* w^o^ «Hoctor 4 Byrd, Florida Trio, has an amusing pantomimic nov- haiS*
hal^'^tuh^'^his ^?s"'"ti
his idea of the origin of a
Joey Bishop, Gordon MacRae, Carl elty in which he mouths words
Capllol,
orchestral organfution which "“"^her
Ato
‘’'“‘"f
while
subjects
from
the
audience
Broad
"Barkleys
of
of
lApular dances. Paul
Sands Orch;
all
for an
syncopation lor
Washington. June 10.
move lips in a comedy routine for sJl^otnizM UtonaUnn
penhoulet’s orch, standing in for
way" (M-G)
good returns.
Burns Twins & Evelyn, Youman
resident Skyrocket orchestra.
After the oersonable duskv MilThe
Yost
Vikings
Bros.
(5)
provide
&
Frances (3), Roily Rolls,
Current bill of only four acts is * solid tune-turn.
ed solos “Summertime” (“Porgy competently backs
The lads have a dred
Calgary Bros. (2), Sam Jack Kaufthe acts.
top fare with an unusual note of strenuous Vocal routine which
man House Orch with Kay de Witt
they and Bess”), with the choir as backonH n<kv»r a WdowH
Myro.
of
arrangement
lush
a
er-uppers,
8t
»" ‘h®
Lawrie Chorus; "Beautiful
H^t’on Byril, "r. dano'e"^
seems that a more re- “Siboney” is a fine change of pace;
Blonde from Bashful Bend” (20th).
have a hard task as openers, but sprained numbei thrown in
Apollo*
Y.
on oc- Janet McLean makes with the hot
score with top tapstering. Hoctor
atcommand
would
that
trumpet
provide a
’
It’s a bell-ringing lineup at the
w'ins neat response for impression beneficial
Satchmo, Prim., et
^
change
of
pace, but tentiin from
a rnnen liner while Miss Byrd
big Loew house current session,
K’^e them a respite from
though lacking name value to lure
Snd he register ’strongly
ng
^ ^ with ^an (he strenuous stuff. They’re
includ
traps,
the
at
solo
Walter Green. Spider Bruce &
crowd- smash
«rioinfi “PUxDiiinp
the crowds.
an electric bit with radium-painted ^
)- “/ Am With Yon"
Pl^asers. nevertheless.
( 4
^
You tFF)
(FF).|
Florida ^Trio hasn’t been seen
Headliner R 0 1 1 y R 0 1 s. the
EMzabeth Talbot-Martin’s impres- drumsticks; flutist Marilyn Martin
^
for oSer a decade
,.
and Miss Smith have an in.struFrench comedy pianist, combines
** 0 ^*’* of screen stars and
7
romt^a
nn
u/ith an
various
v'ffnrts nf femme and male to hold
a
pleasant personality, continental
oth^r" aoA“''s"an""a'""hig‘‘h‘ligm‘e'’d ‘hyV
‘'Ta''n"L"“"wi,r?he 'Sal k
it" builSs'lp nTei;?.*bS{
Williams’ miniature combo; sophistication, some hep comedy
ni '*‘hi°s"'audfencTT’“^ons"tan^ -««edy”.'
and
topnotch piano technique into
^owata
the
Sweethearts
^^nd^d.a.tpates^thts
wRh
of
Rhythm,
all-gir
yZTsZn,s to he otade
“reh. and the ofay leanrof, an applause getting act.
«"tha Nn
of thVdal- there’s '“’S*’'Youman
Bros, with Frances, gal
" comedian Joey Bishop has fresh
another arresting contrast ’witli an am'eraSd^dalfce*
I"™"’?'..*'?? Sl'P,
'
sTtireT'^TrloTf violinist, rate attention with their
material— and ifs clean. His apolo- t,?ay"ira
impreshes
to a stiong
slronl
Hnish
hnish.
of nahie bands, inter'jose*'
Jose.
y
ketic. wan mannerisms has the auspersed with clowning.
tpAm “shine”' and then Evelvn in a ^^tisfying fare that keeps the
dience roaring from walkon. Holds;
i-ir«
applauding
incipis.
(’algary
Bros.,
pantomime comsatir-;
and
it
.stories,
really
ties
dialect
creation,
them with
striking pink
ics. garner appreciation for their
Indianapolis. June 12.
impressions of Bette Davis.
leal
up with her violin virtuosity. First
sweethearts, fronted by Anna familiar acro-drunk routine.
Tex Beneke Orch, with Glenn
jiinmy'Cagney and Jimmy Durante
* Personable gal with plenty
Douglas. Mary Mayo. Buddy "Some Enchanted E v e n i n g”—
Burns Twins 4 Evelyn make apfor top applause.
verve and a way with a song,; propriate
Moonlight
-S’crcuaders. which rates a recording
and then
curtain rai.scrs and regGordon MacCrae is another Yeager,
‘j'^‘^P^‘'''^s (bree rhythm, four saxes,
Lorre,
Pryde
&
Day;
displays
“The
ister with a fast succe.ssion of pre).
singer
5
section
Cleancut
backed by the string
clicker.
trumpets.,
(20th).
cision terp numbers.
Costuming
excellent baritone on such items I" an
she makes with the “Fiddle 1 hey
give creditable account on is particularly
“A’
effective.
“Careless Hands” and
Faddle” for another showstopping
as
Tex Beneke has a smooth show interlude. As if that’s not enough. their own instrumentation as w'ell
but gets more
You’re Adorable.
Rounding
out
bill is a producas
providing
neat backing for the
into his forte with “Some Enchant- (bis trip, with a strong assist from for the rhythmic blowoff band’s
tion number by Sam Jack Kaufsupporting acts.
ed Evening” and “So In Love.” Fcter Lorre in his “Telltale Heart” pianist boogie-w’oogies TschaikowJimmie Givens 4 Sweetie, mixed man hou.se crew. Overture, based
F.ncores with “Old Man River” for routine and Pryde 4 Day in a sock sky’s “The Bee” for another knoton
“Riders in the Sky,” clicks
team, follow’ and get over nicely
comedy^•.*'juggling.^
Change-of-pace tieing
*^'*
s/it
Sands orch tees off
Carl ikjaAivAo
fill.
LiciiiK specialty,
solid hit.
...iau
with its Western setting. Kay de
^
of songs, comedy
bands presentation j?ives bill
with a jump novelty, “Hot
In between Spitalny routines his
bill
Witt, handles the vocal chores
^^b
and
hoofing.
Spider Bruce 4
Canarv,” and also backs acts capa- more variety interest than usual.
charges in other showmanlv pacew'ith backgrounding by the Justin
hou.se comics, point up the
°
Beneke opens in great shape changers such as the femme trio’s
Zabe.
bly.
Lawrie chorus, a local outfit. Numwith “Stardust.” featuring some version of gossipy old maids in an oomedy motff of bill with a miliber wins hefty applause.
Lowe.
satire that rocks for iaughter.
good trumpeting from Bob Mitch- (fnaginative interpretation of the
l'hU*af|o* I'hi
ell.
Moonlight Serenaders regi.s- “wmisin Tell” overture; the sun- pweethearts take over again for a.
Chicago, June 10.
session
Olympia*
on Rest Stop, with
ter in
I Got a Gal in Kalamazoo”
dry standout vocal and InstruShyrettos
(3). Joan Edwards
all of the sidegals getan<i
current novelty. “Lavender mental groupings; and the generMiami, June 12.
Jackie Green, Al Trace Orch (9' Coffin.”
Glenn Douglas, a nice siiv effective lighting throughout (‘”8 a fling at solo stints, sparked
Edith Fellows 4 Tommy Dix,
with Jackie Van, Square dancer.s looking kid with a rugged voice, which further sets off his femme- by bass player’s vocal of ’‘LaughSenator Murphy, Kilbouriie ChrisBeautiful sells well in “I’ve Got My Love
(bt, Louis Basil Orch;
‘"f? ®®y'
ijove to copators.
mnAtnrs
This sets things pretty for Wal- topher, 3 Londons, Bob 4 Joan
Blonde From Bashful Bend.”
Keep Me Warm” and “A Kiss and
precedes the
Bright
Patricia
Morco, Freddie Carlone House
(*‘*'
who
a Ro.se.” Band vocalist. Mary Mayo.
scores
with
nonDifinale.
patriotic
Soitalnyites’
Orch; "Tulsa” (ELK
(’urrent layout has semblance of handles “Bali H ai
and “Again” gpuse has been around in niteries t halant tapstering that incorporates
everything in the way of
a double presentation, via the regu- acceptably.
Buddy Yeager steps and video, and opens with an ultralar acts, plus an excellent dose down from the bandstand to score modern couple of minutes of pat- •‘^''^k hoofery. Helene 4 Howard
Layout this week gets solitl reof commercial corn by Al Trace’s with .scat singing and tomfoolery ter based on recent TV trends,
®ver with their ball- action, with new team of Edith
However, bill in “Bloop Bleep” and “I May Be which Is tonicarand fresh satire
and dance .satires, with Fellows and Tommy Dix (New'
Orch and group.
ballet stuff registering for Acts) sparking the sock pace.
runs overlong and undoubtedly \Vi ong.” ‘‘String of F’earls” is best She goes into her standard Hephowls.
will be clipped.
straight
band number.
Senator Murphy, w'ith his standPaul Williams band is as sharp ard jibes at politicos, hits for laugh
Shyrettos open the first half of
Lorre clo.ses show and gives it
as any similar small combo to play values.
the bill with sock cycling act. gar- strong punch with his dramatic reHAKPO, CHICO SNEAK
this hou.se and should be definitenering neat hand for their tricks, eital of Poe’s tale. Also gets some
Teeoff spot is breezy with Bob
London. June 14.
ly set for vaude and cafe dales
with strong finish whereon trio laughs with quiet humor based on
and Joan Marco’s aero stunts garHarpo and Chico Marx did
his exploits as sinister film characcavort on king-sized unicycles.
nering
neat returns.
last
act
their
.sneak preview of
two saxes (including
.'oan Edw'ards, radio songstress, ter. Act registers for top applause,
(
Emcee Kilbourne Chri.stopher i.«
week at me
the r.mpiie,
Fmoire ct’hiswick
trvniswux. ii\
wecK
jjie
maestro) gives out torridly smooth on the introes and clicks
offers fine keyboarding as well as Pryde 4 Day please in a nifty cornnight.
ing out new bits every
former di.sking.s to in own spot with slick hocus-pocus.
vocalizing of pop tunes, but it’s hination of comedy and juggling.
v p
11
u 1Desiie
r
m- .h
iviacaoriprovide a boff getaway turn. Their Three Londons get healthy returns
her flashback to the songs of u.kI* Their clincher is a double-header!
Fosters agency exec, are gel- workouts on “Low Blow,” “Hou.se for their comedy-slanted terping.
Gus Edwards that provokes spon- routine in which Day is perched
orch
them set for their opening al Rocker” and other items drew' high
hou.se
Carlone
Freddie
taneous applause. Svelte songstro.ss on Pryde’s head. Biz okay when
the London Palladium, June 20, appreciation and solid plaudits at handles backgrounding capThly.
then segues into the newer batl.ids caught Saturday (11) afternoon.
Lary.
for one month.
iwalkoff.
Corb.
Edba.
like Red Roses For a Blue Lady ’i
J
in addition to the

aret holders.
Ice show is

New

invariably a color
spectacle backed up by adept blade
work. This production, c a 1 e d
“Fiesta.” has excellent flash and
Intriguing routine.s. Arnold Shoda,
top-billed bladester, and the comely

talent

on

other acts.
the show
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Kit

Producer Group Would Exchange
Financial Statements as Savings Aid
j

„,w

|)y

members

BriUsh Film May
^ Limit
_
Sarah Churchill Date
A film commitment with Sir

.

new Committee
Producers. Move Alexander Korda

of the

Theatrical
awaits only the co-ordination of ac
counting systems by the various
managements involved.

of

Thereafter, instead of attempting
and business
to keep the financial
details of their productions secret
from each other, according to longatandlng theatrical custom, the producers will circulate all such in formation among the members.

Two London

Into Sept. Rehearsals

Complete budget breakdowns
monthly financial statements of all
current shows wHl be exchanged

ComelFs ‘Lady’

Rehearsals of the
Katharine
Cornell starrer. “That Lady,” Kate
O’Brien’s dramatization of her own
novel, “For One Sweet Grape,”
start Sept. 19.
Torin Thatcher,
who appeared in the Broadway production of “Edward My Son,” has
been assigned to one of the leading roles.
He leaves
next
Tuesday (21
»

Produced by Theatre Guild
Two London

Philadelphia

i

rives

June 19

]

in

‘

"Lady.”

Story.”
Actress arafter a qifick trip to

Lucasta” and announced intention
of continuing on non-.segregated
basis for future bookings, reversed

England, and stars in the Philip
Barry comedy the week of June
27 at the McCarter theatre. Princeton; the week of July 4 at Fitch-

,

1

,

‘Salesman/ ‘Story’

Key

i

to

How

Hits

leads

Nip Theatre Red

decided whether house will return
to stock burlesque and vaude of
last year or spot legit and concert
bookings essayed later in season.

i

'

.

I

Evans May Do

j

I

garet Webster and

i

used by various accounting firms.
But in a few instances it appears
to involve deception by producers,
occasionally with the connivance
of the

“Along

Fifth

Avenue.”

i

pays the theatre a straight 30^o,
a week. The house sup-

which or $7,320

Saturday night <18) at the plies five stagehands, including
Imperial theatre, N. Y,, after 180 three department heads, at $130
P®*‘rormances, will involve a loss each, and three grips at $110 each.
The company pays three stagebelieved to be about $275,000. The
hands and four musicians at a total
revue was originally budgeted at of $900.
$100,000 by producer Arthur
Stop limit for the show is $13.Lesser, but there was a 25% over000. Theatre’s guarantee is $4,000,
call and then the backers were
which
is also its estimated operatasked to put up additional financing.
The source of all the coin ing cost when lighted (the cost is
fiured to be around $2,000 when
hasn’t been disclosed.
the hou.se is dark). On that basis,
Largest investors are David A. the theatre is currently
netting apand Louis M. Vinocur, car agency proximately $3..300 a week, or
owners, who originally put up $70.- about $170,000 a
year. House is
000 and later advanced more than
understood to charge approximateThey and the ly $1,000 a week on its books
$30,000 additional.
as
other backers,
residents

1

|

<

!

'

:

i

of

all

!

Pittsburgh,

Washington,

Pa.,

and

tti*

Although nothing has been done
Musical was apparently jinxed
yet to put such a project into ef- from the start.
After more than
fect, the CTP members have also the usual mixups during rehearsal,
considered the idea of compiling Robert H. Gordon withdrew as dia blacklist of manager-employees rector, being replaced by Charles
caught in any kind of crookedness, Friedman.
During the PhiladelPrivate detectives might be hired Phia tryout. Willie Howard was ill
for spot-checks of show and pro- and. after insi.sting on continuing
i

management, with evi- in the cast for several performdence and the blackii.sted names ances, finally dropped out and submade public. It’s believed that sequently died the day before the
such methods, while drastic and New York premiere. Jackie GleaInvolving some risk, would greatly *®n took over the part,
reduce stealing and waste in the
After mixed, but generally poor
theatre and thereby substantially notices. “Avenue” had a couple of
reduce costs.
weeks of promising business, but
then slipped and never recovered.
Despite several reductions of the
operating budget, with authors and
cast accepting sizable cuts, the production was never able to break

duction

;

1

SAYLER REELEaED

AGENT

Oliver
M. Sayler, incumbent
business agent of the Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents & Managers.
was returned to office in the
union’s annual election Monday
(13*. He received 220 votes, against
142 for his opponent, William
Blair.
The balloting and general

membership meeting was held, at
the Claridge hotel, N. Y.
All other nominees for office
Were unopposed.
Those elected
were Frank Smith, president, .323
Votes; Wolfe Kaufman, vice-prez.
816; Milton Weintraub, incumbent

'

!

,

the Broadhurst,
where it first opened, to the larger
Imperial, in the hope that it could
benefit from heavy weekend attendance.
But that failed to provide enough help, as did two-forones and, finally, a slice in the

j

’’

1

the

original

i

{

”

t

I

'

I

!

To

The Morosco

and

S.

Joseph

Hayward and

owned by

City
a subsid of City

is

•

Various people associated with
the I.,ondon production of “Death
will sail for Engof a Salesman
land during the next week. Others
are already there or on the Con-

Cullman, Leland
Nugent.

Tyro Group,

I

tinent.

Arthur Miller, the author,

Gets Union Concessions Sunday

i

I

in

.

'

to

chairs were^uMn
P’'"!,'''’"''aroTnd U.e sW.>s «nd thore^ere
r
Boyar, retiring
president,
Engagement.
besides.
starting May 31. opened OIncy’s

'second sea.son under management
Richard Skinner and Evelyn

Freyman

I

'

N.

in the

Y.

Carnegie Hall building.
the first off-Broadway
New York to receive an

It’s

group in
okay from the unions’
committee since New
ranged to operate its
Bleecker street under

fact-finding

Stages artheatre in

I

union conI

cessions.

Under

the deal. Local 1 of the
IAISF: has agreed to the hiring of
only one stagehand, the Assn, of
1’healrical Press ,4gents & Treasurers will permit one of the regular Carnegie Hall managerial staff
to handle the Interplayers assignment. and the scenic arti.sts will
require the employment of one
man for a day every three weeks

sails

sails

June

e r

21.

m

a

REGULAR TICKET VOTED
IN BY CHORUS EQUITY

his

i

t

Alexander, Friday (10) at the Capitol hotel,
Katharine
N. Y. Paul Dullzell was reelected
Maxwell (and the latter’s chairman of the executive commitactress-wife, Maxine Stewart*. tee his 30th one-year term, and
Ralph Theadore, Joseph La Penna Ora Leak was named for a year
and Samuel Main, leave June 23.
as recording secretary.
Chosen for three-year term.s as
Stager Elia Kazan sailed about a
week ago with his authores.s-wife. members of the executive commitMolly Tliatcher. On the same boat tee were Lynn Alden, Ann Dunbar,
was Paul .Muni, who will play the Saidy Gerard. Margaret Gibson,
starring part. Designer Jo Miel- Frances Rainer and Robert Spiro.
ziner. traveling on the Continent Elected lor two years was Arlyn
with director-author Joshua Logan, Frank, and for one year Robert
including

will join

the others for production

While

in

London, Bloomgarden

will try to sign a British actor for

one of the leading parts in “.Montserrat,” which he* will produce on

,

Named

as

representa-

The 200-odd
were informed

members
that the

present

CE

ury is $8,900 richer than
year ago.

it

treas-

was a

State Fair of Texas granted permission to Theatre ’49 to use its
and Italy. He’s due back -in present quarters on the State Fairabout two months.
grounds, Dallas, for another year.
tries

single tooter will be re-

Neukunit

on tile Actors Equity council
were Charles Tate, for three years;
George Bockman. Clara Cordery
and Paula Purnell, for two years,
and Miss Alden, Miss Gerard and
Mis.s Gibson, for one year.
tives

huddles.

Broadway in the fall, in association
with Clilbcrt Miller. He will also
see some West Fmd plays, including
No team- several prospects for New York
to touch up settings.
.4fler the
London
sters will be hired and. although presentation.
an agreement with the musicians’ opening of “.Salesman.” Miller will
union hasn't been reached, it's ex- visit Parfs. the Scandinavian coun-

With hundreds turned away the
Frances Starr opens a weeks
"<‘ek. Theatre ’49 closed its pj,n
-Tiip Q,rn Is Green” toJhird season here with a rc.sound- night '14*. when strawhatter re*^^soccess.
Cast will
verts to weekly bill.s.
The eight plays produced in 30 include Helen Hayes’ children,
^eeks under the direction of Margo Mary and James Mac.^rthur, latter pected
quired.
•ones averaged 90% capacity.
'in his professional debut.

slated for tryout at Westport, but
not under consideration as a

Frank

I

um

K

producer

the limited-.seat studio-auditori-

in

Ternf Pace

is

Guild production.

wife.
CoEntire regular ticket was voted
Bloomgarden into office last week in the Chorus
and most of the cast. Equity Assn, annual election last

with

(19*

j

who has been

is

’

I

France
The Interplayers, semi-pro legit
to confer with Maurice Chevalier
about a possible television series, group in New York, has received
is due back this week.
a waiver from the theatrical craft
unions to operate a summer season
Le.sser,

John Whedon, Sam Moore, Robert
Dolan and Johnny Mercer,

London for ‘Salesman’ Emmett

Elliott

Interplayers,

b.o. scale.
!

With24Ginl7at0lney

14.

I

I

Investment Corp. The Hudson is
owned by Lindsay. Crouse, Howard

moved from

j

riTCKO
tLlLKU

star

rehearsal; the musical edition of
“Pursuit of Happine.ss,” with Nanette
Fabray,
Georges Guitray.
Pearl Bailey and John Conte, and

j

losses.

Tallu Sets

Dallas, .lime

(Tane,’
to

production, may be story, is not a prospect for this seabrought over to direct the Broad- .son, but is a future possibility if
The Hud.son, with “Detective way edition. Evans would play the it can be suitably ca.st. The proStory” playing to over $23,000
two male leads created by Eric posed Jennifer Jones revival of
gross, gets a rental of about $7,000
Portman, with Frances Rowe a “Romeo and Juliet,” In no longer
on its 30% share (incidentally, possibility for the femme leads under consideration, nor is William
Howard
Lindsay
and
Russel played in the original by Mary Marchant’s “Within a Glass Bell”
Crouse, producers of the play, are Ellis. Miss Rowe, the leading lady or “Lysistrata ’49,” Gilbert Scldes*
also co-owners of the theatre). Its in the recent Evans revival of new version of his adaptation of
operating profit is estimated at “Man and Superman” in New York the Aristophanes cla.s.sic.
about $3,000 a week. That’s repay- and on tour, sailed last week for
"Stern Daughter,” which Philip
ing the $40,000 cash loss (includ- England, but is expected back in Barry is supposed to be writing,
ing actual outlay, not pro-rata September.
has not been finished and is not a
rent, interest on the investment,
‘The Browning Version is a tri- prospect for this sea.son. Paul Vinor other such Items).
angle drama about an ailing col- cent Carroll's “Weep for Tomorprofessor, his unfaithful wife row,” mentioned as a possibility for
lege
All operating profits on the thea“Harle- production by the Guild, was never
cannot be considered final and a young instructor.
tre
is
a backstage comedy on the list, nor was a revival of
quinade”
profit, however, as they’re subject
to 38% corporate tax and various about a noted acting couple during “Anna Christie.” “Much Ado Atmut
other U. S. and state levies, after a tryout tour of “Romeo and Nothing” or “Richard III." The
Eugene O’Neill plays. “A Moon for
numerous allowable deductions. Juliet.”
the Misbegotten” and “A Touch of
However, at the present income
the Poet,” hinge on tough casting
rate, the purchase price of both
problems.
houses would be earned back in a Miller, Bloomgarden
“Texas Lil’ Darling.” musical by
relatively short period of years.
Playhou.ses, Inc.,

sergeant - at - arms.
297.
Named to the board of governors
^ere Ray Broeder, Mack Hilliard.
Morris Jacobs and Warren O’Hara,
Olney, Md.. June 14.
^pre.senting the manager group;
Fini.shing a two-week engageWillard Keefe. Ben Kornzweig. for ment at the Olney theatre in
the New York agents; Louis Cline “Private Lives” Sunday il2*, Tal*nd Hal Olver. advance agents, and lulah Bankhead racked up a terBen Chasin and Nathan Parnes. rific gross of over $24,000 for 17
Viddish group.
(performances. House, se.iting 600,

THEATRE
inrjllUj;.
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Elf

•nd Ben

"Hilda

are

Juan Fontaine, slated for January

ing Version” and “.4 Harlequinade.” Actor-manager would produce the show’ on his own, posHousekeeping,”
William
sibly with Theatre Guild partici- “Good
pating on the financing but not in McCIeery comedy - drama to star
Helen Hayes.
the management.
Depending on tryout results at
It’s
understood
the
offering
would not be on the Guild sub- Westport, Conn., are “Out of Dust,”
scription list in New York, but new Lynn Riggs drama, and “Come
by William
might be available fur subscribers Back, Little Sheba.
on the out-of-town tryout and the Inge. Another po.ssibilily i.s “Re.subsequent tour, if any.
Stephen lapse,” Restoration comedy by Sir
Mitchell, who presented the show John Vanbrugh, pre.sented in Lonin the We.st End, returned to Eng- don by Beaumont and being con.sidland last week after extensive ered by the Guild and Wilson.
“Jane,” S. N. Behrman’s adaptahuddles with Evans.
Peter Glenville, who staged tion of a Somerset Maugham short

rental.

even, but kept piling up additional
It

Bondy,

memberships were voted

winter

Samson Raphael.son play
I

I

be friends of
dentist-father of one of the
show’s authors, Richard Stutz.

vicinity, are said to

costs, and thus in crease legit costs and the hazards
of producing and investing.

BIZ

.4 Iso definitely set for presentation by the Guild during the fall

and

may

Evans

star in a
Broadway presentation of “IMaybill,” the ’Terence
Rattigan program of two playlets, “The Brown-

'

and operating

Life

Maurice

i

^

Also, it’s figured that the pool Ing of all such information will enable producers to reduce, if not
entirely eliminate, kickbacks, bribery and other kinds of graft and
corruption that raise production

ATPAM

Rattigan Playlets

abso-

lute limit of $24,400 at the scale,

folds

Besides
providing
more and
clearer information to backers, the
contemplated system of standardaccounting and exchanged
Ized
statements is aimed to make possible production and operating sav
ings.
Thus, it’s hoped that all
member-producers will be able
to take advantage of economies
worked out by individuals.

Anthony Wualc

no longer prospects for the assignment.

I

management.

After the mid-October premiere
new Lunt show. “I Know My
Love," the next item on the Guild’s
fall schedule is the Katharine Hepburn revival of “As V’ou Like It.”
which will go into rehearsal in October. An undisclosed English director is being sought, with Mar-

of the

275G Loss For

“Salesman.” grossing the

In

!

i

‘5th Ave.’ Fold

here.

John Gielgud and Pamela Brow n,

“Lady,” might also be
lan stated the house would go back
brought to New York if the Fry
its fornjer policy in lining up
comedy-drama is acquired by the
next season’s bookings.
Guild. John C. Wilson would probKaplan claims lack of coopera- ably be associated in
a Broadway
tion from supposedly interested
presentation of the Fry comedygroups stymied plan for unre- drama,
since he and the Guild have
stricted ticket selling.
He has not a joint first-option on all London
formulated definite plans for type -offerings
of Hugh Beaumont (H. M.
of future entertainment and is unTennent*. and vice-versa,

j

In some cases this is because of
the different forms of statements

successes,

to

burg. Mass.; the week of July 11 at
Saratoga and July 18 at Newport.
Tentative
dates for the Cape playSubcommittee, headed by Herman
Shumlin, is working out a standard house, Dennis, Mass., and four
other
strawhats
depend on the
form of production budget and
monthly accounting statement to Korda picture schedule.
Also, the actress-daughter of forbe used by the member managemer British Prime Minister Winments and their accounting firms.
Churchill is being sought by
How a hit booking can recoup
.
Aim of the co-ordinated account- ston
_
^
Don Golenpaul
to be guest m. c. past losses
on a theatre is being
ing methods and budget statements
of one of his “Information, Plea.se”
is to give backers a clearer idea of
demonstrated
by
two
current
how their investments are being f*”*® series, to originate in London Broadway plays. The
shows are
in the fall.
handled. Under pre.sent circum“Death
of
a
Salesman,”
at the
stances, production and operating
Morosco, and “Detective Story,”
statements frequently indicate litfunds
tle about how production
at the Hudson. Both
plays are
have actually been spent or about
making large operating profits for
the exact financial status of a curthe respective houses.
rent show.
,

known
'

when operator Edward Kap-

itself

in N.Y.

Lesley
Storm’s “Black Chiffon” and Christopher Fry’s “The Lady’s Not for
Burning,” may be presented on
Broadway by the Theatre (»uild.
If available, Flora Robson and the
original London cast of “Chiffon”
would probably be brought over,
but the actress is believed to have
other commitments and the contractual status of the others isn t

‘Lack of Interest’ Cues
for London
Maryland’s Backslide
aboard the

America to appear in a J. Arthur
Baltimore, June 14.
England may Rank film and is due back here in
Maryland theatre. Baltimore,
limit Sarah Churchill to four weeks time for rehearsals.
which recently broke the color line
Guthrie McClintic will direct
of strawhat appearances in “The
for recent engagement of ".Atma

'

Nay Be

Successes

50
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Father-Son

230 Strawhats Due in Operation

By

Combo

Chicago, June 14.

the same role simultaneously,
that of the ship’s doctor in
“Mr. Roberts.”
Robert Keith, Sr., has the
part in the New York cast, and
his son Robert. Jr., took over
the same spot when Robert
Burton bowed out of the show
for several days following the
death of his wife June 12.

Mid-July; 49 Premieres Set

And Maxwell Anderson has
given special permission to the
Hillbarn theatre, San Mateo, Cal.,
to present “Anne of the Thousand
strawhats functioning by mid-July Days” for three performances, bewlll total about 230. Productions ginning Aug. 5 and another three,
at these silos will include, in addi- beginning Aug. 12.
tion to the usual summer fare,
tome 49 tryouts and a few recent
Elitch’s 58th Season
Broadway hits.
Denver, June 14.
Elitch summer theatre opens its
Supplementing the 28 tryouts
previously accounted for, the addi- 58th season June 26, for ^2
tional offerings will Include two
^ oremiere.
plays with music, five book musia tryout
11
two musical revues,
cals,
..^^e Fundamental George.” by
straight plays and one modern
Wylie and John C. Gibbs, to
opera. The two plays with music ^p directed by Elliott Nugent,
are “A Story for Sunday Evening,”
with “Skin of Our Teeth”
written by Paul Crabtree, with mu - booked as the opener, leading lady
Faction that conducted the orsic by Walter Hendl, and “Rose for the first half of the season will
ganzied write-in campaign in the
of Killarney,” by Stella Unger. be Ruth Matteson, here last year,
final hair recent Actors Equity annual elec• Story”
will be pre.sented at the and Ruth Ford for the
be lea
g tion is understood to include the
Westport (Conn.) Playhouse the Whitfield Conner will
same element active as the Artweek of July 15, and “Rose” will
nfno
directo?
as director.
ng "s
** returni
ists Committee a couple of years
be offered at the Pitchfork Playago in the American Federation of
house Sharon, Conn., the week of
Wife’ Preem
Radio Artists.
Stockbridge, Mass., June 14.
In both cases the groups have
The first of the five new musixhe Berkshire Playhouse, which been regarded as politically concals. “Plain Betsy,” with book, mu- will open its 18th season June 20
servative
and the campaign stresssic and lyrics by Marion Weaver, with Buster Keaton in “Three Men
ed “antl-Communism.” Also, the
will launch the .season at the Green On a Horse,” is to give the first
wrive in the Equity
write-in
recent
Ervlnes
of
production
Hills theatre. Reading. Pa.. June American
starring Mady election used much the same un21.
The Duxbury (Mass.) Play- “Roh^J't’s Wife,
dercover tactics as the Artists
sya"*house win present 7>'n'ny," muCommittee did in AFRA.
adaptation of the
novel
sical
eight of the other nine
the write-in campaign
Tammy Out of Time, by Cid pigyg They are; "The Importance in Although
the recent Equity election failRicketts Sumner, the week of Aug.
Being Earnest.” with Florence ed, it came much nearer success
23.
Al Moritz did the music and Heed;
Christopher
Late
“The
than any previous attempt of the
lyrics. The week of Aug. 29 will Bean.” with Mary Wickes; “Let Us
Significantly, it was much
launch “Texas Ll’l Darlin’,” with Be Gay.” with Kay Francis; “The kind.
more carefully organized than any
book by John Wheedon and Sam Heiress,” with Francesca Bruning;
previous
such drive in the union’s
Tele‘‘The
Moore, lyrics by Johnny Mercer “The Medium” and
history.
But, ironically, even the
and music by Robert Emmet Do- phone.” with Marie Powers and
Jennie careful planning didn’t work out
company
Broadway
the
Ian, at the Westport Playhouse.
quite as hoped, as a fraction of the
An untitled mu^sical by William K^ss^d M^^
write-in vote was split in differWheeling will begin
two week
..^he Winslow Boy,” ent categories and thus didn’t
engagement Aug. 29 at the Mounthe resident company,
register.
—
tain Playhouse, Jennerstown. Pa.
*
Thus, while Vicki Cummings reNo date has been set for the MonGlenda In ‘Weakness’
ceived 380 votes for council memaon (Mass.) theatre’s annaunced
Chatham, N. Y., June 14.
ber on a one-year term, 56 other
production of “Banned in Boston.”
in
Glenda Farrell will guest-star
ballots were for the two-year counwritten by Frederick S. Hall, with "The
which,
Weakness.”
Fatal
cil term.
Similar result occurred
Mmusic and lyrics by Hollis and opens the first season of summer in the case of Neil Hamilton, Emstock under the management of C.
Marjorie G. Hasting.
ory
Richardson
and Edward CulGrace and Paul Hartman will hit Dayton La Pointe and the ^rection len.
However, William Gaxton’s
the bucolic trail again this sum- of Dean Gorman at the Crandell write-in vote for the presidency
La
mer in a revue, “Up to Now.” theatre in Chatham.
was undivided, but nevertheless
Fa*r"rcU h*a/™ffered ran far behind that for Clarence
Uieatre,
?li.«trc"'"Fataoulh
Falmouth, ‘Mals*"
Ma^-. Jur"!?
July 4.
Joan Manning. Derwent, the regular nominee.
heart attack.
g
Harry Herman, Jack Roach and character comedienne, will support
Vote was very close in favor of
Ed Rice did the sketches, and Clay her.
the motion expressing the meetWarnick the music and lyrics. “On
Morgan Lawrence, who played ing’s “extreme displeasure” over
Top of the Roof,” with sketches in “The Heiress” on the road, will council’s earlier action in publicizand lyrics by William Whitting, be local strawhat’s leading man.
ing “matters of moment and conmusic by Robert Lenn, is being ofcern” to Equity before taking them
fered as barn package.
Names for Saratoga
up with the membership.
How‘Belvedere’ Preems
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.. June 14.
ever, it was notable that the cenJohn Huntington will open his sure was directed at the publicizOf the 11 new plays. “Belvedere,” by Gwen Davenport, began third season at the Spa summer ing of the council’s condemnation
a week’s engagement at the Deni- tb®ati^ in Saratoga Springs July 4, of the undercover write-in plan,
Guy K»bb^ as guest star in rather than the
son summer theatre, Granville. O.,
condemnation itAppearing
On Borrowed Time.
ye.sterday (Tues.).
Billie Burke
Apparently the
write-in
with Kibbee at this and other sum- self.
circuit
in Owen
stands is nine-year-old Michael group didn’t want to risk a showCrump s Southern Exposure, be- Collins, of Albany, who played the down on the straight issue of the
ginning the route at the Sea Cliff juvenile role in Malcolm Atter- organized write-in tactics.
(L. I. ), theatre. July 18. “A Love- bury’s production of the fantasy
It’s expected that the write-in
ly Time,” by Howard Buerman and at the Playhouse in the Capital device may be attempted in future
Alfred Golden, will be presented City last winter,
Equity elections, but with more
Other “names” slated to appear careful planning, so divided votes
at the Riverside
(L. I.) theatre.
Spa theatre this year are: for the same candidates won’t ocThe Hillbarn theatre, San Mateo. ^
Cal., ha,s set "Sight Unseen” by
cur again. There s a sizable right‘/“.I'
Rosemary Roster and Warner Law
wing minority in Equity, but not
for the week of July 8. Nancy Godlarge enough to put over extreme
"Blithe Spirit” and Paul Lukas in
policies, as shown by the breakup
frey s arena version of
Little "The Heiress.”
of
an organized right-wing faction
Women” will be put on at the
Resident company will include:
Pitchfork
Playhouse,
beginning Kurt Richards, Roderick Winchell, two years ago, as well as the offiAug. 23.
“Hidden House,” by Clyde Wadell and Ruth Shields. cial reprimand given Frank Fay
Pr.
Robert Bachman, will be Don
Shirley,
of
Yale
Drama several years ago for his political
attacks on other members.
the
presentation
at
the
Lake School, will be designer.
However, the recent write-in atSummit playhouse. Tuxedo. N.
tempt may speed action toward reC.. starting Aug. 23.
World Dance Preem
The Monvising Equity’s voting setup. Such
son (Ma.ss.t theatre has scheduled
Lee, Mass., June 14.
The world premiere of “The a move has been contemplated for
Frederick S. Hall’s “All Aboard”
of Jacobs.” with choreogra- some time, and a committee headed
for production during the .season
Shawn and music by by Matt Briggs is supposed to study
The Nutmeg playhouse. Sharon!
the problem and bring in a recomConn., will put on “Lock, Stock and
Jacob s Pillow S'"
Dance Festival, mendation to the council.
Barrel” tho
a..,,
o
^ug. 19.
It will be repeated the
"StnnU nn roll r °
v?’
following day.
Appearing will be
ho presentation
r.i-fco.1
the
at the Tufts the- Norman Vance. Ruth Ann Koesun
Korda’s Moppet, Henrey,
atre, Medford, Conn., beginning and John Kriza.
principals of the
.July 12, “Thanks For Your Wife” Ballet Theatre company, and Iva
B’way Legiter
is the current bill at the Worcester Kitchell. mime and satirist.
The
Bobby Henrey. 10-year-old star
(Mass.) Drama Festival. The Foot- following week a new group of
of Sir Alexander Korda’s British"orks
by
Myra Kinch. soloist and
hill Playhou.se. Bound Brook
N
J has scheduled “Among Those o^omber of the University of the made film. “The Fallen Idol.” may
faculty, and company, will appear in a Broadway legit producPresent” for the week of June 30.
tion this fall.
Negotiations are on
A modern opera will be put on
with Korda, who has the moppet
The Festival onens Ti.lv ft
featured In mode^I! under contract, for his appearance
WinLs^rPark^
Winooski
Park. Vt., beginning July dances. Federico Rev
and Pilar in the dramatization of Henry
12.
Emmett Lavery did the libret - Gomez in Spanish numbers, and James’ “The Turn of the
Screw,”
to and Ern.st Krenek the music.
Nora Kaye and Igor Youskevitch. which Aldrich & Myers will proThe recent Broadway success. of the Ballet Theatre
Ruth St. duce.
•‘Light Up the Sky” will be put Denis will ring down the curtain
Kid is hal^'Engli.sh and half® recital Sept 3. Shawn will
on at a few barns, and “The HeirFrench.
“Idol” is his first and
?^^“******
performances July only picture
ess.” which recently concluded a
and he scored person2
road tour, is set for production
ally in it in England.
It is to be
distributed in the U. S. in the fall
by Selznick.
be off^ed to barngoers this aea- make her first appearance
If the the negotiations for the
in operson.
Command Decision.” avail- letta Monday (20), in the title role youngster’s services are successable for stock production, hasn’t of "Naughty Marietta” with the ful, he’ll be in New York from
as yet been announced as an of- Pittsburgh
Light Opera Co. at London in mid-July to start rehearsals.
fering by any of the rustic produ- Pittsburgh Stadium.
With some summer theatres
ready operating and the others

cers.

al-

j

set

to begin their seasons during the
next few weeks, the number of

Inside Stuff-Legit

Father and son art playing

[

j

i

:

!
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‘Anti-Red’

,

Group

Several actors familiar to U. S. audiences were elected to the council
of British Equity in the recent annual election in London.
Included
were Sir Laurence Olivier, Leslie Banks, Dame Sybil Thorndike, Dame
Edith Evans, Frank Lawton, Raymond Huntley, Clifford Mollison and
Margaret Rawlings. Others elected were Jack Allen, Richard Attenborough, Felix Aylmer, Bruce Belfrage, Honor Blair, Laidman Brown,
Hugh Burden, John Clements, Patricia Coe, Rosemary Day, Derrick de
Marney, Michael Denison, Edmund Donlevy, Charles Farrell, Walter
FitzGerald, Marius Goring, Jimmy Hanley, Jack Hobbs, Rosamund
John, Andrew B. Martin, Henry Oscar, Nigel Patrick, Margaretta Scott,
Athene Seymer, Ivor J. Smith, Jack Spurgeon, Reginald Tate, Ralph
Truman, Lois 'Tucker, John Varley, Harold Warrender and Gladys
.

Young.
Those defeated included Emlyn Williams, Peggy Ashcroft and Frederick Leister. Less than 1,400 ballots were cast in the election out of a
total eligible vote of over 9,100.

:

In Equity Likened

To AFRA

j

;

Outfit

Among the backers of the touring “Respectful Prostitute” and “Hope
the Thing,” which recently folded in Chicago, are John F. Waters,
an employee of the Shuberts, $7,500; producer Lassor H. Grosberg,
$4,800; actor-director Ezra Stone, $1,200; producer-director Norris
Houghton, $600; actor Jackie Kelk, $600; agent George Freedley, $600;
strawhat operators Arnold B. and Mrs. Gurtler, $600 each; pressagent
Reginald Denenholz, $600; costume execs Abram Blumberg and James
Stroock, $300 each; Actors Equity staff member Willard Swire, $300.
Grosberg was general partner and presented, in association with
Is

New

Stages.

Backers of the James Russo-Michael Ellis revival of “The Play’s the
Thing,” produced during the 1947-48 season, will receive an additional
return of $1,000 from the show. Coin is a rebate from advertising
bought during the comedy’s New York run. Payment will reduce the
loss on the $40,000 production to $24,800.

1

Howard S. Cullman
“Champagne

j

tion of

;

^

Sherek presented
Broadway.

last

is an investor, but not associated in the producfor Delilah,” Ronald Miller play which Henry
week in London and plans to do next season on

1

i

ATPAM Acts Vs.
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Barrie 01)8111618, managing director of the Detroit Civic Light
Opera, lined up “Porgy and Bess,”
“Show 'Boat” and “Up in Cen-

Personal
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to set the rest of the schedule
Cheryl Crawford, in association
with Bea Lawrence, will present
“The Golden Apple,” musical by
.

.

I

,

I

May Do

.

;

'

'
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atrlcal

Press Agents

&

Managers,

John La Touche and Jerome Mo- is to forbid its members to work
ross, next winter, after Miss Craw- with any non-member p.a. on a
ford’s production of Marc Blitz- legit production.
The ruling supI

;

musical “Little Foxes”/.. plements a previous prohibition
Fay Kanin, author of “Goodbye, against non-union agents handling

stein's

My Fancy,” east last week with publicity for legit shows.
her husband, co-producer Michael
Idea of the new edict is to
Kanin, who’s directing Ruth Hussey, substitute for Madeleine Car- clarify the distinction between the
regular
p.a. on a show and an inroll for the summer.
Eddie Plohn, manager of the Na- dependent press rep hired to do
personal
publicity for the protional theatre. Washington, recuperating in New York after a hos- ducer or individual talent in the
cast.
It’s
figured that the ATPAM
Steve Cochran,
pital
siege
Plohn’s predecessor at the Nation- member now has an official “out”
al. is still on the sick list... Ned to bolster his refusal to work with
J. Warren and William B. Steuer, the indie p.a.
Thus, If an unconvicted of grand larceny in the authorized
story
backfires,
the
collection of $39,000 a year ago regular p.a. is not merely cleared
for a musical they never produced, of complicity, but can point to the
were sentenced last week to pris- fact that he’s not even allowed to
on terms of from 15 to 30 months cooperate
with
the
unofficial
each
Lawrence Weiner, theatre agent.
advertising exec, back on the
Also,
the union hopes that the
treadmill after a week in Polyclinic hospital, N. Y., with a kid- rule will tend to make drama editors
shun personal
ney ailment.
pressagent
Herman Bernstein, general man- handouts in favor of “authorized”
ager for Lindsay & Crouse and releases from a show’s official p.a.
Leland Hayward, planning a Euro- All of which is intended to bolster
pean vacation early in the fall..*. the ATPAM member in relation
“Out of the Picture.” new play to
free-booting
personal
reps.
by Louis MacNeice, in rehearsal Union rules already limit the acby the Interplayers, with Irving tivities of ATPAM members doing
Stiber directing
“Texas Is Tops,” personal publicity for talent in a
new musical, will be presented show in which another member is
June 22-25 at Master Institute. the regular p.a.
I

!

.

.

j

.

.

N. Y,
Lyricist Howard Dietz.
publicity ad head, sails

I

M-G-M

i

Friday “Paper
Moon.” new comedy by
17) for two months in Europe.
Phillips.
Theatre Guild
While Michel Mok takes a two- Peggy
a.ssoc. p.a., to open Old Town theaweek vacation as pressagent for
tre
season at Smithtown, L. !.,
“South Pacific” and “At War With
June 28.
Paula
Lawrence is
the Army.” his associate,
I

•

I

I

|

!

Helen starred.
;

Hoerle,

and

is

in

Frank

charge of the office

Goodman

is

'

assist-

London

!

V

A

fare
against
“personal”
p.a.’s.
Latest action, taken by the board
of governors of the Assn, of The-

I

1

P

Park” for his fall season. He
Legit pressagents have made anwas in New York last week and
other move in their perennial warwill be back in about three weeks
tral

Sherlee Weingarten, 'Theatre Guild casting director, returned
Michael Powell, film director
last week from London and Paris with
producer Emerlc Pressburger,
with her husband, Stephen Alex- has partnered with
legit manager
ander, tele director for Universal Bernard Delfont
to produce plays
pictures.
in the West End.
He’ll double
Actress
Susan Douglas back from pictures
Jack de Leon,
from the Continent last week
founder and manager of the “Q”
actress-dancer
Joan
McCracken theatre in London, takes a year’s
sailed Friday (10) on the Nieuw leave
starting in mid-July, with
Am.sterdam for a Paris vacation, Anthony Parker and Molly May
and British actress Valerie White, handling the theatre
during his
who played a principal part in absence. De Leon goes
to Italy
“Winslow Boy” in New York and to work on a play
for West End
on tour, .sailed Friday for London production in the
fall.
ing

.

.

on the Parthia.
Th“ Leland Haywards

(Nancy
Hawks) honeymooning in Europe
Freelance artist John Mackey

.

is

.

Broadway

caricature-portraits
of
for Sardi’s restaurant,

N. Y.
He succeeds the late Alex
whose pictures were a
tradition in the establishment
London producer Emile Llttler
due in town about July 1 to attend

Garde,

.

.

.

the “Miss Liberty” premiere.
Murray D. Morrison, secretary of
the Theatre Library Assn., flew to
Europe Friday (10) for a fourmonth stay to cover the dramatic
festivals and national theatres • • .

.

AL MORITZ HEADS THEATRE

.

doing

.

i

Duxbury, Mass., June 14.
A corporation headed by Al
Moritz, with 350 local townspeople
as stockholders has financed the
building of a new summer theatre
here. The local inhabitants bought
stocks valued at $28,000. Corporation has also placed a $10,000 mortgage on the theatre.
A benefit performance of “Torch
Bearers,” for the Children’s Hospital Fund, on June 30, will precede the theatre’s scheduled July
5 opening.

.
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Total Legit Grosses

BROADWAY

^

of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows ...
Total gross for all current shows last week.
.
Total season’s gross so far for all shows.
Number of new productions so far

Number

.

*

.

Los Angeles, June

of current touring shows reported.
Total weeks played so far by all shows
gross reported last week
road
Total
Reason’s total road gross so far

Season

L^t Shows

1

lift

13

$498,233
$815,633

14
32
$369,500
$760,200

.

NORWAY’ $41,000 IN
Pin OUTDOOR START

j

blow

week,

wi^

the

take

a

little

for

40G,

‘Detective’ $22,700, ‘Ice’ 33G, ‘Ear’

30G

Legit attendance took a welcome

on Broadway last week.
Marked improvement was notable
Monday night (6) and continued

upturn

BERGNER-’AMPHITRYON’

Incoming tourists helped to

10

Ken

TEES OFF

through the week.

PROJECT

D. C.

days’

—

Pittsburgh. June 14.
Outdoor operetta season got off

to a good start last week at Pitt
Comedienne stadium when “Song of Norway.”
has no understudy and show was
nine productions, did
Sunday night until around $41,000. Favorable weather]
off from
Wednesday evening when she suf- permitted every performance to go
diswas
fire
fered shock after a
on per schedule but heavy downlast

1

of action three nights.

in

Cooler weather

'

.

'

ture to loom on the local legit
Estimates for Last Week
horizon.
Site of the venture will
“Blackouts of 1949,” El Capitan
be Meridian Hill Park, governf364th wk) (1.142; $2.40).
Ri.sing
ment-owned outdoor theatre loto a fair $17,000.
cated about 10 minutes bus ride
“Brigadoon,” Philharmonic Aud.
from midtowni
(1st wk) (2.670; $4.80).
Opened
Latest local legit effort is the
much stronger than L. A. Civic
Light Opera's last entry. “Great brainchild of Vincent Donohue and
Waltz”; looks .solid for rest of run. Horton Foote, heads of Production.
Big $51,500.
Inc.,
the sponsoring outfit, and
wk),loval film publicist David Polland,
“Harvey.” Biltmore
(1st
1,636; $3.60)
Very healthy busi- with all three acting as co-direcness for third date of the play in tors of the project,
A kitty of
Los Angeles; $17,000.
$18,000 was raised by personal appeal to 60 individuals in order to
launch the theatre, which, like
Productions, Inc., its parent organization, will operate on a non-

I

‘

convention trade has jumped Mr.
Roberts” several thousand.
“Inside U. S. A.” took a heavy

Angeles

‘Girls’

was figured the principal factor,
jHhough a reported increase in the
Washington, Juno 14.
fiow of tourists from out of town
... also
Cortmet
AmphiEh.sabeth Bergner m
helped.
Only a few shows
(10) with
“Anna Lucasta.” All-white cast is tryon 38” wil^ preem an eight- failed to benefit. Rotary convenheaded by Lois Andrews and week season June 26 for the Wash- tion may provide a boost this week,
ington Theatre Festival, latest venSydney Chaplin.
There were no closings last

‘U.SA’ 27G in 5 Times, ‘Roberts’ 205/2 G
;

Los

in

Murray's “Blackouts.”
Due to the need for
more rehearsals, the
didn’t open until Friday

Get O.K. Biz;

(

From Tourists, Weather;

“Harvey,” but the third time for
the play at the Biltmore (twice before, total of 10 weeks with Joe E.
Brown) indicated that there's still
tremendous vitality left in the

I

Chicago. June 14.
With only two presentations “Mr.
Hoberts" and “Inside U. S. A.,” Chi
faces a lean summer, with no attractions likely to come in. Heavy

time

first

27
55
$558,000
$1,114,000

show.

28

14.

Two new offerings made general
conditions a bit better last week,
with “Brigadoon” leading the field
Frank Fay's
as a money-getter.

Last

ROAD

Number

Ghi s 2

18

37
$452,500
$916,800
0

B’way Legit Marks Upturn; Assist

‘HARVEY’ FINE $17,000

The following are the comparative figures based on Variety*!
boxoffice estimates, for last wefk (the second week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:
This
Season

51

'

,

130G

;

weekend, but “Along Fifth Avenue” will finally fold Saturday
night (18) and there may be other
shutterings this week or in the
next fortnight or so.
Estimates for Last Week

•

Keys: C Comedy) D (Drama),
CD (Comedy Drama) R (Revue),
A1 (Musical), O (Operetta)
i

,

,

Other parenthetic figures refer
fo' seating capacity and top price,
yw'nding 20 r amusement tax.

!

'

SRO Advance

,

,

,

'•'f.Ai;;,';

,

K,f,“avenue." Imnerlal

wkl iR-1.472: $4 801. The re(im.ed scale hasn’t helped any more
than two-for-ones did, so the revue
calls its quits Saturday (18). about
$275,000 in the red; last week regi.saround $17,000.
^***^^*"**.,*^*^5^*
oi
22,1

,

profit basis.
,

Greatest asset of the 9()0-seat
non-segregated outdoor theatre i-s
fact
it is rent-free, operating
‘Liberty’ underthatspecial
curtain
^20,permission of the
time, cut the window sale down to!
000
National
Capital
Parks of the In„VhVn^a^^^^
Philadelphia, June 14.
"As the Girls Go.” Winter Garway” at least a couple of thousand
New Berlin-Sherwood-Hart musi- terior Department, which has juris- (.30th wk) )M-1.519; $7.20). Bobby
Great- Clark starrer has been s'.ddding
dollars.
cal. “Miss Liberty.” which had its diction over the property.
advance sale 'presages suc- preem last night (13) at the For- est stumbling block is. of course, recently, but rebounded la.st week
rp
cessful summer and if venture gets rest, where it is skedded for three the
vagaries
of
the
weather. to $40,300.
any kind of a break from the weeks prior to its Broadway bow Directors will operate on a .sevenAt War With the Army,” Booth
weatherman it stands a pretty good July 7, is already sold out for the day basis, under a special nod from (I5th wk) (C-712; $4.80). Managchance of bettering an even break local engagement, with over $130.- Equity.
ing to stay in the black. $7,800.
for the first time in four years. 000 in the till. Over $100,000 of
“Born Yesterday,” Miller (HSth
Site
was originally u.sed for
IN
“Norway”
featured
Lawrence that was taken in through mail or- chamber music concerts.
‘STREETCAR’
(C-940; $4.80).
Longrun comBrooks, Doreen Wilson, Donald ders. With a $5.20 top ($4 plus
keeping afloat, with the
Although
followups
as
such
Clarke. Nancy Kenyon Joseph Me-; three taxes) the much heralded Et'hVf Waters In “Ma^
operating hookup trimmed to the
$20,300 Cauley, Muriel O Malley, Truman musical is set to do $43,500 during
$7,500
Bainter Bette Fields
Kansas City, June 14.
“Death of a Salesman.” Morosco
Gaige, James Starbuck and Marina each of its three weeks.
and’ Mauriri* Fvans’ nrp talked of
(18th
wk) (D-931: $4.80).
Svetlova.
Because
This
of
terrific
Sam*
week’s
attraction.
advance
sale,
here
season
the
legit
of
Final
successor to “Amnhitrvon” has every week; all the hou.se
will hold
was “Streetcar Named Desire” in jphocolate Soldier.” has Helena rnanagement has cut down adver- been hiked ^ Ton TiU be
$3 60- at $24,400.
^
the Music Hall, June 8-11 for six Bli.ss. George Britton and Ralph Using to a minimum and has re- “fon
80 opening night.
“Detective Story,” Hudson (12th
sorted to a “stagger” system beperformances. Steady trade for en- Dumke in the leads.
wk) (D-1.057: $4.80).
Nudging
tween the three first-line local
lire run with $3.50 top, grossed
capacity figures; last week $22.'700.
dailies
(Bulletin,
Inquirer
and
hefty $20,300.
“Goodbye, My Fancy,” Fulton
News) for whatever ad.s are used. Equity Wants to
All
Streetcar” likely is the last legit Q
Hnfplc
Involvfid
IIITUIVCU
^
(29th wk) (CD-966; $4.80).
Has
Only really big ad copy was used
In the Music Hall, city-owned audieased off lately, but the real sumback in early May, when show
torium. Road companies are slated
ill
1 C
1
£ T*
Overseas Engagements mer test will start June 20, when
1116^31
u3l€ 01 1 IX booking was first announced, and
to shift to the Orpheum, with
®
once afterwards, when mail-order
A resolution, that members of
Jimmy Nixon, United Booking OfOf the 23 N. Y. hotels whose sale was skedded.
Actors Equity be instructed not to ®
fice franchise holder, moving over,
1:
^
^
as manager when house goes under r^vord.s were scrutinized by Cornenter into anv agreement involving
,88tb**wk)*”MT900^$3) ^NoJ'*^on
Fox Midwes^ control. Circuit takes missioner John M. Murtagh yesoversea, employment without eon- t^ik-to-weerS; j”
FINE $27,400
y F^Je ha"
over the Orpheum next week and jp^day
suiting Equity in advance, was succeeded Phil Silvers as lead;
(Tues ),
nine
allegedly
begins renovating it for the fall'
j
„
IN U/lf
Mil W’lTItl? adopted at the Council’s meeting $ 21 000
legit opening.
I*™ J",™'?''
111 rrll. A1 IuILtt IVlII yesterday (Tues ).
“Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950,” Cen.sale of theatre tickets. Tickets are
The council also appointed a ter (3d wk) (R-2.964; $2.88). New
Milwaukee. June 14.
sold at the.se hotels through news$8,200 in Des Moines
consi.sting of Cornelia edition of the skating spec played
committee,
drawn
last
was
Gross
of
$6,700
stand concessionaires, who get the
...
r%\-i
mil
Des Moines, June 14.
the standard nine performances
Monday-Tueaday nights ,6-71 hy Otis Skinner Ralph
"oeirre” p;,;ebor.'drrom i, censed b^ke;,
Streeto.V” N .
ed
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne Ross, Frederick O Neal and Edith last week; $33,000.
the lecal
legai 75c
crossed SR 200 In two nerfnrmances and receive ZDc.
25c oi
of me
/dc.
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (24th
situation.
the
Oav^
Atwater, to survey
Lt
idson here. Following a take of which effects segregation in hous- wk) (M-1.654: $6). Another of the
at
i.
i
$
*t the KRMT^fhe*Jtr»
KRNT theatre here. It
It was
the current ticket $20,700
|,n^
too 700 for six performances
solid SRO entries; $47,100 us
three
nerformances end- ina
for
tniirino
comnanies.
The
companies.
touring
for
ing
virtual capacity for the stand.
situation. Arthur Schwartz, who is ing the previous Saturday night difficulty
finding
adequate usual.
in
“Lend an Ear,” Broadhurst (26th
acting as chairman of the Com- (4), it* brought the total to a fine quarters for Negro performers has,
n
j w
bounced
back
miltee of Theatrical Producers in $27,400 for the eight-performance prompted this move and Lee Sab‘Finian’ Disappointiag
margin at
the absence of Inland Hayward. engagement.
\nson, a non-Equity member, has
$24,900 in Toronto has announced that the committee
The Lunts left immediately after been invited to join the committee
.. rhalllot ” BelasM.dw^om.n of^Ch.moL
Brtas....
Toronto, June 14.
League 'h* vjoiung for them home m Genehas recommended lo the
With heat wave badly denting of New York Theatres that greater see Depot. Wis.. whe^re
who was recently registered a nice rise; topped $18,Bellamy,
touring
in
ijsume
they
business. “Finian’s Rainbow” dis
effort be made in the supervision
president of Equity 500*
appointed at nearly $24,900 at the of the di.slribulion of house seats.
resigned from the council, but
“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (69th
Royal Alexandra (1.525), scaled at. Among the suKge.stlons made was '""'"‘"'y •>’ the Broadway premiere.
Up again
retains his office. His vacancy will wk) (CD-1,357: $4.80).
$4.80 top.
w.,..
.
that all hou.se seats have the name
__
,
be filled by Alexander Clark until to near-limit gross; $34,200.
Advance sale for current (sec- of the per.son.s to whom they are,
LUCKS
Pacific,” Maje.stic (10th
"South
meeting.
the
next
annual
ond) week was close t6 $14,000.
allotted stamped on the back.
wk) (M-1,659; $6). The top grosser
OpCDCr
Jn
and most-in-demand show on the
CTP is al.so inlere.sted in corLouis, June 14.
list; getting the standee limit at all
Frances Starr,
reeling the present situation and
‘Shoes’ 22G, Montreal
performances; $50,600.
“New Moon” teed off an 11-night
any idea.s they come up with will
Virginia U. Guestars
“Streetcar Name Desire,” Barry'h', .“""iP'P/'
Montreal, June 14.
!“"
be discussed with Commissioner
more (80th wk) (C-920; $4.80).
,4ssn s 31st al fresco season in the
After a slow start, "High Button
Charlottesville, Va., June 14.
Murtagh.
Forest Park playhouse Thursday
Shoes,” starring Eddie Foy, Jr..
Frances Starr and Donald Buka $16,500.
,“Tw®.
(9)
w'ith 8,000 payees on deck. will make guest-star appearances!
ended the week at His Majesty’s
^
Gross was an estimated $3,000; this summer with the Virginia wk) (C-1,064: $4.80). Also did a bit
with $22,000. This 1,579-seater was
vvlth guarantors being cuffo guests. Univ. theatre,
scaled to a $3.98 top with two mat- Negro Revue to
Aictress will "star better; almost $10,000
Charley?
“Where’s
St. James
inees. Next legit offering will be
Those in top roles who scored in “The Silver Cord,” July 6-9,
June 29 in H*WOOd
Doing
b wk) (M-1.509; $6).
‘Finian’s
Rainbow,” slated for
are Edward Hoeker, baritone: Rob- and Buka will star in “Liliom,” “ 351
„
when it
well
Hollywood, June 14.
Practically
as
as
June 20.
be
20-23.
Other
plays
to
July
Dorothy
Shafer, tenor, and
388-seat Sarnoff, soprano; Mary Wickes. presented during the season are opened last fall; after a mis.sea
“Shoes” tour ended here, but
theavre,
las
Las
weel^
resumes next fall on the Coast.
hich “Lend An Ear
comedienne, and Buster West, a “Arsenic and Old I^ce,” “Glass performance the previous
house
last week s regular schedule pulled
started, will stage a new all-Negro newcomer whose eccentric dancing Menagerie,” “Inspector Calls” and
a great
musical revue. ‘’Sugar Hill,” on was a solid click. Cabot and Dres- “Iphigenia in Tauris.”
Presentations are part oT, the
Current Road Shows
June 29. Book is bv Flournoy E. den. ballroomologists. also won the
l
caa
the college
(Jkla. I nDiaSR $O0,5UU
Miller music bv James P. Johnson, mob. For the first time since 1939 summer session of
(June 13-25)
department, which offers
drama
male
presented
a
organization
the
“Blackouts of 1949”— El Capitan,
Johnson will conduct a tour- dancing
J
^
City
Atlantic
at
playwriting,
instruction in acting, playwriting.
chorus.
L. A. (13-25).
Atlantic City, June 14.
“ Brigadoon ”
New $ 30,000 sound system .Iso technical operation.
Philharmonic, die, drums and guitar. He’ll also
i'f'i!""'''
“Oklahoma” did a reported $38,L. A. (13-25).
Johnny Lee, once debuted.
500 the past week, aided by the
“Finian’t Rainbow”
Royal play the piano.
will have
Passaic’s 9-Weeker
American Medical Assn, convenAlexandra, Tor. (13-18); Majesty’s, Miller’s partner in vaude,
14.
Cast
June
Passaic, N. J
tion.
the comedy lead in (he show.
Mont’i (20-25).
Spike Jones 25G, S. F.
A non-Equity group, Actors Co.,
Critics for both papers praised
“Harvey” Biltmore, L. A. (IS- will have eight principals; a chorus
comprised chiefly of non-profes- show liberally,
IS); Aud., San Diego (20-21); Aud., of eight; four rug-cutter dancers
San Francisco, June 14.
,
sionals, will conduct a nine-week
Pasadena (22); Aud,, Long Beach and The Ebonaires. vocal quartet.
Spike Jones chalked up a nifty
June 15.
(23); Aud., Sacramento (25).
Charles O’Curran, film choreogra- $25,()00 for the brst week of season here beginning
initial offering will be “The
‘Born’ 6G, Boston
Inside U. S. A.”—Shubert, Chi. pher. directs. Rehearsals are now his “Depreciation Revue.” which
voice of the -rurtle
(13-25).
under way.
Boston, June 14.
bowed into the Curran Monday (6)
“Miss Liberty” Forrest, Philly
playing
to
Hub
legit se’ason
is
in fold last
B.
Show
Alvin
reviews.
and
fine
to
Schreibman
Paul P.
(13-25).
week as “Born Yesterday” moved
They op- $3.60 top at 1,776-seat hou.se.
will produce.
Baranov
Rehearsal
in
Shows
“Mr. Roberts”
Erlanger, Chi
after
the
Colonial
a month
of
out
Corothe
revue
„
and
Spanish
Palmas
Las
-Cabalgata.”
erate the
(13-25).
Saint gt nop prices. Did about $6,()00 at
“Kiss Me Kate” (Road)
net. another small theatre here, which opened at the Geary (1.550;
“Streetcar
Desire”
Subber-Lemuel Ayers.
$1.80 top.
bouquets
prerated
in
(7>,
Tuesday
$15,000
$3.60(
cost
will
“Way, Denver (13-14); Lobero, S. Production
Robert Sher“Mis* Liberty”
Nothing in sight until late Ath
and the weekly nut from the crix and a nice $12,000
Barbara (17-28)*
e
A* opening
Biltmore 1L.. a.
£0), jjiiimore,
» outlay,
gust
wood-Irving Berlln-Moss Hart.
for its first week.
(20-25).
will run $4, .500
”

covered in her apartment. “Inside
did well the rest of the week.
Estimates for Last Week
“Inside U. S. A..;* Shubert Uth
week) (2,100; $4.94). Fine $27,000
for five performances played last
week.
lowin
Erlanger
arianger (39th
noDens,
“Mr.
Mr. Roberts,”
veek) (1,334; $4.33).
sharply to tasty $20,500.
.
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Wednesday, June 15, 1949

she goes back to her husband and mama runs off with the
other man.
Story and character weaknesses,
the
well-known simplicity and however, are mitigated in part by
Liber iy
good lines which frequently pack
music
Berlin
qualities
of
hummable
Philadelphia, June 14.
Central character is
punch.
easy- a
Irving Berlin. Robert E. Sherwood and and his equally simple and
really the mother, who gets the
Mosa Hart production of musical in two to-say lyrics.
“Remember
Me,” and Marmeat
of
Music and lyrics by
acts (IS scenes).
sure
to
are
that
Excellent tunes
Berlin, book by Sherwood, staged by
celle Feiner plays it expertly. Ruth
Hart. Features Eddie Albert. Allyn Me* click include “Let’s Take an OldNirella, as a comic maid, has a
Lerie. Mary McCarty, Charles Dingle, Fashioned Walk." “Paris Wakes Up
Philip Bourneuf, Ethel GriiTies and Her- and Smiles” (a little more preten- meaty role and does it up brown
bert Berghof. Choreography. Jerome Robmusically than the rest), while young couple’s pleasantly
bins: settings, Oliver Smith: costumes. tious
Motley: musical director. Jay Blackton; “Mrs. Monotony,” a red-hot affair, acted by Robert Kaub and Martha
At Forrest.
Pi.rts
William Ross,
orchestration. Don Walker.
and the comedy numbers, “Home- Morrison.
Philadelphia, opening June 13. ’49: $5.20
work” (stolen by Berlin from one John Johns and Wallace Borger
top.
have
are
poorly
written
so
it’s not
Charles Dingle of his own oldies, “Lazy”), and
Jamas Gordon Bennett
Sid Lawson
Carthwright
for Americans.” “Honorable their fault tney don’t regi.ster,
Rowan Tudor “Only
The Herald Reader
Cohen.
Estate,”
Fourth
Mary McCarty Profession of the
Maisie Dell

ness

is,

Plays Abroad

Town

Plays Out of

Lhampagn^

I

London. June
Henry Sherek presentation

'

Collie

Jimmy
This
that

Philip

Joseph Pulitzer

cast, without very big names,
generally topnotch. Earlier in the
show, Mary McCarty, one of the
two femme leads, seems to outshine Allyn McLerie, but the lat- June
Stella
ter comes through later, especially Katie

lan, Eddie Phillips
Strong Man
The Countess

A

is

her dance of “Mrs, Monotony.”
Miss McCarty is tops in the plaintive but funny “Homework.” The
two gals do a duet in Act II that is
very clever.
Eddie Albert is both amusing and
human as the photographer-hero.
He sings “Little Fish” with Miss
McCarty and “Let’s Talk a Walk”
with Miss McLerie w'ith pleasant
effect.
He is personally excellent.
If there is any show-stealing to
be done, that credit should go to
Ethel Griflfies, as the heroine’s
grandmother.
Her rendition of
“Americans” is the solidest showPhilip
stopper of the evening.
Bourneuf and Charles Dingle, as
in

Acrobats; Virginia Conwell, Joe Mi-

Kazimir Kokic
Ethel Griflles

Ed Chappel
Helene Whitney
Robert Penn

Boy

A GIH
A Gendarme
The Lamplighter
A Socialite
An Actress
A Minister
An

Admiral
The Boys
The Mother
The Policeman

Rowan Tudor
Frechette
Helene Whitney
Ed Chappel
Robert Patterson
Bob Kryl. Ernest I.aird

Marilyn

Elizabeth Watts

Evans Thornton

The

Brothers: Lewis Bolyard. David
Collyer

The

Oil

A Maid

I

'

Robert Penn

Man

Gloria Patrice

Tommy

The Dandy

Rail

Luc*aifta

10. '49: $;i.60 top.

Lynne Sherman
Shirley Davis
Irene Seidner

Theresa

Robert Canto
Sydney Chaplin;
John Bleifer

Stanley

Frank
Joe

|

William Shaw

Eddy
Noah

John

Blanche

Sally

BalluiT

Bert Lewis
Lois Andrews

Officer

Anna
Danny

Anthony Caruso
John Smight
George Englund

Lester
Rudolf
j

|

;

Use

Polish family instead
of a colored one for Philip Yordan’s “Anna Lucasta” (as the author originally intended it) results
in no dramatic loss to the play.
of a

Although presented in that form
Donald McClelland
David Collyer
by an inexperienced ^roup of playTommy Rail
Dancer Maria Karnilova Joseph Pulitzer and James Gordon ers. it reveals sound commercial
possibilities with an all-white cast.
Sid Lawson
A Policeman
Immigration Officer.. ».. Evans Thornton Bennett, respectively, about whose
As staged by the Circle Players,
William Calhoun journalistic feud the plot revolves,
A Boy
poorly directed, undistinit
is
Singers: Stephanie Augustine. Irene Carare dignified but are asked too guished by any standout performroll, Trudy DeLus. Marilyn Frechette.
Estelle Gardner. Marilyn O’Connor. Yo- often to join in song lyrics. Some ances, and hampered by a lack of
landa Renay. Helene Whitney, l.ewis of the newspaper stuff will register
professional polish. Lois Andrews,
Bolyard. Ed Chappel. David Collyer,
Broadway than it did as Anna, is unable to carry the difBilly Hogue. Sid Lawson. Robert Pat- better on
terson. Robert Penn, John Sheehan, here.
ficult
assignment
handed her.
Eyans Thornton
Actually, the Pari.sian sequences She is comely enough, but her arDancers: Virginia Conwell. Coy Dare,
Norma Doggett, Dolores Goodman. of the show, dealing with the hu- tistic merits (^o not match her
Kaiser,
French
Norma
of
a
“discovery”
Hammerlee,
morous
Patricia
physical ones.
Gloria Patrice, Janice Rule. Tiny Shimp. girl figured on having acted as
Sydney Chaplin, in the role of
Allen
Hearn
Fred
Bradley.
Bill
Knowles. Kazimir Kokic. Erik Kristen. model for the Statue of Liberty, the grasping, conniving brother-inPhilEddie
Joe Milan. Robert Pagent,
are livelier, more spontaneous and law’, does the best of the group in
Hearn
Fred
lips, Bob Tucker. Captain:
generally more interesting than a major part. At times he is quite
Newsboys: William Calhoun. Ronald Kane,
Bob Krvl. Ernest Laird, Kevin Mathews, most of the American scenes. The good; at others his performance
Rusty Slocum
first half-hour of the musical drags sags. Nevertheless, he shows promnoticeably, “Little Fish” gets the ise of realizing his rich heritage.
“Miss Liberty,” with one of the first audience stir, then with the
Most proficient work is that
most terrific buildups of any new scene-shifting to Paris, action goes turned in by John Smight, in a
“Old-Fashioned minor role. Others who do well
high
with
musical, had its expected glitter- into
ing opening at the Forrest theatre Walk.” A few minutes later “Paris are John Bleifer as the incestuous
here tonight (13>. It has virtually Wakes Up” and “Americans” keep father; Irene Seidner, the mother;
rolling.
all the entertainment ingredients the ball
Shirley Davis, the sister; Anthony
Visually the show is a standout. Caruso, the breezy sailor lover,
A
needed for a smash musical.
Smith’s settings, gorgeously and Sally Regan, the lady of the
number of obvious mechanical and Oliver
lighted, are topped by the one un- evening.
superficial flaws are discernable,
der a Paris bridge, but there are
The excellent sets are by Cyril
but most can be overcome, and four or five nifties. Motley’s cosJones.
It’s
most certainly must be.
'

Blchard K. Fox

The Judge

I

Mr. Monotony

The Snappy

Little

!

Regan!
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;

;

to be honored by her
Clash of loyalties supply
premise of play, with the father
torn
between
propitiating
his
daughter and supporting his colleague in whose sincerity he belie\es.

With

amus-

for

father,

and

makes a

spirited, attractive

Josephine
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shortcom-

intrinsic

Miss Worth gives a grand performance as the dumb bad woman
of the screen whose real life is
pure as snow. Miss Withers gets
all the dramatic points out of her
various situations and Nigel Patrick has fire and temperament as
the errant husband.
Christopher
Kane's hearty American airman
makes a human and appealing contribution.
Clem.

'

My Moihor

!

Saii.l

1

tumes measure up in every way.
weighted down with too much
Moss Hart’s directorial powers
book, lacks comedy, is too legity are constantly
n evidence, and
for a musical, and needs more there’s no doubting that he will
glam in the gals department.
smooth out and eliminate the rough
“Miss Liberty” has a more or spots, especially those of Act 1.
less familiar musical comedy pat- Jerome Robbins has staged the
Whoro’s f'harley?
tern despite the presence of Robert dances and musical numbers, and
(ST. JAMES. N. Y.)
£. Sherwood as librettist. It is not here again there can be no coma play with its score woven into the plaint. He did a hangup job. His
After 35 weeks on Broadway, the
action. Here are set arias, special- outstanders are “Old Fashioned Ray Bolger show (or, to be formal,
ties, ballets, etc.
perhaps a shade Waltz.” “Paris Wakes Up” and “Where’s Charley?”) seems more
“Policeman’s Ball.”
too conventional.
enjoyable than ever. Whatever
Show ran until after 11:30 open- little it may have lost in spontaneThere is no denying Sherwood’s
sincerity as is evidenced, for ex- Ing night, but shouldn’t be too ity during the fall-to-spring months
Waters.
ample, by his introduction of hard to cut.
is more than olT.set by the star’s exthe Emma
Lazarus poem (inpanded performance and greater
j

I

London, Juno

6.

Poter Saunders presentation of comedy
by A. P. Dearsley. Directed
by Ronald Shiner. At Fortune. London,

in three acts

June

3. '49.

Archie Watson

William Hodge

MlrabeUe

Hugh

Vanda Godsell
Peter Walter

Fletcher

Helen Bligh
Mra.

Victoria Hopper
Olive Walter
Olive l.ucius
Nigel Neileon

Hoop

Gaorgina Whittaker
Jim Whittaker

Percy Marmunt

Sir William Bligh

I

I

This

is

a

comedy

inal

j

{

j

:

—

'

i

!
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scribed on the base of the Statue
of Liberty), and his setting of it to
music, with all the principals and
chorus joining in a rousing ensemble honoring our country’s
rinciples of tolerance and liberty.
Sbwever, although that scene (on
a half-darkened stage) seems the
ideal finale, the curtain has to go
up on a gay and light anti-climax,
introducing all ihe characters in
the good old Cohan way. And there
is more than an occasional touch
of George M. here. It misfires.
The Berlin score is a natural,
with a number of almost surefire
hits, all of them distinguished by

Rememher Me

{

’

'

Pittsburgh, June 11.

Pittsburgh
I

comedy

I

Dorothy

!

in

Playhouse
three

Daniel.

Burleigh.
Corrle Mae
j

Teddy Conover

I

Maggie Conover
Margaret Bradley
Peter Kingsbury
Uncle Alex

acts

production
(four

Directed

scenes)

of

by

by Frederick

Ruth Nirella
Robert Kaub

assurance. In the interval, Bolger
has grown from a star into a great
He now obviously belongs in
that small circle of top talent personalities who make material seem

.star.

incidental.

Otherwise, too. “Charley” holds

Martha Morrison

girl trying to

pleasing but unorigof a

poor

make good

little

rich

Maude Seheerer
Ben Yaffee
Barbara Koycan

Marcelle

Julie

Ellie

Man

I

Old

KollaiiHhee

Henry Sharp

Last in this season's .series of
plays sponsored by the American
National Theatre and Academy,
“The Fifth Horseman” is an indigestible stew of mysticism, meta-

phor and mayhem. The playwright
attempted a parable of mankind's
contemporary predicament, but the
play runs off as an exercise in pretentious
thinking
and
swollen
prose. It runs way beyond the latitude for mistakes allowed by the
experimental theatre.
As staged in this Greenwich Village theatre, the play’s most striking feature is the offstage stund
effects.
Crushing thunder, wolf
are
voices
howls,
other- world
among the spectacular devices u.sed
as substitutes for dramatic structure. On stage, there is probably
the largest collection of twitching,
drooling lunatics ever seen in th#
theatre. The play, however, has a
non-psychiatric theme, dealing with
the coming of a false god who rips
open the evil abiding in a Cape (’od

The

community.

are

portraits

an ar- weird, not to say libelous.
This cast of professionals deserved better. Henry Sharp, as the
false god, has several powerful moments which, unfortunately, are
dissipated In long-windedness. Julie
Interest.
Follansbee, as a mother of an IllegIt’s set in a Chelsea studio with itimate
child, displays a tender
its usual bad painters, tired models faith, while Maude Scheerer and
and aspiring geniuses, all irritated Ben Yaffee, as a witch and a moby the intrusion of the wealthy ron, are also effective in a deamateur intent on making a name mented style typical of the rest of
as a writer. She grimly agrees to the large cast.
accept no help and live only on her
Robert Gundlach’s suggestlv#
Herm.
talent for six months.
A friend settings are firstrate.
cooks up a phoney deal to aid her,
and there’s the usual romantic
London Eyes Rosten Play
in

world, spurred on to accept
the challenge by a cynical fellow
writer. Story is deftly handled, but
plot has been seen too frequently
on the screen to hold any sustained
tistic

up impressively. In the only impor- angle.
Victoria Hopper, more at home
John Johns
William Ross tant cast change, Joan Chandler in singing roles, makes an attrac'Murdoch
W'allace Borger has taken over the featured femme
tive young aristocrat, with Peter
lead, succeeding Allyn McLerie,
As its final production of the who left to take the title part in Walter conveying character and
season. Pittsburgh Playhou.se is the incoming “Miss Liberty.” A realism as her sparring pailner.
presenting an original comedy by neat looker with a deft comedy William Hodge Is a likeable breezy
Dorothy Daniel, former newspaper- touch. Miss Chandler gives the part young artist swept inadvertently
woman and, in private life, wife of of Amy a different, but no less into matrimony by his model,
Royal Daniell, managing editor of pi(]uant flavor. Her innocent-with-a played with airy coyness by Vanda
Hearst’s Sun-Telegraph. For a first twinkle acting compensates for any Godsell. Percy Marmont, onetime
picture star, makes a kindly, underplay, it’s not too bad and packs a limitations as a dance stylist.
lot of
laughs.
“Remember Me”
The others have retained their standing father and supporting
would hardly make the grade on performance
edge
remarkably, parts are all nimbly portrayed.
Broadway, but for summerweight Byron Palmer being particularly Piece is briskly directed by Ronald
Cletn.
entertainment on the barnyard cir- free from mechanical playing of Shiner.
cuit. it’s just the ticket.
the innocuous juve role and the
I

of

Stitqed

'49.

1.3.

j

to overcome
ings.

produrtion

Goldiein.

by Joseph Anthony: settinKs. Robert
Gundlach. At New Stages. N. Y., June

i

tion,

young

HorNeman

Fifth

Experimental

drama by Abraham
I

ing entertainment and is slickly Ma
Job
put over in the Noel Coward tradi- Maggie
but it lacks his .scintillation
and has no top-grade theatre name

Fra.scr

Clem.

'

I

London,

to

sister.

I

makes

unknown

cast

except Joan Miller, who made a hit
in “Pick-Up Girl,” play is commendably handled.
As the temperamental daughter Miss Miller
plays the two sides of her character almost as if they were different
personalities,
so
strongly
contrasted are the loving returned
exile, and the dominating almo.st
brutal shrew of the later scene.
Wen.sley Pithey gives dignity and
pathos to the role of the haras.sed

—

insincerity that

enhanced by presence of

college.

York

presentation.
chances
Its
here are just so-so. If is excellently directed and characters are skillfilm
fully portrayed, with
star
Goodgie Withers and American
actress Irene Worth outstanding in
an improbable story.
Wife returns from a month’s vacation in Italy to find her husband
of 10 years’ standing has fallen
for an American film star and
wants a divorce. She conceals her
delight and relief as she is in love
with her doctor and cannot risk his
medical status by being a divorcee.
Her plans nearly miscarry through
the mistaken conscientiousness of
the other woman who is reluctant
to break up her home.
Latter’s
ex-boy friend turns up. an overpowering American flyer, jubilant
that his wife has freed him. so he
is now eligible to win over her
scruples. Thus the original couple
are still tied together and find
they like it that way.
It is all handled with boisterous

is

come home

is

S. Cullman
interest in the London

Howard

Hollywood, June 10.
Players production of comedy*
drama in three acts (six scenes) by Philip
Yordan. Features Lois Andrews. Sydney
Chaplin. Irene Seidner, John Bleifer. Anthony Caruso. George Englund. Shirley
Davis. Sally Regan. Directed by Walter
Thompson Ash. At Coronet. Hollywood.

The

'

protege

Broadway

for

where ex-GI students .come

his globe-trotting famous daughter,
a nfited liberal columnist, who has

already skedproduction.
has a half
production,
making the first time ne has invested in a show before its New

ded

easily proto unpatriotic

into conflict with their fellows of
left leanings.
The effect on a science professor and his

a gay domestic imbroglio
have fuller scope as a

screen subject and

Circle

that stops the show.

,.

The

Anna

<

Evans Thornton
Donald McClelland
The Mayor
Emile Renan
rench Ambassador
? he Sharks: Bill Bradley. Allen Knowles.
Kazimir Kokic, Robert Pagent
Herbert Berghof
artholdi
? he Models; Stephanie Augustine, Trudy
DeLuz, Marilyn Frechette
.Allyn McLerie
Monique Dupont
Maria Karnilova
The Girl
Tommy Rail
The Boy
Police Captain

is

will

how

supposedly

Molly Lumley
Irene Worth
Christopher Kane

Olivia Raines

|

?

John Allen

t

of stressing

Communist witch-hunting finds
outlet in an eastern* state university

Ralph Michael

Mark Eldrldgc
Dorothy

|

which is reprised, proved somewhat of a disappointment. There’s
also a wild and woolly dance enBourneuf semble (“The Policeman’s Ball”)

means

Americanism can descend

10.

comedy just persecution when
Directed fervor gets out of hand.

of

in three acts by Ronald Miller.
by Murray Macdonald. At New. London.
June 9. '49.
Nigel Patrick
David Normandy
Googie Withers
Lee Normandy

j

Eddie Albert
orace Miller
he R^orters: Lewis Bolyard. Ed. Chappel, David Collyer, Hill Hogue. Robert
Penn, John Sheehan

DHIIah

fear

Feiner

I

I

'

“The Golden Door,” Norman
Rosten drama held under option
last season by Kermit Bloomgarden, may be done in London this
fall.

Author

i

i

Two West End managements

are dickering for the rights.
a

new

is

meanwhile working on

play.
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Miss Daniel’s plot staggers with
implausibilities and silly characters, but her dialog frequently has
sparkle and she has a good ear for
amusing patter. Deals with a recently married couple about to be
divided because bride’s interested
in abstract art, husband can’t stand
it and she’s being encouraged by
a man-a bout-town whom she plans
to marry after the divorce. Enter
the gal’s mother, a winsome, attractive widow, and it turns out that
other man in daughter’s life was
also the other man in her’s 25 years
before. When husband, in a kittenish mood, streaks some wild daubs
on an unfinished canvas of his
wife’s for the benefit of a simpleminded reporter for an art magazine, latter enters it in the Grand
Prix and it cops first honors. That
shows wife how silly whole busi-

being
still
nicely
handled by Doretta Morrow, Horace Cooper, Jane Lawrence and
Paul England. Since the opening,
of course, “My Darling, My Darling” has soared and waned as a
pop. while "Once in Love with
Amy” has become not merely a
universally - whistled tune but, as
Bolger exploits it. one of the memorable solo routines of the contempoary musical comedy stage.
Repetition doesn’t Improve the
“Charley” book, however. On second visit it seems even skimpier
than originally, with only the muother

ThP‘ RlwiDH

roles

*

Wind

liondon, June 2.
Manchester Librxry Theatre

tion of drama in three acts by
bert.
Directed by Peter Cotes.
bassy, London. May 31. '49.

Carrie

Joaephinc

Candella
Connelly

Tony

Fraser

presents

this

controversial

American play.
It
follows close
numbers and Bolger’s magic on the heels of the Art.s Theatre
performance to bolster the sagging Club staging of “The Mala Aniinterludes of exposition. The blar- mal,” which it strongly resembles.
ing orchestra. Is less than helpful,
but the show's co.stumes and scen-

have
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Opening a short season In London of provincial repertory companies, Manchester Library theatre
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Joan Miller
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Mark Conrad
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Lee GilAt Em-

Natalie

Arleqe Shelley
Professor Shelley
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While latter Is often highly amusing, despite underlying theme of
admirably taking a stand for freedom of
Hobe.
speech, “Wind” takes mure violent
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this MS “a return to the

dark ages.”
It
points out that during the war
even in countries like Germany
liooks were available to the public.
It would make South Africa the
first country in the world to cut
its people off from all sources of
was

Literati
"SSS

accompanied by a front-page
(13)
picture lavout. Both
;;rtad and a
Sr^otos and the column were
"ith Berle’s rep
iine
l.tfS-up in
The column i.s being
51 « comic.
SyndiMcNaught
by
JJndlcated
*^*^aving for a

isHgnment

in

Warner Bros,

film

Friday

Hollywood

Berle has written two ^eeks
advance copy for the syndicate.

(17)
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bookseller in the country^ to close,
with eonseipient
unemployment,
as less than .'>S of books sold are
printed and published here.
Nat’l

Press

Women

Elect
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How To Win More

i

Balaban’s second.

‘Dance Encyclopedia’ Sales
“Dance Encyclopedia” (Barnes),
by Anatole Chujoy. has sold 7.700
copies in first two months of publication. or more than half of its
printing of 15.000.
Sale
considered highly unusual for
first

is

a

17.50 textbook-type tome.
Book, first encyclopedia on the
dance in any language, was pnbILshed March 21. Two British firms
dickering for the
are
English
rights; there’s an offer from Argentina for Spanish rights, and one

from Holland for Dutch rights.

Joe Israels on

Lombardo

Josef

Lsraels II has completed
of Guy Lombardo and his
band for Maclean’s Magazine (Canada*. Article traces history of the
I.ombardoites from beginnings in
London, Ont., to present-day niillion-a-year gross. It runs in July
profile

15 issue.
Israels al.so has feature
In June issues of Redbook

Ripley’s Will
The will of the late Robert L.
Ripley was probated la.st Wednes-

NCAC

Files vs. Collier’s

National Concert

&

11.

While swaying and swooning under the steaming aroma of Louis B.
Mayer’s chicken noodle .soup one noontide In the
commissary
not long ago, I heard mine host 'who was producer .Albert Parsons
Lew in* utter a pox on annuities.
1 could scarcely believe my ears.
had always looked on annuities as
one of our most treasured forms of thrift.
But it seems Lewin had sunk a fortune into annuities years ago. and
now when he’d like to clip the coupons frt*m a Park avenue penthouse
he finds they are worth only half what he paid for them. He thereby
leels doomed to continue on salary till the world rolls back lo 1926 price
le\els.
He should live that long.
Years ago he told me he was going lo retire and fini.sh all those sonnets he had ringing in his head since he was an undergraduate at NYU
at
the nipup of the century.
His success with “The Guardsman.”
“Mutiny on the Bounty,” “The Good Earth," and more particularly
with “The Picture of Dorian Grey’’ and “The Moon A Sixpimee.” made
me feel he had earned a highly honored retir«*ment after 2(1 ye.-irs of
writing, directing, producing and gioaiiing, mostly in Mayer’s iron lung.
said as much.
“My la.st picture was a flop,” he (alinlv assured me.
"Well, for heaven's sake,”
asked, “why don’t you drop annuities
and take out story-insurance.’’’

MGM

Airs. Irene R
Bedard, assistant
'Go Easy* on Rita Copy
busine.ss manager of the Hibbing
Louella Parsons’ biography of
(Minn Tribune, is tbe new presiHearst
pathe
in
Hayworth
Rita
While in Paris. F'arrell was a dent of the .National Federation of
from 14 to seven
pers has been cut
Press Women.
She was elected
insUlments. understood by ordere delegate to the “Congress .Against for a two-year
term at the 13th anWar
and Dictatorship.’’ an antiHearst.
Randolph
William
of
nual
eom’entlon which closed Inst
communist rally, and made an adOrders also call for a soft pedal
her and royal dress at the Sorbonne on “The week in Kansas City, to succeed
on stories about
Problems of Democracy and Mass Miss Cathei’ine Dines Pro.s.ser.
spons*^ j
u j
He also is .scheduled to women’s page editor of the Denver’
Aly Khan is reported in bad Culture.’’
lecture later this summer at the Post.
since
chain
he
newspaper
^Ith the
New \ eepee is Mrs. Elizabeth
U. of Missouri.
got rough with a Hearst reporter
Lamb Roeschlaub. assistant man-!
in Cannes.
ager of the Inland Daily Press
“Father” bramatized
.Assn.,
Chicago,
and
recording
William Manners, assisted by his .secretary is Miss Florence Delaney,
Mrs. A. J. Balaban’s Book
brother David X., has ju.st finished women’s editor of the
Aberdeen
Carrie Balaban, wife of Roxy
dramatization of his 1947 novel. 'So. Dak.* Ameiican-Ncws,
Five'
theatre exec director A. J, Balaban.
novel “Father and the Angels” (Dutton*, new
regional
veepees
include:
is completing a biogi-aphical
and Ad Schulbcrg (Budd’s mother* Mrs. Herbert Cornwall, St. John.
Cripple
Hattie
of
“Aunt
titled
is agenting. Novel, the story of the
Kan.; Mi.ss Lucille Hastings. StaCreek.” Semi-fictionalized account
son of a cantor-father, has been tion KLZ, Denver; Mi.ss Margaret
treats of the 1893-98 period during
described as a Jewish “Going My Rankin, Eagle Grove, la.; Miss
which her aunt came to America Way.”
Margaret Smith. Madison, Wis.; and
from Poland and settled in Cripple
Manners is in charge of reprints Mrs. Peter Burke. Reno. About
marrying a
after
Col.,
Creek.
Hillman
Ills
at
Publications.
100 attended the four-day convengambler. Red Wiley. Book is Mrs.
brother is a mag editor.
tion.

Hearsts’

!

By Frank Scully

officials of the Import Controllers
enemy.
“Even without naming names,’’ Dept, who pointed out that even
He.ssler said. “1 cannot see any edueationul books would have to
other countiy today that could be a be cut to a minimum.
This ban. if it comes into force,
possible enemy.’’
would
force
practically
every

Farrell on Third
Novelist James T. Farrell, who
returned from Europe recently on
the Queen Mary, is currently writing the third volume in his Bernard Clare trilogy.
Untitled as
yet. the tome is localed around
Paris where the writer stayed from
April 22 to May 19.

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY’S

ment Public Relations office,
BlUtoB Berle'* Column
formerly a Varied returned with the ruling that a culture.
Milton Berle.
It’s reported that no arguments
daily
new
naval officer cannot write anything
his
launched
;»mniKt
Sun Monday which treats Russia as a po.<^sibie on cultural grounds could move
in the N. V.

Artists Corp.

Friends

He looked at me as if he thought I were shilling for Lloyd’s, which
could well be on account Howard K. Hurwitli, the Lloyd’s tycoon of
C'hieago, is the friend 1 got thanks to writing books of my own and
ignoring Dale Carnegie’s.
What 1 was thinking of was not the Lloyd’s line but a broeluire called
“Story In.suranee,” by William James.
1
don't know whether James is dubiously de.seended from the great
pragmatist of the same name or related to the Jesse James who insists
he is .still alive at 101. But this Bill James .seems to have a rare skill
for putting his finger on what’s wrong with a story.
He has been ti-ylng to peddle the.se insurance ptilieies for 20 years
and is finally succeeding. Among ni.sjor producers, who naturally believe their hierarchies have developed a screening senlee to make
stories foolproof, he has often got the hni.sh.
But currently the
minors have picked up his dangling option and seemed to be dancing
with delight as If he were a new “Champion.”

Scars For Scarborough
libel action in
day (8) and his estate, e.stimated
The major story editors, fellow.s like Bill Fadiman and John Mock,
N. Y. Supreme Court Monday '13*
at over $1,000,000 was ilisposed of,
against Collier’s mag for state- threw James plenty of prewar praise
but no biz. Fadiman said James
with the bulk going to a brother
ments made in Stanley Frank’s ar- was \eais ahead of pre.sent .studio thinking. Mink called the James
and .sister.
“Geniuse.s Have It Tough. de^iee “a remarkable technique which could save every studio lime,
fiele,
Among tho.se included in be- Too.”
NCAC
in the June 4 issue.
quests, which totaled $61,000. were attorneys Me A loon A Hirschberg money and effort.”
Joe’Sehenek brought George .Scarborough from New York years ago
Arthur (Bugs' Baer. $1,000; Doug- allege that the Collier’s article
author’s
las Storer, radio agent and
damaged the firm’s “good name in the hope that the playwright could do some story surgery that would
bring in better boxoffiee results th.tn free dishes were doing.
Hut
repre.sentative, $.5,000; Gypsy Mark- and reputation.”
off Harler. $1,000;
Col. Edward
Action was filed at the instiga- Scarborough got slugged from .so many quarters he ended his days as
Eagan, N. Y. State Athletic Com- tion
of
NC.AC owners Marks a searbelly.
Seemingly blind to Scarborough's wound stripz's. James caught a
mission chairman. $1,000; Vyvyan Levine and O. O. Bottorff, w'ho
Dohner, who helped him on fa.shion were burned at I' rank’s descrip- whodunit in a first-run house, analyzed its weak spots, wrote out a
features, $1,000; Kay Lawrence, tion of e o n c e r t management report and tried the analysis on an agent. That was Harry H, IJchtig.
former publicity a.ssociate. $1,000; operations.
Liehtig asked, "Could you do this on a fiop from each of the major
Bradley Kelly, King Features’ asstudios’.’”
CHATTER
sistant editor and assistant g.m..
James thought he could.
Spike Jones profiled by Joe
$1,000; Ward Greene. King Fea"Do it.” said Liehtig. “and we can make a nice piece of change.!’
Kaye in July True Story mag.
tures’ editor and g.m., $1 .000.
James labored for weeks and then reported. After that the reports
National Jamboree, mag for folk
on his reports began pouring In. The suh.stanee of them w'as that James
imisie fans, is out this month;
Stiidios Eye Shaplen Tome
was a d
d fool and was probably a spy sent from Moscow to ruin
Bob Shaplen’s collection of short Jules Warshaw’ is editor.
Aline Ford in Hollyw'ood con- Hollywood to boot.
stories on the postw'ar Far Ea.st,
“Your
reports
are making high-salaried men look ridiculously silly,’*
published la.«t month under the jtaeting authors about yarns to be
he was told. “You’ve got a chain-reaction in reverse. You make the
label “A Corner of the World” is published by Little, Brown.
si’iipter
dope.
That makes the producer who hired him an ass. That
a
Glen Perrin in Hollywood to
winning considerable interest from
ice.
You’d better bum these reports and
a number of film producers, not- gander the film studios for the in turn reflects on the front off
go
underground
for
a while.”
Standard-Examiner.
Ogden
ably 20th-Fox. Warner Bros, and
.lames reported his finding to Liehtig. IJehlig laughed.
Fulton Oursler binging a life of
Walter Wanger.
Shaplen. a P'ortune mag writer Father Flanagan, of Boys’ Town,
Exit The Editors
who covered the Orient for in a eollab with his son. Will,
“Lve been thinking it over and I’ve <-ome to the same conclusion, **
Coward-MeCann is publishing he .said. “Let’s forget it.”
Time during the war is also being
edition
of
“Mrs.
'its
17th
language
the
several
of
by
offered a subsidy
Bill Fadiman. then story editor of
But James tried backdoors Instead
companies if he will take time out Mike.” tlii.s time in Hebrew.
MGM. thought he could work the lormat into Culver City disguiiK'd as
Seamus MacManus. Irish - born
from hi.s job to write a full-length
He
a hot Cadillac.
failed.
poet -novelist, now in Dublin for
novel.
John Mock, then story editor at Columbia, said, "If you can provo
two-month vacation.
Will H. Murray, who writes for your story insurance gimmick you’ve got a job here.”
South Africa Secs Book Famine
James did a two-page analysi.v of a picture ready to roll. Mmk
Latest move by South African .some of the fact-crime mags, is
government in drive to restrict offering an article w'riting course. read it. called the director in and said lo James. "As far as I’m concerned
you have your job.”
mag
new
Hollywood
a
North
In
imports is hint that import of all
The director agreed, and he and Mock sent the analysis up to the
books and periodicals as from July is coining out called Galley “A
pubmagazine
little
for
magazine
producer.
inwould
Ban
will be banned.
1
The next day Mock called James .ind told him to huri’y over to
clude all children’s and general lishers.”
“The ColumhiA. When the Lloyds of the literati arrived on the lot. Mode
RaphaeLson’s
Samson
books, and in fact every publication not expressly required for Human Nature of Playwriting" will said. The producer not only doesn’t want you on the lot, he’s shelving
educational establishments or by be published by MacMillan in the picture. And I’m moving over to Par.”
October.
technical and piofe.ssibnal men.
Mock explained further that it was only natural that high-salaried
Emery Wister. drama editor of men will not tolerate anything which shows up their mist.’ikes and thus
The Booksellers As.sn. de.scribes
the Charlotte 'N. C.* News. In Holinfers they are overpaid.
lywood on his annual two-week
The war might have been expected to kill this guy as well as his idea
tour of observation.
In fact 1 have found a producer
of hut both seemingly have survived.
Grace MeGerr. president
who
not only has tried the James system but swears by it. That’s Carl
Club,
Newspaperwomen’s
.American
and si.ster. whodunit novelist F*at Hittleinan of Screen Guild Productions.
,A.s foi
James himself he says it’s all due to a weakne.ss he seems to
MiGerr. visiting Ireland on vacahave had all his life. He seemingly has never noticed what was good
tion.
Maxime de Beix. Variety’s Paris in a picture, but the moment a story weakness appeared his mind was
mngg. w.k. to almost every show on the alert. He itched lo repair the trouble as if he were a cutter
biz. newspaper and literati visitor and the film had .snapped.
filed
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(“What
You Should Know About Diamonds”* and Coronet (“Mopping

for Millions”*.
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Resigns Navy in ’Gag’ Protest
Protesting that Defense Dept,
wnsorship policies curbed
hi.s
freedom to write and speak on iinportant
international
problems,
William H. Hessler, Cincy Enquirer
editorial writer and a panel member of WLW’s
weekly “World
eront news discussion .series, has
tendered resignation of his Naval
Reserve commission as a lieutenant

commander.
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Hessler’s

actidn

was

one
day before Secretary of Defense
Louis Johnson lifted
the “gag
filed

edict.”

He
held

‘

said

article

I

an intended

article

of his,

magazine

after being

up for months by the Denart-

*

to Fran<-e.

mag.

Gilmore and .Anthony city room today 'Wed.* as a com- president of MIT., has been
from N. Y. for top roles munity service venture. The paper elected to McGraw-Hill’s board of
('iredors where he will give counStranger'..” will be put out as usual.
"Perfect
‘Matinee Tomorrow,” an account sel anr guidance in the publication
OingiT Rogers - Dennis .Morgan
of
.iO years of the American stage
technical books and mags.
starrer,
“Life of Oscar Hammerstein 1.**
“US. West,’’ the story of the by Ward Morehouse, drama critic
Wells Fargo Express, will be’ a of the .N. Y. .Sun, will be published biography of the late producer$7.50 Dutton publication by Lucius in September by Whittlesey House. theatre owner and uncle of lyricista
In
“tightening up”
move. producer Oscar Hammerstein, 2*1,
Beebe and Chtrles Clegg in SepHerbert Cnilds, will be pubTiansradio
is
eliminating
its by
tember.
Revival of interest in the late Broadway and nightlife column, lished in November by PrenticeHis “Old Ugly which has been written by Bob Hall.
Talbot Monday.
Two new Shaw' books due for
Face.” “The Purple Pirate” and Kalb. Latter wa.s al.so the New York
publication are “The Universe of
“Samathrace” will be republished bureau manager.
B. S..” by William Irvine, to be
Will
G.
Oakland,
former
vaudeville
thi.s year.
Bobbs-Merrill Publi.shing Co. Is headliner, now on tour with a Gay issued in October by Whittlesey
putting on a heavy newspaper ad '90s unit, mulling a book on hi.s House, and “The Quintessence of
campaign to cooperate with War- career. Tome would be done in col- G. B. S..” to be released in the fail
ners in connection with the release laboration with Jim Walsh, news by Creative Age,
Gertrude Sayre, who agented
editor of WSLS. Roanoke.
of “The Fountainhead.”
The Bug.s Baers and the Arthur sale to 20th-Fox of hubby Joel
Fawcett Publications is reissuing
2.50.000 eopicH of its comic book Schwartzes will be Stamford neigh- Sayre’s New Yorker yam, “Man on
based on the exploits of Lash La- bors this summer. Herb (Hearst the Ledge,’’ heads for the Coast
Rue. film oaler star, to follow the inag editor) Mayeses also Stam- thi.s weekend to join him. He’s
fordites. but planning to make it working on the screenplay. Mrs.
first printing of 400,000.
Sayre is associated with Ingersoll
Brooklyn Eagle setting up a Red a permanent commuting job.
Dr. Karl X. Compton, former Si Brennan agency.
Cross blood c'ollectioii unit in its
.Margalo

Ro.ss
in

EARL WILSON'S
new book

is an ad glib collection of the tall and short
America’s sharpest wits ... A grab bag of afterhours laughs on the B’waj -Hollywood beat of the N. V.
Post’s Saloon Editor, author of / AtU Gazing Into My

stories of

S-Boll.

INTRODUCTION

Let 'Em Eat ARTHUR
Cheesecake GODFREY
BY

being “profiled” in Time

in

WB’s

1

S4

Wetinetday, June IS, 1949
of Antiochia, for his “cultural and
philanthropic services’’ to Italy.
Robert Lantz, eastern rep for the
Berg-Allenberg agency, planes to
Hollywood Sunday (18» to report
on his recent trip to Europe and be
briefed on the agency’s realignment following the resignation of
Phil Berg last week, due to illness.
Abe Shlller, all got up like Hopalong Cas.sidy, in from the Flamingo, Las Vegas, on a talent quest,
pub-adman for the cla.ss
lie’s
hostelry as well as show coordinator. He also w'ears boots and
sombrero like a shoh’ ’nuf sagebrusher.
Equitable Life Assurance wants
information on whereabouts of
Edith P. Luckett, actress, who has
a small divident due her from a
In her
policy taken out in 1909.
application for the policy. Miss
Luckett stated she was with the
Neill Stock Co. playing the Princess theatre, Minneapolis.

Broadway
Jules Glaenzer to summer at
Cape Cod.
board
Stein,
Jules C.
chairman, back to the Coast.
Joe (CPAi Winters and the Mrs.
among the European exodus.
Manv Broadwayities to Philly
Monday (13 for the "Miss Liberty"

MCA

>

preem.
Jack

,

I

Mills’ youngest son, Stan graduating from WooUmere
Academy, L. I., this week.
Bob O’Donnell showing off the
gold key to the N.Y. Variety Club
tent, given him on the inaugural.
Russell Swann, the magician, in
on the De Grasse Monday (13».

ley,

'

I

|

J

after a London nltery engagement,
Cornelia Otis Skinner and her
husband. A. S. Blodget, sailing for
Europe today (Wed.) on the Britannic.
Will Yolen, of Yolen, Ross and
Salzman, p.r. firm, just out of the
hospital following an appendec-

tonomy.
Metro

v.p.

Howard

Dietz back

from the Coast and pulls out at the
end of this week for two months
in Europe.
Friars Club gave Milton Berle
a $250 humidor filled with cigars
on the bachelor party the organization threw for him Thursday

j

j

1

j

KB
anni
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j
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studio publicity chief until recently.
Meyer Davis is batoning his 50piece orchestra for George D.
in Philadelphia

night

for

tomorrow
debut

the

of

Diana Davies.
Victor Volmar, publicity director and supervisor of foreign versions for Monogram International,
leaves for the Coast the end of the
week on a studio visit.
William F. Rodgers, Metro’s distribution veepee, in Washington

Monday
Thomas

(13i to

watch

his

and William,
Georgetown University.
Metro studio exec E.

surgery.
Filmstars

Hazel

Court

and

ing marriage.
Gilbert Miller to Paris to meet
the Leland Haywards, who are

Lary Solloway
Hearing on Copa City receivership dtie later this month.
Five O’clock Club adding Latin
show before and after three hour
Barry Gray show next week.
Bea Saxon heads up new show at
the Clover Club, with Ben Perry
and Hermanos Williams Trio.
Walter Jacobs in town before
going north for opening June 20 of
his Lake Tarleton Club in New
Hampshire.
Sherry Frontenac and Saxony
hotels facing Hotel Association protest against nitery type of shows

honeymooning.

New

veek junket.

Miami Beacb

Dermot Walsh announce approach-

Priestley play, "Summer Day’s Dream,” on provincial
tour before its London debut in
J. B.

August.
Leslie Macdonnell on four weeks
motoring vacation. Starting June
16, he will cover France, Italy and
Switzerland, finishing in the South
of France.

the

at

Johnny Mack Browns celebrated
wedding anni.
Dick Gordon installed as prexy

their 23d

of the Screen Extras Guild.

Jack Diamond, formerly
Warners, organized his own
William

Mannix

“Mirror of the Month” feature in

MPAA’s

Ireland.

"The King of
Friday’s Men” opened in Opera
House, Cork, with Abbeyites Walter Macken and Rita Foran in orig-

outline.

inal roles.

wa.s

M.

J.

Molloy’s

necessarily

more

Ray Montgomery checked out of
Warners after eight years to freelance.

Frank Whitbeck to Toronto to
spend vacation with Robbins Bros
circus.

Alfred E. Berkman in from N. Y
to set up school for film and TV
players.
Ed Gross going to London in
August to stage a legit show, “St.

unsatisfactory,

Louis Woman.”
Charlotte Greenwood tossed a
birthday party for her husband,
Martin Broones.
Stanley Kramer guest of honor
at Jewish War Veterans convention
at Arrowhead Springs.
Milton Kra.sner laid up with flu,
Joe MacDonald taking over tens*

!

ing of "Three Came Home” at
20th-Fox.
Charles P. Skouras drew the annual Helms Athletic Foundation
award for contributions to youth
activities.

Mrs. Shirley L. Morosco. second
wife of the late Walter Morosco,
given court approval of her claim
to his estate, in behalf of their
son, Tlmqthy.

James Barton su.stained head inin a fight scene on "Wabash Avenue” set at 20th-Fox although he had double working tor
him; hit by flying chair.
juries

I

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan

factual

Point by Point
In a.sking State to tell the British that their reply to the protest

MPAA

Cowen and Lenore

J.

Coffee celebrated their silver wedding.

I

in Paris en route to Rome for
huddles with studio official Henry
Washington
Henigson on the forthcoming production of "Quo Vadis.”
By Florence S. Lowe
Little Theatre, smallest seater
Alonzo Elliott, composer of
*‘There’s a Long, Long Trail a- of local Lopert trio, adopting a
Winding,” sailed yesterday (Tucs.) summer film festival policy of old
on the Stockholm to be the guest laves.

with
flack-

ery.

j

now

new home®

adopted a baby.
Jack Lait arrived from N. Y. for
a month’s vacation.

i

graduate

Bette Davis bought a
Toluca Lake.

Pev Marley and Linda Darnell

I

two sons,

J.

Hollywood
Bernie Milligan hospitalized with
pneumonia.
Jimmy Wakely east on a five-

Frank Pettingell out of cast of
Laureola” for throat show.

"Daphne

Quota

Par

(Thurs.t

London

J.

—

|

and George Brown’s 30th
at their Van Nuys, Calif.,
yesterday (Tuesday); he was

Widener

C. Williamson. Evie
Hayes is taking a month’s vacation
after two years as lead w'ith tlie

Sydney, for

"The Beaux Stratagem” vacates
Phoenix and replaces "Two
Dozen Red Roses” at the Lyric.
J une 27, with latter looking for an- they feature.
other home.
Ned (Beachcomber) Schuyler, to
Frances Day leaving "Latin go to New York into a legit musical
Quarter” at the Casino to appear now that he’s recovered from reat the Malvern Festival in Augu.st,
«
curring back ailment.
“The
starring in two Shaw plays
Marta Toren, here for personals
Dallas
Apple Cart” and his latest opus, on preem of "Illegal Entry” at
Billions.”
"Buoyant
By Henry Senber
Wometco houses, doing round of
Emile Littler presented Dolores radio and theatre appearances.
Dale Drake, WRR chief, back
Gray with a diamond and ruby
from Manhattan.
Symphony Orchestra Managers W'atch in celebration of "Annie Get
Your Gun’s” second anniversary.
to hold 1950 session here.
Variety Club held annual golf June 7, Bill Johnson was recipient
Brit.
tournament over weekend at Lake- of silver cigaret box.
Montemar’s “Spanish Rhapsody”
wood Country Club.
iContinued from page 3;
Dorothy Malone home for brief opened a season at the Savoy June
with Ana Esmeralda scoring as ing in New York. Mulvey is presivisit with folks here after complet- 8,
leading dancer; Josele outstanding dent of Samuel Goldwyn Producing "Lawless” for Columbia.
and David Moreno tions and chairman of the eastern
Southern Methodist U’s summer as male support,
acclainied as guitarist. Production
Rubin is
SIMPP.
of
stock company tees off June 22
section
was presented by Stanley French
with "Death Takes a Holiday.”
SIMPP’s general counsel. ArMall
for Firth Shephard, Ltd.
Starlight Operetta opens eighth
is on the Coa.st.
sea.son Monday (13) night with
While the in-person protests by
Kenny Baker starring in "Up in
the two organizations against the
Dublin
Central Park.”
recent British reply were similar,
By Maxwell Sweeney
Yvonne de Carlo, Dorothy Hart.
the memoranjla they presented
Robert Flaherty in on two-day
Lloyd Bridges, and Howard Duff in
were carefully designed through
town for bond sale preem of "Ca- visit to fix screening of "Louisiana consultation to complement each
Story” for July.
lamity Jane and Sam Bass.”
and not overlap. MPAA’s
other
"Joan of Arc” closed at MetroManning Gurian, Margo Jones’
statement of fact on
business manager, back to Picca- pole, No. 1 house of Rank circuit, brief was a
which
State could base further
months.
two
after
dilly Drug Store Luncheon Club
World Wide Films dickering for protest.^ and was drawn up at the
after close of Theatre 49 season.
MacManus’s sugge.stion of the Department.
Francis
of
Toledo Zoological Gardens of- rights
SIMPP’s brief covered a flock of
ficials here to view Starlight Op- novel. "Flow on Lovely River.”
BBC producers Alex McCrindle other arguments, some strictly
eretta set-up for possible future
Lonback
to
Barsley
Michael
and
legal and some general. Brief was
summer musical operation in Todon after disking material for a free-wheeling counterpart to the
ledo.

(9).

home

,

'

CHATTER

Vivian
quit .staff
single.

WIP

Coojrer,
to

scripter,

work as

Continues
and week broadcast over

a nightclub
once-astation.

her

SIMPP

presented an argument
Gene Bajdo.s, currently playing
each of the four points the I.atin Casino, is slated for commade by the British. These W'cre: edy lead in "Gentlemen Prefer
1. That
the outcome of the Blondes,” Jule Stein-Herman LeAnglo - American Film Council vine musical.
over by Stanley Illsley.
Roland Butler. Ringling Bros,
meetings slated for June 2-3
flack, and Mrs. Butler celeMPAA brief head
should be awaited.
brated
381 h wedding anni here,
Paris
pointed out that the meetings had
with circus playing weekend nin
in
any
been
cancelled
and,
case,
Beix
de
By Maxime
in suburban Upper Darby.
the quota was a British govern(33 Bird. iMoutparuassr)
The Celebrity Room, recently
ment act and could only be re- sold by Mort Casway to Herman
Mrs. Jules Stein in.
]..eland Stowe in town.
moved by the government, so Seiferth and George Dorwart, reWilliam Perlberg due here soon. there wa.s no point in waiting for turned to a show policy Monday
Borrah Minevitch on quick trip a meeting between private organi- (13; with Jimmy Byrne heading

David Basil Gill has bowed out
of lllsley-McCabe Productions; his
role in John Dighton’s "The Happiest Days of Your Life” taken

again.st

Crew of 60, headed by stars Ann
of Prince Eric of Denmark,
’
Sid Blumenstock, newly-tapped Blythe and Robert Cummings and
producer-scripter
Robert Buckner,
for
Paramount,
advertising chief
here
to
take
local
shots
for
Unifeted last week by his former 20th"Free for All.”
Fox associates at a farewell ver.sal’s
News from Abingdon, Va.. that
luncheon at the St. Moritz hotel.
the Jean Kerr opus, "Jenny Kissed
20th-Fox Family Club chartered Me.” originally produced at CathHudson River Dayline steamer olic U. here, will preem summer
Stuyvesant June 15 for 7th annual season at Barter theatre on June
outing at Bear Mountain. Some 900 20
members expected to join in the
Universal toppers Maurice Bergexcursion.
man and David Lipton in town for to Milan.
zations.
Lea Karina .\chron, Hildegarde's brass studded preem of "Illegal
Jules Levy and Jacques Grinieff
2. That
tlie
U. S. producers
voice and piano teacher, opening Entry” at RKO Keith’s and for to Rome.
.shouldn’t have been surprised by
a studio in the Buckingham. She’s Swedish Embassy’s fete In honor
Ellen Dosia packing the Opera
the quota.
MPAA
asserted that
the widow of composer Isador .\ch- of film’s star, Marta Toren.
for Thais.”
"the most surprising thing is the
ron who gave the chantoo.sey adBabette Deval, who plans to
vanced piano studies.
produce "Secret of the Gods” on fact the British think we shouldn’t
Universal’s foreign wing last
in have been surprised." Both MPAA
21-day visit
Broadway, on
Stockboim
and SIMPP made the point that
week tendered a luncheon to
Vichy.
only a matter of weeks before the
Charles A. Kirliy, veepee and
Katherine Dunham’s "Rhapsody
who
the
Laage,
was
Barbara
secretary of the overseas unit, on in Black” opened at the Circus to sparkplug of Maxim’s anni cele- quota was upped, Johnston, 'Multhe exec’s 51st birthday and 28th critical and public acclaim.
brations, greeting Louis Jourdan vey and Harold Wilson, president
year with the company.
"A Streetcar Named Desire” is on arrival.
cf the British Board of Trade,
Bobby Driscoll, who’ll have a currently being shown at the Royal
entered into an agreement belead role in Walt Disney’s British- Dramatic Theatre under "title of
tween the American indust r>’ and
made "Treasure Island,’’ and Wil- "Linje Lusta.”
Atlantic City
the British government and it was
liam B. Levy. Disney w'orldwide
Solid grosses are currently being
naturally thought that that was
By Joseph W’. Walker
sales chief, off to England yester- racked up by a number of reis.sues.
Billy Kck.stine to head an all- filial.
day (Tues.i on the Mauretania.
which include Par’s "Wake Island,” star show at Wamer. June 18-19.
3. That
the quota is justified
I.,ouis Joffe, of RKO Theatre’s UA’s
"Rebecca,” Metro’s "Gone
Henderson
Bob
and
Skitch
legal department and his wife. With
The Wind” and Korda’s FJ)erly at Steel Pier over week- and can be met. Here MPAA presented strong statistical arguments
Peggy, of RKO Theatres’ publicity "Drums” and “Jungle Book.”
end.
pointing out that British producers
dept., to Charlottesville. Va., where
Poland is reportedly trying to
CMub Harlem, Sam Singer’s Ne- promised 90 pictures in 1948 and
son. Robert Emery Gould, gradu- arrange a Polish Film Festival here gro
spot, to open with show headdelivered only 66.
Of those, a
ated from medical school of U. of this autumn. The event will probed hy Larry Steele. June 16.
mere 1.5 were A’s, while 51 proved
Virginia;
ably take place in connection with
Jimmie Costello tops Million
Milton Berle’s remarriage to Svensk Filmindu.stri’s relea.se of Dollar F’ier attractions in giveaway to be B’s in Hieir boxoffice perJoyce Matthews tomorrow tThurs
tormancc. By the Board of Trade’s
the Polish-made “The Last Stop.” program broadcast over WMID.
in- New York may soon be sequeled
Svan Film (formerly UF\i and
Kiki Garcia and his rhumba out- own estimate, MPAA stated, 72 A
bv a reconciliation of the Samin.N other Swedish distributors are now fit out of President’s Round the pix are needed under a 45% quota
Rauchs, who were divorced la.si releasing new German films, which World room, with Pillado and his and 63 under a 40'^'ri quota (quota
month. Roxy booker has a five- until recently were solely dis- rlunnba^band due June 15.
will be reduced 5% in October).
year old son.
tributed
here
by
Tellus - Film
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn,
Hemmed in by Metro duties, (distributor of Soviet films'. These
was quoted by the MPAA as estiwith Howard Dietz going abroad pix. made in Germany’s western
Australia
mating that 100 A pix a year are
and Si Seadler just back from zone, are going over big.
needed.
A total of only 47 British
By Eric Gorrlck
F.urope. Mrs. John Joseph sails on
films of all types is in sight for ’49,
from
Circus
back
long
Wirlh's
a conducted European tour withthe .Americans stated in a parting
out her Metro pub-ad exec-husband
lour of New Zealand.
.
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Production
erty”
this
E.

staff of "Miss Librating plenty attention in
Robert
show-starved town.

Shenvood and Irving Berlin

the Flag

Week obseiwance

in

led
In-

dependence
Sherwood
Square.
then to Adelphia Hotel to receive
a cilution from the City Business
Club.
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after next.

Israel

lh*r.scbell

Stuart

is

stiM confined

Arthur W. Kelly, Phil Rcisman
By Franz Goldstein
to St. Vincent’s Hospital, Sydney.
and Herbert Wilcox saw each other
Violinist Theo OlolV a click in
Johnny Belinda” (WB» is a terIn Europe last week and reunioned guest recitals for Israelis.
rific hit in Sydne\
at Regent for
in N. Y. this week. British film proDr. Manfred George, editor of
Hoyts.
ducer Wilcox back to London by Aufbau, N. Y., o.o.’ing 'Tel Aviv.
of
Metro’s
c
t
Violence.”
air
tomorrow (Thurs.t after a
Joseph S. Hummel, Warners’
quickie in on biz.
Middle East manager, in Israel for praised by the critics, flopped at
the
b.o.
MC.A toppers Jules C. Stein and a few days.
Noel Langley’s comedy. "Little
Lew Wasserman in from the Coast,
Irwin
Shaw and
Dramatist
latter .staying on two or three photographer Robcil Capa arrived Lambs Eat Ivy,” is in its fifth week
at Minerva. Sydney, for Whitehall
Weeks while the agency’s New York in Jerusalem for a week’s stay.
Raphael Arle, basso and mem- I’roductions.
office completes the shift from the
R. J. F. Boyer, bead of the AusSquibb Bldg, to its own building ber of La Scala, Milan, visiting his
who immigrated fiom tralian Broadcasting Commission,
parents,
on Madison and 57th street.
non-commercial operators, has
Jules Levey, currently on a Bulgaria three weeks ago.
John flonnerfield, British writer, been given a further* three years’
European production - distribution
survey, knighted as a "Commen- due here soon to gather material contract by tlie government.
June Clyde clicked as .\nnie in
datore of the Star for Merit," in for a film to be made in Britain b.\
“Annie Gel Your Cun” at Royal,
the Military Order of St. George Green Park Productions.
‘

shot on

thi.s argument.
That the quota is legal under
the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade signed by both Britain
4.

and the U.
brief went

S.

in Geneva.'

into

particular

SIMPP
detail

passages from GATT
and tearing the Briti.sh contention
apart.
Main point was that there
W'as no ju.stiffcation for using the
quota as a dollar-conservation device
since
the
Wilson-MulveyJohnston agreement had already
limited currency export to $17,000,000 yearly.
And, under the
terms of GATT. SIMPP pointed
out, there was no justification for
imposing a quota on films for any
in

quoting

otlier reason.

Pittshorgh

B^al

Cohen

Belle BifKer comes to Carousel
for week starting June 24.
Kay Riehl. local actress, makes
her film debut in Republic’s "Red

Menace.”
Arthur Walsh signed to play juvenile roles at White Barn Tlieatre
this summer.
Ciro Rimae. winding up long run
I,epus Club,
N. Y.. Juno 30.
at

Vince Joyce,
got

goes into Palace,

WWSW

announcer,

his sh^'ep.skin at Pitt,

four-year course in

James

McAllon

making

tliree.

directing

for

fourth straight season at Mountain
Playhouse in Jennerstovvn.
Bob Post, free-lance pa. and
radio producer, doing publicity
again this summer lor White Barn
Tlieatre.

Cannes
Frederick

Loeve and

v\ile

va-

cationing.
.
Errol
Flynn at Antibes and
visiting here.
,
Publicist Elizabeth Winston at

Hotel Martinez.
NBC’s Sam Chotzinoff with wift,

daughter and son here.
Hollywood scripter Bon Barzman here witli family for two
months.
,
director oi
Prevart,
Jacques
"Enfants du Paradis.” a frequeni
at
villa
He has a
visitor here.
nearby SI. Paul de Vence.
City of Cannes constructing
special building for the September

Film Fe.stival. Rank’s Tony Dowiv
ing and British Lion’s Leslie
her in for advance work on it.
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1
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"
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hani, Arab
ing in the
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philosopher,
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MICHAEL DE PACE
home

died at his

in Flushing. N. Y.,

|

CHAUNCEY OLCOTT

Mr*

shows

I

crating
erating

,
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Charles F. Bernh.iid. 4.5. theatre
operator, was found dead in bed

JOSEPH

11.

June 10

rOOKER

peaked-nose 'wh'o speaks
everybody
neighbors,"

Pasadena.
a chain of film
England.

in

houses

in

evil of

legit,
legit

.-Xs it
•As
is. the spotty sehediiU
IS.
schedules of
most out-of-town theatres
tliealres is figFoi inFor
evi ixone.
ured costly to eveixone.
a
tlicatre must charge
char
stance, the theatre
higher rental to make np for the
higliei
weeks.
revenue on dark
daik w<
loss of rex'cnue

her

chuckles,

Of course, the police are eonstantly after the Limburg^ pirate
Radio locating cars keep
stations.

He once owned

inteiest in
interest

lir
lic

I

i

'

V,

....

.

'

I

or

1
a joint financing basis.

partic
.Another possibility, particularAnother
l.v
ly
if all the C’PP
CTP members finance
fir
w
touring productions jointly, would
he the continuation of shows that
operate at minor los.ses. The
Tlie idea
"ould ho that all producer-memwould
producer-n
bers would benefit
kee
bent ht from keeping
road theatres lighted and mainro.ol
taming continuity of bookings and
taining
thereby help keep up .steady
theri-hy
steady pub-

•

late E. F. .Mbee.

;

backing
backing,

obtaining

in

perhaps on

,

she wrote his biography, the
The book
“Song in His Heart.”
was made into a film by Warner

»

isn’t

the 17 members of the CTP figures on evolving a practical setup,
s(
possibly with the members coopi

.

i
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Margaret A. Olcott, 70.
«irv'wriBht and widow of Chauncey
actor finger and composer,
Olcott. actor,
York.
died June 12 in New
“Ragged
” One of her plays.
^
plays,
Johnson
Rita
”
with
written
Rnhin
Robin.”
vnunc ran for more than two
Young,
Another.
Bi-oadway.
rears
,eT» on ” Broadway.
p
had Eva Le Gallienne
‘‘Lussmore,”
role.
in an important
Francisco. Mrs.
San
in
Born
convent
Olcott was educated at a
She became interested in
there
marriage.
her
after
he theatre
she
retired, sue
After her husband reiireu,

COWDam

L

11=

1

June 8.
HENRY COOTE
Survived by wife, daughter, two
Henry Coote, 69. former actor brothers and two sisten.
hU coin loo. stating:
and theatre manager, died in Bos“I’ll always love you dear, this
ton, June 13. He began his therecord is lor redhaired Malvina
LOUIS
DE
ROODE
atrica! career as a leading manLouis de Roode, 57, former who always says she "ill grant me
tenor in musical shows, appearing
nitery operator, died June 4 in a rendezvous and never does.
in the “Rose Maid” on lour and
At night, when work has ceased
Chicago company of Los Angeles, after a heart attack.
the
also
He had been in retirement for upon the fields, when the yellow
Irene.”
a year, since selling his interest and violet heath, wildly blooming
After the run ol “Irene he retired
in the Riverside Rancho to Marty
with gorse and heather, has been
as an actor and joined the Shuberts’
Landau.
de‘^erted bv the shepherds, the
auditing stall and was assigned to
family radio is turned on. As each
He was
their Chicago theatres.
.MARIA
CEBOTARI
later transferred to Boston, where
record is plaved. as the announcer
Maria Cebotari. 38. Austria’s speaks of ".snub-nosed Louis, the
he managed both the Wilbur and
leading operatic soprano, died in 'pig
ineaucs.
Plymouth theatres.
riymouin
drover’ or “Justine, the
He was the husband of Julia Vienna. June 9. Slie had sung in sweeper s daughter, who never
with him for
iived in Monte Carlo
mo.st of Europe's opera houses.
Henry
the
widow
of
actress,
and
spent
Nash,
and
washes her neek." or “Maria who
most of each year
National
wants more than her husband." or
Miminers at Saratoga Springs. N. Y. Chesterfield, secretary of
CHARLES F. BERNHARD
in Vaudeville .Artists under regime of
death
husband’s
her
“old witeh-like Catherine with hen
Mter

MRS.

=

A

the bartend4*r a five-franc coin
.roughly < dlmoi «nd says;
“I want the ‘Fascination Waltz to
the
l)e played on our radio with
mention, ‘Jules’ wife should not be

Michael De Pace, 50, manager
operatic and concert arti.sts,

of

—

neighbor he goes to an inn, hands

liv-

S.

iMl(‘itst in the legit
Al.so. public inlerest
head of N. V. theatrical printing
v
apparent l\ tapers off when
FORD LEARY
touring the country, but as soon as tlieatre appareiillx
and lithographing concern bearing
iw.ai-i
a
im^nt
turrent.
ailment
Ford Leaiy. 41. trombonist and one is in siglit. the warning is no shows are eorrent.
died ..f
of licart
his name, /Up/I
York, June 4. given by telephone to the mystery
in New' York. June 8.
j!singer, died in New
I
Thus, one show lends to build
'riuis.
Details in Orchestras-Music .sec- station
frank .MclNTYRE
In addition to handling printing
and the broadcasts are audiences for suhM'«|iient ones.
(
productions
dramatic
tion.
former
for
lithos
and
ear
in
patrol
71,
the
leaving
McIntyre,
stopped,
houses
lighted
ho
course,
of
Directly,
Frank
blindness. Two stations have been mean
st
emplo>in»‘nt
im'id for actors, stageniean emploN
Broadway star and more recently and films, together with Richard
in Ann Arbor, Rowland, he organized the Metro
Mother. 72. of Ernest Pagano. hitherto located and their owners hands.
per
musicians, theatre personhands, musiei.ins,
a radio actor, died
They subsequent- , film produeer, and Joe Pagano. sentenced to a heavy fine, hut as
Specializing m Pictures Corp.
Mich.. June 8.
royalties for authors and turnnel.
n^.\
comedy roles in a career that ly sold this to Marcus Loew and ' novelist, died June 9 in Los An- one disappears two come to exist- over
produeei
s.
j,ver for producers.
spanned more than 30 years, he later it became the Metro-Gold- geles.
snbeommittee. under the
U'rP subcommittee,
C'PP
.•
J
I
probably best remembered as wyn-Ma\er Pictures Corp.
is
broadea.sts.
These clandestine
LangLawrence I.
Survived by a sister.
Wife, 32. of Morton Gerber, ex- beside being a funny affair, are a ehairman'-hip of i.axvrenee
star of “The Travelling Salesman,”
C.nild. includes
inch
Tiu.;,ire (Juild.
'Phe.aire
,,,
the
of
ner,
B.
Henry
chain
late
of
District
Theatre
the
ecutive
hy
produced
Each record Chei xl Craw ford, Rii
profitable business.
RodgRiHuird
hard R'
in Washington, D. C. died there
llarris in 1908 and ran a year on
CA.MILI.A II. FRYDAN
half
least
a
tor
been
paid
a
has
The lat'Phe
AUlrieh
Ru.h.ird .Aldrich,
ers and Rich.ird
June 10.
Broadway, somewhat of a record
dozen times and the five-frane ,p,.
Camilla ller/.er Frydan. 60. Vienelm
chairman of a closelyter is also (.hj.irman
in that era.
nese composer, died after a heart
Mother of Nate B. Spingold. Co- coins or notes aeeunuilating in related suheoinmitfee
to
living
soheoinmitfee trying
Most of his radio work was done
attack, in New York. June 11.
innkeepers cash drawers, in more keep road theatres open and ashis
vice-prexy,
of
lumbia
Pictures
died
one
and
1930-40
between
Mrs. Frydan. widow of Oscar June 10.
Funeral services were than 60 villages, make a pretty sist closed theatres to reopen.
reoiren
was Capt. Henry in the
roles
playwright,
Viennese
Frydan, a
sum at tlie end of each week.
held in New York. Monday <13).
“Showboat” series.
to this country 10 years ago.
Obeying a sort of tribal discipline, i
Among other Broadway produe- came
While in Europe she compo.scd
*
Mrs. Ernest Bachrarh, wife of the villagers will never let one I
lions in which he had stellar or
I
Big
“Madame Napoleon” and "The
the RKO cameraman, died June 5 single clue leak out that might be- I
featured roles were "Becky Sharp,”
00^10
Berle
produced in
^
Delphine,” Drum,” light operas
in Hollywood.
tray the organization.
Even the I
Oh!
“Oh!
“Snobs.
London,
and
Berlin
Vienna.
page 1l 5
C'ontlniird
Continued from p*|C
one that is mocked or criticized on
“Ro.se of China.” "Sitting Pretty”
In this country she wrote a numW’ife. 80, of Sacha Votichenko, the radio will not take revenge by
and “Greenwich Village Follies”
„
tho lime h.
her of songs, including “One Kiss mu.,icK;n and .omposer, died al he^
(19251.
'"he",'...!!;”'
"m",athe"r
“Remember
Tomorrow” and
be extremely
home in New York, June 11.
A brother. Don S.. Ann Arbor for
p.jy
francs, when his turn' ina.smueh as hell
Gay Vienna.’’ Her brother. Dr.
hotel and theatre owner, survives.
comes, to have his enemy publicly busy for the next few weeks.
Herzer. w as librettist for

daughter.
ny a uaubinci.
Survived hv
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Ludwig

I

THOMAS
Thomas

S.

S.

Buchanan,

56,

former
Co. ad

president of Buchanan Si
agency, died at his home in Sharon,
Conn., June 13, after a long Illness.
Buchanan, after taking over the advertising campaign for the Texas
Co. (Texacol, built one of the top
radio programs with Ed Wynn as
Buchanan agency
the Fire Chief.

Jane Rase to Buddy
Betty
He’s
Baker. Hollywood. June 11.

I

FRANK

SHORT

L.

BIRTHS

I

Crawtoid.

Mary

i

1

*

Donnelly

,

Bartholemew
June 1. He’s

j

i

Iri.s

MARJORIE GARRETT

I.axvler

J.

to

Bastable, Dublin,
gabber.

a radio

1

^

featured

Robert,

TUNNING
ASCAP

office,

morning

company

of

i

,

i

i

.

[

ASCAP

1944 after serving in the Air
Force, took over the district man'er.ship here last November, mov-i
from New Orleans, where he
a similar post.
He replaced
'iam O’Brien, who resigned to
ch a radio station in ConnerIn addition to his wife,' panies
ning leaves a two-and-a-half-old daughter.
;

I

i

..

h«

I

|

P

Other items 11video broadcast.s.
censed to use the Berle label are
puppet.s, a trick auto and a chlldren’s magnetic game.

Insult Neighbor
Cnntiniird

from

p.'tze

1

stale-owned. Brussels hIgh-power
exclulisten
transmitter,
radio
sively to small clandestine transmitters broadcasting on a very
small power. In a radius not exagent.
ueeding 30 miles. According to the
—
law of 1930. nobody is allowed to
BII.I.Y CHURCHILL
broadcast in Belgium unle.s.s he has
Britformer
P.3,
Churchill.
Licenses are
Billy
an official license.
ish comedian, died in Rhyl. North only granted to shortwave amaWales, June 8.
for enterradio
teurs and as to
Churchill had been a favorite tainment. that is exclusively conin London music halls for a numIn
station.
official
fined to the
ber of years. He retired 20 years Limburg, things go otherwise. It’s
ago.
cona
affair,
family
.secret
a sort of

i
I

j
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When a villager
witty criticisms.
has something to say openly of a

mensoii,
prexy.

•

:

spiratorial

NEGIIIB RIHANI
Neguib

Riliani.
in

58.

reputedly a

.Arabian theatre
and screen productions, died in
8
June
Cairo. Egypt.
lie was a brother of .Amin Ri-

l«>ading

agreement from which

'

.

figure

,

Bobby

Warner Bros,

t'liaries

Pctei-B

Hrinrkmaitn 8i*.
.Skating Bivdear*

I

(Ttarles

Ore

Blackaten*

r.enr

I

B.i>lot

C

<;
j

Rondy
Buddy Ruat
Palmer Mewae

I

Caesar
Marta Neglia
B Fobs a Mary

Siti

Rodriquez Urr
Dax idson O <11)

Ann

Heltine*

Harry HaU
hill Snyder Ore
''Sxlute to Rodger*
a Hamnieratcm**

'

Moraan

Hi>ney Dreamere

Ralph sterling
Johit Kriaa

Ruth Ann Kocatm
Crir Braun

Caaa Franklin
.Monica

Mooro

,

Silver

Toni Gauer

Ore
H Idtewater Beach
Freddie Martin Orr
Marianne Fodele
Broxfi'or

J

Paul Haakon
D Hiid Dancer*

K

sales vice|
'

Nlica

Ted .St meter Ore
Sherman Hotel

Suzanne Kin*
.Johnny O’Leary
Billy Chandler Ore
Hotel BItmarch

I

a B Du Ray

Gloria
J

Manor ti .Mignon
Fann Merryinan
Al

Lucllie

It

.lark Raffloer
-lerry Mape*

,

Chet Paree
Adorable^
J

Wheclera

XVoniier

Lena Horne
D. La Sallr Orr <12)
Chei Parte

.

strangers to the region are carefully excluded. It’s a village affair,
with its puns, it.s mockeries and its

’

I

Kirk

Snuffy KImiir
H arold Tomlin

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Conrad,
daughter, Pittsburgh, June 1.
Father's a musician.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Ro.sehill, son.
Kew Gardens. L. 1.. June 11, Father
is a di.sk jockey with WKBS. Oyster Bay. N. A’,
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller, son.
New York. June 7. Father is in
the NBC press dept.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Borthwick,
daughter.
Hollywood. June
10
Father was formerly with 20th-Fox
studio. Grandfather, George, recently retired as secretary - trea.surer of Motion Picture Assn, of

Atkinaon
Hain

Bettv

Blackhawh
Eluiiie

Nancy Bell
Cody SvtiullRer

America.
Mr. and Mrs. William Welch.
daughter. New A’ork, June 11,
Father is a script editor at National
Broadcasting Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Levine, son,
Vernon. N. Y.. June 13.
Mt
Mother is daughter of Ben Kal-

I

s
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CHICAGO

I

th<?re.

RALPH WILK

from page

i

.

in

Next Week

Bills

~ Continiird

,

Boston.

He was the brother of .lake Wilk.
easlein storv editor for Warner
Bros., and Ted Wilk. Hollywood

broadcastsv

vus knighted for his services.

.

”

56. we.st coast repDaily since
F'ilm
resentatixe
1928. died June 9 in a Los Angeles
sanitarium after a long illness.

.

organization led to
nis
resignation in 1942,
After
a
period on
the
the
staff
of
British council he took the post at
Jesus College in 1944.
When he w as appointed to the
BBC, Sir Frederick was said to
nave never been before a microphone in his life. He was reluctant
lake the post. Four year* later

I

of

cipal

London. June 10.
A noted educator, he became head
of the BBC in 1938 and led its reorganization and expansion to cope
with its war services, notably in
broadca.sting to occupied countries
and monitoring enemy and neu-

.
.

co-producer of
he’s
year;
last
“South Pacific and other Broad-

Ralph Wilk.

FREDERICK OLGILVIE

Sir Frederick Ogilvie, 56, prinof Jesus College, Oxford,
and former director general of the
British Broadcasting Corp., died in

1

Hijxvks to T.e-

Hayward. Great Neck. L. 1.
June 10. Bride is former wile ot
Howard Hawks, film director-producer. from whom she was divorced

.

j

A change

ILE.S

Mrs^Naney Grass
land

'

i

in

^

.

way hits,
Barbara Ann Lauder to James
wood.
Maver, Jr. Larchmont. is
i* continuity director of WBEN in
Miss lies was one of the first Dorward
N. Y.. June 2. Bride is daughter of that city.
of
Guild
.American
of
members
former
Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Talley, son.
Lauder,
G.
Ed'vin
son,
Variety Artists, and in recent years
exec and .son-in-law' of the New York, recently. Father is an
headed a Hollywood group Known vaude
of the exec on Roxy. N.Y.,
co-founder
N.Y..
Albee.
jiffice
office
F.
staff.
E.
late
as Evelyn lies and her Gay ’90’s
Mr and Mrs. John Davis, daughKeith-Albee vaude circuit.
Belles.
Marilyn Parr to Leonard M. ter, their second in two years, London,
June 3.
Father is general
the
He’s
12.
Stone. New York, June
MAYBELI.E A. DANA
vaude manager of all the J. Arthur Rank
of Hymie Goldstein,
Maybelle A Dana. 65. retired son
of Associated film and theatre enterprises.
prexy
and
agent
Mr. and Mr.s. King Donovan, son,
actress, died at her home in PortAgents of America.
Santa Monica, June 8 Father is a
land. Me., .lune 6.
June Goldman to J. Robert .stage and screen actor.
She had appealed in dramatic
Conn.. June
Mr.
stock for more than 30 xtars. in- Breton. New Canaan.
and
Mrs.
.lames
Klley,
radio actor.
cluding the Castle Square. St. 12 Ife’s a xvriter and
(laughter. W jodstock. 111., June 10
James and Holli.s St. theatre comFather is .staff announcer at WILA

necessary.

tral

husband.
Chicago

Evelyn lies. 61, singer and comedienne. <lied June 9 of a cerebral
hemorrhage at her home In Holly-

i

j

SIR

tlie

Roberts."

EVEI.YN

accident
Wilkes-Barre.
lli.s
neck
was broken when the car he was
driving left the road and struck a
tree.
An aide, Joseph Sikora, a
passenger, was in a critic.**! condition at the Wilkes Barre general
hospital, where doctors .said the'
amputation of a leg might be
ith

“,Vlr.

in

j

outside

Tunning, who went w

her

bv

Survived

Tunning, 31, manager

of the Pittsburgh
wa.s
killed
Saturday
'll)
in
an automobile

i

(

.

,

duct ions.

’

Survived by his wife and son.

•

i

vocalist.

.

to

'

E.

with a Milton Berle Day Saturday
and Berle will proceed to the Warner studios, where he’ll start work

Saltzman,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Saltzman.
Father is
.son, Hollywood. June 7.

|

j

death.

'J*
hieago the
honored
be

on “Always Leave ’Em Laughing,”
with Jerry Wald producing.
Berle also w ill attempt to get
Or.satti talent agency.
^^ith the Orsatti
with
ahead with his MeNaught Syndllino, <cate eoUimn, xvhich started*Mondny
Mrs. Muzzy ivi a reel lino.
Mr. and Mrs
Father <131 In tlie N. A'. Sun.
6.
son. Los Angeles, June 6
Comic
is
ij,
^ bandleader.
a
currently has about two weeks of
jvjp
Ackerman, advance columns, but said that he’ll
Mr
and Mrs. George Ackerman.
son. Santa Monica. June 7. Father attempt to get a few more written,
is with the Berg. Allenberg agency.
Mr and Mrs. Leonard Murphy,
son. Hollywood. June 8
Father is
"l
Metro.
a easting director at Lira*'’"
h"”,’ K^‘'’rer .^e'
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lazarus,
Mr
several manufacdaughter.
New York.
Aork, June
4
^ ‘‘ make loui "cms bearing
Father is staffer on film trade
name.
his
( urrently on the market
paper.
* Berle television makeup kit,
iv^r
Mr.
and Mrs. Michel Kraike,
Kraike. V*'
a ^I'sonal apdaughter. Santa Monica,
Monica. June 8.
8
pearance Monday '13i at GimFather is a film producer.
producer,
where
the kits first
N- V
Mr.
M,, and Mrs.
Mrs, William McBurnie,
McBurniv,
daughter. Buffalo. June 5. Father
ijjis
^
a

Josephine

(.

will

i
:

.

group for the presentation of
Shakespearean play.s while head
of the Shakespeare FcllowsJiip of
America.

In

day.

honeymooners
1

'

!

E.

following
1

I

Aiden Grennelj.
Both are vxitn
Dublin. June 6.
Mrs. Robert Burton. 49, former Longford Productions.
12.
June
Chicago,
film indu.stry accounts with offices actress, died in
Hattie McDaniel to Larry C W^ilIn Chicago and Los Angeles.
Two
Known professionally as Mar- liams, Yuma. Ariz.. June 11. Bride
year.s later, the firm changed its jorie Garrett, her last stage ap- is a screen and radio actre.ss.
name to Buchanan Sc Co. with pearance was in the London prowhich Buchanan was associated as duction of “Our Town.” She had
director and consultant until his also appeared in many other proleli.-rnm p,a?e?r

WAJ.TER
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j

;
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‘

'

I
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j
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'

accounts.
After serving in World War I in
the U, S, Air Corps, he joined the
in
1919,
HanfT-Metzger agency
when he became associated with
In
advertising for the Texas Co.
1935, Buchanan became prexy of
the agency, which expanded into

Walter

is slated to remarry his
former wife. Joyce Matthews, toin New York,
Tliurs
morrow

Comic

Frank L. Short, 75. retired actor she
and'drama coach, died in the Glen-

!

Rpmarrie* Tomorrow

1

i

!

I

lidieuleiP
1 idieuled.

MARRIAGES

i

I

Mr.
“"'I Mrs. Bob
Burlineame.
»<’'? Burlingame,
M'’ and
divorced '’Mickc”Ronney,
twin sons. Des Moines, Juno 2.
Liliian Orr to Art Robbins,, Yo- Father
,"a't'her‘ir;ith‘'wHO
is with WHO ‘i’JTthat
wood Nursing Home In Yonkers.
in that city.
L
^
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Glaston. son,
June 14. He was drama director Semite Park.
sound engineer at RKO.
Los Angeles. June 5.
Father is
at .several leading universities. He
Helen Meyers to Phil Terry, Sa- flack for Abbott Sc Co.stello.
also served as stage manager for
He’s a film
linas. Cal.. June 9.
a number of Broadway legits.
jyjj.
I.aVere,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles liaVcre,
company
In 1937. he organized a repertory actor and former husband of Joan son, Glendale Cal.. June 6
6. Father

handled many film

also

j

j

Lehar’s operetta “Land of Smiles.”
Survived by a son.

BUCHANAN

I

I

tummo^^

a

Rosa
Evelyn Torry

.loe

(Bi

Hotel Steven*
"Skating Circav'

Preiiee

Day Dann
Dusk

!

i

I

R.

Bud Prentice Ore
Vine •erdena
Broa (3>
Mickey Slurp
Velma Sherry
Mel Cole Ore
Panohe Ore

I.ind
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war against the “Red”

Its

label.

film capital bases this conon the sharp reaction
clusion
columnwriters,
editorial
and the-Joe-in-the-street to
ists
latest

broad

sweep

over

London

A

i

The

1-Nifer
'

|

“Battle of the Larynx” will
in earnest this full,

{

,

I

'

,

5

,

Way’

—

season.

To the radio and tele networks
and the independent stations it will
come as smoke-ringed manna from
heaven. For in an era of economic
cutbacks and budgetary retrenchments, the radio and video sales
boys are cashing in on the “cream”

—

New

Sign Top Virtuosi

slow before accusing anyone

Casino
game around July 15.
Public reaction to the Coplon croupier Albert Jauffret, having
three
from
retumed
recently
stigmatizing of
show biz
names was epitomized by President! months study of craps in Arnerica,
teaching 12 speis in charge ot
(Continued on page 23)
cially-selected croupiers how to
run a craps table.
After exploring each of the 65
Rabbi Sees Radio, Films,
different ways of playing the game,
the Casino, on the basis of JaufComic Books Spawning fret’s report, has decided to play
Idaho way,” the simplest
it “the

For

TV

Films

‘Generation of Illiterates’ and most popular method.
oi
Cleveland, June 21.
« ,.
Radio, films and comic books
were branded as potential spawn-

tables will be
identical with tables as used at
Valley Casino, where Jauf-

-

:

(Continued on page 55)

ing ground.H for a “generation of
illiterates of whom society asks
only enough ability to spell out
traffic signs and billboard advertisements.”

The

accu.sation,

aimed

JACK KAPP MEMORIAL

undesirable features of the three
media, was made by Rabbi Julius
Nodel of Cleveland in a forum
at the 76th annual meeting of the
National
Conference of Social
Workers. He suggested that the
best brains and talent be devoted
to the.se sources of information.
Among tlie other speakers were
John J. McCormick, general manager of WTAM; Edwin F. Helman,
at

J.

director. WBOE,
Shultz, executive

and

Henrv

director

of

E.

the

(

i

i

!

<

One of the memorials the Jack
Kapp family has approved, following several proposals to honor the
founder of Decca Records, is a
foundation, in his name, proceeds
to go to the National Conference
of Christians and Jews. This was
a work in which the late recordii^
executive was vitally interested,
and it was through his work with
educational bodies, to make them
record-minded, that Kapp and Dr.
Everett R. Clinchy, prez of the

Comic Magazine Publish- NCCJ, weie first thrown together.
ers.
A number of Decca artists
McCormick maintained that already have expressed their deAssn, of

^
’

(Continued on page 48)
j

!

,

June

Hollywood, June 21.
Polk
and
Bernard
Rudolph
Luber have signed Artur RubinJascha Heifetz. Marian
Gregor
Piatigorsky,
Anderson.

donate a portion of their
sire
recording royalties to the NCCJ*
Jack Kapp .Memorial, headed by
Bing Cro.sby who is said to have
sparked the whole idea.

I
'

I

stein,

j

!

television films.

I

^

I

i

I

Contracts

were

made through

Sol Hurok, who handles the artists
concert appearances. They’re also
negotiating now with Lily Pons,
Gladys Swarthout, Nathan MilRise Stevens and Josef
stein,
Szigeti to come to Hollywood for

:

i

!

^

films.

In Variety of June 15

AIIKL

saiil:

“There's a reailymaile television pHeka«!e on the Strand
. . . The usually tiptop Phil Spitalnyitc's exceed them*
S4‘hes with their ^Hoiir of Clharnr \oea-iniisiral versatility.
stage

The maestro has

a

hue aggregation which can mix up its
it into any numlN'r

present 5.^-niinute format and compress

to

Square Dancing on Ice
Dallas,

>

VIA NAT’L CONFERENCE TV

directly

RCA

'

I

Isaac Stern, Jan Peerce, Patrice
Don Co.ssack
Munsel, Segovia.
Chorus, Alicia Markova. Anton
Budapest
Quartet for
The Dolin and

Monte Carlo craps

On

24

(Continued on page 24)

else.

high-echelon execs for a new

|

playing
coin of the ’49-’50 .season
for high stakes from the only
"foolproof” industry in times of
Whereas foods, soaps,
recession.
drugs and the “heavy” industries
(refrigerators, automolives, tele set
production, etc.) have been feeling
the effects of a “soft" market, the
ciggie boys are raking it in.
It's

trial

campaigning among his company’s

1

'

—

Arthur Freed, one of Metro's
top producers of big musicals, is

Steps Out Of

21.

Something new for Dallas is
square dancing on iceskates.
lee Skating Square Dance Club
Fair Park recently opened.

Another
]

'

Kapp Memorial

idea,

pending, has to do with a
muslc-roeord wing at the N. Y.
Public Library at 42nd and 5th.
still

.vay

lie^fitei*
to sell M-G’s song and dar.»‘e epic-’.
Santa Fe, N.M., June 21.
Freed wants these musicals to he
Clara Bow is coming out of re- handled
_ a la Broadway legit hits.
tirement to star in a revival of with two-a-day performances in speLawrence Riley’s “Personal Aplegit-type hou.ses at advanced
pearance” at El Teatro; here in Au- pi jces. It is his belief that a care"
gust.
felly prepared mu‘’'cal “can gross
Former “It” girl of silent picn^uch as ‘Oklahoma!’ or any
tures was persuaded to accept the
first-run.”
date by Ann Lee, actres.s-manager
persuade
of the local strawhat. Miss Bow reto think that way,
executives
our
sides with her husband Hex Bell,
although I’ve not been successful
Nev.
Vegas,
at nearby Las
yet,” said Freed on his last week’s
visit to New York. “But the time
will come when we will sell our
best musical filn\s on that basis.
Television’s Quiz Show
These films should be sold as entertainment on special runs. They
of ’Em
Jag With
should not go fir.st-run and then
promptly 'be played at half-price.
York City Stations We are the only business in the
and
quiz,
world that sells a Cadillac and a
Tele is going In for a
participationer jag. obviously in- Ford at the same price.”
givethe
of
spired by the success
companies
tlie
thinks
Freed
According to an should not be “nervous” over exaways in AM.
analysis by Ross Reports on TV
(Continued on page 48'
Programming, 24 stanza.s in tlie
quiz and audience - participation
category are being offered on New
York tele stations during June, a Understudies Deel,
new high for this kind of show.
ABC-TV. moved by the ratings
Eastham Used By
its “Stop the Music" and “Break
the Bank” have racked up. has conon ‘So. Pacific’
centrated program attention on the
RCA-Victor used both Sandra
quizzers and has nine such offerNBC-TV follows with five Deel. understudy to Mary Martin
ings.
entries in the cla.ssification. CBS- in “South Pacific.” and Dickinson
TV and DuMont each have four Eastham, understudy to Ezio Pinza,
and Wl’lX, N. Y., pre.sents two.
male lead in the same sliow, in
Of the 24 giveaways. 11 use creating an album of “Pacific”
studio audiences as contestants, tunes.
They were cut last week
while nine use celebs or other in New York by A1 Goodman’s
guests in their games. A growing orchestra, a combination of 28
trend is noted to viewer quizzes, men and a male chorus, plus singwith four shows appealing directly ers Thelma Carpenter and Jimmy
to the set owner.
In addition. Carroll. Album will i.ssue both on
WPIX will preem its “Tel-O- 78 rpm. and 45 rptn. platters.
Vision.” a stanza beamed to viewer
Victor will cut an album of th«
{contestants,
tonight
(Wed.)
at tunes from Irving Berlin’s “Mis*
8:45 p.m.
Liberty” this week with Goodman,
ABC-TV also has readied “Hold Miss Deel and Carroll, in addition
That Camera,” a quiz which will to Wynn Murray, Martha Wright
pair viewers with members of the and Bobby Wright. Both sets will
(Continued on page 20)
be marketed as quickly as pos.sibIc.

major cigaret companies (and even
pouring unprecedented coin into radio and
television for programming dominance.
On AM-TV network programming alone, they’ll be spendacts for
ing an estimated $28,800, OQO next

;

Bow

Retirement for

with the

the smaller brands)

business of the carminetwo of Adler s
tinged brush. From Marshall Field
Lippmann, newspapers ® London one-nighter at the highest
Walter
to
'“'“'y
Sot.
have been highly critical during
Comedian M>ion Cohen and
the past few weeks of the name
Marvey
wili get $8,pe"'
disclosures at the Coplon trial in
them for flying to
Washington. And many private 500 between
London to p ay one night show for
citizens have been even more i„.
a charity at the Olympia arena.
censed than the papers.
and fly back imNet result, it is thought, is that London July 4,
the latest Red baiting may have
Jf'
IVlaiVe.V
gCtS $ 3 50
and
U.
0,000
^
hoon tough
traiiah on
rtn the
the individuals
inHivi/iiinIe in
in.
been
volved, but served a good purpose
for show business in general by
Monte Carlo Getting
twinging public sympathy from the
people and agencies responsible
Set for Dice: ‘La Hard
for the reckless tarring.
In general, public opinion has
been that the names read from FBI
and ‘Le Petite Joe’
reports at the Judith Coplon proBy MARGARET GARDNER
ceedings in Washington and by the
Monte Carlo. June 21.
Tenney Un-American Activities
Originally scheduled to begin
Committee in California were used
at Monte
c* ap-shootirig
indiscriminately. As a result, it is
expected that Government agen- Carlo has been po.stponed for a
Casino
makwith
the
weeks,
few
cies
particularly the FBI
will go
preparations to launch the
very

show

be on

Clara

21.

friendship of
standing
years
between
Harry Adler, N. Y. agent, and Jack
Koppell, London booker, is now
paying off. As a result, Koppell
transatlantic

many

by

the

By GEORGE ROSEN

Acts For
London, June

The

Like Legits—Freed
’

21.

,

CENTS

Can Run Indef on B’way

And Other Keys

Paying Off; Loose Labelling Mbfires

—

25

FATTENS RADIO, TV

H wood as 'Ref Scapegoat No Longer
V
Hollywood, June
Hollywood and show biz in genfeels it has won a notable $8,500 to 2
erai
victory during the past 10 days in
N. Y. to

PRICE

1949

22,

of ziiigy half-hours fur video.

It's

that kind of a

show."

Abel

.

WeJne^y, Jun«

MISCEMJLASY

Americans in Paris Remain Yanks;

22, 1949

Lm^oh, Boyer,

Paris Rimaroimd
By Borrah Minevltch
«

Also Beaucoup Yanked in Francs
MAXIME DE BEIX

By

Paris,

June

Paris,

trip to Harlem, where said Sartre Is
just as likely to be found.
Maurice Chevalier has a song,
"When a gendarme meets another
gendarme, w’hat do they speak of

18,

Paris is currently bursting at the
neanis with American visitors thus
giving hotelmen, eateries and the
better known amusement places a
Whether this will
real field day.
be repeated next season, having re-

except gendarmes," What Americans really see in Paris is other
Americans. The Spyros Skourases
were no sooner in towm that they
turned home, and visitors turn a gave and were given parties, just
isobered eye on their check-stubs, the same as when Louella O. ParMany ol sons and Johnny Hyde came for
is something else again.
them are already chanting "Never Rita Hayworth’s wedding.
But
367th
last impression apart from the local setting, from
It’s the
again."
3,742 Performance*
that lasts most, and while they did 'four d’Argent to Grand Vefour,
long run recora In the
All-time
not ask on arrival the price of their and from Fruit Defendu to
rooms, even the wealthy frequently Maxim’s, which provide a little legitimute theatre.
as
hotel
bill,
even
if,
gasp at their
Paris atmosphere, they mostly meet
happens too frequently, they don’t the same crowd they find, during
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949”
find it loaded with item billed the rest of the year, in Miami or
El Capitan Theatra, Hollywood, Cal.
twice. It’s all a "mistake,” of course Palm Springs. A few of them give
And now in world-wide release
Just like when in bars the check the chateau country the o.o., but
“BILL
has been made to include more those who go to really French spots
Ken Murray’s
drinks than they had.
But these like Lourdes or Carca.s.sonne are
Academy Award Film
mistakes don’t seem ever to hap- the exception.
pen in their favor. They find they
Except for the couturiers who,

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY’S

I

Currently,

market.

it’s

Unless

still

you

a

And

manded?
Be it as it is, Paris still holds
enough glamor to make the visitor
feel good when he arrives.
Of
course

there are places so well
that they are musts on the

initiated

list:

Maxim’s and Tour

d’Argent for dinner, Tabarin or
Lido afterw'ards, and Monseigneur
or Jimmy’s Bar later still, with
Drap d’Or or Sheherazade instead
maybe. But apart from those, the

Magdelcne
or Mediterrannee where they get
flock

initiated

in the

made

also to

the

agency Young
off a

way they unwittingly apply
slogan, "Visit America

Cheaper Peso to Hypo
Mexican Tourist Biz

Georgia Charles Laughton, for instance
Foursome:
Farflung
is
Gibbs and Ethel (Tico-Tlco) Smith being inked for a 15-minute w
eekly
dining with w'orld analysts Le- .series in which the screen
and
land Stowe and Vincent Sheehan.
legit .star will read the Bible.
Y &
Eli.i

No

j

;

i

prices in commoditie.s made in
Government and tourist
.Mexico.
authorities are striving to curb
immoderate price boosts, rememl>ering the sour reaction caused by
that practice during the war years.
Some tourist caterers profiteered
so much that many Americans returned
home complaining that
prices were higher in Mexico than

up

of zero.

:

I

!

I

I

I

,

hou.ses

tre via special
theatres will

10:30

strictly

a

com-

Both the Par

LONDON CLICK
21.

the Palladium last night (.Mon.)

non-stop laugh show

their complete bag of
Rave reception was accordindividual turns by Harpo
One visit is enough to ed toChico,
and their dual act was
and
easiest-going tourists.

containing

tricks.

its

trigger-fire

gag-

ging.

Dave Barry’s debut was also an
instantaneous success, with the enshow a sure click for the four-

tii-e

week engagement.

Form

for

Hadn’t Played Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, June 21.
outfit played
one-niter here last week at the
Ches-A-Rena and after the date,

Benny Goodman’s

a

Harky Styles, comic with BG
dropped into Lenny Litman’s Copa

with his bride of just a month,
The Hadja boys, Ilya Lopert. Jac- Mary Hatcher, former Par picture
ques Grinieff and Abe Danches contractee who al.so played I.aurey
have the local projection rooms in "Oklahoma!" on Broadway for

elevator.

Both
showing at

pm.

will show it dia year.
On that night Harry Belatres beezee.
on the .screen instantaneously,
Dick DeRochemont (ECA picture fonte, headlining nitery, had come
down with laryngitis and asked
(Continued on page 22)
consultant) glad-handing Paris.
Daddy!! Daddy Daddy!! Ruth Lo- Litman to let him out of his conpert won the $1,400 ship’s pool and tract, which still had two nights to
the light pool, too— and handed it go.
15 Years Ago
I.itman prevailed on Mi.ss Hatchright over to her man on arrival.
Harry Novak
(U),
John B. er to play the two nights, and she
made
arrangements to rejoin her
Katharine Cornell, in a tour of Nathan (Par) and Jo.seph Hummel husband in
Philadelphia at the end
75 towns, mostly one-niters, gross- (WB) are busier booking space in
But when she finhotels, clubs and re.staurants for of that time.
ed a phenomenal $650,000 in a
ished, Litman offered her a fat salthe
visiting
pix
biggies
than
bookthree-play repertory.
ary to come back next work (2’7),
ing their pictures.
and Miss Hatcher went for it. figUiirle .Sam was on the waruring this was a chance to polish
path against Hollywood. Prinup a nitery act in preparation lor
Doe Avedon in Pact
cipal peeve was against the
some dates gal planned to do with
crime type of picture.
Tiff With Selznick Styles when they went abroad in
July
for BG’s date at the PalladiContractual
dispute
is reportedly
Au'aii from the studio for six
um. .London.
months becfiuse of illness, Marie brewing between legit actress Doe
Few
days later. Miss H.ntcher
Avedon
and
David
O.
Sciznick’s
Dressier returned to Metro for
Vanguard Film. The studio claims phoned Litman and bogged him
"Tish."
had
its
contract with Miss Avedon, to let her out of the deal. She
a chance to play femme lead in
Vinton Fret'diey was set on his signed in 1947, is .still in force, but Mickey Rooney’s new indie picshe
asserts
the
options
were
not
next Broadway legit musical, a
ture. "Big Wheel." Litman tore up
Gaxton-Moure starrer. Cole Por- properly renewed and that he is the contract. Film assignment will
ter was going to do the .songs; no now a free agent.
also eliminate Miss Hateher's trip
Actress, currently vacationing in
decision on the librettist.
Canada, has recently been ap- to Europe with her husband.
proached by other picture comBilly
LallifT,
the
famed
panics. She attracted critical attenBroadway restaurateur known
Showfolk Sail
tion on Broadway last season in
to showpeople. died after a
"The
Young and Fair,” subsequentAmong the 1.975 pas.sengers sailsix - week
illness.
Dorothy
ly
appearing in "My Name Is ing for Europe yesterday (’Fues.)
Dell,
the
promising young
Aquilon,"
aboard the Queen Mary w'cre Le«
Paramount starlet, was killed
Shubert and his wHe, Hal Wallil
in an auto accident.
his wife, the former Louis*
Olman Daughter Thespt and
Bloomgarden.
Fazenda,
Kermit
2.> Years Apo
Carolyn Soott Olman, 16-ycar-old legit producer; Richard Addinscll,
Second week of the Equity daughter of .\be and Peggy Olman. composer; theatre owner Harry
strike on Broadway proving un- has joined the strawhat troupe at’
Brandt and wife, Louis Pciigor,
eventful.
the Nutmeg Playhouse. Brookfield chairman
of
Renown Pictures
Center, Conn.
Her parents are a Corp., Ike Levy and his wife ***“
Imogrne ("Bubbles”) Wilformer vaude turn and this Is the Mike Nidorf.
son
began
her
testimony
youngster’s initial try at show biz.
In addition to the above sailini^
against Frank Tinney In the
Olman Is general manager of Edward G. Robinson and his wii*
hearing of her assault charges
the
Loew’s
Wed.)
music
publishing planed to Europe today
against the comedian.
houses, Robbins, Feist and Miller. via Tran.s-World Airlines.
I
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Bros, scored a standout hit

acclaimed for

Law

William Goetz

—

The Fabian Fox

in a .SO-minute

In Internat’l
Producer

—

video lines.
start

Goetz s $100,000

Van Gogh May Figure

—

HARPO, CHICO MARX IN

at

Bill

Quiot-like: Jules Levey nabbed
National
Broadcasting Co. is
picking up the bout in Chicago and the ONE big Continental sleeper
for
U. S. and Canada fall release.
transmitting to N. Y. via coaxial
Ca.sey Robinson to Amsterdam to
cable.
Paramount will pick it up
his Mrs. dance again.
see
from this cable the .same as NBC,
Mercury jitters: Marlene Dieonly the former will pipe it into
trich
(w’ith long cigaret holder)
the Par Bldg, where it will be
registered on the Paramount Inter- slinking ringside at Maxim’s.
HELLO
(but BIG):
Charles
mediate Film System. The Fabian
theatre w'ill get the fight from the Boyer, Charles K. Feldman and
Norma
Shearer
crowding
the Ritz
co-ax and then get it to the thea-

than a week in firstrun theatres.

BIG

ners.

threatening a fight through interHello again: Franchot Tone.
national courts to prove the auAtt: all U.S. niteclub entrepre- thenticity of the Vincent Van Gogh
neurs Stop playing like children. painting which he owns, "Portrait
The one club in Knokke (Belgium) of Candlelight.’’ It is valued at
seat^ 3.000 with a $10 buck cover, more than $100,000.
and is packed every Saturday and
Goetz, through his attorney. ArSunday and acts still consider it a nold Grant, is also threatening suit
break-in date.
against Van Gogh’s son and other
Steve Crane (Lana Turner’s ox) art experts who have ca.st doubt
commutes between his villa and on the authenticity of "Candlethe Carlton bar (Cannes) via his light” and other works suppo.sedly
by the famed Dutch artist.
Chri.scraft.
Public prosecutor in Amsterdam
Clifton Webb entered Paris like
is
now conducting an investigation
Napoleon and left on the q.t.
Eddie Mannix penciled in at the into the authenticity of the paintings
r.nd Goetz has offered to pay
George V.
John Garfield admiring Yves the expen.ses to this country of any
experts
the prosecutor wants to
the
Club
Montand on and off at
send to Hollywood to make a firstChamps-Elysees.
hand
inspection
of the portrait.
MacDonnell
(London’s
Leslie
Foster Agency veepee) scanning Goetz acquired the painting in
Paris.
Palladium
the Continent for
fill-

tonight

it

dickering with Charles

reserved his TV rights when he
signed an acting pact. with War-

—

fight

making

al.so

in

Brooklyn, will
Charles heavy-

-

is

.

,

week day-and-date in four Paris
cinemas.
Like you and us; the Aga Khan
loitering around the George V.
Forget the black market franc

flagship and this Fabian Brooklyn
theatre are paying small fees for
the rights to show on their screens.

New York or Los Angeles.
Mexican amusement operators
are worried by the effects of the
dollar's high price. It means a big
boost in the cost of everything they
must get abroad, including pay for
foreign
talent
which must be
.settled in hard coin.
U. S. film distribs will also be earning less dolA plan is afoot,
lars in Mexico.
however, to offset the drop in the
peso’s value through increasing the
playing time of Individual films.
Currently, films rarely last more

London, June

Please Send

Fox,

mercial proposition.

in

Marx

convince the
Expecting to see at lea.st J. P.
Sartre there, they try the Cafe dc
Flore and later the Tabou, La Ro.Kt*
Rouge, the Saint Germain or the
\ ieux Colombier.
Apart for the
lack of color, it has nothing on a

title

.screens

Warnings are being sounded.
hoM ever, against unwarranted

I

R

but icith beard:

Boyer for a string of half-hour
Boreo passed his recent kinescope
programs.
Vehicle
illness and will take to greasepaint planned
for the Gallic thosper
would be short story dramatizaagain.
Edith Piaf kayoed her audience tions on a weekly basis.
Another due for TV entry is
with an extra pathos punch the
Jack Carson, Warner Bros. star.
night Cerdan lost it.
Walter Wanger willing to liqui- His half-hour show, also via Y’ & R*
replace
"Author Meets
date "Joan of Arc" for the entire w'ould
Continent with one signature for Critic’’ over WNBT in the .Sunday
8:30-9
slot.
Kinescoped
program
$ 1 000 000
French pixers saluting producer would include Janis Paige, vocalFred Grain and star Jack Tati for i.st, along with Car.son. Likely
exclusively turning out first all- sponsor is General Foods for Jello.
French international grosser "Jour Understood that Carson is one of
de Fete” (Chaplin-styled) now 6th the few Hollywood players to have

I

on their big
(Wed.) via television, both picking up from the
coaxial cable from Chicago.
This
is the first time in the U. S. that
a championship
bout has been
brought nearly 1,000 miles via TV
to show on theatre screens.
The
Paramount previously televized the
Walcott-Louis fight and brought in
the Ike Williams-Beau Jack battle
from Philadelphia.
It
the initial instance that
is
theatres have been able to advertise .such a fight in advance, both
weight

ist trade is gearing for the biggest
influx of U, S. vi.sitors in recent
Big bait for visitors is the
years.
promi.se of getting more for less
M’ith the cheaper peso.

formal atmosphere.
The Route
thing will strike the American visitor: From reading of the
existentialists night clubs, he beThey are there
lieves they exist.
all right, but what’s in it?
A blow

Fabians’

theatre,

show the Walcott

21.

With the pegging of the peso at
B.fi.") to a dollar, the Mexican tour-

excellent food in a somew'hat less

One

the

j

'

ea.scl

Kazan.
Emil

I

I

'

this fall as result of a drive by
ad
Is Rubicam to
bite
bigger piece of TV busine.ss

Cable: Joan McCracken wants to
111. work immediately on arrival.
The Lido show feature.s a sextet
N. Y., and of Carrie FinnelLs in unison.

TV-Tahued
Paramount

June

crop of film names appear
heading for television programs

is

«)ld

City,

New

meme-chose
rate — the "official”
Videoed Chi Fite — 320 per.
Rome: Everybody talking production— but not one pix rolling.

First."

Mexico

Carson’s TVers

on to dawn.

N.Y. Theatres Get

Dodero, who are poles of attraction for .Americans to meet, Americans in Paris could easely forget
they are on this side of the water
and consider themselves at home.
They show themselves true patriots

seller’s

have

reservations well ahead, or better
.still, know the manager personally,
you will get the same kind of look
a simpleton would get who would
ask to buy one of the Louvre paintings to take home. If you are in
luck, you may be permitted, for
one night only, to use one of the
courier’s rooms, but that’s about
all.
The general answer is "Nothing available before the 20th of
July," which is made to sound like
the old barber’s sign, "Tomorrow
M e shave for free.” 'This does not
make for good public relations and
the French would do well to think
it over, for Paris is getting fa.st so
high in flavor that, after the smell
has overshadowed the glamor, it
may take a lot of hard work to
bring it back in favor. And that
M'ork could be avoided if, right
now, .something was done to make
visitors feel that they are not
merely sheep for the shears. It’s
all
right opening information
bureaus abroad, but what’s the use
if the Paris office here can’t supply
information in English?
should hotel prices be kept confidential
until
payment is de-

known

knowing what’s good for them, give
parties, and a few ho.stesses, ranging from Lady Mendl to Betty

'

20.

Lou (Latin Quarter) Walters
heralding the new Lido show as
sit
and sip
"greatest
the
to
through.”
George Raft egging Paris on and

AND COO”

can add a V for Very in front of
JlCL..and that the cost of living
here is very high indeed. This explains why so many have curtailed
their stay and cither go back home
or scram to some other country
where business has not taken the
shape of an open season on American tourists.

June

'

'

;!

,

,'

—

.

ncmniRs
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THE GAY DIVORCEES

DISTRIBS:
Proposes UA

Sears.

Shares

Sell 12,000

For $3,500,000 to Insure New Bankroll
Hollywood, June 21. 4
New plan for the sale of a mainterest in United Arl
lorily stock
$3.-j
Hs for a reported price of
proposed here yester
was
*.00 000
UA prez Grad
dav‘ (Monday) by
Mary Pickford
Sears to owners

Probably the biggest poser currently confronting the film indu.stry
w'hether distribs sans theatres can operate at a profit in the
present domestic market is being
answ'ered in the affirmative. Latest
reports filed with the Securities &
Exchanges Commission plus fiscal
statements of the companies recently publicized demonstrate that
the sales wing of the pix biz has
staged a financial rally and is now'
plunged in black-ink.
Rally of the pix peddlers comes
after a fairly disastrous 12-munth
stretch when reportedly every major but one was .steeped in erim.son
so far as distribution was concerned.
Satisfactory gains, generally attributed to sounder operations and production costs rather

week heard

,

one of

scheme

J

12,000

held in the com-

pany
This block of stock accumulated
from successive repurchases by the
company of Sir Alexander Korda.

Goldwyn and

sider

j

—

,

|

for the meet are
certain of their plans,

Coast

Hughes and Odium

now

un-

,

I

Stalled

|

Purchase price for the 12,000block is approximately the
same as that paid by the company
UA
to buy back these holdings.
by-laws provide for consent of all

For

Howard Hughes and Flo.vd
Odium reportedly are unable to

j

get togelliei- on terms for purcha.se
by Hughes of tile option that

Odium's Atlas Corp. holds on the

^

(Continued on page 20)

stoek of the

Film Packages
still

has $300,000

second-money financing

,

avail-

the $600,000 W’hich
Howard Hughes provided in return
for relea.se to him by UA of three
of

of his pix it was to distribute. Grad
Sears company’s prez, has been on
the Coast for the pa.st week trying
to piece together at least two other
packages which might qualify for

the Hughes’

i
'

,

two

films

— “Champage

for

,

which Ronald Solman will
and "Q u i c k s a n d,"

Mickey

Rooney -Sam

Sticfel

pro-

took the better part of
a year to get those packages together and approved and Sears is
having no easy time with the addiIt

,

j

nifficulty is that they mu.st have
the approval of the Nas.ser Bros.

Heal by which

Hughes put up the
provided that loans to producers out of this fund would be

tion

S6i)0,()0()

and to liave made deals
for financing of 15 pix to date.
was declared in Britain that
It
this large-scale angeling of pix by
the government did not mean, how'ev«*r. that there was any socialization of the industry or state control of subject matter.
Situation
was compared to that of loans by
in F.nglniul

May’s Average Pix
Admission 47y2c;

Average price paid per ticket to
the nation’s theatres continued to
drop in May from the alltime peak

to .American firms.

Optimistic picture given by Wil-

(Continued on page 23*
j

reached Iasi February and March.
Figure is still not down, however,
to the 1948 average, according to
Dr.

George Gallup’s .Audience Re-

searcli

unit,

monthly

wliieh

Heeonsiruetion Finance Corp.

the

All-Time Top, 48.8c

compiles the

Exhibs Think 45 Seconds

A Long Enough

!

To Plug

j

May

Trailer

i

statistics.

figure was 47.5c. That com-

Pix Via Video

'

BANK

purpo.ses. was

originally

I

First National Bank of
The Manhattan Co. and

Martiii'e

St.

'rrafalcar

PI.,

8<i.

$9..'>00.00().

Boston,

National Boxoffice Survey

Guaranty Trust Co. of New York
are the hanks involved.
As a result of the $1,000,000 pay-

(Continued on page 22)

CHAPLIN TO DISTRIB

ment.

U’s

coiKsoIidated

net

Heat Continues, B.O.

quick

‘VERDOUX’ IN RUSSIA

Off

Still

'

reportedly in
ing
^negotiation with the Soviet gov- low $22.,5()0.()0().
boxoffice witli many of the bigger
eininent for di.stribution in Russia
Included in (he $7,500,000 now
Some of repictures suffering.
nt his “Monsieur
Verdoiix.”
Deal owing is a loan of $2,500,000 which
launched new product is
is
understood being made on an has been made to United World cently
into
climbing
well
and
up
shaping
binbas.sy level by the comedian- Kiliiis. L 's 16m and television subthe front rank of winners.
producer's personal reps.
BoHi Columbia and Warner
sid.
“Ilappc'iis Every Spring" (2()th*.
United Artists, which distributed Bros, have also taken steps to lop
me picture, is not directly involved their iMdehtednc.s.s in Uie pa.st tew which was a strong second last
week, is soaring into No. 1 spot,
m the negotiations, although it has week.s.
with uniiormt.N best shove ing to ^
been informed of them.
Also out
Not far behind is “Edward.
date.
id it are the Motion
Picture Export
My Son” <.M-G* although not big
‘A.ssn.. which handles
Midwest’s Chillers
.sale of U. S.
in every key city.
pix to Russia, and Artkino, AmeriThirci position goes to “Barkleys
ean distribution agency for Soviet
the B.O.
To Heal
of Broadway" (M-G* while “ColcjPix. which in the past
has been inIndianapolis. June 21.
rado Territoiy" (WB* is edging up
volved in such deals.
“Stratton
groove.
fourlli
Midwest cycle of spei <. “hor- into
'Verdoux’* and a previous Chapfilth
iin pic, “The
Great Dictator,’’ have ror' shows has been revived to Story” (M-G* is copping
This has been a mone.v. with “Home of Brave"
played Czecho.slovakia and other boost Hie h o.
slot.
h’on Curtain countries.
They were eat m e in Hie midw est for a num- (U.A* not far behind in sixth
handled by Jacques Grinicft', for- ber of Ncars, particularly during Seventh best is “Blonde Bashful
i^'gn film financier
and exporter,' hot veaHier months, but the prac- Bend" (2()th» while “Lady Gamwho acquired them from UA in a tice was never as widespread as it bles” (U* is eighth from top.
are
pictures
runner-up
Best
package arrangement.
is now
Exhibs are staging the.se show's “Streets of Laredo” (Par* and
Meantime, word is being awaited
by the MPEA from
Friday
“Champion (U.\>.
Mo.scow on pix a.s midnight features for
Performue.sired by the Ru.ssians out of two and Saturday evening.s.
Besides “Sorrowful Jones” (Par*,
hst.s totalling
200 titles which are ance generally consists of a 4.5- which is fine to sock this stanza,
available for sale to them,
stage
show combining ‘‘Neptune’s Daughter” (M-G*
“Ver- minute
bihix
is
not involved in these magic, mystic cavortings and blood- shapes as having greatest potenbegoliations.
curdling eficcts plus a horror pic. tialities.
Not so big in second
is

Up

t

RKO

and pleasing

j

I,.

.A.

"Lonesome

F’ine” *Par'. also a reissue,

is

nice

Annual

ForelRW

110

Slnale Coplea

...

911

21 Centa

Vol. 175

No. 2

<M-Ct*.

is

in Cincinnati.

Across
Wasliington
“Night
real.
continues very
“Citv

in

Morocco"

(U.V*

River” (U' is good
and okay in MontUnto Niglit” iWB'
“Outpost in
slow.
shapes okay in To-

ronto.
in

“Lust for Gold" »Col* looks good
Buffalo and oke in Frisco.

“Johnny Allegro"
to dull in

INDKX
48

Bills

Chatter

Film
Hou.'jy*

54
6

Reviews
Reviews

49
50
40

Inside Legit
Inside

Music

Inside

Pictures

18

Inside Radio
Inside

26
28

Television

International

14

Legitimate

50

Literati

53

Music
reissue. “Wizard of Oz”
bright in Cliicago and big

Another

”

!

m

in Frisco.

i

i

‘Spring,’ ‘Edward,’

N. Y, week, it looks good in Minnc*apolis and stout in dull Philadelphia. “Calamity Jane, Sam Bass”
(U* is disappointing in Toronto.
The way in which many reissues
have caught on this session is good
news for distributors. Comho of
Lovelier."
Ciirl”-“Never
“Cover
two Columliia oldies, is doing tops
It is bright in Clevethis week.
land. okay both in Baltimore and
Detroit, and nice in N. Y. Comlx)
of “Gunga Din” and “Lost Patrol"
shapes swell in Detroit
from

'

’

—

snnscniPTtov

‘Colorado,’ ‘Stratton’ Best Bets

‘Barkleys,’
can be reduced to $19,500.000 without granting the banks a
Continued hot weather in many
Previfirst lien on specific films.
sections of the country still is takouslv. company could not go bea hefty toll at the national
a.s.sets

harles Chaplin

was di.sclo.sed b.v James H.
Lawrle. managing director of the
Film Finance Corp., the British
government’s $20. 000, 000 production financing agency. Corporation
was revealed by Lawrie last week
to have put up the coin for seven
of the 1.5 films now in production
tion

LOAN; CHOPS

I

tional ones,

C

film makers.
At the same time, however, the
government’s big stake in produc-

grosses, have been

making headway at a pace w'hich
should put tlie outfit in Hu* profit
(Continued on page 22)

—

U ALSO LOPS

co-produce,
duel ion.

the government was giving Hie
green light to J. .Arthur Rank, Sir
.Alexander Korda and British indie

.1

money.

Half the coin has been invested
in

Caesar.'*

tionalization of the British film industry. Wilson’s remarks indicated

Exhibs in television areas want
February and
w'ith
the
pares
Marcli highs of 48. 8e. Prices start- distribs to provide them with special
TV trailers that run n(» longer
went
ed to slip in .April, when they
All the figures include than 45 seconds. Gael Sullivan,
to 48.1c.
director of the Tlieatre Ownexec
taxes
local
tax,
plus
Federal
20^r
ers of America, said last week folin various cities and states.
Kingsley’s ‘Detective’
Admish reported by Audience lowing a survey of hou.M* ops. They
Research is the average of the last want six to 10 of these hrieties, he
Sure Has Hollywood
ticket purchases by people of 12 said, which they can use during
years old and over interviewed in station breaks on local video outlets
Sleuthing for Rights the outfit’s surveys of filmgoers during a two-day period and not
boding
ill-will
by
Broadwayites don’t recall for throughout the country. It includes endangering
years such spirited bidding as Is prices of 'tickets purclia.scd at viewers with repetition of the
trailer.
same
evening
now going on aipong film com- morning, afternoon and
well
pretty
are
Theat remen
(Continued on page 4)
panies for screen rights to Sidney
(Continued on page 23)
Kingsley's smash legiter. “Detecusi ice.
making
ef.Actively
Story.”
tive
Hughes, in (he interim, is atTough Reagan Break
forts to acquire the play arc Para(Continued on page 4)
Hollywood. June 21.
mount. Metro, Warner Bros., 20thRonald Reagan is in St. John’s
Fox and Samuel Goldwyn.
are all stratospheric in hospital, Santa Monica, with multiDeals
ITS
amount of coin and percentage par- ple fraction of the right thigh sufTrade Marie neRlalered
ticipation being offered (he author, fered during charity ball game at
»of’Nr>Ki» nv siMi: sii.vkkman
rubllHheti Weekl.T by VAKIRTV, Inr.
$1,000,000 although not in the same league Wrigley Field.
Sid Sll\<‘rm.',n, Pre^idont
Accident delays start of U-l’s
•Toining the parade of other ma- with the $1,000,000 for “Born Yes154 VVe^t 4fith SI.. New VorU 19, N T
Holly W' immI tN
jors. Universal has now brought terday" (Columbia* and “Harvey” “Reign of Terror,” in which he was
6311 Vurc.i .Street
down its current bank loan to (Universal*. Total may reach close, to have costarreil with Ida Lupino
Wasblnaton 4
for
deal
one-yearly
by the payment of a however, to the $6.50.000 that under his
$7,5()().()00
1292 Nallr.iiHl Pros-* niiUdlng
riih'HRo I
Loan, bor- Metro gave for “Annie Get Your studio. Start of pie was scheduled
$1,000,000 installment.
160 No Mlrl)lT:>n A v’e.
for Monday <27*.
(Continued on page 49*
rowed in Ma.v, 1947. for producI.ondon WC!

—

I

Hughes $300,000 Into 2

UA

RKO

theatre circuit.
As a result, it is understood,
Hughes will w'ait until the final
possible moment
Oct. 19 before
offeriiig the shares to Atlas under
tenns of Hie option.
Contract provides that before
selling the circuit to anyone else,
Hughes mu.st give Odium an opportunity to meet the best price
oflered. In the event of no other
bettor otter, Atlas agrees to pay
$4, .500, 000 for the theatres, if it
wants them. Hughes must have the
sale consummated by next Nov. 8
under terms of tlie consent decree
he entered into with the Dept, of

j

United Artists

RKO Theatres

^

stockholders on decisive company
operational moves.
A change in

Sears Trying to Stretch

on Terms

i

share

in

in England Sunday <19* was seen
by American observers as putting
an end to the talk of possible na-

a tanker sunk in Naples harbor
four years ago.

registered by Universal. Columbia.
Republic and other purely produetion-dLstrihution
outfits.
Distrib
wing of the Big Five has also
perked noticeably.
Industryilcs are convinced that
the question of distrib profits is the
key to the entire future of the film
biz.
The anti-trust trend towards
divorcement of distribution from
exhibition already exemplified in
the Paramount and RKO consent
decrees, it is noted, makes it essential for major company health
that distribs rack up a fair return
on their investment.
Hence, the
terrific interest in how the di.stribs
are currently doing.
Only company to show a big loss
In •fiscal
1948 (.<;3.1G2.812'. Universal has now recovered and is

'

j

out

than a rise

company.
,

I

in

consist-

ently refu.scd to plow any of
their own money back into the

the plan.

Meanwhile, as a re.sult of Sears’
stockholder meet
Coast on Monday
in an endeavor to find a solu(27
tion to the company’s continued
Arthur
has been cancelled.
ills
Kelly, exec veepee, and Charles
Schwartz, attorney for Chaplin.
who were to have gone to the

able

who have

Chaplain,
|

the
proposal,
slated for the

More

its

thumbs-down. They felt there
w as no reason for them to kick
back half of their paychecks to
the company’s t r e a s u r y
which they would in effect be
doing for the benefit of owners Mary Pickford and Charles

David

O.
Samuel
Selznick holdings. Miss Pickford
own
4,000
each
Chaplin
and
Whether the Sears proshares.
prohis
posal will be accepted
lematical. since Miss Pickford is
reported greatly shocked by the
She has asked time to conidea.

members

that all
execs be asked to accept a 50''b
cut in their salaries. Suggestion never even got as far as a
vote.
Execs gave it a quick

,

Since the harriers on dollar
remittances have been raised
overseas, a horde of entrepreneurs
has
descended
with
crackpot ideas on using the
coin.
Latest proposal would
have companies buy an unoccupied British Caribbean island and make it a resort.
Asked how that would bring
in dollars since island is in
the sterling area, proponent
replied:
“I’ll mail the dollars
to you weekly on the q.t.”
Another proposal was to devote congealed lira to raising

—

proposal from

a

21.

Definitive
speech
on
British
films delivered by Harold Wilson,
president of the Board of Trade,

Hot Frozen Coin

—

Pressed to find new economies. United Artists board last

j

of stock
treasury.

of Production

But Nationalization Heat Off Industry

THfATRf LOSS

100% Nix on 50% Cut

I

shares

BRs 50%

London, June

i

ard Charles Chaplin. The
disposal of
calls for the

Brit Gov’t

Of f S[T

<Col'

still is fair

most locations.
Boxo/yice Reports
on Pages 10-11)

(Couiplefe

New

.\cls

Night Club
Obituaries
Pictures

Reviews

....

3

Radio

Reviews
Records
Frank Scully

Itadio

24
32
39
53
29
30
44

.

.

Television
Television Reviews
Vaudeville
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(Publiahed
Halljr
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49
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RKO Theatre Chain Likely to Total

“iS!"

Hollywood. June 21.
While front pages are going to
town on police graft, Metro is rushing "Scene of the Crime” into
early release to take advantage of

!

86 Indie Houses; Bypassing Others

;M-G Not Holdii^ Back, ‘A Good Pic

Always Does Good Biz’-Rodgers

,

the free publicity.
Picture deals with the L. A.
bookie racket, which recently figured in print through an alleged
$247, OUO handout to the cops.

Likelihood now is that the RKO-f
w ill einerue as an indeNegro-Themed Pictures
pendent chain at the end of the 2
86 wholly-owned
its
with
year
in Twin Houses
Opposed
houses and very few additions.
City Investing Co. will have two
Despite the consent decree’s okay pix with Negro anti-discrimination

eireuit

i

Metro

‘Cocoanuts’; Also ‘Holiday

I

|

tions. indated terms demanded by
RKO’s pards as the price for grant-

have stymied the management’s attempts to cash in on the
decree’s expansion proviso.
Metropolitan Playhouses is a
pointed instance. The New York
ing

title

circuit,

owned

,

|

In face of the start of a downin
the
price of theatre
tickets, the Victoria on Broadway

houses, feels that the pair of pix
complement each other rather
than hurt, in that people who like
one will go see the other.

in

|

I

'

House
Marshallto.vn, la.. June 21.
RKO theatre delegation headed
by Sol A. Schwartz, veepee and
general manager, journeying here
Thursday <23). for the opening of
RKO’s newly-constructed Orpheum.
the first to be built by RKO since

!

First Postwar

,

j

.

i

product lineup and exhibs must
share the investment risk of "better quality films.” Jack L. Warner,
exec v.p., in detailing 38 pix on
the company’s planning board, described them as "unprecedented”
in terms of star and story values.
A similar pitch will be made to
exhibs.

I

theatre.”

.

•

'

•

•

RKO Theatres

3;

HERSHOLT UP FOR 13TH

l(*mpling to find other buyers who
might exci*ed the Odium guarantee. One of the reasons he is having difficulty is that the .Atlas option is scaring off prospective purchases. since they feel that there’s
not much point in getting a deal
together which is becoming increasingly difficult, at best, under
present conditions only to have
the offer topped by Odium. It is
for that reason that Hughes has
been endeavoring to buy the option
back.
Since that appears unlikely at
the moment. Hughes plans to wait
until the final day before giving
up hope of another deal. Odium
has two days to accept the prijfTer
of the theatre shares "after I have
disclosed it to you and made the

45.9c.
46.8c.
47.2c.

!

TERM AS MPRF PREXY
Hollywood. June 21.
Jean Hersholt was nominated to
run for his 13lh term as president
of the Motion Picture Relief Fund,

—

along with the entire slate of current officers, all without opposition.
Election will be held June 28.

—

Other

officers are

Ralph Morgan,

5

New and 5

Old Songs

For 20th’$ ‘Wabash Ave.’
Ten
in

Hollywood, June 21.
production numbers were
simultaneously last

rehearsal

week

for 20tli-Fox’s

"lloneyman,”
Shimmy Like

secretary.

CAGNEYS FOLD

offer to xou firmly.” Hughes
wrote in the option arrangement.
He added. "I agree that at least
eight days prior to the time when
I
shall make such offer to you
firmly. I will disclose to you tentatively its terms so that you may
have the opportunity to give adequate attention to such offer.
If
you accept such offer, the tran.saclion between us shall be closed
within 10 days after 1 have notified
you that .said securities are ready

N. Y.

HQ

James and William Gagnpy last
week shuttered the office they
maintained in New York to rep
their indie production unit, ft was
set up when they were releasing
through United Artists. They recently shifted
over to Warner

[

Saranac Lake, June

21.

A marked improvement

in opthe Will Roger.s Memorial Hospital here has been
noted since the Variety Clubs took
over control recently, according to
patients.
Following depletion of

eration

of

Wish

Could
My Sister Kate” and
"Floating Down the Green River.”
Screen story, which is entirely
original, was written by Harry
Tugond, Charles Lcderer, Mary
Anita Loos and Richard Sale.
‘T

the Will Roger.s Memorial Fund,
the Variety Club stepped in to
underwrite the hospital’s $200,000
annual budget.

Happy Benway,

vet patient at
the Saranac Lake institution and
Variety mugg there, reported this
week: "Things are shaping up already.
The atmosphere is differ-

ent and new rules with better conditions and food are in action.
In
fact, a lot of real happiness and
contentment now prevails in the
infirmary and. 1 might add, also
with guys like me (ambulatory).”

Dennis Day
Donald Dewar
Paul Dudley
Ed Gardner
Je.sse J, Goldburg
William Gordon
Ree.se Halsey

A1 Jolson
Cliff

Lewis

Guy Madison
Martin
Raymond Massey
W. Stewart McDonald
Bill

tDoe)

L. B.

Merman

Nat Merman
Marilyn Monroe
Susan Peters
Gregory Ratoff
Edward G. Robinson
Lester W. Roth

Max

Sehall

Frank Sinatra
Dick Steenberg
Ross Sutherland
Shepard Traube
Richard Widmark

“Wabash Ave-

nue,” Technicolor film about the
Chicago World Fair of 1893. Five
numbers for the Betty
of the

veepee: Oeorge Bagnall, second veepee: Frances Goodrich, Grable-Victor Maturc-Phil Harris
third
veepee;
Mitchell
Lewis, starrer are originals by Mack Gorfourth veepee; E. L. Patie, treas- don and Josef Myrow. The others
urer, and Wilma Bashor, executive are nostalgic revivals, including
first

same

for delivery.”

1946
1947
1948

;

Saranac Hosp Improves
Since Variety’s Takeover

-

•

paKe

Prod, to 40;

‘

Company sales toppers are taking the tack that Warners is sinking heavy coin into its forthcoming

•

from

Schary Doubling

'

April turn downward is fir.st sigFollowing the convention. WB nificant decline since June, 194’7.
the .Midway, Fore.st Hills. N. Y.. sales execs have been holding
a There was a gradual decline from
1942.
August.
cut Its ribbon in
series of regional meetings
ex- January to June of that year,
Gabby Hayes, western star, will plain the sales policy to the to
sale.s- when prices started theig steady
lead a Hollywood group feteing the
men
in the field. Roy Haines, west- rise. Averages by years since 1940
1,000-seater.
ern division manager, wound up are
Next house to be opened by talks before the prairie and mid32 5c.
1940
RKO will be the HKO Mi.ssouri. west staffs over last weekend. Jules
1941
•••••••••••• ^ 2 do
Kansas City, late in July.
Lapidus, eastern division manager,
32.de*
1942
will hold .sessions with New Eng1943
•••• .•.•••••• 38c*
land and central district sales force
38c.
1944
this week.
43.4c.
1945
iConlinurd

12

have

.

'

RKO's

it

’

Admish Drop

I

outfit becomes ofl'icial.

thal

Others Doing Ditto

price.

plete separation of the theatre unit
from the production - distribution

not convinced

—

Opera.”

M-G

Basis

Hollywood. June 21.
Warner Bros., following its rewhich RKO
sales convention
international
cent
was free to expand was the 122RKO held in New' York, will throw its
theatre Butterfield chain.
general distrib
behind
the
weight
had a SS'L cut in .some of the
While
houses and 10% in the others. Ma- pitch for upped rentals.
maintain
planning
a flexible polto
injor, however, elected to sell its
icy. company execs at the same
terest in the Michigan web rather
than dicker to pick up houses. time shifted their sales stance in
Hence, that group is also elim- favor of "equalizing profits in the
production and exhibition pha.ses
inated from consideration.
of the industry.”
With the three biggest partners
Warners is making clear in adbarred for one reason or another. vance, however, that there’ll be no
RKO’s leeway in expanding is con- "slugging” of exhibs under the
fined to a few scattered partnernew sales policy. Aiming to avoid
ship-hoqses in which it is co-venany acrimony, by blanket upward
turer with small operators. Under
readjustment in rental terms, WB
the terms of the consent decree,
is accenting the "flexibility” angle
company cannot buy other than to exhibs. Latter will be asked to
partnership-theatres in making up
pay more for better quality prodthat extra 30 houses.
uct with each film to be considAny action taken by RKO must ered on its merits.
combe completed by Nov. 8 when

is

Since the theatres must opeiate
months in the year and should
boxoffice product for the
purpose, Rodgers intimated that he
considers the practice of lioarding
better product unfair to the cu.slomer. "After all,” he said, "one
will keep them away. We’ve found
hand washes the other.
If
we
no significant change in the numdon’t give the exhibitor films that
ber of patrons since we raised our
gross, we can’t expect them to
prices.”
continue in business.”
House was formerly getting
Rodgers cited Metro’s current
$1.20 top weekdays and $1.50 Satand coming releases as backing his
urdays.
It is now charging $1.50
word against hoarding.
.Among
weekdays and $1.80 Saturdays.
Tremendous production boom the big ones going to theatres, he
In the meantime, the 42d street lies ahead for Metro during both said,
are
“Edward, My .Son.”
grind houses continue to drop this year and next, according to “Stratton
Story,”
"Neptune’s
their scales, with one spot now at Dore Schary, company’s veepee in Daughter,'” “Barkleys of Broadtlie depression level of 12c before
charge of pioduction. Schary. now way” and “In the Good Old Sumnoon.
Situation on 42d street is east for huddles with top-echelon mer Time.”
considerably different, of course, Metroites, told Variety that the
Que.stion of whether Metro will
from Broadway. On the crosstown company is definitely going ahead boost its releases to some higher
block pix are generally late runs with close to 40 films during the number, possibly three-per-numth,
or rei.ssucs and depend entirely on current year. That plan represents is open for discussion with a dedrop-in trade.
expected
after
Rodgers
a boost of 100^ « over the 20 or so cision
huddles on the Coast. He expects
turned out last year.
Moreover. Schary said, company to shove off for the west Fiiday <24).
will make an equal amount in 1950.
Since the Metro product re"Faster playoffs of films are dictatproduction,” quires careful handling, an.\ upIn
boost
Continued from page 3;
ing
the
ping of release totals presents a
of
matter
explained.
"As
a
Schary
^
^
variety of problems to the sales
performances at all types of themany of the other studios are wing,
he said.
Before undertakalso planning much greater volume.
..
»
j
Decline in April and May does practically every film which we an- ing such a step, he would have to
prepare considerably in advance
not necessarily repi^sent any lowearly in the year has
for the added strain on his departenng of prue scales by exhib,.
j
^
^
^
ment.
,,
tors,
Gallup service points out.
*
"It could be the result of filmgoers
production
volume
of
Boost
in
lowerhigher
to
from
shifting
problems
of
the
L. A. to N, Y.
priced performances, as, for ex - presents one
ample, going more frequently to which Schary will mull with NichEdgar Bergen
morning and afternoon perform- olas M. Schenck, M-G’s prez; WilFoster M. Blake
ances than to tho.se in the evening, liam F. Rodgers, distribution veeJohnny Call
or shifting from fifstrun to neigh- pee. and others at the homeofTices.
Eddie Cantor
borhood theatres. The reported av- That poser is how much Metro will
Carol Carroll
erage price is the average price lift its sights on the overall producOleg Cassini
Continued on page 20)
paid per ticket by moviegoers, not
Sir Sidney Clift
the average price charged per
Sherrill Corwin

Be On

A ‘Quality

Rodgers

is a
good or equitable policy to
shelve a film until the market
looks rosier. "By holding back on
good films, you only further the
bad business that you complain
about,” Rodgers added.
Be.sides,
and
Harpo
Groucho.
starring
never know whether business
you
Chico, will be released by United is poor because of weather
or genhad
Metro
September.
in
.Artists
eral conditions or because good
considerable success last year in
pictures are not being shown in
the
at
Night
"A
reissue
of
its
the theatres.”

"Cocoanuts” was relea.sed In
1929 as the first of a string of Paramount-made Marx Bros. pix. Lester
Cowan’s "Love Happy.” a new pic

"We’ve found,” declared Maurer,
the film hasn’t got what it
takes that a 20c admission won’t
bring ’em in. On the other hand,
if our houses are playing a picture
the public really wants to see,
there’s no reasonable price that

WB s Upped Rental
Pitch to

said
Metro’s pix will be
grooved to theatres as soon as iluy
are available from the .studio.

1942.

"if

i

;

gers

”

'

tenant.

will

RKO

own

.

$1.80 Top

trend

RKO

Third large web

to

Maurice
has upped its scale,
"Brave” is currently in its sixth Maurer, who operates the house
week. It is expected that its run for City Investing Co., maintains
four to six that price is not a factor in dewill continue from
weeks more, making for a lengthy termining biz for a strong picture.
overlap of the two films. Maurice Stanley Kramer’s "Home of the
two Brave” 'UA) is the house’s current
of
the
operator
Maurer,

profTcred a proposal that he and
bid against each other for
50% interests.
their respective
Understood that Reade has refused
and is
proposition
to go for the
insisting on acquiring the
slice at his

On

Victoria

Broadway

i

lished cinematic reputation.
will get general release Dec. 2,
along with a reissue of "Holiday
Inn. the Bing Crosby-Fred A.staire
musical which piled up gros.ses in

lease.

by the

partly

Skouras chain. United Artists circuit and HKO. have a number of
desirable houses which RKO would
like to take over. Asking price on
these flickeries. however, is far
almve what RKO thinks equitable.
Hence, the chain has practically
been eliminated from RKO’s expansion blueprint.
Difficulties in negotiating with
^Valter Reade. RKO’s paid in the
Trenton-New Brunswick circuit of
12 deluxers. are also hamstringing
the major’s attempts to branch out
in that New Jersey sector by buyLatter has been
ing out Reade.

Ups His

its

Paramount has decided to re"The Cocoanuts.” the Marx veepee, declared this week.
On
first film* vehicle and the one
principle that ‘‘a good picture
on which the zaney freres estab- always does good business," RodPic
issue
Bros.’

Maurer Bucks Trend,

themes playing against each other
adjoining Times Square
its
in
houses starting June 30. Opening
at the A.stor that date will be
Louis de Hochemont’s "Lost Boundaries.” being distributed by Film
Next door at the VicClassics.
toria is Stanley Kramer’s "Home
of the Brave,’’ a United Artists re-

will not hold back on

big films regardless of hot-weailier
doldrums or the unusual slacknes*
in grosses which have been worrying many of the distribs. William
F. Rodgers, company’s dislribution

Par Reissuing Marxes*

j

to the acciuisition of a maxinuim
of 30 partnership theatres as an
added bulwark to the web’s opera-
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BEN GOETZ’S SON TO

I

WED

Hen Goetz, Metro’s British topper, and his wife, Goldie, are due
in
New York momentarily from
Bros.
London for the marriage of their
Peggy Bleakley. who served for son. Hayes, to Martha Stephenson
about five years as story ed and Kemp Mature.
eastern rep, was let out last NoShe’s the widow of bandleader
vember and the office has been in Hal Kemp and former wife of Viccharge of a secretary since then.
tor Mature.

N. Y. to L. A.
N. Y. to Europe
Richard Addinsell
Jean Bartel
Harry Brand

Howard

S.

Cullman

Val Arms
Harold Boxall
Richard Condon
Bing Crosby
Jack Dales

Marguerite Cullman
Art Foud

Arthur Freed
Oscar Hammerstein, 2d

Jo.seph Green
Otis L. Guernsey, Jr.
Rex Harri.son
Ike Levy

Rosalind

Ivan

Tehekla Kalia-Bey
Christopher Mann
Shirley Potash

Rapper

Burgess Meredith
Mike Nidorf

Irving

Palmer
John Perona

Kenneth Thomson

Lilli

Louis K. Sidney

Louis Petigor

Lee Shubert

Murray Silverstone
Carleton Smith
Dorothy Steel
Stroock
Torin Thatcher
Hal Wallis
Joseph Winters
Gloria

N. Y.

TO B’KLYN

Henry Meryan

—

1''

1'

PICTVltKS

CHARM PITCH AT EXHIBS

PAR’S

Super Drive-In (TV, Bands, Cokes, Fix)

Seen by Vet

Showman

Balaban

J.

Move

for AD-Industry 'Cooperation

J.

Hot Dogs Vice Popcorn?
Mayfair, Coney Island nabe,
has installed a vending machine which dispenses the hot
dogs plus roll for 10c.
Machine was set up in the
house on an experimental basis through the gadget’s local
distributor,
Bernard
Roths-

Music City, meaning that television.

A.

“

Balaban, director generals
theatre, the 20th
of the Roxy
Century-Fox showcase on Broadthat America
opinion
the
of
way is
may undergo a revolution in thethan exsooner
standards
atre
It may take the form of
pected.
he
drive-ins.
of
adaptations
de luxe
into a Telethinks, combining

A

Much Skepticism Attends Johnston s

dancing, picnicking, refresh-

child.
When a customer inserts a dinie the wiener is
electrically cooked in 90 sec-

ment counters and the like would
mobe natural augmentations to

tion pictures.

onds by means of electrodes
on either side of it.

This is something for the hinterland and localities close to the
Balaban points to
biggest keys.
“any spot just across the George
Washington bridge” as servicing
But.
Manhattan, for example.
naturally,

it

Upped

Arnafl’s

would be even more

applicable in less congested areas.
Drive-ins are the next biggest
upcoming theatre development, he
feels. Its virtues for anything from
easy parking, bring-the-kids-andsolve-the-baby-sitter problem, and
of course its appeal to the youngsters for combining pictures with
pitching woo, are now well known.
There are manifestations of possible year-round operations, even in
northern climes, if there is enough
appeal through getting patrons out
to an elaborate Tele-Music City.
Balaban’s idea for the latter goes
so far, in fact, as a project with
a choice of four different types of
He wouldn’t elaborate,
pictures.
but is believed to mean a news-

DealWhhSMPP
Hollywood, June

21.

G. A mail, president of the
Society of Motion Picture ProF.llis

ducers. has

made

a

new

deal w'ith

the organization by which he

devote
its

“all the

affairs.

W'ill

time necessary” to

As compen.sation, his

salary and expenses will be lipped
a total of $5,000 yearly.

Arnall’s pay and expen.se account. which amounted to $35,000,
In
will be increased to $40,000.
the SIMPP topper has
return
agreed to cut dow'n on the number
Lecof lectures he gives yearly.
ture lour for which he gets an

reeler, an art or foreign hou.se. another for ftrstruns, and presumably

the fourth house for the combo
policy with the accent on vaude-

—

average of about $600 per speech
has occupied considerable of his

ville.

Balaban even had Coca-Cola Intime.
terested in underwriting such an
Arnall, former governor of Georundertaking but it never materialPepsi-Cola does it with free gia, also has a law' practice in his
ized.
square dances in New York’s pub- home state and several other busiBalaban’s idea is that ness interests, none of which oclic parks.
the pictures (drive-in), along with cupy a great deal of time nor are
sandwiches, dansapation and the affected bv the new agreement with
SIMPF’.
like, would sell so much Coke it
would be a profitable investment
Original deal with the Society
for that company.
was a part-time arrangement. How‘‘The de luxe type of picture ever,
members have been so
house presentation will also always pleased with the progress that has
(Continued on page 22)
been made in the affairs of the indies and the stature of the organization since he took over that they
Exempt Bond Buys
wanted him to devote more time
lo il.' Me had in the meantime become
so immersed and interested
Urged by Council
in film matters that he was anxious
lo give the time if even a partially
In Tax-Saving Idea compensating arrangement could
Hollywood, June 21.
be made.
Motion Picture Industry Council
He has been here a week dis|

studying a proposition lo level
income taxes of Hollywood talent through the purchase of U. S.
Savings bonds. Known as the “Silverson Plan.” it has been laid be
fore the House Ways and Means
is

the matter, among other
with the membership and
the new deal was worked out without difficulty.

cussing

off

things,

i

-

Committee in Washington.
Hazen tc Coast While
Plan would work something like
this: An actor with a lofty income
Wallis Shoots in Italy
this year would buy a $10,000 bond
.Toseph H. Hazen will go to the
without paying taxes on the 10
grand.
Later, when his income C'oasl from New York in July for a
dwindles, he cashes the bond and month to admini.ster the affairs of
Wallis-Hazen Productions, in which
pays the taxes on it.
MPIC passed a resolution back- he is partnered with producer Hal
yesterday
left
Latter
ing up the briefs recently Hied Wallis.
with the State Dept, by the Motion (Tuesday) for F.urope, W'here he
unproduction
in
occupied
will
be
Picture Assn, of America and the
Society of Independent Motion Pie- til late September.
ture Producers, protesting EngHazen will remain in the U. S.
i

!

,

,

i

;

,

Paramount is getting full steam
up on a new' campaign “to make
friends
and influence people,”
exhibitor-wise,
anyway.
Out to
mend its broken fences and pick
up bookings from circuits it has
sold away from for the past few
years, both A. W, Schwalberg, sales

‘Hit the Trail’ Gael

When

Gael Sullivan execudirector of the Theatre
of America, treks lo
Santa Fe. N. M.. next week he

j

tive

1

Owners

have visited every state in
the union during his first year
of office witli the national exhib group.
Sullivan will be
on hand to attend and address
the annual convention of' Ihe
Theatre Owners Assn, of New'
will

veepee. and E. K. (Ted» O’Shea,
ass’t general sales manager, have
been hitting the road for the past
few weeks.
First break came last w'eek when
O’Shea inveigled Milton Mooney’s
Cooperative circuit into the Paramount fold again. O’Shea closed
the deal after huddles w itli Mooney
in Cleveland
(’ooperative has 125
theatres in tlie Cleveland sector.
It has laid off Paramount product
for two years or more.
Likely to be second in the prodigal son role is E. V. Richards in
New' Orleans.
After Scliwalberg
scurried there several weeks back
to
open talks with
Richards.
O’Shea followed through last week
and this. Reports to the h.o. indicate that a deal returning Par
product to its erstwhile partner is
close lo the inking stage.
In tlie meantime, Schwalberg has
been busy on the push. Distrib
cliief
met with Bonnie Berger,
longtime Paramount feudi.st, at the
h.o. Monday (2()i in an endeavor to
reach agreement. Berger besides
(Continued on page 22)

Mexico June
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forts to weld an all-industry body
for consideration of general problems. intramural affairs and public
relations.
Even with divorcement
doing away with the
“.schizophrenia” which has killed such efforts in the past, however, vet in(lu.stryiles
are
expre.ssing
little
l)ot)e that a succe.ssfully-funclioning all-indu.stry organization can

he achieved.

Motion ificture Assn, of America

TO.\er. incidentally, will be
stopping at the La Fonda
hotel; English
translation
“end of the trail."

meml)ers, queried in New
during the past week, seemed
he viewing with something like
-'amused detachment the attempts
of MI*AA prez Eric Johnston to organize a modified version of the
idea he has nurtured since he came
int») the Association for an all-indust ly body. Prextos of the member companies, who eompri.se the
MI’.XA hoard, take the view that it
is a nice Idea if Johnston can do it.
However, they feel that the inEric Johnston. Motion Picture terests of the various segments of
Assn, of America’s prez. and Fran- the industry are too divergent lo
cis Harmon, veepee in charge «)f aj'hieve’any sustained success with
the MPAA’s New' York office, took an organization .4ftch as Johnston is
a gentle needling last week frcmi tu'oposing.
His present aim. inWilliam F\ Rodgers. Metro’s dis cidentally. is lo start by welding
tribution veepee, on the subject distrihs and exhibs together and
of obtaining National Allied’s co- then possibly add indie producers,
operation in the MPA,\’s all-indus- unions, guilds and other organizatry unity drive.
During the meet- tions later.
ing held with the Theatre Owners
Execs of Theatre Owners of
of America, those attending report. America, although they have sat in
Rodgers declared in a talk that on two exploratory meetings with
he has been working with Allied Johnston and his aides on th«
for 20 years and has managed lo |)roject, al.so are viewing it on a
get along with the outfit despite ‘•we|re listening” basis
They’re
willing to go along if Johnston and
small differences.
MPAA v.p. Francis Harmon, who
It is Johnston’s personal duty to
has been charged by Jolmston with
await personally on Abram
F.
Myers, Allied’s general counsel and the chore of getting the organizaboard chairman, and other Allied lion started, can demon.strate that
they’ve mobilized enough other
officials to see that they are draw n
into the all-industry committee, or groups to make the whole thing
h»)ard

—

i

^’^>rk

j

t«)

MPAA Romancing
Allied Exhibs

Org

-

,

Par’s Comerford Spiitup

Paves the

Way

for Other
I

Theatre Liquidations
By closing a deal for the breakup of the 69-theatre Comerford
circuit. Paramount has eased the
pressure to liquidate other exhib
partnerships during the present
year. Par is now far ahead of the
timetable laid down by its consent
decree with the Government and
requires only one more big circuit
spiitup to meet the quota for the
decree’s first year of operation. It
gives the company ample time to
dicker with its other pards on
deals currently cooking.

So

I

'

words

I

I

I

!

I

to that effect w'ere said by
Rodgers. Apparently the Rodgers
declaration
is
already working,
since both Johnston and Harmon
are trekking to Indianapolis Saturday (25) to meet with Allied’s top

officials.

I

far. dissolutions

affect

some worth. Allied
j

250 partnership bouses. That leaves
100 to go for the first year since
the decree pro-rales liquidations
at one-third each for tfiree years.
Total of theatres affected amounts
lo 1.100.
Most likely deal to come through
next, it is reported, would be w'ith

I

'

practical.

Ted Gamble, TOA board chairlast week expressed guarded
(Continued on page 23)

man.

Tom

Johnston made the arrangements
by phone with William T. Ains-

RKO

prez.

Ned

E.

prexy, serving as chairman
(Continued on page 49)

Par Maps Auction-Block

Method for

Its

Houses

Waller, Larry Beller

Dismissed by

Depinet.

MPAA

lu

New Economy Maneuver
Tom

Waller,

New'

York public

relations chief for the Motion Picture As.sn. of America, and Larry
Beller, his aide, were both given
their notice last week in a new

economy move by the MPAA,
place

of

the

two vet

In

publicLsts,

M. A. Lightman. partner with Par
With its interest in hundreds of whose salaries total about $500 a
Negotiations theatres throughout the country week, Association is aiming
in the Malco circuit.
lo hire
on this theatre web have been heading for the block under the one man at “under $200.”
pushed along for the past few' con.sent decree. Paramount has
Departure of Waller and Beller
months. On Hie other hand, dick- now worked out a method whereby becomes effective July 2.
It folering on the giant Interstate chain it will be able lo unload these hold- lows the firing a few
weeks ago,
is reported cold as a result of the
ings without criticism that
the al.so for economy, of three memKarl Hoblitzelle to .see
with Paramounters on
terms.
Comerford
Provisions of
the
deal hand Paramount 14 choice
houses and some $2. 000, 000 in cash
failure of
eyc-to-eye

and notes, it
interests, on their
is

said.

Comerford

part, take the
other 55 houses. It is claimed that
Par’s 14 theatres have heretofore
brought In 50% of the entire profits

of the chain.

company
is
playing
favoiites. bers of the community relations
Method fixed upon w'ill be es.sen- department, which specializes in
tially one in which Hiose yenning contacts with women’s clubs and
Par houses can bid against each oll^r

other.

Company

civic

and fraternal pressure

groups.
is

plete lists of

now
all

collecting
thu.se

com-

who have

in inquiring about
particular theatres.
When the time is
ripe, those on the list will he advised to make specific otters. As a
pre-requisite to any offer. how<*ver.
the bidder will also be r«‘quiied to
post a percentage of his offer in
cash to show his good faith.

written

Paramount group will be operhandle future production prepa- ated under the presidency and genrations for the unit, w’hich releases eral
managership of Louis J.
through Paramount, and to partici- Finske. formerly a lop exec with
E.G.
route' pal«* in Par’s di.stribution plans for the C’omerford circuit. Penn Para- Par, it is understood, then ex“Rope mount CVirp., wholly owned subsid pects lo choose the top three or
*TArP>r l*PII
nif
Friend Irma
four bidders with reference to any
PIC >1 S^^^d ami
ot Par. will own the theatres.
S IT
Wallis is going to Paris for a
hou.se or group of theatres. These
Edward G. Robinson planes for
and
then to Rome to set
week
w ill be invited to New Voi k w tiere
Rome today (Wed.) to star in the,
Danziger’s ‘Magic’ Act
they can bid. against each oHier
plans for .luly production in Italy
forthcoming Gregory Ratoff indie
William Danziger. who resigned until the top price is hit.
of “September” which will star
pioduction. “My Daughter .toy,”
Shooting on out- two w'eeks ago as exiiloitalion
.loan Fontaine.
which Ratoff w'ill produce and di-;
lias joined
liooi
locations will be done in chief for Paramount,
Anita Colby’s Flackery
rect. Robiiison, who’s freelancing
Productions
to
Small
Naples and Capri. Edward
now, has a financial interest in the Rome. Florence.
Anita Colby, who recently repromotion
and
publicity
on
liandle
Interiors will be lensed in Hollyfilm and will be- gone about four
Orson Welles- turned to the U. S. from a Euro“Black Magic."
wood in Ihe fall.
months, returning here in October.
starrer. which was made by Grego- pean tour, is planning to set up
His wife is accompanying him and
ry Ratoff for Small in Italy under her own public relations agency in
Rep Gunning Six
before starting work on the pic
“Cagliostro.” is being New York in the fall. She expects
label
tile
they intend making a stopover it«
Hollywood, June 21.
given top publicity-advertising to handle cosmetics and other comPari.s. Rohin.son. has no other com-'
mercial accounts.
Six pictures get the gun at Re- treatment by the producer.
Femme, in addition lo appearing
mitments.
piihlie in the next “Viix w'ceks, inDanziger will work with United
Peggy Cummins arrived ye^ter- cluding the studio’s high-budgeter Artists, whicli is distributing. He in a number of films, .served as an
day iTues.) from the Coast, on for 1949. "Sands of Iwo Jima.”
W'ith David O. Selznick and
exec
will he aided by Lew' Melamed,
her way to Rome, w'here she will
War picture starts June 28 with who will handle radio promotion. Paramount, in both cases handling
appear opposite Robinson in “Joy.” Edmund Grainger producing and Melamed is former UA ether con- chores either directly or indirectly
related to public relations.
She also plans a stopover in Paris. Allan Dwan directing.
tact.
land’s di.scriminatory trade taclics.

New'
circumstances
set
of
iH'ought about by divorcement is
seen as the only added factor giving reason for hope in current ef-

Simultaneously with the MPAA’.s
do-emphasis on its public relations
functions. It has embarked on a
(Continued on page 49)

READE DICKERS 2 OR 3
WB HOUSES IN PHILLY
Philadelphia, June 21.
Jr., eastern ciroperator, is currently dickering for the purchase of a group of
Warner Bros, firstruns in Philadelphia.
Reade has been holding
talks for the buyout of two. and
possibly three theatres, with Ted
Schlanger,
Philly theatre zone
manager, and Lester Kricger,
W'altcr Reade,

cuit

WB

WB

real estate

man.

Two

houses uppermost in the
talks were the Boyd, 2.360-seater,
and the Aldine. 1.3l)3-seater, Al.so
being considered is the Mastbaum,
largest

IMiilly’s

theatre

with

a

4.360 capacity.
It’s been known
that these theatres have been on
the block for about a year. If the
deal goes through, Warners will
hf

left

with four remaining Philly
the Earle, Fox, Stanley

firstruns:

and Stanton.

1

.

,1

:

Weflneeday, June 22, 1949

FILM REVIEWS
of

I

Olme

ho

concerns

Mayo,

Miss

a

Diretted
L)e lla\en. Tom Drake.
Screenplay, t'harles
bv rtoy Howland.
g.hnee: catiura. Paul (’. Vosel: ediior.
Hobert J. Kern Tradeshown N. ^ .. June

shapely schoolmarm who want.s to
attract a man with her mind and
not her curves. She is tlie living,

HunninK time. U1 .MINS.
l.t. 4».
Van Johnson
Mike Conovan

personification of an artist’s

dona

Arlene Dahl

I'onoN.ni

Ciloi ia

Gapt.

Fred

llerkimer
Sleeper
VVehson
I'mpire Menafoe

Turk Kinshv
Tony Rut^o

The Metro

is

plenty selling.

Tom Helmore

Holm

that decides a
trial
lo a court
schoolteacher is .iust as entitled to
s
display
a curvy figure an any other
d
shapely femme.
s
The good fun spots are highlighted by Reagan’s posing as a
“fresh off the boat” immigrant in
Mayo’s citizenship class; his
p
Miss
scene brusholT of her fresh
single
s
brother. Gary Gray a setup
(
kid

has etched on eel-

U

S.
(British) (GFD). Despite
stars, film fails to hit top box-

i

climax.

puncher

•

traditional semi-documentary
treatment of this sort of theme, the
llatei Harry Rapf production still
carries conviction that it can and
has happened. It will do nicely at

will

delight any

suitor of

—

Galore”

“Whisky

j

(GFD).

<

lack of

a

it

moppet’s si.ster and Brackyoung
j
despondency
into
slumps
en’s
whenever things go wrong, which
often.

iis
is

Bright comedy but
marquee names dooms

Kahn.

Long and Sleepless Night,

iimi'T'iGiit

London, June

'
’

j

14.

George Greeley:
Greeley;
Previewed June

'

I

lUmo

suspects are all neatly woven
the plot’s texture. It’s that
raises
of approach which
“Scene” above the average of cops-

down

i

into
sort

and-robber

Joseph La Shelle: editor. William
Reynolds: special effects, Fred Sersen.
Tradeshown In N. Y. June 17, *49. RunMINS.
ning time,
T.oretta Young
Sister Margaret
era.

pix.

On

the score of acting, the cast
Johnson, for
is uniformly expert.
one. gains much from the script’s

canny refusal to limn him as a
glamor-boy. Actor shows that he

Si.ster

Celeste

Scolastica

Elsa

Anthonv James
Monsignor
Heavy Man
Father Barraud
Jarman
Mr. Thfimpson
Mr.s. Thompson.

.

I

OUt tO B happy finale tiue to some
yeoman work of Ron Randell. another crew member.

coii„
Sally
iiy Forrest
r orr^st

Keefe

Dorothy Adams

Bran.selle
Bras.selle
I.eo Penn
i.eo

^

Rita Lupino
Audrey Farr
Donne
Ruth Gifford
GiffS"

underwater
i

u

,f.e
. olli’'
Rand6ll turning in the most crediDevera Burton is medible job.
ocre as the captain’s daughter who
inherits the tabu curse when he
Benedict
and
Bardette,
dies,
Whalen are fair.
Supporting players are adequate.

'

Rutheiraa Stevens
Virginia
Mullin
Virninia MuiUn

mn"*
Bill

Ri»er‘*AndI««II
Roger
Anderson
Gregg Barton

!

Charle* Seel

Assistant Dist. Atty
Rev. Culbertson

I.arry

Patrick

Dobkin

Whyte

Leon Leonard, who co-scripted
its
with as.sociate producer George
unwed mother theme give “Not (Treen, directed with a heavy hand.
Wanted” a chance at excellent re- Benjamin Kline’s camerawork is
Exploitation

I

!

j

Holm

Toomey

Mike MazurKi
Henri Letondal
Walter Baldwin
Tim Huntley

version of
discovery of America by Christopher Columbus, with lush Technicolor to enhance opulent settings
backgrounds, this
colorful
jand
Gainsborough production fails to
In
class.
boxoffice
top
into
get
fact it turns out to be an uncertain piece of entertainment which
likely will be helped along on both
sides of the Atlantic by its title
and star. This big scale version of

dramatized

Highly

;

'

'

am
an

is

morav
OctODUS as well as a

Both
battle between two tigers.
Performare fairly interesting.

!

Carole

Mother

in th6 plot
fight between a

Sfllldwichcd

'

Wheaton Chambers

Patrolman
Doctor William*

{

Lanchester

Regis

*

?

FadeOUt finds everything working

,

Running time.
*'*"'•

Steve Ryan
Mrs. Kelton
Mr. Kelton
Kellon

|

Dorothy Patrick
Basil Ruysdael
Dooley Wilson

HLshop

Scott.
Ziegler.

i

Thomas Gomez

Luigi Rossi
Kilty

musical

Drew Baxter

infant’s
Infant’s

:

]

William

’49.

Mias
MUs James

i

'

17,

Joan
Nancy.
Nancy
Jane
Mrs. Sion.Stone
{fr7

March

Derek Bond
Diego de Arana
Nora Swinburne
juana de Torre*
Abraham Sofaer
Luis de Santangel
Linden Travers
Beatrix de Peraza
James Robertson Justice
Martin Pinzon
Dennis Vance
Francisco Pinion
Richard Aherne
Vicente Pinzon
Felix Aylmer
Father Perez
Francis Lister
King Ferdinand
Edward Rigby
Pedro

Hugh Marlowe

Robert Mason
Miss Pott*

Fredric

Florence Eldridge
Isabella
Francl.sco de Bobadilla Francis L. Sullivan
Kathleen Ryan
Beafrii

Queen

.

Regis 'Toome.v.
'Toome.v, Mike Mazurki. Directed by
Screenplay, Oscar Millard
Henry Koster. Screenplay.
and Sally Benson, from story by Clare
Boothe Luce; song. Alfred Newman and
Mack Gordon: music, Cyril Mockridge;
musical direction. Lionel Newman: cam-

('olumbus

Christopher

14.

Raymond

editor.

Kd

,

Stevens:
Stevens;

Leith
Revel,

ttr.tnNK**
91
.MINK.
cniix,
K.ucn
Sally
SBiIy Kelton
ton

,

Sagovsky. At Odeon. London. June
'49. Running time. I«4 AIINS.

Harry

themes.

‘'iCJ’.
K/.hleTn
produced by a. Frank Bundy. Directed
by David Macdonald. Screenplay, Muriel

i

music.

Freulich:
Freulich;

stars

,

I

I-

-

I

General Film Dictributors release of J,
Box production,
Hank-Svdney
Arthur
Fredrlc March; features Florence

}
•

I

Without pretentiousness,
closed.
the intricate workings of police
sleuthing; the maxims and slogans
of the wise ones in the trade; the
common sense and essential guesswork that play a part in running

and

1

(Color)

]

.

dual

his

Xof Waaiod
w«ni«a

FliriHitipher I'olumbuS

.

,

Tex

,

to duals in U. S.

<

,

Rudv Robles
(ieoiKe Meeker
Lisa Kinkaid

.

D«c
Tj.la

,

,

,

Tembo

,

(British)

|

i

.

Pe<li o

.

j

'

aptain

I

Richards

(

sensitivity for his .subject.

Bolstering the good
ances by the principals are Dona
Drake, adding extra shapeliness as
Bracken’s girl friend; Henry Travers.
ers, a judge; Lois Wilson, Miss
Mayo’ss mother; Florence Bates,
Mayo
Jerome Cowan, Helen Westcott
and others.
others
•.
_
Producer Alex Gottlieb has given
the picture a smart dre.ssing to
show Off the fun and there’s plenty
of eye appeal in the variety of
clarity for pace.
l•nmi•lv
who dot the backLensing, editing
This is the story of how a Los ground scenery
Angeles plainclothes lieutenant and other technical assists are
Rroo
(Johnson) tracks the killers of a ^;,hlp
"’’1
fellow cop regardless of where the
Slallte
Iho Sialite
I'limo lo the
chips may fall^^ Adding bone and
grist to the story are incidental but
oONG)
(ONE SONG)
20th Fox release of .Samuel G. Engel
important revelations of how JohnStars Loretta Young and
production.
producliun.
son lives; what makes him tick; Celeste
Marlowe,
Holm; features Hugh Marlowe.
Holm:
and the personal and family risks Elsa Lanchester. Thomas Gomez, Dorothy
he must undergo to mark the case Patrick. Basil Ruysdael. Dooley Wilson,
,

Burton
I revor
Bardelte
de C'ordolia
Hichanl Benedict
Michael Whalen

;/.*'**f
C

!

Alfred
Newman and Mack Gordon wrote
a
'Through
song,
atmcispheric
one
perform-

>

\ii\>i’

'

Tear-

<

the boxoffice.
On the score of diversified characterizations and generally believable dialog. "Scene” is as good as
Its dramatis personae,
the best.
ranging from a hot-tempered, erring and entirely human Van Johnson to the fey sort of informer
layed outstandingly by Norman
f.loyd, give the film broad cros.ssectional lift. “Scene” bas its serious limitations, though, via a generous dose of cinematic cliches and
a .story that periodically sacrifices

RunniiiK time

.

j

—

that
t

In

jerker themed around unwed
Some possibilities
mothers.
with speeial exploitation.
“Omoo-Omoo” iSG). So-so
jungle pic for duals.

!

*49.

Devera

snappy

in a

Ju^ie 14,

Jack Raymond
role as the cow“Omoo - Omoo” (“The Shark
the Durango Kid.
.God”) is an unpretentious jungle
Smiley picture based
Starrett clicks smoothly.
upon the Herman
Burnette, per usual, handles the
Melville
novel.
Although
the
comic relief adeptly and also footage contains ample
action
^^1.1
.sequences
seldom
'the.se
achieve an
I, **^'f**'ib*
A
which he
authored himself.
Dressing up the
^ realism.
former Deadend Kid, llalop does
boxoffice with eeds and
well in making his oatcr dobul. pgim leaves may prove
helpful in
Paula Raymond IS eonyineing as a
bix. but primarilv ex,
rancher s daughter while the hunwill find this ’Vaploilalion”
shine Boys lonti lb soine standard
merely something to
gg
mountain rhythms. Other players
, jpubig bill,
measure up.
around^ a o
**
South
Ray Nazarro’s direction is good „
which sea captain Trevor
as is the
camerawork of Rex
violated
by removing
Bardette has
Wimpy.
Gilb.
two black pearls, the eyes of the
Shark God. Unable to take them
Vjfcg
tropic island, he hid the
Hollywood, June 17.
Alstones near a native shrine.
Fiim Classics release of Ida Lupino- ready ill from breaking the tabu,
Film
Anson Bond (Emerald)
tEmeraldl production. Stars the skipper is killed bv Richard
.Sally Forrest, Keefe Brasselle. Leu Penn.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
ciufr*'st?."»';r.;:
Screenplay, Benedict and Michsel Whalen, two
Paul Jarrico. Ida Lupino; original story. greedy members Of hlS crew who
Jarrico
Jarrlco and Malvin VVald;
Wald: camera. Henr.v seek the pearls for themselves.

ofTice.

Durango Kid series.
“Not Wanted” (FC.

’

week

their property.

outlaws are smoked out

“Challenge of Range” <Col).
Brisk Charles Starrett western
in

|

abandon

to

that the real culprits are two ofWith the aid of
ficers of the F.A.
Darrell’s son, William Halop, the

'

luloid a taut, tough and often relentless picture of the backroom
activities of a detective te.nm on
the hunt for a murderer in “Scene
Effecting someof the Crime.”
thing of a retreat from the now-

(The Shark God)
Screen Guild release of E.sla a eonsM
S Pkkei Geurge Green) prod im ion i-Jt
liiiea Ron Randell, Devera Hinion.
Pedin
de Cordoba. George Meeker,
Whalen.
Directed
b.v
I.eon
l.eonanl
S« reenpla.v. Green and Leonard, based
oii
Herman Melville novel; camera, Beniamin
Kline; editor. Sl.vnlev Fia/.cn: music
aT
Glas.scr.
At New York Ihf.ttre, \ v*

Chief suspect is wealthy cattleman
Later it develops
Steve Darrell,

Columbus”

“Christopher

Jones Beach and from then on
a chase to .see if she will accept
She:
the artist's blandishments.
finally does, provoking a feud with
the school board and leading up'
it’s

Caleb Peterson
William Haade
lot

Mayo

owners

needs

ecclesiastic

in

live

a

Young-CVIeste
drama;

Loretta

double.
spotted on the sands
for

for the summer trade.
to the Stable” (2()th).

“Come

at

Robert (list
Romo Vincent

Lafe Douque

looking

start
.Miss

Tom Powers
Benedid
Anthony Caruso

Ilippu
Norrie I.orleld
I.oomis

comedy

<lmoo-Omo«»

war.”

and good performances.
An itinerant eowpoke, Starrett
is hired by the Farmers Assn, to
mysterious gunmen
track down
who are foreing small ranch

Quick-quipped

Beach” <WB>.

needed
Iteagan and Eddie Bracken, a promoter with a suicide complex,

Richard
.

Pontiac

dream

his composite model
for a television show,

When

is

.Ames
lohn Meinlire
Donald Wood.s
IJoyd
Norman
Jerome Giiwan

Leon

Koisler

C.
I’lper
.A

Reagan.

Tom Drake

“range

miliarity of such a theme is offset
by rapid-fire shooting, hard riding

“Scene of the Crime"' (M-G>.
Solid biz for a pic several
notches above the norm of
cops-and-robbers.
from
Jones
Girl
“'I'he

man Ronald

created by brush

girl

De Haven

Gloria

I.ili
(’
(’

Miniature Reviews

cast.

Yarn

around the oft - used
However, the fa-

revolves

and the abl« playing of the

tion

Metro release of Harry Ranf proilucStars Van Johnson. Arlene Dahl,

iitin.

possibilities

of

i

,

;

1

'

turns in special playdates. Otherwise, it is an overlength tear-jerker
that will level off in supporting
bookings. While its theme has not
been sensationalized, it is presented openly enough to sharpen
ballyhoo opportunities and bolster
ticket sales in the exploitation situ-

Producer Leonard S. Pickgood.
er squeezed as much value as possible out of the obviously low
Gilb.
budget.

ations.

(Between 11 o’clock and Midnight)

i

'

I

1

,

^
I

,

|

.

,

Enire Onxe
HfinuU

|
j

(FRENCH)

For a new producing outfit,
Emerald Productions has practised
budget economy wi.sely, dressing

'

|

i

et

Paris, June 7,
piodurtion.
and
release
Francincx
American history made in Britain
Screenplay
Louis Jean Hevdt
...
Mr. Newman
role that
Directed by Henri Decoin.
handled
been
have
could
perhaps
the
values
with
smart
choice
of
Pati Bchrs. Nan Boardman, Louise
by Marcel Revet and Decoin. .Star* Louis
sional thesping and next to no Nuns:
in
effect
Colomhet, Georgette Duane, Yvette with greater dramatic
readymade location sites and very Jouvet. Madelaine Robin.son; features
romancing. John McIntyre smartly
Re.vnard. T.oulette Sahlon
Robert Arnoux, Leo I.apara. Jean Meyer,
Hollywood.
expert
photography.
The
same
Melinaud,
Ian MacDonald
Monique
Casadesus.
Gisele
underplays a detective with fading Mr. Matthews
lean Prescott
Almost half of the footage wise economy should have been Anne Campion. Paul Barge. Guy LeMrs. Matthews
eyesight who is wiped out in the Willie
Gordon Gebert covers the period before Columbus used on the footage to trim repe- fevres, Deschamps. At Pantheon, Paris.
course of the action. Gloria De Johnnie
Gary Pagett
time. KM) .MINS.
Running
dealing
titious
scene.s
and
quicken
the
expedition,
pace,
his
on
)n
Nolan Leary sets sail
Loui* Jtiuvet
Master
Inspector Carrel
Haven as a mobster’s lure is attrac- .Station
.Sheldon
Wallace Brown with his near-frustrated efforts to Footage is overlong at 91 minutes Lucienne
Madelaine Robinson
tive and winning while Arlene George
Danny Jackson get the backing of the Spanish and could be advantageously seis- Rosftignal
Robert Arnoux
l.apara

can readily

into a hard-driving
calls for three-dimenfit

;

j

Virginia Keiley

'
I

^

;

|

,

|
i

'

I

I

I
J

|

:
;

|

Dahl’s

:

detective’s wife needs a
fire to earn solid plau-

Whitev
Policemen

touch more

Edwin

....

Ru.ss Clark.

Manicurist

Max

Robert Faulk
Marion .Martin

dits.

Perpignon

Direction

moving

Roy

of

tempoed

to

right along.

Rowland
keep

“Come

to the Stable” apparent20th-Fox’s answer to Paramount’s smash Bing Crosby-Barry
Fitzgerald hit of several seasons

is

things

ly

Camera work

always expert, displaying particular artistry in the curtain pistol-

is

play. Production framework is fitting without being overly lush.
Wit.

"Going

My Way”

,

i

“Stable”
swer.
It

I

I

Jim Townsend
Mr. Evergood
T.orraine Scott

Mr. Muorly
Woody Wilson

“The

Girl

Florence Bates
Jerome Cowitn
Helen VVesieott
Paul H.'irvey
I.

'

V’oiing

as played by Loretta
and .Celeste Holm, are

I
•

projected a.s omniscient
symbols of the simple, blind faith
that can come to followers of the
Church.
Even the hard-bitten
head of a gambling syndicate suc-

sharply

Forrest

'

Gary Gray
’

[

The nuns,

('orrie.in
Vvrn.’i Dell

From Jones Beach

to achieve

their purpose.

loyd

Willian)

is

an amiable piece of froth that cumbs to their almosl-childlike
should find the going easy in the blandishments in contributing the
summt r film market. It is sparked site for their venture.
by slightly screwballish anlies.
There is probably nothing so
some well sea.soned dialog lull of saler.ble lo the .subconscious as the
snappy quips, and a stoiv tli.it element of basic humanity. Si.ster
.Mt
doesn’t t.'x the imagination.
Margaret tMiss Young) drives a
factors point to an okay reet plion jeep like all get-out; Sister Scofrom the seeker of estapist film lastica (Miss Holm) was once a
f.-rre and
there are the names of tennis champion who Is called upRonald Reagan, Virginia .Mayo and on lo pick up a racquet again to
Eddie Bracken to help out on the help win a bet that will permit the
marquees.
sisters to achieve their purpose.
The 1. A. I.. Diamond script sets Both Miss Young and Holm give
Dp the situations in thi* A'len .sure, underplaying perfortnances.
Horetz story capably and the dia- Elsa Lanchester. as an artist with
log snaps and crackles in empha- whom the wanderers take refuge,
Hugh
sizing tlie fastly paced 77 miniilcs. is cNcellent in a key role.
Thomas Gomez and
Tale eorres apart at the seams in Marlowe.
the finale but this is a minor riii- Dooley Wilson are best in the long
cism because of the goofi tin de- list of supporting players.
HeniN Koster directed with great
veloped by Pclcr Godfrey’s diicc*
<

I

,

sophistication

I

One of the production touches
supplied by Ida laipino and Anson
Bond that help to dress up the picture is the emphasis on the music
score and musical themes. The former done by L^ith Stevens and the
latter by Harry Revel, Raymond

('oliimbia release of Colbert Clark proStar* Charle* .Starrett, Smiley
Burnette: feature.* Paula Raymond. William Halop. Sunshine Boys. Directed by
Ray Nazarro. Original screenplay, Ed
Earl Repp: camera, Rex Wimpy; songs,
Burnette. .Mian Roberts and Doris Firher;
editor. Paul Ror«ifsk.v
At New York theatre, N. Y.. week of June 14. *49. Running
time, ."Kl MINK.
Steve Roper
Charles Starrett
•Smiley Burnette
.Smiley Burnette
.luity
Barton
Paula Kaymnnd

duction.

Reb Watson
Matron
Jim Harton
Cal

Scott and George Greeley point up
the dramatic mood of the piece
and, while there is an occasional
tendency to overstress the music,
it Is a decided factor on (he credit
side of the production.

William llalun
Steve Darrell

.

Ilenrv Halj

Grat Laiiio

Robert Filmer

Lon Collin*

George Chesebro
John McKee

Cow Puncher
Dugan
Spud Henlev

.

Fi'-ink

The very good

lensing was contributed by Henry Freulich. Camera work and music combine into
a smash backing for the exception-

McCarroll

John Cason
The .Sunshine Boys

One of the better Charles Starlell-DuianKo Kid we.sterns, ‘Challenge of the Range” is a breezy
entry for the at tion market. Story

ally

dramatic and

suspen.sofiil finale

of

comes

into

play as

Jouvet moves in among the hautecouture .set and finds that his predecessor was quite a man with the
'ladies. Women float in and out of
his life, a few more cadavers pile

'

i

Shoemaker

i

I

[

Mr. Graves
Miss Brooks

^

,

'

and money with which

Campion

Louis Jouvet will sell this tine. He
has a chai-ce to romp in this miirHe plays a police in(jer mystery.
spector who steps into the shoes
of g murdered man who happened
to be an exact double,
xhe film sets the mood by a
visual gag at the beginning on the
use of doubles in films, and then
goes right into the murder of
Jouvet’s double. The corpse turns
out to be quite a heel and Gallic

I

,

*

l.ois Wil.son

Anne

The strong marquee name

|

However,

From

Mrs. Wilson

Melinaud

Monique

Secretary

,

is
not entirely the anis a drama of considerable charm in its devotion to the
tenets of the Catholic church, and
it
has moments of poignancy, but
Joiiom
Isirl
often it skirts the bounds of entertainment in telling too pointedBoa€*h
ly its story of (lodliness and Faith.
Hollywood. June 21.
Warner Bros, release of Alex Colllieb .Add to that its distinctly non-sellStars Ronald Rcayaii. Vir- ing title.
pioUiK'tion.
ainia Mayo. Eddie Bracken: fe.Tliircs D'liia
The yarn, adapted from an origDrake. Henry Travers, Loi.s Wilson. Florence Hates. Jerome Cowan. Dire»tecl by in.al story by Clare Boothe Luce,
Peter Godfrey. Screenplay. I. A T.. Dl.n- herself an intense convert to Camond. based on story by Allen •Borel/;
camera. O.rl Guthrie; eilit ir. Hndi Febr. tholicism. deals with two nuns who
Tradeshown June 29. *49. Running lime. leave their abbey in France to e.s77 MINH.
tablish a children’s hospital in a
Ron.ild Reagan
Bob Randolph
New Eng.land town called BethleVirginia .Mayo
Ruth Wil.son
Eddie Brai keti hem.
Chuck Donovan
is a story of many trials
It
Dona Dr.ike in their attempts lo get the land
t'onnie Martin
Heniv Tri vets
Judge BuPOnch

Tho

Gisele

Irma
Florence

(

is

aeo.

Le*»

Jean Mevet
Casadesus

Vidor

j
|

tightly

M1.SS

Picture really does not sored.
throne.
?r
way until Columbus
get under
piot Ik of the true confession
How type, concerning a young girl who
sails in the Santa Maria.
mutiny is averted and land finally succumbs to love’s in.stinets with a
action,
rings in some action.
sighted brings
man who wants no binding ties,
Footage carries her through the
lien on the picture sketchFrom then
of
heart-break
di.scovering
her
ily traces (he closing .stages of Columbus’ life, including his return lover does not want her, a new roto Spain as a shackled prisoner mance that is broken off when she
and a deathbed scene in which he enters a home for unwed mothers,
has a vision of the New World he and works rather logically to a re'This ending, de- deeming finale that finds her world
has discovered.
signed for American audiences, is and future put in order.
omitted from the British version.
The .script is a combination of
In the role of Columbus, Fredric both pathos and bathos as written
March inevitably dominates the by Ida Lupino and Paul Jarrico
story.
David MacDonald’s direc- from the original by the latter and
tion is content with personifying Malvin Wald, but holds together
him as a frustrated character excellently under Elmer Clitton’s
rather than an inspired mariner. direction and the strong playing by
Francis L. Sullivan has a made-to- the trio of fresh starring personmeasure part as the Court conspirator and Florence Eldridge is
Sally Forrest is very appealing
adequately dignified as the Queen as the girl who goes through the
Be.st in a distinguished shame
of Spain.
and agonies of unwed
supporting cast are Felix Aylmer, motherhood.
It’s
an interesting
Nora Swinburne, Derek Bond and piece of work. Another standout is
Abraham Sofaer.
Keefe Brasselle, the young man
Production is on a grand scale who wants Sally regardless of her
with magnificent Court settings past. His enactment of a crippled
and excelleht location backgrounds war vet is backed up with a good
representing the New World.
film personality. Leo Penn is the
restless pianist whose dark moodiMyro.
ness attracts Sally and brings about
I'hallonKe f»f the Kan|{e her ruin. The others lend good
support.
(SONGS)

up, love

comes to the inspector am
*denoument after a be-

finally the

wildering, complicated buildup of
and French
characters,
clues
|

pa.ssion.

.

_

|

1

,

{

!

Director Henri Decoin ha.s a
in the use of good visual
tinuity, and the tempo never

hand

deft

conlets

down. It is extremely well
graphed, and good technically right
down the line. “Madelaine Robinson holds her own in her .scenes
Mask.
with Jouvet.

Eabiolii
(FRENCH-ITAI.IAN)
Paris.

June H.

Filmsonor relea** of Gnivrizali*
Salvo ri’AntfrIo prodticHon
Alexandra Bla*etti. Adanitd Kv Bl»i«|“
from book of Cardinal "
M<<rf
Mirhel**
Enzo Masetli.
Stars
Michel Simon, T.ouis Salon.
features GIno Cervl, Elisa (>**anl.
*'
Paris.
Noimandic.
simo Glrottl. At
nin* lime. L^0 .MINS,
w„rMi)
•

L.mii*
lien')

Fnlvlen

Rhual
Sir*

Sebastian

F'isa
Maaainnt)

S*)"'

<

G

“Fabiola” contains a
message of tolerance in
ting of early Christian pciseculio
•

and Brastogether in a happy ending.
Brog.

that bring Miss Forrest
selle
'

(Continued on page

20)

•
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More

BUT

But Not Enough; Now It’s Argentina
While the film industry has succeeded in getting limited support
from the State Dept, in fighting its
battle with the British over the
quoU. it is still not getting much
diploaid and comfort from U. S.
matic missions in other important
areas of the world. Although the
boys have come
gtrlped-pants
through for many other industries
with foreign
difficulties
in their
governments, in most cases they

Worth of Exhib Suits
London, June

John Ford’s Next
Hollywood, June 21.
Next Argosy production will be
a tale of the Mormons’ westward trek, written by
Frank Nugent and Pat Ford without
touching on the Brigham

Young

character.

'

Filming will start when John
Ford finishes his current director
job on “Front and Center” at 20thFox.

ing.

They are quick to point out,
however, that that is not universthat some American
true,
ally
diplomats overseas are extremely

Scully Favors

—Ambassador

Italy
to
James J. Dunn, for instance. Some
of the U. S. reps in nations behind
Iron Curtain are likewise
the

Hot Selling Over

highly cooperative regarding
American films, it is said, recognizing that they are a first-line
weapon in the propaganda attack.
William A. Scully, Universal’s
Report that has the American
companies ired at the moment is distribution veepee, lashed out at
that the Motion Picture Assn, of “cold economics” that have increasAmerica’s rep in Argentina, ingly come to the fore in the film
Joaquin Rickard, is getting little business in a speech which he gave
help from the Embassy there. Am- yesterday (Tues.) at Universal’s
bassador James Bruce is said to be current four-day sales meet. Scully
polite, but unwilling to go to bat asked for “more conversation about
to lift the total freeze on remit- how pictures can be put over and
tances by film companies from that less conversation about terms.”
Return to four basic principles
country.
in selling films was urged on the
It is anticipated that Argentina
indu.stry by U’s top sales exec. In
and some other similar territories
a slap at the perennial wTangling
will draw the attention of the Moover pic terms, Scully declared that
tion Picture Assn, of America and

Told Economics’

the industry’s original success was
born of enthusiasm to get people
into the theatres rather than by
stressing how' much an exhib must
pay for a pic.
As a second point, film biggie
urged the companies to embark on
a “keen analysis” of their product
in relation to community entertainment patterns. By .so doing, he
said, the good and old idea of discovering naturals for particular
communities w'ould be revived.
A picture can only he made attractive to the public, he continued,
opinions about
its
boxoffice
if
chances are reserved until the film
has a chance to play. This w'ould
afford an opportunity of rejuvenating the traditional point of view
that there is more to the’ film biz
than cold economics. Scully added.
Scully made a pitch for unity
among all branches of the industry
with the common cause that of
talking up the business rather
than down. Only by so doing, he
said, can the continued good health
of the industiT be assured.
Earlier in the meet, Scully announced a new' incentive plan

the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers when they have
succeeded in getting all the action
they want from the State Dept, in

regard to England.
SIMPP has
been fighting consistently to actively enlist the department in the
battle for foreign markets and has
only recently won the MPAA to its
(Continued on page 23

Finds That

Who

Even Mildest

Ballyhoo Pays Off Big
Just returned

preem

from attending the

of Eagle Lion’s “Reign of

New

Terror’’ in

Orleans, William

J.

Heineman, EL’s distribution veepee, i.s amazed at the gross-copping
effectiveness of "even the corniest
ballyhoo and showmanship.’’
His
pic got off to

the

is

own theatres.
revival of British production, therefore, by American interests with big star names could only
be regarded as a stimulant. In an
open market where British and
slump

in their

Hollywood, June 21.
First job for Richard Berger
under his new producer contract
at Columbia will be “The Naked
Eye,” a semi-documentary based
on a recently purchased novel.
Berger, formerly with RKO and
Paramount, will start shooting in

;

!

thi.s.

Under the ECA program and
military
j

MPAA

I

PINE-THOMAS CONTINUE
3 ‘MEDIUM’ PIX A YEAR

t

.

4

I

»

prez. is said to have a ditieup with concern over the
Understood that
the subject of these suits was originally on the agenda for di.scussion
with the Theatre Owners of Amer-

rect

MPAA is also seeking
for a way of taking up the question
with National Allied and it is believed the new all-indu.stry committee proposed by the org will be
the path.
Indicating the pressure to discuss
the problem of the.se suits, original
agenda placed the subject at the
top of the list.
However. TOA(Continued on page 49)
ica officials.

Minn. Indies Continue

Theatre Expansion As
Big Majors

its

in
Japan,
to $200,000 this

equivalent

will get

up

On Hunt

Sit

Tight

Minneapolis.

consent decree.
It Impre.sses the
trade as being akin to “making hay
while the sun shines” for the independents.
In one suburban area west of the
city no le.ss than four new conventional theatre projects have been
announced or started; others are

for

New

Faces
I

Hollywood, June 21.
Scouts for 20th-Fox are hunting

new

talent as a

contemplated and one new drivein has been opened,
Harold Field and Harold Kaplan
who own the deluxe St. Louis
Park, suburban house, will build a
second combined deluxe theatreshopping center in the .same region
Patricia where Peter Kara is. new exhib,
and associates also plan a new the-

result of a year-

long survey carried on

by house

'

managers of the National Theatres
chain, under orders from Charles
P. Skouras.
Growing li.st of new-'
comers on the lot includes Joyce
MacKenzie, Peggy O’Connor. Vera
Miles,

Robert

Knox and Don
Theatre

Patten,
Hicks.

managers

listed

I

of

atre-shopping pow'er project.

film

thesps in four categories.
“A”
players (not more than six in all)
are important to the success of a
picture; “B” players help at the
boxoffice but not very much; “C”
players don’t mean a thing, and
“D” players drive customers out
of theatre.s^ instead of luring them
in
Latter are the most numerous

In this same region, Joe Powers
and associates are readying a new
800-.seat
theatre.
A few miles
away the Volk brothers indepeni

all.

Big U-I Shorts Sked
Hollywood, June
Shorts

^

i

21.

1

for UniversalInternational release ...
1949-.50
in
consists of 52 subjects, topped by
eight three-reel musical oaters fea-

reels.

Minnesota Entertainment

Enterprises, composed of prominent Twin City independent exhibitors, recently opened a new 800car drive-in in the area.
More
building permits for conventional
and drive-in
spots
are
being

sought.
In Albert Lea, Minn.,

program

turing Tex Williams,
Program includes 13 two-reel
musicals with name bands; eight
“Sing and Be Happy” one-reelers;
eight “Variety Views” one-reeler.s
and 13 reissued “Technicolor Cartunes.”
In addition, there will be
104 issues of the company’s news-

dent circuit owners, also’ will .^art
construction on a new 1.200-seat
shortly,

I

!

I

RKO’s

anti-tru.st actions.

B.O. Survey Sends 20tli

.

.

result of the meeting.
MPAA’s increased intere.st in exhib relations and the naming of a
committee headed by Ned Depinet,

Theatre construction and hou.se
year against its frozen yen. This improvements
among independents
i.s
under the pr()vision which pro- is at a record high
here for recent
vides for limited as.sistance to the years in
this area, as the big Parinformation media. But it does not amount
affiliated Minne.sota Amus.
provide for withdrawing any Co. circuit
practically stands still
profits.
awaiting further clarification of

1

!

•

Legalites are also turning their at-

r
p*”®”

Explaining the position of MoPicture Assn, of America
were Eric Johnston, Joyce O’Hara
and Jack Bryson, the association’s
legi.slative rep.
MPAA has been
receiving offers from various
churches and missionary groups
which wish to erect buildings and
hospitals in Japan. They are willing to buy the blocked yen for
dollars in the U. S.
Thus MPAA
would get its dollars and could sell
its yen. for which it has no other
use. But Army okay is needed for

;

»

tention to a rash of actions brought
on the Coast and settlenrent dickerings will be opened shortly as a

tion

'

^

wni'lISi
«*

Louis Johnson will meet Thursday
(23) with the two California Senators and a group of Coast congressmen to go over the Jap yen

Phillips.

I

being

is

dronnine for « price—H)f a number of treble-damagers cropping
from New England complaints

,

|

1

ofX'"iafkT

|

'

—

*

21.

Prior session called by Califor
nia’s Sen. William F. Knowland
heard the problem laid down before
Assistant Secretary of War Tracy
Vorhees and received his promi.se
to look Into the situation. Pre.sent
also at the meeting were Senator
Sheridan Downey and California
Representatives Gordon McDonough. Cecil R. King and John

i

new campaign

start was made here yesterhrga.ir4n« loose
(201 toward
tnu/arH breaking
(20)
the $4,500,000 in frozen film coin
in Japan.
Secretary of Defense

**

|

J

at the MPAA’s New York
Result of the conclave is

a

a

v
day

I

$65,000,-

Currently under discu.s.sion w’ith
settlement likely are a group
being
prosecuted
bv
George

Coin from Japan

I

some

to

the

launched to settle as many of the
c.^es as warrant cash treatment
or
adjustment of grievances.

$4500,000 Film

j

of

week

last

office.

|

'

part

multi-pronged
drive opened by disfrib.s. lawyers
for the companies staged a
meet
that

times.

^

coming

Move to Unfreeze

Yank product stood an equal
chance on merit, there seemingly
would be no hesitation to undertake American-made production in
Britain.
Bui present restrictions
are such as to deter big scale expenditures, and many companies
prefer to save up their sterling assets and wait for more propitious

number of these exhibitor suits.
Total has now reached 93 pending
and Federal court scattered
through the country, the Motion
Picture Assn, of America has adrepresents
an all-time high with potential
As

Washington. June

over

in state

October.

Any

a fast start at
Pine & Thijmas will continue
Joy theatre purely because enough
their new' policy of making three
noise was made over the opening
to grab the public’s attention.
pix a year, partner Bill Pine said
As
a result, Heineman i.s convinced
in New' York last week. Indie pro“that there is no substitute for
aimed at drumming up sales. Un- ducing team, which distributes
showmanship.”
der the plan, each exchange will
through Paramount, recently
“I found that old stuff in showreceive a bonus, a sum equal to
manship stunts and tieups that
5% of charges on regular Universal shifted to the new plan of a limited
are older than the hills are still
releases over and above a basic fig- number of medium - budgeters as
paying off,” Heineman declared.
ure representing normal weekly against the 10 low-co.st pix a year
“We used gags that I’m almost charges.
will be paid on
Added
ashamed to talk about and yet, the bookings of certain specified indie they had been turning out.
boxoffice reaction was terrific.
If pix handled by U.
Pine said he liked the new
exhibitors would get off their seats
easier
Series of meets, ending tomor- scheme because it was much
and just make enough noi.se by
the producers, although whether
on
row (Thurs.) are being staged at
playing up their bookings, they
profit-wise rethe Waldorf-Astoria (N. Y.) with it is advantageous
would find it pays off.”
(^f the new
of U’s top-bracket execs on mains to be seen. First
The lesson was all the more em- most
okay at
hand. Among those attending are series. “El Paso,” scored
phatic,
Heineman said, because Nate J. Blumberg. company prez; the b.o., but the second, the DoroReign” has no big names to atthy Lamour-starrer, “Manhandled,”
J. Cheever Cow'din. board chairtract on its own.
“If it was a man; David A. Lipton, ad-pub top- is proving somewhat troublesome,
really big picture with marquee
O'Connor, veepee; producer admitted. How good an
names, you wouldn’t be sure what per; .John J.
will deterass't general sales average can be reached
brought the public in. But in this A. J. O’Keefe,
profits, he said.
chief, and all divisional sales man- mine eventual
case, the ballying and some good
New
York last
returned
to
Pine
agers.
reviews pulled the trick.”
week from a South American vacaPromotional stunts insure EL
tion cruise with his family and
that it will have a big first week,
went on to the Coast after a oneB-K Ordered to Air
according to the company sales
day stopover for huddles with Par
chief.
After that, w'ord-of-mouth
execs.
Suit
Chi
in
Records
could help. As for the stunting,
most of it costs next to nothing
Chicago. June 21.
P-T’s ‘Viva Mexico*
anyway since it is promoted by tieChi federal district court Judge
ups and other bypassing of heavy John Barnes last week ordered
Hollywood. June 21.
outlays.
Bill Pine and Bill Thomas, curBalaban & Katz to throw open its
To illustrate the corny and books for 25 of its largest houses rently putting the finishing touches
ancient stunts pulled, Heineman and disclo.se film rentals, receipts on “Captain China.” w ill make
said a beauty contest was staged; and admissions to the Benal The- “Viva Mexico” and “Not for Pubcandy kisses plugging the star, atre Corp.
lication” to complete their 1949
Arlene Dahl, were^pa.ssed out on
Renal, operator of the Ridge, program for Paramount release.
the streets; parades were staged; through equity suit, is seeking imFirst to go will be “Viva.” startand big tieups arranged with lead- prove<l clearance from the di.stribs, ing Aug. 1 on location at Sedona,
ing stores. Theatre itself had an claiming B&K had monopolized Ariz., with Lewis R. Foster directeffigy of a woman hanging from di.stribution.
“Publication.” a newspaper
Date covered by ing.
a^noose with a spotlite playing on order extends from Feb. 1, 1942, to yarn, rolls Nov. 3 w-ith Geoffrey
Homes doing the screenplay.
present.

—

CoL Assigns Berger

New

a Minimum

to

the
mounting
triple-damage, ^nti-trust acUons,
majors are opening a new drive to
cut down on the steadily growing

21.

now

figured here that the
first year of the Johnston-Wilson agreement has left
American distributors in Britain
with frozen assets nearing the
$40,000,000 mark. Official figures
are not available but, with a remittahle allocation of $17,000,000,
the figure indicated as iced is regarded as a reasonable calculation.
Of the frozen sterling, only a small
portion has been used in financing
Briti.sh production and, as far as
can be ascertained, none has been
spent in other directions permitted
under the pact.
Experienced
observers
here
think there Is little chance of a
large scale production program by
U. S. companies while the present
quota exists, pointing out that such
pix would only serve to bolster up
a system to which they are irrevocably oppo.sed. Only a handful
of American productions are contemplated in the immediate future.
Metro, 20th-Fax and Warners are
the major U. S. outfits with substantial investments in British, but
these distribs as well as others prefer a w'ait-and-see policy before
spending their frozen coin.
Reaction among U. S. intere.sts
in Britain is that recent productions, particularly from the Rank
Organization, which are used as
West End attractions and subsequently as top-of-the-bill on release. are dismal boxoffice failures
which will play havoc with the
existing high quotas. Indie exhibs,
left w'ith little choice as to product,
are fighting shy of many of these
quickies and are chousing to default rather than face a boxoffice
It

end of the

“Wagon Master,”

treat films as excess
baggage, some of the major comare squawkmanagers
foreign
pany

Heineman Another

to Cut $65,000,000

Alarmed

continue to

helpful

Aim

Distribs

U.S. STILL

7

BRmiN

$40,000,000 FROZEN
D.C Baddng Up Pix Biz a

—

and

;

where Ben

I>az Friedman own the town’s
only two theatres, they will build
a third 500-seat house.
Industry
reports are that Ed Baehr. another
indie circuit owner, plans to invade
the town.
Baehr, who recently

went Into nearby Anoka,

is

report-

ed planning 1.000-seat theatre and
building in Albert Lea.
Minneapolis is more or le.ss
status quo, an avowed city council
^ConUnufd Oft page
i.
.

.

,

.
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SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU!

TOWN
IT’S

NEW YORK -'TOP RATING

LOUIS- 'HILARIOUS

TOWN

TERRIFIC!

News

CLEVELAND-'HAS NO EQUAL'-p/om Dec
PITTSBURGH -'ONE OF YEAR’S BEST'-p
ATLANTA -'WILL KNOCK HOME RUNS
ST.

AFTER

Journal

Globe Democrat

AND THE BUSINESS
TOPS

Keeps sending

th

Box-office temperatuil

RAVES!!!

HIGHER and HIGHER
and

HIGHER!!!!!

Jung 22, 1949

Tremendous 300 theatre Independence
Day Western Premiere! Stars! Special

Ads
From Motion

Picturo Herald

— June

18,

!

A

launching to equal the

magnitude of the

1949

attraction!

"Mark this down in your
book as ONE OF THE BIG

PICTURES OF THE YEAR
a contender for an

Academy

Award. Comes close to being the
best the screen can offer today.

^

m

SHOULD HAVE THEM STANDING

IN LINE!

FiOJfgiBiIMKEIN

KOMElIia
Burning up

DETROIT
Have you
booked

Extra advertising — Extra promotion for extra special
returns!

HIA,

THE BIG

CLEVELAND,

ONE

starts rolling in

WASHINGTON

and

CENTURY- FOX

NEW

YORK, PHILADEL-

BOSTON

in

early July!

If

This

One

—

—
—

1

—

—

—

PICTURE GROSSES

10
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Very Spotty; ‘Barkleys Hefty

1. A.

So Does

ISiG

'Lady'

Denver, June

3^,

Mfld

$56,000, ‘Spring

21.

Great outdoors weather and
only two new bills will clip firstrun trade in city this week. “Lady
Gambles” shapes as okay in two

‘Electra

Mournful $19,000, ‘Dm -‘PatroF 21G

theatres.
in third

$21,000, ‘Allegro’

“Colorado Territory,”
week at Broadway, and

shooting for stout $56,000 in

Key

— “Colorado

City Grosses

(WB)
Territory”
wk) and day-date North drivein.
Down to $5,500 but holding.
Last week, good $7,000.

74)
(3d

first

Otherwise,
week, three theatres.
the pace is slow in local deluxers.
“Happens Every Spring” started
well but faltered and is not looking for more than a mild $36,000

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,300,000
(Based on 24 cities, 201

“Mourning Becomes Electra”

(Cockrill)
—Denham
“Bride of Vengeance”

Total Gross Same
Last Year

is

very dull $19,000 in five houses.
Doing unusually nicely is reissue
combo of “Gunga Din” - “Lo.st
Patrol” with $21,000 in two spots

(

Based

theatres

on

22

206

(Par) (2d

Del Goes

off to dull $6,000 in 5
Last week, good $12,500.

Denver (Fox)
“Lady Gambles”

$2,421,000
cities,

(2.525;

(U)

35-74)

and

“Tuna

(Mono), day-date with
Fair $13,000. Last week,
Strangers” (Col) and
“Rimfire” (SG), fine $16,000.
35-74)
(Fox)
Esquire
(742;

Clipper”

)

'Din'-'Patrol'

“We Were

Hipp (Warners)

24G,

Hot 18G

Detroit.

Hub

June

week.
Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown. Ha-

Hollywood Music Halls (PrinCor) (834; 902; 1.106: 512; 55-$!)—

waii,

—

—

Ohio

Michigan (United Detroit)
70-95)— “Colorado Territory
and “Secret' St. Ives” (Col).

Mayflower (ATO (700; 40-80)—
“Champion” (UA) (5th w'k). Finishing up at about $2,000 after about
same last week.
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 40-80)—
“Happens Every Spring” (20th) and

Electra”
(RKO),
Only $7,000 here, with
mild $19,000 in 5 day-daters. Last
week, “Cover Girl” (Col) and
“Never Lovelier” (Col) (reissues)
(8
days), pleasant $12,000 here,
with $26,600 in 4 day-daters.
Pantages, Hillstreet (Pan-RKO)

“This

Was

a

50-$!)— “Gunga Din”

Last
$21,000.
(UA), $16,000.

(Loew’s)
— Stillman
“Champion” (UA)

”

W’eek.

of Broadway”
$9,000.

fine

Rousing 12G, 'Daughter'

Good 16G,

'Allegro'

lOG

Minneapolis, June 21.
There is plenty of boxoffice
d.vnamite in such newcomers as

I

“The Champion,” “Neptune’s
Daughter” and “Johnny Allegro.”
but seasonal

i

influences

will

huit

three.
“Allegro” shapes at
most disappointing of them all.
Estimates for This Week
Pix (Corwin) (300; 50-70) "Belvedere To College” (20th) 'm. o.).
Third loop stand and sixth week

all

—

Madison (UD) (1.800; 70-95)—
Din” 'RKO) and “Lost

(RKO)

Ordi-

(M-G) (3d wk),

(WB)

“Gunga
Patrol”

5.5-70)

Good Mpis. Mild But 'Champ'

United Artists (UD) (2.000; 70Steps Out” (RKO)
and “Green Promise” (RKO). Oke
Last week, “Lonesome
$14,000.
Pine” (Par) and “Geronimo” (Par)
(reissues), same.

$15,000 in LVille

(20th) (2d
after strong

(2,700;
(m.o.i.

Last week. “Barkleys

nary $7,500.

95)— “Judge

‘Blonde Bright

5.5-70'

Hearty
week, “Champion”

(4.000;

$14,000.

I

Woman”

Neat $17,000
wk).
$23,000 opener.

(Col), thin $11,500.
State (Loew’s) (3,4.50;
“Streets of Laredo” (Par),

—

*

$6,000.

(2.210: 60-$l)

“Mad
Dim

Last week, “Keep ’Em
Flying” (FC) and “Ride ’Em Cowboy” (FC) (reissues), $4,800.
Palace (RKO) (3,300; ,55-70)—
“Johnny Allegro” (Col). Nice $16,000.
Last week, “Lust for Gold”

Palms (UD) '2.900; 70-95)
“Johnny Allegro” (Col> and “Rusty
Leads Ways” (Col*. Slim $12,00().
Last week. “Champion” (UA) and
“Jigsaw” (UA)
good
(2d
wk),

—

(D’tovvn)
—Orpheum
‘‘Mourning
Becomes

Last

55-70)—

(1,200;

$4, .500.

“Africa
Screams” 'UA) and “Tuna Clipper”
(Mono), $12,000.

.$17,000.

(Loew’s)

“Invisible Ray” (Indie) and
(Indie)
(reissues).

Ghoul”

$25,000.

“Bad Boy” (Mono) and “Bad
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 40-80)—
Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern “Ride ’Em Cowboy” (U) and “Keep Men Tombstone” (Mono), day-date
(WB) (1,7.57; 2,7.56; 2,344; 60-$!)— ’Em Flying” (U) (reissues). Doing with Webber. Dull $7,000. Last
“Colorado Territory” (WB) (2d so-so $15,000. Last week. “Hitler’s week, “Walking Hills” (Col) and
wk).
Off to $23,000 in 5 days. Children” (RKO) and “Behind Ris- “Song of India” (Col), $7,500.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— “Bad
Last week, good $33,000.
ing Sun” (RKO) (reissues), $12,000.
Egyptian, Los Angeles, Wilshire
Fenway (NET) (1.373; 40-80)— Boy” (Mono) and “Bad Men of
(FWC) (1,538; 2.097; 2.296; 60-$l) “Younger Bros.” (WB) and -“Miss- Tombstone” (Mono), al.so ParaLast week.
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G). i.ssippi Rhythm” (Mono). Getting mount. Dim $2,000.
Last week, “Walking Hills” (Col) and '‘Song
Hefty $56,000. Last week. “Strat- fairly good $7,000.
ton Story” (M-G) (2d wk-8 days), “Night Unto Night” (WB) and India” (Col), $2,500.
“Streets San
Francisco”
(Rep),
$34,000.

55-70)

$15,000.

21.

—

“Home of Brave” (UA) t3d wk).
Last week, nice
$29,000.
$38,700.
Chinese, I..oew’s State, Loyola.
Uptown (FWC) (2.048; 2.404; 1,248;
60-$l)
“Happens Every
1,719;
Spring”
(20th)
and “Rustlers”
(RKO). Mild $36,000. Last week.
“Forbidden Street” (20th) and
“Tuna Clipper” (Mono) (10 days),
slow $38,000.
Near

(3,700;

“Beautiful Blonde” (20th).
Weak
$14,000 for Betty Grable film. La.st
week, “Colorado Territory” (WB)

Reissues generally are showing
Spotty But 'Jones'
surprising strength here for the
“Lady Gambles” (U) and “Tuna second straight week, although
Sock $24,000; 'Stratton' Clipper” (Mono), also Denver. overall total continues below averOkay $2,500. La.st week, “We Were age. Drawing unusually well are
and “Rimfire” “Cover Girl” and “You Were Never
(Col)
Strong $36,000, 2 Spots Strangers”
Lovelier” at the Fox. Doing com(SG), $2,500.
Boston. June 21.
North Drive-in (Wolfberg) (1,- paratively better are '‘Gunga Din”
Despite long
local
weekend, 000 cars; 74) “Colorado Terri- and “Lost Patrol” at the smaller
plenty of ball games and hot spell, tory” (WB), also Broadway.
Fine Madison. Be.st newcomer looks to
two Hub houses are doing well cur- $7,000. Last week, at East drive- be “Barkleys of Broadway” at the
“Sorrowful Jones” is big in, big $10,000.
rently.
Adams.
Metropolitan
at
and “Stratton
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 35-74)
Story” shapes solid day-date at “Little Women” (M-G) and “BrothFox (Fox-Mich) (5.000; 70-95)
Others are ers in the Saddle” (RKO) (2d wk). “Cover Girl” (Col) and “Never
State and Orpheum.
off, though holdover for “It Hap- Off to $10,000.
Okay
Last week, big Lovelier” (Col) 'reissues'.
pens Every Spring” is okay.
Last week. “Forbidden
$24,000.
$19,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200: 35-74) Street” (20lh) and “Rimfire” (SG),
Estimates for This Week

first

(2,812; 2,890;

(Col) and “Cover
Girl” (C o 1)
(reissues).
-Bright
Last week, “Big Cat”
$9,000.
(EL), okay $7,500.

for Reissues;

'Cover'-'Lovelier'

Esejuire.

for five days.
“Red Menace” is
down to $14,000 in second session,
two Paramount houses, after okay

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 5.5-70)—

.

“Never Lovelier”

Way

wk).
days.

Week
.

.

but
nice

at Palace.

(1,750; 35-70)

theatres, chiefly yrrst runs, iiv
eluding JV. Y. ).

In four sites.

(1.500; 35-

‘.‘Beautiful jsionde”

Isn’t doing much for Hipp
“Johnny Allegro” shapes up

Estimated Total Grosa
$461,000
This Week
(Based on 17 theatres)
$527,000
Last Year
(Based on 16 theatres)

Week

Estimates for This

Cleveland, June 21.
Slight pickup in attendance is
being registered here. “Streets of
Laredo” at State is spurting ahead
of all entrants.

nice.

Broadway (Wolfberg)

Hep 16G, Grable 14G

Broadwaj Grosses

playing third drive-in date, looks

Los Angeles. June‘S, -f
“Barkleys of Broadway” is grabbing nearly all of the attention
among the firstruns this week,

‘laredo’ Torrid

Swell
“Pride of

(reissues).

Louisville, June 21.
Last week.
$15,000.
(RKO) and “Tall in downtown for this one. Okay $2.boxoffices are radiat- Yankees”
and ingDowntown
(RKO) (reissues), oke 000 or near. Last week, “Time of
a healthy hue this week, topper Saddle”
Lives” (Indie) and “Our Relations”
being “Blonde From Bashful Bend” $ 10 000
(Indie) (reissues), $1,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 70-95)
El.sewhere results are
at Rialto.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70'—
Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G).
very uneven. “Africa Screams” is
Good $15,000. Last week. “Ma, Pa “Neptune’s Daughter” (M-G). Good
modest at State.
Last week, “Happens
$16,000.
(Ui
Kettle”
and
“Search
for
Estimates for This Week
Every Spring” (20th), mild $12,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,- Danger” (FC). $10,000,
RKO-Orpheum
(RKO) (2.800; 50Downtown
'Balaban)
70(2.900;
400)
“Casablanca” (WB) (reissue),
70)— “Johnny Allegro” (Col). Small
fine $8,000. Last week, “Younger 95)— “Stratton Story” (M-G). NSH
I^st week, “The
La.st
$11,000.
week. “Caught” $10,000 likely.
Bros.” (WB). $7,000.
Window” (RKO), $9,000.
National (Standard) (2,400; 65) (M-G) and “Model Wife” (Mono),
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70'—
“Zenobia” (Indie) and “Cobra $ 6 000
(RKO).
“Adventure
Baltimore”
Strike.s” (EL) (reissues) plus three
Slow
Last week,
$7,000 looms.
acts of vaude. Modest $5,000. Last
“Gunga Din” (RKO) and “Lost Paweek, “California Straight Ahead” 'Stratton' Fine $12,000,
trol” (RKCt) (reissues), oke $7,500.
(FC) and “Hit Road” (FC) (re50-70)—
(Par)
State
(2,300;
Esquire (Ro.sener) (685; 85-$ 1.20) $9,000.
issues) plus summer musical stageBuff; 'Gold' Lush IIG “Champion” (UA). Solid $12,000.
“My Last Mistress” (Indie) and
(Loew) (3.500; 40-80)— show with four acts, fair $6,500.
State
Laredo”
week.
of
Last
“Streets
Buffalo,
June
21.
“Woman of Evil" Indie) (3d wk). '‘Stratton Story” (M-G).
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.000;
Fairly
Outstanding here this week is (Par), $12,500.
Near $2,000. Last week, oke $2,- strong $14,000. Last week. “Home 45-65)
“Blonde Bashful Bend”
World (Mann) (400; 50-70'—
300.
of Brave” (UA) “Rusty Saves Life” (20th) and “Tuna Clipper” (Mono), “Stratton Story” at the Buffalo
'‘20th)
Freshman”
with
Is
nice total.
“Lu.st for Gold” “Mother
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20- (Col), $10,000.
Robust $15,000. Last week, “Streets
Third downtown week.
(m, o.).
also is good at I.4)fayette.
“Red
Shoes”
(EL)
(2.5th
of
C2.40)
Laredo” (Par) and “Alaska
Okay $3,000. Last week, “No MiEstimates for

(RKO) and

Patrol”

“Lo.st

(NET)
—Metropolitan
“Sorrowful Jones”

(RKO)

Pleasing $21,000 in 5
days. Last week, “Johnny Allegro”
(reissues).

(4.367; 40-80)

I

(Par)

“Daughters West” (FC). Sock $24,very big for season.
Last
(Col) and “Kazan” (Col), slight $20,- 000.
week, “Colorado Territory” (WB)
400.
Los Angeles. Hollywood Para- and “Omoo” (SG), $18,000. 40-80)
Orpheum (Loew) (3.000;
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 60-$!)'
“Stratton Story” (M-G), Nice $22.“Red Menace” (Rep) and “Flam- 000, big considering season
and
ing Fury” (Rep) (2d wk). Down to outdoor
competition.
Last week,
$14,000. Last week, okav $22,000. “Home of
Brave” (UA) and “Rusty
United Artists. Ritz (UA-FWC) Saves Life” (Col), $18,00().
(2,100; 1.370; 60-$!)— "Illegal EnParamount (NET) (1,700; 40-80)
try” (U) and “Alimony” (EL) (2d
“Younger Bros.” (WB) and
W'k-3 days). Slim $6,000, with $9,- “Mississippi Rhythm” (Mono).
000 total in 5 day-daters. La.st Fairly good $12,000.
Last week.
week, good $15,700 with $28,500 in “Night Unto Night” (WB) and
6 hou.ses.
“Streets
San Franci.sco” (Rep),

.

,

,

I

—

!

—

—

—

I

I

.

,

j

'

—

—

(

i

,

—

wk). Steady $5,500,
smart $5,200.
Four Star (UA-WO

— “One Woman’s Story
$3,500.

La.st w’eek,

La.st

week,

BALTO BOGS DOWN BUT

<900; 60-$l)

(U). Slow
“Seventh Veil
”

'LADY' IIG, 'COLO.' lOG

’

(U) and “Great Expectations” (U)
(reissues) (2d wk-10 days). $2,600.

Laurel (Ro.sener) (890; 85)
“Quartet” (EL) (4th wk(. Neat $6,600. Last week, hefty $7,500.
I

!

Contino Unit Ups 'Urge'

To

i

I

Wow $25,000, Indpis.
Indianapolis, June 21.
firstruns here is spotty

Biz at
again this stanza. “That Wonderful Urge,” coupled with Dick Contino unit on stage, is going great
guns at Circle. “Stratton Story” is
oke in second week at Loew’s but
“Red Canyon” has rough going at
Indiana.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 5090)
“Wonderful Urge” (20th) with

—

Dick Contino unit on.stage. Sock
$25,000.
Last week. “The Fan”
(20th)
with
Tex Beneke orch,
Peter Lorre onstage, mild $17,000.
Indiana (G-D) (3.300; 44-65)—
“Red Canyon” dJi and “Act of
Murder” (U(. Slow $9..500. La.st
week, “Criss Cross" dJ) and "F'ighting O’Flynn” (Ui. $6..500.
Loew’s (Loew’s '2.450; 44-65
“Stratton Story” (M-G) and “Make
Believe Ballroom" iC'oh '2(1 wk'.
Nice $8,000 on top of dandy $16,000 opener.
Lyric (G-D) (1.600; 44-6.5)— “Big
Cat” (EL» and “G-Man" dCL'. Tepid
$4,500.
Last
week,
".Mummy’s
Tomb” (Indie) and "Mummy's
Ghost” (Indie, 'reissues', oke $5,300 in 5 days.
I

i'

»

Baltimore. June 21.
Trade here continues fairish with
no exceptional figures being hung
up. “Lady Gambles.” at Keith’s,
and “Colorado Territory,” at Stanley. look best bets. Second session
of “The Stratton Story” is holding
up exceptionally well at Loew’s

Century.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 2060)
“Stratton Story” (M-G) (2d

Hippodrome (Rappaport)

—

20-70)
“Johnny
Allegro”
plus vaude. Fairish $13,000.

(2.240;

(Col)
I.,ast

—

Strand (FA) (1.000; 45-65)
“Streets of Laredo” (Par) and
“Ala.ska Patrol” (FC) (m.o.). Moderate $4,500.
Last week, “Nick
Beal” (Par) and “Streets of San
Franci.sco” (Rep), neat $6,500.

Rain Bolsters Seattle;
i

'Spring' Sturdy

i

|

I

'This

Week

Buffalo (Loew’s) (3.500; 40-70)
nor Vices” (M-G), $2,400.
“Stratton
Story”
<M-G).
Nice
$12,000.
Last week. “Edward, My
Son” (M-G) and “Homicide for
Three” (Rep), $13,000.
Great Lakes (Par) (3.400; 40-70)
“Colorado Territory” (WB) and
$8,500
“Mississippi Rhythm” (Mono). Fair
Toronto, June 21.
$10,000.
Last week. “Beautiful

HEAT TRIMS TORONTO;
'OUTPOST' OKE

— —

$13,000.

—

wk). Holding well at $13,000 after
big $17,200 opener.

Patrol” (FC) medium $12,000.
State (Loew’s) (3.000; 45-65)
“Gay Amigo” (Col) and “Africa
Scream.s” (UA).
Modest $11,000.
La.st week, “City Across River” (U)
and “Force of Evil” (M-G), good

$13,000

Continued heat wave and lack
$1 1.000.
Hipp (Par) (3.400; 40-70)— “For- of top product still is hurting biz
bidden Street” (20th) and “Lov- here. “Beatiful Blonde” failed to
“Outpost
able Cheat” (FC).
Passable $7,- live up to expectations.
000.
Last week. “Guadalcanal Di- in Morocco” shapes comparatively
ary” )20th) and “Purple Heart” better. “Calamity Jane” is very
Blonde” (20th).

(20th)

disappointing.

(reissues). $6,000.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Searboro,
State I20th Cent) (1,059, 955. 698.
“Impact” (UA) and
694; 36-60)
“Gay Amigo” (UA). Oke $10,000.
Last week, “Younger Bros.” (WB)

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Lust for Gold” (Col) and “Daughter of

West” (FC).

Good

$11,000.

—

Seattle, June 21.
Last week. “Citv Across River”
Upturn came in the weather with
some rain helping biz a little (U) and “Old Fashioned Girl”

(EL), $11,500
Century )20th Cent.) (3.000; 40-

week, “Judge Steps Out” (RKO) but not as much as expected. Best
bet is “Happens Every Spring” at 70)—
and vaude, $10,900.
“Green Promise” (RKO) and
Keith’s (Schanberger) '2.460; 20- Music Hall. “Illegal Entry” also “Judge Step.s Out” (RKO).
Mild
60)
“Lady Gambles” (U). Nice shapes okay at Coliseum.
La.st week. “The Window”
$7,000.
E.stimates for This Week
$11,000.
I.,ast
week, “Illegal En(RKO)
and
“Fighting
Fools”
try” (U). $8,300.
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)— (Mono), good $10,000.
Little (Rappaport) (297; $l-$2.40) “Illegal Entry” (U) and
“Susanna
“Hamlet” 'U) (fith wk). Down to Pass” 'Rep). Okay $7..500. La.st
‘Violence’- Barron Fair
$4,000 or less after $5,000 last week. “Big Cat” (EL) and “Daughround,
ter of Jungle” (Rep), $7,700.
$18,000 in Offish
.Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)
Fifth Avenue dl-E' '2.349; .50-84)
Omaha. JVme 21.
“Hellfire” (Rep). Okay .$5,500. Last
—“Edward”
Boxoffice
is just fair here this
(M-G)
(2d wk). Slow
week, “Impact” (UA) (2d wk), $4,.$4,000 in 6 days after $8,100 la.st week with summer weather on tap.
600.

and “Big Fight” (Mono),

ditto.

—

Imperial (FP) (3.373; 4()-7()'
“Beautiful Blonde” (‘20th'. Very
sad $10,000. La.st week, “Knock on
Door” (Col) (2d wk), $9..50().
International (Taylor) (605; 4866)
“Quartet” (EL) '12th wk>.
Still steady at $3,000 after nearly

—

—

—

much

last week.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-70*
in Morocco” (U.5'. Oka.v
$8,500. Last week, “Little Women
(M-G) (3d wk), $7,500.
week.
Orpheum has “Act of Violence”
Odeon (Rank)M2,390; 3.5-$1.20)—
New (Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60)
Light $10.00();
Liberty (Theatres, " Inc.) (1,6.50; with the Blue Barron band onstage “Big Cat” (EL).
“Happens Every Spring” (2()th) '2d
but even upped prices won’t help La.st week, “Cardboard Cavalier
50-84)
“Barkleys
of
Broadway" total
wk).
Fine $7,000 after pleasing
much.
Keye
Luke
(ED,
ditto.
of films
(M-Gi and “Mutineers” 'Col) (4‘th
preem of $10,400.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-70'— ‘‘W«
wk». Good $6,500 after last week’s heads supporting .stageshow. layout
Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75'
being publicized as n “vaudeville Were Strangers” (Col'. Oke $7.“Colorado Territory” (WB). Modest $ 8 200
revue.”
500. Last week, “Happens FiVery
.Vlusio
Box <]I-E) (8.50; 50-84),
$10,000. La.st week. “.Manhandled"
Estimates for T Is Week
Spring” (20th) (2d wk'. $7,000'
“Ma. Pa Kettle" '(J) and “Homi(Par), thin $6,300.
Orpheum 'Tristati
'3.000; 20Uptown (Loew) (2,743: 4 O-’70 -Town (Rappaport) <1,500; 35-65) cide” (WB) (4th wk). Off to $4,000 80' “Act of Violenc
tM-G) with “Calamity Jane, Sam Bass’ 'D'
"Cover Girl” 'CoD (reissue). Oke alter oke $4..50() last stanza.
Blue Barron oich onstage.
Fair Disappointing $5,000. Cast
.Music Hall tll-E) (2.200; .50-84)— $18,000.
La.st
week. “Quartette"
$8,000.
Last week “L’over Up” '“City Across River” (U) '2cl v»k),
(EL), disappointed at $7,300.
(Continued on page 20)
)
(ContiniLCd un i sge 20)
^
$6,500.

Omaha

as

—

'

“Outpost

—

,

—

.

—

'

)

’

<

W<hI ne8<1ay» June 22,

Chi Improves;

lady

Pert

«:•

$14,1

‘Edward’ llG,‘0z’ IS^G

Same, ‘Wizard’ Crisp IIG,

‘Laredo’

“

1949

A

biz from any summer
slump this sesh. "Blonde Bashful
Bend" is fronting four firstruns
with "Wizard of Oz” oldie really

Chicago, June 21.
situation here
Gloomy boxoffic#
a bit with adbeing lightened
Best entry
product.

It

vent of new
Wizard of
looks to be
Itiue

at

house best

Oz” on

Estimates Are Net

j

re-

united Artists, giving
crisp
biz in months at

include the U. S.

erate

,

The parenthetic

admission

OK $21, COO, Hope-Prima Jivey I5G, 2d

.

—

Keith’s (City Inv.' (1,542; 55-75'
Beal’’ (Par). Fairish $ 6 .Last week. "City Across
500.
River" (U) (2d wk), neat $7,0(K).
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75 •—

—"Nick

‘Daughter’ Stout

Woods.

Estimates for This Week
50-98>—
rhicaeo (B&K) (3.900;
with
•<Blonde‘'Bashful Bend" (20th>

j

I

"Blonde Bashful Bend" (2()th(.
Hefty $14,000. Last week, "Colorado Territory" (WB', modest $9.-

PhiDy

in

500.

Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 55-75'—
Every Spring” )20th'
apathy to pix is hurling first- '(m.o.). Breezy $6,50(). Last week.
(RKO' plus
runs this week, grosses in some “Woman’s Secret"
"Daughter of houses going to new lows. Of new Louis Jordan orch, Paula Watson,
scale, par
64-94c
onstage,
at
produet,
others,
Last
only
"Edward.
My
Son,"
$6,000.
Neat
West” iFC).
at Karllon. and "Undereover Man.” $15,000.
week. "Portrait of Jennie" (SROi
at
the
Earle,
are
showing
real
000
5
big
$
3 d wk>.

Trace orcli
Joan Edwards and A1
Very slim $30,000. Last
(2d wk>.

Philadelphia, .Tune 21.

Warm, muggy weather and pub- "Happens

Grand (RKOt
"I^dy Gambles"

June 30.
Only two new

.

,

(

Managers believe a
turn in the current sluggish busine.ss tone should eventuate when
schools are out and tourists start
arriving in N. Y. on vacations
large extent.

lic

week, $48,000.
Garrick (B&K)
*‘r-Men” (FC) and

(1,500;
(U). Pert

strength.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB)
50-99)—
(1,303;
(M-G)
"Judge Steps Out” (RKO*. Thin
Last
week,
$8,000.
"Jig-Saw”
(U.\»,
50-

Last week. "Stratton Story
wk». fine $7,000.
( 4 th
Oriental (Essanessl (3,900;
•

—

K.

(

T|;ie

)

,

.

I

,

—

Washington, June 21.
cheer along town’.s

w'k*.

'

niainstem currently following pattern of recent weeks. "City Acro.ss
the River" at Capitol with vaude

"Colorado Territory"
at the Warner, somewhat above
average of recent weeks, is still in
lower brackets.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2.434; 44-85'—
^
City
Across
River" (U) plus
vaude. Good $21,000. La.st week,
Blonde Bashful Bend" (20th', with
vaude. $19,000.

,

i
I

!

”

'.

— "G-Men”

$6,000.

(WB)

(reissue'.

Okay
I

Last week, "Hellfire" (Rep',

$5. .500 for firstrun.

Palace (Loew’s) (2.370; 44-74 •—
‘St reels of Laredo" (Pan.
Slow
$•.5,000.
Last week, "Champion”
il- Ai. disappointing
$16,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-8.5'—
Quartet” (EL) (7th wk*. Zoomed
to $6,000. Last week. $4,500.
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74 •—
“Colorado Territory" (WB). Okay
SI 4.000.
Last week, “Undercover
Mail” iCol', $11,000.

^

—

(Col*

65)_‘‘Penitentiar>’"

week.

"Women

satis-

—

ing" (U) (reissues', $4,800.
(Loew) (3,200; 44-6.5'
State
"Force of Evil” (M-G* and “Lucky
Slow $15,000 Last
Stiff" (M-G'.

4.5-80'

(3.800;
’

WB

m
lucky

r.ast
to get $ 10 000
week. "Outpost In Morocco (UA»,
$10,500.
Warner (WB' (2.000. 45-80'
k,!

I

I

‘Edward’ Frisco

•

.

,

week,

"

—

"Crime

"Champion"
Doctor’s

(C.A*

Diary"

!

and
(M-G*.

j

$ 21,000

Strand (Silverman* (2,200; 44-6.5'
“Manliandlcd" 'Par' at\d “Special
"Lust for Gold” 'Col' and "Loh
.^gent” 'Par*. Nothing tuit ai)atl)y
'2"*.
Last week, Tribe” (Col>. Opened Monday
Trans-I.ux (T-D (654; 44-80'
for this, dim $.5,000
Electra”^ Last week. “Streets ot Laredo”
“Tulsa” (ED (2d wk'. Satlsiactory "Mourning
Be<oiues
(Col'
Ives”
of
"Serret
St.
and
$6 ,500. Last week, less than ex- 'RKO*
"Woman's Secret” 'Par*
and
(2d v^k), mild $6,500.
pected. $7,500.
(RKO), $6,000.

—

^

I

(City

Inv.)

(589;

Standout $18,

$1.20-

San Francisco, June
Biz

is

21.

on dullish side here this

week but "Edward. My Son,” is doing okay at the St. Francis. Hacked
by excellent bally and reviews, it

Stays on.
80-$1..50)

Estimates for This Week
with "Any Number Can
Play” (M-G) to follow,
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-85)
“Green Promise” (RKO) and
Criterion (Moss) (1.700; 50-$L75i
"Cover Girl” (Col) and "Never “Judge Steps Out” (RKO*. Thin
Lovelier” (Col) (rei.ssue.s*,
Rita $11,000. La.st week, "Gunga Din’’
Hayworth oldies nice $20,000, or (RKO* and "I.ost Patrol” (RKO)
better, best in several weeks. Last (rei.ssues*. very nice $14,500.
week. "Illegal Entry’’ (U*, very
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95'— "Colothin $13,000, and out.
rado Territory’’ (WB) and “HideGlobe (Brandt) (1.500; 50-$1.20' out" (Rep). Dim $13,000 or near.
"Champion” (UA) (11th wk). La.st week, "Happens Every Spring"
Still falling back with only $8,500 (20th) and "C-Men" (FC). pleasing
in prospect after mild $10,000 last $17,500.
week.
"Movie Crazy” (reissue)
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
comes in July 2.
“Lonesome Pine" (Par) and "GeroMayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 50-$1.20' nlmo" (Par) (reissues). Nice $16.“Lonesome Pine” (Pi.r* (reissue* 000. l..ast week, "Manhandled"
Fair $9,000 after fairly (Par) and "Special Agent” (Par),
(2d wk».
good $13,000 opener. "Red Men- $17,500.
ace” (Rep* opens Saturday (25'.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-8.5*—
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 55-$L20)— "Edward, My Son” (M-G*. Wham
"Roughshod” (RKO) with new $18,0(K). La.st week, “Streets of Lavaude.
Nice $21,000, still in the redo” (Par* (3d wk), $6,500.
black. Last week, "Song of India”
Orpheum (No. Coa.st* (2,448; .5.5'Col) and vaude, $19,000, lowest to 85*
“Lust for Gold" (Col* and
date on this policy but still profit- "Kazan" (Col*.
Good $19,000 or
at)lc.
"Green Promise” 'RKO* over. Last week, "Ma, Pa Kettle"
with
opens
tomorrow
vaude
'U* and "Secret St. Ives” 'Col) '2d
'Thurs.*,
wk*, okay $8,000 in 5 days.
55Paramount (Par*
(3,664;
United Artists (No. Coa.st* (1.207;
$1.50*
“Sorrowful Jones" (Par)
55-85)
"Home of Brave" 'U.\) '2d
with Louis Prima oreh, others, onstage (3d wk*. Holding well. Sec- wk). Okay $9,000. Last week, hefty
.500.
$14.
ond seven days hit after nice
Staredoor (.Ackerman) (370; $1.20$75,000 after $03,000 opener. Now$2 40'— "Red Shoes" (ED '4th wk).
slated to slay here five weeks.
Park Avenue (U> (583; $1.20- F’ine $8,500. Last week. $9,500.
Esquire 'No. Coast* *955; 55-8.5'—
$2 40'— "Hamlet” (U) (39th wk'.
Thirty - eighth week ended last “Home of the Brave” 'U.\* i2d wk).
night 'Tues.' was okay $8,200 alter Down to $6,500. Last week, sock
House $10,500.
$8,600 for 37th session.

—

—

I

and

“Colorado Territory iWB'. Pickings have been terrible at this
late and this we.stern
|'

week ended last Monday (20) w as
down to $10,300 but still unusually

third,
I

in Prison’’ (Col' 'rei.ssues'.

Meek $4,500. Last week. "Ride ’Em
Cowboy" (U) and "Keep ’Em Fly-

iWB*

|

he standout with a sockeroo
(M-G' will
session.
“Lust for Gold” al.so
w ith Alvino Hey oreh, Jerry Lester. shapes good
at
the
Orpheuin.
Vagabonds heading stageshow (2d "Colorado Territory"
and “Greea
W'k'.
Down to $58,000 or le.ss after Promise” are di.suppointing.
okay $65,000 first week. Goes a

!

Stanley

I

Strangers’’ (Colt (9th
session ended la.st
was very slight
seventh week was $7,000.

$9,000.

u

(000, hut disappointing. I.ast
“Slreet.s of Laredo” 'Par',
factory $15..500.

(361;

j

'

(Loew’s) (4.820;
—Capitol
"Neptune’s
Daughter”

,

!

(R&B)

(Tues.)

Bijou

—

i

j

j

Keith’s (RKO) (1.939; 44-80'—
,
•lohnny Allegro" (Col). Slow $8.000.
Last week. "Illegal Entry
(L
good $12,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-74)

thus

70-$1.20*—
“Quartet” (EL* (13lh wk*. Twelfth
Sutton

30.

j

l

set

far.
I

$2.40'— "Red Shoes” (ED (3.5th
wk'. Shapim; up well with installation of cooling system la.st week,
and may reach $8,500; la.st w-eek,

|

.,

on "The Window” (RKO*

I.oui.s

“Lost Boundaries’’ (FC) opens June

j

nice.

—

Were

$5,000;

|

^

looks

,

Eighth

night

$17,000 Tops Slow Prov.

Providence, June 21.
"Happens Eveiy Spring” i.s getting a surprisingly nice play at the
n/\ o/\ * An Majestic. This is unusual because
current heat wave has all other
JV JU 14 Ihe
tn/ilmiun ^0-^0
stands complaining. State is slow
with "Force oi Evil.”
Pittsburgh, June 21.
Estimates for This Week
Biz still is on the skids downAlbee (RKO) (2.‘200; 44-6.5)—
tovn. Steaming liot weather, together with baseball crowds de- "Hitler’s Children” (RKO) and
spite Pirates being wa> down in "Behind Rising Sun" (RKO) (releague standing, has been keeping issues). Mildish $10,500. Last week.
and
(RKO)
Promise”
the Golden Triangle rather empty. "Green
Hence, theatres are taking it on "Judge Steps Out" (RKO), $12,000.
Carlton (Fay) (1,200; 44-6.5'—
the chin. Penn’s doing the be.st
with “Champion.” but only ordi- "Night Unto Night" (WB' and
nary. while “Colorado Territory" "Moonrise" (WB). Dim $4,000. Last
keeps the Stanley in its slump. week, reissues.
Fay’s (Fay) 1,400; 44-65)—"Ma.
Nothing much either lor “Lady
Pa Kettle” (U) and "Last Bandit"
Gambles” at Harris,
Last week.
Fair $6,000.
(Rep).
Estimates for This Week
"Red River" (UA) and "Curley”
Harris (Harri.«*i (2.200; 4.5-80'
"Lady Gambles” (U*. Fair week- (UA), $5,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-6.5*
looms.
$10,000
only
but
end
Last week. “Blonde Bashful Bend” "Happens Every Spring” (20th* and
(20th*. went to pieces after fast "C-Man” (FC). Very hefty $17,000.
Last week. "Younger Bros.” (\VB>
start, weak $9,500.
Penn (Loew’s-UA* (3.300; 45-80) and "Homicide" (WB*. $10,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44“Champion” (UA*. Passable $14,-

^rUAMPinN

|

(WB' with Red Ingle oreh,
Don Cummings, Sonny Howard on-

tory”

I

— "We

River -Vaude 21G pin smirofrsKrDS;
7 here’s little

with

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$ 1.50*

Rugged

‘Spring’-‘C-Man’

$1.20(.500;
(T-f.'
Trans-I.ux
"Red Shoes” il'.l.) I’iOth
$2.40'
wk). (Mosing notices up, looks fine
$6,000. Last week, ncai'ly as much

Albeit

to very slim $18,000 after
$21.0(K) in first, very low for
"Colorado Terriw’eek.

j

j

Dim

—

opening

.

800.

(M-G)

Down
dim

show.

I

1

D.C.

Jones”

Andrews
I

I

1

”

Si.sters
heading stage- fine in view of length of run; 12th
Elsewhere business varies round was $10,600. Continues inlargely from passable to very slow. del.

j

—

I

“Great Sinner

in next.

Strand (WB* (2.7.56; 70-$l 50'
"Night Unto Night” (WB* with Phil
Spitalny orch onstage (2(i-linal wk*.

mount. Likewise holding well is
Roxy at $75,000, also second round,
with "Happens Every Spring" and

I

I

^

ous week.

comes
I

I

“Sorrowful

(

1

next
thre«

night (Tues.* fell to $12,000 t»r
close after good $17,000 in previ^

Prima band shapes be.st of secondweek bills with $75,000 at Para-

I

'

doing surprl.singly

in

go

;

—
—

is

due

will

stage opens Friday (24*.
Victoria (City Inv,* (1.060; 93heading for sizable $20,000 at Cri- $1.80) “Home of Brave” (UA* ‘6Hi
terion, best this spot has done re- wk). Still making nice profit at
cently;
beaucoup hey-hey Hay- $11,000 or less alter $14,000 last
week. Stays on, with no opening
worth.

—

.

—

Palace

i.s

State (Loew’s* (3.4.50; 50-$l .50)—
“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G' (8lh
wk'. Seventh session ended last

I

j

—

!

Strangers” (20th'
hut current bill
weeks.

"Roughshod” and new vaude lineup it looks to reach nice $21,000.1
House was heading for a higher
figure until bopped by MondayTuesday heat. Reissue combo of
“Cover GiiT’-"Never Lovelier" is

j

,

opened up

especially In view of what
other theatres are grossing, in this,,
its fourth week of vaudfilm.
With

(

—

j

1

bills

well,

;

<

with stage

weekend.

i

—

”

the last seven days although business at some houses
hardly warranted holdovei's or extended-runs given pictures. Attitude of some showmen is that
notlflng would do sock trade right
now and that it is better to coast
with current lineups and bring in
new fare to cash in on the July 4

$8,500.

Standout

Roxy (2()th» (5.886*; 80-$l 80'—
"Happens Every Spring
(2()th)
bill topped by Andrews
Sisters (2d wk'. Doing oke $75,000
,or under on
holdover; first was
"House or
$90,000. over hopes.

;

I

during

‘Colorado’ $11,

Broadway"
of
"Barkleys
9R»
Boyd (WB) (2.360; 50-99)— "Green
(M-Gt with Joey Bishop and Gor- Promise" (RKO). Fair $12,000. Last
in
C.
don MacRae headlining vaude (2d week. "Mourning Becomes Electra”
week,
Last
w\L<r Excellent $49,000.,
(RKO), $14,500.
City. June 21.
Kansas
big $59,000.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)— "UnWarmer weather and lightweight
Palace (RKO> (2,500; 50-98>— dercover Man” (Col). Brisk $22.- pjx spell a light week currently.
"Illegal Entry" (U) and "Rusty 500. Last week, "El Paso” (Par) (2d
"Africa Screams” and "Colorado
$10,000.
Weak
Life"
(U).
Saves a
wk), nice $14,000.
Territory,” the only new films,
Last week. “Tarzan’s Magic MounFox (20th) (2.250; .50-99)— "My both moiierate. "Mr. Belvedere”
tain" (RKO) and "Green Promise" Gal Sal” (20th) (reissue).
Slim continues to show power in third
(RKOi, same.
week.
"Happens week at Tower-Uptown-Fairway.
$14,000.
Last
.50-98)
(1,700;
Rialto (Indie)
Everv Spring
20 lh) 2 d wk), oke
Etiinates for This Week
"Lady of Burlesque" (UA) and 515 qoo.
Esquire (Fox Midwest* (820; 4.5"Guest in House" (UA) (reissues),
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- 65 "Paisan" (Indie) (2d wk*.
Minor $8,300. Last week. "Keep 99) "Neptune's Daughter" (M-G). Continues strong at $5,000, great
’Em Flying" (U) and "Ride ’Em Stout $20,000. l.,a.st week. "Bark- for small house. Last week, huge
Cowboy" (U) (reissues), $8,800.
leys of Broadway” (M-G) (5lh wk), $7,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 50-98)— $ 10 000
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; $1.20Dandy
"Streets of Laredo” (Par).
Karlton (Goldman) (1.000: 50-99) $2.40)— "Red Shoes" (ED (9th wk*.
$17,000.
Last
week, "younger
"FJdward. Mv Son” (iVI-(L. One Oke $2,000. Last week. $2,500.
Bros." (WB) (2d wk). $8,000.
Nice $16.of best be'ls in town.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65*
and
"City Across
(UA)
w'eek.
Screams”
Last
"Africa
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20-; 000.
"Lucky Stiff” (UA). Besting aver$2.40t
"Red Shoes" (ED (26th River” (3d wk). $7,000.
.50-99)—
"Chamweek.
(4.360;
(WB)
Last
Mastbaum
$13,000.
w'kt.
age
at
week,
Staunch $6,000. Last
"Ladv Gambles” (U> 2 d wk). Fair pion" (UA) and "Valiant Hombre"
$6,800.
initial (UA), hefty $18,000 in 8 days.
State.Lake (B&K) (2,700; .50-98) $17,000 after oke $21,500 for
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)
—"Edward, My Son" (M-G) (2d
(WB).
Territory”
Stanley (WB) (2.950; .50-99)—
"Colorado
wki. NSG $9,000. Last week, oke
Neat
(WB).
Territory”
“Colorado
Sturdy
$11,000, following long diet
$15,000.
"Stratton of westerns at this house.
Last
week.
Last
United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 50- $21,000
(3d wk». $14,000.
week, "Bride of Vengeance” (Par),
» 8 t— "Wizard of Oz" (M-Gi (re- Story” (M-G)
50-99)— about same.
(WB)
(1.475;
Stanton
issue.) Bright $17,000. Last week,
Mild
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
"Bride of Vengeance" (Par) l2d "Murder in Reverse” (Indie*.
$9,000. Last week, ".lohnny .\pollo” Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65*
W’ki. $ 8 000
"Belvedere to College" (20th)
(20th' and "Show No Mercy” (20th)
Woods (Essaness) (1.730; 98'— (rei.ssues'. $ 8 000
Down to $12,000, espe(3d wk).
Home of Brave" (UA) (4th wk'.
studio (Goldberg) (490; 50-99)— cially good for warm weather.
Hearty $24,000. Last week. $27,000.
Ending Last week, slight $16,000.
*‘Qi, a,. tet" (EL' '7th wk'.
run at $3. .500. l.asl week, okay $4,-

policy to-

'

.

,

new summer

i

Last week, "Casa$7,000.
blanca" (WB) and "G-Men" (WB*
(reissues), satisfactory $ 8 000

amusement

tax.

a

along in sorry style thi.s week, day. with greater miinhcr of seat*
scale at
lower prices lor both
even the best pictures and stage- matinee and night.
shows being damaged by the
Radio City Music Hall (RockeThere is no question fellers* '5,945; 80-$2.4t)t— "Edward,
downbeat.
but that the current hot, dry spell My Son” (M-G* with siagesnow (3tiBarely okay $11)6.000
into
fir,strun final wk*.
is
cutting deeply
trade.
So much prolonged heat for final stanza after $115,000 for
“Look for Silver Lining"
(this area’s worst drought in 41 second,
years, with only scattered rain (WB* with Fourth of July pageant
within the last 26 daj's* before opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
June 22 is unifsual and contrasts
Rialto (Mage' (594; 44-98'
"Iron
sharply with the mild, wet month Crown” (Indie* (2d wk). Still doing
a year ago.
nicely at $10,000 or near alter
Humid, hot weather Saturday smash $17,000 opener. In for run,
and Sunday followed by Monday’s with house painting permanent
<20) and yesterday’s (Tues.) terrific Lsign atop theatre building for this
film.
heat sent grosses tumbling.
Rivoli
60(UAT-l*ar)
warm
unusually
(2.092;
the
While
weather is taking the rap for the $1.25'- "Take False Step” (1).
present decline in Broadway busi- Opens today (Wed,*. La.st week.
ness. many showmen point to the "Johnny Allegro” (C«)l' (3d wk-9
string of successively weak pic- days', $7,500 or less, slight. Second
tures as being responsible to a week was only $6,800.

5.5-7:)'(reissue'.

prices, however, as indicated,

estimated figures are net in-

11

Palace Vaudfilm

;

Broadway deluxers are limping launches

Week

(3,100;

“Wizard of Oz" (M-G)
Big $13,500. Last week, "Happens
Every Spring” (20th', stout $14,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 55-75'—
“Edward, My Son” (M-G'. Good
$11,000. Last week. “Barkleys of
Broadway” (M-G) (3d wk*, $ 8 000
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75'—
"Night Unto Night" (WB'. Mod-

come.

“Barklevs
MacRae and
ental* with Gordon
topping s^ageshow is
JSey Bishop
frame.
irime $ 49,000 on second
continues
*?Hmne of the Brave"
$24,with
Rtrong in fourth stanza

m

AIbee“(RKO(

Film gros.s estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net. i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the

of Lare^
*17 000 "Streets
Roosevelt.
at
•Quallv well
Gambles" at Grand shapes
slim
looks
Palace
*14 000
on “Illegal Entry."
Ilt"h lloSo
Oriat
of Broadway"

at

outstanding.
Estimates for This

€inossES

Dual HoI B.O. Stuff

On B’way,

Cincinnati, June 21.
splurge of new bills is keeping

dow'ntown

‘Entry’ Slim lOG, ‘Brave’ 24G, 4th

Pirn RE

—

j

—

i

i

j

—

—

,

—

Vcdnetday, June 22, 1949
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Launch Jap Radio Agency

Govt. Loan to Company Making Yank

TV

Shorts Stirs British Film Biz

London, June 21.
Granting of a loan by the Film
Finance Corporation to Parthian

I’roductions to make a series of TV
pix tor the U. S. market, is arousing strong adverse reaction among
British producers. They claim the
State Bank was set up primarily
to insure adequate supply of quota
screen product and was not intended to otter rival entertainment for
Fact that the
another country.

completed programs may be

Heat, Sandstorms Hurt

20th Unit

in

Morocco

Rabat, June 17.
Twentieth-Fox’s location shootmg of Black Rose in French
Morocco has been running into
Averplenty of climatic trouble.
age temperature for the last two
weeks has hovered around 115 degrees and sandstorms have been a
common daily routine. Recently,
high winds knocked over the cameras, forcing director Henry Hathaway to suspend work temporarily,
’

!

1

;

:

avail;

ahle also for British TV is disturbing local exhibs and the issue is
expected to be raised at the Cinemat ograph Exhibitors Conference

,

!

j

j

at Gleneagles next week.

Tokyo, June 14.
Japanese
Radio Regulatory
Agency, nation’s first autonomous
government body to control its airwaves, was inaugurated today (15)
in a special ceremony keynoted by
a speech by Brig. Gen. George I.
Back, chief of Civil Communications Section in Gen. MacArthur’s
Headquarters. The agency will control the assignment of frequencies,
transmitter power, etc., similar to
the functions of the«FCC in the
U. S.
Heretofore, these matters were
handled by the Communications
Ministry itself.

is

1

;

Top Dates For

Fuller-Carroll

This Year; 'Arch,’ 'Search’ Also Sock

.

Not Unlike

territory.

CBS

director in

sire,”

I

New York._ Desmond Davis freelance TV director, is doing the di-

-V^crgli

Italo Prod.;

10-Point Plan Offered
British

Reds

lengthy lease gives the combo a
key playing spot for imported fare.
A. Ben Fuller, son of Sir Ben,
currently in London booking
is
talent. He’ll go to N. Y. before returning here.

to Aid

Pix vs. U.S. ‘Domination’
London, June

14.

Ready-made solution for the
British film industry in its present
crisis is offered in a 10-point plan

I

I

I

j

Barnes, Edouardo Cianelli and
liam C. Tubb.s.

HUDDLE ON INGRID’S

I

1

film,

came

in

to

discuss contract

Harold Lewis,
here, and to
between 500 and 600 picture the- iron out legal details.
Picture is behind on its 10-week
atres to provide a fourth stateProduct w'ould shooting schedule and the huddles
owned circuit.
come from a state distributing are understood to have taken up
house, which would handle films angles to speed progress. Weather
made in a state-owned studio either conditions, eruptions of a nearby
by direct government production volcano and depletion of raw stock
are said to have caused the delay.
or by independents using the na
It likely will be necessary to find
tionalized stages on a cost basis.
Other proposals are for the -shooting locations other than on
fulfillment

with

Howard Hughes’ rep

Censors

Study Pic

i

Premiere of the local Tagalog
production, "Rung Sakall Mat
Salat" (“Just in Case") was held
at the Avenue theatre, Manila’s
leading cinema.- The presentation
was under the auspices of the
Philippine Newspaper Guild, local
newsmen’s union.
Directed by
i.;ireciea
oy jraquiio
Paquito Bolero,
ooiero, me
the
production is the initial effort of
Bayani Pictures’ Corp., a company

former

First

retains

some

of

its popularity as a laughter-maker
and likely will get a limited run.
Mofra Lister. Clive Morton and

Robert I'lemying score in piincipal
roles. the latter also being re.sponHe i.s' the
sible for the direction.
only member of the original 1936
cast.

!

Ideal while

To Shoot

So. American

•

i

\

i

!

Eu,ope.-,n

Op

Vancouver
Rows Over Coin Split
in

Vancouver, June

21.

An argument over the disposition of its profits has tui-ned the
Theatre-Under-the-Stars here into
,

I

a political football.
;

j

I

This enterprise
which is financed by city, has nut
of $100,000 each season.
The sixweek season, staged in Stanley
Park, includes operettas and musi-

comedy.
Board of

cal
j

)

success.

^*’®”'*®**

French 5-Man Expedition

1

,

Civic

Run

reception at the Vaudeville
(15)
indicated.

o

'

TO REP

EUROPE

'

1

its

i

stage.

CINECOLOR

.

Wedne.sday
however, that it

1

ture depicts a newspaperman’s life
and loves.
In the leading roles
are
Domingo Principe, Anita
Linda, Victor Seville, and Rita
Wil- Rivera, all veterans of the local

60%

peat
night

;

same number of weeks. RKO has
of film technicians and actors who
the
pooled their resources.
The pic- Rex. "Velvet Touch’ at the Gran

RADIANT

j

'

Tenorio,” starring Luis Sandrini,
grossed around $10,000 weekly for
nine weeks at Gran Rex.
"Juan
Globo,” with the same star, ran
four weeks at Rex and Luxor. "Se
iiamaba' carioVGardei
grossed
Rrossea
$33,200 at Monumental and Gran
Palace in seven weeks. “Mujeres
que Bailan,” Nini Marshall’s* last
pic, is still on at the Monumental
after four weeks, having done
$19,000 in first week.
June Bride (WB) is in third

1

I

i

last

'Insult’

Manila, June 14.

j

'

i

in the

1

I

,

doing $20,000

i

j

%

4,

|

;

"more elastic” operation of the ^he little island off the coast of
Sicily, but no site has been picked
State Films Bank, a tax on imported non-British films and state
powers to take over labs, studios,
or theatres
setups
distribution
which discriminate against the India Pix Houses Closing
And just to make sure that
state.
British films get a break they adTo Protest Govt
Tax
vocate the re-establishment of an
Madras. June 14.
adequate distribs quota and an inCinema theatres all over India
crease in exhibs quota.
will close June 30.
Closure is deBlaming the British government
signed to protest against exorbifor its failure to interfere with the ,
.
*
r
*
i
^
general structure of the industry
President of Indian Motion Pictoday, the authors of the pamphlet,
Producers Assn, said the govwho are described as being a group ture
ernment is taking 60
as tax.
of Communist film workers, say
originally scheduled
such action would brink
that
for June 1
Britain into direct conflict with
The Madras government has now
U. S. interests "which dominate
come up with a new tax on cinema
the present structure and run
theatres.
A tax of $1.60 is to be
of
scheme
counter to the whole
levied per show on every cinema
political and economic junior parthouse in the city from July 1 onbig
business.”
American
nership to
wards.
Similar tax ranging from
$1 to $1.35 is to applied again.st all
theatres in the province, depending on the size of the town. Fi‘Tears’ London Revival
nance Minister hopes to raise
$4(j().000 pc
year from this source.
Get Limited
Casino manager called the new
_
,
o,
June 21.
London,
"nothing but persecution.” The
Revived after 13 years, Terence jviinerva manager called it "the last
Rattigan’s "French Without Tears.” straw on the camel’s back.”
which stayed more than two years
in the West End on its original
To«. r.,*Upped Swedish Tax
Cuts Sales
presentation, is not likely to re-

May

Capt. F. M. Verano, Malacanan
Palace assistant attached to the ofFilms in Goodwill Tour
fice of the presidential press secj *
l
Designed
to bring about better
retary, lodged a vigorous protest
cultural
relations between France
with the board of censors against
South American countries, a
showing of the picture, w'hich he
branded as "one of the most out- 'five-man film expedition .is schedto leave Paris next month for
rageous and rankly immoral motion pictures” and "decidedly in- Brazil where it will^ start a 16tour of 11 lands. Sponsored
sulting to the Filipino race, espeAussie Exhibs to Fight
fiy ® number of French universicially to Filipino womanhood.”
museums, the group plans
Acting on Verano’s protest, the
Pix Radio Adaptations censors’ board decided to consider ^9 shoot two features and a quanthe matter, make an immediate ^‘^y of documentary shorts. Some
Sydney, June 14.
and thorough study of the film, oT the product is intended for
Aussie exhibs are sore over dis- and will hold another preview of theatrical distribution and telelA
e.
J
_•
^ 1 s
__!ii
tribs okaying radio adaptations of it
before deciding on Verano’s pro- vision while the balance will be
top pix played weekdays and Sab- test.
handled in non-theatrical chanbaths over local radio stations,
nels.
Exhibs are now understood ready
Much of* the expedition’s films
to send direct representation to
will be screened over French and
pic producers in U. S. and England
FILMS
British television .stations, accordto curb the practice.
ing to Zygmunt Sulistrowski, diReported that if the offending
rector of Le Monde Par Le Film,
IN
distribs, said to be mainly British,
which
is backing the junket in asLondon, June 14.
decline to halt the radio adapta.sociation with Gallic cultural inRadiant
Films,
Ltd.,
closed
a
deal
tions, exhibs will refuse to book
In New York to make
product from them.

DEAY

First point is the acquisition of

May

since

Frankovitch has been in Italy
over six months studying condiITALIAN PIC
tions and preparing his scripts and
getting official permission to use
Rome, June 21.
Ingrid Bergman, star of "God’s the Qirinale Palace, Trevi FounEarth,” being made in Stromboli, tain and Palazzo San Pietro to proand Roberto Rossellini, director of duce the documentary effect.

put forward by the Communist
party in a pamphlet entitled “The
Great Film Lock-Out.”
After knocking the Americans,
who are painted as the obvious, unquestioned villains of the piece, the
British Commies submit their idea
of "a minimum program” for an
Independent national film Industry.

800 in six weeks on Opera and
Roca day-date run. Dark horse of
the season thus far has

tion of organization.

direct

Elyses Ballet, Beni-

and "V^^
F-C currently have "Present
Laughter,” "Rusty Bugles” and the
National Grand Opera troupe playing to sock biz.
Securing of the
Palace here for legit on deal with
Grosvenor Theatres and Hoyts on

rection.

By

Champs

.

been
some announcers and news com- Spanish picture, "Joan the Mad”a
mentators rather than any perfec- which has been at the Broadway

Sidney Salkow of Hollywood will
and Republic will release in
all
English - speaking countries.
Scalera will handle all other releases. The films will be made in
English, with other countries using
the
dubbed vensions. Location
shots ki Venice, Genoa, Amalfi and
Capri, w ill be handled by a second
unit during the 50-day schedule.
Joan Leslie, Janice Carter and
Marilyn Nash are mentioned for
the cast. Others likely will be
Italy’s
Massimo Serrato, Binnie

Scheduled are Maurice

Henry Hobhouse, director of Parthi- Chevalier, "Streetcar Named Dean and one-time

Nan Show

Montevideo, June 14.
Interested parties who have been
monitoring the "Voice of Argentina” shortwave broadcasts claim
these a fair carbon copy of the
broadcasts which formerly came

Sir

^

Buenos Aires. June 14.
"Johnny Belinda” (WB) is prov.

ing the top grosser of ali u s
films in Argentina this year raki
ing in $165,500 in 17 weeks played
at the Opera, Roca, Normandie
and
Suipacha. Picture still is current
at the Suipacha,
and may ton
$170,000 before run is ended in
this country.
"Arch of Triumph” (UA), which
followed "Belinda” into the Opera
did only fairly well, gro.ssing $67-

Claim ‘Voice of Argent’

furnish the Italian money for the
Sydney, June 14.
Ben Fuller-Garnet Car- Italo-American deal, amounting to
roll legit combo is lining up ace
$2,500,000 for the three films,
talent and shows for Down Under

The

^uar«

An unidentified Argentine, com- first three weeks, a record for a
"Le Corbeau ”
monly know'n as "Don Pepe,” was Spanish film.
one of the Spanish-speaking broad- French film, went 16 weeks at the
Biarritz
and
Los
Angeles,
grossinc
castets used by the Berlin setup
*
when Nazism held sway. Monitors $47,400.
Other Hollywood pix to do weU
are beginning to suspect the same
voice is being used by Buenos are "The Search” (M-G), $47,400 in
10 weeks at Metropolitan; "Family
Aires.
Honeymoon” (U) which went two
weeks each at Roca and Metropolitan, doing $39,000 and “Gone With
Wind” is still at Radar after 36
weeks, and has $84,600 total.
Filipino
be the first, with production startNational product, which has been
high-jacking top dates, has come
ing by July 15. Credito Lombardo,
very
near these figures. "Don Juan
a Banking Syndicate of Milan, will

under

Parthian will lay off for a month
before starting four series, each of
which will be 30-minute films. First
two decided upon are a crime
scries and group of coincidences
based on short stories. These will
cost around $4,000 apiece, or twice
as much as the others.
.
^
j 1.
Series are being produced by

Alurtin't Plae«, TnifiUc»r

out of Berlin for Latin America
during Hitler’s regime. The similarity was found in the voices of

Frankovitch Sets 3 Pix

For Joint

St.

Belinda’ Paces U.S. Pix in Argentina

Hathaway, Tyrone Power, Orson
Rep to Release in U. S.
w ay at Carlton Hill Studios on the Welles an^ a few technicians comprise
the entire American personRome, June 14.
Hothe
on
based
fir.st series of 13
These are being nel in the production crew since
garth Puppets.
Venus Productions, headed by
made
under
picture
is
being
the
per
of
one
rate
the
at
completed
Mike Frankovitch of Hollywood,
dav. Initial .series will be finished foreign quota regulations.
announced plans for three films to
within the next fortnight and will
be made in Italy in collaboration
bo shipped immediately to N. Y.
w here they will be made available
with Scalera Films of Rome. “Dark
to TV stations and sponsors.
Road,” a Philip Yordan script from
can,
When the first 52 are in the
a novel by Doris Niles Disney, will
Meanwhile, production

OmrS

TARIKTY'i* LONDON
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Zc7ssion™,^ on

American process.
Cinecolor

(Le

Edward Hart

of

'"""'‘"'Z'

i

wmit^nLhnh?’

i

now

disoussinK tech{hi forthcoming pix.
nical
details
with Radiantcolor
One full-length feature will deal
technicians.
with the AiivA&otia
Indians iii
Amain Brazil’s
WJiacii a niiiarr»i
J
1
1
A
At
® sequel to the in- jzon region.
r,”.^
Other feature’s locale
ability of Cinecolor to obtain per- is to
be in Bolivia and Chile. Ex" P';o®®lsing pedition’s agenda also calls for
plant in Britain.
of the recording of native music,
Cinecolor pix to be handled «t the .songs and
special sound effects as
Radiantcolor labs include
Un- well as broadcasting in South
tamed Breed,” "Gallant Blade. America records
of French "atmos“Mickey,” "Northwest Stampede,” phere” and
music.
Five-man unit
"Black Gold,” "Strawberry Roan,” will cover
its
itinerary by two
"Adventures of Gallant
Bess,” specially-equipped cars.
"Red Stallion of the Rockies,” ".Enchanted Valley” and “Coroner’s
Creek.”
is

t

•

I

*

'

t

;

'

I

I

1

j

Park

Commissioners

sponsors the project, but one faction is oppo.sed to giving J. Gordon Hilker, local impresario and
overseer of TUTS, a share in the
profits besides a retainer.
Socialist faction of the body feels
Hilker
should be paid a flat sum each
year with profits turned over to
the project.

!

Start Widmark-Tierney
Pic in London by Aug.

,

H’wood Westenis’ Queen

—

London, June

"The Night

In All-Italian Film
Rome, June

21.

the City” likely
go into production here for
20th-F'ox in middle of August. This
is
the
Richard Widniark-Gene
in

will

14

Virginia
Belmont, has been' Tic. ney .starrer.
Joe Green to Europe for Pix
Sam Engel is producer while
Joseph Green, hc.nd of Globe signed to play the di.staff lead in Jules
Dessin will direct.
the
Italian film, "11 Bacio di una
Film Distrihulors. Inc., and treasWashington. June 21.
Morta” ("The Kiss of a Dead
Hiked amusement tax' rate in urer of Hj'ams-(»reen theatres, Woman”) for
Flora
Films,
headed
for
Europe
yesterday
itd UFA
ttFA
Sweden is bringing the government .sailed
AMG BREAKING UP
by Guido Brignone. Peter Trent, '
more income hut has reduced the (Tues.) on the Queen Mary.
British film actor, will play the
Frankfurt. June 14.
In a six-week trip abroad. Green
number of tickets .sold by 6.8'’r,
UFA film studios in Wiesbaden,
will visit five countries in search male lead. Both Miss Belmont and
U. S. Department of Commerce reTrent will spc.ak Italian.
Afifa, have been ordered sold by
of new product.
ports.
Miss Belmont, who have seen in American Military Government to
Commerce
Department
coinwesterns
with
Jimmy Wakcly, an independent contractor.
mented that "theatre owners state
Johnny Mack Brown, Bill Boyd
Sale is part of the runcenefl
Other Foreign Newt
the public is reluctant to buy tickUFA*
and Jim Bannon, is married to ,\l- drive
decentralize
to
On Page 16
ets to the mo.st expensive seats
berto Califano, manager of the Mo- monopoly on German film produceven on weekends.”
cambo restaurant in Hollywood,
tion.
;
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VARIETY HEADLINES

ON M-G-M’s

STRATTON STORY
Cleveland Snags Record!”

Washington Socko. Tops!”
Philly Leader!”

Wham!”
New York SoUdr
Pittsburgh

'Indianapolis Socko!

‘PhiUy 3rd

Week

J

r\

/J

Neat!”

•p

/

o

ON M-G-M’s

VARIETY HEADUNES

(Ttchnkelor)

Detroit Big!**
Indianapolis Big!**
Louisville Lusty!**

Minneapolis

Stout!**
^

Cincinnati Big!**

SHOW

St.

Louis

^

Fat!**

Toronto Good!**
Philly Giant! Topper!’*

'Los Angeles Large!**

TITTLE WOMEN*

Big!

VARIETY HEADLINES

ON

M-G-M’s

(Ttthnkchrf

VARIETY HEADLINES

ON M-G-M’s

Louisville Slugger!”

Wows

Slow

(Technicolor)

St.

Louis

Frisco!”

Wham!”

Kansas City Bang-up!”

"Boston Big!”

'Boston Hotsy!”

"Cheers Buffalo!”
’

Philly Hot!

"Cincinnati Terrif!

'^"Minneapolis Oke!”

'Louisville

"Providence Bright!”

'Omaha Socko!”
'Los Angeles Sockeroo!”

Loo!

"Cincinnati 3rd Week
After Solid 2nd!”

"Pittsburgh Best

V

Tops!”

'Chicago Sockeroo!”

St.

/

”

"Chicago Hefty! Tops!”

"Paces

>

Good

'Pordand Hot!”
"Cops Denver!”

Bet!’’

"Cincinnati

Smash Despite Heat!

”

"Washington Great!
"Boston 2nd Week Nice!”
”

"Kansas City Brisk!
"
’BARKLEYS’ Big in Dull PI
"Frisco 3rd

"New York

Week

‘

Nice!”

Record Heat on

Broadway but 'BARKLEYS
Bright!”

HEADLINES SOON ON M-G-M's
"NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER” (Ttchtiicolor)
"EDWARD. MY SON" . "ANY NUMBER
"THE GREAT SINNER
CAN PLAY"

"

•

"IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME
"MADAME BOVARY
{JCcchnicolof'i
•

"BATTLEGROUND”

and plenty more!

"

o

;

INTERNATIONAL

16
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Switzerland Prefers Drama Standards:

Yank
By

“Sparkenbroke,” in
pic,
canti’s
which Sally Ann Howes, Marius
Gorinr and John McCullum were

whether
theatre, motion

phsises,

it
^

^

pictures,

September

'
i

a
irip
ArOnSOnli LFCloyS Tnnt\
To U. S. for Acts Till *50

I

j

1
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Japanese Theatre to Survive

Time

15

.

Tokyo,

Meanwhile Asso-

.

Picture

British

elated

I

.

Corp.

Mexico

1

nott have

to turn

^

ir-„,^rr’2 ime‘ 1 lu 5r'into 'a

'

Swtr

,

'

.

.

i

!

performances
with operas like Richard Wagner’s
•‘Flying Dutchman." Verdi’s "Trovatore," Puccini’s "Turandot” and
Mozart’s "Nozze di Figaro," and
operettas by Lehar, Johann Strau.ss
and Leo Fall.
Schauspielhaus Zurich is one of
the few theatres here trying to
present classical and modern literature on an even scale. How'of

^

Dictator Paces

i

.

.

a special eight-paged brochure put
out by travel agency is illustrated
entirely by cartoons from "Melody

1

^

^

j

\

(

1

I

”

j

i
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'
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i
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i
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of" ^rry Wrong Number”

1

I

i

i

effective Monday (20).
the latest in a long series
of moves which have either elimi-

by

This

U. S. pictures.

LAUGHTER’ LOOKS OK

American pictures are being
version, with
French subtitles in

original

German and
German Switzerland and

'

Fold N. Y. Story Office

became

Pictures
Switzerland
dominated
is

in

Goldwyn Another To

Samuel Goldwyn has eliminated
Universal
set to
ffor economy reasons his eastern
Kiss the Blood Off My story department.
It was headed
Hands" at the Opera next week.
by Mrs. Carolyn Stagg. Shutdown

j

Czechoslovakia.

line” (Ladd).

week

at the

dramas, "They’re Singing Again,
Chinese ment
Wall,’ have been .staged success-! Par).
fully
postwar Germany and lease

m

third

IN ITS

Tes.sin

tryt,

,

,

j
'

,

is

or

greatly

New

curtailed

York story departments of both
major and indie studios. Only company which has continued to op-

Sydney, June 1
Noel Coward’s "Present Laughpresented by the Sir Ben
Fuller-Garnet Carroll combo at
.

(Italian-speaking part of the coun-

and mostly synchronized in
Kiench in French-speaking Swilzeiiand (Geneva, Lausanne, etc.).
Examples have shown that German-synchronized versions are no
longer as popular as they were

nated

SYDNEY BOW

crate
|

its

story searching activities
level reached in 1946

;

pn the top

ter.”

20th-Fox.

the Palace, looks due for a good
run.
Premiere audience gave the
a solid sendoff.
Peter Gray has the lead role.

Formby on Canada Tour
Vancouver, June 21.
George Formby, English come- foreign chief and head of the

show

before the war in the cities, bedian, is being brought here next
cause a much bigger percentage
fall under local sponsorship.
®f the population than before unFormby is putting together a
Tight Control Plea
derstands English.
Unheeded by Laborites
Although U. S. pix are on top,
European pix have gained considLondon, June 21.
is being arranged by Ernie RawD'.scu.ssion on policy for forth- Icy, manager of Royal Alexandria
erably
with
the
Swiss public.
coming general election dominated Theatre. Toronto.
Vaudeville and Music
During the war years Switzer- l.abor Party’s Annual Conference
land was almost entirely cut off at Blackpool and precluded confrom abroad on vaudeville and mu- sideration of a resolution from the
sic.
Therefore, after the war there Assn, of Cinematograph and Allied
Current London Shows
I

j

I

|

|

ACT

1

;

|

was

reclinicians demanding
government control on

great interest in regaining
contact with other countries, espccially France and the U. S., for
classical music.
And 1948 brought
the climax as to the number of

tighter

(Figure shov'n u'ceks of nin)

film indii.s-

Not accepting this as the la.st
word. ACT is demanding considerat ion of its re.solution by the new
stars,
bands and troupes from Labor Party executive and it will
abroad appearing on Swi.ss stages be on the agenda at July meeting,
and concert-halls.
Union’.s I'esolution sought a firm
government hand in dealing with
,
;
;
;
production issues and steps to
Foreign Films Clicking
*)’**ke
.sure
that British studios
¥.
XT -AX
i.
In Lanadian Northwest played their full part in insuring
tli« .succe.ss of the quota.
Vancouver, June 21
Foreign pictui’es, which always
found the going tough in this part
of Canada, appear finally to have
Mexico City Pix High
caught on.
"Paisan” went over
big here despite hot weather and
Mexico City, June 16.
Mexico’s all-time long-run record
a general biz slump.
Playing in
International
Cinema, film was for films has been broken by the
Spanish pic. "Locura de Amor"
nearly capacity for two weeks.
In competition to "Pai.san,” an- <’’Love Madness"), which held for
other Italian
pic,
"Shoeshine,” 15 con.secutive weeks at C’ine ,^rwent six days in the 449-seat Stu- cadia. one of Mexico City’s few
dio.
Built for such pix. house un- fir.vf runs.
Axerage pic usually lasts about
til now lias been having a rough

London. June

“Ann Veronica,”

try.

.

'

New

"Brigadoon,” Majesty 10 ).
"Belinda Fair,” Strand (13).
"Black Chiffon,” Wc.st 8 ).
(

(

“Champagne Delilah.” New
“Daphne," Wynd. (13).

om w«*k m

the d< lii\ris line.

<2).

(10).

“Foolish Gent’w’n," Duch. <17).
"Happiest Days,” Apollo )65).

“Harvey,” Wales
“Heiress.”
;

i

(25).

Haymarket

'

!

“Dark of Moon," Ambas’dor

|

time.

tablished troupes, rather than assembling a tailbred ca.st for each
show.
have
Producer-owners
several troupes under contract.
They regard each troupe a.s’ a
property investment, the .same as
a theatre.
Thus, play production
While abroad Silver.stone will in Japan is little
more than a real
confer w'ith branch managers as estate business,
with each troupe
well as presiding over a number and each
theatre expected to .show
of sales conventions scheduled to a profit.
be held fh key cities. His itinerary
One interesting offshoot of this
includes England, .North Africa,
system is the standard practice of
Turkey, Israel and virlually every
running a play for a maximum of
European country outside the Iron
25 days, regardless of its popiiCurtain.
larlty.
Reason no play is kept on
the boards longer Is the fact that
the chain usually has another
troupe w'aiting to occupy the theCol Reissues ‘Gal Sal’
atre with a new play. CJiains are
In line with Columbia's current thus able to keep all their troupes
publicity cash-in on
Rita
Hay- reasonably busy.
worth’s headline marriage to Aly
Jap playwright.s al.so operate
Khan, 2()th-Fox Is re-releasing the under an archaic sysltun which
Hayw'orth-Victor Mature starrer, holds little attraction for promi.s“My Gal Sal” as a double-feature ing young writers. Di amatists
package
with
“House on 92d at^ paid by the minute tor th*
Street."
actual time their work is being enOn the same day. Col’s double- acted on the stage. Writers whose
In-

ter-America Corp.. sails Friday
(24) on the Vulcania for an extended tour of the Continental
market. He’s due back about the
middle of September.

I

'

|

(5).

(

—

,

21.

Piccadilly

"Annie Get Gun.” Col’s’m (107).
“Beau .Stratagem,” Phoenix 8 ).

'

'

tion.
Fortunately, this tendency
has begun to slacken, mainly beHollywood, June 21.
cause the bulk of the Japanese
Summer production program on people are no longer seeking the
the Paramount lot calls for a lot type of escapist entertainment they
of sweat, the most in four years, craved immediately after the war.
The theatre has suffered, howstarting this week with a highbudgeter, "Where Men Are Men," ever, since most producers have
with Bob Hope and Lucille Ball, been unwilling to take chances on
Next on the hot- weather .schedule foreign plays or on experimental
Fred As- dramas whose popularity could not
is "Let’s Dance," with
talre and Betty Hutton surround- be gauged in advance.
ed by an elaborate production.
Outdated Production System
Second reason for the shaky
Others bu.sy during the summer
season will be "Postal Inspector,” plight of Nip theatre Is the cum“Viva Mexico,” "Counter-Intelli- bersome and outdated production
gence,” "Eagles of the Navy" and system still employed here. Until
the next Bing Crosby starrer, "Mr. recently, no independent producers operated in Japan.
Biggest
Music,” stalling in August.
Nipponese theatres are chainowned, and all shows are produced
by the owners.
Thus, a play is
Silverstone’s Extended
chosen to fit the house, rather
European Film Survey than a theatre selected to fit the
Murray Silver.stone, 20th-Fox’s play. Producers also rely on e.s-

FOR THE SUMMER

j

Its

were

cities

^

Opera. Holdover of another
"Una Noche en el Bal
Tabarin," at the Ambassador, has
necessitated yet another postpone-

are
stiff

more

;

grossing well in

Principal economic factors
soaring production costs and

becoming more and show any profit. 'This means that
popular, there were still
Nip producers are interested in
where they were not shown, nothing but surefire stage matebut he hoped that problem could
rial. Result has been an alarmbe overcome.
ing epidemic of cheap revues and
erotic shows which have caused
Jap moralists to cry out in
anguish that the Nipponese theatre
PAR’S HEAVY SKED
has reached a new low in degrada-

pix

!

local film,

14.

admission tax. Overhead for labor
and materials to build sets have
gone up more than five times since
the end of the war. Profit is furprez Harold Wilson during his re- ther reduced by the admission tax
cent three-week tour of the
of 150%, a figure which the NipDominion.
ponese government clings to in
Wilson admitted that he had dis- spite of repeated protests by both
cussed the situation with John pic and legit owners. Of average
chief of Famous admission fee of 150 yen (55c),
Fltzgibbons,
Players Canadian, and also with 90 yen goes to the government
toppers of Odeon of Canada.
and 60 yen to the producer and
At a dinner in Toronto before 60 yen in Japan today won’t even
leaving, Wilson told Canadian buy three eggs!
execs they could look forward to
Under these conditions, an averan expansion of British film rev- age legit house must play to 95'
enue in Canada. Although British of its seating capacity daily to

|

is

struc-

and set in order soon
enough to forestall a complete
breakdown.

mum

j

•

to de-

Production Costs, Taxes Soar

j

)

survival of the thea-

ture of the business can be over-

Intensified drive to secure maxiplaying time for British pix
in the Canadian market is expected, following preliminary discussions initiated by Board of Trade

*

!

For

London, June

(

The

Japan would appear
pend on whether the ba.sic

tre in

Canadian Mkt.

.

!

creates.

London.

of Disney opus in

t

financial problems W'hich inflation

employees.

hauled

coincide with the general release

Buenos Aires Biz

S.

British Drive

Time." Idea developed by Edgar
Ricketts, with publication timed to

Buenos Aires. June 7.
During the past month or more
N. Y. Par’s Pix Set Until
Amcriciin film releases have been
ever, its position is in a way much infrequent,
firstrun
most
and
Noy.; Music Hall’s Trio
easier than that of all the others, houses have been showing local
since Schauspielhaus is a purely material w'hich has been held over
Booking of three important new
dramatic stage and excludes operas from week to week. Grosses uft- films to round out its summer and
and operettas. In 1947-48, for in- der these conditions are never early fall schedule was announced
stance, hit No. 1 was Carl Zuck- equal to those the exhibitors ex- by Radio City Music Hall, N. Y„
mayer’s "Captain of Koepenick,” perience when top American prod- this week. At the same time, N. Y.
a modern P|ay. Successful were pet is released, although inflation- Paramount also revealed the bookE^agle With^
also Cocteau’s
spending and the demand for ing
of
product
through next
Heads" and Van Druten’s “I Re- entertainment are so high as to Thanksgiving.
member Mama,” whereas the same keep grosses at a fair level,
Hall’s
new pictures are "In
author’s "Voice of the Turtle" w'as
Charles Chaplin’s “The Dicta- the Good Old Summertime.” Judy
» flop.
lor continues grossing record fig- Gurland-Van Johnson), and “MaAll the less important Swi.ss ures at the Rose Marie and Paris dame Bovary”
Jennifer Jonesstages, such as Lucerne, St. Gallen, theatres.
In the first week at the James Mason), both Metro; and
Biel, Sololhurn, etc., follow the Rose Marie the picture grossed
Under Capricorn,” Ingrid Bergkey cities or fill their programs $n. 200 (US) (6,200 seats at 50c.) man starrer for Warners.
with revivals of classics and stand- and $3,000 at the 650-seat Paris,
The Par has set "The Great
ard works. Geneva and Lausanne “Belinda" continues grossing in Gatsby" (Alan Ladd), to follow
are strongly dominated by French record fashion after 19 weeks, Bob Hope’s "Sorrowful Jones," but
authors and al.so devote a good while "Gone With the Wind” has it won’t open until about July 12.
deal of their schedule to French run into 36. The French picture Additionally, the Par flagship has
guest troupes and stars.
“Le Corbeau” (Difa) is the next booked “Rope of Sand” (Hal
Works by Svvi.ss authors are rela- record breaker with 17 weeks.,
Wallis), "Red, Hot and Blue”
Betty Hutton
lively scarce and generally don’t
“June Bride” (WB) and “The
"My Friend Irma”
come through too well. Swi.ss pro- Swordsman" (Col) are now in their (Wallis); "Song of Surrender;”
Crosbyductions, in most cases, only find third weeks, while the local film "Top O’ the Morning"
Interest inside the country and “Historla del 900” (Panamerican) Fit zgerald). and "Chicago Deadvery rarely cross the borders to
stages abroad. One of the few outstandingly talented Swiss authors
is Max Fri.sch, from Zurich, whose

.

.

.

number

16.

An embargo on

public is very conservative
ZT^!^ocoelsM Zo%Z> ’‘^Sin“
and rather suspicious towards new annlication will not be heard beplays or operas, with very few exoei 31 AroSso^^^
sealast
upon
Looking
ceptions.
America this summer
son’s schedules of Stadttheatre and
dans to 20 to the
Stadtand
Zurich,
SchaiKspielhaus
f° ^
theatre Berne and Basle (of which
vaudevme and" nitery
visit Hollywood and ex- ences, it
the latter two embrace drama, op names for next season, when the 16.
them less than U.
pects to be away four weeks
era, operetta and ballet), one finds
club intends to run regular floorfar
by
exploitation
tie-up set by
are
Unusual
works
standard
that the
shows.
Disney London organization with
ahead of any new ones. Stadttheathe American Expre.ss Co., in which
tre Zurich, for example, had its
.

10

exporting films
to the U. S. is being advocated by
to the business have predicted a
,^, 3 , National Cinematographic Indusgeneral collapse unless a new
try Workers Union because of la‘-ree weeks.
As soon as Norman Evans fin- bor strife involving the Alameda source of strength was found.
Union
Tex.
Antonio,
Two sets of factors are contributishes his Isle of Man season for theatre in San
he will do a picture is squawking that the cinema’s ing to this alarming debility; JaMexican help are not getting the
pan’s chaotic Inflation, and the
Mancunian Pictures, and will be same pay as Americans.
Mexican labor feels that since archaic and hoplessly inefficient
supported by vaudeville star JimEarl St. John, aide the Alameda exhibits Mex pictures Nipponese production s y s t e m,
my James
.
to America July to almost exclusive Mexican audi‘o
which is ill-equipped to meet the
is discrimination to pay
Will

,

don Ueensm* authorities

June

City,

June

The Japanese legitimate theatre, an ancient and honorable institution in the Land of the Rising
Sun has tottered so badly that
many theatremen and others close

Mex. Union Would Bar
Native Fix Going to U.S.

is

seeking Howes for its epic. “You’re
which is to be directBest Alone
Foxwcll at Elstree

“Chlltern
completed
Having
Abe Aronsohn and Bobby Bar Hundred,” film producer Paddy
made ‘P^Mon to ^nAmerica June

j„

yaucle

ville or music. Especially in pic
lures is this obvious.
Lcdi. here in th^ast year or so

All

Martla's

to star, with start not likely before
^

Zurich, June 12.
The efl’ect of the U. S. on Switzerland’s amusement industry remains sharply evident in all its

shown

St.

New Strength Seen Nec?^ For

London, June 21.
Holdup on production of Caval’

Pictures Nip European Hireat

GEORGE MEZOEFI

greatest

I.ONDOM OmCI
riaM, TnfolcM

*?ARir.TT’S*

(21).

"Lady's Burning." Globe <7).
"Latin Qt. Revue,” Casino (14).
“IJIac Time," Palace (9),

feature package "Cover Girl” and plays are produced in a (’lass A
"Y’ou Were Never Lovelier,” in theatre receive 41^1 yen per mi(*'
“Oklahoma!”, Drury Lane (112). which Miss Hayworth is starred ute.
In Cla.ss B houses, author
“On .Monday Next." Comedy (3). with Gene Kelly and Fred Astaire, gets 3 yen per minute. Two per“One Wild Oat.” Garrick (29).
respectively, went into the Cri- formances a day of a two-hour
“Sauce ’rartare.” Cambridge (5). terion.
N. Y.
.Seiznick,
like- play in a Class A theatre will net
“September Tide,” Aid, <28).
wise, hopped on an Ingrid Berg- the
writer 1,000 yen, or $4 at the
“Third Visitor,” York’s (2).
man reissue when she and Roberto
.‘'ome
exchange rate.
"Together Again.” Vic. Pal. (115), Rossellini were page
news, with present
"Two Dozen Roses,” Lyric 4
"Intermezzo,” which has been gar- writers sell scripts outright at
“Worm’s View,” Whitehall (113) nering big gro.s.scs.
many yen a page.
i
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Final

Word on EL

Inside Pictures

Sale Expected

Because its boxoflice survey project has stumbled on several pitfalls,
the Theatre Owners of America is reshaping the w-eekly quiz to take in
Hollywood, June 21.
Originally, plan was limited to
all key cities throughout the country.
Randolph Seotl will ride in towns of 25.000 or under. Objective of the survey is to supply
TO.\
“Colt .45,” based on a yam by members with a report, percentage-wise, on how different pictures are
Thomas Blackburn, at Warners doing.
Metro bought “To Please a
Project was initially held to the 25.000 bracket becau.se it was thought
Lady” as a po.ssible starrer for that info from smaller towns would be mo.st representative of how such
Ted Richmond a film was gros.sing. Exhib unit, however, has found that releasing
Clark Gable
these situations lag as much as 130 days thereby making the
produce “The Magnificent * dates in
will
information dated.
Heel,” formerly titled “The Red
No reports have yet been sent to. TO A members and none will be
Robert BuckCarpet.” at U-I
sent until the plan is amended. Outfit previously expected to circuner shifted his “Free for All’’ larize iLs first findings this month. TOA plan, in effect, approximates
troupe from W’ashington, D. C., to that of Allied which services its members with Caravan reports.

From Small-Semenenko Coast Talks

|

With Serge Semenenko reportfdly unable to fulfill terms set by
Kdwarcl Small for becoming a

EL, Gen’l Service
Hollywood, June 21.
Motion picture production was
n'sumed on two lots. Eagle Lion
and fleneral Service, after long

t

.
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.
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J

the U-I
nis

for interiors
for

lot

Denwork in

.

.

.

Morgan reported

“Perfect

.

.

a loan of almost $11,000,000 to EL
its parent, Pathe Industries,
4)’ul
to

.

American firms not paying Federal taxes on coin frozen overseas ;iio
Stranger” at Warners,
after an argument over the inter- not being pres.sed for these t^ixes by the U. S. Bureau of Internal
Whether any film companies are among those holding back
Revenue.
role
U-I
of
his
pretation
Richard Wallace directing.
switched from “Java” to “East of on the ta>r money cannot be learned. It is known, however, that s» vBarney Sarecky re- eral corporations have declared their overseas earnings and have notiJava.”
signed from Great Western Films fied the Government that they will pay the taxes when and if they got
to negotiate a producer pact with the cash back into this country.
2,500 N. Y.
a company in Australia.
Couple of months ago it was disclosed that the Treasury was considGary Cooper and Patricia Neal ering the possibility of a formal ruling that these taxes could be withwill co-.star in “Hidden in My
held until the money was unfrozen. Treasury is still working on this
Screen Office & Professional Heart,” based on a story by Mar - and, according to a department spokesman, “wants to help these busiEric
Emnloyees Guild this week nixed tin J. Fielding at Warners
Fact that the corporations are not
ne.ss firms if we can do it legally.”
an industry proposal to renew la.st Blore signed by Paramount for a being pushed for the taxes is regarded as a good sign. It is bclicv(d
spot in the Bob Hope starrer,
year’s pact covering about 2, .500
it indicates a favorable ruling in the near future.
Washington
that
in
Max M.
•‘Where Men Are Men”
homeoffice whitecollarites. Exactly King bought the Arch Oboler yarn,
reiterating the stand taken by the “Great Force.” for indie producN. Y. Daily News is posing a considerable problem for film companies
Screen Publicists Guild, SOPEG tion on location in Canada
with its plan for a special edition in September carrying stills and
indicated its intention to hold out Metro postponed “Lovely to Look
stories on all the pix to be released between September and the befor wage hikes and union security At,” a remake of “Roberta,” until
ginning of the new year. Tab plans using only stills *in color, and pubprovisions before inking a new next year
.Robert Cohn will pro- licity departments are now trying to figure out how to get tinted prints
pact.
Spokesmen for the major duce “The Killer That Stalked of black-and-white pix that are already in the can. Unless specially
Leocompanies, however, have stated New York” for Columbia
ordered, studios do not ordinarily make Kodachrome stills of b&w
that the industry is in no position nardo Bercovici will write and difeatures. Generally, costumes are not designed for color.
rect one picture a year for Hal
to boost payloads at this time.
One of the angles now being investigated by Paramount’s publicity
Laurel Films signed
Battling for a new union ticket Wallis
chief, Ben Washer, is the Flexichrome process announced by Eastman
Faye
Emerson
Zachary
Scott.
and
for the past half-year, both colIt turns b&w stills into color automatically.
a couple weeks ago.
larite unions have devised a new Mary Boland .to make “Guilty ByN. Y.
tactic to hold onto their member- stander” in
RCA. as a public relations move, is making available to producers of
James Whitmore signed a term
ships.
From now on, all grievH. C. Pot- sponsored pix or anyone else who requires a small, smartly decorated
ances over working conditions and thesp ticket at Metro
salaries will be fought on a shop ter w ill direct “Europa.” formerly projection room for preeming his product, its “Johnny Victor theatre”
“Europa and the Bull,” in Radio City. It has a staff projectioni.st, Charles Kellner, who (an
level via stoppages and mass com- tagged
Greer Garson
James handle either 35m or 16m, and it is available at practically any time
mittee delegations
to
company starring
Mason. V’nn Heflin, Ava Gardner for free.
execs.
“Our hands are no longer
and Cyd Charissc will top the cast
tied by any contractual obligaOnly requirement is that people invited to the .screenings be n(‘wsin “East Side. West Side,” to be
tions.” an SPG exec said.
SPG produced by Voldemar Vetluguin paper and mag writers or “otherwise important,” such as men in big
also filed charges this week with 'at Metro, starting in "July
Ruby busine.ss or inclustiy. Room seats 75 and has a lounge and facilities for
the National Labor Relations Board Rosenberg, on loanout from Metro, providing guests with cocktails and hors d’oeuvres.
It is downstairs
alleging discriminatory firing by will function as assistant producer below the RCA products demonstration showcase on 49th street.
Columbia.
on the Irving AIlen-Franchot Tone

Semenenko. whose bank controls
understood

;

.

.

dl'.s.

is

.

.

periods of inactivity.
EL recalled 150 studio workers
to prepare for two Bryan Foy pictures. “Trapped” and “Port of New
York.”
At GS, Producer Colin
.Miller started the Shirley Temple
starrer, “.\ Kiss for Corliss,” with

i

<

.

Resume Production

partner with Robert H. Young in
ownership of Eagle Lion, it is
reverting
are
talks
xinderstood
back to the prospect of the prodiicer becoming full owner of EL.
S'v inenenko. v.p. of First National
Rank of Boston, is currently on the
C'oa.st confabbing with Small.
It is reported that there will be
a definite “yes” or “no” answer
from both
Wedne.sday
b> today
Rid s as a result of pivsent hud-

.

.

.

.

.

COLLARITES

have arranged for

SPURN PACT RENEWAL

Koincthing in exce.ss of $3,000,000
of outside money toward the pro duction fund which Small has been
demanding if he is to share ownership with Young, present controlSemenenko is
ling stockholder.
reportedly short, however, of the
$7..‘S00.000 which Small insists be
on hand.

j

.
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.

j

i

i

'

.

As a result, it is necessary that
the form of the deal be changed.

.

;

.

Small, it is understood, has thus
revertgd to his original proposal
that Young back out altogether and
be take all the stock of EL. It is
assumed that in that case, he’d be
willing to agree to a lesser production fund.
However, it is understood Young is now holding out
for certain concessions which may
prevent the Small purchase.
Whether Y'oung can be induced
to agree to the new scheme is a
<luestion.
If
he can’t, it is expected that Semenenko will endeavor to convince Small that the
money he has up to now been able
to accumulate for the production
fund will meet all requirements
for the two-year minimum period
Small has set and that he should
go along on that basis.
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Managers of major-owned themeantime, have begun to hit

atres,

back

the collarite picket lines
in the metropolitan area.
Large
signs have been posted in lobbies
informing filmgoers that the theContinued from page 7
atre employees are not on strike
and that legitimate contracts are in
policy, supported by the local inforce with the stagehands, projecdependent exhibitor group, being
tionists and musicians.
not to issue any more licenses for
new theatres. In recent years the
bars have been let down only twice
here.
One result of this is that
Dancing for Kelly
inve.'itors
want to buy present
I
n P
bouses, but with little success.
In Next
Starrer
at

production, “The White

'

i

at

two

Minn. Building

j

No

Tower”

Latest grist for the Italian Communists’ anti-American propaganda
is Metro’s recent announcement concerning the suspension of ^vork
Communist leaders in Rome are trying to push a
boycott against Metro on the heels of widespread labor beefs against
the film company.

Joyce Reynolds
screen for a role

,

I

I

I

j

r«‘turns to the
in “Girls’ School”
Monogram starts
Columbia
pictures this week, “Haunted

Trails” and “Angels in Disguise.”
Benedict Bogeaus will shoot exteriors for “Johnny One-Eye” in
N. Y., starting July 18. with intcriois to be filmed on the General .Service lot
Metro set Aug.
1
as the starting date for “Devil’s
Doorway.” starring Robert Taylor
tensing
William
Daniels
is
“Bagdad” at U-I while Russell

mill

on “Quo Vadis.”

Cine-Citta studios, just outside Rome, had been signed by Metro for
the rest of the season for the “Quo Vadis” shooting. Meantime, other
local and French producers, who had applied for space at the sludi<»s.
found other facilities. Cine-Citta. as a result, has been left high and
dry for the present.

I

I

Cla.ss of 1924 reunion celebrating 25th anniversary at Harvard boasts
following theatre personalities; Arthur Bronson, Variety; Ivan Black.
p.a.; Ogden Nash; William N. Gates, dance critic of Cleveland .News;
Theodore Parker, drama & music critic of Hartford Courant; Ted
Fleisher. exec of Interstate Theatres; Joe Cohen of Saxon Theatres;
Bill Ames and Walter Piston, compo.sers; Wallace Woodworth, choral
director; Maurice Gro.sser. scenarist; John Begg, radio producer, now
with State Dept. "Voice of America”; Tom Raines and Henivar Rodakie-

'

«.umps
“p
SI'"/.
Productions will gun "10
Sandre
McTaggaut Street,” July 15 with
Gale Storm, Peggy Ryan and
Gene Kelly will play it
RepubGloria Jean in top roles
b<night the East Lake, local neigh- without any hoofing, in
lic signed Forrest Tucker to make
starrer.
Metro
“The
Knife.”
slated
borhood house. Also just acquired
three pictures a year for seven wicz, producers of Documentary pix.
the Radio and Mounds, St. Paul for an August start with William
years.
nabes, from the Montgomery, Dale H. Wright producing.
Story,
formerly titled “Black
International complications caused Universal-International to delete
& Rydeen indie group.
Hand.” deals with a young Italian
a lot of drama from "The Bowie Story,” ba.sed on the career of Jim
who comes to this country to car- SEN.
Bowie, who deleted quite a number of Mexicans with his bowie knife.
PUSHES
Skouras* 2.500-Seat N. Y. House
ry out a vendetta.
Prominent in the original story was the Battle of the Alamo, in which
Operated by Skouras circuit,
the Texans were goodies and the Mexicans were baddies. In these (la\s
CUTS of
AMUS.
2 50()-.scat Caldcrone was unveiled
international goodwill it is a diplomatic error to depict Mexicans as
in
Hempstead, L. I., yesterday
Washington, June 21.
villains.
So the rewriters deprived Jim of his bowie knife when it
Tues.).
House is said to be the Hep Pitch for Goldwyn’s
Joseph W. Martin, Jr., Republi- came to cutting up the Mexicans.
largest theatre to be constructed in ‘McCoy’ Via Square Dance
can leader of the House yesterday
N. Y. metropolitan area since the
Samuel Goldwyn has tied in with (20). urged elimination of the warV ar.
New three-story building being constructed on the campus of the
Martin called
Pei)si-Cola for a series of square time excise rates.
City College of New York will be a .supplement to the college's Kilin
(lai ces
in
various parts of the attention to his bill, which has
2 New So. Jersey Houses
Institute which opened in 1941 with Prof. Hans Richter as director.
country to plug “Roseanna McCoy,” been marking time in the House
Philadelphia.
Ways and Means Committee, and Other academic institutions offering complete courses in motion picture
With the addition of two newt producer’s next pic. Initialer will
which would restore the prewar work are New York University, University of Southern California and
film
theatres,
total
number of he held m^xt Tue.sday i28i at the rates.
This would mean that the the New School For Social Research, N. Y.
houses in South Jersey resorts hit Central i’ark Mall in New York,
high of 35. Atlantic City tops list where the soft-drink manufacturer admissions tax would drop from
.Any complaints received about the lack of cool air in.^the Bijou,
lO'^i
20
to
and the nitery bite
vilh 19. four of them pier theatres. and the Park Department cooperN V.. until last week brought refunds since the management Tlid not feel
The two new theatres are the ate in sponsorship of square danc- would fall from 20 to S^'r.
like
quibbling in view of $2.40 top. Since then the new cooling plant
“Removal of these taxes.” said
Harbor, which Jack and Anne ing through the summer season.
Alberta Hannum. author of novel Martin, “would be the best tonic has been placed in operation in order to continue the run of ‘Red
Clreenbeig will open June 27 in
Shoes”
at fhi.s house through the summer.
City Investing installed ilie
Stone Harbor, and new City IMer from which the picture was made, we could give to busine.ss and emTheatre, which William C. Hunt IS coming to New York from her ployment at this time. I hope the plant at the Bijou specifically for the current run.
home in West Virginia for the shin- Ways and Means Committee will
vill open in Cape May.
dig.
Tom Scott. Kentucky ballad- soon take favorable action on this
,A-T Productions, headed by Irving Allen and Franchot Tone, will u‘
eer. is doing the calling.
1 am sure, if the comlegislation,
a new lightweight portable sound recording system in the filming
2 New House for Texas
mittee will bring a bill to the floor ‘The White Tower” in
Arlington. Texas.
the French Alps.
Eciuipment, light enough
the
of
House, it will pass by a sub- be carried by hand, was
Interstate Theatres building new
developed by Western Electric. Mo.st of tti
stantial majority.”
I.dOO-seater here to co.st $150,000.
picture will be filmed high in the mountains, where the use of slandai
Mason in ‘East Side’
First permanent film hou.se of its
equipment is impossible.
Hollywood. June 21.
t.ype to be built on an Army post
James Mason's second pic for Dietzes Summering
.since the war ended has opened at
“Outcry.” Italian-made pic starring Lea Padovani. started its third
C’amp Hood, Texas. Co.st $325,000 Metro is “East .Side, West Side.”
the Continent week at Brandt's Apollo on 42d street, N. Y., yesterday (Tuesday*. It’s
but not taxpayer expcn.se, being la.st casting Dorc Sehary made prethe
first
foreign film which has earned a third-week holdover there
built with funcis taken from profits ceding his current trip to N. Y.
Howard Dietz. Metro's ad-pub
of post exchanges and Army theaMason joins cast including Ava veepee. planed for Europe over since “I’ai.san.” It hit $11.81)0 the first session and $9,800 the second.
Distrib
is
Cre.st Films, in which .lack Ellis, former United Artists .New
tres throughout.
Gardner. Cyd Charis.se and Van the weekend on a combined busiIt seats 1,006.
Voldemar Vet login is pro- ne.^s trip, vacation and leave-of- York sales chief, is partnered with Art Cantor and Sanford Weiner,
Heflin.
absenee. Dietz will be away from
Three Far .North Canadian Houses ducing and pic starts In .luly.
his desk for two-three months dur- some of his time to help push
C’algary, Alta.
ANALYSTS JOIN SWG
ing which time he expects to visit along
Work started on a $1,125,000
Niven a Free Agent
Metro's 25th anniver.sary
flieatrc and office building being
Hollywood, June 21.
England, France and Italy.
Dur- campaign currently being waged.
Hollywood, June 21
built here by J. B. Barron, manaScreen Story .Analysts Guild, ing his absence. Si Seadler, ad Company has a drive going to book
Samuel Goldwyn gave David
ger of the Grand.
currently affiliated with the Paint- director and chief assistant to at least one pic in every theatre Niven his contract release Monday
C. V. Marshall opened his 660- ers Brotherhood, voted to switch Dietz, takes over supervision of in the world.
He will also inspect (20) after 14 years,
scat Capitol at North Battleford, to the Screen Writers Guild,
the Metro flackery, John Joseph, M-G's publicity and sales offices
Star is currently on loanout for
Sask.
Shift will become effective after recently acquired general aide to on the Continent.
Coke Miller-Marcus Loew Indie.
J. J. Baldwin and Ivan, his son, a change in the analy.vtV eonslitoDietz, will work in collaboration
Dietz's wife, Tanis 'of the Mc- “Kiss for Corliss.” with Slorley
opened new 550-scater at Melfort, tion and a legal sepa .ition from with .Seadler.
Guinness Ale family*, reside.s in a Temple, his la.st shot under GoldSa.sk.
the painters.
Ad-pub topper expects to devote villa near Paris which she owns.
wyn pact.
However. Ralph Green and

M-G

!

i

as.so-

Hollywood, June

ciates, who own a chain of driveins
in
this
territory,
recently

21.
straight,
his next
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.
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HIS

IT’S

NEWEST
PICTURE!
Adventure with steel-grip
suspense in

its

nerve-jolting

drama of two desperate

men and a woman who
knows every
heart

— even

way

to

a man's

to pulling

a

trigger!

aeciciW 9®®'

ROBERT

WILLIAM

RAMON NOVARRO
Lxwative Pr«d»»t SID

ROCfU

•

Ptodwcd

Wirt, PATRIC KNOWLES
DON ALVARADO • JOHN QIjAUN .
by JAM J, GROSS Dintttd by DON SILGH.
•

•

Suttn Pior by CJOfflSy IIOMJ oml CHAID
)d

Back th» Motion Pictur* InJuAtiy'. U. S.

MATSiM

MUK

'

'

on iHe Eomous Sotwrdoy EvMniftp ^o« Story "The Wood to CormicboeJ'*’' by WICMAftO Vy ORMStW

SAVINGS BONDS DRIVE, M»y

16- Jun»

30

I

'

grqw' In stature under the new
teacher. 1'he central theme is the
refoimation of a lost sheep upon
whom everything comes to depend
as he comes up for his license

Spanish

Fiiliiola
In the way of production value and
It
is
boxoffice appeal, it's okay.
done in a grandiose. expensi\e
manner reminiscent of the early.

costume
Italian
flamboyant
dramas. Ferrucio Caramelli. head
Artisti
lights.

owns U.

Associati,

S.

pix

in

.

and mysterious

comely. The irrscrutable
played to the hilt by
Rivelle.s.
But with a
Latin penchant for the ironies of
fate, the lovers are separated by
When they do
cireumstances.
five years later, Duran is the
judge pro.secuting h^r for the murder she committed to free herself
for him. The plot has the scent of
soap opera Castillian stvle.
The mysterioso elements are
subordinated to the tear-jerking

virile gladiator.

romance

—

extremely compli
cated, and concerns the court in
story

and the net effect is
Hqwever.
Hqwever, there are some

Rome as
for its control Witt; the Christians as paw ns.
Fabiola
(Michele Morgan)
becomes the pivotal point as she is
torn between
?n love for her gladiator and loyalty
lyalty to her father’s

side

two emperors fought

picturesque small Iberian villages,
The production is lavish, Senorita
Rivelles wearing some lush 19th

The

Century gowns and

Here the

to the lions.

vai

i-

Saturday
!

hit
;

large

(25». While in New
York
^ number of .«li()ws. As
buying film rights to iiroadway
legiters, he is dubious in view
“how much the purchase priie

shoots up the cost of making the

,

Picture Grosses
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1.0 Kal 4 'iipitlon
(The Cupid Club)
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Sears’ .sales plan grew out of discussions held in New York followjj,g ffig board meeting there last

I"**

^

‘

,

(RKO)

i

—

;

M

^

.

tom
^nX°e*BervU

At

i

I

of the

however,

Maria Mauban

.

barrel.

$5,000

Problem

of

plus vaude. $4,700.
E V/
West
TT
(FC)
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 50-84)—

1

i

River”
(Mono)
;<nd
(Mono). Passable $7 ,500.
week, “Lady Gambles’’ (U)
many times tougher and “Lovable Cheat” (FC>. only
been over UA’s 30 $6,700 in 8 days.

to get product’.

.
i

A
that
Beyond A\
1-b

the qi esiion marx inai
perennially faced: where
is

is

^

Last

i

This .seems to be the season for
has
it
French dramatic stars to take their than
>’«'*
fling al comedy.
This time it is
Bianchar
and
Simone “ns. Onj is the almost impossible
Pierre
indie producers aie having
fvalore
Renant.
'The two play an easy(Continued from page 10)
(BRITISH)
going private’ eye and a tough;)*) getting bank and second-money
London, June 15.
femme lawyer, respectively. The financing. UA’s product source is (UA) and “Lucky Stiff” (UA-. light
General Film Distributors release of
jj.
familiar thus all but shut off. Second factor $10,000.J
patterned along
i'lslintf Studios-Michael Balcon
TAa1/*nn nroduclion.
w.
k®
as
Ealing
Brandeis (RKO) (1..500: 16-65)—
Features Basil Radford. Joan Greenwood! Hollywood lines, and is strongly is that the company will have no
Mildish
•’at-lison.
Associate producer, m. reminiscent
of the “Thin Man” further liquifiable assets or other “Lust for Gold” (CoD.
“Green Promise”
resources
to fall back on $7,000. Last week,
financial
Sc«,“‘pUy. V'„n,"oTM."
“Tarzan’s Magic Founand
(RKO)
T"'
“"'a®’'"'
almost
danseuse
cavort30
nude
kenUe and Angus Macphaii from novel by
unless there’s an unexpected
tain” (RKO), $6,500.
>))8 )» l^e Bal Cupidon, which is a
turn somewhere along the line.
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
notorious night spot. To appease
sterling.
At odeon. LondJm juie
There’s always the chance, of
Big Jack” (M-G) and “Slippy .Mounanticipated Gee” (Rep).
Fairly good $4,000.
h mit *onT’w\thoura"ffeSle
the%\^uaL
visual
affecting the
f^^^izon Last week,’ “Pa. Ma Ketlle
(U)
w?gUu‘**^“.::: CatSUin”
conUnuRv‘^°“^
*Bruce .Seton
Fools”
sergeant Odd
“Fighting
iMono',
and
the
situation
temporelieve
and
-11
Joan Greenwood
A* sini.ster invalid is killedj in the _
Pe««.v Macroon
whic*h has been the historv $3. .500.
<2 800; 16wJuS Wauon
U A U A execs and board mem^- 65)Paramount (Tristates)
Vv,..,.,,
c... :.,..
Gabrielle Blunt H)S lovely young wife, well played
“Happen^ Every
ratrlona Macroon
.Spring’
citnation a
.lean Cadeii
Mrs. Campbell
by Maria Mauban, IS the principal
(20th).
Fair $10,000.
Last week,
over
their
going
at
sesthorough
Her good friend, Simone
“Champion” (UA), $11,200.
^MoiiJnd" Graham
?he b??"*".
Duncan Macrae Renant, reluctantly brings the pri- sion in New York last week, are
Angus MacCormac
Caf»tain Buncher ... Compton Mackenzie vate
detective, Pierre Bianchar, not satisfied, however, with any
into the case.
She had previously such solution. They feel that the
St. Loo Baseball Hurts;
Ealing Studios has mastered the sent him to jail, and they start off continued existence of the comconnedy touch. After “Passport to frigidly towards each other, but fi- pany hinges on their finding and
Pimlico,” now doing well here, nally end up in each other’s arms. the owners agreeing to a real long‘Allegro’-Stage $24,000
“Whisky Galore” proves a bright
Bianchar and Miss Renant are term answer to the problem of
St. Louis. June 21.
,
J
offering. Absence of big names for extremely capable, but the film is obUining
com to provide .second-]
As if biz at firstruns was not
the
_ marquee should not detract much too commercial to have any money, guarantees and whatever slow enough, theatres here had to
boxoffice as far as Britain art' house 'appeal.
Its American other financing is needed to keep compete with Cardinals’ giveaway
IS concerned.
Film should do well type style seems to rule it into the indie producers going.
stunt. Management of St. Loo club
*'
on a dual bill in the U. S.
secondrun foreign houses where
dished out orchids to fir.st 4.000
compton Mackenzie’s novel, on the prestige name of Bianchar
femmes who .showed up for night
which the pic is based, is unfolded might make it a good entry,
game with Giants Monday (20>.
here on an Hebridean island in
Mask.
“Johnny Allegro” is being boosted
Quiz
1943. Only sign of the war is the
by first stageshow at Loew’s in .sevlocal Home Guard, but a major di.sContinued from page I
eral years to do best trade in town.
Ti Riirovera
aster occurs when the island runs
“Blonde Bashful Bend” is okay at
studio audience, with the home Missouri,
out of whisky. This major cata.s(I’ll Find You Again)
.studio
his
directing
troohe brings home the real implicontestant
(ITALIAN)
Estiiuates for This Week
kineis
mulling
web
cations of total war. AHcr some
The
partner.
Genoa, May 9.
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; .50-75)
^ freighter with 50.000 ca.ses
Lux Film release of Valentino Broslo scoping its televersion of "Stop the —"Mourning
Becomes’
Fdectra”
ScOtch runS aground off the production. Stars Enrico Viarisio. Della Music,” which is currently shown ,rko) and “The Judge Steps Out”
f¥ii
a:
Cg>:alA' f^zat
r
a
riii
R/\lc
island. The natives organize a mid
(RKO). Okay $12,500. Last week,
Joh'n K*tzmm*r? 0.100 ^i8conu!*'Rena?a o**ly 0)) l))^®)"®))))*)®®^®^
niRht expedition and lay in a tre- Na*«i. Directed by Giacomo Gentiiomo. is planned to try
on
.... KGO...T*.-.',.
...7 “Music”
“Tulsa”
(EL) -dllVJ
and “It HaODCns
tiptoe
r-riT
iji
—
— X UIOU _ ^A^A^r
Nicola
mendous store for future consump- Screenplay, Giaromo V-Gentiiomo,
Manzari, Guido Pala. Aiberto"vecchietti: TV, San Francisco, preceding and Every Spring” (20th) (m.o ). $12,000.
I*®®camera,
.50-75i
.Nldo
Tontl:
liOew’s
I:
music.
—
Giovanni
the
...^
Kine
with
an
„..
an(Loew)
following
(3.172,
,
,
j .
*
*
Sustained
comedy
treatment
suethat although Coast “Johnny Allegro” (Col) and .stage‘
viewers will not be able to play show. Solid $24,000. I.asI week,
ciu^p.
vl
..... .......
Slu ScS; the game the show s entertainment "Champion” lUAI and -This Is
.

,

i

.

OMAHA

'

ous complications are brought to
a head as the young gladiator adheres to his (Christian principals
and fights without lethal weapons.

to

I

Simone Renant

^

cast

Down

execs feel they can continue to
n»rrltp"fnr 'Thoiit "a v'ear***'"Even
oP
“l^de 649” (FC) and “Daughter
vi ranina iHp
hnt

Pierre Bianchar

jerome creatat
Anne Marie creMat

:

(2d wk).

okay $9,400 last stanza,
P.lomar (Sterling! (l.ahO: 40.651
Adventure Baltimore” .HKOI

after

s
isabeiie piesitis

..

•

tion.

Bfanrhar.-SimoneRenant:' feature* Yves
Hene Biamard. Francois Joux.

Vincent.
;

(Continued from page 10»
“Happens Every Spring’ •20ihi
and “Night Unto Night
W B Big
near. Last week.
Alle:
g^o” (Col) and “Miss Hhylhm
(Mono); no dice at $3,200.
Orpheuni (H-E) (2,600; .')0-84i —
“Champion” (UA) and llusilers”

i

Paris, June 14.
Paris.
de« Films Sirius release of Ariane-

!

Sears is reproduction plant.
ported hopeful that the treasury
final
.. .a.
provide
would
wuu.u
H.uv.uc
sale
Sditr
stock
10 CK
,S
company problems,
solution for a
providing
of
that
principally
money for financing indie producI

(FRENCH)

I

In a few .scenes
there are brief touches of humor,
but the overall mood is unrelieved
Bril.
tragedy and suffering.

a sadis-

3;

laurels^ going to

being used in carnival and ball- Barnfan

orgy commences as they are

thrown

a

pace

his very

room sequences.

are

Christians

herded into the arena, and

«.iih

time. »« u ins.
around Seville and of some Dominique Phiiiippe

trigues of fourth-century

memory.

^

heavy,
photogenic shots of the country-

is

There are some

atmosphere.

cial

Sale
from

Hern^rd Blier
Rlier for trol.
Bernard
sympathetic portrait of a
The Nasser brothers, recent inGallic Mr. Chips. Young D. Caron side-trackers on a UA purchase,
is eloquent as the reformed rebel
as she is
are not entering a new bid. They
damsel is in his appeal for justice before the are understood to be dickering for
board who ^^^Id tea.’ down
Amparo
for their
t
possible network buy
typically the new* emancipated spirit o the
video

French-Italian production, it
was shot in Italy in an extremely
realistic looking early Homan deIts stars are French, with a
cor
supporting cast.
fine Italian
Michele Morgan as the beautiful,
haughty patrician w-as never lovelier, and seems to be in her completely
mature acting stride.
Michel Simon and the late Louts
Salou are very competent, and
newcomer Henri Vidal makes a

A

The

.

ticular type of film since he is try.
ing to give the distrib wing a broad
variety of pix.
Schary entrains for the Coast

these rule.s would be neee.ssary,
since it appears highly unlikely
that prospective buyei's would consider holding a majority .stock interest without actual voting con-

film was shot mostly out-ofdoors in a small French town. The
real locations give it a fine provin-

The

foreign-language

nabes.
A period piece of the 1860s. the
celluloid drama unwinds slowly
and pondeiou.sly, although the
Ihesping IS good. Rafael Duran is
capable as„ a ,
Judge who is stricken by a senonta
as silent

UA
’Contindcd

exam before the department board.

<

of

—

f

Wrdn<*8day, June 22, 1919

Film Reviews
^ Continiird from pace

tic

B

1

Pirn RES

20

Whinky

;

'

He

refuses to kill his downed op,
ponent, and finally wins over the
crowd as they swarm into the
.rena with the intervention of the
new emperor Constantin, who
brings peace and the embracing of

i

<

•

RfeamS

a

•

i*

—

'

’

^

Christianity.

Though of epic proportions, the
film gets quite complicated in its
Intrigues,
and thus loses the
greater humanity it might have
had if all led to the brutal arena
climax in a straightforward way.
The photography and technical
work are brilliant, and on its sheer
physical appeal and theme it becomes one of the pix of the year
Mask.
for art house appeal.

;

.
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•
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The Ma|{ie

Horite
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—Songs)
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(Color

i

(RUSSIAN)
Artkino release

of

.

SrE®"pome,Vhrkov.''p; ^ozhkov-'r^merY.
V.

Voinov:

music. V.

\

,

SoyuzmultRIm pro
Oransky.

titles. N. Napoli. Tradeshown
15. Running time. 64 .MIN.

^

!

English

N.

Y

.

,

(
In Russian; English Titles)
This full-length color cartoon.
the first the Soviets have sent to
the U. S., has charm and basic appeals that should win it a wide
thowing in the art houses.

.

,

I

,

June

.

.

,

,
i

TV

j

Jag

!

I

^

j

I

Based on a Russki folk tale which
has been a hit on the Red stage as
Thp Mnsir^
a ballet and a play,
Horse” should click with both
young and old audiences.
Yank
filmgoers who are Disney fans will
recognize heavy borrowing from
the American animator s technique
.nd should And it i-ompare. favorably wi h his product. Like Disn(>y.

,

1

! -I

J

1 1

'

The centuries-old fantasy is that roles to date.- He gives a flawless
performance of the misunderstood
a young boy who gels two
supernatural horses and a talking, Home Guard chief whose zealous-

Bandit

ters.

wood

mm

"“X

'

pic stars,
English titling is
partly in verse although the preschool set will probably understand the story without their aid.
It registers as good entertainment
with a few draggy spots.
Bril.

^

main there
little HifTicnitv
'"'r®
loiiowing me dialogue.

producer Monja Dam_
shewsky and director Alexander
Maekendrick are both newcomers
‘o feature films and this is a commendable start.
Myro.
I/E4*€»|€* Ruliiftonniore
(The Country School)

(SPANISH)
Azteoa

release

Amparo

of

Juan Espantalcon.
Ctil.

.Screenpla.v

Cifesa

Rivelle.s.
b.v

Eduardo

by

Duran.
Raphael

Maiciuin.i,

based on story b.v Pedro A. de Alarcon;
camera. Alfredo Fraile: music, .loaoiiin
Quintero. Enelish titles. Herman G. Wein
ber*. Trade.shown N. Y., June 17. Running lime, tfd MI.N.s
Blanc a
AnipRio Hivflirs
Javier

M.

Running lime. 116 MINS.

Arnoud
Arnoud

M*ne.*

production.

K.ifael

Directed

Paris. June 7.
AGDC release of Cooperative General
flu Cinema Franc.iis produetion. Directed
and 'written by Jean Paui Le chanoi*.
Stars Bernard Blier, Juliette Faber, Delinont: features Arlus, Acquistapare. ArdisRon. and D. Caron.
At Normandie,

ans

(The Nall)

Stars

(FRENCH)

Faber
Deimont

.iuhet[e

::::::::::::::: A.,.,

i

N. Y.” (EL). $14,500.

value
screeninc
vdiue merits
iiieiu.s screening.
au ..

i

6Xpcrirn6ni Will be measured and
Fisherman
PoIh;*
^Enz® Turco if the “Music” Kine clicks it is
[’Ip,
Robert steveni B^ely that Admiral and Old Gold.
the show’s co-sponsors, will expand
•‘®®))P ®f stations via film
Rjtrovera” is evidence
®'"®®"®® that
transcriotions
at empt by Italo producers
o
.
«®al.vsis
snows
shows
‘heir films more palatable to „
‘h® general public is making some Sunday. Thursday and Friday with
^'veaways.
with six
formula ha^y®t
‘® he found, and this pic is just 9n)z offerings ,,n Friday and five
eompromise
Chances j® 'the ap‘ec® on Sunday and Thursday,
?.
C. S. will be helped by backdrops As a whole, ratings on the partici,
J palloners
...
.
ner Take All,
Pushing.
P'®®‘y ®f, nushinc
and "Sinn'Vhs.
9®®
^‘op the Music
Story,
based
on
an
are lopactual 9®t‘
happening two years ago. tells of )*^)®0young bride separated from her'g^^MM
husband on their honeymoon. He’s
a British Intelligence officer tracking down a gang of smugglers.
With (he help of her village priest,
Continued from pane 4
the bride finally catches up with
her husband for the final clinch. ..
u tI.. * r
.u^'®® ®®®8®t for this year and next.
With an eye
to local color, the
v..^
..
...
,,
_
®®^
have an answer until
chase leads through teeming, noisy “®
«®® ®''®r this week
.streets of Naples.
Pic al.so has 8
„r u.
^ bit
u:*
_
lu
*
The $1.,500.000 teiling far »varof
humor,
R®®d
thanks
to a
good performance by Enrico age pix generally attributed as a
Viari.sio as the prie.st. which he Schary policy is not a correct stale‘®P‘i .'® » scene in which he sets ment of the ca.se, production biggie
an
played said. “That was the average cost of
®P
^"'
«'">
•^® ceuing."
rr.-’hf.a'^' 7
i. «®‘®».
^'®'®
”'®
conditions al the boxoffice, that
minor characters are good, fitting
average
may
have
to be pulled
'nt® Neapolitan atmosphere,
down but there is no definitive
Giacomo Gentilomo’s direction answer yet.
he said.
is uneven, but he has caught the
Schary believes a good picture
.spirit
of the rough and
.

“The

Fan**

Last

week “Nicht Unto Night’’
-D,
and “Lady Gambles

(WB)

’

(20fh)

^14(K)0

r>onri

’

”

$12,500.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000 .50-751—
Belvedere To College i20(hi and
wk.
.zn wki.
Clipper” (Mono)
L;iipper
iiyionm '211

'

\

.50-75)—

(3.500'

“Blonde Bashful Bend’’ (20thi and

'

”

,

'

(F&M)

Missouri
,

'

.

,

“Tuna
^luna

HoWin^

well at $12,000 alter great
*18,500 opener.

!

i

.

^^‘**'*

iviuiiiti,
upa Mont’l*

‘River’

-

.

'

1

.

vite

El I'lavo

i

in
in

As.sociatc

vurono

John* KUzmureV
Ernesto Aimirante

'

mav worrv
u" i.^®ixh?bRors but" inThe

'

r.aio

hief

:

.sneak in ScoLs dialect

mss'^cS’
couri.
czJi%Sd
cz^
ana h\
Color, while not as brilliant as
Disney s. is well handled and the
animators turned out some evecatching work that u.ses svmhols
and details of peasant arL The
eood and reminiscent
remlnisreni of
nf
music is good
Prokofieff and Shostakovich, while
the voices are those of top Mosco-

Bruce Seton and Joan Greenas well as Gabrielle Blunt

"d '"Gordon "jackson^DVov'ide 7hV
%mancef S the^ film The
?aT\hTlhe Luves In^'lhe Jast

Peter Ford
t

*

ness leads to trouble in high quar -

flying pony who helps him perform ail the impossible tasks the
seis lor
for him. The
czar sets
ine liny
tiny si
steed
ecu.
the boy and
firebirds do some

ir Ru^Un baner Th^i-r

.

i

George
Mator

of

dances

II.-5

I

-

I

human

gives

I

.

characteris- outwit the Home Guard captain
tics to animals and is .set in the "ho regards the adventure as the
same kind of magical world as worst type of looting.
R. II Radford
R Hr a khas ono ofr kBasil
his K
host
“Snow White.”

“Horse

**

’

i

Montreal, .lime

I

'

1

,

I
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River” at Imperial looks standout.

en” at Loew’s, shapes mild.
Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (C.T.) (2.8.55: 40-6.5)—
"Little Women” (M-G). Mild $13.“Conneelicut
000.
Last
week.

i

.

Cooler weather after rain Monday (20) is reviving biz here after
Airo.s.s
long heat wave,
“City

Another newcomer. “Little Wom-

Schary

,

.

Yankee”

(Par). $13..500.

'CTJ

i

MP

21

j2

|

Nice $12,000 following .smash
firct at $20 5on
Palace (C.T.) (2,62.5; 34-60)—
<KKO'.
"Adventure
Baltimore”
-Kis^ m
.s,i 2
'^b.. *.o.o«o.
—
Princess (C!!.T.) (2.131: 34(10'
“Whiplash” (WB). Okay $11-500.
Kounweek, “'rarzan’s Magic
wk).

'

hr&.

-

Belgian crix gave this one the
accolade a.s the best French film of
tain” (RKO). $11. non.
(lie year.
It’s another fine French
Imperial (C.T.) (1.830; 26-4.5'-look at early school life. An idealtumble
•luaii
.luRH^Ei
“City Across River” <U' and “Mo$3.500.00()-$4.()()().()0()
>^l)® .school teacher takes over a days
which followed the Allred
Allied
napped”
(U). Socko $11 ('('<'
run-down country .school, and tries liberation of Italy, mixing in a *‘®®)®^‘'®all.v. But he concedes that
week. “Rogue’s Regiment 'U* •’'®®
(In Spain.sh: Enqhslt Titles)
to lake the stodgy classicism out good dose of laughs for okay enshorter runs for average pix
“Henry
(U>. $7.5()nR.ninmaker”
A dreary tale of the travaih of of learning. He conics into conflict tertainment. All credits are good
presenting a big problem to
Orpheum (C.T.) d .n4(); 34-60'—
frustrated
love,
with
slight with the reactionary elements of and location shots in Naples and “)® studios and distribution .staffs,
a
l)t>"a
<3d v'k*
“Champion”
(UA)
whodunit twist added. “'I'he Nail" Ihe town. The film moves at a ,Mps lahout 9H'^f of footage) are H's overall production program
to $6,000 after average $7,000 lasi
Will appeal solely to aficionados of brisk hut cpi.sodic pace as the boys milked for full values.
llatrk.
will not concentrate on any par- week.

^

i

'
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1
1
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from Film

L.

debuted

I.,

The

(Tues.).

2.500-seater,

Theatre’s
opening.
preem was staged for the benefit
Hempstead community
the
of
its

from Wallace McKitten.
Wally Anderson changed name
of Utopian, Sheffield, Pa., which he
recently bought from H. II. Baldensperger, to the Penn.
Alan Wieder, RKO exploitation
man in this district, has been spending recent weeks in West Virginia

Alfred W. Schwalberg, Paramount’s di.stribution veepee, attending a two-day conclave of the
Theatre Owners of
Associated
Indiana at French Lick, Ind.. accompanied by central sales chief stirring in preparation for simultaneous preems of “Roseanna McJ. J. Donohue.
Coy,” in Morgantown, Clarksburg,
Moundsville, Wheeling and Parkersburg in August. Fulton gets it
World preem of “Great Dan here at same time.
produced
by
film
Patch,” newest
Norbert Stern, drive-in pioneer
W. R. Frank, local independent here, back from fiying trip to Rio
theatre circuit owner, will be held De Janeiro, where he went to look
July 19 at the State under North- over possibility of building some
west Variety club’s sponsorship, outdoor theatres in South America.
proceeds going to the club’s heart

ST.

!

;

I

!

•

I

:

I

i

giving fare-

office staff

ists

well party for Gene Meredith,
chief accountant, tran.sferred to
Jack.sonville,
ager.

Fla.,

I

!

saturation deals for
“Sand” finds 122 day-and-date
pacts already clo.sed.
Territory’s theatres cooperating
in big way in current savings bond
drive, with local exhibitors handling Treasury department’s “Cov-

ered Wagon”

visits.

cated,

Frank Soltice, Eagle Lion salesman, now managing drive-in at

I
'

Three

!

candy and popcorn
rohibited in the Hollywood and
t nique at Litchfield, Minn., near
Eating

of

here.
Mott, N. D., population only 800,
to have its first film theatre as part
amusement center.
of $125,000
House will seat 450.
Richfield, suburban house, raised
$1,200 for family of slain policeman with preview of “The Champion,” which United Artists provided gratis and in advance of

regular Minneapolis showing. Evening’s gross was donated.
Saturation bookings will necessitate from 60 to 70 prints in this
territory for “Great Dan Patch,”
produced by W. R. Frank, local
theatre circuit owner.
Will have
world preems here and in Indiana.
Warner Bros, office staff tossed
farewell party for Gene Meredith,
chief accountant, promoted to office

manager

branch.
him.

new

theatres

Ladder

made manager

to

June

quarter

because

of

Academy

gross-copping strength.

here,

ter of ’49 (period

reports, are also rising slowly.
Exclusive of foreign remittances.
Col grossed $8,525,000 for its first
quarter; $8,668,000 in its second;
and $8,924,000 in its third.
Also showing a loss at the end
of ’48 but back in the black-ink
column is Republic.
Rep wound
up last year in the rut for $564,499.
Its net during the first quarter of
’49, ended Jan. 29, was $4 13, 000.
Likelihood that Rep will continue
to gain is seen in the fact that its
grosses during the second quarter
totalled $7,626,709 or substantially
ahead of the $6,362,847 garnered
for the initial period when the
company scored its $413,800 net.
RKO’s Costly Weakies

I

I

While

are

headliners for sole busine.ss
on two-day program at
summer convention of Associated
Theatre Owners of Indiana, opening at
French Lick tomorrow

RKO

is still

struggling to

absorb the costs of a number of
expensive weakies released last
year, company execs predict that
the outfit will have its distrib
operations turning in profits before
the company splits, Nov. 8.
Indicating that RKO’s revenues are
at a sound level is the fact that It
grossed $27,100,000 during the first
three months of ’49. a total only
slightly less than the $27.6.54.000
scored in ’47 when the company
had a banner year.
Gains in grosses are also being

session

I

SAN ANTONIO
A proposed .source of additional
income for the city would be a
5'« amusement tax.
This source
was being discussed by the mayor

24.

DALLAS

I
'

LOUISVILLE

'

RKO

:

i

I

]

BOSTON

I

I

I

j

I

Balaban Plan

PORTSMOUTH,

H.

Paramount

Alice

'

Kuhiman succeeds

j

“Red Shoes”

for

set

roadshow

dates at Duluth and Rochester,
Minn., with Walter Hoffman in
charge.
C. B. Stiff and Fred Larkin, vet

;

i

Paramount northw'est theatre circuit district managers, have retired
from active duty, but will be retained in an advi.sory capacity. Stiff,
trict, is

KANSAS CITY

I

CINCINNATI

RKO

j

who handled

the Twin Cities’ disreplaced by Charles Zinn,
of State here.

upped from manager

is succeeded as South Dakota district manager by Woody
Prought, promoted from assistant
North Dakota district manager.

'

'

I

’

RKO

]

'

York.

Leonard

Ti.schler acquired CoCoverdale, Pa,, from Sam
who will devote all his
time to Lakeside drive-in at Conneaut Lake which he and Elmer
Hasley, East Pittsburgh exbib, are
lonial,

Yakish,

opening soon.
Lewis Hepinger's health suffiimproved to permit him to
resume booking and buying for his

ciently

Orpheum, Clarion, Pa.
Par,

elected

Row Bowling

WASHINGTON

I

Cinema, was in on deal.
Donald Kranz, Eagle Lion salesman. resided to go into silk .stocking vending machine business in

George Curtz, of
resident of Film
for 1949-50.

,

'

Summer film policy at Casino,
local burlesque house, failed to
catch on and folded after three
weeks. Gabe Rubin, owner of Art

E eague

i

!

PITTSBURGH

New

'

I

Larkin

I

C

Hughes’ Coin

Chi Fight on TV

SEATTLE

I

,

LOS ANGELES

I

SAN FRANCISCO

j

I

Bill Walker, Craftqn exhib, recuperating in Presbyterian ho.spital where he recently underwent
a second spinal operation.

George

Jo.sack,

WB

circuit

man-

25),

SEC

Allied,

(Wed).

ended Sept.

Col has scored comeback to earn
$171,000 for the fir.st six months
and $452,000 in a nine-month peGross returns, according to
riod.

Ainsworth, head of National

and A. W. Schwalberg,
Paramount general sales manager,

dis-

After a $23,000 loss suffered during the first fiscal quar-

INDIANAPOLIS
Bill

its

Columbia also points up the

j

of .facksonville, Fla.,

f

and city commissioners at a clo.sed
session here. A tax would also be
placed on dancehalls. with an estiregistered by 20th-Fox. Paramount
Helen Twelvetrees, one - time mated return of $13,000.
and Metro. This factor is considlegit and film star, is now the wife
ered vital since there is no doubt
of Lt. Conrad R. Payne, who is
that the pix released by these comnow stationed at I..ackland Air
Terry Turner,
exploitation panies present a lesser amortizaForce Base in San Antonio. She chief, in town last week to set cam- tion problem than in the recent
married the fighter-pilot while a paign for world preern of "Ro.seTwentieth, for instance,
member of a ,USO cast on tour in anna McCoy,” the Alberta Hannum years.
grossed $43,490,969 in its first
Germany.
romance on one phase of Hatfield- quarter of this semester against
Interstate Theatres’ Capitol In McCoy feud. Preem has been set
$40,316,174 last year,
The Esquire, ATC operated, Brownsville will be completely re- tor Rialto here, Aug. 17.
Metro’s net for the first six
closed its doors for summer with modeled.
months of ’49 total $4.1 17.1 17. This
Tom Sumners, of San Marcos,
manager Wilfred Tully transferred
sum almost equals the $5.309.6.59
to the Bayside, Hull, a summer now sole owner of the Josephine,
which the company netted for the
deluxe nabe, San Antonio.
situation.
entire year of ’48.
Ted Fleisher. Interstate buyer
Continned fretn page S
and booker, and Joseph Cohen,
N.
local exhibitor, celebrated their
Dr. Albert G. Johnson, Negro be with us.” said the veteran show2.5th reunion at Harvard College
doctor in Keene, whose life .story man, “It only means that it’s up
this week.
Nat Ross rejoined United Artists inspired the production, will at- to imaginative showmen to make
is
CoBtinued from page 5
sales staff for Maine. New Hamp- tend world preem of the docu- sure that the entertainment
Boundaries,” at ‘de luxe,’ otherwise they will keep
shire and Vermont territories. He mentary, “Lost
being a big operator in the Minnehad been with emppany for 12 Colonial and Olympia here June them home in their neighborapolis sector, is also prez of North
Film was shot here.
Pro- hoods.”
years until two years ago when he 22,
ceeds of first day will go to PortsAs for television’s inroads. Bala- Central Allied.
resigned.
Berger told 'Variety that he
mouth
Rehabilitation
Center, ban laughs that off. ‘I t will be the
which aided in securing bit play- same as with radio; the family .still would not reach a deal unless Far
ers and extras for the film.
will want to get out of the house, came down on its demands. He has
Leo Hayob opened his new Mary
especially the mother who’s been also confabbed with James J. DonoLou, Marshall. Mo., last .lune 15.
hemmed in all day with her house- hue. Par’s central division manaNew theatre seats nearly 800.
ger, on the same subject.
Bob Line new sale.sman for NaChanging bait to lift summer hold chores and the kids. ShowSchwalberg has instrucle<l his
tional Screen Service in the north- trade,
Theatres is ballying men, naturally, must see to it that
west Kansas territory. He is just “two new big features on every they make the going-out appeal .staff to lean backwards on any exhib
gripes. This, in turn, is said to
sufficiently
attractive.
Otherwise
out of Kansas U.
program.” policy going into effect
represent a change of attitude on
Directors of Kansas - Missouri this week at 3.100-seat Albee and they will slay home.”
But right now one of the bigge.st Par’s part. It frequently led the
Theatre Assn, switched date of the 2,600-seat Palace, largest of its
annual convention to Sept. 20-21. six downtown houses. Except for headliners in show business is the fight for distribs on the question
New date set in order to follow rare in.stances. reissues have been price, and new standards must be of terms and clearances. Henceclosely after the national conven- the twin bill fare at
sUnds created to attune to the reduced forth, the word from Schwalberg
jtion in Los Angeles, Sept. 12-16. for years.
is, sales staffers must give exliib*
admission, in his opinion.
Elmer Rhoden, Jr., is hobbling
every possible break on disputes
around Commonwellh circuit ofif it means getting bookings where
fices with cast on his foot; fracture
none existed before.
National
theatre.
legiter
turned
resulted from fall down some
into pix house over the issue of
stairs.
"Babe” Cohn, manager of Para- Negro exclusion, switches from
Continued from page
mount. staging a celebration be- firstrun to subsequent-run policy
ginning June 22 with the opening as of this week, day-dating with guaranteed by the Nas.sers, Latthe
class
nabes.
ters’
angle
is to gel tenants for the
It
will
use
two
of “Sorrowful Jones” there. It is
Continued from paxe Z
Service Studios, which
in honor of theatre’s 30th anni- features weekly and 65c top as do General
they own. Therefore, a producer via newly developed big screen
versary. House was built by Franx the town’s belter nabes.
to obtain second-money from the RCA
Newman.
equipment. It will be stuneMiller Drive-In Theatres expects
Hughes’ fund must come to a deal what in the nature of an experito open its new ozoncr in LcavenEvergreen State Theatres re- with the Nas.sers for studio space. ment in projecting instantly in a
worth, Kans., ne.\t month.
entering show biz in Olympia, Since their term.* are high and large house, especially after transWash., with construction of the there are numerous angles in- mitting such a long dl.stance.
State. 1.000-seatcr, Expected to be volved,
many producers would
While Par would like to run this
completed in September. Will give rather forego the financing than fight on the screen of its Chicago
Robert
L.
Clark,
Paramount the Washington capital city
accept
the
deal.
four
theatre, in Chicago, understanding
salesman here, upped to sales houses.
Sears’ task is thus made doubly on the TV rights, according to remanager of San Francisco branch.
difticult, since he has this problem ports late yesterday, is that no teleMarcal and Piefair. local pix
on top of the basic one of getting casting will be permitted ^in the Chi
hou.ses. rai.sed .scale 6.5c to 8.5c despite current trend toward lower
Jack MacDougall. with Fox We.st together a producer with an ac- area.
Fight is being staged in
admissions;
Parano
protests
from Coa.st for the past 20 years and for ceptable script, director, player and Comlskey Park, Chicago.
patrons.
other
elements. In the meantime, mount was still working on the
the past few years advertising and
Jerry Saffron. Columbia's west- publicity manager in nearby Oak- UA is seeking other sources of in- possibility of getting TV on the
ern district chief, held regional land. appointed manager of the die financing without the Nas.ser
bout into the Chicago theatre at
sales meeting here attended by R. Fox-Oakland, succeeding the late strings attached.
presstime yesterday (Tues.L
j

3

o

trib rally.

drive-in. which
opened recently,

succeeding Robert White.
Latter
resigned to become manager of
new Harvey’s drive-in which opens
•
this month.

%

Stradford,
Warner south.side
house, moves up to firstrun on
“Stratton Story” day-dating with
Capitol and Avalon.
Variety Club is holding its sixth
annual outing and golf tournament

planned

here. Dave MacFarlane plans 900seater while a 785-seat hou.se is
planned by Howard Fletcher.
A
theatre is
being con750-seat
structed in south end.
Alterations costing $35,000 are
proposed
for
the
Auditorium
owned by the Patrick Bros. The
2,500-seat house has been used for
concerts and recitals.
It
will
be managed by Guy Patrick, formerly of Evergreen Theatres, Portland, Ore.

affecting

ALBANY
Indian

saries.

Penticton.

I

moved over

first

former proprietor of Pam-O-Film amortization of costly films, it has
becomes office manager for Screen demonstrated, however, its ability
Guild.
to turn out cheaper pix without

Moline, 111. passed 2
amusement tax on all film and dramatic
houses: goes into effect July 1.
Variety Club tent 26 board of
directors earmarked $100,000 for
charity to be raised by benefits
during next year. One of the projects will be in memory of Henri
Elman and Dave Balaban, who died
within the last month.
20th-Fox employees threw a
shindig for Tom Gilliam and Jack
Lorentz, Chi and Milwaukee managers, on 25th wedding anniver-

Block into Strand Theatre building. Shift was made after W. P. Deas office man- wees,
who ^ had occupied same
since days of Allen Theatres, va-

20th-Fox

25 years,

for

Monogram.

Famous Players-Canadian Corp.
moved offices from Vancouver

'

the

Eleanor Paracleis,

di.strict.

ex-

seat

j

1

politan

CHICAGO

Rex from Willis P, Dewees.
Dewees built house in 1912 and
was
original holder of First Nadrums for Twin City “Champion” tional franchi.se here,

Warner

I

vaude trouper and more recently
manager of film houses in WilliamFrank Young, with United Art- son, W. Va., and Roanoke. Va.,

Larry Bearg, western division
manager of Famous Player-Canadian Corp., here on business tour,
attended opening of the new 900seaters at Kelowna and Chilliwack.
George F, Brewerton, operator
of prairie houses, took over 1,000-

I

I

LYNCHBURG, VA.

I

VANCOUVER

engagements.

LOUIS

Don Hallenbeck
is being picketed by Local 324 because of allegedly employing nonFirst time such
here, came to sudden end last union operators.
week when Chief of Police, R. G. a controversy has developed at
drive-ins of this area.
Dobson, ordered it discontinued.
The Leland, Albany's oldekt
Henry Holloway, owner of two
1,000-car drive-ins and three other theatre, which was gutted by fire
regular picture theatres in St. March 6. will reopen June 24,
Louis County, closed 30-year oper- after a complete facelifting.
ation deal with the Midwest DriveIn Theatres
Corp.; headed by
Philip Smith, Boston, Mass.
Zenobia V. (Soapy) Austin,

j

vention in October.
Chick Evans, United Artists exploiteer, in from Chicago to beat

I

I

Missouri State Senate passed a
state safety code for theatres
and other buildings used for public amusement after Hpuse took
Measure awaits
.similar
action.
A secthe governor’s signature.
tion in new act repeals an informer clause in presef.t law
which permitted a person filing an
action against a theatre for alleged
violation to collect one-half of any
penalty assessed.
Bank Night at three film houses
in Belleville, 111., 14 miles from

'

nospital fund.
Harold Field tours his Iowa
theatre circuit in own plane.
Bennie Berger and S. D. Kane,
North Central Allied president
and executive counsel, to N. Y, in
try to line up film stars for p.a.
here at national Allied States con-

i

BUFFALO

new

I

MINNEAPOLIS

I

|

I

Pa.,

chest.

i

I

Steubenville, O., slated to come
into this area with formation of
Victoria Theatre Corp. New organization’s officers are acquiring
Valley theatre at Brackenridge,

last

Take

DIstrib
Other changes made by Fox
West Coast include: Robert Apple
S^CoBtinued froBi pag^a 3.
to Grand Lake, Oakland, as mgr.,
succeeding Frank Jenkins. Apple margin by the windup of 1049. its
was former, mgr. of Senator in the latest SEC report, filed last week
East Bay. A. R. Hansen, asst. Mgr. showed a $16,000,491 fiosa for the
of the Fox, Frisco, is now mgr. of three months ended April 30. This
the Senator.
compares with $14,898,958 grossed
by U for same period of ’48.
U amt Col
U’s net for' the same quarter
has
Buffalo,
Pam-O-Filin, of
came
to $252,293 in the company *
new
Screen
the
taken
over
by
been
Guild Productions headed by Wil- first return to profitable operations
Rosenow, former branch in the past 12 months.. Company
liam
manager for Seiznick. The new still has losses of $465,242 for the
company will hold state rights for half-year period since it was in the
New York outside of the metro- red to the tune of $717..535 during

nights.

Constantine theatre interest* of

thea-

new Calderone

claimed to be the largest postwar
house built, drew a number of film
biggies to

Orpheum and Los Angeles,
are handing out automobiles, with
increased business, every Tuesday
Some smaller houses renight.
verted to bank nites and crockery

Han.s Kolmar, pubBert Catley.
licist in the Frisco office, named
ad^ublicity director in Oakland.

atres,

company.

Hempstead,

night

Row

Plaza, resigned.
F. D. Moore. Jr., aon of Warner
exchange chief, now represents the
Tri-State Antomatic Candy Corp.
here. Moore formerly was in the
West Virginia territory for this

He succeeds Sam Diamond, named
to take over the N. Y. exchange
Kupervision.
Skouras’

C. Hill. Denver; William Seib, Salt
Lake City; L. £. Tillman, San
Francisco; J. R. Beale, Portland;
Newl Walton, Seattle, and Wayne
Ball and Sam Siegel, of L. A.
Neighborhood film houses in this
area are going in for price cutting
and giveaways to stimulate droop ing grosses. Two dow'ntown the -

ager for years and recently at the

NEW YORK
Si6gfried Horowitz, 20th-Fox s
Philadelphia sales manager, tapped
for branch manager of that sector.

tre,

'
;

I

1^9

Jun^ 22,

FICrrVBB!«
I^ndoii Films’ Boxall,
Now In U. S., Optimistic

H’wood as *Red’ Scapegoat

Optimistic

rai chief J. Edgar Hoover when
•«ked concerning reports of the
of Trulatter’s resignation because
Although the FBI was
Ilian’s ire
not guilty of publicizing the names
its unat the Coplon trial, it was
verified lists supplied to the Stale

1
film
industry’s future cited by
ronUattcd from pagt 7
thought them to be true; but there Board of Trade prez Harold Wilson
in a weekend address before viewpoint,
The two organizations deficit, U. S. motion pictures mu.st
they stand in print, capable of
doing lasting harm to the individ- the annual film school of the Na- presented a joint protest on Eng- overcome the pre.ssuring by Artional Film Assn, was also re- land to State last week.
gentine producers who lose no opuals concerned.
It seems an apportunity of angling for increased
palling case of reckless misuse of flected by Harold Boxall, co-manOn Governmental Basis
aging
director of London Film Proprotection for their own industry.
privilege and unjustified witchductions, Ltd., upon his arrival in
With heat being shown by foreign Against this the foreign film imhunting.”
San Francisco Chronicle, wham- New York Monday t20) on the managers at failure of State Dept, porters ran only highlight the fact
reps abroad to rally to the indus- that theatre grosse.s reach the
ming Senator Jack Tenney, who Queen Mary.
Apprised of Wilson's speech, try’s support, it is presumed that highest figures when imported
recently added the name of Danny
Kaye to those branded as “Red,” Boxall agreed that the industry’s SIMPP will have no difficulty in fllm.s are exhibited, and this in
getting the MP.A.A to continue to turn benefits the Argentine State,
as.serted: “We particularly ri.se to sharp rise in production over rehis back-handed implication that cent months “certainly indicates go along with it on its campaign. via the various taxes paid by exbecause we have attacked his that the turning point has been SIMPP bases its view on two hibitors and distributors.
points: (D that restrictions imposed
With U. S. business interests
razzle-dazzle, witch-burning, head- passed.”
abroad are by governments and perturbed over the effects on U. S.Ime-grabbing techniques, we are
Boxall planes to the Coast today should be fought by the
govern- Argentlne trade of the agreement
unpatriotic
patriotic and unperceptive
unpercept
of the
Wednesday* for conferences with
dangers facing America
We re- 20th-Fox studio toppers. He de- ment. rather than by an individual reached between the British and
Indus! ry. and (2) that since films .Argentine governments, which is
gard Tenney as having contributed clined to amplify the nature of
the
more to Communi.sm than any forthcoming talks aside from com- provide a means of spreading the tantamount to a barter deal to be
gosoel of American to go foreign effective for five years, and which
other one influence in California, menting that
"20th is using our lands without a cent of cost to the allows for imports into Argentina
excepting possibly sonie of the hy- studios for
some of their pictures.” government as against the mil- of many commodities and goods
sterical newspapers he extolls
lions. for instance, for ‘'Voice of formerly brought from the U, S.,
In our opinion, 100% Americanism
Amei ica” it is to the State Dept.’s the whole question of U. S.-Argenis not e.stablished by shouting, ‘1
”
interest to see that Hollywood tine trade is due for revision, and
am a 100% American.’
product gets every break.
Brit. Govt.
motion pictures are an important
N.Y. Times last Friday <171 ran
This was explained recently to feature of that trade. This is ima letter from William Agar on the
^fontioiird from pace 3;
President
Truman by Ellis G. portant not only from the economic
Marches.
Regarding the charge
.\rnall. prez of the Society of In- point of view, but because of their
that they had spoken at the Russian son in his Sunday speech of the
Motion Picture Pro- impact in presenting the American
medical relief rally, he asked; “Was pickup in British production from dependent
ducers.
The President promised w'ay of life.
this discreditable?
Who would not the doldrums of a few months ago
his support and telephoned the
have done so?* And who. with a is taken here as indicating he is
well-known name, having refused, satisfied with recovery being made word to Secretary of State Dean
would not immediately have been by the industry and that therefore- Ache.son. Path to the State Dept,
Trailers
natioiialization or further socializa- has been somewhat smoother for
branded as a fascist?”
tion is not called for. In any case, the industry since then, but there’s

1

;

i

i

'

t

smear on FredMarch and Florence Eldridge.
Helen Hayes.
Robinson.
Edward G.
Dorothy Parker. Norman Corwin

Dept, that put the

.

ric

a flock of others.
In the cases of March and Mi.ss
Eldrige. the FBI’s annoymous informant. No. 402. reported a long
speeches
list of activities such as
at a fund-rai.sing rally for Russian
FBI
the
war.
during
medical aid
failed to point out. however, that
genercontributed
the couple also

,

j

TV

Industry Co-op

columnar
Lippmann; “The
people deserve some-

from

ContlnurU from past

hope “that something might come
out of present efforts. ” altliough
he certainly indicated no great
was he who introIt
optimism.
duced the thought that divorcement might be the key to success
in such a project since there’d be
dual
no more “.sctitzophrenia"
In
personality
by the majors.
Wilson’s talk, given before the
other words they wouldn’t find
annual school of the National Film
and
buyei'.s
the
both
themselves, as
was seen as greatly clarifyAssn.,
.sellers on film, on both sides of
Gamble feels ing the situation regarding the
the fence at once.
British
industry, its plans and the
that a company by representing
government’s intentions concernjust one interest can participate
ing it. On the progress side, Wilmore readily in an organization
son .said that compared w'ith the
such as is proposed.
10 first quality features in producFurthermore, it was elsewhere
tion at the end of March, there
it
also
make
might
this
observed,
are now 15 before the cameras and
more attractive to those indie ex17 more ready to start within the
hesitraditionally
have
hi-bs who
next
month or two. Employment
tated to join any organization of
in the studios has increased by
were
also
theatres
affiliate
which
more
than 500 persons during this
members. As a matter of fact, one
period, he added.
of the bleaker aspects of the
MPAA's whole current effort has
Budgets

|

thing a great deal better than
a sticky slew' of rumor, innuendo
from men who
and suspicion
have sought their votes and profess
to represent them and serve them.
“And some fine day they will become sick and tired of the little
ranting, strutting men. They will
insi.st that this disorderly conduct
come to an end and that the great
decent majority in Congress reassert their rights and their dignity
and their authority.”
Marshall Field’s Chicago SunTimes took the editorial view that
.

.

.

.

.

.

been

the

FBI reports had

names

of

several

case, to disclose the

reports?
“But Fredric March, Dorothy
Parker. Norman Corwin and the
others that was diflferent.
The
Department did not mind letting
THEM be smeared.”
N.Y.
Herald
while
Tribune,
agreeing with the D.ofJ. ’s prosecution of Miss Coplon, despite the
name di.sclosures. declared; “The
source of the allegations is anonymous; there is not evidence that
they are true, or even that the FBI

—
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a sufficient

but

statements to the press, except
that the Minister had asked him to
see him again next week, which
he said he would be very glad to
do.
In discussing the situation, Rickard stated:
"Eric Johnston and

the presidents and foreign managers of all our member companies want to collaborate in every
po.ssihle way with our own Government in all its efforts to find solutions to our economic problems in
Latin America. Accordingly, in
Argentina, we have offered to supply the films required for satisfactory operation of the Argentine
motion picture theatres and to wait
for dollar remittances until such
time as the exchange situation has
improved. We made this offer in
writing to the Banco Central in
Buenos Aires on April 18. but have
as yet received no answer.
Now
that the Argentine Government has
concluded the main outlines of its
trade
agreement
with Great
Britain, there will doubtless be
more time for the consideration of
other matters and we hope to have

of high quality

prestige pictures.
j

At the same time, Wil.son added,
British producers must turn out

Be Gained

.soon

enough “home market films” to
This was
keep screen lighted.
taken to indicate that rather than
lowering the 45% quota (40%
after Oct. 1), Wilson wants to push
for sufficient local product to meet
theatre requirements.
Neither the British nor any film
industry can afford to organize itself
on a limited home-market
basis, he said, declaring that “export or die” was as much a requirement for films and as for the
nation as a whole.
On the quota, he declared: "We
seek no monopoly of our own
screen time, or that of any other
We seek no quota procountry.
tection beyond that necessary to
maintain the industry at the rate
at which it can reasonably be expected to produce.
Equally, we
have the right to expect free ac-

I chairman of the exhibitor and comf
munity relations committee of the ce.ss and a fair showing for British
"LOOK FOR THE
MP.\A board. Attending were reps films on the screens of the ,worId.”
SILVER LINING"
Wilson cautioned the Indu.stry
Harry Brandis Independent
of
< Ol.ii
liy
TKClIMt'Ol.OK
Owners and of the Metro- against allowing “stereotyped mass
Theatre
k Wmn^r Uroa. Ptrtura
(without
any
Theatres
production
films
politan Motion Picture
SPECTACULAR STACE PRESENTATION
They represent between chance of earning dollars and over.\ssn.
the
from
result
seas
revenue)
to
exhibs.
them most New York
St'ssion followed an exploratory campaign to cut production costs
recovered
held
last
week
certainly
be
TOA
to
what
can
with
meeting
by Depinet and other members on the home market.”
William F.
"No one will deny that the inof his committee
Rodgers. Metro v p. in charge of dustry. perhaps through contagion
distribution;
Austin C’. Keough, from overseas, has indulged in
Paramount counsel, and Maurice standards of costs far in excess of
mart jane SAUNons
Bergman aide to the prez of Un»- what sound economics would de.•Nomoiiv riAUfM
•«ORf|V
mand,” he concluded.
versa!.
Jvn« Hovtr Roy tolgor Gordon MocRoo

to

our formal

duced

!

j

,

a

number

Asa

locally

made

pix

predominating in the
first-run theatres of Buenos Aire.s
and this week again they have

continue

—

been held over at four of 11 fir.strun houses and a large number of
second-run.
I

Apart from the predominating
problem of the Argentine dollar

all

the

hib anxiousness to have TV trailers
and laying out specifications for
them. Up to last week. Universal.
20th-Fox, RKO and Republic had
replied favorably. In general, they
said they were experimenting with
the new medium and wanted as
much more dope as Sullivan had
available.

TOA topper has been traveling
through the country addressing
exhib conventions, with television
the major item in his speech. He
lakes no sides on the results that
TV might have on theatre attendance. but is outlining what progress has been made both in horn*
and large-screen video and recommends exhibs keep themselves informed.
Sullivan talked to Theatre Owners of Tennessee la.st week and
goes to New Mexico June 28. He
had previously spoken in New
York, Georgia and Arkansas.
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of excellent films.

Its future depends on its being
able to produce a larger number
of first class pictures and on establishing an efficient marketing
organization in foreign countries.
I
think it is generally recognized
that any attempt to straight-jacket
the American film industry would
have a disastrous effect on Argentine production itself, as well as on
theatre operations and would soon
prove itself to be prejudicial to the
general economy of the country. In
many ways.
country with a
commendable ambition to create
an important industry of motion
picture
production, and in my
opinion with excellent prospects
of so doing, her interests from a
world wide point of view are the
same as ours in recognizing the
importance of keeping down everywhere barriers which prevent a
free exchange of motion pictures
between one country and another.”

Meanwhile.

has written to

Sullivan

companies informing them of ex-

MinM

“The Argentine film industry
has made considerable progress in
the last few #'ears and has pro-

•8(^^

f

now an answer

ofler of cooperation.

I

t

video.

j

ister of

clear that the British

number

nary trailers are of no value on
They are always too

long,

He had a long powwow with MinEconomy Ares (June 10),
was unwilling to make any

;

would continue efforts to compete
in world markets and in the U. S.
For this reason, he
in particular.
stated, the industry must produce

They admit, on the
can make.
other hand, that their own reaction
would be pretty much the same.
Latest step in the attempts by
the MPAA to set up an encompassing group was a luncheon in New
Yol k yesterday (Tuesday called by
RKO president Ned E. Depinet.

I’lctur«»

•" Varirty Slat*— THE ANOSEWt SISTERS
Oa let Stata— -FIESTA*'
Marriai AraalE

to

it

3;

television.

,

Major problem remaining.
Board of Trade topper declared,
was holding down budgets, but he
warned that this must not be attained by sacrificing quality.
Expounding on the latter point,

ever, generally feeling that no exhib is going to be wooed by sentimental good will into giving up
any financial or personal gain he

PAI’I.

DOK.I.AS

Hopp«ii» Ev«ry Spring

her of confabs with U. S. Embassy
officials, and important members
of the Argentine (Jovernment, including various members of the
Cabinet.

costs.

he made

past

agreed. Sullivan asserted, that ordi-

!

,

‘

Improvement, he said, was due
and Indirect partici-

’

being shown.

is

don't get their sell over
quickly or interestingly enough
Buenos Aires, June 11.
and most exhibs feel that they’re
Joaquin Rickard, manager for
made up of scraps from the cutLatin .America of the Motion PicTOA head said
ting room floor.
ture Xs.sociation of America, has
been in Argentina for the past that exhibs want trailers that are
specially conceived and shot for
three weeks and has had a num-

|

pation by the Film Finance Coip.
and by a reduction in production

I

not sufficient

Joaquin Rickard’s Meets
With U. S.-Arg. Brass

to the direct

MP.A.A board members have in a
manner authorized the efforts of
Johnston, since they .see in the success of any such organization as he
proposes a chance to create good
w'ill and cut down on the anti-trust
damage suits by exhibs, which have
nicked the majors for millions of
dollars in recent years. They take
a rather case-hardened view, how-

New York Theatres
I'KTKRM

failure as yet to get to-

finally been set for this weekend,
with Johnston. Harmon and RKO
prez Ned E. Depinet. chairman of
the exhibitor and community relacommittee of the MPA.A
tions
board, journeying to Indianapolis
How
to meet with Allied exeo?.
well this will work out remains to
be seen, since, aside from the normally jaundiced view Allied might
take of such an affiliation, Harmon
has not smoothed the patli by
scheduling confabs with TOA while
leaving Allied until later.

'

propriations.” editorial continued.
“Can anybody believe that the Department would have chosen in that

KW

its

that

!

1

gether with the Allied Slates Exhibitors Assn., most important outA meeting has
fit repping indies.

feeling

a

fighting spirit

[

the Sun-Times said.

cabinet members, a judge or two
and the senators and congressmen
who handle the Justice Dept, ap-

—

—

Attorney-General
Clark
Tom
“bears a heavy burden on his conscience for the smear of Fredric
March. Edward G, Robinson, Dorothy Parker, and other film figures
in the Judith Coplon spy trial." If
it was a case of losing the conviction of Miss Coplon by foregoing
the reading of the unverified lists
containing the names or of unjustly stigmatizing these people. D.ofJ.
“.should have given priority to the
rights of Fredric March, et al.,”

“Suppose the

9

still

is

from

if'ontlniird

i

said the Labor government is
opposed to nationalization because
it is felt that it would give British
pix even a harder time than normal in finding playing time on
.American screens. British government Ul not unmindful, it was said
by one English observer here, that
U. S. exhibs’ innate opposition to
anything that might have the taint
of propaganda through government
sponsorship is so great that even
Yank government films during the
war had trouble getting dates.
it

ed. brought the following

contained

.

|

Widespread Red-baiting to which
Government ofTIcials, as well as
Holly w'oodiles, have been subject-

American

.

—

Sez Llppmann

reaction

,

.

war with the Soviet

country was at
Union.

.

—

and

ously to a fund for buying an ambulance for Finland when that

D.C. Backing

view of the British

Continued from pace
at his press conference
nurid^y ( 16 >. H. rtlled the
hunting ComwhoM business of bed
form of
every
inies under
that he would
hysteria and said
far as the
as
ended
was
it
•et that
the Governtxacutive branch of
pient was concerned.
Further, the President guardedindicated some disapproval of
1
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DEATH GRIP SEEN TIGHTENING ON N. Y.
OliTLETS; TRICK RATE CARDS IN STYLE
The timetable on the demise of
come of the New York independent
Stations is being moved up in some

Gray Vice Fmeshriber

AM>TV Smoke

$28,800,000

Rings

clgaret companies will spend an estimated $28,800,000
in radio and television network programming next season, on the
(Amount is exclusive of spot accounts,
basis of present plans.
which will hike the figure considerably). It is also based on 40
weeks of programming, rather than 52, to allow for summer
hiatuses.
Here’s the weekly AM-TV tab as it appears to shape up subject
to some revisions and price fluctuations between now and Sep-

The major

tember,

CBS has appointed Gilson Gray
Informed quarters, with expecta- as Director of Operations. He has
Director of CBS Editing
tions that the next two years will been
cee some surprising kilocycle obits (censorship) since 1935, save for a
written in the nation’s No. 1 mar- three and half year stretch in the

Radio

AMERICAN TOBACCO
(Time and Talent)
Big Story (Pall Mali)
Jack Benny (Lucky Strike)
Hit Parade (Lucky Strike)

Navy.
-Gray succeeds William H. FineSome of the station managers
shriber, who is moving over to Mualarm
make no bones as to their
over the sw'iftly-moving transitions tual on July 15 as veepee in
which find increasing inroads from charge of programming.
ket.

$24,07.5

43,847
32,005
71,310

Frank Sinatra (cross-the-board NBC)

BROWN & WILLIAMSON

“People Are Funny" (Raleigh)

$24,105

Bing Crosby (Ch’field)
Arthur Godfrey morning (Ch’field)
Tales of Fatima (Fatima)
Perry Como (Ch’field)

$44,000
48,420
10,406
29,500

LIGGETT & MYERS

television, particularly in the after-

dark segments, and the additional
burdens put upon the sales boys
In trying to attract clients.
It’s no secret that several of the
Gotham stations have been on the
market for some time, with no
takers. Biz has been nosediving
and trick rate cards have become
KLZ Farm Reporter
fashionable, but in many instances
they are getting a reverse reaction
from prospective sponsors, who
has travelled more than
view with alarm the "come in at
100,000 miles In the i)ast three years
any price’’ offers. As such, the staby
plane,
train and car. to report
This is time of the year when
tions, it’s been established, are
the boys start yelling that Hooper slKiilflr.ant farm news for (lie 47,000
actually harming them.selves.
faiTii
families
in the Rocky Moununderselling radio audiences;
'
There’s an almost frantic grop- is
ratings completely bypass tain region.
ing on a management level to es- that the
KLZ, Denver.
million
vacation-time
the multi
tablish "formulas for the future’’
resorts
which will help the stations coun- listeners on the beaches,
as
But
far
highways.
as
and the
ter the TV inroads and remain in
The need for "special- •the telephonic home-listening polls Wholesale Walkout At
business.
go, the "dog days" are here, and
ized patterns” is recognized right
particularly reflected in
down the line, with an awareness are
in Protest Over
Hooper’s new'est Top 1 5 roster.
that such operations as the newsRadio Theatre,” which still
"Lux
music slanted WNEW; the bilingual
has a couple weeks to go before its
Policy, Pair’s Dismissal
WOV; WQXR, with its .selective summer layoff, is still in the No. 1
musical programming, etc., have
Albany, N. Y., June 21.
spot, but garners no better than
the best chances for survival when
Replacements
arrived Saturday,
That’s about half its peaka 16.2.
the TV competition really becomes season audience.
Some programs Monday and Tuesday for the five
tough.
showing up’in the new Top 15 are WPTR announcers and two engiEnvisioned in the stations’ bluelucky to come within the top 40
neers who suddenly resigned Friprint for the future, and this induring the mid-winter competition,
day afternoon (16) in protest over
is
cludes the key network outlets,
but with a flock of the top-rated
the finding of ways and means to stanzas already on hiatus, the the refusal of the WPTR managemaintain “in the black’’ operations milder shows are inching into the ment to take back a pair of staffers
let out, with a fortnight’s pay,
In the face of a possible 50% cut bigtime audience spread.
(All of
In gross revenues three or four the five top Hooperated shows in Thursday, and over its rejection of
demands
for changes in policy.
years hence.
listing
vacationthe new
are
It was the first large-scale quitbound.)
ting at an Albany area station.
Latest Hoopers follow:
With the exception of eight minAuction Bid Winds
utes off the air” when the protest16.2
Lux Radio Theatre
ing
group
first
lodged
their
14.5
My Friend Irma
Steer For
as
squawks with general manager
Walter Winchell
14.1
Leonard Asch and Russell David,
veepee in charge of engineering,
WFIL’s Roger Clipp Talent Scouts
12.8
the
10,000-watter
continued to
Bob Hope
12.0
Philadelphia, June 21.
function.
A skeleton announcing
Crime Photographer .... 10.8
Roger W. Clipp. general mancrew, consisting of program direcager of WFIL and,WFIL-TV, got
Stop the Music
10.7
tor Howard Maschmeier, assi.stant
a jolt when E. J. Hartenbower,
program manager Glen Walrath,
Big Story
10.6
general manager of KCMO, Kanco-sports director George Miller
Bob Hawk
10.4
sas City, sent him an 834-pound
and Libby Bowen, carried on until
Mr. Chameleon
10.2
steer, delivered to Clipp on the
new personnel arrived.
hoof.
Suspense
10.2
The Protestants demanded the
The steer, somewhat irritated
rehiring of John Gonella, newsMr. Keen
10.0
after its trip from Kaycee, wore a
man-announcer, and Tony PalumDennis
Day
9.7
card around its neck directing it
bo, assistant music librarian, who
Fat Man
9.7
be sent to Clipp at his office. Clipp
they contended had been disInadvertently won the animal. May
Curtain Time
9.7
charged without cause.
Gonella
25, when his bid of $300 bought
Mr. D.A
9.7
(Continued on page 34)
the yearling in an auction at
KCMO, run In connection with the

Ratings Reflect

‘Dog Days With

LOWELL WATTS

‘Lux 16 as Tops

WPTR

i

PHILIP MORRIS
Horace Heidt
This la Your Life
Crime Photographer
Against the Storm
Queen For a Day

$25,125
23,089
22.137
19.011
17,403

R. J.

Bob Hawk (Camel)
Vaughn Monroe tCamel)

T«*levi9ion
iTime aud Talent)

AMERICAN TOBACCO
Jack Benny (Lucky Strike)
Hit Parade (Lucky Strike)
Big Story (Pall Mall)

I

$9,700

Stop the Music (Old Gold)

7,250

PHILIP MORRIS
Preview
Ruth on the Telephone
R. J.

I

I

5,000

Amateur Hour (Old Gold)

I

!

$17,650

LORILLARD CO.

P.

I

I

11,000
10,000

Arthur Godfrey (Ch’field)
Perry Como

1

!

$24,000

LIGGETT & MYERS

'

:

$22,477
22.477
30.045
28.045

Screen Guild (Camel)

I

I

REYNOLDS

Jimmy Durante (Camel)

I

I

$30,890
22,807

Stop the Music (Old Gold)

I

i

LORILLARD CO.

P.

Amateur Hour (Old Gold)

$9,900
4,500

REYNOLDS

News Caravan (Camel)

$17,205
4.070
11,000

Sports Caravan (Camel)

New Mystery Show

I

1

!

I
i

j

I

appearance of Ted Mack’s amateur
hour.
Motivated by humanitarian considerations (or a bum steer) the
Philadelphia station manager firmly declined delivery in (he form of

Adass Sez He s Turned Trick On

WMCA; Sounds Off on ‘Gotham Way

Hartenbower’s
steaks.
was to send the beef here

10-pound

answer

Ciggie Duel Fattens Radio,

Bum

Up

—

and unannounced. Clipp
intact
rerouted the animal to Whiffletree

Three months after Ralph L. At- from national accounts, W'hile loand Norman Boggs took over cal backers were more difficult to
Farm, Montgomery County place operating WMCA, N. Y., which re- ink. He added that, with a few
®f WFIL’s farm editor, Howard portedly had been losing $1,000 a exceptions, most N. Y. indies were
Jones.
day, the indie is "in the black.” hampered by a defeatist attitude
The steer, will be featured in a At least that’s the story told and were resigned to 2% or 3%
contest conducted by Jones, be- by Atlass, management consultant, share of audience, while with agginning July 2 and ending Sept. 1. who was in Gotham last week gressive programming they could
Listeners to the "Farmer Jones’’ looking over the books.
garner bigger audiences than some
:

lass

Continued from page

board Godfrey morning pickup; the
upcoming half-hour Perry Como
show on NBC, plus Como’s own TV
show'case represent other major

axiomatic that in good times people
will smoke, because they have the
money. In bad times, the intake
and the inhale increases, even
though the consumer lacks the
wherewithal.

Chesterfield billings.

Lucky Strike will have Ja<k
Benny both as an AM-TV .salesman;

anticipated that, in the wake
of advertising coin retrenchment
in other industries, the ciggie outlay for radio-TV may inch into the
leadership for the first time next
season, a distinction allocated in
the past to drugs, foods and
notably soaps.
Lucky Strike. Chesterfield. Old
Gold, Camel, Fall Mall and Philip
Morris will be slugging it out with
unprecedented advertising dollars
to romance the consumer, and even
the smaller brands, such as Embassy, Parliament, etc., will be In there
pitching via radio-TV spots. As a
prelude (o ifs ambitious schedule.
Lucky Strike Uluring the hot
weather lull on radio and TV), is
It’s

"Hit Parade’’ also goes before (he
cameras in the fail, along with the
continuance of the NBC radio
stanza.
Company is a1.su shopping
for a new film
.series following

TV

the demise of

its Thursday night
"Your Show Time” and is inheriting the 7-7:15 Monday-throughFriday NBC slot from Chesterfield
to star Frank Sinatra and Dorothy

Kirsten.
Pall Mall, in addition to

plans a televersion of the series,
with a semi-documentary format.

TV show

has already been packaged by Bernard Schubert, with Arnold Perl scripting, with reports
that it’s the close.st approa<-h yet
devised for a satisfactory TV- made
film technique.

embarking on a summer campaign
embrace every daily in the country, with nearly $3,()6(),000 budget

to

allocated.

;

ahow

will be asked to estimate the
weight of the animal by Sept. 10.
Nearest guess gets the steer.

declared that sales volhas been increased by 25^ r,
same time that costs were
axed.
"Success is due to Boggs’
management and to our new rate
card.’’ Atlass said.
"Not only did
Atlass

ume

ROONEY COMEDY SHOW
PACKAGED BY MORRIS
Hollywood. June

New

t

at the

we

21.

flat

Nathan Strauss-owned
has pared operating costs
while talent outlay has been generally maintained. Their program-

ming philo.sophy is "to give li.stenwhat they want, not what you

—
—

from a $325 daytime and
nighttime hourly nick to a
$300 but we’re maintaining a

$6.50

web outlets in certain time periods,
Under the Atlass-Boggs administration, the

station

cut rates drastically to a realis-

tic level

half-hour situation comedy

I

Camel

think

they

should

want,”

Elliott

show starring Mickey Rooney
According to Atlass, N. Y. has
has been packaged by William "one of the worst rate systems in
Morris agency. Tagged "The Boy the country.” with most indies ofNext Door,” with Barbara Filer as fering inflated rales and then
Rooney’s vis-a-vis, show is owned chi.seling on them by giving hankby Rooney and Harry Crane, writ- rollers under-the-counter special
deals and discounts.
ter of the layout.
CBS is currently giving the! "The blue-sky operators who had shown phenominal growth.
tear up their rale cards to snag the three markets he is now
waxing a listen.

WGBB's Lombardo Show
at

CJuy Lombardo’s,”

from a new eatery,
Guy Lombardo’s East Point House,
preemod on WGBH, Freeport, L. I.,

Monday

”

(20).
i

Informal

interview

stanza

emceed by Ted Lawrence.

is

i

1

with

ac-

ir

An

it

it

Radio-TY
Rtvitw & Pr«vi«w Niimbar

felt.

whether he would

buy

Strauss. Atla.ss slated
there was no prospect of such a
transaction. He and Boggs are reporle<l to be working on a percentage deal and to have been given a
piece of the station.

of

(PM

is

particu-

spots.)

‘Editorial Edition’
Detroit, June 21.
"Editorial Edition,” new scries
of programs to be pre.sented every
Sunday afternoon from 3 30 to 4
will be inaugurated Jum* 20 by

WDET-FM,

int*r««tlnq bylin* fcotwrt in tb«

been

on

UAW’s

to Stay"**

4th AnnMol

Asked

larly strong

Is

tive.

WMC.A from

for ',‘Johnny” fan.s.

M. Sanger
Soyt

Here

be riding herd again
multiple radio network
to
with
plans

will

heighten its TV activity 'it now
sponsors the 15-minute er(»s.s-theboard early evening NBC-TV news
program.)
It has bought a halfhour CBS-TV period for a my.stery
show in the fall.
Philip Moiris, buying ‘‘Cri?ne
Photographer” in place of "Philip
Morris Playhouse” and seeking a
strong replacement for the fall for
the Te\,
Jinx "Preview." e«*ntemplates a stronger-than-ever bid

Veepee W QXR,
New York

**The Specialist

In

he claimed. AM business is
holding up and TV’s effect has not

i

(fJxer

its

programming,

Atla.ss

said.

air

"Luncheon

radio-video network
will he underlined,
but all-out spot campaigns, notably
on TV, will be used.
Chesterfield and American Tobacco (Lucky Strike and Pall Mall)
will probably be represented with
the heaviest budgets, the former
splurging an approximate $40,000
a week into the Bing Crosby radio
show alone. The full-hour Arthur
Godfrey nighttime video program
on CBS; the 30-minule cross-the-

Atlass is prexy of WIND, Chi,
holds ownership interests in
WI.OL. Minneapolis, and has purchased KLAC, L. A., subject to
FCC approval. He said that every
slation he had been connected
with had been a "dog” but that
with sound business operation it

business have hurt everybody’s
take in N. Y..” Atlass declared. "As
a result, this city doesn’t get the
amount of business it should. Advertisers and agencies don’t want
to chisel, hut when they find they
Ctin get extra spots and rakeolTs
for free, they spend less in N. Y.
Atlass reported that WMCA’s
biggest sales boost was coming

only

programming

ers

one-price setup.”

originating

Not

NBC

its

"Big Story” dramatic present at urn

I

!

TV

1

Detroit’s

UAVV '(’KU

station.
i

<

i

P^niEfr
Oul Next Month
.

Program

feature editorial
quotations from Detroit area lu’wspapers, according to Ben Hoberc v e
man, manager. "We h e
thought makes any cmniniinity
thrive and we want qnr listeners
to know what Detroiters are thinking and .saying about all .‘'orls of
things,” he said.
will

I

i

!

'

1

;1

1949

RAHIO

WANTED: CLIENTS’ CRYSTAL BALL
Ya Takes Yer
frovi Arthur Godfrey's

CBS

Cherce

“Now. I got a cute thing that comes up out of Variety. You all
know what Variety is, don’t you. It’s a tradepaper, you know, that
to hoping there’ll be something about us in it.
y^e all subscribe
And aside from that, of course, it is a soil of oh, an encyclopedia
These guys try very hard and they do a
business.
for us in show

On a 6mtor

—

Inability to crystal-ball the sales

—

From Arthur Godfrey’s CBS broadcast, June 20:
“Look, w’ould somebody please turn on a radio in New York
Have you got a radio in there? Of course you haven’t.
city?

by, for it’s not alone the cost factor that is di.sturbing bankrollers
in the field of industry and business. but the uncertainties as to
the future.
In effect, the average bankroll-

I
This is a radio studio. Why should there be a radio in here?
ARE you sure?
want you to tune on and see if we’re on Wt'BS.
now*.
check
There’ll
and
be
slight
a
pause
while
1
find
Call them up

out.

thi.s

“I’m most anxious to find out because I read an editorial in
that trade paper called Variety last week, and if I’m on WCBS
Of course, you folks
their faces are really red this morning.
wouldn’t be interested in that. It’s nothing but trade scandal, but
sheet.
scandal
It’s
a
great
big
trade
thick kind of a pubit’s our
lication which divides Itself in three parts: One, ads; two. getting
three,
and
panning
all
balled
up,
the
shows
they listen to.
things
ARE we on WCBS?
It’s a great Bible for us here in the business.
people!”
poor
the
OH.
,
“OH, isn’t that a shame?”
“The poor editorial writer for Variety. He is in very sad shape
I feel sorry lor you.
Next lime, check
this morning, poor fellow.

^^rhe

commit my company
long-term programming

possibly

any

volving

$750,000

w’ouldn’t

commit

|

willing to yield to a short-term
deal, it’s considered likely he’d
be fiying the Standard Brands

decision

a

broadcast

to

Joe Laurie,

90

up the

policy

go remote”
being adopted by all the net-

works

to get off

points

A

ISeiv tAisty

In

the coin hook dur-

'

ing hiatus time.
Despite the general

Jr.

Baby

that

ground

to video (particularly

lost

In view of the
offi.

summer TV

sluff-

webs

to

is

minimum

up

fill

air

time

to bring in a situation
“

comedy

for

ISexl

from 9

to 10:30,

with the

Month

isn’t

striking
It

it

Rich”

The con-

tinued reign of the giveaway stanis one thing, but when it comes
to cash payoffs out of the weh cof-

:

zas

Old Familiars

i

a talent nut of $2,500 for
summertime sustaining ride,

and

fers
a

!

that’s

something else again.

Make Way For

Wednesday occupant.
Broadway” moves over to
Friday nights in the hour
being vacated by “Ford Theatre.”
CBS has always paid for the
Tights to broadcast the longhair

‘cut.
line with the currenl
cut. cut” edict on July-Augu.st program costs. Columbia is planning
to lop the Frank Cooper package
the airlanes until the fall.
off
Whereas most giveaways shell out

;

is

1

this

after

Kraft.

'Johnny’ First At

Scene of 'Crime’

New Comedies
.

,

Within a few hours after Toni
had served notice on CBS that It
was cancelling out of “Crime
Photographer.” the web had Its
house-built package committed to
Philip Morris for next season.
Record sale turnover, however,

I

j

I

AM-TV Spread

merchandise, this one gives away
The fading broadcasting season
250 a week in cash— and it’s
remembered for CBS cash. For a long spell Luden’s
com
exerci.sed the right. Heretofore Co- the demise of a flock of sponsored was coughtlng up spon.sorship
lumbia granted an okay to WNYC, situation
that for the show\ but dropped it sevshows
comedy
but

pic.

pany.
Wiiether or not SO of N.J. will
embrace any radio in its next .sea.son’s ad campaign hasn’t been determined. Marschalk &c Pratt is tlic
agency.
Situation also poses a problem
for CBS on whether the hour-anda-half of Sunday afternoon time
will be allocated to the Philharmonic for a sustaining ride in the
fall.

In

9 to 10

concerts,
t'h'rV;;'

“Jolson Sings Again.”
Paley was hot after the singer
the “Jolson Story” relea.se
hut he was grabbed up then by

in tune with the general reduction
in operations effected by tlie com-

i

re.sult that

the current

“This

apparently

too rich with its “Strike
Tuesday night giveaway.

'

$500

CBS will pick up the Stadium
symph concerts Wednesday nights

CBS

P^niEfr

I

<

•

'NotUs/SezCBS

of

of coin investi-

Already choice nighttime segments are playing the dance remote circuit, with the webs taking
the po.sition: “Good, danceable music makes more sense than trying

ture.

l« fko

Radio-TV
Rtvitw & Pr«vi«w Numbtr

apparently the only concern

of the
with a

billings, witli

Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey
bowing out of sponsorship of the

1

trocing tbo ovelotie* of
voodovillo to vidoo

OR oditoriol foatoro
4tk Aooool

chunk of

i

summer marks
web %a^

For llil Parade’

j

i

!

came as no surprise. In view’ of
“Cl ime Photographer’s” consistent
Top 15 Hooper payoff. It’s considered one of the best polnt-perdollar buys in radio, package costing about $6,000 a w'eek.
Philip
Morris’
acquisition
of

'

;

night NBC Lucky
Strike “Hit Parade’’ will probably

The Saturday

,

N. Y. municipally-owned station. to pick up the al fresco symJl'c

i

phoni 7.ing.
j

The

that there are more
hialu.scs than usual this summer is
one of the factors cuing the
budget -tightening.
fact

Hawk Moving

Augu.st.

the grace of NBC sustaining coin.
Another is “Blondie.” which Colgate has dropped after a decade’s
coast-to-coast spread. After e.Uablishing a permanent niche with a

to Coast

Hawk
s'aff.

summer

hiatus late

»

will

hire an entirely

as his assistants

through the years had almost bein.stitutional in character.
jbesp included such stanzas as

Plan
the

Man’s Family.’’ dropped recentiy by Standard Brands after
15 years of sponsored showcasing.
and remaining on the air only by

Bob Hawk is moving his headNew York to Hollywood aroiiAd Aug. 1. His Monday night CBS Camel stanza will
uiiginate from the Coast when it
In

’

is

to bring

fall for a

“Rich” back

tw’o-way

AM-TV

in
ride.

new

Pickett’s

Europe 0.0.

Fickett. director of “Theatre Guild on the Air,” left Saturday (18) to tour Italy. France,
Ireland and England as official

Victoria. Tex., June 21
The FCC has okayed the bid

the outlet.

of

to join the video dept, at BBD^O,
t-* 11
*1
^
„
I
1
agency
on
the
Strike ae-

I

rep of the Guild. He will study
European facilities and techniques
in broadcast dramas, especialused
32)
(Continued on page
ly rehearsal, casting and production methods.
Fickett is accompanied by his
wife and their thesper-daughter
Brokenshire’s 25th Anni
Mary. They will return in time
Vet announcer - emcee Norman
for the start of "Guild’s” fiftli
Broken.-ihire marks his 25th year in broadcast season, Sept. 11
radio today (Wednesday* with NBC
Leave
Ehrenreich’s
p^ez Niles Trammell. Bruce Barton,
Dan Ehrcnreich. manager of
Milton Cross and Ezra Macinto.sh
program operations lor WOR,
all scheduled to guest on the pioneer’s noontime WNBC, N. Y. show n. Y,, is taking a several months
leave of absence. During that pc*to exchange reminiscences.
riod he'll devote attention to dcBrokenshire. who started his ca
veloping production on the “Life
will
1924.
In
V.
N.
WJZ.
reer on

Lueky

j

‘Theatre Guild on the

,\ir.”

I

mer

hiatus after next Sundaj

'26<.

preliminary

count,

,

^

Sale

Hugh Rogers is resigning as staff
producer in the CBS-'TV operation

Homer

WOR

I

KVIC

under an
simultaneous sponsorship
Auditioning wrinkles are
currently being ironed out.
Into the fall season

deal.

to

I

“Crime,”

i

“Parade’s” double spread is part
ambitious video campaign
propped on behalf of

being

,

I

•

,

Reprieve

’Luigi’s’
about
Luigi”

change of heart
Howard’s “Life With

has had

Cy
and

a

cancelling
it
out. the show is being moved
early in July to the Sunday night
8:30-9 period. That’s the time seg
ment being vacated by Liim and
Abner, now that Frigidaire is dropping the team.
“Luigi" gets a TV showcasing
in the fall via Kinescope from the
coast.

instead

of

Toni’s Radio Deemphasis
Chicago, June 21.

I

I

CBS

probably

its

show'.

Luckies.

I

will

the clggie company’s axing
Friday night "Piavhousc"
show on CBS. That leaves the netwith 9 to 10:30 available that
night for spon.sorship, since Ford
has dropped the 9 to 10 dramatic
of

I

“Parade’s

of the

however,

mean

:

two-way showcasing. At CBS he
has directed the “Lucky Pup" TV
show and the video version of
“Pays to Be Ignorant.”

'

and personal
choose

manager. Julie Witmark,
o lemain in N. Y.

Long’s 190G

move

I

AM-TV

—one

quarters from

returns after a

latter
is
sea.son

full

windup program tliis Sunday and
Sunday afternoon New York Pliil- Al Jolson. Latter has parted comharmonic Symphony concerts. For pany with his Kraft radio sponsor.
commitments!!
alities (still without
Cantor and wife Ida will vacathe 3 to 4:30 p.m. longhair cycle,
as Ed Gardner, Burns & Allen
tion in Hawaii before he resumes
(who have a CBS guarantee!; Ed- the company had spent in excess of on the air and he’s also scheduled
die Cantor. A1 Jolson, Joan Davis, $1,000,000 last sca.son on time and for a one-nigliter personal appearJudy Canova, Fanny Brice. Ozzie talent. This included the prnduc- ance series during hiatus time
& Harriet, among others.
interm Lssion
on the
tion
nut
Coupled with a real threal of “Weekend With Music” over which
Paley Overturlng Jolson
television’s inroads on radiq bill- Deems Taylor presided.
Hollywood, June 21.
(Continued on page 32)
William S. Paley Is reported
Cancellation represents another
making
overtures
to Al Jolson to
in the current economic cutback
cycle, the SO of N.J, execs point- join CBS. Jolson is sclieduled to
confer
witli
him
in
New York this
ing out that if conditions were the
'Strike It Rich?’
same as last year it would have no week. Paley is understood to have
a
client
interested,
stemming
from
’49for
about
renewing
hesitancy
50. However, the network pullout is the antieipated success of his new

AAA

awareness
some sound summertime radio
programming could make up for

has just been notified of the

of a fat

yesterday

situation po.ses a problem on
future spon.sorship of such per.son-

OXpOHOdt *0

“let’s

lo.ss

and

AM

Save $l
CBS

for

The

toking hit cm * from the click* that
"th* Frigidoiro will oovor roplac*
th* icomon"

minutes of the Lewissohn Stadium
Concerts from New York, sharply

In

|

|

colors.

Series of

ing

OO

Symph bit To

itself to that

Had Bergen been

least

before resuming whereas Cantor is
set for a fall teeoff*.
It
also approximates the kind of deal negotiated between Paley and Burns Ik
Allen, whereby the burden of finding a sponsor falls on tlie web.
Cantor deal covers his own package (for both
and TV. with
likelihood that tlic video stan/a
will be lield in abeyance until later
in the ’49-’.50 season).
Show will
be a new one, differing from that
sponsored by Pabst on the same
web this season. -with a streamlined
format to get off the $20,000 weekly talent nut hook which now represents a bygone era in radio.
Cantor was followed into New
York yesterday <21) by Jack Benny
who guests on Fred Allen’.s

I

long a stretch.

(20)

Fred ,\llen (altlioiigii
scheduled to lay off a

a

Standard

(Comedian wants
Video, at

(Tues.) with Paley and Blow, with
several sponsors reported on tap.
Cantor-NllC deal would be similar
to that Trammell negotiated witlr,

Radio-TV

in-

$1,000,000

to

Monday

on

*

Roviow & Proviow Numbor
Out in July

That was the rea.soning, it’s recalled, for the Standard Brands
bowout on sponsorship of Edgar
Bergen at the termination of his
A recontract last December.
newal on Bergen would have entailed a full-year’s contract, and

Go Remote’ PoGcy

summer program shifts A
maneuvered by CBS, involv-

in

4tk Annnal

still

being

ices on radio.
to hold off on

some months.)
Cantor huddled with Trammell

an nditerial footwrc

to

•

Milton Biow to effect a contract
covering his ’49-’50 exclusive serv-

to

!

bious.”

Spph Reflects

'Let’s

Key

AAA

year (and that’s a time-and-talent
minimum for even a low-budgeted
coast-to-coast program* when the
picture six months hence is so du-

SB

Webs’

Paley

Television^^

today (and the.se include the
ones who weren’t so timid about
embracing the medium a year ago*
is saying to himself: “How can I

facts,

CBS’ 90 Mins, of

S.

disCHSICt

er

you dope.”
“F'or about three months, now. tliat periodica! has been trying
Every other w'eek they come
to get me and Bill Paley in a fight.
out and say how Bill Is trying to cut my throat and how I’m trying
And a man never had a better friend in the world than
to cut his.
I don’t know why they keep trying to do that.
I got in Bill Paley.
Maybe somebody over there loves him, too, and is Jealous, eh?”

your

Eddie Cantor this week was
doing some fust 48-hour shuttling
between the offices of NBC president Niles Trammell, CBS board
chairman William S. Paley and

CBS Beard Chairman

William

CBS?

Deal; Jolson to

'

charts six months hence is the
primary motive why sponsors are
playing radio-shy and refusing to
commit themselves to one-year or
even 39-week contracts. For that
matter^ even low-budgeted programs appear to be getting the go-

Job in reporting the news of show busine.ss to show' people to
render opinions, to to criticize shows and, you know. They do a
very good job. It's a good outfit.”
real

a Paley-Trammell’Biow Tossup

It’s

broadcast., March 24:

I

announcing cancellation of
“Crime Photographer" on CBS,
July 28. a Toni, Inc., spokesman
pointed out home permanent advertising trend is toward printed
In

media. Toni’s total ad budget has
increased, and for first time black
and white space leads radio in dollar volume.

“Photog” makes third network
show dropped by Toni this year,
Others were "Ladies Be Seated” on
ABC, and “Nora Drake” on NBC.
Latter show' aired on both NBC and
CBS and still rides on CBS. Only
other remaining program is “Glva
and Take.”

Wednesday, June 22, 1949

RADIO

26

Vets Scrap

Up

It

Daylights Out of
Washington, June

Knock

in Bid to

21.

From

CCBS Restrictions
IIS

4

A

couple of veterans, operating
a daytime station just outside the
Capital, took on the clear chan-j

Ken Dyke

to

Y&R.

Dyke, who recently
R.
checked out of NBC as admin-

nel group last week in a fight for
veepee,
programming
The istrative
fulltime use of 1050 kc.
joins Young Si Rubicam agency as
veterans, Joseph L. Brechner and vice-president in charge of public
in relations and publicity. It’s a newJohn W. Kluge, own
Silver Spring, Md., filed the first ly-created post, with Dyke movthe
ing in about Aug. 1, after a vacaon
application last month
basis of the expiration of the so- tion.
He will also become a member
agreement’’
“gentleman’s
called
Plans Board,
between the U. S. and Mexico. The of the
frequencies
six
restricts
compact

WGAY

YORK CITY

JSEW

.

.

.

Henriette K. Harrison to Washington to produce radio and tele programs for the YMCA’s conference of boy governors. ABC and MBS
will carry some of the stanzas ... Curt Gowdy, WINS-Yankee sportscaster, to wed Jerre Dawkins on Friday (24) ... Chic Dodson joins
as assistant night manager, vice Frank Morlarity, who has re.Franklin Pulaski joined the indie as summer replacement ansigned

Ken

.

the Production Centres

WQXR

I

i

.

.

nouncer
.

.

.

'

John Cannon doing summer announcing

.

.Art Ford,

WNEW

disk jock, fiew to Paris

Monday

stint

for

WINS

Gene Ray-

(20).

burn and Dee Finch .started three-week hiatus same day ... Earle McGill, Ted Cott and Norman Brokenshire head list of pros profTing at

:

|

Fordham

summer AM-TV

Univ.’s

institute.

,

Fred W. Ziv Co. has added two account execs, Dewey H. Long to
headquarter in New Orleans and William C. Wester to handle Michigan.
Barney Cragston has been appointed as.sistant sales manager
Stephen A. Lynch will join ABC as account exec July 18
Phil
Alampi, WJZ farm editor, will return tomorrow (Thurs.) from Natienal
Assn, of Radio Farm Directors parley in Detroit .. ABC v.p. Ivor
Kenway to address Greenwich High School graduating cla.ss Friday (24)
Ken Lynch
... Stefan Schnabel new to “Lora Lawton” players..
joins “Romance of Helen Trent” cast ...Ruth Gates, Guy Sorel and
Bob Dryden goes to “Stella
Ivor Francis added to “Our Gal Sunday”.
Dallas” and Daniel Ocko to “Lorenzo Jones”. .. .Charita Bauer and
Murray Forbes to "Front
Rosaline Greene new to “Just Plain Bill”.
.Whodunits, “Philo Vance” and “Boston Blackie,” will
Page Farrell”.
be distributed via transcriptions to about two dozen prisons and reformatories in connection with a “Crime Does Not Pay” campaign.
CBS execs tossing a farewell luncheon today (Wed) at Tools Shor for
William H. Fineshriber, who is checking out of the web to join Frank
White at Mutual as his programming veepee.
Bill Koblenzer, who headed up Fred Ziv Co.’s live program department. has resigned, following absorption of the stanzas the division
handled into other departments. Last program Koblenzer brought in
Yankeewas the "Vic ’n’ Sade” televersion which Colgate is backing
Giant exhibition game Monday (27) to be sponsored by Ballantine and
.Walter Winchell received the 1949 AmerGeneral Cigars on WINS.
Bill MeSherry, .\BC
ican Cancer Society Medal on Sunday (20)
newswriter, became the father of a 6i^-pound daughter Friday dTi
Peggy Ann Ellis, former
thrush, to guest on “Your Hit Paiade
on Parade” July 17 and 24.
Nancy Donovan signed for four weeks on Don McNeill’s ABC Breakfast Club”.
John Sinn, Fred Ziv v.p., left Thursday (16) for llollyw'ood and will head to Chi for NAB programming meeting June 21 ...
Eliot Jacoby. WOR’s chief music arranger, leading orch for a .series of
Beatrice Kaye Columbia disks ... Michael O’Duffy, Irish tenor imported by WOR, now a Victor recording artist with first release due
this month ...Fred Robbins’
disk jockey stanza recorded la.st
night (Tues.) so the Armed Forces Network can keep up with latest
platter-spinning trends.
.Peggy Lobbin in feature part on "Armstrong
Theatre” Saturday (25).... Mike Jablons of Gainsborough As.soeiates
on jury duty.
Jack Barry, "Life Begins at 80” emcee, planning trip
to Sweden.
.Barbara Welles to originate her
stanza from .Newark Rose Festival Friday (24).

Y&R

1

operation.

daytime

-

Brechner
no longer

WMOB

!

claims the agreement is
binding and that the FCC is in a
position to act on the application
promptly.
WGAY’s request brought oppoLouis G. Caldwell,
sition from
counsel for the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service. A grant of
Caldwell,
said
application,
the
would only weaken the U. S. position with Mexico at the forthcoming negotiations for a new North
Broadcast
Regional
American
Agreement to take place next Sep'
tember in Ottawa.
came back with a statewith
“a
CCBS
ment charging the

(Mobile) Blames

BILL
Singing

Labor Strife as Station

for

,

,

‘Defeatist’

,

not."

I

According to J. Lindsay Nunn,
“continued labor troubles and spiraling production costs convinced
was just not worth
us that
fooling with. So we just shut her
down. Increasing costs culminated
with recent wage demands and
picketing of our studios by the ra-

WMGM

‘

the

expired

first

station to

file

agreement.

under

WGAY

’’

.

.

WOV

;

.

j

.

j

AM

said, “there is not a single logical
engineering or legal rea.son why
should not be granted this

.

.

.

WOR

.

j

WGAY
WGAY

nighttime license.”

WNEW

attracted nationwide attention several years ago through
articles in the Saturday
of
series
a
evening Post written by Brechner

Replacement for

his and Kluge’s experiences in
starting a radio station.

on

in easy-to-follow style; “Cab
Drivers’ Quiz,” in which the board
of experts will be N. Y. cabbies;
“Keep in Style,” which will present a fable or legend in various
styles, such as a blues song, a Walter Winchell broadcast, a Norman

’B’fast’ plots

Chicago, June 21.
Singer Jack Owens, the “Crusin’

Crooner”

Order Election

.

stanzas.

“Program toppers have the attitude of a man who has been told
he has only six months to live and
his appearance go to pot,’’
let.s
gays Ted Cott, the indie’s program
v.p.
“Let’s not spend dough, they
network say. Let’s think only of scheduloutlets, WALA (NBC) and
But the
ing danceband remotes.
The other Nunn stations fact is that right now
(CBS).
needs
are WLAP, Lexington, Ky.; WBIR, a programming hypo, experimenKnoxville, Tenn.; WCMI, Ashland, tation, dressing up, a new bag of
Ky. - Huntington, W. Va., and tricks.”
KRDA, Amarillo, Tex.
Among the new programs
has lined up are: "Grand
Opera as Soap Opera,” which will
Seek Desmond as Owens
present recordings of the operas
with narration that plays up their

WKRG

.

.

WNEW

WMOB

engineering
plans for nighttime use would
with
interference
any
avoid
in New York or any station in Mexico on the 10.50 kc dio electricians’ union.”
Mobile now has two
channel. Other than the fact that
its

.

psychology that, is preventing the
development of the fresh programs
^
Y.,
WNEW, xt
N. v
that^ radio needs,
is
launching a batch of new

WABB

j

.

.

.

AM

:

in Mexico which may push back
the service area of American clear
channels whether they like it or

Trend

broadDeclaring that many
casters are trapped by a defeatist

t

WGAY

it is

.

.

!

j

.

.

WMOB,

been

t

the full implication of their opposi- from MBS.
WMOB’s contract with ABC had
The clear channel outlets,
tion.’’
than a year to run and
•‘are playing ri^Bht into
said
the hands of Mexico, which is now was slated to become the ABC afplanning higher powered stations filiate at the pact’s termination.

the

NBC

WNEW Spread Vs.

i

'

!

said

“V'our Hit Parade’’

Coast to Coast.
Folds After 10 Years
Vocation Recording Artist
(Subsidiary of Dacca)
'
Mobile, Ala., June 2!.
Exclusive Management
WMOB, 250-watter member of
DOUG STORER
the Nunn station group, closed
RKO Building, New York 20
down last week after 10 years of
operation because of “continued
labor trouble’’ and its assets were
bought by WABB, AM-FM operation of the Mobile Press-Register.
ABC, whose affiliate here had

immediately began
beaming its programs through
WGAY
WABB, a 5 kw. station which is
The al.so an affiliate of Mutual. WABB
crude distortion of facts.’’
station questioned whether the sta- reportedly will remain a dual aftions belonging to CCBS “realize filiate until it can get a release

WGAY

HARRINGTON
.star

Lucky Strike cigarettes on

On

Club,”

gram

is

ABC’s
bowing out
of

’"Breakfast
of the pro-

after the July 22

performwith

IIS

HOLLYWOOD ...

checked in at Y&R from Gotham to direct Jack Carson's
telebow.
.Don Ameche gargling with Drano for tonsil spasm on Spike
Jones’ show Saturday (25). .. .Garry Moore set as emcee at Beverly
Wilshire benefit July 4 for Veterans’ Aid League Benefit, with Johnny
Weissmuller, Janis Paige, Ruth Hussey, Spike Jones, Mona Freeman
and Ann Miller p.a.’ing.
.Phil Leslie to Balboa for month’s recuperation from his Fibber & Molly scripting chores .... Les and Madelon
Mitchel to N. Y. for three-week vacation.
.“Adventures of Champion”
replaced "Captain Midnight” Monday (20) on Mutual-Don Lee’s summer
kiddie lineup.
.Dan Duryea follows up his guestint on Family Theatre
tomorrow (22) with bow for Sealtest and Dorothy Lamour June 30
Screen Guild Players’ scoop for June 30 will be first pairing in years
of Ethel and Lionel Barrymore in “The Old Lady Shows Her Medals.”
Kinfolk will share billing with Jimmy Cagney.
Mutual veepee-incharge-of-sales Ward Ingram in town after month’s tour of affiliates
... Frank Samuels back at his desk at ABC, following death of his
Bill Gilleti
.
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documentary; “America’s
Johnny Desmond, now in New Funny Bone,” featuring Gilbert
Seldes and top cartoonists and
York, to replace him.
Reason for Owens’ departure. comics; “Musical Premieres,”^ realthough those concerned aren’t creating the p^ems of notable mother in KC.
San Antonio, June 21.
concerts and performances; a live
is believed to be the many
Hollywood Ad Clubbers saw how microwave works when phone
A three-man panel of the Na- talking,
s^'^are dance show; a travel stanoutside activities of the singer,
company’s John F. Rhame demonstrated at their meeting Monday (2(1)
tional Labor Relations Board has
which interfered with the “Break- za: a vocabulary quizzer; and ... Jimmie Baker upped from post as driver of ABC’s delivery jeep
held
be
directed that an election
“What Comes Next,” an audience
fa.st Club” format.
to .stage manage net’s “Surprise Package”
CBS labor relations chief
among the transmitter and studio
Owens, who formerly recorded participationer.
Edith Todesca to Lake Tahoe for week’s siesta .... And Ace Ochs to
opeAtors at KTSA here and .studio for Tower, has just signed with
New York July 1 for ditto while Club 15 summer-hiatuses
(Miarley
and transmitter technicicans at Decca and has first dusking date
Wick easted with Kine-swipe of “Ben Gage’s Rumpus Room,” TV layKMAC, KISS-FM and KCOR, to in New York next month. It hasn’t iVniiiinafp
t^iOniinaie oalfl rearCc
out being peddled by William Morris agency ... Sunset Strip haberdetermine if they desire to be rep- ^
decided whether he'il be reSeattle
Prez dasher. gang leader and man-of-the-month headline-wise Mickey Cohen
the Inernational leased under Decca or Coral label.
resented by
interviewed by working press panel on Los Angeles Press Club’s "F’ress
Seattle, June 21.
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
Conference” on KE(?A. .. .Josephine Lawler, assistant to Harriet
LoAmerican Federation of Labor,
Sam Pearce, newscaster at Crouse at Mutual,
and Alvin Latiolait were w’ed here Saturday (I8i.
Russ Morgan’s Own Package
cal 60.
KOMO, has been nominated for Bob Carroll of ABC’s
"It’s Time for Music” inked for two-week stand
made
Bandleader Russ Morgan has presidency of Seattle AFRA local.
The order affirms a ruling
at Flamingo, Las Vegas, starting June 30.
He’ll commute for the air
Tabulation of votes is set for
by NLRB trial examiner following packaged a transcribed show starchores
."Queen
for
a Day” perking up the ratings with gucstinls,
a consolidated hearing held here on ring his own orch and released by July 5, with results to be anTex Williams mikesided last week and Fred Beck of L. A. Mirror takes
Russ Morgan Productions.
He’ll nounced July 1 1.
the case.
over July 8.
.Teeoff clues on NBC’s giant jackpot, "Hollywood CallThe NLRB panel denied a re- disk jockey his own tunes and gab
Charles Herring, KJR, and Boyd
ing.” with George Murphy as emcee, starting July 10, will be on Metro's
quest made by KTSA licensee, the about his musical career.
Swanson, KOL, were nominated
"Madame
Bovary.”
Clue: Stars are Jennifer Jones, Van Heflin, Louis
Scripting, recording and promo- for vice-president, and Dave Page,
Sunshine Broadcasting Co., that
Jourdan and James Mason.
AFRAite Jo Gilbert back on home base
the order exclude KTSA on the tion are being handled by Charles KIRO, for secretary - treasurer,
from
New
York.
.Elliott
and Cathy Lewis working on audition .script
Margaret Ward was renominated
basis that since it has contracted to Crosson & Co., Houston advertis
of a Mr. and Mrs. layout
Cary Grant inked for "Mr. Blandings
for recording secretary,
sell the outlet’s stock it might be ing agency.
Builds His Dream House,” which w'ill lead off Screen Directors’ Playcalled upon to execute a collective
house in Eddie Cantor’s old spot for Pabst on NBC July 1
John Masbargaining agreement which would
terson to Chicago to huddle with JWT on sponsor for Masterson-Kcddybe a breach of contract sale.
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Nelson’s

Inside Stuff-Radio

fiV

KWIK

new

tele shfiw, "Auctionaire.”

CHICAGO ...

A “hying wedge” made up of salesmen whose salai
lal more
Fran Allison of "Breakfast Club” ca^t bedded after operation •••
than $1,000,000 a year is being organized by WOR, N.
) descend
Washington, June 21.
on advertising agency time buyers and prospective spon.soi.s. Thinking WMOR music director Paul Damai received citation fxom National
The FCC received an unu.sual at the MBS key station is that “we have some of America’s top sales- Society for Crippled Children for his outstanding readju.stment lo a
application last week: to transfer men on the air, why not add them to our own sales staff, too?”
Connie Kimball new WIND promotion stafTcr,
For physical handicap
a radio station to a trustee in years, sales toppers say, account execs have knocked .on Madison avenue replacing Jimie Spanos, who has moved to New York
WBBM disker
bankruptcy.
Application
came doors armed with promotion pieces, rating charts and case histories, John McCormick appointed official rep of U. S. bond drive
WC.N
from KWIK and its FM affiliate but why not take the talent along once in a while?
announcer Hank Grant on two-week vacation, with Holland Enalc subin Burbank, Calif., which filed a
As part of the new policy, Kate Smith, Martha Deane, Dorothy and bing until July 4
WLS news ed Bob Finch, Jr., elected to Chi Headpetition of bankruptcy last March Dick Kollmar, Stan Lomax, Barbara Welles. John Gambling and Gabriel line Club
.NBC farm ed Everett Mitchell celebrating 28th wedding
in the U. S. Di.strict Court for the Heatter will be given assignments to take their salesmanship right to anni....WLS staffer Ray Ferris
composer of new children’s .song
Southern District of California. agency alley.
WBBM news ed Julian Bentley has expanded coverage over lw«) more
Leslie S. Bowden was appointed
states
program director Jules Pewowar has switched to solid
trustee.
Radio Corp. of America’s prexy Frank M. Fol.som was presented with line of light mu.sic for summer months
Two-Ton Baker a feature
KWIK received its authorization an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at Manhattan College, N. Y., attraction at 111. Valley Music Festival ....
WIND disker Eddie Hubbard
three years ago.
Last November commencement exercises last week.
Folsom was cited for his "con- back to Chesterfield Club after bout with illness
Bob Murphy back
the licensee corporation, Burbank tinued and outstanding services to our country in administering a mul- from North Carolina vacation to resume
emcee post on "R.F.D. AmerBroadcasters, Inc., asked permis - tiplicity of high offices throughout the war years.” for which he was ica”.
WIND staffer Elsie Martin in Smokies for vacation.
De Pam
sion to transfer the station to awarded the Presidential Medal and the Distinguished Civilian Award, prof Ted Kundrat .'•tart ing
NBC music
religious programs via WFJL.
James H. and Alice I. Furns. the Navy’s coveted honor. Among other things he was also credited supervisor Don Ma' cotte honeymooning with former Antoinette Trlcomi
Fums is president of the company. with having held down top-level posts in a dozen leading corporations in Florida .... NBC veepee Chick Showerman back from quick tr>P
That application is still pending.
in the past two decades.
Champaign, 111., fo. U. of Illinois Foundation meeting.
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said

ago.

sense,
conimon sense.
common
“If a group of amateur
was known as!
‘
I

year of operation, the

Commission received 10.000 applications of all kinds.
La.st vear it
received more than 200.000
In 1954 there were 5.500 comTucicial radio operators dncludin!',
non-hrojuleast
Today there are
I.

neaiK

.575. 000.

But even

years ago the
(Continued on page 5()i
1.5

Com-

I

‘

io'

KOIL

KOH.

21.

engineers reported back
H' work last Saturday <18' mornrung after walking out Friclav and
plaining picket.« around
tion’s
transmitter.
A

agieement

Saturday

the statentative
pul Hie sl.i-

H<*n hack on the air while
tiaiions went on.

d
mnvii.

on the pall of
Ti’.o
II,
p

ll.o

Mation

drama

Hiis
hv
iindeiiiatile

union then agreed to

that

group,

ol

the

troiii

morals

puhlic
pool

it

it

is

privilege

it

Dominion"

WBId on

«

a jolon Binge
21.

r-Ouiti

VVRIK

‘

.

n.l^rloJ
inauguialed by
ll,"

anoll,',- liisi
,

station general

l-ai,.,.

iH-inc
.lulv 11

.

Following Hie successful broadseveral aldermanie coinmit-

)>owens said that the strike w as
r'alled after a
two-hour and 13notice.
Ernest Roberts,
• HEW
rep from Washington said
that
11
engineers are affeeted
•nd that negotiations would ron-

tinue.

actual

yunule

William

getting early action on the increases would be to strip the bill
to such noncuntruversial ele-

•down

ments.

There was also agreement

—

Fold for Luckies
Frank Sinatra, dropped recently
from Lucky Strike’s “Hit Parade.”
has not only pacted a new contract
with American Tobacco prez Vincent Riggio, but comes off vvilh a
$2,500 weekly hike over his previous salary.
Papers w'cre signed in New York
Monday (20i whereby Sinatra grabs

J.

'

_

session.

—or at

least no opposition
on a provision
to authorize the Commission to issue cea.se and desist orders for
violations of regulations. The need
of such a procedure, particulaiiy
in ca.ses where revocation action

I

.

1

•

would be too severe,
,

w'as generally

supported.

*

>

Anti-Trust Snarl
Principal
disag'-eement
developened on a provision uifecting the
'

Coinmi.ssion’s authority to deny rathree- dio licenses to anti trust violators.
year deal (26-week firm coni raet.
(Continued on page 32)
with 13-week options), and inherits
the Monday-through-Friday 7-7; 1.5
p.m. slot being vacated by Clieslerfield’s “Slipper Club.”
cross-1 he-hoard
Lucky
Strike
stanza tees off Sept. 5. with Dorothy .Kirsten inked in for the first
10 weeks, with li.xelihood that she

week under

a

|
!

I

I

made

I

Yankee to FCC:

,

|

I

'Give

j

may go

I

j

I

Us a Break’

on a permanent basis.
Majority of the. shows will be tape*
Washington, June 21.
recorded in advance, hut when
Yankee Network last week asked
Lucky Strike merchandising lours
the
FC(’
to
reconsider its denial
live.
pop up, show will be done
Audition record cut on the (’oast of the transfers of WAAB, Worcester. and WMTW, Portland, Me.,
for American Tobacco also featured Johnny Green batoning Hu* under an arr.ingement by which
Y;inkee would receive a rental
orch, but the tour aspcel of Hu*
show may necessitate Green's bow - ba.sed on gross income. The network claimed the Commission was
out.
in

I

:

I

|

I

j

i

'

!

j

wrong

!

Paul Dudley will produce and difor BBD&O agency.
Lucky Strike’s ultimate plan is
to showcase Sinatra on vhh*o. hut
Ills
Metro commitments, having
two years to go, necessitate a hold-

in

interpreting the lease as

1

Yankee control over the
buyer of the stations. It was also
charged that the buslne.ss of the
stations “drastically decreased" as
the result of the delayed action of
the Commission on the transfer,
off on TV plans.
Yankee asked that because of
Sinatra goes into the Steel Pier,
the unusual circumstances of the
Atlantic City, for three days commcncing Friday along with Hu* case the transfer not be denied “on
compelling
Page Cavanaugh Trio, and M(’.\ any lint the most
grounds of public interest." But
has him booked for two weeks of
the grounds given by the Commistalent and new ideas.’’
p.a.'s in Canada.
exsion. it contended, “are of Hie most
commis.sioner
FC’C
Tlie
against
the
vote
tenuous and hollow nature."
her
plained
The company challenged the baagency’s new poliev dropping the
sis by which the Commission deMayflower decision, saying she Radio-TV Nix Biamed
cided the case and a.sked that its
doubted that stations could he impetition
for
“But T have no doubts
partial
reconsideration
he
For Coin fizzle On
givi*n speedy action “in order to
that WFDR will he* inipail ial.” she
to .some extent, at least.
said, “and it slmiild sot a shining
Cerdan-LaMotta Bout mitig.ito
the iniury that miglit otherwise
example for all."
Detroit. June 21.
result.’’
In order to see FM listenership
The network admitted that a
I.o.s.s
of revenue and goodwill
grow. Mi.^s Hennock stres .ed. “FM
arrangement based upon gross inwill have to give people soiiietliing wa.-A the result of staging Hie first
better than what tlu*.v are getting. major fight in 20 years vvitlioul a come gives the le.ssor an “interest” in the operation .of the staTlie best stiiinilu.> to increased FM radio broadcast.
The embryo International Box- tions hut argued that any landlord
circulation is good programming.
Too manv FM stations are merclv ing Club. Inc., had expected that
(Continued on page 32'
the MarccI Cerdan and Jake La(Continued on page 36
Motta middelweight ehampionship
fight would fill Detroit's
Briggs
Bellamy Ousted
Stadium Thursday night <16' and
Not So Good
draw a gate of $330,000.
Pittsburgh. June 21.
It
t(*levispurned
James
revenue
from
Bellamy,
who has headed
CBS did a burn last week
sion,
radio and newreels. Here WPGH since indie station in East
wlien it appraised a new NB(’
are
the
stati.stical
facts:
Crowd.
Liberty
first
went
on the air last
short-term sustainer called
22 183; Gross receipts, $159,762; year, was ciistcd from general
“My Good Wife” and protested
Net
receipts,
the
Cerdan.
$127,810;
managership
In
a
surprise mov«
that it’s practically a steal,
defeated champ, received $.")4.124: la.st weekend,' and his post went
both in title and content, on its
l.aMotta.
$19,171.
That
leM
the
to
James
MacFarland,
chief engi“My Favorite Husband sponIBC only $.54, .514 with wliich to pay neer. MacF'arland is the second
sorc'd program.
all promotion expenses and rental
technician
here
to
become
a broadthe
under
got
What really
of the stadium.
casting boss; Joe Baudino. head of
web program boys’ skin, howSports writers and .xportscasters KDKA, used to be an engineer,
“Good
the
when
ever, was
w'ere loud in their critici.sm of the too.
Wife" package owner called
no broadcast, no teleca.st edict. So
MacFarland was on the staff of
CBS ind asker if they could
the fans. Veteran Ty Tyson,
were
for years before switching
fit
the show into C’olumbia’s
(Continued
to
WPGH.
on
page
36)
schedule.
fall
reel

I

giving

'
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WPGH’s

urniD

tee mihiic- hearings, the New Haven
Board of Aldermen grantc'd perto broadcast proceedings
,,, 45.^100
of its regular meeting.**.
This will mark first time in New
Haven history that local citizenry
may hear is elected legislators in

manager

felt that better salarle.s

I

i

sta.ion

take the $5 offer while they di.spermanent settlement.

freeclom’’ eii-

‘

rc’atcd toi' it in the*
which was
would (ontrihiile to
hope that
ol drama in the
elopmeni
the dev

nego-

vus^sed a

for Hie

standpoint of
the
aliusin.g

llie engineers asked a $9 a week
lncrea.se.
The station otferc'd

An

CBC

seem.s

Strife

Omaha. June

Hie
ed

was

(.

dilettanti

with the dramatic
to.\
w ished to toy
wished
possibilities of hideous ideas ai
their own expense in some private
Hiey might be said to be enbarn, tliey
barn.
freedom,
titled to that degree of freedom.
But to maintain such a group at
the public expense and to introthe
ot
of
piivac.v
cluce it into the privacy
duce
the national aegis, is
home under Hu*
mall<“r.
another matlc'i'.
Hie almost maternal
“Despite
Despiie Hu*
h\ the governor
solicitude shown hv
ol

Uncoil

'

“expeii-

‘'experimental high fidclitv broad cast.”
In its first

V'

effort to outiage the fasi
imliar standards ot good taste and
"‘••a*'

WFDR

Thursday (16» evening
its debut
with an impressive two-liour-long
from C’arnegie Hall.
broadcast
N.Y,
The new Gotham FM stasponsored
by the IntemaHon.
Ladies Garment Workers
tional
Union, preemed before an audience of civic dignitaries and cutters. pressers and other neodleworkers of the labor org.mization.
Significance of the event was
summed up by FCC Commissioner
the
“Unlike
Hennock.
Frieda
commercial broadcasters, who.se
public service broadcasts are often
those they cannot sell. Hiis station
will always place public service
above all else."' Miss Hennock de3,1 {.ai|
the educational. health and civic programs
should
tap the
union.
U
of Hie
union’s fund of energetic and enthusiastic people who can bring it

It

urgently needed to reduce
turnover at the top level, and the
resultant delays in handling a con.stantly increasing workload. But it
appeared that the best chance of

Return to Riggio

WFDR Teeolf

spotlighted on stage.

l.ide
cide.

,

as

er.

Sinatra’s lOG In

it

the living-room of the average
home, particularly for children.’’
Tribune charged that the show
had deliberately changed Hamsun’s book from a story primarily
concerned with the hardship.s of
pioneer life, to one dealing instead with the problem of infanti-

McFar-

are

With Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
and her daughter Anna on the
program
and a bronze bu.st of the
mu.st be added to other dramatic
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
late
experiments “hardly suitable for

The Tribune

group.

night
1

Marking its 15th birthd.iy last
the
According
Acoord.n!! to II,
e paper. tl>e play
Sund.,,
I!),, the FCC took note of
'
f/
built up
“P to
"! a climactic couitsome of the changes in radio since was •'"‘'I
llie Communications Act of 1934.:
lucrc.v to, ui,ni.i
foi
plea
a
fond
c'calina the agenev was signed
All commercial broJdcasI slalions:
P'J
''"mi'
totaling COO. were
15 .vea, »
e
sa.'s
*go.
Today there are more than
4.000
broadca.sl
all
stations of
years

in July
,

off $l(j .000 a

tion of

i

Breath on Anni

15

Out
^

Top Name Spread

Knut Hamsun’s “Growth of
the Soil’’ by Ljungh’s Wednesday

>

of

'$15.(H)0.

split

|

provisions

unanimous in favoring a hike in
commissioners’ pay from $ 10,000 to
And some would go high-

I

It’s

Series

their noses at accepted Canadian
conventions have been climaxed
by an editorial blast in The
Tribune, to the same cfl'ecl.
Lashing out at a recent produc-

,

!

classified

P^fUETY

Ljungh are deliberately thumbing

FCC Pauses For

was

On some

land’s
bill
there was complete
agreement. Industry witncs.ses were

•f
'

There

bright.

matters.

’

;

I

said that on a few shows he was
able to buy time from the talent at
40^0 less than the sales depart-

mental visual.”

j

i

the foreign
programs and that in sonw? cases
lie
the latter are time-brokers,

F(’C',

Radio-TV
Rtviaw & Praviaw Numbar

,

less

measure through a committee already weighted with many major

Hi* 4rh AonmoI

in

seemed

was more disagreement than expected on several provisions, whieli
made it all the harder to steer a

ont of fho Many o^iterlol ffooturtt

!

who run

Tclevision

pects

ITVfiAcn”

reported that the FCC is
on the que.stion of cracking
down on AM-FiM duplication, with
some membei's of the Commission
Winnipeg. June 21.
Mounting complaints in recent holding that the FM programs
should be completely independent,
weeks by listeners tliat C’BC’s while otliers feel Hie present setup
drama groups out of Toronto is not too bad.
under Andrew Allan and Esse

I

kinds— AM.

—If You Dout

consider-

ent.

Drama

In

One cau.se of bad practices. IMogul indicated, is that management
of some outlets is divorced from

21

is

ideo^s a Great Life

AM-FM duplitiie
FM outlets

proportion of original, non-duplicated shows would hypo sales and
the policy, it is felt by some radioites, would be welcomed by independent FM broadcasters. On the
other hand, it w^ould probably be
attacked by some joint AM-FM outfits.
Latter feel that their costs
would be increased by the need
fur setting up separate program
staffs and providing additional tal-

j
'

“We don’t get enough information from you so that we can expand FL billings,’’ Mogul told the
nuilti-linguals. “When a new client

are saying, off the

and that
have to go in for a large measure of original programming,
According to these members of
the Commission, FM is being hamstrung because the programs it airs
can also be heard on standard
broadcast stations.
An order requiring the FM-ers to use a large

ca-^ters.

Washington. June

obforvos

^^J

will

;

Rodio-TV
R«vi«w & Previtw Number

%

(Continued on page 36

FCC

cation

in

$100 was raised to finance the establishment of a secretariat to ease
communication between the foreign language (FL) broadcasters.
Need for such an organization
w'as stressed in a hard-hitting talk
by Emil Mogul, head of the adver-

—

that there
.session of

J

Mem-

operations.

ing a ban on straight
I

persons

AM

record, that the agency

TV Idioms

the parley reflected tlie current success of multiand more than
operations
lingual

tJie

Fred Waring

j

!

V'

Enthusia.sm at

wants to go into the foreign field,
we have to do our own digging for
We’ve written some stations
info.
three times and sent telegrams,
without getting the data we need.
We’ve found that some FL stations
gave us incorrect reports and rates
that were way out of line."

FM

on
I

21.

looked for a while last week
might be legislation thia
Congress to bring FCC
operations in tune with the times;.
But after two days of hearings on
a bill by Sen. Ernest McFarland
<D.-.Ariz), chairman of a Senate
Commerce subcommittee, the prosIt

j

j

Wants

cal areas.

bears

Washington, June 21.
is mulling a crackdown
stations which are merely

The FCC

SSC&H)

(t*f

WOV

which

Washington, June

^

confab in New York of more
Ralph
than 30 multi lingual outlets.
prexy, under whose
Weil.
called, was
aegis the meeting was
named to head the organizational
coinmitlee, which will include five
station toppers for key geographi-

agency

Revamp Runs Into

Barrage of Senatorial Vs,’ Vuts
I

Boll Colwell

at a

Mogul, whose firm has a
name.
separate FL department that acof the agency’s biz.
counts for 20
said that the multi-lingual field
was fruitful and productive, but
that agencies were hampered by
poor cooperation from the broad-

Hesuring on FCC

FCC FROWNS ON

Meet Future

to

The nucleus of a foreign lan--<
group covering tlie
tfuage quality
major markets in the major forformed last week
was
tongues
eign

tising

• ,

;

!

"

i

WWSW
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Inside Television

TV Now’ Becomes a Major Issue
In Canadian Elections Next
As

a last

Week

Toronto, June 21.
minute major issue, in-

Camel Bays CBS Time

jected into the Federal election to
be held across Canada on June 27,
George Drew, leader of the Conservative Party, has promised that
perprivate radio stations will be

mitted to launch television in this
country "and that the $2.50 annual
license fee levied on Canadian
radio listeners will also be
abolished. [Present Liberal government has undertaken a ‘‘wait-andsee” TV policy, with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Intimating that
the annual fee to Canadian tele
get owners may be $10 to $251.

For

TV

Mystery Show

has bought a
half-hour period on CBS starting
agency is
Esty
William
Oct. 7.
planning a mystery show for that
Friday
on
be
will
period which
8:30 p.m.
x
u
u
or director has been

Camel

'

'

;

,

cigarets

set as yet, although Larry
been engaged as writer,

Klee has

|

____ nnvt

|

¥

KFHV CutS LOSS

and CFRB. have been
turned down by CBC; ditto the

II
iLI

Players, Toronto, and

CKEY

tions

^A

Marconi Interests in Montreal.
George Drew has now artnounced
that, if his party wins the Canadian
election, the

CBC

will

Teleset owners in the Bridgeport. Conn.,* area are reporting poor TV
reception on New York stations and are blaming it on the hot summer
Frank Marx, ABC engineering veepee, explains that the
weather.
cause is not atmospheric conditions or the weather, but trees. The
foliage, now in full bloom in some sections of the country, absorb
enough signal strength to reduce picture quality on home screens. This
condition, he says, is particularly noticeable in “fringe” areas, reception points 50 miles or more from transmitters. To improve reception
to winter quality, Marx suggests, viewers should raise their antennas
above the level of surrounding trees.

No producer

!

,aurh‘Tv“rn“cardtfn«
staFamous

NBC Is currently experimenting with a new studio in the old RKO
Pathe studios in N. Y. which will be lighted by fluorescent lamps. Experimentation was started in an effort to reduce the heat generated by
the lamps. Inasmuch as fluorescent lamps give off little heat, studio
will be one of the coolest by direct heating of any in town.
One of the major problems in fluorescent lighting was its ability to
provide illumination for the image-orthicon cameras. This type camera
is sensitive to infra-red rays which is the base of incandescent lighting,
but which is virtually absent in fluorescent which has a large amount of
blues. NBC thinks it has overcome that problem apd consequently U
installing an air-conditioning plant at the experimental studio in an
effort to ready it for telecasting.
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/

BEN LUDLOW
MUSIC

|||Q||||||Y
J

Mnllvwood
zi.
Hollywood. June 21

be tossed

Philco will sponsor its summer dramatic series, starting July 17. as
Playhouse,” as distinct from its regular-season series starting
Sept. 4 in a tieup w'ith the Book of the Month Club. The fall setup
will be dramatizations, with Fred Coe producing, of B. of M.C. bestsellers. This is the result of an experiment conducted by Philco in the
spring with a dramatization of “Dinner at Antoine’s.” Coe produced
and directed last season’s Philco series. Philco is picking up the entire
summer tab, and not sharing the time costs with NBC, as previously
reported.

Candlelight Review— NBC-TV
Call the Police—CBS
Scattergood Baines— MBS

“Summer

Dutch Video Concern

KFI-TV has cut Its losses to
out and an independent organizamonthly from $62 000
tion will be set up to remove na- $25,000
almonthly since April 1, according
tionalized radio regulations now
general manager Bill
radio
outlet’s
to
private
encumbering
legedly
related that outlet is
stations and groups anxious to Ryan. Ryan
Drew’s doing as much commercial biz in
launch TV in Canada.
days (station beams
telenslng
those
five
keeping with
in
claim
currently as it
would-be operators of teevee sta- seven days weekly)
when bearning
month^
in
one
did
should
tlons in Canada is that such
hours. Station
be allowed to go ahead without shows during night
effective July 15.
Federal interference and that the is raising its rates
KFI now has better than 100
expense would not cost the Canalicense
Seven of
spon.sors airing weekly.
dian set-owner anything in
the 100 are 30-minute layouts; tab
fees.
•
is being picked up on six 15-minute
segments and four on five-minute
segments. The remaining 85 comGrid
Wraps Up
mercials are made up of spots and
announcements in
participating

Rents Paris Theatre

1

There’ll be no gun play and no saloon brawls in Vallee Video’s juve
dominated westerns. Kids will not portray adult roles in films but
June
14.
Paris,
handle juve chores in the chase westerns. Vallee starts shooting on
Attempting to plug TV in France series titled “Cowboy Kids” next Saturday. Pix will run 15 minutes
a
sets,
each and feature the youngsters. Heavies will be played by adults
where it’s hoped to sell
Dutch concern, Phillips, via its only. Kids will use their wits to hold their own against the heavies in
Haver-;
place of guns, knives and whips. Michael Fay has been set to handle
managing director, J. J.
Droze, has rented a theatre during the lead role. Leonard Levinson is scripting.

To Ping Aude Inter^t

|

|

|

1

|

the Paris fair, while a lot of provincial people are in Paris.

WOW-TY
Games

of U. of Nebraska;

programs.

Dealers to Sponsor

for one-minute to

KFI-TV lowered

GE

Omaha, June

21.

nighttime telensing to daytime
beaming,
Effective
March 1.
July 15 rate card will be hiked five
dollars for one minute spot and $20 introduced in the schools.
per single hour. Clients with staHowever, the film industry is
tion now will receive a six-month fighting TV, and has succeeded in
protection notice.
having the Information Minister
kill the idea of having the bicycle
race, known as Tour de France,
This is an event with
televised.
considerable following every year
while the boys race all round
CHI
France. It lasts a month, and provides food for the newsreels.
Chicago, June 21.
TV here can’t put on good proEddie Cantor plus his regular raif not
dio troupe, were signed today grams due to lack of money,

Announcearea.
ball-conscious
ment of the grant was made by
Athletic Director George "Potsy”
Clark after approval by the board
of intercollegiate athletics. First
telecast will be Sept. 24 when Nebraska plays South Dakota. Others
will be when the Huskaers play the
Minnesota Gophers Oct. 1, the Ok-

Television

WOW

nouncement

Dealers

AM

also sponsor
casts on
ter at North

who

football

and

KODY,

TEE

will

broadthe lat-

Neb.
Anexpected to stimu-

Estimate

is

sets will be sold
football telecasts.

TV

that 2,500 extra
because of the

Regular

i

WOW-

video service starts Sept.

1.
I

RMA PUTS ADDITIONAL
EMPHASIS ON VIDEO
Washington, June 21.
Problems attending the growth
of video prompted the Radio Man-

^

,

ufacturers Assn, last week to appoint a new Television Committee
to combine the functions of the

former

FCC

of talent, and lives on a meagre bit
of the radio appropriation.
Radio
itself just had the receiving set
tax raised from 750 to 1,000 frs
yearly <$2 to $3).

)

late early sale of television receivers.

EXPOSITION

(Tues. by the National Television
and Electric Living Show for 10
days
personal
of
appearances,
starting Sept. 30, for which Cantor can get as much as $50,000 on
a
guarantee,
plus
percentage.

Platte,

is

j

I

I

.

Columbus, June
Sales

'

,

were

I

Named chairman

Preem

CBS-TV Show Sept. 16
The Ken Murray show will start

fecting television.
sion

to

of the TeleviF. Bal-

Committee was Max

on

com, past prexy of RMA and veepee of Sylvania Electric Products.
Inc., Emporium, Pa. Others in the
group are Benjamin Abrams, prexy
of Emer.son Radio & Phonograph
Co.. New York; Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
veepee of General Electric, Syra-

CBS

from

I

i

Sept. 16 in the Saturday

9-10 p.m. slot.

Show

New York

will

emanate

with a guest star

permanent company, a
chorus line, and a 25-piece band.
Murray will act as emcee and propolicy,

a

'

j

ducer.
CBS meanwhile is in que.st of a
cuse; Dr. Allen B. Du Mont of Du sponsor, .^ccording to web’s conMont Labs, Passaic, N. J.; L. F. tract with Murray, minimum .sellHardy, veepee of Philco Corp., ing price to a .sponsor is $17..500.
Philadelphia; Paul V. Galvin, If package is sold under that price,
prexy of Motorola, Chicago; J. B. network will make up the differElliott, veepee of RCA Victor Divi- ence to Murray.
As a sustainer,
sion, Camden, .N. J.; H. C. Bonfig, Murray would be guaranteed $104,veepee of Zenith, Chicago; W. J. 000 annually for three years.
Barkley, executive veepee of (’ollins Radio, Cedar Rapids, Ta.; and
Cincy’s 26,500 Sets
W. J. Ilalligan. prexy of Hallicrafters Co., Chicago.
Cincinnati, June 21.
Named chairman of the LegislaI.ate.st
tabulation of television
tive Committee
was John Van sets in the Cincy area by the CrosAllen,
general counsel. Fred- ley research department places the
eric J. Ball, Washington attorney number at 26,500, of which 1,800
of the Crosley Division, Avco Mfg. are in public places.
Corp., was appointed vice chairThe total doubled that of five
man.
months ago.
i

RMA

I

I

;

I

as of May
date for which figures are

available.

.

Ken Murray

at

68% commercial

15. last

i

af-

21.

WLW-C,

Crosley tele
station here which has been on the
air
16 weeks has zoomed the
station past the mark where they

:

tive Committee was also appointed
to deal with increasing state and

Coast for First Time

'

ion naws clinic for Du Mont as
part of the plans to promote and
exploit women’s fashions and department store merchandise via

for the first time. Members of the
board of directors of Television
Producers Assn, last week joined
in a session to pave the way for

j

:

!

meetings

TV.

I

with

Coast

union

and

guild heads.

Sparking TPA’s
decision
to
plunge into union discussions was
report issued last week by Screen
Actors Guild that pointed up economic conflict between live and
film TV production and raised the
differences between live programs
that are kinescoped on stations
and those kinned on closed circults and never seen on live tele
by audiences.

2 TELE ’STALLERS’

GET FCC REPRIEVE
Washington, June 21.
eased up last week on two
,

WLW-C NOW A 68%
COM’L OPERATION

tab.

Conference Commit-

Being Negotiated On

Hollywood, June 21.
Producers of Hollywood’s live
television shows are entering negolicity and merchandise tie-ins.
Miss Cooper will set up a fash- tiations on union scales for talent

FCC

Deal w'as inked by Art Holland,
of the Malcolm-Howard
agency,
through Lou Cowan and William
Morris agency.
Cantor will do three shows daily,
backed by a name cast, and the
I.ou Breese orch. Committee for
the exposition is also planning to
stage one-day appearances of local
and network video shows. Network
performers will either co-ax or film
their shows from Chicago to other
pomts.
Last year the exposition drew
1.50.000 without big name attractions. Committee is shooting for
250.000 this year at $1 admission

tec and the Television Public Relations Committee. A new Legisla-

municipal laws and regulations

Du

Jeraldine Cooper, until recently
with Paramount, has joined Du
Mont Television to handle spemerchandise promotion.^
cialized
She was with Par. for more than'
three years handling fashion pub-

CANTOR TROUPE INTO

lahoma game on October 22, Kansas on Nov. 5 and Colorado Nov. 19.
Sponsor will be General Electric

rates to $20
$150 per hour

its

when the switch was made from

has
Nebraska
of
University
granted WOW-TV full rights to
telecast the 1949 home football
games of the Cornhuskers. This is
important sport news in this foot-

—

“Writing Techniques Audience and Non-Audience Shows” will be
Television Writers Guild at
Every day, including Sundays, discussed at the fourth craft meeting of the
RCA Exhibition Hall, N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.) evening.
the
the
before
evening,
matinees and
Taking part will be Martin Gosch, producer-director; Jack Gould,
film is shown, the audience is
The TV radio editor of the New York Times; Larry Markes, scripter, and Robert
given a free TV show.
equipment is taken off after the Sylvester, New York Daily News drama editor. Final session of the
be- current series will cover vidpic writing on July 14. Attendance is limpicture
the
and
video showing
ited to Authors League members.
gins, Two processes are used: first,
and
screen,
Inch
nine
the normal
also projection on large screen.
Jeraldine Cooper To
Haver-Droze is attempting to proUnion Pay Scales
mote TV on a large scale through
Mont Promotion Job
it
have
to
trying
is
and
kids,
the

television permittees it had cited
for stalling on construction but
cracked down on a third. The
agency set aside a denial of an extension of time to WPDQ-TV in
Jacksonville. Fla., to complete its
.station and designated the case for
determine whether
hearing
to
there has been diligence going
ahead with con.struction.
On a petition for reconsideration,
the Commission granted WSAZ-TV

1

I

I

1

Officers
Television

I

of

the

picture

group,

Film Producers A.ssn.,
have been meeting regularly with
Hollywood union and guild reps
but live producers heretofore have
not participated in the confabs.

i

1

1

Recent time sales include two in Huntington, W. Va„ an extenhours to Fell Ambulance Service,. sion to December 15 to complete
Columbus, who sponsored motor- construction. The station’s applicacycle trials at the Ohio State Fair- tion for additional time had been
grounds; Standard Oil Products, designated for hearing.
Cleveland, two hours of the CharMartin Stone has taken over proIn the case of WSEE in St.
ity Hor.se Show from Cincinnati Petersburg, the Commission, on the duction reins on the Wendy Barrie
and the Cook Furniture and Appli- basis of “apparent lack of dili- TV show on DuMont, and program
ance. Columbus, one hour of AAU gence,” denied a request for an ex- gets a complete overhaul.
boxing matches from Cincinnati to tension to Dec. 26 to complete con- '' Currently heard three-timesaplug Westinghouse products.
struction. However, the agency in- week
in
a
half-hour interview
Flock of spots also reported,
formed the station it would set stanza, with Photoplay mag pickNumber of television sets in the aside its action to consider a hear- ing up the talent tab. Miss Barrie
Columbus area as of June 1 shows ing if it is requested within 20 is going into a once-a-week 30-mina gain of more than 1,000 from the
ute audience participation .siiow indays.
count of 5,800 on M^’ 1. According
stead.
Photoplay mag drops out
to figures released by WLW-C, only
of the picture.
telestation operating here as yet,
West’s
Global
Jnnketing
Idea is to develop Miss Barrit
6.890 sets were counted.
Of the
as a bigtime femcce potential.
total. 6.590 were located in private
Vidpix Series to
homes and 300 in public places.

WENDY BARRIE SHOW
GETS AN OVERHAUL

WJZ-TV

Emily Post’s

TV

Series

Etiquette expert Emily Post has
inked an exclusive TV contract
with
Tele.scoops
for
a
viiiplc
series on manners. Production has
alreadv started on the first of 39
five-minute shows and the series,

prepped for a 13-week cycle, will
be ready in the fall.
The program will use puppets
animated by stop-motion photography rather than by string or
hand method.s. Sam E. Hunsaker.
of Tele.scoops.
claims to have
found a method of cutting the co.st
of stop-motion films by

75%.

ABC-TV has wrapped up a deal
with Austen West, travel-lecturer,
for a series of 13 half-hour “nontravelogish vidpix on his globegirdling junkets. Titled “The Enchanted Road,” the stanza will
preem over WJZ-TV, N. Y., early
in July and then will be offered to
other outlets of the web.
West’s extensive footage was
sifted by Nat Fowler, ABC-TV’s
film director, and Is being custom
edited for the net’s tele requirements. West has prepared scripts
to go with the silent film, which

ABC
will

mote than West

announcer

Gene

‘Man’s Family’ to TV
“One Man’s Family”
:

j

I

I

!

'

1

j

ABC has optioned
prepare an additional 13

I

narrate.
to

chapters.

I

j
'

moving

9:30 p. m. for a half-hour .starting
July 27.
Carlcton Morse, show’s producer
and owner, is bringing another
package to New York, but hasnt
divulged its format,

“One Man’s Family” is currenton a sustaining basis having been
dropped some time back by S*®*}®*
ard Brands. Radio show will ais
emanate from New York, but wu

ly

Hamilton

is

to New York where it will have
a tele as well as radio edition.
Video show will go on Monday.s at

not be simulcast.

—

1

!
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Coast Scripters Again Seek TV-Pix

mwm

TEi[

TV

Set Price

Control; Will See Hammerstein

As

War

Store Inventories Pile

Hollywood, June 21.

Move

to create a national tele-

Van Volkenburg

J. L,

council

embracing all
vision
writers as a means of solving
that might
problems
jurisdictional

CBS

writes ON

Beginning for

Hammerstein, who is due here
Thursday (23) for the first annual
presentation of awards by the
SWG, will be approached during
his stay by RWG and SWG to call
the huddle of all groups for either

in

TV

thority.
Official settlement of the

of

Out* in July

j

Granting of the charter to Television Writers Guild by the League

become somewhat of a .sore
wants sole
point, since the
jurisdiction over filmed tele. The
council has previously turned down
bids to reopen the
several

SWG

i

!

i

TBAinBidFor

SWG

question.

figured doubtful

It’s

if

Freeze Lifting

Hammerstein will agree to call a
new meeting on the subject, unless
the League council reverses its
position.

SWG

Meanwhile,

would

In 11 Markets

like to

members

against telenegotiations
One of
with major film studios.
is that all
made
to
be
the demands
pictures, no matter how projected,
be covered in the basic contract.
Guild also will seek extra pay for
a member when the material is
used in a medium other than films
produced for regular theatre projection. This would automatically
mean that material written for a
motion picture could not be used
either for radio or television withis
out added compensation.
now carrying on exploratory talks
with Television Film Producers
Assn, covering writers working in
All matters of
the new medium.
jurisdiction belong to the
tele

protect its
vision in.

upcoming

SWG

TWG,
League

however,

according

Partial lifting of the freeze on
new TV station applications w'as
requested from the FCC on Monday (20) by the Television Broadcasters Assn. In a letter to the
FCC, J. R. PoppeleT TBA prexy,
asked for ending the freeze in 11

markets.

In

!

Radio-TV
Raviaw & Preview Number
of

P^niEfr
Due

Find

Hard to Swallow;
Fade Off Webs

policy

Viewers are finding it hard to
swallow tele’s heavy diet of Western pix and as a result ABC-TV is
cira.stically axing its sked of oaters.
According to Nat Fowler, ABC-TV
film director, audience reaction to
the boss operas was at first enbut
mail
has
thusiastic,
been
dwindling rapidly and some viewers have been complaining about
the emphasis on pinto pix.
In the Western department, CBS-

member

scoping
from the Coa.st July 3. Broadcast
will be carried on the eastern and
midwest interconnected network.
It’s the first instance in which a
Coa.st originated show will be telecast in the east. General procedure has been to kine easternoriginations to the Coast.

and

share.

The
work out

'

j

(Continued on page 36)

Areas that could be unfrozen,
five
he said, are; .Amarillo, Tex.
channels); Denver '.one); El Paso
<

Ruppert Beer’s 170G

i

Tab for ‘Sports Album’
i

,

I

9.
'

With the July 3 broadca.sts, NBC
attempt to get the kine network from the Coast rolling before
the rival CBS network which has
already announced an elaborate
schedule of Coast originated stanwill

NBC
readied

question, there appears to
i

has
for

Among them

several other -allows
kine reproduction.
are some made by

areas. “This factor doesn't hold in
the areas mentioned, because of
adequate spacing,” the TBA prez
stressed. “Unless the Commission
is contemplating a severe reshuffling of allocations in the cities in

be no

A CHANGE

OF HEART ON ‘AUTHOR’
Having served notice on Martin
Slone, packager of "Author Meets
the Critic,” that it was dropping
the TV program at the end of the
current cycle. General Foods last
^cek did a turnabout and notified
Stone that it wanted to ride along
tor a third
season of “Author’
bankrolling.

Program

is

on NBC-TV.

heard Sunday nights

to be $170,000.

Clips
'

be

\Till

edited

into

five-

minute shorts and skedded before
ballgamcs, etc,
Series is available for sponsorship
in other markets.
telecasts of

I

fights,

TV

with.”
,

_

,,

,

And Everybody’s Happy
GF HAS

and New

bought by Ruppert Beer,
from Ziv Television Profor throe years in four
New' York. Philly, Boston
Haven. Price is reported

why

Road Show Cancelled

?ack"ci.Son'.

featuring
has been
via Biow,
ductions
markets:

a partial lifting of the
freeze could not be ordered forth-

reason

Album.” vidpic series
clips of old sports reels.

“Sports

(one).

Shows which will be broadcast
Poppele declared that the basic
are “Sundays at Home” with the reason for the freeze has been
Pickard Family, July 3 and “Noc- tropospheric interference between
turne” which will be carried July co-channel stations in metropolitan

The Bob Smith TV “Gulf Road
Show.” heard Thursday nights at
9 on NBC-TV. goes off after June
30, with Gulf Oil finally deciding
to drop its sponsorship.
Smith had long fell that the program's basic idea and format
weren’t contributing toward enhancing his "Howdy Doody” popuand on several occasions
lai'ity
pitched up the idea to Gull of dropApparently
vidcoca.st.
ping the
everybody was unhappy about the
who really
guy
the
except
stanza
mattered the client.

—

outlets in

One manufacturer
price-break

many

being

as

retailers.

a.scrlbed the
due to too

One

Test

‘Rushes’

Hollywood, June 21.
Method comparable to film
studios’ daily viewing of “rushes” on films in production has
been adopted by video, r»‘pi*esenting another facet of TV
operation that integrates pix
patterns.

Shooting stai'ts today 'Tues.)
on the series of Lone Ranger
pix being made for (Uneral
Mills by Jack Chertok and
.Apex Films. Chertok has negotiated with I’aul Mowrey,
ABC’s TV Coast head, for a
o o. of
daily “closed circuit
the film sequences to expedite
vidfilms.
work on the
“Ranger” series will be car-

TV

'

ried on

ABC-TV.

Run for TV
Chicago, June 21.

Balaban A Katz has skedded
eight to 12 months for experimentation in theatre television, using
the Chicago and State-Lake hou.ses
on a solit shift basis. Results of
the test period will influence John
Balaban’s move to throw’ theatre
houses
tele into the 25 large
here.
Present plans call for theatre TV
catching maj(»r emergencies, spot
news, etc., for Chicago Theatre
patrons, events important enough
Despite the fact that it had to warrant stopping the program
then running.
Affairs which can
dropping
was
it
served notice that
be planned ahead, such as football
out of spon.sorship of the Bob
games, city and federal elections,
Smith “Gulf Road Show” on June and major celebrations, will be
30. Gulf Oil Co. handed down its screened at the State-Lake theatre,
.second nix to Smith when Milton probabi; after a 15-min. time lag
Bcrle tried to work the “Howdy to allow proce.ssing of TeletranDoody” character into his closing scriptions.
Balaban has set sights on five
“Texaco Star Theatre’’ TV .stanza
Notre Dame football games this
last week.
Gulf had previously said “no fall for test purposes. State-Lake
will probably get
dice” to the guest shot a couple customers
months back and although .Smith snagged for an extra fee at the
conceded to Gulf that only the boxoffice to catch the.se games, but
“Howdy Doody" character woidd the exact price hasn’t been .set.
Premiere midwest showing of
he used, with no mention of Smith,
the Texaco rival company refused theatre tele la.st week dfi) was a
simple
demonstration using sidepermission.
walk and lobby interviews with invited celebs which were flashed on
the large-size screen after the audiChi, Serves
ence was seated.
Operation was
considered a success by

On Bob

tribution.

around $500,000.

retail

Too Many Retailers?

SAG

I

three); Salt
Sacramento
The kinescope equipment in the (two);
'one); Corpus Christi
NBC’s Coast studios is reported to Lake City
'three); .San Diego 'two); San
be even larger than that in the
Francisco 'one*; Seattle <one);
east, which is said to have cost
Stockton, Cal. 'two); and Tacoma

on many

an effort to control the clash.

groups,

AFRA

major

'

slated to start the kineof programs emanating

zas.

Oaters

!

<

is

TV

in July

with
Equity,
woolly pix.
putting up the
In place of the mustang mellers
participating
ABC-TV is substituting some old
unions will
a constitution
on a three-time.s-weekly
serials
and, after two years, there will be
sked. The cliff hangers are eclited
a national convention of TV per months.”
for tele, cutting out long shots and
Poppele said that partial lifting formers to elect officers and de- paring down the u.sually long
of the ban on new stations would cide matters of policy, etc. It’s ex- intros.
prevent a chaotic situation, in pected that George lleller will be
which there would be a hectic named executive head of the 4A’s
scramble for receivers and trans- TA, resigning as AFRA exec-sec to Gulf Reprises Its Nix
the job.
mitters, when the freeze is fully take
If the 4A’s TA is to be a single
And meanwhile, partial
lifted.
Smith Guesting
outfit, with SAG and SEG as reglifting would enable manufacturular members, all jurisdiction will
ers to continue production and disFor Competing Texaco
be held by the overall organization,

Coast Kine Shows
NBC

the 4th Annual

B&Ks2-House

clared. “Manufacturers of transmitters are unable to make any
long-range plans. Receiver manufaetturers, too, are in a quandaiy
attempting to project their operations over a span of the next six

NBC July Bow On

out for the fall trade.
Sales are so far behind inventory that Macy’s N. Y., took an
unprecedented step last week in
an ad naming such brands as RC.A,
Philco and Admiral at reductions
as much as $400 for a projection
set.
Usual procedure is to advertise
“nationally named brands.”
otherwise such advertising and
sales are violations of the FeldCrawford price-fixing act.
This
ad riled the trade to the extent
that distributors protested to the
store, but whether such ads will
cease is yet to be seen.
Macy’s action brings into the
open a condition which has been
going on for about six months.
Many retailers have been doling
out 2()^5f) discounts, and Macy’s
move merely brought the undercover price war into the open.
Whether the Macy ad will enlarge the scope of the price-war
remains to be seen. Distributors
are likely to keep a firmer policing

^

angle on
which many small shops operated
was the rebate ad system, which
By
enabled them to cut prices.
this method, the stores took cooperative ads with the manufacturers.
At the end of the year,
TV has “Chuck Wagon” cross-the- rebate because of frequency of ads
(Continued on page 34)
board for an hour at 5:30 p.m.
NBC-TV has “Hopalong Ca.ssidy”
for 90 minutes Sundays at 5 p.m.
Artists, SAG and SEG.
WATV, Newark, has oaters on
Heller Switch Seen
Wednesday through Sunday from
Regardless which form the tele
4-5 p.m. and from 7-8 p.m. WPIX,
organization takes, it will be fiN. Y., has “Six Gun Playhouse”
nanced by contribution of the
and other periods of wild-and-

j

Poppele said that 22 channels
could be opened in those cities
of the west and south which are
far removed from other populous
areas and where the opening of
new tele outlets wouldn’t cause interference, one of the prime reasons for the freeze order.
“The protracted character of the
freeze has had an adverse effect
on at least two segments of the
to industry,” the TBA topper de-

policy.

and the

Dance*

matter

was anticipated last Friday (17), at
the meeting of the international
board of the As.sociated Actors &
Artistes of America, in New' York.
However, at that session the eastern unions proposed that the Coa.st
affiliates enter the proposed 4A’.s
TA on an equal participating basis
with the others. The SAG and
SEG delegation asked for a threeweek delay to submit the suggestion to their boards and bring back
the reply.
It was pointed out that the proposed 4A’s TA .setup would in no
way involve merger, which the
Coast unions have consistently opposed and which was voted down
last winter by Equity. The 4A’s
TA setup, with SAG and SEG participating as
be
equals, would
simpler, more cohesive and more
effective, it was explained.
The propo.sed partnership arrangement, with the eastern unions
in the 4A’s TA working jointly
with SAG and SEG, had previously
been approved in principal by
everyone concerned, including the
4A’s board. Equity, Chorus Equity,
the American Federation of Radio
Artists, American Guild of Variety
Artists, American Guild of Musical'

P^KiEfr

Louis.
Agreement Vital

^'Television

4A’s Television Authority. It’s figured they’ll hold out for the partnership arrangement, which would
give them relatively greater au-

the 4th Annvoi

several months and many stores
have large inventories which must
be moved before new models come

Ditcy»«c«

on having a partnership
status or will agree to participate
with their eastern affiliates in the

Radio-TY
Review & Preview Number

St.

Dance Authority

will insist

the

cording to indications. Production
has been exceeding demand for

Aiijuitole (^Jiiijoy

and Screen Extras

Actors Guild

The End of

ing to discuss the matter.

has

Operations

Up

Sales of tele receivers have
tapering-off
point,
hit
the
ac-

Final agreement among the actor
unions on the setup for the organization and administration of television is now expected in about six
to eight weeks. Latest wrinkle is
whether the film groups, Screen

Charge of

in

Television

between scribe guilds is being launch by local Radio Writers
Guild and Screen Writers Guild
reps. Oscar Hammerstein 2d, president of the Authors League, will
be asked to call a mid- July meet-

arise

Chicago or

r./j.

Open

Into the

,

i

B&K

|

i

WKBK,

Dismissal Warning

Staffers

Chicago. June 21.
WKBK, Chicago,
of

officials.

B&K

A&P LIKES VIDEO, BUT
AREA DIRECTORS DON’T

have received word to start looking for other berths in a new econAtlantic & Pacific Tea Go., at one
omy move, caused by station's inipending transfer to the CBS-TV time a heavy spender in coast-tonetwork. It is believed few n«*t- coast radio programming with it.s
.\ & P Gypsies," has
been looking
work programs will be Chi-originated and WBKB will depend on over the video scene with an eye
toward
a prestige-type show.
west-bound shows.
WBKB now has 110 employees. l*arent execs of the company
No definite dismissals have been liked the idea of picking up the
handed out as \ et. but staffers have tab next sea.son on “Author Meets
been told that those who were the Critics” 'before General Foods
hired recently, and others who decided to pick up the option),
don’t figure in key operations had but A & P area directors who were
polled nixed the outlay.
belter start job hunting.

'

.
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Frank Thomas, others
H. Lord

iVrlter-Producer: Phillips
Director: Ed Sutherland
30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.ni.
Sustainins
NBC, from N. Y.
“The Black Robe” is an unusual

Dodfe, John Fernandey, Mary
Ann Drake. John Intorcia, Ina
Don Liberto, Lee
Kurland.
Painton, Leigh ’Roberts, Boris
Runanin, Bob Kennedy
Music - Lyrics: Marty Donovan,
semi - documentary program w ilh
Gerry Kenyon
powerful dramatic punch. Based Dances: Fred Kelly
upon the reenactment of typical Producer: Warren Wade
60 Mins., Sun. (19), 9 p.m.
ca.ses in a metropolitan night court,
Sustaining
this show is a lineal descendant of NBC-TV, from New York
radio's “agony column” airers with
The adaptation of arena • style
been
the difference that here the poig- theatre into television has be(
nancy is multiplied by the visual tested successfully: basically it’s a
provocative
offering
sound
idea,
factor. And it’s a bankroller’s natcamera treatments. But NBC in its
ural, considering its minimum pro- “Arena Theatre” showcasting on
duction costs and surefire popular Sunday (19) muffed ft completely
with its revue presentation of
appeal.
One of the extraordinary fea- “Summer Formal.”
“Arena” staging by Albert Mctures ot this show is tlie group of
viewer
non-professionals playing the hood - Cleary, in fact, left the
somewhat baffled as to just what
lums. vagrants, felons. rifVratf and
boy.s had in mind,
ordinary unfortunates in the mock innovations the
are made for inevitably what came off the
trials. Announcements
cameras proved to be a succession
fore and aft of the half-tiour sesof song-and-dance closeups that
Sion that these people are only
hewed to an orthodox pattern of
acting, but dialers will find it dif-

VOL.
With

^

be raised: Why hasn’t Hollywood
tapped this remarkable reservoir
of talent for its documentary pix?
Straightforward format brings a
flock of these non-pros into a sim-

ulated courtroom before an actorjudge who administers justice after
la.st

discover their money and the gun
mi.ssing, despite the fact that their
luggage hasn’t been switched. The
bellhop seems to be the master of
He strands them
the situation.
without food, water, cigarets, and
without a possibility of making a
getaway.
The focal point seems to center
around the bellhop, played with
just the right amount of puckishIt’s
ness by Frank Thomas, Jr,
hard to make out exactly what he
repre.sents.
He could be a personification of the couple’s con.science or some .supernatural be-

I

and

•

I

I

fJianics.

I

.Sustaining

i

r

,'ite

dignity

played with appro-

and

WABD,

wisdom

by
be genera regular actor.

f r.-ink Thomas, who

I

N. Y.
I

“Magic

will

I

Coflagc"

has

little

to

recommend

a,s

,

I

I

;

:

I

—

M

i

it's

the

last

show.”

little

{

Producers: Jonny Graff, Nate Platt
Remote Director: Dick Liesendahl

spontaneity.
Sullivan's quest ion-and-answers
180 iMins., Thurs.. 7:30-10:30 p.m. se.s.sion was deterred no little by the
(C'DT)
nattirally dawdling pace of the eonSustaining
ferencier himself. In fact. Sullivan
WBKB. Chicago
was .so slow on the talk that the,
WBKB’s eighth anni party, a show had to be (iit enroute. Sullcnglh.\ and varied affair, took tele- livan admitted il
was being slashed.
viewers through the station his- Clipping the clipper would
have
tory. official opening of its new done it more
e.xsil.v.
The harbor
transmitter, midwest preem of the- (lipped away merrily,
in full view
atre television, and wound up with of the aiidienct*.
with a eonv<mien1a 70-mimile stage show from the
ly obliging sl»)(>ge to illustrate his
Cliicago Theatre.
"TY haircut”
I’rogiam opened with a shot of
The “hutnan” ch'incnt was pointa steeplejack fastening a
flag to ed up when
the clown revealed
the tu'w 7()()-foot transmitter tower, .just
like in Hie stoiv h(»ok.'^
that
(’amcra then trained on studio he was
once in love.
an.v

j
'

NBC-TV

show

’

I

,

{

1

I

j

I

^

I

I

Paul Luther is her
the announcing

on
and he.

too,

fails

her and became Lucille Hall.
A stlltw'alker Hiere u.scd to he his
best friend. He al.so went to Hollyvvood. And
became Cary (Jiaiil.
These were the clown’s stories.
The aquacade girls and the
diver (Marshall Wayne,
former
Olympic citamp but now also a
pilot* were paraded for some qucs-

lions of consIdcrahU' lesser Intere.st. Singers Biliv Daniels and
Ruth
Petty ditto, and they also sang.

Kahn.

j

re.'id

idea
.1.

Walter Thompson agem

I

Tacoma
owner of

.

I

I
'

i

y.

on

).

.Aside from suggesting (hat >
Melcliior-Merman teamut) 'a
Ezio Pin/.a-Mary Martin oi “Soidh
Pacific”! could have an amazing
imtsicomedy potential, the pair*
ducting did nothing to enhance
Program, jo'’
their TV prestige.
that matter, had all the (lualitie*
of a hastily' throw n-logct her .!'*'>•
w ith little production values and

between
camera.s shuttling
Merman, Melchior and Donald
closeups for their individual con-

the

liibs.

—

K.

f‘arl

KMO

here

Ilavmond.

and

KIT

Like Show' Bu.>>ine>s’’
from “Annie Get Your Cun’
ne.ss

to the

a television license

on Channel 13 star

here.

for

D*’*

'botn
ph>*
).

fleeting moment of the Metop
were
in a Jivey dance routine
•o-so highlights of a “filler” stanza.

Yakima, has applied

FCC

duel"

The Merman-Melchior

of “Anything You t’a.i
and the comedienne’.^ “Nr*
ing

j

1

im-

l(»

especially when he has to
the show’s description
Just for the record, the show is
a clue-giving setup cmplo.Miig acVicwci^
tors, a musical trio, etc
are phoned to gu(*ss the \aricd
Adually,
or
tunes.
the Music" is such a better
press.

cellation

else. She was the lu'adlcss”
But she went tu lloll.\'woo(l.
he’s been pining for her ever
since. Slie took her head along with

"

chores,

and

ho(l,\

I

P-i-i-eture.”

confederate

girl.

—

—

like anv-

’.lust

:

confusing, too-ohviousl.v conliivcd
Formerly
quiz for home viewers.
called “Cut.” It is imorly planned
and executed. And the change in
its emcees, from Carl Caru.so to
Kathi Norris, doesn't seetn to have
Miss
been much for the better.
Norris tries fufilely to sell, especially when she drones that irritating and constant “Spi-i-i-n ll'«

behalf of its Ford De.alers dierils,
Parlayed the talents of Ethel Merman. Lauritz Melchior and Peter
Donald into the Monda.v night i20)
CHS-TV slot as the first ot three
windup shows before Hu* .sponsor
tTrio
tiow's off for tlic summer
of replacement.^ was necessarv beca'*"
Ball"
cause of Ford’s “Crystal

'

WBKB

I

Pacific.”

are tops in their particular

people” who make uj)
the names that appear in Sullivan’s
column. On the opening sex.sion
there were a midget clown from
Coney Island, a barber from the
Main Stem who spoke of specializ-j
ing in“television haircuts.” a eoupie of singers with storie.s about
themselves, some girl swimmers
and a male diver associated with a
water show. All of it done without

“tlie

,

I

Ezio Pinza in ‘‘South

Roberta Quinlan’s

'

as
a
juve
show
The program title derives from the Flagrantly patronizing in Its approach. this program practically
judge's traditional gaih.
gets on Its hands and knees to play
Henn.
iddy-biddy patt.vcake with the kids
who. even at six. arc sophisticated
enough to detect the phon incss.
HERE COMES FUN
(There's a conspiracy afoot, morcProducer: Bill Pruttliic
over, to foist upon junior's susDirector: Lee Hall
|ceptihle mind that affliction of so1.) Mins.. IVIon., 8:0U p.m.
( ailed
adult air entertainment
MOTOROl.A
Hie giveaway quiz show
NIIf -TV. New Haven
Show open.s innocently enough
If progran^ caught ts a ( tiierion
of others on the schedule, therj thi.s with Pat Meikle and Robert Wilone is a misnomer because actually kin.son narrating a fairy tale to a where announcer Russ Davis and
there is nothing tunny at all ahouf group of pre-.school age xoungslers engineer Bill Kusack. using old
on the set. (Jn the preem stanza snaps, rehashed
progress
the l.i-minute strc'lcli
It's good
<20t. the stor>' of “J.ick and the
from its inception.
Next cha|)ter
X ocali/ing. hut not comedv
Beanstalf
w as being reenacted showed a birthday cake-cutting
Sponsored by Motorola, setting in crude fashion
when, right smack assi.«ted by station personnel. Conused is backgtoiinded by a produci dab In the
middle, the cloven hoof tinuity was interspersed twice with
layout except wlu'ii camera swings
of commercialism began show ing group vocalizing by the
AFR.V
to the Newhallville Four, one of a
through.
Interrupting the recita- Singers.
.string of barbershop harmonizers
Viewers next witnessed finals of
jtion. Miss Meikle put the helple.ss
vhich constitute the weekly series.
'kids through a question-and-an- the Bashful Blonde contest, a tie-in
Talent was okay on this particular
swer routine on the faiiy tale with promotion with a current pic at the
hluiw. bo\s hitting a good varietj
Further along.
la batch of toys as bait,
.lack and Chicago theatre.
Oi tunes.
the hean.stalk were ii.sed as shills announcers Davis and Joe Wil.son
.loe Fi'ancis did an acceptable for Hie giveaways’ brand
identifi- took over with sidewalk and lobby
emcee, his chores m< liiding chat- lalion.
Miss Meikle. incidentally, interviews, ratching celebs on their
ler with the vocalists, presentation never even bothered to finish
way into the Chicago theatre for
tlie
of u |)i ixe to w'eekl\ winner »)f brief story.
the midwest debut of theatre telees.sa\ on “VV|)y I Like Motorola."
These hobnobs were teleTiiere’.s al.so a grand jackpol of vision.
and an explanation of bow to qual- loys growing on this show. But transcribed and flashed on the
lf.\
for the prize via tiein enlr.\
it’s
a safe bet that the kids, at large size screen in the theatre
blanks
least, won’t be sucker enough to after the audience W'as seated.
Biggest feature for viewers was
“Fun’' is oka\ music, but ’tain’l prefer a bad giveawaj .show to
gotid entertainment.
Jun.
Boitf.
(Continued on page 36*
Jlerni.
ally I'ccognized

it.

a dull lialf-huur.
It i.‘i a session of interviews with

Downey

.

to

showed off a fine video personality
Thursday (16) as a repeat guest on

”

With Russ Davis, Bill Kusark, Fd
Roberts.
Joe
Wilson,
Ulmer
Turner. Peter Donald, Shyrettos,
Jackie Green, Joan Edwards,
Blackburn Twins. Janet Blair,
llenny
Y o u n g m a n, Morton

i

around.

all

i

WBKB ANNIVERSARY

I

OK

Robert Knipe’s exploration into
field and both hit maximum response although Martin would have the later life of Robert Moulton
registered even better if he had Bairctt. father of poetess Elizabeth
Barrett Browning, resulted in a
accented romantic ballads.
of dramatics
Berle, per usual, was the busiest fairly obvious bit
which was given a better prodiution than it deserved on "Chevrolet
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
on Broadway.” Excellent enactment
Starring Ed Sullivan; plus guests
hy Leo G. Carroll and a fairly
Producer: Ed Sullivan
capable cast couldn’t ohsdirc the
Director: Cledge Roberts
fairly thin premise of the .story and
30 Mins.; Monday, 7:30-8 p.m.
of
"The
conclusion
o I) V o u s
Sustaining
Heritage of Wimpole Street
WPIX. N. Y.
Judson Rees did an a))|)ealing
“Little Old New York." sustaincr job as the youngster while Valerie
headed by Ed Sullivan, the New Cossert and Emily Law r<*nce regisYork News’ syndicated Broadway tered as the girls In tlie famil.v.
columnist, purports to be a dramaDuMont’s “Spin the Pidurc.”
tization of Sullivan's column of the
above title. The opening show was Saturdays at 8-9 pin., is still a

1

unfortunately,

out of

whom

,

tlenn.
of adding to human understanding. ish.
The cases are paraded before the
bar in rapid-fire order and the
MAGIC COTTAGE
judge hands down justice without With
Fat Meikle, Robert Wilkinson
explaining the motivations of hi.s
W'rlter: Mort Frankel
rulings. This is copying night couii
Director: Les Tomalin
reality too closely for full particiProdueer: James L. Caddigan
pation of viewers in the legal ine30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.. 5:30 p.m.
is

ca.se

was plenty

Marco after a deliberate
said “Don’t make a Federal

There was also a heavy mixture of for Mohawk Carpeting. On a 13sentiment toward the end which minute broadcast by Mi.!:s Quinlan.
indicated a w'arm enough spon.sor Eastham didn’t get much time, but
relationship despite Berle’s de- his handling of a few lines and his
mands for a better deal.
warbling of “This Nearly Was
For the last exhibit. Berle lined Mine.” from the “Pacific” show,
up a pair of top singers.
Lina was well done.
Romay and Tony Martin, each of

'

falls short of its stated pretension

it

F'atso
fluff,

i

Hollywood directing films.
The show is a .sock commercial
package of tragic and comic in-

The judge

but

j

proceedings. It’s the same Sutherland who has been prominent in

which,

solution

i

gums. The magazine salesman and
the young couple, however, were
slightly contrived in their comic
relief. But all of them played without seeming awarene.ss of the
camera, a tipofT on director Ed
Sutherland’s firm control over the

gredients

ing.

j

to the nervous mouth
gnawing of toothless

down

Milton Berle’s video valedictory were topnotch, with Mi.ss McGrath
for the season attempted to apply in particular giving an exquisitely
show businc.ss adage. “Always sensitive portrayal.
While not strictly a summertime
Leave ’Em Laughing” (plug for his
forthcoming Warner Bros, filim. TV dish, the qualities brought to
“Smoke”
justified the long shot.
He virtually pulled every trick in
the bag to make for a happy exit.
The result did show some strain,
Dickinson Eastham, understudy
the

.

husband working nights.
About 9.1% of the proceedings
had an absolutely genuine look.
The hoods, who might have been
recruited from the Mills hotel population. were played to the hill
twitch

Harry guy on the
i.no snow',
show', but
Joe Laurie. Jr., and
oui more so
Hershfield, two-thirds of the “Can There were more changes of cos*
'This” triumvirate, trailed tume, including one in drag, piu.
each other Sunday night over NBC a couple of changes into regulaand each evidenced their aptitude tion garb. In addition he dipped
for TV. Incidentally, a dual radio- into the repertoire for the Rube
video deal is being negotiated cur- Goldberg bit. and al.so the “Mutiny
rently for the Senator Ed Ford on the Bounty” satire, plus a cafe
Both acquitted them- scene with Eddie Hanley, himself
package.
selves well, particularly Laurie no slouch on comedy.
During the past sea.son Berle has
who had greater opportunities on
“Leave It to the Girls,” in light of contributed to a succes.sful show
the more informal pattern. Maggi that maintained a phenomenal ratMcNeills continues an excellent ing. Television gave him national
ably foiled by Florence prominence, a picture contract
f emcee,
manufacturing tieupsi
Pritchett and Binnie Barnes, the profitable
Robin Chandler and etc., but video also owes Berle a’
regulars.
Natalie Schafer were the guests, considerable amount.
He gave it
the former parring the fast com- an impetus that took it out ot the
pany, but somehow Miss Schafer penny arcade classification, t
gave the impression she needs a
script since the ad lib metier seems
After its “Boy Meets Girl” fi/zle
ot
t.aurie,
beyond her.
a bit
course, w'ent back into the files for of the previous week. “Studio One”
Wedne.sday redeemed itself
last
the gags about gals, brides, marriage. etc., to spar with and par with a distinguished adaptation of
It
was a
the videogenic braintrusters fac- Turgenev’s “Smoke.”
ing him. Hershfield’s stint was on field day for the wives of the
the ensuing half hour with Billie Broadway legit fraternity, with
Burke’s autobiog the subject for Leueen McGrath (Mrs. George S.
Meets Kaufman) playing the turgid role
“Author
on
discussion
Critics.”
Per usual John McCaf- of Irena, and Mary Sinclair (Mrs,
frey was a tiptop conferencier, George Abbott) as the displaced
Considering that
Hershfield was mellow and in the damsel, Tonya.
actress-authore.ss’ corner, and even the classic Russian novels are as a
Merle Miller was gallant in his cap- rule heavy and slow, the “Studio
tiousness as he spotlighted certain One” production was quick moving, to the moment, and exciting.
phases of the book.
The casting and performances

The audience can apply any
it likes and it will still be
groping for explanations.
else.
Jack Le.scoulie and Nancy SheriIdea, too, was to build the re- dan as the embattled couple do
vue’s contents around magazine excellent jobs that calls for a
formats, but invariably it could graduated change of emotions from
have been a couple of other mags cockiness to stark terror.
the producers had in mind.
Cooper has made the audience
Most worthy of mention w-as the part of the show by using his sinchoreographv
devised
by Fred gle camera stationed behind w'hat
Kelly and the original music and is purportedly a mirror. The camlyric.s
by Marty Donovan and era range is limited to what can
Gerry Kenyon,
Rose.
be seen by one peeking into the
room. Cooper has seen to it that
the audience is given a feeling of
MARY KAY AND JOHNNY
guilt hy looking in on the show,
With Mary Kay and Johnny Stearns especially when
the ab.scondlng
Writer: Johnny Stearns
pail complain that they have the
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri. 7:13 p.m.
feeling that someone’s watching
Sustaining
them.
NBC. from N. Y.
With the variation in story treat“Mary Kay and Johnny.” which ment, Cooper has also introduced
has made the rounds of the NBC. some penetrating bits of business.
CBS and DuMont stations, has At one point the siren of a passlanded back on NBC with a stiff' ing ambulance merges with the
daily grind. 'This is a tough a.s.sign- loud swing record from a music
ment for a situation comedy airer store on the ground floor of the
since new material just isn’t that hotel in a manner that made it a
plentiful. Mary Kay and Johnny completely harmonic composition
Stearns, however, are a highly per- and one that helps create an atsonable team reenacting some like mosphere that helps accentuate the
ly and unlikely dome.stic situations. feeling of terror that envelopes the
It’s breezy stuff, uneven in texture twosome.
but palatable on the whole.
Cooper, who made a brief apTypical session last week had pearance to introduce the program,
Mary Kay pretending to pla\ the has contracted for an initial seharmonica to her impressed mate ries of six shows. With the first
while a grocery deliverv bov was of this series, it seems that he has
actually rendering the tune, it was fashioned an adult type of divergood for a mild laugh but ended sion foi- the higher IQ levels. He
weakly. Steams still plays with a has provided an indication that the
dry casualness but Mi.ss Kav is medium is growing up.
Jo.se.
growing more kittenish than pixy-

players’

ing proficiency. The question has to

right

i

yam tells of a couple being shown to a hotel room
Said couple have
by a bellhop.
just robbed a bank, killed a watchman and made a successful getaway to this hideaway hotel. ’The
moment the bellhop leaves, they

Unfortunately, “Summer Formal,”
primarily intended as a show’case
for new' talent, was the type of
^yhethe^ show that cried out for something
hap with the law.
singular and off-the-beanten-track
it’s natural talent or brilliant dipickup in productional treatment to offset
the.se
control,
rectorial
players handle their lines in a liv- .some very hackneyed performing ten.se with all the crudities, ances. Once in a while something
tics and tremois of authentic peo- of a refreshing quality managed to
Inject itself, but on the whole it
ple left intact.
was stereotyped and commonplace.
The camera work is standout in
Occasionally, one got the sugVia
character.
of
delineation
its
gestion of the informality sought
prolonged closeups, the minute de- for in the “arena” concept as
a
are
expression
facial
tails
of
camera-man was brought into
brought into sharp focus, heighten- focus, but these occasions proved
ing tlie realism and increasing the more distracting than anything
thespthese

f

You Top

explanation.
Briefly, the

presentation.

Comment

Tele Follow-Up

distingui.sh-

stax’t in video with his production
of “Vol. I. No. I.” He has applied
techniques used in films and legit
in a manner that makes the audience part of the show W’ith his
stationary one camera technique,
and provided a story with an indefinite conclusion that leaves the
viewers stewing in their intellectual juices groping for a plausible

I

On

Les-

himself in radio with the
“Quiet, Please” and “Lights Out”
shows, has made a provocative

j

listening to their pleas.

Jack

ed

,

Wednesday’s show, the cases involved several hoodlums on as.sault
charges, small-time con man selling fake mag subscriptions, an
average Joe held for automobile
manslaughter, a trio of argumentative Harlemites, a couple of unlicensed peddlers and a young married couple with a problem of the

Cooper,

ABC, from New York
Wyllis Cooper, who

j

at

I

organist
Prod.-Writer: Wyllls Cooper
Director: Alex Segal
30 Mins., Thurs., 9:30 p. m.
Sustaining

I

to believe. The illusion of
Each
reality to too compelling.
looks like he or she is at least a
video version of some real-life mis-

NO.

Wyllit

Nancy Sheridan. Frank
Thomas, Jr., Albert J. Buhrman,

|

ficult

I,

coulie,

|

amazement

1

,

Wednetdaj, June 22, 1949

SUMMER FORMAL
With George Conely, Kay Coolter,
Jordan Bentley, Jacqueline
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Mr. John Buyer Dough

is

ALWAYS

shopping

.

.

.

Mr. Dough,
for values.

like

all

good shoppers, knows where to look

He’ll find the forthcoming

4lli ANNUAL
RADIO A^D TELEVISION

‘RE VIE Wand PREVIEW’
t

SPECIAL EDITION OF VARIETY
(To Be Published
exceptionally useful, since

ing guide for the

EXTRA
ElDITORIAL
16th

FEATURE

new

Your advertisement

it is

in

July)

designed to act as

THE buy-

radio and television season.
in this Special

Edition establishes

for you a ready reference to your station, name, talents,

Annual

radio and

TV

background.

Make your

advertising space

reservations at
Survey

RADIO

-
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rilKSTFRIlKIJ) SUPPER Cl UB
VUh Bill Lawrence, Kay Starr.
Sisters,

Mitcliell

Ayres Orch

Mins.: Mon.-Fri.,

l.>

(

Martin

Fontuiie

Religioso

llESTERFIKLl)

NBC. from New York
(

,

Ni'u'i’U-Enimctt

'

roiilacod
has
I.awronco
lor the summer on the
«onlinuation of the tive-a-w e«'k

ABC

ine.

Bill

piM-ry

Hawking

Lawson Zerbe, Bryna Raeburn, Ian Martin, Cameron Andrews. Bill Zuckert. Frank Behrens*. John Dickson Carr, nar-

With

(’ommereial religious aireis.
wiv' h formerly were brushed
by the r. ‘s m favor ot
oil
donated time to the major
are coming hack to
faiths,
ease tlie current hillings 1am-

Block.

p.m.

7

MURDER BY EXPERTS

beginning

Como

let

last

bars down,
Sunday morn-

its

Thursdav.s. Otherwise, the eifi^ie’s
-Supper Club’* format and people
remain the same Fontane Sisters.

—

il9».

fornia

W riters:
I

30 .>lins.; Mon., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
MBS, from New Y’ork

with

religious organizations,

“Murder By Experts”

I

cartoon-sketching

prices, Steinke has
clad loyalties from

conte.sts

agers.
Essentially

garnered ironsub-teen-

the

nrogram.
Sleinke departs sufficientlv from
text for ad lih« which give warmth
to w’ordage. Total effect l.s one of
spontaneous lovialitv- Music background provided hv Eloise Rowan,
organist, is adroit, effective and
a

scrinted

sparky.

by Drummond is
Production
giving Steinke full
svinpatliet'c.
plav for h»s S* Nick temneram'nt

V

hich needtj wid#' latitude for etTeclivcness. and gets it.

Expansive personality and rotund
anpearanc'' of Steinke has promTed.
ise for video.

1.5

George

Slater
Mins.:

Stevens.

Mon.-to-Fri.,

Norvell

11:30

a.m.

TEXAS

CO.
W'OAI-TQN. San Antonio

F'rom the studios of VVF.XA.
Dallas, and to the member stations
of the Texas Quality Network
tomes this series with a new twist.
Instead of asking the listeners
questions this one allows the listeners to send in questions to
which they are seeking tlie answers. Questions must pertain to
subjects not falling into the following three
personal, legal or med-

—

ical.

They

range

from

history,

radio to background of personalities in the news.
The walking answer man for the
series in George Stevens wiio lias
a pleasing voice and is concise in
Ids an.swers, yet answers the question full\. Norvell Slater roads the
questions, giving the name of the

person .submitted. He also

is

he had personal background and
experience.
Stratton’s explorations of the
Washington scene (he served in
it fur sometime) are workmanlike
and discerning, although not too
profound. They usually constitute a
summary of the week’s developments.
Educator created sound
bridge between Schenectady and
the nation’s capital via a comparison of Charles P. Taft, Sen. Robert
Taft’s brother and a Union College guest speaker, with the older
statesman, and a consideration of
the situation should both men be
candidates in Ohio next fall. Strattion
might tighten liis scripts,
which lend to excess wordage.
Jaro.

INVITATION TO VA( ATION
ClifT

Hansen

Writer: ('arl Person
5 Mins., 6:10 p.m., Mon.-thrii-Fri.

TEXACO STAR REPORTER
With

thetic: they represented the best
As always, the
in air commenta^^^
miker gained in authority because
he talked about a matter in which

M'itli

heard

a brief roundup of the latest
news midway in the program.
Inasmuch as the>' di'sire to an-

in

m.iny questions as possible
there
only one commercial
is
on the various Texaco products
.sw«'r as

which is brief, to the point and
handled well at the end of the
liroadeast.
•Airings

SOUND

PUGET

NAVIG.MTON

CO.
KJR, Seattle

— of

Hood Canal,

of
islands,
residential tributaries to Seattle,
and of the many lush and gre<‘n excellencies of the pleasant land that
surrounds Seattle.

Islands,

Vashon

and

Bainbridge

I’rogram makes capital of the
fact that on Puget Sound flourishes
the last home of the far-ranging
ferry boater.
There are perhaps
more trips per day or more people
carried on some ferry lines in New
York City. Baltimore or elsewhere. but there is probably nowhere else w'here the trips are so
long and varied or where so many
people are entlrelv
island
dependent on ferries for transportaBlack Ball T.ine has 290 sailings
each day on I’ugel Sound, ranging
Irom commuti'i' trips to Bremerton
i|fi
miles>: Hainhridge Island (H
miles' to jaunt.s to Victoria, B. C.
miles'.

Dallas
Kdythe Chan, actress of
Hie Dallas I.ittle Theatre and the

This five-minute strip tells what
cau he seen, wliere to see it. and
how. Clin Hansen does an exeeljob of telling the li.steners
lenl
from a .script liy C’arl Person, and
music al opener, an excerpt fiom
"Let’s Get .Xway From It .XII.” is a

Arden

nice

.-llKfl/.

—

adding a ‘women’s
page” to the 10 a.m. dail.v newsca'I' heard here over KlXi,.
C’luh

is

I

I

Series presents
John Dick.son Carr, mysterio.'jo
novelist and author of “The Life
of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,” as
host-narrator. Each week Carr has
a guest expert (in this case Hugh
;Pentacost» select his favorite story

I

i

j

j

I

of another writer, which is adapted
for airing by Robert Arthur and

I

j

'

David Kogan. The introduction is
complex, but the setup will probably permit the show to tap the

i

!

'

i

!

j

I

!

I

talents of the better yarnspinners.
Thriller on the preem, based on
a tale by Andrew Evans, maintained suspense. Drama was that
of a college student who after a
night of carousing finds a corpse
in his bedroom ancl believes he has
committed a murder. His close
shaves in trying to dispose of the

body provided good melodramatic
moments, while revelation of tlie
entire affair as a collegiate prank
added humor. Denouement with
the victim of the hoax carted off
to an asylum, provided an ironic
double-tw'ist,

;

anti-trust divi.slon” but

he

Disagreement

insistefl

j

should have the right to consider unlawfulness of an applicant
in determining his qualifications as
a licensee.

Opposition to the provision by
David Hume of the Dept, of Justice. apparently unexpected by the
indignant
brought
Committee.
criticism
from McFarland, who
questioned the reliability of the
(testimony and the propriety of the
witnc.ss’s appearance. Hume, a special assistant to the Attorney Gen-

al.so

developed on

the provi.sion in McFarland’s bill
to provide a panel system in the
Commission to expedite operations,
Hyde told the committee the FCC
is divided on the advisability of

it

I

i

the panels and that the members
are six to one again.st the sy.stem
being mandatory. Witli commissioners frequently absent on ofbusinc.ss, he said, a panel
ficial

I

might find itself without a quorum
and be unable to act. He also expressed doubt of Hie wisdom of enDivision, trusting very important decisions

i

j

!

Lawson Zerbe got full impact eral in the Anti-Trust
from the hectic problem of a man said the bill would weaken governhaunted by fear and was bucked
ment safeguards against monopoly.
up by a capable cast. Carr brought
The measure comes at a time, he
a warm, informal manner to the
role of host.
Original music by testified, when FCC is determining
Richard DuPage was fair and was whether motion picture producers
played by the Emerson Buckley and exhibitors are eligible for teleorch.
Stanza Is rebroadcast on vision. After a 10-year fight to preVVOR, N. Y., on Saturday after- vent producer monopoly of theanoons. which seems a waste of tres, he said, "it would be paraevening-quality fare.
Bril.
doxical” if the government should
now hand the producers "the
CURLY FOX AND TEXAS RUBY means of monopolizing the new
With the Crustene *Gang, John form of exhibition.”
Paul Goodwin
Hume also opposed a provision
15 Mins.; Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11:45
which would prevent blanket exa.m.
SC UTH TEXAS COTTON OIL CO. clusion of any business from eligibility for radio licenses. He said
WOAI-TQN, San Antonio
As a summer replacement show, that the prohibition against disthis opus originates in the studios crimination based upon affiliation
of KPRC, Houston, and is fed to has the approval of his departmember stations of the Texas ment, but the real purpose appears
Quality Network.
Program re- to be "to prevent the application
places Red River Dave and his of competitive, anti-trust principles
Gang which has originated here to newspapers and to the motion
in San Antonio over WOAI. Program is overheavy on mountain picture industry.”
Sen. Tobey also spoke out against
music and oldtime tunes and songs.
Some Texans will of course go for
it. but straight western or hillbilly
music which has been aired herej:
tofore by the sponsor w'ould be :: Followup

to a panel.

Sen. Tobey was skeptical of the
need for panels. "What do we have
commission for?” he asked.
Sen. McFarland admitted the

a full

I

provision is controversial but explained he wanted to explore its
possibilities.
He thought the division of the Commission into panels
might work out in handling the
less important matters.

I

'

i

'

Crystal Ball

{

Continued from page 25
ings, the question of whether radio in the future will have to hew
closer to the newspaper-mag con-

cept

:

of

short-range advertising
is expected to get

commitments

I

increasing attention from here on
in.
(ABC president Mark Woods
has already envisioned a blueprint
for his web involving sponsorship
on a monthly basis.).
However, there are tw'o prominent schools of thought on the
On the one hand, it’s
subject.
contended that only by adopting
more effective. A straight musical
its "think big” formula and estabshow' would also probably do some
good as it comes just before the
Fred Waring or any other per- lishing it.self a big business withmidday meal.
former rarely makes a songwriter out cutting corners radio made itProgram features Curly Fox, or a music publisher as happy as self attractive to such kingpin opsaid to be national champion old- Waring must have made song- erations a.s General Foods, Procter
time fiddler, and his wife. Texas writer- publi.sher
Berlin &, Gamble, Lever Bros., etc. To
Irving
Ruby, "Queen of the Cowgirls.” Thursday (16). with the way he strip radio of this “big business”
Fox also Is heard as m e. of the handled the air debut of the score distinction, they argue, would be
airings and has the typical dry of “Miss Liberty” on the General
ruinous.
mountain humor and also serves Electric show. Waring can take
Others, how’cver. maintain that,
as foil for announcer John Paul credit for a fine musical performGoodwin. Be.st of the tunes sawed ance of the show’s meloaies, ju.st just as other enlerpri.ses have had
out by Fox was "The Dog-gone as Berlin can take a bow for out- to conform to transitions and reBlues.” Texas Ruby was heard in standing material.
The arrange- adjustments. radio will have to
a trio of tunes the best of whicli ments and the performance were follow suit, or be left only with
was the ballad “Legend of the superb, with the possible excep- its dignity.
Robin Red Breast.”
tion
of “Paris Wakes Up and
Crustene Ranch Gang provide Smiles.” which W'as slightly overan assist with their guitars and arranged.
other mu.sical instruments as well
Waring teed off with Joe Marine
as their vocal chords to the two and a chorus doing ”1 Love You”
CoiiUniird from pact 25
stars.
and smartly paced his girls and
John Paul Goodwin turns In his chonis through eight of the best
audience, "Ozzie
usual able job as announcer for melodies of the show, capping it w idely-growing
the airing but his coininereials are with "Give Me Your Tired, Your & Harriet” al.so fades out. International Silver deciding to cancel.
a little bit too long and loo often.
Poor” song based on the Statue of
Factor is believed to be tha
Andy.
Liberty poem.
To say that any
one performance was outstanding emergence of a new flock of situawould be difficult, but to say that tion comedies wliich are scaled to
101 RANCHBOYS
Producer - director: Woody Eber- Waring and his organization have a lower budget, including such
a habit or a rare ability to make Items as “My Friend Irma,” "My
hardt
an-all mu.sical show such as this Favorite
30 Mins.; Sal., 2 p.m.
Husband,” “Our Miss
an outstanding half hour of listen- Brooks,” etc.
Sustaining
ing. Is ea.sy.
.\BC, from York, Pa.
It was great.
In tlie field of lop-coin perHomespun and typic.'tll.v Amerisonalities, such perennials as Ed
can are the melodies of tlie 101
rontra.sHnf tastes of platter
Cantor,
Ranch
Boys
were pointed up sharply Gardner. Al Jolsun, Eddie
who.se
hillbilly pilqts
rhythms are fed every Satin dav Sunday (19' via WNEW’s (N. Y.) Jack Car.son, Fanny Brice, Frank
Judy
and
Sinatra,
Allen
Burns
&
afternoon to the full ABC net fiotn "Disk Jockey Jury,” a forum comWSB.A, York. Pa. With two snilars, posed almost exclusively of the Canova, are thus far without bankbass, aceordion and a fiddle, the station’s own round-the-clock jocks. rollers for the ’49-’50 semester.
outfit adeptly handled some eight
With such turntablers as Martin
numbers when cauglit Saturday Block. Art Ford, Jerry Marshall
(18'.
and Bert Wayne among others
Practically every tune was ac- naming the “he.st release” of the
companied by a vocal, either hv a week, the participants picked ’em
Continurd from pane 21
threesome of warblers or by in- from
Broadway
musicals,
the
dividual sidemcn. Wliilc the lavont newer pops as well as digging
who
rents property to a lessee with
was a pleasing one. a belter change down to the indie labels.
limited liability has an intere.st in
of pace would have been obtained
“Jury” repre.sented a novelty
biisines.s.
had more in.strumentals been pro- in it.self since it was decidedly the operation of the
“The
idea and practice of renting
grammed.
unique to find WNEW’s entire batproiiertics for business
I.one number, sans a vocal, was a tery of jocks all rounded upon one physical
hoedown on the fiddle. It was show. Their appearance also served purposes on Hie basis of rentals
old
rather tuneless, hut maylie that’s to spotlight the station’s varied geared to gross income is as
what made it unusual. Balance of recorded programs. In light of tliat. as the mercantile tr.ide.” it asthe session was devoted to such this airer rates a.s a good institu- serted. To hold that Congress
standbys as "The Old Rugged tional .segment a.s well as providing intended to outlaw this typ^* o*
Cross” and "Cool Waters” among okay entertainment for dialers. transaction in the broadea.st busiothers. On the whole the music of Gue.sts every week from the “out- ness is so specious that it mu.st
the 101 Ranch Roys adds u»> a*- side” add another fillip. Sunday’s explain the Commission's failure
sock stuff for those partial to
visitor
was
bandleader
Dick to cite statutory or judiciary »uroots melodies.
Gil’j.
Jurgens.
thorilies for its conclusion.”

Connent

:

I

;

Yankee

SS

tion.

'7.5

show good production
and should ere.'ite much good will
for Texas C'o and its products.

registers

Old Familiars

With a few more local radio programs like this, residenls of WestWashington might
become
ern
Californish in tlieir knowledge ot.
and bragging on, the scenic and
wonders of the l*uget
tourist
Sound area of the unique San
.luan

I

1

j

plus

subject to “double jeopardy.” Sen.
[He felt the Senate would be
Charles W. Tobey ,4R.-N.H.), a
member of the subcommittee, ex- agaln.it it.
Sen.
Ed. Johnson
(D.-Colo.),
pressed suspicion of the amendment. He wanted to know how it chairman of the full Commerce
Committee,
was
caustic
in
it
said
his crillMcFarland
bill.
in
the
got
was a carryover from the old White cism of the amendment. He referred
language
to
in
the
inserted.
should
be
provibill, and
preventing
Rosel sion
di.scrimination
Acting FCC Chairman
again.st
"race,
religious
or
on
the
provision
politiHyde opposed the
ground it would be interpreted as a cal affiliation” a.s .‘‘erfinouflage’'
Who
curtailment of the Commis.sion’s concealing other purposes.
power in taking anti-trust viola- does the provision help, wlio does
tions into account in passing on it hurt, he questioned. "How would
the qualifications of a radio ap- it affect the movies going into teleand dominating it?” he
plicant. He agreed that the Com- vision
There was no response.
mi.ssion should not be "a second asked.

production values.

I

which are rewarded wdth pieavime

television.

.

moderately-budgeted
slick
a
whodunit with good scripting and

1

yam-spinning, birthday
trips
to
imaglnerv
greetings,
schools and places of historic and
other Interest, sugar-coated lessons on health, safety, patriotism,

I

i

_
'

as

I

as

tl

The provision was strongly defend- the provision on the ground it
ed by Sen. McFarland as a guaran- would enable the picture industry
tee that a violator would not be to get a monopoly in
I

'

such

Kogan
Arthur, Kogan

Director: David

Mitch Ayres oreliestra and Martin
the Gospel Broadcasting Assn,
Block heina holdovers.
and Voice of Prophecy. Inc.
Openina proarams in the new
Identical in style and tone,
^“*"7
gories last week were fair.
botli programs sell their funrenoe is averaae. both vocally and
via gospel readdamentalism
nothina
There’s
at handlina linos.
ings, exhortations and liberal
that can be said aaainst him. but
religious music
of
quantities
loiy^
said
be
can
that
there’s nothina
rendered, in both cases, by
him. either. He’s a sinaer. There
E.xcept for the
Starr
s
quartets.
Miss
male
them.
of
plentv
are
shows are
the.se
that
idea
simwinjts on Tuesday and ThursA
hawking theology on a comday were something else.
she
which
voice
mercial basis, the-re is nothstrong, vibrant
these
to
knows how to use made her bits,
objectionable
ing
stand out on the two shows she
shows which are obviously
worked. Fontane’s did their usual
audislanted to hinterland
colorful .soloing and understudying
Direct solicitation of
ences.
on the shows caught, the entire
of course, is prevented
funds,
on
solidly
grounded
troupe
by broadcast regulations.
Mitchell Ayres rhythms.
Writing on the series of shows
of the first week was uniformly WASHINGTON FORECAST
A good deal With Prof. Samuel Stratton
pl.am and colorless.
of that impression, however, could L5 Mins., Sun., 9:45 p.m.
easily have stemmed from T..avV- Sustaining
rence’s dr-d) style of relayin" the WPTR, Albany
Wood.
principal lines.
Samuel Stratton, the second
Union College faculty member to
JOLLY RILL’S CABLE CAR do regular broadcasting (Prof.
Joseph Rotundo is the other* and
CAPERS
With Bill Sielnke; Eloise Rowan, scheduled to be a Democratic canorganist
didate for Schenectady city counProducer: Dave Drummond
cil in the fall, hit one of the timeWriter: Bill Stelnke
liest and most significant notes in
1.5 Mins.: Mon.-thru-FrI., 5 p.m.
Participating
a recent commentarj’ on his Naval
Reserve cruise and the role such
KNBC, San Francisco
The formula developed by Bill organizations play in creating
Stcinke. with its parent-approved public understanding of and supS. defense
appeal to kids, has wrapped up an port for adequate
enormous listening audience for forces.
this program which, reaching out
is odd this phase of an imIt
300 miles, enjoys a resultant huge *portant subject does not receive
Now in his third more open discussion and perhaps
mail reaction.
year of airw’aving. Steinke has tliat the Secretary ot Defense does
successfully impacted his "Magic not coordinate radio more clo.sely
Cable Car” ohantasy deep into kid in expounding or explaining it.
listening habits in spite of blood- Stratton’s observations were frank,
that temperate, informed and sympacompetition
and - thunder

swirms the air in early evening.
Coombining many juve anneals,

Continued from pace

Producer: Robert A. Arthur

two new pro01d-Fashi(med
’’The
grams.
Revival Hour” and “The Voice
Prophecy.” packaged in
of
transcribed form by two Caliing

series lor Cliesterlielcl, and Ka^
Starr joins id in on Tuesday and

Hearing on FCC Revamp

rator

mood

seller for five miMUt••^
that c-ontains easy, and infortu.ii iv
lislening.
Heed.

'

I

I

I

.

!
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female, with the exception of
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RAMO-TKLK VISION

S4

VcdnemUy,

»

radio students. Each week’s
production is under the supervision
of a different local professional director. Scripts for the series have
been chosen from the works of radio’s top dramatic writers.

Jg—

22, 1949

Wayne

CIRCLING THE

—

KILOCYCLES

WPOR

cele- WKJF. a.s special events reporter
Portland. Me.
Chico. Cal. Ted Hall has been
Mrs. Nevin Bartley, who acted
brated Father’s Day with a “KinK
lor a Day” contest. Winning dad at Pittsburgh Playhouse this sea- named manager of KXOC. the new
bed,
son
in
in
Not.”
CBS
station for California’s Northshave
"She
Loves
signed
Me
got breakfast and
for Evelyn Gardiner on ern Valley Region, currently under
valet, chauffeured car, family din- to sub
Home Forum program construction at Chico. Hall asner. invitation to a baseball game KDKA
while Miss Gardiner is visiting her, sumed his new position June 15
and a candlelight family supper.
in
home town of San Diego, Cal., for and comes directly from
Sacramento, where he has been a
Bridgeport
Florence Ballou several weeks.
sales executive.
Kobinson, assistant manager and
Charlotte
program director of WICC, has reJoan Carson Brown,
signed. effective June 30. She wilt assistant to Bob Covington, WBT
Denver The Public Service Co.
promotion
manager, has
do freelance radio scripting.
been of C’olorado. long a consistent radio
named director of publicity and advertiser in the Rocky Mountain
promotion
for
WBT, area, has signed a new' 52-week
Madison WHA. U. of Wisconsin program
contract with KLZ for the Ziv
station, is offering a $500 annual WBT-FM and WBTV.
New
Story.”
"F'avorite
series,
radio scholarship set up by the
Detroit Directors of W.IR. The series marks the seventh consecuH. V. Kaltenborn trust for students
with radio aptitudes.
Goodwill Station. Inc., have voted tive year that Public Service has
a dividend of 10 cents a share to been a KLZ advertiser.
St.
liOuis
Mayor Joseph M. be paid June 30 to shareholders of,
Darst, George C. Smith, prez of the record at the close of business'
San Antonio Jerry Lee, WOAl
C. of C, and other bigwigs partici- Monday <20i. it was announced by progratn and production manager,
pated in the dedicatory exercises of C'hairman of the Board George .A. at one time was a singing star with
KWK. local Mutual outlet at its Richards.
his ow n programs over WMC.X and
new' quarters formerly occupied by
WNF’W, New York, and also in
When a swollen jaw
in downtown St. Louis.
Chicago
(FM» returns Hollywood.
Cocktail party and buffet suffer to the air June 24 after 10 days of caused singer Cliff Warren to miss
preceded the gabbing.
engineering changes, with a power a broadcast of the "Cliff Warren
increase and freqeuncy change. Show” last week, Jerry stepped
Pittsburgh
Bette Smilev. song- Station has been authorized by into the breach, demonstrating that
He
stress of WCAE’s ‘‘Gift Shop of the P’CC to transmit at 10,000 watts on he still is in very fine voice.
was billed as "George Gilbert” for
Air.” appointed by .station to do 290 channel.
the one timer.
the pinch-hitting
for
F’lorenoe
Sando, femme commentator, while
Detroit A new weekly dramatic
she’s vacationing in Florida and .scries titled
"Community Radio
Columbus Paul Parks, formerNew Orleans
Anson Campbell, Theatre” is being heard over
ly of
WBBW, Youngstown, and
former editor of the defunct news- through cooperation of Wayne WFOB, Fostoria, has joined the
niag w'eekly. Bulletin Index, has University’s radio department. Six-' announcing staff of WVKO, FM
Joined tow'n’s only exlusive FM’er, weeks series features the talents of station here.
.

.

Tele Chatter

—

.

i

‘

i

KXOA

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

harmonica

New York

.

Dick Licbert. ileffer and organist. has been signed by DuMont to
compose one sung a week for six
weeks on "Front Row Center.”
George Blake will write the lyrics
Ross Reports on TV Programming has inaugurated a new
weekly feature, a ’’Talent Show.

.

Bennett announcing

of guests on
locater service

A

player Salty Holmei
Ex-film Tarzan Buster Crabb«
for' guest shot on Action

WGN-TV

names

sheet.” giving

.

Autographs. ABC-TV airer
WNBQ’s "It’s a Great Idea” show
to headline disker Dave Garroway
'
and columnist Herb Graffiz
screened
four -State
Shuffleboard playoffs, with Lee

.

all tele stanzas.

.

lined

Sisters,

,

.

accordionists,

Hamilton
guested on
.

Skip Farrell show Mon, (20)
Anthony Ran- Dick Davis, TV director of
is also planned
Fooie*
dall didn’t play the role of Rod- Cone & Belding agency, to
wed’
on
ney in "It Pays to Advertise”
NBC-TV scripter Ann Llbberton
Theatre” June 30.
"Repertory
NBC-TV’s
originally
although
erratumedi
las
John
announced for the pari
.

.

.

.

.

.

H. Battison, a.ssislant chief allocations engineer for ABC, has resigned to join Tele-Tech mag
Comedian Dick Buckley is pitching a situation comedy stanza, "His
Lordship, Dick Buckley.’’ at WOR.

WPTR

.

.

Continued from page

24

asked for overtime pay for doing
World Video is dickering "News Writers’ Quiz” a taped
TV
with I.ee Tracy to play the lead in show which he had prepared on
Friday morning, over a 14-week
its "Front Page” package.
lor
Saturday
evening
Carl Harris. CBS-TV cameraman. period.
The management
is
freelance cartoonist, his broadcast.
al.so
gags appearing in major mags un-j claimed it was not an overtime assignment.
der the pseudonym "Sirrah”
Guy I.ebow subs lor Don Dunphy
Asch stated that "he had been
as sport scaster on the Yank-Brown told radio was nut his field, and
double-header over WABD today he was given two weeks’ dismissal
tWed.i. Dunphy is in Chi for the pay. during whlcli time we tol(l
Ezra Stone him to look for another job.
,Walcott-Charles tilt
WWJ
will get three-way billing as pro- Gonella also was given his
salary
ducer-wriler-director on the Olsen for two weeks, with the opporPaul
Johnson telecasts
Si
tunity during that time to get a
Winchell
renew'ed
for
another
Gonella probably
difterent job.”
year by Bigelow rugs on NBC-TV.
a golf-in.siriiction television
Team will play through July 7, will dovia
WRGB,
Schenectady; he
show
then hiatus until October
WORTV’s 760-foot tower on the Palis- presented one there before.
The resignees Alan Carter and
ades has been completed. Flag
raising ceremony is set for tomor- Marty Ross, disk jockeys. Bill Van
row (Thurs.i with civic leaders and Steenburgh, announcer-emcee. Bill
station toppers taking part
Be- Bennett, announcer. Bill Pope, cocause John Carradine suffered an sports director. Joe Carretta. chief
attack of food poisoning. Neil Ham- studio engineer, and Bill Hallenilton subbed
for the thesper on beck,
engineer
insisted
that
WJZ - TV’s "Hollywood Screen Gonella and Palumbo be taken
Test.”
Hamilton also emceed the back. They al.so asked a change in
show.
.station policy, suggesting the apJoy Hodges (Mrs. Paul Dudleyi pointment of a new program direcdoing TV guest shots while east- tor.
ing.
Milllcent McKean
playing
opposite Leo G. Carroll in "Jenny
Kissed Me” on NBC Sunday (26i
J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV
Prices
program director, goes on vacation
in Michigan tomorrow (Thurs.).
Continued from pace 2t sssifj
Brewster Morgan, TV manager of
Compton agency, planed to the went to the retailer. The manuregarded
this
as
a
Coast Friday (I7t to view rushes of facturers
the first in the vidplc .series which "bonus” to the retailer.
According to a survey by SylProcter & Gamble will use on its
"Fireside Theatre" over NBC-TV vania Electric Products, five manunext fall
Milton Douglas, for- facturers accounted for 70% of
merly DuMont producer-director, sales, 10 more sliced up about 28%
If you have a sales problem, talk it over
named TV department manager of between them while others shared
first with The Nation's Most MerchandiseStanton B. Fisher agency.
the remaining 2%. On this basis
George Petrie, .star of* WCBS’ it w'as predicted that many firms
Able Station. And when you've learned what
“Call the Police,” is making a tour would go under before long.
will work in WLW-land, you'll have a good
Survey revealed that 58% of
of Eastern cities to meet local police chiefs to gather material for a sets now' in
use are owned by
idea what will work throughout America.
forthcoming televersion
of
air families earning less than $5,000.
show.
The market impact in this category is growing at a faster rate
than
those
income
in
higher
Hollywood
INCLUDED IN WLW's SERVICE FACILITIES
. .
brackets.
Consequently, it’s seen
Polaris Pictures has been inked that future sets will have to be
to make three one-minute televi- aimed at that market.
People's Advisory Council
This facef
sion spots for Richfield Oil
is substantiated
the fact that
to determine program preference and for
KTLA will telense the ice show there’s been a by
decrease in the
general consumer market studies.
from Pasadena
Teleplays more expensive sels. Since Januwound shooting of 13 vidpix made
ary receivers selling for more than
Consumer's Foundation
for General Television Enterprises,
of
to determine consumer reaction on prodin 11 days.
Procter & Gamble has $515 represented only 12'^o
tho.se on the market.
first run rights to the series .
ucts and packaging.
The major factor contributing
Maury Webster's "Through the
Lens” bows on KTTV Friday (24». to the decline in .sales is the unMerchandising Departments
"Lens" will be a 1.5-minute show stable economic conditions of toto stimulate dealer cooperation, cHeck disThere’s still a vast market
with lessons to the layman or how day.
tribution, report attitudes, etc.
to use a camera
Kenneth Hig- of those that would like to own
gins has been made an executive .sets but cannot afford it at this
Test Stores
producer at KFI-TV
NBC- time. Whether lower-priced models
to check potentiol buying responses, effecVallee Video deal for Dick 'Tracy in the future will open that martelepix will be on a straight part- ket still remains to be seen.
tiveness of new pockaging, displays, etc.
nership basis, if consummated.
Net will pay negative costs for the
Buy Way
series of 15-minute reels.
Web
monthly merchandising newspaper for reCoast’s 1st
Gal Exec
will further skim its outlay off the
top of any profit and split balance
tailers and wholesalers.
Hollywood, June 21.
with Vallee’s firm
Jim HawBetty Turbivllle has been given
thorne has been set to do a 15television
berth at
director’s
minute, once weekly television
;KLAC-TV thus becoming the first
show over KTTV.
It
will be a
femme director on
West Coast,
‘
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Are you wondering

what Mr.
America
of

Mrs.

Sc

really think

your product? Your package? Your price?

The
lest

way
WLW-land

easiest

in

find out

to
.

.

.

is

through a

proving ground for

America.

.

I

Here

—a

is

country

a true cross-section of our

mirror of America.

And

WLW

.

#

.

,

.

oughly equipped

help you study

to

this

ket of nearly fourteen million people.

ihe

.

I

thor-

is

manpower

to

do the

gaming

seven

states.

— getting

has

can ease the way

—

winning dealer
consumer reactions.

distribution

operation

It

It

"know-how”
that embraces

job, the

peculiar to this vast territory
parts of

mar-

in

co-

.

.

i

.

.

'

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

Yes,

The Nation's

Station has found that

advertising alorie rarely supplies
sw'ers to sales

problems. That's

all

the an-

why WLW's

service to advertisers often goes far

beyond

TV

1

.

.

.

j

merely providing time-on-the-air.

the
one-man program titled "1,001 AdMiss Turbivllle was formerly
ventures
by
Hawthorne.”
w'ardrobe
charge
of
makeup
and
KTLA has signed for exclusive
!

.

.

.

j

'

in

at

the station.

rights to the telensing of the Roller Derby which starts at
Pan
Pacific aud.in early July.

assignment will b«
.lone
Slott’s
"Mystery Theatre”
which bows on station Sunday
26'.
Slie will handle majority of
dramatic presentations over outlet.

Her

first

•

Chicago
Twelve-year-old Dirk Conan has
TNf NATION'S

MOST MfRCHANDISI-AILI STATION

inside track

Vic

’n’

for part of Rush in
scries starting via

11

.

.

ers show

.

.

.

Producer

Tom

will

O’Brien

has signed singer Bob Lee and ice
skate champ Ed VanDerBosch. Jr.,

new show
Norman Felton
now exec producer at WNBQ, a
newly-created position
Harry
Smart appointed to staff of Blai*»TV. .station
reps
WGN-Tv
screening singer Nancy Wright for
new series .starling tonight (21)
ABC’-TV Barn Dance hosting
I. .
tor

.

.

.

.

'

,

.

.

.

.

have

a

lar feature.

.

,

It’

CBS’ "Sing

Gomlc Sid Caesar
Judy Splint-

.

lor guest shot on

set

in TV Tryout
Again" giveaway
It
one-shot trial as a
simulcast on July 9.
If the hour-long suslainer works
oul, CBS-TV w ill carry it as a regu-

‘Sing

Sade

NBC' July

^

,

I

*

—

I

—

— Howard

Malcon. WCOP
jock, w'ho handles the "Morning

Boston

Watch" show from 6 to 8:30 a.m.
taken over Ranny 'Veeks
Record Rack show, a midday dis*

daily, has

jock

stint.

World’s ’Mrs. America’
Cincinnati. June 21.

Set for 10-Wk. N. Y.

George Palmer, WSAI announcer

Washington. June 21.
shortwave
Three of the largest
for Voice of America
Plants used
transferred today
bwedcasts were

under a
Ttbe State Department
by the ^enat^ The
bill p**sed
CBS in
by
operated
are
ntants

Ko.

NBC

Cal..

in

Jiys

I
'

WCPO

and the
-puipment have been under the
Finance
Reconstruction
ule of the

New
WNBT,

N.

.

mu

•

1

The video debut, scheduled

housewifely

0**
'

.,..^u

j

:

'

chores
j:

:

—

Cleveland Joseph A. Beres, forsalesman, has resigned

mer
as

plants’ real e.state

members get added coin from delayed broadcasts of transcriptions.
Producers Assn, will use this as a
club in getting their demands and
in making a pitch to have James
C. Petrillo rescind his current 26days ruling on kinescope contain^
ing music.
Max Gilford, general coun.sel for
producers, has been instructed by
the board to contact AFM, Four
.A's. networks and other unions and
guilds concerned, to state the Associations’ contention about residual rights and to prepare the way

I

^

Dixon. Cal., 26.

Cincinnati. The
and Crosley. near
operate
fompanie.s will continue to
an arrangeunder
the facilities
ment by which the Government
each approximately $100,000

The

Run

since 1941, except for three years
of war service, resigned that post
last week to start July 1 as studio
dies ” on WJZ-TX, N. Y.. for a 10director of WKRC-T.
Herb Flaig terminated 1.1 years week series devoted to the annual
as a salesman for Crosley stations, ••Mrs. America” contest.
Stanza,
lately with WLVV, to join the video
uj
c . j
^ u
®" Saturday
sales staff of
next week.
WCPO, a Scripps-Howard hold- comings starting July 2, will preing expects to go on the air with 'sent candidates for the title in com-

WHK

manager

of

WHK.

WSRS

j

rejoin

to

for negotiations.

Tele Biz

Y..

has added four

Gum

spot accounts: Bowman
for
contract
,')2-week
signed a
minute spots on "Hopalong Cas-

new

sidy,” via Franklin Bruck; Borden’s inked a .'>2-week pact for staRubition breaks, via Young

&

& Gamble

cam; Procter

picked up

for a 47-week contract
to cover station breaks, via Benton & Bowles; and Ronson bought
a 26-week station break sked, via

tab

the

Grey agency.
Chi. reported "Cook-

WGN-TV.
ing With

Barbara Barkley” show

starting June 23, h^s signed six
sponsors for participations: Libby,
Durkee Foods. Fruit Dispatch Co.,

Morton

Artbeck

and

Cabinets

Dtensels.

WENR-TV,

PREVUE WITH PHIL GORDON
KNBH, Ho.lywooil

nouncements
Brewing through Louis Weitzman
agency; Dean Milk through Morris
Swaney agency; Marshall Field
Foote, Cone & Belding
Chi Motor Club through
Agency Service Corp.

through
agency;

Moadaif throa<ih Friday
Aiailublr on part hi pat Ion basis
(Jordon former feature with

(rith

man

Plays and

.sings

A ra liable

Diaper
week*

Two satisfied spon.sors
Room for more

C'la.ss

N Y Knickerbockers
AC

Boxing

(4 to

.')

yr, olds)

Reed ex-producer-director Major Bowes

Amateur Hour
Sings novelty and straight
Dialect

Piggy Back Wrestling

Piano

Winning team awarded trophy

Gimmick:

Teams represent N. Y.
Follows Howdy Doody

Mail puller

boys’ clubs

per proy ram

•

.styli.^t

a la Templeton

teleca.vting

photos of viewers

Salesman

126,(HK) sets in L. A.

per a a non nrenient

Clev^and

l\M Momlou, Wedufsdaij, Friday
Ai'aHablrati pa rf lei pat ion basin

as paekaye
captain

SHOW

WNRK,

(’oach-referee of Kids

requests

re(|uests per

THE BOB REED

Pal liter

York

PM Monday
Bud Palmer

with Ben Pollack

Hundreds of

John

WNBT, New

Cab Calloway

Vocalist with (Jlen Cray

$I(K}

Hollywood. June

AC

PM

Piano
Chi. has signed anfor Canadian Ace

KIDS

$’»0 p* r

pa rt if i pat Ion

21.

"City Desk,” weekly newspaper
temi-dramatic show starring Don
McGuire, bowed off KLAC-TV last

Complete
ing pii th*
th#»» top

week

after
faltering career.
a
Originally inked as an eight-week
sustaincr by the Dorothy Schiffand/or-Warners tele outlet, layout
missed its eighth and last telecast
when several cast
couldn't make it because of illness.
McGuire, currently working at
20th- Fox on a one-picture deal,
leaves for New York after he finishes his stint there and will tiy to

<ir«

figtifAi oti

aMractl^nt

o» n#fir of yopr.
you toll:

members

sell

the package in the

Ciircio

Chorry0943

WESTERN BALLADIER

diately.

He

replaces

Phillips

who stepped out

Brooks
week.

last

Sponsor
Detroit, June 21.

Det.'s ‘4-Star Final’

WPTZ,
5:<i0-!i::{0

PM
PM

v'ith

Jesse Royers

hriday
Monday
Tuesday thronyh Thursday
anil

Available as paekaye

sorship of a new television show
"Hudson 4-Star Final” over WJBKTV. Contract Is for 26 weeks.
Nightly show consists of five
minutes of Detroit and Michigan
news with pictures followed by 10
minutes of newsreels. Larry Hup-

Song.s of the plains
Rogers spins wild, wooly yarn.s

commentator.

San Antonio— Eugene F. Jenkins
•nd Robert O. Spears are heading
ihe

vanguard of WOAI-TV’s techcrew who have joined the
n^OAI engineering department under Charles L. Jeffers, technical
director. They both will assist in
jucal

|he

installation

and operation of

.•size)

Yodels
Sonora recording star
National Barn Dance .star
I’hilly coyotes’ hero

Huge

15.0 Pul.'^e rating

50.0 share of

TV and

radio audience

per ynavtfv hour pray rain
Inc. rehearsal

$l2'i

David BrirdcU y, narrator

WNBW,

PM Monday

in Ctovoloofil

has <lozens of

.^pot .Salesman

shows from which

to select.,

just the right one for i/our client.

thronyh Friday

ilepeat at siyn-off Monda y thronyh

Big 10.1 rating
Highest local TV news rating
Only local newsreel .^Imw
Filmed by (Jeorge Johnston top
newsreel cameraman
Brinkley expert Capital newsman
Washington most news-con.^cious
city in D. S.
48,000 TV .sets in area
$131.71 per program
$82. .70 per repeat at sign-oflf

Can't miss

television

Wa.shington

Available as pavhaye

(’owboys and cowgirls (junior
(lames

Your NB(’

NBC WASHINGTON NEWSREEL
iritk

Philadelphia

Twenty-six Metropolitan Detroit
Hudson dealers have begun spon-

Pcl is

York

GrttyifiOtto4>i700i n Son Pjrontftco

CUY

Nichols

Now

l^oitywood 9«4141 in Hollywood

ea.st.

M.
ADAMS’ POST
M. Clay Adams has been nameo
manager of RKO Bathe’s commercial
film
and television depts.
Adams takes on his post imme-

7-830DT»i

Suporior 7*B300 In Chicogo

Friday

NBC SPOT SALES
representing television stations

New

WNBQ

t

York

Chicago

.

Hollywood

WPTZ

Phitodelphia
.

.

Boston

Clovelond

Washington

WRGB

s

Schonoctady

—

!

RADIO-TBUBVISIOIV

S6

Wednetday^ June 2g, I949
frame plugs beer without destroying the scene on the field.

Continued from page

WBKB

'

I
'

sofa.

Henny Youngman was rousing
with a rapid fire collection of
witticisms, although he skirted the
Morton
blue line several times.
Downey sang several Irish numbers to close off the entertainment,
and drew thumping reaction.
topper, exJohn Balaban,

WBKB

with

Mayor Martin Kennelly

until station signoff in a fitting windup.
Production - wise, show moved
along in high gear, both from
studios and stage. No lags in the
program were evident,
variety
mainly due to Donald’s efficient
handling of the emcee spot.
Bill was an Interesting showcase
of the type package the station is
offering to sponsors at a $6,500
talent nut. Plans call for telecastIng of the weekly Chicago theatre stage show, which won’t be
nearly as elaborate as this $9,000
talent tab.
Anni party was a fat triumph for

(

WNEW

Mart.

FUN FOR THE MONEY
With Johnny Olsen, others
Producer: James Saphier
Director: Ed Skotch
Writers: Bob Cunningham. Frank
Wait, Frank Barton, Jack Payne
30 Mins., Fri., 9:30 p. m.

Intemation Cellucotton Products
ABC. from Chicago
{

make

values in an attempt to

this

Sliver,
wht
after deciding to
di
‘‘Ozzie and Harriet” stanza

exited
its

AM

CBS,

is reportedly mulling
AB
TV’s ‘‘Actors Studio.” The Woi
Video package took a sumn
hiatus last month and will reti
to the web at the end of
Septe
ber, probably skedded in iU
pre
ous slot, 9:30 p.m., in ABC-TV’s
Thursday lineup.
1

Conrad

who

Nagel,

International’s

emce

‘‘Silver

summer replacement
replace Marc Connelly

Theati

show,

m

as "Actor

host if the cutlery company
pic
up the tab. Nut on the show
estimated at $5,250. Program
h
been sustaining since its preem

WFDR
Continued from pace

!

comedy numbers, topped

(Foote, Cone & Belding)
‘‘Fun for the Money” has the
tele’s
sight
virtue
of
utilizing

giveaway entertaining but that’s CONNECTICUT TV SALUTE
he declared, more
about all. It’s esse.itially an un- Producers: Jimmie Milne, Jerry eliminated,
sponsors would be Inclined to use
imaginative show with the various
Jordan
stunts on a par of those used at Director:
FL.
Lee Hall
a children’s party.
45 Mins., Mon., 8:15 p.m.
Too Many Spots
The format has a men’s team of Participating
three and a femme trio lined up WNHC-TV, New Haven
Mogul also scored the praqtice
against each other in an attempt
‘‘Salute” is a varietv program of some foreign programs which
to garner points.
Members of the whipped up via the audition route.
cram six to eight spots into a 15winning team ^et $29 each and the
Entry blanks are sent in to studio,
He told the FL
losers $5. Individual players scorwhich sifts the potential talent for minute stanza.
ing most get $100, $50 and $25 in
broadcasters
that they must: (1)
tryouts. Those who make the grade
that order and the top winner has constitute the weekly changes that
vital, checkable info on all
a chance to answer a jackpot ques- fill out the three-quarter hour pe- provide
groups, including their
foreign
tion which on the initial show was riod
as a comeon for a statewide purchasing habits; (2) do a promoworth $300. A baseball game at- group of sponsors representing
mosphere is attempted with each everything from meat processors tional job on themselves, includround of Questions constituting an to dineries. Sponsor list, handled ing case histories of successful
inning ana the team is garbed in by Fred D’Angelo for the studio, campaigns; and (3) clean up the
practices of marginal operators
baseball uniforms.
is on a rotating basis, with each
Indicative of the lack of imagi- program restricted to a maximum which deter national bankrollers
nation is the tricycle race consti- of 18 pursestringers.
from using FL.
tuting one inning; a pie-eating con"You have a good story to tell,”
Jimmie Milne doubles as protest, some none-too-difflcult ques- ducer and emcee, and Jerry Jor- he said, ‘‘and you can get excellent
tions, and a few other stunts on dan co-produces from the musical results from your loyal audiences.
that order.
angle.
Show caught offered fair You will be one of the last AM opEmcee is Johnny Olsen, w'ho is entertainment instrumentally and erations to be affected by TV, but
an ebullient citizen, but still unable vocally but showed nothing of a
you must become as sound and reto generate sufficient excitement comedy nature.
It could be im- liable
as the Eriglish language
at top speed.
Probably the very proved along that line.
broadcasters.”
format of the show
militates
Jerry Jordan Trio (organ, guiPicking
up Mogul’s point. Dr.
against his reaching maximum ef- tar, piano), opened with the theme
Sidney Roslow of The Pulse said
fectiveness.
and later spaced special selections that the FL stations can get the inKleenex commercials are filmed throughout. Talent included Jacand
highly
imaginative queline LaRosa, vocalist; Jackson formation the agencies want. He
aren’t
either.
Reid, trumpet; Jeanette C^astle, ac- added that smaller stations can do
‘‘Fun for the Money” follows cordion; Mary Jordan, vocalist; 3 this on their own, but that survey
‘‘Break the Bank,” on the same sta- Clouds and a Mist, teenage har- services
statistics
can
provide
tion.
Jose.
which will stand up as effective
monizers.
Individual announcements are sales promotion.
Mucio Delgado, of the U. S.
JUDY SPIJNTERS
held down in length, but coming in
With Shirley Dinsdale, Judy Splin- groups of two and three, they State Department, offered governters
stack up to a sizeable portion of ment help to the FL-ers, pointing
Producer-Director: Norman Felton viewing time.
out that Mexico is willing to sup15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Frl., 6 p. m.
Bone.
ply half-hour musical shows for
Sustaining
Spanish-speaking listeners. Shelley
NBC-TV, from Chi (10 stations) CINCINNATI HORSE SHOW
Dobbins, of the French BroadcastShirley
Dinsdale,
21-year-old With Red Thornburgh, narrator; ing System,
gave details of several
Coast ventriloquist, started her
George Swinelrog
cuffo programs In French and EngNBC-TV net show from Chi this 90 Mins., Sat., 9:30 p.m.
lish which his agency can provide.
week, taking over half the time STANDARD OIL OF OHIO
The Economic Cooperation Adspot formerly occupied by Kukla WLW-T, Cincinnati
ministration, in a letter from Ed
Fran & Ollie, in a program aimed
McCann-Erickson )
Gruskin
in Paris, stated that it is
at the same mixture of kids and
Originating at Carthage Fair
prepared to do special programs
adults that KF&O held.
Grounds, this special event enfor
the
FL
outlets, including interWhile Paul Winchell need have joyed a buildup of televiewers beno fears as yet. Miss Dinsdale and cause of a two-day rain postpone- views with overseas relatives of
her alter ego. Judy Splinters, do ment of the start of an annual U. S. listeners.
a capable, amusing job of joshing four-day horse show
Ted Cott,
program v.p.
for a local
each other, studio guests and the cancer research fund.
and chairman of the NAB’s unvideo
audience.
Button - eyed,
Common-sense handling by Red affiliated stations committee, said
brash ly-roquettish Judy Splinters Thornburgh paved
the way for one that the FL stations can ‘‘cash in
sings, dances and goes on the make of the
most interesting out-of-the- on the atrophy of the networks,
for all male visitors.
ordinary TV programs locally. All who have one foot in TV and the
Format varies daily from apart- the vet sports and
other in AM.” Jess Willard. NAB
ment hunting and entertaining miker did w-as to what-have-you
bait George executive v.p. said that TV would
guests to hospital trips and lun- Swinelrog
for information on what not doom standard broadcasting
cheon visits. Recurring theme is was going
on in front of the cam- and that despite the growth of tele
Judy Splinters’ attempts to get era.
the FL-ers could continue to hold
Miss Dinsdale married off.
Swinelrog is the Mr. Hoyle on on to their specialized audiences.
Several gimmicks are used to
horsemanship in the.se part.s. His
lend authenticity Miss Dinsdale
dialect tips off that he halls from
working the dummy from behind
Kentucky’s famed horse .section,
a sofa; predominant use of camaround Lexington. One of his anera closeups to emphasize dummy
Nix
Fight
swers to Thornburgh was ‘‘I’ve
alone;
conversation
carried
on been
foolin’ around horses all my
Continued from pace 27
mainly by Judy Splinters.
'

with an adult-only version of
Cold Outside,” staged on a

WBKB.

‘Actors Stud

International

i

•‘It’s

congratulations

sa

raU-cutting were

'

out for nine minutes, cutting off
the first few minutes of the Blackburn Twins, male tap dancers.
Singer Janet Blair joined the
Blackburns as the remote lens
Trio collaborated in
cleared up.

changed

ment quoted.

If

I

Joan Edwards touched
with old numbers by
the late Gus Edwards.
a skit by Donald, was
audio only as the station bl^w a
power fuse. Screen was blacked

Warbler
poignancy
her uncle,
Next act,

several

Continued from pago IT

May Boy

ABC-TV

•

—

the variety show televised from the
combed the
theatre stage.
top acts appearing in the Chicago
theatre, iocal ciubs and hotel spots;
flew others in from out of town;
and gave a convincing demonstration of what can be done here to
match the big New York tele
revues.
Peter Donald was a successful
emcee, getting off yocks with each
intro without hogging the acts.
Three Shyrettos, bicycle balancing
act, showed nifty timing in cycling
Mimic Jackie Green
to music.
amused with takeoffs of Ink Spots,
Eddie Cantor. A1 Jolson, and
wowed ’em with one of Jimmy
Durante.

off

Multi-Lingual

WLW-C

M

Silrer

int’l

gripes
early
Despite
some
reports a major portion of
recent set sales due to televising of
Myer.
the Red Birds.

Television Reviews

\

—

Radio

;

,

on

life.”

adjuncts of

AM.

WFDR

27

is almii

high; it has the FCC’s best wish
for success.”
Ed Murrow said "You of WFE
have a responsibility that you ca
not shed as certain dailies and nc
works have done. I hope that y(
will cast a critical eye on what a
pears in print, and, as a broa
caster who has not always be<
right, I hope also you will cril
cize what appears on the air.’’

The program, which was emce(
by Edward Arnold, included tail
by RCA board chairman Dav
Sarnoff, Henry Morgenthau, Ji
Gen. Walter Bedell Smith, Mayi
William O’Dwyer, William Gree
David Dubinsky, Eddie Canto
Milton Berle, Gene Kelly, Rona
Reagan and recorded messag
from three foreign

political

leai

ers.

Entertainment
included To
Glazer, Rosa Canario, Lawrem
Winters, the Golden Gate Quartc
Jan Peerce, Albert Spalding, La\
rence Tibbett, the Schola Cai
torum and the New York Cl
Opera Orchestra, conducted 1
Laszlo Halasz.
Concept for WFDR call-letter 0
eration w-as inspiration of Mon
S. Novik.
|

—

Buffalo
"Breakfast at 01
Spain,”
WBEN’s cross-the-boai
morning show aired from dowi
town re.staurant. has picked
ti

Dairy

Kart’s

and

Sun Harlx
to Laube’s 01
Spain Restaurant as consecutiv
quarter-hour sponsors.
Prograi
has been sustaining since it wen
on the air last February.

Tuna

in

addition

"Pocliad with intrigaing •ntoftaia*

Show stands a good chance of
niMt.”
At the outset of the program, of WWJ, reported IBC probably
capturing the Kukla audience, delost a ringful of money as a result
TroRscript TalogroM,
pending on whether situations can Swinelrog was prompted to di.sclose
that he will be in Hollywood short- of the ban.
Holyoka. Mots.
be kept timely and workaday.
ly for one day of shooting of a picTyson
explained
In
a
broadcast
Mart.
ture in which, as an auctioneer, he that by banning radio and televiwill sell a horse to Bing Crosby.
sion, thp IBC had made the chamRED BIRD BASEBALL GAMES
Thornburgh’s mike was set next pionship bout a local event. InWith Joe Hill
to that used by Swinelrog, official stead of a nation of
sports fans
Producer: Leo Deker
announcer for the show-, in the hearing and seeing the fight only
Burger Brewing Co.
judges’ stand. The arrangement let a few thousand
WLW-C, Columbus
saw it. Thus, TyFor Ivory Flakos
Within a week after setting up TVers in on the entire proceedings. son said, the IBC lost a chance to
CBS, Mon. thru Fri.
In conversation with 'Thornburgh,
its offices in March WLW-C bought
swell its gate receipts when the
2:45-3 F.M.
the horse expert explained clearly
rights to all Red Bird home games
battlers are rematched in SeptemWifh JOHN K. M. McCAFKRY
and sold the entire string to the and quickly about the training of ber. The fight that occurred would
horses, patience and skill of their
Wrlllra and IHrert^d by
Burger Brew'ing Co. Station, which
have built up tremendous interest
ADDISON SMITH
had only been on the air a couple owners, and about gaits, jumps and in the rematch if fans could have
other routines.
of weeks, had to move fast to get
heard
it over the radio or seen it
Sanctioned by the American
set up for the first game of the seaHorse Show A.ssn., the card was ex- on video. Tyson said.
son. and the first few games sufThe promoters also lost money
ceptionally good and, to make up
fered as a result. Cameramen w'ere
for time washed out by weather, they could have picked up from
inexperienced, hadn’t even photothe events moved quickly, a pat- sponsors.
No. 7 Juggler?
graphed a ball game before. HowIBC spokesmen had nothing to
tern that will sei*ve advantar'coiisly
ever. by the time 26 games had
Swaating It Out Waah J«n« 22M
say regarding the ill will engenKoU.
been played in the first two home on all horse show's.
dered by barring TV and radio.
OLYMPIA, MIAMI
stands of the Bird the program
They also did not indicate whether
picked up considerably video-w’ise
Tlia Amaiing
the
T.aMotta-Cerdan rematch
Station is only using two camw'ould be broadcast or televised.
1
eras and there have been some
beefs about the ping-pong effect of
Continued from page 29
sw'itcliing the scene from pitcher
to batter witli such
monotonous with boa.d meeting in three secNo. I Magician?
regularity. Producer tries to mix
tion (New York. Hollywood and
them up a bit but it’s hard to do'
“Cool at o Cuka”
Chicago).
In
Continued
that
case, tlie Coast
from page 27
with
only two image-orthicons.
Still at
Since mo'Jt of the games are at end would take the lead in han- mi.ssion
reported that radio comYORK
night WI.W-C has a special prob- dling the film-tele
field, while the
munications W'ere grow'ing at a
lem witli lighting, which has been
east would take the lead in live “rapid pace.”
.succe.ssfully taken care of. Zoomar
The amateur field was well esTV. But in the event of the partdoes wonders in day games.
tablished in 1934 with 36,500 opJoe Hill, an' experienced mike nership setup of the 4A’s
TA
and erators and 45.000
man. has been the most proficient SAG-SEG administering
stations liAbout •
Altmotlvfi NiuhII
member of the team and doesn’t ly. the Coast will have tele joint- censed, But these too have grown
werp*, lAtitg Iklaiui South Shore, 1
juri.sdiction to 79,000 and
ovcrtalk the game. With la.st week’s over filmed
80,000 respectively.
rnmiiiuttng. >f«»«Jern houee, oil Luruer.
video and the east over
Only one of the present mem4 bedroomii
uIho J-ror f»T*
series of rainy nights Hill had a
S h»th)i
the live version.
ii»e
«mall patldork. I.ow upkeep.
bers, Paul A. Walker, has been
kind of trial by fire. With the rain,
a
giilre r. I.. tVMlker (broker), St wal*
Although the eastern unions
officials at the .stadium would turn
commls-sioner
St,. N. V. C.— MA. Z-6S77.
the
life
of
the
have asked the Coast affiliates to
out most of the lights and Hill
agency.
Two others. Rosel H.
would be left to describe the scene come In the 4A's TA on an equal Hyde and George E.
Sterling,
and activities on the field. T.uckilv basi.s. they are reportedly ready to started with the agency
In 1934
accept the partnership setup if
fireworks filled the bill one night
and came up from the ranks. AnNo chance is missed for commer- as expected, SAG and SEG hold other member,
Edward M. Webcials Between full innings a film out for the latter. In that case, imTII.IT OON'T
_
ster. began his FCC service in
Noskit is show'n exhibting Mr. B. B. mediate steps will be made to orvember of 1934.
'Burger Beer) who turns ud at a ganize the field, draft a constituNearly a tenth of the pre.sent
GREY
man’s elbow' witii a foaming beaker tion for th? n^w outfit And* as soon
LANNY A GINGER
Commission personnel has been
of sudsy whenever thlng.s go wrong as pos.sible. seek negotiations
X
Radlo-^ Ideo Proaramw-dlust**
with with the agency from
the beginAt the half-inning • transparent the tele companies.
Aoa
Y. M
ning.

—
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American Society of Composers.
executives
Authors and Publishers
convinced
mav have successfully
,He

»«‘‘t'rlhrt"haTthe'l.ew wriu';
bain)!
now
plan
*rfaS™alion
Department of
worked out with the

•pt8,412 Deficit

with
the
berg. head of
date

,

Sigmund TimDJ consent de-

complaints,
(20)' with ASCAP
met Monday
yesterday
execs fir.st. And as of
(Tuesday) they weren’t so certain
division,

rree

to

Plan

air

For

Philadilphia, June 21.
Philadelphia
orchestra’s
most impressive season, with a
total of 177 concerts and the largest attendance records ever clocked
by the symphony, cost the organization $78,412 more than it took

The

in.

With a $32,.*116 deficit remaining
from the previous season, the

Washington at all and Philly orch is now in the red for a
total of $110,928.
it would be more for
Orville H. Bulconversation than argument with litt, president of the association,
told
the
annual
report
meeting
ASCAP.
they must work for municipal
Meeting Monday (20) included
legislation
which
would
enable
the
younger
so-called
of the
eight
of going to
if they did,

Redd Evans, city to come to the orch's aid.
including
writers,
The 1948-’49 financial statement
Wise, Dave
Carl Sigman, Fred
Mann, Joe McCarthy, Jr., and Syl- shows the orch’s expenses were

Two others, Sammy Gallup and Milton Drake, cannot be
labeled among fairly recent additions to the Society’s writer lists.
yet they have joined the fighting

ASCAP

group. They met with
execs headed by president Fred
Ahlert. Ahlert explained to them
the aims of the 20-20-60 plan the
Society has pre.sented to Government officials as a substitute for

the

distribution

current

seemed

to

than
‘

It

broadca.st ing
royalties,
An

provides

indicate

fees

and record
endowment, which

of the writer’s half of ASCAP iticome on the basis of performances,
20Co on the basis of seniority,

Coast ASCAPers

DontWantChange
In Distrib System
Hollywood. June

21.
re-

Top ASC.AP writer-members

siding here have wired a protest
to the anti-trust division of the
S.
U.
Department of Justice
against any change in the Society’s
plan of revenue distribution. Wire,

signed by Jimmy McHugh, L.
based on perform- Wolfe Gilbert, Harry Ruby. George
Je.ssel, Frank Loesser. Harry Warren. Johnny Green. Al Von Tilzer,
gauged on availability, prestige, Victor Young. Rudolph Friml, Jr.,
character, nature, etc., of each and the estates of Gus Kahn, Gus
writer’s works.
Edwards, Dick Whiting. Jerome
Kern and Jimmy Monaco, have
asked that the Society classification and payoff .system remain as

which

itself

is

ances over a prescribed peribd of
years,
and the remaining 60'

CoL Cuts

is.

1st 49c

Gilbert,

Sides for Harmony
of the new sides it will
It.s recently planned
49c
label,

using

first

issue on

You.” "Let’s Take An Old-Fashioned Walk,” “Baby, It’s Cold Outside” and "Riders in the Sky.
”

In

addition to the pop material
done by the artists above. CRC
expects to use singers Pearl Bailey,
Julie Wilson, Jerry Wayne and
Phil
Brito on the lower-priced
platters.
Some of its name bands
will turn out tunes, too.

Pop

sides
are .separate and
from the catalog material
from Columbia and Okeh shelves
being released on the new Harmony label. Initial group of reissues is now being pre.s.sed and
will hit the market this week.

apart

.sides

will

be dis-

tributed through Eli Oberstein’s
Varsity <35c) outlets. He will distribute to dealers and coinma< hine
operators as well as sending the
platters through department .store
counters.

Ho-Ho-Kus Party
Andrews

Sisters

the

new

of

J.

et

Washington

in

including

,5hlert,

Oscar

as part of a
president Fred

Hammerstein,

2d,

al.

originally

arti.sts

Columbia 60c label.
Rosemary Clooney, vocalist with
Tony Pa.stor’s orchestra, cut “Four
Winds and the Seven Seas” and
“Lover’s
Gold,”
and
Jeanette
Davis recorded “Wonderful Guy”
and “Some Enchanted Evening.”
CRC al.so expects to cut “I Love

Harmony

of

Harmony

signed to the

All

chairman

Coast Committee of the Society,
only recently returned west after
attending conferences with the D.
panel

Columbia Records cut the

will

Guy Lombardo Defers
Speedboat Record Try;

Improve Kaiser Craft?
Guy Lombardo,
awry

speedboat,
Following two

a

block party Friday <24) evening
Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J.. planned as
*n outgrowth of their recording
the tune. “Ho-Ho-Kus. N. J.
Ray
Bloch,
maestro,
and Signature
Record exec, one of the writers.
*od ,A1 Stillman, another collaborator. will also show up. Profits
trom the party go to the town’s
• outh
Council.
*t

”

days of tests

last

at Lake Placid. N. Y.. on
11 and 12. the maestro decided to bide his time before attempting to shatter the world’s
record of 141.74 miles per hour.
This was set by Sir Malcolm Campbell al Lake Coniston. England, a

week
June

decade ago.
The bandleader-sportsman, who.se

Tempo

VI. has clocked 119 miles
per hour, and who broke his arm
cracked up in Detroit last
tie
when
year in the Gold Cup competition,
thinks that the Kai.ser craft's 24cylinder. 3.000 horsepower, double.Allison engine is too heavy for the
boat, hence didn’t essay the comHe may yet race the
petition.
Kaiser craft or may even enter his
VI which, meantime, is
Tempo
own
undergoing repairs
Kaiser’s .Aluminum Star has yet
It’s a 32-foot
to see competition.

conducting

is

a

conte.st.

re-

to those who have never
before been connected with any
Louis station as gabber, jock
or entertainer.

Five finalists w
a
screening fo/

be selected via
personality and
ability to select records that the
dialers prefer, and each w ill be
given an opportunity to conduct
the station's “Record Time’’ program. 1-3 p.m, daily. A popularity
conte.st then follows, with dialers
sending m their choices.
A winner w ill be declared each week
and then the ultimate champ will
be selected by an elimination vole.
ill

St.

j

j

j

to

mile mark

problem

the

—

Columbia Records’ 33'
'rpm Microgrooves and RC.A’s 4.5s.
quite probable that the ef-

it’s

these manufacturers to
break the standoff between themand the public, created by
confusion over the vari-speed record market, will go a long way
toward dissolving the slump in
,disk and sheet music sales.
Of course, it could be months before enough of these sets are
spotted to do the biz any good.
Before that the diskers and music
pubs expect a .seasonal upswing.
But so long as the three-speed confusion exists, both the record and
sheet music industries will lose a
fair amount of sales and the new
sets being produced will at lea.st
go a long way toward eliminating

by

fort

selves

”

Television Deal

plus

.And

luring

of

Virtually all
major radio-set
manufacturers are designing or introducing new combination models
capable of producing all three record speeds the conventional 78

rpm

nickels into a coin machine.
Premier’s recording by Charlie
Ackerson of the tune. “1 Had
My Heart Set on You. is accompanied on all jukes into
which it’s spotted by a small
sign assuring jukespinners if
they’re not satisfied with the
disk after they hear it. to
write to Ackerson. care of
Premier’s
local
office,
and
they’ll get the jit back pronto.
Premier claims unusual success with the approach. Company claims that so far nobody has filed a bid for reimbursement.

.Ame^’ican .Society of Composers,
.Authors and Publishers is still
awaiting word from the National
Assn, of Broadcasters, which la.st
week polled its members by letter,
on their reaction to the proposed
deal for payment of tclevision-usc
fees to ASCAP for its music.
Meanwhile, the Society’s resident
attorney, Herman Finklestein, and
the attorney representing the five
networks, which worked out the
major points of the proposed deal,
are putting the language of a probable contract on paper.

;

that sales barrier.
'

London Records

Philco. surprisingly enough. Is
one' of the manufacturers introducing a combination capable of han-

dling
I

Teams With

On
of

Col.

Classical

London Records. U.

.S.

all

speeds.

Philco originally

went into the disk argument as an
ally of Columbia Records and the
latter’s Microgroove system.
That
Philco decided to go into producing sets that can spin the RCAVictor 45s is mute testimony to the
effect (he rpm battle is having on
instrument-makers. Its sets of the
past year handled only 78 and

LP

afTiliate

Decca. is throwing in
Records and (he 33' fi.
By the .same token. RCA ran get
recording system, at
least partially, CRC’s Microgroove hurt in the general switch by manLong-Playing development will be ufacturers to all three speed.s.
applied to London’s FFRR classi- RCA models allow only the u.se of
It isn’t likely
cal platters, which London will dis- 78 and its own 45s.
tribute in this country after July 1. that RCA would, on the basis of
what’s
occurring,
market
a set with
when a deal with V. S. Decca.
which formerly marketed them all three rpm factors. And its indivision,
manufacturing
strument
here, expires.
The Microgroove system will be an important part of the overall
the NAB secures enough memberRCA
setup, could be put into a bad
applied only to the FFRR platters.
nods to finalize the plan.
to
London’s pop material, position in the market.
In the event the terms are not
okayed all around. ASCAP. of which employs only the conventional 78 system.
Via its agreecourse, will then have its own
problems with its own members. ment with U. S. Decca. under which
all ties with the latter company are
The Society must secure from its
.severed, excepting British Decca’s
publisher and writer members an
handling in England, etc., of U. S.
extension of the assignment of tele
Decca pop sides. London will rccrights, which originally were given
ord and press pops in the U. S.
to it for a two-year period, ending
Heretofore, everything was recordTele people are
Dec. 31. 19.50.
ed and pressed in England and the
One-night booking salesmen for
of the opinion that signing a conproduct shipped here.
However, major agencies are a rough lot in
two years, with six
for
tract
it’s unlikely that the FFRR will be
months of that time already past, cut in the U. S. or al least much their competition for choice dates.
For years they’ve used all .sorts of
is silly. They want a minimum fiveof it pressed here.
tactics to malign and knock bands
year deal.
by rival agencies out of
handled
ASCAP, when it goes to its memchoice dates. They’ll label one anbers for the extensions, will be
other’s attractions as poor b.o.
Laurel
Failed
Charges
taking to them a solid agreement.
lures, relating real or suppo.sed
It will not ask for the extensions
flops on recent bookings, that a
To Exploit Film Tune,
until the N.AB and its members sigleader drinks, etc.
nal all is well with the proposed
Bop and its decrea.sing popularcontract on the tele end.
Ronell Asks
ity among college kid.s and regular
Action that may set a precedent ballroom patrons have given the
the song-publishing field has bookers new ammunition. Now in
In
been brought by Ann Ronell. eom- order to knock a rival band out of
po.ser of the title tune from the a good date and get one of their
forthcoming Marx Brothers pic- own in. a one-night man will tell
ture. “Love Happy.” against Laurel a college buyer or a promoter that
Music Co, Plaintiff asks return of the band he bought plays a lot of
the song and $25, 000 damages for bop.
It works very often, such is
the pubilsher’s alleged contract vi- the reaction on such dates against
olation
in
as
failing
to
exploit
it
the
musical
style, which is going
In the belief that coin machine
stipulated.
over very well in bookings that
operators have been badly negDispute
will go to arbitration cater to it, but n.s.g. in standard
lected promotion-wise in favor of
shortly as the first such case un- dance dates.
the heavier selling power of disk
der the arbitration clause of the
In belittling one another’s atRCA-Victor la.st week
jockeys.
new Songwriters Protective Assn,
launched a campaign in the direc- contract. Papers were served Mon- tractions. one-night men often get
into unexpected jams. Such as the
tion of boxowners. Selecting two day (20) on the publisher,
British

with
33 ’h

There are said to be a couple
of minor difTei’cnces belw'een both
sides in the final draft of the contract that will be okayed if and
when the N.AB’s independent station owners signify their satisfaction with the proposals. But they
don’t seem too important in the
overall scheme of the agreement
and figure to be resolved before

Columbia

rpm

'

I

i

Bop a Big Badi

1

Booking

j
'

RCA

Killer

25G

Ann

Polishing

Juke Promotion

disks

not

yet

relea.sed.

which

its

execs believe are particularly suit-

by sheet aluminum to reduce re- free.
It’s Victor’s
weighs 9.000 lbs. over
It

is inclined to the
belief that besides the engine being too big for I lie boat, it must be
reconstructed along .some other
lines if it's to get over the 140-

Louis. June 21

Premier Records, local uulie
manufacturer, has applied the
old
“satisfaction
(»r
your
money back” wheeze in devi.ving a new promotion approach

NAB Answer On

.

Lombardo

-I

Money-Back Guarantee

j

ASCAP Awaiting

sistance.
all.

See Them Resolving Sales Standoff

I

.•st.

able for jukes, Victor whooped up
push on them
the- start of a
through that channel.
Two platters are 'I’ommy Dorsey’s
“Pussy Willow” and Tony Martin’s
3,000
Approximately
“Circus.”
Speplatters, with (he two tunes
creation.
vinylite
I.
'-built
N
Ventnor
cifications are aluminum girder backed up. are being shipped to
and stretch, plywood hull covered coin ops all over the country for
»

attend

after trial runs,
that .something
with Henry Kaiser’s
Aluminum Star.
the

clearly

indicated

was

Putting Out Three-Speed Combos;

1

yearly income of $63,138, reduced the total deficit.

it

would be to discuss the merits of
the plan proposed by ASCAP and
check its points one by one. This
plan calls for a 209o distribution

j

a

methods

among songwriters, and the eight
seemed unusually mollified, They
afterward that the plan
stated
seems to have great merit.
If the younger group does go to
Washington today (Wed.) to keep
its date with Timberg, their conversation

a total of $141,5,51 more
took in from ticket sales,

$98.*). 787,

via Dee.

Practically All Radio-Set Mfrs.

St. Louis, June 21.
Pat O, Bradley, program director'
at KXLW. St. Louis
(’ounty Broadcasting Go. station.
is trying to find his successor at
the turntable by a novel method..

stricted

Philadelphia Orch

'

S7

and disk jock

He

answer to their de*
Justice is the
The arguing writers, who
mands.
have a

New ASCAP

by

ORrilE5«TRAf«.>fU.SIC

Disk Jock Contest

Younger Writer Element Seems
Mollified

;;
'

first

coin-op promo-

tion in years.

and

both sides

now have

10 days to se-

lect arbiters.

According to Miss Ronell. her
contract with Laurel specified that
"Love Happy” was to receive "first
plugs” for eight weeks beginning April 15.
However, she

cla.ss

claims, the .song has never been released and there has been no exploitation. On the ground that the
promi.sed plugging was an instrumental point in her signing the
deal with Laurel, she asks return
of the composition and $25,000

salesman for a major agency found
himself in some time ago.
For
weeks he’d been running down a
certain band booked by a rival,
telling promoters they were paying
too much for It, etc.
A couple
weeks later, his own agency took
over the
management of the
combo, and the booker had to reverse his field and go about selling
the band he’d been undermining.

RCA’s Prod.

damages.
Miss Ronell

Milt

Krasny Due Eait
Hollywood, .lime 21
Krasny. v p and head of

General Artists Corp s Hollywood
olTice. heads east later this week.
Toledo Friends of Music .Symph.
Chamber of Commerce of Ho-Ho- changed its name to the ToU’do He'll be in New York .lune 26 or
27 for a stay of about a month.
^us, incidentally, has made formal
Orch. and announced 12 concerts
Thomas G. Rockwell. (iAC’s
••ivitation to the chambers of each for 1949-.50. season, to be held in
rf the five nearby towns mentioned
prez, now here, expects to go east
the
Peristyle of
l.ROO-seat
the
for a week or .so in July.
the song's lyric to attend.
Toledo Mu.seum of Art.

is

Lull

Indianapolis, June 21.

the wife of Lester

RCA-Viclor will go along for two
w cek.s without any record producCompany’s only plant now in

Cowan, producer of “Love Happv.”
She is represented by .laffe & .laffe.
while Lee F'astman is the lawyer

tion.

for Laurel.

operation, at Richmond. Ind., .shut

David
conduct

down for two weeks Friday
while employees vacationed
Music f'o. ehartered to machinery
got a refurbishing.
music publishing anil
a

recording business in New York,
with a capital .stock of 200 shares,
no par value.

Camden, N.
shuttered last March and
Victor’s

ly

to

J,,

'17>

and
plant

isn’t like-

reopen for .some time.

Wednesday, June 22, 1949
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RCA 45s

Hollywood, June 21.
Frank Sinatra and Dinah Shore
ducted for Columbia on “Sunshine
Cake.” with crooner doing a single
on the other side of the wax, “Sure
Thing.” They'll split the royalties.
Etching by Sinatra and Miss
Shore seems to have stemmed from
the fact that Bing Crosby had done
“Cake” recently for Decca with
Carole Richards. Columbia persuaded Miss Shore to hurry out the
same tune with Sinatra. This is the
first time they've worked together
since doing “Fine Romance’’ and
“Tea For Two.” with all royalties
to the Damon Runyon Foundation.

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By BESNIE WOODS
should find good use for
L.11- Jocks
GhAr^-Buddy Clark “Lit
Buddy Dick Contino’s accordion arrangeS Big Pond”—
and
ments
of
“Sorrento” and "Lady of
Up
Wakes
tie ps^.i2ris
from Spain” on Horace Heidi’s new- laSmbia). Both
bel.
Good spiritual face is the
Liberty
"M»ss
S'”''*/
Rerun’s.
in’inS
Fish.” a cute nov- “I’m Tired” side by The Harmonmelody and lync. is izing Four (M-G-Mi.. .Another
With 8
Miss crack disk limited in scope is
jlty
h|.iohtly
& > sliced by
and b
Clark s Sarah Vaughan’s “Tonight I Shall
lightly
as Sleep”
(Columbia)
not
”After
My
but
okay,
“PaHs” is
have been. He Laughter Came Tears.” by Terry
it* could
the tune. Hugo Lee (Supreme), is a likely tune
grasp
rt’t fully
Ditto “Rue de Romance” by Wayne
backgrounds.
^?*XrhaUer solidly
Way to King (Victor). Capitol turned out
Como “Just OneTake
three 12-inch square dance instruAn
*^*rT.ove You”-‘‘Let’s
mental disks by Cliffie Stone
Say
Walk” (Victor),
^

ORCHE.STnAS-.Mi:SIC

S

.

Sie

Family life Via N.
B«st British Sheet Sellers
June 11)
London, June 15.
Sun
Lavender Blue
Wedding Lilli Marlene B&C
Clmppell
12th Street Rag
Red Roses. Blue Lady Wright
Gay
Pul Siloes on. Lucy
Leeds
Faraway Places

'

One Way to
(Capiflood.
"Liberty” tunes are a
is exYou
“Love
Stafford’s
M«
and
Starlighters
With the
IIl ent
orchestra she turnPaul Weston’s
extremely saleable side for
’iJust
.Jo Stafford
c/v I Love”-“Homework

ed an

rh.ythm

pieee

“Temptation”-

Eckstine

Billy

(M-G-M).

“Crying”

There

are

vocal (Perry Como-Vicfaces of
and instrumental
tor)
"Temptation” available, but Eckat the moment
stine is a hot disker
is very
and his job on the standard
jukes.
gerviceable for jocks and
but for
well
very
tune
the
does
He
gome reason the spark that makes
side is missing.
a really outstanding
“Crying” is a fair tune, nicely
wBrked. Buddy Baker backs both.
Tony Martin ‘‘Circus”-"No. No

^

!

J

moving bolero
colorfully
“No.” though not
background.
melodically similar, is also a smart
air, well turned by Martin. Tango
background adds heavily to the
with

general effect.

Margaret Whiting “Let’s Take
An Old Fashioned Walk”-"Paris
Wakes Up and Smiles” (CapitoU.
Miss Whiting’s voice is naturally
She does
fitted to such as "Walk.”
it
solidly, with choral assistance
and Frank DeVol’s band— but CoMiss
lumbia’s disk is still best.
Whiting’s "Paris” is a considerate
approach to an excellent melody.
Her cut figures to be widely used
DeVol acby jocks and jukes.
eomps.
Blue
Barron
Orch “Ting-ALing”-“Love Is a Beautiful Thing"
(M-G-M).
“Ting-A=Ling” makes
little impression in the rather dead
manner Barron works it over. His
‘

Beautiful” side,

however,

is

chorus,

Tune,

a

its

to the
in the

j

Lombardo's

one of the
writers of the tune, and Lombardo’s music house, operated by
Bregman, Vocco & Conn, publishes
the song. Still. Lombardo and Deeca did not have a beat on the market.
But. Decca feels it should
have had a clean beat. That's w by

,

2.

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING

model 9EY3. 45 rpm set.
the small set that spins and

RCA feels that there’r. no reason
not c‘Oine
cciuipped with record players as
well as refrigerators, gas .stoves,
I’rcsumably. it made Ehrlich
etc.
a present of 310 of the small sets
to start the ball rolling.

TO SNAG 30G

June 18

of

on Coin-Machines-*

(Morris)

(9)

AGAIN

(4)

(Williamson)

(Robbins)

(14)

•A”

I

YOU’RE ADORABLE

5.

FOREVER AND EVER

(9)

(9)

(Laurel)

(Robbins)

Pt rry

6.

I

\

DON’T SEE ME

BABY

(5)

(Laurel)

COLD OUTSIDE

IT’S

•

8.

1

t

(5) (.Melrose)
1

4

9.

\

WONDERFUL GUY

(1)

CARELESS HANDS

(Williamson)

(7)

I'ruii

\

Sammy Kaye

BALI

(

Mel Tor me

(Melrose)

1

j

.

>

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

Perry Como
Bing Crosby

(Williamson)

II.AI (1)

.

.

.

.

i
4

—

’

4

,

|

Second Croup

|

Why”)-'‘Paris Wakes Up and
^mjles” (Victor). Victor figures to
Oo all right at
the counters and in
joany juke and
jock areas with
Bablon fits the tunes,
and vice versa,
the first from
ftouth
Pacific” and the second
trom "Misa Libertv.”His "Tell

and "Paris”

nut among all versions for
lypi^oderstanding treatment of the

Platter Pointers
dole’s new “Who Do You

In Heaven” disk (Capitol)
heavy with hit possibilities...

Fddi/

\

CANDY KISSES

(Hill

&

Range)

Frank- Sinatra

\

IIUCKLEBUCK

(United)

Tomnn/ Dorsey
(iny Lombardo
Art Mooney
Gup Lombardo
Doris Day
Eddy Ho(cor(l

/

1

t

MERRY GO ROUND WALTZ

EVERYWHERE YOU GO

(Shaplro-B)

I

t

(Lombardo)

I

I
|

LOVE ME, LOVE

.ME,

LOVE Mt

(Miller)

ME SWEET

HOW

IT LIES

(Advanced)

I

I

COMME

(

(Leeds)

I

)

SOMEONE LIKE YOU

(Harms)

I

\

SO IN LOVE

(9)

(

T. B.

Harms)

RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY

•

•

•

•

I

j

(18) (.Mills)

[Figures in parentheses indicate

number

I

of

Victor

Mercury
Victor

Decca

Kay Starr

Capitol

eole

Capifol

Stafford

(Choice)

COMME CA

Cl

Kaye....Kallen

Sammy Kaye

(Chappell)

NEED YOU

M

Decca
Columbia
Mereury

Bing Crosby

t

(Morris)

PORTRAIT OF JENNIE

Deeea

M-G

.Sum my
Kitty

\

KISS

Ilonard.

Johnnn Mercer

•

MacRae

Doris

Capitol

Victor

Martin
Dick Haymes

Toil'/

Dccca
Capitol

Lee

Peggy

Columbia
Decca

Day

Crosby
Dinah Shore
Bing

Colitmbio

Vaughn Monroe

Victor

Guy Lombardo

Dccca

weeks song has been

in the

Fri.

Bill

'

.

.

.

...

WXKW,

Hickok. featured on an early
morning jock show, has recently
adcled a supper-hour block which
Victor
combines disk jockey format with
Columbia
a potpourri of baseball scores, light
Victor
comedy, singing to records, adages
Decca
and chitchat. It's very informal
and quite enjoyable. Hickok probDecca
ably has no radio peer hereabouts
Victor
in easy, off-the-cuff miking.
Capitol
Hickok plays request numbers
Columbia
asked \ia letter and phone, tabbing
Capitol
names and making "dedications.’
Victor
He apparently utilizes two staflers
Victor r to help him “pull” the records.
casually hut
Capitol iL Broadcaster injects
surely the personal touch in the
Victor r request
Warbling to
business.
Decca
records— a strong point in his
t breakfast stanzas
occasionally
is
included on the evening blocks.
Posses.ses a pleasant tenor. The
comedy, some of it with sound efHickok
fects. is rather amusing.
Mcrcnrij
should watch the tendency to tonal
Coi)itol
thickness and the habit of dropping or throwing away his voice.
Columbia
He also becomes over-gabby now
Victor
Jaco.
and then.
.

Warren

1

\

10.

Como

Mon. thru
Albany

6:.30 p.m..

Deeea
Mercury

.

Rnss Morgan
Gordon Jenkins
Perry Como
Whiting Mercer
.Shore Clark
Margaret Whiting

1

,

1

30 Mins.
Sustaining

Victor
Colimihia

1

\

dif-

With RILL IIICKOK

V’ictor

Colnmbia

Burl Ires
Perry Como
/Frank Sinatra
Gordon Jenkins
Vic Damone
Perry Como
(Tony Pastor
1

t

shows
it
etc.,
power for jocks and

stuft’.

is

why new housing should

which has been v«*ry
the b.o. to small Negro

\

new

good

ap-

jackc-d into larger radios.

.south,

partial at

high enough,

FOR HOUSTON EXPO

RIDERS IN THE SKY

3.

Me

is

This

SOUTHERN 1-NITERS

The

is

reproduces the 45s. as distinguished from the turntable that is

Atlanta, .lune 2t.

•

Me Why”

RC.A's

,

vocalist, is

lierald

t)arently. to aeeonunodjde 7H rpm
platters', plus any model television
rei-eicer. pliTs a nielie for one of

KING COLE DOING BIG
IN

shelving

the

’

Sky.”
Decca’s hurt isn’t because it had
gotten the tune first, how'cvor, and
a rival copied its disk and beat
it
to the market. Don
Rodney.

1.

i

accompaniment.
Johnny Desmond “Four WindsSeven Seas”-"If I Only Had One
Day to Live” tM-G-M). Desmond’s
Work on “Four Winds.” an excellent new melody with
a heavy
chance to hit, is good, but not noticeably superior to rival versions.
He works it over with assistance
Of the
Quintones and Tony Motorchestra. Flipover is a new
15 li*
nicely cut, but unlikely to
joake much impression.
That title
IS from
nowhere.
.Jean Sablon “Dites Mol” fTell

e

HC.\ beating its Burl Ives
counterpunch with "Riders

Leeds
Clov«'r

Connolly
F.D H.
Happened in .Adano P. Maurice
Dreams Come True
Wright
linit
Heart Loch Lomond

Magic
Again

It's

of “Four
Winds and Seven Seas” as Columbia was about Vaughn Monroe and

CRASH

Boom
You

t

Song Spinners “Riders In the
Sky”-"Carcless Hands” (VocalionL
Sample disking from Decca’s inilial
release of its new 49c Vocallon series proves the disks are
a solid buy at that price. They’re
Well out versions of established
hits. Disks them.selves have slightly more
surface than is to be
found on lop-price faces, at least
on this disk, but not enough to be
bothersome. Song Spinners sound
good on these, using small rhythm

**

unhappy

involving

Feldman

.Alwa\s Lo\e

WaiK/hn Monroe

Jukes.

•vnow

situation

Connelly

Week

whistling,

commercial

th^

Box

in a

Clancy Lowered

Guy Lombardo recording

10 Best SeDers

one. has good
possibilities.
It’s
cut similar to
"Cruising Down the River.” with

ferent.

as

is

Strauss

.5:45

to

of a garden apartment iirojeet at
Roselle. N. J.
It consists of pro\iding each of 310 apartments with
an "RC.A Musicorner.” built into
one corner of each living room.
Musicorner consists of shelving to
hold recordings and books 'none of

Maurice

P.

IR'hind Clouds
I'll

Records

.

afternoon

RC.A collaborated on the idea
with Milton L. Ehrlich. Inc., builder

F.D.A-ll

.

I

Both new tunes

No” (Victor).

with a chance. "Circus” is the beta
ter side, an excellent vocal of
smartly-tailored melody and lyric.

the

.

'20'

comhinations such as Louis Jordan's. has been doing alright by
King Cole and His Trio. Working
with Hal Singer's orchestra, to
provide dancing. Cole went into
percentage on five of his recent
Dccca's Dave Kapp cut the tune dates* in this area, and made .‘<ome HEIDT
again last week with Bing Cro.shy com. if not plenty, on otliers. He's
HC.A's Samniy Kaye disk was the being sold at .SI. 350 nightly against
their “land cruiser” for inonths.
00'^
Sin.ger's
includ(d.
hand
first platter out and it has so far
It’s driven by a regular bus driver
Horace Heidt’s orchestra will
hired by Dorsey and it contains a taken (he majority of the play on Ralph Weinberg is promoting all draw $3().0()() for eight days' woi k
dates.
complete apartment as well as rc- the tune.
in the fall. Band has been set by
Cole took $3,720 as his end of a .loc* (Haser's As.soeia(ecl Booking
cording equipment on which the
«»ne-nightcr at the local auditorium Corp. to |)lay the Houston Indusloader cuts transcriptions lor his
Edgar Bergen 8 Disks
He had |>reviously trial Exposition, starting Sepl. 25,
Iiere .lune 1*2.
disk jockey programs, used by
laktn S2,350 out of the Arena. at that figure,
various .stations throughout the
Chicago. June 21.
country. The bus requires repairs
with Norfolk. Va.. and approximately
Edgar Bergen
huddled
Heidt will do two hroadcaMs
He from (he expo. Opening clay is a
before it can be put back into use. Dick Bradley, proxy of Tower Sl.OOO at Columbia. S. C
Records, here last week before earned the same amount at Chat- Sunday and he finishes on a Suntanooga '12) and almost $1,500 at dae. the (lay he does his Philip
Brown Music Corp. chartered to radio .star went on to Europe.
Bergen is said to be interested Greenville. S. C. That's better Morris broadcasts.
conduct music publishing business
than many big hands have done in
in
doing
a
series
of
platters
for
in New York, with capital stock of
the .south recently.
kiddie division of the di.skery.
200 shares, no par value.

superior

and

about

I

Dorsey and his wife w ere
up, though uninjured
on VW'dnesday (15) when the huge
bus that he uses as a combined office and home while on the road
with his band was rammed near
Wahoo, la., by an auto. Mrs. Dorsey. soon to become a mother, was
ordered to bed by a doctor, and
Dorsey was forced to fly to his
booking in order to make it on
time. A man and his 15-year-old
son, who reportedly, was driving
the car that caused the collision,
were badly injured.
Dorsey and his wife have used

bouncing dance
most rival

smoothly

Buy Killarney

On Lombardo Tune
Decca

.Monday

the new addition to family life
the built-in 45.

Second 12
Forever and Ever
Put 'em

Tommy

It sells;
background.
back
ballad beat.
cuts are in

...

.

On

Her "Homework" badly shaken

loctoand jukes.
kTinartly eut as
with

IN

...

Moon

"

Kaye Scores Beat

\

TOMMY DORSEY, WIFE
SHAKEN UP

.

Chappell
Yale
Chappell
You’re .Adorable Connelly
“.A
Keith I*
In a Shady Nook
Cuckoo Waltz
Keith P

j

S)

^

.

.

Decca Ruffled As

better.

is

"

Powder Your Face

t

Apt. House Deal

an idea and start something in
favor of the recording t)usiness and
the c-ompany’s new 45 rpm plattc-rs,
or turn out to be an inspired, but
Whichever wa.v
impractical dud.
the wind blows eventually. KC.A
right now is pressuring all possible
t)i-oinotion angles out of a new
housing project in New .lersey
whic h is offering 45 rpm e(iuip|)ecl
apartments to prospective tenants.
It
held a press party in New York

(•iidi(((;

.

1

.

Day disk

U'cek

'

Candy Kisses

tunes. w'hieh include some excellent sides.
mire "Miss Liberty”
Standout western, hillbilly, race,
You” is easily the polka, etc., Chet Atkins. “Barber
Como s 1
of the
handling
nutstanding
Shop
Rag” Victor); Sons of the
order
It’s made to
..n.^«nfar.
fir
far.
ballad so
-Walk” is Pioneers, “Room Full of Roses”
His
(Victor); Red Sovine, “W^hv Prefor him.
and
chorus
backed by a
but the tend” (M-G-M); Jim Wynn, '“Farefr*oh Avres’ lush accomp.
well Baby” (Supreme); Tex Wilinteresting as duet. liams,
f".‘i 1, more
“Johnstown Polka” iCapiFrank SinaSrefore Columbia’s
tol).

J.

RC.A-Vietor came up with a new
gimmick last week that could plant

Strawberry

^irSoned

On

,

.

Kris

Get ‘Musicorner Hold

S9

Top lOJ

BARRY GRAY SHOW
Producer: Billy Allen
180 .Mins., Mon. thru Sun. (11 p.m.)
Participating
W.A1IE. Miami
That Barry Gray is an established and influential figure in this
area is now a recognized fact. He’s
done a switch from the “Peck’s

Bad Boy” rep with which he came
here from .New Y’ork City’s WOR,
becoming a strictly controversial
character, with the “drop dead”
answer to phoncr-inners dropped.
And he now has a more mellow approach in most instances to the
phone-dialers.

Gray can no longer be labelled
disk-jockey.
For in the threehour sesh he essays nightly, there

a

on the average, some three
records played to spell his gabbing,
comments and interviews. His is
the stuff of which arguments and
personal reaction are made of

are.

'Continued on page 40)
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Lombardo’s ’Sponsor’

‘RH’ Logging System

Guy Lombardo’s

Oichard Himber's new development in logging bTOQdcnst perform
Mn'ces lists tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules.
They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental,
2 points for sustaining vocal, 3 for commercial instrumental; 4 for
commercial x'oeal, respectively, in each of the 3 Major territories, Neic
York, Chicago and Coast. For e.rample, a Commercial Vocal in all

—

—

.

—

Beautiful Blonde Bashful Bend
Because You Love Me

— •"Beautiful

.

.

Hill

%

.

.

3 Suns-Paul Sparr. Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2>
Statler (450; $1.50-$2)
Dick Jurgens
Carmen Cavallaro Astor (850; $1.50-$2)

.

.

.

..

Covtrs
Date

11

2.1.50

8

850
900

1

4
4

ToUl

Pavt

Week Oo

26.975
7.500
1

1.300

1.175
3.925

5.600
14,625

Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck. 200; $2 min. -$1.05

cover).

New

'

..

Covers

Yorker, ice revue,

..

..

8 days.

t

Chicago
BING’S FLOCK

.Laurel

Morris
Williamson

Ki.sses

.

quite

.

.

Blonde”

Weeks
Flayed

f

Robbins
Williamson

.

Ballin the Jack

Candy

Publishers

at Hotel B.O.’s

Hotel
Band
Waldorf (400; $2)
Eddy Duchin
Nat Brand wynne^" New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)..

demanding, and finally explained
to the maestro,
“1 feature nothing but Looibardo records on our program
here in Cleveland; after all,
I’m your sponsor •»

counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratings
of conjjNcrcial shows. The first group consists of the top 30 songs.

—

He was

maestro.

th'^ee territories

Week of June 10 to June 16
Sonss
Again '‘’Road House”
A Wonderful Guy '“‘Soulh Pacific”
You’re Adorable
*‘A”
i
“Neptune’s Daughter”
Baby. It’s Cold Outside
Bali Ha’i— '“South Pacific”

Bands

favorite rib

on local radio adveitisers who
utilized records to plug their
wares locally has to do with a
bush league Cleveland merchant who sought out the

OF

N. Y.

holding to trim 2,000,
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens. 733; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Large convention boosted covers to nifty 4.475.
Freddy Martin (Beachwalk, Edgewater; $2 admission >. Rain and chilly
weather cut into outdoor spot. Light 5,000,
Tremendous
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $3.50 min.>.
with 3.900 tabs.
Ted Straetcr (Empire Room, Palmer House. 500; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
New show (Sid Caeser) in Thursday (16), 2,900 covers tor the old show
with the DeMarcos.
Still

DiSKINGS FOR DECCA

Both Bing Crosby and Dave
Marks Kapp. recording veepee of Decca,
Miller returned ^o Hollywood Saturday
Remick <18'. but via different routes.
& Range Both coincided on completing an

eastern recording schedule which
Melrose included “Four Winds at the Seven
Leeds Seas,” backed by “Make Believe
Los Angeles
B.M.I. You Are Glad When You’re Sorry.”
Every Night Is Saturday Night
old Benny Davls-Jack Shllkret
With Ben Gage. Ruiz and
Jack Fina (Ambassador, 900; $1.50>.
Lombardo an
Everywhere You Go
tune which Bregman, Vocco & Godfrey, Annette Warren, Stuart Wade. Tune Tailors.
Fourth wk.;
Feist Conn just took over- from Mills
f'ive Foot Two, Eyes of Blue
smash 4.425 covers.
Robbins Music,
the
original
publisher.
uk.;
Third
up
Forever and Ever
slightly to
$1-$1.50).
(Blltmore,
900;
Chuck Foster
Paramount Crosby did the.se with Carmen good 4.200 covers.
Havin’ a Wonderful Wish 1“Sorrowful Jones”
Cava Haro; he waxed another seacovers.
to
600
min.).
Up
Hills,
Rito
(Beverly
$4
300;
Ted Fio
Morris
FU)w It Lies
sonal album, “Christmas GreetLaurel ings,” six sides, two each with the
1 Don’t See Mo In Your Eyes Anymore
Andrews
Sisters,
Witmark
Victor Young’s
I’ll Siring Along With You
Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
Advanced orchestra and Simon Rady’s orch.
Kiss Me Sweet
Chicago )
Crosby also waxed a couple witli
.Jewel Fred Waring, these
(Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). ‘Southside .spot doing well
Carlyn
Tommy
Look At Me ...
being his final
DVC cuttings. Titles are being kept sub with Pittsburgh band; dandy 13,000 admissions.
Maybe It’s Because ‘“Along Fifth Avenue”
Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50-$l cover). Henny Youngman
Shapiro rosa by Kapp for merchandising
Merry Go Round Waltz
and Gertrude Nei.ssen. Heavy convention trade upped tabs to 4,500.
My One & Only Highland Fling "“Barkleys of Broadway”. II. Warren reasons.
Phillips (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). First week of maestro makTeddy
Gregory Peck also has ju.st
Bourne Decca-recorded “Lullaby of Xmas.” ing his seventh retum in two year.s; liefty 15.000 admissions.
I ut Your Shoes On Lucy
Prom dates brought bi*
Peters (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min
Bobby
Morris by Charles Tazwell who authored
Elders in the Sky
to fine 1,800.
T. B. Harms “The Small One,” which Crosby up
So In Love ‘“Kiss Me Kate"
has already put on wax. He also
Williamson
Some Enchanted Evening ‘“South Pacific’’
(Los Angelesi
authored
“The Littlest Angel”
Southern which
Swiss Lullaby
Paul Neighbors (Aragon, Santa Monica. 5lh wk >. Okay 3.800 adLoretta Young disked.
Famous
Wedding Day
Incidentally, Crosby returned by missions.
Harry James (Casino Gardens. Santa Monica; 2d wk.). Steady 6,750
air to Hollywood, with Bijl Moiv
The remaining 20 songs, based on Richard flimber’s new development row. his radio writer-producer, one admissions.
iu logging broadcast performances.
Russ Morgan (Palladium B., Hollywood; 2d wk.). Increasing 11.200
of the rare times the singer has
T, B. Harms flown.
Always True to You In My Fashion ‘“Kiss Me Kate”.
admissions.

Careless Hands

Coinme

Ci

Conime Ca

—

.

.

(

—

—

).

—

—

.

.

—

Cruising

Down

.

.

.

Sj)itzer

—
—

the River

Feist
Everytime I Meet You ’“Beautiful Blonde Bashful Bend”
Lombardo
Four Winds and the Seven Seas
Harms
Girl From Jones Beach
•“Girl From Jones Beach”
Crawford
The Heart of Loch Lomond
Dreyer
Hurry Hurry Hurry
Lewis
1 Didn’t Know the Gun W'as Loaded
Marks
In the Good Old Summertim
BMI
It’s a Big Wide W'onderful World
Beacon
Just In Ca.se
Santly
Lora Belle Lee
Miller
Love Me. Love Me. Love Me
Choice
Need You
Chappell
Portrait of Jennie
Mills
Red Roses For a Blue Lady
Mellin
Saulte Ste Marie
Someone To Love
Warren Pub.
Pic
You Broke* Your Promise
Mills
You’re Heartless

Band Reviews
JAY JEROME ORCH

Edwin Georgi was assigned to illustrate David T^amson’s
Satevepost story. “One Last Fling.” and utilized Mrs. Don
wife of the maestro, as the model tor the dancing girl. When
she saw the canvas, Mrs, Bestor enthused, “1 can just feel music in the
air!” which appai*ently was all that artist Georgi. who admits nursing
Warwick hotel. Band has an cfYce- suppressed desires to be a songsmith, needed. He sketched in a musical
tive instrumentation
piano, accor- filagree, including a few bars of “Comes Your Old Love.” This in turn
dion. sax and drums (plus the lead- cued maestro Bestor to start it on its road to cominereial publication,
er’s
violin)
which blcnd.s well and he personally is waxing it.
both for the society tempo and the
rhumba-samba time, much in deLige McKelvy, former road manager of Tommy Tucker’s orchestra and
mand in the room.
writer of special material for numerous bands, is the guiding light beVocalist Anita Di Pietro duets hind a mass flight of 50 airplane students in private planes which will
with Jerome and accordionist Louis come into Teterboro Airport, N.
McKelvy,
J.. tomorrow (Thursday).
lachino. Latter is spark for the
president and g.m. of the Prince Aviation Co.. Detroit, is lying the
Latin music, doing the major vostunt in with Arthur Godfrey’s championing of amateur flying. Half of
cals with bucking by Jerome and
students will fly up from Tampa. Fla., and the other 25 from Detroit.
the girl. lachino is al.so respon- the
sible for the band's arrangements. Thc.v’ll attend one of Godfrey’s broadcasts in a body.

i

Filmusical.

.

Tllustrator

Warwick Hotel.

Philly
Jay Jerome, who violined for the
late Jan Savilt and with Eddy
Oliver’s orch. is breaking in a new
unit in the Warwick Room at the

*

.

Inside Orchestras-Music

(5)

Anita Di Pietro

.

curicnl

Bt'stor,

—

—

Legit Musical.

SHEA.QUITS AS ASCAP

Jerome, whose full tag is Jay
Bob Merrill, who composed "Lovers’ Gold.” is a former film director
Jerome Sosenko (brother of Hildefor Columbia Pictures and at one time a radio writer.
Menill origgarcle’s manager. Anna •Sosenko
inally wrote both the words and music for “Gold” three years ago. but
hails
from
nearby
Hollywood. Juno 21.
Camden.
He
quit
Allan Jones doing three songs on
Nevins
Morty
(The
3
Suns)
thought
he
go better
handwork
had
would
tune
that
after being wounded in
a
T.arry Shea
resigned Monday his \ ictor contract in London. “Do
f20t as western division man.ager
Love You," “Bless You My Africa, and following his di.scharge with the lyric, which is the one Santly-Joy is publishing. Merrill has
went
to
al.so
the
written
U.
of
special
songs
material
his
Pennsylvania’s
for
Dorothy
Shay
and
two
of
of ASCAP. efteetive July 1. Rea- Sweet” and “Miss Caroline ^of the
son given was “inability see eye-to- Beautiful Long Ago”
Andrews Wharton School, where he studied are in one of her albums.

WESTERN MANAGER

»,

I

i

eye with recently named general Sisters getting flat $12,.'i()0 for stage
manager Jules Collins on re- show at the Hipp. Baltimore, week
ClarK Dennis into
organization of oflieers set up of July 14
the Thunderbird, Las Vegas, Sept.
around tlie country."
Dorothy Sarnoff, Polyna
Shea has been witli ASC.VP since 15
1942. Before that time lie was ad- .Stoska, Brian Sullivan, Norman AtXertising and mcrchandi.sing man- kins to sing Kurt Weill’s musical
ager of P^red Waring Enterprises, version of Elmer Rice’s “Street
Scene” at Hollywood Bowl Aug. 2U
electric appliance firm.
Dmitri Tiomkin scoring “Gun
Crazy” for King Bros.
Maria
.Mario, concert Colatura. has defied
novelty
number.
“Spaghetti,”
Goodman Gets London
wliich she’ll add to hei' repertorx.
London. June 26.
Clark Dennis starts a two-week
Mini.stry of Labor has okayed the stint at the Las Vegas Thunderpermit for Benny Goodman at the hird Sept.
Dick and Gene
l.ondon Palladium after settling Wesson slicing six comedy songs
rival
claims of the Musicians’ for National Records
ConstanUnion and the Variety Arti.stes’ tin RakaleinikoiT recording Frederick Hollander’s score for “Love
Federation.
However, permit is in lino with Is Big Business at RKG
I.ucitMi
Caillet
scoring
Paraedict which does not allow Goodman to play anywhere outside the mount’s “Captain China"
Harry
Suknian
replacing
Oscar
I’.alladiuin. This rules out any idea
Levant as Hollywood Bowl soloist
of one-night stands or a provincial
for “Khap.sody in Blue.” July lH,
tour.
on
Bowl’s
“George
Gershwin
Night”
Levant will be spoiled
elsewhere in Bowl serie.s
Rudy

'

I

sales

!

.

.

.

i

•

.

.

.
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Drl (’ourtney

playing .some hotel
in the middlewest. Crew is in the Terrace Grill
of the Muehlebach for a three-

guitarist

and
and

vocalist,
from the
will pick up bass
ila.ier here. Outfit is being hooked
{».N General Artists’ Chi otTice.

.

week stand.

Grill

.

it

Ruddy Pepper

will

.

aeeompany
.

.

first

engagement

is

iimre

tlian

liass.

holding

its

the Courtney music, as
melodious brand of swing

a

Crew i.s plentv
with instrumentatrumpets, pair of
reeds, piano, string
up.

drums and

l.ong suit

electric

guitar,

the current jiops, hut
Courtney pfirttolio is a bulging one*

.

is

and

'

maestro mixes them up to
plea.se the varied crowd. Biz gets a
hetnsi,
too.
from twice nightly

shows which Courtney stages
s|)eeiiilties from the orch.

Xlnrgaret Whiting on her C’apitiil
N Y., date in Jul>
Ben flage will do singing-narration Job at Cocoanut Grove on uptheatre.

s

w liieh he dishes
sweet and full
tion of three
trombones, lour

into
Commercial
liotel.
Elko. Ncv.. week of July 19
Last
Frontier.
Las Vegas, has
Sugar Chile Robinson for two
weeks starting Aug. 12.
.

his

own with

V'allee

.

is

in this intimate dinner room, although Courtney has played other
dates in town.

”

,

.

witii

Outfit has .some extra sparkle in

work of Bob Moonan, piano; Ra\
coming “Salutes” to Rodgers-llam- .\dams. vocals, along with glee clul)
merstein and Cole Porter
Mer- and special vocals hv ,i()hnn\'
eury w ill i.ssue album of Eddie Strong and Rick Mover.’
Ileynian tunes this fall, including
After the Grill d'ate. Courtney
5luslc Forum and Dige.st, Inc.. "M.v Silent Love,” “I Cover the Wa- works east, with dates
St. Loui.s
New York, chartered as magazine terfront.” "Out of Nowhere,” “My Memphis and Chi, and isin due
in
and ht»ok (uihlisher.s in the nuisic Love for \ou," and “Tlirough the; Hotel New Yorker in the fall. the
and literary field.
Years."
Quin.
the

C’oa.st

.

.

.

is

promoting

its

“The Wedding Song.

recording.

”

via a

write-in contest in which the contestants have to explain in 25 words
or less how lliey proposed to their spouses. The winning couj)Ie gels a
week’s cuflo vacation at the Senator hotel. Atlantic City.
RCA will
letters

and there

will

be winners from each major

city.

The

contest will be exploited by disk jockeys throughout the country.

and hnllroom dates

1

Chicago, June 21
Les Paul, )vho broke up his trio
recently to fly to ('hicago to his
.sick father’s bedside, has reorganized his group and will play midwesi d.ites.
I’aii!
has brought Ruth Ford,

Rt’.\ Victor

(14)

Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City
After a long stand in the Amhas•sarior’s Cocoanut Grove in L. A.. judge the

I

LES PAUL’S REORG

supper
Cagit.

With Ka.v Adams

OK

.

tlie

DEL COURTNEY ORCH

.

.

at

Capitol Records’ New York ofl'iee has formed a softball team, playing
in a league composed of teams fi-om the legit shows. “Mr. Robci’ts” and
“Detective Story.”
League began operation last Thursday (16). all
games played at Central Park. N. Y. Cap’s outfit has N. Y. a. & r. manager Walter Rivers, arranger and musical conductor Pete Rugolo. and
publicist Dick Linke as members.
They beat Charlie Barnet’s team
twice and the teams of both show's cited above, in warmup games.
I

.

.

dance floor packed
show.

'

.

industrial relations. He has picked
the right spot to show his wares in
couiling society work.
Warwick
Room gets, a heavy play from the
well-looted locals. New orch gave
evidence of long rehearsals at
hreak-in. and rhythms had the

i

^

j

*

1

•

ence to sensational proportions.
Today, he is established as aii
influence in the community, a
Continupd frum page 39
phase in his career he never
Equipped
to draw the biggest local air audi- achieved in New York.
mentall.v. vocall.x and theatrically
ence in this area’s history.
to handle any and all phases such

Disk Jockey Reviews

There

are

plenty

who

dislike

what he .says, hut that they do Jisleii is, evidenced in the some 20
commercials per night he handles
the higiiest rate in Florida radio
circles; plus the fact that w'hen he
goes all out for a “cause” the reat

Illustrative

i.s

last

summer, when

lsra«;l.

via his

sum

program and

a

for

mass

public park rally; his work in local
fund raisings.
The topper to his
prestige in recent w'ceks was wlien
he had every candidate in a hectic

councilman election on his program. with the crux the fight between an aspirant and an incumbent labeled a KKK by the former.
Whether it be shrewd handling,
.ioekeying or utilization of a trend
that had to come out in a growing
community. Gray built his audi-

calls for.

lie is

def-

one of the most powerful
jicrsonages in a town v\hicli has
Lary.
.seen most everything.
initely

Tops

turns are overwhelming.

he raised a consideral)le

program

as Ins

of the

Tops

Retail Disk Seller

“Rideis

in tlie

Skx"

Retail Slieet !\Jusir Seller

"Hidcis in the Sk\

’

“.Most Requested" Disk

"Riders in the Sky”
Seller on Coin Machines
“Riders in the Sky”

Best British Seller
“Lavender Blue”

Jiuf 22,

ORCHBSTRAS-MVSIC

Few Curbs For

P^mETY

American Federation of Musiconvention, which
rlans annual
in San Franended 10 days ago
new resolutions
few
passed
! ceo
to

or restrict

bandleaders or booking

A

number

large

fairly

and

name

This Las 1
wk. wk.

1

2

3

would be restricted
music off a chain
origination only in the event the

live tooters it
to taking live

3

2

4

6

.5

4

6A
6H

Perhaps the most important resolution relative to name band
problems to be passed was one that
demands written two-week notice
from a leader when he fires a
sideman. Apparently, there have
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U. S. market, a number of new
times with an international flavor
have cropped up recently. These
include German. .Jewish, Mexican
and Italian sources given a Tin
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With songs of foreign derivation
having proved themselves in the

ft)

e
e

Seattle

(•

1

I’an alley switch.

N
T

better

The Mexican “Sobre I.cs Olas,”
known as the old “over the

S

T.

waves”

music les.son piece, by
.luvenito Hosas, i.s the basic melody
of "Merry-Go- Hound Waltz” (Shapiro - Bernstein*
and "Kiss Me

(Victor)
1

9

1

105

1

(Decca)

Goodnight”
Heter
Maurice*.
"Waltz” was given a musical and
lyric adaptation by Jimmy Ken(

2

2

62

(Victor)
»

3

.

3

2

6

5

2

7

3

3

6

•

59

nedy.

and
5

3

3

6

5

5

5

4

7

4

7

12

"A Wonderful Guy"

8A

13

“Ball Ha’i”

8B

9

PERRY COMO

9

.
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•

.

.
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•

.

.

.
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.

,
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•

1

,

.

2

6

,

7

,

,

25

5

25

,

5

"Baby,

10

8

“Bali

14A

sally,

Handy said, however, that he had
great respect for the elder George
Norton and w'ould have taken care
of his son if he had come
to him
directly, irrespective of the merit
of hir claims.

Dick Mill*’ Shift

over to the profe.ssional side to
lake charge of hillbilly and race
^ongs as well as the promotion of
folk music.
Post is a newly created one; Mills never maintained
such a division in the past.
Richard Mills, incidentally, is
company veepee Irving
wfi
Mills.
Latter arrived in N. Y.
from the Coast last week on his
•nnual N. Y. visit.

23

3

20
15

4

10

7

14

9

9

9

2

13

(D)

lla’i”

Down

(Decca)
the River”

9
4

10

10

.

•

•

•

16A

11

16B

10

•

4

..

..

•

3

..

by Redd Evans and will
he as “Hold Me Again.” "Je N’en

8

Gonna is Pas La Fin” by Marquerlte
Monot with an English lyric by

8

<"A11

10

7

BLUE BARRON (M-G-M)
4

"You’re So Understanding”..

"The llucklebuck”

17B

“How

17C

You?”

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Two British numbers are also
for U. S. publication by
Leeds, They are "The Wedding of
Lilli Marlene.” published in England by Cox and Box with words

6

KATE

IreaJway Cott

Ireodway Ca«t

Columbia

Columbia

•

.

•

•

.

-

•

.

6

5

*

s

4

5

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE

MANHAHAN

SUPPER CLUl
FAVORITES

ling Croftby

Cordon Jonkint

Decca

Decca

2
KISS ME,

TOWER

and music by Tommie Connor and

Johnny Heine.
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Chicago

New York
Al Donahue’s band, now at StalBoston, due into Rice hotel.
Houston. July 26 fur four weeks
Sivvan .Spira joined staff of
.

.

Orchard Beach. Me., July 11 for
Hal McIntyre’s oreh
two weeks
into Capitol theatre, N, Y.. June 30
Morris Music had three tunes
on "Hit Parade” Satuiday (18*
.
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Hands” and
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Pump Room.
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Chi, past six years
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Emil Coleman’s orch goes into CoChuck
coanut Grove July .5
Foster band, currently at Biltmore
Bowl, signed extlu*iive recording
contract with Vocalion.
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orch inked for
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tune

"Lingering
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Phil Lang, arranger of "High
Shoes” and "Annie Get
Your Gun.” will conduct classes in
band arranging at the U. of Michignn this summer.

Button

.

,

t

Is

erators.
organization
has
now
taken on national scope and will
tn’ and iron out a better deal on
ASC.4P payments, lifting of 20%
tax. and other problems.
Several of the largest danceries
in this area have been up for sale,
but on a whole business has been

.

!

Jack

.

.

.

publishing

tional

,

,

is

Vin Blanc,” known during

Chicago, June 21.
Annual convention of the NaBallroom Operators Ass’n
will be expanded into a three-day
huddle Oct. 4, 5 and 6. here. Formerly the Midwest Ballroom Op-

.

.

war to U. S. service personnel
"The Accordion Song. Mutual

Ballroom Ops’ Convention

.

.

—

"Riders

.

the

the U. S.
English title
the Lane.”

.

MGM

j

.

.
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Music
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.

his Oriental theatre date, July 20,
show with maestro taking off after July
reinstates
Bonita
with Harry Cool and .Mel 8 for at lea.st three-week rest.
Brandt Trio teeing off July 1
Bob Berkey into Buckeye Lake,
Pittsburgh
Columbus, O., July 22 for two
Herbie Fields held over
Don Trimarkie Trio, with Triweeks
at Flame Club, St. Paul, until July markie on accordion, Joe Negri on
Raymond Scott has two- guitar and Bud Osbourne on bass,
3
weeker at Blue Note, July 2.')
hack into Hotel Roosevelt’s Fiesta
and Room, replacing Bill Blckel’s StarNate Kale, formerly of
Columbia Records, moves over to liters who open tonight (Tues.) at
.Larry
Tower to handle promotion
the Pines for the summer
Teddy Phillips marks his seventh Green’s band into Bill Green’s with
return in two years at the Aragon .Savannah Churchill and the King
.Shep Fields set for week of Odom 4
Nus.sbaumer fill. . Dick
Dar- ing in for, vacationing Nelson
July 8 at the Martinique
win Dane joins Tommy Reed orch .Maples on the piano at Cork and
Don Haynes takes Bottle
as soloist
Sons of Pioneers set for
over promotion for" Martinique, week of July 15 at Bill Green’s
Charlie Ventura orch and the
Walter Gabel orch had option
Wagners.
picked up again at Ankara.
.
Via Lago reopened for dancing Lee Kelton’s WJAS staff band into
July 18 with Gay Claridge oreh .set Kennywood Park for a limited enTommy Reynolds,
Charlie gagement
for the warm months
Spero replaces Boyce Brown on veteran one-man band, into Nite
tromCourt of Fun for run
sax with the Chet Roble combo
.Mitch .Miller, head of Mcrcui'y bonist Tommy Turk, after a lot of
aAr, in town to cut Two-Ton Baker touring with Norman Granz jazz
Wayne Gregg heads has rejoined Deuces Wild at Carnidisks
west to Omaha and Peony Park, val Lounge.
.

'

.

London Records, second, and Dee
Belline-Jim Strafaci, third...
Gene Williams band into Old

.

English

,

Casa

.

Mitch Ayers
Mavpole Music
and Lou Dreyer. son of Dave
Dreyer. won member-guest golf
tourney at Pomonok, G. C.. George
Paxton and Tuttie Camarata, of

.

Lawrence has written an
lyric to the French “Ah,

Jack

.

.

.

.

policy,

lei.

,

Si Spivam.’’

Art Kassell hies out
Blue Moon, Wichita, July 15 for
.Mills Bros, has date at
days
Fox. Detroit, June 24 before going
into Radio City, Minneapolis, July
Louis Jordan cancelled out
8

July 22 ...

i

.

was originally called "O Spanelskv

I^wrence Does English
Lyric to French ‘Blanc’
i

.

pub-

•from the Dvorsky catalog by Jaroslav Jezek and Richard Adler, due
for publication soon.
The tune

(Based on Points Earned)
Points
207
202
116

Adano,”

b.v

Mills Music has "Analita (From
Barranquilla*,” which was adapted

No. of

label

The other song,
In

Leeds’ I.,ondon affiliate
Peter Maurice, was written by Don
Peloni and Harold Fields.
lished

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
Records

to

slated

SOUTH PACIFIC

ALBUMS

5

•

"R

1

FIVE TOP

..

Little

Jerry

words

America as "I.ove Madam.”
•

Girl Are

6

(Decca)

Lies”

BLUE BARRON (M-G-M)
"Whose

8

8

KNIGHY-B. CROSBY
It

7

..

(Victor)

17A

E.

..

Shared Was* One

Seelen has put
Henri Betti’s
"Cost Si Bon,” which will be released
here under Us original
French title.
"Mats Qu’est Ce
Que,” also by Betti, with French
lyric by Edith Piaf, has been given
an English translation by Mitchell
Parish and will be published in

h

8

8

We

Dance.”
English

7

..

(Cap)

Adorable”

“TOMMY DORSEY

Avec

William Roy, has bt‘en tagged as

DICK HAYMES (Decca)
"Room Full of Roses”
J. STAFFORD-G. MarRAE

16C

"Danse

lish lyric

9

(Capitol)

"Four Winds and Seven Seas”

— You’re

3

numbers.

Moi,” written by Francis Lopez for
the French film "Jenny Lamour.”
The tune has been given an Eng-

(Capitol)

2

”

Erench

10

1

oldie. "Schnitzel-

Mine 'Supreme Music*.
.Sunny Skylar and T. Genaro
took the Italian "La Matiiiata” and
transplanted it here as "You’re
Breaking My Heart” (Mellin
Musie*.
"Susy,” taken from the
Italian .song of the same name was
adapt (‘d in England by Seott Monte
and Ernest Nieol for Athenaeum
Publishers, who turned over the
Western
Hemisphere rights to
Mills Music.
In addition to these, Leeds Music
is
coming out with four new

(Victor)

Adorable”
(Columbia)

MPX TORME

.

Richard Mills, formerly with
Mills Music's business department
an executive capacity, shifts

2

4

3

l.-SB

‘A*

9

5

(Mercury)
"You’re Breaking My Heart”

“

23

DAMONE

VIC

I.IA

7

'Decca)

RUSS MORGAN
"Cruising

LI

Vogel

W. C. Handy, through his attorney. Edward Abbe Niles, denied
Vogel's
claim
of co-ownership.

4

7

JENKINS-STARDUSTERS

“Ball

14B

That’s a poser
which Jerry Vogel Music Co. seeks
to have clarified through a suit
filed In N. Y. federal court Friday (17) against W. C. Handy and
the Handy Bros. Music Co.
Handy WTote the music on Sept.
28, 1912, according to the complaint, and in 1913 assigned the
tune to Theron C. Bennett, who
brought in the late George A. Norton to write the lyrics.
Bennett,
who published the number, secured all rights from Norton.
Upon expiration of the original
copyright term in 1941, Norton’s
son, Charles E. Norton, became coowner of the tune through obtaining the renewal rights as did
Handy.
The same year, it’s
claimed, the younger Norton assigned his rights to Vogel.
Vogel wants the court to issue
a final judgment to declare
the
respective rights of both parties.
Complafnt also states that Handy
should account for all the proceeds
under the renewal term during
which Handy publi.shed the song,
which
is
also
called
“Mister
final

8

4

O’Connor
on

collabed

ish eoinposition, was given a new
treatment by Sammy Chillop and is
MOW ealled "That Wonderful Girl

24

6

Ha’i”

PEGGY LEE

“Memphis Blues?”

a

5

"Because You Love Me”

13

it.

As

”

"Everywhere You Go”
G.

4

of

Cold Outside

•••A’— You’re

band

court ruling naming him
and co-publisher.

5

4

It’s

DORIS DAY

VoKel Seeks to Clarify
'Memphis Blues’ Rights
Who owns the renewal rights to

6

'Capitol)

PERKY COMO
17

4

(Victor)

BING CROSBY

,

10

6

SHORE-B. CLARK (Columbia)

9

12

•

(Capitol)

“.Again”
b.

11

10

....

7

MEL TORME

taxes. They will
not have the excuse that no one
showed up at a date to collect the
tax and they didn’t know where
travelling

6

Desmond
Fields

bank Song,” has been given a facelifting by Dick Hardt and
Moe
.TalVe and is now known as ”(^h You
Sweet One” (General Music*.
“!\lein Shtetele Belz,” and old Jew-

43

(Decca)

".Some Enchanted Evening”
RUSS MORGAN Decca)
"Forever and Ever”...

while
H.irold

"Goodnight.”

45

5

3

The bierstube

>•

MARGARET WHITING

been so many arguments between
and employees over
maestros
whether notice w^as given, with
only the word of each as evidence,
15 on written
that from Sept.
advice is a must.
Another not listed in last week’s
results of the convention makes it
mandatory upon the agency which
books a travelling band to list upon
the back of the contract the name,
address and telephone number of
the secretary of the local in who.se
jurisdiction the band booked is
This obviously is to
travelling.
eliminate excuses of bandleaders
who fail to pay the local proper

’

1

i

S
ie

ft)

e
%

T

<

nullified.

seeks a

>*

“.Some Enchanted Evening”
M. WHITING-J. MERCER (Cap)
"Baby. It’s Cold Outside"
G. JENKINS-STARDU.STEKS (D)
"1 Don’t See Me in Your Eyes

7

1
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".Again”

BING CROSBY

commerprogram involved
The idea was
cially sponsored.
was

k
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"Riders in the Sky”

PERRY COMO
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GORDON JENKINS

the event a station did not employ
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Week Ending
June 18

National
Rating

agenc es.
bylaw

of

This proposal would have allowed only those stations which
employ live musicians to receive
remote dance band broadcasts. In

downer

3

t/l

week.

last

o

(A

(A
(A

<ft

casts almost completely.

send

M
h
0
0)

>

have elimiwas one which would
broadnated name band remote

to

A

Switch on Flock

6

u

Ch

ft)

Among them

future consideration.

o

parative sales rating for this

which
proposals, only a few of
the floor
Here argued openly on
sharp
a
had
have
would
„nd which
were killed or tabled for
effect,

a

£

Survey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com-

At AFM Parley

that 'pertain

Pan Alley

Tin

Bandleaders

41

,
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m.,
Halsey K. Mohr.
Tell It All Over ARaIn (The Schuyler Greene, m., Jerome Kern. Donald,
Only Girl), w., Henry Blossom, m., T. B. Harms & Francis, Day Sc Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc., cod*
1915.
1915.
Sc
cop.
Witmark
Hunter,
Victor Herbert. M.
Sons, cop. 1914.
Put Me to Sleep W’ith an Old
Back Home in Tennessee, w.,
There’s a Little Spark of Love William Jerome, m., Walter Don- Fashioned Melody, w., Sam M.
: Still BumlnR. w., Joe McCarthy, ald.son. Waterson, Berlin Sc Snyder Lewis and Dick Howard, m., Harry
Jentes.
Broadway Music Corn
******** m., Fred F’isher. Leo Feist, Inc., Co., cop. 1915.
(Ulusicul-Hitturical Revietci 1800-1948)
cop. 1914.
By Heck. w.. L. Wolfe Gilbert, cop. 1915.
(The
Me
Believe
Didn’t
They
for
Ragging
the Scale. Piano solo,
Compiled
^ Henry. Jos. W. Stern Sc
^ S. R.
m.,
mi ^
Girl from Ltah). w., Herbert Reynm., Edward B. Claypoole. Artmusic,
cop. 1915
By JULIUS MATIFEIJ)
olds, ni., Jerome Kern. Remick
1915
Inc.,
cop.
by Broadway Music
«•
m Gus
rnc
Canadian Capers, u., m.,
All Rights Rosorvod)
(Copyright Variofy Ine.
Mimir Corn con 1914 bv T B
Chandler. Bert White and Henry Corp.; assigned to Artmusic, Inc.
and ofhor bowe background information, attandant to tho compilation HarnL & fcneis’ Dav & Hunter
Jim.
Railroad
w., m., Nat H. Vin‘L^
when tho Varioty Song assigned 1916 to Jerome H. Remick ^ohen Jerome H Reim^^^
iiiub whan
194i, iuu9
194t,
iho Oct 6,

J/^^lEfY

]

.

;

>

logends
anV%rnsWtoiion.' oppno;^^^^
‘
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wholly or

|

copyrightod and
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may

not
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1914

Is

By the Waters
J.

.

—Continued
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V

Michigan

Andrew Machree.
Harry
Von Tllzer. Ernest R.
«.*
f_

Heart, w.,

Shapiro. Bernstein

roll

•

iui**.
•

&

Co., cop.

*1

|

.

*

*.

Caii’t

Me

Heah

Yo*

Callin’,

1

Wonder Where My Lovin’ Man

I

James
M. Witmark

(

w„

&

Among

j

Caroline, w., William H. Gardner.
m.. Caro Roma. M. Witmark &

w., Earle C. Jones, m.,

Has Gone,

Richard Whiting and
Cooke. Jerome H. Remick

Son.s. cop. 1914.

&

•

Yonder

in the

Golden

*****"*>

‘

•

Brockman, m.,

'

cop.

Inc.,

A
1
A
Again,
w., A.

When

!

It’s

i

m

|

w

j

'

I

mc^

i

i

I

.

,

,

!

j
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|
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i

i

i

*

I
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He’s a Rag Picker, w., m., Irving
^«
A
*

r

*

m

A

i

•

cop.

Inc.,

•kcfcirmn#^

.

.

lui'^

*

'

Water.son, Berlin & Snyder Co.,
W’ater.son,
cop. 1914.
On the 5:15. w., Stanley Murphy.
m., Henry I. Marshall. Jerome H.
Remick Sc Co., cop. 1914.
On the Good Ship Mary Ann. w.,
Gus Kahn. m.. Girace LeBoy.
Jerome H. Remick Sc Co., cop.
1914.
14.

'

i

m..

|

'

I

&

:

ter.

The Song

of

Songs— Chanson du

Coeur Brise English words. Clarence Lucas: rench words, Maurice
Vancairo
m..
Moya fp.scud. of
Harold \ uarsl. London: Chappell
Sc Co.. Ltd., cop
1914.
The Springtime of Life
Debutante), w. Robert B. Smith.
m. Victoi Herbert G. Schirmer,
f*

.

Incc.. cop.

1914.

Sweet Kentucky Lady,
liam Jerome,
M. Witwark &

and His Orchaifra

!

CBS Pour Times Weekly

JOE GLASER,
Ave.

York
PI.

9-4600

Bernstein & Co., cop. 1915.
Love, Here Is My Heart!
coeur est pour toi. English

I

!

Mon

w

,

^

,

I

STANDARD

A MOST
UNUSUAL
DAY

IT’S

Music hy,.,

JIMMY McHUGH
ROIIINS MUSIC CORPORATION

.

|
'

'

i

'

’

:

,

,
Vaudeville patrons
saw- Fannie
Brice and the Four Marx Brothers.
On the stage the ranking produc-

iZl IVZ •-•n"
iise.
tisc
me ttutca.'.t
“The
oitei^t"

w'lth

Elsie

leiguson. and “Experience.’
Ferguson,
Experience.”

Tronscriprions

Chicago

Hollywood
9151 Sunset Blvd

R
Love

i

Song

Pat).

m.,
St

Victor
Sons, cop.

(The

Blossom'.

?“

Witmark

Sons, cop. 1915.

Norway,

w..

Joe McCarthy,

The Old Refrain.

-

&

m
cop*

A Viennese

popular song tran.scribed for violin
and piano by Frit/. Kroisler. Carl
Fisher, Inc., cop. 1915 by Charles

Along the Rocky Road to Dublin, rolcy.
Joe Young, m.. Bert Grant.
On the Beach at Waikiki, w.. G.
Berlin Sc Snyder Co., H. Stover, ni..
Henry Kailimai.
Honolulu; Bergstrom Music Co..
America I Love You. w.. Edgar Ltd., cop. 1915.
Le.slie. m.. Archie Gottler. Kalmar
Pack Up Your Troubles In Your
Sc Puck Music C’o., Inc., cop. 1915.
Old Kitbag and Smile, Smile, Smile,
Arabv. w
m..
Irving
Berlin. w.. George Asaf. m., Felix Powell.
Waterson, Berlin Sc Snvder Co
London; Chappell St Co.. Ltd., cop.
Water.son.
cop. 1915.

IDON’TSEEME
IN

YOUR EYES

,

cop. 1915.

Auf Wiedersehn (The Blue ParaHerbert

Reynolds, m.,
Romberg, G. Schirmer,

w-..

Sigmund

203 No. Wabosh

George W Mover WatSc Snyder Co., cop.

Berlin

1915.
^ wVI I II
Neapolitan

w'..

dise).

Pres.

er.son,

19^5

Blos.som.

Witmark

|

I

1915
You (The Princess

Henry

Lew'is. m..
i

^

191.5.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
N«w

Goodwin, m.. Harry Puck. Shapiro

;

A NEW JIMMY McHUGH

I

Herbert. M.

MILL, CHICAGO

Exclusive l4anagemihf''^

Hunter, cop. 1915,

Sc

House Upon the Hill!
MacDonald and Joe

|

w.,

it

it

Day

Little

Ballard

'

All for

NOW FOURTH MONTH

Stii

The
w,,

I

m.. Louis A. Hirsch.
Son.s. cop. 1914.

LARRY FOTINE

745

Francis.
i

[

,

World

Co., cop. 1915.
There’s a

i

;

i

Decca Records

to the Midnight Cake
w., m,. Eddie Cox, Arthur Jackson and Maurice Abrahams. Maurice Abrahams Music

i

i

,

Broadcasting

Hunter.

Take Me
Walk Ball,

,

w., W’il-

Sylvia, w.. Clinton Scollard. m.,
Oley Speaks. G. Shirmer, Inc., cop.

MELODY

Sc

!

Adrian Ross, m., Lao Silesu Leo
Fei.st, Inc., cop. 1915 by Ascherberg, Hopwood Sc Crew Ltd London
and stronger salesmanship were
Love Is the Best of All (The
®t the day.
Princess Pat), w.. Henrv Blossom
tlilly
(\\. A
Sunday, ex-base- m.. Victor Herhcit. M. Witmark
&
hd’* phiyer, embarked on his
ca-’Sons cop 1915
reer as a saw'du.st trail evangelist.
Memories, w..' Gustave Kahn m
The tango was added to popular Egbert Van
Al.stvne
Jerome ll’
dance repertoires.
Remick A* Co rob 1915
I'lhn houses sprang up every-'
M-O-T-H-E-'r. a Word that Means
whiMf. just as music halls had the
World to Me w
Howard
been
he rage 30 years before. John.son. m..
Theodore V I'loise.
Moise
Samuel
Rothalel
(Ro.xyt
took Leo Feist Inc rnn iQi^
charge of the Strand theatre, N. Y.
siam tvt t
Mv Little Girl
'and the era of de luxe houses be- and William
Dillon m
gan. Meantime Theda Bara was
TUzerBro^^^^^
»i*oadwa> Music Coip., cop.
starred
in
Destruction”
(Fox 1915
and started her film career
My Mother’s Rosary, w.. Sam M.

me'

it

The Sunshine of Your Smile,
Leonard Cooke, m., Lillian Ray.
B. Harms Sc Francis, Day Sc
Hunter, cop. 1915 by Francis, Day
T.

I

j

ir

Charles E. King.
w.,

|

Them Cotton Bales, w.,
m., J. RosaJohn.son. Jos. W. Stern
Co., cop. 1914.
St. Louis Blues, w,, m.. W. C.
Handy. Handy Bros. Music Co.,
Henry Ford’s Model T flivvers, of
Inc., cop. 1914 by W. C. Handy.
Shadow-land.
Piano
solo.
m.. which there were now- about half
Lawrence B. Gilbert. Leo Feist. ® million, and which .soon were
Inc.,
cop.
1914 by Charles W. produced in astronomical quantlHomeyer & Co.. Bo.ston; assigned ties. Meantime Ford made the sensational move of paying a mini1915 to Leo Feist, Inc.
$o wage per 8 -hour day.
Sister Susie’s Sewing Shirts for
Great increases in advertising
Soldiers, w.. R. P. Weston, m..
Hermann E
Darewski.
T.
B. revenue (partially due to the autopunchier adverti.sing copy,
Harms. and Francis. Day Sc Hunter,
efficiency methods” in production!
cop. 1911 by Francis, Day & HunRoll

mond

SHAPIRO

ian Islands; Bergstrom Music Co.,
Ltd., cop. 1915; assigned 1917 to

-

|

James W. Johnson,

BOO
HOO

St

.2

—

Charles MeRaymond Walker,

j

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

Day

l

Co., cop. 1914.

PRESENTING

Francis,

'

—

'

w..

Broadway Miudc Corp., cop. 1914.
Rebecca of Sunny-Brook Farm.
w., Seymour Brown,
m., Albert
Gumble.
Jerome H. Remick Sc

CONCERT
TOUR

Sc

'

Carron.

ON

Harms

Hunter, cop. 1915.
Song of the Islands, w., m.,
Charles E. King. Honolulu, Hawai-

.

.

i

Poor Pauline,

FRANKIE LAINE

B.

T.

;

,

1

Benjamin Hapgood Burt
and Roy Atwell, m., Silvio Hein.

;

:

1914.

&

to
at

i

Moonlight on the Rhine (One
Love’Vh’e Ladies, w.. Grant
Clarke, m., Jean Schwartz. Water- Girl in a Million), w., Bert Kalmar
*on, Berlin Sc Snyder Co., cop. and Edgar Leslie, m., Ted Snyder.
I

Witmark

Broken Heart for
Every Light On Broadway, w.,
Howard Johnson, m., Fred Fisher.
Leo Feist, Inc., cop. 1915.
There’s a Little Lane Without a
Turning On the Way to Home,
Sweet Home, w., Sam M. I.ewis.
m., George W. Meyer. Broadway
Music Corp., cop. 1915.
Throw Me a Rose (Miss Spring«•••*«*«,
Avm w a a
a»a ia^ia. AvU..
In a Monastery Garden. Orch. time). w., P. G. Wodehouse and
You Planted a Rose In the Gar- composition, m.. Albert William Herbert Reynolds, m., Emmerich
(Continued on page 43)
Love. w.. J. Will Callahan. Ketelbey. London; J. II. Larway,
LrnesI R. Ball. M. Witmark & cop. 1915.
Sons, cop. 1914.
In the Gold Fields of Nevada.
w'., Edgar Leslie, m..
III., Archie
\ lllgr
Gott
VJrUll*
For lh first time citizens had
....„ to
w, phi’* Maurice Abrahams Music Co.,
EVERY TIME I MEET YOU
iv
inorktiio
C/xl
COD. 1915.
1915
puy
income fov
tax,
following
an cop.
frMi Mill CMlnry-Fti’s
Ireland
«•»-••••»• is
uiiii;iiuiiiciii
Ireland
at«;iaiiu to Me.
amendment to
nj
the
W'.,
me Aonsiliuiion
Constitution
“THE lEAUTIFUL IIONDE
which 42 of the ^8 states ratified Fiske O’Hara and J. Keirn Bren/I
e.»A-_
FROM lASHFUl REND”
(three
States— Ut^, Rho^JstSnd "a"* i«*. Ernest R. Ball
Ball. M. WitStorrini lETTY SRAILl
and Connecticut i*bject€dit>. in- i^iark Sc Sons. cop. 1915.
dividual payments amounted to:
Qiviauai
» Tulip
luiip Time
Wrilitn, Prtductd md Dirtdtd by
iime in Holland,
He
w.,
to
$28,253,535 (about 2% of the total Dave Radford, m.. Richard A.
PRESTON STURGES
record* J by
individual income tax in 1929), and Whiting. Jerome H. Remick Sc Co.,
vvere paid by 357.598 individuals c®P* 1915.
RAAICAin WHITIN6 ....Capitol
(about 10% of the number of
Keep the Home-Fires Burning,
RCA Victor
PERKY COMO
Payees in 1929*. Internal Revenue
Lena Guilbert Ford, m., Ivor
Columbia
RUDDY CURK
receipts in 1948 exceeded 46 bil- Novello. Chappell Sc Co.. Ltd., cop.
DICK NAYMES
D*cca
lion.
1914 by Ascherberg. Hopwood Sc
ARY LUND
M C^M
The Panama Canal opened to Crew. Ltd., London; new edition
•LORIA URROll ..Donco-Ton*
traffic, but due to the war (which cop. 1915 by Ascherberg Hopwood
began in this year* and periodic Sc Crew, Ltd.
LEO FEIST, INC
land.slides. it was not officially deThe Ladder of Roses (Hip, Hip,
clared open until 1920.*
Hooray), w., R. H. Burnside, m.,
A.
familiar sight was one of Raymond Hubbell. T. B. Harms &
’

.

&

Last), w.,

^

Night Time Down In*, D®wn in Bom-Bombay. w., Balj.||
^
Burgundy, w., Alfred Bryan, m., ^ard MacDonald, m., Harry Carroll.
Bernstein & Co., cop.
Seymour Blown* m.. Albert Gum- Herman Paley. Jerome H. Remick
U ^mrjorie
Mariorie i^icKnaii.
Pickhall m.,
Duna. u.,
Jerome H. Remick Sc Co., cop. ^ Qq con
1915.
L,^ 1914
Jo.sephine McGill. London: Boosey 1914
Y^e Girl On the Magazine
I" ‘he Town Where I Was Bom. Land. w.. m.. Irving Berlin. Water- <Stop! Look! Listen!), w.. m.. Irv’|.W with thp Girl nf
Berlin &
w.. Dick Howard and Billy Tracey, son. Berlin & Snyder Co., cop. ing BerHn. Waterson.
Mv Dreams w
m
Snyder Co., cop. 1915.
t R H^Uland Poh Co "1 ., A1 Harriman. F. B. Haviland 1914.
Hello. Frisco!
w.. Gene Buck.'
cop.
1914.
Co
When
the
Pub.
Angelus
Is
Ringing.!
rnn
Bert Grant,
The Land of My Best Girl, w., w.. Joe Young, m
Fido *^is a Hot Dog Now. w.,
* Snyder Co., & Sons.
Harry
m..
Charles McCarron and Thomas J. Ballard MacDonald,
^
.
You’
Gray, m., Raymond Walker. Leo Carroll. Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.,
i
w
nlrt Kalmar
icitmar^nH
w., Bert
and Edgar Leslie.
When You’re Away /nru
(The ^
Only
Fpist Tnp
pon 1914
Inc COD 1914
ni
Jea^n Sclmartz.^W^
Berp*rl>w'.. Henry Blossom.
VicSure
Heaven.
Bit
of
Little
A
The Garden of Your Heart, w..
‘‘tWitmark & Sons, Hn & Snyder Co cop. 1915
Edward Teschemacher. m.. Francis They Cali It Ireland, w., J. Keirn cop^
1914
Dorel. London; Boosey & Co., Ltd., Brennan, m.. Ernest R. Ball. M.
»
Me. (The Earl and the Girl), w.,
Wiring the Ball
Witmark & Sons, cop. 1914.
cop. 1914.
Mary. You’re a Little Bit Old
Goodbye. Girls, I’m Through
Krn T. B. Harms Co., cop. 1915.
Kern.
^
Victor
Her,?•
Marion
Sunshine.
Fashioned,
w.,
(Chin-Chin), w., John Golden, m.,
^
My Boy to be a
& Sons, cop.
Ivan Carvll. London: Chappell & m., Henry I. Marshall. Jerome H.
? jP
Soldier, w., Altred Bryan, m.. A1
191^
Remick g. Co COD. 1914.
Co.. Ltd..' COD. 1914.
When
Piantadosi.
You
i^ou
Leo
Feist,
W’ore
norc
Tulip
a
juiip
Inc., cop.
and
ana
I
i
W'altz. w..
Missouri^
juri Waltz,
w., J. R. Shanlie’s ..
a’ Devil In Ills Own Home
« m.,
...
T
I.
1D1K
Town, w., Grant Clarke and Irving non. in., Frederick Knight Logan ^°ce a Big Red Rose, w.. Jack 1915.
«.•
*v
a,
al
Mahoney,
I ve Been Floating Down the Old
m..
Percy
Wenrich.
Leo
melody
“from
original
procured
an
Berlin. -m., Irving Berlin. Waterson. Berlin & Snyder Co., cop. by John Valentine E;
Forster Music
cago:
1914.

^

mcordi‘’&*'co"''
c^D
Ritordi
& Co., cop.

mJkpp*
McKee. G

m.,

Witmark

Some Little Bug Is Going
Find You (introduced in: Alone

m., Earl Carroll. M.
Sons, cop. 1915.

Sheltering

the

Janies

in^ Pei*cv Wenfich
enrich. Leo Abe Olman. Leo Feist,

West ^w

'

Co.,

Nenarb.

Sons, cop. 1915.

.y~o

;
^

Daughter of Mother

w., Jeff T.
Ball.
M.

Siam, w., Howard Johnson, m.,
jhat’s Feed- Fred Fisher. Leo Feist, Inc., cop.
ine You w
Thomas Holer m 1915.
So Long Letty (So Long Letty).
Morgan. Leo Feist, Inc.; cop!

,

to

—

j

Phila.:

My

l

I Want to Go Back
Minnetonka,
Down on the Farm, vy., m., irvmg
m., Thurlow
Theo. Presser Bcrlin^^Watereon, Berlin i Snyder

of

M. Cavanass.

Lieuran^ce

Close to

Haviland Pub. Co., Inc

She’s the

Remick Co.

Sterling, m.,
Tip-Top Tipperary Mary. w.. B.
««
«
ft
Tilzei Music Pub. Co.,
Ballard MacDonald, m., Harry Car-

|

I

w

^

Co^, CO^. 191^.

part.

in

^

the Life. W., m., Irvlng
Berlin. Waterson, Berlin Sc Snyder

This

tlipptd and filod for futuro rtforonco.
AtUntion it h»r«by calUd to tho fact that this matorial

roprodueod oithor

cent. F. B.
cop. 1915.

!,

1

.‘o.

..

..

C,..-..-.

Inc., cop.

Babe
Eddie),

1915.

in

the

w,,

Wood

Jerome

(Very Good

Kcin

and

1915 by Francis, Day St Hiin^r.
The Perfect Song, w., C’larence
Imcas. in.. Jo.seph Carl Breil. London; Chappell S, Co.. Ltd., cop.
1915; now- edition, cop. 1929 by

Chappell St Co.. Lid.
PIney Ridge, vv., Ballard

Mac-

ANYMORE
1619

LAUREL MUSIC CO.,
Broadway, New York

—
W ednciUyt
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Top Diskers Prepared

Apollo Sues Martin,

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
Survey of retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
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Dad. w., William Tracey, m., Nat

I

Broadway Music

Vincent.

i

'in fyfttt4€C

Corp.,

WARREN

icop. 1916.

Song Cavalcade

Good-bye. Good Lurk, God Bless
You. w., J. Keirn Brennan, m.,
Ernest R. Balt. M. Witmark &.

I

Continued from page 42

Platters in Lift

Apollo Records Manufacturing
Of Ban by ‘Liberty’
Co. has filed a $30,000 breach-of'Top recording artists *who had
contract suit in N.Y. supreme court
against Dean Martin, Abner Gresh- disked one or more of the numerfrom Irving Berlin’s
ler and Capitol Records. According ous songs
to papers submitted to the court, "Miss Liberty’’ score were lined up
the plaintiff wants $15,000 from and ready 'Thursday (17) midnight,
Martin for allegedly breaking a and at the stroke of 12 the ban
1947
singing
pact.
A similar against radio performances of any
amount is sought from Capitol and kind on the melodies was lifted.
Greshler, the comedian’s personal Disk jocks, who had^ been marking
rep. who assertedly induced the
performer to disregard his pact time on the disks, were ready and
with the rival firm.
Martin is waiting to spin tliem.
teamed with Jerry Lewis, but the
Artists and their reps, aware of
pact was for Martin’s singing serv- the lifting of the ban, were presices only.
suring jocks from New York to the
Suit came to light last week Coast, in person, by phone and by
when Apollo moved to examine the wire, to try to get their platterg
defendants before trial. Defense aired first. One N. Y. all-night jock
attorney Andrew Weinberger, in a had the manager of a well-known
counter-maneuver, moved to vacate artist sitting with him waiting for
the examination.
Documents ac- midnight.
companying the defense motion
Berlin had placed a ban on airconceded there had been an agree- ing the tune, live or via records,
ment between Martin and Apollo, until Fred Waring introduced the
but claimed it had not been re- tunes on his General Electric
newed.
radio show (see Radio Reviews).
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“Cruising Down River” (Spitzer).
“‘A’ You’re Adorable” (Laurel).
“Ball Ha’i” (Williamson)
“Careless Hands” (Melrose)
“I Don’t See Me” (Laurel)
’Wonderful Guy” (Williamson)..
“Kiss Me Sweet” (Advanced)
“It’s Cold Outside” (Melrose)
“Blue Skirt Waltz” (MTiTs)
“Paling With You” (Pickwick)

12

£

2
.

9

8
9
To

and Publisher

Sky” (Morris)
“Enchanted Evening” (W’mson)
“Again” (Robbins)
“Forever and Ever” (Robbins) ....

2

I

to

eS

**Riders in the

1

"s

Q

Week Ending
June 18

National
Ratine

u

o

from leading stores in 12 citie*
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

To Air

Greshler, Capitol

o

sales,

4S

PVBMrATIONS,

Sons, cop. 1916.

Jerome Kern. T. B. Harms & FranHave a Heart (Have a Heart), w..
Kalman. T. B. Harms &
cis, Day & Hunter, cop. 1915.
Gene Buck, m., Jerome Kern. T. B.
Day & Hunter, cop. 1915.
You’d Never Know the Old Harms & Francis, Day & Hunter,
(The
Eyes
Irish
Laughing
Two
Howard
w.,
Mine,
of
cop. 1916.
Princess Pat), w., Henry Blossom, Home-Town
Walter Donaldson.
lie May Be Old, But He’s Got
m., Victor Herbert. M. Witmark & Johnson, m.,
Leo Feist, Inc., cop. 1915.
Young Ideas, w., m., Howard JohnSons, cop. 1915.
You’ll Always Be the Same son,
Alex Gerber ' and Harry
Underneath the Stars, w., Fleta
Sterling, Jentes. Leo Feist, Inc., cop. 1916,
Jan Brown, m., Herbert Spencer. Sweet Girl, w., Andrew B.
How’s Ev’ry Little Thing in
Jerome H. Remick & Co., cop. m., Harry Von Tilzer. Harry Von
Francis,

349

East 49th

St.,

New

ixr.
York 17

,

^
S»pwntativ 0 t:
•
BOB WARREN40U COMITO-N«w York
JOSE ORANSON-Hollywood
RAUL SALVATORI-CIticaso

I

i

Tilzer Music Pub. Co. cop. 1915.

1915.

Have a Jubilee
Kentucky Home, w.,
We’ll

in

Dixie, w., Jack Yellen. m., Albert
Co.,
Gumble. Jerome H. Remick
cop. 1916,

My

The U. S. public debt stood at a
Donaldson. mere $1,191,264,000, or $11.83 per
Walter
m.,
Goetz,
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co. capita, the lowest point since the
Be. w.,

Mother You’d
Joe Goodwin, m., A1 Pian-

tadosi.

Shapiro, Bernstein

What

a Wonderful

&

Co.,

Inc., cop. 1915.

When
w.,

m.,

I

I

Leave the World Behind,

Irving

Waterson,

Berlin.

BMTs

Can Dance With Everyone Bui

My

Wife (Introduced in: Sybil),
Joseph Cawthorn and John L.
Golden, m., John L. Golden, T. B.
Harms & Francis, Day & Hunter,

War.
The Kiwanis International organization was founded.
David Wark Griffith produced
“The Birth of a Nation” (based on
Dixon’s “The Clansman”) which,
from a box office .standpoint, ranks

Civil

cop. 1915.

young aggressive music men produced one of
smash hits, NUMBER TEN LULLABY LANE,
which has since moved into the standard music category. Bob
Warren, composer of the song, joined the publisher ranks when
he successfully exploited this number and other outstanding

This firm

&

Old
Coleman

w.,

of

earliest

songs, including

CITY CALLED HEAVEN.

cop. 1916.

Got More Than My
Share, w., m., Grant Clarke and
Howard Johnson. Leo Feist, Inc.,

Know

I

I

After a period of inactivity the firm recently resumed
forts in publishing and music exploitation with

the first 10 films of all time. cop. 1916.
Willard knocked out Jack
1 Want to Marry a Male QuarJohnson after 26 rounds in Ha- tette (Katinka). w., Otto Hauer
vana, Cuba, thereby winning the bach, m., Rudolf Friml. G. Schir-

its

ef-

among
& Snyder Co., cop. 1915.
Jess
You Know and I Know (Nobody

Berlin

Home),

w.,

Schuyler Greene, m.,

heavyweight

;

mer,

title,

Off the coast of Ireland the Gerj

man submarine U-20

1

wm

1

1

Inc., cop.

If I

fired a single

w.,
m.,

Knock

SOMEONE TO LOVE

1916.

the “L” Out of Kelly,

Sam M. Lewis and Joe Young,

torepdo that plowed squarely into
Bert Grant. Waterson, Berlin
the “Lusitania” and sank her with I& Snyder Co., cop. 1916.
Ireland Must Be Heaven, for
1,195 of her passengers, of which
124 were Americans,
My Mother Came from There, w.,
Paul Whiteman organized his m., Joe McCarthy, Howard Johnfamed orchestra, playing what he son and Fred Fisher. Leo Feist,
“syncopation,” but what Inc., cop. 1916.
called
It’s the Irish in Your Eye, It’s
was most commonly referred to as
“jazz.”
the Irish In Your Smile, w., WilIn the Chicago River, the steam- liam Dillon, m., Albert Von ’Tilzer.
er “Eastland” overturned and 812 Broadway Music Corp., cop. 1916.
Otto
w.,
(Katinka).
Katinka
excursionists lost their lives,
Plays of the year included “Stop! Hauerbach, m., Rudolf Friml. G.
Look! Listen!” with Gaby Deslys, Schirmer, Inc., cop. 1916.
Li’l Liza Jane. w„ m., Countess
und a spectacle at the Hippodrome.
N. Y., called “Hip, Hip, Hooray." Ada De Lachau. San Francisco;
Sousa’s band was in it, as well as a Sherman, Clay & Co,, cop. 1916,
Mammy’s Little Coal Black Rose,
kaleide.scope of performers, and in
w., Raymond Egan. m.,. Richard A.
one week it grossed $73,600.
Prices of foodstuffs and other Whiting. Jerome H. Remick & Co,,
cop. 1916.
fommodities were rising.

Recorded by:
I

I

TO LIVE

I

!

i

I

:

I

!

tot

MS
'

i

'

YOU’RE

HEARTLESS

M-i-s-s-i-s-s-i-p-p-i.

Allah’s

Holiday

(Katinka).

Bells)

e

w„

Mother (Her Soldier
Back to Oregon, w., Sam M. Lewis Rida Johnson Young, m., Sigmund
and Joe Young, m,, Bert Grant. Romberg. G. Schirmer, Inc., cop.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co., 1916.
Nat’an for What Are You Waltcop. 1916.
^
At the End of a Beautiful Day. in’, Nat’an. w., m., James Kendis
Kendis
Music Pub. Co,, Inc., cop.
F.
B.
Perkins.
H.
William
w., m.,
Boy),

w.,

i

OLWEN

—

I

'

j

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
1619

RroAdway

New York

19,

N. Y.

Haviland Pub. Co., cop. 1916.
Baby Shoes, w., Joe Goodwin
and Ed. Rose. m.. A1 Piantadosi.
Shapiro,

Bcrn.stcin

&

Co,,

1916.
I

Nodding roses (Very Good EdSchuyler Greene and Hercop. bert Reynolds, m., Jerome Kern.

1916.

1

die). w.,

'

T.

1

B.

Harms

&

Francis,

Day

&

Hunter, cop. 1916,
Nola.
Piano solo, m., Felix
Shisler. Kalmar, Puck & Abrahams
Arndt. Cleveland; Sam Fox Pub.
Consolidated. Inc., cop. 1916.
The Cobbler’s Song (Chu Chin Co., cop. 1915, by Felix Arndt; asChow), vv., Oscar Asche. m.. Fred- signed 1916 to Sam Fox Pub, Co.
Oh! How She Could YackI,
eric Norton. London: Keith, Prowse
Hack!, Wickl, Woo. w.. Stanley
& Co.. Ltd., cop. 1916.
Down Where the Swanee River Murphy and Charles McCarron. m.,
Flows, w., Charles McCarron and Aroert Von Tilzer. Broadway Music
Charles S Alberle. m., Albert Von Corp., cop, 1916.
Poor Butterfly (The Big Show).
Tilzer. Broadway Music Corp., cop.
w.. John L. Golden, m.. Raymond
1916.
Everybody Loves an Irish Song, Hubbell. T. B. Harms & Francis,
Day & Hunter, cop. 1916.
w’., m., William J. McKenna. F. B.
Pretty Baby, w., Gus Kahn. m..
Haviland Pub. Co.. Inc., cop. 1916.
“Forever” is a Long. Long Time, Tony Jack.son and Egbert Van AIJerome H. Remick & Co.,
styne,
Von
Albert
w., Dari MacBoyle. m.,
cop. 1916.
Tilzer. Artmusic, Inc., cop. 1916.
(Continued next week)
Give a Little Credit to Your

Bring

Me

a Rose. w.. m.,

Charles

TO THE FRED ALLEN SHOW
Sunday, Juna 26

For th*

DpMarce

'

I

Sisters' iHtrodaction of

XIME DIDN'T CHANGE A THING
Songs to Remember

Feist, Inc.

'

I

THE DREAM OF

LISTEN

Bert

Hanlon, Benny Ryan, m., Harry
Tierney. Wm. Jerome Pub. Corp.,
cop. 1916; assigned 1918 to Leo

w.,

Otto Hauerbach. m., Rudolf Friml.
G. Schirmer, Inc., cop. 1916.
Arrah Go On, I’m Gonna Go

TING-A-LIN6
(Waits of the

.

1916

•

|

I

'.

JO STAFFORD—Capitol
NOVATIME TRIO—NBC ThosauniB
FOUR ACES— ^ng-Worth
LANNY & GINGER GREY— Lang-Worth
JAN GARBER—Capitol

CITY CALLED

S^€€t

BMI

JUNE

HEAVEN

BALLIN' THE JACK (Niarkt)

CABARET

(Duch^tt)

CANDY KISSES (Hill g Hangt)
GOT A OAL IN GALVESTON
I

(Ropub/ic)

A BIG WIDE WONDERFUL
WORLD (BMI)

IT'S

JUST FOR ME fPotr)
JUST REMINISCING (fncoro)
LOOK UP (Palmar)

OLD FASHIONED SONG

I

'

.noBiuiu

I

;

'

LAUREL
1619

MUSIC

B''0adA3>

CO

Nt.-.

,

"T

O

(Johnttona-Montti)

OPEN THE DOOR POLKA
(Pamora)
FULL OF ROSES

ROOM

(Hill g Rartga)
SAULT STE. MARIE (Mtilin)
SIMILAU (Campbtll)

SOMEONE TO LOVE (Warrtn)
WHILE WE RE YOUNG (Ragantj
YOU'RE SO UNDERSTANDING
(Barrptt)

YOU'RE MINE

(Pergie)

.!
'

VAUDRW.LB
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Vaude
From Week Mpis. Bistros

Patio, B’klyn, Cuts

Marathon Heat Wave Gives

To
The

3 Days
Patio

Camphor Trying Towels

Brooklyn,

theatre,

vaude three days a week
House had
starting Friday (25).
been running a full week, but has
been blitzed by the heat and competition from the Dodger baseball
games. Full weeks will resume in

will play

Atlantic City Best Biz in Years
«

Atlantic City, June 21. i
These are days of gala openings
as the season gets set for the three-

holiday weekend. July 4th
just around the corner. Most spots
are starting to splurge a bit early,
but hot weather proved an irresistible lure over past weekend, which
drew a record crowd.
On the saloon circuit the opening of the Club Harlem, with its
all-Negro show, topped all events.
(See Niteiy Reviews.*
On the Boardwalk, the Hotel
Traymore opened its dazzling Submarine Room with Lenny Herman's band and Jose Melis’ trio.
The Ritz started things rolling with
Nick D’Amico Orch. The Dude
Ranch also brought in a new' show.
Burlesque opened at the uptown
Globe theatre despite rumors that
the theatre would go legit. This to
prosper seasonally with the “peeler” policy.
Bright spot of next week will be
the legits in George Hamid’s Steel

€hi Theatre Sets Radio
And Record Name Shows

day

the

I

I

j

j

!

Chicago, June 21.
theatre is going in
heavily for radio and disk names
for its summer stageshows. Peggy
Lee and Dave Barbour with Bob
Crosby orch teeoff June 24 bill,
Disk jock show beaded by Evelyn
Knight and Vic Damone, is set for
July 8, followed by Andrews Si.sters, July 22, and the Dennis Day

package Aug.

Chicago. June 21.
Show's drew
Davenport, la., last
26,000
in
Held under the
Saturday (18*.
auspices of the Shriners, the show'
records
with
previous
topped
Gyp.sy Rose Lee, featured, doing
six performances.
Terrell Jacobs, while putting
some lions through their paces,
injured his eye with whip tip.

Causes Cancellation Of
Canadians’ Philly Date

5.

Montreal, June 21.
authorities barred
the entry of the Irving Pall quartet

Immigration

Radio City’s $35,000 For
Fireless Firecrackers

Music Hall’s July 4 Show

in for the
|

Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., is
shooting the works with a $35,000
expenditure to produce “fireless
firecrackers” for its July 4 show.

lating

fireworks.

i

Eugene Braun, lighting director,
swing with
Jimmy Costello’s giveaway show has been working on the display
for two years. When completed it
on Million Dollar Pier aired over
in full

Jean Bartel’s Paris Date
Jean Bartel, si/ger. planes to
Paris this week for a four-week
date at Lucienne Boyer’s Chez Elle.
It’s the first date abroad for the
“Mi.ss

wire.
All that for a three-minute display. However, the Hall hopes to

make

America.”

spectacle an annual event.

'

,

I
I

I

j
I

I

500 Club, Atlantic City.

Paris.

June

I

15.

'
|

A

four-week return engagement
Palladium, London, offered
nied entry.
her by the Foster agency, was
Pall quartet is appealing the rulturned down by Ethel Smith, who
ing to the U. S. Commissioner of left for the U,
today ( 15
S.
Immigration in Washington and aboard the Queen Mary. Offer
will also take up the case with stemmed from the solid
reception
the Canadian Commis.sioner of Ex- accorded Miss Smith, not only at
ternal Affairs in Ottawa. The group the Palladium, where she ap|)eared
will make its appeal on the basis the latter part of April, but also at
that it works as an act. American the Lido, Paris, and the ABC,
musicians surch as Duke Ellington Brussels.
have been able to work in England,
Miss Smith nixed the deal bewhere the British union reciprocal- caiKse of previous
commitments,
ly bars U.S. tootler, because he was
which involved mo.stly the ironing
presented as an act.
out of certain details at her Ethel
However, the foreign musical act Smith Music Corp. in New York.
situation has been complicated by The firm,
which publishes organ
the ruling of AFM prexy James music, and also a method
of organ
C. Petrillo, whereby any vaudeville playing, constructed by Miss
Smith,
or cafe turn employing a musical is moving from its present lotainstrument is a potential member tion in the Brill Bldg., New York,
of his union. Consequently, the to larger quarters further uptown
Pall group would fall under the on W. 57th St.
AFM jurisdiction and ina.stnuch as
Miss Smith may return here in
the union is barring foreign musiAugust to appear at the Monte
cians, it’s likely that AFM will
Carlo, which would probably be
continue to bar musician imports.
followed by a London engagement.
Even if immigration authorities

;

at the

i

I

j

)

j
I

|

I

I

i

|

two weeks of turnaway busine.ss
with Sophie Tucker and, right on
her heels, the Ink Spots are turning the same trick.
Reservations
already are pouring in for Harry
Richman who follows, according to
management. Spot recently instituted $1 cover charge along with

minimum and upped

$2.50

Of Renewal Offers

However, American Federation of
Musicians rulings would have prevented the niteries from fulfilling
the contract, thus group were de-

are enjoying plenty patronage and avoiding the crying towels.
Owners say it’s proof positive!
here at least, there’s still dough
around and public is willing t<» dish
it out for good entertainment.
For example. Club Carnival did
tions,

bev-

erage prices and, thanks to name
performers, trade ha.s jumped in-

Click Brings Flock

I

will

WMID.

forme

project shooting stars, pinwheels, skyrockets, etc. Device requires 24.000 bulbs in eight colors
and approximately 300,000 feet of

|

European

Ethel Smith’s

]

Both piers are

i

I

from Canada into the U. S. last
Wednesday (15). Group w as slated
to open that night at the Latin
Casino, here, and dates were inked

In

i
I

American

Royal

most areas, local niteries. using
personalities and unusual attrac-

in
j

,

Immigration-AFM Snarl

Pier theatre, operated by Robert
House is currently installing elecS. Courtney. Initialer is Bert Lahr
trical equipment capable of simuin “Burlesque,” opening Tuesday
(28*.

Gypola Bumps Carny To
Peak Gross in Davenport

fall.

Off

Minneapolis. June 21.
With supper club biz declining

4-

Initial bill under the three-day
format will be Jean Carroll, Jerrj
Cooper, Ross and La Pierre, Salici
Puppets and Three Danwoods.

Chicago

j

As Hiked Bu^et PoGcy Pays

I

!

j

;

!

'
i

j

I

stead of slumped.
Two other spots also pulling boff
patronage are the Hotel Nicollet

Minnesota Terrace and Curly’s,
Former has annual Dorothy Lewis
Ice Show and latter Danny and
Doc’s “Jewel Box” revue of femme
impersonators. Both shows are set
for entire summer. Terrace has
$2.50 and Curly’s $1.50 minimum.s.
Tito Guizar just Concluded two-

week engagement to full houses at
Hotel Radisson Flame Room, w hich
also has $2.50 minimum.

!

i

I

Sophie

Tucker,

Cleveland, Sept.

Mounds

Club,

6.

}

j

.

j

*

I

I

CARDINI

!

Broadivay’s brightest

New Comedienne

ABEL. VARIETY

MARCH

'

t»li.

194t

,

reverse the ruling, it’s unlikely the
cafes will play the act. because
AFM could pull out regular music

crews in reprisal.

"Cordini, Easily the Best of
the Sleight-of-Handers."

I

Dave

,

Rose

orch sot
for an
August date at the Capitol theatre,
N. Y.

MCA

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

i

Cafe to Bring Charges
Philadelphia, June 21.
for the Latin Casino
charges for damages
with American Guild of Variety
Artists against the
Irving Pall
Quartet for failure to appear for

Counsel

will

bring

Hf nation

their
opening
show,
Wednesday (15).
Canadian act. owned and managed by May Johnson, failed to
show when they were allegedly
stopped at the border by U. S.
immigration
authorities.
Jack
Lynch, manager of the nitery,
claims they never notified the cafe
until 7:30 p.m., a few minutes before the dinner show.

Currently at the

NEW YORK

sehsmio**

Lynch recruited a substitute
bill, headed by Guy Marks, mimic;
Grayce Edwards, songstress, and

Margo Wade, dancer.
Casino

is asking $2.3.50 damages
and for los.ses on adverbuildup for the quaitet.

in salary

tising

Saranac Lake
By Happy Ben way
Saranac Lake. June 21.
T.andscapers have given lawns
around the Will Rogers the New

THANK YOU
HARRY MAYER— for
PHIL SPITALNY

book

the

AND THE HOUR OF CHARM
for

and His

Look, while interior is also being
given new decor.
Joseph Dv\yer, exec of the N. Y.
local of lATSE in for visit with
.lohn Nolan, stage technician.
Marie (Warners* Gallagher back
to Philadelphia after a two-week
stay with her daughter, Dolly Gallagher,
reports.

a wonderful two weeks.

who

is

PUPPET ARTISTfiy

ON ICE
Currently Appearing

flashing good clinic

^^HOWDY MR. ICE OF

Jim Wotton. who has seen too

VARIETY and ED SULLIVAN.

N. Y. Daily

much of the infirmary, elated over
surprise visit from wife and sister.
Laura Sloan, formerly of Loew’s.
Cleveland, left for a 10-day fur-

News

for the reviews.

Imprassions

and

satirt

art

sociro

Abel,
Patricia Bright

is

VARIETY

sprinkltd with stardust

Ed SULLIVAN
Monogement:

LESTER LEWIS ASSOCIATES
On# Christophtr
WAtkini 4-8582

Strttt,

Ntw

York

14, N. Y,

CENTER, New York

lough to her hometown.
Jo.sephine Hooper planed in to
bedside of husband, Ted Hopper,
former manager of the Palace theatre, Akrcn.
Joe Phillips took the nerve oper-

Sid KrofTt
are masterpie«’es.’'
Brooks Atkinson. N.Y. Times
“Ingenious and unusual."

ation like a veteran.
News of the death of

"

Sam (RKO*

—

Hawkius. N Y.
World Telegram
highlighted by the puppetry

.

.

.

of Sid

fortunate.
Helen O'Reilly back from N.Y.C.
Self-service cafeteria been dis-

“

ing.

Write to those who are

111.

“

”

.

.

excellent for 1ole\ ision
Al)el. Vain'tv
with _P''P'

.

—

|

“Sid Krofft takes ovei
pels.

J

N.V'.

.

“For the

a

slandonl

.

W'cek’.s

— Danton

Journal

American
.

,

over
Garland. Journal

‘takes

.\mci ica"
preferred list

Walker, N. Y. Dailv
,\cv. s

—Louis
.

•

”

KrofTt
Sobol,

mean

— Robert

—William

Lefko in Philadelphia was a sad
blow to the gang. While here he
gave considerable aid to the less

continued in main dining room at
the Rogers with waitresses replac-

1950’’

.

.

delightful.”

Robert Coleman, N.Y. Daily
Mirror

“
I

frankly hilarious
cores again, again and again
.

.

,

.

imagination

.

en-

in this gorgeou.-ncs.-

—George

Currie,

Fanenal MoaoMnMl^-PETER KROFFT

Brook l.'u
Eagle

}

Wgdnegday, June 22,
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REAL TEST FOR NO-NAME VAUDE
Barto

Would Step Down

As Soon

at

AGVA

I2-CITy RKO

as Successor Is Found

Dewey Barto, national adminis- Eaton, Jerry Baker, Harry Menthe American doza, Danny Martyn, Shavo Shertrative secretary of
Guild of Variety Artists, has an- man, Bert Davis, Dave Arman,
nounced his Intention to step down Jack Gwynne, Henry Dunn, Jimmy
successor can be Ague, Norma Lee, Margie Coate,
as soon as a
mentioned for Charlie Banks, Hap Hazard, George
found. Among tho.se
Irving,
West, Bill Talent, Jackie Bright,
Jack
the post are
midwest regional director; Vic Danny Beck, Sid Marion, Dick
Jimmy
Martin,
organizer;
Charlie Brett, Bob Evans,
Connors, N. Y.
Lyons, eastern regional director. Chick Darrow, Jimmy Hollywood,
drafting
Bob
of
Fitzgerald,
talk
Hubert Castle,
There’s also some
Dave Fox, former eastern regional Vince Silk, Harry Lewis, Will Aubrey, Bill Layne, A1 Sharpe, Wally
director.
Lane, Hugh O’Neal, Whitey CarA large segment of national son,
Sunny Millard, Bill Blomberg,
board members feel that Barto will
Gypsy
Rose Lee, Ray Conlin, Sr,,
He
to
has
year.
this
not resign
Harry
Otto, Russell Swann, Ray
make up his mind before ballots
of national officers and Conlin, Jr„ A1 Mack, AI Tucker

Variety Bills Needed to Bolster

TOUR

Sub-Standard Fix in N.Y. Vaudfilmers

WILL TELL STORY
The

12-city tour of an eight-act
circuit
starting at the Palace, Cleveland.

vaude show on the

June

30,

may determine whether

it’s worthwhile for bookers to continue to knock themselves out in
an attempt to get names or
whether theatres can maintain boxoffice grosses with an eight-act

AGVA

RKO circuit is banking heavily
on the tour to prove that the noname type of variety show will be
able to keep their theatres open.

i

!

I

'

j

j

for election

the initial tour fails, it’s likely
that those houses contemplating
six or eight act bills to beat the
high price of names, will continue
to present spot bookings of headIf

and Frances Kay.
board go out in a few weeks. Rules
Those elected to more than one
preclude his being administrator
post would have to choose which liners. However, if it’s successful,
and board member at the same
position
to hold since constitution an entirely new type of showbusimemberboard
for
time. He’s up
bars multiple office-holders.
ness will be reopened. Circuit is
ship.
in hopes that a successful initial
Deadline for placing new nomintour will be instrumental in bringexpired
ballot
yesthe
on
ations
ing about new talent. For example
R.C., INDPLS.,
terday dues.), and up to press time
there hasn’t been a flash act on the
no new nominations had been reboards for years. Group acts will
ceived.
POLICY again develop and act-producers
Nominees for president .nre Gus
will start working on fledglings
Minneapolis. June 21.
Van, incumbent; Georgic Price and
W’ith
RKO vaudeville to be once more.
Jackie Bright. First vice president launched at the Orpheum here as
RKO is doing everything possicandidates are Jerry Baker, Rex an adjunct to its “A” pictures July hie to insure the success of this
Weber, Bob Fitzgerald, Hap Haz- 28, Radio City will steal a march tour. The initial layout will have
Second v.p., Myron Cohen, on its rival by getting in a stage- an advance man, its own orchesard.
Jack Gwynne, Ray Conlin, Jr. and show ahead of it the week of tra leader, a stage manager and
Third v e e p e e, July 8,
Phil Downing.
two sets of duplicate scenery.
Jackie Bright, Fred Hall, Manny
Initial
will
bill
have Frankie Latter was decided upon so that
Tyler, Larry Blake, Lois Donn, Carle orch, which has played the there will be no opening and closSkippy Baxter, Will Aubrey. Re- house a number of times, but ing hitches. While one set is becording secretary, Margie Coate whose last local appearance was at ing used for example in Cleveland,
Lester Lake, James Flannery, A1 Club Carnival, and the Mills Bros, the second set will be hung in
Tucker, Don Francisco. Treasurer’s and a couple of other acts, not set Cincinnati, and the set used in
post is sought by Henry Dunn (in- as yet.
Cleveland will be transported to
ccumbent) Rex Weber and Bob
the third stop in the itinerary, the
Fitzgerald.
Eddie Mallory, former band- Palace, Chicago.
In addition, RKO publicist Harry
Board member nominations are leader, has opened a talent agency
Barto,
James Flannery, Harry in New York.
(Continued on page 47)
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SEniNG VAUDE
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Tuesday

(28t.

Comics

feel

that the video publicity will augment their boxofflee. Originally
the duo was slated to open their

off.

By way of contrast is the poor
business being done at the Capitol,
N. Y.
Succession of mild films is
held responsible for the dip. Nonetheless, grosses are still sturdier
than when house was on a straight

6.

j

j

j

!

I

!

ORPHEUM,

NBC

show July

j

1

presentation houses. This is borne
out despite the fact that several
vaudfilmers are getting slim gro.sses when picture product is w’eak.
Ability of stageshow’s contribution to intake is best evidenced by
the hefty grosses of the Palace,
now in its fifth week of vaudeville.
Pictures at that house haven’t been
getting raves and advertising concentration on vaudeville is paying

Olsen and John.son advanced the
date of their Madison Square Garden, N. Y., stand to Thursday <30)
in an effort to get the July 4 tourist
trade and at the same time capitalize on their video opening on

layout.

j

V’aude bills are bringing in their
share of business in the New York

0-J Advance Date
Of Garden Opening

RKO

Cast will include June Johnson
and Marty May (Johnson’s daughter and son-in-law), Gloria Gilbert,
Gloria Short, Bill Hayes, stooges,
midgets, etc.

pix policy.

i

I

'

Admission

has

been

$2.50 top plus tax.

set
*n

at

a

The Capitol started

•

b.o.

ROXY SETS JANET BLAIR
FEW WKS. AFTER PAR
Janet Blair and the Blackburn
Twins, together with Herb Shriner,
have been signed to head the new
Roxy show starting July 1. The
deal for Miss Blair and the Blackburns, signed this week, is unu.sual
inasmuch as the trio completed a
stand at the nearby Paramount
several weeks ago. They’ve been
for
another Paramount
pacted
Bob Weitman.
date next season.
managing director, gave
Par’s
special permission for the Roxy

shortly after the

ing the Capitol sub-standards and
pix from other studios. The Capitol
has been getting fewer top films
and needs a succession of boff pix
and equally potent stageshows to
pull it out of the b.o. doldrums.
!

The Strand has
.suffering

secondary
,

slated
policy

to

from

Director

WISHES TO THANK

been
anemia due to

similarly

product.
a

straight

It's

pix

next month, the first time
in many years without a stageshow.
The Roxy presents a somewhat
different problem. This hou.se has

been hitting some los.ses of late,
but management isn’t worried beFollowing the Roxy stand Mi.ss cause it can gross as high as
Blair and the twins play the Pal- $170,000 with proper type bill.
mer House, Chicago, opening in That kind of business can compensate for several bad weeks.
August for four weeks.

deal.

ClffirULOO

,
IlHLL

London

AND CONGRATULATE

FIELDS
FOR BREAKING ALL RECORDS
AT LONDOA’S (REATEST AREHA

THE EMPRESS HALL
EARLS COURT, LONDON, S.W.6

DURING HER 8 NIGHTLY PERFORMANCES
May

b.o.

.screen
go into

CLAUDE LANGDON
Managing

to slip at the
Loew circuit

began channeling its top product
to the nearby State theatre and the
Radio City Music Hall, while giv-

15th to 22nd, 1949

THE EMPRESS HALL SEATS
10,000 PEOPLE PER PERFORMANCE

Uoaeh Walk,

Night

ing

hi

of

them

in

Jimmy
a

jive

Tyler,

who wows

Midwest Dates

number, “Bottoms

t’p.”

Chicago. June 10.
Larry Steele does a nice job as
“Starlit Revue,” with Paul Haaemcee.
keeping
show
moving
the customers’ antics in the square kon, Hammond's Birds, Yost Am- briskly.
(5i.
Marianne Fedele.
dances and country games which bassadors
Harlem does good biz with its
form at least half the show, but Freddy Martin Orch (17( with $1 25 admission. Show and place’s
the regular bill is nicely-rounded Merve Gr'iffin, Betty Gray Trio rep should give it solid biz.
with ballroomologists Kileen with Ray McIntosh «4>. Dorofh.y
ofT
Walk.
and Carver and the Singing Road Hild Dancers (lU); admission $2.
Agent (both New Acts).
Opening of the Beach Walk, de-j
Riley, one of the composers of
Socioiy, IV. V.
I
“Music Goes ’Round.” stresses the spite chilly weather, brought out
Juanita Hall, Jane Dulo, Lester
rulie idiom to the hilt, which is large crowd for w hat is Chicago’s
Goodman and Surah. Tony Scott
what the Barn’s habituees go for. top buy in nitery entertainment.
Orch
(4»; $3 minimum.
Seven-man crew is attired in the Dorothy Hild has. done a fine profarmhand outfits standard with duction job.
Cafe
new owners, I.ou
their
pattern
Show starts off with chorus in Lewis Society’s
such combos and
and Max Mansch, have
work after Spike Jones, the Korn crinoline and Yost singing group
Riley fronts them and Marianne Fedele welcoming hypoed intere.st considerably in
al.
Kobblers,

ll«v«»r

riicx

f

(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL)

Qub Reviews

i

June 18
Liiclrnvc Bo?/(?r, Frank Pouricl
Orvh. Claude Nunnand, Iloberi JaParis,

main's Sextet: nu mittiniuin or com
vert.

Siradford.

I

.

j

I

chantoosey. long
abroad, has returned to Paris and
opened her own boite In a very
nicely decorated room close by the
Opera, The orchestra, organist

The

French

.

.

Colyer, comic, set for the Buiilns
ton. Brown’s Lake. Wi.se.. July
Betty Hill and Minda Lan
start July 1 at the Stork Clul
Council Bluffs, la
Du.sty Brook
replaces Mickey Sharp at the Vin
Gardens, July 1.
this Greenwich Village landmark
Silver Frolics back to three art
the guests.
Number is a trifle since
they acquired it from Barney with Garry Morton, Allen Sister
overlong. Yost quintet besides doJosephson
in March.
Re.su Its, par- and Jimmy Nelson heading nei
ing background vocal chores al.so
ticularly in the five weeks that show.
Judy Manners set for th
have a spot of their own in which
Juenita Hall has been the top at- |Tic-Toc. Montreal. July 1
Solm
they harmonize operetta tunes, also
traction. have been good.
Weekly Marlowe takes over producer chor
an original treatment of “Old Man
gross figures look particularly for the ice show at the Chicag
River.”
in comparison with most of Railroad Fair, opening June 25
Hammond’s white parakeets is strong
the other bistros in town.
Mary Frances Kincaid at Isbell'
one of the finest feathered acts
Lewis & Mansch are tyros to the north side cafe ... Eddy Hall an
seen here i.» some time. Birds are
especially well trained on waltzing, nitery field. Former is a meat Rudy Shell into Kentucky hintei
ringing bells, pulling wagons, and packer who has had a silent inter- lands lo dig up biz for Billboar
for sock finale capturing a minia- est in a couple of restaupnts, Attractions .... Pat Patrick an
ture fort. Even in this oversized while Mansch is a retired baker Malu Gatica parted for Stork Glut
and small hotel owner.
Neither Des Moines, June 24
Mari
spot act got good attention.
Paul Haakon has one short solo can explain how or why they got Lawler opens at Glen’s Rendej
as a Chinese sword dancer in a into the nitery biz except that they vous. July 1. Randolph, the mj
production number which doesn’t had heard that Josephson W'anted gic4an, into same spot July 15.
give proper scope to his talents, to sell the spot he had built up
although expertly done. Should get and they made a deal w’ith him.
Sonny Skylar and Joey Bi.sho
They’re the first to admit that “w’e
better buildup.
lapped for Latin Quarter, N. Y
Freddy Martin orch is the first ought to have our heads ex- Aug. 18.
amined.”
but
they’re
exhibiting
of the name bands for the outdoor
season and seemingly a perfect considerable showmanship and if
choice. While a large band (17 receipts hold to present levels they
pieces) plus vocalist Merve Grif- should have no regrets.
Mi.s.s Hall, the “Bloody Mary” of
fin, Martin has an extremely danceable library. His treatments, with Rodgers A Hammerstein’s smash
five violins are fresh, w'ith pops “South Pacific.” carded into CS
and specials getting equal atten- for a one-month stanza, started a
last
week. Doubling
tion, Griffin baritones neatly. Most renewal
of the sidemen also do choraling, from the musical, she appears
only at the midnight and 2 a. in.
displaying nice harmony.
Betty Gray Trio takes over relief shows. Middle-aged Negro singer
se.ssions with Ray McIntosh doing is unusual-looking and attractive,
!

’

main's sextet are mere incidentals,
the whole draw being Lucienne
Boyer. She sings her old favorites,
like "Parlez Moi d’Amour” plus
some new' songs with telling effect.
Whatever her personal draw, it
looks as if the establishment may
find it hard to weather the economic crisis unless she finds some
smart operator to relieve her of
the business cares. Though strictly
a nitery, it is intended to have tea
dances and dinners incepted there
shortly.
As usual here, there is
neither minimum nor cover charge,
the take coming from wine at about
Maxi.
$10 per quart.

et

in the same vein and demonstrates
adeptness in getting the customers
to join the fun, despite the din.
Ilis trombone solo on ‘‘Who Could
Ask for Anything More’.’” is an
okay bit of foolery and the orch’s
so-called production number, based
on a satire of radio, gives the sidemen a good chance to show' in-

,

dividually.
Bob Scott,

I

V.

Mike Hiley Orch, with Bob Scott;
Singing Road Agent, Eileen &
Corner, Abbey Albert Orch, Piute
Pete; $2.50 niinimuni.

i

,

The corn is out on even bigger
cobs with the booking of Mike
Riley and his orch into the Vill^e
Barn. And. since the room ha^stablished its rep on that type of
entertainment, it should continue
to do the biz it has enjoyed for the
last several months.
As usual, it’s

'
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I
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.
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who claims
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.
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I
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;

^
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Stal.

I

.

;

j

to have
been with Riley 14 years despite
his apparent youthfulness, doubles
as emcee and vocalist, working
Guy has a nice
both acceptably.
crooning voice but waste.s it on a
rendition of “Because”
straight
and his impersonations in the radio
number are only fair. He’d do
ipuch better on some pop tunes,
Abbey Albert orch handles the dnterlude dance music capably and
also plays for the reels and games,
which are neatly presided over by
Piute Pete, now a regular here.

'

j

Barn,

Bros., droc

.

i

i

Claude Normand and Robert Ja-

Villa|{e

Chicago, June 21

Warner

vaude for the summer. Also th
Palace, Cicero, and Palace. Rook
ford. 111
Paul Gray into the Tit
Toe, Milwaukee, June 22 for tw
weeks.
Same date brings Jayn
Walton into the Town House, Rock
ford. Ill, for two frames.
Lenn

Silver Frolles, Chi
Chicago, June 1.
Day, Dawn & Dusk, Joe E. Ross,
Evelyn Terry, Buddy Shaw Trio;
$1.50 miniinuni.

|

i

|

Day.
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With Death
to
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• F.DAl.S lurr rrlirl irnm lonn«nt of
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I.alM>nitorlc»X%«la«k,
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Q
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Name
Addrerf

After “Shortening Bread” intro.
on “Ain’t Misbew'ith “Becau.se,"
which seems too abrupt a contrast.
Darn Hot,” from the
“It’s Too
musical, “Kiss Me, Kate,” sets well
and “Cigareets, Whiskey and Wild
Women” is equally effective. After
several other tunes, trio has a sock
closer with “Calliope.”
Evelyn Terry is one of the bettor
acro-control dancers who finished
neatly with filled-glass-on-forehead
while doing a bend routine for
hefty applause.
Joe E. Ross, soft-voiced comic,

I

fits
Cilv

Ziu**

are making

Slate

some

in nicely.

albeit no sylph, and she’s 100%
solid on her blues.
It’s not the
real lowdown style of warbling,
but an appealing variation that
out-of-the-ordinary
culture. control and smooth volume.

Miss Fedele

slick vocalizing.

does nicely on the Show' tunes and
the Hild Dancers continue to impress as one of the better cafe
lines.
Zabe.

I
!

;

HELENE and HOWARD
I

SOON

shows

LATIN QUARTER

Doubling from “SoPac” shows its
effects, however, and Mi.ss Hall’s

I'lub llarlrm, Allanik*

trio get groovey
havin’’ but lag

»ufe fonii-

lieallby

FDAF

Sure way

Dawn & Dusk

Negro
their periodic return here.
singing, comedy team has built up
Mainstay Dusk garners
solid biz.
his
of the guffaws with
mo.st
mu.gging, while slick ballading of
partners also registers.

i

ITly

!

(

!

YOU MUST VISIT
RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

wkM

I

1

LONDON

for Rar^oiot

CooH, Lagfo^o,
Oaodi ; V ia,

Far

Sporti

TORIA STREET. S.W.

la

Travtl

VIC*

1.

(Continued on page 47)
I

to a full hou.se.

Show put together for owner Le
Roy Williams and Sam Singer, who
Buddy Shaw combo has managed spot for some years,

In

Part,

and

I

)

This spot, featuring Negro show,

opened with a bang

NEW YORK

I

voice seemed somewhat tired when
Atlantic City. June 16.
caught.
She made the audience
Valaida Snow, Jackie (Moms) beg too hard and too long for those
Mambley, “Rosebud,” George Kir- extra encores.
by, Princess DePau & Tero, HorJane Dulo fills the laugh niche
tense Allen, Th? Congaroos, Janet
in the show.
Femme, who’s been
Sayre, Larry Steele, Line (12),
seen at the Blue Angel, Le Ruban
Sabby Lewis' band 20 with Cole- Blue and such spots,
has a lot of
ridge Davis; $1.25 admiss'ion.
good material and sells it well.

i

!

i

I

and piano, which backs acts ca- has everything needed for solid
Zabe.
pably.
entertainment expected in a spot
of this kind. Sabby Lewis’ band is
as hot as they come.

^

PALACE,

j
*

THIS WEEK, JUNE 16

Valaida Snow as the show’s top
attraction opens with “Great Day”
and follows with “When a Woman
Loves a Man” for solid returns.
She rocks the payees w'ith “Chloe”
and is brought back for “St. Louis

Blues”

and

for additional

Momma”

“Yiddisher
pattycakes.

i

I

»

'

past

appearance.s.

Her

Broadway
Hoseish garb grab.s yells from walkon and keeps ’em happy the rest
her

of

BERK -d HALLOW
YOUTHFUL TAP STYLISTS

se.ssion.

George Kirby clicks with impersonations of Dennis Day. Cary
Grant, Rochester, et al. Thev're
slick carbonings, expertly done.
Dancing acts include “Rosebud,”
Hortensc Allen, • the Congaroos
(4t, Janet Sayre. Princess DePau
and Tero. Their dances range from
the ordinary to the interpretive
stuff for good returns.
line al.so provides flash
in .several numbers.

Of

BUNNY

DICKIE

Jackie
Moms Mabley closes!
show with ribald humor and songs
that have made her a fave here in
I

NEW YORK

'

special note

is

The

12-girl

AND CONTINUING ON 14-WEEK RKO TOUR
Thank! to MR.

An Acknowlndqmnnt

DAN FRIENDLY
to

MR. HARRY MAYER
from Our

for So Graciously Roltasing Us

Strand,

Now

York, Confrocf

and talent

the sax play-

DIracrioa:

SAM

lERK. lAlf Sroodwoy,

Now

York 19

Thank yea Olaen A Jekaton for Hie
wonderful 25 weeks' enqogementa
in

Londoa. England; Toronto,

CM*

cage and Indionopoll*.

Clark Brothers

ilE

Downtown, Now York

VaadovllU Tour with Oennii Doy

SULLIVAN

Parsonal Manag«m*iif:

JACK BERTELL
RADIO ARTISTS CORP.

in

CAFE SOCIETY.

JuDd 30th for 7 Wttkt
iiki

SAM STONE

for Thrto Months

OPENING RKO. BOSTON

v.M.v. fkxnk

MAX MANSCH,
and

World's Top Dancing Stars

i/ir„

Thanks to
LEWIS LEWIS

mo.nt

EO SULLIVAN

.

.

“Toast of

.

the Town.”

JOHN REED KING

IM milAOtlPHIA, PA.i

tLliMON HOTEI

loth
.d

allow

s r R

u €

I

.

.
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“•••f

Girl."

WENDY lARRY

Show.
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VAUDEVILLE
Vancouver Theatre Drops
Shows After Six Weeks

No-Name Vaude

Ruban Blen’s Hiatus

Ruban Bleu, N. Y., is slated to
Vancouver, June 21.
close for the summer July 2. ClosContinued from pace 45
Odeon Hastings has dropped ing bill includes Michael Brown,
publicity cam- RKO.
With the possibility of vaude shows after a six weeks’ try Joya Sherrill, Three Riffs, KirkMandell wlU start a
wood and Goodman, Bibi Osteraround the suc- getting a 12-week route, it will be that didn’t pay off.
naifin centering
wald and Norman Paris trio.
Advertising an easier matter to get acts for
Palace.
Y.
N.
JSisful
House, located in Skidrow disthe N. Y. house.
But more im- trict is
heavy.
Reopening is scheduled for Sepoutlay will be
a former Pantages house
portant is the fact that it may
tember.
Timing
Bad
known as the Beacon. Until Odeon
Admittedly
that the cause a leveling effect on the top Theatres took over
Circuit toppers concede
house
it played
out in an ex- name acts.
vaude, but later shifted to pix
troupe is starting
It is known that some of the
However, it
when operating nut became too
trtmely tough time.
Enlisted to Clean
policy had RKO houses such as Cleveland and high.
Palace
the
Bert
Levy Circuit had
was felt that
Boston
have
a
standing
nut of
to the keys at this
spread
booked
it.
be
to
Up Midwest ‘Strip Joints’
capitalize on the more than $10,000 weekly exclutime if only
Conpublicity sive of talent and pictures.
national
Chicago. June 21.
Extraordinary
sequently. when a heavy budgeted
got
at
its
Palace
Y.
N.
Local branch of American Guild
which the
A later stagebill flops, the loss is tremendCIRCUIT
of Variety Artists is policing the
opening five weeks ago.
Thus, these lower-budgeted
publicity value would ous.
"strip joints” and warning peelers
start and the
shows increase their importance to
IN
to keep within bounds or else be
have been dissipated.
the industry as a means of keeping
show
have
touring
the
on
All acts
subjected to disciplinary action by
Miami,
these
houses
going.
June
22.
played the N. Y. flagship. Playing
Police had warned
jthe union.
Wometco circuit of hlmeries bistro owners that gals were goinC
order of the show will be Berk &
plans to institute stageshows to
Hallow, Chords (2), Watson Sisters, Oct. 27 Start at N. Y.
too far out of line of decency, but
hypo grosses. Chain will set split
Hammond’s Birds, Mack, Russ &
dumped the controversy
Copa for Joe E. I.^wis week bills at the Capitol and one- o^>erators
Owen Wally Brown, Dolinoff &
into the lap of AGVA.
Lewis
will start his an- night stands in their nabe houses,
Rooney.
Joe
E.
Pat
and
Sisters
Saya
then
asked Jack Irving.
Police
Arthur
Price,
chain’s exploitaBudget will rup around $5,500 nual Copacabana, N. Y., engagehead,
regional
midwe.st
tion chief, will also be in charge AGVA
which is considerably more than ment Oct. 27 for 10 weeks. Lewis’
would have
otherwise
it
to
act:
of
bookings.
He’ll
use acts playing
New
the Palace budget, but travel and date is slated to last until
throwto shutter .some 30 spots,
Prior to his Copa cafes in the area.
living expenses had to be taken Year’s eve.
of
out
entertainers
ing
200
into account when setting up the stand, Lewis will al.so play tue
ukase,
issued
work.
Irving
Piping Rock, Saratoga, starting
wagescales.
"clean up or lose your union card.”
Richman
Buys
Ranch
The invisible headliner will be Aug. 15.
Reno, June 21.
Each
The Copa is still to set two headthe fabulous N. Y. Palace.
Harry Richman has purchased Liquor Bd. Closes Ohio
act will have played the N. Y. house liners to round out the year. Joey
and shows will be advertised as the Adams has been signed to start the Canyon Ranch near Reno for
Spot for ‘I^wd’ Shows
next week (30) with Tony Can- a reported $58,000. The 1.900 acre
cream of the Palace crop.
Hubbard, O., June 21,
Success of this bill will solve zoned, Mark Plant, Beatrice Kraft site was once owned by a daughter
for
Pe rry DeBonis. owner of tlie
and Mindy Carson. Jimmy Du- of showman P. T. Barnum.
the talent problem, at least
Ohio
Tavern,
has lost his liquor
rante is tentatively slated to come
Richman will board about 100
license for allegedly presenting
in in September, but that’s still head of cattle on the
ranch.
"lewd and lascivious” floor shows,
indefinite.
Three agents of the Liquor
dint of his own warbling and strik- Board testified they witnes.sed a
ing personality. Judging by recep- show March 19 in which three

VFWs Concert
Tour for Giizar?
Minneapolis, June 21.
who concluded hl.q
run at the Hotel Radisson Flame
Room, is considering a deal with
the Veterans of Foreign Wars to
organize and headline a show to
play 123 cities under its sponsorship next season. It would be a
guarantee and percentage arrangement.

;

Tito Gulzar.

I

AGVA

I

!

;

I

j

I

I

j

I

WOMETCO

|

I

VAUDE

I

PUNS

Guizar left here for Puerto Rico
for a series of appearances. He’ll
also play k number of South American dates.

—

!
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Iximbardo’s Long: Island

^

Roadhouse

'

i

i
I

!

!

Guy

Clicking:

Bi^

Freeport, N. Y., June 21.
Lombardo’s East Point

'

Hou.se here, on Long Island, which
teed oif with an invitation gala last
week hut has been publicly operating only since Friday (17), has been
jam packed from the start. It seats

I

i

I

I

i

•

;

!

500.

!

I

j

'

Mrs.

|

'

is

I

Guy

(Lilliebelle)

Lombardo

running the roadhouse with her
who has restau-

brother. Bill F'rie,
rant experience.

;

^

'

j

i

j

THE NATION'S
LEADING CONTROL ARTIST

i
j

i

THE

LANGS*

|

j

Night Club Reviews

Clowning

4'afe ^ioelet.Ve N. Y.
She clicks okay with her lusty
specialty tunes.
Surpri.se of the session, at least
as far as billing is concerned, are

I

'

^

!

draped,

Goodman and Sarah

(

comedy

Son & Sonny are sock with
taps and acrobatic dancing.

JACQUELINE

.

j

business

Saints-Sinners Meet
j

Buffalo.

June

21.

HURLEY

Three-day convention of Circus
Saints and Sinners was held at
Bradford. Pa., near here over past

proceedings.
;

toe-

CURRENTLY

weekend.

i

“Lester Goodman and Sarah.” Instead of a dialect team that might
be suspected lurking under a label
like that, act turns out to be a Negro duo in exotic dances. Scantily-

I

and

entertainers participated in
"indecent” displays lewdly.

that doesn’t detract from the act’s
singing, spices and diversifies the

I

j

femme

tion
at
the show caught, the
quartet's vocalizing style is still
tops. Lads did a dozen numbers.

Continued from page 46

Perry Martin, first-rate singer,
National officers were in attendand orch, do capable show backing ance as was also a lUU-man deleand give out admirably for cus- gation from the Buffalo Tent led
tomer dansapation.
Rees.
by ex-Mayor Thomas 11. Holling.
[

;

LATIN QUARTER

j

NEW YORK

.

;

i

I

Par. Mgt.: BERT

COLLINS

•

who

his sister) show unique control
in a native African number, a Balinese routine and a jazz

is

and style
'

Show Business’ Newest Amazing Comedy Act

,

They’re accompanied by ArRene on a Congo drum.
Routines are ultra-civilized veraboriginal dances and lack
of
sions
excitement and movement
the
they might have without all the
bit.

I

^TOPS^^ in

turo

DAZZLING

THRILL-A-BATIC^X
REVIEWS FAr.ACE.

N. Y.
16th -- "The uronp
haa freshneaa an<l youth,
ThoyTe
okay lor moat viaual iiieUia.
Joae.

!

I

Tony

June IRih

—

i

I

Won

act with lota of claae.

doua hand."

Scott has tooted his
clarinet with a number of top outfits, most recently Claude ThornDrummer Irving Kluger is
hill’s.
bow-in.

its
^

"Senan ional
liemeii-

—Smith.
I

riirrently

•EILIVUE CASINO CAFE, Montreal

I

Reoently
I

TEXACO STAR THEATRE

refugee from Harry James.
a
Pianist is Dick Hyman, who proves
the standout man of the quartet,
and bass is Lenny Gaskin. They
do a very acceptable three-way
parlay, backing the show, providing

MILES INGALLS

Dir.:

Httel

Attar
City

combo
making

four-piece
is also

Scott’s

on the bandstand

—

Billboard,

VIRGINIA LEE

varnish.

VARIETY, June

i

Ntw Yark

own

their

contribution

to

'ELEGANT HUMOR'

i

Just Concluding at the

,

j
'

RKO PALACE

it

and making with the dance tunes.
They seem to handle with ease
anything from jazz to rhumba.

NEW YORK

Herb.

COMEDY

CJub r«rnlvaU Mplw-

MATERIAL

Minneapolis, June 21.
Ink Spots <5). Son & Sonny, Per-

for All Brmnehog of Tfieofrico/t

FUN- MASTER
'Tho

ORIGINAL Skew-Bix Gag

NOS.

1

(Order

to
in

;

Fila"

ry Martin Orch.
$2.50 minimum.

@

30
$1.00 Ea.
Sequence Only)

13 RIes for $10.00
Alt 30 Filet for tas.OO
First

•

3

Bki.

PARODIES

• HUMOR.OOR tar
• 3 Blackout Boekt

$10

Na

Per

Bk.

$2.1.00

Emtett.. 25.00

•
•
•

'

W. |4th

fine

in

fettle

team,

and Son & Sonny,

among

the

Manaqamanf:

tops,

and stepping that
high degree of customer

MATTY ROSEN

'

induce a
enthusiasm.

Dept. V. N. Y. 19

CIRCLE M130

—

and. in consequence, the pace
never slackens. With the Ink Spots

there’s vocalizing

I

St.,

H hilarlooM liand-tu-luirid act with the
gal Uie iiiHlerslander,
‘‘Volunteer” effert
Is s<i lealisiic it Isn't until the final trick
file HinliciMe got
ttial
wise to the fact
that (!ilt>en was part of the act.” Billboard, .lime ‘ZS.

ie

corcr,

down

dance

$25 oa. •
Of all 3 DIR. Valt. (or $50
FREE info, on other material.
C.O.O'i— Opon Daily Incl. Sundayt

PAULA SMITH

MO

$l

this
i

• MINSTREL BUDGET

(12);

The two colored acts comprising
show don’t permit a single let-

!

-Special;

ViiKiiiiM Lee, lillletl an a single, works
wilti (ill tJilBeit (unbilled), who comeM on
fniMi out frctiil ae a “volunteer.”
Hesnlt
‘

'

1

143 West 49th Stroot
Now York 19, N. Y.

Kenny continues to keep the
Ink Spots among the quartet leadBill

pr.s

of

the

.stage

and niteries by

and

Currently in 42nd

His Orchestra

CHINA DOLL, New York

SMASH WEEK

Thonks to

Oponinq July 1st

WEST END

CASINO,
FOR

Exclusive

^

|

10

TOM

lALL

.

Deal,

New

RCA

Jersey

Victor

WEEKS

Records

Mgt.-LEONARD GREEN AGENCY, 254 W.
PHblic Rotations:

54th

St.,

DELMAR A KRAVITZ

New

York

.

!
i
.
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Piutn Pet*
Villas* VanswarS

Josh Whli*
luacphine Premie*
Marian Brue*

VARIETY BILLS
WEKK OF JUNE

Zt

Kirk

:

A

I

Jerry

Rita

CHICAGO

Le.^ter

Chicas*

aKabunilM
elyn T\ ner

\
1.

(iatos
Muiic Hall
B'eve Rvansi

(P) 33

Peggy Lee
Dave Barbour 5
Bob Crosby

l.'is

31

(I)

Marie Louise A
Chaiiea
Borrah Minevltch
Harmonica Rascals
Joe Crosbie
Joy Nichols
Cynthia A Gladys
Glenns
Eddie Gordon

Morey A Eaton
Chuck Brown A

V>t«

Bunny Briggs
Prof Backwards

Rockettes

S'way (WR) 34-3S
Glen Henry Duo

Mayo
Elna Rennelin
S Mart Si Lee
pa

('ill

S.v

m

V Sunday
Toy A Wing

Ore

Palac* (R> 13

>M wards Bros
MeLanban
Hodge

Rio

Grauman Co

Paramount

13

(Pi

Olympia

Adio

H M

Ball.intine

Romv

Sis

Boys

.

Arnold Shuda

I

'

j

'

Billy

Empire (M) 30
Bebe A Belle
Adler
LeRoys

Empire

Sadler

Helen Oainora

Mr Lyons
Humoresques

M

OMAHA

MeCienahan

ding Belles A
Blades
Strand (W) 14

Billy

Petina

Carman

Cihureh

Mariivn

Hale

Hippodrome (I)
Roy AcufT
<lrii\d Old Opry
State

Daniels Co

Steve

Rexanos
Daniels

A

Dale

Capitol

I

Adrian A Spero

30

:

33

(L)

Ore

'

Palace

37-30

(I)

Glen Gray Ore
Janet Blair
Blackburn Twins

A A C Fanton
H •rrv SleRen

j

NEW YOKK

Wally Brown

EAST

CAMOIN

Oranada (I) 30
MUIs A Belita
George van Dusen
Cook a Poniea
Sereno A Joy

Towers (I) 34-1*
Fayoe A Foster
Kay Kenton
Bros

Prolics

Bud Prentice Ore
Vine Gardens
Bros

CITY

sEateiie
Dorothy Ross

Bill

Jilla

Ai'tini

(3>

Alickey Sharp

Velma Sherry
Mel Cole Oro
Pancho Ore

1

ceive of a film with this sort of
playoff before it was even made.
Freed said. “It would have to be
as carefully prepared and accomplished as ‘Oklahoma!’ and not
a

program

basis.

The

great writers, such as Irving Berlin
and Oscar Hammerstein 2d, could
he drafted to work on them.

Knapp

Hotel

Webb

I

I

!

BRITAIN

I

W Keppel A
IAS Davis

ASTON

Hippodrome

IS

(I)

Betty

Btanley Matthews

Tamy Mara

Moss Co
Georgle Woud

Konyots
Reg Radcliffe
Darroll Richards

Tom

Co

Trp

tilrls

Hippodrome (Ml
lianny Kaye
Skyrockets

Moreno Co
ScoH A Foster
Jose

BOSCOMBI

Hippodrome (I)
Maxime
B *'
Vernon

Palace (i) 30
Curley Jay
Mias Blandish

.1

Voyle
A Breen

Reading

A

A Kay
Rex A Rita
Syd Shields

Gi ant le v
A Josie

Wall
Jover
Haf
Pit A Julian

Tommy

A

S

Tanner

<S)

Gave

Locke Singers
Boh Grey

J

3 Inipa
Patricia

Beau'igals

CAROIFP
New (S) 10

A Freda

Desmond

Beitrtnd's

Pigeons

'

A

JdacDmiald

I

Graliain

Casino Dainselles

LIVRRPOOL

l<es Storks

CHISWICK
Empire

I

I

30

(S)

,

Fieddie Forbes
Lee Koyie

I

I

At Burnett

Newman Twins

;

Johnny Lockwooil
Bent Blue Co
'

'

^
4.

Doyle
I

Blown

Wtiite
I

I

A

*

efe

li

.

iV

Webster
E A
EDINBURGH
.1

Empire (M>
Jack Itadclifte
Ben ^ ost Co
IMei

\

J. it (|ui‘line
Dunbar
H»'en Norman
Agnelte A Sylvio

FINSBURY

(M)
Afarx

W

I

j

20
•

Zona ns

Jafk Jackson
Winilred Atwell

Hague

Ariemus
Freda
I

\N

\

n

Chas Cole
Palace

Bella

(Mi

20

Smaro

Shepaid Line
Alt Waner Ore
I

No

Pifth

1

Av*

Juenger Ballet Lint
Bl Chic*

Fletcher A Sheldy
Namy Andrews

Boslia

Alan Ross

Rios

Bob Downey
Hazel Webster

A

Hotel Biltmer*
Jack Eclw;4i'ds Ore
Harold Barr.v

K

Garcias
,

Banks

Siiznnne

l^atuna A Sparks
Donald R Stuart
2 Rosinas
Duncan’s Collies

Cli.ar'e.

Billy

1

Hippodrome (S)
Monte Rey
(ieorge Doonan

PARK

Empire (Ml 30
Adrienne A Leslie

Leun Cortes

LONDON

MANCHESTER

30

Ml S iunders

Laconas

Dave Barry
Harold Barnes
•Max Bacon
7

.Slav;-, »i

Sea foi
Bros
Annette
•lor

''<

Balcombes
A Rogers

Palladium

Johnny Crawford

Harold Fonville
Old Kniek

Gene Barry
Paul Killiam

Leachman

Gloria

Bob MeMeniinen
John Silver
Gloria Manning
Al Cooper OnI

I

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Bob Fitzgerald

Carmen Montoya
Mickey Fieeman

Joanne Florio
Scotli
Joe LaPorte Ore
Hotel Astor
Carmen Cavallaro O D'Aquila Ore
Penthout*
Hotel Belmont-Plaza
Gloria Benson
Nobie A King
Bill.x
Tabbert
Hiiio!!’ Birds
Voli O’Bi vn
Eddie Stone Ore
Kurt Maier
Caslt-ll.iinox
Ore

Baro

H A C

Gansert

W'illiain

Val A Monty
Sirdani
Olsen A Sealion

i

Kave’s Pekinese

r

Empire (M) 20
Smith Bros

Malcia

2

DERBY

Grand (S) 30
Arthur Aska.v
Jjiiel

3

Jimmy James Co

Charlie Kun/

Dietz

Jack

Kenneth Buffet
Mildred Ray Line
Tnni Reyes
Saeasas Ore
f’ancho Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Fred Oliver Ore
William Adler Ore

liart

Margery White

I

Eddie Davis

A Allen
Marilyn Joyce

Rita

Havana-Madritf
Bob A Lurry Leslie
Raquel A Rolando

Dal Murray
Audrey Kay

King

Clifford

Goodman
Norman Paris ?
Leon A Eddie’s

Shirley
'

Chapuseaux
Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheros
Vizcaino Ore

Tommy

Raiulana

j
'

C Handy

DaiiiTi'cMi

Brownie Boys
Eric Coverdale
Lewis

Web.sler Booth
Anne Ziegler
J. ick Stanford

Bunny

Co

LINCOLN

Riffs

Kirkwood A

A Ashour

Chora* Sextet
Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mera

Royal (I) 30
Jimmy Bryant
T St Denis A Beryl
Miss France

I'l.M'ies

.1

H

Colin

Dav

Shiela

i.ions

l.ionel

A

Pamelia Auafin

(

I.

W

Silvas

I'alhot

Lamb

Gil

benefit of a

Joya Sherrill
j

Bailey

Lucienne

Palace
30
SAM
Harrison
Les

IS

(1)

M>tl Lesmore
J ii'Mii) Lax'uck
I*
Crosby
J
12

Pearl

LEICESTER

Slrictland

1.

Ramona Lang
Diamond Horseshoe

Sis

Loi'donaires

V.»e Su/elle
<.'tM'on Jones

<

Jack Cassidy
M Durso Ore
Alvare* Ore

Wallababies

Bayinski
3 Salvadoris

Waddington

Empire

<

Penny Carroll

Manners

Ethel

BRISTOL

B

!

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 30
Tommy Fields

Volants

f.i.el

Joyce

Danny Keene
8 Girls
10

Cm /.mis

Jtanne

A

Sylvia

BRADFORD

Alhambra (M)
Hutch

Ph'l

i

Bell

Peier Cavangh
Ba\ir A Renee

|

!
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I. olus

Bill

i

ORIMSBY

30

Collison

S

i

Cooper Twins
Hamilton A Vaasl

Olga Varnna

7

I

Billy Cotton Bd
Teas O’Shea
3 Hotleys
Joe Black
Alan Clive

Ore

Kerr

LAB
Craig A

I
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Dunhills
Bill

'

GLASGOW
Teas A Bill
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Jimmy Nelson
Iiind

day, 40 years later, it still stands
as a film house. But for 25
Just before the turn of the cenyears
tury Atlantic City hotelmen and! it was operated as a legitimale theatre.
During that period it boasted
other business interests knew the
city had a future. Their first move the appearance of every prominent
was to give its visitors something star in America.
It
was a theatrical tradition
which would make them rememher the resort always. This was a that more successful plays wert
lung walk of boards that would launched in the Apollo than at any
withstand winter tides and the other house in the country.
So
w ear and tear of millions of feet. strong was this belief that proIt
was called a Boardwalk. Along ducers were influenced by the trait
and on either side every amuse- dition that good luck accompanied
ment ever devised by man started, a first pre.sentation at the Apollo.
Ten successive “Ziegfcid Follies’*
tailed or flourished.
had their beginnings there. It was
To go down through the lists the favorite
tryout spot for David
during the years with a detailed
Belasco and Jed Harris.
account
of
resort
amusements White and Earl Carroll George
tried to
would result in a book. Let’s hit
scoop each other for August bookthe highlights, though, and make
ings through many «j)roductions of
that famous old playhouse, the
the “Scandali” and the "Vanities.”
.Apollo theatre and the Boardwalk
The A Jolson shows saw their bethe high spots.
ginning on the Apollo boards.
In the beginning, hotel people
For years the late Samuel F.
ran their own amusements to en- Nixon managed the hou.se. It
was
tertain their guests. While they he who deserted the uptown
Globe
continue to do so to this day in for the more central local ion
after
their
huge establishments, the persuading Fralinger lo build his
crowds have been such that there fourth playhouse. As a matter
of
has always been a need for other fact, when Nixon gaye up
his lea.se
amusements, not only for the hotel on the Globe the Shuberts stepped
guests but for the great excursion in. and then started a booking
war
crowds whose money really built which lasted some 15 years, or
unthe city.
til the
death of Nixon. His son,
Early in the century the ocean Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger. succeedpiers accommodated these crowds. ed him and to end
the friction
It’s safe to say there isn’t an old
formed the Nixon-Apollo theatre
trouper alive today who at one corporation, in which he
interested
time hasn’t played a resort pier. the Shuberts. A. L.
Krlanger,
Working uptown, there were the Charles Dillingham and Flo ZiegMillion Dollar, which had vaude- feld.
ville,
pix and dancing; the old
Nixon-Nirdlinger later turned his
Young’s pier, vaudeville and hun- interest in the Apollo over
to the
dreds of other attractions; the Stee- late Jules Mastbaum. who
then
plecha.se, with everything a kid’s headed the
Stanley Co. of America.
heart yearned for in the way of Times were changing
and Hollyslides and wheels; the Steel pier, wood was
making great inroads on
with its great bands, their after- the legitimate theatre.
Except in
noon and evening concerts, vaude- the summer season the Apollo
ville and films, and the dancing
made no money for its owners.
on *he far end; and then up to the Mastbaum turned it back
to NixonGarden, with its fine playhouse, Nirdlinger, end the electric
sign
where big Broadway shows opened in front said “Not a Movie.”
It
and the great name bands played staggered on for five years
until
for da.icers who enjoyed what was
Nixon-Nirdlinger’s death abroad.
probably the finest and largest floor Then it was closed, in
the early
in the U. S.; and so up to Heinz,
’30s. From time to time, in season
built to promote his 57 products, and
out, some brave soul tried
but a favorite because of lectures again, the last
being Chamberlain
and music for old and young.
Brown, who tried to operate on a
For years they brightened the subsequent hasi.s.
days of the vacationist, but one by
Reopenrdin 1934
one they fell to demon fire, or the
endless wear of the sea, or the
The hou.se wa.s extensively redi.sdain of the fickle public.
decorated in 1934 and reopened
,

Allen Sis

‘B’way Melody’ Ran a Year
Pierre
Freed thinks of the idea in terms
A Cunsuelo of playing these films in smaller,
Striders
Betty Jane Watson
Jack Corliea
legit houses in all key cities.
Stanley Melba (tre
He
Blue Angol
Ralph Lane Ore
would shoot for runs comparable
Hayes Gordon
Hoiel Roosevelt
to those of legit, shows. His plan
Louise Howard
Three Suns
Stan Freeman
Paul Sparr Ore
would have each producer-direclor
Roae Murphy
Hotel St Ropis
follow through after making the
Herman Chittlson 3 Laszio A Pepito
Martha Wright
M Shaw Ore
pix by participating in sales and
Bop City
Hotel Statlor
exploitation. As an eample of w'hat
Billy Eck.stin*
Eddy Howard Ore
C Barnet Or*
can be done, he cited "Broadway
Hotel Taft
Jackson 3
Vincent Lopez Ore
Melody,” one of the first musicals,
Iceland
Cat* James
which Freed produced and which
Danny Lewis
Jerry Bergen
Harlan Dixon
Amy Andrews
ran 53 weeks on Broadway. “Gone
Eddie Nelson
Jack Prince
With the Wind,” “Best Year.s” and
Harry Forrest
Gordon Andrews
Perry Mayo
Johnny Nazzaro
“The Jolson Story” were also menMorris Lloyd
Care Society
tioned as examples.
Line
Jane Dulo
Jack Palmer Ore
Juanita Hall
Hollywood can do a better job
Latin Quarter
Geo Shearing Ore
with
originals
than
Broadway
Joe Howard
China Dell
Roger Ray
Kanazawa Troupe
shows adapted for pix. Freed said.
Helene A Howard
Jadine A Jackie
He added that he would rather do
Lei a Moore
Mel Ling
Don Saxon
Pupi Campo Ore
an original with Hammerstein as
Jose Curbello Ore Art W'aner O
tunesmith than buy the best that
B Harlow Ore
IJne (7)
Le Coq Rougo
Florence Ahn
the mainstem has to offer. “Meet
Oscar (’alvet Ore
Wong Sisters
Me
in St. Louis,” Metro’s biggest
Jack Towne Ore
Copacauan*
Le Ruban Bleu
moneymaker in the song-and-dance
Martin A Lewis
Ra>e A Nalcti
Michael Brown
bracket,
came to the lot without
Eileen Barton
Bibi O.sterwald

CANADA
HAMPTON

Allen

The Elduras

Silver

Garry Morton

by those who scoffed.”
To adopt this specialized, longrun way of playing off a musical,
the producer would have to con-

made on

YOUNGSTOWN

3«-3f

Dawn

(S)

!

Roulettes

I'hompion
Whitaker Bros
S Ol.inipic.s

J.iriy

Empire

:

6 Victorian Belles
I

WASHINGTON

Sammy Kaye

A Bob

'"lly

A

Minis

J>

>

Honey Dreamers
Ralph Sterling
John Kriza
Rrtb Ann Koesun
£iic Braun

Golden and George M. Cohan. “A
lot of their ideas were thought
fantastic, but later were adopted

Chris Worlman
Olive Dale
Killy Gillows

I

Wheeler

Bert

13-3S

(I)

Ar> Don

Jimmy Jimae Co

13

!

30

Theo Lambert

I

Hope A Ray

C'hristine

(I)

Marie Lloyd Jr
Harry Tate Jr

i

>

Tommy Mitchell
Nat Hope
SHEPHERDS BUSH

33

(I)

30

Raydini

A Jene
A Rogers

Miller

BALTIMORI

(I)

Vic Ray A Lucille
Jimmy Rubins

PHILADELPHIA

Cummings

Ml
G:*!*

Savoy

A Mignon
Reyes
A Rosa

Martell

R*l Ingle Ore
S mny Howard

Retabeiiia

Harry Hall
Bill Snyder Ore
"Salute til Rodgers
A Hammerstein’*

best producers in the world have
been drawn from writers of musit-.
Freed added, citing Rodgers &
Hammerstein, Irving Berlin, John

'

YORK

Empire

SCUNTHORPE

Orpheum (P) 33
Eddie Howard Bd

Si;

D

Boh

Niles

we supply the entertainment.” The

i

Aristun 3

Joe Ortnes

Maria Neglia
B Fuss A Mary

Ann

in "Mary’s Lamb.” It had
been
completed at a cost of $21)0,000*
and the fire jinx was beaten.’ To^

Atlantic City.
the amusement picture in
seaside resort has changed in
the past 50 years!

I

3 Monarchs
Beryl Seton
Slim Allan
Victor Standing
4 Yeomen

Royal (M) 30

WALKER

How

hibitor opposition to such a plan.
“All they have are their tour-walls,

10

D A J O’Gurman
H Norman A l.add

PORTSMOUTH

Iris

(S)

Changed

It’s

By JOE

ttiis

led Straeler Oic
Sherman Hotel

Continued from page

WOOD GREEN

Max Miller
C Warren A Jean
Van Dock

(6>

Buddy Bust
Palmer Heus*
Sid Caesar

Freed on Filmusicals

Chorus

Palace

Johnny Lawson 3

PIjikn 3-3354

20

Rob Currie

Nesbitt
Bailey

r

(I)

Hild Dancers

Hotel Stovons
"Skating Circus"
Betty Atkinson
Charles Hain

Harry Loman
Connie West
Ben George

MAH
Harry

ONT At T

C

EDDIE SMITH
KKO HIdg.. Suite »0<

O

Ambassadors
Bub Hammond
^ ost

10

City,

Gloria Bundy

Bendon
Howard

Bert

NOTTINGHAM

Larry Griswald
Burk A Chic

R KPK F.SK.NT \T10X

(M)

And How

A B Ou Ray

Longstaff

Erne.ste

Larry

WISHING

Freddie Marlin Ore
Marianne Fedel*
Paul Haakon

A Knox

Hippodrome
3

Merry Maids

:t

Standard Acts

Brewer Ore
H Edgewator Beach

J

WOLVERHAMPTON

Trevor

Harmony
8

Joe Isbell
Brad A Judy

Radio Revellers

Dunn

S.'bit

Pal
I

Johnny Knapp

Flanagan
Naughtun A Gold

K A E Marsh

Bob Freeman
Penny Singleton
Van Kirk
Ben Berry

34

'

Andrews

Remo

20

Fiud

Harrison

Kieadie

31
Williams 3

Robertson
Eleanor Chri.stian
Adrianne Lorainc
Billy Chandler Ore
Hotel Bismarck

VICTORIA

Palace
N'ervo

Morgan

Gil

Rob Murray

NORWICH

(P)

HolsinES

I-eslie Strange
Rith-nan A Jackson
Le< Breatos
Walter Niblo

Hippodrome (it 30
Norman Meadows

;

Al

SWANSEA

Bernard Albrow

I

MIAMI

Bd

Prinia

A

Vie

!

3

A Rogers
Roy A Emily
Marc Ballero
Mosiieur Richard

& Atkins
Senator Murphy
1. luis

!

•niy

The Spaulding

McGinty

<''ile

Siul

Marianne Lincoln
Jack Francois
Aimand A Anita
Dick Beamish
Denis Murray
Samtny Curtis

I

BRANCH

LONG

Paramount (WRi IS

Cee Davidson Ore

Krar.y Komedy
Kii k.s

Twins

Costello

I

Pare*
Niesen

Marie

Allan Jone.s
Irene Hervey

Jackley

Nat

Danny White
The Nobel 3

>Iai'ie

A Allyn &
li'onis Sis
V West A

I

Miss

Ballet

(1e

Cl

Dogs

Empire (M)
E A J Paul

NEWCASTLE

Empire (M) 30

Bubby Peters Ore

Henny Youngman
J A T Mahoney
Rudy Cardenas

Rhyder

Slim

Menken

Hal

!

Malta’s

Alpha Duo
Dc Bear A
Du Barry

Sarony

Leslie

KINGSTON

Miss

Harold Tomlin

Chei
Gertrude

Anne Shelton
Robb Wilton
O C Robinson
C Adey A Dawn

50 Years of Atlantic

Sit.

Skating Blvdears
Charles A Lucill*
Jack Raffloer
Jerry Mapes

Klaus

Snuffy

;

CITY

Krini'kinann

Nancy Bell
Cody Sandiser

(>nnn<>< linn

Capitol (L) 13
vino Key Ore

Miieha Borr Or*

Wonder Wheelers

Blackhawk
Eloisc

NfW YORK

Wllliama
Waldarf-Aatarla

Eddy Duehin Or*

CHICAGO
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Cyril Main** S

20

Dun>

Gillar
Dn'-r.s

Har<ild Nagel Ore

Hotel

Edison

Henry Jerome Ore

Hotol New Yorker
Nat Rrantlw>nne
Ore
Jobni.y Flannagan

Mona McDonald
Walden

Joan

Aileen Gralf
Eloulse Christiana
Kailrara Fra/ier
Bruce .M.tpes Jr
Dick Price
I'onv Ra\aar

Michael Meehan

Riviera

Tony Marlin
M A G Champion
Jack

Cai ter

Judv Lynne
Jeff Clay

Walter Nye
Ralph Fuiit

Ore
OnSavannah
Manhattan Paul
Ktitb Mason

Sbotsie
Rosetta

Davis

Broadway

birth.

With only one exception, Metro
has consistently scored profits on
its
lineup of musical offerings.
Freed declared. Despite the declining boxoffice, “it still holds true
that a good musical film will do
$4,000,000 or over domestically.”
“Faster Parade,” for instance, has
already
passed
the
$4,300,000
marker, he added.
Both Louis B. Mayer and Dore
Metro’s two top studio’’love them,” Freed declared.
“As for Schary, I’ve never found
a song he didn’t know. 1 give him
Schary,

ites,

lop rating in musicals.
Freed, who returned to the Coast
over the weekend, will re-start
work on ’’Annie Get Your Gun in
”

”

August and expects
film

in

October.

He

to finish the
will do a re-

make

of “Show Boat” next year.
His plans also call for production

South American story, “Ferguson” (nee “Basra”) with Spencer
Tracy, and al.so one with Fred
Astaire. "Royal
Wedding,” with
script by Alan Jay Lerner and
tunes by Burton Lane.
Freed recently bought "American in Paris" and 18 other compositions, some unpublished, from
the estate of George (Jershwin Ira
of a

Gershwin is Mriting the lyrics
a
pic under the “American

for
in

Paris” label which he plans.

I)a\is

Di'.on Ore
Versailles
Jimiiu' t'lrroll
Boh (irani Ore
Pancbil'i Oic
1-U(ille

Villaqe Barn
Mike Riley Ore
A C4r\er

Eileen

Heads Concord Players
Concord. N. H.. June 21
Irving H. Soden has been named
president of the Concord Community Players for the coining year.

under

Garden Sinks Into Ocean

local

management

as a film-

ery under its old name, the Apollo.
slowly sinking It has "been doing business for the
into the ocean while the city and past 14 years with the sign “Not a
some Philadelphia women debate Movie” long ago packed in mothwho shall own it in an equity court. balls.
But even with the piers and legit
The sea claimed Heinz’s pier several years ago. About the only pier shows gone, visitors continue to
doing any biz is the Steel, with its flock to Atlantic C’ity in greater"
three theatres, one this year hous- numbers than ever before, espeing a television screen plus the cially during the summer. To be
dancefloor on the end with hun- sure, they aren’t the crowds with
dreds of catch-a-nickel attractions the cash of yesteryear (or are
they'.’). In these days when it costs
in-between.
Now about the old legit houses. twice or three times as much lo do
And if there is a player who has the things we like lo do.
What do they do today?
been on the hoards for two score
In season few amusements can
years who hasn’t played one of
these, well, he simply hasn’t been compete with the fine beach, sea
and the long boardwalk for uninanywhere, that’s all.
Nearly across from the Garden terrupted strolls by night or day.
pier is the Globe, which still hou.ses Trying lo buck these is simply suiburlesque in the summer. In its cide, as any promoter will tell you
heyday the best of them trod its in short order.

The Garden

board.s.

It

is

housed

vaudeville

on

occasion, and the big shows had
their openings there. Down further

i

was the Savoy, and then the Apollo'
‘Illiterates’
and for a time Woods. The Apollo'
f’ontinurd from page 1
w as he last to give up. The Savoy
became a film house, the Apollo radio has made the child "absorb
ditto, and the old Woods just gave good music with no eftoit on his
I

,

w ay for a more profitable building. part. He added hat children’s raBut now about the famous Apol- dio listening habits result prilo.
Old Joe Fralinger, who made marily through program recomAllantic City’s salt water taffy mendations made by friends, stawhat it is today, built the Apollo. tion promotion over the air and
1'hree other show houses on the random dialing; the latter a result
spot, all tabbed Academy of Mu- of hours spend Indoor during dursic. had been consumed by fire.
ing bad wcRther. The above three
Fralinger. discouraged by this jinx, factor.s,- .said the NBC Cleveland
wailed four years and then was spokesman have been shown to be
persuaded to try again. Onto the responsible for 90'’c of program
lot
at New York avenue and the introduction to children ’’with adbeach went the new' showhou.se. vertising and adult guidance conFralinger was convinced the name tributing less than lO^’t of influAcademy of Music W'as unlucky, ence.”
and conducted a contest* to name
Shultz maintained there "is no
(he new house. The name Apollo proof whatever that a link h^
I

was picked.
tween comics and delinqucnc.v is
On April 13 1908, the now play- based on anything except suspicion,
house opened with Richard Carle surmise and conjecture.”

.

j
1

'

1

49

June 22, 1949
with
Eric

House Reviews
men

MPA A

prex.v

whom some

board membera are putting pressure to get out into the field and
promote film biz, rather than making speeches on international politics and economics.
Most industry observers have
been viewing with some astonishment the MPAA’s axe-wielding on
public relations at a time when it
is thought that plugging the industry was never more vital.
Not
only should the good name of
Hollywood be promoted in every
way possible, it is figured, but
possibly a promotional campaign
•should be embarked upon to hypo
sagging public interest in films.

plenty leeway for solo and

'S* Y.
Fal
McMann group spotlighting,
nPTk k Hallow, Siagg
Ella Johnson, bandleader’s sisLee, Buddy Lewis, ter, does a neat job on a brace of
Virginia
TrS,
( 6 ),
Da
Adair
while
Arthur Prysock
ballads,
l^hard
•e, Gua Van;
keeps distaffers of audience interYvonne Moray.
«,RKO ) revictoed in ested and applauding for his slick
•‘Rouahshod^^
‘Roug
baritoning of “You’d Better Change
Variety,
Your Ways, Baby’’ and “So Lovely
Palace con- ,in Her Evening Gown.”
Current bill at the
pace set
Dancing Dyerettes provide
im.M to hold the solidvaude’s
re- femme touch to an otherwise Evemonth of
bv the first
Playing at a snappy less Eden and do neatly in their
vfval here.
layout comprises a rhythm dance opener, but really
?0 minutes,
of promising young go to town in their acro-dance
ieat mixture
turns. Urstrate later down on bill.
standard
This incorand
to be a prime fac- porates some solid gymna.stics as
iafling continues
the show’s drive well as terping, for a tumultous
tor in maintaining
are bowoff. Gals, adorned in abbreviat-i
each of the eight items
pa.st their ed bare midriff affairs, score in
barred from lingering
of allotted solo and tandem work.
minutes
nine
or
Jight
Spacing the line numbers are
running time.
pre- Jimmie James with his clever tap-'
Berk and Hallow open with
during the first half stering and skating dance, “Pigcifcion hoofing
steam meat’’ Markham & Co. in customturning on
of act before
terping for a ary blackout bit which rolls ’em as
vith some solo aero
warm getway. Duo would probably usual, and Ray Motte & Pedro in
with more accent their sock knockabout and handtfct better results
stepping as balancing turn.
Kdba.
on the spectacular
against their more conventional
I

from
Johnston, on
assists

;

j

I

New

Acts

'

WILLIAM WARFIELD

VIRGINIA LEE

Songs, Piano
35 Mins.

Acrobatic
9 Mina.,

Ciub Norman, Toronto

Palace, N. Y.

Virginia Lee has a crackeriack
glossed
with
routine
acrobatic
laughs. Opening with a conventional flip, she leads into an aud
participation gag with a selection
of a partner from the front-seaters.
Latter is a regular but unbilled
member of the team who does a
terrific job of pretending to be a
novice at the balancing handstands.

Former baritone

lead with “Call
"Set My People

Me Mister” and
Free.” William Warfield is taking
a flyer in night ciub work*' and
scores w’ilh his solid drive and delivery. (The baritone will play Cal
in Mark Blitzstein’s musical version
of “The Little Foxes” skedded for
Broadway opening in late October.)
Singer and self-accompanist is

currently clicking at the Club Norman. Toronto, where he was signed
Entire savings to the Association for two weeks and h.is now been
in the public relations field via the inked for four, with possible subfiring of Waller, Beller and the sequent holdover,
A bet for the
three people a couple weeks ago. better niteries, Warfield Immeditraining
concert
his
ately
reveals
amounts to less than $40,000 a
year an average of $4,000 for background (he majored in music
but his
School)
at
the
Eastman
each of the 10 companies which
also proved that
contribute
to
support
of
the stint, when caught,

M

i

Duo artfully stumble through a
series of aero stunts with everybody convinced the guy is a rank
amateur. It's a solid gag twist.
They make

Aim

to take the public relations duties, so far as possible, off
the shoulders of the Association

I

a

final

a mistake,

off

however,

the man’s disguise
of handsprings.

series

Turn would be doubly effective if
his identity as a pro was left in the

dark down to the finish. Maybe he
he is versatile in tempo and mood
his orchestra seat
changes from dramatic ballad to could even take
His again as the final comedy fillup.
low-groove blues and skat.

MPAA.

!

i

throwing

in
in

—

I

(2)

Two

is

at

i

the piano

is

Herin.

also outstand-

ing in w'icked-harmony technique
and put it on the member-comOpened with “Dusty Road” and JOHNNY CRAWFORD
panies and on the new all-industry immediately won audience with his
routines.
Songs, Emcee
duo
*
CapKol, Wash.
committee which it is hoped might basic talent and well-mannered 9 Mins.
Stagg McMann harmonica trio,
come out of present efforts by cordiality.
Fine routining in Leon & Eddie’s. N. Y.
up some fancy
Washington, June 17.
in the deuce, dish
solid
remouthreceived
tempos
virtuoso
changed
Wfiite
(3),
in
Robert
Sisters
Johnston
&
and
Harmon.
Vet
indusinstrumentation
Johnny Crawford is a pleasantRooney, Don Cnnnnings, tryiles feel that there will be little action for vocalistic.s that need no looking. dark-haired baritone who
organ style. Combo, however, errs Anne
numbers. Al-' Gautier’s Bricklayers; "City Across chance of sustained action from mike and were showmanly selected.
in favoring longhair
He
» knows his way around a song.
Love.”
“So
in
Numbers
Included
this front.
though these are well-received, the River” (UAL
has good phrasing, breath control
Irish vs. American arrangement
their
Waller’s two years with the an
best response is garnered by
and the ability to ingratiate himFat
"B
of
"Molly
Malone.”
g
single jazz piece.
self with his audience.
Gautier’s Bricklayers pulls cur- Association have at times been
of Town.”
Virginia Lee’s acro-comics and rent, Capitol layout out of average lempe.stuous as result of his con- Mamma” and “Outskirts
There are times when Crawford
Warfield has vocal power,
Impressionist Buddy Lewis (New class. Canine headliners continue tinued efforts to break down its etc.
has to force his high ones, but
and
shading
fine
deep
and
feeling,
Acts) follow with change-of-pace to be top pooch act in vaude. with traditional hush-hush policy and
phrasing. He’s a bet for any spot that’s nothing that proper vocal
turns. Yvonne Moray, diminutive its hep production and flawless give to the trade and public
instruction can’t cure; at other
some where the emphasis is on
songstress who’s .^potted in sixth routine. It’s all familiar, but contimes, when he’s more deliberate
knowledge of its activities. Twice.
Me Stay.
position, is also reviewed under tinues to delight.
about his phrasing and breath conas a result of these efforts, he
Acts.
New
trol. he does reach ’em.
Comic Don Cummings has his handed in his resignation, only to
He's a
Richard Adair Dancers, preced- ups and downs in a deadpan, runGRAYCE
EDWARDS
“good bet for secondary roles in
have it turned down and to win his .Songs
ing Miss Moray, are a ballet-type ning gag routine.
musicals.
Builds slowly,
point.
In
the
most
recent
altercasix
gats,
and
troupe of two men
15 Mins.
His emceeing is of standard
but walks off to plenty appreciaChoreography in their whiplash-' tion for his familiar tipsy radio tion, Johnston issued an infra-' Latin Casino. Philly
variety; straight introductions
Making her nitery dt'hut before without any fanfare.
Ing routine is fair, but builds to a announcer sequence. It’s all very office directive reducing interferKahn.
strong finish as the bare-chested slap.stick, but payees like it. Best ence by Harmon in Waller’s activi- the hometown folks. Giayce Edwards had the help of a highly
males fling the femmes through bet, however, is surprisingly good ties.
on
her
kept
which
the air.
Departure of Waller and Beller, partial audience,
BUDDY LEWIS
rope-twirling, a la Will Rogers.
the 1.5 minutes alDon Rice, with a prop trombone,
Robert Sisters & White, tri(» of following resignation the previous long beyond next-to-closing spot. Impressions
for her
furnishes good straight comedy tapsters, make
9 Mins.; One
pleasing curtain week of exhib relations rep David lotted
Miss
Siegel.
Al
by
Trained
fare. Comic has a breezy line of rai.sers in their fast precision terp- Palfreyman (becau.se of intra-ofPalace, N. Y.
gags and a couple of slapstick ing act. Work on a small, raised fice personality differences, not Edwards reveals a combination of
Buddy Lewis is a palatable
Mcrmanand
intonation
,
modern
watera
such as
laugh-pullers
platform, but manage to give illu- economy), leaves the MPAA
comic with a good flair tor
young
maSpecial
esque mannerisms.
squirting telephone. His windup sion of covering much space. Work
eral .staff with no one who has had terial and showt lines are the sing- impressions. His library of carbons
drunk bit is familiar but still sure- in various combos, spelling each actual experience
in the film biz. er’s forte.
over with is considerable but they’re also
puts
She
fire stuff.
deftly,
.lohnston,
his
assistants,
Joyce brusque surene.ss a blue tune, such conventional, reiterating that faGus Van other
bill.
the
Closing
Chantoosey .slot is capably filled O’Hara and Edward T. Cheyfitz; as the Calvpso lament “Put Out the miliar gallery of show biz notables
stresses the nostalgic note with
Anne Rooney, Harmon, publicity chief Kenneth Fire Down There.” authored by from Robinson to Durante. He
Hollywood's
by
his rendition of several old faves
whose ^auteous blondeness ad(Js
travels at a fast clip, however, and
once associated with the vaude to a satisfactory voice and a nice Clark, and other staffers have all Siegel.
Other numbers which register on registers his skill effectively.
team of Van and Schenck. Van’s way with a tune. Opens with an come to the MPAA from other
stirring
the
are
the applause-meter
He tees off with a Groucho Marx
vocal tribute to his late partner is appropriate version of "It's Won- fields.
Towers” and "As a routine which leads into brief
Waller came to the Association “Manhattan
intermixed with a medley of Irish,
derful.” Goes on to “I Don't See
Rad Girl I’m Going to Be Good. characterizations of Bogart. CagItalian and Chinese dialect numfrom
United
Artists,
where
had
he
another
and
did
Me in Your Eves Anymore”
For an encore she
ney. Jolson. Ted l.,ewis. Chevalier,
bers, and some minstrel gags which
winds up with impressions, includ- been publicity topper, and before Siegel lilt. “Baltimore Jones.” in and Cary Grant. They’re all okay,
Her in.
close the show strongly.
with
Paramount.
Beller blues style, and closes with an efing Carmen Miranda. Judy Gar- that
but in some of them Lewis is offerBe
May
"I
moved
over
with
of
Waller from UA. fective arrangement
land and Danny Kaye, all of which
ing second carbons from originals
Neither has any future plans as Wrong,” the lyrics of which pay olf
are strictly Miss Rooney. Lowe.
Henn.
Hippoflrome, Balto.
a by other impressiopists.
For
thanks.
with
audience
yet.
the
Baltjmore, June 19.
has
Edwards
Miss
new'comer.
Sid
Christine A Moll, Al Grant,
Slat#*. St. Limi
plenty of poise and floor savvy,
RITA & ALAN
Stone, Earl Jack & Betty, Jo LoiHand her varied material shrew;dly
St. Louis. June 17.
Ballroom Dancing
bardi House Orch; "Johnny Alcovers up lack of vocal modulation,
Laine. Connie Haines.
Frankie
Story’
7 Mins.
‘Detective
legro” (Col).
Gagh.
Bon
Macks.
Evans.
4
Artie Dann, 4
Leon & Eddie’s, N. Y.
Continued from page 3
nie Ross Orch (15i; "Johnny AlBallroom team, though obviously
Rather mild layout depending legro” (Col).
Gun” at the time of peak film box- YVONNE MORAY
lacking big league calibre, at least
on new stature built by Sid Stone
.Songs
1947.
early
imagination for one with its
in
shows
receipts
office
via his appearances on the Milton
For the first lime in 19 years
They try to
limited experience.
Many different types of deals are 9 Mins.: One
Berle video stanza, plays well vaude has been revived at this
N. Y.
skip the more obvious standard
enough. Stone’s w.k. characteriza- downtown house and if audience being offered Kingsley, virtually Palace.
A three-foot high song.stress. routines for ones of lesser fainiliardown paytion of a pitchman registers fori
of
plenty
packs
reaction can be used as a criterion all of them calling for a
Yvonne Moray
ity. though none of them is done
maximum response.
to ment plus a participation in profits.
it will provide the hypo needed
power in her diminutive frame. with sharply professional polish.
Clicky opening provided by bolster sagging b.o. Five acts are Because of the.se percentage feaMoray has a racy warbling
They’re a young team who have
Christine & Moll, boy and girl crowded into 62 iniiiules. and win tures. choosing the mo.st profitable Miss
contrast
style, effectively using the
to sell better before they can hope
tapsters is followed by .Al Grant
hefty approval.
is no easy task and Kingsley is gobetween her size and lier strong, for the bigger time. They got good
with vocals of “Cabaret,” “Lover’s
Frankie Laine. headlining, is ing into detail on what the various full set of pipes. Aside from novel- returns.
Kahn.
Gold” and “Smiles.”
Latter gets sock all the way.
His interp of companies propose to put into the
ty angles, she rates as an able
neat response and sets things for “Shine,” “Georgia.
My
Phat s
director, ex- blues singer in her own right.
Stone.
There is no question but Desire” and “Black and Blue gar- pic in the way of cast,
comIt is likely, howBut together with the vocal
ploitation. etc.
what he has improved consider- ner solid returns.
and
ever. that a sale will be consum- petency, Miss Moray lias savvy
ably in punching out his laughs.
led
a
Connie Haines scores w'lth her mated shortly.
a sense of humor. Working with
His material is good, timing just
“Again."
slick thrushing of
.stand, she uses it as
mike
miniature
lacc S
Continued from pace
King.sley
offered
has
right.
Goldwyn
Ball, Neland
pratfalls
It Lies.” "Hang On the
of
series
a
for
Earl, Jack and Betty close with
That SA.AO.OOO plus bO'^c of the profits a prop
lie” and “Why Did You Do
pole-climbing stunts. Atso tosses in of the MPAA exhibitor and comtheir roller-skating
spins and to
after the costs have been recouped.
Me?”
^
some agile jitterbug hoofing to .sock munity relations committee, will
catches.
Concluding bit of invitSession opens with The Four For this, the author is to provide home her repertory of hot numbers al.so make the trip, Harmon has
ing audience to participate is still
Macks, rolling skating quartet, the rights to the play, write the such as “Hurry on Down.” She’s asked TOA to permit him to apgood for ample response, especialworking on a small platloim in screenplay and direct it. While surefire for any medium. Herm.
ly with the oversized femme who
pear before the Los Angeles confront of the band. Their windup this arrangement would probably
has become a trademarked clincher
vention in September. Matter is
with a double sw'ivei spin is a po- give Kingsley maximum income,
for the act.
to be considered by TO.A’s board.
The Four he is not anxious to spend the time SHIRLEY DIETZ
tent applau.se getter.
Biz fair.
Bunn.
dancing
Songs
contrast
huddle with
In opening the
Evans, family act,
required for doing the screenwrit8 Mins.
modes of yesteryear and the pres- ing and megging.
TOAers, Johnston declared that
Eddie’s, N. Y.
applause.
&
Leon
of
rounds
for
era
ent
the industry would take on ”a new
Apolliv^ Y. Y.
Shirley Dietz is a young songwith the younger
pattern” on the first of the year
Buddy Johnson Rand (12) u’ifli Each does a solo, sw.'cll acro-conlorstress who obviously needs plenty
contribbing
gal
Ella Johnson, Arthur Prysock, Ray
She requires rou- when anti-tru.st consent decrees go
of experience.
said,
Motte St Pedro, Jimmie James, tion stuff.
tining, knowledge of song selection into effect. It was essential, he
Exhib Suits
Comedian Artie Dann. who dou“Pig Meat” Markham Sk Co. (4(.
and the ability to use her hands that a unified front be created beline of fresh,
Continued from page
Daueing Dyerettes >6); "An Act bles as m.c., has a
but fore that date. Johnston, apparentnothing
Does
properly.
mitnickHis
fast and clean chatter.
of Murder” U/).
ly, was quite concerned over conmeet decided that the or- standards.
ing of Jimmy Durante highlighls MPAA
Her voice is fair enough, for one tinued anti-trust feuding and the
ganizational base would not be
routine for top plaudits.
The
•Apollo’s current
experience.
layout, while
limited
her
with
participa.Snhu.
raft of private suits brought by
broad enough without
Biz very good.
not having much in the way of
customer.s. many of them Rotarians exhibs.
tion of Allied and a number of lesconmarquee lure, is plenty hefty on
annual
York
their
New
for
in
gabHence,
ser national groups.
Austin C. Keough, Paramount's
entertainment values and moves
vention, seemed to like her.
bing was confined to an exploratory
general counsel, who is also servalong with customary gusto to win
Kahn.
It is expected, however,
nature.
ing on the committee, put in a
top appreciation.
Waller Exit
that the point will be pressed at
pitch for improved press relations.
Sparked by Buddy Johnson’s
Continued from pace 3
BELLA SMARO
later and broader meets.
band, it’s an all-colored unit, with
Keough went to great lengths to
Anti-trust suits have continued Gypsy Dancing
exception of Ray Motte & Pedro, good-will campaign toward exhibishow the need f'^r better treat7 .Mins.
ofay aero team. Johnson’s crew tors although one in which ac- to be slapped against distribs at a
ment by newspapers.
Y.
N.
Leon
Eddie’s,
&
consists of three
rhythm, four tivity will be directed at glad- rate of one-per-week for the past
Bella Smaro is of the fiery,
Speaking for TOA, Ted Gamhoped that gypsy-dancing
sames, three trombones and two
type, strictly a flash ble, board chairman, asked that the
handing and cooperative action, few years. Distribs had
trumpets, which gives out lorridly
campaigns to cut clearances filler whose stock in trade is her
rather than money-spending. Fran- their
group broaden its base by
MPAA
on swing versions of "Super X,”
a
cause
would
runs
realign
the
of
and
the
amazing vigor to whirl around
Harmon, v.p. in charge
seeking to include all important
“Down Yonder’’ and “Did You See cis York office, who has recently tapering in the number of actions.
exhib outfits His plea was adopted
Jackie Robinson Hit That Ball?” New
provRohave
far,
remedies,
so
convenlioneering
Their
the
comFor
the
charge of
by Johnston and the others and
LaUer gets quite a production been placed in
exhib-community relations ed fruitless. Hence, the alarm over tarians Miss Smaro is the whistle was the basis for the press rebuildup via pseudo ballgame for bined
did.
be forced to do the undiminished volume in these at kind. And the Rotarians
lease.
boisterous applause. Johnson mae- department, will
Kahn.
himself, actions.
stros from piano and gives aide- most of the exhib-wooing
.
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Frances Slarr-‘Com' Gross

Inside Stuff-Legit

7G

At Olney; Other Strawhat Notes
Olnev Md.. June 21.
Frances Starr in “Corn Is Green”
racked up a satisfactory $7,000 in

I

'

week at Olney, the strawhatter
midway between Baltimore and

Its

Take was considerWashington
ablv below the sensational $23,000
which Tallulah Bankhead in “Pri-

vate Lives” grossed in its forthnight stint. However, “Corn” gave
and
Skinner -UU
Kicnara OKinnci
producers
iroducers Richard
E!velyn Freyman a better than

South Pacific
(MAJESTIC, N. Y.)

^

Even from the rear of the top
row of the balcony, “South PaAs seen
cific” is a great show.
from that lofty perch the performance is audible, intelligible and
immensely enjoyable.
To a habitual lower-fioor playgoer, the show is in curious perspective from up under the eaves.

followed by Ann Harding’s appearance July 11 in “Yes, My
Daughter”; Kay Francis July 18 in
and Sarah
“Let Us Be Gay,
Churchill and Jeffrey
18 in “The Philadelphia Story,
Other productions not wt yet.
With the signing of Sylvia Sydney to appear in The Two Mrs.
Carrolls” for week of July 28 the
comhas
Playhouse
raimuuti.
Falmouth
pleted its booking for its six-week

Although most of the pre-production details of the musical version of
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” are set, financing cannot be obtained and
actual work cannot start until the matter of the screen rights is clarified
However, casting auditions are being held, with Vivian Blaine, June
Havoc and Marilyn Maxwell considered for leading role of Lorelei Le*
Question of the picture rights is being negotiated with Paramount*
which claims ownership through a deal with the late Edgar Selwyn'
who produced the original version, co-authored by Anita Loos and John
Emerson,
Musical edition, with book by Miss Loos and Joseph Fields, score by
Jule Styne, lyrics by Leo Robin, w^il be staged by John C. Wilson
with Herman Levin and Oliver Smith co-producing and the latter doing

^

I

1

j

the scenery.

Particularly in such a large theatre, the stage is seen from an allook
actors^M^^^
tne actors
angle the
vertical ancle
most vortical

nauiiiictateiu » next
Rodgers «
iicai production
aiuic,
& Hammerstein’s
Happy Time,”
“The nappy
proauction, is
It’s his first produced play
Tayior, radio and TV scripter.
F«nch-Canadlan boy, which
Chief role revolves around •
Taylor, incidentally, will be chief writer on
Mary McArthur got rave notives
is the No. 1 casting chore.
Chevy Chase C. C.’s Theatre
from all the local drama desks.
Arthur Schwartz’s new “Inside USA” television series for Chevrolet
Chicago, June 21.
Mother Helen Hayes trekked in to
video version of the legit revue, and may
It's
next
fall.
a
CBS
over
The Chevy Chase Country Club,
see her daughter.
have occasional guesters like Beatrice Lillie and Jack Haley, currently
Leon Janney and Viola Roache near Highland Park, will function lost.
in the legit, among others. He will also script for Philco TV
costarred
In "Night Must Fall” now cur^nt as the North Shore summer theatre
This is largely due to the elo- playhouse.
at Olney with screen star Guy for eight weeks this season. Mar- quent body movement of the playSchwartz may fly to Paris this summer to write some fresh songs
Madison in “John Loves Mary” due shall Mitgatz is producer, and Rich ers. Repeatedly, though «cial exHoward Dietz, Loew’s, Inc., veepee, his lyricist-collaborator on
Keaton
(28).
Buster
director.
ard Barr
in next week
pression can t be
many
past production efforts. Dietz left last week for an extended stay
inaugurates season July 11 in tlon and lines are
I
partly vacation and partly tied into Loew’s current 25Ui
Europe,
in
resiHorse.”
A
Men
on
a
“Three
Pitt Strawhats Mushrooming
ture, posture and movement. That an-iverMrV celebration worldwide
dent Equity company will include is true of both comedy bits and
Pittsburgh. June 21.
Kingsley,
Martin
^urence,
Paula
this
here
mushrooming
perare
Strawhats
The songs
love scenes.
^
,
«
tt o m
Georgia Neese Clark, new nominee for U. S. Treasurer, once played
year after being practically un- Otis Bigelow and Will Kuluva.
fectly audible at the top of the
known locally for so long. Latest
house and in ensemble numbers summer stock at the old Majestic theatre, Buffalo, under the manageSeason
Detroit
Guild
Actors
Cornell,
ment
of
Dr.
Peter
Lake
C.
to enter the picture is Little
like “Nothing Like a Dame,” the
Detroit, June 21.
theatre, on banks of Canonsburg.
sense of the lyrics, if not all the
Nearby Grosse lie will have five JJtual wo^ds. is* plain
Pa., Dam Lake, about 20 miles
presenttheatre
from downtown. Playhouse is in a weeks of summer
Many of the gallery-wise wear
ed by the Actors Guild, New York spectacle-binoculars, which may be
Legh Bits
remodeled barn.
beginning June 28.
Little Lake is being operated by company,
a help in seeing the performance,
John^^^^^ but can’t offset the loss of perare
Scheduled
Will Disney and his mother. Edith
Third VI«lfor
spective in viewing the scenery and
M. Disney, and schedule calls for The Hasty Heart,
Basil Rathbone left Monday (20)
getting
four productions, “Blithe Spirit,”
London, June 14.
»
* the -effect of the lighting for Dennis, Mass., to rehearse “The
Charlei Fleming and Peter Baker pro“There’s Always Juliet.” “Yes. My Menagerie” and “The Philadelphia from there. But the greatest draw.,1
i. u
Ml
tne
on
star
11
Stoi
he
which
in
association with PllTard a
ductlon
on
Heiress,
7
back to upper-bleacher theatregoDarling Daughter” and “Night
Robinson
Productions)
of new play In
......oi
L.iagre.
Alirea ae l.lsrre
circuit
ing is obviously the discomfort of rural
Must Fall.” If it catches on, others
Gerald Anatruther. Directed
Strawhat Jottings
an inadequately cooled and ven- Jr has taken a summer place at by Ellen PoUock. At Duke of York’s, Lon
are to be added.
*49.
don, June 13.
Alexander Clark and his wife, tilated house. By
_ the beginning of
Sol Richard
The CUil
Hampton, L. I.
Carling
Bruno Barnabe
Tannehill,
several the second Vet the balcony becomes East
Frances
do
Anthony Marlowa
Jacobsons left yesterday (Tues.) Jack Kurton
Hillbam’s 9th Season
w eek.s of thesping at Sara Stamm’s ^^t and stifling.
Kobe.
Oliver
Reed de Rouen
for a two-week motor trip through James
wnu„„*
m
Mackenzie «,
Newpoct (R. 1.) Casino starting the
Wardi
Virtoinio
Mnrth uarmina
ParoUna ana
and Tenlen gteffyMillington
'TK
Virginia, Nortn
Millington
Sonla Oresdel
Tuiv^R withi wee^^ of July 4 ... “Holiday” will
Seymour Raven, second- Vera Kurton
Rosemary Scott
nessee
Goodbye^
opening bill at the Nutmeg
Cecil Ramage
®8frht*TTn^ipn^“^nPw*ro^midv from
of the Chicago Detective inspector
string critic
(FULTON, N. Y.)
John Ruddock
Playhouse, Brookfield, Conn., bein town to catch the
the Stanfo^
xxr-.v,
xxMtc in
IM three
fhroA of
of Tribune,
Resident comreplacements
With
vht Un- ginning June 23.
„hnvi/«
Sight
playwnghtmg contest.
^91J*-fashioned but entertaining
Alice Moore, John the four leads, “Goodbye, My
ine
is to be followed by
c
i.
c!„
Shoes thriller that starts with a murder
seen
High Button
When
VhV Graham, Frank Daly Mel and Sy- Fancy” is a somewhat different
then unfolds u
a trail of villainy u,.,disSummit Play- plsy
**** Roberta ... Lake
play, but still an Interesting and
j
*
e
.
^
Thousand I)ays*"^ Pres" ntation of hou.se inaugurates season June 28 amusing
closing the victim is in reality the
But whether the
one.
the latter will mark its first on
engagement of Finlan s j^iHer, leaving the cops man-huntwith “Penny Wise.” Dodee Wick, present combination of Ruth Hus- ^
Coa.st.
inereoy winning ^luu
^ non-existent personality. InRobroy Farquhar, Horace Burr,
Richard Hart and Jean Casto RamDow,
Robert Brauns will direct all pro- William Rubien, Henry Hamilton, sey,
for producer Joseph Kip- volved and far-fetched story but
have enough boxoffice draw to aP'cee
ductions, sets by Sam Rolph.
niaiiaRci Jack fimaii, oi supplying sufficient twists to hold
Rosemary Prinz, France Ready and carry the show over the early-sum- n«ss ana manager
from
pressagent
former
show,
®
interest and should attract lovers
Muriel Flelt are members of res- mer lul
lull on Broadway remains to ^
"ledman, of the latter
Pic Precludes Ross Date
exaggerated plot,
ident company The Castle Play- be seen
en. Madeleine Carroll returns
Anthony Ross has been released ers. M*onson, Mass., begin their as star
^
H contains sufficient macabre inciww aliahjam WanaKJUt Sam
ar Aug. 22. but
Mtl4
IYa
M
9%
Ir
#kmhocft*
from his contract to appear as lead- seVoii June
"Fair and maker and Shirley Booth have
dents to make good screen mate( 29 with
^‘^h^ s.^.because^tjje
ing man at the Woodstock (N.Y.' Wanner”.. 1
rial but iis chances as a New York
Thomas Canon will do exited the other leads permanently^
Instead choreography
playhouse this summer.
Lambertville.
candidate are slender.
for
® 1® Lh® Ve. ‘‘nu' ‘hrough next Se
he heads for the Coast, where he jyj j Music Circus
“Best Foot romantic Congresswoman
Richard Carling is an obvious
who re
will
be featured in .. Warners forward” will tee- off season at
present his scoundrel from curtain rise, where
- - turns
swss.o to her alma mater to receive
..
...
J
a,
f.*^®.*®"^."'****
Ladies and Gentleman, starring Theatre
Michael
Clayton
Huttons he is seen awaiting a mysterious
Matunuck, an honorable degree. As she plays
By-The-Sea,
Ginger Rogers.
Arrangement for Strings” on lady. He has two other callers, the
H. I., July 1.
it, the character seems more direct,
xir
In return for Ros.s release, War'''ifb a cast second of whom has tracked him
Edmim Ryan will have leading more definite and more forceful
ners is helping Michael Lilenthal,
Anne Revere (Mrs. down for double-crossing him in
Bucks County Playhouse, than before. It’s possibly a better mduding
managing director of the strawhat,
Hope, Pa., tryout of “I’ll Take performance technically, clarifying Rosen). Tom Helmorc, J. M. Kerri- America, and a murderous assault
to find suitable substitutes for the'
and Mary Drayton
With follows.
Stand.” week of June 27. Boyd some points that formerly failed to
roles originally slated for Ross,
pj.gy|jjygjy
Hue and cry that follows impliacross and giving different /Madwoman of C^haillot” starting
The fh'st replacement is Knrt for part, but had to be replaced be- values to situations and the other R'i summer layoff this Saturday cates two couples, one the partner
Hatch, who began a week s rnn gaugg of illness
c o m p a n y
manager ^ Sam of the deceased, and his frivolous
Dennis King characters, but perhaps having a
yesterday (Tues.) in “I Remember will co-star with Sir Cedric Hard- shade less good humor or racliance, ^hwartz will visit some of the
who has sought sanctuary with
Mama.”
wicke in “The Winslow Boy” at the
Miss Casto gives a positive com-: friends who for the la.st couple of tbe others to screen her absence
have been inviting him to overnight. In lying to cover up for
Falmouth Playhouse, week of July edy performance as the wry secrein
the
country
Places
Hopatcong Sets 12-Week Season
Jane Hoffman will leave cast tary, though naturally lacking Miss
11
her, the other wife gets involved
conductor of with the police. Last scene reveals
Hannah Goodman has leased the of current Broadway production. Booth’s inimitable finesse. Hart is
Symph, composing .score Carling Is not dead, having changed
Lakeside Playhouse, Lake Hopat “Two Blind Mice.” to appear in likable as the devious Life mag
‘*x
cong. N. J., for a 12-week season, leading roles at the John Drew gorrespondent-photog, with less de- f,®*’ Theatre Guild production of identities after killing his attacker,
® Sunday Evening
by
operating with an Equity company Memorial theatre. East Hampton,' liberate nonchalance than Wanadevelops he is a Nazi war criin„
Play tries oiff in i^gj y^d the woman planned the
It tees
off L. I
and guestar policy.
Ttie Museum theatre. To- maker gave the role. Conrad Nagel
**
xw
Westport, Conn., Play- assignation to kill him, being a vicJune 28 with John Loder in O ronto. will not function as a sum- remains admirably sanctimonious
Mistress Mine.” in which he co- mer playhouse this season. Stanley as the college prez,"and Bethel Les- house,
tim of his concentration camp bruseason
with Bell, reported to be operating a He has kept the freshness in her
this
past
starred
tality. He is then shot by another
Sylvia Sydney.
stock season there, has joined the performance as the ingenue, though
man whom he had terrorized into
Remainder of roster includes: touring company of “The Impor- she now seems a bit mature for the
insanity.
Off-B’way
Lane in “Candlelight.” lance of Being Earnest,” which part.
Pri.scllla
Bruno Uamabe is duly sini.ster as
Ann Dvorak in “Anna plays its first date at the Tangle July
Most of the others tend to overthe German, with Sonia Dre.sdel
Lucasta” (white version), July 12; wood theatre, Falmouth, Mass., play a bit, particularly in the opendeftly varying her moods for the
**
Mot'f in
in “Rain.”
**T?£iin
.Tiil\r
IQ*
T.amaa
OO
onri
July
Margie Hart
19;
Feather Your Nest
Estelle Winwood and
28
June
The setting and cosIng
ing scene.
scene
necessary lighter angles and moBela Lugosi in “Arsenic and Old John Buckmaster head the cast, tumes are In good condition.
Lavishly costumed and artisti- ments of tragedy. Mackenzie Ward
Lace,” July 26; Ann Harding in which
Horton,
Louisa
features
Hobe.
H
Is airily amusing as her improvically set, “Feather Your Nest,”
“Yes. My Darling Daughter,” Aug. Frances Carson and Hilary Dennis.
dent husband and Roseniary Scott
2; Jean Parker in “Happy BirthBarns already listed in V.xriety
^ •
n
presented by the Madison House is suitably scared and defiant as
day.” Aug. 9. and Vicki Cummings as operating this summer, and
Junior Committee at the Kaufman the mendacious friend. Reed de
rrisco
Season
In “Separate Rooms.” Aug. 16, which have since taken out Equity
theatre. N. Y., for two perform- Rouen gives a neat characlerizaSan Francisco. June 21.
and James Dunn in “The Barker,” bonds, include Brattleboro (Vt.)
ances Monday-Tuesday (20-21), is tion as the short-lived American
Aug. 23. Two additional bills will summer theatre. Clinton (Conn.)
Selection of the eight plays for a moderately entertaining revue avenger. Cecil Ramage makes a
round out the season, possibly new theatre. Peninsula playhouse. Fish tj^e 1949-50 San Francisco Municiwhich offers little for Broadway. bland, human Scotland Yard sleutn.
plays, but are not set as yet.
Lakeside theatre, pal Theatre season is announced by
Creek. -Wis.;
^bly directed by Ellen
Lake Hopatcong, N. J.; Shady David W. Hunter, managing direc- Except for an occa.sional highlight.
Big Mass. Season
Lane players, Marengo. 111.; Grove tor. Seven of the productions in- the show has nothing exceptional
in the way of lyrics,
music or
Boston, June 21,
Theatre Co., Nuangola, Pa., and
clude two comedies, a farce, an sketches. Best number of the
Latin Quarter
IxOcal strawhat circuit expecting Schroon Lake (N. Y.) summer thea
proa .smash season this year with tre
Betty and Jane Kean will historical play, a fanta.sy and two duction is the second-act curtain(CASINO, LONDON)
many high-powered names already portray the sisters in the Theatre- serious dramas. The eighth will be raiser. “No Trumpets. No Drums.
London, June 15.
signed and list augmented almo.st by-the-Sea, Matunuck. R. I., pro- the winning entry in a $.500 stateTom Arnold and Emile Littlers
Song,” for which Jerry Stevens
J ..
«*
Wide con^^esl, sponsored
by Au
the Mu- did both the
daily.
duction of “My Sister Eileen”
has undergone
“Latin
Quarter”
music and lyrics.
Theatre,
Only hou.se not employing star Tryout of “You Gott Regetta” at ninpal
Some of the sketches were basical- several changes in the cast, nui
rk
A
c
11 u
money-maker
Opening Au
sy.stem
Mary B. Winslow’s the Bellport (N. Y.) summer
the season Oct.
is
6 will
be ly
k *
au
er theabiggest
still
the
teiiinv didn’t
not the
Monomoy theatre at Chatham, tie set for Aug. 9
George
rge Pet- “Strange Bedfellows,” followed by
fold up
Th"s was oaTucu lari v i" the We.st End The show,
which opens its seventh season rie signed for leading role in ;; You “Glass Menagerie.” a Christmas
.
'll’!
Gil
June 29 with “Candlelight.” di- Only Love Twice.” which will be play, “Amphitryon 38,” “Tale of evidenced in a skit based Mix,
Shore,
Willie
Replacing
rected by Robert Bardwell. Sched- tried out at Cohasset, Mass., week Two Cities.” “Arms and the Man” Variety’s headline, “Hicks
Maison and Georges Guetary ar*
ule calls for 10-week season, with of June 27
Nancy Walker will and “Another Part of the Forest.” Sticks Pix.”
Bert Howell and Buddy Bowser,
re.sident Equity company rotating appear in the role originated by
The execution of Chuck Brun- Bob Williams, and Christian Selva,
X
leading parts.
Formidable lineup Audrey Christie in the Chapel
ner’s ballets found the dancers Howell
Bowser score on
and
DALLAS TROUPE
of productions will be; July 6, Playhouse. Guilford. Conn., prolacking poise. Talent was predomi- harmony, but their comedy is very
“The Glass Menagerie”; July 13, ductlon of "Light Up the Sky.”
Dallas. June 21.
nantly displayed In the vocal de- corny and could do with
“Peg O’ My Heart”: July 20, “On week of Aug. 1
Mildred Baker
A Dallas Little Theatre for partment. with Peggy Merber. No- vision. WilliLins has two poocnes
Stage”; July 27, “Streets of New will mark her stage return in “The
Young People is organizing in Dal- oHa Pello and Hank Roberts giv- which prove good
g,
York”; Aug. 3, “Thunder Rock”; Vinegar Tree” at West Newbury
8o over very big. Se
las.
Plans include clas.ses three ing good renditions. Ervin Foster
^
Aug. 10, “I Like It Here”: Aug. 17, (Mass.) summer theatre, week of"”^bere as
mornings
a week in makeup, die- showed some comic ability In a sfntable but
“Rain”; Aug. 24. “But Not Good- June 25.
sl»8e<;ratt and costuming, as number of monologs. Direction by
Knglish.
bye”; closing Aug. 31 with "An
Supporting
Keaton In
In
, Buster
sings
^"^a^efwhen he
*'11
acting and presentation of Stevens was okay Howard Styne’s
", g,
Inspector Calls.”
Three Men On a Horse"
u„,amillaiily with
at Berkproduction w’as above par for this
Lee Falk and A1 Capp, co-pro- shire Playhouse in Stockbridge plays.
lingo
Part of the program w'ill be to sort of show.
A special note ini Frances Day who leaves in early
ducers of Bo.sion summer theatre (Mass.) this w’eek are Eddie Hyw'ill tee off tlii'ir season
July 4 ains. Michael Dreyfuss, Janet Fov train youngsters for adult Dallas the playbill thanks Frank Saten- jujy^ vvill be replaced by PhylH*
with “Pretty IVnny.” staged by and Barbara Brady, granddaughtci little theatre productions next win- .stein for his valuable aid in the Robins, who Is feing back from
^<’»^*
ter.
George S. Kaufman. This will be of William A. Brady.
production.
Australia to make it.

even

'

tioMl eyesight, facial expressions
Yet in the
are indistinguishable.
case of “South Pacific” little of
the sense of the performance and
practically none of the impact is
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TICKET CONTROL KEY TO
Marta Abba Sues Shubert Outfit

On
an

In

to

effort

to
legal rights
late
the

by

Legal Defense vs. Scalping Probe,

L[[ SHOBERT

her4-

four plays written
Pirandello.
Luigi

REFORM

Broadway Ticket Brokers Launch

Rights to PirandeOo Plays
establish

By HOBE
The question

‘Streetcar’ for Paris

MORRISON

Seek to XorreeP Distrib Evils

j

of control of tick,

|

whether by the producer or
A French adaptation of "StreetAbba filed suit
actress Marta
court last week car Named Desire" is currently be- theatreowner. remains the nub of
Y. federal
ing worked on by Jean Cocteau. present agitation for reform of the
Theatres Corp.. a
against Select
The play i.s scheduled to make its
Retired since Parisian bow in October, with admittedly antiquated theatreShubert subsidiary.
ticket distribution setup.
Lacking
the Jacques De- Arletty in the leading rok.
in
in

'

ets,

Broadway ticket brokers. ba<lgby city authorities. Cioveminent tax sleuths, producers and
the public, have finally banded toWith Hie
gether to fight back.
formal organization this week tif
N Y. Ticket Brokers. Inc., they
will seek legal defense against the
city’s ticket
investigation and a
legislative remedy for the ills of
distribulitin
the
pre.sent
ticket
setup.
One of the first moves will be a
test of the legal right of N. Y.
commissioner of investigation John
M. Murtagh to continue his probe
Broadway.
of ticket-scalping on
The group also plans to cooperate
with the producers in an effort to
improve ticket distribution methods.
Finally, it will seek a legislative inquiry on the state law covering ticket agencies and limiting

eivd

:

Carson Exits ‘Guys’

i

j
j

appearing

val

I

j

comedy.

Toyarich.'’ on Broad-

‘

Miss Abba charges
way
claims certain
that the defendant
which has prerights to the quartet
in

1936.

her from
works in the U. S.
vented

exploiting

Bertold Vierlel is also adapting
the play for presentation in Aus-

!'

tria this fall.

I

,

the

Concessions

^
u u
Miss Abba maintains that she has

American rights to
translate, present and produce the
whose Engfour Pirandello pieces,

By

vise,”

are "Tonight

We

"When You Are Somebody."

i

Charter Nixed

Dullzell

was

reelected

president of the Associated Actors
Artistes

of America

at the

1

an'

nual meeting of the organization's
,

International

board Friday

New York. Others named,

<17 > in
all

in-

;

George Heller,
Reuben Gusfirst vice-president;
kin, second v.p.; Ruth Richmond,
treasurer, and Florence Marston,

cumbents,

Opera Co.

were

executive-secretary.
The 4A’s is the parent organization
Actors Equity, Chorus
of
Guild.
Equity,
Screen
Actors

Screen Extras Guild, American
Federation of Radio Artists, American Guild of
Musical Arti.sts,
American Guild of Variety Artists.
Hebrew Actors Union and Brother

I

!

I

.

I
I

Opening-night reports of out-oftown tryouts of Broadway legit
shows will be broadcast in the fall
by WNEW. New York. Five-minute
telephone

at the McCarter theatre.
Princeton, with Basil Rathbone and
Jessica Tandy co-starred. However.

i

semi-weekly meeting tomorrow Thur. of the CTP. Most
members of the group appear to
favor the idea, some with certain

regular

)

reservations.

I
j

audience response
thusiastic
some of the current hits.

|

!

;

i

j

;

.

the

test

"Sleep"

in

summer, but the eastern tryout
stems from Miller’s participation
the venture.

m

'

Matinee" recorded series, immedi•tely following the 12:30 midnight

Played Non-Equity Spot,
6 Face Union Hearing

news Interlude.

,

With the growing interest in
legit openings on Broadway, particularly as evidenced by the huge
®^ance sale for certain hits <$460,-

Charged with working at a nonEquity theatre and failing to file
contracts with the union, six members of Actors Equity have been
ordered to appear ;it a council
Those accused are
hearing July

OfiO for

"South Pacific” and $2.')0.so far for "Mis Liberty"!, it’s
figured there may be a sizable au-

MO

.“S.

Otto

dience for a radio spot giving advance dope on tryouts.
The Art
Ford stanza was .selected not only
because of the time it’s on the
•ir. but because
it has a large following of listeners who follow

Cirker.

Simetti.

Clarinda

Ira
Bayne.
Jon
Emerson. Robin

\ union
Oliver and Bill.v Rollo,
have
to
said
is
representative
found them appearing with a nonY.
N.
Hudson.
Equity strawhat at
No contracts for the engagements
Broadway show business.
F.cfuily.
with
had been registered
Stunt was tried for the first time
General warning was recently
last week in connection with the
issued to the Equity membership
tjYout of "Miss Liberty." Robert
headfile contracts at the union
to
E- Sherwood-lrving Berlin musical,
quarters for all engagement.^.
•t the Forrest. Philadelphia. Jerry

'

I

planned.

|

I

j[

'

I

tion.

,

The NYTB, chartered la.st week
by the state, held an open meeting

j

Monday
I
]

plained

'

Has

to

as

20.

producer,

gagement

to

j

Newport Donates 350G

Homburger

of International Artunderwriting.
Blowoff mounted toward week's
end when Tiber Sejer, personal
manager for Miss Korjus. reported
that Rohauer was unable to post
security for salaries and that the
Strauss operetta had never gone
into rehearsal although it was reported in the press a.» having a
successful U. S. tour. After Toronto engagement, troupe was skedded for Montreal and Ottawa.
ists, Inc.,

For Annual Drama Fete
Annual drama

summer

in the

of

festival,
lO.SO.

is

to

start

planned

i
!

The town has

^
1

i
’

i
t

^

L A. CIVIC GETS RIGHTS

I

TO SEATTLE MUSICAL

|

j

Los Angeles, June 21.
Edwin Lester has acquired tho
rights to "The Mercer Girls,” mu-

j

i

sical first

Producer Committee
N.Y.

presented

at the Seattle

Repertory Playhouse some years
ago under the title of
Office in Fall Cargo,” and will present it"Calico
as a
Committee of Theatrical Produ- musical show under auspices of the
cers will probably open a regular Los Angeles Civic Light Opera

To Open

Harold Hobson, drama critic of
the Sunday Times of London, arrived in New York over the week- office early in the fall, with a genend by plane, on assignment by
eral secretary on a full-time basis.
the weekly to cover "South Paeffort will be
cific” and “Death of a Salesman." However, strenuous
He’ll aifo catch most of the other
Broadway hits during his two-week
It’s his first visit
.stay, however.
to the U. S.
Hobson will go
returning.
Before
to Boston for confabs with the edi-

Pay Back 15G

With Raymond Rohaiier
Toronto week’s enat the Royal was on a
straight rental basis, with Walter

June

j

I

Critic in

talks

Toronto Advance Sale

appromised to cooperate with
newly-formed N. Y. Ticket Brokers, propriated $3.50.000 to alter BellBelmont
manAugust
old
cort,
the
Inc., but have warned that if the
Huge
latter fails to clean up the mess, sion, for the presentations.
they 'the producers) are prepared center court will be adapted for
Although
productions.
to go into the ticket-selling busi- outdoor
the exact nature of the shows isn’t
nes.s themselves.
operettas are exThe showmen are also cooperat- set, dramas and staple, with mupected to be the
ing with Murtagh and have promsic. ballet and art exhibitions also
isod him that they will consult with
him on any proposals for reform under consideration.
Lincoln Kirslein is .in charge of
As a posof ticket distribution.
the creative end of the project,
sible move in that direction, CullHenry Warren,
man and Murtagh are having a with Mrs. George
heading a committee of local
luncheon meeting this week to dis- Jr.,
nabobs.
cuss possible ways of improving

London

brief

Toronto, June 21.
Royal Alexandra was paying
back to ticket-buyers la.st night
<20) some $15,000 in advance sales
on "Tales of the Vienna Woods,”
starring Miliza Korjus and Felix
Knight, skedded for the week of

i

the situation.

which Moss ex-

aims, and

Korjus-Knight-’Tales’

I

•

at

(20),
its

(Continued on page 53)
I

!

Uaghan. Variety correspondent
Reopen Parkway. Bklyn
and Philly Daily News drama criNathan Goldberg and Jacob
tic, was
interviewed by Leo Shull, Jacobs reopen the f’aikway theatre.
both ends of the telephone confab
Brooklyn, for Niddish legit
tors of the Christian Science Monbeing broadcast.
There was also fall, doing four new plays, each to itor, for which he’s the West End
an atmosphere description from the
run six weeks.
and does a weekly
theatre lobby just before the openEarly - October opening is correspondent
column on the arts.
ing curtain.
1

License Revocation
Murtagh has given Rubin until
Friday (24) to turn over his records. If he hasn’t done so by then,
immediate steps will be taken to
revoke the license, it is indicated.
In that case. Moss will appeal to
the courts to test the proceedings
and question the entire investiga-

:

authorize the lease of the Belasco
as it stands, for a lO-year term, to
the American National Theatre
Academy. That would save the
'Government the cost of renovation,
leaving it up to the lessee or some
interested private outfit.

the for Newport.

Pasadena this

,

,

”

to

>

jj

"The Heiress.
one who is in position to improve
Cronyn had previously planned the distribution setup. They have

^

House

house for legit. The budget agency
noted that the cost of renovation
would be about $.').'S0,000 and that
an additional $2.'>,000 a year would
be required to rent alternate storage space for Treasury Dept, records and to accommodate subTreasury employees.
However, another bill, introduced this week by Rep. Adam
Clayton Powell (D.; N. Y.'. w’ould

Producers, figuring they're in
the middle of the present situation, are anxious to work with any-

!

Legit

Wa.shington. June 21.
Prospects of an early return of
legit to the Capital received anThe
other setback this week.
Celler Bill, providing for the Government to renovate the theatre
and lease it as a stand for touring
shows was condemned in a report
of the Bureau of the Budget, with
the approval of the Treasury and
Federal Works Agency.
The statement was in the form
of a letter to the House public
works committee, with a copy to
J, G. Frain, executive-secretary of
the Washington Art Center .^ssn.,
civic group that has been spearheading the drive to restore the

to star in

between

New York studio and a critic
or reporter who has attended the
road premiere.
Stanzas will be
spotted in Art Ford’s “Milkman's

As

The matter of a central ticket
probably be one of the
principal topics of discussion at the
(

test of Murtagh's legal
to press the ticket investigation has been started by Jack
Rubin, head of the Manhattan Theatre Ticket Service, who this week
refused to produce his agency records, on the advice of his attorney,
Jesse Moss.
The latter, also the
lawyer for the N. Y. Ticket Brokers, indicated
he would seek a
court test of Murtagh's authority
in the matter.

power

Of Belasco, D.C.,

office will

Ralhbone’s appearance depends on
his previous strawhat commitments

consist of two-way

conversations

fees.
Initial

of the CTP express the
opinion privately that if the group
decided as a whole to demand
greater control of tickets by the
producer. Shubert would have to
But it’s pointed out that
accede.
Shubert didn’t reach his present
dominance in the theatre by giving
in easily to pressure, and he’s not
noted as a pliable man. On the
other hand, in the face of combined
action by the producers, backed by
aroused public sentiment for theatre ticket reform, he might have
to give in.

May

WNEW, N. Y, TO REPORT
ON TRYOUT SHOWS, summer

Nix Comeback

Members

In addition, Howard
Cullman, leading backer of
S.
shows, supports the proposal. And
N. Y. commi.ssioner of investigations John M. Murtagh. who is conducting a probe of ticket scalping
on Broadway, has recommended
such a step, with the elimination
of all brokers.
Members of the CTP are deterGilbert Miller
mined to clean up the ticket distribution mess as quickly as posCronyn
Produce With
sible. It has long been a sore point
Gilbert Miller will probably be to show business and public alike,
and the present agitation about it
"Now
1
of
producer
the nominal
is believed to be hurting attendLay Me Down to Sleep.” Elaine
ance at a time when the theatre
Ryan’s adaptation of the Ludwig can least afford it. There's even a
Bemelmans novel, with Hume belief among some legit people
Cronyn as silent partner. Cronyn. that the continuing furore is erewho owns the script, will stage the ating a negative attitude among
less enplay, which may be tried out this playgoers, as evident from

Assn,
The
(burlesciue).
charter of the Roumanian Actors
Guild, an affiliate of some 3.')-40
members, was revoked by the 4A’s
last week after it had failed to
meet the parent body’s requirements in ending an internal row
in the union.

will

”

since then.

council deci.sion.
A concession to the union's stock
rules was also granted yesterday
to the Indianapolis Civic Opera,
permitting it to lay off the company a week for rehearsals between shows. The stagehands and
musicians had already given
waivers in an effort to keep the
operetta outfit going.
Max Gordon, appearing before
the council, asked for an exception
to the Equity stock rules in connection with the strawhat tour of
the Harold Rome Jerorne Chodorov
revue, "Pretty Penny." which is
trying out this week at New Hope,
Pa., and which the producer hopes
to present on Broadway in the fall.
His request was referred to the
summer stock committee.

Artists

programs

of the Committee of TheProducers that he would go
along with changes they decided,
but has not amplified the statement

atrical

Margaret Phillips, who received
an Actors Equity w’aiver recently
to appear in "The Heiress” at Ann
Arbor, Mich., was granted concession by the union’s council yesterday (Tues. > to play in "The
Winslow Boy" this summer at Falmouth. Mass. Fact that the actress,
an alien, is due to receive U. S.
citizenship soon was a factor in the

,

Affiliate’s

hit.

members

President of Four A’s;

Paul

the current Broadway
"Where's Charley'.’ for wliich
Loesser supplied the seore.

senters of
'

producer, Shubert recently assured

Indpis.

I

Panl Dullzell Reelected

'

practical control of ticket distribution at his houses, although the
u.sual deal for theatre rental provides for "joint control" with the

Equity to Alien,

Impro-

"The Giants of the Mountain" and
"The New Colony." Action seeks
an injunction restraining Select
from exercising its alleged rights
and also seeks a declaratory judgment as* a means of determining
her own claims to the plays.

ti

Robert Carson has withdrawn as
author of the book of "Guys and
.settlement of that point, talk about
Dolls.” musical comedy ba.sed on
a
central ticket otfiee in New
front Damon Runyon's
York, or other suggested changes, characters
stories. A successor i.s being sought
is held to be largely pointless.
on the Coast by Ernest Martin, who
Thus far. Lee Shubert, who con- will co-produce the show' with Cy
trols most of the leading Broadway
Feuer. Frank Locsser is writing
theatres, has given no clear Indicathe music.
tion of his attitude on the matter.
Feuer and Martin, in association
However, he has always retained
with Gwen Rickard, are co-pre'

the exclusive

lish titles

SI

made

to

penses

keep the organization’s

at a

Assn, in 1950. This is in line with
Lester’s policy to find new light
musical material, especially that
which originates on the Coast, for
the L. A. Civic’s needs.
A1 Ottenheimer, George McKay
and Helen Tavemitis wrote the

ex-

minimum.

Pending the return of chairman
Leland Hayward from his European trip, Arthur .Sctiwartz, treasurer of the new managerial group,
acting chairman. For the presi.s
ent no additional members are being sought.

original "Calico Cargo” show. Lester is now seeking a writer or
writers to work out a treatment
for the 19.50 season.
Hi.s arrange-

'

ment with the authors is that he
can use the services of any other
scribbler he finds necessary.
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Only $28,000
In Pitt; Rain Hits Biz

‘Soldier’

B way 6.O.;

Rotary Convention Ups

SRO

Bolger

$41,000,

‘Girls

Total Legit Grosses

Pittsburgh, June 21.
Bad weather breaks gave Civic
Light Opera Assn.'s second show

$37,800,

the comparative figures based on V.-kriety’s
week of the season)

The following are

boxoffice estimates, for last week (the third
and the corresponding week of last season:

of the season,

"Chocolate Soldier,"
a boxoffice drubbing last week at
the Pitt stadium.
Oscar Straus
operetta did only around $28,000,
or about 13 grand under take for
the opener, “Song of Norway.”
First
night’s
performance
got
town patronage: topped $29,800.
rained out at the midway mark,
"Madwoman of C h a i 1 1 o t
and although no other shows were
Belasco (24th wk) (C-1,077: $4.80).
“comSfetelv "there was the
Also gained with the trend; $19^00
.

‘Fancy’

‘Avenue’ Out at 17y2G

,

Rotary Club conventioners gave

Broadway

needed

a

legit

boost

week. The upturn was evident
from the flrst and ^ntinued
through Thursday night (16), with
a few out-of-towners remaining
after the convention to hypo attendance at weekend performlast

18
Number of shows current
55
Total weeks played so far by all shows. ,.
$458,900
Total gross for all current shows last week.
Total season’s gross so far for all shows... $1,375,700
0
Number of new productions so far
.

I

Longrun

(CD-1.357: $4.80).
Rotarians, $34,500.

ances. Virtually all shows profited
from the influx, only the solid
sellouts getting their usual top

down

'

10
Number of current touring shows reported.
36
Total weeks played so far by all shows
$259,700
Total road gross reported last week
$1,075,300
Season’s total road gross so far

1

South Pacific, Majestic (11th
There s no
wk) (M-1,659: $6).
room for improved attendance for
gros.ses.
this record-breaking hit: unques"Along Fifth Avenue” finally tionably the hotte.st ticket on the
The list and turns away standee trade of Patrice Munsel, supported by ’Cabalgata’ Hefty 19G,
folded Saturday night (18).
Richard Charles and Tim Herbert,
only other definite closing is "High every performance: $50,600 again,
Frisco; Spike Jones 25G
Button Shoes,” which ends its
“Streetcar Named Desire,” Bar-'
scheduled
is
but
smash run July 2,
rymore (81st wk) (C-920: $4.80).
San Francisco, June 21.
to tour in the fall. There may be Prize drama also ro.se with the
revue
Spanish
"Cabalgata,”
other shutterings, however. "Anne field: $16,800.
two weeks ago (7) at
opened
which
of the Thousand Days” and "Madit’s
where
Geary,
1.5.50-seat
the
Mice,”
“Two Blind
Cort (16th;
woman of Chaillot” recess next wk)
(C-1,064: $4.80). Comedy went
.1 playing to a $3.60 top, proved itself
Saturday <25) and relight Aug. 22.
to be a "sleeper.” winding up its
almost
to
$9,000.
Liberty,” new Robert E.
"Mis'.s
second week with a hefty $19,000.
“Where’s Charley?” St. James
‘Brig’
Sherwood-Irving Berlin musical, is
It will be held until July 2. with
Ray
(36th
wk) (M-1.509: $6).
now due July 15 at the Imperial,
Menasha Skulnik, who was slated
Bolger starrer hit capacity again
Los Angeles. June 21.
Estimates for Last Week
to play "What a Guy" three nights
„
at $37,800.
Reputable shows combined to at that house, set for only one,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
put local legit back into good July 3.
CD Comedy Drama ), R (Reinie),i
(Mu.sicfll), O (Operetta).
money. Most surprising w'as the
Spike Jones w'ound up the secOther parenthetic figures refer
week of his "Depreciation
tremendous b.o. jump made in the
With another sock $25,000
Revuc”
to seating capacity and top price,
spvvnnH
lA/ogvir
nf
second week of
Harvey,
with
tax.
Curran.
including 20% amusement
Frank
Fay, at the Biltmi^e. doing
However, estimates are net; i.e.,
more than first stanza. Show has
tax.
i

,

23
78
$526,500
$1,640,500
1

(Excluding Stock)

the at-

“Soldier"
had Helena Bliss.
George Britton, Ralph Dumke.
Kathy Barr, Gordon Dilworth and
Muriel O’Mallev in the leads. Current attraction is "Naughty Marietta." marking light opera debut

I

Last

Season

ROAD

|

''H.Vping- and that held
sma.sh tendance

This
Season

BROADWAY

|

13

45
$387,500
$1,147,700

‘Liberty’ Solid

>

i

i

•

‘Harvey’

I

I

$43,000 in Philly

Up to 26G

Philadelphia, June 21.
“Miss Liberty” got its expected
sensational biz In its first session
at the Forrest, $43,000.
That figure will be surpassed this week and
next because the preem (13) had
hefty press list.
Sherwood - Berlin - Hart musical
stays another week.
Seat sale
opened Mond^, with a hoxdffice
line all day.
By tonight (21) sdUout is indicated.
Forrest is only one of Philly’s
Phillv’s
four legiters that can accommodate many standees, and it had

,

:

In LA.;

!

|

j

I

,

^

M

(

;

;

,

‘Roberts’ $19,700

'

—

,

exclusive of
“Along Fifth Avenue,” Imperial
Closed
(23d wk) (R-1,472: $4.80).
Saturday night (18) after 180 performances: loss on the revue is

‘U.S.A.’Hot4iy2G
;

the

week was around

final

Chicago. June 21.

I

|

i

'

:

(2,100:

Nifty

$4.94).

$41,500

in

I

“At War With the Army,” Booth
Stunty
(16th wk) (C-712: $4.80).
exploitation is helping this GI
comedy: latest gimmick is a "Show

and coM.
“Mr. Roberts” Erlanger (40th wk)

spite of rain
;

j

(1,334: $4.33)

Plane” excursion next week from
Albany by Colonial Airlines: last
week’s take was about $7,000.

Fine $19,700.

‘NEW MOON’ NEAT

“Bom

Yesterday,” Miller (176th
wk) (C-940: $4.80).
Longest-run
show got approximately $7,000, but

$75,000 IN ST. LOUIS
St.

continues.

Louis. June 21.

“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco
wk) (D-931: $4.80).
Same

night run in the Municipal Theatre
Assn.’s al fresco theatre in Forest
Park last night (Monday), a mob
of 10,000 laying an estimated $4,-

every week for this multiple prizewinner: absolute limit again at
$24,400.

“Detective Story.” Hudson (13th
i

|

^

|

From B’way fAs
Portland, Me.

!

tf Scenery. Deere. Window*,
Flati.
Pro'ie.
Ceetere,
Hardware, ate., from
various
Productions.
Broadway
end
Read
Idral for Summer Slock. Scenic Buildrrs, and
Schools.
Please contact:

wiihrt to dltpos«

229

W. 42nd

St..

HOROWITZ

New York.
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winter theatre those who enjoy the
theatre have to go to Boston and
New York to see the current prois admitted
it
ductions.
I think
that New York theatres are su|>-

!

At $22,700, Toronto

ported by visitors from out of
town.
Portland, and the re.st of
Maine, send a fair share of those

and

'

pretty likely to edge up along side
of my desk equipped with smiles,
and handshakes not to mention

stones and pielures.
These men and tiu'ir aJtractions

MASSACHIISFTTS

'»
earlier
Be.erlv Farm. Summel. "tfatre,
season and. considering terrific
wiiai has happened in the past?
JV.
heat that badly dented matinee Charles Francisco (N).
In
past
the
I’ve
written
some of
Monson: Castie players; Frederbusiness, engagement held up well
the leading producers and press
but not enough to top first week’s ick S. Hall.
representatives asking that they
engagement, which was $24,900.
MISSISSIPPI
send me their regular releases so
Jackson: Llglit Opera Assn., Wm,
that I could keep up with their
Nuss (E).
shows and tlieir people the same as
NEW JERSEY
Currenl Road Shows
the theatrical news writers in the
Passaic: Actors Co.; William L. larger cities.
How many do it?
(June 20-July 2)
Florence. (N)
None. Why?
1949”
"Blackouts of
El Capitan,
NEW YORK
L. A. (20-21.
Well, here. I’m told is one reaEast
Meadow brook:
Country son. Tliey'i-e afraid I in going to
"Brigadoon”
Philharmonic,
Club; Chamberlain Brown.
L. A. (20-21.
ask for tickets to (heir slu)ws. 1'his
East Northport: Tivoli Players;
“Finian’s Rainbow"
Majestv’s,
information comes to me from one
Murray Brown.
Mont’l (20-25'.
Long Beach. L. I.: Crest theatre; of tlie men prominently mentioned
"Harvey" Biltmore, L. A. Aud.,
in tlie revival program.
Edward
Gould
(E',
(20-21';
Diego
.Aud.,
San
Pasadena
It happens to lie 300 miles from
PENNSYLVANIA
(22); Aud.. Long Beach (23); Aud.,
Boiling Springs: Allenberry Play- Portland to New' York, and the
Sacramento (25'; Mayfair. Portland
round
trip fare, either by sleeper
(27-29'; Temple. Tacoma (30); Mel., house: Richard North Gage!
Harrishurgh: Summer theatre; or plane, makes a decided dent in
Seattle '1-2'.
l)ill.
Newspaper reporters
a
$50
Anthony
Arms
(N).
U.
“Inside
S. A.’’— Shubert, Chi
Newfoundland: Haubert theatre; up this way don’t earn the kind of
20 - 2 '.
“Miss Liberty”
Forrest, Phlllv John McCabe. Peggy McCabe, Ed- money tliat makes going to New
ward Waglin.
York a habit. At best
get tiiere
(20-2).
“Mr. Roberts"
onee a year. Sometimes It’s as far
Erlanger, Chi
WASHINGTON
( 20 - 2 ).
Meridan Hill Park: Washington apart as three years. Take tliis
"Streetcar Named Desire”— Bill- Theatre Festival; Productions, Inc. sea.son with all Its good .stuff. I’ve
more, L. A. (20-2).
(E).
yet to make it, and the prospects

patrons.

A»r..

Tl might surprise some of the
producers and press agents how

j

them how man.v look to
the Writer for information about

i

!

i

|

I

,

^

—

—

—
—

I

1

I

and

V'„rk!'’:^d 'it‘"n,i“h“r"r„rt;n

|

i

I

l,e,e .1

„

‘

|
'
l

i

(

—

look dim. At that rate the strain
on the free list from my direction
hardly seems to be a serious one.
Inasmuch as Portland has no

I

—

Empirt Thcafre Bldg. *

21.

advertised

Erlanger now goes dark indefeven the semi-pro F.rlanger Players’ pre.sentation of
“Parlor Story,” skedded for June
22-25, being cancelled.
initely

I

—

"In Heart of Timet Sq.”

*

Buffalo, June

“High Button Shoes.”

for a return engagement here at
the Erlanger cancelled out. the attraction passing up the Erlanger
in favor of Rochester. N. Y., which
is half the size of Buffalo.

j

in

LEVENTHAL

).

^Shoes’ Drops Buffalo

.

times:

ESTATE OF

CHAS.

dances.

I

Would have been socko

J.

performance, with “Just One Way
to Say I Love You" and "Let’s
Take an Old-Fashioned Walk” getting the biggest hands among the
vocals, and “Mrs. Monotony” and
"The Policeman’s Ball” among tbt

^

'

top.

JULES

Philly audiences have been enthusiastic in the extreme at every

|

alw'ays, got
all

final cur-

sharpen show.

Editor. V.\riety:

North Haven: Summer theatre;
Toronto, June 21.
Continued record heat wave con- Wm. Cullen (E'.
tinued to hurt second week of
ILLINOIS
$47,100.
Highland Park: North Shore
“Lend an Ear,” Broadhurst (27th ‘Finian’s Rainbow” here for a diswk) (R-1.160: $6'. One of the mu- appointing $22,700, with Royal smuiuer Iheatre; Marshall Migatr
Alexandra (1,525) scaled at $4.80
sicals that rose with the out-of-

As

$6i.

the limit of standees at

was smooth: Saturday

I

trade:

wk) (M-1.654:

it

La.st of Shertain fell at 11:19.
wood’s changes in the libretto art
reported as being set by this Thursday (23). Both he and Berlin liave
delegated to Hart full final charge
of work being done to trim and

i

I

$35,500 for regular nine
performances.
“Kiss Me. Kate,” Century (25th

last

ten minutes cut out
by Wednesday (15) with some
ragged spots resulting. By Friday

Papers Get Brush

;

V"

wk) (D-1.057: $4.80).
Has been
/ Olive Re^es-Smith,
n
jnal cast,
Mabel
approximating capacity: $22,600.
“Goodbye. My Fancy,” Fulton
Conlner.
plus
newcomers
in the
wkt
(30th
(CD-966: $4.80..
Ruth
enteipiise, clicked.
Hussey took over the star part
Others in top roles who scored
Mondav night (20) during MadeDorothy
Sandlin, Dick Smart
are
leine Carroll’s eight-week vacation,
and Jean Casto has succeeded and Avon Long. The HammersteinRomberg musical, “New Moon,”
Shirley Booth: $16,800.
“High Button Shoes,” Broad- wound up its 11-night stand, the
way (89th wk) (M-1.90(): $3). Busi- opening of the season, Sunday (19)
ness has skidded recently for this with a neat $75,000, although one
longrun musical comedy click, and performance was delayed by rain
it
closes July 2 after 727 per- and threatening weather was on
formances: some betterment last deck several other nights.
week: $22,400.
“Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950,” Century (4th wkt (R-2.964: $2.88>. Skating show profited from the Rotary ‘Finian’ Disappoints

performance

Show had

I

First local outdoor presentation
of "Bloomer Girl” teed off a seven-

(19th

every

at

week.

In view of much recent talk, and
several conferences, relative to reviving the theatre, especially on
the road, it may be that an offBroadw'ay viewpoint might be of
interest to some of those concerned in this enterprise, particularly the viewpoint of one with
whom advance men may be doing
wk.) (255: $3.60). Slow $2,300.
“Blackouts of 1949,” El Capitan, business if the program material(365th wk.) (1,142: $2.40) Nudg- izes.
ing up to $17,000.
-pbe writer is amusement editor
the Portland. Me.. Pre.ss Her(2nd wk.) (2,670, $4.80).
Socko
Evening Express. Portland
$52,500.
once had the reputation of being
“Harvey.” Biltmore.
(2nd wk.)
^
j
the best stock and road
o”®
Good-.sized $26,000,
(1,636: $3.60).
showing sharp increase over last show towns in the country. It supported two fine legitimate theatres
week’s $17,000.
for many years, and older theatregoers recall when four .stock companies were operating at the same
Added Strawhats
Today the live theatre in
time.
The following summer theatres, Maine is limited to summer stock,
not previously listed, will operate of which the state has from seven
season.
this
season.
Equity-franchised to
10 companies each
spots are designated ((E) and non- "Oklahoma!” <the w'eek of April
Equity (N). This brings the total 25). at the State theatre in Portnumber of strawhats to 236 so far. land was the first musical show to
CALIFORNIA
play here since 1931.
Ventura:
Penthouse
theatre:
It .seems reasonable to assume
Charles H. Wilhelm (N).
that if the theatre is to be reHollywood: Greek theatre (E).
vived the public ought to be in on
Laguana Beach: Pasadena Play- it. Such information might reahouse: Michael & Marcella Cisney sonably
be
expected
to
pass
(E).
through the hands of those, who
CONNECTICUT
like myself, on small and medium
Hartford: Algiers theatre: Cham- newspapers, handle all .sorts of
berlain Brown.
amusement news. Press agents

{

tioners: $41,000.

them

Sez Small-Town

habits of

and it’s paying off
remarkably.
“Brigadoon’s” second week also
built, with Philharmonic doing almost capacity. Ken Murray’s littie show revealed a slightly better
draw.
Listless entry is “Anna
Lucasta,” with an all-white cast, at
the small Coronet.
"Streetcar Named Desire” replaced "Harvey” at the Biltmore.
Monday (20). This one had an
advance sale of $50,000 for the
three-week stand it will do here
with the national company, which
figures to give it an average $30,000
a week.
Estimates for Last Week
“Anna Lucasta,” Coronet. (1st

I

“Anne of the Thousand Days,”
Both "Mr. Roberts” and “Inside
Shubert (28th wk) (R-1,378: $4.80).
Got a slight lift from the visiting USA” have started to hit the
heavy summer convention season,
trade: around $20,000.
“As the Girls Go,” Winter Gar- Both did remarkably well despite
rainy weather first of last
den (31st wk) (M-1,519: $7'^0*)
Michael Todd’s combination of week.
Estimates
for Last Week
Bobby Clark and semi-nude gals
“Inside USA” Shubert (5th wk)
had plenty of draw for conven-

manana and Sunday

L. A. citizenry,

In Spiffy Chicago

estimated to have come to about
$275,000:
$17,500.

played here twice before,
Biltmore has started a policy of
5 p.m. Sunday matinees geared to

i

to see. Answering thal Questry to be as fair as possible,
who am I to deny that the personal element does not enter ini
One good turn de.serves another,

what

tion
but,

I

isajs the Good Book, although
in that exact language.

To sum up my

position

producers and their
agents should adopt a moie

I

not

ll''"'^

the

ly attitude

interested

irienuare

toward those who
in

their

Th^V

cause.

should try and make friends

aside

from the Broadway colunmisls. i
can boost a show better from having .seen it than I can from •eathf’*
.somebody else’s account, it (he
breaks should come my way
Ana
I could get to Broadway.

that

of the press agents may.
business perks up. find themselves
httie
in towns like Portland w hen a
friendship would mean more lhan
cl.'im'”>
and
their prop smiles
handshakes. Besides. the\ iO‘‘> h
always have such hits as "Deatn
oi
of a Salesman,’’ ’’Kiss Me. Kate

some

*

^

“South

Pacific.”

Harold

L.

Call.

CHATTER

Wednesday, June 22, 1949
renaming of
“constant
created confusion for
’

Broadway

streets

actress-w'ife, Eloise Hardt, will vacation in Austria.
Distributor-producer Ilya Lopert

London

]

postal:

authorities.”
Sir Malcolm Sargent to Portugal
The Russel Crouses summering
After completing thesping chores to conduct series of concerts.
at Annisquam, Mass.
Warners’ "Chain Lightning,”
in
and
Caryll
Billy
Caryll,
of
Wilto
Anne Pinkus, secretary
both Raymond Massey and Richard
hospitalized with thromliam Morris, Jr., flying to Europe Whorf plan separate trips to, New' Mundy,
bosis.
York. Whorf will direct Monte
Tom Arnold’s next ice show at
V alerie Bettis summering in New Proser’s forthcoming legiter starwill
be "Ice
London, Conn., teaching ballet and ring Martha Raye. Massey, accom- the Stoll theatre
opening July 15.
Vogues”
giving dance recitals.
panied by his wife, will talk legit
Next Playhouse offering will be
Buchanan & Co. named ad offers for the fall.
"This Walking Shadow,” starring
agency to handle Bob Hope’s new
Jack Cohn. Columbia Pictures Freda Jackson, opening June 29.
Quality Television Corp.
hosting 125 wounded
A1 Daff, Universal foreign sales
Mrs. O. Monte (Helene) Samuel vice-prexy.
his Katonah (N.Y.) estate exec in N. Y., here on periodic
due in from N. O. for the summer vets at(Wed.)
in behalf of the 52 checkup and leaves for Continent
today
to “cool ofl” on Broadway.
all-year round soon.
Cantor, the youngest of Club which does an
>

Janet

Eddie and Ida Cantor’s
ters. is

now

a "serious”

five daughmusic com-

poser.

Music Corp. of America finally

own

building

at

moving

into

67th

Madison some time next

&i

week.
Harvey

Cowan
•

its

I

Day named by Lester

as producer’s sales rep on

Love Happy,” which

tributed by

is

1

;

being dis-

UA.

I

Bing Crosby and Bill Morrow
back to the Coa.st over the weekend, but the latter due back here
end of this week.
George Raft, who reached Paris
over the weekend, heading for the
Riviera where he will reside between film commitments.
Gerald Astor, son of Columbia
pictures circuit sales exec Louis
Astor, was graduated magna cum
®laude from Princeton last week.
John Perona, El Morocco boniface, and the Herald-Trib’s film
critic, Otis L. Guernsey, Jr., off to

Europe yesterday

iTues.)

on the

America.
Emeric Pressburger and Michael
producers,
film
Powell, British
agents Robert Lantz and Christopher Mann planed to the Coast

Sunday

(19).

pianist Teri Josefovitz currently for luncheon and
cocktails at the Penthouse club

Songwriter

-

j

1

I

j

|

hospitalized
Cornelia Otis Skinner goes into
Charles L. the St. James late this month for
and sailors.
Ca.sanave has made available a a short season, replacing Terence
print of Harold Lloyd’s "Movie Rattigan’s "Adventure Story.”
Crazy” for the occasion.
J. B. Priestley has scripted an
British
Associated
for
original
skedded for production in early
the title "Last
under
this Fall
Australia
Holiday.”
By Eric Gorrick
Will Hay, scholastic comedian,
London Films’ "Spring in Park left over $100,000, bulk going
Lane” is in its 26th week in Mel- to his eider daughter Gladys Hay,
featured in "Ignorance Is Bliss”
bourne for Hoyts.
Jack Reid, of the "Oklahoma!” radio program.
"The Young and Fair,” alltroupe, doing some broadcasting
femme American play, replaces

of
soldiers

job

entertaining

for Australian Broadcasting
mission.

Com-

"Miss Turner’s Husband” at St.
Martin’s June 29. Stars Marie Ney
Here McIntyre, U-I topper here, and Jane Baxter.
president of The Pioneers, a local
Walt Disney arrived last Monday
setup comprised of showmen who (13 and will see "Treasure Island”
began away back.
under way before taking his famBoth Greater Union and Hoyts ily to Europe. Phil Gersdorf here
are playing the 33-year-old Chap- to do publicity on pic.
Floorwalker,” in
lin opus, "The
Second of the provincial reperthe keys and nabes.
tory companies in the Ernbassy
"Joan of Arc” (RKO) has been theatre season is Glasgow Citizens
given the blessing for local dating Theatre presenting an hilarious
by the Roman Catholic Church. adaptation of Moliere’s "L’Ecole
des Femmes.”
Pic will go over the Hoyts loop.
Cinesound, under production di1

rection of Ken G. Hall, making
additional two-reelers for the U. S.
television
market covering the
Down Under way of life.

Clucago
Palace

e.xpecting

vaude return

July 25.

Hollywood

Ron Alcorn recovering from
here from N. Y. Mrs. Lopert ac- surgery.
companying him.
Henry O’Neills celebrated their
Harold Lewis here to do public silver wedding.
relations on the Roberto RosselAl Horwitzes celebrated their
lini-Ingrid Bergman film.
20th wedding anni.
John Kitzmlller, Negro actor in
Betty Hutton back to work after
Rome, is being sought for a film siege of strep throat.
about a GI to be made in GerWalter Wanger and Joan Benmany.
nett returned from Europe.
Ilya Lopert in Rome to confer
Eugenie Leontovitch suing
with his associates on his forth- Gregoi-y Ratoff for divorce.
coming production, "Somewhere
Ted Lewis signed for two days
is

'

in Italy.”

Latimore. Broadway acplaying in an Italian film

Frank

at the California State Fair.

Bernie Milligan out of the hospneumonia.
Al Kingston checked out of the
side Rome.
Nat Goldstone agency to organize
Brooks McCormack. American his own.
tenor now in Italy, was featured at
Masquers tossed a party to celea benefit concert in the Italian Em- brate James Barton’s 55th year in
bassy given for the Holy See.
show biz.
Writer Hans Habe and his wife,
Gradwell Sears in town to conElaine, have taken a villa in Rome. fer
with
Mary Pickford and
Habe at work on a motion picture Charles Chaplin.
script about present-day Germany.
Rudy Vallee booked for three
Walter Wanger and wife, Joan weeks^ at the Mark Hopkins, San
Bennett, at the Hassler hotel mak- Francisco, in December.
ing plans to bring their children
.Milton Berle w'ill emcee the secand stay for several ond annual ball of the Greater
to Rome
months.
Los Angeles Press Club.
Screen Writers Guild members
pledged 1% of their salaries to the
Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Washington
Bob Trent in town to round up
By Flomce S. Lowe
talent for^ his forthcoming BroadFrancis Harmon, MPAA veepee, way show* “Adam and Eve.”
tor, is

being

made

in town past week for a
pow-wow.
National Press Club held
screening of UA’s “Home

YMCA

special
of the

Brave”

last night (21).
Republic’s local topper. Jake
holding a series of press
screenings of "Red Menace.”
Howard (“Life With Father”)
Lindsay attended Americans for
Democratic Action meeting here.
Helen Hayes here to see daughter. Mary MacArthur. score a hit

Flax,

“The Corn Is Green,”
Olney theatre.

in

pital after a siege of

at Cine-Citta, just out-

at

nearby

Harry M. Warner will be guest
the National Conference of
at
Christians and Jews, June 28.
J. Farrell Macdonald started his
45th year in films and his 494th
role in "Oh. Doctor,” at 20th-Fox,
Bette Davis wound up with a
shiner when a rifle kicked back
at the "Beyond the Forest” location.

Hugo Fregonese returned from
Buenos Aires
picture.
English.

to

"Holly,

dub

his Spanish
Criminal,” in

a

Harry Minturn takes over direcGreater Union Theatres will reCass Daley booked for two
of tion of Marengo, 111., strawhatter.
lease
Selznick’s
"Portrait
Jane Pickens slated to sing a weeks at the l.ondon Palladium,
Chicago theatre angling Danny George Gershwin memorial proJennie” on a deal completed beJuly 18. followed by a
starting
Margie Hart in from the Coast tween Norman B, Rydge, the GUT Kave for tw'o weeks, starting Aug. gram July 27 at National Sym- tour of the provinces.
to do Sadie Thompson at the topper,
and Cleave Shepherd, 12 /
phony’s outdoor Watergate theatre.
pinch-hitting
Tover
as
Leo
Aileen Stanley joined cast of
production SRO.
Hoboken,
Rialto,
Amusement unit of Allied Jew- cameraman at 20th-Fox for Joe
• Rain.”
“Inside U. S. A.” as does Herbert ish Appeal, under chairmanship
Her husband, writer Searecuperating from
McDonald,
Ross.
man Jacobs, with her.
of exhibitor Sidney Lust, lunching emergency apiiendectomy.
Marta Toren in for personals Thursday (23) to spark the drive.
Warner Bros, theatre exec Max
Barcelona
with “Illegal Entry” film at the
Production unit of Universal’s
B. Blackman’s 25th wedding anniLegit actor Alejandro Ulloa tour- Palace.
“Free for All.” in town past week
versary, July 4, one month after his
Bucks County, Pa.
Alan Ladd in for background with stars Ann Blythe and Robert
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph ing Canary Islands with "Hamlet.”
In"Postal
By Sul Jacobson
New legiter by A. Paso. Jr., and shots of steel mills for
Cummings, and producer Robert
Blackman feted their 50th anni.
Viola Roache checked out to play
Buckner, hit the publicity jackpot
Louis A. Lolito, g.m. for Mrs. R. Perello, "Mariquilla la Folk- spector.”
EdJames
and
Sinatra
Must
Fall” at Olney. Md..
Frank
"Night
lorica,”
bowed
the
Barcelona
at
thanks to some hep flackery.
Martin (Louise) Beck’s interests,
wards. film star, in for CatholicEddie Rich reopening Clinton,
back from Europe yesterday Mon- theatre.
(23i with "Light Up
J..
Youth
benefit.
N.
Sat.
two
Isabel Garces is appearing at the
day (20). Mrs. Beck sails for
John Ringling North. Ringling
Sky.”
months abroad the end of next Borras theatre in a new comic play
Pittsburgh
Moss Hart commuting from
by Victor Ruiz Iriarte, “Las Mu- Bros., circus, talking to Nat Green,
week.
Aquetong home to. “Miss Liberty”
rep, on July showing here.
midwest
By Hal Cohen
Maurice Finnell, baritone, mem- jure.s Decentes” (“Decent Women”).
rehearsals in Philly.
Roy Rogers and wife. Dale
Carl
Debberthine,
bandleader,
ber of the American Theatre Wing
Maestro Sorozabal presenting
Paul Gallico farm in Stockton,
musical faculty, ott to Harrison, new operetta at the Calderon thea- Evans, huddling with department bedded w'ith pneumonia.
Eddie (Rochester) Anderson set N. J.. .sold last week to Mrs. Helen
Me., on June 30 to direct summer tre. "La isla de las perlas” ("Pearl store execs here on merchandise
tieins.
Vaughan Henderson.
for
Carousel
w'eek
of
July
15.
musical activities at the Wigwam Island”).
Songs and dialog by
Jimmie Fidler in budding with
Leo Freedmans. Jane Broder.
Billie Burke in town autographSchool.
Gonzalo del Castillo, Marti Alonso J. Walter Thompson public relaing copies of her autobiog, "Feath- Louise Beck, Ben Washer. Donald
Albert Berryman, vet maitre d’ and Mendez Herrera.
tions staff on his "National Kids er On My Nose.”
Buka. Gertrude Applcbaum in for
of the*old Hollywood and Miami
Catalina Barcelona has scored a Day” campaign.
Collette Crawford off for Boiling weekend.
Beach Ciro’s, sailed for Paris last
Gabby Hayes, Roy Rogers and Springs. Pa., for ingenue roles
Lee Shubert. Max Gordon.
week with his new bride, the for- big success at the Comedia with
the
play. "Eugenia, su Alma y su Art Rush here to discuss rodeo
Gloria Safir. Kilty Carlisle. Mo.ss
in Allenbury Playhouse.
mer Alice Selvin, reputedly a mil- .Armario”
("Eugenie,
Her
Soul
and
plans with Arthur Wirtz, head of
John Jphns making fourth ap- Hart in to catch preem Mon. (20)
lionairess.
Her Cupboard”), by Luis F. Se- Chicago Stadium.
pearance of the season at Play- night of "Pretty Penny.”
Rosalind Ivan left for the Coa.st villa and L. Tejedor.
"Merry Widow,” starring Wilbur
hou.se in current "Remember Me.”
Saturday (18) to appear with Cecil
Windsor
Palace
gave
gala
preRay Schneider, chief announcer Evans and Susanna F'oster, to open
Williams’
Tennessee
Kellaway in
miere
Paris
for
Spanish
film
John Terrell’s arena theatre
production.
St.
at WWSVV. and his wife celebrated
and Donald Windham’s comedy.
their 10th wedding anni last week. July 9 in Lambertville. N. J.
By Maxime de Beix
“You Touched Me,” which will be “Alhucemas,” depicting historical
landing
of
Spanish
Army
in
Africa.
Seegor (Mrs. Ezra Stone)
Sara
Brian
McDonald
has
brought
his
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse)
put on at the Biltmore there.
The Dave Kapps’ 22d anniver- Pic. directed by Jose Lopez Rubio,
John and Robbie Garfield off to wife, Patti Phillippi, and new back on Newtown farm after leavstars Julio Pena and Jose Bodalo.
ing
“At
War With Army” cast;
daughter
home
for
few
weeks
dursary. Decca veepee to the Coast for
Rome.
ditto Shirley Booth from "GoodMexican pix doing okay here,
Jules Levey and Jacques Grinieff ing "Ice-Capades” layoff.
a 10-day quickie. Incidentally, Mrs.
Bert Pollock, playwright who got bye, My Fancy.”
Jack Kapp, widow of the Decca with "Los tres' Garcia” ("The back from Italy,
Boyd Crawford, Elizabeth Eustis.
Nancy Carroll going home after M.A. degree last week at Tech
prez and founder. Coasting in July Three Garcias”), Rodriguez Herdrama school, appointed head of John Marriott in for rehearsals of
manos production, and “Alla en el a short stay in Italy.
for a month to visit her family.
Screen Directors Guild’s fir.st of Rancho Grande” ("Out on the Big
The Joe McConvilles gandcring dramatics at Berea. Ky., College. "I’ll Take My Stand.” Elihu Winer
Pittsburgh Playhouse’s Virginia play debuting at New Hope Mon.
series of public forums tomorrow' Ranch”) in Technicolor, in new Paris with the Lacy Kastners.
(Thurs.) at Museum of Modem Ail. version with Jorge Negrete, w'ell
George Raft and Leland Hay- Mulhallen resigning to head the (27). Paul Morri.son is staging.
co.stume
Theron Bamberger reversing biz
department at the Carreceived.
with Benjamin A. Cohen. UN diward arrived together in town.
Sartre
rector of information, and Jean BeJean-Paul
and
Louis negie Tech Drama School, and trend by bettering last year’s lake
noit-Levy, UN director of films, as
Nagel patching up all differences. Tom Power, p.a. for the last year, with first two bills at Playhouse.
guest speakers.
Casey Robin.son currently shoot- has turned in hi.s notice, too. Kay Francis in "Let Us Be Gay
Westport, Conn.
ing racetrack locations for "My Old Power has taken a job with cen- and Sylvia Sidney in "Two Mrs.
Tony Martin, in between the
By
Humphrey
tral publicity bureau of W'esting- Carrolls.”
Douleiis
Riviera engagement, doing Victor
Man.”
Ted Steele, commuting farmer,
Miriam Howell weekending here.
The Spyros Skouras guests at house C’o.
recordings and also mulling tcleto guest star at Street Fair in New
the
parties
including
vision, so much so that he lias Ditto Vern Alves.
many
Hope June 30-July 4 for benefit of
nixed a couple of indie pix. “From
Hunt Bros.’ Circus moving into Opera in the George Hirsche’s box.
Recreation Center. Paul Whiteman
where I’m sitting,” says the singer. this area and doing well.
Lou Walters kissing Emil Boreo
Cleveland
• video
sponsoring songw rit ing contest,
looks like the hottest thing
Betty Tyson, niece of Mrs. Perle on both cheeks soon after reaching
By Glenn C. Pullen
Harry Hacnig.sen a "I’enny” comBoreo had been very sick
in show' biz.”
Mesta. playing small parts at Coun- Paris.
George Sterney orch back at petition.
George Jessel torches for the un- try Playhouse.
on French Riviera, but now looks
Bronze Room.
oka\
sjng lyric writers in a current EsMme.
Marie Pons, mother of Lily
Jeanne Harvey, singer, signed
quire piece. "And Then
They Pons, returning here next week
for Horace Heidi unit.
Germany
Wrote,” pleading that the song- from Saratoga.
Adeline Niece and Larry Be.st
fmilhs too often eclipse their wordBy B. II. Liebes
Marks Levine, head of National
bringing ’em in at the Golden
smith collaborators whenever the Concerts and Artists,
By Helen McGill Tubbs
Hungarian author and dramatist
Dragon.
bought a
nation’s songs are written about,
Director Geza Radvanyi back
house at Wilton.
Nancy Nesbitt. "Mi.ss Ohio of Bela Bulasz signed u|) with Defa.
discussed, etc.
Carl Ravazza at his Wilton place from Paris.
Berlin’s former variety theatre.
1947.”
joined
Sammy Watkins’
Equitable Life, in connection
Dorothy and Lillian Gish visiting band as vocalist.
Cb-ace Filkins going to Thou.sand
Delphi, wdll be rebuilt into one of
witli their routine check
of ad- Islands for the summer.
Italy lor the summer,
Johnny Vadnal’s local Victor- the city’s largest film houses.
dre.s.ses under paid-up policies, tryEddie Mannix. of Metro, in recording polkatcers signed by
John Tyers off to St. Louis to
m Exchange,
International F
ing to locate Henry W. Geiger, for- Join his wife. Helena Bliss, in
Rome for a few days.
with homeoflice in Dusseldorf, has
St.
MCA for middlewestern tour.
mer musician and singing teacher. I.ouis Muny Opera sea.son.
Max Mark here viewing films
About 40 staff members of the opened branches in Stockholm and
Geiger gave his addre.ss as 345 W.
Mary Duggett Benson, one time for the American market.
Play House here forming summer Bussum. Holland.
70th st.. N. Y., when he look the general manager of N. Y, Civic
Nancy Carroll received an eye repertory company for strawhatter
Victor de Kowa has signed for
policy out in 1926.
Repertory
theatre,
sailed
for injury a few days after her arrival at Chautauqua. N. Y.
stage appearance in Buenos Aires.
George Skouras to be honored Europe.
here.
Frederic McConnell, Play House All his earnings will be turned over
dinner guest at formal opening
Mrs. Ray Lewis, of .Mliancc director, and actress-wife. Harriet to a Berlin charity.
Fritz and Carlotta (Irwin' Reiner
celebration of the new Forest Hills going to Switzerland when the Films Distributors in Canada, is Brazier,
At the recently held Internavacationing
al
Mirror
Jewish Center Sept. 17. During the maestro completes summer dates in Rome.
Lake, New' Hampshire.
tional Ultra-sound Congress
construction
of
the
synagogue, in this country,
Producer Leonard Sillman. of
Ralph Lewis, comic, and Loui.se langcn, scientific films produced m
when resident.s had no place to
Christie
MacDonald,
Theresa N. Y.. left for Paris after vacation Hoff, singer, rushed in by Bor- Germany were shown to .scientists
vorship, Skouras made available Helburn, John C. Wilson, Peggy in Rome.
sellino’s Club as pinch-hitters w'hen from 1 1 countries.
liis Fore.st Hills theatre.
Sam Waaggener looking up auto accident forced Victor Borge
Philip Dunning.
O’Brien.
Ward
Heidermarie Hatheyer picked for
Queens County Council nixed re- French, Eva LeGallienne, James films in Italy suitable for the to cancel date.
leading role in Carl Zuckmayers
naming part of 3,3d Ave., Bayside. Melton, Paul Kwartin and .John Dutch market.
Basil
Langton. English actor- "Barbara Blombcrg.” which will be
the John Golden Lane in honor of Fearnley at reopening of Country
Leonard
Hoffman.
w r t c r. director of Catholic University, staged in Berlin’s Hebbei theatre
the showman’s approaching '73th Playhouse (20), with "The Time of brother of Irving Hoffman in Rome Washington,
gue.st-directlng ‘‘Joan by Karl-Hcinz Stroux.
.
birthday.
It was explained as no
Your Life.” costarring Eddie Dowl- for a few days.
of Arc” for Cain Park’s outdoor
Camera Film Co. has started
reflection on the producer but that ing and Meg Mundy.
Writer Hans Habe and his theatre, week of July 5.
(CiMstinued on page 55)
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winner on the line.” “seven the
loser,” “easy way,” “the hard way,”

I

Chatter
Continued from page

eyes
the

and other visitors, both
English and French will be used.
"Faites vos jeux, messieurs.” and
“rien ne va plus” will then be
given as well as “coming out” (for
the first throw), “all bets down”

I

on “Ulyssa.” directed by
Top roles are taken
Kurl M^eisei.
of Constitution, Navy's giant
Homey. Axel von Am- crevy
hv Brigitte
Hying ship.
Meisel.
Kurt
and
Ssser
Estate of Mate Tom Heggen, coFreihe^it
No.
“Grosse
The fiim.s
author of stage, hit, “Mr. Roberts.”
barring Hans Albers, and valued at more than
$20,000, left^
” starring Ewald Bal’'RembrantU
to parents here.
Art
during
be shown
r
will
Lake Minnetonka suburb setting
Edinburgh, Scotland.
,

Week at
Top German

artists who will apFestival are
near at the Salzburg
in
starring
Hoerbiger,
•

“Jedermann”:

in “Clavigo
Will Quadflieg
Kwald Balser in “Iphigenie.”

ALFRED MUNRO

I

VIOLA MUNRO

Alfred Gordon Munro, 73, for-

and
and

i

North-Rhin® Westhphalian theaowners have decided to stop
owing of newsreel “Welt in
after
Fhn’ ("World in Film”)
rental fees and
julv 1 due to high
from theatregoers
coniplaints
of the
about the text and quality
lie

I

jicwsreel.

and

Allied States convention here Oct.

Riviera

By N. V. Eswar
Cinema actors in South India
themselves into an
banded
have

By Margaret Gardner
Jean - Pierre Aumont, accompanied by Maria Montez, vacationing at St. Tropez, spending the day
association.
^
*
u
Jean Renoir reported to be pro- in Cannes.
Maurice Chevalier to Paris to
ducing “River” in a Bombay studio
Further
instead of at Calcutta, as stated finish his film. “Le Roi”

government - sponsored “approved”
films from June 3 as directed by
government.
government i.s
The Pakistan
preparing a travelog covering the
areas
northwest frontier, tribal

;

in

tapings of his
will

‘

to

I

;

program

as

j

24-26.

Madras City
in
Exhibitors
created .stir by refusing to screen

more"

“no

i

India

This Is Paris" radio
await his return to

A

players on request.
The 12 croupiers, who are now
working eight hours a day at the
“Craps School” w’ere selected from
50 “t rente et quarante" and roulette croupiers
who volunteered
for the new game.
They are all
experienced
men. with a fair
knowledge of English, and are
young, a necessary requisite because of the strain of conducting
the game standing up.
This, the fit's! time, that craps
will be played in any European
Ca.sino, is creating a great deal of
intere.st among the regular clients
of
the
Casino,
and especially
among the croupiers who will conduct the game.
They are con-

The Cannes Palm Beaeh Casino

WILLIAM

Samuel

MARRIAGES

two

such entertainment here.
Nini Marshall. Argentinian coHermann Roebbeling, 73, former medienne. here lo play in a pic
general-manager of Burg theatre, W'ith Joaquin Pardave, veteran
comic, and double at the Follies,
died.
Karl
Hans Jaray inked for vaude revue house.
Georg Fra.ser-Franz Mas.sarek film,
“Court in Mantua.”
Raoul Aslan, of Burg theatre,
HSaa
inked for Austro-French film proIVIOnLB UflllU S Ulww
oiicBon, “Doctor At Crossroad.”
Continiiecl from p.iR*!

Vienna

———

,

•Cleveland,” first
here,

March

of

Time

^^

I

1

1

being .synchronized, fret aeluallv worked for a while
^(ih Karl Hans Jaray to narrate
as a craps croupier.
language version.
'The tables to be used at the
Him committee selected “Mvshave been manufactured
Ca.sino
tenous Depths” for Venice Fe.stiby the B C Wills & Co., of De'al. ’‘Dear
Friend” for Locamo
by Mr. Weinbrenner.
owned
troit.
and “Eroica” for Cannes.
Valley
.Sun
the
of
proprietor
The dice, al.so brought
Ca.sino.
from America, are of brtght colons
Minneapolis
and made of transparent plastic
is

By

I-es

Rees

^
vJun Carnival
has Ink Spots and
2>on

&

Sonnie.
Graeie Barrie at Hotel Radi.sson

*lnnie

Room.

return set for July 28 at
"•'^P'Drpheum,
J)®''lhwest Variety club’s annual
"Oif

tournament

Aug. 12.

scheduled

for

material. The points are .stamped
on. so lhat the surface of the dice
is perfectly smooth.
Craps will be “cla.ssici.scd” at
Monte Carlo, in that the famous
and colorful slang expressions of
American craps throwers will not

be

used

ments
exactly

will,

as

The formal announcehowever, be preserved
spoken in American

Harry Richman plus Laurette A
All crap.s announcements
casinos.
follows Inks Spots into
are being taught lo croupiers in
Carnival, June 23.
But to
June March, burlesque stripper, both English and French
each table will play in
jiuest star
with Old Log straw'hal- begin with,
English, so that Americans this
•‘^^‘‘sun's opener, “Rain.”
Merle F*otier, former Berger cir- summer will be able to bear the
“u general manager, out of Army familiar remarks like "seven the
.)mes

'“<yb

Joyce

Matthews and Milton
rewed in New York,
Couple had been di-

Berle were

June

17.
in

1947.
Bride is an ache’s the stage, pix and television comedian.
Mien;
Mocum to
10 Richard
Mary Jean Slocum

vorced
tre.ss;

Law

Warfield,

Noroton,

'
onn.
Cor

Bride i.s a daughter of
1^
vccj
Lorimer land Mrs.) Slocum, veepce
of

Young

& Rubicam

advertising
advertis

agency
age
Frances deVillers Biokaw to
Charles L. Abry, IV, New York.
June 13. Bride is the daughter of
.Mrs. Henry .Faynes Fonda and stepdaughter of Henry Fonda, currently starred in the Broadway
duction of “Mister Roberts.”

sons.

DAVID

KYW

_

ELLIO'TT

C.

William C. F^lliott, former presiJ. BUTLER
Frederick Justice Butler, 76, for- dent of the International Alliance
mer actor and stage designer, died of Theatrical Stage Employes and
at
his home in Fairmount, Mo., Moving Picture Machine Operators,
June 13.
(lied after a heaid attack June 13
Before going to Kansas City in at his home in Cincinnati. Ohio.
1917, he had been an actor and
Until his death. Elliott was busiscenic arti.st with Dubinsky Bros, ness agent of lA'TSE Local No. 5,
at the Tootle 'Theatre, St. Joe., and Cincinnati. He was an International
with the traveling Dubinsky stock. vice-president for
a number of
He was scenic artist at the New- years and served as president
from
man theatre, K. C., when it open- 1931 to 1934.
ed in 1019, and later with a number of other K. C. theatres.
He
REN RELLCLAIR
was associated with the Loie
Benjamin Klein, 63, who for
Bridge stock company at the old many yeai's
was on the vaudeville
Globe theatre, and later was with stage as Ben HeJIclair, of the Bellstock at the Garden theatre.
He elair Bros, aerobatic act, died at
had been with the Folly theatre, his home in I..ong Beaeh.
L, I.,
K. C., from 1941 until he retired June
18.
Since 1935 he had been
in 1945.
a member of the staff of the InSurvived by wife, Helen.
dustrial Council of the Cloak. Suit
and Shirt Manufacturers, Inc.
LOUIS KROUSE
Surviving are his wife, a daughLouis Krouse, retired secretary- ter, three
brothers, and two sisters.
treasurer of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage EmBILLY WELLS
ployees, died in Philadelphia. June
Billy Wells, 49, vaude performer,
19.
He became lATSE’s sec-treas- died in Chicago,
June 20. He was
urer In 1937, holding that post un- stricken
on the stage of the Chitil illness forced his retirement in
cago theatre several months ago
1945.
and had been III since. He’s not
Krouse was active in theatrical to be confused with
Billy K. Wells,
labor field since 1909 when he be- the scripter.
came the first business agent of
He was the organizer of Billy
Philadelphia’s projectionists Local Wells
and Four Fays, comic tum307. In 1916, he became president
bling act. and started in the busiof the local, continuing in that post
ness when six years old.
until 1937.
During the National
Survived by four sisters.
Recovery Administration period in
the middle 1930’s, he served as
LIANA MAY HUGHES
Code Authority for the lATSE as
Liana May Hughes, 82, retired
well as the burlesque industry.
singer,
died aboard her
He is survived by his widow and vaude
houseboat in San Francisco Bay,

*

!

son, Charles, survives.

FREDERICK

*

Cannes.

had a successful first Gala of the
season, with entertainment honors
going to the young American dancing team. Gloria and Jerry York.
Other acts included the Ludovic vinced that French and Italian
and Kashmir for explbitation in Bros, and Suzy Jera.
gamblers will find it as fascinating
French fiilm magazines, “Cine- as Americans.
Pakistan and abroad.
’
“Johnnv Belinda,” which ran monde" and “Le Film Francais,”
There will be three croupiers to
Jenifer
Jones
the
title
well in Calcutta and Bombay, is gave
each table, the “stick man” and
playing at the New of “the best foreign actress of the
currently
Picture is doing year.” Item is in this column be- tw’o men to handle the chips. In
Globe. Madras.
the future is the possibility of
good business, with stiff opposi- cause at the moment Jennifer and
Goldwyn’s David O. Selznick are vacationing adapting the tables to Monte Carlo
from
tion
“Enchantment.”
in San Remo, on the Italian Riviera. style so that croupiers and clients
can play sitting down.
General complaint among English filmgoers is that considerable
time lag exists between releases
Dublin
Quite
at Calcutta and Bombay.
By Maxwell Sweeney
Zetta Horst to Blake Sommer,
often it happens that a picture is
Dermol Walsh inked for Malvern May 29, Canton, O. Bride, who is
was
rclea.sed in Bombay, which
Festival.
women’s director of station WHBC,
seen in Calcutta a year before.
Erne.st Dudley here from Eng- Canton, i.s known professionally a.s
land for special airings over Radio Carol Adams,
Eireann.
Peggy Knudsen to James C.
PhHadelphia
John Mills and playwright wife, Jordan, Los Angeles, June 15.
Mary Hayley Bell, to London after Bride is a film actress: he’s a teleBy JERRY GAGllAN
vision director and son of Fibber
The Glass Door, hitherto a weekending here.
Leslie Williams, Metro flack, in McGee and Molly.
cocktail lounge, switches to floorfrom London to beat drums for
Jackie Cain lo Roy Krall, Chishow policy this week.
cago, June 19.
The Academy of Mu.sic, which “Edward My Son.”
Bride is a singer;
Gerard Healy bowed out of Ra- he’s a bandleader.
had its mo.st profitable season in
Lorraine Carroll to Clarence J.
dio Eireann rep co. for scriptits histoi-y, shuttering for summer.
Kercher, Pittsburgh, June 22. Both
Alan Gans,
announcer, and writing chore in London.
Patti Beals, cafe pianist, were marDan O’Connell readying produc- are in roller-skating act of Spinried in suburban Milbourne over tion of “Much Ado About Nothing” ning Dynawhirls.
Hilda Garitano to Eddie Handlethe weekend.
.sole
Productions,
for Longford
Victor
Paul Shakespeare piece seen here this man. Pittsburgh, June 4.
Hugo,
one-time
He’s
manager of the Copa nitery there.
Whiteman trumpeter and maeatro year.
at the Little Rathskeller for the
Dorothy Weiland to William
Saulneir,
past 13 years, ended his long run
Conneaut Lake,
Pa.,
June 17. Bride’s the daughter of
there la.st week (16).
Mexico City
A. A. Weiland, Pittsburgh theatre
Willard Alexander, local booker,
By Dounglas L. Grahame
owner.
aided his Class of ’29 (Univ. of
Jorge Negrete ill w'ith grippe.
Pauline
Penn.) celebrate 20th reunion with
Settle
McMartin
to
Zachary Scott and wife visiting.
Richard Ney, San Diego. June 16.
a party at the Dizzy Gillespie openEnrique Cugat’s cocktail lounge, He’s a film actor, formerly married
ing, Friday (17) at the Click.
by
a
shuttered
Cugat,
Tropicana
to Greer Gar.'jon.
Cosmopolitan Opera Co., slated
to give a Saturday (18) matinee fire.
Tehkla Kalia-Bey to Val Arms,
American dancer, Hollywood, June 20. He’s a legit
Dolly Dec.
performance
of
Merry
“The
Blue
hotel’s
Waldorf
Widow,” and “Carmen” in the clicking in the
producer.
evening in Harrisburg, Pa., can- Room floor show.
Mrs. Ollie R. Grant to Walter A.
“A Streetcar Named Desire,” in Frit.schy, Dundee Hills, Mo., June
celled at the last minute.
Spanish, compleled 50 perform- J3
He’s Kansas City concert
ances at Teat 10 Iris, a record for manager.

P'.®

He was also concert master of
the old Victor Talking Machine Co.
Orchestra.
He helped organize
the Arcadia orchestra and also
played with the La Scala Opera
Co. orch.

mer legit manager, and his wife*
ex-actress Viola Gordon Munro, 55,
American were found shot to death June 20
Survived by wife, two daughters,
their apartment at
casinos.
Norfolk,
All the formal phrases in
have been translated into French, Conn., near Hartford. The local and a son.
medical
examiner
raid
Mrs.
Munro
but
the
words, “field,” “win,”
ROBERT KELLY
"lose.” “come” and “don’t come,” had shot her husband and then
Robert Kelly, 74. legit actor,
killed herself.
Lt. Elton Nolan,
up Community theatre for summer. as marked on the table, remain in of the Connecticut slate police, died in Lewiston. Me., June 19.
Old Log strawhatter has June Engli.sh throughout.
discovered the bodies and a pistol He played opposite Jeanne Eagles
The odds to be paid in Monte nearby.
March, hurley stripper, in “Rain.”
of
in
production
the
original
Bill W
g g n t o n, one of ace Carlo for craps are the usual ones,
Munro, at one time Shuhert gen- “Rain.”
WCCO announcers and disk jock- ranging, according to the bets, eral manager
Kelly also appeared in several
in
Boston, subseeys, quit radio to join father in res- from even
money up to four, quently represented the firm in other Broadway hits, including
taurant business at Montevideo, seven, and 1.5 to one.
In recent years,
Philadelphia. He dropped out of “Street Scene.”
Minn.
The Casino will issue leaflets sight about six years ago. and had he coached lo<*aI grou^ near his
Henry Greene, Jr., and Martin printed in English, French and not been heard of since then by residence in Wayne, Me., where
Lebedoff
appointed
Bennie Italian to explain the rules of the former associates or by his union, he had been living since 1931. He
by
Berger,
North
Central
Allied, game for clients, unfamiliar with the
Assn,
of
Theatrical Press was a member of The Lambs in
chairman and co-chairman of ar- it.
Also the croupiers will be Agents & Managers. Mrs. Munro New' York.
»
rangements committee for national available to supply
Survived by wife.
\.as a former monologist.
information
'

^

he won’t hear “snake

if

or “little Joe.” Later when
game becomes popular with

”

French

and doing a column for Shopping
News.
Buddy Rogers here in capacity of
Naval Reserve lieutenant with

Germany

even

etc.,

54

David Hersh,
died June 14

'

home

after a heart attack.

Hersh went

j

1

j

I

i

;

lo

deals.

after

Hollywood seven

years ago and since had been a
Among profreelance producer.
ductions with which he was identified are “Copacabana,” in as.sociation with Sam Coslow; “Walk in
the Sun” (20th-Fox), “Bachelors
Daughters” and a number of other
independent productions.
Prior to his Coast trek, he Jivas
president of the Ideal Factoring
Corp., financers of independent
productions, usually via second-

money
1

|

June 14.
During her vaude career, billed
a.s
“The California Nightingale.”
.•ihe had toured the top circuits and

IIERSII

45, film producer,
at his Hollywood

retirement

made her home

WILLIA.M

I

.some years ago,
in
F.

Fri.sco.

ERICHS

William F. Erichs, 79. father of
Harold Erichs, biisini'ss m.mager of
Variety, died June 17 at his Merrick, L. I., nome.
Funeral services

were June

He

is

another

19.

survived by his widow and
son,
William,
besides

Harold.

ANNA
Anna

C.

C. RICKETSON
Rieketson, 78, former

Survived by wife, son, daughter, drama and mu.sic critic of the New
brother and sister.
Bedford (Mass.) Mercury and The
Standard-Times, died in East Fair
LOUIS KALISKI
Haven, Ma.ss., June 16.
Louis Kaliski, 63, legit company
manager, was found dead of a bulFather, 71, of John Doerr, film
let wound in the head June 18 in booker
for
Alliance,
died in
his room at the Great Northern Ottawa, III.,
June 13.
Survived
hotel, N, Y.
A pistol wa.s found by wife, daughter, and two other
under his body and he had left a sons.
note to his brother, .Toseph Kaliski,
of the Haddon Hall hotel, PittsMother, 57. of Martha Rountree,
burgh. Police listed the case a.s an producer of “Meet the Press” and
apparent suicide.
“Leave It to the Girls,” radio and
I.ast employed as manager of a
tele shows, died in Washington,
revival of "Desert Song.’’ Kaliski
D, C.. June 19.
had previously managed companies
of “Kiss and Tell” and “State of
Father, 70, of May Johnson, talthe Union.”
Before becoming a
died June 16 in Watermanager he was treasurer of the ent agent,
Fox theatre, Detroit, and the De- bury. Conn.
troit Opera House.

BIRTHS

pro-

EDGAR D. TURNER
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Jordan,
Edgar D. 'Turner. Jr.. 48. presi- son. Hollywood. June 15. Father
18. dent and general manager of Sher- is Bobby Jordan, formerly of “The
Bride is daughter of Parade mag man Clay & Co., died June 17 in Dead End Kids” screen team.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Flynn, daughpublisher Arthur H. Motley: he’s .San Francisco.
A native of Rio Vista, Cal., ter. Law'rence, Mass.. May 28.
son of the Scott Paper Co. prexy
Turner was a law graduate from Mother’s former Helen Southern
Thomas Bayard McCabe.
He of Southern Sisters dance team.
1925.
Joan Hyldoft to Neil Rose, Oak- Univ. of California
Mr. and Mrs. R«»bert Collier, .son,
Bride was tolned the hoard of directors of
land. Cal,, June 19.
19‘29 and Kansas City, May 29.
Father is
featured skater in N. Y Roxy ice Sherman Clay fi Co. in
He
was
1944.
became
president
in
manager
of the Tower theatre
di.splays; he’s member of the commany business and there,
a leader in
edy ice team. Three Rookies,
Mr. and Mrs. Gregor>’ Peck, son,
Greenberg to civic organizations, including the
Paula
Klarilyn
Paul Robeson. Jr., Forest Hills. National Assn, of Music Merchants. Ix)S Angeles, June 17. Father is a
screen actor.
Survived by wife and a son.
He’s the son of
N. Y., June 19.
Mr, and Mrs. William Randolph
Paul Robeson. Negro actor.
ALEXANDER .SCHMIDT
Hearst. Jr., son Washington, D. C.
Pepper Donna to Nathan Bfirin,
publisher of the N. Y.
Alexander Schmidt. 59. former leather
Bride is a
Las Vegas. June 18.
Philadelphia Journal-American.
the
with
violinist
former Miami showgirl.
ho.sMr. and Mrs. Manny Dreislger,
Beatrice W’hitncy Straight^ to Orchestra, died in Jefferson
He daughter. New York, June 19.
Peter Cook.son, Car.son City. Nev., pital. Philadelphia. June 18.
June 2. Bride is an actress; he’s plavcd with the orchestra from Father is a member of Eaglt
Lion’s homeoffice legal stafL
1908 to 1912.
stage and screen actor.
Yvonne Motley to Thomas
McCabe, Jr.. New York, June

B.
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THE DIVINE SARAH
THE GEM OF COLUMBIA
RECORDS
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Sat'
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BOP CITY

Just Concluded a Sensational Per-

sonal Appearance Tour of the Na-
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Chasing
QTll

in

New

Makes Comeback

Orleans, City of Its Birth
New' Orleans, June 28.
Dixieland jazz is staging a power-

ABEL GREEN

By

Jack Benny, .A1 .lolson and Eddie
Washington, Juno 28.
Cantor are or have been in New'
D. C. Health Department has had York since last week and all are
a tune written and intends to en- "talking tT'levision." Two of them.
list local jukeboxes in the publicCantor and Jolson. are talking
ity
campaign against
venereal against it at least its imminency,
disea.se.
so far as they are concerned. Or
The song is called "Put It Down." as far as the business itself is coiiSong is being eerned, they argue.
"It” being VD.
In a lesser
screens.
orchestrated
and a platter will be degree so is Benny.
Currently there are 22 westerns
made by a quintet. Health DepartIn a large measure the networks;
in circulation in first and subseAdded ment will ask local saloons, dance- talent merchandi/.ers such as Lew
quent-runs by the majors.
halls. etc., to use the record in Wasserman. president of the Music
budgeters are the
to these big
jukeboxes.
Corp. of America; and a top official
usual complement of program oatlike Frank M. Folsom, prez of Raers turned out by Columbia, Reof America, agree with
riio Corp
•
public and Monogram to clog ^^*]||
1
lkT*i
the veteran stars.
hibition channels with a surfeit
the Hollywood end,
Even
from
of same-type pix. As a result, both 11{|1 IClll illlvl Ivd
long jittery about video's “opposifilmgoers and exhibs are complain-

La Scala Opera on
;

TV

Milan. June 28

:

most famous opera com- surprising proportions.
For entirely too long, si ripleasers. hillbillies and conventional
Ambassador Films of New A’tirk c'oektail combinations were all you
Production of 13 operatic shorts could find in the night spots, paraimed at the tele market will start tic'idarly in the French Quarter.
Aug. 1. with La Seala’s soloists, Visitors would hit town and ask
orchestra, ballet and chorus going w here they could hear New Orleans
before the cameras. Pact was inked ja/./. It was often embarrassing to
Eugen Sharin. Ambassador admit that none was being played,
by
prexy, and Antonio Gbiringlielli. fhat situation was remecUt'd rai»idl.v.
La Seala general manager.
.About a year ago the New OrAmbassador is also <'ont inning
shooting of its Vienna Philhar- leans .lazz Club presented a few
monic films at the Sal/.hurg fes- concerts. Then a group called the
Dixieland Jamboree timidly began
tival.

pany, La Seala, has signed its first
contract for motion pirtures. with

—
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"the less do I think the picture business has to worry about
its serious inroads. Instead of keeping 'em home I'm frankly wondering why some of these video programs don't chase people out of
the house."
“I'm a merchandizer.'' says Cantor. “I am sure that the only reason Procter & Gamble. Lever Bros..
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer, Gillette,
(Texaco or any otlier big husinc.ss
cares about aetor.s is because w'c’re
good salesmen of their product.

Hooper

head man
sold

111.,-

June

low the

."1‘
if

other

;

statc.s

fol-

pattern of legaltheatre-like betting
parlors, with their
video .screening
Of races, and
with win, place, and

next
OKay the

'

for

show windows.
Bill authorizing
pari-mutuel hetparlors has passed
Vi*'*
me Illinois House of Representatives by 93 to
3 vote.
A eommi.s**on has been set
up to bring in a
report on tlu* plan
by 1931. when
the

legislature may act to
hill, spon.sorcd bv Rep

Mward McCabe

(D.,

find a
tract

Sometime later, George Hartman
and some fellows from the .lamhorec* group oiiencd in a Vieux
(’.lire nitery. and more recently
Phil Zito and his Dixieland eomhu
Chicago. .lime 28.
Chi Railroad Fair whieh opmied opc'iied at El Morocco.
Me.anwhile, “Papa" Celcstin. the
Saturday (25» is larger and more venerable
Negro trumpeter, who
complete than its 1948 predecessor, has been playing jazz for 43 years,
with a water ballet, ice show, was staging his own comebac k. He
rodeo, simultaneous film showings played for a number of society
and extended exhibits to lure Chi- liinetions, debutante parlies and
cagoans and out-of-towners. First the like the past winter season, and
Sunday of '49 fair <26*. drew 20.000. rc'cently opened with his band in

i

J

'

tells

me

they
beer

Officials

are confident the 2.400,-

000 attendance of 1948 will be
passed this year, because of estab-

Steve Valenti’s Paddock Club.
C’elestin’s 72 years old, though
(Continued on page .55)

it

lished publicity, additional attractions and an extended closing date

Bonifaces

Chapeau (Strawhat)
new style in strawhat

that

would

Waxes

at-

Some

spenders.

(Continu(*d on page 35'
“

i

'

Jessel’s
George

I

TarewelT

ing for

Chicago, June 28.

I

,

1st

.lesstd

“farewell"

show and has signed Joe

will start a st*ries

aiipearanees

when and

Chantcu.se

yei.

them

said positively.

None

Lewis and

Aug. 15

among

Pessimism

operators

.Stems from the fact that luxury
business has
niterv
ro-orts and
This was
drojiiJed eonsiderahlv.
borne out during the pa.st Florida

Sir Harry I.ander placed several
seasons ol “taicwell" tour^ and
the late Krnestine Seluiman-Ih'ink
ol
similarly made a career out

“farewell" api)earanees.

E.

('onn<*e Boswell for its

display 'They worked the spot together last year.* Arrowhead and
Di'lmonieo's haven't set any talent

the film produeer-eomedian plays
.Aug
the Oriental theatre. Chicago.
His vaude stand will he in
4.

the Marblehead. Ma.ss.. conjunction with tlie ^"tli tilm.
summer theatre has booked Hildc- “You’re My Flverytliing" which he
Wrde as a one-wbman show for authored but didn't iiroduee.

by Salvatore Gloe,
Mildegarde will follow with a
o-week run at the Arrowhead,
^tatoga Springs, N. Y.

ing

OK

hiterings.

aerompanied by her oreh

A

series of spi'cial days honor39 railroads. Safety Coiineil
on Casinos awards, civic honors and industrial
Despite
awards, have been incorporated
Saratoga. June 28.
into the Fair’s special events. The*
Saratoga nitery operators aren't
Eejuity pageant. "Wheels a-Rolllooking forward to a banner seaing," is presented daily at 2. 4. 7
gaming
the
son this year. Although
and 9 p.m. Fireworks from a tank
rooms are expected to operate carrier in Lake Michigan, close the
feared
it's
without interference,
fair every evening.
that track attendance as well as
eafegoing will follow downw'ard
trend ol other expensive resorts.
for Kids
Autry
Siieeulation that the season this
year may not be loo ro>y has
In 21st Year With fol.
mark
to
operators
nitery
prompted
Hollywood. .Iiitie 28.
time on opening plans. Only cafe
Gene .Autry, beginning his 21st
to do any talent buying s*< far is
Records, has
with
Columbia
year
the Piping Rock, whieh is negotiatHildegarde for its opening finally assented to platlery execs

sector.

Negro name
Broaflway

October.

in

!

Chicago*.

Setting a

ul be

I’ahst.

Hyp

To BofF Crowd

j

i

Far From Optimistic

there, the after-effects linger on.
Another factor of waning biz is
the inal)ilit> of Harlem spots to

of

Hildy’s

at

in

torium.

Cantor has

most Blue Ribbon
(Continued on page 2)

Saratoga

DUSI fim yems h:,s been inslrumenlal in nhilllinK llie hunil>er of ntay
visitors that used to drop plenty
.Although
coin in Harlem's calcs.
muggings have been minimized

Illinois

TV

Tees 2d Year

I

If ?eere!:“'^^

^

don^i
ized

in that

28.

Destruction of the multi-billion
i>es.rSrri,'"
•’vr,
'

dnliJ^. is
.
du.stry
seen

that

Dixieland

'

AS BOOKIE WRECKERS
WRECKERS, customary
Springfield.

me

the

,

i

DADI ADC
TV RFTTIWr
BETTING PARLORS

tells

playii>g

Famous Door, and thc*n
branched out into Sunday afternoon concerts at Municipal audi-

Guinle’s

i

the lowest rating I ever had in my
radio career, hut Harris Pearlstcin.

,

.

started

tive.

rioi

Room,

and before long caught on like a
prairie fire, winning lots of attention in the national press. Sharkey
Bonano took up his trumpet and

;

passive. “The more 1 see of
television during my recent trips
east." says one Hollywood exccu-

more

planted early last year when the
1
major companies, beset by slipping
w^
w|
revenues, began accenting pix with
g
surefire earning potential. It’s long
been a production maxim that,;
when in doubt, go that-a-way. The
majors have been caught short in
Harlem nightlife Is at the lowest
recent months, however, by the pj,!,
This
its colorful history.
simultaneous relea.se of all the section's cafes which at one time
companies of their outdoor tea- attracted fashionable elements and
lush spenders have been pared
Major distrib execs are now worto parttime operation with
ned over the possibility of going ^one in a position to .support name
overboard with a cycle of non - j-hows on a full-week basis.
Conditions in that N Y. sector are
bad that Small s l-aradise. the
S
ne to flow to
.
mng
once
exhibs and ”
,
niteiy in Harlem, is running
'staple
u"/ lu
.
at
theatres
shows onlv on weekends. It’s the
abom
‘
in its 30-year history
time
first
howevpr
tliat it has been forced to do so.
rio^e plethora
niPfhnr
riodic
of same-type pix
r
There are lew clubs of any size
since they can't jointly plan their
Inthat are running lull weeks.
release slates.
eluded in tliat category is the
newly-o[)encd Baby Grand, w'hich
has three acts and a band, but total
TV
If DLlllliU lill\LV/l\u
entertainment budget is small in
|

attitude

the

tion."
*

comeback in this city, where it
was given birth. During the past
tew' months it has blos.somecl into
ful

Italy’s

!

|

CENTS

25

ON VIDEO

|K[

Tune Fights VD

Official

PRICE

1949

1
1

ing about a lack of variety.
Current crop of we.sterners

29,

Dixieland Jazz

Mustang Fans Away from the Oaters
Chicago, June 28.
Definite downgrade of the bigbudget westerners at the boxoffice
major distrib.s’
is indicated by the
move to stall releasing of a batch
mustangcrs.
completed
of already
Several of the majors have been
out of
oaters
their
jerk
to
forced
announced release schedules to
hoofs
thundering
of
roar
the
quiet
nation’s
now echoing on the

by Variety,

Post onice

UV VAKIKTT. INC.

BIZ COOLS OFF

Many That-a-Wayers

Too

104#.

STAGE

Mrsic

ol
,

season

when

ndi-'v

l)iz

tiuns.

the track handle and

was

far

below cxiietta-

will

wax

a bateli ol

disks for

kids. Heek\ Krasno, head ol the tot
department, comes in this ucc'k-lo
supervise tlie sessions Antic's 20
years with Columbia is longest ol
any of the disk work>' talent
During that period he has turned
out a total of 320 records, or an
average of Hi sides per year. Ills
first, “That Silver Haired DadcU cd
Mine," h'as piled up a sale ot more
than 5,000.000 and i.s still reissued
each year. He fill this one m NeU

York June

16, 1929.

PINZA IN METRO

REMAKE

OF GUITRY’S ‘DEBURAU’
Hollyw'ood, June 28.
Dote Sehary is back from a
one week's visit to Broad-

fast

way. primarily to catch E/io Pinza
111 action before signing the "South
Paeifie" co-star.
The other mission was to huddle with Loew 'j
pi-exy Nick Sehenck on budgets.
Pinza is committed to the Rodgers & llammerstein snnsh musical
tor another year but then comes to
Culver City for a remake of an old
Sacha Guitry play. “Dehurau."
which David Bedaseo produced in
1920 with Lionel .A twill in the title
role.
(Jranville Barker did the
.Xmc'iiean adaptation
5- Year

Deal

E/io Pinza’s deal with Metro is
tor file years with two on schc'cliilc'
tor the first annum.
Singer
$75,0i)0
will
get
about
a
pie.
I’inza is expected to work mostly
in
straight dramatic roles since
t)ig mu.sicals aren’t being spotted
in
his
direction.
He also has
ilif“
right to do an outside piciiii*'

along with concert and radio
Paul Small agented.

af»pc>arances.

——

.

MISCEULA.W

Vc<lnf§<lay,

WPIX Lost on That $130,000 Package

Show

Sale of feature pix for use on
TV stations has generally proved

'

profitable for the owners of
the films than for the distributors.

more

Prime example

is

and

I

Raymond

|.^nabella,

of the latter outfits, which
paid relatively fancy coin to obtain
have
rights,
distribution
video
found they’ve been nicked pretty

“The

Some

hard.

while I was vvorking for them, and
they wanted to renew me, excepting that my health doesn’t permit

Gaynor), “Jamaica Inn”
t’ h a r
e s
Laughton, Maureen
O’Hara*, "Dark Journey” (Vivien
Leigh), “Under the Red Robe”

Janet

tells

lor top starfj like Allen, Benny, Jolson. Cantor or anybody you want
to mention.

Ma.ssey),

Beachcomber” (Laughton,
Manchester). “Dinner at the

Elsa
Hitz”

What About Those

(David Niven. Anabella),
"Sidewalks of London” (Laughton. Vivien Leigh, Rex Harrison),

probably

:i68lh \\ EEK!
Performance*

“BLACKOUTS OF
I

back issues of this publica-

Experience is changing the pattion. Burnside’s gift will replace
tern of film buying for distribution.
many issues in the bound volumes
Except for very strong product,
which have been showing signs of
owners may expect nothing better
wear because of many years’ repercentage
again.st
than guarantees
search by show business people and
rather than high-priced outright
writers.
will
deals
the
buys. Furthermore,
Burnside, who has lived at the
be for long periods. WPIX figures
Lambs
Club, N. Y., since the death
right
all
made
out
it might have
his wife some years ago. is disif it had the Korda films for two of
posing
of
effects in his New Jersey
the
if
one,
even
years instead of
•price had been considerably higher. home. He has donated his collection of theatrical books to the N. Y.
N, Y. News station handed Korda
Public Library.
$130,000 for the year’s rights to the
24 films. It sold them to about 30
which included every
stations
possible situation for a total of
15 Years
about $90,000. The $40,000 differ-

—

—

German show
German

Max Gordon was

was figured

Prestige will be a secondary consideration to the moneymaking potential in the second package of
films that WPIX has assembled for
syndication and that are now being
ottered to stations. This is a group
filmi/aof 13. Only two of these
tions by Gabrial Pascal of George
Bernard Shaw’s “Major Barbara’’

—

and “Pygmalion”

—

were the

Broadivay

what
to

and

coiMc, but loeren't

2.'>

centage deal. All the films are in
the hands of WPIX for distribu-

producers
Rether to

from

.\side

actors

Hollythat the

in

learned

films

had

little

“Star”

(

Rose” had

Irish

five

com-

panics, all continuing through the
s^ntnnrr.

market

Georgia Gibbs, currently vacationing in Europe, will play a onenighter July 15 at the Monte Carlo
.Sporting Club. Monte Carlo, in a
show to star Maurice Chevalier.

—

Vagabonding with Vandy

—By Cornelius

Jimmy Roosevelt who will land
New York on July 14 will announce his candidacy as Demoin

;

cratic
1

6
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New

gigantic

public relations campaign to sell ERl* to the people of
western Europe must be undertaken at once, or most of the benefits achieved via the Marshall Plan
will be lost.
He also feels the
Voice of .America should be shaved
to the bone or its hours of transmi.ssion clianged. for most Europeans in front of or behind the
Iron C'urtain are asleep while a
great portion of its programs are
in progress.
The Jimmy Roosevelts spent a week here seeing the
sights, visiting Gra.s$e and the perfume-factories and in generally
relaxing and having a good time.
'I'hcy left by piano for Lisbon, via

To
(Ftea«*

at

hard on
ERP management in
Europe, .limmy thinks, he told us
at dinner at the Carlton here, that
a

One Year

Two

candidate for the gubernanext year.
the same time will swing

torial .seat in California

and

29

$.

for

Vanderbilt. Jr.

Cannes, France.

!

there.

.Ir.;

—

out that 8-9 p. m. segment, and not
down until 9 p. m. for dinner, is only a variation on the
theme. Most of them are fashionably later diners in the first place;
secondly, being admen or of show
sitting

—

(

On# Year— $10.00
Canada and Foreign

and fringe-show biz diners at
who crowd around the TV

in the lobby of that plush beanery. having their cocktails through-

)(f

Janet Gaynor, Adolphe
She played one performance reMenjou) and the Shaw pix, films
in
WPIX’s second package are cently at the Palladium, London,
“The Young in Heart”
Paulette during Danny Kaye’s engagement

Cily.

"21”
.set

I

GEORGIA GIBBS’ 1-NITERS

March,

Please Send

sters

j

Fredric

Goddard, Douglas Fairbanks,

if

—

had banded todeny any more

—

Flock of the pix are British.
That’s because English producers,
films have

it.

raises.

the U, S., are willing to sell
here, while the American majors
generally are not.
There is also
an injunction by the American
Federation of Musicians against
use of music soundtracked on U. S.
films after 1941.

the

good, they’ll get the cu.stomers out
of the house, regardless of Berle
the weather, and the like.
This
bu.siness that “nobody goes out on
Tuesdays because of Berle” has
seen plenty of refutation in night
baseball still drawing them into
the tens of thousands. The huck-

—

to the lag in
visitors had
the-

spending on

Years Ago

Featured

in

bogey so many worbig headache to

The

Hollywood is getting to be
basic one of good or bad pix.

—

That’s

trek for the authore.ss-w

wood

whose

the big
ried about.
isn’t

—

Another top film on the list is
David O. Selznick’s “A Star Is
Born,” which, however, is on a per-

two years.

happen, -according to RCA’s Folsom, because of certain geographishortcomings. And that goes
for plenty of prairie land in
between both coasts.
As for the picture business TV
cal

May

Dorothy Parker and ‘Alan CampIt was the second mabell wed.
rital

Geographical Factor
It’.s
the
con.sidered
opinion
therefore, of the.se, along \u\h
a
good cross-section of pre-fall sea
son masterminding, that radio il
still very much here.
In fact in
certain localities, San Francisco
for example, television can
never

TV

atres.

were bought

outright. Poliak knows that on a
pro rata basis he’d be losing coin
on the amount he was forced to
give for these, but figures that
they are valuable as loss leaders
in selling the package.

tion for

The

biz.

natural also for video, and th*
®

like.

—

showmen wanted

answer

foiow. in

Main Stem

mob.s?

As

1

door to freedom for Hollywood’s
biz, their interest in Berle’s Tues“Unfriendly 10.” or most of them,
day night antics is naturally hypercharged with contempt of Congress passing up 10 to 20 million people academic.
for refusal to tell the House Un- circulation
and a.«:king me to go on
Added to everything else, the
Committee
Activities
American
their shows, which reach only a poor job television has been doing
whether they were Communists. By tenth of that audience. It doesn’t on baseball has been chasing
Ians
High
a hairline 5-4 decision, the
make sense to me and T won’t be back to AM. The camera work is
Court threw out the perjury con- party to it. Radio has buried the an aggravation to a baseball fan,
forCristoffel,
viction of Harold R.
corpse before it’s dead. There’s and an average of 10 plays are
mer Milwaukee labor leader. Cris- plenty of life in the old radio girl muffed per game through the poor
toffel was convicted for perjury on
TV in general has been
yet. In four or five years, yes, but tensing.
the ground of falsely telling a
not just yet.” P.S.
Niles Trammell doing a mediocre job on sports,
House labor committee that he had has okayed
Cantor’s TV debut in and with sports still the backbone of
never been a Communist and never
the fall of 1950, for NBC, details television that’s no small factor.
had Communist connections.
Coupled with the generally poor
elsewhere in this issue.
Majority of the court ruled that
RCA prexy Fol.som puts it this shows, and getting worse with the
in a case of this sort it was necesway: “It’s typical of Americans that summer replacements, it’s little
sary for a (|Uorum of the committee
we never do anything halfway. We wonder video set sale.s are going
Defense attorneys
to be present.
get all hopped up and overen- begging, with extraordinary invenfought the case on the ground that
thused. And that’s good, of course. tories piled up.
a quorum was not in attendance
Let me cite this: When I was Navy Benny Also
Stall
when Cristoffel testified.
Procurement officer during the
Two of the “Unfriendly 10"
Series
His
a Year
war, and Win.ston Churchill asked
John Howard Lawson and Dalton
Jack Benny, on the assumption
Trumbo went on trial. They were President Roosevelt for 150,000
planes, Donald Nelson observed that radio will continue to be more
convicted, and their convictions rethat 50,000 planes would be a won- important than television
for at
cently were upheld by the D. C.
der of the world. Well, by the sec- least another year, may decide to
Court of Appeals. The other eight
ond year we delivered 95,000 postpone his plans for a regularlyAlbert Maltz, Alvah Be.ssie, Samplanes.
It’s typical of Americans .scheduled television show in the
uel Ornitz. Herbert J. Biberman,
Edward Dmytryk, Adrian Scott. to pitch in 200^^3. and enthuse. So fall. Other considerations pointing
with television.
By underestimat- towards a delay for his entry into
Ring Lardncr, Jr., and Lester Cole
ing the value of sound broadcasting TV. Benny said, are the possibility
have agreed to be bound by the
you
overemphasize
television. of combined radio-tele uork di.sverdict.
Among the defen.se contentions Same with some of the local grip- sipating his audience appeal and
ing we hear nowadays in the plush the already - recognized factor of
of Lawson and Trumbo was the
claim that there was no contempt bistros and restaurants about busi- poor kine.scope recording qualit.v.
“It wouldn’t make much differinvolved in (heir refusal to testify, ness; well, in actuality it’s not so
since a quorum of the Hou.se Un- dire, so, perhaps, we have let our- ence to me whether I got in steady
American
.Activities
Committee selves get overboard on television, in television next season or not.”
was not present. It is a fact that but there is no question that the Benny said, “particularly if radio
this was a sub-committee investi- Cantors are very right about radio is still the more important of the
two next year and people tell me
gation. .A quorum of the full com- still being a potent baby.”
As Jolson Sees It
it will be.” In New York to di.scuss
mittee did not attend during the
Jol.son
is
completely
impatient
his future plans with CBS board
testimony of most if not all
of
with "a bunch of amateurs knock- chairman William S. Fairy and exthe “Unfriendly 10.”
ing
themselves
out.
all
trying
to
do
ecs of American Tobacco and the
One
qualified
Hill
Capitol
Osspokesman said this afternoon that road company Bcrlcs. and all look- Batten. Barton, Durst inc
ing, acting and souniling the same. born ad
if the Supreme Court rules as it
agency. Benny said he
did about perjury, it would prob- Or cigaret.s that make like the Til- m«y make no decision regarding
ably rule the same way on the sub- ler Girls is that a show business'.^ his TV .schedule until only a couple
Radio’s good for five years and of weeks before the soa.son opens.
ject of contempt of Congress.
maybe forever, and rightfully .so.
Situation would be entirely difTelevision
doesn’t
permit
the ferent if it were now possible to

house Gordon’s newest production. "Waltzes from Vienreported
Rockefellers
na.”
sinking up to 250G for Gordon’s use.
VVlicrc

home

cooking.
the
bulletin
predicts, “television will take
its place as ju.st another thing
to do at home, along with listening to the radio, reading
the
papers,
magazines and
books-of-the-month, puttering
around, making love, and what
have you.”
stores for

Washington, June 28,
A Supreme Court decision yesmay have opened the

to

Loss Leaders for Prestige

age liquor stores and grocery

See Cristoffel Victory

terday (27)

for use of the Center
theatre in Rockefeller Center

item

for B.O.

lied execs.
According to Allied’s bulletin, folks will still
be going to the theatre despite
video, ju.st as they go to bars
and restaurants de.spite pack-

Aid to ‘Unfriendly 10’

RKO

a big prestige

1949"

In Perjury Dismissal

in a deal

Rockefellers

the

NG

“Eventually,”

films.

with

WPIX’s own inaugural June

15. 1948,

'

completely Hitlerized, As a result
there was not a strong star left in

WPIX

with

j

Not

Minneapolis, June 28.
Exhibs who are currently
afflicted with “video jitters”
are being advised not to worry
too much by North Central Al-

Ken Murray’s
Academy Award Film

I

had become

biz

TV

the

“BILL AND COO”

I

Ago

ential is by no means figured a
total loss, however, by program director James Poliak, who supervises the film department. For one
thing
got the use of the
product itself for free and. secondly, being able to offer them for
sale to other stations coincident

In

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
And now in w’orld-wide release

With Old Bound Fdes

tion of

recoro

KEN MURRAY’S

Burnside Gifts ‘Variety’

time impresario at the old Hippodrome. N. Y.. and co-producer with
the late Charles Dillingham, has
presented Variety with his collec-

Millions?

think it’s just terrific.
Milton Berle proves that. But I
tell anybody and everybody, like
I
told Niles Trammell this week,
what’s the sense of any sponsor
I

3,752

All-time long run
tegitimate theatre.

Although the Korda product
was undoubtedly the best package

Producer R. H. Burnside, long-

AM

“For certain things, automotive
especially,

WPIX. the N. Y. Daily News sta- “Wings of the Morning” (Henry
Fonda, Anabella), “South Riding”
tion, which will wind up its year
(Ralph Richardfon, Ann Todd)
deal with Sir Alexander Korda tomorrow (30) with a loss of around and “Thunder in the City” (Edward
G. Robinson).
$40,000.
of pix being offered stations, WPIX
found, as has NBC and others syndicating films, that the prices they
paid negative-owners w'ere too high
for the number of stations available and the fees they were willing
WPIX averaged about
to pay.
from each station that
$3,000
played the 24 Korda films.

my showmanship judgment
me that television is too soon

a

I9.19

On TV

Biz Cools Off
Continued from page

Of Korda Pix; Keys Revised TV Terms

June 29,

Paris.
They were going to
to buy English Bone China,

York If, N.

Y.

is
,

Lisbon

which

sold there very cheap, as Jimmy
(Continued on page 55)

American public to relax. Your
eyes see a lot of things your mind
doesn’t even care about! At lea.st,
with radio you can sit hack, read,
play gin. lie down, or take it easy.
It’s a definite contribution to the
American way of life. Even the
fact you don’t see the actors give
radio a plus value, firstly in su.spense and secondly you’re rooting
for F’ibber, or the hapless Henry
Aldrich, or you’re imagining Allen’s alley, Benny’s vault. Crosby’s

transmit live shows across the
country, he indicated, hut willi the
cjuality of kine prints yet lo reach
an acceptable stage, he is hiding
his time. Comedian said he may
decide as an alternative lo do
.seven or eight TV shows during (he
sea.son. On such a short .schedule,
he said, it would be possible for

horses, etc.

Btmny plans

yes,

.Sports on television
that's
competitive,

because

and nobody knows the outcome.’’

him to fly to N. Y. for the video
programs, taping his radio show in
advance if neces.sary.
If

the

TV show
lo

make

goes through.
it

h;ilt-\ ariety

and half incorporation of he
I

ch;u-

acter he has established in radio.
Talent
tycoon
Wa.v.sorman
is
“That’s the wav 1 worki'd Ihe
coming to tlic point, in his way of KTTV (CBS out led in Los Angeles*
thinking, that television and radio inaugural program last .spring and
are perhaps two completely dilfcrthink it's the right idea. he .said.
ent businesses. One may prove to He recognizes that a too exact debe separate and distinct from the piction of his penurious aniics on
other.
Ma>be video is not the tele might interfere with the menblending of all the arts— stage, tal images built up by his radio
.screen and radio
into this lone audience and. as a result plans Ij’
TV medium as has been popularly take "musical comedy licenses
accepted, he observes.
with the show. His money vault,
From a merchandising view- for example, would be only a sugpoint. it follows, accoriling to Was- gestion on the .screen, worked out
serman’s rc\’iscd belief, that cer- via silhouette, so the .ludienc*?
tain commodities arc ideal for tele- could continue to use its imaginavision period.
Automobiles, for tion. Tele show would thus incoiexample.
But furniture is for porate members of his radio cast,
newspapers; nostrums for radio, such as Mary Livingstone.
for instance; certainly potables like tor, et al.. but they might not all
beer, because of the lavcm tfade. used on the same program.
’

I
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PIX PRICE-CUTTING ‘SUICIDAL’
O’Donnell Slaps Bidding as Xriminar;

Does Not Truly Evaluate

It

,

Filins

*

No

»•'*

Greatest fear currently harrying
|jig
operators is the possibllity of an outbreak of a price
war. Any concerted move on the
p„,
big or small, to rut
scales is unanimously
tubbed “suicide to the industry”
g number of chain ops queried
by Variety within the past couple
of weeks. At the same time, these
^xhibs are frank to say they will

Pnr.IntArtstnfp
ai tiiicisiaic
Par-lntcrstate
I

Dickers
l>K-kers

•SS.!!"

Next Yr.

Till

]

I

No

h« combed

!

,

up

To Help Curb

;

'

,

1

'

^er

^

'

Hollywood, .lune 28
Kdward Small
over control of Kagle Lion
from Robert H. Young’s I’athe Industries is now ready for inking
unless unforseen hitches develop,
Small arrives in New York. July 7,
make it official. Serge Semenenko. exec v.p. of the First Hank

"hereby

Inp Rrpptl
l laCKS
tsreen asks Flacks
JOe

,*
^
t
i.
real
tea negotiations
for breakof the
Paramoun
Pal
amount-Intei state
ncrship will take place u^ntil
partnership
par
year. Robert
early next >eai.
eaily
Rober J. O Dony
StienUO
4.1*1 .
aAlllna 00 nell.
n<»ll
tonner sai
circuit topper
said yes^rday:
(Tuesday. Karl Moblitzel e O Donnell s partner, is currently in Bost^on where he will leniain until nieet
admission-lopping bv conithinking, too many
more than September. When he returns to petUors with reprisals along the
overbid for film, paying
Dallas, preparation for dickering gg^ie lines
thev can afford.
to work out will start.
A checkup indicates that there
•T would be willing
Whether Interstate wiU
to have b^^
buying films
big^scaie sUshing
any other system for
interest,
Pars
O Donnell
bad.” buy
tags to date despite the presbecause no other could be as bad.
"I would even go wouldn’t say. ”Ot course, we want gyre
exerted
by flagging hotO Donncll. ‘‘I
said O’Donnell.
product to stay in the business, he added, ^i^^tber grosses.
Some fringefor a system for dividing
Under the terms of the partnership, cutting by the cliains is in evidence
among competitors rather than use
Interstate may meet any otter for
there have been individual inkidding.”
made k.v an outsider, stances of small and large houses
O’Donnell is pretty well pleased Par interest
has overlowering scales.
In all eases, so
with the way the industry
far, that action tias been excused
as bringing out-of-line prices into
jp
IllUl^
fI
competition or
proportion with
dependent Motion Picture Pro-

the country more
y'
than not as ambassador of
to the method
objects
h w biz
ItrJnuously because too often he

^

I'

Brutality

Hollywood. June 28.
Film flaek.s were told by Joe
Production
the Productioi
ot
Breeii.
•een.
chief of
unsoil pedal on un
Code,
)de. to put the soft

^

;

necessary brutality in lortticoming

of Hostoii, and Roliert W. Purcell.
Pathe board chairman, who carried
on tin, probably successful negoti
Htioiis, arc
atioiis,
New
are already back in Nev

pictures.

As a result of numerous complaints. Breen urged the publicity
men to read scripts and to warn

1

producers and directors against the
groNving trend toward rough stuff

York.

Semenenko. whose bank
hank is F.L’
F.L’5
unH Purcell ar«
ut't
hie finaneial •\nrkt\
prop, and
talking with Young now in N. Y.
It
is
expected that the iailro.id
magnate who controls Pathe will

,

^

Inc Sllt'Cn,

fk I

I

On

Sears Hedges

approve and no further hitches
will crop up.
Formula for transfer of control

!

—

;

Governor

ducers and

y
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Amall.

Ellis

SIMPP

suit
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‘‘They

Detroit
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United Detroit theatres.
have no real complaint,” O’Donnell
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lea.sl six independent film
projecls are slated to be made in
New ^ork. according to present
plans ot their sponsors. The.se individual pictures, who^ budgets
range up as high as $500,000. are
in addition to the location shooting
carried on sporadically in Gotham
by most of the major studios.
Topping the list is a proposed
film version to “At War With the
Army.”
Acquiring the celluloid
rights to the piece last week from
its producers. Fred F. Finklehofle
expects to turn out the picture
within the metropolitan area.
He
paid a reported $50,000 for the

son. at
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Mayer plans to
prez.
icremain east two weeks before returning to the Culver (’ity lot. He
will be accompanied by his wife.
the
top
Understood one of
questions which Mayer will chew
over with Schem-k is Hu* oveiall

that
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over several 20th films now
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shortly.
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fllc.s in from the Coa.st tofilled theatre
been
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tWod.) and will huddle with shoiildei.
shoulder. To dale there
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to

*nc pre.ss at the
21 Club, N. V., toOiOTi’ow,,
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-Sorrowful Jones”
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gun

Henry Ginsberg, I’aramount s
heading production, remaitis in
Nexv York for two weeks before returning to the Coast. One of Hie
reasons for the trip is to see his
wife off since she is planing to
Europe. Paramount topper and lii.s
wife arrived yesterday (Tues.».
While in N. Y.. Ciinsherg will
huddle with Barney Balahan, C’ompany prexy. and olher oxers im
onrl stories for foiTlicombudgets and
ing product
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Yales

for anx three
in tlie company’s histoiy
he reported to Rc'puiilic’s
board by prexy Herbert J. Yates at
a
meeting of the dii culorate in
Nexx York lomorroxv (Thiirsd.iy >. it
Figure, which is for
lias bo(*n
be(*n is understood.
more optimistic*
optimistic than it has
Hie recent past regarding the the sc'c-onci quarter, ending last
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ill
in
eomiiany. It •April 30. may be as high as .$40(1.difficulties facing the company.
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(Continued on page 46)
writeoffs and other deductions ae^‘ountanls
may rc*c*c)mmeiid.
/'Ikicnri)/'
will

'morfhe 1e"d

.r,:

**

and pleasure junket,

*

profit

‘Barkleys,’ ‘Edward,’ ‘Stratton’ the Big Six

I

week wUl be 7coi,i" >'"'••

bined business

Best Qtr.

net

months

l

Boxoffice Survey

Nalioiial

Darryl Zanuck Meeting

I

Sc hai y.

producffiori.

c»f

the Coast Satinleets
day (251 after one xveek of meets
Schary also discussed Hu* same
question.
ause
hecause
pre.scnted
prp.scnti*d
Is
Poser
Poser'
to

Bi*^" _ *11
OlliilPfl
.soon mnnea
bt* soon
be
the overall nut will also he
to add its xveigiit to Hie four al(Continued on page 20)
ready in release or being grooved
to the theatres in the near future.
Canada Lee. Negro legit and film
acloi. has turned over to scripter
.Arnold Perl the idea for a pic on
anti-Negro steieot.xping, and the
Despite
latter is ciinenHy working on the
isSlH*
Nl'tfro issue
No>{ro

!

p

iri'ifr;,,/'';,!;;’,;

who returned

TAM AHA IFF
BAR OWN
LLLi lirtj Vlin
inCA CAD MFrDn rlLlfl
FIIM
rUK NtbKU
Fifll.

M.

Nicholas

eompany

of prosL\ or eight top

(Continued on page 18

“The Magnificent Yankee,” which
Shepard Traube will produce and
direct independently in the east.
Based upon the careers of Justices
Oliver Wendell Holmes and Louis
(Continued on page 16)

with

fabs

Best

not allow the company to go bankupt and that they wouldn’t let

anyone take the companx axxay
from them. You can draxv anx conelusions you please from that.”
con.sidorably
Schenck.
[‘k.
Soars’ mood was eonsiderably
Sears’

T.ouis B. Maxer. Metro’s studio
York next
chief, heads toi' Nexv
xx’eek for a series of liomeoffice con-

I

May Be

week was:

last
i>'»i

j

possible distributing
y,
O’Sliea Is not Interested in
singie-pictuic oi even simple multiHe’ll take in
pi^. picture deals.

Lavery's play.

Hollywood

1

;

income lor producers
i

1

In rlllTI KllndPiC
vll A lull

I
^
I

Rep’s 40IX] or SOOG

vxould say regarding a five-hour
session he held with the two own-

I

Kurope.
to terms

operation

efficient

Y
1 •

111 11
111

!(»>

I'ick.

agreed to furnish hetween Sll.aO.IMH)
and $.500. 000 apiece for financing
of indie producers and operation
t‘0'“Pany. All that Sears

i

17

|L|

(Continued on page

1
,

UA nwnecs Mary

!

i

to provide for a

enough

Ifl^VPr

if ICIjr

•

keep it in
According to SRO execs
,|,j„ nuniber of pix

,
j

Allardice comedy and is
handling the screenplay himself.
Budgeted at $500,000 is the pic
of

shea’s aim

;

B.

version

f\

L K

through SRO.

Eastern production IS due foi
considerable acceleration next sea-

•

rruesila.v

vesleiil.iy

lhal

Ij

ing loanonts of Selznlck players, if
they will distribute their product
it
has been learned.
taking place on the Coast
between the indies and Daniel T.
p,,.,
pf Selznick’s Vanproductions and ton operatSelznick entcr-

I

.
•
^

^

^

j

'|

I

.. — y

_

|l

TT

.

<,p,

^

t

!

indie producers are
being offered partnerships in the
Organization
Releasing
iSel/nick

!•

Ail
ImaIia#*
AT IjCdSI D inQll!o

of I nileil

l.resiilenl

^,,,,,,5

f.,..,,,

Reade
case.
New .(eise.1-.
Jersey.
In the
I he
I
ealle ease.
matinee prices
certain nimnini;
morning anil
and inatlnce
haxe
have been w'hittled
Whiulei in an attemt>l
--'‘'I-'
(hat tagpard
hicearil da'
ilaijl'fhl
liglit trade.
to
lur-' tlnii
tu lui
(Continued
pa ge 18)
1 8)
IContl oilcd on page

316^ LOaOS

1

Own $

Supplying

is

,

if

1

instance,

tor

conceded by Walter Reade. .Ir,. lor
vni n blankets
lanaeia
the
me Keade
neaae chain
cn; in which

PlTQ
|||tQ UltV
I 1 UUO« llliU SRO

as finally worked out represents a
lexirsioii to the original plan disclosed hy the parties. Small will
gel .'Sr, of Kagle Lion stock which
lie will vote hut not own for tli«
lime lieing. Instead, he has an option to acquire it by graduallx payiiig oft Hu* pureliase price.
Meaiiy.liile. the iiulie producer has full

Chaplin-Pickford
!

nabe requirements.
Fringe-cutting,

slLnSs and the^ present

Arnr/l’s

Now Looks Set

Control of Eagle Lion

O’Donnell, partner in^

J.

Robert

Deal (or Eddie Small to Take Over

is

mild Hiis

"(Quartet” (KL conlinnes to trim
liade. “Set-Up” (RKO' is fanev In
Louisville.

sturdy in Philly. looks fat In Pitt.
Coinftlrte Boxoffice Reports on

.

Pat^

(

S-Smi

14

House Reviexxs

48

Inside

l^egit

at)

Inside

F*icluies

Hi

Inside Radio

3*j

Inside Television

28

'

!

international

11

Legitimate

4q

Literati

.All

Music
New Acts

;{«

47

.Night

Clut) llc\icx\<

Obit

tics

iia

....

:4

Radio
Radio R<*xicvxs
Records
Frank Scullx
T'clex isum
Telex ision Rexiexxs
\ audeville
OAll.T
f»»!l.v
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34
.Ta
,53

*27
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In MollywiioB
Viirlelv, T.M.l
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“The Window” (RKO*.
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Schine s Unloading

JUSTICE DEPT.’S SCHINE DEAL OK’S BIG

Buffalo,

ARE

CIRCUITS IF ALL SmiATIONS
WashinRton, June

The Government has placed

its

oflicial stamp of approval on the
“open town policy" by its terms of
settlement of the Schine anti-trust
Getting set to bring actions
suit.
against other big indie chains, the
Dept, of Justice has dettned its
latest \ iew: that any big circuit can
get a clean bill of health if it opens
avoids
all clo.sed situations and

an

exercizing

picture

5. Schine is enjoined from "attempting to control the admissions
prices charged by others by agree-

^

theatres.

Skonras’ Pro-Indnstry

Town

•

Pitch in

Communique

Theatre

Auburn

Jefferson

Lake
A bank property, and the former .Stale
theatre property. (Not equipped or adaptable ^r theatres now and may be sold
for
any pMn-pose.)

j

|

'

ceiving clearance over theatres not
in substantial competition, or any
clearance in excess of what is reaIndependent
necessary.
sonably
competitoi's Ynay demand and receive a review of the rea.sonable-

that
while re-

circuit over 100 houses
cjuiring it to dispose of 40 theatres
In all these situaIn 39 towns.
tions, the big New York chain is
required to unload so that competi-

(

Continued on page

the film industry "has geniuses on
its payroll” but said they take no
Inbusiness matters,
part
in
augurating a new service to company stockholders via a personalized brochure outlining the position of the industry and of 20th,
Skouras declared the film industry “is as complex as any other

16)
I

Mono’s Deal

Wherever
can be restored.
houses owned by other exhibs existed. however, Schine was permitted to retain his theatres.
As added guarantee that competition can thrive, Schine is subjected to certain buying limitation

2 Pix for

to

Back

UA

....State

Temple

Cortland

Geneva

Richmond
Hippodrome
Palace or Rialto

Herkimer
Falls

Little

Lockport

Malone
Newark

Plaza

Crescent (may be sold for other than the-

business
and
more so than most” and thus "its Ogdensburg
business decisions are made by Onconia
business men for business rea- Oswego

Release

atre use).

Pontiac
Palace or Oneonta
Strand. Capitol, if not regularly operated
during the major part of each year.
Vacant lot (may be sold for any purpose),
Madison or Monroe; and Riviera or Lib-

.’

sons.”

Brings Burrows East

Brochure, which included the
George Burrows, exec v.p. and company’s already-published first
tions. He is limited for three years treasurer of Monogram, returned quarter earnings statement, repre(27) night sented more of a pitch for the
to eO'^f of major company product to the Coast Monday
In situations where there is first- after two weeks in New York in entire
industry than for 20th.
run competition. He is also limited confabs with United Artists and Skouras outlined the function of
to 48 of the 80 highest price offer- Mono’s bankers. UA huddles were American films as goodwill envoys
ings of the majors. All of Schine’s on the two films which Mono is for the U. S. and their importance
bidding must be on a theatre-by- financing for UA release under an in the worldwide market. He said
'unusual deal consummated some American producers welcome corntheatre basis.
petition from foreign films because
The "open town” policy was of- months ago.
The films are “Red Light,” pro- they "act as a stimulant to new
fered by 20th-Fox when it recently
sought a settlement. Government duced by Roy Del Ruth with patronage, not only in the Amerilawyers indicate that the three ma- George Raft starring, and "Gun can market but throughout the
markets, and particularly
jors, 20th. Warner Bros, and Metro, Crazv,” produced by the King Bros. world
cannot get in on a similar deal be- with Peggy Cummins in the top where foreign films are being procause their situation is entirely dif- role.
Mono, after deciding to duced.”

Perry
Rochester

erty.

I

Andrews

Salamanca
Seneca Falls

Seneca (need not be sold for theatre

Watertown

Palace

.Ashland
Bellefontaine

.Strand

OHIO
Palace

Southern

Bucyrus
Delaware
Kent
Ravenna

i

I

Star

Opera House
Ohio (in lieu of disposing of one theatre
each in Kent and Ravenna. Schine may
elect to sell two in either town.)
Miami or Piqua. In addition, if the Bijou
is not -reopened within three months and
operated during the major part of each
year, it must be sold but need not be sold

,

He

finance the productions, figured
that with the relatively big budgets
would be in better
involved,
position to get more money out of

.

industry

disciplines itself via the

new

GovernTnent

charge

it

indicated that other indie circuits will he able to w'in similar
deals. Hence, it is expected that a

day

made

ITS

|

i

the

NET

•

f

•

<*

|/

Cumberlar#)

both in Easton).
Liberty

Salisbury

(In

accordance with the order of

TOAcrs

Set L. A. Plant
Hollywood, June 28.
Ted Gamble, board chairman of
the Theatre Owners of America,

L.

Buddy Baer
Scotty Brown
Bill Cannon
Mrs. Eddie Cantor

Bonnie Cashin

Cyd Charisse

(

With exactly what

loss

Mono

,

|

pletion

Col

is

word-of-mouth
enough.
the

is

built

*

up

i

I

*

Harry Cohns Sailing
Col prexy Harry Cohn and his
wife,
in
company with Arnold
Grants, sail tomorrow (30) on the
Queen Elizabeth for 4-6 weeks on

'

'

'

'

Dave Kapp
Frank Kinsella
Howard Koch
Burton Lane

Fidler
Jeffreys

Frances Langford

Mervyn LeRoy
Leon Levine
Alan Lipscott

Rouben Mamoulian
Marusia
Louis B. Mayer
Mike Mazurki

Marc

Rosemary

Platt

Donald Flamm
Mrs. Henr>’ Ginsberg
Arnold Grant
Jed Harris

Lana Turner
Julie Wilson

Dr. Raul Koretz

Europe

Bob Kriendler
Richard Ney

Tsobel

William S. Paley
Anne Pinkus
Samuel Schneider
Artnur H. Schw-artz
Barbara Smith
Richard Wldmark
Darryl F. Zanuck

to N. Y.

Baillie

John Paddy Carstairs
Cora Goffin

N. Y.

Patricia Knight
Emile Littler

1

.

I

TO B’KLYN

Henry Morgan

June Lockhart
Joseph A. McConville
Joseph H. Scidelman
il

Pettit

Walter Pidgeon
M. R. Rachmil
Ruby Rosenberg
Charles Rosher
Charles Ruggles
Gradwell Sears
Jack Smith
Kate Talbot

Dore Schary
Milton Shubert
Herbert T. Silberberg
Louis Sobol
Saint Subber

Clifiord C. Fisher

!

Benny Baker
Jack Benny
George Burrows
Ken Englund

William Norton
Mr. & Mrs. Glen Osser

Warren Caro
Harry Cohn
A. J. Cronin

2<l

Charles Hunt
Jose Iturbi
Patrick Jackson

A1 Jol.son
Mrs. Jack Kapp
B. D. Kranz
Otto Kruger
Harry Kurnitz
Professor Lambert

Mrs. Martin Beck
Jerry Bems

Dunne

Cy Howard

Keith Andes
Lemuel Ayers

Anne

N. Y. to Europe

'

Irene

Jimmy

European business.

'

Frank DeVol

George Englund
William Gargan
Henry Ginsberg
Paulette Goddard
Jon Hall
Oscar Hammerstcin

N. Y. to L. A.

of the key-city bookings.
figuring it can get as high
rental on "Jolson” once

60%

as

Cass Daley

.National
Theatres
chairman of TOA’s
convention committee, on plans for
the gathering. It is slated for Los
Angeles .Sept. 28-30.

eis,

will

Peggy Cummins

P.
Skouras,
chief, who is

dozen or two key-city deluxeach for a shorter run of a
month to six weeks. All prelim
showings would be on a roadshow,
advanced price basis.
General release at regular admission scales is set to follow coma

in

A. to N. Y.

Irving Allen

Broadway showcase for a six- Gael Sullivan, exec TOA director,
month .stretch without taking any and his aide. Stanley Prenosil. are
other
bookings.
Likely hou.se is slated to arrive here tomorrow
Monogram, which winds up its
Thurs. ).
fiscal year tomorrow (30), is ex- the Astor some time in August.
Trio will huddle with Charles
Col
would
then
book the film
pected to show a net loss of about

$500,000 for the 12-month period.
That’s a considerable improvement
over last year, when it had an operating debit of about $900,000.

.ludgt

Knight.)

a

•

»

Arcade or State
Avalon or New Easton. (In lieu of selling
either theatre in Cambridge, Schine may

'

I

I

‘Jolson’ Sequel Pic
Hollywood, June 28.

Columbia’s ^ releasing strategy
for its big filmusical, "Jolson Sings
Again,” designed to gain a maximum w'ord-of-mouth for the opus
before general release, is to play

'

J

MARYLAND

Easton

On

LOSS TO 500G THIS YEAR

'

hut not

sell

'

)

East

to indie

not be sold "on reasonable terms.” coiypany’s
execs
decide
what
Schine may ask court permission should be written off as unlikely
to "lease or sublease the same to to be realized on some of the Monoa party not a defendant herein or Allied Artists pix. Company ended
owned or controlled or related to up its first 10 months, however,
or atfiliated with a defendant here- with a net loss of about $500,000
"
in
and the final result is not expected
2. The defendants are enjoined
to vary too much from that.
from combining open and closed
An important factor last year was
towns in picture buying.
the "carryback” provision of the
3. Except for Amsterdam, N. Y.;
income tax laws, which permitted
Glens Falls. N. Y.; Salisbury. Md.; Mono to take tax credits during a
Hiiffalo and Syracu.se. for a period losing year for income it paid when
of three years, Schine is barred it was making a profit. That reducfrom licensing more than fiO^r of ed the net loss from about $900,000
features released by the eight ma- to $498,000.
This carryback will
jor distributors for first run (in be available to Mono only on a
Rochester. N. Y.. second run
ex- much reduced basis this year.
cept where competitors do not ofCompany execs and financial
fer to buy the other films. .And in circles are looking for a large Imtowns where the defendants have provement in the 1949-.50- fiscal
two or more theatres and there is stanza since there has been considfirst-run competition, the ceiling erable change in Mono policy.
It
limit shall be 602 ./^; instead of has given up making high-budgeted
60< r
product in an effort to establish its
4. .And with the exception of the
subsidiary Allied Artists label on a
•bove-named cities. Schine is also level w hich will bring in higher
enjoined for three years from li- terms. Films in recent months have
censing first run moi*e than 48 fea- all been made at minimum budgets
ture films from among the 80 top .so that amortizations won’t have to
pictures of the major di.stributors absorb such pix as "It Happened
fthe 10 in the top selling bracket on Fifth Avenue” (which lo.st heavof each of the following
RKO. ily). and "Babe Ruth Story”
Paramount,
Warners,
20th-Fox. (which will about break even).
I

will

use.)

KENTUCKY
Kentucky
Kentucky or Strand and one other
the Ada Meade.
Hollywood
Bourbon

Corbin
be equipped with large Lexington

Col’s Selective Dating

must go to tho.se who end up the current year won’t be
them for theatre purposes. determined until the books are
In the event some theatres can- closed and the accountants and the

'

of

television screens.”

properties

>

should be sold).
Moose. (Need not be sold for theatre

Skouras is now halfway through Maysville
an eight-week trip abroad, during Paris
which he will visit most of the
countries in Europe and the Near Cambridge

television
will
come
through the theatre, because all
the theatres of the country some

will use

tl

Norwalk

exec, who was formerly a
v.p. of the Guaranty Trust, N. Y.,
huddled with that outfit and Bank
of Manhattan on the lines of credit
they have made available to the
company. Extcnsioqg^ of the credit

MONO CUTTING

In order to open up to competition closed situations, requires
Schine to .sell about 40 theatres
in 39 towms. within three years
of entry of the judgment. At lea.st
one-third of these theatres must
be sold in the first year and a twothirds hv the end of the second
year Wi^h a few' exceptions, all

;

Mt. Vernon

h?s

development

cess

producers operating under
Mono-Allied Artists banner.

1.

—

TV

"can go forward only as part of
the motion picture field,” adding
that the "great commercial suc-

at

buyer’s option.
Ritz or Tiffin (unless the .Schine defendants no longer have any interest in, or
control over, any theatre in Fostoriat.
Vine (unless Vernon or Memorial theatre

Tiffin

execs.
“Gun Crazy” is now*
editing. They’ll both be released
during the fall. Burrows discussed
distribution and publicity-advertising plans.

that institution has

drive will soon be launched by the
Government to clear up every important closed situation throughout
the countrv.
Specifically
the
decree
does
these things:

that

Opera House, or Wayne, or Wooster,

“iny'’‘form' of
tho cuKio/st

••

tXSn^' Skouras reiteS

agreements were made.
Burrows also confabbed with
Edwin Van Pelt, v.p. of the Chemical Bank & Trust, on loans which

Is

^^t
nn

conviction

Mono

against the circuit would reopen
the entire history of the case. It
thus simplifies the Government’s

enforcement problem.
Because of this simplification,

,.,>ncrtr«:hirt

UA

Explaining w’hat looks like a
lenient deal for Schine: it is noted
that the D of J can enforce any
claimed deviation by contempt proceedings.
Without a settlement,

every

'

to be u.sed as a theatre.
Strand

Code but "constantly Van Wert
Wooster

Production

.

ment and breakups. If our open
town policy doesn’t work, we can
go Into court again,"

FMqua

detailed the position of the

cinema as the hub of cornmunity activity and the way the

local

UA

and Paramount, if divorcement
were thrown in. it is said.
them than would Mono itself.
Government legalities admit that
Burrows said, before he left, that
many indie exhibs have squawked any further deals of this nature
over the Par-RKO deals becau.se were highly unlikely. He called
they permitted the chains to rehis one
a very unusual transacmain intact after opening closed tion.
towns.
Government explains by
"Red
Light” print is in New
saying;
“We couldn’t take two
York and was shown by Burrows to
bites at the same time, divorce-

pur-

pose).

^

ferent since they are both distribs
and exhibs. The principle would
be applied, as in the case of RKO

to

major part of the year.

American

major

Also Temple theatre, it Schine
operate it regularly during th*

Regent.
fails

,

I

^

(’anandaigua

Carthage
ment with distributors, demands
To 20th’s Stockholders
made upon distributors,* or by any
means whatsover.”
Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros P.
from re Skonras last week conceded that Corning
6. Schine
is enjoined

power in booking product.
The Schine settlement gives

28-

NEW YORK

petitors fail to take the others.

buying

untoward

‘OPEN’

United Artists, Universal
and Columbia), except where comLoew’s,

28.

June

FoUowing is the list of properties the Schine circuit is reqvired'to
unload irithiu three years under the anti-trust consent decree judg)nent
flted irith the Federal court here Friday (25). Except where
specified
properties must be sold to those who intend to use them
;’if
fn

'

i

k

I
I

t
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HWO

EXHIBS PREP

MPAA

Fabian s Setup Via FC?
Possibility is seen that the new National Exhibitors Film Co.,
indie production financing unit set up by exhibs headed by Si
Confabs between
Fabian, may become a factor in Film Classics.
Fabian* and Joe Bernhard, prez of FC, have continued during recent weeks. Bernhard is not ready to make a deal yet, however,
until divorcement of Film Classics from Cinecolor, which was
approved by stockholders a couple weeks ago, becomes complete.
Details are expected to be wound up in 10 days or two weeks.

US PROD

Indie exhibitors, after carescrutiny of the new 2l)thsales policy which promises them many benefits, are
kiddingly referring to 2()th as
company.”
“affectionate
the
Gag label is a parody, of
course,
on Metro’s self-im-

throw' its weight around In dictating the kind of film and its budgeting turned out by indie producers.

posed cognomen,

differs from
that it will not

Runs, Faster

First

Playoffs, Snarl Dates in Philly
Philadelphia, June

Nabes

28.

Robert
er.

filed

Los Angeles. June 28.
Arden, radio broadcastsuit

$600,000

ance

Unemployment

Appeals

Board.

are thinking.”
By taking this big step. Pinanski
said, exhibs were meeting the ob-

Insur-

Ruling

is

hailed as a major victory hy atmosphere players on the film lots, who
liad been virtually wiped off the
labor map through a prior decision
by Howard Horn, a State Department of Kmplo>iuenl referee in

16»

Suit

‘Parking Charge’
Another court

— be-

regulation w'hich applies the

!

!

,

HIGH COURT NIXES

Argentine ‘White Horse’
Warner Bros, is currently laying
the ground for legal retaliation
against the Emelco studios in Argentina for alleged infringement of
its ow'nership of the musii'al play.
“White Horse Inn”

I

SEE

MORT NATHANSON

to

verdict

in

Momand commerce
the

trial

Case has been dragging on
Action of the Supreme
Court terminates it.

t()urt.

tor years.

In

films.

Since ’37 defendants’ allegedly
monopolistic first-run hooking .systems have caused $750,000 loss,
according to complaint.

Stay

in the

Black

To

100^

Edward Small is insisting on a
un'que clause in a new contract
with United Artists covering di.stribution of his “Black Magic.”
It
pn vides that UA keep all income
from the pic, both foreign and domestic, In a .separate acuount segregated from UA’s general funds.
Distrib has put up no sejuawk,
HNidily acceding to Small’s demand. However, the mechanics of
separating the producer’s coin from
otter Income as soon as it arrives
at tiu* homeoffice In New Yoi*k provide so many difficulties that the
signing of the contract has been
delayed while the.se details are
being worked out. U.\, in the
meantime, is going ahead with the
selling of the pic.
Small’s demand for the segregation of funds* is a hedge against

run into by U.A. Under
new' clause in his contract, all
income, as soon as it arrives in
New York, would definitely belong
to him and not be affected by any
untoward legal proceedings.
Small’s demand for the new
clause follows a move by Eagle
Lion as of Jan. 1 of this year. At
of
that
time,
at
the
request
t)anks financing indies distributing
thiough the company, it set up a
m*w system whereby every producer’s coin went into a segregated

difficulties
tlie

fund.

UA SELLING LOEW’S ON
‘MAGIC’ OUTSIDE OF N.Y.
United Arti.sts, which has been
a hassle for some time with
Loew’s over bookings in the New

in

York area. Is not letting that interfere with out-of-town engagehas just succeeded in
ments.
It
making a deal for day-and-date
openings of Edward Small’s "Black
Magic” in virtually all of Loew’s
first -run towns.
I’ic will open around Aug. 19 in
29 of the company’s houses in thi.s

'

Although no mention is
Emelco studios, it’s understood the ad is aimed at es-

WASHER’S PAR SPOT

made

east-

ern publicity manager, submitted

Momand

Majors for $2,700,000

UA

‘Black Magic’ Coin

play.”

his

majors after

Ed Small Wants His

•

nixed for the second time an A. B.

against the
won a

Initial item on which he feela
there can be such agreement, RKO
topper declared, is public relations
In answ'er to some industry
skepticism that anything of this
natiiie can be accomplished by an
industrywide group, Depinet as(C’ontinued on page 16)

I

'

had

than an invitation to those present
to
"find
some non-controversial
industrywide problems in which
we can have common interests and
which can he helped to sulutivn
by our organizing.”

'

Ben Washer. Paramount’s

Hollywood. June 28.
Brookside Theatre C’orp., Kan.sas
suit
filed
has
S2.70().()()0
City,
RKO
against the Rig Five, Universal
here.
in
federal
court
and LA
was filed in May.
Action alleges unlawful combinaBoston Court of Appeals threw tion and conspiracy to restrain
out
suit and monopolize interstate trade,
anti-trust
Momand’s

of other industry
including the producers,

variety

I

28.

M-G-M

a

I

IN

distributing Corp., Loew'’s, Universal
Exchanges,
Vita20th-Fox.
graph. Columbia and
Distributing Corp.
Second petition

in

!

j

employed.”

Kaycee Theatre Sues

Produced

1948, the Argentine pic. titled “La
Hosteria Del Caballito Blanco,”
was one of the all-time record
gro.ssers in that country.
MPAA.
In recent advertisements in the
Corwin has been with the MPEA foreign film trade press. Warners
since it started more tlian three is giving notice of its sole owneryears ago.
Publicity chore there ship of all motion picture rights in
will be gradually diminishing in
the play under a deal with Felix
importance as various territories Bloch Erben in 1936. I’he agreenow' serviced by the major-com- ment was ratified by Dr. Ralph
pany co-op * revert to individual Benatzky, composer; Robert Gilcompany control. That has already bert, lyricist: and Hans Muller, auhappened in Holland, will occur in thor of the book.
Germany and very likely In InFormal notice declares Warners
donesia next Jan. 1. and may hap- intends “to protect our rights in
pen in the case of Japan the same said musical play and will take all
date.
legal action against all parties who
engage in the production, distribution or exhibition of any motion
picture derived from said musical
'

,

!

On

:

‘

I

WB Would Ride Herd

the MP.A.A job. will be his assistant,
Bernard Mazer. Corwin, who. incidentally, is a brother of radio
writer Norman Corwin. Is taking
a vacation before starting at the

I

rehear Momand’s suit again

full

(Continued on page 22)

Succeeding Corwin as publicity
topper for the Motion Picture F.xport A.ssn., post from which he resigned last Fiiday <24' to accept

i

:

TOM WALLER SPOT

the job.

'

it

by

that .several, in various parts of the
country, will hit the test road in
short order.
New' tax regulation reversed a
previous one which held that the
bite would not apply to the parking charge if. in addition, openaircr had a hona fide charge for
single admissions.
In a letter to
(lael
Sullivan, exec director of

!

him and his aide. Larry Beller.
Corwin will have no assistant in

I

Theatres petition that

the

George J. Schoeneman. Federal
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
The high revenooer outlined a new

Post of New' York publicity rep
for the Motion Picture A.ssn. of
America will be taken over July 11
by Alfred C’orwin.
He succeeds
Tom Waller, who leaves Frida.v (h
in an economy move that swept out

1

(27

involving

mushrooming drive-in boom
came a certainty this week in
wake of an adver.se ruling

j

INTO

Bandleader Phil Spitalny filed a Fieeburgh. Fannie E. Drabin and
S600.000 suit in N. Y. supreme Florence H. Stanton,
court last w'eek against Warner
Horn’s ruling supported the conBros., charging that
an all-girl tention of the picture companies
hand, called “Hour of Enchant- that extra players must go out and
ment.’’ in the defendant’s film, “My look for other jobs w'hen film busiDream Is Yours,’’ repre.sents un- ness grows slack, under penalty of
fair competition to his “Hour of losing all job insurance benefits.
Batoner His idea was that any unemployed
Charm” organization.
contends the word enchantment, extra must apply for any sort of
according to Webster, is merely a work, even as a trainee, regardless
synonym for charm, and therefore of age or experience.
the picture’s all-girl band, led by
In the case of Miss Stanton, the
Ada Leonard, constitutes infringe- Appeals Board hold that the extra
ment under the “enchantment” "stood scpiarely in the labor marmoniker.
ket in which there existed a reaSpitalny seeks high damages, sotiable likelihood of employment
since he asserts that the allegedly in her usual occupation.”
Horn’s
inlringing sequences in Warner’s contention was that an extra is
Dream” w'ill kayo any likelihood only a casual laborer, not to be
of a future film version for his ( onsidered under the unemploy“Hour of Charm,”
Released in ment insurance law'.
April. “Dream” was proauced by
Richard H. Gordon, president of
Michael Curtiz and stars Jack Car- jthe Screen F^xtras Guild, declared:
s<)n. Doris Day and Lee Bowman.
“This is a tremendous victory but
Picture has a comedy-song pattern It does not mean that all the unand revolves around the Cinderella employment insurance problems of
ascent of Miss Day as a radio sing- the extra players are solved. The
ei-.
Henry Jaffe reps Spitalny.
Guil.i is still fighting to gain unemployment payments for extras
who refuse to accept job calls in a
pay classification lower then the
scale in which they are normally
Washington, June

battle

the film industr.v— this time over
admission taxes levied against the

ALFRED CORWIN SHIFTS

The case involved four film
studio employes; Frank Mitchell,
for 36 years; Oscar
(»4. an extra

His ‘Honr of Charm’ Ore

Supreme Court yesterday

with

fat lions,

and lined up their promise to
send a delegation to the meeting.
Conclave will riot he held in
New York or Hollywood. Depinet
declared, “but .somewhere out in
.\meri(“a
where there are few
phones and no pressure.” MP.AA
will go into this meeting, he explained. with no plan to sell other

Test Drive-Ins’

(Continued on page 22'

Los Angeles.

Pic Infringes

MOMAND REHEARING

Chief reason for the 201 h
plug is the company’s stated
policy of permitting exhibitors
to buy product either on percentage or flat deals, something for which they have lieen
angling for years.

j

through generally .superior
product to gel runs of five to seven

WB

against

MP.AA’s exhibitor and community
relations committee.
By the time of the August session,
Depinet said, it is hoped that the
MP.A.A committee will have met

"’I'he friendl.N

To Jobless Pay

aged

Avers

own

E.

behind NEFC.
admi.ssion bite to the ozoners rePinanski declared this week; “If
gardlc.ss of whether part of the adthis thing gels big enough, we
mission price is segregated as a
ma.v even be called on to help a
“parking charge” on cars.
major company.” New England cirOperators of drive-in circuits decuit op added: “It is about time
clared on the heels of the declarathe retail end of this business is
tion
that they would not take the
Sacramento, June 28.
heard. We are consulted very little
Movement
regulation lying down.
Screen extras out of work are en- about trends and we think we can is already taking shape to put
titled to unemployment insurance make a real contribution to luoduSchocneman’s ukase to the legal
under a ruling handed dow'n by the cers by telling them what people test in the tax courts. It is thought

—

Spitalny’s

$9,700

its

meeting in August. Ned
Depinet disclosed to Variety
(Tue.sdayi.
Depinet,
yesterday
RKO prexy, is chairman of the

industry

company.”

in
dis-

Extras Win Right

The Gcfidman houses have man- California
(Continued on page

for

Charles Chaplin in Federal court
here, charging breach of contract.
Plainlifl
declared he had an
agreement with Chaplin to exploit
th(
picture. “Monsieur Verdoux’’
in the South American market for
$10,000 but had received only $300.

ing the last two months. The nabe
pileup stems from the fact that
Philly midtown houses, which normally release two. maybe three
films a week to the keys and subkeys. are now running through
new product at the rate of four and
fi\e films a week.
A number of factors are responsible but. two things that did most
to bring it on are William Goldman’s entry into the first-run setup
here and the general decline in
Backed by the sanction of his
hi/..
court victory against the majors.
Goldman has bid successfully and
gei.erally snagged the cream of the
product and played it in his three
Goldman. Karlton
tlualres the
and Keith’s.

have

National

—

Fox

mitted by circuit ops will be available for production within one
month or so when the company’s
formation will be completed.
Presaging stronger intervention
by exhibs in Hollywood are the
rules laid down by the new' company. It W'ill back any established
indie filmmaker with first or .second money providing its revolving
committee of exhihs can pass on
story, cast and budget. Ultimate
extension to the affairs of majors
is not ruled out by either Fabian
or Sam Pinanski. another stalwart

Chaplin Sued

runs rapidly getting fouled up as
the result of quick turnover of
product in the local first-runs dur-

First

—

which it is hoped will
relations
lead eventually to a public relawill be an alltions campaign

ful

tribution organization.
Fast decision to form the new
company came over the past weekend when 40 (*xhibs. repping 23 big
circuits,
agreed to subscribe to
stock in a series of meets at the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
The $10,000,000 already said to be com-

A releasing snarl threatens the
neighborhood situation here, with
clearance dates and subsequent

In the Motion
Picture As.sn. of America’.s campaign to Improve intra-industry

Sweetness and Light

bankroll of $10,000,000 for indie
production, is viewed as the opening wedge in a new invasion of
Hollywood by exhibition. Patterned
to some extent on the First National Pictures setup of two decades ago, the new' unit which Si
Fabian now heads will obviously

It

Goldman s New

Relations Plan
Next major action

Formation of the National ExFilm Co. with an initial

Deal being talked by Bernhard and Fabian looks toward a group
buying a stock interest in FC and financing some of its
production. Whether this would be a separate Fabian operation or
undertaken by NEFC hasn’t been determined, but NEFC is admittedly looking for larger fields to conquer and this might be one.
In any case, Bernhard would not give up his controlling interest
Company needs about $100,000 a week in billings to cover
in FC.
its nut of near $35,000 and in a number of recent weeks has been
break-even point.
the
hitting

Calls AD-Industry Conclave

^

FORCE

hibitors

of exhibs

INVASION

resignation

yesterday

of the

tablishing a legal claim against the
latter

I

company.

(Tues.)

Max

Youngstein, recently-named
ad-pub chief. Indications are that
currently
Mort
Nalhanson,
in
charge of the publicity-planting
dept., will be upped to fill the
Nathanson came from
vacancy.
Liberty Films at the time Par ab-

RKO Renews Tarzan

(ountry and two in Canada. This
Includes almost all possible situations except in New England where
Loew’s is partnered with Poli.
Small, who is splurging on the

Hollywood, June 28

'

Sol Lesser’s releasing deal with
was renewed for three years,
calling for the distribution of his
“Tarzan” pictures under the same
terms which had prevailed since

RKO

.sorbed that unit.
j

Washer checks out Friday (1'.
He has no immediate plans but

!

1942.

“Tarzan” series, currently starspend a summer vacation ring Lex Barker, is going into its
Westhatnpton (L.I.' home 31st year, with Lesser holding probefore announcing a new connec- duction rights for the last seven

will first
at

his

I

tion.

1

years.

;

national ad-publicity campaign for
the film, has built up a formidable
Staff to handle it. He now has Joel
Rose working on column publicity,
William Danziger on exploitation
in the New York office, Claude
Morris on field exploitation and
Lew Melamed on radio publicity.

—

1;;

'

pimiRKs

VedneoJay, June 29 , I949

Disney Lot Jumping

on Pix Biz

Finale of Life s Panel

Exhibs Resent Life’s 'Slurs’

Hollywood, June 28.
Disney Studio is busier
than at any previous time this year,
although Disney himself is currently in England supervising the
live-action filming of
“Treasure
Island.” Working on the home lot
are Ed Wynn, doing an off-screen
vocal chore for "Alice in Wonderland.” and Bing Crosby’s four kids
Philip, Dennis, Gary and Lind.say
doing soundtrack stuff for
“Ichabod and Mr. Toad.”

Walt

Supports H wood; Exhib the Heavy?

'

'

industryites

INIosl

He

Hollywood

in

New York were

said ‘for God’s sake, change the
title
who wants to see a picture

—

rather pleased
with the “Round Table on the [about snakes?’ When ‘The Snake
Movies” which Life mag published Pit’ was released. I noticed his thethis week following two day.s of atre had done tremendous business
sessions <May 13-15) at Arrowhead with it. so I wrote and asked him.
Springs. Cal., with 14 film names. ‘Now what do you think of it?’ His
Prepared for the usual drubbing answer came back. ‘Great, but
growing out of preconceived no- don't make any more like if.”
Pressure Groups
tions of Hollywood, which has prac-

•nd

i

I

I

—

Other cartoon features in work
are “Cinderella,” “Peter Pan” and

|

now that Life’s own
and the many other writ-

—

is

boxoffices.”

More

j

,

I

,

i

'

I

i

,
'

I

,

!

supposedly responsible,
Hollywood, like everything else,
Is good, bad and indifferent,”
Hodgins also found “that the
moviemakers, as the Life Round
Table Editors met them, were earrest and thoughtful men, who represented the good Hollywood and
felt genuine concern with serving

I

in

control.

Isn

it

t

true

that

The

,

u.

to
tional

P®”’

The Snake*

Pit.’

now

is

This is a result of the current impa.sse between the film
industry and ASCAP. which
in the past has controlled per-

list.”

also has

Assn, for Advancement of

forming

MPPA

rights.

acts

as an agency for the publishers in .selling the studios re-

cording rights.

ASCAP now

With

Fox News’ Format Switch,

clause in the
MPPA pact has been added,
therefore,
in
prospect that
ASCAP may not continue to
hold them and they’ll pass,
back to the individual publishers,

AMUSEMENT

BIZ

month in 1948. An estimated 80'^;
of all the taxes come from picture
exhibitiim.
The 20''r bite on nitery tabs,
while not good, was an improvement over the preceding month,

sector

tapered off slightly, l.^ncle
Sam’s 20 *^^ share amounted to $4
968.9.50 from the 3rd Internal Revenue District of New York, all of
Manhattan above 23rd street. This
was about $260,000 under the previous month Broadway’s nightclub
trade was off even more. The lax
.

$341,901.

via

which was

$100,000 under the month before.

to

be

taken

toward

b«
at-

the

American Society

j

I

I

I

of Composers,
Publishers in current
negotiations.
Copyright committee of the Motion Picture A.ssn. of
America,
which
has
had the

Authors

&

ASCAP

situation under considerafor some months, is divided
between those who feel that the
industry’s most practical course
would be to come to an immediate
agreement with the Society, and
tion

i

I

I

those who feel that they’ve got
on the run and it would be
best to wait the situation out.

ASCAP

ASCAP, in the meantime, is simultaneously trying to get the film
producers to agree to terms and
to get the Dept, of .Justice to modif.v the 1941 consent decree under
which the performing rights outfit
is now operating.
It
apparently
figures that it can win D. of J. approval for joint signaturing of a
deal with the majors if it can show
the Attorney General that the film
companies want such a deal becau.se it is more practical for them
to do business with a single source
than with individual publishers.
At issue is the right to perform
in theatres music recorded on film,
Studios in the pa.st have only pur.cha.sed the recording rights, leaving
performing rights to be worked
lout in deals between ASCAP and
individual theatres.
New York
court decision recently enjoined
ASCAP from collecting from theatres and the Society Is now enIdeavoring to get the $1,300,000
yearly which it formerly got from
that source from the studios. It is
'

^
‘

;

i

j

I

I

I

^

I

j

I

;

Houses

in

a Spot

Because Deuied A’s
1

Elimination

of

j

mo.st of the

B

pictures

a severe toll of exhibitors

merly

by

!

major studios has taken

who

understood ASCAP will take slightly less than that figure because of
the saving of administrative co.sts
dealing with a handful of studios
instead of thousands of theatres.

for-

in

on

such product.
Many of them are now attempting
to convert their hou.ses to an A
film polic.v.
Major.s thus far have
issi ed a
flat
nix to such ideas,
which has resulted in some exhibs
particular function as an adjunct deciding to shutter.
to feature films, and so do not
Exhibs claim the.v could operate
compete with TV.
profitably when the majors turned
As an example of the new for- out low-budgeted
pictures, since
mats being attempted, Levathes the films were always
good enough
pointed to a current Movietone i.s- to generate boxoffice
activity. With
sue. One .story features a girl who that product
now cut off. the lowi.s
planning to swim the English budgeters .still available,
turned
Channel in the near future. To out by the les.ser studios,
do not
provide background for the story have any b.o. draw,
even in the key
and present a well-rounded fea- city nabes and small town
situature. Movietone has included clips tions. As a result,
such exhibs are
showing Gertrude Ederle as the pitching for A product either
on a
first woman to swim the Channel.
first or subsequent run policy, deShorts program for 1949-50 in- pending on their situation.
cludes the following subjects to
Majors, in refusing to do busibe produced by Movietone: 12
ness with them, claim they can’t
sports reels, three name^-band mu chrnce opening up their costly
sicals, two Lew Lehr comedy reels.
product to theatres which estabtwo Movietone .Adventures and one lished
their reputations
relied

;

'

!

try
,

I

doing double damage to A.SCAP
members, since they are losing out
on recording right.s coin. too. Because of this and the general difficulties ASCAP is having in the
courts, some MPA A members feel
that ASCAP will gel into a progressively poorer bargaining position and should be wailed out.

Metro, 20th-Fox and Paramount,
are in the dual position ot being
music users and music ow ners via
their interests in publishing com-

|

I

is
currently being
films than in the past, it
in a check by induslegalites this week, which is

Others, feel that the problems
of dealing with individual publishers and chancing lawsuits on clearing music rights makes it profitable
to close a deal with ASCAP at
once.
Partially governing thinking is the fact that Warner Bro.s.,

‘

s)ies,

music

was disclosed

i

specialty reel.
In addition, there
are to be 13 March of Time issues and 24 Terrytoons in Technicolor, four of which will be reis-

Les.s
in

used

I

j

APRIL-MAY UPSWING

to

them

will sell

Certain Secondary

-

amounted

who

MPPA.

%

IN

the

New

films.

TV

RKO.

in

courts, issue is not clear yet
as to whether it will continue
to have performing rights for

'

|

titude
j

offering film pro-

a price.

Kagle Lion
scattered savings at Universal
But Not Because of
National
Screen
Service,
Fox Movietone News plans to
^*^.098 the nriajors. RKO alone has incorporate new methods of premaintained Its collarite staff virsentation In the 104 reels to be
tually intact.
the 1949-50 seaEven more drastic cutbacks have released during
son
as an attempt at modernization
been incurred in the h.o. flackery
of any competibecause
not
departments. Through layoffs and and
tion from television, according to
failure to fill posts vacated by
manager
sales
shorts
20th-Fox
resignations, publicitv staffs have
Peter Levathes. He also disclosed
been sheared by about 35
in
20th will release 57 shorts during
the last period.
Typical savings
show Warner Bros, down from .57 the year.
Levathes, who is also 20th’s
to 38 publici.sts; 20th from 66 to 39
video manager, declared there is
Universal from 26 to 18 and UA
competition between the theano
from 22 to nine
trical newsreel and TV reels beAdditional personnel cuts are exthe two are entirely differcause
pected to follow in the wake of
reels
can
While
video
companies’ divorcement from their ent.
on news
be
up
to the minute
exhib wing. It’s expected that thereels.
theatrical
presentation,
atre operations will be decentralned with loss of jobs in the New because they’re issued twice a
York area. This process is already week, are intended only to pretaking place in Paramount, and is .sent the news in feature form,
Thus, Levathes said, they have a

The Government received $3,707^11
from this source, or about
$120000 over the preceding month,
message pictures, which would rule although $5,000 under the same
out ‘Gentleman’s Agreement.’
If month of 1948.
you were to ask an exhibitor would
The admissions tax reflecting
he want to see a picture about a April biz in New York’s Broadway

• picture called

Counand Loew’s

at

,

’

Proviso

stating, in effect, that if the
publisher should subsequently
obtain performing rights, too,
he’ll issue them to the studio,
if it desires, at such-and-such

ployees.

15; in addition

Out?

Major companies continue to
divided, into two schools on the

Music Publishers Protective
As.sn.

been attempting
enlist the support of the Na-

re-

Washington. .Tune 28.
April saw' an upswing at the boxis the really incredible power of office, on the basis of admissions
the real undercover man. in my
figures released this week by
opinion
the exhibitor. Here is Ihe Bureau of Internal Revenue.
the*God-given right of the real es- Uncle Sam’s May lake nmnimted
tate owner to make this fantastic *0
$30,440,911.
over
.$4,000,000
profit ju.st by virtue of the fact he ahead of the preceding month and
owns an enormous barnlike struc- about .$ 2 000,000 over the same

deaf-mute, he’d say no; so you
wouldn’t make ‘Johnny Belinda
He’d be sure he didn’t want a picture in which one of the principal
characters is a boy with no hands;
so in that case you wouldn’t, make
*The Rest Years of Our Lives.’ A
year or more ago I told a big exhibitor that 20th-Fox was making

RKO

.SOPEG

Make a Deal or Hold

ducers options on performing
rights for the tunes to wtnch
they buy recording privileges.
Contracts under which studios
now purchase the privilege of
putting music on films have
recently had a clause added

same period Pdra-

Columbia.
cutbacks

a*

ture with scats in it.”
Jerry Wald added to the hitterness felt about the exhib. declaring
“he has done very little to enconrage good pictures.
He says he
doesn’t
want psychological pictores, so. if you listened to him.
there wouldn’t have been ’The
Lost Weekend.’
He doesn’t want

MPPA’i

Quill,

prexy, put all
theatres on “an unfair labor

Issue

'

whitecollarites

substantial
<fuctions. In the

.

chief thing that keeps an
independent from making a picture
is that he doesn’t get back an equitable share
I
cannot afford to
go to a theatre chain or exhibitor
and have him say to me. ‘All right,
bub. you get 30%. If it’s a great
picture. I’ll give you 35^^.’
Here

230

'

'

is

Divided;

ASCAP

!

!

,

gives you 40 /?> of what
he takes in out of the picture you
have made and keeps 60%. he
t^hinks he is giving you a hell of a

Mike

Thinking on

i

Joe Mankiewicz Vs. Exhibs
Villain of the piece proved to
be the exhibitor, who was excoriated particularly by producer Joseph Mankiewicz. with a.ssists from
others. Asking “Who controls the
movies?” and answering it himself,
Mankiewicz declared; “Lsn’t it true
that a real estate operator whose
chief concern should be taking
guin from off carpets and checking,
adolescent love-making In the balcony isn I it true that this man

when he

AA

Colored People and other community organizations on grounds of
employed last September. UA now alleged discrimination bv the indown to 170. Most of compa- du.stry in the hiring of Negro emapproximately

i

their publics as well as possible.”
Hodgins and the Round Tableites
agreed
that
Hollywood
needs
“more men of talent” and “more
freedom for men of talent.”
.

Creation of NEFC is the exhibs’ answer to Life and industry
they declared. “We’re willing to risk our money so
that
the right kind of films come out of Hollywood,” they said.
critics,

Both SPG and Screen Office &
Professional Employees also received pledges of support from
N. Y. City’s CIO Council, repre.senting group of major unions.
Following through on his recent
ultimatum to the industry to negotiate new contracts with the
cil’s

I

are

remarked.

In move to strengthen its bargaining position against the major
companies. Screen Publicists Guild
has filed a petition with the National Labor Relations Board for
union shop elections in the homeoffices on an industry-wide basis.
While the companies have not challenged SPG’s jurisdiction, elections
are designed to demonstrate SPG’s
solid membership support. It’s expected that elections will take
place in two weeks.
SPG, meantime, scored a marker
against the raiding attempts by the
Sign Painters Union, Local 230,
AFL, at RKO. Local 230’s petition
RKO’s adin
election
for an
publicity department was turned
down this week by the NLRB, ending possibility of intra-labor battle
for control of the h.o. flacks,

whitecollarites,

,

tices

Both nipped at Life for taking exhibs’ $1,900,000,000 inve.stment
in theatres as though it had no relationship to what
Hollywood
produces. “I suppose we should have no concern whether
that
investment is backed with the right kind of product,” Pinanski

BOLSTER ITS POSITION

I

I

Envision
Cuts
editors
ers who have so frequently been
critical of Hollywood without adeWith Divorcement
quate knowledge on the subject
Continuing to push their econwill profit by what Hodgins learned
om.v drives launched two y^ears
in the more than 100.000 words
m^jor companies have
Round Table.
spoken
at
the
payloads by
Hodgins apparently realized clearAnn aaa per year in honrie$1,000,000
is^«hout
ly that if all Hollywood product
months,
not up to top standard there are offices during the last 12
"'.ore
oiade by ipruning
many mitigating reasons and no
ochelons from 15
lack of effort that the creative peo- I’ ®'
®
‘.I.
pie in films are not the boobies,*® 20 c in the last period through
they’ve
that * process of departmental reorbeen
caricatured,
Ranizations
and. in some cases, by
“Hollywood censorship” is not imposed becau.se film people like it. outright elimination,
In the previous 12-month period
and that the “star system” is not
something altogether heinous and the companies lopped off approximately the same percentage of emhas some good reason.
One important conclusion that pJoyees but wound up without savAgreements with
coin.
Hodgins draws, and that industry- ‘OR.
Ites feel should not be lost on other various whitecollarite unions profor
vided
wage
increases
ranging
writers and commentators, is that
“there is no such thing as ‘Holly- oP *0 20% which wiped out the
economies
resulting
from
personwood,’ because their are dozens of
Hollywoods. The word is too con- o®* cuts. This year, however, the
1
000,000
will
actually
remain
in
venient to be lost, but it works an $
exchequers since the compaunfairness, just the same.
‘The
so
far.
have
successfully
pres.s’ is not blamed for a bad
newspaper, nor even for a dozen, bucked labor pressures for pay
If one movie, or a dozen movies, boosts.
Company-by-company breakdown
stink, let them be called stinkers;
but it is not right to dredge up a of personnel cuts shows United
‘Hollyw’ood’ whose universal prac- Artists in the economy lead. With

i

SPG GOING TO NLRB TO

i

The hope

j

“Hiawatha.”

become customary magazine!

Hollywood’s
Production
Code
treatment, trade observers were was recognized as a necessity for
plea.santly surprised to find that keeping films from worse censorEric Hodgins. who put the “Round ship by local groups.
Legion of
(Continued on page 18)
Table” yarn together, has gained)
sympathy and understanding for
,he problems of the m^-kers
FUcks
during his sessions with

tically

—

Bigtime circuit operators are burning over the “Movie
Round
table” forum on the film industry presented in the current
issue S
Life magazine. Resenting the slur that exhibs have played the
heavv
in purportedly deflating the quality level or pix, both Si
Fabian
head of the Fabian circuit, and Sam Pinanskl, former Paramount
portner who now runs the American Theatres chain, have
lashed
out again.st the mag’s conclusions. Duo fired away at the forum
in
the course of announcing formation of National Exhibitors
Film
^
Co., new exhib-sponsored outfit which will bankroll production
What both resented mo.st was the implication that they
are
simply in the brick-and-mortar business and ought to keep
their
noses out of production.
Pinanski declared that “in no other
business in the world would such a forum be possible.” He
suDole
mented: “We re getting tired of being told that we don’t know
our
own business. Every cent that goes to Hollywood comes from our
‘

panies.
However, It is .said that
disagreement within the copvright
committee are not .strictly along

as “sloughofl” houses. Customers who would
pay to .see the A features in a large
firstrun house or a deluxe nabe
will refuse to patronize theatres
which formerly catered to western
fans and kids.

these lines since svimc of the four
distribs with publisliing-afiiliates
feel that by not paying performing
rights to ASCAP ibey <oidd save
more than they’d make if an industrywide deal were made.

Exhibs putting in for the A films
have gone so tar as to guarantee
extended playing time. For exWalt Disney planed to Paris to- ample. theatres
GODDARD’S ENAMORADA'
that formerly opday 'Tues to accept the Viet oi re erated on a split-week
policy are
Hollywood, .tiiii*' 28
award at a luncheon in his honor willing to guarantee a full
Paulette Goddard leaves lor N. Y.
vveek’s
at the Ministry of Commerce and
hocking to all features, hoping in Wednesday (29), .sitipping off in
Industry building.
that wiiy to convince the majors Chi.
Prize is based on the combined the Idea will pay off for
all conLate In July she goes to Mexico
vote t)f French exhibs and the cerned.
Distrib chiefs, however, to co-.star with Pedro Annendarix
public for meritorious film produc- refuse to vive in and the
situation in Peter Rathvon's indie, ’Knara-

DISNEY’S

FRENCH KUDO
London, June

28.

)

.

tions.

light

now

is

a^ran impasse.
J

urada.”

^
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MORE HX
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Sdwalbei^ Won t Disclose Sacred
Biddii^ Info-lt
bids

competing

Tabbing

Alfred W.
nroduct as “sacred,
Crhwalberg. Paramount's distribuyesterday (Tues.) dehas no inten‘
,-red his company
a winning bid
lion of disclosing
in the shut’out
lose
who
:
gxhibs
man who submits a bid
fie “Any
index
to his
an
me
gives
In effect
his busicapacity and the inside of
bidder,
if
losing
the
to
As
ness.
reversed, I don’t
the shoe was
their
bid
want
would
they
think

j

Herschel Gilbert is the new
prexy of the American Society of
Music Arrangers, which includes

^

—

studio arrangers. Leo Ar- that it will in no way approximate
naud, Jeff Alexander and Ralph the 500 a year or more of prewar
Hellenbeck were named vice-presi- days, when B’s surpassed A’s two

Vernon Ijeftw'ich. secretary; to one.
The record shows 199 pictures in
Rudy De Saxe, treasurer.
the backlog, compared with 178 at
Board members include Joe Duthis time a year ago. There are
bin, the retiring prez; Ruby Raksin,
Nathan Van Cleave, Frank another 49 in front of the cameras

dents;

j

I

ASMA

i

has membership of

— up eight

from a year ago. There
are 222 in preparation a staggering leap of 84 over the number
that were in the hopper at this time

Perkins, Charles Bradshaw', Robert
Franklyn, Stanley Wilson.
190.

1

—

Figure will surprise th^ many
who have heeded the wails from
the mourners’ bench. It means that
the cameras will be cranking harder
than they have for six years and
this despite the threat of television, the lag in independent production. the reduced foreign revenues and the shadow of divorce-

it

Infusion of New

The Bank

destroy the fundamental
what the courts intended
and we won’t do it unless told to
by legal authority,” Schwalberg

would

!

Blood Moving

basis of

Giveaways Go Over Big
With Denver Circuits
Denver, June 28.
again in the throes
of summer giveaways, with two
groups of theatres going at it in
a
big way.
Fox Theatres, 10
houses, is giving away a Hudson
sedan every week for six weeks,
with the winner, at his option, being flown to Detroit to be entertained and to pick up his car at

Denver

is

the factory.

The

a substantial offset of earnings of

“The Red Shoes” and “Quartet" in

4he

U. S. against the British take
and the residual on six
or seven other EL relea.ses. Approval by the bank is already intensifying the battle over the “B”
pool among the majors and indie
companies such as EL. Word of the
of “Tulsa”

I

ca’s auspices this

'

knocked

;

not claimed.

Goldwyn,

Ahead at Metro

Paramount will release 10 pix
plus one reissue, “Holiday Inn,”
between July 4 and the end of the

DOS

Say Metro Cut
Holes in

Better Quality

week.

The "B” pool was created as a
receptacle for the earnings of all
British pix In the U. S. intended
as a bonus to U. S. companies under the Anglo-American film pact
along with the $17,000.01)0 allowed
annually from Britain as the “A”
pool. Battle among the contpanie.s
has been waged for a number of
months because the “B” fund is
down to nothing. Its depletion is
due to a numl>er of special deals
which have routed coin around the

is

and $500 added when

off.

okay touched olT another dispute
meet of company prexies held
under Motion Picture of Amerl-

at a
I

.startit

of

[

I

VV’oifberg Theatres (sixi are

offering money, with $1,000
ing the jackpot whenever

ment.

said flatly.

Row

England has approved a deal between Eagle Lion
and J. Arthur Rank which permits

—

“It

‘Quartet’

Earnings in 05. Keys Auother

in 1948.

j

would permit competitors to out one another by bettering previously successful price offers by
difference.

1

Between 2,5 and 40 more pictures
are slated to be turned out on the
1949-50 studio schedule than in
1948-49. Of course, the total w'on’t
excite anybody
which is to say

all film

•bid

fractional

MIKE CONNOLLY
Hollywood. June 28.

Hollywood, June 28.

;

Schwalberg’s comment was directed towards a demand for disclosure of bids which was first
voiced recently by Elmer C. Rhoden. head of Fox-Midwest theatres
and thereafter taken up by several
As added reasons
Allied groups.

only

By

Herschel Gilbert Named
Music Arrangers Prexy

on ‘Red Shoes’ and

Offset

[](H|y[[|)S'

,

disclosed.”

Schwalberg said

!

Would Tip Off Rivalsl

for4>

fionvP..

for his stand,

SHOULD MEET

1

IN 1949-50

pool.

Pool

EL-Rank

Latest

agreement

is

viewed by many of the majors as
Gauntlet was thrown right back the last straw. Earnings of “Shoes,”
Hollywood, June 28.
at the majors this week by the two already past the $1,000,000 marker,
year, company sales chief disclosed.
Robert
Pirosh,
who scripted
indies who have been accused of had been counted on to fatten
Releasing rate equals but does not
“Battleground” for Metro, is about one- and multiple-picture deals by starting the breakdown of the so- what the companies would get
exceed that of last year. There
called “B” pool set up under the from Britain this year. Agreement
the
majors.
The
gargantuan
task
to
sign
term
a
contract
as
writerpace,
are no plans for upping the
Into the takes the form of an exchange of
S. agreement.
He starts work in his of matching quality with quantity Anglo-U.
he said, because he doesn’t believe director.
pool goes earnings of British pix guarantees. EL insures Rank that
(Continued on page 18)
you can fix a tempo in advance.
new post Sept. 6, when he returns
in the U.
S. for divvy among his two pix will do $1,400,000 in
“It all depends on the quality
from a vacation.
American companies as a bonus in the U. S. market. In return, Britof the pictures,” Schwalberg exexce.ss of the $17,000,000 yearly ish producer guarantees 3.50,000
Signing of Pirosh is a phase of
SELLS HIS 3
Continued on page 20)
they are allowed to remit from pounds
the Metro campaign to inject new
$1,400,000
on future
Britain.
vigor into its director staff. In six
earnings of “Tulsa” and the other
$100,000 IN ARG.
It all means better pictures, and
there’s no doubt that producers are
striving for them, as evidenced by
the signing of top outside talent on

1

;

'

GOLDWYN

(

>

)

!

'

months the studio has hired eight

new

O'Donnell

i

Continued from page S

•

pilots.

they are
Jackson,

In addition to Pirosh,

Compton

John

I

Bennett, Patrick
Berry,
Stanley

Donen, Jack Donohue, Anthony
Mann and Jacques Tourneur.
Whenever
we
Meanwhile, 10 new producers
pictures the same as any others;
have been added to the Metro paybook them in our theatres and pay
They and their first assignroll.
top terms.”
ments are: Armand Deutsch, “AmHaving booked “Home of the
bush”; Voldemar Vetlugin, “East
Brave” (UA) in Interstate theatres
Side, West Side”; Richard GoldIn Dallas and Houston, O’Donnell
stone, “The Yellow Cab Man”; Melexpects irotible in Houston because
vin Frank and Norman Panama,
of the pic’s blast against anti-Negro
“The Reformer and the Redhead”;
discrimination. He is using those
Wayne Griffin, "Key to the
two cities as a test because he Z.
City”; Val Lewton, “Please Believe
“wants to see how playing such a
Nicholas Nayfack, “Border
film works out.” O’Donnell intends Me”:
Incident”; Frank Taylor. “Along
standing behind his decision to play
Murder.” and Norman
tne controversial pic and has al- Came
writing and producing an
ready grooved it for 12 other situ- Krasna,
original, still untitled.
ations. In the first bookings below
thesps
signed under the reNew
the Mason & Dixon line, ad copy in
both locales “is in no way duck- juvenation process are Don Taylor,
Bruce Cowling,
Nelson,
Barry
ing the issue.”
j

don’t

just

deliver
they do,

top

product.
treat those

;

;

i

j

Showmanship Upbeat
In his peregrinations throughout the country, O’Donnell has
•een a great revival of showmanship among exhibs. “They are getting behind
films with
greater
energy now than at any time since
the war began.” he said.
InterP^rt, is staging a
statewide square-dancing contest
in

oe

made open by

distribs.

bids

“There

* T*® reason why all bids should
not be disclosed
and the entire
matter kept above-board,” he said.
It

would prove whether the win-

is sincere.
Frequently.
suspect, it is not.”
Circuit op has no complaint on
ne quality of
Hollywood output

i

wcause “everyone has to make a
•nistake now and
then.”
By and
J"*®’ lie
believes films coming
,
the Coast now are as good as

made
ate s

in

business
Ilian

j

it

the

past.

Inter-

even or a little
was last year, he
is

^•0. but then again “we’re operTexas and that’s an un*1

II.

usual state.”
.

a

®]^®nnell and his wife planed
yesterday (Tues.i after
JVew York visit.
He expects to
turn within
two weeks.
,

in

Had
that picture goes to Metro,
the company not insisted on this
arrangement, the income would
have gone into the “B” pool and
Metro would get back- a pro rate
share based on the earnings of its
films in England.

i

Britain.

MPAA

meet charged

EL

reps

I

“bad faith” becau.se of the
special deal. In answer, major company officials were challenged to
name where the company had deviated from a course of fair conSince EL is not a member
duct.
of the MPAA. it claims that it is
not bound by the rules set up for
carrying out the Anglo-American
with

I

;

I

:

I

I

^

pact.
I

.

I

The “last straw” pact of EL Is
expected to shove Universal into
actual rebellion. U has been balking on turning over the U. S. proceeds of “Hamlet.” another Rank
pic, to the pool because of th«
special deals by other companies.
It maintains that it is being mad*
the fall guy while other companies
duck the pool’s requirements.
U has the right to arrange for

The rule, as the American comThose Brooklyn and Bronx acearnings of
cents are murder, Metro is finding panies set it up, is that
Mitchell, Kenneth Garcia, Frank in its search for a 14-year-old actor pictures which are owned by a
Fontaine. J i m Whitmore. Jean for the “Dink” Stover role in its U. S. company do not go into the
Hagen, Nancy Davis, Bridget Carr, forthcoming filmization of Owen pool, while the earnings of pictures
Tere.sa Celli and Paula Raymond.
(Continued on page 20)
Yarn
Johnson’s “The Varmint.”
concerns life at swank LawrenceN.
J.,
vllle Prep in Lawrenceville,
similar offsets under its contract
feel that the
with Hank.
It
SOLD and the studio doesn’t
is
said to have
LA SALLE,
New York speech mannerisms are
waived that privilege when the
COIN
in keeping with the average devilAnglo-American
pact
was signed.
IN $2,000,000 CHI
ish American boy type it has in
John G. McCarthy, managing diI

’

!

McCARTHY^ILSFOR

east last week.

Among those Schary saw were a
In turn, the Order bought the
LaSalle, subsequent-run house, and couple lads from Lawrenceville itwere okay in the accent
will raze it soon as possible for a self. They
church edifice. Jones, Linick and department, but Schary felt they
Schaefer circuit have been oper- didn’t physically fit the role. That’s
been the story right along. If the
ators of the spot.
were suitable on one
The Woods had been operated on youngsters
they missed on another.
score,
year-to-year lease, and negotiations
Metro prefers a pro actor for the
had been going on for some time
part, in any event, rather than atfor the purchase of the 12-story
to break in an untrained
building which hou.se most of Chi- tempting
Studio is being especially
kid.
fewa
cago’s song pluggers and
LaSalle is one careful in its choice, since a series
theatrical agents.
of films based on the Johnston
of the oldest houses in the Loop,
prospect, carrying
in
featuring stage attractions for sev- books is
“Dink” Stover through prep school
a
becoming
eral decades before
and on to Yale.
|in 1927.

film

ho^s^

^

,

,

,

t

j

I

TALKS

LONDON

$1,400,000.

ning bid
1

makes “Edward. My Son” in England with its impounded sterling,
rule is that all the U. S. income of

DEAL

•

all

With I.Awrenceville Prep

,

made

Peter Thompson, Amanda Blake,
Mario Lanza, Howard Keel, Jim

Chicago. June 28.
mind.
Search has taken on some of the
In the most important picture
theatre transaction in the last 20 aspects of the famed hunt for a
With the
years here, two Loop houses last “Scarlett” in “Gone
week changed hands. Over $2,- Wind.” A1 Altman. Metro’s eastern
some
interviewed
000,000 is involved in the pur- talent chief, has
cha.se and sale of the LaSalle and 90 kids in the 14-year-old category
cansatisfactory
Franciscan fathers, own- without finding a
Woods.
Carey WiLson, who will
building, didate.
ers of Woods theatre
New
was
in
which they bought In 1942 for produce the picture,
$600,000 to be used for cathedral York himself a few weeks ago for
the
pro.spects.
and office building, .sold the .struc- perusal of some of
ture to Essaness Theatre Corp.. Dore Schary. Metro production
operators of Woods theatre, for chief, took a look at others while

subsequent situa“on^ Moreover, he backs Elmer
“hoden, Fox-Midwest topper,
that

Metro’s Casting Problem

'

in

demand

j

WOODS

none in first-runs in Texas and

,
•n
the latter’s

v.p.

Hence. EL need not turn
over any dollars to the “B” pool
but merely pockets the take. Rank,
on his part, pockets the earnings
of the EL pix, which are thereby
kept out of the “A” pool set up
other.

I

I

O Donnell is firmly opposed to
competitive bidding although there
few

wyn

i

I

A

a

summated by Alfred Crown, Gold-

earnings in this country of films
in
England by American
companies with frozen coin should
not go into the pool.
In other words, when Metro

How It Works Out
The two guarantees offset each

j

'

Texas with automobiles posted

®iily

ported to be approximately $100,000 for the Argentine territory.
This is believed to be the first outright sale of important product for

pix.

i

•s prizes.
jingle contest has
also been launched
to drumbeat
for theatre attendance.

is

'

Reps of Samuel Goldwyn and
Despite an impasse which has David O. Selznick, who were
kept all major company product charged with devising deals perfor
months, mitting them to evade throwing
out of Argentina
Samuel Goldwyn Productions has earnings into the pool, declared
closed a deal for three pix for that that it was Metro that was printerritory. They are “Walter Mitty,” cipally responsible for the loophole
“Song Is Born” and “Enchant- now existing.
Metro was the leader in Motion
ment.”
Pix were sold outright to a Latin Picture Assn, of America meetings
American syndicate for a total re- in setting up the principle that

the Peron area.
“Mitty” prints are already in
Argentina and the arrangements
have been made for shipment of
the other two pix. Deal was con-

I

I

FOR

rector of the international division
of the .Motion Picture Assn, of

America,

for

sails

row (Thurs.

U. S.
ican

which

»

is

di.stributed to

distribs

under

Amer-

government

to

'

TO RESUME DIRECTING
Jean Benoit-Levy, director of
United Nations film division, will

I

work
I

UN

post July 6 to resume
as a director of feature films.

exit his

Anglo-U, S.

agreement.
With several American distribs
and indies making deals to circumvent
the pool’s divvy arrangements. McCarthy wants the British

BENOIT-LEVY EXITS UN

London tomor-

to persuade British
authorities to correct present loopholes in the “B” pool. Pool is the
fund of British-earned coin in the

Benoit-Levy worked on several top
pre-war French films, including

“La Matemelle” and “Ballerina,”
and authored a book. “The Art of
Motion Pictures.”
compensate for
His resignation was disclosed

these losses by remitting an equal
amount of hard cash to U. S. di.stribs. M-Carthy’s negotiating strategy was outlined at a board meeting of the Motion Picture Export
Assn, yesterday iTues. in N. Y.
McCarthy will make a brief stop
in London initially before proceeding to
Paris, the
Scandinavian
countries and Germany. He’ll return to London on the final leg
of a five-week junket to iron out
routine problems in each area. In
England McCarthy will skip discussions of the quota itself and
will confine his activities to the

yesterday
luncheon
Club. N,
ship, the
mentaries

)

j

<Tues.», at a testimonial

to
Y.

UN

him at the Harvard
Under his stewardproduced 19 docu-

since the establishment
of the film division in 1946. BenoitLevy will continue as advisor to
the
department of public in-

UN

formation.
Pointing up a closer tie between
the UN and commercial film producers, Benoit-Levy announced last
week at the eastern Screen Directors Guild
»

I

forum

in

N

Mo-

Y.. that

gens Skot-Hansen had been appointed as liaison agent with Holiywood., ^
r
i

i

<

I

,

.

<

—
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Mpis. on Skids Albeit
’Violence’ Mild

Good

‘Crooked’ 26G, ‘Barkleys’

$54,

Hep

boxoffice lag

39G, 2d

down

swing here and keeping grosses
down. Preponderance of holdovers

Spring” (20th) (2d wk), mild $4,600.
Fix (Corwin) (300; 50-70) “Happens Every Spring” (20th) (3d wk).

—

i

week,

$.58,.500.

(D’town) (2.210; 60-$l)

Way” (UA) and "Dar-

ing Caballero” (UA). Fairish $13,000, with $26,000 in 5 day-daters.
Last week, “Mourning Becomes
Electra” (RKO). $8,400, with $20,700 in 5 situations.
Pantages, Hillstreet (Pan-RKO)
(2,812; 2,890, 50-$l)— “Judge Steps

(RKO)

(reissues)

days),

(5

Cincy Pacemaker

Daughter”
(2,800; 50-

(Pari

Terrific $32-

good $17,000.

(Col),

Cincinnati, June 28.

”

{

“Sorrowful

‘Jones’

City.

June

28.

—

Grand (RKO) (1,400; .55-75)
“Gunga Din (RKO) and “Lost Patrol” (RKO) (reissues). Sturdy $8,-

$9,000.

”

500. La.st

.^

—

and Dim $6,000.
Din” (RKO)

(Par)

Doctor's
Diary”
(Col).
$21,000 for Bob Hope
comedy. Last week, “Wizard of Oz”
(M-G) (reissue), pleasing $12,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2.000; .55-75)—
“Neptune's Daughter” (M-G), Sugary $14,500. Last week, “Edward,
My Son” (M-G), $9, .500.

Gigantic

K.C., Great $18,
Kansas

Jones”

“Crime

Paces Hot

(RKO)

Last week. “Gunga

and “Lo.st Patrol”
(reissues), fine $12,000.

Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 70-95)—
“Barkleys of Broadway (M-G) (2d
”

wk).

Good

.solid

$15,000.

$11,000.

La.st

week,

Downtown

—

(Balahan) (2 900; 7095)
“Stratton Story” (M-G) )2d
wk).
Off to $8,000.
Last week,
fancy $11,000.

week. “Night Unto Night”

(WB). slim $5,500.

'DIN’-'PATROL’ LUSTY

Keith’s (City Inv.)

(l,.542;

.55-75)

—“Calamity Jane. Sam Bass”

$16,000 LEADS CLEVL

(U).

All right $7,000. Last week, “Nick
Beal” (Par), same.

Palace (RKO)
“Johnny Allegro”

(2,600;

(Col)

55-75)

—

and “Make

Believe Ballroom” (Col). Very modest $10,000.
Last week. “Blonde
Bashful Bend” (20th). $14,000.

Shubert (RKO)
“Blonde
Bashful

$4,000.

okay $18,700.
Los Angeles,

Jones”

Last week, “Colorado Terri,
tory” (WB) and “Secret St. Ives”
000.

—

Out” (RKO) and “Green Promise”
(RKO). Dim $19,000. Last week,
“Gunga Din” (RKO) and “Lo.st Patrol”

dim

—“Sorrowful

and “C-Man” (Rep).

Last

Stronger films are on hand this
Penn (Loew’s-UA) (3.300; 45-80) week and grosses are perking up
a bit despite sultry temperatures
—“Edward, My Son” (M-G). Weak and
Intermittent rains.
“SorrowLast week, “Champion”
$13,000.
ful Jones” at Paramount is out in
(UA), strong $16,000. over hope.s.
front with great session. “Edward.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)— My Son” at the Midland, also is
“Sorrowful J\)nes” (Par). This de- stout, “Lady Gambles” at Towerluxer hasn’t enjoyed such pros- Uptown-Fairway is only medium.
perity in months. In fact, not since
Estimates for This Week
the last Bob Hope picture. His new
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 4.5laugh hit is running ahead of
65)
“Guadalcanal Diary” (20th)
everything so far this season at
sock $21,000 or close. Last week, and “Purple Heart” (20th) (reAverage $3,.500.
Last
“Colorado Territory” (WB), fair issues).
week, “Paisan” (Indie) (2d wk),
$12,500.
fair start to hit

70-95)

,

—

week, solid

all.

“Never Lovelier” (Col) (reissues)
*
good $22,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4 000'

Palms (UD) (2.900; 70-9,5)^
“Younger Bros.” (WB) and “Sky
Bros.” (WB). ModOke $16,000
Smash “Sorrowful Jones,” the Dragon” (Mono").
erate $9,000 sighted.
Last week,
town’s topper, and sugary “Nep- Last week. “Johnny Allegro” (Coli
“Johnny Allegro” (Col), same.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600; 50-70) tune’s Daughter” are giving lots of and “Rusty Leads Way (Col), dull
—“Jungle River” (U) and “Arctic bounce to the overall count this $ 12 000
United Artist (UD) (2.000; 70-95)
Manhunt” (U). Slow-paced $6,000. week, marked by policy change to
“Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (reissue)
Last week, “Adventure Baltimore” firstrun duals at Albee and Shubert,
RKO’s largest downtown and “Song of India” (CoK. Fair
(RKO), $6,500.
State (Par) (2.300; .50-70)— “Act houses. “Johnny Allegro” is very $14,000. Last week. “Judge Steps
of Violence” (M-G). Mildish $9,000. modest at Palace. “Calamity Jane Out” (RKO) and “Green Promise”
and Sam Bass” is all right at (RKO), $10,000.
La.st week, “Champion” (UA), good
Keiths.
$12,500.
Madison (UD) (1.800; 70-95)—
“Lady of Burlesque” (UA) and
E.stimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)— “Guest in House” (UA) (reissues).

70)— “Younger

—

—Orpheum
“Crooked

about
“Neptune’s
looks

RKO-Orpheum (RKO)

WB

Last

i

•

(M-G), fair $14,000,

Via Smash $21,

Pittsburgh, June 28,
Estimates for This Week
Like old times again at the StanBeverly Hills. Downtown. Hawaii, Hollywood Music Halls (Prin- ley
this week
with "Sorrowful
Cor) <834; 902; 1.106; .512; 5.5-$!)— Jones,” which is giving
deluxer
“Home of Brave” (UA) (4th wk). its be.st biz in months. Could easily
Near $19,000.
Last week, big hold-over but locked booking on
$28,700.
“Fountainhead” for Fourth of July
Chinese. Loew’s State. Loyola, .stanza will force Bob Hope starrer
Uptown (FWC) (2,048; 2,404; 1,248; into Warner on Friday (1).
60-$l)
“Happens Every “Edward, My Son” is a disappoint1,719;
Spring”
and "Rustlers” ment at Penn in view of excellent
<20th)
(RKO) (2d wk). Down to $19,500 notices and marquee names.
in 6 days. Last week, mild $36,700. Double bill of “The Window” and
Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltem “Judge Steps Out” doing better
(WB) (1,757; 2.7.56; 2,344; 60-$!)— than the average twinner at War“Fountainhead” (WB). Good $54,- ner.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Colorado Terri000.
tory” (WB) (2d wk-6 days), $21,300.
Harris (Harris) (2.200; 4.5-80)
Egyptian, Los Angeles, Wilshire “We Were Strangers” (Col). Only
(FWC) (1..538; 2,097; 2,296; 60-$l) fair $11,500. Last week. “Lady
“Barkleys Broadway” (M-G) (2d Gambles” (U), fell off sharply after
better.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5.000; 70-95)^
“Big Cat” (EL) and Frankie Carle
orch onstage. Great $4,5.000 Last
week. “Cover Girl” (Col) and

Hope Huge $21,

Radio City (Par) (4.000; 50-70)—
“Edward, My Son” (M-G). Mild
$12,000,

at $19,000 in four locations to stay
five weeks.

Okay $39,000 or

theatres

$1,500 for third, downtown
week. Last week. “Belvedere to
College” (20th) )6th wk), okay

Hope Hypoes Pitt

arm

sock week.
“Barkleys
Broadway” is doing well in second
round at the Adams.

(

$1,900.

Second frame of “Barkleys of
is doing okay $39,000
Fourth session of
in three sites.
“Home of Brave” is strong enough

Detroit. June 28
getting a powerful
via the*^Franku
Carle stageshow and “Big Cat i!
the Fox. Combo looks in for grea*
week. “Sorrowful Jones” at
Michi
gan is standout straight-film bin
is

with

Fair

Broadway”

‘Cat’ to 456

”

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
“Impact” (UA).
Tepid $4,500,
Last
week,
“Happens
Every

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$492,000
(Based on 18 theatres
Last Year
$642,000
(Based on 16 theatres)

Ups

Biz here
shot in the

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$2,367,000
(Based on 24 cities, 198
theatres, chiefly nrst runs, in
cluivig N Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
$2,591,000
Based on 22 cities, 206

work overtime.
Estimates for This Week

is

wk).

Key

turnstiles to

Broadway Grosses

contributing to the offish
Of the five new bills, only
two are showing any strength.
as
shapes
Jones”
“Sorrowful
standout with fancy $43,000 in two
Paramount theatres while “The
Fountainhead” is heading for good
$54,000 in three Warner locations.
“Crooked Way” is only fairish
“Judge
$26,000 in five houses.
Steps Out”-“Green Promise” looks
dim $19,000 in two spots.
also
pace.

Paces Del.

$32,000

•

Other major new-

takings.

Happy

Straight Fix; Carle

comers are "Act of Violence,” “Impact” and “The Younger Brothers.” and none calculated to cause

28,
in full

is

‘Jones’

$9,000

Minneapolis. June 28.
Topped by “Edward, My Son,”
current film line-up holds no large
boxoffice
power,
amount
of
weather factors and the present
downward trend operating to hold

Los Angeles, June

Summer

June 29 , I949

We<lnes<!jiy,

Hope s ‘Sorrowful’ Brightens L A. At
$43,000; ‘Fountainhead’

—

(2.100;

5.5-75)—

Cleveland, June

Hot
skids

weather here
under business

28.

putting
general.

is

in

reissue

combo

of

“Gunga Din” and “Lost

Patrol”

at

Pacing

field

is

RKO

Palace with strong session.
“Edward, My Son” shapes dull $15,500 at State.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (WB) (3,000; 5.5-70)— “Not

Warner (WB) (2.000; 4.5-80)—
Bend” (20th)
Kimo (Dickinson) (5.50; $1.20- (m.o.). Fairish .$4,500.
“Window” (RKO) and “Judge $2.40)—
La.st week.
“Red Shoes” (EL) (10th “Happens Every Spring”
Steps Out” (RKO). Better than
(20th)
“Sorrowful
wk).
Oke
$2,500.
Last
week,
(m.o.), balmy $6,000.
most twinners this house has
Wanted” (FC). .Good $14,500. La.st
$43,000. Last week. “Red Menace”
played lately at excellent $8,000. $2,800.
week, “Cover Girl” 'Col) and
(Rep) and “Flaming Fury” (Rep)
Midland
(Loew’s)
45-65)
(3,500;
Word has apparently gotten around
“Never Lovelier” (Col) dei.ssues),
(2d wk), $12,500.
My Son” (M-G) and
sleeper, and “Edward,
okay $9,000.
United Artists. Ritz (UA-FWC) that “Window” is a
Stout $17,000. Long Hot Spell Sinks
buying it.
Last week, “Mutineers” (Col).
llipp (WB) (3,700; .55-70)— “Lady
(2,100; 1,370; 60-$!)
“Ride ’Em they’re
Last week, “Africa Screams” (UA)
Gambles” (U). Mild $13,000 or
Cowboy” (U) and “Flying High” “Manhandled” (Par) and “Special and “Lucky Stiff” (UA).
$13,000.
Hub; 'Gold’ Not Bright
slightly better. Last week, “Blonde
(U) (reissues). Slow $13,000 here, Agent” (Par), draggy $5,500.
Paramount (Par) (1.900; 45-65)
with $21,000 in 5 sites. Last week,
Ba.shful Bend” (20th). $15,000.
“Sorrowful Jones” (Par).
Great
“Illegal Entry” (U) and “Alimony"
Palace (RKO) (3.300: 55-70)—
19G, 'Jane’ Thin 12G
$18,000, best house has had in
(EL) )2d wk-3 days). $6,100 here
“Gunga Din” (RKO) and “Lost
Kaye Lifts 'Let’s Live’
many weeks. Cinch to hold. Last
Boston. June 28.
with $9,500 in 5 day-daters.
Patrol” (RKO) deissue.s'. SurprisProtracted
week.
“Colorado
Territory”
heat
(WB),
wave
is the vilFine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-2.40)
Last week.
lain around the Hub this stanza, ingly strong $16,000.
To Sturdy $26,000, D.C.; $11,000.
“Red Shoes” (EL) (26th wk). Near
“Johnny Allegro” (CoP. $15,000.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway
(Fox with gro.s.ses down all around. Hold$5,000. Last week, neat $5,300.
55-70)—
overs,
State
(Loew’s)
<3.450;
"Stratton Story” at State
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-$l)
'Din’-'PatroT Hot 15G Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45- and Orpheum and
65)
“Sorrowful “Edward, My Son” (M-G). Not so
“Lady Gambles” (U). Mod—“One Woman’s Story” (U) (2d
Jones”
of
at
hot
"Streets
28.
Met
Last
week,
Washington.
June
doing
$15,500.
okay
but with
wk). Only $2,200. Last week, light
erate $14,000. Last week. “BelveHollywood

Para-

mounts (F&M)

—

(3,398; 1,451; 60-$l)
Jones” (Par). Fancy

:

'

—

I

j

I

(

I

'

—

'

General level of biz continues in
Laurel
(Rosener)
85)
(890;
the doldrums here, although there
“Quartet” (EL) (.5th wk). Pleasing
are a few bright spots currently.
$5,500. Last week, neat $6,100.
«
Let’s Live a Little” is upping the
town’s level, thanks to Sammy
$3,700.

|

I

;

'Barkleys’ 18G, Toronto
Toronto, June 28.
Sock hit here this week, “Barkleys of Broadway” is town’s current
top grosser, with “Blonde of Bash-

Bend”

I

also

Estimates for This

j

Week

i

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
SUte (20th Cent) (1,059; 955, 698,
694; 36-60)— “The Lodger” (20th)
and “Hangover Square” (20th) (reissues). Good $11,000. Last week.
“Impact” (UA) and “Gay Amigo”

I

,

!

RKO

Keith’s, “Gunga Din” and
Seattle, June 28.
“Lost Patrol,” is running ahead of
Well balanced bill headed by
recent weeks.
“Neptune’s Daughter” offers magEstimates for This Week
net at Fifth Ave. this week. Other
new shows include “Colorado
Capitol (Loew’.st (2 434; 44-85)
“Let’s Live Little” (EL) plus Sam- Territory”
at
Orpheum. “One
my Kaye orch onstage. Sturdy $26,- False Step” at Paramount. “Lust
000, but below usual take for name for Gold” at Liberty, and “The
band. Last week, “City Across Red Menace” at Coliseum, nearly
River” (U) plus vaude, $21,000,
all doing well.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)
Estimates for This Week
“Gunga Din” (RKO) and “Lo.st PaCoii.seum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)
trol” (RKO) (reissues). Hot $15,000 “Red Menace” (Rep) and “Amazon
for pair of oldies, and well above Quest”
(FC).
Nice $11,000 or
recent takes. La.st week, “Johnny near.
Last week. “Illegal Entry”
Allegro” (Col), $8,000.
(U) and “Susanna Pa.s.s” (Rep), fair
Metropolitan (WB) (1.163; 44-74) $7,300.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2..349; ,50—“Big Cat” (EL). Slim $5,000. La.st
week. "G-Men” (WB) (reissue), 84) “Neptune’s Daughter” (M-G)

—

—

I

(UA), $10,000.
Imperial (FP). 3,373; 40-70)—
“Blonde Bashful Bend” (20th) (2d
wk). Oke $8,500 after la.st week’s
$ 10 000
,

”

”

.

40-70)— “We
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; -IV”
TT c
W’ere Strangers” (Col) (2d wk).
$7,500 after last week’s $8,-

500.

University (FP)

40-70)

(1.556;

•'.Adventure Baltimore”

(RKO) and

“Green Promise” (RKO).

,So-so $5.-

Last week. “South of St.
Louis” (WB), $5,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-70)

600.

“Lady Gambles”

(U).

Dim

$5,000.

La.st week. “Calamity Jane”
about same.

(IJ),

"Miranda”

(Indie) (2d wk).
to $4,000 after nice $5,500 for

Down

Fenway (NET) (1.373; 40-80)
“Lonesome Pine” (Par) and “Geronimo” (Par) (reissues). Mild $5,000.
Last week, "Younger Bros.” (WB)
and “Mississippi Rhythm” (Mono),

.

—

i

and

,

Morocco” (UA). Oke $8,500.
and “Man About House” (20th).
okay $6,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 3.5-$1.20)
Strong $16,000 or near. Last week.
Palace (Loew’s) (2.370; 44-74)
“Bad Lord Byron” (EL). Light $5,“Edward. My Son” (M-G) )2d wk),
“Edward,
My
Son”
(M-G)
Disap000. Last week, “Big Cat” (EL),
$7,000.

Exeter (Indie) (1.100; 4.5-75)
“Mr. Perrin. Mr. Traill” (Indie)

i

i

I..oew’s (Loew) (2.096; 40-70)
“Barkleys Broadway” (M-G). Smash
$18,000.
Last week, "Outpost in

Okay

At Solid $21,000, Omaha

$9,000.

{

I

showing a late week
pickup to warrant unexpected holdover. Other major spots are light.
ful

|

band,

sturdy at Capitol.
Heat wave and general slump is
hurting all over. Pair of oldies at

—

I

^
'I

I

Kaye

dere to College” (20th) (3d wk), a break in the weather would have Laredo” (Par), $14,500.
had sock sessions. “Lust for Gold”
fairish $10,000 in 6 days.
Stillman (Loew’s) (2.700; 5,5-70)
~
is fair at Memorial.
Not much ac“Calamity Jane” (U*. May hit
tivity at other houses.
neat $7,000 or close. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
“Champion” (UA). $8,000.
'Menace’ in Black With
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-80)—
“Calamity Jane (U) and “Just WilIIG, Seattle; 'Gold’ Lnsh li’s Luck (UA). Thin $12,000. La.st
week, “Ride ’Em, Cowboy” (U) and Howard Swinging 'Fan’
15G, 'Neptnne’ Fast 16G “Keep 'Em Flying” (U) (reissues),

$4 300 in 6 days.
pointing
$15,000.
Last
week,
Liberty (Theatres, Tnc.> (1,650;
“Streets of Laredo” (Par>. $14,000.
.50-84)— “Lust for Gold” (Col) and
Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)
“Kazan” (Col). Socko $15,000. Last
'Quartet” (EL) (8th wk). Dropped week, “Barkleys”
(M-G) and “Muto $4,500 from hefty $6,000 la.st tineers”
(Col) (4th wk), good $5,week. Holds again.
300 in 6 days.
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)—
Music Box (H-E) (850; .50-84)—
“Bride of Vengeance” (Par). Slug- “Ma. Pa Kettle” (U) and “Homigish $11,000. Last week. “Colorado cide” (WB) (5th wk).
Down to
Territory” (WB). $12,000.
$3..500 after big .$4,000 last stanza.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)
Music Hall (H-E) (2.600; .50-84)
“Tulsa” (EL) (3d wk). So-so $5,500
“Happens Every Spring” (20th)
after .satisfactory $6,000 la.st week. and “Night Unto Night” (WB) (2d
Stays on.
(Continued on page 18)
'

—

first.

about same.

Omaha, June

28.

weather,
Despite
unsettled
grosses currently are up from
their lows of the past month. "The
Fan,” plus Eddy Howard'.s band-

revue at

Orpheum

is

solid,

and

show biz in some time.
“Blonde From Bashful Bend” at
Paramount, shapes neat $11,000.
State is oke with "Force of Evil
and “Caught.”
best stage

Memorial (RKO) 0,000; 40-80)—
Estimates for This Week
Lust for Gold” (Col) and “Lone
Orpheum (Tristates) <3.000; 20*
Wolf Lady” (Col). Fair $19,000. 80)— “The Fan” (20lh) and Eddy
Last week. “Happens Every Spring” Howard stage revue.
Solid $21.*
(20th) and “This Was a Woman” 000. Last week, “Act of Violence
(20th) (2d wk). $12,500 in 6 days.
(M-G) and Blue Barron stageshow,
Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 40-80) not-so-heavy at $17, .500.
—•'Sorrowful .lones” (Par) and
State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)-and
“Daughters of West (FC) (2d wk). “ Force
'M-G)
Evil”
of
Nice $19,000 after solid $24,000 for “Caught” (M-G).
Lively $S.000.
first.
Last week. “Big Jack” <M-G) an®
Orpheum (Loew) (3.000; 40-80)— “Slippy McGee” (Rep), fair $3,800.
“Stratton Story” (M-G) (2d wk).
Paramount (Tristate.s) <2 800: 16*
Bend
Holding nicely at $19,000 after 65)
Bashful
“Blonde
smash $24,600 first.
(20th). Nice $11,000, best in weeks.
Every
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-80) Last
"Happen.s
week.
“Lonesome Pine” (Par) and Spring” (20th), good $10,000 and
“Geronimo” (Par). Only fair $9.- moveover.
500. I.,a5t week, “Younger Bros.”
Brandeis (RKO) <1..500; 16-65)-(WB) and “Mississippi Rhythm” “Night Unto Night” 'WB) and
”

—

—

(Mono), $9,300.
State
(Loew) (3.500; 40-80)
“Stratton .Story” (M-G) (2d wk).
Okay -$11,500. Last week, neat

Pines’ 'Col
“Riders Whistling
and
split with “Casablanc.n” 'WB)
“G-Men” (WB). Mild $6,000. L»«
‘Col
week, “Lust for (»old

$14,200.

$7,500.

"

.
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rirriTBE qptossTO
‘Barkleys’ Brisk

Despite H.O. s, Chi Biz Shapes Better;

fKf

J

;

i

G.a.jltk might get a

Cr,"onB

"Desperadoes’;

with

*5.000

liaht

Rialto
*nd “Renegades” while
$8,500 with
Jatch a fairish

may

^on

"Adventures End.
below par with
and "Lost Patrol,”
“Gunga Din
and

flirt”

include the U. S.

i

Esquire

’

weak $8,000.
holdover section. "Home
Hravp” seems to continue strong
“Barkfor fifth stint.
at $18,000
Oriental with
levs of Broadway” at
Bishop
Joey
and
MacRae
Gordon
onstage should wind up third week
For second
with fine *3.-1,000.
at
weekers. "Streets of Lareao

M’sHitPyiy;

fast

getting

is

“Lady Gambles”

at

'

Philadelphia. June 28.
Record temperatures over the
weekend resulted in air-conditioning at the theatres being as much
a draw as the product.
Plethora
of holdovers is a handicap currently. and two entrie.s obviously are
being hurt by the heat. Best newcomer is “Tlie Window,” sturdy at
the
Boyd.
“Forbidden Street”
shapes mild at Fox.
Estimates for This Week

i

$14,000

Palace should

(2d

onstage

orch

$30,000.

50-98>—
(900;
Garrick (B&K^
(Col* and "RenePassable
gades” (Col* (reissues
Last week. "C-Men” (FC)
$5,000.
(FC*.
and “Daughter of West”
same.
Grand (RKO*
“Ladv Gambles”

—

Monday

night
immediately
was reflected in rising trade at
most spots, 'rhen. too, more vacationers were reported in the city,
numerous managers slating that
their Miinday business and Tuesday '28) matinees ran ahead of the

Orpheum (RKO*

35-74*—

(2.600;

or

better.

Last

Saddle”

$ 10 000
,

(RKO)

50-98*—

trade

Roosevelt

.$8,000.

(B&K*

(1,500;

50-98)—

$18,000.

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20$2.40*— "Red Shoes” (EL* (271h
wk*.
Okay $5,000.
Last week.
$5,800.

State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 50-98*
—"Colorado Territory” (WB). Passable $18,000.
Last w'eek, "Edward,
My Son" (M-G* (2d wk*. $9,000.
United Artists (B&K* (1,700; 50-

98*— "Wizard

of

Oz”

(M-G*

,

Portland, Ore., June 28.
is bringing in the

Good product

—

,

HEAT SLOUGHS PROV.;
‘EDWARD’ OKE $16,000

Orpheum

race between “It Happens Every
Spring." at Indiana, and “Edward,
M.y Son,” at Loew’s. for top money,
(-olorado Territory” at Circle is
a poor also-ran.

Pino”

(RKO* (1,700; 55-$1.20)—
Promise”
(RKO* w'ith
Looks to reach $23,000 or
near, especially fine in view of conLiisl week, "Roughshod”
ditions.
Palace

"Green

(RKO) with vaude, nice

1

Paramount
— "Sorrowful

(reissues*, good $10,000.
(1.400; 44-65)— “My

Fay’s (Fay*

and "House on 92d
Slow
(reissues).
Street” (20th)
$6,00(1.
Last week. "Ma. Pa Kettle” (U* and "Last Bandit” (Rep).
Gal Sal”

Rivoli.
I

'

(H-E* (1,750; 50-85)

“Casablanca” (WB* and “G Men”
(‘WB* (reissues*. Solid $6,000. La.st
week, "Colorado Territory” (WB*
and "Tuna Clipper” (Mono*, $7,000.

Astor

(C ity

Inv

,

*

I

(1,300;

$1 50*— ••Wt^ Were Strangers” (Col)
Final 8 days looks
(lOth-final wk'.
to dip to thin $5,000 or near after
"Lost Bounda$5,500 in ninth.
ries”
tomorrow
(F(’)
opens
(Thurs.).
Bijou (Citv Inv.) (589; $1.20-

Martin

,

heading

"Great Sinner” (M-G). Opens today (Wed.). “Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) (8th wk), minor $11,0()0
after oke $13,000 for seventh round.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 70-11.50)—
(36th "Colorado Territory” (WB* with

$2 40'— “Red Shoes” (EIJ
wk).
Doing okay at around $7,500
with aircooling plant helping; 35th
week was $8,700. Continues.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 80-$1.50(
"Neptune’.H
Dauagliter”
(M-G)

Red

Ingle

orch.

others,

onstage.

Mild $30,000 or less looms. Holds.
Last week, ‘•Night Unto Night”
(WB* with Phil Spitalny orch (2d

—

w k*. dim $17,000.
Victoria

Fine Pix

(Citv

Inv*

(1,060;

95-

000 after $12,500 last week
Slays
on with ‘The Window” (RKO) due

Up L’viOe Despite Heat;

in early in Julv.

(2()lh)

‘Stratton’ Stout $14,000, ‘Set-Up’

—

7C

Buff Bogs

—

1

.

.

”

”

,

.

Down -With

‘Spring,’ Slim $11,000

—

_

—

Sutton (RAcB) (561; 70-$1.20)
"Quartet” (EL) (14fh wk*. Thirteenth week ended last Monday
(27) held very nicely at $10,000
after big $10,300 for 12lh frame.
Stays on.

Buffalo. June 28.
With new product failing to stack
up well and reissue combos in two

'

I

iceshow

Bros.,

stage layout, opens Friday (I*.
State (l^oew’s* (3,450; 50-$ 1.50)—

,

,

Jones”

$1.80)— “Home of Brave” (UA) (7th
wk). Continues doing profit at $11.-

—

*

(|*ar* (3,664;

I

Estimates for This Week
^Gamble-Dolle)
(2.800; $5,500.
44-6;>»
Majestic (f'ay* (2.200; 44-65'—
"C’olorado Territory” (WB*
City” H'l.) (reissues* plus StageLouisville, June 28.
nnd “Night Unto Night” (WB). Thin “City Across River” 'U'.
DisFirstrate product currently is show. Let ha rgic $5,000. Last week,
week.
$7,500.
Last
$8,000.
Last w'eck, “Wonderful appointing
(Indio
and
“Cobra
Irge
Everv Spring” (2()th) holding its own here despite the “Zenobia”
(20th* with Dick Contino “Happens
warm weather. While off some- Strikes” dHj deissues* plus vaude,
onstage, .sock $24,500 at 50c- 'and "C-Man” (FC). swell $15,000.
not dipping much by same.
wc scale.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44- what. biz is
Rialto (f'ourth Avenue* (3,000;
Away” compari.son with other years in the 45-65*
6.5)
You Went
"Since
“Lady Gambles” (U* and
(3.300; 44-65*—
••J"****"*
de- summer. Drive-ins are pulling biz
Every Spring” (20th* and (EL* and "Open Secret” (El..'
from the suburbs and outlying •'P'igbting O’Flynn’’ (U*. Fair $11,T..ast
$4,500.
at
Dying
issues'.
Mdnapped (Mono*. Dull $9,000.
000.
Last week, ‘“Blonde Bashful
easy
Inducements
of
with
areas,
and
'Col*
"Penitentiary”
J^st week. "Red
Bend” '20th( and “Tuna Clipper”
Canyon" (U* and week
‘Women in Prison” 'Col' 'reissues', parking, which family groups ap- (Mono), robust $15,000.
Act ot Murder”
(U*, $9,500.
preciate.
same.
State 'Loew’s) (3.000; 45-65'
(I. new •s) (2.450; 44-65*—
44-6.-)'
“Stratton Story” is town’s be.st
(Loew* (3.200;
Slate
"Set-Up” at the Strand "Stratton Story (M-G* and “Mutl<M-G> and ”Mu- "Edward. My Son” (M-C.' and “Jig- and stout
tin.
peers” '(.’ol*.
Stout
$14,000 or
'f’ol'.
Offish $9,000. Last saw” (M-G). Only house claiming looks neat.
PK, JStratton
more. La.st week. “Gay Amigo”
Story” (M-G* and any biz. but onl.v oke $16,000 Last
Estimates for This Week
((’oD and "Africa Screams” (UA),
Ballroom”
(Col* week, "Force of Evil” (.M-G) and
'2d
Mary Anderson (People’s* d.- $ 000
wk'. oke
$8,000 after big “Lucky Stiff’ (M-G'. $15,000
"Colorado Territory
opener.
400; 45-65)
.Str.nd 'FA* 'I.OOO; 45-65*— "SetStrand (Silverman' (2,200; 44- (WB). Medium $6,500. Last week. Up” (RKO* 'm.o.', and "Brothers
"You
K;-|))
44-65*- fi.M—'T-over Girl” (Col' and
(1.600;
••Casablanca” (WB) (rel.s.sue). fine in Saddle (RKO). Fancy $7,000 or
I over
(UA)
Were .Never Lovelier” 'Col' '(C- $ 8 000
“La.st
and
better. Last week. "Streets Laredo”
Bandit" 'Rcpi.
Thin $4,000. Last issues*. Opened Monday (27'. La.st
and “Alaska l*atrol” (FC*
)f’ai'
Week.
National (Standard* (2.400; 65*
?'R Cat ’ (EL) and "G- week. “Lust for Gold” (C(»l) and
M
“Caravan' (EL) and "Whispering (iiu*.). $4,500.
'FI,
$4 500,
"Lost Tribe” (Col', so-so $9,000.
.

$2l,.500.

55-$l.50)
(Par* w'lth
Louis Prima orch, others, onstage
(4th wk*. Tliird week ending last
Saturday (25) held okay at $64,000
after good $75,000 in second seven
days. Now set to stay five weeks.
“Great Gatsby” (Par* is in next.
Park Avenue (U* (583; $1.20$2.40*— "Hamlet" (U* (40th wk).
Down to $7,000 or near in 39th
week after $8,200 last session. Continues with summer scale in.
Radio City Music Hall (Roc'kefollers) (5,945; 80-$2.4())— "Look for
Silver Lining" (WB* and July 4
Pageant and .stageshow'. Soaring to
smash $142,000, best opening week
here since Easter. Holds, natch!
Last week, "Edward. My Son” (MG* with stageshow (3d wk*. $106,000.
Rialto (Mage* (594; 44-98*— "Iron
Crown’’ (Indie) (3d wk*. Holding
well at $8,500 after sturdy $9,600
for second. Holding a fourth stanza.
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2.092; 60-$1.25>
—“Take False Step" (U*. Heat
wave too much for this .straigbtfilmer with just fair $16,000 or les.s,
hut holding. Last week. "Johnny
Allegro" (Col) (3d wk-9 days), dim
$7,000.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.80)—

I

,

Fair $11,000.
Rustlers” (RKO*.
Last
week. “Hitler’s Children”
(RKO* and "Behind Rising Sun”
'

"Lone.soine
(2d
wk*,

vaude.

I

iiRKO*

(reissue*

(l*ar*

I

—

oiz is sluggish at firstruns here
gain this week.
It’s
a snail’s

week,

Last

Holds.
$9,000.

’

I

—

28.

—

$1.20*
"Red Menace” (Rep». Excellent campaign being sabotaged
by heat, but still okay at $18,000.

I

Providence. June 28.
More than two weeks of continParamount (II-F,* (3,400; 50-85*
uous hot. humid weather, is hurt- "Happens Every Spring” (Par) and
ing all .stands, currently. Two pix "Crime Doctors Diarj” (Col*, also
are doing very well under the cir- Oriental. Excellent $9,000 or close.
cumstances, State’s "Edw'ard. My Last week. “Johnny Allegro" (Col)
Son” is pa.s.sable while Albee's and "Higliway 13” (SG*. $6,400.
"Johnny Allegro” shapes fair.
United Artists (Parker* (895; 5085*
“Neptune’s Daughter” (M-G*.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO* (2,200; 44-65*— Big $11,000. Last week, “Edward,
My
Son”
(M-G> (2d wk», $5,000.
"Johnjiv Allegro” (C'ol* and “The

Slow at $9,000
June

climbing to
near $17,000. big. Holding, naturLast week, sub.sequent-run.
50Mayfair
(Brandt*
(1,736;

i

$3,600.
I

(900; 44-99*
(reissue*.
Real

ally.

is

I

'

(re-

(Par*

tomorrow (Thurs.*.
"Any
Number Can Play" with Hal McIntyre band. Bert Wheeler. Hal Le
Roy. others, starts the same day
at Capitol.
"House of Strangers,” “Happens Every Spring” (20tli)
with Janet Blair, Herb Sliriner, plus stageshow topped by Andrews
others, .starts Friday (D at the
Sisters, icesliow (3d-final wk*. Down
Roxy. "Lust for Gold” goes into to $60,000 or near, taking a beating
Criterion. Saturday (2).
Palace from hot weather after okay $75,change tomorrow brings in "One 000 for second week. "House of
Last Fling” and new vaude.
Strangers’’ (20th* with Janet Blair,
Estiraates for This Week
.
*
,, oAA
CA Herb Shriner, Blackburn Twins,

1

Again Slnggish;

Indianapolis,

fare

Astor

.

,

.

‘Spring’

.

I

(2d

Indpls.

stage-picture

Palace continues in stride, reaching for fine $23,000 this round
with "Green Promise” and eight
acts of vaude. Strand still is limping along though slightly improved
at about $30,000 with "Colorado
Territory” and its finale slagesliow
for the summer headed by Red
Ingle band,
"Sorrowful Jones”
W'ith
Loui.s
Prima band, which
wound up third week with $64,000
at
Paramount, goes five weeks.
Got a boost Wednesday (22* from
TV of Charles- Walcott fight.
Six new bills tee off this week
to take advantage of July 4 weekend.
"Great Sinner” opens today
(Wed.) at State after eight big
weeks of "Barkleys of Broadway.’’
"Lost
Boundaries"
comes into

in Port.

coin this week.
“Ma and Pa
Kettle,” “Neptune’s Daughter’’ and
"Happens Every Spring” are faring
very well.
"City Across River”
also is good.
Estimates for This Week
tee-off.
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)
Mastbaum (WB) (4.360; 50-99)—
"Ma, Pa Kettle" (U) and “Smoky
“Lady Gambles” (U* (3d wk*. Down
Terrific
to $13,000. Last w'cek. dull $16,000. Mountain Melody” (Col).
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99*— $15,000 or near. Last week, "Dream
"Colorado Territory” (WB* (2d wk*. Is Yours” (WB) and “Homicide”
Slow $14,000.
Last w'eek, solid (WB), $10,500.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 50-85)—
$ 21 000
and
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)— "City Across River" (U)
“Casablanca” (WB* and "G-Men” “Blondie’s Big Deal" (Col*. Good
(WB* (reissues*. Good $9,000. l.ast $5,500. La.st week. "Impact” (UA)
.week, “Murder in Reverse” (Indie), and “Shamrock Hill” (EL* (4 days*,
$ 1 200
ditto.
Oriental (H-E* (1,750; 50-85)—
Trans-Lux (T-D (.500; $2.40'$1.201— "Red Shoe.s” (EL* (27th “Happens Every Spring” (20th) and
wk*.
Mav hit $7,000. Last week, "Crime Doctor’s Diary” (Col), daydate with Paramount. F'ine $4,000.
fine $6,000.
Last week, “Colorado Territory”
(WB* and “Tuna Clipper’’ (Mono),

wk*.
Dandy $13,000.
Last week, $18,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1.073; 98*—
‘Home of Brave” (UA* (5th wk*.
Staunch $18,000. Last week, fancy
$ 22 000
issue*

Gotham (Brandt*
"Gcronimo”

False Step” looks only fair $16,000
at

—

“Streets of Laredo” (Par* (2d W'k).
Excellent $14,000.
Last week.

since

Saturday

.surpri.se fur this hou.se.

Balmy

—

(UA* (reissues*.

'

.

|

50-98*—
Rialto (Indie)
(1.700;
“Conflict” (U* an^ "Adventure’s
End” (U* (reissues).
Not-too-bad
$8,500.
Last week. "Lady of Burlesque” (UA* and "Guest in House”

I

bills
fact
straiglit-film
firstruns were
still light reflected the out-of-town

w'eek,

opens

(Col*

Globe (Brandt* (1,.500; 50-$ 1.20*—
"C’hampion” (I* A* (12tii-final wk*.
Likely wind up highly profitable
run at $9,000 after $8,500 last week.
"Movie Crazy” (MPSC’* (reissue)
opens Saturday (2*.

that

"Broth(2d wk),

CJold”

for
( 2 *.

(27)

I

wk*. to
(2d
(U»
$13,000 after brisk $22,000
Bright $10,000. Last* week, $15,000, opener.
50-98)
(E.ssaness*
(3,400;
Oriental
Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-99)— "For—“Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G) bidden Street” (20th). Fair $17.with Gordon MacRae and Joey 000.
Last week. “Gal Sal” (20th)
(3d (reissue*, $14,000.
topping big vaude
Bishop
wk*. Neat $35,000 for last stanza.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50Last week, big $44,000.
99*
“Neptune’s Daughter” (M-G*
Okay $15,000 after fine
Palace (RKO* (2.500; 50-98)— (2d wk).
"Gunga Din” (RKO) and "Lo.st $20,000 initial splash.
Light
Karlton (Goldman* ( 1.000; 50-99)
Patrol” (RKO) (reissues).
“Edward, My Son” (M-G) (2d
Last week. “Illegal Entry”
$8,000
Strong $12,000 after $16,000
(U> and "Rusty Saves Life” (U), wk).
$9,000.

Lovelier” (C’ol* (reissues* (2d wk*.
Off to okay $14,000 or better after
nice $19,000 opening round. "Lust

I

week even where
were on extended-runs. The

Women” (M-G* and

"Little
ers in

*

previous

"Barkleys of Broadw'ay” (M-G* and
“Home San Antone” (Col*. Nice
$16,000

(Moss* (1.700; 50-$1.75>
—Criterion
"Cover Girl” (Col* and "Never

;

’

’

(1..500;

35-74*

"Any Number Can Play”
(M-G) with Hal McIntyre orch,
Bert Wheeler. Hal LeBoy, Thelma
Carpenter. Bob Du|>ont onstage
opens tomorrow (Thurs.*.
round.

I

wk>,

“Desperadoes”

*

(*742;

what most visitors .seek out. End
of parochial scliool term yesterParamount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)
"Undercover
Man” (Col* and day and with the p.iblir schools
"Make Believe Ballroom” (Col*. letting out later this week is exday-date with Webber, Thin $9,000. pected to lielp recently weakisli
Last week. “Bad Boy” (Mono* and boxoffice.
The Music Hall, with "Look for
“Bad Men of Tombstone” (Mono*,
Silver Lining” and Fourth ot July
$7,000.
Pageant
35-74*—
and stageshow. is way out
Webber
(Fox*
(750;
"UnAldine (WB* (1.303; .50-99*-^dercover Man” (Col* and “Make ahead of others this se.ssion with
"Wizard of Oz” (M-G* (reissue*.
Believe Ballroom” (Col), also Para- sock $142,000. best in about two
Nifty $12,000.
I.ast week, “Judge
mount. Fair $2,500. Last week, months for opening round. InterSteps Out (RKO*. $8,000.
“Bad Boy” (Mono* and “Bad Men est in July 4 show, developed to
B yd (WB* (2.360; 50-99*— "Win- of
real stature this year, probably is
Tombstone” (Mono), $2,000.
dow” (RKO*.
Trim $18,500 or
helping.
near.
Last w’eek, “Green Prom"Red Menace.” after comparai.se” (RKO*. $10,000.
tively quiet first two days, is forging
Earle (WB* (2.700; 50-99*— "Unahead to okay $18,000 or near at
dercover Man” (Col* (2d wk*. Down ‘Spring’
Mayfair, winning a noiaover. “Take

Week

Joan Edwards and A1

(20thi w'itli

(Fox*

(Mono*. $2,500.

‘Window’ $18,51)0

Chicago (R&K) (3.900; 50-98>—
“Neptune’s Daughter” (M-Gi w'ith
Peggy Lee. Dave Barbour, and Bob
Crosby orch onstage. Lush $63,000.
Bend”
L.ist week. “Blonde Bashful
Trace

the deluxe picture
Street resembled
a de.serted village Sunday (26* being one of the worst matinees for
that day in about six numtiis; niglit
trade tapered off earlier than usual,
manv hou.ses reporting grosses far
at

The

theatres

i

hold to crisp $10,000.

Estimates for This

I

sagging trade

"Happens Every Spring” (20tlit and
“Homicide” (WB*. also Denver.
Fair $2,800.
Last week. "Lady
Gambles” (U* and "Tuna Clipper”

In the

nf

Roosevelt

,

Denver (Fox* (2,525; 35-74)— behind
Record
"Happens Every Spring” (20th* and millions Saturday (2.5*.
at the beaches and traf"Honucide” (WB* day-date witli fic
jams on the higliways accounted
Esquire. Mild $14,000. Last week.
for the absence of patrons.
"Lady Gambles” (U* and “Tuna
Break in the sw’eltering weather
Clipper” (Mono*. $13,000.

Palace continues
a

I

(Cockrill* (1.7.50; 35-70*
Pine”
(Par*
and
(Par* (reissues*. Liglit
$8,000. Last week, "Bride of Vengeance” (Par* (2d wk*. dim $6,000
in 5 da vs.

amusement

On

Broadway business took a beat with Alvino Rev orch. Jerry Lesing over (he last weekend and ter. Vagabonds topping stage bill
nuu h of current week, with the (3d final wk*. Down to $42,000 afrerord heat taking the rap for ter moderate $58,000 for second

Denham

tax.

$142,0011

With $18,000; Palace Vaudiihn 23G

liouses.

“Lonesome
—
*‘Geroniim»"

,

-

two

—

Estimates Are Net

i

in

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Wolfberg* (1.500; 35'7.5*
"Colorado Territory”
(WB*
'4th wk*. Down to $4,000. thin. Last
week. $.5,500.

Film gross estimates a.s reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,

1

moderate

sliapes

Golden

B’way; ‘Red Menace’ in the Black

out

To Rousing $6^000, ‘Colorado’ 18G

j

‘Silver Lining’

Denver, June 28.
“Barkleys of Broadway” stands
in current session, one of the
weakest here in some time. Heavy
rain.s
di.scouraged regular theatre patronage. "Undercover Man”

Boh Croshy, Peggy Lee Tilt ‘Neptune
Chicago, June 28. >
brighter on
Things look a little
currently
hP t'l« hoxolfice scene
perking,
finally
Chicago
the
plus
“Neptune's Daughter
lia
Barbour, and Bob
Dave
Lee.
Peggv
hefty
Shapes
onstage.
rrosbv orch
With the exceptftTodO or over.
“Colorado Territocy" at the
18,000. the
State-Lake, passable
reissues, and few
nfher entries are

$16,000

As Rain Dims Denver

houses, trade

i.s

way

off currently.

Neither "Happens Every Spring”
and "Johnny Allegro” are doing as
'

much

as
expected.
“Stratton
Story” is okay in holdover.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’st (3.500; 40-70*
"Stratton Story” (M-G) (2d wk*.
Holding well at $11,000 after nice
$14,000 opener.
Great l.ak**s (Par) (3,400; 40-70)
"Happens Every Spring" (2()th>.
Mild $11,000.
Last week. "Colo(Continued on page 18)

—

Vednoday, June 29 I949
,

EDITORIAL
By Jay Emanuel,

the
publisher of this poll.

“The

result

is

not sur-

prising, merit of product, fairness of terms.

M-G-M won and easily
too.This proves there’s

“EXHIBITOR

something more

to

MAGAZINE”
ASKED

being the friendly
company besides an

AMERICA’S

apt phrase.”

,

SHOWMEN
THESE

TWO
»S*»H

QUESTIONS
POINT-BLANK

'-V

QUESTION NO.l:
''Which company’s product

"Which company’s terms

has meant the most to you at

do you believe to be the

the box-office?”

fairest?”

THE

M-G-M

ANSWER

...

NEXT COMPANY.

.

THE

46.1%

.

.

20.%

ANSWER

M-G-M
NEXT

42.2%

.

COMPANY.

.

.

12.1%

.

.Next

11.3%

Next

10.4%

Next

7.%

Next

Next.

4.7%

Next

9.3%
8.9%

etc.

The

Friendly

etc.

Company

vote of confidence.

is

deeply grateful to the theatres of America for their overwhelming
strives to merit your continued faith by offering when you need

M-G-M

them most, the BIGGEST attractions on the market, such as "Neptune’s Daughter,” "Edward,
My Son,” "Take Me Out To The Ball Game,” "Stratton Story,” "Any Number Can Play,’'
"The Great Sinner,” "In The Good Old Summertime,” ''Madame Bovaij” aud tnadj^ others.

^

8t.

.

1

;

londou omrie

*?AiiTfrrT'r
t

Martta'* Fbic«, Trafalg* r

IkfUf

I

Power Blackouts Brii® B.O. Blues

Shares
London Pic ,,

Hits

XTKR \ %TIO.\ Al.

11

Steady Flow of Films Out of British

London, .lune 28

To Sydney (Aussie); Radio Also
Sydiiey,

June

14.

no'w^hln “fn ™of
The
"
the Electricity Com-

ouble

that

Commies Seek C:ontrol
Of Nip Radio Network

'

been

dis;)elle(l

men admit

Exchequer spokes-

that Sir Stafford

Ixindun Stars in

is

Tokio. .lime 21»
generate
pundits can’t
Japan Communi.st Party, and the
enough ’’juice" with present anJapan
red-dominated
Radio Workmeet
the
to
liauated equipment
In this ers Union, launched a concerted
needs of the community.
gain
drive
to
control
of
the Broad- agreement, calling for 40' V (piola.
least
at
Htv of nearly 2,000.000.
oldtime kerosene lamps casting Corp. of Japan, nation’s runs for another year and abroga1 000 000
network.
monopoly
Coininie
groups tion has never been suggested.
local
the
when
soring into action
have formed the Society for the
generators cease functioning which
of
Improvement
Radio
Programs.
nightly.
four times
is about
Theatres not lucky enough to They have also adopted a slogan
short calling for “control of the nation's
have gas plants and caught
w'orking people.’’
when the tights go out have to give radio by the
money
admission
their
In addition to demanding more
natrons
And that spells very sad voice in the BtM “Labor Houi.”
back
Looks certain that the the union is insisting that the
boxoffice.
will
be chorus of the Democratic Youth
exhibitors
caught -short
pleading soon with distribs for re- Organization 'formerly the Young
bates on these blackout nights. Communist League) sing the offiFortunately most of the key cine- cial union song on the BCM “Hit
mas have' their own plants and Parade.” The network refuses.
The only headget along okay.
Tokvo. June 14
ache is whether the supply of oil
Japan’s first motion picture prohold out long
will
abroad
from

I

.\iissio |•ro(^llcer to

n,is8ion

Sydney, June
Elsie Be\er.

3

I

New Plays Boom

duction

Be.Nei-

Tel Aviv Legit
Tel Aviv. June

,

1.5.
'

T.egit activity

here

is

sti'ong with

I

'

nix and a failure to get their sales
chatter over.
The power officials say these
blackouts will continue all winter
with no relief until the introduction of new equipment late in 1950

‘Animal,’

London

Goes Big

London, June 28.
reception and unan-

imous ciitieal acclaim greeted the
opening of "Male Animal” at the
New theatre yesterday (27). Henry
Sherek is presenting the play,
which was excellently produced by
Roy Rich. Notable performances
were turned in by the cast, with
Arthur Hill. Barbara Kelly and
Cliiy Kingsley Pointer in the principal roles.
It
looks set for a comfortable
run.
“Ice ('ycles of 1949," transferred
by John H. Harris from America,

opened with
22)

a

bang

last

Wednesday

vast F)mpress Hall arena
same night. Cicely Courtneidge launcheii ‘‘Her Excellency,”
overlong musical, at the Hippodrome.
The 8.000 seat arena was packed
for the iceshow, biggest of its kind
ever in London. Warmly acclaimed,
it
should have little difficulty running until fall. Capable cast went
over well with standout ballet work
by Jeanne Matthews, making pro
debut in show. Hugh Forgie and
•

at

The

Stig Larson in
as well as Leo

topnotehers to eoine this
Local talent will he used via

first

way.

.\u.ssie

Denham and
entireiN
at
filming and
I’o spei'd
Pii ewood
cut iiudiicts incre.i.sed use is being
trated

.Actors’

Equitv

:

made of the Independent Frame
The specially adapted
technique.
Pinewood, wliich has
at
st^ge
already turned out a number of
a
modest efforts, is being used
model for a similar stage now being
constructed at Denham.
At the latter studio, five pix are
in hand including Jolin Mills’ priv
ductioii of 1). H. Lawrence’s "HockLondon, June 28.
ing Hor.se Winner” and "Give Us
Deal involving an inve.slm«nt of This Day” which Edward Dmytryk
The
$250,000 has been set by Sol Hurok is inegging lor Plantngenet.
Disney live version of "Treasure
to take over the Sadler’s Wells
Island” starts July 4.
I

!

j

Sadler s Wells Co.

h

Set for U. S. Tour

Tokxo's Picexecs
of

production, distrih and

I

I

operating

companies

in

I

i

1

I

!

There is al.so greater activity at
Pinewood where three pictures are
floor and a fourth will start
shooting wluMi a location unit returns from Tunisia.
.Altogether there are 22 productions on the floor, including a nuinher which are olivioiisly second
features and a further 28 completed in recent weeks are due for
showing. Since the 45'’e quota

on the

started

Oct.

last

^1

Toronto, June 28.

Noel Coward’s First Film
Thespin^ Chore Since ’42
London. June

28.

Deal whereby F3agle Lion of
Canada. Ltd., will distribute 2?)
Korda-Wilcox pictures in Canada
was announced here by Frank
Fisher,

general

manager

of

Mex

first

TV

Test

Film Actor’s Pay

Pledge 60 Pix a Year
Mexico City, June 2.
\r:
Pay hikes ranging
were awarded Mexican film
actors in a new wage pact made by
the National Actors Assn, and the
Producers Assn. The weekly stipend for stars has been hiked from
.50 to $162 and featured players
now- get $13 more-than the $12.5
they were previously drawing Suj)-.
porting players have been split into two classes witli the first segment getting $112 in comparison to
the $88 they were formerly making.
The second segment has been
upped from $57.50 to $75. Weekly
obligatory overtime has been cut
from 22 to 10 hours.

33'^y

Stars, who wiu-e previously getting $22.50 for a day's work were
given a $9 boost on daily jobs.
Featured jilayers have been hiked
from $17.50 to $25 per day. Both
classes of supporting players have
been given a $2. .50 raise for their

daily chores with the
making $17.50 and
drawing $15.

Television

houses since they
legit
at
always counted on visitor coin at
this time of year
biz

'

Broadcast
Vienna, .lune 21.

Denny’s Vienna

Film

Production
George V. Denny. Jr., will broadLondon, expects to take
program
cast hi.s “public debate
about two ,\ears before
they actual- Aug. 2 on Red-White-Bhie station.
>
start
televising programs for Vienna is the toiii'lh station used
'•ic home,
on his European tour.
A'i \et it
is not decided whether
Two prominent .Austrian P^![*
ttie
goierninent will control video ticians and two Aini'iicans will
or wliellu*!’
and both languages
ii
will operate com- participate
iallj.
will be us<‘d.
in

’

grave’s request since the latter felt
he was unsuited for the part.

Cow’ard is also associate producer-writer of the film which is
being made by the J. Arthur HankSydney Box unit. Celia Johnson
and Margaret I.,eighton will share
billing with Coward.

Other Foreign

News

On Page 13

segment

first

the

second

Other features of the pact are
that no film work can be done after
8 p in. and that the producers are
pledged to make 60 pix a year. 1£
they fall short of that nuinher, the
players have a right to cancel their
contracts.

4 U.

S.

PIX ENTERED IN

LOCARNO FESTIVAL
•

•

.

22.
outfit

n Australia.
International Television Services Ltd.,
held its initial
experimental telecast last month,
•he company, which is as.sociated

•

have

films

Hiked 10-33"^; Studios

”

Sydney, June
video producing

(i4

com-

Noel Coward i.s turning film ac- pany after the arrival of James A.
tor again for the fir>t time since Cowan. J. Arthur Rank’s Canadian
Deal comes at a time when
1942 when he played the lead in his rep
(UAi but they played to le.ss than pic. "In Which We Serve.” Coward British government is launching a
moderate biz and were yanked is subbing for Michael Redgrave in major campaign for Canadian dolafter one week. Easing off of tour- the top role of "TIu* Astonished lars
Pact
involves
116 houses
ist coin is also reported as an addHeart.” a Coward-scripted pla\ Re- across Canada.
ed reason for the di'op in boxoftice portedly. he is taking over at Red
••

First Aussie

1.

been previewed.

)

I

'

‘*11

all

next month.
Rank organization production,
since the closure of two Gainsborough studios at Sliepherds Bush
and Islington, has been- concen-

^

I,

"ilh

nearly

man and King .Alliance organization. likely will start rolling in the

finalize

l

pani w as undistinguished.

he

the

agreement with the

h\

at

to

Llapan fixed their signatures to the
i.s
joint pact w'hich pledges all three
branches of the industrx to abide •No.
ballet company for a lO-woek
by terms of the "Motion I’icture
season this fall in N. Y. Company
Code of Ethics.”
flics over on Oct. 1 and opens at
Code is applicable to rontents. the Metropolitan Opera House
titles and publicity of all Japanese
Oct. 9. Tliey will be in New A'ork
pix and covers some 30 specific
for four weeks and for the remainpoints under the headings of naing six weeks of the tour will visit
tion and society, law. religion, edloading American cities.
ucation. manners and customs, sex,
Opening show of tour will be the
and repellent subjects. Sample
provisions: revenge must he de- production of “Sleeping Beauty”
i)y
followed
t)y
Tchaikovsky.
the Chamber theatre's presentation nounced. use of firearms, sword,
“Symphonic
Progre.ss.”
of Leonid Leonovs “In the Or- and other weapons should be I'e- "Hake's
“Hamlet”
“F'acade.”
Variations,”
chards.” an exciting evening of stricted to essentials and should
and “Wedalso by Tchaikovsky
theatre. Concerning itself with life be careful so as not to inspire
in modern Russia, the play is over- others with a desire to imitate: ding Bouquet.” Choreography for
croweded with incidents and peo- nudity, dressing, undressing, inde- a number of show's has i>een caried out by Robert Ilelpmanu and
Barov. cent exposure, dances and bedPerforinanees l)\ K
ple.
Batia Lancet and .^vrahain Ben room scenes must be carefully pre - Frederick Ashton.
Yoseef arc good
Hurok has. meanwhile, presentsented so as not to excite baser
ed Marian Ander.son. the Negro
The C’hamhcr treat re. which has elements.
been reharsing a Hehraie adaptaIndustry
leaders
al.so
have songstress, in a one-niglit show at
tion of Norman Krasna’s “Dear agreed to set up a production code Covent Garden last Sunday (2(i).
Ruth” lor presentation in two committee within the Japan Mo- This was the star's 191h show since
weeks, discovered that the current tion
Picture
A.ssn.
Committee she began her Continental tour
offering at the Matate. “'I'lie Negev will examine all scripts, titles and last mouth.
Animals Came to 'I'own.” is similar advertising matter and will put a
in theme to their contemplated
stamp of approval on acceptable
presentation. 'Phe play was written material. Distribs and exhibs have London Films, Wilcox’s
by Josef Lewi, who denies he ever agreed not to handle films or di.ssaw the film version of “Ruth,” play ads that do not rarr.N the
Unit
for Canada
which was shown here about a JMPA stamp and which do not
London, June 28.
year ago.
conform to the code.
Harold Cliirman has arrived here
Distribution deal by the Korda
Adoption of the code is someto direct the Haiiimah production thing of a triumph for the Motion group of London Films and Herof "Monteserrat.” which will be Picture and Theatrical Branch in bert Wilcox’s Imperadio Films has
presented in Israel for the first the occupation headquarters which been set with Eagle Lion Filins of
time on .lune 25. The play was first has been trying for (he last two Canada. Producers covered by the
produced in F’aris last year and is years or more to persuade the new arrangement include Carol
scheduled for Broadwav this sea- Nipponese industry to adopt such Reed, Powell and Pressbnrger,
son. A Hebrew production of "Mid- self-regulating
The Lauiuh'r and Gilliat. Anatole de
machinery.
summer Night s Dream’’ is being new code, however, is not a state- (iiunwald. Antliony Havelock-.Alprepared b\ the London producer ment of occupation policy nor does lan. Anthony .Asquith and Robert
Julius (lellner for pri'sentation by it put an end to the occupation’s Donat.
First of tiu* pix affected by the
Habimah’s young memliers.
censorship authority to which all
pix exhibited in Japan are sub- deal will be relea.scd in the Dobefore the end of the year.
minion
ject.
These will include: "The Winslow
Move should please U. S. Motion Boy,” "Spring in Park Lane,”
Hot Weather Sloughs
Picture Export Assn, reps here
“Maytime in Mayfair” and “Bonnie
Show Biz in Ireland who have complained in the past Prince Charlie.”
that moral laxity of Japanese pix.
Oscar Han.son will represent
Dublin. June 24.
particularly in theatre-front adWith the mercury pushing up vertising, has placed the more London Films in Canada and will
headquarters in Toronto.
have
above 81) degrees biz in both film circumspect American product in
and legit houses has taken a nose- an unfavorable competitive posiPart of Drive For Canadian Dollars
Both Abbey and Long- tion.
dive here.

badmintion match ford F’roductions are currently
Loeb and Howard shuttered for vacations, but lllsleySullivan, comics w'ere also above
McCabe Co. at the (laiety with Arpar
thur Macrae’s “Traveller’s Joy”
“Her I'.xcellency" will have a
National Players at the (late
and
lough time contending with the
with “Now Barrabas" still are limpearl\ heat and unfavorable notice.s
ing along.
Miss Courtneidge’s
performance
Top pix of the week are "Ed"as Hided but supporting coinM-C “Red River
ward. My Son

I

'I'op

theatre.

London

)

i

Looks Set for Longrun;

Enfhusia.stie

in

cadilly

goes to

news is that Twickenham studios,
third in group controlled by Shijv

,

Click,

‘Cycles’ Also

week

this

which went dark in tlie peak
depression period, are likely to remain closed for some time although
a heartening sign is the reopening
Latest
of some .smaller outfits.
os.

I

U.S.

adopted

ofi'iciall>

leaders

signing ceremony

theatre

crew stand by with three new plays currently being
kerosene lamps to hand to actors presented and two more forthcoming.
Habimah
offering Jakob
when the blackout arrives.
Nabe film theatres complain be- Horovitz’ translation of the Max
cause patrons will not venture out Zweig biblical tragedy "Shaul.”
on streets completely blacked out The play, which has been kicking
(worse than during the World around for about five years, has
Wart. The result is that business not been revised and therefore
Radio is get- overlooks certain topical problems.
is taking a beating.
ting a kicking around also, be- Nevcrthless the production by F'incause when the power goes off, kel is decidedly mote tasteful,
millions of radio sets go dark, clean and less pathetic than former
sometimes for one hour. And spon- biblical plays by the same theatre.
sors aver that sales are dropping
Effort and talent fail to make
considerably becau.se of the power

Ivy." the stage

|

was

I

Understood that .lohn Oielgud
and (ioogi'* Withers will he among

patterned basically
on the Johnston office code in the
S..

14.

came

plans.

code,

industry

led

Kathleen Rol)ins*<fn, Roland Walton
and Richard Parry, to plane out
teams of British legit stars for
limited runs at the Minerva theatre
Miss
liere starting late this year

For Jap Pic Biz

enough.
Recent V in Pitt street (Fifth
avenue of this city) stores were
selling those old Klondyke lanterns along with the latest merchandi.se from the world fashion
markets. At the Minerva. King’s
Cross, during the current run of
‘‘Little Lambs East
the legiter.

originally

industry earlv this year and
to wholesale dismissals and
shuttering ot studios, has died
down and the British industry is
ii vel.
A steady flow'
fii'diug its ow
of pictures hcnig maintained in
the main studios. Majority of studi-

the

hen* as l)i/ manager for the Old
\'ic troupe last year with Sir Laurenee Olivier and Vivien Leigh,
has completed arrangements with
Whiteliall Productions, headed by

Production Code

Framed Like

who

Production

Use
Sydney

Crisis

London, .lune 28.
crisis, which swept

>

Cripps

concerne^d with dollai- drain.
.Net
he appreciates that
Britain
can’t li\e by bread alone.
Board of Trade has stateil that
the Harold Wilson Eric .lohnston

End of Prod.

Studios Tips

Britain's dollar crisis has caused
in film shares on the slock
exchange, but fears of further import cuts on American films have

slump

a

4*

ri'*bbckouT»“
nioi
is

Hit

Ten
far

Zurich. Juno

18.

pictures have been set thus

for the fourth

Locarno Festi-

val to be held July 8-17, with only
four L’.S. films entered. They are:
"Sorry, Wrong Number”
'Par);

“Enchantment” (RKO'; "Yellow
Schneider Abroad
.Sky” (20th and "Lady in Fa mine’*
Samuel Schneider, Warner Bros, '2()thi. Italy’s outstanding entries
vice-prexy, sails for London to- to date are ‘^.adri di ”Biciclette"
morrow 'Thurs. on the Que^n and ”11 Mulino del Po

Sam

I

)

Elizabeth for confabs with .Arth ir
S Aheles. company’s managing director for Great Britain, and .Associated British Pictui*e.s Corp execs
.Schneider will also go from London to Paris for talks with Joe
Hummel, WB’s Continental manager.

France has four pictures entered.

Awards are
film

for the

and seven other

best

teaturc

classifications.

Prizes are not to be announced until
the final da>
Committee to
pick winners consists of six top

German. French.
critics.

Italian

and

Swim

13
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RAYMOND MASSEY

ROBERT DOUGLAS

•

• KENT SMITH
HENRY HULL • RAY COLLINS

KING VIDOR
by

AYN RAND From

her Novel

HENRY BLANKE
“The Fountemhead'* • Music by MAX STEINER
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Yanks Send Nitery Biz

Mex

in Paris

Paris,

June

Mexico

21.

Shoot
American tourists
brouglii in by
the spots most
u Ihc answer. Of
influx. Folies Berthis
by
helped

picture

“Tristan” in German grossed
as the
about as much in one day
the week.
take for the balance of

vtith

I

,

over half of

two showings

“Satin Slipper.”

FiliuiBank Chief
,

City. June 28.
Dollar stabilization at 8.65 pesos
per dollar is certain to benefit the
Mexican pic industry because it
should force the production of rawstock and some apparatus in Mex-

imports of these are now at
new-high cost ) and afford more
from exports, according to
Andres Serra Rojas, head of the industry’s Banco Nacional Cinemat

a

coin

tografico.

He admitted

much money

that

to produce rawlilm
cinematographic apparatus in Mexico.
He indicated
that there must be' government aid

necessary

make

However,
propositions.
with much more coin for producers from exports (they only got
4.85 pesos on a dollar a year ago),
both

for

banker hopes they will form
home production
some equipment.
The rawfilin making plan has been
simmering for sonm time. That of
manufacturing equipment in Mex
ico is new.
Home exhibition was cited by
the banker as another monelar\
hope for the Mexican trade,
lie
the

a fund to finance
of rawstock and

pointed
of

the

to

leap in

cinemas from

local

the gross
75.000,000

pesos in 1947 to an expected lOO,000,000 pesos this year. The banker also pointed to the aid whicli
the
government
President
of

Miguel

Aleman

'

gives the Mexican

pic industry.

81

Rojas admitted
60
year are about
economically right for Mexico,
that

in 1948,
to 70 pix a

Geo. Griffith in U. S.
George
erator

tor

Griffith. division:il opHoyt’s, the Australiiui

theati'e circuit, is in
a two- week

New York

once-over of

can

Ameri-

theatre
his

been

at

operations.
This is
L^ S. visit, having
the Roxy in the I92()s.
first

f''''i^dh’s
1

on

last

N. Y. trip

was

in

y38.

2

playing
“Present

Noel ('oward show.
Laughter.” at the Palace here.

ii

Gurtis and Franco C’orvasn.
lywood actors, this week quit
and head for the U. S. (’urlis

II
<*

'•aiy

^48.

Ill*

^pri.

,

Italy since Novemher.
in “Pirates ol
indie .starring Louis

in

’qj

appeared

the

y>ward completed in April.
^
" ho was an Italian film
•'*'‘**
returned to Ital.\
iy4< to play
in the Gregory Rat'*

i

')

production

of
“Cagliostro.”
Grson Welles, and “Prince

R p‘h
,,

y*'-

’

"ith

Tyrone

Power.

plan to return here latery

Aside from the raw stock famine

from

dollar deficit',
is leading to the closing of
studios, banks and other capi-

which

more
tal

investors are balking at footing

.

B. A.

(

)

rilz.

years a

Argentlnos Asoeiados
Artistas
has an Italian film “Xmas in C’amp
1197” a tthe Monumental.

last

‘

i

)

^
!

,

I

i

i

”

On

Doris Dowling to ‘Othello’ Cast

Home, .lune 21
Doris Dowling left lor
week to plane out and

.Actress
Paris last
join “Othello.’

Shakespearean film

being made by Orson Welles in
When the North
North Africa.
African scenes are completed, the
entire unit will go to V'enice as
their next location spot.
Others in the cast include Bets«*y

I

Blair and Liam MacLiammoir (of
Ihe Gale theatre, in Dublin).

Xmas

ish

iFiiinrc sliowK irt'chs of ru>i^

London. June 28
“.Ann Veronica.” Piccadilly '6'
“.‘Annie <*et Gun,” Col s m (1()8(.
“Beau StrataKCiii.” Lyric (9).
“Brigadoon.” Majesty 'ID

“Belinda Fair.” Strand
“Black Chiffon.” West

(9)

“Cliampaene Delilah,” New (3).
“Daphiie,” Wynd. <14'.
“Dark of .Moon.” Amhas’dor dP
“Foolish Genfw’n,” Duett. (18».

(

if

I

'

“Male .Animal.” New '1'.
“Oklahoma:”. Drury Lane

(’openliagen. .tune 18.

with

shooting

to

start

their

lo-

on

Rank’s
a long
Public is
informed of Broadway show ings by
reading the New' A’ork newspai>ers
or
the
A’ank
widely-circulating
mags and |)eriodicals. Hence, a sueee.ssful N. Y. run eases the job of
building demand for pix in this
for

instance,

"Red Shoes” now staging
run at the N. Y. Bijou.

area. Weait said.

in

milk.

Rio (iraiide.
While no currency restrictions
on film money have yet been exacted in the Caribbean, officials
tliere
are showing considerable
•lervousness over the decline in

in

Cannes Festival Sept. 2-17

“On .Monda> Next,” Comedy
“One AVild Oat.” (’.arrick (30'

tll4'

people,

he

.Noon.”

reacli

“Hamlet” looks to be the lop
grossing Rank film of all limes in
the L..A. market. Weait doc'ared

Bris.son.

milk hoy

'4'

“Worm’s View,” Whitehall

who once was a
(’openhagen. is play-

Gotham, would

He was quizzed by dozens of

George and Alfred Black
have closed deal with C’harlie
ing tlie lead in a film short here. Chester to star in film wtiicli tlie.\
togcMher with a comiiany of milk will make for J. .Arthur Rank as
liis Blackboys. The purtiose of the film is soon as Chester finishes
pool summer season
lo gel the Danes to drink more
f’arl

'113'

“Sauce Tartare." Cambridge '6'
“.September Tide." .Aid '29'.
“Third Visitor." York’s '3'
“Together ARain." Vic Pal d lH'
“Two Dozen Roses.” Lyric (5*.

in

cales.

Boulting
Rank commitments
new picture for Alexander Korda titled “Seven Days lo

Brisson Milks ’F.m
!

tlie

pul)-

number of these spots tvere
asking when hit pix, now playing
lic in a

[Bros, doing
j

'

seven-week junket through
Caribbean, declares that the

a

in

mark.

'

“Heiress.” Haymarkel '22'.
“Her Exeellency.” Hipp P.
“lee (’yeles.” Empress
“Ladv’s BurninR.” Globe '8'
“Latin <)t. Revue.” Casino '15'.
“Lilac Time.” Palace '1<»'

at
told-Butchcr’s film company
Nicel
with
.studios
Nettlcfold
IMario /ampi to
Patrick starred
do series of pics for C’olumbia
with first due to go on lot middle
Gregory Ratoff finally
August
witli
1.
to arrive heie Jul.\
set
“My Si.sti'r Joy.” wliicb lie is to
direct and produce for .Alexander

Korda skodded lo start shooting
August.
in Italy July 18.
While Brisson has been away
Herbert Wilcox w ants John Padover 10 years, he is still .among
dy Carstairs to direct a film for him
sons
Denof
popular
the five most
can gel out of his J. .Arthur

New York

(14».

(66'.

h.Miins

From Demn.ark he is going to
Stockholm, where he* also was a
favorite before he went to England
and .America. Here lie is singing
at a big festival, arranged l)\ the
Swedish journalists’ and actors’ organizations. From there lu* goes to
returning to
prohahlx
England,

Current London Shows

“Happiest Days." .Apollo
“Harvey.” Wales (2(5'.

Yanks Pix Players Quit Italy
Rome. June 21.

.‘Argent ine territory.

(resulting

public Idol in Argentina.
Emeleo, Which made several flops
year under Hurt Loewe. Is trying lo w'ork out an agreement with
WB has marki*d Interamericana. which would give
“Belinda”
that
well-organized setup an imporup its 20tli w'eek at the Suipaclia
"Velvet Touch” (RKO» is still l;mt say In distribution and production.
big at the Gran Rex in second week
Argentina Sono Film is the only
(while “E.seape” (20tb) at the
Ocean also has been held over for major studio here not making a
com|)lctc revamp.
This is traced
a second week.
“Road House” (20tb' opened at lo the fact that this company has
the Amba.ssador June 14. is getting had good management and has
and turned out uniformlv solid prodword-of-moutli
tremendous
may stay for some time. A mimber net. This studio, which just finished “Almafuerte” with Narciso
of localiy-made pix are now sliowLumiton’s "Vo no Ibanez Mcnta, currently is planchiefly
ing.
musical, “Story of the
Elfgi mi Vida” at Premier and ning a
Ideal; Emelco’s super production Maipo I’heatre." a review of the
"Vidalita” at Broadway: Interumer- Argentine musical field for the last
icana’s “Otra Cosa es C’on Guilar- 30 years. H Is to be made by l.uis
ra” at the Iguazu; and “Juan Glo- Cesar Amadori.
Shortage of raw' stock has forced
are
ho” and “Historia del 900.
beating records in city of Cordoba. (lie shuttering of the new. wellvears
ago
2.5
he.
since
his career,
equipped
Mapol Studios.
Inlerameriof
Gutbmann
Juan
Denmark as a danccM’ to
loft
bis European
achieve fame »n Eimlatu) -m Prince cat.a is back from
the
represented
he
which
ill
he trek,
Wido'c."
Danilo in “Merry
Producers Assn., in an Calypso Belt Keen
showed his countrxinen what he .Argentine
effort to lino up the sale of .Argeii
could do In an hour-long broadtine pix in Italy and France. Culli
What Pix Click on B’way,
was
he
Statsradiofonien
over
,
cast
mann left France without liaviiig
interviewed by Denm.ark’s most
been able to work out a deal simipopular radio journalist. Gunnar
Reports Rank’s Weait
lar to tlie one pul llirougli willi
“Novs” Hansen, and sat'g all his
New’ York’s remarkable power to
Italy.
hits, from “I Ki.ss Your Hand. Mapeiu'trate beyond the country’s l)ordame’ to “When the Aneelus Was
(ters and pro-sell big-grossing films
Ringing.” H is rec'koned that 90'^^
to regions as remote as the Caril>ol all Danish listeners heard the
London Film Notes
beaii islands i.s attested to by Rolrprogram. This last song lie is going
erl Weait. J. Arthur Rank's direcLondon. June 23
to record here for Polyphon, and
MacLean Rogers will direct first tor of Latin American activities,
lie is also recording four old Danpicture for newly-formed Netlle- Weait. who has just returned from

Forecasting a new high production this year of 100, compared
''ith

that

”

—

the

it

Silverstone also will probably
look qver the product lineup when
the Rank fare switches away from

—

—

i

is

demands

jockeyed into
Argentina s
they hope to get playing time in

2()th-Fox to British Empire Films
the bill for films which they say dt»
around next August. Rank is a 50- not justify such backing. The fact
Copenhagen. June 28.
50 partner in BEF. a unit under .Argentine
studios
upped their
by
The hero’s homecoming that the Greater Union tent headed
output this j?ear. there being 31
awaited Carl Bris.son, the Danish- Norman B. Rydge.
feature films ready for release,
born American singer, was capped
does not take into account how
by King Frederick IX knighting
quality has deteriorated. Directors
the star. The ceremony took place
blame the producers for the disorduring an audience with the Danganized state of operations and say
ish ruler at his Castle Graasten.
they can’t function well under such
the royal summer residence. King
an alignment.
Frederick bestowed the cross of
Artistas
Argentinos Asoeiados
the Order of Dannebrog on Brislias
been reorganized with Juan
in
son. Latter’s wif^. Cleo. is with him
Carlos Bano, previously operator
on a holiday, their first back home
of a circuit in a Northern province,
Buenos Aires, June 17.
in many years.
placed in chairman spot. This is
Only two U. S. pictures liave the company which turned out such
Brisson. who was actor-manager
been released here in Ihe current productions here as "La Guerra
of the premier Danish musichalls.
week, with Universal’s “Kiss Blood
had segued into show business off Hands” going into the Opera a Gaucha” and “Su Mejor Alumno”
from sports. Ho was the amateur day earlier than expected following Ernesto Parent ini. former sales
boxing champion of Denmark and the locally-made “Historia del 900.” manager, was made manager,
San Miguel studios, now shutEurope. In time he became known The latter did not gross even as
tered. al.so is in a sorry state, with
as “the Maurice Chevalier of Den- well as some other Argentine pix
Narci.sco
Machinandiarena taking
mark.” which got him British show first week being only $.5,800
1’he over
from his brother Miguel. New'
biz attention in “The Merry Wid- other release was “Abbott and Coscapital
is
being lined up.
ow” a big London hit and thus tello Meet F'rankenslein
U
Enrique Muino, an actor until
a 1933 Paramount contract in Hol- which opened at the Normandie
recently
one
of the leading associlywood. Latterly. Brisson has been June 15.
ates in AAA. is launching produca potent American draw in the
Danielle Darrieux. a favorite tion on his own with a new outfit
U. S. and Canadian cla.ss niteries with Argentine pre-war audieiues.
called Inti Huasi. His first will be
and hotel rooms. His son. Fred- is starred in the French produca bioplc of the late radical presierick. is married to Rosalind Rus- tion “Story
of a Sin” at Hie Bial- dent Don Hipolito Irigoyen, for 40

productions.
“Black
Bart.
Highwayman” and “Red sell. the film star,
Canyon.”
When Brisson came home to
Transfer of the product away Copenhagen he was met at the
from the Rank organization is be- harbor by thousands
and the
lieved to have resulted from the Statsradiofonien
transmitted the
growing dissatisfaction by U execs whole thing. Both Carl, his wife.
at the treatment given some of
and their pianisl-arraivger. Dick
their top product on Odeon and Lewis, were interviewed over the
GB circuits. These often played as radio and in all the newspapers
second features to inferior British in Copenhagen.
product and at times being put out
Brisson has alwavs been a favorwithout any advance publicity.
ite with the Danish iournalists. His
personality and publicitv sense had
his name in feature stories every
Carroll Honored by British
day of the first eounle of weeks be
Sydney. June 14.
Garnet (’arroll, partner with Sir has been here He visited his birthBen Fuller in the Fuller-Carroll place. wandered around in the old
where once be delivered
legit combo, has been awarded the streets,
Ford
Order of the British F'mpire for milk as a boy. gave a new
the Danish World Friendhis work in fostering presentation car to
sends
wliich
Foundation,
ship
in
performers
plays
and
British
of
to forei'?n countries
the Aussie zone, including the Old young Danes
For the first time in
for study.
Vic Co. and the Ballet Rambert.

K-C combo now

ducers’ recurring
|*ther countries be
'

'

Technicolor

1’he

the

!

as

“Letter From an Unknown
Woman.” Group also includes two

Mexico

and

the
Golden Arrow group, the pictures
are to be handled by Eros Films,
a comparatively new organization
controlled by Phil and Sid Hyams.
Among the productions involved
are the Deanna Durbin starrer
“For Love of Mary,” William Powell’s “Mr. Ashton Was Indiscreet,”

j

and

Helping Pix Industry

is

Known

and

I

of new' Universal-Inter-

Distributors.

0.0. Aussie Setup

Pix Open

28.

national productions are to be handled in Britain through an independent
distributor
and
not
through the Rank outfit. General

Sees New, Cheaper Peso

ico

I

London, June

Film

resignations

retrenchment being done at presby the Argentine film industry,
whole production setup here
appears to be crumbling. And it
is in such condition at a time when
the government is backing pro-

ent
the

0nly2NewD.S.

I

For Brit. Distrib
A batch

On Trek

r

U Gets New Unit

•

To

Event; Knighted

Pic-

I

("White Horse Inn )
Chatelet
took about $12,000 per week and
Mogador (“Violettes Imperiale.s”».
about $7,000. Latter is another mu-

of Paul Claudel’s

A Denmark State

i

doing about
Casino near

,,

Brisson s Return

j

$2,500.

At the Francaise,
the biz came from

company.

E. Silverstone

Understood here that Emanuel
Silverstone.
brother of Murrav
Silverstone. 20th-Fox topper, will
plane here soon on looksee of company setup. He also may name the
successor to former sales manager
Harr.w Walker, who resigned because of ill health recently

the

ture features Ferruccio Tagliavini,
Mischa Auer. William C. Tubbs
and Marilyn Buford.

Other houses benefiting from the

seasonal visit of out-of-towners.
After two years “Petite Hutte” is
capacity. And the
still playing to
Miliv Goldin vaude house, A. B. C.
in over $10,taking
is
French
very'
000 weekly, by selling the perenhicks and
nial Mistinguett to the
to sentimental Parisians.
The 50 stages in Paris add up to
under $200,000 for the
slightly
week starting June 16. Biggest
daily take was for Kirsten Flagstad' at the Opera. $4,500.

Buenos Aires, June 21,
Judging by the number of reorganizations,

Sydney. June 21

ProRome, has

tract with the film

FaOs to Help Wavering Production

additional $65,982 in loans
and discounts was drawn from the
private bank, the Banco de la Industria Filmica.

Association in
started at Scalera Studios.
It
is
being shot around Marcel Cerdan.
French boxer, one of the principal
characters, who is in New York
sufiering from arm injuries received in Detroit match with LaMotte,
The ex-champion will fiy here as
soon as possible to fulfill his con-

something internationally, it also
Flagstad
doJs bus^iness. Kirsten

Folies Bergere is
$3,000 daily, and the

made by

being

IS

Govt. Backing of Argent. Producers

21.

of

ducers

i

June

An

Rome, June 21.
Fame,” Italian

“One Night

City.

cional Cinematografico.*

Wllalo, Pic

Around Injured Cerdan

j

and Casino de Pans revues
S^rthe'champs, with Mogador and
doing well.
riiatolet musicals also
trade, the revue
To catch all tourist forsaking the
houses are even
IlUklv rest day theatres are supLido (niteryi
posed' to take. The
and the Tabarin floorshows are;
nackcd nightly. When the opera
that can mean)
has an offering

Pix Loans Increase

Coin for film production has increased this year with the industry
having already taken out $2,581.374 in loans, credits and discounts
from its own bank, the Banco Na-

Soaring; 50 Spots $200,000 Weekly

Mex

.

Cannes, .lune
f

annes

Film

Fe.sti\al

28.
be
will

held this year Sept. 2 to Sept
Prizes will be distributed
films and
given for best
best

17.

for

will aUo be
pei forni.inres, pro-

award'

duction, photography, etc.

July

Victory Films Gets ‘Victory’
Aiclory Films ('o.. headed t)>
David F’ine and Elias .Marks, lia.s
a c q Hire d worldwide distribution
rights to “Strange V’ictory.” film
on race discrimination
Picture features Alfred Drake
and Muriel Smith and bad a briel
run at the Ainbassador, N. A”.

Shakespeare

filmization is doing
better than “Seventh Veil.” li«‘retolore the record holder bt'low the

C S. stock prices. Filmites are
concerned over the possibility of a
crackdown in the near future Rank
.

ofticial said.

l.ook for Ihr Sllvrr

IJninK
(SONGS— COLOR)
24,
E arner Hr«)«. release of William Jarobs
piuriuction. Stars June Haver, Kay Kol**r. liordon .MarHae; features Charlie
ItuKKies. Rosemary DeCamp, Lee Wilde.
Directed by
l,\n Wilde. Diik Simmons.
Screenplay. Phoebe and
J)avid Butler.
llenrv Ephron and Marian Spitser; from
story’ by Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby:
(Technicolor), Peverell .Marley:
(•ainera
editor, Irene Morra; dances. LeKoy Prin^:
Tradeshonn June
niusic. Ray Heindorf.
‘49.
RunninK time, KMl .MINS.
y.'t.
June Haver
Marilvn Miller
Ray BoL’er
Donahue
Jack
Gordon MacKae
Frank Carter
Ruujsles
Charlie
I'op .Miller
Miller
Claire Miller
Ruth Miller

Bee
.

.

,

Specialty

.

.

“Look

.

“The Fountainhead”
Gary Cooper star value
its

.

Peck-

Gardner

-

iWB).
to help

(M-G).
j

Douglas in

story of a gambler’s
gration, Spotty b.o.

disinte-

“Lost

Boundaries” <FC).
Stirring documentary concern-

WMde

ing a

S. Z. Sakall
Walter Catlett
Gedrce Zoritch.

for the Silver Lining”

Hollywood, June

chance.
“'rhe Great Sinner”

!

Negro passing as white;

solid b.o, in special situations.
“Rope of Sand” (Par). Ad-

\enture
.African

melodrama among
diamond fields, star-

OK

b.o,
ling Burt Lancaster.
Caballero”
“'rhe
Daring
(UA». Mildly-paced Cisco. Kid
western for secondary situa-

is

Story revolving around a devoted brother was credited in
the review as being “adult and
The film also
entertaining.”
boasts good performances by
the entire cast.

Raymond Massey

Wynand

Kent Smith
Robert Douglas
Henry Hull
Ray Collins
Moroni Olsen
Jerome Cowan
Paul Harvey
Harry Woods

Peter Keating
Ellsworth Toohey

.

Henry Cameron
Enright

Chairman
Alvah Scarret

...

A

Business Man
The .Superintendent

The Dean

Th«^ Iproat

is

a

.

.

.

is

I

—

lievable situations and dialog.

film

heft

As

The.se oldtime
plenty of zing

and appeal.
As setting for these oldfashioned
sparklers, the scene is Chicago at
the turn of the century. Johnson
and Miss Garland are sales help in
musical
instrument shop of
a
which S. Z. Sakall is the eccentric
proprietor and proud owner of a
Stradivarius. Chief jest and plot’s
mainstay is the fact that the two

script rec|uiiements, direction or
the actor’s own errors, he is fre-

lensed unsympathetically
(liiently
in a celluloid tantrum of grimaces
which are a cross between a scowl
His wrangling with
and a sulk.
his salesgirl colleague borders on
the tedious.
.Sakall’s eeeentric proprietor is

Cooper’s

direction

in

Andy
Mr. Mitchell
Alvin Tupper

j

,

|

1

exceptionally good
the settings and
by Robert Burks; a sound
score by Max Steiner and other
competent technical assists to help
cloak the plot.
Brog.

“'fhe

h e a tie.
(Tluirs.)

t

Spade.s.”

N.

tomorrow

Y..

was reviewed in
Variety from London. March
1949.
30,
The opulence of
Imperial Rus.sia at the beginning of tlie 19th century is
the background for this legend

gambling and
Intrigue,
which reviewer Mgro thought
have a notable suc-

of

“.sliould
cess in

art

houses,

but

gen-

eral tenor of the plot limits

appeal

neatly delivered by Spring Hying-

ture

salesman, should win more
beekonings from filmmakers.
in the main, editing is excellent

of

British-made, which is scheduled to open at the Cinemet

The

ton. carries the same cpiality. Bu.ster Keaton, drafted for a small
p.iit as a sycophant and blunder-

of Spades

Queen

to

revi(‘w

most
also

Baggage Man

Detective Staples

Ellis

Royal Beal
Peggy Kimber
Emory Kichardson
Patricia Guinn O'Hara
.Maigaret Barker

Ludwig

Manager

.

Negro

dices

in

"rhis Is a docuAmerican life,
mentary lit up by an urgent message and expressed in eloquently

simple cinematic phrases.
It also shows that the U. S. film
industry, having once decided to
tackle the most explosive issue in
the U. S.. is capable of extraordiintelligence and
courage,
nary
human sympathy. Louis de Roche-

Bois
Sto^sel

,

It

a story that sees

is

him

Major source of the film’s
strength derives from its unusual
The story of a Negro family assimilated into a New England community is narrated as a
personal tragedy that will impinge
on all filmgoers irrespective of

at first
j
i

winning, with a phenomenal beginner’s luck, then ultimately disintegrating into a wastrel whose
gambling obsession supersedes all

theme.
j

!

|
I

else in his

life.
;
;

“Sinner”

the typical tradition of fhe Russian classicists, who
lashed out at society’s excesses.
But in “Sinner” neither the direction nor the writing has captured
the nuances nor the sensitivity inherent in the original narrative.
And if the players have not, in
the main, captured the spirit or
the feeling of the yarn, put it
down to the failure of a typically
American east
especially
the
stars
to project characterizations
that are so typically continental,
is

in

color.
is

;

The emotion
irresistible

of this story
that it continu-

breaks through the restraint
of the film’s subdued, and even flat
documentary tone. Judging from
tear-duct stimulation, it’s a
its
surefire women’s film.
The story of the Negro medico
is traced from his early failure to
surmount the barriers of discrimination to his emergence as a respected member of a community

—

—

so

ally

deceived by the whiteness of his
Avs a re.sult, “Sinner” lacks depth
half of the film
skin.
Initial
and credibility.
sharply poses the moral problem
Peek plays the w riter who is involved in this deception which
detoured from his Paris destina- is finally solved by necessity and
;

!

!

tion

when he

the advice of the doctor’s colored
friends.
Later, the problem shifts upon
the doctor’s two children who have
been raised as whites and who
have ah.sorbcd some of the uncon.scious
anti-Negro prejudices of
their friends. The future dilemma
of the parents is painfully foreshadowed during a seiiuence m
girl who is responsible for his which the daughter shouts at her
moral collapse, and she, too. lacks parents: “I don’t want any ^oons
the stature and conviction to keep visiting my house.”
.u
falls

strange

woman on

ends up

at the

in

love with a

!

I

'

the

character

in

line.

Douglas gives a forthright performance as the casino’s operator.
Walter Huston, as the girl’s weak
father, is moderately believable,
and Frank Morgan, as a gambler
reduced to petty thievery and an
ultimate suicide, adds a touch of
color to the situation. Ethel Barrymore completes the cycle of moral
disintegrants,
as
a
matriarch
whose strength and dominance are

—

destroyed by one last and fatal
fling at the tables.
It
has been so long since such
torment and anguish have engulfed Hollywood.
It
miglit all
have been avoided had the scene
of the story been .switched to the
two-buck window at Santa Anita.

Kahn.

its

emphasized

TECHNI’S 40c DIVVY
Technicolor’s hoard has declared
a dividend of 40c per share on the
common stock.
Pie will be cut July 20 with

stockholders of record July 5 sharing.

falls apart when botn
father and son are rejecteo
Navy commissions during tne
Second World War on racial

Melvyn deception

audiences.”

“that rari'lt has a British picso effectively captured
the^ j)eriod alinosphoro.”
Noted for an outstanding
performanie in her first film
role is Edith Evans.
On the
most part, the cast is credited
for their excellent cameos.

.Stevens

Maurice

Alexander Campbell
Edwin Cooper

Mr. Bigelow

j
i

j

’’

The Queen

Kai Saunders

Leigh Whipper

Morton

Cashman

I

.script

photography of

Ralph Rlges
William Grentei

Janitor
Dr. Walter Brackett

I

,

Patricia
heroine, afraid

oast

..Parker Fennelly

Loren Tucker
Arthur Cooper
Jesse Pridham

mont fashioned this film after W.
L. White’s Reader’s Digest story
about a Negro doctor who “passed”
as a white man for over 20 years.
Although approaching the issue
from an entirely different angle
than Screen Plays’ “Home of the
Brave.” the two films have succeeded in driving home their
ideological point with dramatic
uncompromising
and
is
It
a poignancy
tury European society.
whose narrative is mal- honesty. “Home of the Brave" is
story
joined, obtuse and lacking in sym- a slicker, more professional job,
but both pix are equal in eftectivepathy.
Somewhere along the line Dos- ness.
Ru.s.sian
novelist,
the
toievsky,
“Lo.st Boundaries” is a solid
seems to have been given the commercial item, even though it’s
brushofT by the producers, for his irreverent to calculate the value
“The Gambler” is certainly the of enlightenment in terms of profit
basis for this period drama about and loss.
Budgeted at $600,000,
the disintegration of a gambler. the film’s b.o. potential will extend
But he gets nary a roll for his far above that figure. Smart proyarn, let alone a production credit. motion and specialized playdating
“Sinner” is the story of a writer will he important factors in .sellwho, for the love .of a woman, ac- ing this film to a maximum but,
quires the gambling habit. She is in any case, it will have no trouble
in hock to the owner of a casino, in recouping its co.st. plus.
And
and he thinks that by getting lucky that Uikes in the pie’s virtually
he can free her and her father guaranteed tabus in large sectors
from their gambling indebtedness. of the south,

co-star.

others deliver to

Adama

Clint

a train, and
Wiesbaden gaming
tables.
For one whose cinematic
and directorial demands.
background has been one suggest“Fountainhead is a co.stly film, ing
rugged character. Peck isn’t
judging by the lush physical values
giving one of his acceptable porgiven it under Henry Blanke’s protrayals. especially in scenes where
duction supervision. The archihe is shown going completely to
tectural creations are highly interpieces.
Ava Gardner plays the
esting; there is

Cowan and

Rev

Rev. John Taylor
Mrs. Mitchell

Curt

.leweler

Neal makes a moody
of love or any other honest feeling. Miss Neal is an actress of talent and personality, but still has
not adapted herself to the medium
of celluloid where stagey theatrical
tricks of projection are magnified.
Firmer guidance from Vidor would
have helped her showing.
Raymond Massey is allowed to
be too flamboyant as the jniblisher
who backs the architect until his
newspaper goes under. That phase
of the plot strains at credibility,
but is in keeping with the general
mood of the scrijit in presenting a
sort of fictional biography based on
a rather anarchistic social theme.
Henry Hull, an older architect
beaten down by comformity to
custom; Kent Smith, an architect
willing to conform: Robert Douglas. opportunist columnist who motivates most of the hero’s trouble;
Ray Collins. Moroni Olsen. Jerome

nieel\ ealeiilated to aild charm and
humor to the film. His op|)osite,

ing

Secretary

1

it

,

Aristide Pitard
Emma Getzel

Doctor

the builders alter his
plans. Given lengthy sides to read.
Cooper fails to sustain the mood
demanded and the faltering dclivery emphasizes his bent for the
monosyllabic.

Dream

film was reviewed in Variety from* London Feb. 9. 1949, by Mj/ro.
who called it "a lightweight
piece of entertainment that
won't mean a great deal to
American hoxoffiee.” Plot re-

;

Grandmother

when

project

material to the best possible
fair summation
advantage. Among the Prinz pro- manager total to a
the yarn. In time. too. Johnson
diKtion
numbers, beautifully of
discover their
Garland
Miss
and
len.sed in color by Peverell Marpostal amouiing and elineh.
ley. the “A Kiss In the Dark,” sung
Easily the chief luminary in the
by .MacRae and danced by Miss
Haver with George Zoritch and proceedings is Miss Garland’s
singing of the ancient favorites; no
Oleg Tupine, is the standout.
great clemands on her thesping are
Brofj.
Garland
delivers
Miss
made.
these tunes with dispatch, simple
It’s the
appeal and nice rhythm.
a
sort of vocalizing which will have
“Once
Upon a
Dream”
the |)atrons stomping time to the
(Rank!, being released in the
soiindtraek.
U. S. by Eagle Lion, will be
.lohnson’s portrayal of Miss Gartradeshown in N. Y. tomorrow
land's vis-a-vis is not as f.ieile. Be
'Die

Vidor’s

the miscasting as the plot’s hero,
an architect w ho is such an individualist that he dynamites a charity

vocals on the old show
Frank Carter,
Miss Miller’s first husband.
’Die Columbians, as played by
Charlie Ruggles, Rosemary DeCamp and Lee and Lyn Wilde, leads arc courting by mail while at
smack of the old vaude teams and swords-point at their work. Naturadd materially to the picture’s ally. the lovers arc unaware of
bumor.
Dick Simmons. Walter their postal identities.
A deled byplay to this contre(’atlett and S. Z. Sakall are among
the others pointing up the enter- temps are the risible cavortings of
Sakall who is under the delusion
tainment.
David Butler's direction welds that he is a master* of the how. A
mixup in violins; Sakall’s belief
till* songs, dances and drama into
that his expensive fiddle has been
a fil musical winner that is slanted
threatened arre.st of Johnbroken;
lor an excellent reception.
His
pace is sure and fast, showcasing son w ho loaned the St rad; his
forgiveness and promotion to sales
the

strong

tune-s in his rote of

King

Cooper has an uneasy time

j

still

.

tor in its favor.

numMi.ss Haver sings, dances and ber. "Put Your Arms Around Me
plays her role delightfully and Honey,” “Wait Till the Sun Shines
Ray Bolger is a standout in his Nellie.” and a half-dozen others
numbers

Mnner

Hlfhard Hylton
Susan Douglas
t'anada Le*
Robert Dunn
Grace Coppin
Carlcton Carpenti7
Selh Arnold
Wendell Holmes
•

. .

Thompson

Lt.

.Beatrice Pearson
...... Mel Ferrer

•

Shelley Carter

Gregory Peck
Ava Gardner
Melvyn Douglas
Walter Huston
Ethel Barrymore
Frank Morgan
Agnes Moorehead
Frederick Ledebur
Ludwig Donat

Fodja
Pauline Ostrovsky
Armand de Glasse
General Ostrovsky

Hotel

believe to aid in swaying the audi-

—

do valiant service,

Howard Carter

.

permits much over-acting where
underplaying might have helped
develop a better emotional feeling
and a truer sense of reality. Miss
Rand’s story is pure fiction without the leavening of honest make-

early 1900’s, such as the title

pcirtrayal of Jack Donahue, another bright musical name of tlie
era.
His comedy and dancing
<ome across solid'y. Highlight of
bis performance is the production
staging
given
his
terping
of
“Who’.'”.
Gordon MacRae does

ning time, 9« MINS.
Marcia Carter

Erno Verebes
Because the plot is completely Valet
devoted to hammering home the
The wages of gambling are just
theme that man’s personal integrity stands above all law, the pic- one darn lOU after another, and
ture develops a controversial ele- Metro is pointing to “The Great
ment that sharpens word-of-mouth. Sinner” as the endorsement of
Latter will be either entirely pro that theory. With Gregory Peck,
or con. there being no middle Ava Gardner and Melvyn Douglas
ground to public acceptance or re- for the marquee dressing, and
with a flock of names in capable
jection of the Rand philosophy.
“Sinner” is little more
The garrulous script which Miss support, exposition
on the moral
than an
Rand did from her novel calls for collapse
of a segment of 19th cena great deal of po.sturing by the

and

t

Metro release of Gottfriet( Reinhardt Joan
Gregory Peck, Ava Dr. Howard
.Stars
production.
Gardner. Melvyn Douxlas: features Wal- Mrs. Taylor
ter Huston, Ethel Barrymore. Frank Mor- .Nurse Richmond
Kan. Agnes Moorehead. Directed by Robert Siodmak. Screenplay. Ladislas Fodor
and Christopher Ishcrwood, from story by
Second entry in the pioneering
Fodor and Rene Fueloep-Miller: score. cycle of anti-Negro films. "Lost
Bronislau Kaper; camera. George Folsey:
probes deeply and
Boundaries”
Andre
music,
Kress:
F.
Harold
editor,
Previn. Tradeshown N. Y., June 24, '49. skillfully into the clot of prejuRunning time. 110 .MIN'S.
surrounding the

spotty.

cast

Directed by AllrVa

Scott Carter

Dr.

Paul Stanton

“The Fountainhea^”

mont production.

Werker. Screenplay. Virginia Shal/r VV
gene Ling; adaptation, Charles A PaimTi’
additional dialog, Furland de Kay hTA'j
on W. L. Whlte’a magazine story;
Albert Johnaton, Jr., Carletun CaroMuI*
Herbert Taylor; camera, William J
editor.
David Kummins; score, loJu
Applebaum: musical director. Jack ShiYna
lin. Tradeshown N. Y., June 2.1. ‘49
RuS*

tres.”

Run-

G.iry Cooper
Patricia Neal

Dominique
Gail

‘49.

111.

“Kind Hearts and Coronets”

^

volves around a woman who
fireams she has had an affair
with
her husband’s ex-aide
and wakes up in the morning
believing it really happened.
The story is set in an attractive eoimtry residence, hut unfolds with little movement.
The main roles are suitably
handled by Googie Withers
and Griffith Jones.

Cane noted

tions.

1

(Thnrs.i.

June

Howard Roark

Boxhighly entertaining.
returns wilT be good all
clown the tine.
Picture oaotures the flavor of
the era and is dressed in a fetching color garb that adds to its
chances in the current film market. The tunes of the period, from
the title numbe»* through “Who?”.
.S.
Z. Sakall. Spring Byiiigton.
“Sunny.” "A K’ss in the Dark,” featiirati
Bu.stir Keaton.
Directed by Robert Z.
“Time On My Hands” and others Leon:ird. Screenplay. Samson Kaphaelson,
Albert
Hackett,
Frances Goodrich, Ivan
appeal
as
listener
of
have plenty
from
play
Miklos I.aszlo; songs,
Tni's
by
set up in the production, aod the
.lanice
Torre, Fred Spielman, George
dances staged by LeRoy Prinz Evansir Ken Shields, Beth S. Iluiston. Leo
Friedman,
Junie
McCree, Albert Von
suggest, rather than copy, the top
Tiber, E. Y. Marburg, Harold Arlen. A.
musical terping of Miss Miller.
Sterling,
Ballard
MacDonald.
William
The William Jacobs production Tracy, Lewis F. Muir; dances, Robert Almusic. Georgie Stoll: editor, Adrienne
varied ton;
treats
the
handsomely
Fazan; camera (Technicolor), Harry Stradfacets of the Ziegfeldian reign, ling. Previewed N. Y., June 14, ‘49. Runframing the human, backstage ning time. I()‘l MI.NS.
Judy Garland
Veronica Fisher
story with a kaleidoscope of ex- Andrew Delby Larkin
Van Johnson
The Otto Oberkugen S. Z. “Cuddles” Sakall
cerpts from her hit shows.
Spring Byington
cast plays it to the hilt and June Nellie Burke
Rudy Hansen
Clinton Sundberg
Ifaver, enacting Miss Miller, de- Hickey
Buster Keaton
Marcia Van Dyke
livers solidly in a showcasing that Louise Parkson
.Aunt .Addie
Lillian Bronson
makes full use of her talents.
Story opens and closes backE.scapology as a seductive art is
stage at the Pa’'k theatre in Bo.s- charted by Metro’s “In the* Good
ton in the mid-’30s when Mi.ss Old Summertime,” a glos.sy-spun
Miller was preparing for a revival weave of Technicolor, music and
It sugge.sts the tragic
of “Sally.”
cheerfulness aimed to kid the
fate that awaits the actress in drought
With practically
away.
1936 but, wise’v, does not play up no story to worry the humidityDevice used dodgers but some bright singing
her coming death.
for the flashback into the star’s of nostalgic tunes and passably
career is an old vaude program fresh humor. “Summertime” has
poster. Her life is picked up when
what it takes for popular consurnpshe joins her vaude family to be- tion. Judy Garland-Van John.son
come the youngest member of the will help too.
Five Columbians and the Bert
The film’s big bailer is its musiLamar-Harry R’>by story, scripted cal nostalgia.
Where the slight
by Phoebe and Henry Ephron and story actually,
running gag
a
Marian Spitzer, rapidly spans her wbieh can grow dangerously slim
rise to fame.
There’s some per- threatens to wilt the pic, M-G
missible literary license in pre- scripters have pulled venerable
senting her life, and the writers fave tunes out of the hat to frisk
have cloaked their tale with be- the pace. Some of the best of the

Once Upon

Variety from London, FebReviewer
1948.
18.
that the film was
“well acted and should plav
to good business despite lack
He also
of marquee names.”
pointed out that "it will need
trimming to suit U. S. thea-

ruary

Warner Bj-os. release of flenry Blanke
production. Stars Gary Cooper, Patricia
Neal: features Raymond Masse)*? Kent
Smith. Robert Douglas, Henry Hull. Ray
Collins. Moroni Olsen, Jerome Cowan. Directed by King Vidor. Screenplay. Ayn
Rand, from her novel: camera. Robert
Burks: editor. David W’cisbart: music. Max
Steiner. Tradeshown
ning time, I Hi MI.NS.

Jonathan,”

Brother

in

24.

Lost Ronnilarlo!!

Brother Jonathan

“My

with an idea and it ciings to it with
such co^nplcte tenacity that the end
unemotional,
cold,
result
is
a
Sophisti(British)
(GFD).
loquacious feature. In its favor is
cated comedy looks fine for
the Gary Cooper name, the exploiU. S. arty hou.ses.
tation possibilities coming from the
Ayn Hand bestseller, and the kind
of ballyhoo shove it is certain to
In
fiiooil Old
get from Warners. These factoi's
Su minorf line
give it a chance to come through
(SONGS—COLOR)
with strong grosses in certain sitMeiro lelease of Joe Fatiteniak production.
Stars Judy Garland, Van Johnson: uations but the overall b.o. outlook

one of the ye.ir’s better nui.sical.s.
Based on the l»fe of Marilyn Mil)er. it’s a nostaW’c song and dance
treat,
office

My

British-made, which opened
simultaneously at the Beacon
and Riviera theatres, N. Y.,
yesterday (Tues.) was reviewed

Tho Founlninhead

-

trade.

Oleg Tupine
Lillian Yai bo
Paul E. Bill ns
Douglas Kennedy

N iolet
Mr. Beeinan

life.

Old Summer-

Color) (M-G).
Slated to lure the hot-weather

(Songs

time”

Dick .Simmons

.

<

.Marilyn Miller’s
“In the Good

Lyn Wilde

Shendorf
Himself

Doctor

j

Rosemary DeCamp

Mom

Henry Doran

Musical-Color) iWB).
Excellent musical ba.sed on

Lliiinir”

Wednesday, June 29, I949

although it could be a bit sharper
on some of the Garland- Johnson
exchanges. Production values are
handsome and, combined with effective coloring, give the pic an
Wit.
expensive garb.

Miniature Reviews
“Look For the Silver

'

Hollywood, June

Ballet

P^nitfr

HKVIKWK

14

the
for

grounds.
I

I

'

.

,

With his world cniinhling into
resentment and confusion, the boy
(Continued on page 20)

Daybreak
“Daybreak” (Rank*, tradj^
shown in N. Y. Monday '2<
was reviewed in Varifiy from
London June 2. 1948. by
.

wlio felt “there

little

is

hope

R**'
for it on U. S. screen^
view noted that, according t®

Sydney Box. iiroducer

the picture had hoen
badly mutilated by the
accounting l"i’
censor,
anaemic condition i*f the ‘'inr.
cjipital
h
which deals w
Film nia.' draw
punishment.
the
some patronage through ana
in Ann Todd
film,

i

t

marquee

lure
Erie Portman.
Pic is being released
U. S. by Univeiiial.

in the

GRAB THAT [to. 1
WILL JAMES’ SAND

MY

•

FOR YOURSELF WITH
HOUSE OF STRANGERS

•

YOU’RE

MR. BELVEDERE GOES

TO COLLEGE
THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE FROM BASHFUL BEND
THE FORBIDDEN STREET CANADIAN PACIFIC A LETTER
TO THREE WIVES
YELLOW SKY THE SNAKE PIT
EVERYTHING

•

•

•

•

•

.

CENTURY- FOX

/

—
11

PICTinKS

1«

EL

;

'

We<lne8<lay, June 29, 1949

MPAA

StiD Operating in Black, Despite

Inside Pictures

Calls

»

Continued from page

Slow Product Flow, Possible Sale
While negotiations for the sale^
of Eagle Lion plod along into the
second month, the company has
been consistently ofperating in the
black for the longest period in its
history. Despite a tapering in the
flow of new product from its Hollywood lot, EL is still doing over
$300,000 weekly business on its
present releases. Since the breakeven point is at $275,000 or there-

tribution,

in

^

.

take, however, is due for
sharp dip in the next couple of

months unless EL can rush some
native
since

product to the theatres.
is not much likelihood of it,
only two films, both being

produced by Bryan Foy as his
swansong with EL, are now before
the cameras.
In an effort to bulwark future
releases. EL
nick tailend

and

his

two aides,

L.

is

of Austin C.

Cohen,

chief.

Heineman’s

check

totaled
$6,000; Schlaifer’s $1,800, and
that of Cohen, $1,200. Heineman had agreed to reduce his
$1,500 weekly salary by $500
for the 12- week stretch, while
Schlaifer’s reduction was $150
weekly and Cohen, $100.
Trio’s understanding with
management was that they

I

—

—

Unusual medium that of the N. Y. Law Journal is being u.sed by
Arthur Rank’s U. S. office to plug “The Blind Goddess,” British-made
film of legal doings currently tenanting the Embassy Cinema. Campaign
to draw legalites to the house was devised by Monroe Greenthal Co.
ad agency handling Rank’s American releases, as a way of aiming specialized appeal on a small budget. Ads declare in dignified print: “Law
Journal readers will particularly enjoy this stirring courtroom drama,
from the pen of Sir Patrick Hastings England’s famed Trial Lawyer:”’

J.
i

—

there they will
to talk with the

Metro’s “Battleground.” a major engagement in war and drama, has
a total of 14 thesps with featured billing, the highest number in the
studio’s history. In the list is only one gal, Denise Darcel. The male.s
are

Marshall Thomp.son, Don Taylor, Jim Whitmore, Leon Ames,
E. Breen, Richard Jaeckel, Scotty Beckett, Jerome Courtland[

Thomas

Bruce Cowling, Douglas Fowley, Guy Anderson, Brett King and Jinl
ture Theatres Assn. When support Amess. Four male stars are Van Johnson, John Hodiak, Geoige Murfrom all these .sources is lined up, phy and Ricardo Montaiban.
Depinet said, he’ll be ready for

figure.

the national session.

PIC

Reading, Pa., June 28.
Akin to "man-bites-dog” Is the
cooperation handed Jay Emanuel’s
Rajah theatre by four of Its comPeting houses on the upcoming run
^9 D
A «xii V\T
“The Red Menace. **
Republic’s
of
picture
anti-commie
With
the
scheduled to open Aug. 8, the
other theatres will assist by running a trailer plugging the film.
1

j

i

Huddle with Allied execs is
understood to have been amiable,
although not without some reserve
on the part of the indie exhib
execs.
They expressed a willingness to go along, just as did TOA,
on a more-or-less, wait-and-see
_
basis.
Since the session was entirely exploratory and they were
not asked to commit themselves in
any way. there was virtually no
alternative open to them but to

MONOGRAM NOW OWNS

lit
Schine Suit
I

Continued from pace
ce

4

Los Angeles, June 28.
go to arbitration.
Monogram Pictures Corp. now
from “ask- owns 12 of the company fran7. Schine Is barred
ing or knowingly receiving” dis- chises, as a result
of the purcha.se
criminatory terms or conditions
of exchanges In Denver, .Salt Lake
not available to competitors.
City and Kansas City from the
8. From licensing featui.es other
than theatre by theatre.
estate of the late Lon Fidlcr.
ness of clearance, with complaints
to

t_ _

arrangement

will

j

in

Lawson

I

Small-EL

set yet for “Idol.”
is

now

benefiting by an ordi-

—

narily dubious advantage that of
abnormally slow' liquidation of its
product. Since much of its product has been played off only partially. company is still collecting
rentals on bookings which the av-

rontinued from page

3

ai’lhority over both production

;

I

'

1

coming the

rule.

A

case in point

is the Boyd. Warners’ 2,360-.seater,
normally devoted to class films.
“Portrait of .Jennie” w'ound up a
fivft-week run at the Boyd early in
May and since that time the house
has played in succession “Night
Unto Night, “Adventure in Balti"Mourning Becomes E e c t r a,”
“Green I’romise” <the booking of
the 4-H Club film into the Boyd
rocked local Film Row') and currently “The Window.” not one of
which was strong enough to warrant a second week, although “Window” may remain at this writing.
In nine weeks during May and
June sev<n films have popped in
and out of the Aldine “Act of
Murder.” “Bride of Vengeance,”
1

—

"Lawton Story,” “Life
and

sides.

of

Riley,”

"Judge Steps Out” and
“Wizard of Oz
Only “Bride” and
‘Riley’’ had what it lakes to get a
second stanza.
“.lig-savv.’’

”

400G

the yt'ar should show' a tu'l
better than $1,000,000.
This
compares with a loss of $349,990
f(»r the 12 numths of fiscal
1948
Reduced costs of operation and
lowtm picture amortizations .kcount for Rep’s present strong po-

’

ings.

otheis could he started

of

dav

sition.

^^’iteh.’’

income from “Wake of flip Red
one of its most suci'cvshil

through
He is interested in
liiimg up three or four indie producers in addition to his own |)ix
and those from the EL stockpile.
While east, he will testily in Detroit in the anti-trust suit brought
the .Society of Independent Motion
f’icture
Producers against
nited Detroit theatres and Co-

films.

operative Th«*atrps of .Michigan,

.Second ciuarter took such a spurt
princii)all.\

because

it

reflects R«'p’s

within 60

liaiini 21

.'-mall

(lavs.

.Smaller

s.

is

confident

the deal will

go

1)'.

I

I

in

si/e.

the

Goldman,

Karltmi and Keith lh(*atres virtualdouble the run-length of the
pic — average five to stwam weeks
lor sneli attractions as "Barkleys
nf Broadway.
fake .\le Out to
the Ball Game,' "Little Women.’’
Neptune's Daughter.” “Connecticut Nank«-e'’ and "Command Decily

sion

Recj'iit (losing of Keith’s
lor a lonifilefe rehnihling job has
he Goldman pta-ssure a hit.

eased

I

poses.
13 Enjoined “from using any
threats or deception as a means

whereby

”

At the present lime. Small will
repmtedly pay $.500,000 cash plus
anotlier SfiOO.OOO worth of assets
'I'he F'cix tlu'.itre, which confines
erage major woukl have slotted in the form of residuals, .story itself
to 20lh product, has al.so been
much earlier.
Semenenko suflering from sliortening of the
tights and pictures.
has gotten together $2,000,000 in runs. “Canadian I’acific,” “Beaut ijiddilional financing from outside lul Blonde from Bashful Bend,”
parties ;ks a production fund. Gne ’’.My Gal
.Sal’
and “Forbidden
difficulty still not completely Street
all dropped (uit of the Fox
solved, it is said, is .Small’s in- alter one
w(*ck.
Continued from page 3
“Mother Is a
sisiiMue that this figure be pushed Freshman’' and “It Happens Every
large ns the same period in 1948 up t(' $3,000,000.
Spring' managed to get two-week
($236,832) and considt'rahly l)ig{>er
.Small assumes none of the com- runs during the May-June period.
than the first (juarter tNovettiher, pan.N’s indebtedness. He has eight
I’he Stanley and Mastbaum. 2.9,50
December and January) of the pix to start immediately when the and 4. 360 sc'aters. respectively,
current fiscal year.
During that (leal is inked. Three are “Sons of have been slightly more sueeessful
period net before taxes, which was the Muskelc'ers." his own proper- in sustaining nms. “.Slratton Story"
the only figure reported, was $413.- tv; EL’s "I’rince Valiant." based and "I'ulsa" both clocked up thr(’e800. which probably means around on the comic strip, and “12 Against week tenuKvs at the Stanley.
“Fla$27.').000 after faxes.
the Underworld.” story of vice in mingo Road’ and "Lady Gambles”
On basis of second quarter earn- .Sleiih«*nville. O. Tlu'se and the niaiiag('(l to stav on at the Mast-

Rep’s

Mend

j

New

EL

12 OF CO. FRANCHISES

-

was offer cooperations.
9. From making franchise agreeOther exchanges wholly owned
cooperation with
formula deals or master
Attending
for
Allied
w’ e r e ments,
by the company are New York,
Joe Vogel of Loew’s, for the Colo- Abram Myers, board chairman; agreements.
Philadelphia, Washington, D^ C
nial; Fabian’s Lou Golding for the William
10. Enjoined “from conditioning
Ainsworth,
president;
Ritz and Embassy, and Warners’ Martin Smith, past prez; Trueman the licensing of films in any com- Oklahoma City, Dallas, St. Louis,
Omaha, Minneapolis and
Des
Harry Kalmine and Ted Schlanger S.
petitive
situation
upon
the
licensRembusch,
treasurer,
and
Moines. In addition, half intere.st*
Spokesman for Charles Niles, secretary.
for the Warners.
ing of films in any other situation.
the four houses, in explaining the
11 Enjoined
from making or are held in Seattle and Portland.
move, said “patriotism comes becontinuing
pooling
agreements,
fore precedent,”
The existing pooling agreements
Earl
on
at F(5storia and Medina, Ohio, and
Philly Snarl
Toronto, June 28.
Syracuse are ordered dissolved by
Continued from pace S
Earle
Law.son, head of all .1.
August 15, 1949.
Schaefer and Hacking’s
Arthur
Rank’s
enterprises
12. Enjoined from enforcing any
in
weeks out of films, but the opposiCanada, has passed the danger
tion Warner chain, with six larger existing agreements not to comSound Service Biz houses, has been forced to play the pete, or to restrict the use of any point and is gradually recovering
Image & Sound Service Corp., field, and one-week runs are be- real estate to non-lliealrical pur- from a dangerous bout of glandu-

worked out

grouping all Selzselling and reissues
within the next couple of months.
June slate includes “Duel in the
Sun,"
“Paradine
Case,"^ "Mr.
Blandings
’Dream
Builds
His
“Por- specializing
House,’’ and “Intermezzo."
in
maintenance of
trait of Jennie” and “Rebecca” are theatre sound equipment as well
set for July.
as large screen television, has been
This takes care of the important organized by George J. Schaefer
Kelznick pix handled by EL with in association with several other
the exception of “The Fallen Idol.” industry toppers.
He is board
Peculiar dual sales arrangement chairman.
has been set for that pic which
President and general manager
Selznick has from Sir Alexander is Lon J. Hacking, who was with
Korda for U. S. distribution under Electrical Research Products, Inc.
a reciprocity tieup* Roth EL and and Altec .Service Corp. for more
Selznick sales staffers will share than 20 years. Outfit has already
In booking first-runs in the U. .S. entered into franchise negotiations
Apparently,
whichever
unit
is
with
service
engineers
sound
equipped to make a particular deal throughout the U. S.
will do so. and each outfit will he
credited with the rentals which it
collects.
No release date has been
is

,

go to HollyMotion Picture Industry Council and the producers. That will be followed by
sessions with the two New York
exhib groups, Harry Brandt’s Independent Theatre Owners Assn,
and the Metropolitan Motion Pic-

OPPOSITION TIES IN TO

'

i

From

wood

if EL’s rentals during
period went above the

PLUG ANTI-COMMIE

Wartime drama, silent on the screen during the 1946-47 period, is
breaking out with guns and bra.ss on all the film lots. Battles on land
and sea and in the clouds may be seen in “Task Force,” “Chain Lightning” and “The Hasty Heart” at Warners; “Battleground” and “Malaya”
at Metro; “Twelve O’clock High.” "I Was a Male War Bride,” "Three
Came Home” and ‘The Halls of Montezuma” at 20th-Fox; “Sands of
Iwo Jima” at Republic, “Tokyo Joe” at Columbia, “Jet Pilot” at RKO
and United Artists’ “Home of the Brave.”

j

San Francisco,

salaries

breakeven

|

probably will be July 12, RKO
prez said, when they get together
with the Pacific Coast Conference
of Independent Theatre Owners in

would be repaid the lopped
the

committee, consisting
of Paramount,
Rodgers of Metro and

Keough

William F.
Maurice Bergman of Universal, has
already lined up tentative support
of Theatre Owners of America.
Next meeting with exhibs, either
by the Depinet committee or by
Depinet, Johnston and Harmon,

general sales manager
eastern division

ass’t

and

reissues.
|

j

Depinet’s

—

Good

the difference.

Weekly

There

exhibitors association in Indianapoils over the weekend to line up
their cooperation. They agreed to
report favorably to their board of
directors on sending a small dele gation to the August session.

the

Two big aids to EL’s profitable
biz, are Walter Wanger’s “Tulsa"
and J. Arthur Rank’s “The Red
Shoes.”
The Wanger production,
released last month, is bringing in
$100,000 weekly, while “Shoes’*’
_
continues to rack up $60,000. Bal
ance of the crop, consisting of some
of Rank’s other pix, the last from
the studio and a smattering of
product from David O. Selznick
make up

|

Jack Schlaifer and Milton E.
have been handed
Cohen
checks repaying them in toto
for salary cuts imposed over
Schlaifer
the past 12' weeks.

Overseas earnings are far ahead
of last year, mainly because the
company had very few pix distributed in foreign countries until
the present semester. It is now far
ahead of the previous year because
of its slow start. Almost all of this
coin, however, has been pledged directly to the banks under an ar-

up earlier

its

!

of consale and

production ham.stringing was
dramatized by a developnaent
Three top EL disthis week.
trib execs— William J. Heineman, veepee in charge of dis-

tically.

set

remarkable

Lion’s

in the face

stant dickering for

abouts, current obligations are being handled without difficulty.
Playing an important part in
EL’s display of staying power is a
big climb in the company’s overseas take. Foreign wing is currently doing better than $100,000 weekly on actual dollar remittances. It
will earn $2,000,000 in remittances
for the year and gross $4,000,000
in all. This figure is not included
in the better than $300,000 weekly
which the outfit is grossing domes-

rangentb^nt
year.

The Convincer

*

Eagle

buoyancy

Recording of some 1,30 titles la.st week by the Motion Picture Assn
of America’s title registry bureau represented the department’s biggest
serted:, “You can’t do anything unin years and presaged a sharp stepup in the film industry’s
week
All we hope to get is
proless you try.
duction activities. Leading the registrants was Republic with 40 labels
agreement to try.”
while Columbia followed with 25.
Depinet, Eric Johnston, MPAA
rolling
pictures
are
Currently some 40
at nine studios while still
prexy, and Francis Harmon, MPAA another 16 are due to start within the next two we^'ks.
Republic spokesv.p. in charge of exhib and comman said the coiYipany’s sudden flock of titles tied in with the firm’s
with
five
relations,
met
munity
heavy ’49-’50 program. On the other hand Columbia’s large title quota
top execs of National Allied States was said to be principally composed of re-registrations for
shorts and
%

!

competitor is induced
to sell or is prevented from acquiring or operating a theatre”
14. Enjoined
from buying or
booking for any theatre in wliieli
Schine does no* have a financial
a

lar fever.

I

Film exec has been bedded
four weeks.

.

N.Y. Production
^^Continiied

from

pace

intere.st.

Flnjoined from cutting admissions prices to freeze out or pre15.

vent competition.
16. Enjoined
“from continuing
contriTcl. conspiraev, or combination with each other or with any
other person which has Hie purpose or cfl'ect of maintaining he
exhibition or lliealre monopolies
of the def(*ndants or of preventing
any other llicafre or exhibitor from
competing with the defendants or
any of them, and from entering
into any similar contract, conspiracy. or combination for the purpose
or with the effect of restraining
or monopolizing trade and commerce between the .States.”
The .Schine chain may acquire
theatres in Hie fulure Howev'cr. it
must go into court and prove affirmatively that such new acquisi-

any

I

tions
will
nol
strain trade'. It

unreasonably

re-

may also replace
theatres which are lost through
destruction or conversion to nontheatrical piiipo.scs. or wlu'ie it
fails lo obtain a lease renewal on
any of its Hiealres.
Following invesfigalinn of complaints and a trial. Hie Bulfalo
court enlered ils first judgment
against Schine on Oct. 31. 1945.
An amended judgment was entered
Hie following spring and. in July.
1946, the Buffalo court issued ati
order divesting some Schine theatres. Schine appealed to the Supreme Gourt, whidi lianded down
its

opinion on

May

3.

1948. In this

Hie High Court found the circuit
guilty of violating the .Sherman
.Act, but ordered certain parts of
the
prior deciee
reopened for
further argument.
Di(kering on
the consent decree began early this
year.

In

the Toronto hospital for the past

D. Brandeis, the film

is

scheduled

to go before the cameras in about
five months.
Louis Calhein has
been inked for the Holmes role

while Lavery is screenplaying
.Another entry in the New York
film sweepstakes is a scmi-docuBlock.’
nientary
titled,
“Next
which legit producer William Katzell is making for Eagle Lion release.
Written by Sol Leavitt and
to be directed by John Honseiiian,
the entire picture is to be filmed in
the east.
“Block,” incidentally,
represents Katzell’s first vent m e
into film production.
Also making his initial step into

filmmaking

impresario
legit
is
Waxman who expects to
celluloid counterpart of
.Stanley Ellin’s novel, "Dreadtui
Summit.” some time next .September,
Budget will be I’arouud $500,-

Philip A.
roll

liis

and Edward Dmytrv k ha.s
W.iMiian
been signed to direct.
produced the Broadway legiier,

OOO’’

".Strange Bedfellows.” last season.
Rounding out the eastern tnciduction parade are a nuniher of
other ventures.
The Dan/iger
Bros., owners of 4Aie Eastern Sound
.Studios, are contemplating several
homegrown pix, Laurel Films is
for
rea(l>ing “Guilty Bystander.s
'

which Mary Boland

ha.s

been sign-

ed for a top role, and .Mont i( ello
Film Corp. plans a N.Y. film tiased
upon N. Y. Sun scribe Malcolm
John.son’s

Pulitzer

prize-winning
’

“CTime on the Wafeifioni
Aubrey Schcnck, Eagle Lion pro-

series,

ducer, and four assistant producers
have arrived in New York Irom
preparations on
the
C/ir^t
for
Bryan Foy’s documentarv, "Port of
New York.”
Film will roll July 5.

!
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THE ACROSS-THE-BOARD
DAY-AND-DATE PREMIERE
FOR EDWARD SMALL'S

HAS BEEN INAUGURATED BY
LOEW'S CIRCUIT WITH BOOKINGS
IN THE FOLLOWING KEY SITUATIONS
ATLANTA

COLUMBUS

EVANSVILLI

PITTSBURGH

NASHVILLE

CLEVELAND

LOUISVILLE

MEMPHIS

BOSTON

AKRON
CANTON

KANSAS CITY
NEW ORLEANS

ST.

TOLEDO

HOUSTON

HARRISBURG
READING

NORFOLK
RICHMOND

INDIANAPOLIS

WILMINGTON

WASHINGTON

PROVIDENCE
ROCHESTER
SYRACUSE

DAYTON

presents

u

starring

UllUWIl

if

tufcfcw

ano

JPV Pllll n
im lul UUILU
‘

From

a

story hr

Produced and Directed by

ALEXANDRE DUMAS

GREGORY RATOFF

author of
•

The Three Musketeers" and

Screenplar by

CHtRUS 8ENNETT

•

fRANK lATIMORC

VALENTINA CORTESF'MARtOTGRAHAME

The Coent of Monte Cristo
•

Additional

LOUIS

BALTIMORE

Scenes and Dialogue hr Richard Scharer

1

—

,

PICTtRES

More Pix

Fox-WC Lopping

1949-50

In

Continued from page

Off 2Sc Nights?
Los Angeles, June

SEATTLE

!

”

I

'

;

|

j

:

20

2

16

.5

2()th-Fox

13

9

^Varners

17

.5

Columbia

30

4

Republic
Vnited Artists

15

3

12

L!-I

12

3
7

down

price-tag

j

...

,

among the top Coast

,

|

(Continued from page
28.

There are rumblings here of the
imminent outbreak of a price w'ar
chains.
According to persistent rumors, the
Fox-West Coast first-run houses in
L.A. are going to lop off 25c from
their evening scale and bring the

;

Metro
Paramount
IlKO

Grosses

Picture

^

Ing
6

to

Top

60c.

of-

wkl.
Big
opener.

$9,000

after

Hope Sockeroo $41,000,

8)

$13,200

12^

1

Goldwyn

2

1

Allied

Artists

Monogram

....

Screen Guild

.

.

— Palomar

j

(Sterling) (1,350; 40-65)

atres.
“The
just okay at

,

Makes

Warfield.

Estimates for This Week
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65 - 85)

I
1

5

I

the

18

Fritz

Studio hopes are high for each
For instance. Metro’s
category.
backlog includes such white hopes
as “Battleground,” Dore Schary’s
fir.st personally produced pic there;
“The Forsyte Saga.” “Madame Bovary,” “Intruder in the Du.st,” “On
the Town” and “Any Number Can
I’.ay;” those shooting are “Bodies
and Souls,” with Glenn Ford and
Janet Leigh; “Stars in My Crown,”
with Joel McCrea; “Tension,” with
Audrey Totter and Cyd Charis.se;
“Adam’s Rib.” with Spencer Tracy
and Katharine Hepburn; “Ambush,” with Robert Taylor and Arlene Dahl; and “Nancy Goes to
Rio,” with Jane I’owell and Ann

Sam

Stiefel-Mickey
Rooney “Quicksand,” “A Kiss for
Corliss,” “Gun Crazy” and “Mrs.
Mike.”
Patch,”

the

Admish Cutting

!

I

clared.

wk).
Down to $9,000.
big $18,000.

Deadline,"

I

,

'

that could

down

j

only producers who will give guarantees of a continuing source of
product.
If

I

3

O’Shea succeeds,

come

SRO

I

will be-

formidable indie distribution
probably damaging United
.Artists by taking from it producers
of top films, which it badly needs.
Should O’Shea not make the deals
he wants. SRO outlook is a question mark, »incc it has only three
more films on its agenda, all of
them British. With Seiznick himself in Europe for an indeterminate
time, there’s no prospect of films

:

a

'

outfit,

,

,

’

”

from him for several years,

’’

SRO

Exit

'

1

I

Should the setup work out as
O’Shea is attempting. SRO will
wind up its present deal with Ragle
Lion and expand its staff.
Currently, it handles only circuit and
"Christ- major theatre sales, with El. sell-

”

”

Lon

c.

'

J

arrangement.
feels that

'The backlog at 20th-P'ox includes
to the Stable,"
1
Was a
Male W’ar Bride,” "Father Was a
Eullback."
"Oh, A’ou
Beautiful
Doll,” "Pinky.” "Ever\body Does
’

”

O

Black.

Rose.
T
High,’’
"'Three

Clock

Home,”

"W’abash

Doctor,”
“’Turned
Ctntcr.”
City.

e

I

v e

Came

"Oh.

"W’hirlpool,”

'Toes."

Street,"

"Ticket

to

(

quirement. since they were made
by Sir Alexander Korda in a deal
with Seiznick and carry the latter’s

'I'oma-

hauk.” "Cheaper In the Dozen,”
However,
“Ring AV’aterfront Three," “From name in this country.
Halls of Montezuma." "Hemem- SRO has committed only one of
them, "The Fallen Idol,” to EL for
b('r.”
"Belo\ed Tiler” and
“No

Way

Out."

UB
Warners

other two,
“Third Man” and "Gone to Earth,”
are optional with Seiznick.
tail-end

In

has

High Gear

I

'Phe

Film
,

"Under

Capri-

””

come

”

others

.Shooting-

“Chain

Lightning,

“W’lute
”

IWat,"
the

"Beyond

stood not to be in difficulty
taining bank coin.

m

tion

obJ

Fly-

My Son”

60-85)
(M-G) (2d

La.st

week,
1

(

(2d wk). $12,500.

‘Edward’ Mild $15,000,

i

St.

to

Loo; ‘Colorado’ 12G
St.

Louis,

June

28.

Surge of high temperature is
sending natives into the wide open
spaces, and wicket activity at the
big cinemas has slumped sharply.
"Edward, My Son” looks best but

only mild
Territory”

at
is

“Colorado

Loew’s.
fair at the

Ambassador (F&M)

—

Missouri.

Week

Estimates for This

(3.000;

50-

"Blonde Bashful Bend” )2()th)
and “Lady Gambles” (U) (m.o.).
Modest
week.
$10. 000.
Last

7.5)

“Mourning
(RKO) and

Becomes

F.lectra”

“Judge Steps Out”
(RKO), $11,000.
I.oew’s (Loew) (3.172; 50-75) —
“Edward. My Son” #M-G) and
"Crime
'Col'.
Doctor’s
Diary"
Mild $15,000. La.st week. ‘“.lohnny
Allegro” (Col) and stageshow, fine

show

I

I

'

'

BUFFALO

exi.st

why

rado Territory” (WB) and "Mi.ssispo.sitive ones?”
sippi Rhythm” (Mono), slow $9.51)0.
h'rom this point. Hodgins draws
"LoneIIIpp (Par) (3,400; 40-70)
.his final conclusion (ba.sed on Dore some Pine” (Par) and "Geronimo”
Schary’s remark. “When people (Par* (reissues).
Fairly good $7.stop going to bad pictures, there 500, Last w eek, “Forbidden St reel
'20th) and “Lovable Cheat” 'Ft’).
will be good pictures becau.se the
had pictures will command no au- $ 8 000
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70'
dience"). Hodgins concludes: “The
“Johnny Allegro" (CoD and ‘Big
gift of more freedom

evidence

.so

succes.sfully,

not

”

this

.

,

(for

talent

men

of

Sombrero”

in

for

—

—

•

(Col).

Landing

only

Hollywood) mu.st
be modest $11,500. Last week. "I. list
by the good Holly"Daughlei of
wood and by the people W'lio be- for Gold” (Col) and
West” (FC), $11,000.
lieve in freedom, wherever they
Century (20th Cent.) '3.000. 40are.
From thi9 Holly w'ood, the 70) "Dumbo” and “Saludos AnuRound Table Editors concluded, go.s” (RKO) (reissues).
Not so
these people can get movies as strong at $7,500. La.st week. "Green
good as they demand but demand Promise” (RKO) and “Judge Step^
them they must.”
Out" iKKO), same.
fought

wiHv Sargoy &

Stein, company’s special
counsel, brought
aboul Messina’s arrest.

“Keep ’Em

(U) and

dusti\; it is a form of control.
I
think it is evil for a minority to
$24,000.
stop a ma jority from seeing a him,
Missouri (FAM) (3.500; .50-75)—
reading a hook or hearing an idea.
"Colorado TeiTilory” (WB) and
think any group has a right to
"Arctic Manhunt” (U).
Fair $12protest a film, but not to put into
000.
I.ast week. "Blonde Bashiul
effect a secret, forceful boycott”
Bend" (20th) and "The Fan” i20th),
As a result of the (‘cnsorship dis- .same.
cussion.
idea
came up of a
St. Louis (F8cM) (4,000; 50-75)
“Friends of Hollywood.” which "Belvedere to College” (20th) and
“would fight some of the battles "Ttina Clipper" (Mono) (3d wk).
the
m(*\ iemakers
cannot
fight Still strong at $11,000 following
alone
Most of the groups now $12,000 second stanza.
concerning themselves with films
were said to be "negative, noncreative,
cen.soriou.s.”
Hodgins
ask.s;
“If
negative organizations
(Continued from page 0)

campaign
in

;

it
in his community at all. and. of
cfturse. he caves in under the pressure.
Hunk it is a serious situation for more than tlie picture in-

district court.
Messina had pleaded guilty to renting 20th-Fox’s “Do
You I.ovc Me?” without the company’s authority.
Understood the pic was a 16m
print rented for showing in a Long
I.sland re.sort hotel.
Federal Bureau of Investigation. In collabora-

Producers invited by O’Shea to
into the .SRO setup are being
corn. "The Lady 'Takes a Sailor." offered no direct monetary
aid in
‘"The
Hast y Heart.
"Happy financing. However. Vanguard will
Times." “Look for the Silver Lin- loan them stai s on deferment. which
ing.” ".Montana.”
“It’s
a
Great in effect is a considerable help
Feeling.” “Backfire.” “Ta.sk Force,” in getting other financing. In any
“Story of Seabi.scuit" and "Return ease, the other producers being apof the Frontiei smen,’” among proached by (b'.Shea are underFountainhead,”

companies’
bootleg pix was

(370;

United Artists (No. Coast
.55-85)— “Home of Brave”
207;
(UA) (3d wk). Still nice at $6,500.
La.st week, $9,000.
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
“Red Menace” (Rep) and "Flaming Fury” (Rep).
Fair $12,000 or
close.
Last week. “Happen.s Every
Spring” (20th) and “C-Man” (RC)

^d

brought to hear on him not

week when Rocco F.
Messina was fined $200 by Judge
Leo Rayfiel in the Brooklyn federal
again

(Ackerman>

— "Edward,

'

onsiderable difficulty.

r.gainst

(Par) (2,646, 60-85'

ing” (U) (reissues), $6,500.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400;

'

^

I

“The

reserve

in

selling.

Cowboy”

I

I

I

Last week, hefty $19,500.

Stagedoor

1

Another Pixlegger Fined

I

fair

$1.20-$2.40)— "Red
Shoes”
(EL)
(5th wk).
Dow'n to $'’.500.
Last
week, fine $8,500.
State (Par) (2,300; 60-85)— "Sorrowful Jones” (Par).
Big $14,000
or clo.se.
Last week, “Ride ’Em

didn’t.
It is my personal opinion, not ba.sed on any
disrespect, that they didn’t fight it
for the .same reasons that they have
never fought anything: they didn’t
want to stop the flow of films for
one week
Now that fight is lo.st,
presumably for good
Nobody
questions the right of the Catholic'i
church, the Jew'ish church, or any •
other group, to be heard and to
voice its own opinion, even to urge
its own
flock to stay away from
something di.sapproved. But with
the Legion the process does not
.stop there.
If an exhibitor has a
film
not
approved, pre.ssure is

fought

can

I

flic

Only

I

“The Legion of Decency is .something that Hollywood should have

Twofers are also again in evidence.
That is the practice of
admitting two for the price of one.
Exhibs are picking particularlyoff
performance.s to hand out this form
of
bargain.
Giveaways, bank
nights, bingo, dishes and all the
other depression-day premium.^ are
also spreading.

The three British films that SRO
lu's coming
up meet the EL re-

and "Front and
Upcoming:
“(Quartered
"Night and the C’ity." "21

’

Jh>w

".Arrow."

Up

w

Avenue,"

In the first place, it
failing to get the

is

men c(»uld get for the same pix.
Secondly, there’s some disple.-isure
with EL because of its unwillingness to take on some other British
pix which SRO could obtain. This
would help SRO out of present difficulties. but EL has maintained it
will take only pix with a definite
Seiznick label.

It
“The Prince of Foxes” and
“Dancing in the Dark.
Lensing:

“ The

El.

terms from exhihs that SRO’s own

“Come

clared;

that Broadway establishes
price level, higher than the
nabos. which make the latter attractive to customers.
However.
w here Broadway’s bite is exhorbitantly high, entire comparison loses validity.
While actual price-cutting is still
comparatively rare, number of

5.5-

and

(Col)

.

members whose name was purposely omitted by Life,
He de-

is felt

(2.448;

)

Decency, however, which seldom
gets touched on in published pieces
concerning Hollywood because of
its church ties, came in for a drubbing from one of the Round Table

other devices aimed at overcoming
the current doldrums, have been
spiinging up throughout the country.
For one. special discount
cards are being offered with Increasing frequency.
Papering de\ ice
avoids an outright cut which
can only be reinstated later with

Gift.” “Caniage Entrance,” ing the smaller, residual accounts.
“A Woman’s Place” and "Strange SRO is somew hat unhappy with the

nias

C’onvoy."

come
was done

has
it

Coa.st)

(reissues), nice $16,000.

Continued from page S

a

”

“Come Share My

Palace

in price recently,

oldies.

Jones”
(Par)
and
Quest” (FC),
Sma.sh
Last week, “Lonesome
$27,000.
Pine’’ (Par) and “Geronimo” (Par)

.

to the business.”

these

“Amazon

Life’s Panel

because the theatre’s .scale was out
of line with the rest of the coun“Paying $1.50 for
try, it is said.
a B film playing in the Palace was
like asking $75c for a bottle of
coke,” one RKOer declared.
From the same company comes
the belief that prices throughout
the country are scientifically correct and should not be changed.
Broadway is viewed as an exception, RKOers maintaining that it
has been consistently overcharging.
This barb is not directed,
however, to Radio City Music Hall
or the Roxy, and theatres of their
like.
v\hich supply stage shows
along with film fare.
RKO officials declare they woidd
cut their prices if necessary to
meet similar action by competitors.
It

at least.

EL

Bail Bond .Story." .Shooting:
“.\fter the Storm," ‘Bt'd of Ro.ses,”
“Treasure Island.” "Terror
and
“.Arizona .Ambush
Prepping: “.Tet
JMIot,” ".A White Rose for Julie,”

RKO’s

While
I

happen

(N.

Paramount

.

‘Worse Thing That Could Happen’
RKO theatre off icials dubbed any
price-cutting as “the worst thing

for

“Sorrowful

i

,

—

$11,000.

!

I

Continued from page

week,
“Green
Promise”
and “Judge Steps Out’

Orpheum

I

DOS Woos
,

$14,000

Last

“Lust for Gold”
“Kazan” (Col) )2d wk).

,

;

“Dear Wife,” “The Great Lover,”
“The Heiress,” "Red, Hot and
Blue,” “Riding High.” "Top o’ the
Morning,” “My Friend Irma,” “Bitter Victory” and “Copper Canyon.”
Siiooting: “Sun.set Boulevard” and
“1 Married a Dead Man.” Coming
up: “Where Men Are Men," "Let’s
Dance,” “Mr. Music," "Mabel Norinand,” “World on a Stiing," "Famous,” “September." "'I’lie Furies,"
and "Montana Rides.”
In the can at KKO are Walt Disney’s “Ichabod and Mr. Toad. “Int('rference,” “It’s Only Money,
“I
IMarried a Communist," ‘Love Is
Big Business," “Man on the EilTel
Tower,” "Montana Belle.’’ .Samuel
Goldwyn’s ‘’R o s e a n n a McCoy,”
“Mighty Joe Young, "Roughshod.
“.She Wore a Yellow Ribbon.” and

Hefty

85)

'

i

60-

(RKO), $11,000.

I

I

Amigos”

(RKO)

!

I

(2.844;

(RKO) and “Salu(RKO) (reissues).

dos

,

.

— “Dumbo”

Continued from page 3
"Knock on Any Door,” at Princess,
Estimates for This Week
Reade was unable to say whether
Loew’s (C.T.) (2.855; 40-65)—
the slight changes in admissions
"Little Women” (M-G) (2d wk).
had improved his business.
Attitude of the big circuits Is Off' to nice $12,000 following first
summed by Harry Brandt, prez of at $14..500.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
the Independent Theatre Owners
“Belvedere to College” (20th) (3d
Assn, and a large New York operawk>.
Down to solid $10,000 after
“There have been individual good $12,000 in preceding week.
tor.
instances of it,” Brandt stated,
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—
“but as a general thing, prices just “Caught”
(M-G).
Barely
okay
can’t be reduced. It is just against ,$11,000.
Last week, “Adventure
the economics of the situation.”
Baltimore” (RKO), $7,000.
Brandt went on to say that the
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
two chief items of expenses for ex- “Knock on Door” (Col).
Sock
hibs, payroll and film rentals, “are
$17,000.
Last week, “Whiplash”
not coming down.”
There have (WB), $11,500.
Imperial (C.T.) (1.839; 26-45)—
been some shaving of operational
costs, he added, ‘*but it has been “City Acro.ss River” (U) and “KidDown to
so small as to make no real dif- napped” (U) (2d wk).
ference.” Brandt, along with other $9,1)00 after sock first session of
biggies, declared his belief that re- $ 11 000
Orpheum (C.T.) (1.040; 34-60)—
duced prices do not bring in cus"All we need are very “Champion” (UA) (4th wk). Holdtomers.
ing near $5,000 after good third at
good pictures, some of which will
$ 6 000
be coming along soon,” Brandt de-

I

“The

dim $12,500.
Golden Gate (RKO)

85)

'

,

60-95)— “The

(4,651;

(Rep),

is

I

West,” “Abbott and Co.stello Meet
“Sword in the Des"Curtain
Call
at
Cactus
Creek.” “Francis,” “Bagdad,” “The
Kid From Texas,” “Free for All,”
‘’East of Java” and ‘’Buccaneer

Leo include “Key
to the City” with Clark Gable and
l.oretta
Young, “Europa,” with
Greer Garson; “Plea.se Believe Girl.”
Me,” with Deborah Kerr, Van
Ragle Lion; “Reign of Terror,”
Johnson, Peter Law ford and Robert “Black Shadows.” ‘’T r a
p p e d,”
\\ alker; “Father of the Bride" with
“Port of New York” and “Gun
Elizabeth Taylor, and “The Yellow Hand,” in addition to a slew of
Cab Man,” with Red Skelton.
British product from J. Arthur
Looking Ahead
Rank and the David O. Seiznick
product.
backlog
includes
Paramount
“Samson and Delilah," "The Great

”

Ace newcomer

•

the Killers,”

at

“Chicago

here this week.

:

I

ert,”

Gatsby,”

Fox (FWC)

Fountainhead” (WB). Okay $19,000 or near. Last week, “Colorado
Territory” (WB) and “Hideout”

j

UI: “Calamity Jane and Sam
Bass,” “Abandoned,” “Once More,
My Darling,” “Yes Sir, That’s My
Baby,” “The Gal Who Took the

Sot hern.

Coming up

—

1

Howard Welsch-Bob Peter.sLang “House by the River”

Rlea.s-

Last week, $2,800.
Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-8.5)
"Home of Brave” (UA) (3d wk).
Okay $5,500. Last week, $6,500.
ing $2,400.

,

and "Sands of Iwo Jima.”
United Artists: Marx Brothers in
“Love Happy,” Eddie Small’s "Indian Scout” and “Black Magic;”
the Hakims’ “Twilight,” Roy Del
Ruth’s “Red Light,” Hunt Stromberg’s “Too Late for Tears,” Benedict Bogeaus’ “The Crooked Way,”
W. R. Frank’s “The Great Dan

222

49

199

Total

“Volpone” (Indie) (3d wk).

'

3

the big Fox while
is not so big at the

“Red Menace”

!

”

13

two theFountainhead” looks

;

;

j

Fair

(H-E) (2,600; 50-84)
‘Ftainhead’ 19G
Territory” (WB) and
“Tuna Clipper” (Mono). Mild $8,San Francisco, June 28.
000 in 8 days. Last week, “ChamTrade is still bogged down here
pion” (UA) and “Rustlers” (RKO) but Bob Hope’s “Sorrowful Jones”
(2d wk), slow $5,300.
is terrific with $41,000 in

“Colorado

paring as “Tell It to the Judge.” “Jolson ficials of the chain, it is said, are
"Shot Jesse James” (SG) and
42 Sings Again.” “Tokyo Joe,” “Anna ready to spring the change within ‘“Caught” (M-G) (2d runs) plus
Last week,
Fair $5,000.
stage.
18 Lucasta,” “And Baby
the next couple of weeks.
"Mr. Soft Touch,” "The
and
If that happens, it is believed "Happened Baltimore” (RK0»
18 Three.”
Blank Wall.” “All the King’s Men.” that nothing will stop the shift “Last of Wild Horses” (SG) (2d
15
“Miss Grant Takes Richmond,” from affecting the entire Coast. runs* plus circus unit, good $4,900.
26 “The Good Humor Man,” “The
Paramount (H-E) <3,039; 50-84)
Operators of rival ho'uses claim
16 Tougher They Come,”- Woman of they will meet any cuts by com- '“Take (Jne False Step” (U) and
Woman’s Story” (U). Slim
“One
Sher“Swords
of
23 Distinction” and
petitors with similar action. Since
$4,000 in 6 days and pulled. Last
12 wood Forest.”
these chains web the Coast, any week, “Massacre River” (Mono)
Republic’s bids: “The Red Men- price-cutting move is bound to and “Bamba” (Mono), $7,000.
11
Roy Rogers’ “Down Dakota spread from this city to other
3 ace,”
Way and “The Golden Stallion,” towns.
2
John Wayne’s “The Fighting Ken’Door’ Tall 17G, Mont’l
3 tuckian” and “The Alamo,” “The
Montreal, June 28.
20 Avengers,” "The Cleveland Story,”
Too many holdovers will hurt
‘

‘Menace’

Frisco;

Orpheum

I

;

Kagle Lion .... 23

——

7

Fright, and Perbeing squarely faced, and there’s Forest,” ‘‘Stage
Among those beno doubt about it. A change in atti - feet Strangers.
propped:
in^g
stance
pessimistic
the
tude, from
Bright
Dallas,
Frome,
of a year ago to one of iet’s-fight- ‘‘tthan
Young Man
’em is apparent on every hand. The Leaf,” ‘‘Th^ Victim,
MenGlass
“The
With a Horn,
town is really giving out.
“AlHere’s a breakdown of the back- agerie,” “Victoria Grandolet,”
and
Laughing”
log, pix shooting and in prepara- ways Leave Them
“The West Point Story.”
tion, studio by studio:
Columbia is banking on such pix
Back- Shoot- Preis

log
18

—

!,
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TARZAN

TARZAN

SHOW

5H01A/

Edgar Rice Burroughs’

FRANCES

GIFFORD

SHEFFIELD

(••rtleottd

by
R K

O

RADIO

NANCY KELLY
mxu OTTO KRUGER

ROBERT LOWERY

•

•

JOHNNY

(Boyi

SAWYER

•

FRANK PUGLIA

•

•

JOE

SHEFFIELD

LLOYD CORRIGAN
PHIL VAN ZANDT

SCREEN PLAY BY EDWARD T. LDWE • FRDM A STDRY lY CARRDLl YOUNB
BASED U; JN THE CHARACTERS CREATED lY EDGAR RICE BURRDU6HS

TARZAN

SHOW

TARZAN
THESE PICTURES AVAILABLE AS A PROGRAM OR INDIVIDUALLY

SHOIV

1

'

' 'i

h

1

PICTURILS

20

VcdncflJay, June 29 ,
in the narrative even down to the
final pay-oif, when the hero is re-

leased

Film Reviews

from the death

moment

last

COAST NEWSREELERS

cell at the
realize that

only to

I 949

Goldwyn-DOS

AGAINST STRIKING

left his memoirs behind.
Opening shot show's the arrival

he has

Continued from page 7
Hollywood, June 28.
of the executioner at the prison
Newsreel cornermen on the Coa.st owned by a British company do
announcing that this is his grand are against any strike action at this Thus, ordinarily, films distributed
finale. Then the story is told in a time. Protests against a threatened
for J. Arthur Rank or Sir Alexconstant flashback, recounting the walkout have been made to Cam- ander Korda on percentage in
the
methodical manner In which the eramen’s Local 659, lATSE, in Los U. S., have their income go
into
one-time draper’s boy works his Angeles, and wired to eastern lo- the pool.

Cuntiniird from pac« 14

|

L»hI Bonndariew

and

1

philosophising opportunist;

sly,

a

4
u
4 u
runs away to Haarlem to share the
his Negro heritage,
f
It h cold focus, the cameia
.

Sam

drunken

Jaffe, a

-fhese.

and

strongly

in

doctor.

i

'

others
contribute
holding the story toLancaster, Henreid and
Calvet answer all demands
their assignments.
production
has;
framed the yarn expertly, capturfeeling of the African lodesperate adventurexcellently.
In keeping with'
are ‘two South African*
veldt songs presented bv Josef
Marais and Miranda “The 7iilii

W

|

|

;

thl colored ghetto, pomUng to
im' the
hi
the
late the boy missed through an
accident of his skin s shade. Ihe
boy ev^tually returns home with
new understanding for hi.s parents.
In the moving finale, the New England folk are al.so led to understanding of human brotherhood

through

a

sermon

church

,

and

demon.strate their continued warm
••
anH
affection for the doctor and hie 7oJ,n'‘'p.xlo‘n"‘'
conTriLle‘'d"'«dd;d
family.
dialog to the Doniger script and
The film’s no-name cast is there’s a good background score
handled expertly by director Al- by Franz Waxman.
Brog.
fred L. Werker.
In many cases,
the lack of polish is compensated
I'abalirro
by an undeniable sincerity imbuHollywood, June 2.'>.
As the
-ing all the performances.
j
4
Artist* release of Philip N.
doctor
Mel rerrer
Ferrer is aiRiiintu
dienihed ibut
u ^^*'*^**^prodution.
out Krasne
oocior,
met
star* Duman Renaldo,
unpretentious, his characten/ation I.eo Canlllo: feature* Klppee Vale*!
J’edro
de
Cordoba!
slightly
marred by the script’s
l^onard. Edmund
t^nHpnr^v
tnu/arH^
iviit inn
idealization
tendency
towards
Cobb. Frank Jaquet. Mickey Little. DiRichard Hylton, as the son. is com- rected by Wallace Fox. Screenplay, Betty
pletely credible as are Beatrice Burbridfe: original, Frances Kavanaugh:
Cisco Kid character created by
Pearson and Susan Douglas, as the O. Henry Camera. Lester
White: editor.
wife and daughter.
Other mem Marty Cohn: music. Albert Glasser. At
hers of the large cast ai.so do well
in recreating the flavor of both the ci*co
Duncan RenaMo
New F^ngland and Negro com- Kippee _
Carriiio
Valex
Herself
munities.
Charles
Pedro ‘dV cordoba
De Rochemont has given the

way up
role

Dukedom. In

;

this
in top form,
quiet, dignified and polis

giving a
ished portrayal.
Greatest individual acting triumph, however, is scored by Alec
Guinness who plays in turn all the
members of the ancestral family,
from the Duke himself right down
to the ardent suffragette. Aunt
Agatha. Valerie Hobson and Joan
Greenwood as the two women in
the story are well cast, and there
is a magnificent
bit from Miles
Malleson as the hangman.
Although not a high budget production and po.ssibly deficient in
starring names, it is a picture which
will enhance the reputation of British studios. Looks worthy of support in the American market and
in the world market.
Myro.

I

i

Th« Haring

-

FTs

A.

to the

Dennis Price

l
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MANHEIM LEAVES CBS
FOR BRIT. PIC VENTURE

i

i

I

Hollywood, June 28.
Het Manheim is departing CBS
Aug. 1. where he heads up the
" -*^**®‘5 picture department, to join several
dh rIo
Marshall
Edmund cobb of his war-time British friends in
•’‘*^**
Frank Jaquet
®
d«i rio
Mickey Little launching a film production outfit.
In his year and a half with the
United Artists’ Cisco Kid series; network, he sold many of the comhasn’t found the pace it needs pany’s scripts to picture studios,
* solid entry in its field. "The among them being “My Friend
faring Caballero’’ has an okay plot, Irma.’’
Or%f\fi
outdoor settings and reasonManheim’s partners in the Lonably competent performers, but don project will be Britishers, who
lacks the zip and dash needed to served with him in the film section
properly project the flamboyant of p.sychological warfare while he
character of O. Henry’s Latin Robin was with OWL
Hood.
Third in the series this onp® hne
'

!

1

-v

,

I

!

^
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Rope

of .Sand

1(14

|

l

pism

Arthur Martingale

Toady

.

6u»nn.

.

,

1

j

i

•

:

s

a

i

touch to “Rope of Sand.’’
an okay action melodrama that
good exploitation angles, a
sound cast headed by Burt Lancaster and a theme that should
help its chances in the majority of
novel

!

It’s

has

situations.
.

ments and

also

when needed.

humor

plenty of

Footage

i

;

^

A group of oddly as.sorted characters color the plot of the Walter
Doniger story and script.
While
a bit talky, dialog has a snap that
bolsters
the melodramatic
molong.
104 minutes, but interest is sustained
sufficiently
as the
plot
builds towards a topnotch finale.

I

,

Dieterle’s direction,
Much of the footage was filmed
on location among Arizona's sandy
dunes, making for an authentic eproduction of African hot .spots.
1

i

,

i

Kind

'

'

'

.s.\

j

I

of the syndicate’s police force. He
wants to find the diamond cacne
also, having failed to beat it out
of Lancaster previously.
Plot delays the certain physical clash between the two overlong but when
it
comes it is portrayed with all
the savage brutality the ace lensing by Charles B. Lang. Ji-., can
capture.
Force is not all that is used by
the syndicate to reveal Lancaster'.s
secret.
A generous amount of .sex
In the person of Corinne (’alvet. a
diamond coast tramp, is a lure put
on Lancaster'.s trail to ferret out

the cache’s whereabouts.
a

nnd

•

,

Chief antagonist is Paul Ilendoing a honey of a role
switch as the sadistical commander

The

.sex

too obvious, hut as Landoesn’t succumb casiK. it
into the general mood of the
bit

V’oung

Ascoyne
^ oung Henry
l.aiiy Agatha

'

I

!

The Hangman
The Prisoner Governor

.Audrey Fildes
Miles M..lle*on
('live Morton
Iohr> Pt nro«e

.

IJonel

^/o«n Counsel

Coront't.s

”

is a

sophisticated
comedy entertainment which gives Ealing their hatIt

the. third in a

is

laugh-makers

murder

is

and

also

encounter some
Britain, but

proves

boxoffice.
.sales

row of
mass
It

may

resi.stance in
tl)e art

surefire for

is

trade in the U. S.
This is the type of film in which. If
done well, the British studios excel.
hoii.se

Superb script, flawic.ss acting and
consistent direction of high qual-

fits

ify

story.

The

brutal pitched haltle hcLancaster and Henreid to
the accompaniment
of
howling
wind and blowing .sand is solid and
there are other tense se<|uenees
that help pick up the pace, .\mong
tlie eharaeters moving lliioiiuh tlie
piece are Claude Rains, doing a
nitty

performaner

of ihe
head of the syndicate; IMei

efftde

Lone,

in

with Film

.John .Salew

“Kind Hearts and
trick.

nally was lo be made for Metro release but after both parties agreed
to call off the deal, because of the
Faulkner yarn, de Rochemont tied
Cla.ssics.

Oeil Ramage

Mr. Perkins

caster

Iwt'cn

all

comhine

to
offering.

make

this a

frt.nl

Metro Topper Confabs
Hollywood, June

Metro

toppers

Warners’ mate, since they see no difference
advertising
trailer
“Voice of the Turtle’’ has caused between using frozen funds to pro“great embarrassment and duce a picture on your own or to
announcer buy a picture made by someone
radio
humiliation,’’
George Ansbro is charging in a else. As a matter of fact, they
$10,000 damage suit filed in N. Y. point out, 20th-Fox purchased sevsupreme court against the film eral completed Korda pix for discompany. Plaintiff also seeks an tribution in this country and Monoadditional $5,000 damages from gram has a deal with Associated
Lane Enterprises, Inc., operators British Pictures along similar lines.
of the Lane, N. Y., also a defendThe w'hole thing has been
ant.
brought into angry focus now and
Ansbro's alleged mortification, recriminations have started to fly
according to the complaint, stems as result of the Eagle Lion-Rank
from a ruling of the Diocesan Com- deal (detailed in separate story)
mittee of the Catholic Church which carries the evasion of the
which characteaized the Broad- “B” pool arrangement one step
way version of “Voice” as “im- farther. It threatens to break it
moral.” A member of good stand- down altogether, since Universal,
ing in the Catholic Church, Ans- as a major distrib of Rank product
bro claims that use of his phiz in in this country, is virtually supthe trailer has proved particularly porting the pool by Itself now and
irksome to him since two of his won’t go on.
Eagle Lion defends its new arbrothers are priests.
Warners
countered with a general denial rangement as being perfect v legal
under terms of the Anglo-U.S. arof the allegations.
a

I

rangement and challenges the
squawking majors to do anything
about it. As for the British, it is

SWG’s 1st Meitzer Award
To *Snake Pit’ Scripters

all

There

is

hardly a false

move

much

immaterial

to

Schwalberg

member of the scripting craft. The
award was for “the picture that
dealt most ably with the problems
of the American scene in 1948.”
Other award winners were “Easter Parade,” as the best written
musical, scripted by Sidney Sheldon. Frances Goodrich and Albert
Hackett;
“Sitting
Pretty.”
best

j

i

;

i

plained. “If they’re good you can’t
do them ju.stlce by getting out
volume. On the other hand, small
films can be thrown out at any
rate and it doesn’t matter too

much.”

No Block-Booking

Schwalberg asked for a clearingAmerican comedy, screenplayed by up of 1i miscotiception on Par's
new
plan to permit exhibs to buy
F. Hugh Herbert from a novel by
Gwen Davenport; and “Trea.siire a group of films in advance. The
i

of the Sierra Madre,” best written western, scripted by John Huston from a novel by B. Traven.
Meltzer Award was presented by
the special guest speaker, O.scar

i

I

Hawimerstein II. Other awards
were handed out by William HoldGeorge Marshall and Ellis

en,

,

Arnall.

10 films slated until the end of
the year or any portion of them
are being made available in a
group to smalltown exhibs. There
is
no intention of returning to
block-booking. He estimates 3..’>()04.000 exhibs fall Into this bracket.
Besides simplifying I’ar's sales
problem it gives exhibs a chance
to build a backlog of product, he

.said.

In five or six weeks. Schwalberg
will bring In all division managers
lo huddle on advertising and sales
policy for Par’s “The Heiress.”
Meanwhile, these staffers arc sur-

Hollywood. June

28.

liaveying the field to determine
ble houses for the rompanv's William Wyler opus. Film will be
booked to cop long pre-release runs
and for that purpose will probably go into smaller-.seated lioii.ses
.‘;ii

the Thames
novel.
“The Woods
Uolt,
as a starrer for Audie Murphy
Z.
Wayne Grifin announced three independent productions, “Genius in the Home ”
’***'®*‘*

Williamson
.

.

.

Lone Star and “lie Who Relurns.
Republic’s
untitled
story about the Cleveland
Indians
returned to Ihe home lot for In”

.

.

'

where possible. With a big
gram planned, understood

ad

pro-

to

run

into $1,000,000. nut for “Heiress”
comes to about $4,000,000 No adtel lors, with Herbert
Kline direct- vanced prices are contemplated.
ing
Leon Belasco drew a feaSchwalberg spots a business retured role in "Nancy Goes to
Rio” covery during the past 10 da.vs
at Metro
Family Films. Inc
ba.sed on his company's picture perannounced a program of three reformances. For that ptuiod. boxJigious pictures: "On the
Riehi office has been better than at any
‘''i- «n<l time since the wickets slowed im7“";;.'’*
Of Such is the Kingdom.”
Maxwell plays the mediately after Easter Sunday.
Citing the fact that "Sorrowful
be
t Ity
at Metro
“Cargo to Cape- Jones,” Bob Hope starrer. "ill
to
*38 on “The the first film in .several years
Tougher 1 hey Come” at Columbia run five weeks at the N. V. para.

.

>

gathering
here this week for a series of conferences dealing with the problem: "How to (ut production Costs
without sacriticing quality.”
Louis B. Mayer is delaying his
eastern trip to be on hand for the
huddles.
Dore Schary is back in
town after confabs with Nicholas
Schcnck in New York.
Eddie

Mannix

is in
fro)n his European
and William F. Rodgers will
he on hand to represent the sales
department.
One of ttie problems to be di.s-

lour,

liiie.

pretty

them, since they wouldn’t, in any
Hollywood, June 21.
Screen Writers Guild presented ca.se. receive the dollar earnings of
the
Robert Meltzer Award to British pix in U. S.
"The Snake Pit.” based on the
Mary Jane Ward novel, and screenplayed by Frank Partos and Millen Brand. It was the first official
honor bestowed by SWG on any
Continued from page 7

.

28.

are

rank
Stoiy of the far-removed heir lo
the Dukedom of Chalionl who di.sposes of all the obstacles to his cu.^sed is the fate of “Quo Vadis."
accession to the title and subse- luoduction of which was po.st"until
quently finds himself tried for a poned
ne\t
year’’— and
minder of which he is innocent maybe for a lot of years. To date
may appear to be somewhat banal. Ihe eompanv has spent more than
Hut translation to a screen comedy $1 .000. (too nn pre-production efha.« lieen effected with a mature lo'ts and equipment
on the picwit.

the earnings.

‘Turtle’ Damaged Him 15G
They maintain now that they
Unlawful use of his picture in think their deals completely legiti-

.

a party several years back, returns
to snatch the loot from under the
watchful eyes of the diamond
n-

reid,

Radio Annooncer Terms

Mayer East

^

|

Lancaster portrays a hunter who.
having accidentally discovered a
rich diamond cache while guiding

dicate.

hemisphere rights to the pictures.
Inasmuch as the pix thus would be
U. S.-owned, under terms of the
arrangement among the companies,
Goldwyn and Selznick could keep

video.

I

’

is

Along the way are exhibitions of
heroism, romance, sadism and just
good old pulp fiction adventuring
as ably projected under William

Since Goldwyn and Selznick,
with relatively few films for disci.sco and
tribution in England, would get
rent chaotic condition of the news- very
little as their share out of the
reel industry, are willing to string
pool, they quickly devised a relaalong under present conditions untively simple way of doing better.
til it is determined how newsreels
They made deals with Korda by
can make a transition into televiwhich he’d be the producer in EngCompanies have been hit
sion.
land of pictures they’d finance. In
hard by theatre cancellations of
return,, they would own American
newsreels since the Invasion of
in L. A., San FranSeattle, realizing the cur-

'

'

c.rinn. c.lv.t

I<.n.u4

nr
Africa
Adventuring
among
fabulous diamond fields lends

is

man

re.scuing a

Goldwyn, Selxnick’s Deals

len.sers.

Cameramen

i

Kenny Washington

John

i

^
aDOUt
to be hanged for a murder
Corwio Buys Lloyd Oldie
he didn’t commit. Pair hide the
Charles Casanave, exec v.p. of
fntiititr..
il
UBulVe in
in Un
the Wine cellar
of a; Motion Picture Sales Corp.; took
mission while they track down the
advantage of the presence of Sherreal CUlorlts of thp nint
Tho..
*^
4u"‘
rill Corwin in New York this week
4
i "^7
inrougn a “fnii
series ofr Standard
adventures belore Coming up with the to sell him the reissue of Harold
Corwin,
‘he Bssorted crimes Lloyd’s "Movie Crazy.”
® mayor, banker and mar-' after looking at the pic at Casa,,
nave’s request, booked it into his
Shall of the Small Western town
gtory by Frances Kavanaugrand four Music Halls in Los Angeles
Betty Burbridge are okay and United Artists theatre in San
on all counts for the action mar-! Francisco,
ket but Wallace Fox’s direction
Corwin was east for huddles that
too deliberate and lacking in the .set up a new all-exhibitor indie
spectacular to make for anvthinir production financing outfit headed
but only mild interest in whaVs co- by Si
Fabian. “Movie Crazy’’ goes
ing on. Duncan Renaldo should
out
more dash into his Cisco portrayal into the Corwin houses after Labor
Leo Carrillo’s Pancho gamers some Day. It preems at the Globe, N.Y.,
Saturday »2).
^’huckles but suffers from the slow
pacing given the film by Fox Kiopee Valez is in the cast for femme
decoration. Stephen Chase Charles'
Halton and Edmund Cobb form the
heavy trio and others are adequate
Continued from page 3
The Philip N. Krasne production
makes good u.se of the outdoor lo- portionately increased or be held
tales but phy.sical dress is marred down to a lower
average cost per
by murky photography.
Rmn
picture.
Schary plans to make his next
trip ea.st around Armistice Day
Hrarlff
'Nov. 11) when Metro’s “BattleI'ortuneifi
ground.” filniization of the Battle
(BRITISH)
of the Bulge, has its w'orld preem
London. June 21.
„
Y.
Before heading west,
Pistributors lelease of in N.
Schary indicated that he may rush
.stars
release
of “Intruder in the Dust,”
r.reenwood. A^iec GiXnneit
-‘‘oreenplay
by Robert adaptation of the William FaulkP*/"**'camera. Douglas
Slocombe, Jeff .^eaholme; e<litor. Peter ner novel on the Negro question,
lanner.
At Leicester .Square. London
to beat 20th-Fox’s “Pinky” to the
Running time, lofi MIN.S.
punch.
Dennis Price
pSHw
While in N. Y., Schary viewed
VaJerie
Hobson
ciK II
Louis
de
Rochemont’s
“Lost
1
The Duke
Boundaries.”
another
Banker
B^iofer
pic
on
The Parson
.Negros, which opens at the .Astor
The General
Alec Guinness tomorrow
iTIiurs.).
Film origiThe Admiral
.

Burt Lancaster
Paul Henreid
Claude Rains
Peter Lorre

John
Mike Maxurki

Si-SiSo":**
Pierson

Pancho

stand of the western

I

.MINS.

Commandant Paul Vogel

.

1

Hollywood, June 28.
release of Hal Wallis production. Stars Burt Lancaster, Paul Henreid, Claude Rains. Peter Lorre: (ealuresi
Sam Jaffe. Corinne Calvet. Diiected by
W'Uliam Dleterle, Story and scieenplav.
Walter Doniger: added dialog, .lolin Paxton: camera, Charles B. Lang. Jr /. editor,
Warren Low: score, Franz Waxman.
Tradeshown June 27, '49. Running time,
Paramount

Mike Davis

!

1

...

the non-strike

him

'

production a straight documentary
treatment, along March of Time
style,
with some loss, untortu nately, of three-dimensional quality.
Technically, however,
the
film is firstrate with
authentic
settings, expert lensing and a good
score.
A couple of pop tunes
which are woven incidentally into
4.1^.
VS
the action are fair.
Herin.

explaining

cals,

!

.

.

.

;

•

.

.

*
:

to

.

mount. Schwalberg

relinquished rights

.’.wv

Winchester 7.3,” which will be
pioduced by Aaron Rosenberg at
•J'^*‘»nogram’s “Joe Palooka
in the Return Bout”
will be released as ".loe Palooka in
the
t ounterimneh.”
Peggy Dow
shifted Irom television to' films
with a term contract at U-I
•

,

.

;

’’

up

.

.

W.

R.

"It'.s

(be

pubber,

supplemented

.Schwal-

berg’s remarks by announcing lb***
Par intends to open a new cotiperafive campaign that “goes bevttnd
Ihe first-run keys.” F’amphlets' »^d
other info on key-lt'sted campaigns

.

Orbit Productions will film
Eilssa
Landl’s hook. ”The !»car Tree
in

autumn

said.

old storY, basically a good film will
do business at any time.”
Max Youngstein, Par's top ad-

will

Frank has lined

be

forwarded

t<i

siihsetiuent-

various riins in order lo ge* to them
p.Tits of the cotint rv to plug
ballying
ree o four weeks
his on
picture, "The Great Dan Palcli."
more recent than the pi-c'>l)ouks.
42.1

hjjrne.*'S

races

<l*d3

in

t

I

l

With

‘''tv

*Ur5 n/

nmuo^

PAUL

The Motion Picture

good enough
sell itself

yet

SERVICE
PBueMBY Of mfinousmr

to

has not

been madel"

?

1

nm

t2

Wednesday, June 29, I949
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Clips

Row

from Film

hospital after a long session at
Saranac. N. Y.
Samuel Palen, sales manager for
Monogram here, resigned because

!

'

of

ill

Represents Thousands of llieatres

health.

Headed by Si Fabian of the Fabian circuit, some of the top cirowners in the country have already committed themselves to
subscribe for stock in the newly-formed National Exhibitors Film
Co. The 23 chains now in represent several thousand important

cuit

NEW
A.
•ger of

Sol

F.

YO.RK

Schwartz, general manRKO Theatres, attended

unveiling of circuit’s
in Marshalltown. la.,

'

Lang, former Monogram
moves over to Film
replacing Aaron Coleman. who retires after 16 yedrs
with Republic, United Artists, and
FC. Coleman joins theatre equipIrwin

1

MINNEAPOLIS

j

in

Eddie Benjamin, former Warner

souri there. After his K. C. stopSchwartz goes to Cleveland
off,
where he’ll participate in the hoopla accompanying conversion of the
Palace there to vaude.
The Theatre Circuit Realty
from Charles
purchased
Corp.
Adolph and Irwin Schnurmacher
the nine-story building at 233 West
49th street. When certain alterations are completed it will be occupied jointly by the United Art-

exploiteer and more recently former Mayor H, H. Humphrey’s secretary, to handle exploitation for

Executive committee which works with Fabian in forming the
unit consists of Sam Pinanski,. American Theatres Chain, New
England; Ted Gamble, board chairman of Theatre Owners of
America and a midwest operator; Edwin Silverman. Essane.ss circuit, Chicago; J. Myer Schine. Schine circuit; Frank C. Walker
Comerford-Publix; M. A. Lightman, Malco 'Theatres; Harry C*
Arthur. Fanchon & Marco; Fred Schwartz, Century circuit; and
Sherrill Corwin, Metropolitan Theatres. Los Angeles.
Others who attended the meet at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
over the weekend and have committed their circuits, are as follows: Robert J. O’Donnell, Interstate; Edward H. and John H.
Rowley, Harold Robb, Jr., Robb & Rowley; Arthur Lockwood!
prez of TOA and head of Lockwood & Gordon; Pat McGee. Cooper
Foundation; James Sharkey, Cooperative Theatres of Michigan;
Samuel and Harold Rinzler and Emanuel Frisch, Randforce circuitMax A. Cohen, Cinema circuit; Edward D, Martin, Martin The^
atres of Florida; George Skouras, William White, Skouras theatresKermit C. Stengel. Crescent circuit; Daniel J. Lewis. Wi.sper-Wets-'
man theatres; E. C. Grainger, Ray Smith, Shea Enterprises; and
Walter Reade, Jr., Reade circuit.

forinerly with
^miis office,
as country sales-

Allender,

United

Artists

|

1
k
•
v *
Balaban
Katz
&
Changes with d
23
managers
include
Ed
circuit
„ /
1
*
4
exploiteer,
Metro
Louis Orlove,
Diouhy, Apollo to Garrick; Bill
back on job after recovery from Methe, Garrick to Berwyn; Happy
second operation.
Meininger, Berwyn to Broadway
Birger Ronning quit Film Clas- Strand; Don Hoffstetter, Apollo to
sics to join Paramount sales staff. Chicago; Dan Starzyniski, StateDuane Becker, re- Lake to Garrick; and Jack Schaefsucceeding
signed.
fer. Paradise to Terminal.
Film Council of America’s second
Still another independent neighborhood theatre, the Campus, de- annual convention will be held
July 30-31 in conjunction
here
manding earlier availability. Wants
to be moved up from 56 to 42 with National Audio and Visual
conference.
days.
Judge John Barnes. Chi federal
North Central Allied is asking!
its members to “make the 20th - district court, set July 18 as date
for
start of taking depo.sitions in
Fox new sales policy work
New
bulletin to members points out South Bend Auto Drive-In. South
that “the policy as presented by Bend, Ind., and Benal Theatre
Messrs. Lichtman and Smith at Corp. equity suits for improved
the recent convention seemed to clearance.
meet with the approval of exhibitors present
at least no serious
,
DL/Olv/IN
objections were volfced to it.’’
Ralph E. “Red” Pierce appointed
Basically, the bulletin say.s, the
policy includes a commitment to New England sales rep for Altec
Corp., taking over the
sell on any fair basis, flat or other- Service
wise, as the exhibitor desires, and dutie.s formerly handled by L. G.
to leave the local branch manager Hacking.
Construction has started on Inin full and complete charge.
terstate’s new ozoner
in
Avon,

Iiilv

ui

“

.

Theatre Circuit, Inc., Skouras
Theatres Corp., and the MetroBuilding is
Playhouses.

.

1

politan

'

The purairconditioned.
chase price, including alterations
for the building, will reach $800,fully

'

houses.

world preem of “Great Dan Patch’’

ists

000

Busey, being readied for early

Cot"j"erkvville. HI.. ‘recovering ini
following operation. Classics,
local hospital
^

new Orpheum
last week. He

Kansas City to arrange
for opening of chain’s new Mis-

now

Is

CHICAGO

I

.

”

ST.
Recently

LOUIS

Co., Mattoon, HI., is constructing a $120,000 drive-in near
'The incorporators are
that city.

|

—

R. Risman, Roy O’Keefe and
M. A. Osborne, who are interested
in several other drive-ins.

H.

Continued from page 5
jection.s

!

'

Louis was selected for anmeeting of MPTOA of St.
Louis, Eastern Mis.souri and Southern Illinois.
St.

Lou

Ansell, of Ansell Bros, cirselected to succeed the late

I

^Idss

I

PHILADELPHIA

Morion

He' Will
wnl
He
playdate openings.
Buffalo, Albany. Bridegport,
SPringfleld,

duction tieup for a number of years
and has dickered with United Artists, Film Classics and other companies on several occasions. His
Notopoulos
succeeded activities have been backed by
Victor
other
exhibs with the same desire
Bob Martin as manager of Capitol, Altoona.
Martin is now pilot- such as Ted Gamble, George Skouing the Shaker theatre in Cleve- ras. Fred Schwartz and Pinanski.

|

Bergin resigned as Paramanager.
His sucHarry Buxbaum, from
Metro exchange in San Francisco.
The Vine St. film colony is
mourning Sam Lefko, popular
outer, Ed Bonacorsi and Howard RKO salesman, who died in Rush
J.

'

;

land.

is

roadshow

film

for

Chris Wagner is again operating
the Paramount, Connellsville,
house having been transferred back
to him by Laskey Bros.
John T.
McGreevey, chief booker for Harris Amus. Co. here, will handle in- units.”
j

'

|

die house’s booking.

DU CHEVJIL BLJINC'^
LA H08TEB1A DEL CABALUTO BLANCO''
L'ilUBERGE

ss]

,^meri^a,

this

ruling had

“Drive-in theatres,” Government
“are designed to
said,

official

serve patrons who will arrive in a.
car and witness a movie while remaining in a car. The term park-

j

I

ing

ordinarily

charge’

implies

a

I

*

'

Outfit has limited investment by
any one exhib to $100,000 to obtain
the broadest possible base of ownership.
Hence, other exhibs will
be invited to subscribe. Commit-

.

ing charge’

.

.

in fact, a charge for

is,

accommodation
meaning of section
Code, and is subject
an

:

ready been received. Fabian said.
will be no public subscription nor will any but exhibs be
permitted to buy stock. To insure
that, a stockholder must first offer
his interest to the group before
selling it to an outsider.
Since NEFC is acting as banker
only,
film
will
be distributed
through existing channels. Member
circuits will get no special break
on terms of these films. On the
other hand, they are not^equired
to book the pix.
It would be to'
their interest to play them, Fabian
said, since they have a financial

NEFC

Bros. Pictures, Inc., of New York, hereby gives the motion
picture industry notice of its rights in the above musical play.
By agreement dated April 3, 1936 Felix Bloch Erben, the sole owner

Warnsr

dramatic and performing rights in said musical play, granted to
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc. the exclusive talking and singing motion
picture rights (among other rights) in said musical play for the entire
world. The following named parties ratified, confirmed and approved
said agreement and agreed to be bound thereby: RALPH BENATZKY,
HANS MULLER, ROBERT GILBERT and ERIK CHARELL.
It has come to our attention that attempts have been made or contemplated to produce, distribute or exhibit photoplays derived from
said musical play contrary to our rights under said agreement.
Wt intend to protect our rights in said musical play and will take
all proper legal action against all parties who engage in the production,
distribution or exhibition of any motion picture derived from said
musical play, contrary to the rights granted to us under said agreement.
All inquiries concerning the motion picture rights in said musical
play WHITE HORSE INN or any motion picture derived therefrom
should be addressed to the undersigned.
all

BROS. PICTURES, INC
St., New York 18, N. Y.

44th

USA.

will

aim

to foster

A

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT
from Coast
over

production.
Banks, It is
thought, will be willing to put up
first money once NEFC backs with

second
will

However, company
make any .sort of deal which
coin.

looks right to

Pinanski summed
“being in the position of a
banker in the industry that knows
the business and can get respect
from other banks, too.”
Formation of NEFC is also seen
as a move to head off the product
shortage. “We have seen the drying up of independent production,”
Fabian .said. “We have .seen the
curtailment of schedules of production companies.
We propo.se
to stimulate independent producit

It.

to Coast
Century

Service for

DRIVE-IN theatres;

4KAN
RAY
MlIXAND • FKTKRH • UOIOI-AS
HappBNi Ev«ry Sprinq"

"It

A 20th Century-Kox rH lm**
0« Varitty ttata->THK ANDREWS SISTERS
Oa Itt StaH "flESTA"
Starr as A mate SHOOA.Marla MtCLENAMAR

—

i

ROXY

By being prepared

indie

4

SI»OIITSillVICC, ln€. iACOMMoil
BUFFALO, W.

a

Encourage Indie Fix
to put up second or risk money, the outfit can
encourage a substantial amount of

’

Specializing]

in Refre$hment

HURST liDC,

duction.
At the same lime, it is
out to make a profit and believes
it can do so by avoiding what
look

wrong productions from
budget, cast or story angle.

Noev

CONCESSIONAIRES

pro-

like

the
within
1704 of the
admisto the

sions tax.”

stake in their success.

MUSICAL PLAY, MUSIC MY MALPH BENATZKY
BOOK BY HANS MULLEB, LYBICS BY BOBEBT GILBEBT

W.

S

of

been “reconsidered.”

ments from other than those who
converged on the Waldorf have al-

rr

WARNER

Owners
Schoeneman said

;

Alfo Jbiotra as

321

Continued from page

Theatre

I

WHITE HORSE INN

of

Test Drive-ins

Although the new company has charge made for ‘parking’ a ear
been created purely as a banking while the passengers are elsewhere
outfit to start, it is thought that than where the car is parked. Such
the economics of the industry will a charge does not ordinarily de
pull it more and more into produc- note a charge made for ‘parking’ a
tion. Further evidence of that is car while the occupants are witseen from the statement that the nessing an outdoor movie or some
company "will keep the door open other attraction. In view thereof,
the so-called ‘parkto the formation of new production it is held

There

ss

the picture when their lieups with
Par are dissolved.

I

‘

i

to

I

distribution.

LEGAL NOTICE

u

how

1

Jerry Geinzer, former local exhib and film salesman now located
in Fairmont, W. Va., has a new

J.

sales

consultant.

PITTSBURGH

1

cessor

been retained as
Wright is advising on
conform with the monopoly
laws. Number of Paramount partners will undoubtedly move into
trust action, has

to

Worcester and Boston,

I

mount

of

|

:

to light their new SOO-car drive-in
near Paris. 111., next month.
Sam Pirtle, head of Pirtle Amus.
New SOO-car drive-in near Jacksonville. 111., owned by Central
Amus. Co., controlled by Elmore

producer

Cooper,

Hollywood

problems of Hollywood. We want
to help anyone in the business who
takes our suggestions.”
Longtime Yen
Because of those sponsoring the
new company, industryites regard
the invasion of Hollywood development as most probable. Fabian, for
instance, has been yenning a pro-

|

Fred Wehrenberg as motion picture industry’s rep on Missouri
Stanley - Warner Victoria oldest
Cancer Drive committee.
'midtown film house, ends its
John Morphet added to the per- career July 10. Will be torn down
soTinel of Co-operative Theatres, to makP wav for a rommcrcial
tommertial
^
headed by Andy Dietz. Morphet f?rm
will be chief booker, having left
william F. Brooker. local Par
similar po.st with Monogram ex- flack, unanimously elected comchange here.
mander of American L e g i o n
Andy R. Dietz, general manager Variety Post 713.
of Co-Operative Theatres; Emil F.
Prince.ss, which clocked city’s
Bebermeyer, owner of Vista, Cen- longest continuous film run w'ith
tralia.
Mo., and Sam Hamburg, “Paisan,’’ has dropped foreign film
partner in the ownership of Ave- policy for summer.
nue, Ea.st St. Louis, formed the
Tickets for County Fair Night
Little Dixie Drive-In theatre.
It at Shibe Park staged by News here
will own and operate a 400-car and the Variety Club to aid the
drive-in near Mexico, Mo.
club’s summer camp. Besides ballOral Pierson, F. B. Youngblood game, entertainment bill will be
and the latter’s son are expected headed by Frank Sinatra.

by

rai.sed

put up or shut up. "We are not
only making the sugge.stions as to
what films should be made but we
are also providing the money.” he
added. “It is an answer to those
who tell us we don't know the

RONTON

j

i

nual

cuit.

Exhibs’ H’wood Invasion

1

Outdoor

incorporated

Amus.

7th A*t.

Mth

A

St.

lAOlO CITY MUSIC HAU
Raaktfallar Caster

^
^

June Haver Ray Balfer Gardan MacRoe^

"LOOK FOR THE
SILVER LINING"
TFX'HNICOI.OK
A Warner Broa. IM« turr

Color by

as

tion.

and

this

we hope

to

do

in

harniony with the e.stablished production institutions, and we hope
they will wish us well.”
To avoid any possibility of a

Government crackdown, Robert
Wright, former
eral

a.ss’t

L.

attorney gen-

who handled the main

^anti-

.

t tPICTACULAIt STACt PRESE NTATieW »

MAST JAM
leaiaiii

maaii*

THE

RED MENACE
by RKPCBl.K Miiaioa
Hollywood. Calif.
Rraadt'a COOI.
.
^
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NBC’S ELUSIVE ‘CREATIVE DEFT.’
Lesson No. 24:

How to

Save Money

Newest trend in radio is to tape the sound portions of video
for AM listeners. That’s what happens when
•hows and air them
CBS moves the AM version of “It Pays To Be Ignorant" into the
Tuesday night spot being vacated by “Strike It Rich” next week.
heard Monday nights on CBS-TV and it becomes
Tele version is
formality.
Just a playback
NBC is following suit. When the web’s “Who Said That” qui/zer
it will be a taped-playback version of the
airlanes,
the
to
returns
Saturday night telecast.
latest maneuvering to effect economies
the
represent
Moves
wherever possible. CBS, lor example, is now dusting oldies off
replacement
duty. When Procter & Gamble
summer
do
the shelf to
“FBI In Peace and War” on
takes a hiatus on its Thursday night
“Broadway’s My Beat” susyank
out
the
will
Columbia
July 1,
short reign.
tainer,' It had previously had a
Summertime exit of “Strike It Rich” in the face of a 10 rating
opposite Fibber & Molly this past season also represented "budget
When it returns in
conscious” strategy on the part of the web.
the fall (both as an AM-TV showcase), packager Franlt Cooper
and cieator Walt Framer say it will have an added feature "which
will make it possible for any single contestant to win up to a
That’s what the man said.
i^illion dollars in merchandise prizes.”

By
It’s

promises

j

1

1

Fripfla Heiiiiock

NAB

femme member
of FCC)

( the fir»l

and service agencies

which milk radio stations for free
time and plugs, yet don’t include
broadcasters in budget allotments.

Cancer Society,
Armed Forces

^

My First

American

Red Cross. U.
and March

it

S.

Ypor”
it

it

4tli

Raviaw

in

tba

Annual

Radio-TV
Praviow Numbar

Out Next Month

j

!

that

same

Signing

One broadcaster, who asked that
his name be withheld against posstation

!

dent,

profits.

Mitchell,

of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, told

director

programmers they must get every
available dollar’s worth of business
for advertisers because bankrollers
•re scarce, and must be shown how
they are getting money’s worth.
Lewis Avery, of Avery-Knodel.
station reps, scolded stations for not
supplying their reps with enough

detailed info about local
so that reps can do
efficient

said

liaison

I

I

i

'

!

'

I

shows

Job of
s®ihng them.
Also dealing out
bard facts was Sylvester (Pat)
Weaver, Young & Rubicam veepee,

Who

;

I

Maurice

'

impact

Question of whether Blatz Beer
(Schenley) would buy the Burns
and Allen radio package, which
CBS has been pitching up, or settle
for F.d Gardner’s “Duffy’s Tavern,”
Is expected to resolve itself within
the next 48 hours In the Milwaukee brewery signing a deal with
Otufit figures “Duffy”
Gardner.
format is a natural for beer sponReported price for the
SOI ship.
package is $15,000. representing a
hike of about $1,500 over the price
Bristol-Myers has been paying.
Show will probably wind up
again on the NBC roster in the fall.
w'ith the web pitching up the Wednesday 10-10:30 p.m. segment now
occupied by “Big Story.” which
would be shifted to another time.
(Continued on page 55)

May

Old Gold

between agency

that radio’s selling

be

]

Cantor’s Two $64

’

blueprint for the future.

,

NBC on TV ini

ha«i.

in»

ii

*

Product Vs. Product
on the basis of NBC’s
super-promotional splurge, it’s considered very likely that when the
ratings are tallied, NBC
out CBS. And on this
basis. NBC will promote to the hilt,

If

heard

this

[Wednesday nights on

Congressional Chambers

pa.sl

ABC

is
particularly irks.
that “Irma” is a CBS owned-andoperated property, not only an
adaptation of its high-rated Monday night comedy stanza, but Involvlng a percentage deal on the
film’s grosses for the web.
NBC got some measure of consolation in Par’s agreement to plug
via their exploitation the duo’s
NBC tieup.

cuit.

Chief factor motivating Colgate
i

i

[

j

is said to be its reaction to M&L’s
performance in the new Parantount
“My Friend Irma” pic, w'hlch was
Be Wired for AM,
previewed for Colgate execs last
Washington, June 28.
week, thus indicating that Colgate
'I'^ plans al.so in mind for the
They are going to rebuild the
|„,e,.ior., of both the House and comics.

TV

j

j

!

chambers during the

,

last

,

;
’

place will be wired for radio or
video, despite requests from several members of Congress.
Bluntly, the congressional committee in charge of the alterations
afraid of the lens louses. It was
figured that if the sessions were
permanently covered by radio and
TV. the statesmen would be up on
their feet constantly, orating and
gesticulating for the benefit of the
is

(Continued on page 36)

The summer radio premiere lineup kicks off in earnest over the
coming weekend, with 14 new shows scheduled to preem on the networks. Following is the complete lineup for Friday (1), Saturday.
Sunday and Monday, in case anyone was wondering where the
V.xRiETY reviewing staff will .spend the weekend:
Day
Time
Network
Show
Friday
NBC
8:30 p.m.
NBC Theatre
Friday
NBC
9 p.m.
Screen Directors Playhouse
Saturday
CBS
6:30 p.m.
Red Barber’s Clubhouse
Saturday
7 p.m.
Dick Jurgens’ Treasury Show CBS

season
as part

.

I

says SCBA. company the 9 to 10 stretch prebPrsisting in the prac- viously occupied by Kratt (A1 Joltic#
the as- i.son) and Sealte.st (Dorothy LaSdclaUon
mour), both of which have faded.
favor
supported by the OG is inclined to look with
Nab^jU'.u''’
<^ampaign
the latter proposition.
on
to
“educate
•dvertiJ"*^
Hour
"Amateur
the
Similarly,
agencies on the
Duorthodox time video version may move from
buiinir h
bi the rate card.”
Mont to CBS-TV in the fall.

.

.

Mystery Hall
Voices and Events

and th"

,

Guy Lombardo
Four-Star Plavhouse
Sheilah Graham

Your Marriage
Young Love

i

Leave It to Joan
Breakfast With Burrows
Straw hat Concerts

WOR

NB(’

NBC
NBC
Mutual
.Mutual

CBS
CBS
C

deal goes through, the pair
take over the 10 o’clock

Won’t

Who Said Radio’s Dead?

of the Bing Crosby-Groucho MarxMilton Berle parlay. But with the
collapse of that lineup. OG wants
cost-per-inquiry a new deal. ABC has been pitch'Ir***^^
hiany stations are sell- ing up Thursday night, but so has
w'ith complete disregard
NBC. dangling before the ciggie

M&L

would

stretch, thus allowing for the present contiguous rate setup.

both deals are consummated
be a double-featured “new”

Getting Overhaul;

m

Old Gold may wind up not only
changing networks on its “Ama-

tho

Martin Sc Lewis now occupy the
in this respect: his “Can- Tuesday night time vacated by Bob
Mail Bag” will be a talent Hope. Original plan was for Lever
quest show, on reduced scripting, Bros. (Hope’s sponsor) to pick up
the tab as a summer replacement,
(Continued on page 36)
but there w as a last-minute change
of heart, wdth result that the duo
are still riding the sustaining cir-

CUFFO NBC TIME

execs are reportedly miffed
over the insistence of their new
comedy team, Jerry Lewis and
Dean Martin, plugging via their
radio airer their upcoming “My
a”
Paramount pie,
Friend I r
scheduled for release In the early
(Film was siwak-preylewed
fall.
for radio execs last night (Tues.)
at Loew’s Lexington. N. Y.)

Switch

in

tor’s

NBC

I

NBC comedy show

Lew'is

Client has dropped Judy
Canova from its Saturday night
schedule, moving its Dennis Day
program from 10 p.m. into the
Canova 9:30 segment.
If
th«

fall.

will

it

“promoting its promo(Continued on page 36)

NBC

& Lewis

Cantor

effect

What

Martin

There’s a strong possibilily that
Colgate may latch on to sponsorship of the Dean Martin-Jerry

powwow Charles Luckman on a
I.ever Bros, account. As for video.
Cantor receives a lump sum consideration which gives NBC an option on his TV services in the fall
of 1950. In the meantime he stays
NBC on the Lever (or some other)
account, in addition to the “Take
It” program.

Martin & Lewis Insistence an Plugfinf Pic Cues Embarrassment

Radio Networks, Too,

been

operation.

Colgate Eyes

signed with the network.
NBC president Niles Trammell
and the comedian may journey to
Cambridge, Mass., today (Wed.)

on.

CBS'

teur Hour” TV showcase, but dittoing as well on the hour-long radio version.
“Amateur Hour” air stanza has

for cut-rating time

The web

Prexy Mark Woods, for one,
champions a brand new concept
in sales approach to invite sponsors on a monthly or short-range
basis, instead of committing them
to a 26. 39 or 52-week contract.

|

In Addition to Tele

Hollywood, June 28.
by indie radio sta* brought a stiff rebuke
f
o
‘“^.Southeim California Broadb Committee has been
Ferret out the offenders.
whn*”

TV

One To

|

may edge

I

I

i

functions,

had thus hoped to pick
of
these
“converted

ha.s lost
some valuable accounts
and programs and on top of that
ha^ been pouring millions into its

I

!

.”

networks
payment of

the

Eves of the industry are being
focused on ABC to learn what, if
anything, board chairman Ed Noble has in mind in resolving a

a

Questions;

more

hour.

‘

i

ABC

up

P^niETY

|

to

cuffo to permit for
wires,
administrative
etc.

more aggressive.

LA. STATIONS SLAPPED

any week going

Out Next Month

initial fall

j

1

•hd stations must be
better in fu*11

My

For Blatz Beer
I

Judge Justine Miller, NAB pre.siopened clinic with advice to
broadcasters to render useful public
service
on profitable basis,
without any apologies for making

Rodio-TV
Praviaw Numbar

it

of

>

however,

succession of rebuffs,

reported.

Basic contracts of the webs with
their affiliates provide for an initial certain number of hours of

th» ferthceNiiRg

|

Strictly

in

netted money on public servicers
by taking cut of receipts, and felt
Justified because it did good fundraising job.

Rtviaw

;

drastic revamp in the network’s
thinking between now and the
early fall date.
In the wake of CBS’ upsurge into
its
present
dominant position,
NBC. it’s recognized, has made

work

!

Gardner Seen

way.

his

j

—

I

money coming in along with the
public service show's.
Hefty ap-

said

In

a

gesture,

it

ON Infarasting footvra

with likelihood that some $500,000
will be spent.
(U. S. Steel, purportedly. has been promised $100.000 worth of promotion.) Even the
sales boys have been a plus factor
in recent months, pounding the
beat and telling an impressive
story with what they’ve got to

It

society’s

reprisal,

it

The

time.

barking this fall on an all-out cam- that Blow agencyed package, and
paign unparallelled in web annals, the other is an NBC deal directly

i

He was
radio program.
flatly told by several station people
that outlets would like to see some

free hours

of

counter-strides. It engineered
successfully the U. S. Steel “TheF.ddie Cantor has two unique
atre Guild of the Air” coup in enticing it over from ABC to NBC radio and television deals in his
One is as emcee of
to restore some stature to the Sun- [back pocket,
day night lineup. On the promo- 'the F.versharp “Take It Or Leave
It” ($64 question) show Sunday
jt ion-exploitation-publicity side, it is
making its greatest advances, em- night, replacing Garry Moore on

•f

Dissent was touched off by Cancer Society rep who asked for program ideas and suggestions for

its affiliat*

stations for additional

it’s

some

cially.

sible

PM?'

reported to have asked

met with
it

AM

there’s

FAitered

I

•N interaatinq bylina faotara

of

Dimes, w'hich, according to station
execs, have healthy budgets for
publicity, yet expect broadcasters
to kick in with valuable time that
can otherw'ise be sold commer-

plause followed, indicating
majority of piogrammers felt

unless

and economic upheaval within the organization, is

'

dltCMUM

name were such

Mentioned by

national organizations as

AM
Its

plug the holes w'ith
qualitative programming in a bid
to maintain NBC supremacy: to
embark on an unprecedented promotion-exploitation job to make
the nation more “NBC conscious.”
and, notably, to indulge in a creative programming binge
both
and TV-wise.
On Sept. 7. the annual NBC convention is going to take place at
Greenbriar.
in
Whita Sulphur
Springs, Va.
And it’s conceded
that the affiliate boys are going to
be asking a lot of embarrassing
questions of NBC, particularly on
the major item known as creative

programming,
I

^Has

— to

—

I

public health

Hours

ABC, in a bid to establish a new
modus operandi in the wake of
retrenchments

asks

the

membership in Chicago
and won an overwhelming endorsement for NB(' in the wake of the
CBS top talent raids. The endorsement w'as based on a number of

Time and Plugs Stirs NAB Chi Clinic
the 300 directors at the first
program clinic against non-profit,

down with

('arroll

('.arroll

months since Niles

Co. sat

St

affiliate

I

Chicago, June 28.
were registered among

^

GEORGE ROSEN

now' six

Trammell

Milking of Radio Stations for Cuffo

’

Have Nixed ABC

In Request for Additional Free

t

Growls

Aff liates Reported to

N[T APPimiSIIL

BS

CBS

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

-

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
9 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
10 p.m.

3:30
5:30
7:30
8
9:30
11:15
8:30

STAR-STUDDED

GOTHAM

Top Radio

Personalities in N. Y.,
Chiefly for TV Huddles

The Brown Derby (Hollywood)
fraternity
has
virtually
moved
bodily into its Toots Shor (N.Y.)
counterpart this past week, with
such topflight radio personalitiea
as Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor. AI
Jolson, Ed Gardner, Dennis Day
and Edgar Bergen in for a Gotham
quickie.
Chief item on the huddling
agenda (involving NBC, CBS, Wil-

liam Morris. MCA and assorted ad
agencie.s) has been their potentials
in television; l.e.. how soon, “kine
vs. live,” financial terms, plus
wholesale kickaround of the “ifs”
and “buts.”

Grove Labs’ ‘Shadow’
Grove Laboratories has bought
“The Shadow” on more than 400
MBS stations, starting Sunday,
Sept. 11, for its Grove and F. W.
Fitch
products. The agency is
Harry B. C'ohen. Sponsorship of
"Shadow” in 5r eastern markets by
the D. L. St W. Co. for Blue Coal
will not be affected by the move.
Mutual al.so announced renewal
of “Nick C’arter” on 475 stations by
Cudahy for Old Dutch Cleanser.
The 52-week contract is effective
Sept. 11. The agency is Grant.

'1'

.

!'

RADIO
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Wednesday, June 29,
T

Metro Running a Radio Fever In

I 949

’

''

Firomi[hel prodiuclionl Centres

Complete Reversal of Policy
liV

Metro, which for years has pur-^’
sued an anti-radio policy that kept
many of its stars and properties

made

off the airwaves, has

FM;

a sharp

Washington, June 28.
Okay, we will dismiss your

about-face and is now offering
eight series of transcribed stanzas
for local radio sponsorship.
Behind the move is the yen for
publicizing its talent and yarns, at
the same time that it picks up coin
by 'entering the transcription biz.
It has created Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Radio

Jr,,

sales di-

WMGM,

Loew’s-owned
rector of
N. Y. indie. The eight shows were
originally planned to hypo
WMGM’s program sked, but are
now being offered as open-enders
for sale to stations across the country in a project which will also get
the studio air plugs.

Dietz, Metro
as host.

Newt Woman

I

does

LUCILLE HASTINGS
For four successive years, I.ucille
llastiuKs has walked off w'ith top
l’re.s8
National
the
linnors
in
Wonven's contest for the best pre-

I

Directed by Marx Loeb and scored
The applicants were WKBO
music di- •
by Joel Herron.
in Harrisburg, KRAW in Readrector, “Theatre” stars a number of
in York.
ing, and
the studio’s names, including Deborah Kerr, Burgess Meredith, Margaret O’Brien. Edward Arnold, Van
Heflin, Marlene Dietrich, Margaret Novik’s Labor Chain
Sullavan, Brian Aherne, Charles
Laughton, John Garfield, Fredric
For Liberal Gabbers;
March and Florence Eldridge. M-G
properties in which they perform
Pact Top Personalities
include “Canterville Ghost,” “Anna
Karenina,” “Johnny Eager,” “CitaMorriss Novik, consultant for the
del.” “11. M. Pulham, E.sq.” and International
Garment
Ladies
“Prizefighter and the Lady.”
Workers’ and United Auto WorkOther programs in the line-up in- ers’ union-sponsored stations, is

pared newscast. Fi>r KLZ she edits
prize-winning newscasts every day.
KLZ, Denver.
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has

set

Aug. 15 as

.

deadline

its

in

its

Study

series Monday
gab sessions by Marquis Childs,
N. Y. Post columni.st; John Cardirector; John
mody, former

i

.

that

bdsic

all

.

UAW

.

.

WOR

.

!

'

'

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

for insertions of post-deadline suboutlet in Cleveand WCUO,
scribers. Those
whose subscripland, which preems today (Wed.).
are received after the deadWFLN, Philadelphia, is al.so ex- tions
line will not get their reports until
pected to join the “network.”
all other data requested by subArrangements are also being scribers,
and agencies
made to carry daily interviews with have beenadvertisers
completed.”
senators and reprcsent|itives on
Congressional activities.'

.

.

.

in-

j

.

.

Milt Bacon. WCBS, seriously ill at Glen Cove, Long Island. Forced
to cancel speaking engagements ... Ted Malone, home only a week
after a lO.OOO-mile jaunt to and around Europe, left Sunday i26t on a
15.000-mile auto tour of the U. S. and Canada. He’ll continue his ABC
stanza while traveling.
Frank White, Jim Wallen, Ted Streibert and
Jack Poppele back from MBS board meeting at White Sulphur .Springs
Kim Chan, of the Hou.se of Chan eatery, played a Chinese character Monday (27) on NBC’s “Cavalcade of America” biog of his cousin
Sou
flack Bob Blake leaves Friday (1) for two weeks in Nantucket
George Petrie, lead in CBS’ “Call the Police,” opened Monday i27) at Cohasset, Mass., summer theatre, and will follow with appearance at Newport (R. I.) Casino ...WOR’s Edythe Meserand hack
after two weeks’ hospitalization .... Charlie King, of King Radio Productions. bt'came pater of a daughter Sunday (26), his sixth
Elliott
Nevins, 17-year-old high school student, starts an eight-week di.sk
jockey stint on
Monday (4) after copping the indie’s platter spinning contest.

I

j

.

.

.

|

Baker said

‘
j

formation has now been received
and that subscriber data will be
proce.ssed first, followed by information on non-subscribers requestWPA
ed by members. Stations planning
Herling, Washington correspondent to join. Baker said,
should do so
of International Labor News Servbefore the Aug. 15 deadline if they
ice; Robert Nathan, economist, and
want to get the study on time.
Mrs. Raymond Clflpper, wife of the
"Because of the vastne.ss of this
late N. Y. World-Telegram coltask,” Baker declared, “we will
station
is
Originating
umnist.
not be able to interrupt the flow
WCFM, D. C. cooperative station. of material on the production line
WFDR will feed WDET. Detroit,

i

.

Farrell”.
Edward Price Enrich resigned last week as assistant director of ABC’s sales presentation department, to take a year's \acation
traveling in the South Pacific.
On the day he resigned he received
notice to appear for jury duty in N. Y. federal district court.

|

three 15-minute shows weekly with
the actor reminiscing on his career;
“Crime Does Not Pay.” weekly
half-hour adaptations of the'
studio’s two-reelers;
“Hollywood,
U. S. A..” cros.s-the-board 15 minute
airer written and conducted by
Paula Stone and featuring interviews with stars; “Maisie,” halfhour dramatizations of the films
which were al.so heard in an air
version; “Adventures of Dr. Kil(Continued on page 36)
i

.

.

.

No. 2. Need for the deadline, according to acting BMB prexy Kenneth H. Bak<.
is that tallying results from approximately 500,000
ballots covering every county in

(

indie in
a cros.s-the-board
(27) which wilt air

.

.

for assembling data

WFDR, ILGWU FM

,

.

.

Broadcast Measurement Bureau

building a labor network that will America must be completed quickprovide outlets for liberal com-| ly to guarantee delivery of the
mentators.
report by fall.
started

.

I

j

Deadline on Data

I

Y.,

.

.

.

Hollywood.” three 1.5-minute broadcasts
weekly, starring George Murphy in
Interviews with Hollywood celebs;
“At Home with Lionel Barrymore,”

N.

.

.

.

BMB Sets Aug. 15

1

“Good News from

.

.

WMGM

clude:

e

.

Distinguishad

get? The applicants get together, including the favored
one, and petition “that they
do not desire the FM construction permits requested” and
want the applications “dismissed without prejudice.”

v.p.,

.

.

it

One series is “MGM Theatre of
the Air.” an hour-long open-ender
pre.senting Howard
advertising-publicity

And what thanks

cision.

YORK CITY

.

FM

headed

Attractions,

by Bertram Lebhar,

applications but not “without
prejudice.” So stated the FCC
last week in granting a joint
petition from three Pennsylvania broadcasters requesting
dismissal of their applications
stations. Commission
for
had gone to a lot of trouble to
hold proceedings on the comheld
It
peting applications.
hearings, issued a propo.sed decision, and heard oral arguments on objections to the de-

I>iEW

Thesper Marie Kenny into “Happy Birthday” at new Falmouih Play.
Bill Tuttle, AM-TV veepee of Ruthrauff & Ryan, leaves
house. Mass
.Richard H. Roffman starts
today (29) for month’s vacation in Europe.
new stanza, “Summer Session Forum of the Air,” on WEVD July 6.
Jack Lacy, the WINS (N. Y.) disk jockey, to wed Agnes Code, an
.WOR’s John B. Gambling
executive secretary at the indie, July 21
.Virginia Martel, secretary to CBS*
returns from Europe today (29).
Helen Sioussat, married Morton Barrett of CBS-TV operations
Neal
Hathaway, CBS program promotion boss, to Stone Harbor, N. J for g
Daughter born to the Martin Karls at Women’s hospital t22).
respite
Father is member of Mariners quartet on Arthur Godfrey .show
Dodgers’ Peewee Reese guest on kickoff show of “Red Barber’s Club
Radioites proffing at Adelphl
House” on CBS AM and TV July 2
College’s Summer Radio-TV Workshop in Garden City, L.
include
scripter Joseph LIss, producer-directors Martin Magner and Charles
Harrell, and Paul L. Brownstone, former traffic manager ot KLZ,
Denver. Flora R. Schreiber is director of Workshop.
ABC’s Milton Cross a.ssigned by Encyclopedia Britannica to do stories
on five operas in the “M” volume: “Marriage of Figaro,” “Mignon,”
.Phil Alarapi,
“Manon,” “Manon Lescaut” and “Die Meistersinger”.
WJZ farm news editor, elected prexy of Rutgers U. class of ’34
Allen Prescott to sub on ABC’s “Breakfast Club” week of July 4 while
Three Columbia College .students
Don McNeill vacations in Ontario.
awarded scholarships by WHOM group. “5kw Club,” which recently
raising
show
for
the
purpose
of
funds. .. .Josef Stopak, constaged a
ductor of ABC’s “Let’s Go to the Met,” to be principal baton wielder
of the Concord Hotel Summer Symphonies, starting July 7 al Kiame.sha
Lake.
HI Brown will produce “Mystery Hall,” starting Sunday •3) on
WOR ... Seymour Siegel, WNYC topper, and Mary V. Ahearn, ABC
public affairs supervisor, left Sunday (26) to attend Ihe International
Seminar on Educational Radio of the U. of Chicago ...Elizabeth Morgan
.W'endell Holmes to “Backstage Wife”
joins “Our Gal Sunday” cast
.Jacqueline Billingsand Arthur Maitland to “Just Plain Bill” roster.
ley, Donald Buka, Kermlt Murdock and Peter Capell new “Front Page

Forget Mine

.

WOV

'

,

j
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;

I

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.
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Ala. Station Switches
Ball

Game to

To Permit

I
I

Rival Indie

!

Fight Pickup
Samuels

Florence, Ala,, June 28.
affiliate here, found
an unorthodox solution for a pro-

WJOI, ABC

gram conflict last week. Station’s
dilemma resulted from fact that it
was committed to carry the web’s
airing of the Joe Walcott-Ezzard
Charles championship match at the
same time it was skedded to broadcast the opening game of the Baseball Congress 'Tournament.
Manager Joe T. Van Sandt met
the situation by buying time on
WMFT, competitive indie, to complete without interruption the playby-play of the baseball contest under way. Announcement was made

Hartley

L.

to

WFDR

Samuels

Sales
has been

named director of sales at WFDR,
station in New York
the new
City sponsored by the InternationWorkers’
Garment
al
Ladies’

FM

;

j

;

i

!

Prior to joining station. Samuels
had been the executive in charge
of Lancer Productions, indie program production organization serving radio and television.

WNYC,

.

I

i

.

I

!

.

!

,

'

.

.
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AM-FM-TV SPREAD
Greensboro. N.

WAYS,

C..

June

28.

Charlotte, has filed
with the FCC an application for
permission to erect new facilities
costing approximately $500,000 on
a 50-acre site near Charlotte,
The application, according to
general
Walter H. Goan.
manager, asks authorization of a
broad development project conof

WAYS

I

AM

j

I

I

Bummertime

roster, the network
shifting
the “Radio City
Playhouse” from Monday night
Into the Saturday period preceding Powell, for an eight-week re-

.

.

.

cutbacks
Television-engendered
in the radio indu.stry have now
caught up with the C. E. Hooper
prise of “Playhouse’s” top scripts
organization. Although no personof the past season.
nel have been lopped off the Hoostaff, most of them have taken
Abilene. Tex.
When it was per
which Hooper said was
found that there would not be suf- pay cuts
necessitated by his expansion into
ficient workers and trucks to harTV.
vest the wheat in this area, a series
j

j

Tho.se

made over
here with the

of radio appeals were

staffers

now

earning be-

tween $200-$60() per month have
while any
10' r.
result
that sufficient
additional been trimmed
truck.s and workers responded to above the $600 monthly marker
will henceforth get 15Cb less.
complete the harvest.
'

.

i

|

.

.

1

.

.

i

.

.

I

•

.

I

j

j

i

1

I
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IN

CHICAGO

i

.

.

“TF

.

Hooper Pay Cutback

plans

KRBC

.

j

vering AM, FM and television
Powell, ‘Playhouse’
broadcasting facilities.
It includes the erection of a 450In
Time Shifts foot
tower at the new site to
Dick Powell’s private eye show, replace the present 312-foot AM
aurrently slotted Sunday at 7 on transmitter at Oakdale, and the
NBC, will be moved over to Satur- erection of a .525-foot tower for TV
day night at 10 when the web’s and FM broadcasting.
Housing for television broadca.stnew "Hollywood Calling” giveaway preems next week in the ing will also be constructed on ihe
site, eight miles from the city.
6:30-7:30 Sabbath lime.
In a further shuffling of the

and

.

I

Union.

WAYS’ 500G FOR

merce staging the tourney.

KWKC

.

j

,

live programs, through the cooperation of WMFT. Diamond stanza
was presented in behalf of the
local savings bond drive with the
Florence Junior Chamber of Com-

—

|

j

by WJOI, just before it joined the
network fightcast. that listeners
could take their choice of the two

NBC

Benay Venuta’s “Keep Up With the Kids.” which had a short life on
Mutual, will get five 15’s on CBS if Harry Ackerman can clear the time
... Len Bush and Brewster Morgan of Compton around; Morgan to
oversee production of the teevee films for Procter & Gamble, and Bush
on a motor vacation.
Al Woolley, head of NBC recording, became a
pater last week. Ma is the former Dalpha Faskin, assistant manager of
NBC sales promotion department ... Alec Templeton auditioned singers here for a musical strip D’Arcy agency recommended to Coca-Cola.
on Eve of 25tli
He would do his piano specialty and intro newcomers with promise. ...
Thompson’s Corny Jackson took his tennis racquets down to Coronado
Anni, Files for Fulltime;
for the international tournament ... ABC signed five-year lea.se on
Tom Breneman restaurant where net has been remoting some of its
Cites Accomplishments daytime audience shows... Don Quinn’s “Hall of Ivy” record getting
heavy play in the commission houses. It’s the kind of show he's been
WNYC, New York’s municipal awanting
to do for years.
Nat Wolff directed and hustling a .sale ...
station, filed with the Federal Com- Larry Berns
signed seven-year deal as CBS producer-director.
munications Commission on MonEd Conklin, KNX day news editor, took himself a bride, Ruth Ashton
day (27) its application for fulltime of KNX public affairs
Cy Howard dashed for Europe after last
operation at 5kw daytime and Ikw broadcast of “My Friend Irma.”
He’ll prowl the Continent for two
months
... Sheilah Graham and Erskine Johnson split up the three
nighttime. Brief was prepared by
weeks while Jimmie Fidler undergoes his annual checkup at Scripps
Cohn & Marks, station’s D. C. reps. clinic down the Coast
Bob Buckley of Benton & Bowles in town to
Accompanying the petition was wrap up “Armchair Detective” for Whitehall’s teevee entry
Lum
a program exhibit which argued and Abner hustled to N. Y.
to talk over the format of their tele show
that no other station in the area at CBS.
Jess Oppenheimer, who used to be a gag writer, will direct
offers the services provided by and supervise script on the Edgar
Bergen stanza.
.Ampex is coming
,WNYC and cited stanzas on atomic out with a portable tape recorder that’s
an exact duplicate of the big
energy, live concerts, forums on machine. It’s for remotes and
picture companies are al.so showing an
health and civic issues and other interest ...Ethlyn “Skip” Bookwalter leaving
AFRA to tend the home
public service projects. Document, fires, bringing back Austin
Frank Galen,
Sherman as field supervisor.
signed by Mayor William O’Dwyer, scripter for Dennis Day, whipping
up the dialog for the Bill Goodwin
is
expected to meet opposition audition
.William Keighley house-partied his Lux crew after the la.st
from CBS, which operates WCCO, broadcast, an annual custom
Burl Ives showed his appreciation of
Minneapolis, on the same fre- Jane Lalt's press agentry by
naming his new sailing boat Lady Jane
quency.
If Campbell soup can’t get Gordon MacRae for Club 15 they ll likely
WNYC will celebrate Its 2.5th string along with Bob Crosby. MacRae is exclusive to Railroad Hour
anni on July 7 with greetings re- and next season’s renewal is practically assured.
corded by Lauritz Melchior, Eddie
Cantor, Norman Corwin, Jose Fer.
.
.
rer, George Denny, Mrs. Eleanor
Shelby Gordon, midwest veepee of Radio Writers Guild, has turned
Roosevelt and other celebs.
in his resignation, effective June 30, on doctor’s orders.
.WIND sportscaster Bert Wilson did a tape recorded interview with baseball player
Eddie Waitkus, recovering from gunshot wounds. .. .Charlie J. Moore,
back from two-month Coast vacation, has joined Radio & Television PubIs Such a
licity Corp. sales promotion outfit, as administrative staffer.. ..Fahey Flynn
Challenge’*
and Jim Conway of WBBM started new five min. human interest series
Mon. (27), titled “New Look at Life”.
.Mutual midwe.st sales manager
comments
Mac Ward vacationing on Long Island, N. Y
Marcia Kuyper new
NBC scripter.
Liebnian
Soprano Etta Motten and baritone Bruce Foote heading WGN’s Chi 'Fheatre of the Air program July 2
Sports ed Diek
Hackenberg of Sun-Times on WJJD sports panel
WLS program director Harold Safford on vacation
chief engineer Dave Pivan
an aditerlol faatnra
made commencement address at Midway Institute .... WGN asst manin the 4tk Annnol
ager Paul Brines on temporary leave of absence for summer period
»
Dick Jurgens’ Treasury Show to air from
studio July 16 -Aug.
Radio-TV
....NBC commentator George Hicks broadcast his regular stint Horn
Rovitw & Prtviow Numbor
press
Chi Railroad Fair Sun, (26). Sponsor U. S. Steel ho.sted Hicks at
emceeparty in Union League Club
WBBM producer Hooper White
in
ing Evanston Soap Box Derby July 4.
Dave Lasley, NBC piomotion
chief, in San Francisco ... WBBM announcer Earl Nightingale taking
over “Shoppin’ With the Missus,” transcribed daily ...Farm directu^
Harry Campbell taking over Paul Gibson’s WBBM “Morning Edition
Out Next Month
.... Gwen Griffin of Mutual sales vacationing on Coast.
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CBS ECONOMY AXE TO HIT 150
Now It s Ferrycasting

Carson Couldn’t Cut

IN

will soon be hearing an FM “Ferr>'boal Serenade
conducted by the city’s Department of Marine and
if tests being
Aviation on the Staten Island ferry prove successful.
The experiments are using WNYC-FM, municipal station, with
receivers installed on the “Miss Liberty." According to Seymour
Siegel, city radio director, results so far have been generally satYoungsters danced on the shuttle ships and most comisfactory.
muters reacted favorably, although some passengers objected to
the fact that proper volume wasn’t obtained in the first attempt.*!.
If the project is deemed practicable, ferrycasting equipment will
be installed on the eight vessels of the Staten Island line, which

New Yorkers

74.000 commuters every

day.

mm
I

CBS

.

It

sweep

operational

in a

PreaiWerif, ISational A»»n,

last

of Hrondvaaters
doat soma

'

(Irystal Ball
ia

Gazing

the 4th AnnHol

Rodio-TV

Rtvi«w & Previtw Number
I

All told about liiO of the CBS
personnel will be lopped oft. with

I

Ever Got Involved

the

U^-RIETY

retrenchments being inaugualmost
immediately.
All

rated

:

Out

in July

phases of the coast-to-coast operawill
be affected, including

i

tion

o

AVCO Substitute Formula

In Finding

«

on

the
wit-

hearing

"ra

llirSCtimanil

J\.

.
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"
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Paley

I*

|\Q|||A

McCray. NBC’s No. 1 program man. has initialed some reThe search
into what may develop as

out

coin

of

the

the mo.st ambitious one-shot in recent radio annals.
McCray plans to pul on next
December a two-hour cavalcade of
the first 50 years of the 2()lh Century.
This may be done either in
two 60-ininute installments, or via

CBS

Iff
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SeriM UU
nn
AM and
anH Vinpn
UCI1C5
Series
VIUCU,
Video,
on tun
dnu

AM

.

tliat

captains had been assigned when
William Cargan is currently Ih^ Federal Mediation and (onmoving his family east prepara- ciliation Service brought the two
tlie
tory to his two-ply
and TV groups together and averted
show built around a new private walkout.
u
submitted
be
will
now
pact
7
he
eye character, tentatively titled'
“Mike Reagan” It starts over 530
(Continued on page 36i
Mbs stations Aug. 7 in the Sun-

tainment.

self into the
to

salvage as

CBS
many

picture in a bid
jobs as possible.

L

A

PrOOeS UWII

A

On

Windfall for

Old Briar. Tweed and Model.

(gs;

the package.
led Iledigan is set to script the

is

biding

its

time on

I

I

a suc-

cessor to

ABC

R.

tends to install someone from
Board
within the organization.
chairman William S. Paley. prexy
call for something Frank Stanton and veepec Howard
fit."**.
like. ‘So I
picked up myself after Meighan have been huddling on
*
clipped me, sta<?gered to the prospective appointment over
II
itie bar
first to mix myself a stiff
the past few days, seeking first to
one. then called
my pal Lt, Levine establish the operational concept
flown at headquarters,’
But in a realignment of executive funcetc.
•n video, all
that narrative is nix. tlons before deciding on a per-

JHy feel, fish for

Ole

at

piione

the

bar.

rail,

and

onu'how
•eern

to

gucs> ihe\

the

my

I

i

cigarets,

make with

fum-

will.”

Beer

news

last

New York

with

Godfrey

the

acro.ss-the-board daytime stint
i
j

R&H

outlet carried a plug for
which said. "'I’here's good
tonight.
The brewery strike

tlie

ber.

of

last

week

in

August and

11

Sudden resignation of William
Veale as vice-president and gen-

last

three week.s in SeptemHe's due back at the end of

first

Septem her.

p.m. newscast.
Gotham stations also readied
copy in anticipation of the end of
widespread
bakers’
the
strike.

broadcasters

Ward.

Purity

bakers

who have been

and

Bond,
Continental

GOODSON-TODMAN QUIZ
AS CBS SUMMER nilER

for

I

I

'

Mason’s NBC Series Set

CBS
taking the telephonic
quiz-giveaway out in filling the 7
to 7;4.> evening stretch Mondaythrough-Frlday during the summer
i.'

struck for

several months.

hiatus period. The 45-minutc segment opens up when the brace of
Hollywood, June 28.
James Mason and NB(.' have Procter & Gamble acrass-the-board
and Jack Smith,
finally come together on a summer shows, “Beulah

'

”

series to replace the time vacated
by Dorothy Lamour and Sealtest
program, starting July 14.

moved over to Colgate a few
months back*. When Luckman

goes off for the summer July 4.
along with Campbell Soup’s "Club
15.”

Arch Gboler is writing and proColumbia has bought a new
stepped into the LB presidency a ducing the dramatic scries in Mark Goodson-Bill Todman packMason
which
will
be
supported
by
age,
brought
with Warren Hull as emcee, to
was
Veale
ago.
few years
his wife. Pamela Kellino. and an in.stall into the three quarter-hour
into the organization.
AKR.A
cast
Show
will
have
an
strips.
mountIdea i.s for th. telephonic
the
that
report
is
Trade
in" pressures became loo much eigh*-wcek run and if not sold, it contestants to gu^ss tunes played
may
be
pulled.
backwards.
for him.
'

,

,

aired the

R&H

strike ended
bought six station breaks and new' cojiy w'as furnished for Tromrners beer, which

Veale some years back was advertising director for Colgate (an
ex-Lever veepee, John Clilman.

the web's WCCO o A o station
Hull
in Minneapolis, and Arthur
Haves, veepee In charge of Frisco

"Talent Scouts" will return to
the air four weeks ahead of GodLatter is taping four shows
frey.
before he leaves, which will be

over.

Emergency copy was prepared by

manager

roll.
i
I

Delicious R&H Light Beer
will be back, etc., etc,’’
Within a half-hour after the

is

week

sonalitv.

Thornburgh successor.

i
I

spurt of business

several

mild surpri.se in trade circles

—

)

MBS

Lever Bros, 'all
tl\e Lever v.p.’s reported to him*,
and decision of LB proxy Charles
Liickman to double into the general managership occasioned some

the
But oper.dions. are two names that
the like.
radio writers don’t (have been unofficially projecteo
possible
It
yet although I Into the picture as a
i

Arthur

the

all

exception of
Lipton’s Tea w hen he goes in as
an eight-week CBS sub for the
vacationing Godfrey starting Aug.
Monday night "Talent Scouts.”
1.
which Lipton’s sponsors, is to
leave the air at the end of July
for its annual hiatus.
Lewis, who is dropping his own

I

SEEN CUING VEALE EXIT
(M-al

Meric Jones, general manager of

stagger to

Summer

i
i

TOO MUCH PRESSURE’

van the actor, for instance.
In
other words, where the narrative
in niy old
‘Ross Dolan-Detective’

how

intact

spon.sors

I

Beer

for the

i

sponsors the

but. observes Gargan.
h s not the easiest thing to get
good video writers.
“The reason

van improvi.se

'

cause of the heavy schedule, will
show from
stations.
The labor dispute had do Godfrey’s morning
10;13 to 1I;30 Monday through
curtailed spot advertising by the
Friday, taking over Spray-.\-Wave,
malt-and-hops accounts and settlemen! meant resumption of cam- Gold Seal and National Biscuit for
segments
paign which brings several thou- the first throe 15-minutc
Chesterfields for the last halfsands of dollars w’cekly to the sta- and
He
al.so fills in for the full
hour.
lions.
Within 35 minutes after WOH, eight weeks on Godfrey's WednesN Y., aired a news bulletin an- day night te'evision .show on CBSnouncing the walkout’s end. the TV, which Chestcrfield.s also bank-

Stanza will probably return to
ABC' in the fall, as a cross-thrboard 30-minute strip, netting the
web an e.stimated $2,000,000 in
time billings.
Pillsbury also backs Galen Drake
as a half-hour five-times-weekty series and Kay Kyser’s 15 -minute
cross-thc-boarder. both on ABC’.

show

1'^*
enough to tell me w hat
ih”*
•He busine.ss’
is; the director and

a

from the brewers for

Pillsbury Mills is set to pick up
the tab on “House Parly." which
General Electric is dropping July 1.

Don Thornburgh as head
web’s Coast operation.
i^atter has resigned to take o'.cr
^be helm at WC.AU. Philadelphia,
Whereas only a week ago the Inti surprising
if
Appar- ^^nt was to bring in an outside man
obvious.
Pntly the AM writers can’t make
to head the Coast operation. CBS
the transition to video
as patly as bas reversed its thinking and in-

am

CBS

Robert Q. Lewis will lake over

'

I

Chicago. June 28.

!

To Don Thornburgh
Best.

Practicollv Takes, Over
i

'

I

I

For Coast Successor

N. Y. Stations as

Ending of the beer strike

i

"JTt-

Looks Like Robt. Q.

I

Pillsbury ‘Party’

j

l/Fg.

I

j

other

Malt-Hops Spots Back

i

n

it is evident that, in laying
out so much coin for an audition,
the spon.sor will give It at least a
13-week ride, if for no other reason than to save face and justify
the cxpenditui-e.
*

to buy,

Strike Ends; Bakers Next?

AM

spot,
and over TV
16 or 19. via NBC. depending what hour on that Tues-

and

NBC

week brought

.

day-al-4:30
either Aug

literature

cultural spheres.
plans going back into the
archives for transcriptions to pick
up the voices of the great and the
near great who have infliiencrd
the thinking and changing patterns during the half-ceniury.

I

with

Meanwhile the Professional Office Workers union has injected it-

against the agencies.
bankrollers and producers. Picket

Arfnr m
Ra
TV
Actor
111
ipivl d
in Re
I\v TV
If ijvl
Scripters

the changing patterns of life since
embracing
1900,
the
politicaleconomic aspects, the swift-moving transitions in fields of enter-

With' the economy pattern resolved. Paley, accompanied by his
wife, sails this Friday for a vacation in Europe.

sponsors
agencies,
representing
package producers. The
RWG, w'hich alread\ has a pact
networks. Mad voted last

*

•

put

.

began Nov. 4. an agreement has
been reached between the Radio
Writers Guild and a committee

(Continued on page 36)

have

tices.

VI lllMii*

...
After prolonged discussions

to

may be kepi inthe remainder of the
approximate 35 getting their notact,

1HI,-.-.. 1/
I 111 lyPljyf pA|rtf|1l|3

Vll

reported

spondents abroad
,

‘

I

I

are

was by Howard Snyder. Hugh Wedlock and Artie Phillips
Although GF is not committed

'

a continuing 120-minute showca'e.
McCray contemplates using a
number of scripters, with the
sliow’s broad concept to explore

particular accent on the impending economies in their huddling.
It’s anticipated that the news department. particularly the foreign
staff, may feel the brunt of the
One report has it
tightening up.
tliat five or six of the key corre-

117*

:

n
P
New P
nvate Eye
tve
Private

Planned for Dec.

Since the return of prexy Frank
Stanton from Europe, he and

(Put in July
‘

|l

right.

Backing him up are Hal March,
Janis Paige. Frank Nel.son, Dave
Willock and Frank DeVol’s orche.stra.
Sam Fuller of Young & Rubicam produced, with assists from
Bill Gillette, out from New York,
and Jimmy Kern, one-time picture
director, wlio supplied the cinema
touch to the recorded film. Script

Tom

“guaran-

coffers.
of

'

11

for

Bums and Allen and
and Abner have yet to be
by the web may represent

additional

•

,

lldrgdn
Gargan’s
S
®

Lum
sold

Rodio*TV
u
*«vi*w t n
PrcviAW ki
Number
•

.

Of 20th Century

that

fact

Annual

"

.

web resources

tees.” security provisions, etc.

fMture

•gjforioi

of applications.
There was a considerable indi cation that the Commission was
already holding its hose to its own
scheme and looking for a quiet
place to bury the body.
Opposition was best summed up
by the FCC Bar Association, whose
president. Guilford
S.
Jameson,
was one of the witnesses.
The as.sociation’s brief ripped
into the cutofT proposals which
was designed to keep application
periods for dragging out many;
months as they did under the
AVCO rule. However, the brief

>

ping

blue

formated to show off his talemcee of the rowdy
doings and funny fellow in his own

for top talent has necessitated tap-

.

FCC chairman Rosel
Acting
Hyde, who presided at the session.
indicated apologetically that the
Commission realized it had a clumand would be glad to
,.v formula
listen to suggestions for something
else. He emphasized that the Commission was in no wise committed
to its plan for advertising trans fers. its cutofT proposals and the'

r

Siaium

but

a

ents both as an

over the budget. Board chairman
William S. Paley's variety of deals

if^p l^lack

i;i

version,

come

sion,

Like the other webs, Columbia
has its coin problems. The video
operation is reported to be way

«

fPVPnls nOtV tO OpPVOtP

nesses something that boiled down
to "Oh. my aching back; how about
leaving us alone for a change?

amendment

»w.

a

procedure.

Commission’s

^

|

«

new proposal brought from

NBC Cavalcade

I

bia Records organization.

i

Washington, June 28. ^
FCC got no encouragement from
the broadcast industry yesterday
(27) in its proposed substitute for
and
scrapped
discredited
the

& o operations, although it dues
embrace the subsidiary Colum-

not

28.

overnight it has bechip enterprise, at
Laying out
least for one show.
$6,000 for a TV audition of a show
that was kicked off radio. General
Foods (Jello* footnotes another
fantasy of the sprawling young art
form.
Hero of the piece is Jack Carson,
who couldn't cut it in AM, but is
proportioned to Milton Berle as
the white hope of the GF family.
Kinnied in Hollywood last Friday
(24) for the GF overlord.s to inspect. sponsor is taking the big
gamble on the off-chance that he’ll
wallop ’em in the eyes where he
didn't care.ss the auricles. The big,
brash buffoon will follow natural
bent as a comic in the sight vei'-

'

budget.

That was the extent of the recent
NBC budget cut. (Most drastic
economies thus far have been at
ABC.) Others say CBS will limit
the retrenchments to
with
all
departments taking cuts, ineluding television.

i

TV

for

Television may be the hungry kid
from poverty row scratching for his
eats, according to the Hollywood

Justin Millor

'

GF

Hollywood, June

|

w hich

{

'

FCC Sorry

economy

six-months’

Trial to
'

some quarters say may result
lopoff of $1,000,000 from the

It is also

Worth $6,000

TFD
EFFECTED

has been alerted to an im-

pending

i

probable that 30-odd
carry
other ferryboats operated by other lines across the Hudson will also
become part of the ferrycasting syatem. The franchise to broadcast
to the “captive audience’’ on the boats would be given to a commercial FM station, with the city getting a cut of the revenues.
WNYC-FM has also been used in tests conducted by the city’s
Board of Transportation on busses. While results of the transit
casting tryouts in Gotham have been satisfactory, several problems
Chief obstacle is poor reception in
are still to be worked out.
certain skyscraper areas.

AVCO

AM But

It in

”

‘

*

1;
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Lamb Preps

TV’s Rash of Screen Credits Cues

Demand

of Agencies for a Code

in-^
censed at the growing demands of
television performers, writers, producers, etc., to get their names on

Ad agencies and

make

According

to

agency execs,

TV

After playing around several of the N.Y. video channels
last Monday, some of the TV
masterminders were asking
when the new
themselves
medium intends to get down
to the business of incubating

i

,

new and

-

string of advance credits. Instead.
video actor, producer and
is now demanding a spocial frame to carry his name on
the .screen. Agencies are afraid the
situation will get entirely out of
hand. One agency chief said he
expects at any time to see on his
screen: “Joe Blow’s face was
shaved for this production by bar-

i

:

every

director

ber Joe Schmo.”
Situation has reached a point,
they maintain, where it is interfering with the speed and tempo of
programs. As a result, they hope
to incorporate into their standard
of credits such points as who rates
a single frame, the size of type
each category of actor or technician should get, its position in the
string of credits, etc. In that way,
they claim, there will be no more

competing for credits among

fresh talent.

FCC Green
A

ing

NBC

j

tifTs,

run

contested

by

NBC

is

be-

'

'

and CBS.

declares that the big outdoor

championship bouts and those
in other cities on nights

off

when the Garden or

St.

station

for

Nick’s

the outlet, and promised it would
complete the job in 60 days aft^
receiving an extension. In view of
the need of Boston for more staprovince.
tions. and since the pending appliThat end of the fight negotia- cations for the two remaining chanWDSU's
Radio-TV
tions is the only phase of the Gar- nels cannot be acted upon until
den C’orp. fight setup that is .still after the freeze is lifted, he thereup in the air. It’s been agreed that fore concluded it would be in the
Center Aimed as N. 0.
NBC will carry the Friday fights public interest to grant the extension.
Showplace; Starts Aug. 1 from the Garden on both TV and
The Raytheon station is the only
AM, while CBS will get the MonNew Orleans, June 28.
day or \Vednesday night affairs remaining AVCO ca.se before the
Work on WDSU’s new radio and from St. Nicks on both radio and Commission, Sale of the permit
video center in the historic French video. It’s also been agreed that has been pending .since last NoQuarter of this old city on the Mi.s- when CBS carries the fights, netContinued on page 37)
sissippi’s* levees will begin about work will declare that fights
are
Aug. 1, Edgar B, Stern, Jr., presi- under Tournament of Champions
dent of WDSU Broadcasting Serv- auspices. T. of C. in which CBS,
ices, Inc., said Friday (24),
Music Corp. of America. publici.st DERR, OSGOOD, THEIS
The company recently secured Dave Charnay and pla.stics manuproperty rights to the Broulatour facturer George Kletz were partIN CBS-TV SHIFTS

arena isn’t in action will be alternated between the two nets. CBS.
on the other hand, declares that
these bouts will be their exclusive

New

•

I

!

!

Home,

for years a top tourist at-

nered, was recently bought out by
John J. Derr, heretofore assistfamed Royal Street, the Garden Corp. It is believed
occupy as admini.stra- that Gillette will sponsor all NBC ant to C'BS radio sports chief Red
and a plot of ground fights on both media.
Barber, has been named assistant
measuring 200 by 60 feet at 616
was originally believed that sports director for CBS television.
It
Toulouse, on which will rise the
new WDSU radio and television the major outdoor bouts would be In other CBS-TV personnel shifts
studio and technical plant.
The individually negotiated. However, this week, Stanton .M. Osgood was
site is to the rear of the Broula- it’s felt that because of CBS Board named director of production and
tour Home, and will connect with Chairman William S. Paley’s large H. Grant Theis appointed director
holdings in Garden stock, together
Tt.
of film procurement and syndicaStern said WDSU will vacate its with interlocking tielns with Chi- tion.
present 14th floor quarters in the cago and Detroit promoters, that
Derr replaces Bernie London,
network
will
get
the
nod, all other
Monteleone
Hotel,
which
has
who re.signed two weeks ago. In
housed the station since 1935. things being equal.
his new position. Derr will act as
Occupancy of the new center is
director on most of CBS-TV’s reexpected next winter and oflicials
mote pickups of sports events, inhope to tie in the dedication with Series of 1 -Minute Tele
eluding the Brooklyn Dodger home
the first anniversary ceremonies
ba.seball games from Ebbets Field,
planned for WDSU-TV.
Osgood will administer design,
Films to Teach Viewers
According to Robert D. Swezey,
pricing, preparation and assembly
veepee and gen. mgr. of WDSU,
traction

which

was televised

fight

on

will
tive offices,
it

I

I

'

last

Chi outlet of .NBClopped from the web
because promoters feared it
would hurt the gate.
However, Northwestern railroad ran ads to the day of the
(22),

I

I

j

;

i

details.

tion earlier.”

NBC, was theatre teleca.st into both
the Broadway Paramount and the
Fabian Fox theatre in Brooklyn.

advertising

Operate Sets

j

Two

in (’hi-

hou.ses paid only a token fee
which pro-

NBC

Net Hooperatings

for the rights,
to
tects for the time being

,

tention that there

between

is

NB(“s inno difference

home and

theatre tele.
for the first lime were
able to advertise the event in advance in N. Y. newspapers and
both, as a result, played to SRO biz.
Par. utilizing its own intermediate film method, grossed about $8.Significant difTerences between 200 for the day (22). more than S>5.New York and national ratings 000 of which came in at night. Acto
managing director
racked up by tele shows are shown cording
in the first network TV- Hooperat- Robert Wtitman, the take was far
yesterday better than the previous Wednesreleased
report
ings
(Tues.) by C. E. Hooper at a sub- day, despite the same picture and
stageshow. Fox, with less seating
scribers’ conference.
While the Milton Berle telecast capacity, did comparatively better,
was viewed in 80.5'^ r of the homes .selling about 500 standing space
in N. Y.. its 24-city telerating was and closing its boxoff ice a half74.4. “One of the rea.sons for the hour before the fight .started. Day’s
lower national figure.” Hooper de- gross more than doubled the averclared. "is the present low quality age Wednesday receipts. Fox used
of the kinescopes they get in many the instantaneous project ion
of those cities. And. of course, it method developed by 2()th and
is not impossible that ‘what Be lie’s
RCA.
got’ may be more of a mystery to
As far as the 20th plan is consome in Fort Worth. Dayton and cerned, the chief reason for SponRochester than to the cafe-condi- able’s trip to the Coast is to surtioned New Yorker”
vey the terrain among the 22 theArthur Godfrey’s “Talent .Scouts” atres which will be linked in the
showed up with a higher five-city theatre tele circuit, to determine
telerating (73) than its rating in whether it will be possible to transGotham (56.8). Explanation for the mit the shows via leased telephone
higher figure outside N. Y Hooper lines rather than micro-wave relay
said, is the comparative absence of channels. If it is found that microstrong TV competition in other wave links are necessary, then it is
cities.
The same factor, lack of expected that 20th will be forced
competition, al.so brings about the to apply for channel space to the
situation of 12 of the top 20 video Federal Communications C’ommisstanzas pulling ratings in New sion, which would make all its
York from five to 20 points lower show subject to FCC juri.sdiction.
than the network reports. Among
the shows with national figures
higher than N. Y. are: "The Gold- Minn. Broadcasters Rap
bergs” with a 60.6 telerating; "Cavalcade of Sports”
(48.1):
Fred
•

Prove Off-Cable,

N.Y. Tastes Vary

‘Two houses

I

'

j

I

1

,

1

;

i

Waring

(42.1);

Duluth’s

Dunninger-Winchell

“Your .Show Time” (34.3);
“Original Amateur Hour” '33.6);
"Stop the Mu.sic” (32.9): “Colgate
(31. .5);
Theatre”
“Tlirough
the
Crystal Ball” (30.4); "Studio One”
.(28.6), and “Break the Bank” '27.6).

TV Tavern

Ban;

(41.6);

Hooper
claim

answered

critics

Sift

Minneapolis. June 28
Newly-formed Minnesota BroadAssn, at a meet ing here

slapped Duluth, Minn.. ci(> counfor banning television in bars,
and considered plans to have
American Medical Assn, hcck all
medical advertising copy.
Representatives of some 40 stations in the state passed comlem-

who

cil

telephone survey
(Continued on page 37)
that

his

i

CAROLINAS SET FOR TV

WITH WBTV HOOPLA
Greensboro. N.

C..

June

Medico Adv. Copy

casters’

nation of Duluth city couruil action.
Council ruled no TV sets
operate in bars there although
city is 150 miles from a television
station and half-dozen sets in use
picked up only occasional shows.
Radiomen discussed (|ucst ionable medical advertising and voted
to investigate po.ssibility of A.MA
They also
checking all copy.
committee,
named, three-man

may

28.

The Charlotte Observer, the
Charlotte News and WBTV will cosponsor premiere television broadca.sts at the Armory Auditorium,
July 14-15-16 in cooperation with

,

I

•

CANADA TV SURGERY

was staged

Fight, which

cago and carried on regular TV by

of art work. sets, props, costumes,
etc., and will also supervise floor
Washington. June 28.
management and establish liaison distributors of television sets and
Television will be used to edu- with other CBS-TV departments. stations WSOC. WAYS, W.MIT and
cate viewers how to operate and
Theis. former film syndication WIST.
It will be the first airing of telecare for their sets.
A program chief, takes over concurrently vision programs in the
Carolinas,
Osgood’s previous duties of film
authorized last week by the Radio
and the public is being invited to
procurement.
Jack.son Green, as
which will have an arched interior
Manufacturers Assn, provides for manager of production facilities, attend and see (as well as hear)
iC'ontinued on page 53)
what it might enjoy at home with
the preparation of a .series of 10 will continue
execution and cotelevision sets. Audience will witone-minute films designed for video ordination of art work,
.sets, props,
ness television programs coming in
station use. The Television Broad- etc.
on sets of various makes and
casttrs Assn, will cooperate with
models and prices.
R.MA in making the films.
WBTV’ is scheduled to inaugu-i
CLICKS
MEDICOS A major purpose of the program,
J. K. Poppele
rate its regular television broadsaid RM.A. is to relieve servicemen
(Prex
Vancouver. June 28.
casting
Tolevision
Friday night. July 1.5. and!
of
of* “nuisance calls" from .set ownAn enthusiastic reception has ers
the public will be at the .Armory!
liromlinstf'rs Axsn,)
unfamiliar with the elementary
been given to the first medical
Auditorium
on that evening anil
writtt on
operation of their receivers.
operation to be televised in Canada.
the next (16i the same programs it
The A.s.sociation said servicemen
Hacku'ard Glance
This demonstration followed that
would see on sets at its homes.
given in Philadelphia a short time reported at recent RMA “Town
Meetings” that many calls come
at a
ago.
Don Giesy's Own Setup
Demonstration was held in from set owners who do not underFonvan! Industry’^
Don Gie.sy is resigning from the
Saskatoon, Sask., before an audi- stand the use of receiver controls
DuMont
press dept, to form his
and
antenna
'equipment
or
who
ence of doctors attending a convenown publicity and tele-packaging
on* o# rh« mony Ediferlal FeoNren
tion of the Canadian M«*dical Assn. have improperly placed their reoutfit.
Giesy, formerly wTih thei
In thn forthcoming
ceivers.
Many
of
these
minor
difTeleshow presented with coopABC press dept., has been w ith
Rodio-TV
eration
of
Canadian television ficulties, they reported, could h«ve
for two years.
manufacturers is considered a ter- been remedied without the aid of
Rtvitw & Prtvitw Number DuMont
He’ll be succeeded by Gerald
rific public relations job for the technicians.
of
Lyons, formerly in the pie.ss dept,
cau.se
of television in Canada.
The RMA films are being preof Veteran.s Hospit
Camp Shows.
Govt, has been given tele a hoist pared for early fall release and
Giesy will partner dth Louise Fountil it is able Co finance Its o>vn will be made available to. all TV
Oiii
lett, who was asso ated with him
in
July
;
network.
stations.

to

aliead

manager
Northwestern’s ad
“just wished the po.ssibilities
had been called to my atten-

Chi-Mil-

'

the new center will combine the
picturesque architecture of old
New Orleans with the most ultramodern technical facilities in the
south.
The video studio will occupy an
area 100 by 60 feet.
The plant,

moved

with its plans this week by sending
research chief Earl I. Sponahle to
the Coast to work out preliminary

I

:

meanwhile

winter,

a
trip for $4.98
“to see the fight on television.’’

'

How

[fight

result of

operation within 90 days after it
receives permission to shift its
transmitter site to Medford. The
company Is reported to have spent
$225,000 so far on the project.
approving
the
extension,
In
which was the subject of hearings
last February, the examiner stated
“has not demonthat Raytheon
strated that it has been entirely
diligent ... or established that
the delays in the construction of
the propo.sed station were occasioned by causes altogether beyond
its control."
However, the examiner said, the company belatedly
made "intensive efforts’’ to finish

NBC, CBS at Odds
York,

television

28.

an extension granted Friday <24) by the
Mfg.
FCC to Raytheon
Co. in Waltham to complete construction of
WRTB,
An initial decision by
Hugh D. Hutchison, hearing examiner. imposed a condition that the
station be ready for commercial

'

New

third

months as the

Allocations Find

cities outside of

When
week

Boston will be on the air in a few

‘Non-N.Y.’ Fight

.Allocation of fights promoted by
Madison Square Garden Corp. in

Light

Washington, June

those

Agencies may run into a snag
with indie television producers.
Latter, both in N. Y. and on the
Coast, are now working out their
own code in an effort to make certain they get adequate .screen credGetting their names on the
it.
screen, the indies believe, will be
one^of their chief stocks in trade,
since only in that way will they
be able to draw attention to their
work.

Chicago, June 28.
Charles-Joe
Flzzard

6.0.

Charles-Joe Walcott heavyweight
having proved the iremendous draw of full-screen TV. circuit operators are now mulling how
be.st to utilize the new .system for
a top boxoffice payoff. TwentiethFox. which plans to inaugurate theatre TV on a daily basis in a string
of Fox-We.st Coast theatres next

I

fight,

'

|

I

Oops, Sorry!

its

Bofo

With twin theatre telecasts in
New York last week of the F.zzard

waukee round

1

,

to

up

Raytheon Gets

j

'

set

TV was

^

involved.

and

station.

"The only youth in .sight was
bat boy at Yankee Stadium," wagged one viewer.

j

preparing

Walcott

the

TV

is

installation

Lamb expects to begin telecasting on Channel 6 in September,
and likely will be the city’s No. 2

;

j'

its

F^t

Telecasts of Chi

offices.

Here’s what a couple hours
of Monday night video fare
produced, in succession: Morton Downey, Cliff Edwards,
Tom Howard & Co. (collective
age of latter’s “Pays to Be
Ignorant” cast is over 200
years), then Lauritz Melchior,
gue.sting with Ethel Merman.

i

W’fVN

where

The Old ‘New Talent*

,

should have profited from the ex
perience of motion pictures in
which, they claim, too many films
are partially ruined by a long

N.Y, Bldyn B%-Screen Dieatre

28.

coln Tower, city’s tallest building,

sponsors,

the screen, are mulling the idea
of a .standard of credits. They plan
to get together to work out the
“code" and then demand it be followed by all networks and stations.

WTVN

for

Columbus, June

Delivery of RCA station equipment^iW'ill be made to WTVN, Edward Lajnb’s station here, on July
25.
Space is now being vacated on
three floors of the LeVeque-Lin-

headed by C.

S.

Hagman.

W’LOl'.

Minneapolis, to seek rate adjuslment permitting smaller si.itions
to carry University of Minnc.sota
home football games.
Fee charged by university at
present,

station

complained,

minor

is

representative
for
prohibitive

stations.

j

WITH

j

!

I

I

I

>

'

•

at

DuMont.

>

WTCN Moves Up

Mpis.

Premiere to July

I

Minneapolis, June 28
WTCN has moved up initial television broadcasts to July 1. when
telecasting begins at 6:30 p m
channel 4, F. Van Konymnlunk.
vice president and general manager, said. Station will be second
unit operating here.
During summer station plans
telecasting from 6:30 to 9 p fuMondays through Fridays except

TV

nights
ball

when

St.

games are

Paul home basetelecast.

In

early

of four
fall, seven-day schedule
t ru'
hours nightly is planned.
grams of ABC, CBS and Dumont
networks are set.

»
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ERA’ AHEAD
Breakdown of U.

TV

S.

2T

SCHEDULE
NBC Edges Out CBS on Summer

Sets

I

Anticipated summer slump in television set sales apparently
industry earlier than expected this year. Numraught up with the
circulation throughout the U. S. increased 196,000
ber of sets in
1,858,000 by June 1. but the rate of increase
hit
to
during May
of the previous month, which saw a 215,000
lagged behind that
period. Five new stations and three new
30-day
the
boom during
TV market areas were added during May to give circulation most of
Metropolitan
New York continued to set the
had.
it
the impetus
Following is the city-by-city breakdown,
pace with 650.000 sets.
research
division;
NBC
the
by
compiled
No. of
No. of
Inc. Over
Stations
Sets
Last Month
6
6.50.000
50,000
New York
177,500
3
12,500
Philadelphia
1.55,000
4
10.000
Chicago
138.000
6
12,000
Los Angeles
-95.700
2
14.300
Boston
63.100
3
5.400
Baltimore
60.000
3
5.000
Detroit
59.100
2
6,700
Cleveland
48,000
4
3,500
Washington
1
32,200
4,000
Haven
New'
32.100
1
3.200
St. Louis
26,700
1
2.200
Milwaukee
2
26,000
3,000
Cincinnati
25.000
1
2.000
Schenectady
1
23.700
2.200
Buffalo
I
20.000
6.200
Pittsburgh
17.100
1
2.300
Minn.-St. Paul
1
15,000
4,000
Toledo
1
11,500
1,300
Richmond
1
10.600
Worth-Dallas
1,400
Ft.
10.500
2
1.500
Atlanta
1*
8.500
7,000
Lancaster
2'*'
8,200
1,000
San Francisco
7.500
1
900
Louisville
7.300
2
1.200
Dayton
6.900
1
1,100
Columbus
6.700
1
500
Seattle
1
6.300
1.600
Miami
5,600
1
500
Memphis
2*
5,000
600
Salt Lake City
4.800
1
300
Houston
1
4,500
100
New Orleans
1*
4,500
3,200
Indianapolis
4.200
1
1.000
Erie
4,200
1
1.700
Svracuse
3.000
2,200
San Diego
900
100
1
Albuquerque

66

Sub-total

1.784.900

Oklahoma City
Birmingham
Rochester
Others

New

PhiDy’s Flock

W'lll probably far
surpa.ss the 2.()()().figure anticipated at the beginning of the year.
This prospect developed here

0(X)

week

tillers

its

bert.

mem-

ber companies alone have been
Pi-oducing at the 2.000.000 rate durtng

.April

and

May and

months of

five

that outfor the
1948 has ap-

proximated 900,000 sets.
V.xriety learned further th.il the
tnanulacturing industry is planning
* big boost in
output in the tall.
With a 400,000 set turnout expected
In October w'hen
Sylvania Electric
J-o.. a major tube producer, enters
the receiver field.
Autumn operations will more
than off.sot an aniicipated dip in summer output resulting from reduced
schedules due
Continued on page 46*

vne
s

June 28

hill

site

on

Queen

handle more locally
First regularly
local
is
production
It." set for the 8:30 p.m.
to

shows.

*

roadcast

btage
*‘ot

on Saturdays.
fferbert

"hich
I

emceeing the
features
charade
is

various
SieaTtl

areas

of

still

Mont lost the full-hour "Admiral
Broadway Revue." Latter show
with NBC and
Admiral is holding the time on that
web throughout the summer.
Three hour-long shows a week
,

are mainly responsible for putting
NBC’ in the summertime lead.
include the Buick-sponsored

Up Scale by AGVA

'I'he.se

Olsen & Johnson show’, which teed
off la.st (Tues.
night. "Kraft Television Theatre." which is now in its
third successive year on the same
web, and the Friday night Admiral
hour, now featuring Hopalong Cassidy westerns.
In addition, Philco
is slated to launch its hour-long
"Summer Playhouse" July 17.
CBS, in comparison, retained
"Arthur Godfrey and Friends" as
the only hour-long show for the
»

The American Guild

of Variety
Artists’ action in forcing the N. Y.
Mirror to pay the talent recruited
for the daily’s 25th anni show'
Friday (25) on NBC-TV indicates
that the performer union intends
to police its members’ video activities until the Associated Actors
and Artistes Television Authority
takes over jurisdiction.
stepped in prior to the
Mirror’s anniversary program and
forced the paper to pay single acts
$100; doubles. $175 and acts having three members or more. $75 to
each.
Thus Joey Adams, Tony
Canzoneri and Mark Plant got the
latter amount for their spot on the

Previously, Mirror had agreed to
performer $25 to take
out of the category of free
shows, but
demanded the
higher scale, also demanding that
the Mirror send checks payable to
actors in care of the union. However. it’s likely that each of the
names participating on the program will reindorse the checks
over to the N. Y, Mirror charity
fund.
An AGVA spokesman declared that he had no control over
what the performers did with their
stipend. However, most of the individual performers on the show
would rather give the coin away

its

out-

view-

Weinrott

sponsored

Washington and

28.

off

showing, one show was missed
completely.
offered the
in a 9 p.m. spot, a
deal which
couldn’t match
because it already has girls’ softball
games sponsored in that

summer

hiatus

moves

period.

to

With the plum about ready to

WNBQ.
WBKB had hopes that
"Larry" would be co-axed on C’BSTV
that

in

the

web

fall

when

I

Weinrott is dickering with two
Chi video stattions which are interested in show’.

WCPO-TV
Cincy’s

fall

Starts July

26

into

lap,

WBKB

execs

WNBQ

& Ryan agency and Keeley through
Scliwimmer & .Scott agency.

Cincinnati. June 28
third video station.

WCPO-TV, will
oper.ations July 26 with a
telecast of the night baseball game
Scripps-Howard
begin

LEVY BROS. (EX-WCAU)
INTO HLM-TV CORP.

between

the
Reds and Boston
Braves, Mortimer C. Watters, general manager, announced. For the
balance of the season the new
TV'er will share airings of home
games with Croslcy’s Wl.W-TV'
which has been carrying them exclusively while
has the

WCPO

AM

coverage unto itself.
All radio and TV'^ originations
from Crosley Field for sprinklings
this area
in
are sponsored by
I

WNBQ’s

first decided to let the sponsors
cancel out their contract, but later
came up with a threat to slap an
injunction against
if the latter moves to carry the show.
Film is sponsored alternately by
Dodge Dealers through Hiithrauff

at

station joined

as Clii affiliate.

WNBQ
WBKB

same service

<24t.
station
la.st
Friday
was supposed to fill shoos
"Kukla, Fran & Ollie” which

.after

Parks

WNBQ

TV
^

‘‘Larry’’

of

Arlington

here, six nights a week, has threatwith an injunction to
prevent the latter from grabbing
off the sponsors.
Fight started when the bankrollers became unhappy about the 8:30
p.m. time slot arranged for them
by WBKB.
Because of the time
problem in processing the films
and rushing them to the station for

ened

I

After contractual squabble with
Les Weinrott pulled his
puppet show. "Larry on Location,”

CBS

'

Tuppet’

Chicago, June 28.
may go to
another to hold a
show on its program
tele station

against

.schedule. WBKB. currently .screening 15 min. films of hor.se races at

WBKB,

like to get

’

web

TV Stations In

One Chi
court

WBKB

girls are

’

Yanb

In Squabble With
Chicago, June

7

to

latter

Sponsor Wrangle

(Continued on page 37

ers a rest, after having put on 39
straight weeks of beauty contests
for the Hornung Beer Co.
WC.\U-TV beauty show runs for
10 straight Saturday nights, from
Approximately 10
8 to 9 p. m.

Huth Gil-

Chi

AGVA

ber.

momentarily giving

the

15-miuute across-thc-board

its

C’aravan” NBC likewise has four
deys of "Howdy Doody” time sold,
as compared wilh CBS’ three days
for Oldsmoblle’s Television News.

it

entrant for "Mi.ss America" sweepstakes at Atlantic City, in Septem-

let. is

has

"Lucky Pup" sponsored, NBC
matches that with the "Camel News

pay each

local gal whose talents and bathing
suit allure qualify her as this area’s

WFIL-TV, the town’s other

Where

summer.

show.

’

I

in July

Show Forced To

Of

restaurants and bars for
Hal Hudson Back to
good food and good drinks?" the
Hollywood, .June 28
organization asks.
Hal Hud.son. KTTV program di-We think the.se same gregarious rector.
to CBS as manreturning
is
.Xmericans will lake tele\’ision in
ager of the network’s Hollywood
their stride, too. and that it wont
He will
department
television
make them a nation of st.i.v-at- assist Harry Ackerman, vice-prexy
homes. Eventually it will take its
operations.
radio
net’s
over the
plaie as just another thing to do
Forward, assistant
H.
Robert
home, along with li.stening to
at
manager, will step into KTTV s
the radio, reading the papers, magprogram directorship. Hudson was
books-of-the-month,
and
azines
formerly CBS director of Coast
puttering around, and what have
programs
j
lyou."
out

lone local television
enlarging its studios at

ation, is
P
tran.smitter

nne

homes, Americans

’Em Local

Seattle.

-

.

will star

scheduled for an Aug.

That vacationing Itas hit CBS the
is revealed by the fact tiiat
lo.st
five hours and 45
minutes of bankrolled shows for
the summer, as compared with the
five hours and 15 minutes in billABC*
ing losses suffered by NBC.
most of who.se sponsored shows
started in late spring, lost only a
single half-hour weekly while Duhardest

wa.s carried jointly

Philadelphia, June 28.
Local television has taken over
the beaul.v contest situation.
Latvideo outlet to succumb is
est
WPTZ. which will stage and telePhiladelphia of
vise
the "Mrs.
1949" contest, beginning July 7.
WCAU-TV. which put on the
"Miss Greater Philadelphia" conyear, is repeating the
test
last
quest this year and will seek the

196.000

in

Columbia

N.Y. Mirror Anni

Comes

t

Seattle Likes

Out

CBS-TV web

15 minutes, ABC with four-and-ahalf hours and DuMont with three
hours and 15 minutes.

of

—

put ol the entire industry
first

is

Y.

P^KIETY

run through on each show.
Elimination format finds four selected each night for six shows.
launching.
The 24 semi-finalists then are run
with three
off in three programs
winners picked .each night, leaving nine finali.sts for the windup.
North Central Allied
Bill Sears does the emceeing and
a studio quiz about
Right Out and Sez al.so conducts
audience choices, while the girls
Winners are picked
are changing.
It: ‘Who’s Afraid of TV?’ by a board of judges, which is
changed weekly. Dave Kaigler is
Minneapolis. June 28.
producer and the settings were
North C'entral Allied has .sent a the
done by Paul Barnes, w ho has since
reassuring bulletin to its membei*s
WCAU-T’V for .NBT. in New
left
telling them not to worry "too
Dave Stephens, station
York
imiih" about television opposition.
plays the piano acbandsman,
‘Tla\e y ou ever noticed that, alpaniments.
com
are
stores
liquor
though package
seem at hand
always
Sponsors
scattered all over the place, and
(Continued on page 48'
although grocery stores make it
their
to serve food in
po.ssible

Show, which

when Radio Manulac-

Assn, reported that

.

Rodio-TV

600

Ace. will be the first to be aired
kinescope recordings even in
the city where it originates.
Show is scheduled as a five-minute airer six times weekly. To save
costs, soncequcntly, Ace and the
(’BS program department have decided to .stage it live in N. Y. but
In that
kine it for transmission.
wa.v'. they believe they w'ill be able
at
stanzas
four
to turn out three or
each production session.

Washington. June 28.
Television set production in 1949

A

it

R«vitw & Pr*vi«w Number

& Limb’ TV

'Smie

2.200

13.700

via

Mark During ’49

la.st

500
800

“Rulhie on the Telephone." upCBS-TV program to be
written and produced by Goodman

May Hit 2,500,000

i»i\,

AGVA

coming

j

it

on* of tho many oditeriol footHrot
in tho forthcoming

(Continued on page 37)

‘Ruthie on the Kinephone’

Output

If

if

over the rival

the matter of billings.
Summer
commercial schedules for the four
TV networks show NBC with nineand-a-half hours of sponsored time
per week. CBS with six hours and

M, Flvnn,

F.

Prvsuleut of

Show is built around a camera
trick in which a femme dancer, reduced to miniature size, terps atop
a piano while DeCola plays.
While NBC-TV will jump the

station added.

Tele Set

TV

tayf

2,500

1.858.000

Total
*

“// you're hot around the
chaufse your shirt,
hut stop squau'kiuft,"

collar,

175.700

10.000
4.000
3.400
2.200
2.100
51.400

With television’s first indu.strywide summer hiatus season safely
under way. the sponsors remaining
on video through the hot months
have given a slight edge to NBO

While some top-name performers such as Jack Benny are still
not convinced that kinescope quality is good enough to lure them
into television, several advertisers
this week decided to take a chance
on kine shows. Success of these
ventures, based on how well audiences in the east and midwe.st accept programs originating on the
Coast, is expected to throw considerable weight in hastening the
emergence of Hollywood as a
major TV program centre.
Whitehall
Pharmaceutical
Co.
has slotted a kine version of ‘‘Armchair Detective" for a summer
ride on CBS-TV. Half-hour show,
which originates on KTLA. Paramount outlet in Los Angeles, starts
on the web’s east and midwest stations next Wednesday (6» in the 9
to 9:30 slot.
Chevrolet Dealers,
through the Campbell-Ewald ad
agency, plan to tee off "Pantomime
Quiz" next fall in N. Y,. via a
transcription of the program as
aired from KTTV.
Sheaffer Pen has also decided
to follow the kine route for its entry
into TV.
Outfit has bought "Enchanted Piano,’‘ also Coast originated, fur national slotting.
Lou
Place, writer-director-produccr of
the
quarter-hour stanza, planes
into N. Y. Monday t4i to set the
deal.
Cast stars Felix DeCola.

OTIIHK CITIES
Providence
Wilmington

ABC in 3d Place

Tele Billings ;

Burger beer.

Leon Levy and Isaac D. Levy,

members of the CBS board of
directors, have bought an interest
in Oflicial Films, Inc., and Official
Television. Inc
according to an
,

announcement

by Aaron
Katz,
prexy of both firms. They will bo
elected to the boards of both Of-

ficial

units.

The Levy brothers launched tho

WG.XU

operation in Philadelphia
pioneer days.

in .radio’s

—
TELEVI.SlOX
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REVIEWS

rHARLES-WALCOTT FIGHT

from Chicago
(Maxon)

Video has been blamed for virlually everything from eye-strain
to home-breaking, but nobody
could reasonably pin the rap on it
for the Charles-Walcott fiasco. It
could be that the boys were camera
shy or didn’t want their makeup
mussed up before the largest video

But

that’s
to

bias

;

j

were

not originally
moppets, their
for
slanted
"Pixie” presentation .served as
a neat way to prime kids on
the subject and thus represented another pub - service
contribution from the show.
Puppet star of the program
first introduced the songs, but
their impact was negated via
Second
the puppet’s antics.
presentation, at the end of the
program, did a better job,
however, through a series of
Otto Soglow cartoons depicting the theme. New jingle is
to be presented on the show

|

!

the

The

cameras were primed, the co-axes
were greased, and the commentators were loaded ior a bear-match
with their verbal ammo. The video
boys had several other championship fights under Vieir belts and
knew what to do. But Charles and
Walcott let tnern down. There's
nothing about a bad fight that teleunlike radio.
vision can cure
What there was of the fight,

each week.

—

and none too imprespointed up DuMont’s
enterprise in trying to get away
from the flood of trite ideas that
have engulfed TV.
"Soul" had the benefit of a good
performance by Ernest
stellar
Tiuex, as Casper Milquetoast, the

ily" metier,
sive. but it

video covered with proficiency. In
lieu of action in the ring, the

Songs on

Cott,

I

stretching the
the snapping

point.
’felevision, in fact, was in
pink for a whirlwind affair.

jingles, titled "Little

Thursday (23) as a special feaon "Pixie Playtime,"
ture
WPIX puppet show for kids.
While the jingles, written by
Ily Zaret and Lou Singer and
produced by WNEW’s Ted

j

audience ever to witness a heavyweight championship bout <soanti-video

Nations

of

Big Subjects," received their
Y. television airing
first N.

GILLETTE RAZOR

ca!l.-d>.

United

Series

Producer: Preston Humphrey
•0 Mins.: Wed. (22). 10:30 p.m.
IS'BC.

Wednesday, June 29 , I949

‘Pixie’ Jingles

fvith Jimmy Powers. Bob Stanton
Pirertor: Reinald Werrenrath. Jr,

•

'!
;1
'

cam-

regularly switched between
medium and cioseup shots for some
eras

welcome variety. Coverage of this
and other bouts, however, could be
greatly improved with the addition

character, but the usually
hokey situations of this comedy
failed to sustain interest or action.
Sylvia Field (Mrs. Truex) headed
the support, and did well. As for

title

MIDGET AUTO RACES
With Duke Donaldson, Rex Marshall, announcers
120 Mins.;

Fii.,

ow-Up Comment

9 p.m.

AMALIE MOTOR OIL

j

WPIX, N.

Y.
(Hicks

it Griest)
Television, prime factor in reviving interest in wrestling and
in selling the Roller Derby, may
do an equally good promotion job
on the midget auto races, whose
popularity heretofore has seldom
extended beyond a small group of
fans.
As aired via a remote pickup from the Freeport, L. I., track
Friday nights, the speed contests
among the pint-sized cars have
plenty of thrills and chills to offer
televiewers and the interest thus
generated could lure them out to
watch the events in person.
Because of the comparatively
small track, the pickup job is an
WPIX remote chief
easy one.
Jack Murphy could achieve better
results, though, by cutting to a
wider angle when the cars speed
around the near side. Too often,
the camera had only one or two
cars within range when most of
the action and jockeying for posiwere going on elsewhere.
tion
That situation was especially frusannouncer Duke
since
trating
Donaldson would be talking at the
about the out - of - range
time
midgets.
recognized
a
as
Donaldson,
authority on the sport, was a logical and excellent choice for the
lap-by-lap narration but he should
concentrate on keeping his emoThat entions within bounds.

of an extreme cioseup for the pugs’
expressions under fire.
facial
When Walcott was described as
thusiasm and excitement is okay
having a cut on his left cheek
tfrom shaving, no doubt), that Truex, this was another in his se- until the words become incoherent.
statement needed seeing to be be- ries of tele appearances where he WPIX staffer Rex Marshall aided
impressed with a fine performance Donaldson in a clear and concise
lieved.
between-race explanation of the
of
more appropriate notably for his underplaying.
Instead
James L. Caddigan is produc- sport. Donaldson gave the winbackground music in three-quarter
time, Bob Stanton and Jimmy ing the "Program Playhouse" se- ners’ time in the various races
Powers, as the ringside spielers, ries for the network, with Larry but an indication of the average
would be welserved “professionably. The facts Menkin as his associate. Idea is miles-per-hour
were dull and they were honest to do varied types of shows on this comed by viewers.
Motor Oil, for
Amalie
for
Plugs
situation
drama,
I.e.,
showcase,
some
about it. Powers contribbed
expert technical data on the fight- comedies, quizzers, etc. It is cer- the most part, were integrated
ers style while both he and Stan- tainly a strong step in the right into the announcing chores and
Stal.
were well-handled.
Kahn.
ton handled the blow-by-blow stuff direction.
In restrained and sparing terms,
would
both predicted the fight
break open in the last couple of
rounds, but nobody can be hanged
ior hoping.
At the end of the bout, video
Gertrude Berg, creator and star of "The Goldbergs.” has discovered
more or less missed the most excitwhen the show was
ing turn of the night-^the fainting television has problems she never encountered
of Ezzard Charles’ manager upon originally on radio. To get the most authentic material available for
time
spent
much
on N. Y.’s lower east
Berg
formerly
program,
Mrs.
the
hearing the decision. One explanation is that the camera handlers side, studying the people and even attending block-party meetings.
she
able
to circulate freely.
voice
then,
was
radio
she
was
only
a
Because
were sleepy. Another is that video
Now that the program is aired on video, however, Mrs. Berg has
audiences would have been upset
by seeing the stricken man. They di.scovered she can no longer remain anonymous. Evidently a good part
had dialed in to see the two gladi- of the district’s population owns or has access to TV sets. As a result,
ators knock eA;h others’ brains out she is recognized wherever .she goes and so has considerable difficulty
but were too sensitive to' stand the trying to line up new material and story ideas.
fainting. In any case, video shunted
a.'iide the personal drama for a rouHassle has developed between some film distributors and networks
tine interview with the winnah.
regarding the beaming of films into Canada via stations on the northern
Gillette plugs came like clock- border. The distribs are complaining that pix rented to the webs for
work every other round. And the exhibition only in the continental U. S. are being viewed in Canada,
filmed spots, like the bout itself,
picked up from stations in Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit and Seattle.
lacked changc-of-pace. Each setheir rights by hurting the
quence was built around an un- They allege that the practice infringes on
varying idea for a total effect of potential value of the product for the Canadian theatre market. Acfrom
S.
tele outlets covers an area
cording
the
distribs,
the
signal
U.
to
iicrm.
monotony.
that includes one-third of Canada’s population. Question is now being
taken up by the nets’ legal staffs and may be resolved by the payment
FLANA-GRAMS
of additional fees.
With Pat Flanagan, James
Gallagher
Demonstration of the whys and wherefores of television lighting was
15 Mins., Mon. thru Frl., 6:45 p.m.
scheduled for presentation to the public last night <Tues.) by the
Sustaining
Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
SMPE planned through the
WENR-TV, Chicago
Best thing about this show is that demonstration to let their TV colleagues in on the lighting techniques
production, as well as to acquaint the public with
It inarks riTe rtuirn of ver spoilsPnrt played by lighting in studio production.
ca.ster Pat Flanagan to the Chi
Demonstration, conducted at DuMont’s Adelphi Playhouse, N. Y., was
scene, after a six-year absence on
the Coast. Show is a sports review carried via cable to the midwest. Specially-prepared film was to have
covering scores, next day’s games, been shown first, to be followed by a live demonstration in which
standings and general comment. General Electric’s Richard Blount directed readjustments of the lights,
Format will call for occasional explaining how they effected improvements in the picture transmitted.
celeb guests.
In this show. Flanagan hosted
Westinghouse Radio this week followed the general price-cutting
Cubs general manager Jim trend in television sets, slashing list prices on four models from $20 to
Gallagher in a “what’s wrong with $100. Trimmings have resulted from an overflow of sets on the marour team” discussion.
Gallagher ket, which has backed them up in retail outlets, in addition
to new co.st
apparently arrived late for the and labor-.saving production
techniques.
show, but Flanagan’s ad libbing
Westinghou.se console with a 16-inch tube, which formerly retailed at
covered up w’oll.
There isn’t much action and the $599.95, is now to sell at $499.95, and a 10-inch table model, previously
only camera changes involve listing at $269.95, will go henceforth at $249.95, lowest price set in the
switches to scorecards. But no ac- Wcstinghou.se line. A 10-inch con.solette. formerly $369.95, now lists at
tion is needed for Flanagan fans $299.95, and a 12'i-inch consolette, formerly $449.95, is now $369.95.
uho remember his 23 years of
A central film buying agency to handle the needs of individual tele
husky, excitable sports announcing
stations may be set up in Chicago as a result of a trip being made by
via Chi airwaves.
His debut before the TV cam- J. J. Balaber, veepee of Grand International Films. Halaber left Moneras. a matter of some nail biting day '27) on a cross-country junket during which he will sound out the
by WENR-TV execs, can be chalked telecasters about their picture requirements.
lip as a success, and while the proThe agency will be set up like a syndicate to handle requests from
gram doesn’t give him mucli to individual outlets and will include an exploitation department. Several
play around with, local fans will film buying agencies, which are now
purchasing pix for theatres, are
enjoy it.
Mart.
reported in favor of the project and are willing to give it their financial
backing. According to Balaber, they have old reels which are suitable
PI,'YHOITSE
for video and can provide enough celluloid for six hours of daily
(The Timid SoiiH
screening for a minimum of three years.
With Ernest Truex and .Sylvia
Field, others
NBC’s video station in the capital, WNBW. ye.sterday <27) completed
Producer: Stark-Layton Produc- its second year of operation. The nation’s first
postwar television outtions
let and the 11th to receive a commereial lieen.se.
claims it has
Director: Jack Hurdle
introduced more local spon.sors to TV than any other Washington sta30 .Mins., Wed., 9 -O.’.IO p. m.
tion.
One
of its programs, starring .singer Johnny Bradford on "TeleWABD-DuMont, N. Y.
"The Timid Soul’’ was the first vision Journal," has iiad over 65 advertisers, using spot announcements,
of a series of tryout programs ini- say. .station.
Responsible for management of
is Frank M. Ru.s.sell, NBC
tiated
DuMont’s "Program
by
IMayhouse," in an attempt to fill Washington veepee. NBC Washington general manager is William R.
the network’^? programming void. Me.Andrew; program manager. Eugene .luster; sales director, Mahlon
"Timid Soul,” a package idea by Glascock: engineer in charge, Donald Cooper, In addition to WNBW,
Stark-Layton- Productions, wa.s a they also direct operations of NBC radio stations WRC and WRC-FM
melange of situations in the "fam- in capital.
1
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WNBW
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**The Stronger," a Strindberg
story filmed as a TV short, was an

performance and the
them by Miss Bettis
was so typically Strindbers
confusing and heavy, but at
tha
same time emphasizing perform*
aid’s

tions to

unusual presentation on the NBC
"Fireside Theatre" series for ProcIt comter Sc Gamble last week.
prised excellent performances by
Geraldine Fitzgerald in the film’s
only speaking part! and Valerie

It

ance rather than

—
—

characterization
was one w’hereby she wasn’t required to utter a single word,
though she was in full view of the
camera throughout. It was a story
of love and frustration, that was
obvious, but the who, what, where,
etc., of the whole thing were all
so confusing. Miss Fitzgerald and
Bettis were the only characters.
The interest of the pic lay in the
mixed emotions of Miss FitzgerBettis.

Latter’s

1

|

^

;

I

IS

;

him of

NBC-TV
Wade hit

his

his winnings

exec producer Warren
best

best

dramatic

adapted by Howard Richardson
and William Berney and performed
by a uniformly good cast, the hourlong version of Jean Kerr’s legiter
was imbued with a charm and
warmth that projected to the full
over the TV screen.
Carroll gave one of his best video
performances, making entirelv be-

;

1

!

radio.

Fair."

to relieve

presentation to date Sunday nieht
(26) in "Jenny Kissed Me."
with
Leo G. Carroll starred in the
Father Moynihan role he created
on Broadway last season.
As

^

stations)

Four musicians sat in fixed positions with grim faces, playing such
numbers as “Nobody Knows De
Trouble I’ve Seen." "Serenade,"
"Drink to Me Only with Thine
Miss
Eyes,” and “Andantino,"
Browne, hampered by uncertainty
and lack of proper cuing, sang
"Let My Song Fill Your Heart”
and "O Cease Thy Singing, Maiden

S'

what

!

With

Fine Arts Quartet, assisted by
soprano June Browne, made a
noble experiment in bringing light
classical music to televiewers, but
the try was hardly a success. Show
of this type should have stayed in

Media

happens when a gambler deant
out a gambling casino and
then
a near-vlctim of a gang seekin®
***

j

PENTHOUSE SONATA
June Browne, Fine Arts
Quartet (Leonard Sorkln, George
Sopkin, Sheppard Lehnoff, Joseph Stepansky).
Director: Ed Skotch
30 Mins., Sun., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC-TV, from Chicago (10

plot.

ductlons made the pic. which
excellently
produced
by
John
Houseman and directed bv^ Viaa!
imlr Sokoloff.
The other film on the lialf-hour
program was the short. "\ Xer
ribly Strange Bed," starring
Rich
ard Greene, adapted from a Wilki.
Collins story.
It was an interesting suspense pic showing

lievable the role of the kindly
Elinor Randel was competent in the title role and Oliver
Thorndyke, as the parish teacher,
priest.

‘

was

i

fine.

Eva

Condon

overdid

slightly her role of the housekeeper but others in the support-

ing cast were good.
Show was
neatly staged for TV by Albert
MacCleary and Wade's use of integrated film clips to bridge the

:

did its best to bring life acts represented a welcome innothe static situation by roving vation.
over indivdual musicians. Viewers
were shown profiles, napes, and
Ed Sullivan by now’ is so used
fingers at work, but there wasn’t to the luxury of having a sponsor
a spark of joy in the whole show, for his "Toast of the Town" that it
1

Camera

;

to

|

i

Miss Browne brought a fresh, sincere manner to video, but without
enough confidence to overcome the
gloom.
Radiowise, this program might
catch on, but whatever pleasure
televiewers might derive is tempered by the too-serious approach
The boys should
of the Quartet.
remember that laughter is mu.sic

and

vice-versa.

was hard for him

now

1

I

|

'

to realize that It’s
In the usual spot

previously,
used
to
introduce
Nelson Case who did the spiels for
Lincoln-Mercury, Sullivan reverted
to habit
only there was no Nelson
Case.
It was just one of those
evenings for the columnist-emcee.
At the outset of the show he re-

—

1

Mart.

;

LARRY ON LOCATION
With Don Tennant. Toni Gilman
Producer: Les Welnrott
Director: Bill Balaban
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6 p.m.

WBKB, Chicago
WBKB’s answer to the lo.ss of
Kukla Fran Sc Ollie from its local
programs is another puppet show
with a format mightv close to that
of KF&O. Main difference is that
puppeteer Don Tennant is no Burr
Tillstrom.
Actually, this isn't a bad show
for kids and some adults will like

a sustainer.

where Sullivan, for many weeks

i

called that Sacramento was the
hottest city in town, and in building up Elaine Stritch, Sullivan declared that she made the "Civilization" number famous and then
went into "Angel in the Wings.”
In New York, the heat was unbearable that night.

However, Sullivan showed a
good collection of talent with
standouts being Miss Stritch and
Sarah Vaughan.
Former did a
travesty on a pitchman routine
which was the highspot of the

;

Characters* are
amusing
Larry, the prop boy, producer

show. Mi.ss Vaughan registered extremely well, while taps of Christine Sc Moll and aero antics by Virgina Lee and an unbilled assistant

were

it.

satisfactory.

Nosegay,
cameraman
Newton Figg and writer Nosmo
"Howdy Doody” was the scene
King.
Film studio office is the for an impressive technical demonbackground,
and
the
puppets stration of the split-screen techshove desk and chairs around with nique on the NBC network last
zest.
week.
With Bob Smith in New
Only live member of ca.st is York and the ca.st of puppets in
Toni Gilman, who acts as a .sym- Chicago, the net’s engineering
pathetic
listener
to
all
studio crew brought them together on
troubles.
She also sings nicely dialers’ screens without a hitch. It
when called upon. Difficulty is was the technique’s initial tryout
that Mi.ss Gilman spends too much on the N. Y.-Chicago. co-ax. Sevtime with her back to the camera. eral previous inter-city experiDon Tennant does a good job of ments have been conducted bemanipulating the puppets, but his tween Wa.shington and N. Y. Aldialog could stand some reinforce- though it’s doubtful whether the
ment. There are some noticeable kids understood what was happenlags here and there in the action, ing, it revealed another aspect of
and the conversation isn’t strong video’s almost boundless potential
as a communications medium.
enough to carry the show.
Program’s format is a great
tribute to Kukla Fran & Ollie, but
will have to .step some to match
Making his TV debut on BBC*
"Music Hall," Lssy Bonn prov’ed
their viewer appeal.
Mart.
himself a ready-made artist for
personality
this
His
medium.
POWERHOUSE
came over with an easy confidence
With Jimmy Powers
comedians,
15 Mins.; Mon., Thurs., Fri., Sat., but, like many other
relied too .strongly on corny mat^
7 p.m.
rial.
Some of his gags were stale
Sustaining
chestnuts on the Music Hall a
WPIX, N. Y.
Jimmy Powers, N. Y. Daily News decade back and, while.suited for
columnist, does a competent job of sonality may be well
songs as "My Yiddishcr
piloting this sports show on the such
be hard to
paper’s video outlet. Program is Momma," it would
think
of
a more hackneyed numslanted strictly for the fans With
ber
on
which
to wind up his
Powers dishing up latest re.sults.
Bonn coulo
news and some analysis. Inter- With a good script Issy he anions
and
views with sports celebs also help be the tops on TV
the first rank of vaudeville a'tisis
to round out the coverage.
who are at present available 10
This show, however, has no specthe BBC.
ial
video angles and would be
equally effective on radio. Powers,
in editorial garb, wcirks from beWGN-TV takes thj
Chicago
hind a desk crisply delivering the wraps off its new transmitter an
commentary. Addition of still and antenna equipment July
'',1
^
motion pictures to illu.strate the special telecast covering
gab and the interviews would make velopments in TV and a
this a hep TV sports program.
show wfth top entertainment fro
ilerm.
Chi night clubs and theatres.

Gaylord
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Austin Grant to

Cincy, LouisviDe’s Proximity Seen

Detroit.

both the extension and the transfer were held at the same time.
WHAS had testified it did not plan
to proceed with construction while
the sale of the facilities was pendCrosley planned to finish the
ing,
station in six months if its purchase was okayed.
Originally, there were two comunder
peting bidders for
television properties for SI. 925,000.
now discarded AVCO procethe
An initial decision hy Leo Res- dure. These were Bob Hope and
nick. hearing examiner, concluded
Both withthe Fort Industry Co.
that control by one corporation of
before the hearings started
sta- drew
such powerful
as

,

WLW.

'

i

Commission will be
following the hearing. Crosley was expected to protest the
examiner’s determination with the
contention that single holdings of
major stations nearly as close to
and
each other as
have heretofore been allowed. The
ownership of the 50 kilowatters
and WJR in Cleveland and
Detroit by G, A. Richards was
cited as'a case in point but Resnick
pointed to a Commission decision
that these stations serve ^substan-

cision by the

Watters’

WLW

ley

|

different areas.

WLW

WHAS

tions.

the

men

FCC

pensate for vacationing shows, has
slotted the Tex McCrary - Jinx

Falkenburg

Wagon”

Dallas.

WCCO

Columbia
Native

outlet here.
of Minnesota,

WCCO,
he

was the U.

WCCO

announcer before entering
counter-intelligence during
He joined staff of Army’s
war.
late
Radio Munich, establishing disk

;

The

.Vrmy

|

'

i

show,

i

and

later

as

civilian

to

S.

applications were

be filed for these

was

TPA

named program director.
orderHe joined Radio Luxembourg,

the

first

cities.

Censorship Code

On

I

another

WCPO.

FCC

decision

local

holding

,

!

:

into

the

at 6.

Dodgers.

I

Hollywood. June

28.

I

of

one of few commercial stations in
Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc., to de- Europe, in 1948, establishing latecide which of two applications it night disk show' which got plenty
would pursue, Mortimer C. Wat- of British listenership. His picture
ters. WCPO general manager, said hit covers of five European popuhe will continue application to lar tunes and he was lionized in
change facilities of the station to per.sonai appearances in England.
630 kilocycles. 1,000 watts. That
He returned home for two
action will remove WCPO’s application to purchase WVLK, Versail- months’ vacation this spring after
marri
a
four years in Europe, married
le.s. Ky.. operating at 590 kilocycles
with
1.000
from A. B. Minneapolis girl, and w'as snatched
watts,
“Happy" Chandler, high commis- by WCCO on his way back to Luxsioner of baseball, for a reported embourg.
ing

“Preview”

acro.ss - the - board
slot
ute
at
7:15 p.m. Other two shows, includDoan’s “Vanity Fair"
Dorothy
ing
and the Jack Sterling program,
are slated to return in the fall.
CBS-TV daytime activities for the
duration of the summer, consequently, w'ill be confined to home
baseball games of the Brooklyn

wide ranching country. Midland
the wool and mohair capital of

a
is

The examiner’s decision was one
of the rare cases in which a major
transfer has been initially denied.
A previous initial rejection also involved Cro.sley s purchase of WINS
in New York from the Hearst interests.
That deal was allow'ed
only after a provision in the sale
contract calling for part of the
price to be taken out in the form $500,000.
of broadcast time was eliminated.
Watters added that
will
Greensboro, N. C. The FCC has
In issuing its initial ruling on retain the purcha.se contract for granted a construction permit for
the transfer, the Commission took
to reenter application for a new' non-commercial
broadno action on the
application it in event FCC grants the 630 kilo- casting station to the board of
for an extension of time to com- cycle authority to another appli- school commissioners. High Point,
plete its TV^ station.
Hearings on cant.
N. C.

Television Producers .^ssn. goes
to work on video cen.sorship code

—

WCPO

WVLK

FM

Four WIZE Buyers

I

week. Association will make
an effort to regulate its own work

this
i

Lima. O.. June

George Quatman.

force censorship.
j

of

28.

Lima,

Producer’s Code of Ethics comheaded by Frank Dan/.ig
and Frank Nel.son, will base the tion. 52% is owned by Charles
As.sociation’s code on that which Sawyer, Cincinnati, U. S. Secrehas been effected by the motion tary of Commerce.

mittee,
I

Sr.,

acting as one of a four-man s.vndilast
week purchased 112
caUi.
shaies, representing 45^; of the
stock in WIZE, Springfield. O. Of
the balance of the stock in the sta-

before outside forces intervene to

,

WHAS

with

will

bourg. has joined staff of

28.

WHAS. Louisville, because of
nearness to Crosley’s
here, will be appealed within 20
days. James D. Shouse. president,
said. Both are clear channel sta-

its

of Dallas business

applications

television, in a Monday
program realignment, to com-

night

—

decision that the CrosBroadcasting Corp. may not

buy

,

A group
filed

CBS

28.

In another summertime move,
Abilene is the seat of three colMinneapolis, June 28.
McMur- CBS has decided to eliminate its
leges Hardin-Simmons.
trio of daytime strip shows.
current
College,
1.000
Christian
who
drew
Abilene
Moffatt.
and
ray,
Ralph
Ted Steele, now aired from 12 to
letters a week as platter spinner Midland is the center of an oil
p.m., is to occupy a l.^-min12:30
for
market
the
Luxemand
Radio
area
producing
150.000-watt
for

An FCC

WGAH

tially

Dilemma
Jun

Cincinnati,

Washington, June

last week to establish three television stations in Texas. The out-

Grabbed Off by

WLW-FM

j

SCHEDULE ON TELE

For 3 Tele Stations^

On

WLW

made

CBS REVAMPS MONDAY

Group Fdes

to his new- duties,
9 o’clock slot starting July 11.
it
be heard over CKLW lets would be located in Abilene, will occupy the time formerly held
with regular newscasts Monday
by the Ford Dealers’ “Through the
Angelo.
San
and
Midland
through Friday. Sponsor is MonA CBS-TV susCrystal Ball.”
Equal owners in the enterprise tainer, “People’s Platform,” is to
roe Auto Equipment Co.
Addition of Grant is timed to are James D. Cheek. M. F. Foo- follow from 9:30 to 10, taking over
coincide with CKLW’s power in- shee, Ward D. Downs. Virgil A. the time previously occupied by
crease to 50.000 watts next month.
Philip Morris con“Goldbergs,”
Hargett, ‘Winnie Shelton and Dave
(Station celebrates its 17th anni
tinues as sponsor of “Preview.”
Cheek and Fooshee
C. Edwards.
next month.)
“Wesley,” aYiother CBS-TV’
Grant began his radio career in are owners of an architectural house-built sustainer. moves over
1937 with, WWJ. where he broad- firm and also have real estate in from its present Sunday night at
cast news and was farm editor for Dallas.
Downs owns the leading 7:30 time into the Monday at 8
10 years.
plumbing supply house in Dallas. slot, formerly held by “Pieview."
Hargett is the owner of the Har- “Mr. 1. Magination" takes over the
Shelton has a former “Wesley” time, being regett Electric Co.
construction business in Washing- placed by a scries of half-hour
Moffatt, Top Spinner
Sunday eveton. D. C’., and has property there documentary films.
is the manning lineuD will continue to tee
150,000-Watt Radio Lux, and Dallas. Edwards
ager of Hillcrest Mausoleum in off with the hour-long “Chuck

Grant

WHAS

,

Dallas

28.

dent.
In addition

clear channel
in March.
Cincinnati, and early
Resnick’s decision said the cruWHAS. Louisville, serving the
in passing on the sale
question
cial
same general area, would nullify
Courier Journal
the rule against multiple owner- to Crosley of the
overlap between
the
is
stations
ship and “abandon the Commisand WHAS. This issue, he
sion's long established' policy in
between
involved
not
is
favor of competition and against said,
WHAS-TV and WLW-TV or beconcentration of control."
beand
WHAS-FM
tween
Under FCC rules, parties to the cause of the limited coverage of
be given 20 days in
ca.se will
stations.
these
which to file exceptions and reA final deque.st oral argument.

tions

June

Austin Grant, former WXVZ
news commentator, has been appointed farm editor of CKLW, effective July 11, it was announced
by J. E. Campeau. CKLW presi-

Dooming WLW Bid to Buy WHAS
Washington. Juno 28.
On the ground that single ownership of two 50 KW stations in
major markets as near each other
as Cincinnati and Louisville would
be against the public interest, the
FCC Friday <24* tentatively said
thumbs down on the Crosley agreement to buy the WHAS radio and

CKLW

i

I

'

i

•The three others in the purchasalso start work ing group are: Richard Davi-s. resconjunction with In- taurant owner, Lima; Frank Kahle,
dependent Television
Producers retired Lima banker, and Phillip
Assn., N. Y.. on a Code of Prac- Bradstock. president of the Guartices for dealing witli networks antee Products Co., of Wilmingand agencies.
ton, O.

picture industry.
ducers Assn, will
this

week

Television Pro-

in

AM WOR ^ave

JIM PLATT over at the

Infra Agency wouldn’t touch 6:00
He’s an early evening boy. The fellows at Dunn, Doane
6:00
is just pure platinum.

if

&

it

to him.

Debbie think that

AM

But

on

WOR has proved and proved and proved that any time is good time

this station.

—

We haven’t proved this with ratings only though we’ve got a king’s ransom
worth of good sound statistical props: We’ve proved it with hard, cold, cash facts
based on sales, sales, sales ... at all hours.

—

For instance, a 9:25 PM Sunday announceitient
announcenienl, mind
cascaded in 1.3,052 dime.4 and requests. Sunday, at 8:00
when
people are supposed to be punching the pillow
pulled 6,522 ca.sh requests.

3'ou!

—

—

AM —

all

—

It goes this way
- Somebody's always listening to WOR. Not that vve don’t
think that some times and some audiences aren’t better for some products. Gosh, no!
But every small minute on
can bring big returns. We can prove this,

WOR

emphatically and convincingly,-

our address

is

—

—Mat powr-tull station at 1440 Broadway, in Now York

WOR
mutual

7
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TV
All

surveys rate

WCAU’s

Umbrella Coverage tops.

.

.

•

has lYiuch 9 reater over-all ratin9 than any other Philadelphia station.
Your advertising
.
. That’s why buying time is well spent at WCAU.
budget gets more results per dollar because on WCAU you reach so
.

wany more

customers.

AM

Show V/CAU

CBS

AFFILIATE

FM

The Philadelphia Bulletin Stations

'i

1

Wednesflay, June 29, 1949

RADIO-TEUB^ISION
NBC-TV Ups Fred Coe
Fred

Tele Chatter

director

United Artists, goes into release'
York
Teevee
RKO in August.
for
Kvrlyn Peirce, former head of trailers will be made from clips of
They will be set for
d.tv time radio for Compton agency,
the film.
Seyl»as joined Wyllis Cooper, writer- telensing starting July 11
ABC-TV’s "Volume mour Roth has been inked if
director of
One, Numbers One to Six.” as an A1 Gershenson as production superCarl King has left visor for series of 39 vidpix to be
associate
W NKW announcing staff to be- rolled for Milani’s 1890 French!
come director of TV for Sterling Dressing. Scries of 30-minute films
Films and expand freelance AM- will be made under Alger ProducOfficial Television tions banner.
TV work
Shooting gets under
.KFMB-TV,
has been appointed exclusive TV w ay in two weeks
distributor for the vidpix of Li- San Diego, will pick up and rebraiy Films. Inc.
transmit the wrestling bouts from
John Cameron Swayze’s next Olympic Auditorium televised by
T\ show will be "Oddly Enough.” KTLA East Wednesday.

New

.

.

.

.

Coe,

NBC-TV

who handled

Inside Stuff-Radio

producer-

‘‘PhiKro Tele-

two-pronged objective of securing a "more trulhful expresvision Playhouse” last reason, has
sion” of Negro life in radio and television as w'ell as gaining equal job
been named manager of new' proopportunities ^and equal pay for qualified Negro men and women in the
gram development for the w'eb. same media, the Committee for the Negro in the Arts is
holding a
Position is one of four recently
conference July 9 at the Hotel Theresa, N. Y., to decide how these
set up by national program chief
Organization
particularly
met.
problems may best be
objects
Norman Blackburn in a realign- trayal of the Negro in terms of "Amos ’n’ Andy.” and charges to pop.
that the
ment of the department to provide entire radio industry employs only a handful of Negro
artists and
more emphasis on hou.se-built technicians.
packages. Other three have been
recently distributed by the CNA, the group

With

.

.

.

'

I

Thrush Gloria Benson to guest
- TV
Jack Sterling’s
RCAsianza tomorrow (Thurs.)
V iclor propping a two-page letter
to all set-owners in the New York
area explaining that WOR-TV ts
.

.

WCBS

t)ti

.

.

Coe, in his new spot, will supervise creation of new program ideas
and be responsible for the development of new techniques in lighting,
cameras and sets. One time director of the Civic theatre, Columbia,
S. Car,, Coe has been with NBCTV since 1945.

CNA

effects

.

.

New Tde

.

booking the talent for Natl.
skedded to bow late this
here
Television show, skedded
and that sets installed earlier than Sept. 30-Ocl. 9
WNBQ pulled
several months ago may need ad- a cutie during Walcott - Charles
justment to receive its signal. fight by snapping pics oft’ the NBCRC.\ add-s that it is prepared to TV screening and showing them on
make the adjustments under terms the Clifton Utley show' before the
ot its contracts with set-owners. fight ended. Chi viewers were shut
WOR-TV tower at North Bergen. out on fight TV reception
N .1.. was completed last week and WENR-TV vocalist Johnny Hill
the antenna installed atop the wed to Patricia Gibson in St. Louis
mast.
June 24
Junie Fishburn in
Franklin,
conducts charge of C hi tele account.s for EdWMCW’s “Antique Record Shop,” ward Petry Co.
WGN-TV operto guest on Chuck Tranum’s "Man- at ions director Vern Brooks han-

Biz

*

summer

.

.

.

.

Spotlight”

r riday

tli

DuMont

stanza

.

.

.

died deal whereby 13 feature films
were obtained from WPIX for Chi

,

di.scussing the question

plaguing platter-spinners: “Does show ing.
the disk jockey have a future in
i

,

TV?”

I

London
Hrkllvworkrl
ywuuu

KTTV

has inked the

MaePherson debuts as
compere in the first birthday

Stewart
1

Hank McMe-,

bill

of

"Rooftop Rendezvous” on

C'une Show
C'lme
Show for 13-week period. 'July 2. which has introduced to
IMcC'une films his program week- video audiences in the past Martha
IMcCune
Permanent cast Raye, Maxine Sullivan, the Merry
1> for syndication.
includes Sara Berner, Arthur Q. Mac, Maurice Rocco, Jean Kent
Bryan. Frank Nelson and Bill and Adelaide Hall.. Emlyn WilBemling
IMPPRO has inked con- Hams will be on the program the
tracts with Swiss .American Cheese same evening in a playlet entitled
Co. for producing of 40 one-min- “Every
Picture Tells a Story”
ute A
iite
Vid-spots
id-spots
Joe Kaye - Jerry based on a surrealist picture by
Browne show. "Find My Double.” Max Ernst
An open-air swimkinnied at KNBH for sponsor nib- ming pool on the outskirts of Lonbles.
bles
Horace lleidt
Heidt is bankrolling don is to be the setting for Roy
Foote. Cone & Belding is pre- Fransen’s Aquarevue on July 6,
aring six television trailers for which will feature the Aquabellcs
ftoward Hughes’ “The Outlaw.” in "Hula Hula” and other ballet
y
Film, which was first released by numbers

Chi,

announced, the

Chi Tribune will sponsor "Chicagoland Mystery Players,” 30 mins..
once weekly, in tiein promotion
wherein solutions are printed in
followup editions.
WNBQ. Chi, reported announcements for S. C. Johnson through
Needham. Louis & Brorby agency;
and Dean Milk through Morris
Swaney agency.
WBKB reported announcements
Morris
for Dean Milk through
Swaney agency; Matthew's Roofing
through Guenther-Bradford agency;
Speigel Stores through Schw immer
& Scott agency.
Krajenke Buick Sales, of Detroit,
has signed a 52-week contract for
sponsorship of western serials on
W'JBK-TV. The 15-minute, crossthe-board program titled "KB Korral” will feature western films.
Business placed through Rex Advertising agency.

.

.

hattan

WGN-TV,

.

.

—

—

Comedian Vic Hyde guested on
Lou
Super Circus

ABC-TV

I

man.

Frank Sinatra did a burn at many in the trade and also some of the
press bunch who took pot-shots at him when it was aired he was leavBoth he and American Tobacco, of course, knew
ing Lucky Strike.
they were sitting back for that Chesterfield 7-7.15 p.m., time-slot on
NBC. but couldn’t say anything for fear Chesterfield would reverse its
cancellation, if learning that Lucky Strike was after the five nights a
week across-the-board.

Chicago

.

1

Chi TV’s A1 Fresco

Symph

Chicago. June 28.

WBKB

will televise the open air
at Chi’s Grant

symphony concert
Park July

9, and station execs inif enough viewer response was obtained, future dates
would be sought.

dicated that

,

I
'

Nicolai

Malko

will Conduct.

*

In a circular
contends
that radio "has consistently denied recognition to the Negro as a human
being” and with rare exceptions has characterized the Negro as a
“stereotype of a clown; lazy, stupid and ignorant.” Bulletin adds that
television also threatens to emulate radio’s policy. An array of statisclaims that of some 2,792 U. S. radio stations,
tics marshaled by the
not one employs a Negro producer, director, commentator or sound

filled.

'

.

a

'

,

Candidates for program director, scripter. and operations. tralTic and
dramatic assistants at WNYC, N. Y.. were handed a stiff exam by the
Municipal Civil Service Commission last week. Typical questions which
all applicants had to answer included:

What is the Mayflower Decision? What are the main objections to
advanced by the radio industry? To what extent was the decision
it
changed by a ruling issued on June 2?
Assume that the mayor of New' York is anxious to launch a safety
campaign to reduce traffic accidents. List four radio techniques to
increase public awareness of the problem.
What were the circumstances which brought about establishment of
|

ABC?
outstanding radio documentaries presented on the networks
two years and indicate briefly the content of each.
main criticisms of broadcast performance advanced in
the FCC’s "Blue Book.”
There were 13 other questions in the first part, plus six others in
the second half. And the Commission didn't even oftcr the lure of a
free trip to Bermuda.
List five
in the last

List the four

W

Tieup has been effected between Nash Motors and Frederic
Ziv
Co., whereby the auto outfit recommends that its dealers and regional
offices buy Ziv transcription shows if they use local radio,
in return
Ziv gives the dealers maximum discount.
As a result of the cooperative arrangement Nash dealers in IMioenix,
Ariz., Greenfield. Mass., Montgomery. Ala., San Diego. Cal., and Roanoke. Va.. have been inked.
Stanzas bought are "Favorite Story,”
"Wayne King Show.” "Guy I,ombardo Show,” "Philo Vance” and
"Boston Blackie.” Ziv also announced that Queen City Brewing Co.
has picked up the Guy Lombardo series for six markets in Virginia,
West Virginia and Maryland.

Du Mont

I

With th« Du Mont Television Network,
nothing but television.
to

When

-he

television

and

will talk

has nothing else to

sell.

over the Du Mont Television Network, your
message

con reach 99\ of

DU MONT TELEVISION NETWORK

it's

talk television advertising

a Du Mont representative you
only television

And

you

oil

the television receivers in America,

515 Madison Avenue

New York
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RADIO REVIEWS

CAN HEAR

IT

CBC SUMMER THEATRE

NOW

B-BAR-B

..

j

PETERS PRODUCTS

I

W'CCO, Minneapolis
New show over WCCO

WOR, N. Y.
A transcribed
capital-

mer

hop-skip nostalgia and
stars Cedric Adams, one of biggest
of local radio wigs, also handling
two six-days-a-week news shows'
and two talent shows as well as
doing new'spaper column.
izes

on

series,

“CBC Sum-

Theatre’’ began rather weakly
(25) on WOR, N. Y., with

Saturday

drama tagged
Written by Ray

a half-hour romantic

’

“Once an

Uncle.’’

Darby, the play’s timeworn ploi
was one of tho.se “eternal triangle’’
affairs where the gal spurns her
Adams, from fertile memory.* original suitor, but finally divorces
writes script himself, only show in hubby to return to her first love.
which he so functions. Tunes are
Produced in Toronto by the Canrevived from 10 to 40 years back,
Adams setting stage for each with adian Broadcasting Corp.. “CBC
recap of news events or customs Summer Theatre’’ is intended as a
showcase to present “original
of the time.
known
Vocalist Fo.ster is veteran of* works by Canada’s best
Undoubtedly the series
writers.’’
Tony
records,
Decca
and
KMOX
Grise is local singer who won will in the future come up with
Godfrey talent kudos and is mak - some worthwhile material. HowWally Olson’s ever the initial offering provided
ing FM records.
22-piece orch and Ramona Ger- little stimulation for listeners outhart organ backgorunds provide side of a mental comparison of how
similar “Uncle’s” theme was to
smootli musical settings.
and kindred
Show eschews bop and jazz ex- “John’s Other Wife”
soap operas.
cept when they relate to period
and then hot fringes are cooled off.
fairly good
were
Performances
Sponsored by meat packing firm with the players striving hard to
(Peters Products) it seems to be offset the triteness of the script.
gaining steady acceptance.
Jack Scott was virile as the other
Mixing up dates of various re- man while Alice Hill convinced as
vivals seems to be a smart idea in the fickle femme who didn’t know
appealing to wide listenership, her own mind when she wed the
since oldsters get a listen to their wrong guy. A yarn such as “Once
favorites as well as the recent- An Uncle” may reap a crop of
adolescents.
Both singers and housewives as an audience. But to
musicians are capable performers bag more dialers, a script with
and Adams, as scripter and me, has more snap and originality is in
a sure touch with nostalgia.
order.
Gilb.
Mur/.

WITH TED DRAKE — GUARDL\N OP
THE BIG TOP

With Ivan Cury, Craig McDonnell.
With Vince Harding. Fred Rains;
Don Knotts; With Ellen White. Al Rupf
Irving,
Charles
Producer-Director: George Stump
Announcer. Bob Larrimore
announcer. Bob Emmerich
Producer: Charles Brown
30 Mins.: 8 a.m.; Mon.-thru-Fri.
Producer: Herb Rice
Director:
Phil McHugh
Participating
Directors: Bob Novak, Drex Hines
Writer: Cliff Thomas
KCKN, Kansas City
Writer: Peter Dixon
Mius.:
30
Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 5 p. m.
the
secis
half-hour
p.m.
Thurs.,
daily
This
5
30 Mins.: Tucs.,
ond sizeable live show to be set up Sustaining
Sustaining
MBS. from Nashville
at a morning hour within the past
.MBS, from New York
Set in a circus locale, “Ted
It is staged at
if three months here.
adventure yarns,
We.stern
re.staurant in the Drake” has the advantage of a
they’re to stand out from the heap, John Ro.selli’s
background
with great potentialiaudience
have to use the old materials in dust'ntown sector as an
ties for snaring a young audience.
new ways. This entry, which is re- participation stanza for the break- But. unfortunately, this .summer
house
the
is
on
Coffee
crowd.
fast
placing “Straight Arrow’’ for the
replacement for “Superman”
summer, failed to inject any new during the show, and spot is fast doesn’t cash in fully on the glafor
ingredients and combined the pe- becoming a congregating scene
workers on mor of the canvas and sawdust
rennial elements of pinto pix and the office and shop
world.
their way to the day’s toil.
pulps in the timeworn formulae.
Its characters are the people of
Shaw is in the hands of Buddy a traveling tent .show barker.s,
The giddyapper packed into 30
minutes a stagecoach holdup, gun- Black, of the KCKN staff, lock, wire-walkers, clowns and kinkers!
play. smoke signals, Injuns, a posse, stock and barrel, and on naost The hero is the circus dick,
"Ted
bows and arrows, a “lily-livered scores he is doing a firstrate job. Drake, abetted by his pal from
Eastern dude,’’ and other familiar As an m.c.. Black has something of clown alley. On the Hreem, Drake
props of the mustang mellers. a local reputation, and he upholds frustrated an attempt to murder
Sound effects engineers were kept it admirably on this assignment. the tight-rope walker and then
busy simulating galloping hooves. Idea of the show simply is for the solved the slaying of a bareback
Dialog was sprinkled w'ith phrases breakfasters to have a visit with rider. The ca.se was an open-andthat might have come from any Black, and for him to pass out a li.st shut affair, with the jealous killer

|

Grise,' With Jack Scott, Alice Hill; original music, Lou Snyder
Sally Foster, Wally Olswn orch,
Ramona Gerhart.
Writer: Ray Darby
Producer-director: Esse W. IJungh
Writer: Odrie Adams
30 Mins.; Sat., 5 p.m.
Producer: Bob Sutton.
Sustaining
30 Mins.: Tues.,*9:30 p.m.

With Cedric Adams. Tony

SNACK
BREAKFAST
BUDDY BLACK

RANCH

i

—

I

i

*

'

I

,

other boss opera, like “Out here we of prizes furnished by the eight
always expect trouble and are participating sponsors, a variety
never disappointed’’ and “Let’s including Fairfax Furniture. Ed’s
take the short cut and bottle them Florist. Jo-Arts Jewelry, Hollywood Photo Studio. Streep Music
up at the pa.ss.’’
Each episode is complete in li- Co., Standard Laundry, Leader
and Mountain Valley
self and centers around a 12-year- Clothing,
old rancher who operates the B- Mineral Water.
There is .something of a formula,
Bar-B in a tough section of Texas.
Moxie and quick headwork of the but it is generally flexible with
juve hero provide opportunity for Black free to wander at will about
young dialers to participate vicari- the room dispensing corsages, and
ously in the chases. On the broad- gift bonds, and giving the patrons,
cast caught (23), plot concerned a largely femmes, their chances to
mock holdup that turned into the get on the air. The show is meant
real thing w'ith the kid cowpuncher, to be a breakfast time party, and
helped by a friendly Indian and Black brings off the session in the
the local sheriff, rounding up the party mood very well. Principal
heavies. Tale was umple, but the shortcoming is that the m.c. pays
script was disconcertingly broken too much attention to the live audiup into short, choppy scenes.
ence, and dues not do enough in
Thesping was good, with Ivan the way of description and explaCury starring as the fast-riding kid, nation for the listeners the largest
and production was smooth. Bob share of the audience. It’s a better
Novak and Drex Hines direct alter- show to watch than to hear, as is
Bril.
nate broadcasts.
so often the case with the audience
participation format.
“Breakfast Snack With Buddy
QUARTET
THE IMPERIAL
With Marion Snider, Floyd Gray, Black’’ (it’s promoted with the full
title) is in the midst of its first 13Howard Bogarde
week contract. That it is catching
IS Mins.. Mon.-Wed.-Fri.,
on well is evident from the fact
11:45 a.m.

giving himself away in the opening scene, as well as in several
other hot-headed exchanges.
As
such, the stanza lacked suspen.se,
except for the listener’s wondering whether it could possibly be
so obvious.

Thesping was

fair, but scripting
heavily on narration,
giving
blow-byblow accounts in a couple of situations where straight dialog would
have been both more realistic and
more dramatic.
The musical

relied

the

background,
which
was
transcribed. registered well and added
the flavor of a circus band. The
intro, using a barker routine, was
effective.
But the broadcast failed
to live up to its ballyhoo as a

“baffling mystery.”

—

>
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IMPERIAL PURE CANE SUGAR
WOAI-TQN, San Antonio
i
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I
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WFDR

I
'

I

— 104.3

S|»onsor«Ml as a public service l»y the International

Ladies^ Cvarment

Workers llnion

KARS TO HEAR
A

nucleus of the l^nionV quarter inillion niemhound hy a unique loyalty to their own
station . . . phis consistent growth among all FM

hers,

listeners

through expert prograinming.

WILL TO RELIEVE
this favorably disposed audience, a station of
inherent social responsibility iniist carry conviction.
50% of WFDR's lime in ea<*li cycle must

he non-commercial,

in

the public service.

lected commercial sponsors will heiiefit

own

ideas

I

appears

if it means elimination
few items. He talks so fa.st
news briefs are run together

speed, even
of a
that

and occasionally

lose their full sigUtilization of the pause
of transitional
phrases also could contribute to
easier listening.
miker encompas.ses the
sports developments of the day,
nationally, regionally and, to some
extent, locally. He also offers commentary and predictions, plus
for guests now and then. There might

nificance.

and

development

WGY

be more of the commentating and
the interviewing, if station policy
permits. Likewise an increase in
on-the-spot coverage.
and informative listening.
Bender basically is a good broadThe
choice
of
personalities caster, eager, alert.
Interested and
system.
Often the harmony is .so culled for confabbing includes both informed. He also has shown to
close the four sound like a trio. persons of note and persons of in- advantage
in
television shots
The general style features hum- terest (.sometimes telescoped into viewed via WRGB.
Jcu o.
ming by three parts with the fourth one and the same person) with
member taking the solo part for adroit attention given to variety of
long intervals.
background.
Show caught had a
Group is an ideal for the spon- portrait painter, a museum curator,
sors. w ho cash in on the name of a SPC.A (humane society) director,
the sponsor in using the name Im- a traveller returned after 45 years
perial Quartet in all the personal in China, a bride-and-groom-to-be,
appearances throughout the state. and a nightclub artist (Dorothy
Program is fast moving with a Donegan) who discus.sed classical,
wide range of gospel songs being swing and bebop music; which
featured.
Each one sung is in re- compote .showed a fast tempo,
sponse to a request made by card much interest and even .some
or letter from listeners adding the humor.
Rewards of bottles of
intimate touch.
perfume went to each personality.
Gray handles the announcing
C’ommercials,
split
jointby
chore.s for the quartet in fine style. sponsors. are handled
conservaC(»mmerclals are handled bv tively. in good taste but with full
'On an Island with You*
Howard Bogarte who does a nice impact.
THR CAMKI. RHOW
Ted.
selling job.
Kvmry ITliiay Nit«. a:S0 l».8.T.
It’s a smooth, sweet
SHOW.
Andtj.
Mgt.:

LOU CLAYTON

C

With IJbby Bohen
15 Mins., Mon. - Thur,

YOU ALL REMEMBER
liff

Warren,

Bill

McReyn-

15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Frl., 11:15 a.m.
Participating

-Frl.,

the commodities and

services

i

is

of

modern America.

WFDR
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
•

shows featuring local talent
being readied and are making
their debut over WOAI to establish a local following as w'ell as to
showcase the talent as to pos.sibilities. for sponsorship and program
lurmat. The outlet has done right
hy signing up Cliff Warren who
has been around here as a vocalist
loi a good long while.
Given the musical backing of the
WOAI house band under the direction ot
Melvin Winters, a real
slioM casing job has been done for
Warren and he should have a large
following hy the time TV makes its
Im)«. He has al.so .switched his style
of singing from that of the hillbilly
and western type to that of the
(Continued on page 36)

(iOluinhiis .5-7000
k

BEN BERI

5:30 p.m.
Participating

WFFR, Albany
>

Program packs

No,
a

good

idea, not
It’s’ a re-

completely developed.
port on local .social, civic, church,
In preparation of the debut of,
and organizational activiWOAI-TV this fall, a series of new education
ties. W'ith added commentary on
studio

Iliey are alert, progressive,

(lity

Schenectady

highly suitable rendezvous
verbal pilgrimaging and with the
querying chores in the hands of
Len Curley well cared for, the
half-hour stanza adds up to easy

olds, Melvin Winters Orch
Producer: Jerry Lee

quarter million iiiemhers who earn
$17, .500,000 weekly rank high in proportion of

1710 Broadway, New York

WGY,

same sponsors.

a

tunity to display his singing talThe quartet has a real intimale whispering style, so necessary to good microphone technique. In fact, when it is making
personal appearances before large
audiences it carries its own sound

With

Se-

I Union's

in

Mon.-Thurs.-

Bob Bender, onetime assistant
to Bill Stern, resembles him somew'hat in the rapid, staccato .style of
broadcasting. It’s better suited to
play-by-playing of a sport like football than to an evening commentary and roundup, where the strain
on the ear becomes noticeable.
Bender would do well to reduce his

TOWN TROTTER

.MONEY TO SPEND

interested

p.m.,

6:30

Sat.

Participating

Quin.

W0.4I, San Antonio

spendable invome.

15 Mins.;

in

ents.

.SONGS

hy the

resultant audience receptivity.

Th.

weeks

13

With Bob Bender

m-g-m—

To

.

another

Brit.

SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS

harmony, this PALACE PERSONALITIES
singing group is comprised of With Len Curley, others
Floyd Gray, bass;
Dudley M. 30 Mins.: Sat., 5:30 p.m.
Hughes, baritone, second tenor is PODESTA - BALDOCCHI A 1.
Homer Tankersly, Jr., and Charles
MAGNIN
Speed, top tenor. Snider is direc- KFRC, San Francisco
lor of the group and also serves
The
interview formula, backas piano accompanist.
The group
has a repertoire of some 2,500 grounded by informal salon noises,
songs, ranging from religious to is a solid technique when framed
operetta,
popular selections to by a colorful setting and handled
by an adroit chatterer.
In this
Negro spirituals.
The solo parts are passed around instance the room, being the cosfreely in Snider’s arrangements, mopolitan Palace Corner in the
giving each member an oppor- tradition-drenched Palace Hotel, is
his

;

that

quite likely w'ith the

Organized some four years ago
by Marion Snider and built around

too

announcer

and reports of lectures and
Interviews added.
Last-named is
the phase w hich might be expanded, to give it more punch and

i

Swaatiaf

1

Jogglor?

Oaf Waah Jaae 22nd

OLYMPIA, MIAMI
Tha Amozinq
;

.styles

i

MR. BAILANTINE

i

No,

pace.
j

i

It

Observations, for instance, on an
interview with Dizzy Gillespie, who,
played a one-night stand here,
were tantalizingly brief.
Larger
time allotment for this, with a reduction of the period devoted, via
the same stanza, to the run-down
of a tree surgery concern seeking
busine.ss from ow'ners of elm trees
suffering from blight, would have
been wise.
The “expose,” while
laudable, was overlong and repetitious. A report on Interview with

authoress P'mily Kimbrough made
good listening.
Jaco.

1

Magician?

••Cool •• m
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R ADIO-TBLE VlSIO^f

CIRCLING THE

Silver Springs, Arlington

KILOCYCLES

Get D. C.

—

Philadelphia

Oro- etta season was inaugurated Friday

Annette

FM

(24).

Televisionless’ Television Gets

Permits

Washington, June 28.

Two suburbs of the U. S. Capital
program of the new
were given authorizations for metMiss Banks is Charles R. Meeker, Jr., Managing ropolitan FM stations last week as
5,*" tor at WHAT.
Director of the Operettas; Lehman the re.sult of the Washington Post
Engel, musical director, and Roger acquisition of majority control of
William A., in the management of
WTOP from CBS. When the Post
Gerry, stage director.
VINX in Wa shingto n. D. C.
:

assistant to Dolly
maner, former
STnks has been named program

I

The Hot Foot From FCC Solons

'

First

I

series, "Starlight Stars,” presented

I

'

I

!

NAT L TV HLM COUNCIL
DISTRIB FORUM IN N. Y.

j

:

\

world's largest
— The erected
atop De-

Detroit

Trans-Lux sign,

—

Greenville. Tex.
Earl Fletcher
has resigned here as manager of
KGVL, to accept a position as
manager of WEAR. Pensacola, in,
which he recently became a part

;

building
by
WXYZ. will begin operating July 1.
was announced by James C. Rid-

Maccabees

i^oit’s

It

He

dell station manager.
advertising
bort’ed 12 sign

I

I

]

also re-

sponsors
have been patted. All contracts are

owner. Leo Hackney will succeed
Fletcher here.

;

—

for a year.

Minneapolis

— Van Bjornson,

as-

•ociate editor of St. Paul Pioneer
replace newscaster
will
analyst E. W. Ziebarth oh tri- week-

took over WTOP it al.so transferred WINX-FM to
- FM.
As a result, the w'eb turned in its
F.M permit. The FCC was thus able

WTOP

,

I

'

I'nited Artists television sales
chief John Mitchell will head up
the distribution forum meeting of
the National Television Film Council tomorrow night (Thurs.) at the
Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y.
Meet is
to Montgomery FM Broadcasting
one of three panel sessions schedCorp. (WHIP) in Silver Spring.
uled for the day to highlight the
Md.. and Northern Virginia Broad-'
organization's first anni.
casters. Inc. (WARL-FM) in ArlingTele station forum is to be
ton. Va. Both companies had apheaded up earlier in the day by
plied for metropolitan in lieu of
Ed Evans, manager of the N. Y.

to

grant two applicants, who had
been in a contest for one available
frequency, each a permit.
The authorizations were granted

Portland. Ore.
Jack Palmer.
KEX continuity writer, leaves the
Portland Westinghouse station this
week to resume graduate studies
at the Univ. of Washintgon, depart,ment of speech. He has been chief community facilities.
continuity writer at KEX for the
past two years. Replacing Palmer
is Dick Nelson, formerly of KGW.
Syracuse A. G. Belle Isle, chief
engineer of WSYR, has been apHouston— Bill Wells has been! pointed a v.p. of Central New York
named program director of KCOH Broadca.sting
owners
of,
Co.,
here replacing Dick Hetrick.
WSYR and projected WSYR-TV.
j

biYss

Studebaker news analysis on
WCCO during Ziebarth’s ab.sence
on European trip. Bjornson is forly

—

mer KSTP newscaster.

'

—

R.
Schmunk,
Cleveland Jack
former sales manager of WEWS,
now account executive of Ohio AdStanley Anvertising agency
derson, radio editor for the Cleveland Press, back in the hospital
with touch of pleurisy.
.

i

*

of

living

The agency's action, announced
an interpretation of its rule permitting separate use of the aural
and visual transmitters for experimental or test purposes, is understood to have resulted from comin

plaints

that

some sound

stations

Daily News’ WPIX. and the film have been duplicating programs on
production session by Henry Mor- their television outlets to guaranley of Dynamic Films.
Listed for tee adverti.sers maximum audience.
di.scussion on Mitchell's panel are The complaints were said to have
the proposed tele film clearance come from AM and FM stations
In clarifybureau, which will be explained without TV affiliates.
by William S.
(Continued on page 37)
Roach

Looking for the winner ?

Australian

primitive

Buffum’s
This
is
junket since the

"Bushmen.”
second

intere.st.”

>

ceremonies and

habits,

of

chants

Washington, June 28.
Television without vision was
tabooed last week by the FCC.
Cracking down on stations which
have been sending out aural programs with test pattern, the Commission said such operation of the
video sound channel "would not be
an economical use of radio frequencies and would not be in the public

.

.

Boston— Jesse H. Buffum, WEEl
Agriculturai Director, is leaving
on scientific junket to South PaciAt the invitation of
fic, July 15.
the University of Sydney, Au.swill go along on
tralia, BufTum
expedition as official photographer.
Recordings and films will be made

*

85

Pacific

war.

—

Boston Sherm Feller, longtime
emcee of WEEI’s “Club Midnight.”
a di.sk jock show, will be replaced
after July 2 with a local program
of recordings and transcriptions in
the 11:30 to midnight slot, the sub-

sequent half hour, formerly Feller’s
Feller
also, joining the CBS net.
has been presiding over the hour
for nearly five years.

—

Hartford
Paul W. Morency.
manager of WTIC. has
been named president of the Hartgeneral
ford

Chamber

of

Commerce.

Dallas—Howard H. Dunavan has
been named to the post of general
manager of the Lone Star Chain, a
group
of
16
regional
outlets
throughout the state. He has been
sales manager for the past four
years of WEBC, Duluth, and the
Arrowhead Network.

—

WFAA

Dallas
A new
program
featuring outstanding personalities
of the 1949 State Fair Casino Oper-

NOT A STRAIGHT MAN
IN

AN 0 &

J

CARLOAD

Olsen & Johnson video
which preemed last night
(Tues.) under Buick spon.sorship on
NBC, is likely to be known as a
show without a straight man. In
addition to the comics, cast includes
a
quintet
of
midgets,

The

show,

bearded ladies, stooges from Au.sand South Africa and a
as important a worried
tnien on those responsible for the
tralia

equally

production.
OAtJ’s antics, produces feel, need
split-second timing which in turn
requires a tremendous amount of
rehearsal time with ca.st, cameras

crew.
However, because of
1275 charge for rehearsal with full
camera crew, practice has been
hmited to 10 hours. Even at that
j*”^*'sal time will cost around
14,000, one of the most expensive
*»»
television.
Time* and talept
costs
will
total
around $20,000
weekly.
It

was

originally intended to
five-camera crew do the job,
herculean
^sts, number has been
cut to four.
**‘*’^^*nt amount on other shows
,
« three cameras.
*

out because of
already

.

O&J

have been relieved of one worry.
that the
oyer,’ there’s a plentitude of
einmunition. During the late con-

II

Now

"'lien

jeady

the comics were the
occupants at the Winter
they used plenty of

**^ocn, N. Y.,

lieving

laid

away

a

ff«presente4l

good

Pply before war was declared,
oey subsequently,
ran short and
that' time was that O&J
to
enlist
the services of a
u,®
Sir Basil Zaharoff to
the stuff.

I

by Radio Saloo

j
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RADIO
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consisting

named by the employer. It
sets up a scale of minimum

Radio Reviews
Continued from pace

standard "pop" tune. He. however,
includes one western classic on
each broadcast giving forth with
Ills well known type of yodel which
has become his local trademark, in
this w ay pleasing aii types of listencaught,

airing

the

their minds as to
better.

which

line also forced Martin
and Lewis to work as individuals
Lewis was alinstead of a team.
niost lost in the .shuffle.

Warren

come up

to

i

Martin and Lewis have failed
to

expectations,

it’s
(

in

has a pleasing voice

,

!

able

several

with

of

the

singer.

it’s
possible that
their
particular type of humor will be
better appreciated because li.steriers can visualize them.
That's
already happened to another sight
comic, Milton Berle, who used
video as his vLsual medium. Nonethele.ss. a better radio format will
imperative if they’re to survive

j

Mel Winters at the piano and the
WO.\I staff band which he directs,

lend good musical support to the
songs by Warren and were also on
given an opportunity to display
their talents on "Blue Room." The
'

AM.

AVCO

composed of Manuel Meand trumpet, Marcus
Morales, bass viol and Dick Ket-

Continued from page 25

Announcer
McReynolds who keeps the show
moving along nicely with his
Andy.
breezy informal style.

Continued from page 25

'Bill

me

local

A.ssociation,”

designed

« Martin
Mtaw-riw. and
-uwH Jerry Lewis,
I PwU
Dean
in moving in as a summer replacement for Bob Hope on the Tues-

NBC

segment, have gone

vir-

tually completely into the situaWhile this
tion comedy format.
type of show seems to be easier
for the pair, there’s still considerable polishing to be done.

ii.-a

mings alternating in adaptaof Cosmopolitan mag

tions

Faye Emerson’s

packagers, including five agenwhich have been holdouts.

i

4„

j4„4j„_

:
.

4Up eurious

the en-

meddlesome

,

unnecessarv

creat-

burdenT on the

Grows

anyone naving a serious ana
substantial interest in an applica-

in

Brooklyn" preems

Metro
Continued from page

preeming next week,

it’s

opinion that it will "set a
entertainment standard.’’

in

WMGM

NBC

MGM

new

WMGM

.

i

Cantor

i

MGM

yet to penetrate deep into the
creative end of programming.
Deplored, too, is the fact that the

network, on the TV side, appears
to be duplicating the same errors
made in radio, for an NBC housemusical accomp and supporting built-and-developed video show recast budget. As for the Eversharp mains an elusive item in any exprogram, if Cantor gets away from amination of the top-rated TV
the emcee format such as Phil fare.
Baker long unfolded, and latterly
When, eight months ago, "Paley’s
Moore* that’s all right, too, with Comet” first shot across the kiloMilton H. Biow', who -figures that cycle horizons, it was recognized
the two-ply change emcee and as something of a flare signal. The
format will work for the better- healthy overtones stemmed not
ment of the program.
from the fact that the CBS board
The "Eddie Cantor Mail Bag" chairman w'as in a position to grab
will not be an amateur talent show. off radio’s top talent, but that it
From his multiple letters there are could serve as a stimulus for
many human interest sagas .such Trammell &. Co, to embark on that
as the convict who paid his debt to still elusive NBC creative spree.
society, as well as the wouldbe
singing stars, comics and other
hopefuls. These are the things
Cantor would bring to the mike.
The video show' is something el.se
Continued from page 23 ;
again.
That,
Cantor ave'rsV he
wants to do more than a year constituents back home who might
hence and in pretentious form. see and hear them. Thus the busiThey would be condensed versions ness of Congress would never get
of the "Follies," "Midnight Round- finished.
ers," or facsimiles thereof
BroadAnother objection was that, if
way revues in TV style.
the sessions were all televised, the
members would feel that they
Houston
Bud Whaley has would have to be in their seats at
joined announcing staff here at all times, less the voters w'onder
KPRC. He was formerly chief an- if they were soldiering on the job.
nouncer of KMAC, San Antonio.
Actually, most of the business of
Congress Is done in committees.
These are frequently in se.ssion
even when the Hou^e and Senate
as a whole are meeting.
Hence,
members would be neglecting their
committee work to look pretty for
the television cameras.
So it is agreed that sessions will
be broadcast and televised as in
the past only on very special oc-

24

half-hour series in w'hlch
Lew Ayres is slated for the title
role; and "Judge Hardy’s Family,"
bringing to radio for the first time
the Andy Hardy stories, w'ith Lewis
Stone penciled in for top billing.
To process the disks
studios have been equipped with
Ampex tape recorders and the
Records plant at Bloomfield,
N. J., has in.stalled new presses.
Raymond Katz,
program
topper, is handling all production
Radio Attractions. Les
of
Peterson, Metro radio director, is
administrative head on the Coast
for the project.
Production of the
"Hollywood. U. S. A.’’, Barrymore
dare,"

’

i
'

w.k.

orch.

the 8:30 Friday night niche
exited )yy Jimmy Durante.
As for the hour-long "Hollywood
Calling”
giveaway

cation, full opportunity is afforded
to secure information 'concerning
It
it at the Commission’s offices.”

Unfortunately, initial stanza in The agreement will become effecthe new time slot was based on
retroactively to Nov. 4, 1948,
an unfortunate choice of situation, gg soon as the certification and was further argued that persons
with bopa fide interest hearing
Any charm and cleverness
election procedures are completed.
about these deals via the trade
’^be
agreement, which covers
Ki'n*
press.
fiipated
by some inept writing.
:..4
gives
the
f>eei‘‘nc®
sci ipters,
Martin
In the first place. Dean
was pitted against Tony Martin in writers interest in the material
w-hat amounted to a singing con- owned either by the employer or
test.
It was surprising that either by the writer. It provides for arpiper went for this type of show bitration of disputes and estabContinued from page 23
which virtually forced listeners to lishes a joint adjustment board

1

Blitzstein.

"My

Silent
Partner” series goes into the
Thursday night at 8 slot; The
new'
Don Quinn situation
comedy "Halls of Ivy" about a
college prof who marries a
show gal, starring Edna Best,
goes into Thursday night 9:30
Sealtest time, while "A Tree

“Tho
a cert/'intinn ” said
cnin the
Bar Association,
“The TIht*
brief in part, "feels that the advertising requirement constitutes an

^

,

and Marc

composer. Each cleffer whose song
is used
on the show’ gets a $25
bond, with the winner getting $50.
Each week’s winner is to repeat
the following w'eek, with the final
winner of the .sea.son grabbing off
a $1,000 bond, a Victor recording
contract with Miss Pickens and a
publishing contract with $250 advance royalty.
Show’s permanent cast, in addition to Miss Pickens, includes singer Bob Hou.ston, the Jack Allison
octet and the Norman Cloutier

stories.

!

RWG

but there’s
todate has

MacMurray and Robert Cum-

7='i
w'ere

tions

in the 9:30 to 10

(4)

four tyro composers is to be presented each
week. Slated as pluggers for the
preem are Joe Daley, an authentic
tune salesman; Abe Tuvin, exec
secretary of the American Zionist
Council; Jean Barrett, an NBC sec-

the 8-8:30 p.m. segment.
That’s the permanent stock
company show' with Rosalind
Russell, Loretta Young, Fred

attention

guc.st stars

One song from

,in

voted last night

41
_
™_..4
that the agreement
Iwould be accepted.
nt the
iho mpf
th<»
pact the
Under term.s of
will certify with the National Labor Relations Board according to the Taft-Hartley Act*, if empioyers’ committee secures the adherence of all agencies, sponsors
i!

Monday

ing

Next Sunday (3) the web
preems "Four-Star Playhouse’’

jO-day cutoR.
public

top-name

of

slot.

retary.

recommen
The Bar Association recommend-

rail

NBC

Build Tyro Cleffers

will compete for prizes in the giveaway twist on NBC’s "Jane Pickens Show." scheduled for launch-

NBC’s major bid to get off
the program hook will get a
summertime whirl, rather than
wait until the fall.

The advertising requirement was
to

respect,

i

Pickens Show

as well as actual songpluggers. are
to introduce the new' songs that

NBC’i Summer Bid

I

^

indu.stry

was

"does not believe that
proposed procedure would ac
complish the objectives of (1) ex-

Followup Cooioiout
T

it

ing

an awareness that

declared,

Conn
Coup;
aocumeni.

which is now up for ratification
by the union's membership. The

New York

«•

,

“The Bar

'

/he
Nation^
RWG® NTonaf
tZ' RWG
approvea

.

,

of
consideration
the
pediting
broadcast cases, and (2> providing
a workable system w'hereby the
engineering aspects of broadcast
applications could conveniently be
studied by the Commission’s staff.

Radio Writers

ner. guitar.

day

To
Number

administrative programming veepee and the current No. 1 man,
Tom McCray, has garnered increas-

x
4u
»
*
pointed out that even the cutott
gimmick could go six or nine
months or longer.

I

is

dellin, violin

for the airings is

ss

Continued from page 23

network

the

In

New Jane

tion.”

present houses,

network .stars. With proper grooming and handling as he has been
receiving in this series he should
go far in his chosen field as a

combo

SetSongpInggers For

NBC’s Elusive

But after the first flush, of
The pact, which will run through promotion activity, it’ll be a prodMay 15, 1954, can be reopened by uct vsu product battle, and no one’s
*
*
either party for adjustment of making any bones that CBS is in
minimum fees as of Nov. 16, 1949, the driver’s seat.
'51 or ’53, Among the companies
If the affiliate boys tend to show
represented by the employers’ com- some alarm, it’s because NBC has
mittee are Lever Bros. Procter & thus far failed to encompass in its
Gamble and General Mills,
operational pattern the creative
programming phase of activity
promised by Trammell at the Chi
poww'ow. Ken Dyke has exited as

probably due to the fact that the
team depend.s on sight values,
with nice range and quality and Once their forthcoming picture
timber and compares very favor - “My Friend Irma” hits the film

He

fine style.

that

to

agreement.

story

j

jf

On

is

apalso
fees

*

crs.

gave out with a variety of songs

similar

34

make up
singer

members

three

of

by the union and three

pointed

and "Good News” programs

it

is

un-

WMGM

der Mi.ss Stone’s direction.
general manager Frank Roehrenbeck is supervising the mr'>’'.'>nical
reproduction work.
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you open

this jar of olives for

me?

TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING

BUY

WOV^S

LANGUAGE MARKET

Larger

Than Clavaland

and

W.WZ

I

week
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*

»
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V
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&^ssy

Revarly Dr.

stretch, quiz

had lined up 15

sponsors.

Dick Carlson handles the quiz-

•i master

stint.

Mi&l
PHOTOS

M»d« from

£i

youf negative of photo’'"'’'

Un^itrpaiised in quality at any p'ice

has lined up a somewhat
quiz show layout. “The

Shoreline Coffee Quiz,” in that
sponsors are spread out among
three nearby shoreline towns
(Guilford. Madison, Clinton* and.
programs are done on a revolving
basis in those towns.
Running Monday thru Friday,
shows have a double-barreled effect
by recording the audience participation angle in the various spots
in the morning (9:30.10*, then playing the program back the same day
at 1:30-2.
Comeon is "attend the
program in the morning, then
listen to .vourself in the afternoon."
As of the beginning of its 13-

X-

'

LYONS

S.
S.

R/uf

different

(2.100.000 individuals
Cincinnati Combined)

WOV WHERE ...
RESULTS IS THE BUY WORD

^

A.
177

••verly Hlllt. Calif.

Quiz on a Beach Binge
New Haven, June 28.

BUY

.n

Monagement

|

casions.

THE 1280 CLUB
PRAIRIE STARS

THE BAND PARADE
ITALIAN

KING

H.

Perioiial

—

5 AUDITED AUDIENCES

WAKE UP NEW YORK

WM.

NO NEGATIVE CHARGE- NO EXTRAS
24 HOUR SERVICE ON REQUEST
lilOi.
Fan Mail PliotM (S
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tT)

Mawtai
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•
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^
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:
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Kriegsmom, The Man Whoii

Photofraphs Ikace

Billboard’s

PUn

Covers
7-0233

1S5 West 46th St
iTofllS.N.Y./’"

WE DELIVER WHAT WE ADVERTISE

FOR SALE
AtfrnHlio
iirr«>H,

l.4>iiia

.Small

Kutate.'^
lalaiid .naHilli .**ln»rr,

I

nv*

romniiillnii. .Modern houee, oil burner,

bedrooina—.S bn(h»—mImi S-rar Kurmgr nmall |>addo4‘k. I.ow
quire C. I,. Walker (broker), 5* Mall
4

St..

—

N. Y.
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Carolines Radio News
Directors Elect Seibels

Net Hooperatings

Andience Participation
Binecj

Continurd from page

WHB'S Xlub 710'

Greensboro. N.
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Gren Seibels

overestimates

the

ratio

TV

of

s

|

*’«"'*'* because phone
June 28o.
owners represent a higher income
shows gi-oup.
participation
“Telephone subscription
Audience
momentum locally, as has become universal.” Hooper demoiuci.^u...
ining
gaining
“Only in cities like N. Y. is
ik .cssion of this type went
WHB * siitable segment of the public inair here this week.
“F^-’^ssible to the telephone interS" « Its "Club 710.” a two-hour
three y*®'v^** the apartment dweller who
after
stanza,
/4^*nrtf«n
served by a switchboard and the
Show
thV of preparation.
tenement dweller who uses a pay
station’s
*”*^*n6 uD popular music,
circumstances are
announcers, Frank Wizairde
sem-a of ’'^vh as to lop oft approximately the
and series
1Y4I1
1.0U Kemper, auu
correct proportion at each econhnne and giveaway gimmicks
f'lonhnne
social level.’’
level.”
tested recently in
uLhh have been
Even in New York, where
iMmore. Indianapolis and San
walMmore.
of
the
citizens
Rinir
Tn
has
been
can
be checked hv
by
John Blair Co.
niefio
the show. “Club phone, the cross-section forms “an
a consultant on
amazingly
close
breakdown
of the
710” aims principally at parlicipanearly every population,” Hooper said. He added
tion by listeners, as
that no other method will give a
Giveaway is connected with a teleparticipants better cross-section,
only
and
call,
phone
It’s a particiAccording to Hooper, more than
are in the studio.

I
Kansas

ritv
c^iiy.

'

T/.

!

of

C., June 28.
WIS, Columbia.

was^ ele^t d president of the

vember

I

Radio News Directors
at their convention session
Myrtle Beach. Seibels succeeds
'
Jack Knell of WBT. Charlotte.
Gther officers elected were; First
vice-president. F. O. Carver, Jr. of
Winston-Salem; second vice-

'

I

president,

Ed McGrath

of

'

'

WSPA.
1

|

'

^
f.V
^ harleston,

WCSC,

Truer of

1

transfer case,

bid for WRTB wai
stand over the opposi-

The CBS

]

Spartanburg, S. C.; and secretary,
^lai’jorie Joran of WFNC, FayetteyiHe.
Direclors-at-large are retirPresident Jack Knell, Nick
Mitchell of
WFBC, Greenville,

;

'

CBS. A competing bid in its repeal order that no AVCO
under AVCO by the bids were on file. It is expected
Engineering Co.. Des that hearings will be held on the

to

Moines, a subsidiary of Meredith
Publishing Co. (Belter Homes &,
Garden!. Since there was a Queswhether the permit
niight be revoked, no action has
been taken on the transfer.
Immediately upon the examiner’s
decision, the Meredith company,
filed a petition asking that il.s competitive bid he exempt from the
recent order of the Commission repealing the .^VCO rule, 'Phe agen-

at

l

Continued from pan.
pane 26

.r-

was filed
Meredith

^^'sn.

^

t

Raytheon

=^ -.

1

,

S. C.

cy was told

I

had erred

it

in stating

i
<

(|on of Boston Metropolitan Television Co., a rival applicant in the
Boston contest, which contended
the web should not be allowed to
have both an application for a new
station and one for purcha.se of a
permit pending. 'Fhe prote.st. however, was denied on the ground the

freeze prevents the Commission
from acting on both applications.

;

|

I

pating deal for sponsors,

'I'V

inaugurated
“Luncheon on the Plaza,” half-hour
morning show on location with a
large audience in the Plaza Cafe,Show has been drawing
teria.
about 2,000 persons per week for
the 10-30 a, m, period, and now
goes into its third 13-week se.sKCKN recently followed
Bion.
u/HR'v lead to set up
uD “Breakfast
WHB’s
Snack with Buddy Black,” an 8;30
particia. m. audience and sponsor
pationer on location in Roselli’s

downtown

Restaurant in the
first

13

weeks and

due for

is

sets are in use in
as in radio-only homes

homes

Thanks

during evening hours, and more
than twice as many people are look>"8 at the average tele.set as are
listening to radio. From January
to May. TV’s share of total broad^’ast audienc*e grew from 9.43'~f to
Hooper reported, while
AM’s share dropped in the same

Qnatf

Bafifuf.

H

|

Period from 90.57% to 85.45''c.
Probably because of the poor

its

a .sec-

Jm"*’
Variety, Wetlnewlay,

quality of line prints, city-by-city
breakdown of the ratings reveals
ea.sfern-originated shows getting a
smaller share of the TV audience
in Los Angeles. In May the Texaco
show, for example, got 95.7^r of
the available sets in N. Y. and only

sector,

“Snack with Black” soon winds

many

twice as

i

Recently WHB

'

Reviews
Disk Jockey

ond series.
Veteran audience participation
show is KMBC’s “Rhyme a Line 76.3% in L. A., while "Talent
Time,” some of the material for Scouts” pulled 64.4% in N. Y.
which is contributed by listeners, 'against 27,1% in L. A.
although no outsiders actually appear on the show.
If
'

.

harry gray show

^

N.Y. Mirror

U=

<»-.tinu,4 f,»n, p... ??

Tolovisionlsss

be

than

„ 4.
Contlnu.d
from page 35

identified

180 Mins.,
Participating

W.VIIK.

minimum

as

AM-TV

ups an unfair advantage.

A Commission official

told

;

Variety the ruling would probably
result in some stations increasing
their visual program schedules. In
the pa.sl, he explained, stations
have tended to carry aural pro-

I

S

employment

spoil.s

opportunities

wm mn

McGee &

Fibber

have

|y,

,

^Y®*^*-*®^**^8

be-

screen \how?nff"nnlv*!^'^
’

Molly,

stepping

assisted

on

in

must be shown. The aural -must
be tied in with visual," it was pointed out.
I'se of slides and

pictures to
sound broadcast.
the Commission ruled, will
b" perhiitted
htitted
only “when
visual
the

'

.
.'

Am

v.

^

<>"''?!

'G"

N- '•
1"

Puv\c

audience

H

I
I

still

to

thminale

—

^company the

ditarmingly
•ntartaining
'“•M worth your oor."

KIlIC
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—Pott,
Houston, Toko*.
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mncKri
Ivory Flokoo

C.S.^M.a.
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d,™
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m

Tlocal fund

his

('untiniird
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go for a quiz
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writer

Show
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he raised

I

via his pmy„s work
preser to his

k
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1
1
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the fight
labeled

the tto
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>iandl ^g^J
be shrewd
built
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sensational
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vocally and

all

f

'll!'’ if a
/
sonages
everything.

m

m

influence
career he

Equippedjue
York.
'
handle any
'

ri’n
in
never achieved

tally,
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estabhs ^e^ a^

New
I

.

,

lea

’'o'^tof

fwn

program

calls for.

powerful per;
the most
most
which has seen
Lary.

whether viewers will
show on which they

is

to tie in for priz^.
to be tested soon on KOU-

Francisco.
TV.
While sponsors have 'aeeepteU
rtaIran.seribed shows for Coast
hac
tions until now because they
interest
their
alternative,
no other
compete
to
in bnving such programs
hf
directly with live shows in
and midwe.st ind|c,ales. ^thp,
east
vSan

to

5how.

'

Addr#n^ Bex Y-235

W. 46fh

1

have no chance

on Top Radio

York

woiked

Today, he

with the idea of getting additional
kine
outlets for the program via
“Music,
prints. (Miief obstacle for

ADDISON SMITH

Yorlety, 154

stock,

DuMont Labs and

it

liencrw
his audienc

I
I

I

an
aspirant and
by the former.

or utilir-ation

and
Admiral
.addition.
In
Old Golds, co-sponsors of ABCtoying
are
Music.”
the
“Slop
TV’s
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overwhelming.
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raisings.
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circles; plus
for a
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man Kodak.
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is

candidate in a

ETR
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jointly by

FH.

K.

R

sum
a considerable
mass pub''^
gram and a

on the rival ( BS web by
launching tw'O kine shows troin the
Coast Sunday night >3'. they will
“Detective,
both be sustainers.
conas a bankrolled show, is thus
sidered to have more significance
Benton
of
Decision
trade.
the
for
& Bowles, ad agency for Whiterepoithall. to buy the show was
edly ba.sed on test runs of kine
piints which utilize a new develop-

thow,

^

^

'^j'the^returnTare
“cause tne r

gun
A

evidenced

is

I

I

sions.

highesljfVher

Illustrative

'all

\

says,

what he

some

1
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I

transmi.ssions have a sub.*- aiitial
relationship to the aural transmis-

ai.like

do liste
but that they
P
-20 commercial.
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There are
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I

of-^dj-a^

are .niado

benefit showings, and the Hear.M
ad'vitios may fall under that ban.

'

which argumen

of

the

1

,

comments

-lo^

fore signing off for

the nig?it.'win
be banned. The newscaster, it was
explained. will nave
have to be
De shown
In iction or other
movinit .nalerini

i

m

m

a
indicates
also
show'
sterner attitude regarding gratis
appearances on the various Hears!
year,
promotions throughout the year.
Y. JournalN Y
The Mirror and the N.
annual
at the
American use talent ^
An American Day” exer‘‘I

-ti,

rpract,l°Tv«?.n^

1

loHelled a disksesh he es^^^J^ree-hour
the
average, some
iockey. For
ar
there
gabbmi^
says nightly,
stuff
records
His is the
and
personal reaction

j
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i^VA’s

I
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1

Gray can no

I

Mirror

Carrviifff
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,

diajers.

'

fill-ins
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'

stations

He's done

fact.

1

fore that particular turn, loses its
freshness to many more people and

,

'

*•**

m

here from

on subsequent shows.
Among those viewed on the show
tern, in daytime hours to enable
which was produced and directed
dealers to demonstrate sets.
In
McLeod were Han v Hershnew television areas, where the
field. Sarah Vaughan. Village Four,
public has not yet seen video, it
^ary Small. Joe Howard. Tony
s considered likely that stations
Martin, Bella Smaro, Raye and
'^
Naldl. Adams. Plant & Canzoneri.
K*
4u
^ With film, to stiinuMorales Band, Harvey Stone,
1.4-’ P
Art Stanley Oich and Ham Fisher.
.1
Jordan. Jr. son of. radios
various

,»hli,hed and i"a recogis now
'"tea
Ih'* »
the
switch from

Boy
WOR, becoming
-Peck’s Bad
New Vork City^s^w^^^^

,

grams. usually music w'ith test pat-

wcgral
pregrams

I

tluenlial figure

AGVA’.s contention in forcing
the higher rate is that an act playing TV works to a considerably
be
greater audience than can
gathered in any one hall. There-

I

I
i

^

Miami

That Barry

scale acts.

ing its policy, Commi.ssion felt such
duplication gave the
hook-

(H P
Mon. thru Sun.

Producer:

=.

1

St.

If, N. Y.
'

kine era has arrived.
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.

.

V
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Best British Sheet SeDers

^

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

(Week ending June

J
1

“Down Yonder”

son” side is a juke natural in
good many areas, and solid f
jocks.
Lauding
the
Brookl]
Dodgers star and other Negro bi
playeis, the side jumps solidly ai

Reverse

sells itself.

*1
^
1

^

Evelyn Knight “Be Goody Good
Good to Me”-“Don’t Ever Marry for and Johnny.” with Kenny Gardn
Money” (Decca). Miss Knight could vocalling (Decca)
Columbia r
have a click in the “Goody” side. issued two Duke Ellington side
semi-novelty styled to

rhythm
style. Four Hits and Miss and
Sonny Burke help her put it over.
“Marry” is cute, too, an upbeat

It’s a

a bright side.

'

Frankie Carle “Love

Thing”-"Rue

tiful

Is a

Beau-

De Romance”

AI Jolson

.

its

.

.

.

i

.

*

Along

.

.

.

.

,

On

i

!

.

Strauss
Clopant .... Imperial
Brush Those Tears
Leeds
Angelus Ringing
Southern
the

.5:45

.

Clopin

!

1

*

.

1

.

new

.

.

—

.

.

m., Archie Gottler.

& Abrahams

RCA Counts Sheep

'

.

sides

RCA-Viclor’s

the Sunshine of Virginia,
m.. Harry
w'., Ballard MacDonald,
diviCarroll. Shapiro, Bernstein A Co.,

promotional

There’s a Garden in Old

1

ature players jacked into

Feist,
p.a, sys-

sparked

b.v

a

once

u.sed; it’s a

Beneke

goodly

jazz,

New

Jersey housing project, Victor

RIDERS IN THE SKY

2.

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING

worthwhile item.

AGAIN

3,

(15)

Inc., cop.

to

Make

BABY

IT’S

COLD OUTSIDE

(6)

i

(Melrose)

of

I

side will be a pushover. An import,
is solid and it’s smartly

the tune

performed by Yankovic’s outfit and
vocalists. “Baby” is a fast polka

f

that contains a great deal of appeal
of its own.

(6) /I

I

6,

FOREVER AND EVER

7.

“A” YOU’RE

8.

WONDERFUL GUY

9.

BALI HA’I

10

Mindy Carson "One More Time”“Twelve O’Clock and All’s Well”

ME

DON’T SEE

5.

ADORABLE

(2)

Victor
Coh/7Jibia

Mercury

Whiting-Mercer

Perry

Como

ITony

Decca
Victor

Columbia

Pastor

S

I

Perry Como
Bing Crosby

i

Sammy Kaye

\

(8) (.Melrose)

Capitol
Victor
Victor

Decca
Virtor
Capitol

(Mel Tonne

(Victor). Victor finally has picked
a gal singer with real possibilities,

Capho'f

Columbia
Decca
Virtor
Victor

Margaret Whiting
[Fran Warren

(Williamson)

style, clean
on-the-nose pitching
can’t help but hit eventually. On
this, her first disk, she gets a lot
out of “One More Time.” a ballad,
aided by a choral group. It could
do things. Reverse is along for the

EVERYWHERE YOU GO

(Lombardo)

!

'^XDoris

HUC'KLEBUCK

ride.
.Jack

CANDY KISSES

Carson “That Was a Big
Fat Lie”-“Give Me a Song With a
Beautiful Melody” (Capitol'. Jocks
can get a lot of mileage out of
Carson’s “Li e.” JT he tune is an ex-

.MERRY GO
KLSS

novelTT''as Carson cuts it
worth anybody’s turntable
lime. It’s from the film. “It's a
Great Feeling.” So is the reverse,

(United)
(Hill Sc

It’s

\

Howard

Range)

ROUND WALTZ

ME SWEET

HOW

Incidentally.

Doris Day “,\t the Cafe Rendezvous”-“It’s a Great Feeling” ((’o-

Ruddy Johnson

“Did You See
Robinson Hit Tliat Ball ”-

4

(Johnny Mercer
Lombardo

(Advanced)

IN

IT LIES (Morris)

LOVE

(9) (T.

B.

Mooney

I

Art

i

Kitty Kallen

\

Decca

Starr

Capitol

Eddy Howard
(Sammy Kaye

Merrury
Victor

Stafford-MacRae

Harms)

i
\

Vaughn Monroe
Guy Lombardo
Crosby
Dinah Shore

j

COM.ME

Cl

COMME CA

(Leeds)

\
(

FOUR WINDS, SEVEN SEAS

(Lombardo)

\

|

I

ROOM FULL OF ROSES

(Hill Sc

Range)

*

(

[FijTure* in parentheses indicate

number

of

Tony Martin
Dick Haymes
Sammy Kaye
Guy Lombardo
Sammy Kaye
Dick Haymes

weeks song has been

in th«

M

Victor

I

)

Decca

Mercury

Bing Crosby

Kay

Capitol

M-G

(Sammy Kaye

LOVE ME, LOVE ME, LOVE Mf (Miller)
NEED YOU (Choice)
RED ROSES FOR BLUE LADY (18) (.Mills)
SO

Victor

Mercury

^

I

i

Decca
Columbia
Columbia

J

(Shapiro-B)

I

with which nothing happens. Frank
De Vol’s band really cuts on these.

Lombardo
Day

Frank Sinatra
(Tommy Dorsey

<ellent

makes.

'

year’s

tlie

films

were:

I

Kimball Young), “Pearl

Army”

the

(Pearl

White),

of

“Less

Than the Dust” (Mary Pickford),
and “The Witching Hour” (C. Aubrey Smith). Other film names included Francis X. Bushman. Anita
Marie Empress. Norma
and Constance Talmadge. Hariy
Fox. Ricliard Bennett, and Billie
Burke (Mrs. Florenz Ziegfcld. who
later went back to the stage).
Plays included “The Master”

St«*wart.

(.\rm)ld
Daly), “Old Lady 31.”
“Her Soldier Boy,” “Springtime.”
“So Long Letty.” and “Keeping

Up Appearances.” Eddie Cantor
was currently under Ziegfcld managcnu'nt, and Hugh Herbert was
writing his own vaudeville
sk«'t cites,
the latest being called
“Tlie Prediction.”

1917

and

.tumbia*. Both tunes from film. “Il’s
a Great Feeling.” Forget the first
side, on which Miss Day does a
French-accented vocal that’s heavily overdone. Reverse,
a rhythm
tune, is cut as brightly as anything
she’.s done. Tune sells nicely and
the backing the .singer gets, by
John Rarig, is as responsible as she
Is
for the impression the disk

vaudeville.

Second Croup

Mindy Carson’s warm

diction

the

“The Vixen” (Theda Bara). “Rose
of the South” (Peggy Hyland and
Anionio Moreno), “Wharf Rat”
Mae Marsh), “The Foolish Virgin”
*(’lara

i

(Williamson)

CARELESS HANDS

.

(2)

(10) ri

occurred

City

Anna Pavlowa was dancing at
he Hippodrome, N. Y.. in “The
Big Show.” Albertina Ra.sch was

Victor

Columbia

,'^"'’',5“'"“
[Rnss Morgan.
Como
i Perry

(10) (Rabbins)

in

in 1930.

Among

i

.......It

U-53

raid

I

June 25

in

Shore-dark
Gordon Jenkins

{

submarine
the U. S.
staged a

stroyed.

Damone

I

4.

Villa

Jersey

In

1916.

Perry Como
Frank Sinatra

(Robbins)

vocals.

visit to

Pancho

Court

What Do You Want

Ives
\

tho.se

Those Eyes at Me For?
w.. rn., Black Tom explosion and fire in
Joe McCarthy. Howard Johnson which two were killed and $20.and James V. Monaco. Leo Feist, 000,000 worth of property de-

Monroe
(Williamson)

German

The
paid a

der Co., cop. 1916.

(10) •Morris.

(5)

killing

Among

40.

convicted was Tom Mooney. Originaly sentenced to death, he got a
communted sentence of life imprisonment.

New' Mexico, and General Pershing
was di.spatched to punish Villa.
C’harles Evans Hughes resigned
Brennan, m.. Erne.st R. Ball. M,
from the Supreme Court to run as
Witmark & Sons, cop. 1916.
Way Down in Iowa I’m Going Republican candidate against Wilto Hide Away, w., Sam M. Lewis son, but Wilson came out ahead
Justice
and Joe Young,
m.. George W. by a bare 600,000 votes.
Meyer. Waterson. Berlin & Syn- Hughes was reappointed to the

Week

1.

into the marchers,

and wounding

10

in

& Co., cop. 1916.
In addition to last week’s RCA
Turn Back the Universe and
shouting about the installation of
Give Me Yesterday, vv., J. Keirn
sets in 310 new' apartments of a

)

Frankie Yankovic “St. Bernard
Waltz”-“Bye Bye, My Baby” (Columbia). Yankovic doesn’t do much
in the east, but in (he midwest, etc.,
he’s hot stuff. His “St. Bernard”

Jackie

Down

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

“Kiss,” a ballad,
.completely captures Miller’s clarinot-lead idea. Musically and tunewise. the side is swell. But Glenn
Douglas’ vocal doesn’t help.

and

hurled

cop. 1916.
Quaker
a

Inc.,

There’s

—

tems of planes in flight one the Quaker Town. w.. David Berg. m..
New York to London, Pan-Ameri- Alfred Solman. Joe Morris Music
can Stratocruiser, President, and Co., cop. 1916.
They’re Wearing ’Em Higher in
the other Eastern Airlines’ Con.stellation trip between N. Y. and Hawaii, w.. Joe Goodwin, in.. Halsey K. Mohr.
Shapiro, Bernstein
Atlanta.

P^^RIETY

amount of the rhythm ideas Miller

near-panic of stock selling de-

Italy,

C’of-

strongest b.o. lure ever developed
by a pop band. “Lavender Coffin,”
a race tune shunted into the pop
is

A

veloped on the New' York Exchange w'hen traders took to heart
m.. Jack Glo- the dictum of Secretary of State
w.. Joe McCarthy,
up situations into
Lansing that the U. S. was being
gan. Leo Feist, Inc., cop. 1916.
pany’s new 4.'i rpm disk players
There’s a Little Bit of Bad in drawn into war.
In the Preparedness Day parade
can be spotted for best publicity Every Good Little Girl, w.. Grant
Leo in San Francisco a bomb was
m., Fred Fisher.
results. Latest deals have the mini- Clarke.
cop. 1916.

i

polka, hillbilly, etc.: Dinah Washington, “Baby Get Lost” -“Long

fin”-“Kis.s and a Rose” (Victor*.
These sides mark the closest yet
that Beneke has come to the old
Glenn Miller style, perhaps the

division,

Is

i

dreaming
which the com-

has dug out dozens of other odd
John Blues” (Mercury); George
uses to which the small sets can be
Morgan. “Room Full of Roses”
put. Including the travelling sales(Columbia); Red Perkins, “Aggraman who ha(l one installed in the
vatin’ Lou from Louisville” (King);
Roy Brown, “Plea.se Don’t Go” glove compartment of his car and
(Deluxe*: Studs Henderson, “Louse hooked into the dash board radio;
is strong. .It affords Jolson’s talents
the dealer in the south who had a
full expre.ssion and
he pours it in the IIenhou.se” (Capitol); Willie
down the middle. Morris Sloloff Bumchie, “We’re Gonna Have Some number of sets sprayed with white
paint and sold them to women as
backs it; Victor Young batoned Fun Tonight” (Mercury).
kitchen mu.sic dispeners.
the “Pacific” side.
Tex Beneke oreh “Lavender

Co., Ltd., cop,

She

(The Century

w'.,
Harry B. Smith,
m.,
Victor Herbert.
T. B. Harms Se
Francis, Day & Hunter, cop. 1916.
You Can’t Get Along with ’Em
or Without ’Em. w'.. Grant Clarke,
m., Fred Fisher.
Leo Feist. Inc.,
cop. 1916.

Frederick

,

a lot of sleepless nights

.

Peaceful in the Country.”
Standout western, race,

Haydn Wood.

w.,

Me

to

Girl),

Inc.,

&

London: Chappell

You Belong

1916.

sion apparently has been spending

.

.

Consolidated,

Snyder

Si

Co., cop. 1916.
;

Kalmar. Puck

cop. 1916.
Roses of Picardy,
m..
E. Weatherly,

Waterson, Berlin

ling.
,

I

”

.

1

But Stops at 45

.

.

.

I

Rolling Stones All Come Rolling Home Again, w., Edgar Leslie.

j

“Beans and Corn Bread”“Chicky-Mo Craney Crow.” are
worthwhile, with the accent on the
former
Pee Wee Hunt’s “Charleston”
forms a dixieland piece
that can reap attention
Both
Bob Eberly’s “What Do I Have to
Do and “What Have You Got in
Those Eyes” (Coral) are worthy
workouts of good songs
Decca
reissued on Brun.swick Louis Armstrong’s “You Are My Lucky Star”“I’m in the Mood for Love”; Jack
Teagarden. “Blues Have Got Me”"Blue River” and “Nobody Knows
the Trouble I’ve Seen”-“Lonely
Blues” and “St, James Infirmary”"Black and Blues”; Mildred Bailey,
“Lover (’ome Back to Me”-“It’s So
.

When the
Black Sheep Retunu
Put on Your Slipperi and Fill
•
Up Your Pipe, w., Ed, P. Moran to the Fold, w., m., Irving Berlin'
m., Albert Waterson. Berlin & Synder Co.,
and Will A. Heelan.
Music cop. 1916.
Broadw'ay
Von Tilzer.
Where Did Robinson Crusoe Go
Corp., cop. 1916.
w., with Friday on Saturday Night?
Rackety Coo! (Katinka).
Otto Hauerbach. m., Rudolf Friml. w.. Sam M. Lewis and Joe Young.
m.. Geo. W. Meyer.
G, Schirmer, Inc., cop. 1916.
Waterson!
Robbers’ March (Chu Chin' Berlin Sc Synder Co„ cop. 1916.
Yacka Hula Hickey Dula (RobinChow), m., Frederic Norton. Lonw., m., E. Ray
don: Keith, Prowse &, Co., Ltd., son Crusoe. Jr.),
Goetz, Joe Young and Pete Wendcop. 1916.
-

.

.

;

1

in port.

i

.

solidly (Victor)

Both of Louis Jordan’s

chances.

P
P

.

(Coral).

Depends

not

.

Room” jumps

“Some Enchanted Eve-

All

’

^1

.

.

Keith
Keith

Rotorvod)

1916— Continued

i

Magic
Connelly
Clancy Lowered Boom Leeds
I’ll Always Love You
Clover
Behind the Clouds. Feldman
Connelly
Put ’em in a Box
F.D.H.
Again

**

with
Garber’s “Farewell Waltz” (Cap!
tol*
Hoagy
Carmichael's
“Georgia On My Mind” (Decca)
rivals Frankie Laine’s (Mercury);
.(’armichael’s is well-backed with
“Memphis in June”
Erskine
Hawkins’ new version of “Rose

on You”
(Decca). Decca’s cutting of “Evening” with Jolson is an unusual
move. The vocalgenarion docs a
saleable job on it; his performance
may not be completely accurate,
buj it’s loaded with the charm and
heart that he brings to any tune
and is an extremely spinnable di.sk.
His work on the backing, a standard by DeSylva-Brown-IIenderson.
iiing”-“It

.

sibilities

okay and their interpreta-

is

tion enhances

.

In a Shffdy Nook...

All Rights

inc.

logonds •nd ofhor boaic boelrgrownd information, attondant to tho compilatioo
and proMontatioH, appoarod in tho Oct. 4, 1949, laawo whon tho Varioty Song
It i$ awggoafod that thoto
Cavalcado otartod publication sorio/fy.
ln$tallmont$ bo
clippod and filod for futuro roforonco.
that
this matorial is copyrightod and may
fact
collod
to
tho
Attontien ia horoby

It’s

Schnickelfritz band cut a liste
able
item
in
“Dixie
Lament T
(King)
Add “We’ll Still B ®
Honeymooning” (Decca), by Larr ^
Fotine, to the corn tunes with pos '
.

(Columbia*. “Love” is a startling
side from Carle since it’s the first
attempt by him at a corn-styled
waltz. Cut with full chorusing by
the band, studded lightly by his
piano, the face is a definite possibility. It sells. Reverse uses band
chorusing and Marjorie Hughes on
a ballad (Carle is co-writer) that
.sounds good and could do something on its own. It doesn’t strike
hard at first spin, but who can tell?
There’s plenty of Carle piano.
Patti Page “Just One Way to Say
I Love You”-“ril Keep the Love
Light Burning” (Mercury). One of
Merc’s entries in the Miss Liberty”
stakes. Miss Page’s disking of the
ballad is nicely done, but it’s no
match for .some rival cuts. Milch
Miller keeps the beat. Singer combines with Benny Benjamin and
George Weiss, writers of the “Low
Light” melody, to turn a flipover
ballad that’s curiously attractive.

Tune

.

.

It’s

By JLLIUS IV1.4TTFELD
(Copyright, Vorioty,

.

.

Cuckoo Waltz

^

.

one of which. “Take Love Ea.sy,”
as modern as anything in the san
vein today
Freddie Fishei

her

Compiled for

bo roproducod oithor wholly or

cut a swell ve
sion of his stage standby, "Frank
.

CAfALCADE
Musical-HUtorical Review t 1800-1948)^**

('

Second 12

Guy Lombardo

.

.

.

.

.

\

is fair.

Platter Pointers
'

Item that has an equal chance.

.

.

1

.

Fllpover does*

tion is uninspiring.
nothing, either.

“Robi

(Decca).

18)

London, June 22.
Lavender Blue .... .... Sun
Wedding Lilli Marlene B&C
Red Roses, Blue Lady Wright
12th Street Rag... Chappell
Candy Kisses
Chappell
Put Shoes on, Lucy.
Gay
Faraway Places
Leeds
4.^..
Yoifre Adorable Connelly
... Yale
Strawberry Moon,
Buy Killarney
P Maurice
Forever and Ever.
F.D.&H.
Powder Your Face Chappell

1

By BERNIE WOODS
Pegpy Lee “You Can Have Him’’*‘At the Cafe Rendezvous” (Capitol*. First song from “Miss Liberty.” second from “It’s a Great
Feeling” film. Both fair. Miss Lee
does the Irving Berlin tune differently— with a light rhythm beat set
down by Dave Barbour. Her rendi-

'

Wednesday, June 29, 1949

Top lOJ

Capitol
Victor

Decca
Decca
Columbia
Victor

Decca
Victor

Decca

All the World Will Be Jealous
of Me. w., AI Dubin. m., Ernest R.
Ball. M. Witmark Sc Sons. cop.
1917.
All Revoir, But Not Good-Bye,
.Soldier Boy. w..
Albert Von Tilzer.
Corp.. cop. 1917.

Beale Street Blues,

Handy.

Decca

Handy

Brown,

ny,

Broadway Music
^

Bros.

w.. m..

W.

Music

C.

Co.,

Inc. cop. 1917.

The

Bells

of

St.

Mary’s,

w.,

Douglas Furber. m.. A. Emmett
Adams. London: Chappell S: Co.,
Ltd.,
cop.
1917 by Ascherberg,
Hopwood S: Crew. Ltd., London,
The Bonibo-.shay. w.. m Henry
(’reamer. Henry Lewis and Turner
Layton. .lerome H. Remick Sc Co.,
.

1917.

cot).

Brinic Bark My Daddy to Me. w'.,
William Tracey and Howard Johnson. m.. George M. Meyer. Leo
Feist.

Inc., cop.

1917.

.

Come and Have a Swing w«tn
Me (Jack O’ Lantern), w Ann#
.

C’aldwcll. m.. Ivan Caryll. London:
Chappell Sc Co., Ltd., cop.
The Darktown Strutters’ Ball,
w..

Victor

Lew

in.,

Inc.,

Shelton Brooks. Leo

top.

191’7

by Will

Feist.

Ro.ssttcr;

assigned to Leo Feist, Inc.
Deep River. Negro spiritual arr.
for voire and piano by Hcnr>'

(Continued on page 47)
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Seen Before Tounger

Slow Process

Toronto, June 28.
Mart Kenney opened his Mart
Kenney’s Ranch on Friday i24)
night, with four mounted
“cow-

Tunesmiths Can Get Coin Satisfaction
Washington, June 28.
approximately eight
It will take
“ before the new songwriter
Signs Holdout
placed before
plan
^.«i£iwtion
Chicago, June 28.
of Justice by the
fhl Department
With the signing of Coney Island
Ime^an Society of Composers.
affects any Park. Cincinnati, BMI broke one of
Vnthors and Publishers
change in the dlstrlbu- the strongholds of the National
ASCAP writer revenue. Assn, of Public Parks and Pools,
motion as part of one of the largest anti-BMl groups
Dion if put into
decree ASCAP up to now.
Ju. revised consent
the D, of J..
with
out
^'wwung
slow upending of curwill begin a
distribution
coin
of
methods
rpnt

BMI

ultimately arriving at a
.Society;^ lower“i„t where the
tunesmiths. who have
Joflssified
fighting for a better slice of

Top Britons Set

to writers,

5Un

will be happy.
the revenue,
plan taking eight
idea of the
iongwriters.
Full details

20%

for

calls

For Goodman s

years

of the plan, which
of the writer’s half

Palladium Band

Society’s revenue to be dison a performance basis,
20% on seniority and 60% on varihas not been
ous other categories,

of the

London. June

tributed

28.

The band Benny Goodman will
Government bring into the Palladium here July
18 will be composed of some of
agency or ASCAP. But it was discussed here last week by a unit of Britain's best musicians, including
leven writers from New York, rep- trumpeter Kenny Baker, known to
by either the

detailed

i

{

resenting a group of
lower-classed writers.

unsatisfied

U. S. music buyers via his recordGroup met ings with Ted Heath on the Lonhead
of
Timberg.
Sigmund
don
label, British Decca-made disks
with
the D. of J.’s consent decree divi- sold only in the U. S.
Heath is
and
assistant,
upon
his
and
rounding
lion,
up a group of men for
conclusion of the confab seemed B.G.’s combination, which the U. S.
latisfied with what they were told.
maestro will rehearse before startAnother angle of the new plan ing the date.
calls for certain ASCAP writers to
Goodman will not play any other
be placed in a triple ".A” category,
dates beyond the Palladium, in
as against the current top ‘’AA”
England.
He had been offered
It's
understood
possible.
rating
$3,000 a night for a .series of con’’AAA’.’ classification
the higher
certs in Britain and Scotland with
would embrace only a few writers,
the British outfit, but turned it
such as Irving Berlin and Cole
down. He’ll go to the Continent
Porer, who write both music and
Berlin and instead, where he will work with
brics to their tunes.
his own U. S. band.
Porter are both “AA” men curB. G. will have the combo he’s
Though they write both
rently.
:

I

:

;

now working with

ends of their product, they draw
no more from the “AA” slot than
tunesmiths whose
contemporary
works are the result of collaboration with lyricists, or vice versa.

in Paris for six

New York

ASCAP

a
classification

change in
would benefit them, while
at the same time Coast songwriters
In the higher echelon of “A” and
“AA” writers try to head off such
proposed changes. New Yorkers
do not intend to disband because
they are satisfied with the proposed
new comsent decree as it involves
them. They admit to having had
a lot of the steam taken out of their
possible

which

fight for a larger slice of ASCAP’s
writer revenue by the terms of the

new decree, but they intend to remain together and await developments.

;

Won’t Lead

who

outfit

will

work

in

England

with him. along with an unselected

i

girl singer, a

comedian and a dance

|

team.

AM CONTEST

CAPITOL’S

I

TO NEEDLE DULL

BIZ

Hollywood, June 28.
“Things Are Tough All

With
Over” as the theme

i

the
record biz. Capitol Records is gosongwriting back to an amatem'
ing contc.st in an effort to hypo its
wax.

,

I

will

Capitol

.song

issue

a

in

|

New 5-a-Wk.

of new tunes defied by
.lohnny Mercer. Isham Jones. Ray
Noble, Paul Weston. Jimmy Mc-

Perry Como’s “ChesterSupper Club.”
New series
rts Sept. 5
and though Johnny
p reen
batoned the band that acompanied Sinatra on the audition
oisKs he made,
it’s not certain that

royalties.
:

If’.

*

?

that

0

d.hi

based on anybetween the two.

^
.P®‘'‘*^onaI

BBD&O, agency

*^‘^ot»nt.

w

insisted that Storout for an unexplained

fpjjon®'''

55,447,416 Paid For
Musicians’
Vfiie:

^5.44’7

R^ording

Hollywood, June 28.

•

were paid

11

both K

musical

of
recording,

New

York, dur-

lo

iijg

ended

30

the

f.

Jf

Lor

f

^

total

last April
.swell

helped
^

^

Fedi>r«fi-

•PPcial
12 411

a

H’o American
Musicians through a
There’s now

^

'n the kitty.

additional

and IMack Gordon
he judges of the best lyrics.
Contest run.s four months, starting
July 1.

Sammy Cahn

will

i

.

thinn

weave in their own words. Each
of the six best will be given standard songwriting deal with Ard-

more Music, and $1,000 advance on

Held

^reen will get the
po.st.
for Stordahl’s stepping
- ,
behind Sinatra for the
1*“^
® number of years is
iiA*

Havana-Madrid
N.
A^ain Beats BMI in

the

^

Plx.

The 47

treas-

$80,000 during

year!****

Fighting an infringement action
brought against it by Broadcast
Music. Inc. and two of the organization’s artiliifted publishers, the

Havana-Madrid. N.

week when the

to/t ii»;i

Y..

U. S

won out la.st
court of ap-

peals for the second time upheld a
ruling of the lower court, which
dismissed the suit.
Ca.se involved a claim by the
three plaintiffs that the nitcry per-

formed eight

of their copyrighted

tunes without a proper licen.se on
Aug. 13. 1946, In a N Y. federal

court trial Justice Harold P Burke
insuftos.sed out the .suit due to
Interficient evidence. BMI, Peer
B.
Edward
national Corp. and
Marks Music appealed the decision
the
fared
Second appeal
lost

and

same

way

when

the

men

footsteps of Decca and

and Pix Biz

Records

Story in the Pictures dept,
details the
Motion Pictures
Assn, of America’s stance on
the film producers’ latest dickering with .ASCAP.
The film men have two contrasting attitudes on the same

in

marketing

a

Columbia

new low-

price popular label within the next
Victor doesn’t know
few weeks.
w hat the platters will be called or
at exactly what price they will be

i

I

,

I

it has already begun recording semi-name artists for the
new series. Four full disks, or
eight sides, w’ere recorded in New
York late last week and over tlie

sold, but
(

issue.

*

_

j

weekend.
Victor has for some time sought
to align the various ousts Involved
in making platters for the cheaper

SPA s Schulman

,

market, especially with Decca ami
Columbia both manufacturing 49c

,

I

To Explore Univ.

(including tax) platters.
Under the circumstances, Victor

{

I

may go Decca and Columbia one
better.
It may put out the new
Or
platters at 39c, including tax.
it may line up with Decca and ('olumhia at 49c. The idea behind

will play the

Friday-Saturday
dates, with Jack Fowler. Kenney's
arranger,
batoning other
eves.

Copyr^ht Law

Kenney also plans to book nameJohn Schulman. attorney for the the possibility of dropping to 39c
bands for one-nighters.
Food is Songwriters Protective .Assn.,
is said to be the company’s desire
is
ranch style.
on his way to Paris to attend a to go into the lower bracket whole
meeting July 4 with representa- hog as long as it’s forced into it.
made for the
Initial
sides
tives of 11 other countries which
by .lackie
scries w'ere
will explore the possibilities of the cheaper
I

!

TV

who cut “Four Winds and
Seven Seas” and “Room Full of
Roses”; Eve Young "Bali Ha’i"”Some Enchanted Evenings”;
Johnny Bradford "Let’s Take an
Old Fashioned Walk”-"I Love
and experts on copyright are Dr. You”; Tattlers— "Two Little New
Luther H. Evans and Federal Court Little Blue Little Eyes”-”24 Hours
of Sunshine.” All were made since
Judge Charles E. Wyzanski. Jr,
At the moment there is no Friday <24i.
Victor’s new series will be marreciprocal
copyright
agreement
American Society of Composers.
among various countries of the keted through regular distributor
Authors and Publishers last week
according to
world, excepting among tbo.se sig- and dealer channels,
extended until Aug, 1 the right of
Decca’s Vocalion platters
natories to the Byrne Convention, execs.
television broadcasters to u.se its
are dispersed through independent
The
U. S. is not a member of the
material without payment. Move
distribs, and Columbia’s Harmony
latter, but Canada is, and U. S.
was made as a means of removlabel is handled by Ell Oberstein’s
music publishers wishing to Wright
ing all immediate thoughts of a
Records, parent of the
achieve automatic copyright among
deadline, and to allow time for
Varsity label line which Oberstein
the
Bryne
countries,
copyright sells to chain and department
the establishment of a per-program
U. S. published' tunes in Canada
price structure, which independent
stores at 35c retail, including tax.
also and acquire that protection,
tele stations have been asking, in
Latter is a new wrinkle in record
Id preparation for the Paris
comparison with the blanket-lidistribution.
meet, the UNESCO committee had
cense terms just about agreed
upon in entirety between the So- dispatched questionnaire’s to virtually all countries seeking 'inforciety and the networks.
England
When ASCAP execs sat down a mation on their copyright laws. Midwest,
month or so ago with reps of the These will be digested for the purpose of arriving at a universal reBacking
Join
Danceries
five tele networks as individuals,
rather than a committee represent- ciprocal copyright law that would
be
acceptable
to
all
countries.
ing the National Assn, of BroadOf ‘Nat’l Dance Week’
Russia, of course, would not be incasters. with which the Society
“National Dance Week,” which
could not agree on a basic deal, eluded; it has no recinroc al arArtists Corp.’s one-night
General
rangements
with any other counthe terms they finally arrived at
booker has been trying to put over
involved a blanket license only. try.
without success for the past two
In am. radio, licensees have a
years, has picked up the backing
choice of a blanket or per-program
of the Midw’est Ballroom Operatoin
plan. Indie tele ops apparently feel
SWITCHES PROD. Assn, and the New England Ballthat they may be able to do better
room Ops Assn. It’s scheduled to
for themselves financially on a peroccupy the week of Nov. 13,
use system of payment to the SoMBO.A’s Larry Geer, Iowa proMuzak is closing down its manu- moter, and other members of both
ciety. rather than a blanket pact.
The Society is in the throes of set- facturing plant in New York and outfits are planning to go heavily
ting up per use terms, hence the
switching all production to its re- into the idea of the “National
extension of rights until Aug. 1.
cently completed factory in Eliza- Dance Week” as a means of pos-

Per Program

Senrie,

establishment of a universal copy-

right law. Confab is among members of the United Nations Educational, Social and Cultural Organization section on copyright.
With
Schulman as U. S. representatives

Formula Extends

—

—

I

I

ASCAP Line Again

I

,

1

I

'

j

New

MUZAK

PLANT TO KENTUCKY

bethtown.

RCA Names Csida
As Head

legedly

seven

T.atino

infringed by
are owned by
has the other.

A&R

general manager Paul
Csida has had
no
Baikmeier,
previous experience in recording,
but he knows the music and artists
end thoroughly.
Csida only recently joined Victor. as assi.stant to Jack West, head
of the company’s overall public
He will continue in that
relations.
po.st and at the same time handle
the a. A r. work, splitting time between .New York and Camden,
RC.A's liome offices.
Naming Csida came as a surprise
It was well known
to the industry.
that Hall.strom was not to .stay in
the post, that he would skip upstairs as Barkmeier’s right hand,
but no one ever suspected that
Csida might fake over.
Victor made two other changes,
.lack Williams and Larry Kanaga
Kanaga was asswitched posts
sistant director of distribution for
Williams
RCA - Victor division.
was general sales and merchandising manager of the record division
sistant

to

ex-

Goodman’s

amined.
eight

of

RC.\-\'ictor last week named Joe
Csida head of its popular artists
and repertoire division, after weeks
He replaces Jack
of indecision.
llallstrom. moving upstairs as as-

plaintiffs

sought to have a reargument

Marks
Hi

Ct.

|

.

Of the
ury rMii

ASCAP

Label; Starts Disking Artists
— RCA-Victor will follow in the

!

'

investment.
Land.scaping Includes rustic
bridges, etc., with pre.sent circular
marble dancefloor, table terraces
and bandshell al fresco. Property
also has a large two-story log ranch
house, with stables, plus horses for
hire.
Kenney plans to make it a
year-round entertainment centre
and will stress skiing this winter,
and will build several chalets and

of Living.ston and
then
will
Contestants

Evans.
j

NBC

Vacated by

by
from Toronto's northern city limits
and represents a reputed $100,000

New
j

Hugh and team

Series

Hollywood. June 28.
Axel Stordahl will not conduct
the orchestra that
will accompany
rrank Sinatra on his new five-a»eek series in the 7 p.m.
slot

1,000 first-nighters. New
dance-dine spot is situated on 100
rolling acres 20 minutes
motor

six-sided

album

On

Orch for Sinatra

handling the car parking of

On

I

'

Stordahl

’

some

Undersell to 39c

I

songwriters

been discussing with

here meet him
weeks of work in

France, Belgium, Denmark and the
Scandinavian countries. He’ll draw
$3,000 a night against percentages,
with part of the coin banked in the
U. S. before the dates and the remainder payable after then. Buddy
Greco is the only member of his

Writers’ Stance

Group of
has

boys
the

bunkhouses for guests.
Cover is $2 a counle Monday
through Thursday, $3.50 on Fridays,
$4 on Saturdays.
Mart
Kenney and his Western Gentle-

younger

that of the

is

for effect

The

RCA May

In Suburban Toronto

S9

songs
the

Peer

Plaving

al-

niteij,

while

Pavilion

»

» •

(lav

^

(22'.

Sellout. .Mont’l

Montreal. June 28
Royal
one-nighter at
hleal Beach, last WednesBenny Goodman did ca-

of director of programming at Associated Program Service. Muzak
•suhsid.
Luigis formerly lield the
post of program director at .Associated.
In his new position. Lukas
will supervise programs, ad-puhlici-

research and product developinent.
I,eslie F. Bichcl. formerly
.Associated's continuity chief, ha.*^
been appointed program and pro-

ty.

iiiolion

manager.

McDonald

Deflates

Philly

Orch

‘I^osses’

Philadelphia, .lone 28.

Hail McDonald, manager of the
Philadelphia Orch. minimized reports lliat the symphony’s British
lour had been a 'bust financially.
’

Harold Fielding, the London impresario. who sponsored the Philadelphian.s in Great Britain, “wanted to overdramalize his losses. .McDonald said. The orchestra played
to capacity in every British hall, excel)! the huge Haringay auditorium,
"

in London.
The prices were set
too high for that first concert McDonald said, but when they were
lowered tor Hie return \isif the
Orcliestra packed llaringav

.McDonald stated Fielding
brought the Orchestia to England
a “prestige gesture’ and knew

in advance that it was not a moneymaking proposition. The Philadelphians were guaranteed salary and

expense.s

by Fielding heloie they

* • «

sibly stimulating Interest in name
and local hand promotions. 'They
hope to achieve mag layouts of

kinds, tracing the dance
through tribal routines of
hundreds of years ago. leading up
to modern styles of working on a

various

back

pine floor.

Costanzo Blocked Out

Of Cole Trio

in

South

Memphis, June 28
The municipal censorship board
last week refused to permit bongo

drummer Jack Costanzo to play a
concert at W. C. Handy theatre
with King Cole Trio. Reason advanced for the nix was that
Memphis will not permit a white
musician to play in an all-colored
group. Co.stanzo is Stan Kenton’s
cx-bongo banger.
('ole put on two concert performances here today. A matinee
at $2.25 top for white patrons only,
and evening
show for Negro
payees.
The Handy. Incidentally,
is
a
Negro-only film theatre,
located in heart of the Beale St.
sector.
is
It
named after the
famed, veteran blues composer.
On a 4()-city tour of the south,
this marks the fourth town where
Cole has been forced to forego
services of Costanzo.
Shreveport.
Lillie Rock and Montgomery also
put on the nix. but in advance of
troupe's advent, and not by H)e
municipalities officially, but
by
the promoters.
Latter, however,
did cite local laws as motivations.

Penguin Records inked Snub
Mosley to an exclusive recording
Batoner formerly was wiih

ticket.

Dccca«

lelt.
»

>

offices,

as

paciiy 2,900 admi.ssions.
V

Executive

Ky.

commercial .service departments
and recording studio facilities will
remain in .New York.
James W. Lukas has tieen appointed to the neuly created post
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Survey oj retail sheet music
based on reports obtained

tales,

in 12 cities
from leading stores
and shotoing comparative sales
week.
rating for this and last

“Enchanted EveninR” (W’mson)
Forever an d Ever” (Hobbin s
Again” (Robins)
You’re Adorable” LaurelT
*A'
’Cruising Down River” (Spitzer)
)

—

'

'It’s

.

(

Cold Outsid e
Me Sweet”

(Melrose)

'Kiss

Blue Skirt Waltz”

iMill.s)

Everywhere You Go” (Lombardo)

Col Stops Other Cos.
In

r

Jberty

Lescoulie the Thesp

Ad Angle

^

jack Lcscoulle. former all-night
Complaints by Columbia Recjockey on WOR, New York,
ords to Irving Berlins attorneys ^as been doing a considerable
Warwick, R. I., June 28.
Palladium ballroom is scheduled have hailed the use by rival re- amount of freelance television act(2)
at Rocky cording companies of the gay ’QOs ‘ng during the past few weeks on
1o open Saturday
N Y- ?>«ion.s. He s been m c.ing.
Replacing a style |VP€ idfnllHed in »U adverhere.
Point near
doing dramatic parts, and last Fn, ...
Miss Libdance pavilion washed away by the tising with the show,
^24) took the part of Joe
Columbia felt that since it Palooka in a video broadcast mark1938 hurricane, the new structure erty.
has a capacity of 2,000 couples on has completed arrangements to re- ing the .25th anniversary of the
its main floor while another 1,000
N- Y- Daily Mirror.
cord the cast of the show doing
„
ran be accommodated on an open
Lescoulie s place on WOR s all,
the score, that any use of the pecu- night platter shows was taken by
“quarter deck.”
corporaby
a
operated
is
Spot
Happiness
"Big Joe”
tion headed by Frank Di Maio.
Exchange
While name bands will be used
throughout the season, no bookings
have been announced as yet. FullArnaz Cracks
time orch will be Tommy Masso’s
Hollywood, June 28.
outfit.
Ballroom plans to be open
Desi .^rnaz orchestra broke a si.xon a Mon.-Wed.-Fri.-Sat. policy.
year record with his first week at
C'olumbus, O.. June 28.
the Mocambo, Hollywood, drawing
Mutual Picking:
With $90,000 still needed before
3,600 customers during his first
Balboa Ballroom the 1949-50 playing sea.son could week.
be launched, the board of directors
Balboa Beach, Cal., June 28.
Old mark was set by Lena Horoe
of
the
('olumbus Philharmonic
Ballroom
here,
on Saturday have agreed to suspend operations with a 3,000 total in her fir.st
afternoons, starting July 2, will be for the coming year.
stanza.
the point of origin for 45-minute
dance programs to be aired nationally over Mutual. Woody Herman band will do the first and
!

,

.
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”

>
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,

Mark

Up

|

I

1

|

t

I

Ives for Ft.

i

Charlie Barnet’s will wind up concluding ones. Nine will be picked

up altogether.
Bob Murphy, ballroom operator.
'*ill pay
line charges. Orchs will
dig up coin for announcers. Shows
will go out under billing of "Excursions in Modern Music."
Austin

Symph Names Rachlin

'Bands at Hotel B.O
Weeks
Played

Hotel

Band
Eddy Duchin

Waldorf MOO; $2)

.

Nat Braiulwviine" New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
3 Sims-Paiil Span- Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)...
.Statler t450; $1.50-$2)
Dick Jurgens
Carmen Cavallaro .4iSlor (850; $1.50-$2)

I

.

..

.

Austin. June 28.
Ezra Rachlin of New York has
wen named new conductor of the
Aus^ symph for next season.

12

2.100

9

875
775

.

Covers

Past

Week On Date

...2

29.075
8.375
2.075
6.600
18.600

1.000
3,975

.5

,..5

'

Total

Covert

Film musical.

*

Legit musical

;

I

Tops of the Tops

Worth

Fort Worth. June 28,
Folk singer Burl Ive.s, will be
presented here Oct. 28 at the Will
Rogers auditorium under auspices
Other
of Mrs. John T. Lyons.
events include Nelson Eddy, Nov.
22. and Lauritz Melchior, Feb. 24.
Ives has also been programmed
for Dallas. Nov. 2 in the 1949-.50

Community Course

series

at

Retail Disk Seller
“Riders in the Sky"

Retail Sheet Music Seller

.Some Enchanted Evening’

"Most Requested” Disk
"Riders in the Sky”
on Coin Machines
"Riders in the Sky”
Rest British Seller
"Lavender Blue"

.Seller

Mc-

Farlin auditorium.

Chicago
Johnny Brewer -Swi.ss Chalet, BLsmarck. 200. $2 min.-$1.05 cover),
covers.
ilh Dick and Judy Bradley; upped to big 2.300
Frankie Masters Boulevard Room, Stevens, 733; $3.50 min.-$l covei).
inv'cntions and proms boosted covers to sock 5.700.
Freddie Martin (Beachwalk, Edgewater; $2 adm.». Humid weather
<

ked outdoor. spot to 14.000 covers.
^
v
..c
Salute to
).
$3.50
Bill .Snyder 'College Inn, Sherman. 500;
tabs.
idgers and Hammerstein” going hot. Giant 4.000
-$1
cover),
min
$3.50
500;
Ted Streeter 'Fhnpire Room. Palmer House,
d Caesar .swelled to 4.700 covers.

mm
•

i

.

.

Coturnt*)*

iOB CBOSirS

CAkt ^

SV^EETHEART

ahymore

Lot Angeles
Wi
Jack Fina (Ambassador. 900; $1 50).
Godfrey, .\imette Warren, Tune Tailors.
covers
Chuck Foster- 'Biltmore 900; $1-$1 50).

Lou
*.
Flo Kilo 'Beverly Hills 300: $4 min
Fust uk.
Desi Arnaz 'Mocambo. 300; $3-$4 mm.»

"red

Big J.bOO coveis.

and lOMHHY f
Recorded by

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
iCIiirngo)

»<lm
Tomni., Carlyn .Tiianon, $1.$1 15

i.

Fim.l

«o.k l.oldm* well

50-$l
"\!efo«''ld"on''c''he. I'aree. 500; $3

'"'BjrbrPelers Bla< kh»«

Upped

S2 50 min

>.

Convenlion, helped here.

on m-o
lUY ECKSTIHE on
copi
AY ANTHONY
MOORE’S
JOHNNY

three
and others

to follow

2.400 coveis.

P.ul Nel.hbnr,

laurel

music CO
Broadwav New

k. 500;

ACKIK.
ruth POll,AHDYARROW

"’R^rMoraan
missions.

(Los Angeles)
Snnla .Moniea.

fill,

nk

-

5d nk).
.Palladium B. Hollynopd,

D.pp.n* 5.400 adClood 10,700 ad-

MAYPOlTi^S'*

IHC.

Hew

TorW,

tn.l 67th Street,

ORCHKSTRAS-MIJSIC
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

FOR LEEDS POP PLUG
Leeds Music, which bought the
copyright of tite tune. “Someday."
from Bob Miller’s Main Street
Songs a few weeks ago. is propping

Survey of retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in

in-

12

plug on the tunc
has recordings by

a full-blown

parative sales rating for this

as

pop.

and

It

Victor, which is
giving the disk a big promotional
splurge as a followup to the same
“Riders in the Sky”».
singer’s

Vaughn Monroe

Main

BMI

Street

outfit

is

1

1

“Riders in tbe Sky”

2A

2

“Again”

the tune.

Edward
i

<

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

•

2

1

1

1

4

1

1

106

3

2

2

69

Decca*

PERRY COMO

Both Dorsey Bros.

Tommy

and Jimmy Dorsey

both be represented,

—

in

New

4

3

1

3

“Some Enchanted Evening”
M. WHITING-J. MERCER (Cap)

3

4

“Baby,
“Bali

3

3

2

4

6

7

Cold Outside”

It’s

2

2

1

4

3

3

I

7

4

3

69

3

50
j

PERRY COMO

will

(Victor)

I

Ila’i”
I

JENKINS-STARDUSTFRS (D)
See Me In Your Eyes”
MARGARET WHITING (Capitol*

4

6

G.

by the same man Leonard Vannerson.
Unique arrangement is
based on the fact tliat Jimmy D.
at the moment has no personal
manager, therefore has no one discu.ssing probable dates and terms
with his agency. General Artists.

5

5

“I Don’t

6

7

“A Wonderful Guy”

.

BING CROSBY
7

“Some Enchanted Evening”

6

“Forever and Ever”

STARDIJSTERS
11

13

supervision over dates oflercd.

12A

16

Denver

Denver, June 28.
Dorsey’s band turned up
one of the most satisfactory b.o.
totals reaped recently by Lakeside
Park here over the weekend. Playing three daj’S, Friday through
Sunday. Dorsey worked to over
10,000 dancers and on a guarantee
and percentage basis took out approximately $7,300 as his end.
Dor.sey is headed westward for
his first visit to the Coast in almost

Tommy

“Bali Ha’i”

17

B. CROSBY-E.
“ How It Lie s”

DORIS DAY

.

7

.

.

.

.

9

“Baby.

7

“Ball

..

23

•

•

•

•

10

•

•

•

•

2

.

8

20

9

.

5

.

10

.

5

..

KNIGHT

5

«

.

•

•

•

•

2

•

whom Manor

ow'es royalties.
Action seeks an accounting andr-pa.vment for at least the two past
quarters and possibly more.
It’s
not disclosed how’ far Manor is in
arrears.

Shapiro-Bernstein

among

is

them.

'

'

12
10

1

w

7..

9..

8

9

,

9
.

9

4

.

transporting the contactmen front
New York in a chartered bus and
supplying food and drinks.
Major part of the day is taken up
by a golf tourney on Waring’s own
course, a part of the Shaw'iiee lay-

9

YOU’RE

((’olumbia)

9

^

4

9

HEARTLESS

8

•

8

TING-A-LING

(Decca*

3

Ha’I”

(Columbia*

“Everywhere You Go”

VIC DAMONE (Mercury*
“You’re Breaking My Heart”
TOM M^Y DORSE YTvictoi-*

13D

17

“The Hucklebuok”

‘

7

7

(Walts of tha

3

THE DREAM OF

8

6

OLWEN

(Columbia*

“Blue Skirt Waltz”

MEL TORME

3

8

..

iCapitof*

“Again”

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

4

7

BLUE BARRON (M-G-M*
“Whgse Girl Are You?”

4
2

I

l•llf)

8

8

FRANKIe YANKOVIC
8

Manor

Records, independent disker. by
Harry Fox, agent and trustee for
a group of music publishers to

Fred Waring conducts his fourth
annual outing for the music men
assignat! to contact him. next Wed*
Tuesday (6> at his Shawnee-On-TheDelaw'are, Shawnee, Pa. Waring
foots the bill for the entire affair,

1.1

6

5

Cold Outside”

15

17

Y.

named

4

..10

9

12

14B

N.

Waring Feeds Pluggers

2

It’s

in

19

(Decca*

13C

.

6

'

Royalties

Suit has been filed
court
federal
against

Fox is representing a list of pubs
in the action, but only five firms
as
are
complainants.
^

13B

14A

Joseph, formerly ‘with
Bloomfield, will be plant

(Columbia*

DORIS DAY

tw'O years.

..

(Dcccai

BING CROSBY
10

26

(Decca*

dTsHORE-B. CLARK

13K

.

“Again”

.

9

13 A

.

2

14

12E

.

(Capitol*

12C

.

.

5

You Love Me"
J.“STAI-T()RD-G.~MacRA'ElcTp*
“‘A’— You’re Adorable”

1211

12D

3

4

“Becau.se

PEGGY LEE

4

.

'

“The Hucklebuok”

same sort of W'ork betw-een J. D.
and GAC, except that it the case
of the latter he will have closer

.

6

DICK HAYMES (Decca)
“Room Full of Roses”
FRANK SINATRA (Columbia*

10

.

.

i

6

16

9

.

(Decca*

RUSS MORGAN
8

Vannerson is a sort of liaison between Arthur Michaud, T. D.’s personal manager, who lives in Hollywood. and Mu.sic Corp. of America’s New- York offices, which books
that band.
He will pick up the

T. D.’s $7,300,

(Victor)

2B

York,

at

By Pubs on

i

•

'

Now Reps

M-G-M

Manor Records Sued

(Victor*

GORDON JENKINS

Vannerson

which may be reduced when

the sides are produced on this side
of the border.
New plant is expected to be In
operation by the end of this year.

Artist, Label. Title

VAUGHN MONROE

a

j

su-

manager.

This Last
wk. wk.

Jimmy Hodges wrote

firm.

Week Ending
June 25

National
Rating

(Columbia*, the
Clark
Mills Bros. (Decca). et al.
Leeds placed tlie tune in its
Duchess subsid, a Broadcast Mu.sic
affiliate.
That occurred because

Toronto

burb, w'here M-G-M disks will
produced. Quality ‘’currently dis.
tributes disks pres.sed at M-G-M’s
Bloomfield. N. J., plant at 85c retail,

(

Buddy

Miller’s

,

week.

last

Township,

Scraboro

and showing com-

cities

tends
a

distributor of M-G-M Records, has
started construction of a plant in

sellers,

a switcli with the melody. Original-

Leeds

Toronto. June 28
Quality Records, Ltd., Canadian

USmtEfr

‘

ly a hillbilly hit in 1935.

CANADIAN DISTRIB TO
PRODUCE M-G-M DISKS

I

.

Ifil#

N>w

nroadwar

York

It.

N. T.

7

.

3

FIVE TOP

SOUTH PACIFIC

ALBUMS

Broadway Cast

Broadway Cast

Columbia

Columbia

KISS ME,

MANHAHAN

KATE

SUPPER CLUB
FAVORITES

TOWER
Gordon Jtnkint

Decca

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE

Como

Parry

from Mill (tnl«ry*Fox'i

“THE lEAUTIFUL IIONOI
FROM lASHFUL lEND’

Bing Cratby

Decca

Victor

Slorrinf

\

lETTY CRAIIE

Writttn, froduetd ond Diridtd

PRESTON STUR6ES

Disk Best Sellers by Companies

FRANKIE LAINE

rocordod by

MARCARn WHITINB

(Based on Points Earned)
No. of

CURRENTLY

Records

Label

ORIENTAL

Victor

4
8
5

Decca

CHICAGO

Capitol

No. of
Records

Label

Points
214
176
98

Columbia
Mercury

.

M-G-M

.

...
.

I

I

DICK NAVMES

zen Beacit.

Dorothy Nesbitt, pianist

New York
Columbia

Records

Irvingr
Steele to a disk pact . .
Fields and RC.\-Viclor running a
hooked up with
letter
contest
Fields' disk of "Wedding Song."
will
give
winners a free
which
week at the Senator hotel, Atlantic
City, where Fields is playing; contestants must recount how they
Elliot Lawrence pul
proposed
trombonist Gene Hensler in place
of Jap Harris, who quit to form a
small unit of his own
Treniers.
with Gene Gilbeaux, into Chicago
theatre July 8. Bop City. N Y..
Aug. 4, and Blue Note. Chicago.
Decca signed Carol
Sept. 19
Richards, Floyd Huddleston, Doles
Dickens and Cecil Payne.
.

t(THE

ALPHABET SONG

LAUREL MUSIC CO
New York
1619 Broadway

.

.

irs A MOST

UNUSUAL
DAY
Music by.

.

JIMMY McHI/GH
ROBBINS llUSiC CORPORATION

.

.

.

Phil

.

Cavezza’s band into
with the Ink Spots

.

in

the

.

.

.

Room.

Terrace

P;»

William

r*cnn hotel, closing down July 16
for remodeling, and Billy Catizone’s trio will be dropped until
middle of September.

Hil’

business, but
of
four-piece

Hollywood

tltis

Tex Williams’ western orch reat Riverside Rancho for an-

mains

other six months, plus half-year
option more when he winds onoyear stand .hily 7.
He gets 65''
ot admish coin
Ike Carpenter
band drawing flat $1,200 for gig
al Meadow brook Club. Great Falls.
M«)nt
Barclay Allen band replaces .lack Fina when Cocoaniit
Grove Salute to Gershwin’’ show
moves to Mark Hopkins. San Fian.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

time

combo

.

at
.

.

.

.

$1,750 a week, at the Cashah.

flat

starting Aug 2
Harry Sukman
cioinK piano solos at Sawlcllc vets*
hospital
Andrews Sisters’ ball
club beat KL..AC-TV team. 4-3
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lee Angelo (ucli opens two-week
engagement at Idora Park. Youngstown. O.. on Saturday (2*
Earl
Mellen, who had a big datjce h.iml
around here dozen years ago, hack
head

.

.

Pittsburgh
Green’s

Henry's Gay Nineties

years,

.

.

A NEW JIMMY McHUGH
STANDARD

Kenny Baker and Art Davis set
at old HoRoom for up Kenart Enterpri.ses to sell reinto
Spotlight
Room of ligious records made by Baker.
.lackie Heller’s Carousel for indef- First
albums are “Strangers of
inite slay
Al Marsico. Nixon Galilee,’’ “Hymns of Praise” and
Cafe m.teslro. will take six-week
Hymns f>f Worship,” with tenor
vacation troni the nitery and spend •backed
h\
an organ
Nellie
it al his summer place in Ligonier,
Lutrher set ftir huir weeks, on a
tel

Ted

signed

cisco.

next

week

Ra.v llackett orch opening Tuesd.iy
*281
at
the Mark Hopkins.
Frisc»)
1'onini.v
Dorsey
hand

doing 29 straight days through PaNvulhwcsl, all ono-nighters

cific

.

RC.\-Viclor signed Phil Regan, la.st
with Majestic
Sons of the Pioneers wind up a one-night ing tour
of hall parks in Calgary July 9.
King Cole combo inked lor week
of Aug. 17 at Ciro’s. Frisco
Latest of 16 songpluggers out of
work here are Ralph Harris, Peer
Music, and Eddie Lagoona, Mills
Music. No replacements contemplated
Records, for the
.

.

.

.

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

BOO
HOO
SHAPIRO

.

MGM

MUSIC
BOURNE

TO LIVE

hist time, will make a tw(»-plattcr
alt)um of a musical score from a
Metro pic, “Madama Bovary.’’ Alhunv vvill |)e I'eleased simultaueous-

" hh film

Vidor Young scorCra/.v” for Lhiitcd .Ailists
Rozelle Gayle inked a 24-.side
scries of platters for Aladdin Records
“Love at the Counlv Fair.”
Glenn Spencer tune, tied in with
l.v

.

.

.

Vottr

.

“Gun

ing

.

a

.

.

.

Victor

REMEMBER?

.

.

.

Copilot

Columbio
Docco

Jantzen

at

Beach
Paul Martin hand
booked for July 2l-.\ug. 4 at Jant-

the Upheat

..

RCA

ART LUND
M-G M
GLORIA URROLL ..Danco Tono

8
7

j

except July 7-10 dale

On

Points
46

.5

.

.

PERRY CORAO
BUDDY CLARK

>1

l-Mr?*

.

(Continued on fvage 55)

BOURNE,

Inc.

^

J
^

j
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Entertainers Out

Salute’

43

Packing ’Em

Vaude Comeback Cuing Major Agcys.

In at Chi’s College Inn
Chicago, June 28.

Of LA. Press Qub’s
Los Angeles, June 28.
Press Club had to
LOS Angelos
annual dance Saturday
out on Its

night without the services of
show biz entertainers
local chief of
ihen Eddie Rio,
American Guild of Variety Artists,
that the clambake was not a

‘Benefit’

to

Show

Hammer-

To Woo Middle-Bracket Talent Again

man, continues to hold room attendance at an all time high.
Show opened May 17 and has
played to 17,032 payees thus far,

Va. Beach, Saratoga
For Connee Boswell

125 )

Rodgers and

stein,” third production in "salute”
series at College Inn of Hotel Sher-

shooting to its highest week June
Connee Bo.swell goes into the 10-17 with
4,135 covers.
Inn’s caLatin
Quarter, ‘‘Virginia Beach, pacity is
slightly below 500.
July 7 for one week and later in
the
season
moves
into the Piping
ruled
the performers Rock Club, Saratoga. She
fharity affair and
opens
approxi- the latter Aug.
15 lor two weeks, Torrid Weather Gives
would have to be paid
Club
was
Press
with Joe E. Lewis.
mately $9,000.
raise funds
Miss Boswell has been busy with
throwing the ball to
Atlantic City Continued
quarters and had widely dentists in N. Y. for the past few
for new
of
Milappearance
the
weeks
since finishing dates at the
advertised
Record-Breaking Biz
Powell, Jack Car- Flamingo. Las Vegas, and the
ton Berle, Dick
Buddy Clark, Jimmy Mapes hotel. Reno.
Atlantic City, June 28.
son, Bob Alda,
.tveral top

4

i

,

!

j

!

Durante, Constance Moore, The
Digatanos and the Mary Kaye trio.
Result of Rio’s crackdown was
Press Club’s offer to refund money
paid for tickets to the dance and
section in
for a gawking bleachers

Auditorium.
Henry Dunn, treasurer of AGVA,
Rio when
in New York, sustained
Press Club officers appealed directly to him. After a day-long session with Rio Friday »24), however,
the Club gave up the ghost. Rio
took the position that the event
was not for charity and had not
been cleared by Theatre Authority.
I. B. Kornblum, local head of TA,
had issued no clearance.
Mixup came through the fact
that the Hollywood Coordinating
headed by Stanley
Committee,
Richardson, had helped line up the
(Continued on page 45)
the Pan-Pacific

U.S.

Names on

Brit.

Show

London, June 28.
Two American artists, Myron
Cohen and Gene Marvey, have
been signed by promoter Jack Cappell for a celebrity show at OlymMany well-known Britpia July 4.
ish artists will be featured, including Vera Lynn, the Western Brothers,
and Raw'icz & Landauer.
Larry Adler

is

also participating.

Hottest June

AGVA TO PRESS ASSAULT
RAP VS. HUB AGENT

N. H., Installing Vaude

I

Jack LeonAngie
Poms, Bob &

Initial bill coniprLses

De Lage &

ard,

Bond

Trio.

Diane,

Shirley,

Three

Madcap.s,

Edwards

and Anthony. Allyn
Shubei't

theatre.

&

have an eight-act policy as a
one-day stand starting Oct. 1.
Al & Belle Dow agency is book-

Crean's.

Billy Eekstine into the Bowery,
Detroit, Aug. 1.

Thanks for this
Wonderful
compliment^
and your
splendid
cooperation

GITS

VAX
Personal Representative:

FRANK TAYLOR
Associated Booking Corporation
•

745

5tli

Ave.,

New

York

203 No. Wabash Ave., Chicago

1

I

i

I

WHITING DOESN’T LIKE
PIC,

NIXES N. Y. CAP

Hollywood, June 27.
Using contract clhuse permitting
her to approve the picture playing
with her stage appearance July 7

It paid off
craze started in 1936.
handsomely while it lasted and
could not garner enough talent for
such packages and had to buy It
Now that
from independents.
band sales have dived the percenters are getting to work on the
smaller salaried acts.
In this connection, it’s interesting to note that Music Corp. of
America has booked only two acts
Since vaude
at the N. Y. Palace.
seems to be is in the ascendancy
again, it will have to revise the
basic concept of the act dept, to
garner this new theatre busine.ss.

Season is away to an early start.
Frank Sinatra, on Steel pier for at the Capitol theatre. N. Y.,
three days, did top business. To Margaret Whiting has cancelled the
top it off Sinatra crowned the Miss date. Nixing by the thrush came
Atlantic City of 1949 at annual ball when “In the Good Old Summer($7.50 per head) at Hotel Traymore time’*
was switched by Metro
Saturday (25) night. Got good re- bookers into the Music Hall.
views and also made front pages Singer figured another pic, re2
as he crowned Miss Terry Gualtieri portedly “Scene of the Crime.”
as “Miss Atlantic City.”
wouldn’t help her gro.ss at the
Two midwest houses are dropping
vaude for the summer.
Capitol.
Torrid weather has cued mo.st
top spots to add additional enterHer contract was drawn up in the Stratford thealre, Chicago, which
weekend shows, and the
plays
tainment opening their air-condi- late summer of 1946, but she posttioned rooms to vie for nitery poned .signed acceptance indefi- Palace theatre, Rockford. III., will
straight
pix.
go
trade. The 22 Club at Ambassador nitely so she could work from the
with no cover policy starts season Coast on the Eddie Cantor airThe Stratford is booked out of
(1)
Friday
with Joey Singer’s or- show.
Loew’s, it is understood the Charles Hogan agency, Chi,
chestra, Carole Stevens and Pat here, will announce that she’ll fill while the Paramount office, N.Y.,
and Grayce.
books the Rockford.
date later.
.

will

ing.

I

On

More Drop Vaude

Bros,

Hodge.
New Haven,

Two

orchs have been booked for
the show, Ambrose’s and Richard

in history

broken.
Boston, June 28.
Weekend followed a week of hot
American Guild of Variety
but bright weather. It’s ideal for
Artists is pressing charges again.st
a resort with no rain having fallen
Bozo Kimball of the Ford Agency,
all
month, to the despair of
for allegedly assaulting AGVA orfarmers.
ganizer Herbert Gehan. Hearing is
Weather boomed all busines.ses.
slated for later this week.
Hotel reservations jumped until
It’s alleged Kimball got into an
argument with Gehan over working the SRO out jugn was dangling
Most of
conditions at the Rio Casino, Bos- from all the big hotels.
the smaller places were also filled.
ton, booked by the Ford office, and
Renting
of cottages, at a lull since
struck the union rep. Gehan was
mid-March, with both residents
hospitalized with a broken nose,
and prospective summer people
Ni Y. branch of AGWA reveals.
playing a waiting game for a price,
picked up and a great many "for
Crotona, N.Y., Shubert,
rent” signs disappeared.

The Crotona theatre, goes into
an eight-act, two-day policy July 4.
Shows will be in on Monday and
Tuesday.

I

j

weekend

of resort boomed the crow'd here,
giving spots best business in years,
with chances that when figures are
compiled that a record will be

Major talent agencies are looking to the new vaude boom to
counterbalance revenue being lost
in theatre-band operations. Majors
Talent, Finalize Pacts as well as the independents who
have been handling mainly name
London, June 28.
Lew' Grade off' to the Continent acts are now romancing the lower
June 28. and will cover Holland. bracket talent as well.
Since economic conditions preBelgium. France and Italy.
He
will explore the latter field as new clude the selling of expensive band
ground for imported American packages, alternative is to sign uptalent and al.so finalize all arrange- coming talent for tours such as the
ments made for importation of acts bill lined up by RKO for a 12from the other countries next year. week route.
The agencies realize it will be
Meanwhile he confirmed bookings of Peggy Ryan and Ray Mc- some time before act departments
Donald for a Moss circuit tour, of this type will start paying off.
opening at Empire, Glasgow, Aug. However, most are gamble on the
22.
Kenny Baker is due here for new order of things. Another facMoss Empires, openitig Hippo- tor behind the move of concentratdrome, Birmingham, .Sept. 5. Rudy ing on low’cr priced talent is the
Vallee is also one of his bookings possibilities of feeding these acts
Then again, there’s
to television.
and is due here early March.
Meanwhile Dave Barry, who always the chance that from the
opened at the Palladium this week, myriad of new talent signed there
some name acts.
has proved such a hit that Val will develop
Currently, band packages sales
Parnell has immediately booked
lowest
point since the swing
are
at
him to return next September.

Grade to Continent

I

;

I

;

—

', 1'
'

1‘'

;

VAITDRVIM.R
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Vonoiian noom.

"Shine
On Harvest Kinornld Hooiii. lloiiNgAn
Dreams,”
Moon,” "Baby Face,” etc. Withal,
(HOTEL SHA.AIKOCKi
(FAIRMONT HOTEL)
better adaptand
stuff
flavorful
it’s
23.
San Francisco. June
Houston. .lune 28
tbi*n most
Hildegarde with Salvatore GioeDanny Thomas, Ernie Hecksher ed to banjo thumping reminiscent;
pop pieces, making a
$7 50 minimum'.
io
$2 coLTr.
zingy "Ponies on Parade" sequence. Orch

Qub Reviews

Night

X. V.

Till* l’awi*a€ll*N.

S.F.

aiHTFi
TMORE)
(HOTEL iJlLlMUKfc)
Harold Barry, Kathryn Ounj/
Dancers (10'. featuring Cn^risft;ja
Carson, Dorothea Melnn, Denaee
Deeds, Shirlee Fenton, Clara Krio-v,

I

(

Shirlee Fenton and Clara
In the "Fantasy of the

|.^pox.

CarTneIi(a Liuta. Jill Melford, HelWenzel, Yvonne Tibor, Joc?iP
anna Vischer; Jack Edwards ana
Harold Nagel orchs featuring
zanne Gilbert; no cover or

gj^ds’’
gta^pjy

flash.

looker,

I

j
i

'

I.")

bus trip and then panics tliem with
his classic "No Jack” routine and
winds to an uproarous ovation.

.

over) in a Bible Belt state
Show' Bar i.s going right ahead public niteries and call's where
eannot
into the summer season with its sell liquor. Texas has
package law
established policy of continuous so fclmerald Room has to
pay
its
shows with no cover and no min- way on food, wine and
setup
imum.
charges.
Tommy and Margot Conine lead
Shamrock .says the big i.‘)0 by
off with session of fast modern tap.
150 feet, no pillars) Emer.ald Kooiii
working in challenge, precision and has grossed above $7,200 nigluiv
rhythm routines. Kids are good-, since Hildegarde opeiu'd, except
looking pair, and terping is snappy second night, which did $.-).I00. No
throughout. Second spot goes to reason given for thinned crowd

his more subtle
chant "Arabesque”
dubbed as "(^de to a Waiting SyriIt is
an,” which rocks the crowd.
bravo material and rates the appreciation it snags. .Other items
in addition to ad libs, include a
medley of songs from his plx. "Wif-

Comic shows

'

side

i

with

.

his

makes

Song”

fenpoof
hnale,

1

)

terrif

a

and Dick Raymond second night.
Hildegarde may make some show
Music b.\ Ernie Hecksher Orch. (New' Acts) back for the second
for show and terping. is capably time with their songs and comedy. biz history in Texas if she can hold
Ted.
Song styling is forte of Velma heV draw through three weeks. Gethandled.
Corey, vocaling in live languages ting 500 to 750 nightly al Shamrock
such faves as "Indian Love CTall.”,.prices
(average Emerald Room
TV
r’--.-.!.—
"
*•
Mommie” check for two is above $2.5) never
“Jalousie,"
"Yiddisha
(FOLLoWUP)
and “Marie.” She rates among the done in Texas and even more noHarold Minsky s C arnival show tops in
melodious range
and ticeable here in June and July, the
bas achieved pace and sparkle smooth
control,
handling
each dead
season. But until the
since its opening a month ago. number for maximum results, but Shamrock, dough-loaded Houstonithat
the
fact
is
Equally important
getting biggest returns on the bet-:
(Continued on page 46*
enticing more customers by ter know'n numbers,
i.s
it
elimination of the $3 top admisWeela Galley, has been brought
'"™'' back,
and she does more than 2U
"aHIlf
'The Only Shew of Its Kind"
minutes of her ultra-sophisticated,
Furman
Maxie
of
^Sub.stitution
and at times almost ribald, song
house comic is extremely bene- stories. Reception i.s as .solid as*
Th* $1,000,000 SpKtacIt I
He projects well vocally during her first session here, and
ficial.
and comedically and puts a lot of evidently she wfll be good for spot
There’s also on
^ing into his work.
the bill periodically. She’s also
Both sharing the
g better selection of skits.
m e. chores with Gene
are devoid of blue stuff and come Rand, and fills a spot
Murray Briscoe shows with Dave Rei.ser in betw'een
off excellently.
a songcontinues as straight.
guitar duo. Rei.ser’s crew
Ham7th EdMoo
Compaay of 14B
There’s also been a general re- mond organ, trumpet,
electric guiStaffed by Ga# Posler
intere.st
Mo.st
of
acts,
placement
tar and drums
work
show
two
I
is provided by the Piero Bros., the
ways, backing each turn and comArgentine jugglers, who click. ing in for
New Bllinq eeqoqemeett ia
specialties on ow n.
personable contortion-

1

1

Gene

Rand

V

j

j

the best drawing spots in Gotham,
thanks to the expert maitre’mg of
Gigi, ex-Le Coq Rouge, but now
supervising all the public dining
rooms in this Hilton hostelry. In
between. Gigi also runs the Montauk Surf Club; incidentally, an -

j
I

'

,

:

I

i

-

,

'
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headwaiter,

who runs the Oak Room,
the summer stint at the Atlan-

Jules,

has

Elisa Jayne,

j

i

I

Londee, Paris, and Zerick.
Switserlond.

Quin.

Her
ist, regi.sters in a brief bit.
Beach Club.
act has been pruned and doesn’t
The Rendez-Vous room accents show up to usual advantage. More
Payson Re, with his American of her aero would help considerAnother newcomer is Subrand of dansapation. but Nicolas ably.
Matthey’s Royal Tziganes seem to sanne Shaw (New Acts'.
register better, especially with the
The femme charm contingent is
late dining bunch. Matthey is a lopped by Nevada Smith in a perMaisonette Rus.se and Casino Russe sonable strip, and Geene Courtney,
vet. hence knows the feet of the who’ll have more to do when she
,

tic

'

DAXXIJaXti
TllltlLL-A-BATI4 S!
in

Franco-Russe "character” rooms,
and whether dispensing "society”
dansapation or the Continental
melodies, he registers with the cuslomers. There’s the usual 6:30-8
p.m. pre-theatre "no tax” table
d'hote dinners, but a $1.50 and $2
'convert obtains thereafter.
The Sherry-Netherland has inducted Cy (?oleman into its etilarged airconditioned bar. and the
Steinway interludes for the dinner
and supper drop-in trade are a
fetching addition. The SN. unlike
nearby hostelries “on the
the
Pierre.
Savoy-Plaza
Plaza” the
and the Hotel Plaza has never
gone in for "entertainment” in its
public rooms, hut the musical bar
is
entr’acte to a more extended
policy in the fall. Either the Van-

returns

to

sketch

Steve

work.

•‘.Maintain a hi»jh Irwl with fanry

aiTO work.
.shlp

pick

.spoiMt
lip

Act

and

has sliownianpioci.sion

Unit

iniich applause.”

Ralph

ery. Production tunes are by

Young and Muriel King.

Then booked ovfdoor season

October

1

— Tkonks

to

BARNES CARRUTHERS.

I

until

SAM LEVY
Chicago,

III.

—

Fair or the grillroom will become dine-and-dance spots. Abel.

I

new tknw
taur

'

I

Jose.
‘

.Artie

Wayne, up-and-coming

vocal-

ist.

Show

I

'

'

tees off with terper Dorothy Begun doing a fast routine of
plain and fancy steps, followed
by Dottie O'Brien in a brace of
well
projected
vocals.
Former

name band chirper has an
and knows how to

delivery
for

maximum

effectiveness.

easy
sell

Among

Following the Guy Kibbee dick'
a
month ago. manager Jean
Maurer has set .lackie Coogan as

of

headliner of current show.
The
reaction other than curiosity, is

COMEDY

In

X

the vocal

slot.

@

Ann McCor-

Weeks

• 3 Bkt. PARODIES $10 Prr Bk.
$7) OH
a MINSTREL BUDGET
a HUMOR-DOR for Emcesv. 23 HU
$23 ««.
a 3 Blacksut Bonks

witei wurks hard
including '‘True to
You” from "Kiss Me Kate." Songstress has energy and power and
her patter with Coogan is one of
the better things in his act. The
Cati’oris. who missed on their last
Montreal trv. return with a much
tighter
oflering.
although
they
could still cut gags and situations
for greater impact. Pilar Gomez
and Fredcrico Rev. S|>anish terpers. have much fire and authenballads,

SrntI

Ns

•r sll
(nr

NEW YORK

CITY

HARRY ADLER ond DUDLEY GILBERT
ADLER-DUNN AGENCY

years.

165 Wast 46fh Street
N«w York City
I

JACK TALAN

Oifl. Vels. (nr $.30
Infn. on othir mnlrrUI.

— Open

Osily

Inti.

Sundays

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th

St.,

19

Dopt. V, N. Y

CIKCLl

7-1130

YOU MUST VISIT
RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY
whoii in

LONDON

Fan. Fvr Coots,
anil

Sports

for lorgoiat

Goods:

T0RIA STREET. S.W.

—94a,

YIC*

1.

acro.ss

His

turn is exceptionally
lengthy for a nitery act and mostly
runs to finger work on such oldies
as "Sweet Sue.” "Sunrise Serenade,”
"I'll
See You in My

Personal Managamant:

JACK BERTELL
RADIO ARTISTS CORP.

My
to

Sincere Thanks

HARRY MAYER,

ZEB EPSTEIN and

S

ifl

Laggogo, TravN

Wayne

YOUNG MAN WITH AN IDEA

STRAND
New York
Mgr.:

w'ith

You're .Adorable” and "Bebop Spoken Here” for additional plaudits.
Show is solidly wrapped up by
Peabody, w ho seems to gain added
eftectiveness
with
the
passing

Manogomont:

Port.

Kisses.”

whamming every number

WALTERS

NOW

3

FREE

C.O.O’s

O
O
a
a

lor top returns. He’s equally facile
witli ballads and fast tunes, and
looms as a bofV performer for the
bigger eastern spots that will comprise his itinerary this summer.
Following solo spot. Wayne and
Dot O'Brien join up to duet " ‘A’

LATIN QUARTER
Thank You. LOU

3 0 Flip s #or_tJi.OO

lt

"

“Candy

Jusf Completed 8 Successful

T

(Ordar in Saqu'enca Oniyi
-Spaciol; First 13 Filas for $10.00

”

AMERICA'S SMARTEST SATIRICAL DANCERS

A

- XI
F II
S
II
'Tha ORIGINAL Shew-Sii Gog Fila"
$1.00 Eo.
NOS. 1 to 30

mack (Coogan’s

with

MATEMIAL

Far All Branrhag of Thaotricofe

F

A

her items are "Them There Eyes”
ticity in routines. .Niltv costumes
and Cole Porter’s "Let’s Do It.
point up act and their staccato
Wayne, on next, is a strong fave castaneting and heel-clicking
brings
here and was in especially good salvos. Marcel
Dole's band backs
voice for responsive results.
Rou- the acts w'itli the
Jimmie
King
tine comprises ".lohnny Cfet Your combo
in the relief spot.
Newt.
Girl.” "Again.
"Temptation.” and

TANYAandBIAGI

Ameritnn

Saptamkar.

in

HAROLD STEINMAN

Hub.

Tliis snappy layout gains heftiness via the potent combine of Eddie Peabodx. still Mr. Banjo, and

camplately

etart

will

weak

let

Ownar and Pradwear
1775 Breadwey
Suite 608
New York, N. Y.

$2-$3.

yocks.

—

ity

The Itk lditi*n with

l*lio«*nix only fair. Lad opens with a fewroutine gags, goes into a couple of
Phoenix. .\riz.. June 20.
long stories that could stand trimDorothn Regan. Dottie O'Brien.
ming for better effect, and then
Wayne,
fh-abody,
.Artie
Eddie
Sandy Sandi/er Orch (7): no min teams witli the Catron Bros, for a
strip impresh that picks up a few
imiini.

Siinflo%vn

,

BELLEVUE CASINO
UNTIL JUNE 29TH

t'arroiiMol. .Tloiilroal
Montreal, .lune 28,
Jackie Coogan, Ann McCormack,
Pilar
Gome: & Fredcrico Rey,
Catron Bros.. Man-el Dore Orc/i,
Jimmie Kittg Quartet; mitnmnm

Condos continues with good hoof-

]

Monfreat Standard foyi;

.=,()

|
I

I
'

.

Plaza

(

1

j
I
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Hotel

:

I

I

>

other

i
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*THE LANGS*
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a week for
in oilman

)

Linza.

Melford. Yvonne Tibor and
Joanna Vischer as prime aides,
muni.
This is a seasoned line, longtime at The Thunderbird. class Las
Eddy Duchin’s dansapation may Vegas hostelry, which of course
be enough to draw ’em at the Wal- accounts for a well-knitted seand the quence of terp routines. Kathryn
Roof,
Starlight
dorf’s
dance music and atmosphere is ap- Kuhn gets credit for some okay
parently .sufficiently potent for the sartorial displays,
Barry, an alumnus of Abe Lyman
St. Regis Roof, while the Astor.i
Statler and kindred roofs rely on and kindred bands, works hard
name bands and an occasional .sing- and to general good returns but
ing name, but the liiltmore is should edit his stuff sharper. The
smart in splashing with a floor- chatter about what’s wrong with
show By and large, it's not a costly femmes and what’s right with the
revue, but the Kathryn Dufly Dan- men
old-hat and not worth the
cers make much of their opportu- few snickers It gets. His legmania
Harold reminds of the Roy Bolger influwith
alternating
nities.
Barry, song-and-dance emcee, and eiice, and is generally effective, alJack Barry’s vocalizing in between beit inclined to run fulsome. He
the latter heading his own band. does an okay jitterbug routine to
On the dance stulT, Harold Nagel, "So Tired” but "MacNamara’s
long standard here, continues to Band” is not big league for the
click with his svelte waltzes and Biltmore. Incidentally, the atmosLatin sets.
Cascade.s with
live
pheric
its
continues as a
of water
The prime splash comes from streams ot
the Duity dancers, a versatile and New York landmark. Like the Walcomely group whose feature flash dorf, the Biltmore’s "roof” garden
numbers, .such' as "County Fair’’ is still a couple of stories below
and "Fantasy of the Birds.” consti- the actual peak. Roof is not airtute the prime appeal of the show. conditioned, relying on the open
efThe "fair” number is atmospheri- spaces and the cascading water cffect to achieve atmospheric comcally gay and colorful with hurdy- feet
*
fort
gurdy, balloons and kindred props. tort
Christina Carlson is .standout in a
Plaza and Sharry-Netherland
Sherry-Netherland
Hotel Plaza’s Rendez-Vous (grill)
room is remaining open all summer, having been done over for
mer.
the hot spell into a gay and cool
motif. This is apparently one of

Hildegarde, at $9,500
three weeks, opened

i

I

,

Helene Wenzel, a
and the balleting

Knox have Carmelita

j^|jgg

his

all

it

Glenn McCarthy’s Shamrock Hotel
Thursday night (23) in her first
Texas booking. With exception of
a 550 crowd the second night
she
has
played
to
Emerald liooin
capacity of 750
no cover. $7
^
person minimum) through Mondav
and is making McCarthy’s higtime
talent gamble look like a paying
Kansas City, .lune 23.
way to get his hotel some of the
Cola,” a satire on advertising, and
Weelo Callez, Tommy & Margot fancy prestige he wants,
interlarding a punchy .story conCotline, Rond & Raymond, Velma
and
a
waiter
Hildegarde does one show night.
a
customer,
cerning a
Reiser Orch
Tom
Dare
&
Corey,
ly
(advertised as one hour, but
missing lobster claw, Thomas
(4': no cover or minimnm.
every show has run
breezes into a sock yarn about a
minutes

,

j

own way

opening night, with the plushy patrons
hanging on to every song and gag,

Having

fou,. pQ,^ij,s

>

*

:

appeal to the oldsters in the audience. Peabody’s line of gab isn’t
too forte, but he’s an ebullient performer with a magnetic hold on hi.s
the
Danny Thomas kept the jam audience. Business spurted foruntil
packed room jumping (52.5 covers last of the name shows here
policy of les.ser
imstead of the customary 450 for the fall. Interim
month or so.
65 minutes, and corraling himself acts will prevail for a
Jona.
a Frisco fandom that will stand
come.
to
seasons
for
many
well
him
Working easily and smartly from
Sli€»u' Bur. K.€'.
his o!)ening item "Drink Thoma.s-

fcaturliig some of her own fast
whirls to excellent returns. She is

I
I

HARRY ANGER.
Diroctioo:

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

June 29, 1949

VAUDEVILLE

AGVA Members

Chicago, June 28.
While most niteries have been
meaning about inroads of television on their spots, Helsings’. Chi
nahe bistro, has been jammed
nightly
with A1 Morgan, local
comic-pianist,
credited
for
the

Barto’s Stalling

among mem- hypo

agitation

tntf

Variety

gi^an

ifseeking a showdown from
administrative secretary
whether he in!iwey Barto as to
a candidate for electends being
national board or retain
to the
tion
hie current

i

post.
is

Membership

initial
a.iring the

WGN-TV

via his

Benny

pointing up that

convention when

^

But May Recoup from Conventions
By I.ARY

Rollins inked for Latin

,,

^-'^t-ago.
^f*’**-

i

July

'oungman

8.

set

Aquashow,
.

.\ug.

Postwar advertising and publicbuildup for the .Mianiis which
brought a banner 1948 suminer
season, isn't shaping up too well

1,5.

Peter Lorre parted for a tour of
theatres. England. July 4.
Borrah Mineviteh Rascals. Palace
theatre. Blackpool, England, starting Sept. 19.
l.andre & Verna, Roger Ray and
Galli Galli set tor Roosevelt hotel.
New Or»eans, July 27.
Betty Reilly has signed a personal management contract with
.lack Spencer.
Bookings will he
handled by General .Artists Corp.

thus far in

SAUTER HEADS PROD.
FOR ‘NIGHT OF STARS’

years.

James Sauter has been named
chairman of the producing com^
'

mittec for the 16th annual "Night
Members now feel that of Stars” benefit for the United
objection should apply to Jewish Appeal, slated for Madison
the same
Bfirto.
Square Garden, N, Y.. Nov. 14.
Barto has already indicated he’ll Sauter, on the producing commitsuccessor is apresign as soon as a
tee of this affair for years, sueboard.
pointed by AGVA national
ceeds Robert M, Weitman. ParaFeinberg,

tioneering.

Heal Wave Melts

I

N.Y. Cafe Biz
i

Meanwhile,
secretary of
being

boomed

AFM

AVGA

Local

802,

is

Nathan Straus

Others

for the post.

Fox and Vic Con-

mentioned are

mount theatre managing

representative.
nors,
Jimmy Lyons, ea.stern regional dihas
mentioned,
previously
rector,
withdrawn from the race.
field

is

director.

overall chairman

of the event.

To

would
add

result in loss of prestige and
the better class guests

ncwlx

woes,

the

to

.

Miami Beach Ktuiuilmcn.
forced politicos to clamp

elected

have

down on

all

wuh

gambling,

On

the gambling side, it looks
like the clampdown will last at
least until winter, though tliere has

tlic

town shut tighter than a drum.
been a heavy campaign for legalAnother endence of the nervous- ized gambling. Chance for passage
ness and tension resulting trom the of such a law in the upcoming state
competition for patronage has been legislature meet this suiumer
seems slim, what with heavy pressure being brought by the reform
Midwest Dates
elements to keep all forms of
gambling out.
Meantime, some of the hot id
Chicago. line 28
Joe E. Lewis ends the star at- group are quietly organizing to get
okays
on night club licenses to pertraction policy of the Chase Cliih.
mit shows.' They feel that AGVA
St. Louis, after two-week stint be-'
and AFM will back them up,
ginning June 27 with Merriel Ab- through prospect of more employ. I

'

former

Bill

with hotel, nilery

'49.

and other operations wondering
what happened to the T.a^iin southern and small town it)iinsi irade
Business has been far lielow other

Stoll

post.

Ihe revival of the entertainment
feud between hotels and the tew
cafes running, with the nitery men
forcing police to crack down on
such swankeries as the Sherry
Frontenac, Saxony and Hyde Park
via a local ordinance forbidding
any stage shows in the hostelries.
Hotels were presenting lavout.s
featuring the better type of nitery
act,
who, besides salaries, wi'ie
also getting room and board. Hotel
.Assn, reps claimed they feared this
"Bor.selit Belt” type of operation

ity

Flushing Meadows. N. Y July 19.
Ben Blue paeled for Palladium,

London,

SOLLOWAY

Miami Beach. June 28

R^'sht into the Chicago

show Wed-

,

Barto objected on the
employee of
grounds that no paid
should run for office.
ihe union
advantage
unfair
an
as
it
‘.aiming
nominees. This was basover other
that because of an
premise
upon
ed
employee’s contact with members,
better spot for eleche was in a

Beverly Hills

'

rpctor.

aGVA

Rowena

^

set distributors.

eastern regional dinave Fox. then
was nominated for an

Field.s into

*

nesdays. He has also been picked
for the disk jockey show at the
i..u.
q
Chicago theatre, July
8.
After
date and two-week rest. Morgan
returns to Helsings Aug. 5 for another 13 weekvs.
Tab on the video show has been
picked up for another 13 weeks by
Helsings and Tele-Tronics, Inc

1

Miami s Summer Biz Below Par,

Yaude, Cafe Dates

Biz in Chi Nabe Bistro

Plenty Riled Over

Increas

4S

Comic’s Telecasts Hypo

Broadway and eastside cafes
were blitzed out of the better part
of their grosses by the heat wave
of the past

week, with biz diving

i

Honorary chairmen of the pro- more than 40'’ r.
bott Ice Revue in for the summer ment for their card-holders.
ducing committee will be Barney
The worst part of it is that cafes
Lenny Colyer set forj Majority of hotels this week, saw'
Paramount; Nate J. now depend on weekend receipts season
J. Baiaban.
Blumberg, Universal; Jack Cohn. to counterbalance slim early week the Pastime Club. Des Moines. a biz pickup, with reservations reCo- takes. Town’s spenders took off to July 25
Col., and .Mbert Warner. WB,
Jean Edwards into the ported heavy for July and August
via several big conventions.
ehairmen will be Marvin H. beaches and resorts starting Friday Lake Club. Springfield. Ml
‘Schenck, Louis K. Sidney, Ed Sulli- i24>, and consequently the N. Y. Oriental has for its July 21 show.!
Lassie, film canine. Penny Singlevan. Weitman and Arthur Knorr.
nocturnal play spots took it on the
ton,
and
Jones
Joey
Committee member? comprise chin. Even the river-front Riviera. Bishop playsDick
the
Club. CounDon Albert. Harry Anger, Milton Ft. Lee. N. J.. felt the pinch, al- cil Bluffs. July Stork followed
by
Berger, Maurice A. Bergman. F. though not as bad as the midtown Lenny Kent two weeks later.

'

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

i

William Boettcher. Ben. A. Boyar.
Bracco,
Leo Cohn. Alan
Paul
Corelli. Russell V. Downing. John
Dugan. Ernest Emerling, Zeb Epstin. Giis Eyssell, William Feinberg.

HELENE and HOWARD
• CURRENTLY

Moe
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I

tiMfr.
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2,

SQUARE DANCES
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CARDINI
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"Cordinl, EosHy Hi« Best of

tho Sloight-of-Handtrs."

ABEL, VARIETY
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MCA
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WM. MORRIS AOENCY

Pittsburgh, June 28.
Although .square dancing may be
big thing in niteries elsewhere.
have just
operators
Pittsburgh
about given up on it following the
latest experience of Ankara. Spot
instituted the novelty to the aca

companiment of terrific fanfare
and then dropped it after just two
sessions when nobody displayed inAnkara was not the first cafe trying the stunt. Copa downtown did
it
several months ago hut gave it
up when

Chicago. June 28.
Palace theatre will start vaude
policy July 14 on once a month
House
basis with reduced prices.
is

down

sealing

to 80c

I

Pat Rooney heads the first bill
eight acts with "Judge Steps
Out” as screen feature.
of

•

Continued from page 43

show and apparently
gave Press Clubbers the idea that
everything was okay.
Some 2.0(10 reserved seats at
$2.50 per and 100 general admistalent lor the

I

,

sions at $1.50 had been sold. Club
paid $1,500 for the auditorium and
had also contracted for a 22-piece
band of Local 47 musicians led byManny Harmon. The.se costs
couldn’t be dodged and the showwas transformed into a straight

I

?AeAA

^

didn’t payoff.

!

for tryout period.

60

Mitchell

it

AGVA

weekdays

Special eonand 98c weekends.
cessions have been made with the
musicians and stagehands unions

object.

Atsociotet,

N.

.

terest.

female.

Money no

Stan Kramer puppets added
Chez Paree show' July 1
.'
Johnny Barnett had his option
picked up at the Rio Cabana
./
Jay Seiler joins the ice show at the
Chicago Railroad Fair
Lanny
Ross heads the Elkhart Fair. Indiana, show Aug. 10
Maurice'
Rooco s'et for the Flame Room. Detroit, July 22
A1 Borde will set
up Coast office this summer but
will also retain Chi agency.
j

.

Palace, Chi, Installs
Vaudfilm Policy July 14

Regel B

Nrb Place. Newark
M737.

SQUARES DIDNT GO FOR

»*•

Beautiful

employment.

Lind Bros, held over again at
the Vine Gardens, until Labor Day

.

Charles Miller, Solly Pernick. Sidney H. Piermont. Larry Puck, Sam
Rauch, Thomas G. Rockwell. Frank
Roehrenbeck, Harry A. Romm.
Leonard Romm, Herbert I. Rosenthal. Harry Rubin. Manic Sacks,
Robert Shapiro, Sol Shapiro, J(»hn
Fred
Shubert, Michael Todd.
Waring, Arthur Weill. David
Werblin and Louis Yeager.

WANTS D
Centect

are usually loaded with graduation parlies.
Number of these
celebrations also were cut down
considerably.

Dave Katz, Ray Katz,
Abe Lastfogel, Leon Leonidoff.
Harry Levine. Harry Mayer,
Richard McCann. John Mclnerney.

Lounq^
Cofo Bonito

^9P®I*

Another contributing factor to
boniface woes is that the business
drop came at a time when cafes

Kalcheim.

harry cool

Cbico^O'

Isaac.

B.

NEW YORK

WAHOT

Abel Green. Lester
Harry Kalcheim. Nat

Goodson,

UTIN QUARTER

MEL

Max Fine, Henry Frankel.
Gale, Joseph C. Glaser, John

boites.

dance.

New. But Important

unr/tclc^p/i'

Press

Club

is

a

comparatively

organization, but last year it
had President Truman as its guest
of honor on one of bis pre-election
"state of the nation” campaign
tours. One puzzler was the utterly
dim understanding the Club’s program committee had about the
workings of theatrical unions. This
appeared due in pari to the fact
that Richardson and the Coordinat-

new

I

V

ywOO

ing Committee, without any jurishad given the green light.
Last year, before Rio took office,

diction,

!

^
‘o

I

ARTISTS

of

STAGE...SCREEN...RADtO

Danny
and
Carmichael
Theatre .Authority was
given no percentage of the take.
Richard.son and the Coordinating
Committee helped marshal the
Hoagy

'riiomas.

REPRINTS

Wc are now equipped

to

make

quantity

original reprints at reproduction rates.

talent.
,

CARNEGIE HALL StUDiO

W.

57th ST. N.Y.C.

7-3505

^

:154

I

I

'

Phone

boston studio

:

Circle

Hotel Lenox

:

Kenmore

5

300

Jc

EDDIE and TONY

the I’ress Club tos.sed a moneyraising afiair for itself at the Palladium and free acts were put on byVan John.son, Bob Hope. Durante.

World Famous Photographers

While no

union

cracked

dcwvn

year. Rio has waged an intengive campaign against all attempts
the bite on performers for
put
to
free appearances since he took

SANTRO

GRUBIN
(Th« Wheelchair Comic)
IN
Publicity:

NORMAN

MILLEN

“OFF THE RECORD”

last

over

the

Murch.

local

AGVA

spot

la.st

Eiclutivu MoiM^uinuDt:

PHIL

BLOOM AGENCY. 1506 SunMt

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

Calif.

'
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Lalin Quarter,
(FOLLOWUP)

comic. Best is his story- weaving,
brimful of dialectics, that registers.
Janie Stevens, his wife, is an

Y.

Three new acts in the mostlyholdovcr show at the Latin Quarcomedian Roger Ray, Lela
ter,
Moore with her man-woman turn

Night Club Reviews
Continued from page 44

attractive thrush,

the comedy dance team of
IliiualdHi wynne and Dorothy Shay (both tw'o and
weeks ». Then it had .Carmen Helene and Howard. All clicko.
Cavallaro three weeks, C’harley Otherwise, the bill is still headed
Few top bands, no top floor S|)ivak four weeks and Art Mooney by the venerable Joe Howard and
spot.
his nostalgic turn,
shows had been brought in since four weeks.
Ray starts out doing a comedy
the war: Houstonians have had to
McCarthy says covers ($2. .50 Frigo 55 miles to Galveston to Sam day and Saturday, $2 other nights, item at the xylophone, follows with
Maceo’s Balinese Room and Turf with $3 minimum any night
paid pratfalls, etc., then the standard
Club for Grade A entertainment. the cost of entertainment until "guzzlers gin” bit, which has been
Sliamrock brass, therefore, is hap- Spivak and Mooney. But the Shani- closely identified with Red Skelton.
py about Hildegarde she’s good rock now expects to continue its He goes over strongly.
Helene and Howard have been
for the hotel and drawing from new policy of no cover and $7.50
most of Texas and part of Louisi- minimum after Hildegarde. Show’ around in the niteries and vaudand they have a refreshing
eries,
ana.
will
move back into a smaller
It’s
Since its clambake opening last Shamrock Room, except on week- slant to comedy dance stuff.
March 17. Shamrock has been aim- ends. unless it continues to get the not so much the material that they

ans have not had an intovvn class

)

—

ing

This intime east-side spot has a
solid floorshow to partially counteract the heat spell which is badly
bopping business in the nitery belt.
This layout has a heavy comedy
sock plus some firstrate w'arbling
by .lack Prince, doubling as comic
with Jerry Bergen and Leona Hall.
Bergen is a vet clown with an

en-night-a-week act except the
scenery. The press has given her
the same space it gives a visiting
capitalist and Houston critics decided that Hildegarde is comparable. after all, but certainly the
best nitery attraction ever brought

here.

.McCarthy says he is “shooting
dice with Hildegarde, but she’s a

I

effective

pantomimic

style.

ought to do

I

ard,

He

scores heavily with his hashed-up
lei
with the best rather than musical routines as a maestro of
We’re going to the violin and glockenspiel, delivalmost the best.
keep it that way for a year at ering the shenanigans with a dcadpan expression. His verbal comleast”
Shamrock opened with Russ “d.N is fair and should be cut out
Morgan (three weeks), Nat Brand- in favor of the wordless stuff. He
also earns some good laughs with
his posing as a waiter during the
rest of show.
Prince is a slick baritone who
can handle his numbers straight or
He has a powerful set of
cute.
pipes and works without a mike in
the fortissimo numbers like "Without a Song." He also regi.sters well
on his impre.ssion ot the Ink Spots
and in a novelty version of "Old
River." Prince, as emcee.
M{.n

We

good gamble.

I

into semi-retirement.

Miss Moore’s man- woman standwhere she’s half garbed as a
man, the other half a woman, goes
over in her "love" routine.
Art Waner’s orch, of course, does
a tiptop job, both for the show and
the customer dansapation. Kahn.

'

I

Sam

Hollywood, June
Desi Arnaz
nnnn, $3-$4.

!

Orch

(10»;

21.

•

r/ii/ii-

,

Desi Arnaz,

KARROL
BLUE SKY CAFE
Montreal,

Canada

product,

EDAL

Charged
With Death
v

Arnaz is on for about 10 minutes, Those attending were Charlie
with two shows each night. As al- Kaufhold, Ed and Fannv Gai.ser.
,Andy Rutledge. Mark Wilson. Dolly
handles his comedy lines in okay ways. he’s best doing Afro-C’uban
and beating on that long Gallagher and three nurses. ReSt vie. but material needs strength- stuff
"
drum of his. “Babalu
his con- freshments were served.
ening.
sistent show-stopper, still draw's
Write to those who are ill.
Miss Hall parlays striking looks
cheers from the patrons, but he’d
and a smooth voice for solidwesults.
Most of her numbers, however, arc probably be better off if he could
ferret out newer native music with
on the conventional side and don’t
shew off her full talents. But her the same powerful drive.
Opening night crowd, sprinkled
style and poise make her a natural
Continued from pace 27
Dave Rogers generously with top names in film
fo- any class nitery.
attested
to
Arnaz’s draw'. to
ba( ks the show with neat pianistics. biz,
vacations of factory workers and
That’s understandable out here,
Ilerni.
however, where the Sunset Strip to a seasonal slump in demand.
It
is
quite
po.ssible,
it
was
niteries haven’t been putting out
l*4'a4*4M*k I’ouri. S. F.
too much dough for good attrac- learned, that 1949 receiver produc(.VIAKK HOPKINS ilO'I'F.L)
will
reach 2.500,000. Tube
tions. Arnaz is only getting $2,250 tion
San Franci.sco. .lime 24.
weekly, but he and his new band production, formerly the controllMargaret Phelan, Henry King do have a definite brand of show- ing element in 1949 estimates, is no
Orch (12>; $l-$1.50 corer.
manship and salesmanship which longer a bottleneck. The industry,
has been lacking in the Hollywood in fact, is already looking to re^
Songfp.sting by pert, personable nitery belt for some lime.
placement sales as a market for
Dag.
Margaret Phelan is easy to lake,
tubes. Thus far, the manufacturing
especially when she regales with
riif'z Miiiiri4*4>. M4iiiiroal industry has absorbed the great
such slightly seasoned tunes as "I
bulk of tube supplies.
Montreal, June 21.
Like a Man Around the House.”
May production of TV sets by
Mel Torme, Tiro-Clefs, Wall}/
and “Soft Boiled Ballads." Latter
belongs midway in^routine rather Netcinan Orch (9L Luc Van Trio; RMA members totaled 163,262
units. This was at a rate of 40,816
than as an encore*, but notw’ith- admission 75c.
sets per week and about 2^o under
standing she sells to the hill and
One of the first top niteries in the April rate. For the first five
clit ks.
Her other items are “Lindy Montreal, the Chez Maurice has months of the year. RMA output
"
Lou
“Wonderful Guv
“N'ou’re gone through many owners in the aggregated 752,335 sets but countDriving .Me (’ra/y," "Lover" and last decade and as many name ing production of non-member com".Malaquena” They all get solid changes. Under the ownership of panies (including Admiral the ina|)plause.
"Show Boat medley is Sam Cleaver, who also has the dustry output would be about 870,Esquire,
the
place
a neat bovvoff.
was called 000 sets, it was e.stimated.
.Music by Henry King Orch is up Danceland and was run as a jive
Indicative of the rising importo par. both in backing Mi.ss Phe- house with an occasional name tance
of TV sets in the manufacband.
lan and for customer dancing. Ted.
luring indu.stry is the fact that proWhen the El Morocco folded. duction of table model and con.sole
Cleaver bought up the liquor radio receivers
so far this year has
license, put in a full lur. changed
been not far ahead of video.
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DIAMOND LOUNGE
Whcaling, W*st Virginia

Addrrs*
City
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Stale
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1

Optniag July 18
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OLYMPIA HOTEL
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Washington
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Closed at

in

past.

TV Set Output

!

interest

financial

I

,

ANDRA

it

with most opinion being that suc'u
an arrangement is the only one assuring significant profits. Lack of
coin for such investments have
been the stumbling Diock in the

Milwaukee to bedside Edwin
(lATSE) Gaiser, who’s progressing
,

,

AND

LaBalbo.

Jo.seph Dwyer, president of the
Y. C. stagehands union, took
time out to visit the boys at the
Vets hospital in Sunmount, N. Y.
Kyrre and Marion Ol.sen in from

a

mark

will

a switch back to
a policy it abandoned when it
closed out its deals with Walter
Wanger and Sir Alexander Korda.
There have been strong arguments
on both sides as to whether the
company should attempt to get a
tion.

band of 16 men, proves Just as nicely.
Robert (lATSEi Connelly, exeffective with les.ser crew of 10.
He’s the whole show anyway on the Rogerite. flashing nifty clinic renew' bill at the Mocambo and w’hit- ports at the Vets Hospital.
Jimmy Dorsey Orch took this
tling down the group doesn’t detract from their excellent backing. colony by storm on their oneNor does it lessen ability to give nighter at the local town hall under
convention auspices.
out
with generous helpings of
Bedside birthday party was tenrhumba and samba tunes for dancdered to vet acrobat Sig Mealy.
ing.

'

CARLTON

who formerly had

participate, via the

owners’ coin, in financing producI

N.

I

UA

Should

i

I

'

JON

in

Ruth Wood.
Birthday greetings are in order
to Helen Krupp, Mark Wilson and

1

I

I

Va.,

for a week’s stay to visit his frau,

.

1

j

hood Theatres, Richmond,
I

;

>l4acambo, Hollywood

bet-

>

Scare Hedges

working in own

A personable blonde, with
ssa Continued from page |
costuming, her versions of
the pops sets well with the payees. he has succeeded in selling the
Keith Hall, young tapster, who’s owners on pouring some of their
been playing this area for many personal funds into UA to relieve
months, including stints at the it of current pressures, it will mark
C'opa and Five O'Clock, makes a a switch in their attitude which
fast pace setter with his acro-taps should be extremely significant
in
and ballet spins.
stabilizing the future of the
30Kenny Davis, son of the owners, year-old distributing agency.
is okay on the emceeing, working
It
is
reported that Sears reintroe.s
nicely.
Johnny
Silvers
turned east to contact banks
orch plays a lop show.
and
other financial sources in an effort
to line up their support in
providing production loans if Chaplin
Saranac Lake
and Miss Pickford advance secondmoney.
Sears is said to be atBy Happy Benw'ay
tempting to line up $3,000,000 in
Saranac, N. Y., June 28.
Summer colony is giving the revolving commitments from these
night spots a good play. Alpine sources.
Sears is to return to the Coast
Hut opened June 18 with the
Sportsmen. Sparky’s Tavern has for another meeting w ith the ownEastern
Aces.
Durgans offers ers when he has made progress on
Eddie Vogt. Pauline Rowhe, Shir- his mi.ssion east. He is understood
ley Summs and Jacque Butlers already to have made considerable
Continentals combo, "rhe Birches advancement with
Los Angeles
has Arque Dickinson’s Honey Dip- banks, which he visited la.st
week
pers.
in company with Selmer Chalif,
Harold Wood, exec of Neighbor- who reps LA on the Coast.

spot.
nifty

Em4*rHld llodim,

for heavy prestige publicity. play Hildegarde has brought. do, but in the way they do it.
McCarthy, who advertised 300 Henry King and Eddy Duchin are I'hey’re improving all the time. Of
unacquainted
for
those
course,
millionaires and 50 him stars for tentatively booked.
Fuiir.
with the situation, there nught be
his opening, did not like the carnival type publicity the opening got.
some que.stion of Helene doing
#'Mf4> •lanieH, X. V.
AcLorraine Rognan’s material.
He’s angling for lacier press notices so he hgures he is getting his
Jrrnj Bergen, Jack Prince, Leona tually, though, it should be stressed
worth
in
Hildegarde,
his
money’s
that a couple of years ago there
lloll. Dace Royers: $3 mininiuni.
liighest priced showpiece so far.
was a deal for Helene to do that
Nothing new in Hildegarde’s sevmaterial w'hen Mi.ss Rognan went

I 949
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Current l.'

•

«oYU Hotn

I

the name to Chez Maunce
Mel Torme toplines current layout and clicks W'ith his smooth
vocals and ea.sy manner.
Gathering patrons around the bandstand,
he gives out
with
his
pop platter tune’s for a warm-up,
then takes over the drums for
a fla.shy stint as a beg-off.

Buddy

Neil.

out
hoofing.

Torme’s

pianist,

danceables

Kilt.v Davia*.

for

NOW

and

EXCLUSIVE

patron
Newt.

Stevens, Keith Hall,
or

5 liaiiii

pleasant

summer

RKO

fare

Welcome home

tourists.

filip.

fqr

Al Stevens

vesLiltft.
Is

a’

.smooth-working

Bldg.,

New

York

JUdson 6-3345

on tap here, with layout blended
to
please Latino and American

For the Latins there’s Calypso
Joe and Co Co Te with bongo
player Diego Ibarro. Stuff is the
standard hip-swinging and singing,
W’ith enough comedy and mixing
with ringsiders to add an extra

MANAGEMENT

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY

Kenny Davis,
minimum

Silvers Orch; no
cover.

There’s

UNDER THE

OF THE

Miami Beach. June 26.
Calypso Joe & Co Co Tc with
Diego Ibarro, Al Stevens, Janie

Johnny

I

JACK POWElt

The Two-Clefs, working with
piano and guitar, handle the relief
sell their material in sock
Wally Newman backgrounds Torme neatly, assisted by
spot and
fashion.

riffs

Thunkt tn
i

Broadway
'Cj

tsJ

is

Eddie.

With you

Broadway

again.
J.

P.

1

I
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New

Turning, w., Arthur A. Penn, m.,
Manuel Klein. M. Witmark it Sons,

Acts

VARIETY BILLS

cop. 1917.

Joan of Arc, They Are Calling
You. w., Alfred Bryan and W’illie
Weston, m.. Jack VVells. Waterson,
Berlin & Synder Co., cop 1917.
Mary McLanahan. former drumJump Jim Crow (Maytime), w..
mer with Phil Spitalny, now on her Rida
Johnson Young, m., Sigmund
own, has sufficient novelty to
Romberg. G. Schirmer, Inc., cop.
take her out of the straight

MARY McLANAHAN

band a RAYMOND

9 Mins.; Two
Palace, N. Y.

Soncs. Comedy
28 Mins.
City
g^howbar, Kansas

Raymond
Gene Rand and Dick until they
singles
were a couple of
put this turn tolearned up to

category.
This
is
York a few weeks drumming
gether in New
fortunate inasmuch as the skinSince then they have been aria soloists outlived their popuback
circuit thus date
o?aying the club
larity when torrid swing started to
at the ShowKeing their second
decline.
Street nitery.
bar, 12th
Miss McLanahan makes her entheir
own
up
worked
trance in a midget car on which
Pair have
giving the comedy t^attraps are mounted. She de.scrts
material,
**
i
AnicnHps
sons.
Kav- her perch
_u
.....
Ray
for some cute .stick antics
ment to episodes in song.
handles on anything within reach, a la Jack
mond plays it straight and
>njects the Powell, and hits
Rand
while
good salvo on
a
locals
clowns the whole the strength of comedy and perf foolishness and
vSr Their list includes “Girls, sonality. Her encore, a bit of
/•

1

i

Wy.

parodying the pop
Girls
western
snnes on femme names; a
‘America’s Best Dressed Man”
profe.show
showing
with Rand
do it; and
«ional models do not
by
Raysung
Sam,”
Is
“My Name
mond in French with Rand giving
Girls,”

S

brushwork,

isn’t as effective,

Jose.

WEEK OF JUNE

Leave

To Jane (Leave

It

w.,

It

W'odehouse.

G.

P.

Jerome Kern.

Harms

B.

T.

To

NEW. YORK

m.,
Ca.,

Capitol

—

,

Dance

l. orraine.

w.,

Anthony A Rosers

Edna Itcnnelin

re«;;>

Stuart & I.ee
Ituckottes
Corps de Hallet
Syrn Ore
Palaco (R) 30
.\nder«
L &

Dave Barbour
Bob Crosby
Bunny BiifTfis

Iten

Alsace
Bryan, m.,

Hay

10 Mins.
Fred Fisher. McCarthy & Fisher,
Carnival, N. Y.
Inc., cop. 1917.
also
Suzanne Shaw, a divesting diva,
Love Will Find a Way (The Maid
on “Ire- has a pair of gaily colored South of
the .Mountains), w.. Harry GraAmerican birds help her in shed- ham. m.. Harold Fraser-Simson.
showding her raiment.
The parrots Leo Feist. Inc., cop. 1917 by
Turn is tastefully clean,
nothing provide a sort of an air-lift by Ascherberg. Hopwood 8c Crew,
ing nothing borrowed and
on their picking up various bits of her cos- Ltd., London.
blue, and two “R’s” are
The Magic of Your Eyes. w.. m.,
way to a well-rounded act. Little tume and flying away and return
There comes a point Arthur .\. Penn. M. Witmark &
tightening and perking up of ma- for more.
terial

make

should

this

EDWARDS BROS.

a slick
Quill.

(3)

Acro-Music

9 Mins.; Full and Two
Palace, N. Y.
Edwards Bros. (3> said to be a
European import, comprise a skill-

when the birds are at a loss for
cargo, as Mi.ss Shaw gets down to
the G-string and bra.
While the strip part of her
turn is of interest, she could
heighten the action values with
some better terping between the
flying
visits.
Naturally,
Miss
Shaw’s public employment oppor-

Cavalcade

Co., Inc., cop. 1917.

Going Up (Going Up),

C.

Harbach. m., Louis A.

Not long ago Sue Carson was a
dancing
single,
recently
but
changed her style and material to
blossom out as a singing comedienne.
She has been working
the New York area for several
months, but currently is working
dates in the midwest, this stand in
the dinner room of the President
hotel being for a fortnight.
An attractive brunet, she de-

ah original .song, “Smartest
People
Are
then
Men.”
and
launches into round of mimicry.
She gives the comedy touch to her
impressions of Bette Davis, Hepbum, Mortimer Snerd, Lorre, Ink
Spots,' Margaret O’Brien.
Nellie
Lutcher, Rose Murphy and F'rankie
Laine, all easily recognizable and

Witmark

Baskette.
Billy
Feist, Inc., cop. 1917.
Davis,

m..

Walker.
Barclay
m.,
Herschell.
Shapiro, Bernstein 8c Co., cop.
1917 by William Herschell and
Barclay Walker; a.ssigned to Shapiro, Bernstein 8c Co., Inc.

Hawaiian Butterfly,

I

w..

Berk A

30

Hd

(Ri

.\dio
(I)

Mack.

1

W.illy Brown
DolinofT A
I’at

Rava Sis
Rooney

Marilyn Hale

Mare Balleru

Send
dosi.

H.

Rcmick

&

M

Care Society
.lane Dulo
•luanita Hall
Geo .Sheariin:

Oro
Chine Doll

Lela Moore
Don Saxon

A Jackie
Ling

.Mei

ASBURY PARK
St. James
.M.irlc/

A

Line i7>
lorcnie

Wong

(WR)

'LONG BRANCH
(WR

Paramount

li

Wells A

BALTIMORE

Hippodrome (I)
Danwoods
Don Henry 3
Yvonne Morav
Nilsson

'

Muddy

l.ewis
Arn.iuts

3

Iti«'e

Crauman Co

’

A

I

I

3

Capitol

Diane Courtney
Hortor A Myrd

I

'

Maude Hilton Co

.lohnny

.

BOSTON

I

Kcitht (R) 30

Day
Aeromaniacs
Clark

Granada

I

Dennis

Cyelin*

Me Away

Maxwells

2

;

Les llennini;
Uareia 3

Upstarts

John Silver
Gloria Manning
A1 Cooper Ore

Old Roumenlen
Sadie Banks

|

Mob Fitzgerald
Carmen Montoya
Mickey Freeman

j

Joanne Flurlo
Ore
Penthous*

D'A<|Uila

Gloria Benson
Billy ’I'abbert

Yoli O'Mryn

Riviera

Tony Marlin
M A t: Champion
Judy Lynne

Eddie Stone Oro
37

Luverne Skaters

EDINBURGH

‘

Jack

Merrv Maids

BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome (Mi

Harmonica Kaseals
Maurice Freneh Co
(ilenns

A. Whiting. Jerome H.
Co., cop. 1917.
Emalina, My Gal. w., m.,

.loe

i

i

'

PARK

Empire (Mi 37
Bebe A Belle
.Allan Jones
Irene Hervey
Krazy Koniedy

Borrah .Mineviteh

Some Sunday Morning, w., Gus
and Raymond Egan, m.,

KadclifTe

FINSBURY

KoRer.sun

The Blenders
Shotsie

Aileen
Kloui.se

Davis

Andre A Dortheo
Tin! Benson
Lucille Dixon Or*

'

VerMllle*

I

Kitty Kallen

,

Bob Grant Or*

Mona McDonald
.loan Walden

Panrhito Ore

Graff
Christiana

'

Barbara Frazier
Bruce Mapee Jr

Kirks

Crosbie

Manhattan Paul

Dners
Harold Nagel Oro
Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Nat Brandwynne
Ore
Johnny Flannagan

Agnette A Sylvio
37

Campbell A

.

Jimmy Lewi^

K Duffy

Ben Yost Co
Mervyn Saunders
Jacqueline Dunbar
Helen Norin.nn

Dunn

Ore

Glllar

.Suzaiiiie

Empire iM) 37
j

Mat Trevor
8

Jack Edwards
Harold Barry

I

V A M Norman

Hnii;

.lack

Clay
Walter Nye Ore
Ralph Flint Ore
Savannah

Jeff

Castellanos Ore
Hotel Biltmore

A Lee

Carter

Jack

Mums’ Minis

Davies
(I)

Maier

Kurt

Gringo Ore
Hotel Bclmont-Pleie
Noble A King

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome

La Porte Or*

Joe
,

Lawrence

Mill

Knick

Killi.iin

Leaehman
Mob MeMenimen

William Adler Ore
William ScottI
Hotel Astor
Mine Matron Ore

37

(1)

.Astons

i

Mro.s

Norvas A

P.nicho Ore
Hotel Ambessador
Fred Oliver Ore

Hiirke

CANADA
EAST HAMPTON

Franeanas

Co.,

Kenneth MulTet
•Mildred Ray Line
Trini Reyes
Satasas Ore

30

(L)

floeti'his

0

M A .1 Heedy
Leonard Marr

Paul
Cloris

A Larry Leslie
Maquel A Rolando

WASHINGTON

Drake
A Hoy

Weli.ste?
Foiiville

Old

Gene Marry

Moil

Nov *‘llos

Downey

Hazel
ilarold

Rios

Damiron A
Chapuseaux
Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheroe
Vizcaino Ore
Havana-Madrld

30

(l>

1

Moll

Chtco

El

Mrovvii

Mill

S.'indicr

Roslta

M A C Hoinnson
A inly Are.'ii'i

I

30-3

Ceraldine A .loe
Terry penneit
It

30

(Pi

Carmen

I

Don

Shelley

Alan Moss

F'letcher

Maliks

Oro
Alvarez Mora
Juenger Mallet Line

PHILADELPHIA

.Saul

State (D

Naney .Andrews

H

Modernaires
I’edro A Dur.'iiul

i

Fifth Av*
A .Sheidy

Choral .Sextet

I

1

No

Gansert

.lack
Milly

Mai ••its
Charlie Masters
Dink Freeman

'

Johnn.v Crawford
Bella Sniaro
.Shepard Line
Art Waner Ore

A Ashour

C Handy

A Hoherts
A W.dker

Olympia
30

:i

Walter

W

MIAMI

Mvei's

Favi

4

Eddie Davis
Diets
Rita A Alb'll
Maril.vn Joyce

Shirley

Gil

.Sis

Clirisline

.Xpplelons
Milton DouKlas

Goodman
Norman Paris 8
Leon A Eddie'*

.Marshall

Lucienne
Liimh

Moll Cofley

A

Kirkwood

A Hares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
.•ay

Hiee

CeoiMe DeW'dt

.Sherrill
Riffs

3

Jack Cassidy
M Durso Ore
S

only

Nonnio Morton A
I’ansv lh«‘ Horse

Tune

’I'atllers

Joya

Meal rice Kraft
Mimly Car.son
ll.iinona Lnii^c
Penny Carroll

Co

W.'iKvr

l.illlv

Mich.iel Brown
Mihi tfsterwald

Adams

Mark Plant
Tony C.inzoneri

Monsieur Hiehard

I

S

I

Sisters

Copacauana
.loey

O

U Harlow Ore
Le Coq Rouge
Oscar Calvet Ore
Jack Tow lie Ore
Le Ruben Bleu

Ore

Ahn

l

(i-.'CU.’i

l.tii'iii

Curbello

.l«).se

EDDIE SMITH
NKD lihiK., Siihv »(t3
.IIiImiii

Art Waller

Campo Ore

Pupi

ro\r \< T

.Sybil

Richard

Andrew!

Johnny Nuz/aru

Desiring Representa^'

With a Smile, w.,
Louis Weslyn and A1 PiantaA1 Piantadosi 8c Co., Inc.,

0

Harlan Dixon
Fddie Ncl.son
Harry Forrest
Perry Mayo
Morris Lloyd
Line
Jack Palmer Ore
Latin Quarter
Joe Howard
Roger Kay
Helene A Howard

Bergen

Gordon''*

.3

a ItoKOis
Oraham .Sis
Rio

Standard Acts

Smiles, w.. J, Will Callahan, m.,
I.ee G, Roberts. Jerome H. Remick
& Co., cop. 1917 by Lee G. Roberts;
assigned 1918 to Jerome H. Remick
(’

Hotel Teft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Iceland

Danny Lewis

Kana/awa Troupe

1917.

&

Eddy Howard Ore

Jack Prince
Leona Hall

Jadine

—

styne. Jerome
cop. 1917.

Las/lo A Pepito
.Shaw Ore
.M
Hotel Stetler

Cnittison 3

Amy And re we

B'way (WRI
.SpauldiiiK

Roosevelt

.Suns
.Sparr Ore
Hotel St Regia

Eckstine

.lerry

Re Ore

Hotel

Miiri'liy

Milly

KINGSTON

1

t»re

P.iul

C Barnet Ore
Jackson 3
Cafe James

.Sr

Sonny Howard
Don CummiiiKS
(ieo Chur«h

P.iV.son

Three

Louise Howard
Stan Freeman

Bop City

Owen

Martin Bros
Carol I.>nne
Strand (W)

riders

Martha Wright

A

Ilu.ss

Hotel Pleza
Nicolas Matthey Or

Hayes Gordon

Herman

F A K Watson
Hammond's Birds

CITY

Ralph Lane Ore

Jack Corlies
Blue Angel

M«>se

30

Hallow

('holds

'I'lie

Herb .Shiiner
Hlaekl)urn Twins

cop. 1917.
Lullaby, w., Charles
Louis Ruddy, m., Harold Brown
Freeman. Providence, R. I.; Harold Freeman Co., cop, 1917.
.Aly Sunshine Jane. w., ,1. Keirn
Brennan, m.. Erne.st R. Ball. M.
Witmark & Sons, cop. 1917.
Nobody Knows de Trouble I’ve
Seen. Negro spiritual arr. for voice

George Kahn

Little, m., Billy Baskette arid
P. Santly. Leo Feist, Inc.,

(ill

Palace
tP)

It To Harmony 3
Freddie Harrison
Leo Jane), w., P. G. Wodehouse. m., Norm.m
Meailows
Jerome Kern. T. B, Harms Co., cop. K A E Maiah

Good-Bye, Ma! Good-Bye, Pa!
William
w.,
Mule,
Good-Bye,

I

Vlllag* Barn
Mike Riley Ore
Eileen A Carver

Piute Pete

Leslie Strange
Village VangusrU
Dick Price
Remick &
l.en Young
Laconas
Josh White
Tony Bavaar
Caw'alini's Does
Stevil .Sis
Sweet
Alarian Bruc*
Jenny Howard
cop. 1917.
Hackforil A Doyle Michael Meehan
Creamer and Layton. Broadway Johnny Lawson S
C Wiliiams
Bill Knapp
Sirdani
Homing, w., Arthur L. Salmon, Music Corp.. cop. 1917.
Gene Field 3
Hotel Pierre
BOSCOMBE
Balconibes
London:
Waldorf- Astert*
Artini A Consuelo
m., 'Tere.sa del Riego.
Hippodrome (D 37
Sweet Little Buttercup, w'., Al- Felix
GLASGOW
Betty Jane Watson Eddy Duehin Or*
Mendelssohn
Chappell 8c Co.. Ltd., cop. 1917.
Empire (Ml 37
fred Bryan, m., Herman Paley. Hawaiian
Mischa Burr Or*
Stanley Melba Ore
Cliff
m..
w.,
Finn,
Huckleberry
Nat Jackley
.Serenaders
Remick
Jerome
Co., cop.
H.
8c
Costello Twins
Hess, Sam M. Lewis and .loe 1917.
Stewart A Hay
cmcAoo
Marianne Lincoln
Curzon 3
Young. Waterson, Berlin & Snyder
lark Francois
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot. Ne- Ed Morrelle
Wonder Wheeler*
Blackhawh
Armand A Anita
Co., cop. 1917.
spiritual arr. for voice and Per A Paul
Kirk
Brinekmann Sia.
gro
Elols*
Dick Beamish
A Doliane
Um All Bound ’Round With the piano by Henry Thacker Burleigh. DanversLyons
Nancy Bell
Skating Blvdear*
Denis Murray
Jimmy
M.
Sam
Cody
Sandiser
w.,
Charles A LucUl*
Mason Dixon Line,
Sammy Curtis
BRIGHTON
Ricordi 8i Co.. Inc., cop. 1917.
G.
Snuffy
Klaus
Jack Raffloer
Bernard Albrow
Lewis and Joe Young, m.. Jean
Harold Tomlin
Jerry Mapes
There’s Egypt In Your Dreamy Hippodrome (M) 17
HACKNEY
& Eyes.
Berlin
Arthur Askey
Waterson,
Schwartz.
Bobby Peters Ore
G A B Du Rag
Brown, m., Terri
w.. Fleta Jan
Empire (S) 37
Carol
Ch*i Par**
Gloria Rondy
Snyder Co., cop. 1917.
Pearson
BAA
Herbert Spencer. Jerome H. Rein- Afrique
Billy Eckstine
Buddy Rust

A.

Joseph

[

I

I

I

'

in this

intimate room is good, and
Miss Car.son figures as a cute and
capable bet for clubs and theatres.

Hello

Broadway,

l.init

.

ni..

Sons. cop. 1917.

.SI

30

& Snyder Co.,
My Mother’s

cop. 1917.
France! (Passing Show of 1917). w..
The .Siren’s Song (Leave
Francis Reisner and Benny
C.

,

Closing, she delivers
another
original song, a hillbilly number
with raft of verses, “I’m Growing
Too Old for My Age.” Reception

8c

Good-Bye,

livers

smartly done.

w.. Otto
Hir.sch. M.

(D

CLEVELAND

iitine

Red Intle

.

12 Mins.

&

A

(one to

l.aPierre

Roxy

At the Station. Dear.
w., Sam M. Lewis and Joe Young.
m. Ted Snyder. Waterson, Berlin

.

Drum Room, K.

A,

\'ie

Me

tunities are limited.
Jo.se.
hand-to-hand balancing turn
who attempt .some novelty angles
with a six-hand, piano opening and
later do some aero work atop the
Steinway. A strong part of their
and piano by Henry Thacker BurContinued from page 38
turn is their precarious balancing
leigh. G. Ricordi & Co., Inc., cop.
work wherein there’s a pileup of
1917.
chairs balanced on bottles, while Thacker Burleigh. G. Ricordi &
Oh Johnny. Oh Johnny, Oh! w..
1917.
Inc.,
cop,
Co.,
does
hand^
number
a
their
one of
Ed.
Rose. in.. Abe Olinan. Chicago:
Eileen Alanna Asthore (Eileen),
stand on top of the heap.
ller- Forster Music Publisher, Inc., cop.
Victor
Blossom,
m.,
Heniy
w.,
In addition to the balancing, the
1917.
Sons,
cop.
Witmark
&
of bei't. M.
trio essays a good assortment
Out W’here the West Begins, w.,
leaps and tricks which bring out a 1917.
Ev’rybody Ought to Know How Arthur Chapman, m., Estelle Philconsistent amount of applause durleo Forester Music Pub. Co., Inc.,
to Do the Tickle Toe (Going Up).
ing their turn.
w..
Otto Harbach. m.. Louis A. cop 1917 by F!stelle Philleo.
One of the amazing parts of this Hir.sch. M. Witmark & Sons. cop.
Over There, w.. m., George M.
act is the fact that one of the key
Cohan. T.eo F'eist. Inc., cop. 1917.
1917.
acrobats quite obviously has a
The Regiment of Sambre and
For Me and My Gal. w.. Edgar
withered left leg. He’s the one that
Meuse Original Title: Le RegiRay Goetz, m
Leslie and E.
does all the risky assignments.
Meyer. Waterson, Ber- ment de Sambre et Meuse. French
W.
George
Wisely they make every attempt to
words,
Paul
Cezano;
English
lin & Snyder Co., cop. 1917.
camouflage this physical handicap.
Give a Man a Horse He Can words. George Harris, Jr. m.,
This type of act is good for any
Robert Planquctte. Boston: Oliver
in..
Ride, w., James Thomson
type of vauder and some famO’Hara. Huntzinger & Ditson Co., cop. 1917.
ily cafes.
Act should take whirl Gtroflrey
Roadways, w.. John Masefield,
Dilworth, cop. 1917.
around
Hospital
the
Veterans
m.. John Hopkins Densmore. BosGive Me the Moonlight. Give
Camp Shows circuit. It could he an
ton: Oliver Dit.son Co., cop. 1917.
Girl, w.. Lew Brown m.,
the
Me
Inspirational bit to the hospitalized.
Roekaway. w., ni.. Howard JohnAlbert Von Tilzer. Broadway Music
Jose.
son. Alex Rogers and C. Luckeyth
Coi'p., cop. 1917.
Leo Feist. Inc., cop. 1917.
Go Down, Moses. Negro spiritual Roberts.
Sailin’ Away on the Henry Clay,
SUE CARSON
aiT. for voice and piano by Henry
w.. Gus Kahn, m.. Egbert Van AlComedienne
'Fhacker Burleigh. G. Ricordi &
ful

Ho.s.<»

I’rima

NEW YORK
Bagatelle
Dorothy Ross

Rev

ElliiiKlon

MiiiK

.Tanet Hlair

Sons, cop. 1917.

Meet

Duke

Oriontal

Hemae Rev

Hiill.t

s Cullies

30
5

Frankie l.aine
Moniia I.ewis

Ciro

l.ouis

tPi

Baekw.ints
Rogal (PI 39

EiiKlish

Hob Howard
Paramount

Raymond

Du lira n

I.ee

I’rof

Co

Vo.st

Kosinas

2

A Sparks

l.atona

B Stuart

Donald

/orcans

Bro.s

Chicago

Emmy

Carlton

W

CHICAGO

Kay Kenton

a free translation.
contributes a solo vocal
land,” skillfully done.

turn of about 20 minutes.

day of thow

.Mien

l.ariy

Nathalie

Beautiful

.Alfred

7

Music Hall
Steve Evana
W’yn Mayo

,

— My

State
t'.irpenier
tl)
30

Baron

.Max

CAMDEN

Towors (II 1-3
A & C Kant on
Christine A Rolrerts

Wheeler

Bert
.Sid

Co., cop. 1917.
Lily of the Valley, w
L. Wolfe
Gilbert,
m.,
Anatole B'riedland.
Jos. W. Stern & Co., cop. 1917.
Little Mother of Mine, w., Walter H. Brown, m.. Harry Thacker
Burleigh. G. Ricordi
Co., Inc.,
cop. 1917.

Lorraine

dale Robbins

30

Thelma

&

SUZANNE SHAW

CITY

(L)

Hal McIntyre Ore
Hal LcKtty

cop. 1917.

Liberty Bell It’s Time to Ring
Again, w Joe Goodwin, m.. Halsey
K. Mohr. Shapiro, Bernstein 8i

29

bllla hcluw litdlmte bpeiilni
Hlirtlier full or npllt wrok

conn«ctlnn with

Lottrr In parenthrMo Indimtoa t'lrrult: (I) Imlritondrnt s (I.I l.orwi <.MI .Un«a
(1*) l*ammonnt| (R) KKO; (S) Stull; (\V) Warnrr; (\VK) Wall«r Kendo

1917.

Jane),

!

Nunierult

1

I

Quill.
I

Don’t Know Where I’m Going, ick 8c Co., cop. 1917.
(.'harlie Clapham
Joe King
Les Silvas
DENNI§ SISTERS (2)
But I’m On My Way. w m., George
They Go Wild Simply Wild Over
Di<-k Carlton
Songs
Fairman. Harry Von Tilzer Music .Me. w,, Joe McCarthy, m., Fred Spence a Gray
Bartlett A Mas.sey
9 Mins.; One
LEEDS
1917.
cop.
MacDonald
Pub. Co.,
McCarthy
8c Fisher, Inc.,
Fisher.
Empire (Ml 17
Graham
Palace, N. Y.
I Don’t Want to Get Well. w..
1917.
Jack Crisp A Jill
Shamva
cop
Bros
Smith
Dennis Sisters are lookers Howard Johnson and Harry Pease,
BRISTOL
Thine Alone (Eileen), w., Henry
Leslie Saronv
EmpIrt (I) 37
with good voices and a well-de- m., Harry Jentes. .Leo Feist, Inc.,
Blossom, m.. Victor Herbert. M. Jimmy Charters
has Ancaster
veloped comedy sense.
Unfortu- cop. 1917.
.Malcia
Beth D'Dare
Witmark & Sons, cop. 1917.
nately, one of the team is a little
G Kilev A II Heller
I May Be Gone for a Long, Long
Tickle Toe 'see above) Ev’rybndy Johnny Carlton
Val A Monty
David Cassidy
too brash for family vauders and Time (HItchy-Koo). w.. Lew Brown,
Ought to Know How to Do the
Cooke’s Ponies
Beaty
Would register with heavier im- m., Albert Von Tilzer. Broadway Tickle Toe.
2 Cromwells
I.es Cygne 4
LEICESTER
pact in cafe.s.
A L Webb
The blonde half of Music Corp., cop. 1917.
Tiger Rag. Fox-trot. m.. Original IMcDoug.vL
Palace (Si 37
.MacNab
the act is remini.scent of anv numI’d Love to Be a Monkey In the Dixieland Jazz Band
Leo Feist,
Jean .Avirienne
A .MacKay
ber of male comics.
Eddie Leslie
She has bits Zoo. w.. Bert Hanlon, m.. Willie Inc., cop. 1917.
8 Dream Girls
that have been made familiar by White. M. Witmark & Sons, cop
Leon Cortez
CHISWICK
m Gene Buck.
Tiger Rose, w
Wilson Keppel A
Empire (S) 17
Milton Berle, who in turn has bor- 1917.
T B. Harms A Franci.s, Day 8c D A J O’Gorman
Betty
rowed from other comedians. Her
In San Domingo, w., Sam M. lltinter. cop. 1917.
A S Davies
H .Norman A Ladd
Tamv Mara
3 Monarchs
method of projection is a bit grat- Lewis and Joe Young, m., Ted
Roll
(Oh
Clouds
by
the
’Till
LIVERPOOL
Beryl Seton
and
ing at times since there’s little Snyder.
Berlin
Waterson,
P.
G. Slim Allan
Empire (Ml 37
Boy), w.. Jerome Kern.
subtlety in her approach.
Danny Kaye
How- Snyder Co., cop. 1917.
Wodehouse and Guy Bolton, m.. Vidor Standing
Skyrockets
Ore
4 V'eonien
MacDonald
ever,
Ballard
w.,
Indiana,
the
Palace
as.semblage
Jerome Kern. T. B. Harms 8c Helen Damora
Iiunhills
Shapiro.
^^^nied to like all their offerings. m., James F. Hanley.
Hill Kerr
Francis. Day 8c Hunter, cop. 1917. Ari.ston 3
.The pair have some well-written Bernstein 8c Co., cop. 1917.
DERBY
Archie
Elray
Co
Home
Come
Cows
the
Till
Wait
Grand (S) 17
Rob .Murray
bits including a discourse
Indlanola. Piano solo. m.. S. R
on Holly(Jack O’ Lantern), w,. Anne CaldTarrl
LONDON
wood.
A bit of toning down to Henry and D. Onivas pseud, of well m.. Ivan Caryll. I.,ondon; Suzette
Palladium
37
George Doonan
(Ml
Albert Whelan
permit some shading and coloring Domenico Savlnol. Jos. W. Stern Chappell 8c Co., Ltd., cop. 1917.
H A C .Marx
Bobby Worth
Dave Barry
Would enlarge their employment 8c Co., cop. 1917.
Harold Bar
(Continued next weel|)
Bflviglda'
STt
I

1

Willie Shore
Chez Paree
Adorables

'

..

;

’

TAP

^0

'

li

Johnny Knapp
Joe

I

J

I

H Edgawater B*ach

'

.

j

I

,

Ubell

A Judy
Brewer Ore

Brad

'

.,

Morgan

Al

'

!

Ann

'

j

.

I
'

!

Claude ThornhiU O
Marlann* Kedel*
Paul Haakon
D Hild Dancers UO
Yost Ambassadors

Harry flail
Bill Snyder Ore
"Salute to Rodgerg

A

Hammerstein’*

Honey Dreamera
Ralph .Sterling
John Kriza
Ruth Ann Koesun
Erie Braun
Silver

F relics

Garry Morton
Allen Sis

Jimmy

.Nelson

Bud Prcntic* Or*
Vine Qardan*
Lind Bros

(one to fill)
Hotal St*v*ns
“Skating Circus”
Betty Atkinson

Charles

Niles

Ted Straeter Ore
Sherman H*t*l

Gil

I

,

Maria Ncglia
B Foss A Marg

Robertson
Eleanor Christian
Adrianne Lorain#
Billy Chandler Ore
Hotel Bismarck

(

GAD

Palmar Haws*
Sid Caesar

Paysees (2)
Cee Davidson Ore
Stan Kramer Co
Lino Rhumba Ore
Heltings

I

(3)

Mickey Sharp
V’elma Sherry

Mel Cole Ore
Pancho Ore

Main

j
!

.

j

I

'

•

I

i

l’

>

-i

1

J

I

(

«

|t’s -m

LmVi That Has No

a

»

•

• t

I

Al Gordon into Palladium. lA>ndon, during the Christmas panto-

mi Kiel.

1

)

'

man and

JHuMle Hally N* Y«

a

deadpan

little

guy. they

keep up a lively pace of smart patSteoe Evans. Win Mayo. Edna ter, satirical impressions and zany
Jtininielin Richard & Flora Stuart, dancing.
M. H. Ballet, M. H. Glee Club.
Mills Bros, click with mellow harRockettes. M. H. Symphony: “Look mony on "Til Then.” "Paper Doll.”
for the Silver Lining” iWB>, re "Lazy River” and "You Always
Variety.
issue
of
current
vieived in
Hurt the One You Love.”
Carle closes show' with his
.

WiUi Raster and Christinas a1- “C.Tile’s
ready taken care ot with estab- kuooes.
li<hed lixtures. Music Halt initiates

new

piece currently in a
set
.luly spec that undoubtwill become a yearly event.

The Easier and Yule pageants
good
the

Rockefeller

till.

On

in

the basis

cinsiderahly less emotional effect
than religion. The b.o. undoubtedreflect that.

ill

additional

The Palace by now has

Teu\
$'lii

C'hicago. June 24.
Bob Cro.sbg. Vir-

>

(

estab-

lished a high vaudeville standard.
In the 50 some acts that have
played here since the house re-

Briggs,

$50,000 elec-

apparatus that M.

ieoi

11.

.

lighting

expel t Eugene Braun has contrived
in three years of work to simulate
sky rockets and other Fourth of gusty approval.
July fireworks is amazingly inA youngster with song and dance
genious. It startlingly approaches
Hashy
the effect of the real thing. It’s talent. Bunny Briggs exhibits
via slow motion antics,
multi-taps
an excellent bid for some new
showmanship ideas in stage pres- closing with nifty half-splits and
Negro terper has an efshuffles.
entation.
fortless manner and conveys Idea
As a matter of fact, however, he likes what he’s doing. So do the
making anything else anticlimactic seatholders.
is Ihe spectacularity of the Hall’s'
Crosby, aside from m.c. chores
presentation. It’s spotted
ballet
and ribs about brother Bing, comes
first and it’s a hard act to folVirlow.
Like everything else in the through in sock fashion with
of the Modernaires,
allow, it has a patriotic overtone. ginia Maxey
I

I

,

,

dressed in
ahimmering costumes

Gals

are

in

brilliantly

duoing two novelties. "Bumble

Song.” Miss
with tre- Bee” and "Dum Dot
on the petite
Half the Maxey, a lush blonde
to the bit. both as a
femmes are dressed in white, side, adds singer.
Crosby docs a
looker
and
the other half in red.
When

mendously wide

skirts.

on “Galway Bay” for genmaterial
plaudits. Special
referring to fate of being Bing’s
of Famous
cojtumes is red. By dancing to- brother, "Brothers
Brothers.” practically unfolds lifegether, and going through a variety
story of the Crosby clan, with
ot routines, a very unusual effect
thrown in for good measure.
yocks
is achieved. It is topped off by
Light touch to undergod technique
the addition of another contingent
get^ solid aud approval.
blue
straight

they turn around, it is disclosed
that the back of the glinting red
co.stumes is white and of the white

erous

j

costumes to make for a

with

Profes.sor

aiagefui of shimmering red, wliite
and blue for the blowofl'.
Patriotic motif kicks off in the
manner of the Easter and Christmus pugcants with tableau during
the Symph concert prior to start
ot the show itself. There are two
of these, keyed in with cloud effects on a scrim. Backlighting reveals on.' to be the signing of the
Declaralion of Independence and
the other the tolling of a bell in a
st> eple
if
it
is supposed to be
Independence Hall and the Liberty
B»ll, the approximation is rough)
before n crowd assembled on a
rieen. Both "pictures” are beautifu.ly done in soft color and shadow
to produce a really inspiring ef-

Edmondson

Backwards LT m m y
on one of his frequent
i

)

|

Of the new

acts on this
F.dwards Bros. (3). Mary

patriotic

theme

London. June 21.
Harpo & Chico Mara-, Dave Barry,
Harold Barnes, Warren, Latova i
Sparks* Zorzan Troupe <8). Max
Bacon. Donald B. Stuart. Rosinas
(2). Duncan’s Collies <2', Paul
Fenhoulet & Orch.

A1 Stillman, coauthored. Fourth of July parade
in the Jersey town is used as the
format in which Win Mayo in
the guise ot a Boy Scout in the
procession sings the tune. Glee
C lub backs him up and there’s also
an assist in the number from
trumpeter Edna Rimmelin, who
adds little.
Two added acts to the Music
Hall staples are terpers Richard &
Flora Stuart and comic Steve
Evans. Stuarts do a cape dance,
which is moderately colorful, in
the red, white and blue ballet
number. Evans is mild in his
atandard drunk routine and an imitation of types of laughter in a
lyricist

—

—

'

typical audience.

—or

Rocket tes get almost lost
lost as they can get
in the

—

as

melee

of other color and the fireworks.
They do their standard precision
routines with the usual enthusiastic reaction from the audience. Entire

show was produced by Leon

Leonidoff, with the costumes designed by James Stewart Morcom.
Herb.

Fox, Dei roll
Detroit,

June

28.

Frankie Carle Orch (21
with
Marjorie Hughes, Bob Locicen,
»

Mills Bros.
•‘Bin

(4),

Benson k Mann;

Cat" (EL).

Fox new summer policy

of stage-

hows

got oil auspiciously Friday
wlien a capacity audience
fa\e a loud welcome to the "Carle
C(' nes Calling” revue.
For Carle fans, the show boasts a
generous helping of his piano
stylings, including, of course. "Sunrise Serenade” as the show opener.
Maestro’s daughter. Marjorie
Hughes, does a slick job with
**Chick With the Band.” Baritone
Bob Locken, the Sunri.se Serenaders and Miss Hughes then take
turns all nicely applauded with
such new'ies and old faves as "Love
Js a Beautiful Thing.” "How It
Lies." "If You Were the Only Girl”
and "I’rue to You in My Fashion.”
Benson and Mann, clever comedy
eam generate plenty of belly
taughs.
A rugged blonde straight
(

24

—

—

McLana-

May

it
contains no really
outstanding names with the excep.
Red Ingle’s Natural Seven
which turns up eleven (mem on
this large stage, the current Strand
show is good entertainment from

I

I

tion of
1

;

start

Saul

Grauman’s

Each

is

ex*

i

!

I

I

f

the expanded combo looks a
House rocks with en- lo.st on the Strand's elevator, bit
it
Lowe.
this one.
does a job.
George Church and Marilyn

Hale, of the original "Oklahoma!”
a clever pair of tapsters, do
their stuff at the start. Knocking
off double and .solo tap routines,
each of which is brief and excellently worked, they draw' strong reaction. It’s a swell act of its type;
the only drawback being the rather
dull costuming of Church, who
wears a solid dark blue outfit. Miss
Hale, a smooth and exceptionally
cast,

capable performer,

is

lightly

and

brightly outfitted.

Don Cummings,

w'ho at one time
spun ropes instead of jokes, is a
funny character. His spot material
is not at all new and not always
effective, but it’s smartly delivered.
He goes over with the meat of the
turn, however, which is a copy of
Red Skelton’s old television gag. In
this Cummings takes the part of a

video announcer promoting liquor
girdle product. He gets
a
progressively drunk and tries the

and
I

girdle on for size.

It frac

Crew tees off with a sizzling
“Nobody Here But Us Chickens” audience.
Sonny Howard
and "Cole Slaw” with Jordan on

the vocals, as a hefty pacer. Other
items, also sold to the hilt, are

"Schooldays Boogie” and "Don’t
Cry Baby.” From then on
Jordan w'eaves in and out of the
other acts and sustains comedy motifl'
via barbs and pseudo-boofery.
It all adds up to a show-stoppirig
Cry,

se.ssion.

Runnerup for top honors is the
Will Maston Trio, male comedy and
hoofing team sparked by Sammy
Davis. Jr., son of Mastin’s other
partner.* After some neat cleat
work, the younger lad takes over
for slick impressions of Hollywood
greats and other clownatics which
register
high
on the applause
meter,

I

is

tures the

one

of

the

cleverest of his type to show' up in
many a moon. A vocal imitator of
prominent singers, he has such
Laine,
Frankie
Mel
as
voices
Torme. Rose Murphy. Ink Spots’
Billy Kenny. Jack Smith. Billy Eckstine, Tony Martin and Jan Peerce
down to the most minute mannerism. He avoids the standard Bing
Crosby, Frank Sinatra and Perry
Como copying, using the most difClicks heavily.
ficult style singers.

Wood.

IVaiiimal*

l..^ville
Louisville. 'June

24..

Toni Weaver. The Royals, “Are
Spades." Lee Stuart. Carol
of
Blaine. Boh & Arthur, Hank Dan"Corai’on”
<7*;
Orch
vneher's
(EL> and “Whispering City" (EL)

"musical

Paula Watson, hefty songstress
staircase” is the highooint of his whose recording
of "Little Bird
turn.
However, his three femme Told Me” catapaulted her into
colleagues do long stretches of the big-time league of
chirpers, also
straight tap work, for the most part wins top
results with her vocals
With Harpo and Chico Marx undistinguished, before hitting on and pianoitig.
She introes W'ith
Aft-part of
"You Broke Your Promi.se” and
topping the current Palladium bill the staircase routine.
Jose.
their strongest.
really goes to tow'n on "St. Louis
the accent is on comedy and. apart the act is
”
Blues, “You Better Heed” and. of
from the headliners, there are
course. "Little Bird.” for tumultous
others in the show to sustain this
Capilol.
As an all-round bill it is
returns and a begoff.
motif.
Washington. June 26.
one of the best of the season and
Virginia Lee. ofay looker
.Sammy Kaye Orch (16) with by an unbilled male stooge, aided
should succeed in large measure in
gets
beating the current heat-wave Don Cornell, Laura Leslie. Tony her slick acrobatics over neatly.
(3)
Kaydettrs
and
RolAlamo,
which has settled on London.
Sammy Hines k “Eddie” contrib an
The Marx Bros act. which prac- lettes (3); “Let’s Live a Little" amusing ventro stint that tickled
(EL).
tically takes up the second half of
them here. Hines is adept with his
the show, embraces their complete
voice tricks, and the material is
inevithe
is
Sammy Kaye’s sm.art package is fresh enough to keep payees interThere
bag of tricks.
table opening with Harpo chasing a perking up b.o. for Loew’s Big F e.'4ed and laughing.
screaming blonde and from then Street house, though even this pop
For the finale Jordan brings on
on there is 50 minutes of unre- outfit is having its troubles buck- the Calypso Boys for solid comic
strained tomfoolery which takes in ing the heat and the general slump. version of "The Way
You Look Toand,
piano
duet
Those
poker,
a
who
keep
the
C'apitol
game
of
pleasa
night" to close.
Edba.
antly filled, however, get their
of course, the solo on the harp.
money’s
worth
In
an
hour
of
top
At times there is evidence that
^liami
the limitations of a vaude stage has tunes, vocal standouts, an acroMiami, June 25.
on the skating act, and the popular "So
restraining influence
a
Penny Singleton. Ben Beri, Van
comics and although there are mo- You Want to Lead a Band.”
Maestro Kaye keeps himself in Kirk. Hermanos Williams Trio. Bob
mentary lags it is on the whole a
high-spirited, boisterou.s and clever the background, giving his boys Freeman, Freddie Carlone House
the spotlight.
acl
Emcee and baton Orch; “Streets of Laredo" (Par).
Newcomer to T..ondon is Dave chores are handled easily and
Barry, who makes an instant hit as modestly, adding a pleasant, inPhasing layout sparks things
everything formal note to routine. The mild- here this week.
comedian.
a
from the noi.ses on a radio show mannered leader, how'ever, has
In Penny Singleton, lineup has
to impersonations of
whipped his troupe into a well- a film lovely w'hose material,
C’hurchill and Franklin D. Roose- irtegrated.
smooth-playing band. though not too potent, plea.ses the
velt. with a running commentai'y of The clowning and gagging that so stubholders.
Entertaining mixture
a boxing match and an advertising delights
the
galleries
detracts of gab. songs and dance gels over
show, he works hard and rated the nothing from the music, which, de- neat l\
warm reception accorded him. spite the predominance of bra.ss,
Ben Beri clicks with his smooth
Other newcomers include Harold is on the sweet side.
juggling interspersed with comBarnes, a graceful tight-wire
Straight orch numbers consist edies.
dancer whose range goes from of such hits of the disk circuit as
Local
winner
(Miami Daily
boogie to ballet, and tlie Zorzan "Powder Your Face With Sun- News
of a youth talent contest
troupe, skilfull and daring spring- shine,” with vocals bv the Kav- with this booking as prize is
Bob
board acrobats.
dettes. male trio; "Baba Re Bop.” Freeman. Youngster
shows possiThe Rosinas open show' wilh a featuring “Chubby.” the saxo- bilities via a well-handled apprecision aerialist act which merits phonist in a vocal stint; and “Kiss proach to the pops; though the
Me Sweet,” with highlights by the necessary confidence and showacclaim, followed by Donald B. Stu
Don Cornell, manship is still to come.
art a conjuror with a facile way of three trumpeteers.
Van Kirk with his British mu.sic
debunking his own gifts. Warren. besides making the third of the
Latona and Sparks are a trio of Kaydettes, solos in ".\gain” and hall type of humor hits for hefty
•Raiders in' the Sky.” Lad’s tenor laughs on songs and
high-spirited knockabout comedimugging.
Hermano.s Williams Trio score
ans with a few new stunts added to makes good listening, and manner
with the guitar and vocal accomped
their former act. Max Bacon relies is straightforward.
Tony
Alamo steps from the hand- acroantics that work smoothly for
more on personality than material
hut gets over, .\part from the stand to do two romantic ballads. the full returns in gasps and apMarxes, only other acl in the sec- "14 Winds and 7 Seas” and "Care- plause.
ond half Is Duncan’s C’ollics in less Hands” in conventional style.
reddie Cai'lon“'.s orch played
('hantoo.se> Laura Leslie scores In background show
slick line of canine capers. Myro.
capably. Lary.

(reissues

I

>.

low-budget bill on tap
week.
Toni Weaver, personable dancer,
opens with a Mexican lap routine
and Hawaiian hula for nice returns. The Royals follow' and score
with zany ballroomology. Had the
customers howling, and offed to
swell hand.
Cow'boy singer Lee Stuart hits
with tenoring of "Candy Kisses”

Modest

I

this

’

and "Have You Ever Been Lonely.’*
vocalist,
C!arol
Blaine,
comely
comes on for a biief piping of
"Moon Belongs to Everyone.” Bob
and Arthur give a neat exhibition
of handbalancing for okay returns.
Biz

Olympia,

Hold.

fair.

Philly’s Flock
Continued from page
for
is

beauty contests. This one
Thornton-Fuller,
backed
by

TV

Dodge-Plymouth dealers. Account
was placed by J. Cunningham Cox
Agency. Live commercial has announcer Bill Hart dressed as a
Thornton-Fuller service man.
The "Mrs. Philadelphia” contest,
which still has to preem, is to be
produced by Oscar Neufeld. veteran promoter of the "Miss Phila-

Doing

Winston

delphia” contest,

I

F'

act

!

WaKh.

j

finish.

tremely satisfactory.
Ingle’s schewball didoes are the
main attraction. His music-comedy
antics go over solidly from the
early piece with Karen Tedder, in
w'hich he picks fruit, rubber balls
etc., from herC’armen Miranda-style’
headgear, while she’s doing "Th»»
jyian With the Big Sombrero” to the
closing “Timtayshun.” with Ingle
garbed in a nightshirt.
It’s his
first date on Broadway and though

I

|

while

to

I

'

of differentiation so that too much
The Negro
confiictlon is avoided.
tapsters. Coles & Atkins, display
alternately easy and energetic routines to get off on the plus side,

18, ’49.

Though

(former drummer with Phil
Spitalny) and Dennis Sisters (2»,.
Apollti.
Y.
two do exceedingly well; and the
Louis Jordan Band (9), with
other, Dennis Sisters, would prob- Paula Watson, Sammy Hines &
ably find niteries more in their “Eddie,” Calypso Boys (3), Will
metier. More of these probationers Mast in Trio; Virginia Lee (2);
under New Acts.
“Highway 13” (.SG ).
The others are in the high tradition of the latter-day Palace. The
The Apollo should be in for a
highspot of the session is Willie
week of solid biz. Sock bill headed
West & McGinty, one of the best by Louis Jordan,
his band and colpantomimic turns on the boards. ored
revuers should pull the HarThis act is a masterpiece of concepvauder out of recent doldrums
No lem
tion and split-second timing.
for a healthy gross. Jordan has enstrangers to vet vaudegoers, this larged
w hat used to be his Tympany
"construction” entry evokes a masFive to a nine-piece outfit, comprister mitt.
ing three rhythm, three trumpets
Another act of interest is Senaand three saxes (including the
tor Murphy who hasn’t been seen
maestro). He also carries the same
on Broadw'ay in many years. Monolgroup of acts h" had on his recent
ogist is probably using much of the
N.
Y.
Paramount appearances.
and
material he used 30 years ago,
'I’hey click even better here. Aside
most of it is still good for laughs.
from commercial, tricky arrangeHis discourse on femme drivers is
Some of ments, band not only scores terfamiliar and yet funny.
rifically on its own. but also gives
his observations on the American
expert backing to the bill.
political scene are similarly laugh

Palladium, l^ondtm

given
the novelty
is

to "Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J.,”
tune that the Andrews Sisters have
recently popularized on a Decca
disk, and which the Hall’s poet

laureate,

thusiasm for

han

'

a

to the stunt.

the

provokers, but he divorces goodBlackboard sesh and effects of taste when he goes into a tirade
backward spelling and pronuncia- against Britain. It can antagonize
tions. are familiar but continue to those of the audience that believe
The Senain good-neighborliness.
amuse.
Peggy Lee. backed by husband tor has enough material to discard
off to a hot
walk
this
bit
and
still
Dave Barbour’s Quintet, captivates
Svelte palm.
"Careless Hands.”
in
Further comedy is by Anthony.
sparkling gown and blue spot give
.\llyn & Hodge spoofing the two
s.a. to rendish of "Again” although
adagio teams. Trio
very slow tempo didn’t project too man and woman
first impresses on straight ability bewell in large house, "Riders in the
Sky” and encore "Manana” rate fore going into the satires. Tricks
Miss Lee’s friendly are exc'ellently conceived and husolid kudos.
mor comes off brightly.
stage presence also gets approval.
Remainder of the bill comprises
Greg.
two dance acts, but there’s a degree

locl.

Even

bill,

visits to this house, still gets laughs.
i

<

.

to the musical keel of show, and
garner much mitt action.
Feature of show, and the big
lure for the ciKstomers, is undoubtedly the Kaye devised novelty. "So
You Want to Lead a Band,” popular on airwaves as well as in vaude.
Audience participation angle is
neatly handled, with plenty laughs,
but no roughing up of the payees.
New angle has been added in lucky
number device, with would-be leaders picked by lot. Act has been
well hypoed here with a "Miss Personality” contest to choose an eyefilling gal to pick the numbers.
Alsu added is grand prize of a new
car to final winner.
r.iuire routine
rouuiie
ner. Entire
of 15 minutes r
good-natured cooperation from galleries. Winner at show caught was
a 10-year-old boy, adding interest

“The Green Promise" RKO reviewed in Variety March 9, ’49.

[

Tne much-vaunted
ti

(3).

i

oi tlie current presentation, patriolisni appears to provide room for

ly

for

a pair of tunes, best of which it
Si rand, IV. Y.
V.
Big Sister.”
Red Ingle’s Natural Seven, with
Mary McLan- "My
do a dazzling aero skat- Karen Tedder; George Chinch
L
& Hodge. ii.gRollettes
ahaii, Anthony, Allyn
routine, exhibiting some amazDennis Sis, (2», Willie West & ing feats of balance and muscular Marilyn Hale, Don Cummings
McGinty. Coles & Atkins, Senator control. A good touch of variety Sonny Howard, “Colorado TerrC
tory" (WBi, reviewed in Variety
Murphy, Saul Graunian Co. (4),

Palar««

Edwards Bros.

opened nearly all were welcome on
Some of them made
Broadway.
ginia Maxey, Professor Back^eords
Main Stem appearance
Peggy Lee their debut
Jimmy Edmondson
at this house, while others came to
“NepQuintet;
Barbour
Dave
leif/i
this showcase because there is no
tune's Daughter (MG).
other outlet for their talents in,
midtown. Booker Danny Friendly
Ropes are up again here, with is deserving of much credit in
marquee lure fulfilling entertain- bringing new talent to the enterment-wise on the inside. Bob Cros- tainment scene
It’s a long chance
by’s emceeing keeps pace at even at best, with new' faces, but fortutempo, while easy chatter warms nately the majority have come inhouse for greater reception. The to the money. Consequently, the
55-minute early morning show won occasional lapses can be forgiven.

Bunny

are

tor thousands of dollars

Boogie”

4'hi«*a^o.

i

Fourth ol
edly

!
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who

lost his fran-

chise in the Atlantic City handicap, but still produces the "Miss
Philadelphia” contest. That’s why
the WCAU-TV selection has to be
called "Mi.ss Greater Philadelphia.
as Neufeld apparently holds all
rights and patents to the previous
title.

;

Philadelphia woman. Mrs. Marie
Strohmeier, w'on the "Mrs. Ameryear at Asbuo
last
ica” title
Starting July 7, the
Park. N. J,
be seen over
will
married entries
WPTZ for nine half-luuir programs

each Thursday from 9 to 9;3() p
This year’s contest will tie sponof
sored by the Reddi-Whip Co.,
Philadelphia. Account was placed
Associates.
A
by Abner J. Gelula

/

1949

29,
Ifyjnraday, June

LEGITIMATB

B way Press Agents Defend
Vs. Bleat of
Top New York

Rsp

Press Herald and Evening
thinking!
Fvnress must have been
” wnen
when ne
he ac ‘two other guys”
publicists
of
Broadway
"used
CUMTrritics
In
.j"
brushing
of reaction to Cail s ad
, roundup
printed in the
monitory letter
Variety, the flack
June 22 issue of
Cail has not
that
says
fraternity
receiving their news
only been
them be
printed
has
but
handouts
the p.a.s
i/iU As for press seats,
that there’s generally a wide
‘^ilTdoor
doo for deserving hinterland
open

PennSV Tales’
nr,

'

HaMi

ceneral Dress reor nfu *^rirerin
Theatie Ci
for The
wa. t
Call
” y
Mr.
reply that
misinformed by one of the men
the
rein
mentioned
prominently
when he said that
vival program’
were
critics
out-of-town
the reason
release lists was
not put on pre.ss
were
because ‘the press agents
would ask for
afraid that they
”
that in
asserts
Heidt
tickets.’
from out-ofhandling requests

town

drama

to

critics

.

Keene

summer

N. H.,

was freed

i

New

retusea any
recall when an agent
wei e
requests, even though shows
advance.
in
weeks
selling out
of
Fully realizing the importance
non-New Yorkers as theatre-goers,

no Point

in

should
these United States that

be

Heidt says
left

“there

by

uncovered

theatrical

is

the
.

Also stressing

I

Broadway

s

basis,

>

$2,500 each; actress Lynn
$3,333; orchestra leader
K.
Edith
Bloch.
$5,000;
Bralove. wile of the owner of the

Gordon,

Ray

>

Washington,
hotel,
and Davis, $5,001.

Shoreham
$5,000,

Gotta Buy

Own

I

37

“JZk _
'

|

Ti

. ««¥•

^

i

“
To^
S3r7o ^Ic’krtr nd\3t^^^^^

d^'S't„3i
'confrere*' "c3e"'
wise the Broadway run will be
ended »nd the present eompimy
will lour with Miss f jirroll.
Star
is
under rontrart until inid-Jan-

Flowers, Likker
f

Wives Coifs

J

,
^„„„,.ded that there
„.holesale abuses of the exlst, jraslie eiit in
the number ot brokers might be deAlso, It’s felt that the 75c
sirable.
umit on broker fees should be increased.
As Murtagh expanded his scalping probe this week to cover all
the remaining 66 agencies, several

4

of

be a limit on exproduction personnel
of
tryouts
out-of-town
during
Broadway shows. In the cases of
big musicals, such expenses have
run as high as $4,000 or more in
the past, but an effort will be
made to cut the amount to a mini-

Producers

j

|

will fight to get a pair of seats for
regardless of
a
visiting
editor

my own

press

will

,

,

'

idea will be to set a definite
,
minimum per-day amount for prodedirectors,
authors,
ducers,
Such
signers, etc., ou^ of town.
long-distance
personal
items as
phonecalls. telegrams, purchases
of flowers, lavish room service

thTpr"t

j

—

son.

Stan Brody, press
rep loi'
.
Center theatre, says he wishes Call
bad said “some of the press agents
•re not cooperating with him instead of ’none.’”
Cail. and 500
other suburban and out-of-town
drama desks, are serviced by
Brody with releases on “Howdy,
Mr. Ice of 1950.”
Harry Davies, p.a. for “Two
Blind Mice,” contends Cail appar•ntly built up a case only from
‘‘isolated instances of what Mr. Cail
^ould deem inhospitality on the
P*rt of a press agent which might
Very well be due to pre.^ssure of
'vork or mislaying of correspondence.” press agents. Davies says.
sometimes as much as 50 re-

it

seems

a.ssured

at least, and possibly more
will play here this fall under aus-

pices of Interstate Theatres.
“Private Lives.” with Talullah

Bankhead, and “Streetcar Named
bets.

No

Get Paid in Germany
i

Playing for the
The

quests a day for seats, "and they
are only human.”
Davies, summing up the case for
the legit flacks, says: “Heaven
knows that maintaining friendly
relations with newspapermen is
our bread-and-butter and that it
would be folly for us press agents
And
to incur their displeasure.
that goes as well for the small-town
editor as it does for bigtown
We need all of you, bescribes.
Heve me. But give us a break, will

you?”

U.

"Hamlet”

i

pj^yj^g

^

regular
vveeks

occupation

j

Germany, bergjuming home. The money

army audiences

;

;

Elsinore,

at

receive
pj^y^
in

|

i

'

>

.

j

Blevins Davis, prothe tour as ihe Armv is
«««!„« (Ug show for nothing' bv
supplying merely transportation
and living expenses.
^jjj

i

j^j

Oggision
Liccisi^

,

,

1

'

revocations based on the techmeal violations of Improper
*^®*P*"*-

company
the
me loiiipaiiy
tour was reached

present sctup, under which Murrefer* cases to McCaffrev’s of.

‘

jlepp*d into
Previously, the acsituation.
have been paid for
^g^g
the Elsinore engagement, but to

'

K-fsiegi.*

There

performances
,

y^^ose

Badnauheim, with subsequent
performances July 6 at Wiesbaden,
Erdingmunich, July 12
j^jy 9
Vienna and July 15 at Linz.

2 at

company

includes Robert
Walter Abel. Aline MacMahon. Clarence Derwent and
Ruth F'ord.

Breen,

^

p-se
J

1

OL
’DllaU
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*

1

^
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Hollywood, June 27.
Paul Schoop will do the ballet
music for “My L, A.,” a musical

Big ‘Hamlet’ Preem

|

The

;

•

Copenhagen. June 21.
American production of
whkh preemed at the

H.mlet.

whether the"“34‘"aTnde".
have been subthis week bv Murtagh
surrender them, or would
Rubin’s example in fighting
records

oognaed

,

i

,”V
tends to deprive the
g# their rights.
has been no Indication

revocation

^German tour opens July

.

«

'

pay

to
lo

German

Is

entitled to the brokers’ books and
records. At the same time, Joseph
A. Deutsch. co-proprietor of the
Cohn agency, began legal action to
*PPe«l revocation of the agericy’s
1‘cense Monday (27) by N. Y. license commissioner Edward T. McCaffrey.
u
,
is
According to Moss. Murtagh
avoiding a showdown on the legal-

,

company currently

S.

show cause why he

Army

kg.iii

’

a

*1

»Yr«gi..g.«

33

’

3

Kronborg,
Castle.
nl.
Ha3.
under the direction of Nat
1
Karson. was accorded a critical
Fain and Bob Hilliard.
respon.se that
arled from enthusiHis sister. Trudl Schoop, is stagasm over the costumes and staging

,

'

old

El-sinore

June

17.

1

'•

|

*
objections over the many cuts
n the presentation. The exceptionto
ally long notices also commended
the actors for their fine performCarleton Smith, director of the
interest
was
ances.
Tremendous
National Arts Foundation, planed
Black given to the many technical in- to London Saturday (25) for a inTheatre *49
Dallas, June 28.
novations.
week tour of Europe in search of
At the close of its third season
Karson’s unusual lighting effects artists to appear in the U. S. under
Dallas’ Civic Theatre 49 has comgi were directed by him from the the auspices of the Foundation.
right side of the
audience, where he
In England he will negotiate to
books.
gave orders to his a.ssistants via a bring
Glyndebourne
over
the
The eight plays produced in 30
mike.
Opera
Co.’s productions to Princeof
the
direction
weeks under
The
American
Embassy
charton
in
1950.
Margo Jones drew a total attendance of more than 42,750, aver- tered a special train for the Elsinore premiere and a big reception
Student Showboat In H.O.
aging 90^0 of capacity.
was held at the Marienlyst hotel
Hiram, O., June 28.
after the performance.
for
Vancouver
Aud
13,000,000
Busines.s was so good for the
Vancouver, June 28.
showboat Majestic, manned by stuGeta Texas Permit
A new 12 000 -seat Coliseum costdents of Hiram college, that the
Austin, June 28.
ing $ 3 000,000 is lo be erected here
boat
prolonged
its
stay at Ea.st
_
_
^
Geller Theatre
Workshop of Liverpool, O., an additional week,
bv the Pacific National Exhibition.
Plans indicate building will be Los Angeles has been granted a 10- staying there until June 26.
used as showcase for symphony year Texas permit. Arthur P. BagProgram alternates
orchestras, sports events, meetings by. residing here, was li.sted as “The Drunkard" and “You Can’t
Take It With You,” as well as fiv»
and exhibition purposes. Construe- Texas agent.
Capital was listed at $50,000.
acts of vaudeville.
lion is expected U> begin in 1950.

to

j

Smith

London

^

—

^

legal moves were under way to test
his authority. Jesse Moss, attorney
for Jack Rubin, served the commissioner with an order for a court

ISG

shows

Desire” are the likely
definite dates set.

in

Touring ‘Hamlet’ To

^

leave much room for instant satisfaction of the out-of-town drama
legmen, according to Ross
,
^

remain

legit.

The

whether or not
has been oversubscribed.”
Claiming that he and other press
agents are always “ready to roll
out the red carpet” for any amusement editor in a key city, Bernard Simon, p.a. for “The Madwoman of Chaillot.” says the valid
points in Call’s letter “emphasizes
the great need of the League of jfs
N. Y. Theatres (or the new Pro- delphia, before hitting New York, ers will demand; conformance to
ducers’ committee or some co- Littler is London producer of “An- the practice.
operative group) to set up a joint
Other plans of the CTP include
Get Your Gun,” now in its
publicity office,"
Simon says that third year.
a setup for rental by the members
it’s
necessary “to make newsWhile in the U. S., Littler \\ill of each others’ electrical, sound
paperman like Mr. Laii teei that also attempt to line up acts for and other production equipment
the theatre cares a lot about his his “Latin Quarter” revue cur- and an effort to expand the Show
interest, and that of his readers.” rent at the Casino. London.
Train idf. of the New H.ven
Reiterating a general complaint
He returns to England July 8 railroad and persuade other lines
Ross,
Inof the
publicists, George
hy air to attend the opening of his lo adopt similar excursions.
p.a. for “Kiss Me, Kate” and othproduction of “Waltzes in Vienna.’’ stead of waiting until fall, the
with
office,
a
newsan
ers, points out that visiting
CTP will open
Mrs. Littler accompanies him.
__
fulltime secretary, as soon as pospapermen usually expect flacks to
secretary
Schwartz,
moment’s
Arthur
sible.
produce free ducats at a
Pair for Interstate
notice. Press agents for smash hits
and acting chairman of the group,
Dallas, June 28.
usually control only four tickets
is in charge.
it is early in the seaAlthough
per performance, which doesn’t
that two legit
list

recently moved
Intends to live

and

,

I

checks and even beauty treatments
Also, bills for
will be eliminated.
personnel
production
of
wives
will not be allowed.
The limit on various items of
expense will be set by a CTP sub..nmmittee ana
and announcea
announced lo
to me
the
committee
U s figured the rules
members.
And Talent for Casino can be easily enforced, since the
producers all plan to circulate proLondon. June 28.
Producer Emile Littler hopes to duction budgets and financial
get in on the negotiations for
“Miss Liberty”'earlier than other Tfso *onX"basi
hv
rrp iUs cxLcttd
expected that
British producers. He’.s fiying to set by the CTP, it s
the U. S. tomorrow (Wed.) to gan- all Broadway
the
CTP will be
of
der the Irving Berlin-Moss Hart- non-members
for
Robert E. Sherwood musical while forced to limit thtir expenses
most backas
tryouts,
out-of-town
playing at the Forrest, Phila-

i

indefinitely

for

mum.

|

who

Hollywood.

rnmmiHip of ^TheaU^^
'Theatrical
Committee

the

pen.ses

!

i

Hu.s.sev,

rpfnrm.:

Ihd.

I

|

establisholTice will

Nut to $11

More than 30 min-

\

constitutional,

is

The question of the
ment of a central ticket

Cut 'Goodbye’

McMillen, controller of Eagle Lion
films,
$2,222; former newspaper
publisher J. David Stern and Mrs.

reportedly been cut from
musical.
jviary McCarty has been given a
new song. “Me and My Bundle,”
replacing “Monotony.” and a new
dance number is being devised for
by Jerome Robbins. Although
it

'

for tickets

be one of the chief matters di.scussed tomorrow
('rhur.
at
a
meeting of the Committee of Theatrical Producers, which Murtagh
and his assistant, James H. Sheils,
will attend.
The producers hope
to get a comprehensive report on
the extent of abu.scs under the
present ticket distribution .system.
^
..
Operating nut of Goodbye,
My
uncovered by the current InvesFancy
has been cut to $I1,0()U, tigation, and the commis.sloner’s
and the management now hopes to id^ss about an improved setup.
keep the Fay Kanin comedy run- Many of the producers favor the
ning at the Fulton, N. Y,, into full, ^stabli.shment of a cooperative llckwith Ruth Uu.ssey starred. If busi- pt office, with various branches
ness warrants at that time. Miss
city,
but figure
Hus.sey and the present company there are numerous complicating
will continue on Broadway indefi- factors to be considered,
nitely.
Opposition to Murtafh
In that case. Madeleine Carroll,
There appears to be considerable
who created the loading role and
opposition to Murtagh’s suggestion
<harbro'i:cr7 ^’hoi'w be’ eih,bn';:r;d
vL.irl'3
nier vdidtion
in '7,33
Europe, would
brokers
^
j
Ir5 pointed out tb.-,t
‘!o3;"37«h.';K
n* Ihem-selves.

new partnership, incorporated as Meyer Davis Associates,

Forrest, Philadelphia, where

ne^

.

Murlagh.
all
ticket
brokers
should be eliminated. The others
are
whether
the
commissioner has the legal right to conduct
his current probe of ticket .scalping
and whether the state business law
setting a limit of 75c in broker fees

inces.

has Davis as the general partner
and the following limited partners:
Maurice Perin, attorney for the
Pimlico racetrack, $1,111; W. C.

to inform the
P '
Dorfman, p a. for Max Cord
ductions and other "ho^s points
‘-Monotony” dance was one of
t
® P
out that frequently
y the highlights of the show, it was
0
requests
rue'll.*
, '
re.st of the material.
as he
impossible, much
comes
ia «i2>u
also written
composer H
has
;
The
iiir cuiiipudtri
^
2
A
..11
wants to, to take
®
them ” another new tune for Miss McCarty
legitimately are entitled to them.
for the second act of "Liberty.”
are
“But most hinterland critics
It’s called “Next Time I’ll Know
taken care of.” Dorfman says, Better.” In addition, the staging
“even for the top hits, if the pre.ss of the Statue of Liberty song, to
agent is notified in plenty of time.” the verse by Emma Lazarus, has
As for legit news, Dorfman states been revised and a new scene writthat he sends a column of general
ten to introduce it. with the numtheatre news to over 50 of Ameriber now becoming virtually the
ca’s top newspapers which is used,
finale for the show.
PortCall’s
among other places, in
With the musical playing to
land paper.
standees at all performances, the
‘Fed Plenty Material’
extra week (fourth) of the engagefor ment w'as completely sold out the
p.a,
Proctor,
James D.
’’Death of a Salesman.” produces day after the sale opened. Even
that
documentary evidence proving
^vith the revisions and extra reCaii was invited to the show and hearsals, it’s expected that the
was fed plenty of feature material, huge grosses will enable the show
some of which he used. Jn addi- to almost break even on the trylion, Proctor states that he’s in- out.
vited “hundreds of editors around
the country to see the show.” Solid
press coverage achieved by “Sales- Emile Littler in 1). S.
man,” Proctor says, was made posBible
because “the management
To Scout ‘Liberty’

whether, a. suftsested by N. Y. investigation commissioner John M.

.Inly

Ca.st includes Raymond Huntley,
Catherine Laccy. Stephen Murray
and Beatrice Varley.
!_

The

Material

out.

sails

playing a tryout tour of the prov-

Stern.

,

fall,

on the Mauretania to attend the
premiere of the London production, which he is co-producing with
Peter Daubeny. The melodrama is
6

)

on an informal
j

who’.s directing,
overall charge of revisions, conmaterial was insert“Miss Liberty” late last week

.

.

Broadway next

.

expenses.
this
Besides
legally-charted partnership Davis
also has a private syndicate which
invests larger amounts in legit. In
that case, however, the producerorchestra leader merely farms out
pieces of his ow n show investments

With Moss Hart,

Broadway

field.

•

trative

For liberty’

Theatre
.

Turmoil over the theatre ticket
distribution setup in New York has
boiled down to several basic issues.
Or.e is whether there should be a

I

Play ; Has Plan for N. Y.

and Thaf ? ad?"
,•
most* limited partnerships, which give backers 50% of
the net profits, this will pay 90'b
of the net to the members, the remaining lO^r going for adminis-

Unlike

in

.

“cannot
Guild and other shows, he
g
.

a'Ses

directing the
theatre,
Keene,

.

.

iriamm
*‘**"”* fn Ryp I.nnHnn
l-^Onaon

•

currently

$300 bail for a
municipal court appearance this
week. He was charged by Harrisburg, Pa., police with being a fugitive from justice and “fraudulent
conversion” in connection with
complaints over the alleged failure
to provide refunds to 1,000 persons
when “Tales of the Vienna Woods,”
starring Miliza Korjus, was postPoned in Allentown, Pa., on June 6
The production, under Samuels
sponsorship, was set for Harrisburg, Allentown and Wilkes-Barre,
never played.

^

Attention at Producers Meeting

.

,

I

syndicate for investment in

partnership, with $50,000
capital.
Among the shows in
which the group has shares are
"Anne of the Thousand Days ”
Death of a Salesman," “Mi^s

oo®
Boston, June 28.
,
„
John Parker Samuels of Lancas-

1

Major

limited

for Presenter

I

Central Ticket Bureau to Get

Broadway productions has been
formed by Meyer Davis.
It is a

—

tie

,

New

Maine Amus. Editor

Portland!

NEW

DAVIS’

INVESTMENT SYNDICATE

agents^

legit press

MEYER

Selves
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Monday

D. C. Strawhat Opens

Washington, June

j

'

,

tical trouble.

;

Most important angle of the
government-owned, rent-free, out-

1

door theatre

First

night,

it

is

w'ith

Gant Gaither>

general manager, Winston
O’Keefe; public relations, David
Polland, for Fredericks - Morrow'
Co.; production manager, Edward

tor;

McHugh,
;

Cleve. Group’s Takeover

Malden Bridge, N. Y.
The Valley Players, a group from
the Cleveland Playhouse which has
leased the Malden Bridge Play-

•
j

house for this season from Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Woods (Eunice Os6 with Kiss
ana leii.
Other productions listed. In sequence. for Wednesday - through Sunday evening performances are:
“The Imaginary Invalid.” “Another

to 62

Agent Paul Small snared Ezio Pinza as a client because Leland Hayward couldn’t make up his mind between pulling for his Interest as

'

New

i

I

For Strawhats

calfe. will play several weeks of
strawhats together this summer at
the Town Hall theatre. West Newbury,
«ia»a.
.^u»y, Mass.
Actress opens Mon
/rv-ncaa
\JcaT
Aiav Heiress,” caaavj
jjay’, 4 aai "The
and Case
,

“Home

of

Brave.”

.

Winding up his “Ford Theatre”
and Lowell Thomas announcing as- mentioned as tryouts,
Newcomers to Variety’s
signments this week, Case will do
^

I

an audition record of a

list

"^nlav

the

Dart"

New York

i

ivT

’He’s ^oresidenf of

win
the^Ameri- summer theatre, Chestnut Hill,
can Federation of Radio Artists.
Mass., with “Mystery set for two
straieht

A song festival, pointing up the community spirit of all religious
faiths in Bayside, N. Y„ was held Sunday (26) on producer John Golden’s
estate in Little Neck Bay. Golden, a resident of Bayside for 25 years,
suggested the event to symbolize religious tolerance and showcase local
choral groups.
Meantime, proposal to change the name of a
®»yside street to John Golden lane has been held up for further committee investigation in New York City’s council.

in-

eludes ^ther Francis P. Moran^s
Glorious Mystery and "L C.

new Hank

local of

1

.

,

(Thurs.).

‘Weakness’ at Chatham

"Tuf
Illumination

Chatham, N. Y., June 28.
Glenda Farrell in “The Fatal
“Dark
Weakness” opened the first season

Tower”),
Crandell
Southbury Playhouse will be re- of summer stock at the
theatre, Chatham, N. Y., last night,
peat-impresarioed by Jack Quinn,
with Helmut Dantine and Edith
teeoff being “Voice of the Turtle.”
Atwater In “No Time for Comedy”
due July 2. Others on the agenda as the following attraction.
include “Life With Father” and
Week of July 12 will see “On
“Man Who Came to Dinner.”
the Town.” with Jan Dulo, James
Number five on the list unfurls Jewell, Ruth Webb, Don Weismula newcomer when the Broadway ler and Jonathan Luca.se.
Mady
Players take over the Center Fire- Christians in "The Vinegar Tree”
house in North Haven under the is slated for the week of Aug. 2;
wing of William Cullen. Tenta- Tom Drake, in “Her Cardboard
Aug. 16; Ann Dvorak.
ti'e opener is “Personal Appear- Lover.”
Director is “Anna Lucasta,” Aug. 23; John
ance.” due July 5.
Henry Lasco. Other shows Include Loder, “For Love or Money,” Aug.
Harding, “Yes, My Darling
“Glas.s Menagerie.” “Love From a 30; Ann
Daughter," Sept. 6.
Stranger,” "Suds in Your Eyes.”
Resident company includes MorPerJuliet.”
“There’s Always
gan Lawrence. Kathleen Phalen,
will
run
Tuesdays Ann Sullivan. Stephen Parker and
formances
through Saturdays.
Alice Thorsell.

^

slated for presen-

The Man Who Grew Younger
Jr'i:'

f,

will be put on at the Bedford Hills
(N. Y.) community house the week

of July
1

'

Also scheduled for the
at Nantasket, Ma.ss., is
“Set the Stage.” new revue by Geraid Brown and Donald Carter. DoWitt
Bodeen’s
“Bright
ChamRose Goldstein, formerly assistpagne” began a week’s engagement
at the Pa.sadena (Cal.) Playhouse ant
to
Anthony Farrell, joined
last night (Tues.).
staff of Show-of-the-Month Club,
“The Dwarfing of Denny Mai- as executive assistant to presrde^nt
lory,” by Harold Jaediker. will be Sylvia Siegler.
Incidentally, the
tested at the Greenwood Garden membership of SOMC has now
theatre. Peaks Island. Me., the reached 2,140
William Norton,
recently returned from a long
week of July 25.
Question of
company manager of
Time” will be tried out that same
week at the Tanglewood theatre, “Annie Get Your Gun.” goes out
Falmouth. Ma.ss. The Camden Hills in the same capacity with “Kiss
Meyer Davis goes
<Me.) summer theatre will offer Me. Kate"
to Sorrento, Me., next week for
Elliot Baker’s “We Were Young”
the summer
Move by N. Y.
the week of Aug. 9. and “While
councilman Edward A. Cunningthe City Sleeps.” a new musical by
ham to sneak through his previAlfred Dumain and Richard Cutt.s ously-tabled
stage censorship bill
the week of Aug. 30. A new' revue. has been dropped
again, after
Take a Dream,” by Bernard Welch various legit groups arranged to
and Alice Lee Edwards, will be appear against it
Leonard
presented at
the
Peterborough Spiegelgass, who adapted Damon
IN. H.) summer theatre the week Runyon’s "Tight Shoes” for the
screen, may write The book for the
of Aug. 24.
Harold Lynch’s “Mary Lou and “Guys and Dolls” musical based
Runyon characters.
the Beasts’’ will be offered at the on
Robert
2.

|

same week

'

Ralph T. Kettering’s antecdote in the Chicago Tribune recalls 1902
and details how L. Frank Baum went about getting “The Wizard of Oz”
produced. Baum offered it to Fred Hamlin, who didn’t bother reading
the script, but produced it on the premise that his family had made a
fortune out of a patent medicine called Wizard Oil.

:
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i

Legit Bits

j

tre

includes a

new

revue,

“From

Adam to Atom.” with Grace and
Paul Hartman, and a new opera
by Vittorio Gianini, based on Haw-

thorne’s
“The Scarlet Letter,”
with Metropolitan Opera artists.
Curtain goes up the night of
July 4, with Guy Kibbee in “On
Hartmans’ Cast Set
“Up to Now.” revue in which Borrowed Time” Other producGrace and Paul Hartman will tour tions will be: “The Philadelphia
with
Sarah
Churchill,
the strawhat circuit this summer, Story,”
Jeffrey
opposite
Lynn;
will include Johnny Barnes, Jack playing
Albertson. Merle Albertson and “The importance of Being EarnWinwood:
Estelle
with
Budd Rogers. It will have songs est.”
by Clay Warnick and sketches by “Blithe Spirit,” featuring Arthui
jlack Roche, James Ellis and Harry Treacher; “Burlesque,” with Bert

designing the costumes.

.

.

.

.

:

.

I

'

1

.

Bryn Mawr

(Pa.)

summer

theatre

week of Aug. 10.
Arthur
Brandon’s "Brave New World” is
scheduled
for
the
Bridgeport
(N Y.) Playhouse the week of Aug.
17.
And a new opera by Vittorio
Gianinln. based on Nathaniel Hawthe

thorne’s “The Scarlet Letter.” will
get its Initial presentation at the
Sp.i
theatre.
Saratoga
Springs,
N. Y., the week of Aug. 22.

manager
Days,” he was company ^manager
of the show. He plan.< a Broadway
production in the fall of “The Bird
Cage,” by Arthur Laurents.
George Englund, actor-son of
playwright-scenarist Ken Englund,
arrived east over the weekend W
appear in the white edition <»
“Anna Lucasta.” with Lizabetn
Scott,

the

at

McCarter

theatre,

in the current
production of the play at the Coi^
Actor will Ot
onet, Hollywood.
screentested by Samuel Goldwy*
According to repoi^
in August

He was

Princeton.

‘

^

.

i

.

.

.

.

,

.

summer stock under the aegis of
John Huntington at the Spa thea-

Walter Fried, coBlondes”
producer of “Death of a Salesman," vacationing at Loon Lake,

'

I

Revised Saratoga Lineup
Sa 'atoga Springs. June 28.
Revised lineup of plays and
guest stars for the third season of

made by the Times.

Variety’s out-of-town reviews were recommended la.st week in a
letter from a reader to the editor of the N. Y. World-Telegram as a
way for the public to get an advance estimate of incoming Broadway
shows and thereby getting tickets through the boxoffice. The writer
notcd that he’d uscd that method in Seeing all the smash hits from good
seats without payment of any broker’s fee or other extra charge
Many people have given up playgoing entirely because the price of
tickets, plus extra charges, has become prohibitive, the letter added.

Considering cancellations and
last-minute entrees, about 50 to 55
^6 Offered
the strawhat circuit this summer.
According to reports from
summer theatre operators, 62 new
shows have been pencilled in or

,

^

j

end.
Analysis of the mail was

I

Announcer-actor Nelson Case
and his actress-wife, Nondas Met-

Guest-star policy will again preinitial show being Richard
Number two
in "Jason,”
attraction will be “Lady in the
Dark,” w'ith Carol Bruce topping
July 18 bill stars Ann
the cast.
Dvorak in "Anna Lucasta,” and
July 25 has Chester Morris in

is

t

Backers of Martin Manulis and Edwin Knill’s recent road revival of
“Present Laughter,” with Edward Everett Horton, included producer
$2,100; Harry Fleischman, general manager for Gilbert
Miller, $1,400; actor Jose Ferrer, $700; producer Richard Aldrich. $700;
actress Peggy Wood. $1,400; authoress Bella Spewack, $350; actress
Elaine Ellis, $350; program publisher A1 Greenstone, $1,050; producer
Alexander H. Cohen, $350; producer John C. Wil.son, $1,050; actor Alfred
Drake, $1,050; producer Francis I, Curtis. $350; actress Jessie Royce
Landis, $350; actress Nanette Fabray, $350; photographer Florence
Vandamm, $350; producer Eddie Rich, $350; actor Donald Cook, $1,050;
actor Jackie Kelk, $350; producer Armina Marshall, $350; producer
Theresa Helburn, $350; producer Carly Wharton, $700; producer Leonard Sillman, $700.
The $35,000 investment was a total loss.

in a Volley of press acclaim.
Staff for the Washington theatre
festival comprises Horton Foote
and Vincent Donehue, exec direc-

Case's Strawhats

Arlen

Raksin Score for Strawhat
Hollywood. June 27.
Raksin,
who wrote
David
•‘Laura, ” has been signed by Sam
Ro.sen to w'llte the score for “Arrangements for Strings.” which
will open in Ea.sthampton, L. I.,
Aug. 8.
Ann Revere, Tom Helmore, J. M.
Kerrigan and Mary Drayton have
top roles in the cast. Bonnie Cashin

f

I

'

vail,

(nee

the fact that

is

non-segregated.

an audience of about 20% Negroes,
was without incident and resulted

Shows Slated

|

-1

It?”

Reaction of public in terms of
:ui„
*,i
not yet tangible.
was
Advance
not heavy, with townfolk skeptical
about outdoor theatre after recent
experience with Judith Anderson
in “Medea.” which ran into acousb.o.

Up

,

Done

legit snarl.

producer in “South Pacific” or as vice-prexy of Music Corp. of America,
according to IST. Y. Sun columnist John McClain. Small, according to
McClain, became Pinza’s agent after the opening in “South Pacific” as
a result of a shot-in-the-dark telegram which disclosed the singer had
no 10%-er. Small now figures that Pinza, on the basis of film and conPart of the Forest.” “The Bat,” cert deals, will gross around $500,000 a year. Hayward explained that
than its predecessor,
“Goodbye Again.” “Home of the he let this plum get away because “as his agent, I want to get him out
Guy Madison in “John Loves Brave” (or a new play) “I Remem- of the show as fast as I can and into a big movie deal. As the proMary.” current at this sturdy
Continued on page 52)
ducer, I want him to stay in the show forever. Which Hayward wins?**
strawhatter, looks promising, with
great interest in p.a. of screen
N. Y. Times made a much better showing than the N. Y. Herald
Advance on “Pygmalion,”
star.
Tribune or the N, Y. News, according to mail order returns from a
starring Sylvia Sydney, due here
display ad placed in the three papers by the management of “Miss
July 5, is very hefty.
Liberty.” Of the 11,609 identifiable returns, 8,316 (71.6%) were from
Producer
Richard Skinner
Times readers, 1,666 (14.4%) from News readers and 1,627 (14%) from
booked Ruth Chatterton in “Lovers
Herald Tribune readers. There were also 4,739 unidentifiable returns,
and Friends” for week of Aug. 2.
The ad in question was not placed in the N. Y. Mirror the same date,
Sole weeks still unbooked are
or in the Saturday editions of the New York evening papers that weekthose of Aug. 16 and 30.

ahouts.

“Who

'
‘

pages kudued group of
“little people” who had raised the
necessary nut to tackle capital’s
editorial

i

1

'

Even

press.

stage since

and member of Parliament wrote that
there is developing an almost unbridgeable gap between the British
theatre, and we should rejoice that it is so.” He reank Anrerl^an IheaTre.
realism of the U. S. theatre, and added,
"> the "photographic”
ferred to
"P'’““’«“
“Beauty, poetry’, the imaginative and the intangible also have their
proving at this golden hour.”
is
place as the London theatre
Asserting that several of the current West End hits would never
the writer cracked, “At last our
Broadway.”
“survive for a month on
theatre has found a public which will support the unusual and experiposturing public, but a big repprecious,
mental— not merely a small,
resentative one.
British theatre is leaving real“the
“More and more,” he continued,
ism to newspapers and the film, and finding glory in the mystery and
march and the actors are
on
the
are
poets
witchery of words. The
meeting them at the summit of the hill.”
in
the West End last week,
running
shows
Incidentally, of the 25
three hit musicals and three plays were Broadwpy imports, while three
are
to be presented there
musicals
more
two
other U. S. play hits and
soon.
1938, the Canadian-born critic

Park, under aegis of Productions,
Elisabeth Bergner in
Inc., with
.^X„;ph" r;on 3S:•“ was ruen^d I y

*

m

28.

Preem past Sunday (26> of town’s favor of an American production."
Noting sarcastically that Kazan had not seen the London
new summer theatre. Meridian Hill

.

Milton Stiefel’s Ivoryton Playhouse tees off its 20th anniversary
season July 1 with Joan Blondell
doing the Helen Hayes role in
“Happy Birthday.” Others on the
schedule include Marie Powers in
“The Telephone” and “The Medium.” Paul Lukas in “Accent on
Eva Le Gallienne in
Youth,”
“Corn Is Green,” Billie Burke in
• new one, “Southern Exposure.”
Clinton Playhou.se will be operated this year by The Connecticut
Theatre Colony, under management of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Sea.son opens June 28
Quigley.
with "For Love ...Or Money” and
J
rr
,
will run Tuesdays
performances
T.
1^*11
through Sundays. Second bill is
(July 5-10).
“It Pays to Advertise
Marvin Kline is set as director.
Lewis Harmon goes into his
fourth Guilford season with openIng of Chapel Playhouse on July 4.

StuS-Legit

Inside

Elia Kazan, currently in London to stage the West End production of
“Death of a Salesman.” was the object of an angry column recently bC
Beverley Baxter, drama critic of the Evening Standard. Lord Beaverbrook tabloid. Basis of the piece was an interview .several weeks ago in
the N. Y. Herald Tribune, in which Kazan was quoted as saying of the
British. “Their own theatre is effete and they’re always predisposed in

1

i

this community is getting set for
a potentially active season here-

with

Gay,’

SatSrdarmatfne^es''^^^*"^^^
matinees.
anu^ aaiuraay

•'

Herman, with the latter producing
Westport. Conn., June 28.
Westport Country Playhouses, aiui directing.
The Hartmans’ radio series Satthe
opened in 1931. will pay off tor
urday mornings on W'OR. New
first time this sea.son because of
will be recorded in advance
York,
210 seats added in reconstruction from whatever spot the couple is
“The Time
of theatre this year.
PlayinS., possibly with Boost infer‘\
e
wch toeu oft he
of Y„ur Tif
b
®
*
June 2o/g[„ss "d wUo!
'"sLnds
selling out at night, with two
niatinees under capacity. DependLukas in ‘Play’s Thing’
ing on further sub.scription sales,
Syracu.se, June 28.
which limit intake, house can
Artists Playhouse will
Famous
and
gross $10,000. Eddie Dowling
its bow July 4 at Fayettemake
Meg Mundy headed “Time” ca.st. ville witli Paul Lukas in Molnar’s
Lawrence Langncr and Armina “The Play’s the Thing.” Resident
Marshall made additional invest- company and guest stars will offer
ments in this property to meet a 10-week program in auditorium
upped operating costs and to reFayetteville highschool.
coup some of their capital investOther guesters underlined are
House previously has paid Bela Lugosi in “Arsenic and Old
vent.
expenses, but that’s about all, own- Lace.” week of July 11; Eva Le
ers benefiting principally by using Gallienne. “Corn Is Green.” July
the spot as a showcase for their 19; Diana Barrymore. “The PhilaPrevious delphia Story.” July 25. and Guy
interests.
Broadway
House record Madison. “Light Up the Sky,
capacity was 479.
Aug. 8. Ann Harding, Sam Levene
at tills capacity was $7,700 for
Morgan are tentatively
“John Loves Mary,” with Guy and Henr>'
dated.
Madison, last year. Theatre has a
John Larsen is director; Philip
matinee.
$2.4U,
top;
night
$3.60
McEneny, stage manager, and
John C. Wilson is again co-pro- John Blankenchip, sets and cosducing with the Langners but will tunVes
Famous Artists, local
not be locally active this summer group, is headed by E. R. Vadebecause of Broadway directing boncoeur. of station WSYR, and
chores (west coast "Kiss Me Kate’*' Murray Bernthal, music prof at
and musical “Gentlemen Prefer Syracuse U.
Martin Manulis, of
Blondes.”).
Wilson’s New' York office, is again
OIney’s 8G for ‘Night’
managing director; Herbert BrodOlney, Md., June 28.
Ralph
manager;
kin. production
general show biz
..
Despite a
Lycett. press and pronmtion;
slump in the Washington area,
tha Knill and Don Glenn, boxNight Must Fall,” with Leon
office.
Janney and Viola Roache, grossed
more than $8,000 past week at
Active Conn. Season
Olney theatre, bettering the preNew Haven, June 28.
ceding week’s take of Frances
As the hub of a five-spoke straw- Starr in “Corn Is Green.” Show
hat wheel in southern Connecticut, fared better at pens of local cricks
,

Us Be

Francis.

Huntington is dropping his policy of opening Tuesday evening
closing with two Sunday pcr-

.

|

.

.

from the Coast, where Anthony
Quinn is playing the male lead m

“Streetcar Named Desire.” the
tor is being approached by
film studios, but is under contraCT
Carson withdrew from the assign- for the play through the 1949-30
ment.
S6ASOn«
L
Michael Myerberg has decided
John Patrick dramatizing
to
lease the Mansfield theatre, alyn Graham’s novel, “Earth an
pi^
N. Y., for use as a television stu- High Heaven.” for fall-winter
Ho
dio. but hasn’t signed a deal
duction by Russell Lewis and
The .Shuberts .still negotiating with ard Young, possibly as a vehicle i
Ravid L
NBC for the lease of the Belasco, Margaret Sullavan
Maur
N. Y.. for a video outlet
Wil- plans a fall presentation of
Ham Gaxton being considered for Valency’s adaptation of the J
the male lead In the musical ver Glraudoux play, “Intermezzo,
.

.

.

.

.

j

1

sion

of

“Gentlemen

.

.

Prefer

Continued on page

52)
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‘BLOOMER

Total Legit Grosses
The following are the comparative figures based on Variety’s
last week (the fourth week of the season)
toxoffice estimates, for
week of last season:
and the corresponding
This
Season

BROADWAY
Number of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross for all current shows last week.
Total season’s gross so far for all shows...
Number of new productions so far

17

72
$422,900
$1,798,600
0

NEAT

B’way WOts After Strong

June 28.
"Bloomer Girl" wound up its

Last

Season

Girls

first loeal outdoor stand of seven
night.s Sunday i26t at Forest Park
|al fresco theatre with a neat $51,-

000 despite so-so reviews.

22
100
$478,500
$2,119,000
2

,

14
59
$324,900
$1,472,600

who

I

1945.

Robert

week

I

and Jack Goode and

Shafter.

who scored

last

"The Bloomer Girl." Outin support are Joe E.
Marks, Edwin .Steffe and Melton

More Memorabilia

in

standers

.By Ralph T. Kettering.
Chicago.

WHEN—

starred

in

"The

Easie.st

Way”

(1915t.

Emmett was a great tenBill Brady produced "Life” with
twent-thirt star in "From Ea.st to Walter
Hampden, Phillip DunWest” (1902).
Bayonne
Waiter Huston and
Whipple played a sketch, "Shoes,”
on the Orpheum Circuit (1919).
the

Cross,

Wellington

4

Marx

and Van & Schenck were on
the same bill (1919), Orpheum CirBros,

cuit.

Courtney

on one

bill

Claude GilEdith Lyle, Irene
Burt Green, were

Sisters.

lingwater and
Franklin with

over the

Orpheum

Cir-

cuit (1915).

Norman Trevor played the lead
with Grace George in "The Exquisite Hour” (1922).
Willie and Eugene Howard had
equal billing in George White's
(1936)
Helen
"Scandals”
with
Morgan in the cast.
Orson Welles did
Caesar” with Tom
Brutus and Edmond

hi.s

"Julius

Powers
O’Brien

as
as

Marc Antony (1938).
Alla
Nazimova
and
Claude
Rains played "The Good Earth”
Theatre Guild (T932) with
Sydney Greenstreet in a small

for the
role.

In

Ernest Truex played "Whistling
the Dark” (1932) and Claire

Trevor was in the cast.
Eva Le Gallienne gave a better
performance of "L’Aiglon” than
the esteemed Maude Adams (1935)
and Averell Harris was Metternich.
Jane Cowl and John Halliday
starred in "Rain From Heaven”
and Lily Cahill, Staats Cotsworth
and Jose Rubens were in the cast
(1935).

Lunt

ii

Fontanne played "Am-

phitryon”
with
Richard
(1938),
Worf, Sydney Greenstreet in the
cast.

Sir Cedric
Hardwicke played
^
"Shadow and Substance,” but Julie
Haydon and Sara Allgood stole the
show (1938).
Walter
Hampden’s repertoire
was "Richelieu.” "Hamlet.” "Macbeth” and “Servant in the House”
(1934).

Eugenie

Leontovich

ning and F3fTingham Pinto supporting a million dollars worth of
scenery (1915).
William Courtnay and Tom Wise
were starred in "Cappy Ricks”

George W. Lederer produced
"Angel Face” with Jack Donahue
and Sarah McVicher in the cast.
<1918).

The

Selwyn.s’

"Why Marry,” had

including Nat Goodwin. EdBreese.
Ernest Lawford,
Beatrice
Beckley,
Estelle
Win-

a ea.st

mund

,

I

I

I

ROBERTS’ OK

I

I

!

'

$19,800.

CHI

started

<tff

and

big

R (Revue),

(Musical), O (Operetta)
Other parenthetic figures refer
to seating capacity and top price,
including 20'^ amusement
tax.
However, estimates are net; i.e.,

built every night, besides getting
a break from the elements There
was the threat of rain only one
evening and that quickly passed.
Biggest factor in the big take.
however, was believed to have
been Miss Munsel. who in the past
has been available here only to

‘xelusivc of tax.

“.Anne of the Thousand Days.**

Shubert (29th wk) (R-1.378;
Rose slightly, apparently

$4.80).

from

the last-minute rush of tho.se who
wanted to see Maxwell Anderson
drama before it recessed; resumes
Aug. 22; got about $20,000 last

to

to the

SPIKE JONES HEFTY 24G,

500.

"Death of a Salesman,* Morosco
wk) (D-931: $4.80). Getting
everything the bouse will hold;
$24,400 again.
Philadelphia. June 28.
"Detective Story,” Hud.son (14th
Only variation in biz of "Miss wk) (D-1.0.57;
$4.80).
One of the
Liberty.” the Sherwood - Berlin spring clicks is regularly near the
Hart musical now in its third week capacity
mark; ea.sed a bit to $21,of a tryout at the Forrest, has been
800.

fails to

number of standees. Last
"Goodbye, My Fancy,” Fulton
musical’s
second
local
(3lst wk) (CD-966; $4.80).
Fay
session
saw it again zoom over
Kanin comedy is now using two$43,200.
for-ones; dropped last week, but in
Sale of seats for added fourth
the black at almost $11,500.
week, here resulted in expected
”Hlfh Button Shoes,” Broadway
sellout. A Fourth of July matinee
has been substituted for that of (90th wk) (M-1.900; $4). Current
week
is the final for this musical
Wednesday, July 6.
comedy smash; nearly $25,000.
After departure of “Liberty,”
"Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950,” CenPhilly will have its usual summer tury
(5th
wk) (R-2.964; $2.88).
lull although there is considerable
‘Family-type spectacle is a natural
talk of the Forrest’s relighting for out-of-town
trade; off to $33,prior to traditional Labor Day, pos- 000
sibly early in August.
Several
"Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (26th
musical tryouts are lined up for wk) (M-1.654:
$6).
One of the "big
the fall including one tune version
three” that gets the .standee limit
of Anita Loos’ "Gentlemen Prefer
aii performances; $47,100.
Blondes” and the Guild’s “Pursuit
“Lend An Ear.” Broadhurst (28th
of Happiness.”
in the

week

“,4

Weak $2,300.
Named

Streetcar

.

'

Musical has
(R-L160; $6).
been showing hefty staying quallties and looks set for a lengthy
run* topped $28,900.
‘Fmian’ 24G, Montreal
"Madwoman of Chaillot,” BeMontreal, June 28.
lasco )2.5th wk) (C-L077; $4.80).
"Finian’s Rainbow” picked up a Reces.sed Saturday (25) for the
near $24,000 last week at His summer: relghts Aug. 22; sagged
w'k)

,

Majesty’s
(1.579)
with
scaled to a $3.94 top.

want to thank iny
niy

first

hou.se

to $16,200.

"Mister Roberts.” Alvin (71.st
wk) (CD-1,357: $4.80). Smash service play still has amazing vitality;

do more

nearly .$34,000.
"South Pacific,” Majestic (I2th
wk) (M-1.659; $6). Gets the ab(June 27-July 9)
"Blackouts of 1949” El Capitan. .solute limit of standees all times;

Current Road Shows

—

Desire,”

Biltmore <lst wki <1.636; $4.20).
gro.ss
$27,000.
Actual
Strong
doesn’t give complete picture of
attendance since the Theatre Guild
season tickets, at a cut-rate, keep
down the cash intake Without the
Guild rate the gross would be well
up to $30,000.
"Blackouts of 1949,” El Capitan
Just
(366th wki <1.142; $2.40).
under top capacity with $17,100.
“Brigadoon,” Philharmonic Aud.
(3d wk) (2,670; $4.80). Big $.52..500.

make

—
—

,

than get by at the small Coronet.
Estimates for Last Week
",4nna Lucasta.” Coronet )2d wk)
<2.55; $3,601.

(20th

I

boxoffice.

"Anna Lucasta”

around $6,300.
"Born Yesterday.” Miller (177th

wk) (C-940; $4.80). Has been about
breaking even, but dropped to $5,-

$43^00, Philly

(

I

"Marietta"

,

M

Liberty’ Capacity

L

mention in Gatts’ obit recently). into the hou.se for a one-nighter.

performances, having been topped
in
by "Show Boat."
past only
which ran longer, and "'rhe (Jreat

the longhairs.
week.
“As the Girls Go." Winter GarCurrent
show is "Vagabond
King.” with Polyna Stoska and den (32d wk) (M-L519; $7.20). Has
Chicago. June 28.
been
drawing early summer tourist
Edward
Roecker
heading the cast,
Major conventions and flock of
trade, but dipped to $36,800.
out-of-towners. stimulated by open- and advance for this one is big,
"At
War With the Army,” Booth
too.
ing of Chi Railroad Fair (25), are
(1 7th wk) (C-712; $4.80).
Has been
giving two legiters here a healthy
getting by in recent weeks; skidded

play,
"In.side
USA” and "Mr.
Roberts” look like only summer
wood, Arnold Daly <1917).
.stayers thus far. with lack of prodBill Brady produced “The Man
uct
reason for four shuttered
Who Came Back,” and the ea.st houses.
comprised Conrad Nagel, Clarence
Estimates for Last Week
Derwent. Mrs. Russ Whytal, Mary
"Inside
USA,” Shubert
(6th
Nash and Maud Campbell (1918).
Joseph Santiey starred in “All week) <2.100; $4.94). Upped over
Over Town” and Walter Jones, la.st week. Over $39,000.
"Mr. Roberts.” Erlanger (41st
Roy Atwell and Williams & Wolfus
week» (1.334; $4.33). Still garnerwere in the cast (1918).
Fine $19,Mrs. Leslie Carter did a tabloid ing excellent returns.
of “Zaza” on the Orpheum Circuit 800.
(1938<, and on the same bill were
Pat
Rooney and Marion Bent,
Keno & Green (Mitzi’s mom and ‘Streetcar’ Big 27G In
pop) and Long Tack Sam.
Henry Kolker starred in "Our
A.; ‘Brigadoen 52^;
Children” <1915) and the cast held
Charles Ruggles, Cecil Owen. Mrs.
’Blackouts’
at Capacity
Franklyn Underwood and Christine Norman.
Los Angeles, June 28.
The "Ziegfeld Follie.s” (1917)
"Brigadoon” continues to please
had W. C. Fields, Fanny Brice, Los Angeles enough to pace the
Bert
Williams,
the
Fairbanks field as the top money-getter, and
Twins. Eddie Cantor and Allyn Irene Selznick’s national company
of "A Streetcar Named Desire” has
King all in one cast.
Donald Brian, Peggy Wood and lived up to its promise with a rousRalph Morgan were co-starred in ing first week at the Blltmore.
Ken Murray’s "Blackouts,” which
"Buddies” (1920t.
Irene
Fenwick
(Mrs.
Lionel marked the start of its eighth year
Barrymore) starred in "The Song Friday <24) at the El Capitan,
shows no slackening and holds at
of Songs”
19151, and in the cast
were Richard Dix and Tom Wise, capacity. This is due to the fact
that word is getting around that
Emily Ann Wellman was tops in
Murray is taking his show to New
Elmer Reizen.stein’s (Elmer Rice) York within a few weeks. Repeat"On Trial” and Helene Lackaye ers. tourists and locals who figure
Continued on page 52)
this is their last opportunity to
catch it are beating a steady path

played

with only the top hits not affected.
$53,000,
There were no openings or closPittsburgh, .lune 28.
ings last week, but ’Anne of the
Perfect weather, the perennially rhousand
Days” and "Madwoman
popular "Naughty Marietta” and of Chaillot” began
eiglit-week layb.o. draw of Patrice Munsel comoffs.
"High Button Shoes” ends a
bined to give summer opera com- fine run
Saturday night (2). and
pany third biggest gross in its goes to the subway circuit.
four-year history at Pitt .Stadium
Estimates for Last Week
la.st
week.
Victor Herbert operKeys: C Comedy i, D (Drama),
etta gro.ssed sock $.53,000 in six CD
(Comedy Drama)

Waltz.”

39a

I

<1919).

‘CABALGATA’ 20G, SF
"Grand Hotel” and in the cast
were Sam Jaffe, Albert Van DekSan Francisco. June 28.
ker and Hortense Alden (1931).
.Spike Jopes wound up the third
William Faversham and Henri- and final week of his "Depreciaetta
Crosman played “Getting tion Revue.” chalking up a hefty
Married” and Hilda Spong. Charles $24,000 when the curtain fell SunCherry and Lumsden Hare were day night <26' at the 1.775-seat
Curran.
House will remain dark
supporting players (1917).
Maude Fulton was both star and until Monday (4', when "Brigaauthor of "The Brat” and the ea.st doon” opens.
"Cahalgata.” the Spanish revue,
mcluded Edmund Low'e and Ruth
hit a tremendous $20,000 for a
Boucicault (1917).
third week at U^e 1..5.50-seat Geary,
Grace
Hayward
of
(widow
where it’s playing to $3.60 top. It
George Gatts. and who wrote
shutters June 30. with Menasha
Graustark” which Variety forgot Skulnik set to bring “What a Guy”
to

m’ OVER

29G

(

)

Moore.

Katie

‘Ear’

For the third week in succession,
legit attendance opened strongly
on Broadway last week, but sagged
at the weekend.
Business was generally ofT a bit for the whole week,

Pin

SOCK

his sole p.a. this
Gillette, comedienne,
in her first local bow; Rose-Marie
fi|‘«*^tcato. back for the first time

sihce

Bolger $37,

MUNSEL-’MARIEHA’

making

is

$36,800,

Hussey-Tancy’ W/iQ,

Victor Herbert's "The Fortune
Teller” has been revived for the
fiHh time, piece teeing off a sevennight run last night (Monday! before a mob of 9.800 who laid an
e.stimated $3..500 on the line. Those
clicking in lead role are Mack Harrell. of the New York Met Opera,

season; Ruth
'

DO YOU REMEMBER

Start;

St. Louis,

ROAD
(Excluding Stock)
9
Number of current touring shows reported.
far
by all shows
played
so
47
Total weeks
$244,900
Total road gross reported la.st week
$1,320,200
Season’s total road gross so far

GIRL’

551,000 IN ST. LOUIS

L. A. (27-9).

—

"Brigadoon”

$50,600.

“Streetcar Named Desire,” Bar(82d wk) (C-920: $4.80).
Holdover from the 1947-48 season
Met.. shows ample b.o. .stamina; almost

Philharmonic,

rymore

Curran. Frisco (4-9t.
Mayfair.
Portland
"Harvey”

L. A. (27-2);

(27-291;

—

Temple, Tacoma

Seattle (1-9).
"Inside U. S.
(27-9).
'

"Miss Liberty”
<27-9).

"Mr.

(30<;

$16000

“Two Blind Mice,” Cort (17th
wk» (C-L064; $4.80). Samuel SpeForrest. Philly wack comedy has been about hold-

A.."— Shubert. Chi

Roberts”

—
—

ing

Erlanger

(27-9).

"Streetcar

more, L. A.

fricnils, all

Named

Desire”

— Bilt-

(27-9).

'

along the way,

Completing 94th and Final Week as the Ingenue Lead

in

own

recently; nearly $8,000.

Charley?”

,St.

James

(37th. wk) (M-1.509: $6).
One of
the season’s top smashes; another
rapacity $37,800.

who helped

Broadway show, ^High Button Shoes,^
.£oid.

its

“Where’s

Chi

possible.

Jdee

the Original

New York

Cast

IJEGITIMATB

%2

Wednesday, June 29,
tion

Prelly Penny

chuckle at cheer-up songs. “Investigation” fails to do justice to a
gravely absurd theme, “French
a

:

Pa., June 20.
Leonard Field produrtlon of revue in
two acts 117 scenes), with sketches h.v

Hope,

Without Tears” might be a sock

Jerome Chodorov, music and lyric.s by
Harold Rome. Staged by George S. Kaufman: dances and musical numbers staged
bv Michael Kidd: settings. Paul Morrison:
costumes. Kenn Barr: musical direction.
At Bucks County PlayHarold Rome.
bouse. New Hope. Pa., June 20i '49; $3

jape

of

parle-vous chantoosies

if

were more skillfully projected,
it
and “The Fair Sex” is a pallid edition of the Rodgers-Hammerstein
hit. “Nothing Like a Dame.”

type

Strawhat Briefs
Continued from paie 50

ber Mama,” “A Murder Has Been Assn. Award, engaged as membem
Arranged,” and “Voice of the of Robert Porterfield’s Barter
Season ends Sept. 5.
Turtle.”
at re, Abingdon. Va.
The Woods decided against opSupporting Florence Reed in
erating the Playhouse in 1949. “The Importance
of Being Earn,
owing to limited capacity, which est”
at
Berkshire
made it difficult to show a profit. Stockbridge, Mass., this Playhous^
week areThey have announced the upstairs William Roerlck,
Kendall Clark*
spot will be enlarged to 45U for Jane
Du Frayne. Richard Abbott*
1950.
John Straub, Michael Dreyfuss’
Barbara Brady and Mary ElliaN. H. Season Promisinr
beth Aurelius
New York ProConcord, N. H,. June 28.
ducing Syndicate has taken over
The strawhat theatre circuit in the Bridgeport summer
theatre
this state has been busy Mith prep- established
by Cliff Self, and will
arations for what promises to be a spotlight
10-week season with a
prosperous season.
new' musical “Brave New World.”
Scheduled openings already an-

Of the performers, the principal
are David Burns. Carl
Reiner, George Keane, Lenore Lonergan
and
Barbara Martin. Most
Wana Alli.son. Phyllis Gehrig.
I.loyd.
Wayne Lamh. Barbara McCutcheon, Ii\e- of the songs are sung by Marilyn
lyn Taylor. Robert Morrow. Onna White, Day. Miss Lonergan, Walter Scheff
W'illiam Skipper, Bud Sweeney. John Hen- and
The notable
Miss Martin.
son. Walter Scheflf. Barbara tVeaver. and
pianists George Davis and Joseph Antman. dancers, besides Michael Kidd, are
Diane Sinclair, Ken Spaulding,
This intimate revue, excellent Peter Gennaro, Jay Lloyd, Wana
Phyllis
Gehrig, Wayne
fare for strawhats, is doubtful ma- Allison.
Texas It
terial for Broadway, unless it can Lamb and Evelyn Taylor.
As a bet for Broadway, “Pretty
A nevN' musical. "Texas Is Tops,”
be enormously punched-up and
tightened. It’s figured that the pro- Penny” inevitably suggests com- which does no more than to tell
duction can be brought in for parison with “Angel in the Wings.” its audience that Negro discrimi$100,000. which should improve the which Paul and Grace Hartman nation is prevalent in the Lone
chances of getting the backing and tinkered into boxoffice stature dur- Star state, was presented by the
make it a more likely bet to pay ing a preliminary strawhat tour Empire Players at the Master theaEven so. in its present state, two seasons ago. With inspired fix- tre, N. Y., for four performances,
off.
the show lacks strong enough ma- ing, “Penny” might be vastly im- June 22-2,5. Jerry Altars provided
music, but the
terial or persuasive enough per- proved. But it has no one to com- some listenable
formance to rate as a prospective pare with the Hartmans, or even lyrics by Will.son Whitman and EdHank Ladd.
Hobe,
ward Barry are ordinary and on
hit on Broadway.
the
whole,
unintelligible
when
The general idea of “Pretty
sung by th‘* members of the cast.
Penny” (and at the moment it’s
However, "Don’t Try to Tell a
the
that
kidding-on-the-square) is
Good Man’’ was a standout tune.
show is being done as an audition
Characterization of a southern
for potential backers. That makes
senator was iiandled capably by
possible the elimination of elaboJohn Faulk.
Choreography by
•l^iurnpy of
rate scenery or costumes. It also
Sybilla
Fort was commendable
Involves rather artificial introducdespite
limited
space.
Irving
tions to the first few scenes, the
Sinfile performance presentation by the
Dobbs direction was okay, and the
second act and the trite finale. But National Council of the Arts. Sciences &
Professions of Arthur Laurents’ dramatiza- lack of sets did not impede the
since the revue itself Is in the fa- tion of the novel by Albert Maltz. Direcproduction.
miliar pattern of topical satire, it’s tor, J. Kdward Bromberg. At Cargenie
top.

With David Burns, Lenore Lonergan,
Marilyn Day, Barbara Martin. Carl Reiner,
Michael Kidd, George Keane, Diane Sinclair. Ken Spaulding. Peter Gennaro. Jay

comics

.

.

'

Tops

^

j

;

ality.

,

Simon

,

Hall, N. Y.,

June

21, '49.

Simon McKeever

Elliot Sullivan

Narrator

,

I

I

Peake
Driver
Harold
Mr. Cooley

Steve Hill

Mrs t:ooley
Sally Cunningham
Dr. Amelia Baizcr ... Hester Sondegaard

Sciences

I

Arts.

I

&

Professions, in the nature of a protest last week, pre-

!

.

one real .sock
sketch or standout song in the sented a 45-minute dramatization
show, although several of the by Arthur Laurents of Albert
dances are good. One sketch. “Meet Maltz’.s. “The Journey of Simon
the Authors.” makes moderate fun McKeever.” This is the novel for
of luncheon speeches by bestselling w hich 2()th-Fox paid $35,000 rewriters, but is overlong, lacks a cently and then two weeks later
surprise finish and is only ade- announced that it was shelving.
with Studio took no trouble to deny the
“Death
played.
quately
Father,” a travesty of “Life with obvious: that it had erred in buyFather.” “Death of a Salesman” ing the properly inasmuch as Maltz
and “Streetcar Named Desire.” is a was one of the “Hollywood 10” who
tired treatment of familiar device. was on a blacklist growing out of
“Rome Rides Again” is an un- contempt proceedings brought by
inspired rehash of the old lampoon- the Hou.se un-American Activities
Hollywood idea, in this case show- Committee.
Single performance of "McKeeing how “Julius Cae.sar” would be
(it was also done once on the
filmed as a musical we.stern. “Life vci
of a Salesman” is a too obvious C’oast a few' weeks before) was
comment on the changed conditions staged by the ASP to launch its
in the auto market, “Operation new “cultural centre.” This is not
Television” extracts mild laughter a thing of brick and mortar, but
out of a telecast of an appendec- apparently a fund to subsidize and
tomy, and there’s a so-what bur- aid tho.se writers such as Maltz (or
lesque of film O.scar awards. There’s workers in any cutural field) who
a desperate need for at least one can’t get jobs becau.se of political
or social beliefs. Carnegie tiall
convulsing .sketch.
Of the songs. “Stop Walking was filled solid for the event, with
Around in My Mind” and “What several hundred more persons on
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He succumbs

circuit

;

home

tor the aged. He’s crippled
with arthritis. Hearing of a w'oman
doctor with an almost-miraculous
cure .some 400 miles away, he starts
to hitchhike despite the fact he can
hardly walk and has but a few borrowed coins in his pocket. He
meets various people, .some kind
and helptul. others disillusioned
and mean, hut he goes purposefully
through with his mission, carried
on by the rainbow at the end of a
quick cure he thinks will enable
him to regain his pride and selfrespect by being able to work
(Me
Plavhou.se
again. The heartbreaking end of his u.sual deftness and made one Kennebunkport
will be directed by Arthur l,ewis
the Journey is to find that there is wish for his piavsence in the cast.
with Alex Anderson designing the
no miracle cure in fact, no cure at
Cion.
.sets
North Shore Players. Marall— for his type of arthritis. Simon
blehead. Mass., will offer “Up to
is momentarily let down.
Then he Newsman’s Toledo
PrQ^m Now.’’ new revue starring Paul and
realizes that this will give him the
Grace Hartman, the week of Aug.
Toledo. June 28.
chance he’s always wanted to write
Richard Pheall, formcrlv as- 22
^Dayid Fiteison, 15-year-old
a hook and he takes
for the
sistant city editor of the Toledo .son of William Fiteison. atlorney;
Home in a blaze of hop
Blade,
is author of “City
for
the
Theatre Guild, is apprenDesk.”
I’rcsentalion was wit». costumes
at Westport (Conn.) Playhou.se
and props, hut no .sets. Elliot Sul- three-act play which will he premiered in Doermann theatre at the
Management of the Keene (N
livan was touching and .sincere in
1^*-' swnf^nier theatre taken over
the “McKeever” role, while Fredby
Fred Emmet, of the Repertoire Beatrice Booth Colon.v.
Entire staff
erick O’Neal did a top job of nartheatre, will direct. He and the au- retained and
Kurt Winters anrating the intro and linkage from a
*^0 pointed
business
""(
manager and
lectern at the side of the stage. old
old'^Tnio’Hn
ToU do T
The^lre C o local pro- treasurer. Rudolph Purliese
and
Rest ot the cast was likewise able, fejional
slock icepeny 20 ^i-ars Mar, Louise
OeSl-hliuk "Tuners
while J. Edward Bromberg’s direcoi the first annual Virginia Drama
^
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riess. as evidenced in his column.^
in the N. Y, Post.
His “meditations”
in
editioq.
a
recent
tor
instance,
sar13
containel
castic
references and only five

I
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FOR SALE
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Tlio.se familiar with the
writing of Richard Watts. Jr., are
puzzled at his increasing crabhi-

to

‘Eileen’ at Matunuck
her wiles, but mistakes her tele“My Sister Eileen.” under direcphone acceptance of a social date
for an agreement to accept his suit. tion of Billy Gilbert, w ill be
he
His public annouiu-enient of their opening bill at the Theatre-hvbetrothal blights liei’ new romance the-Sea, Matunuck. R. I.. July K)
with the Ameiican Ambassador. Bill Pierson and Susie Scot l.‘ who
W’ho is also a I'ival for the I’oveted have been appearing in the Broadmeat contract. Bui love triumphs way production of “High Button
Shoes,” joined the cast this week.
eventually.
Highspot of Cicely’s fooling is a Betty and Jane Kean will have the
mock bullfight, nimbly danced by leading roles.
Darthy Hinkley. big favorite last
a
specialized chorus, acclaiming
her as a conquering matador, Thor- year at White Barn theatre, will
ley Walters has two of the best stay there this season only for first
numbers as the emotionally in- two shows. She’s leaving to go into
volved young attache, and Austin rehearsal for Eva i,e Gallienne’s
Trevor displays coloi* and fire as touring strawhat of “Corn
Is
the amorous cattle king. Margaret* Green.” but comes back when
McGrath and Sandra Martin make “Corn” quits end of August.
good contrasts as the young things
Strawhat Jottings
entangling the diplomat's love life
Adele Thane took over the direcand Pati'ick Barr brings dignity
and sincerity to the role of the torial chores at St. Michaels college. Winooski Park. Vt
U. S. envoy.
ProJack Hu belt’s direction shows ductions for the season at the

!

CHARMING HOUSES

at in.

i

its

‘

2

Mary March
P. a. Samuel J.
Friedman has bursitis of the right

I

1-Act Drama in Debut
“Wliole Hog or Nothing.” one-

.

will substitute as associate of Karl
Bernstein during the vacation of

staff.

baron into

'

Play, Brokerg an<l

.

.

.

,

SAMUEL FRENCH

)

resident company of 12 has
been recruited from the regular

Penthouse

30

Ken
under a different title
for
Englund leaves today (W’ed
ilhe C’oast to huddle with Leo
MeCarey on a screen writing a.ssignment. He’s due back in several
Ted GoldPressagent
w eeks
smith. recently back from repping
"Finian’s Rainbow” on the road,

A

!

CARL

Legit Bits
Continued from page

Ventura, Cal.
Season begins July 4 with “Petticoat Fever.” which will be followed
by “Hay Fever,” "Claudia.” “The
Late Christopher Bean. "The RoCraydon
mantic Young Lady” and “Papa is

^

3

Circuit.
Walker Whiteside played “.Master of Ballantrae” with May Buckley and Sydney Shields (Mrs. Ed
Robins) in the cast (1919).

C’.

.

the sidewalks trying to get tickets,
.lohn Mat tin, dance critic of the
N. Y. ’rimes, chairmanned the ses-

—

of the

Orpheum

William

.

I

World.” “I Never Leamed to sion.
Waltz” and “Up North American
Whatever the purpose of preWay” are primarily dance numbers, senting the “McKeever” dramatiwith little apparent commercial zation— whether as a cultural or
quality. Of the comedy songs, "din lund-raising event
it also served
Rummy Rhap.sody” makes a large to dramatize the fact that Maltz
fu.ss over a small point, “I’ll Trade here had written nothing that could
My Dreams" (“I’d Rather Be a Rich lay him open to the leftist label
Man with a Million Dollars Than a which had been hung on him by the
Poor Man with a Pocket Full of Un-Amcrican Committee.
Dreams”) is an amusing spoof of
As it came out in Laurents’ abphilosophic songs. “Cry Baby” is breviation. it is an intensely human
and moving composite of laughs,
ti agedy. despair and hope.
It is the
story of a 73-year-old inmate of a

FOR SALE
Om

Gertrude Coghlan (Mrs. Gus
Charles Withers. Henry E.
ail on the same bill (1914),

Pilou',

Dixey,

Basil Langton, British act or -diact drama by Theodore Ward, will rector who has been lecturing at
opening brisk- be premiered starting July 12 by C'atholic Univ., has gone to C^leveness. Too much is put on the star’s People’s Drama, new non-Equity land to stage a local production of
Shaw’s “Saint Joan,” guest-starring
shoulders, supporting
characters group in New York
Companion-piece will I;r “Plant Elena Miramova.
He may next
being negligible, and while music
in the Sun” another one-acter done stage a production of “Arms and
is tuneful, there is too little of it
Lotito.
Louis
to liven stereotyped plot of in- two sea.sons ago by the Experimen- the Man” tliere
president of City Playhouses ana
trigue and misunderstandings of tal Theatre.
manager of the Martin Beck theathe heart.
tre. hack from trip to England and
Miss Courtneidge's fans will
‘Firefly’ as Cain Park Ozoner
Krance
Producer Joseph M.
love it and. if able to overcome
Cleveland. June 28.
Hyman staying in Philly during
handicap of early heat wave may
Cain Park opens strawliat sea- the “Miss Liberty”
tryout to offer
have run. Her mixture of clowning son tonight (28) with
“The Fire- an assist on revisions
Shortly
and sentiment sometimes is embar- fly” and then does Shaw’s
“St
before the closing of “Along Fifth
rassing.
Joan” starting July 5. Elena Mira- Avenue,” James
P. Davis succeeded
Background is South America mova will play “Joan.”
Horace McNabb as pre.ssagenl
where the British Embu.s.sy is overOther
shows
include
“Girl
Reuben Rabinowitz to the C’oast,
whelmed by unexpected arrival of Crazy.” “New Moon.”
“Blithe where he’ll start pressagenting the
female amhassadoi', w ho through Spirit.” “Look. Ma. I’m
Dancing.” lour of “High Button Shoes."
various humorous situations and “Countess
Maritza” and "The Poor Lester Carr playing the son in
improbable circuiuslances proceeds Nut.”
"Happy Journey” on the subway
to inveigle the local iieei
fails to

j

The “Century Midnight Whirl of
1920” had in the cast Winona WinJay Gould, Felix Adler and
Frank (Harvey) Fay.

ter.

Penthou.se
theatre,
nonEquity group, which has been giving arena theatre productions for
the past five years in Alladeha,
Cal., will operate as a sumnuM’ theatre at Ventura junior college,

Sprightly musical built around
Cicely
Courtneidge’s
inimitable
personality, this shows her as an
ambassador sent by Britain to conclude protracted meat negotiations
with South America.
F'irst
tw'o
acts are slick and amusing but it

1

Winningcr. Miss Juliet, Harry Delf
in the cast.

The

All,”

!

Hit You?” are fair ballads, the former providing the music for an acceptable dance routine. “Small

I.elty

beth Murray, Fred Sanlley. Richard Carle, Valli Valli, Charlie

Ventura College’s Strawhat
Hollywood. June 28.

London, June 23.
Val Parnell and .lark Huibert produrnew musical pla.v in three act.x by
Archie Menzies, Max Kester; music by
Manning Sherwin. Harry Parr-Davies. Directed by Jack Huibert. At Hippodrome.
London. June 22, ’49.
Lady Frances Maxwell Cicely Courtneidge
Senor Riaz/a
Au.stin Trevor
Jimmy Denham
Thoi lev W.ilters
Margaretta Ria//.a
.Sandra Martin
Martin Na.sh
Patrick Barr
Mary Cres.set
Margaret McGrath
Counsellor Blore
John Stevens
Miss Fotliergill
Dorothy Stuart
tlon of

The National Council of the

liy

and Elliott Nugent’s
Nut” is now showing.

Her Kxrellenrv

Curt Conway
Madeleine Lee

Audrey

Thaw,”

Roos, played last week, and

Downing
Salem Ludwig
Leo Frome
Charles McCrae

Virginia

Pavolsky

in the

Windham. “Candlelight,”
Gus Hill’s Minstels played all
u
i-iayi-is of
lounnx Players
ana Touring
and
Policemen’s Benefits (19‘20).
Larchmont. N. Y.. at Belknap Re
The "Cohan Revue of 1916” had
citation Area in Gilford. July 19. Harry Bulger, Jim Marlowe.
Eliza-

“January

Frederick O’Neal

Woman

,

.

house,
juiy **.
July
4.

‘Belvedere’ Boons Denison
Granville. O.. June 28.
“Belvedere,” which opened Denison university’s summer theatre
sea.son, boomed attendance to within 31 of the alltime high for any
one week. A total of l.(>88 atlended during the first week. Denison
also reports 575 season tickets sold
for a gross of $4,400. as compared
W’ith a gross of $2.9()0 for the entire season last year.

I

probably as good a “theme” as any.
When caught at the Saturday
matinee (2.5) there had already been
changes, and numerous
several
others were contemplated. But on
the basis of the show at the moment. thei^’s more material that
needs change than there Is that’s
useable. And there’s need for not
only more emphatic performance,
but at least one magnetic person-

.

nounced include: Hampton Beach
Playhouse, Hampton, with Patrick
Hamilton’s “Rope,” June 29; MerMemorabilia
rimack Drama Festival. Hopkinton, George M. Cohan’s “Pigeons
Continued from page SI
and People,” July 6; Keene summer theatre, Keene, “For Love or and Thomas Mcighan were
Money,” June 27; Windham Play- cast 11914).

I

The

I 949

of thing Mas
gave all possible action.

this

sharp and
Presented as a curtain-raiser was
a “song-play” by Marc Blitzstein.
A socially-conscious item labelled
‘T’ve Got the Tune,” the half-hour
of music and story proved highly
disappointing in both departments
to tho.se familiar with Blitzstein’s
“Cradle Will Rock” and other
works. Presented in the same manner as “McKeever." and with a
piano accompaniment
by Joan
Slessinger, yarn is of a Broadway
lad with a tune in his head to
which he tries to get various
people to fit lyrics. None suits him
until he comes on a group of uhat
appear to be May Day marchers.
Both the idea and its execution
are pedestrian, labored and obvious.
Herb.

Strawhat Review
New

for

i

less

ones

pleasant

.

.

.

Producer Leland Hayward and his
partner, director - author Joshua
Logan, are having a powwow' in
Paris.

Frederick Cook’s Broadway colin the Evening Standard of
l.ondon is now* being carried in
192 papers in the British Empire
Broadway scouts in I’hilly for
tile
“Miss Liberty" tryout have
been melting in the uncooled
Forrest theatre there
Johnny
C’all, back from playing the first
gravedigger in the Pa.sadena production of Percy MacKaye’s pre-

umn

.

.

.

.

"Hamlet” tetrology,
tured

comedy

Terrell’s
this

parts

will
in

.

.

play feaSt.

John

under - canvas

summer

operctla.s
at Lambertville. N. J.

Univ.

ment

of Texas drama departsoliciting new scripts for

production next February at the
college theatre in Austin
John
Toohey, pre.ssagent for the touring
“Brigadoon,” taking a six-week ration in Maine, with Edgar Wallach
subbing. James Miller is company
manager. Milton Baron is company manager and William Fields
pressagent of “Miss Liberty”
William Norton Is company manager and Gertrude Bromberg P-.®for the .second company of "Kiss
Me. Kate” ..Barney Klawans.
Warners’ house manager at tn^
vacationing in AiBiltmore. N.
.

•

lanlic City.

—

'«

1949
interested parties, and .soon had it.s
circulation well up over 5,000. For
some time^ it has been on newsstands in Kansas City, Chicago and
New ^ork. but has not been national heretofore.

Ferber, Dorothy Parker. Margaret
Mencken’s ‘Chrestomathy’
has gathered a Leech Pulitzer, George S. KaufH L Mencken
man, Harold Ross and Peggy Wood.
.election of his out-of-pnnt
,
A guide to those who went to know
Mencken Chres**^S?ncs into “A
more about music for radio and
chrcsThe
iKnopf, $S).
television listeners will also be
(meaning a collection of
n- published under the title “The
'ffe Passages from an author)
Good Housekeeping Guide to
Pieces from his “PrejuMusical Enjoyment.”
George R.
Burlesques”
of
Book
SJs’’ "A
Marek. music editor of Good
from
as
as well
.Id other tomes,
jottings from the Housekeeping mag, authored the
iconoclast’s
Se
Smart Set and work.
American Mercury.
“Come One Come All” written
Sun. Scissored
fiStimore Evening
Don Freeman and Francis
pre.sented by
they’re
takes,
short
Wallace’s
“The Notre Dame Story”
Odd
such as
imder subject titles,

Masthead continues to list Donald Dwight Davis, publisher; Mori
Greiner,

«

Music.- are also set for publication.
'F?sh
the LessSouvenirs of a Journalist,
Frazier's 'Farewell* to Bing?
Buffooneries.
and
Arts
ee
George Frazier, in the August
* l^soite the fact that much of it
generation ago. issue of Cosmopolitan, will explore
a
written
the possibilities that the current
Mencken’s pungent comment and
His prejudices batch of top crooners have seen
deft style stand up.
Article.
for example. their better b.o. days.
phrased,
sharply
are
actors "Farewell to Crosby?” takes the
of
modest
“The most
stance that not only Bing, hut the
matches the conceit of the solitary high-riding
crew of imitators and
The l. iok
ship.”
girl on a slow
dozens of his l trbed latcher-onners are meeting a downreprises
word wave in public reception.
maxims, like “A man may oe a
Frazier, onetime Variety conbut not if
fool and not know it
There are essays trib, touched on a similar theme
he Is married.”
when reviewing disks for this
his
famous
including
fantasies,
and
paper.
hoax on the history of the bathtub. which was mistaken for^fact
Mademoiselle’s Guest Eds
medical
into
and incorporated
reference
standard
The August college is-sue of
and
books
Mademoiselle
is being edited with
works.
Among his highly spiced esti- the aid of 20 guest editors semates of a variety of Americans lected from 800 campus correare analyses of Aimee Semple Mc- spondents at leading universities.
Ring The co-eds. assigned to various dePherson. Calvin Coolidge.
Lardner, Theodore Drei.ser. Jack partments on the mag, are workDempsey and Rudolph Valentino. ing for a month in Street &
Of the silent pic star Mencken Smith’s N, Y. headquarters and
being
feted
around
also
says that his unhappiness stemmed are
Projects set up for the
from the fact that he was “catnip G»)tham.
Bril.
«
gals include a backstage party at
to women.”
Literati.

editor;

rp

1

couldn’t go all-out in identification
Drake Settles Claim
without risking libel and invasionThe $20,000 damage suit filed in of-privacy sviits.
the N. Y. federal court, last Janu-j
Roeburt lets off some steam
ary against Bennett A. Cerf, Vam again.st pet peeves with some of his

H. Cartmell, Random House and
principals. The effeminate theatre
Garden City Publishing Co. charg- critic who never had a kind word
ing infringement
of the copy- for any creative effort is finally
righted translation of Vicki Baum’s
identified as a dead-ender from
play "Grand Hotel,” has been disBrooklyn and is ultimately liquicontinued as against all the dedated. Another that bears a .strikfendants in consideration of the
resemblance to known figures
payment of $400 by RH. William ing
prizefighter turned re.sA. Drake, translator of the play, is a former
and Herman Shumlin, who suc- taiirant owner and painter.
Roeburt takes his cast around
ceeded to the dramatic rights, had
daimed that the inclusion of familiar haunts and in the process,
Drake’s adaptation, without con- provides a readable and logical
sent, as part of the anthology. “16 mystery for a good evening’s enramous European Plays,” edited tertainment that won’t keen the
Jose.
late.

!•

plained

Quick Preems As Weekly
.Mter a five-week tryout in 75
cities. Quick, a weekly
pocket newsmag summary of the
previous weeks happening, was put
on sale in New' York Thursday
i22'. Priced at lOc a copy, the mag.
published and edited by Gardener
Cowles, is currently being sold in
50 large cities and is scheduled for

towns and

that

prior to

publication

nandom House had procured the
of Vicki Baum, the author nationwide

distribution

14.

.hily

Quick released in New York on
Thursdays uses the following Monday for its publication date.
The $400 payment w'as made in
Cowles, who al.so edits and pub'“^0
of
royalties
which Drake lishes Look mag. is recruiting the
would have received up to the major portion of Quick’s executive
P esent time and in the future if .staff from the weekly pictorial.
then been know n Dan Mich, exec editor of Look, will
nla
function in the same capacity for
ftK*
" j consent had then been
Obtained.
Merle Armitage.
the new mag.
Joe play,

nad

full

with.

in the belief that she
rights in connection there-

•

Look’s art director, will hold down
the same job on Quick. Managing
editor for the mag will be Woodrow Wirsig. who relinquishes his
position of assi.stant managing ediHis suctor on the parent mag.
cessor has not yet been named.

Morehouse’s Book in Sept.
Ward Morehouse’s “Matinee Toorrow (50 Years o£ Our Theatre”
September from WhittleSame pub bringing out
••u
Basic Motion PicT^’chniques” by Emil E. Brod^
eck and William
Irvine’s “The

^

Ed

.Stout

both been

and Morris Weeks have
named assistant manag-

ing editors for the

new

publication.

GBS” later in the fall.
Lampell’s “The Hero”
.September publica- WIIB's Swing Hits t’.S. Newsstands
y® Messner. It’s already been
Swing magazine, which began as
Kan!•” Coli^mbia Pictures and was
a promotion pit*ce for WHB.
•21;
serialized
in
Cosmopolitan this sas City, now goes on the newsstands nationally with the J'Jlv*
August issue, out la.st week The
'Algonquin Round Table’ Tome
fliso switches from h monthlj
to a bi-monthly with the new napublications
this
due
fall
1
.‘"^lude Margaret Case Harri- tional distribution It continues at
Algonquin
Round its established price of 25e. and has
TaK,®.,
Written by the daughter no changes in format or personnel.
of toe late
Frank Case who owned "Swing” is pocket size, with picbook is about tures and cartoons.
**®^*'^ table” personalities
WHB began the nriag about five
Woollcott, Heywood years ago as a mailing piece to
“roun, Franklin
P. Adams, Edna clients, agencies, friends and other
Millard

^or

,

/
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Books, Inc., has made a gift of
10,000 volumes, all of current titles,

American Merchant Marine

i

some the St. Regis Roof, tour of the
been Uniteud Nations, interview with
Eleanor Roosevelt and a
upped to associate publisher and Mrs.
will continue with the organization dinner at the Stork Club.
in an advisory capacity. New Editor, effective
Aug. 1. is Wade
Roeburt’s OK ‘Tough Cop’
Nichols, who moves over
from
Radio writer and noveli.st John
Modern Screen mag.
Roeburt has drawn freely on the
Replacing Nichols at MS is Wil- Broadway scene for characters and
liam Hartley, formerly the mag’s settings
novel,
his
second
of
managing editor. At MS’ editorial “Tough Cop” iSimon & Schuster;
helm since 1948, Nichols was editor $2.50 >. Many will readily identify
of Radio Guide and Scr6en Guide the protagonist, Johnny Devereaux,
before the war. Hartley at one time with Johnny Broderick, the retired
was managing editor of Click mag. detective familiar to many showAnother MS addition
is
Carl businessites.
Other characters,
Schroeder, who becomes western
however, are merely a matter of
manager.
guesswork inasmuch as Roeburt

*

music editor; John
manager.

Library .\ssn., which turned over
Uie whole batch to its branch library at Saul Ste. Marie, Mich.

“Goodbye. My Fancy,” screening
of "The Heiress.” formal dance at

reader up too

*^*‘*?*’^‘‘*>’.*

'

Editor of Redbook mag for
22 years, Edwin Balmer has

Cartmell and pubu
hshed
by Modern Library and
Garden City, was in violation of
Drake s copyright.
In addition to discontinuing the
action. Drake has consented to the
of his adaptation in the
anthology and the continued publication tbereof without payment of
any additional royalty. It was ex-

a
in

Bantam Books Gifts Sailors
Great Lakes sailors will not lack
for reading niatter on the slow bulk
carriers this season, as Bantam

I

Revamp

o

3d Issue of Heritage
third issue of Heritage, the
picture mag, contains

The

—

$25-a-copy

some

j

striking monuments of American culture with over 350 paintings. photographs and etchings reproduced in its 228 pages. Launched last January by publisher Malcolm Forbes, latest edition continues accenting the historical and
cultural heritage of America and
its people.

—

:

Who's Being Chumped Here?
j

!

'

Scully

Roiling Point. Cal.. June 25.
Mervyn LeRoy has a hot secret he wants to keep in cold storage for
while and so he’s giving it to me to keep it out of the papers. He’s
New York right now shooting documentary atmosphere for “East
Side. West Side, All .Ground I..eRoy,” and he figures if the secret gets
out his local color will turn out to be yokel color. If curiosity-seekers
run into retakes his name will be imid. if not Marcia Davenport, around
the Metro front office, where they’re watching every dollar these days.
I
suspect he believes 1 work for the Yale Quarterly and am on a
.sabbatical.
In any event the last thing he suspects I am is a spot
newspaperman. To prove this he told me he thought I’d be terrific in
television, with my flock of white hair, my Washington profile, and the
added advantage that I can speak my own lines without having to use
actors as Washington would.
I told him not to spend his time hunting a sponsor because 1 wouldn’t
look at even rival gargoyles in television until sets come down to $100.
'I’lie big economy size, not the tintype portables that make even Gregory
Peck look like Mickey Rooney.
He saw he was getting nowhere trying to brush my gl.’imor into a competitive field, so he offered me soi.n of his cigars
the 60c jobs. I bowed
out.
“I quit eight months ago.” I told him.
He wanted to know why.
Scratch me anywhere and you find an extrovert. “I’m on a one-man
sitdown strike against the smog, fog and grog that has become the city’s
incomparable climate,” 1 explained. “Okay, what can you compare it
to
Pittsburgh?”
He grinned. He is the original Frisco Kid. though I understand his
birth ceiUficate was burned in the earthquake.

I

r. Schilling, circulation

I

Redbook’s Editorial

i

Jetta Carleton, contributing editor;

—

!

Bet.sey Sheidley.
Don Fitzgerald, art
foin Collins, humor editor;

SCRAPBOOK

»»»»»»» By Frank

a.ssistant editor;

Shy

Quackery,

editor;

»SCULLY’S

“You have

Published six times a year at an
annual cost of $150. the mag’s limited edition of 5,000 copies per issue has not been fully subscribed.
Sales,
however, are increasing

influence."

1

pursued.

“You’re a

man

of distinction.

In

THE

fact, if my information is correct, and it i."?. you’re
man of distinction.
So why don’t you get the oil and tobacco tycoons together and

ask the oil boys to agree to give us back our fresh air so I can lake up
smoking your fine cigars again?”
from large corporations, libraries
“You’ve got vision.” he said, “you’re the sort of mugg who should
and educational institutions. The get behind my Motion Picture Museum idea. But not too far behind.”
U. S. Army has also placed subs he warned on account he was an old gagwriter and saw a gleam that
for Heritage in all information indicated I was heading that way myself.
centers of Germany, Austria and
told him the idea of a Movie Museum had set my hair on fire and
1
Japan.
the resulting whiteness on top of my head was the ashes. “But you
will never get out of the paddtKk with it," I .said, “as long as you have
to talk to fellow-producers who.se cultural limitations are hounded by
CHATTER
Judith Cortada now associate racing forms, female forms and tradepapers. And in that order.”
editor of Radio Best.
Musee du Roy
Peirce H. Powell in Hollywood to
We were lunching in a Hillcrest koshery store, amid a splendor ungander film celebrities for the /.on- known to the Rockefellers. Morgans. DuPonts, Carnegies, Nobels. Huntdon Star.
ingtons. Guggenheims. etc.
Adolphe Roberts will spend the
“You know,” I said, “a man with a cause is already half-redeemed.
summer in Havana— and finish his You who have liked fast horses and anything that would screen, even
new book.
‘.Anthony Adverse,’ may find that the Motion Picture Museum to be
Ben Conlon. of Hillman staff, to built at all, will have to be built by a Committee of One Thousand
Utica, hometown, for funeral of all called Mervyn LeRoy.
These characters who call you ‘Merv’ and
elder brother.
have been cleaning up for 50 years have got to reverse their field. Not
Jack Galin new advertising man- one Carnegie Library, not one Rockefeller Foundation for Medical
ager of Tomorrow Magazine. For- Research, not one Field Museum, not one Rhodes Scholarship, not one
merly with PM and The Star.
Nobel Prize for Literature has come out of Hollywood.
"In fact, until producers show signs of such cultural kickbacks you
Sylvia and Leonard Lyons sold
an original to Metro, “American can’t expect us gatemen of the literati to pass them under the canopy
Canva.ss,” dealing with a European as civilized men. If you pull this museum off you’ll be the first one to
painter.
be allowed to peek under the tent and see the Elysian fields where
Jean Hersholt is writing an ar- the immortals are perpetually on view and autograph hounds are
ticle on Hans Christian Anderson unknown.
And, remember, it’s not becau.se you’re the No. 1 Man of
for TheiColophon. a periodical for Distinction as viewed through the amber fluid in Lord Calvert’s bottles.”
bookmen.
As I said this, he sat up. He had been slumping In his chair, wonAllan Hersholt is doing a series dering, 1 suspect, how a guy who makes only $300,000 a year and has
of yarns on Broadway and Holly- never been out of a job in his life could pull off a Museum of Motion
wood for the Masquers Club peri- Pictures all by himself.
odical, The Jester.
"What’s behind these oblique cracks about my manner of holding a
Carl Schroeder slated as next highball?” he demanded.
west coast bureau chief for ModHe Finally Got the Ears
ern Screen mag, succeeding Tom
I told him I had .seen the documents, that he might like to tell how
Carlisle, w ho resigned,
he had discovered Clark Gable in a road company of “The Last Mile”
Martin Quigley, Jr., promoted and how it took him 20 years to get Gable into an MGM picture. Or
from associate to editor of Motion that he might not be adverse to discussing how one of the independent
Picture Herald.
Terry Ramsayc motion picture chains has named him as Hollywood’s No. 1 boxoflice
'

,

'

I

i

to continue as consulting editor.
Russell E. Smith cleaning up an
opus, history of column writing.
"Columnist From A to Y.” Says he
find
one name beginning
can’t
with Z.
Dick Fehr, publicity head of
Doherty. Clifford St Shenfield, has
an article in July Redbook on vacations in .New York of a $75

budget.
Irving

Dillard,

director for consistently turning out the chain’s top grossers, such as
“Gold Diggers of 1932.” "Tugboat Annie.” “Little Caesar,” “Five Star
a Fugutive From a Chain Gang.” “Anthony Adverse.”
Final,” “1
“The Wizard of Oz,” “Blossoms in the Dust,” “Madame Curie.” “Thirty
Seconds Over Tokio.” “Little Women” and “Any Number Can Play.”
But I had the goods on his rating among Men of Di.stinction.
“And you got it where?”
“It dropped out of an FBI gal’s purse.” I explained.
“.And it said what?”
“It said, and I’m quoting from memory: ‘Dear Mr. Le Roy We have
examined the Starch ratings of our Men of Distinction for the years
1946. 1947 and 1948. These ratings show the percentage of observation
1
am
of our advertisements which have appeared in the magazines.
very happy to inform you that you rated the highest of any of the men
And it was signed by the president of the comused in our .series.

Am

.

member

of the
(Pulitzcri

Post-Dispatch
1927 has been upped to
the editorial page, replacing Ralph Coghlan who has
been assigned to Europe where he pany.”
will gather feature story material
“Oh. it was? .And what was the president’s name?”
for the P-D.
Was It W. W. Wachtcl?
Margot Gayle, editor of Radio
but refused to aoswer. because the way things are going
I grinned
Writers Guild mag. Scriptwriter, .these days you never know what might be used against you.
has article in June issue of ReadHe talked about the Smith.sonian Institute in Washington, H guess
ers Digest, with another on “South
upcoming in Holland's he meant the Smithsonian Institution, but it was no time to correct
F'acifu
Magazine of the South and one on him). He talked about the Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown. “And
FCC commissioner Frieda Hen- all we’ve got in Hollywood are footprints in front of Grauman’s Chinese.
Why, a Motion Picture Museum would become a mecca for tourists from
nock in Harper’s Bazaar.
Scholars might like to research there.
all over the world.
It would
take a lot of heat off a much maligned industry, too.
It could be a
sort of Museum of Natural History and a Museum of Art combined.
“I’ve asked the Johnston office to appoint a committee to work on
the idea.” he said.
Cnniiniird from pagr 26
1
looked on this vest pocket marvel of a marvelous biz and wonThe John.ston
40 feet high, will be equipped with dered if I dared release the first subversive arrow'.
office,
committees, sub-committees. ... I’d just as soon consult a plot
a master control room in the cenholding the mortal remains of Irving Thalberg.
ter overlooking all studios, and of Fore.st Lawn that is
Jim Tully, John Gilbert. Wallace Beery, Theodore Dreiser and other
will be patteini’d after the Hollywood mo\ ie sound stages with eminent men of extinction. Great changes are not the result of comoverhead lighting, catwalks, pro- mittees but usually of one man’s vision, drive, salesmanship and
sacrifice.
duction worshops. etc.
That looks like Mervyn LeRoy is “it.” Of course, in France they
The radio section, an area 60 by
60 feet, will consist of three stu- may credit the magnificent obsession to “Mervyn King,” which would
be
only a fair exchange for his having changed Fernand Graavey. to
.setup
for
recorddios. a complete
Gravet. for fear people would pronounce it “Gravy.”
But elsewhere
ing of all types, storage, and other
he
would be remembered as the lad who quit vaude (LeRoy and
technical facilities.
Plans also call for a 40 by 60 Cooper, “Two Kids and a Piano” ». at $300 a week to work among the
workshop, lounge and reception mothballs of the Lasky wardrobe department for $12.50.
Certainly nobody began lower or climbed higher in Hollywood than
halls where visitors can watch the
Mervyn LeRoy. His first picture at First National was “No Place To
telecasts and broadcasts.
“live
The studios will be constructed Go.” starring Mary Nash and Lloyd Hughes. It was an honest title. It
didn’t go anywhere particularly, hut by the time he got to “Little
with an emphasis on functional efCaesar” they knew where he was going. He was going eventually to
ficiency and with an eye to future
“Little Women,” and for Hollywood that’s the $2 tour.
declared.
Stern
expansion,
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Mrs. H. W. Hartung, for the first
London
time in years; the latter has been a
Broadway
Houston resident for over a decade.
Bobby Wright, of Wright and
Josh Meyer, of the Jack Davies
Strawfiat
Bette Davis mulling a
Marion, hospitalized for internal
•flice, bedded with sun-poisoning.
Award annually to the two most operation.
,
Charlie Tobias, vet songsmith. promising new players (male and
Mrs. Henry Sherek recovering
and his wife. Edna, celebrating female
on the hayloft circuit. from complications following an
tlieir 25th anni July 6.
Would embrace two miniature gold appendectomy.
The Sid Piermonts calling their strawhats plus $500 honorariums to
Cochran’s next musical, “Tough
son David. He's the Loew talent each.
at the Top,’’ skedded to open at the
It’s their first.
booker.
planing to Adelphi July 13.
Paulette Goddard
Father of Robby Lantz. N. Y. New York from Coast for advance
Maurice Winnick orch from
head of the Berg - Allenberg publicity campaign on her Colum- Ciro’s signed for short season at
agency, ailing in London.
bia Pictures starrer, “Anna Lu- Ambassadeur, Deauville.
She’s stopping over at
Nadia Gray arrived from Paris
The Frank (RCA prez» Folsoms casta.’’
to Europe on the Queen Mary. July Chicago to be guest of honor at and soon will be starring in Maythe 14th Air Force reunion Fri- flower’s “The Spider and the Fly.’’
6. for six weeks on business-pleasday (U.
Cecil Lyle in hospital at Amsterure.
Radio scripter Alan Lipscott and dam, after heart attack, which neJed Harris planed to Paris Monhim cancelling 10 weeks
cessitated
'day <27» for a short stay, which columnist Louis Sobol swapped
wiil be followed by a visit to Lon- apartmepts; latter heading west, work.
Margaret
Lockwood now^ touring
and
N,
vacation,
Y.
on
Lipscott
in
don.
own- in “Private Lives.’’ w hich Henry
Joe Moskowitz following the al.so huddilng Irving Brecher,
plans
Sherek
to bring to the West
radio
and
TV
er
"Life
Riley’’
of
of
Darrvl Zanucks to Europe next
End this fall.
week. Latter will plane over Fri- packages.
Cox and H. Elton Box, of
Sonny
Michael
British
film
producer
(1).
day
music publishing house of Box and
Hose and Joe Seldelman he's Powell hosting a cocktail party to- Cox, leaving June 30 on short busimorrow (Thurs.
at the Bijou,
the Universal Piets foreign chief
ness trip to New York.
from extended European where his “Red Shoes’’ is in an
back
Noel Coward, having taken over
extended run. Powell is presenting
survey trip.
the Museum of Modern Art with the Redgrave role in “The AstonMrs. Bugs (Louise! Baer spark- the ballet sequence in the pic.
ished Heart,’’ will again be playing
new Westchester Heart
ing
a
opposite Celia Johnson.
Ken Englund west on a quickie
Home, to be erected in front of the
Son-in-law of Earl Mountbatten,
to huddle Leo McCarey on an origCounty Center.
Lord Brabourne, entered film busiinal. “Everything to Live For,’’ in
ness as personal assistant to Ian
A1 Jol.son busy baby' shopping
two-week-old between the writer-producer ready- Dalrymple on “The Wooden Horse.”
new
their
for
ing his musical, “He and She,’’
Eric Linklater’s latest comedy,
adopted girl. The boy, Al, Jr., is F^nglund and McCarey met by ac“Love in Albania,” comes into St.
now almo.st two years.
cident at a party here, hence the
James at conclusion of Cornelia
Jack Pierson, son of H. Wayne quick writing assignment.
Otis Skinner’s two week engagePierson, has joined Ringling Bros.
rabid ball fans during their ment.
Barnum & Bailey Circus as a N. Most
Y. stopovers last week and this
Alan Hale due here this summer
member of the advertising staff.
week, in between biz powwows to play to U. S. Army Air Force
How'ard S. Cullman, Richard east and or en route to Europe,
camps in Britain and Germany, and
Widniark, Richard Ney and novel- were Dore Schary, Eddie Cantor.
also
in
Norman Krasna play,
ist A. J. Cronin among those sailJack Benny. Al Jolson and Harry “John Loves Mary.”
ing Monday (27) on the Caronia.
Cohn
Mrs. Cohn (Joan Perry!
“Hats in the Air,” the Bernard
Herbert T. Silverberg, Coast flew in Monday to join the Col Delfont musical, which was to
tomorrow start at the Saville at end of June,
both
sailing
legalite repping a number of indie exec,
producers, planed tO Los Angeles Thurs.) on the Queen Elizabeth.
has been held over for the prov-

Hollywood
Roland Young in from N. Y
Bing Crosby to Elko. Nev.,
the summer.
William Powells to Coronado

!

i

for July.

I

Margo Jones flew to Coast for the tennis matches.
week’s visit before making New
Jeanne Taylor opened
York trip to line up Theatre 49’s Potter’s Supper Club.
|
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Raitt,
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here Friday (1! W'ith Circuit, won a free trip to HollyEleanor Steber as soloist.
w’ood.
Alexander Kirkland will be asCiriaco Santiago in from Manila
sociated with Lucille Lortel in to make a deal for the establish-

concerts

I

i

j

j

j

!

i

White Barn theatre season.
Peggy French to Smithtoxvn.
L. I., lor tryout of Peggy Philli|»s'
“Paper Moon.”
Libby Holman. Shepherd
Traube. Louise Campbell, Arthur'
Levy, Robert Rockmore, Arthur
Schwartz. Lueen McGrath. Paul

;

ment

j

I

|

I
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i

I

j
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Hospital.
Jean Hersholt

(27).

Mine” for the La
company.
John Ford threxv

1

By Larry Solloway
Yvonne Richman back ih
to close winter home then
-

ago.

I

Ethel Levey, vet songstress and
former wife of the late George M.
Cohan, left for London last week.
While there she may do a lecture

'

'

tour.

comedy

Musical

'

Mary

actress

New

York,

in

town

from

a

Las Vegas

|

Helen Gilbert new'est of (he Hollywood set here for divorce.
Nora Eddington Flynn and Dick

i

|

Haymfs doing

!

each

awaiting
papers.

j

the spots night lx
marital severance

,

Jack Cole dancers smash hit at
Flamingo
backed
Rosalind
by
in songs and impres-

!

|

|

C’x)urt right

Neal Stanley.
Hotel Flamingo getting into the
marriage business in earnest xvith
new wedding chapel being constructed on front lawn.
Peggy McCarthy of El Rancho
Vegas publicity staff resigned. She.
represented Las Vegas as beauty
queen in last year’s Madison
Square Garden rodeo.
sionist

j

j

visiting

friends.

I

j

i

'

'

i

Oriental theatre stint.
andra.
Joey Jacobson, owner of Chez
Folloxving the same style as
Paree. in New' York hoping to pact “Anchor Button.’’
Fernan Gomez
Hotel El Rancho Veglis. currentLewis
for
Martin
and
Jerry
Dean
Washington
will direct “La Trinca del Aire.”
ly
featuring Carl Ravazza. ha.s
an .August appearance.
screenplay by Torrado on aviation
inked Joe E. Lewis. Sophie Tucker,
By Florence S. Lowe
Milton Berle. Joyce Matthews pilots.
Metro producer Sam Marx in Wiere Bros, and Patti Moore ife
and daughter Vicky, lunching at
French director Julien Duvivier town for huddles with Immigra- Ben Lcs.sey for forthcoming sumF^ump room, on way to Hollywood is due in Spain to work on the tion Dept, toppers on “Man Hunt.” mer billings.
and film commitments.
Balearic Isles on “The Man From
which hitherto
Station
Exhibitor Fred Kogod. head of
Louis Hayward and K-B theatre chain, feted by 4.50 has broadcast only in daylight
16 -year
old Formentor.”
Gloria
Breese.
daughter of booker and band- Patricia Roc will star.
friends and fellow Variety bark- hours, has secured FCC approval
Tono de Lara has written a ers on his 50lh birthday.
making
operation
leader Lou Breese, off to Coast for
for
24-hour
screenplay, “Peace Hotel,” which
scieen test by Paramount,
Gael Sullivan featured speaker third fulltime outlet here. F.xpects
Merian C. Cooper, producer of is an adaptation of his legit play, at Theatre Division luncheon of to affiliate with Mutual after instalJexvish
Appeal,
under lation of nexv equipment.
"Mighty Joe Young” in town set- “Guillermo Hotel.” Will be made United
corresponWashington
Fifty
chairmanship of exhibitor Sidney
ting up exploitation for Palace in Mexico by Dyana Films.
dents. covering Governors’ conLust.
theatre opening next month.
Irving M. Lichtenstein named ference at C«)lorado Springs, were
Jinx
Falkenburg and Joe E.
guests of the tow'n for a da.y of
press relations director of
Brovxn to be hosted by BurmaMexico City
succeeding Wadsworth Likely, who parties hosted by United Air Lines
India Veterans .Assn., at its second
has been assigned to station’s which flew them in, and Hotels
By D. L. Grahame
annual reunion. August 12. at
Flamingo and Last Frontier.
Fieeport. III.
Maria Felix. 1948. Mex Oscar press staff.
Summer tourist trade holding up
*
Playxvright Charles MacArthur
New
summer theatre here, xvinner, ill with tonsilitis.
well W'ith hotels and motels reportin
past
week
to
see
daughter
Mary
Chexy Chase, opens July 11, with
Enrique jContel.
manager of
better than average occupanc.y.
ing
in
“Corn Is Green,” with both he
Buddy
Ebsen.
Buster
Keaton. radio station XEQ. abed with
and w'ife.
Helen Hayes due in F'lamingo recently completed addiBillie
Burke. Signe Has.so and heart ailment.
Expansion
tion
of 60 nexv rooms.
next
week
for
a
look
at
their
chick
Mady Christians to headline durBuying splurge to replenish
have
ing the season.
stocks expected as soon as the as Mary in “John Loves Mary.” plans for all re.sort hotels
been announced at estimated cost
with Guy Madison.
Rodielle Hudson and a Holly- peso is stabilized.
of
$3,000,000.
FCC
Commis.^ioner Frieda Henwood cast, shooting film at WildLarry O'Reilly and Jerry Broning studio here, for John Deere field here to make tourist docu- nock among.st a group of "women
of achievement
invited as special
Co. farm equipment.
Company mentary for RKO.
is
spending $125,000 on the film,
Katherine
Grandstaff.
Corpus guests to preem of Eli.sabeth Bergto
be
used for p.a. purposes. Christi, Tex., cutie. selected as the ner in “Amphiliyon 38“ Sunday
By Helen McGill Tubbs
Richard Travis has top male role. U.S. Navy’s sxveetheart, guesting (26) at toxvn’s newest legit project.
Washington Theatre Festival in
Clifton Webb is at the Hassler.
here.
Meridian
Hill
Park.
the Excelsior
Jules
Leve>
at
Bruno Valleti h.is inked Lilia
hotel.
Beltran for lead in first pic he will
South Africa
produce in Mexico. “The Last
Lois Maxxxell is at the AmbasI

Music Corp. of America veepee
Charlie Miller sailing to Europe
on the Queen Elizabeth July 11
for a two-month business trip and

directing

j

I

Joey Bishop, comic, goes it
Jane Walsh “at home" in Davenagain,
having split with
port. la., following her marriage alone
Monday (27) to Lincoln V. Bur- singer Jack Soo. before current
rows.

straxvhat

flies

.

Entertainment Managers’ Assn’s
lOth annual outing July 7 at St.
.\ndrews Golf Club. West Chicago.
Ben Coleman, former Chi radio
packager now with E.squire mag
in

but continued
high chair.

loxvn

west to rejoin husband Harry.
Ciro’s shuttered for summer.
Show at Five O’clock Club featuring Sunny Mars. Rocio & AnBarcelona
tonio and Ruth Rogers.
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Paddock Club reopening with
Argentine film director Ratti hurley show with Lois DeFee in
left for Buenos Aires after a long featured spot.
stay here.
Bookies and all other gambling
Director Alejandro
Perla
on under wraps after new council
location in the Pyrenees, shooting turned on the heat.
much of “Bad Spell.”
Jack (Clover Club* Goldman to
New'
summer nitery. Bahia, New York on talent hunt.
owned by Pons, presented F'rench
Betty Barclay, former Sammy
singer Fernanda Montel. who has Kaye vocalist, into Bar of Music.
been in Argentine for many years,
Pan American Fiesta to be
Director Jose L. Saenz Heredia staged
by local
merchants at
arrived from Madrid with Mre. Sherry Frontenac with Stella and
Heredia to assist at preeni of Jose leading the Inter-American
“Waters Run Black” at the Alex- dance groups.
.

'

Jolla

|

|

Chicago

a special

his already injured leg out of joint again on the
“Front and Center" set at 2()th-Fox

Miami Beach

i

I

Mrs. Jack Kapp to the Coast
today tWed.), her first trip to vi.sil
her family since the Decca president died suddenly two months

awarded

I

'

i

I

i

I

vacation.

I

|

J

Russell
Holman,
Paramount’s
eastern studio rep. being dined
tomorrow' (Thurs.) by his staff in
celebration of his 30th anniversary
with the company.

The

Chocolateers.

i

j

i

!

j

Negro com-

trio who appeared with Danny
at the London Palladium,
arrived yesterday iTues.) on the

I

edy

Kaye

Nieuw Amsterdam.

KRAM

,

'

,

i

'

i

j

!

j

j
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Ida Cantor due in next week and
sailing with her comedian-husband
Jujy 9 on the America for a
quickie to Paris before he starts
his radio chores again.
The first of the after-theatre
galas for the benefit of the American Theatre Wing being held tomorrow (Thurs.* at the Rendez\ ous Room of the Plaza.
Col. and Mrs. Fred Lew. vet
l.ouisville
showman. celoi)rated
their golden wedding anniversarv
at
the Claridge Hotel, Atlantic
City, yesterday (Tues.*.

Morvyn LeRoy, Metro

and his aide. William C-annon.
reach Gotham. Monday (27 for meJiminarv chores on the M-G film
>

•

East

Side. We.st

Howard Koch
t«>

Side.”

from the Coast
prepare the New York scenes

to

-be

in

“East Side. West
Charlie
Hunt,
business
for (he unit, ditto.

u.sed

Carstairs. British
film director and novelist, in on 10dny visit following wrap-up of "The
Cliiltern Hundreds. ’’ pic whidi he
filmed for J. Arthur Rank's Two
Cities unit.

show

Rig

hi/
contingent
on
Elizabeth
sailing
tomorincludes the Harry
Cohns.
Arnold
Grants,
T.ouise
'Mrs. Martin* Beck. Bob Kriendler

Queen

iTIuirs.)

among

others.
.loseph H. Seidelman. Unixerforeign chief, and Joseph A.
IMcConville. head of Columbia Pictures International Corp., returned
s.d s

fiom European surveys yesterday
n'ues on the Queen Elizabeth.
)

Hildegarde.

Shamrock

currently

Hotel’.s

at

the

Emerald Room.

Houston, reunited with

j
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j
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l>cr

si.ster.

Rome

;

I

,

j

!

i

Tango.”

By Joe Hanson

in

Side”
manager
John Paddy

T^)^\

WWDC

j

director,

New Haven

Government took over the West-

Recent polio drive by .African
Consolidated Theatres netted over

ern

Union,

xxhich

it’s

operating!

By Harold

!VI.

sador hotel.
!

Composer

Bone

Aaron

in

Copland

Midget auto race biz only so-so. for a vacation.
through the Ministrx
of Com-!
“Love" and “The Human Voice”
House Peters. Jr., doubling as
Harry Watt. Ealing Studio pro- munications & Public Works.
aetor-flack at nearby Clinton straxx- opens at three of Rome’s first run
duc»‘i.
completed three months
houses.
hat.
tom- of jountry searching for suitMario Sold.-ili i> directing an
Al Capp recently honored bv .Adable film material.
being made in
Dallas
vertising Club of this, his native, Halo-British film
Barton Mumaxx. billed as “The
n.-dv.
“The Gan.g>lcis
Called
city.
By Henry Senber
.\meri(an Nijinsky." to be prinWife.”
Yale drama faeultx ’s Ed Reveaux
Bob 0’l)«)nnell says Inteistate is
cipal male dancer in S. African
"Bada die ti M.ingio” revue,
production of ".\nnie Get Your not planning immediate rexixal of directing musicals for Gieek the- xvith
American pianist Charlie
'
atre on the Coast.
vaude.
G'un
Beale, goes to Naples for tx'O
A’arietx Club held barbecue at its
iMelro’s "Secn*t Garden” xxill be
Yale Drama Society did “Male weeks after 10 xveek.s in Rome.
gixen fiist xxorld release in South Bovs Ranch near Bedtoid. Texas. .Animal” as annual Commencement
“The Search” (English version*
.Afriia
with simultaneous screen- Sunday (2(ii.
pla.v. Atxvood Levensaler dii'ccting.
preemed at the Arcoboleno xxith
Southern Methodist I'niversitv's
ings in .lohannesburg. Cape Town,
Lanny Ross, Hayes Gordon and part of proceeds going to the ^
nexv summer theatre launched with Martha Wright featured in first
and Duiban.
laggio di Sante France.sco, Italian
Unique occasion of five xvorld "Death Takes a Holiday.”
summer pop concert at Yale Boxxl Boys Town
Dallas News’ Nathan Wyll and <28'.
celebs performing in Cape Toxxn
Wanda O.siris, Italian musical
recently
celebrated
by
party. Times-Heralder Virgil Miers back
Ringling show did three-quarter comedy favorite, reopens her layt
Giie.-^ts of honor were Dolin and from New York shoxv-sceing trip.
matinee, evening sellout at Wal - xxinter’s revue as a summer ediMarkova. Tito Schipa. Ida llacndcl
Starlight Operetta off to gooo lingford, neare.st
stand to here tion with a fexv changes in cast.
..
start with two-week run of “Up in since the Harllord fire.
and .Moisho Oysher,
It is called “Grand Hotel.”
|

$40,350

'
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gift as retiring

this

night.

over

.

,

Penny”

1

j

onstage which the comics picked
Charles Correll (& FYeeman
up.
Ctosdeni also in the audience that

laboratory

u g h t o n reading
Shakespearean plays to war veterans at the Birmingham General
I.

prexy of the AcadDraper, Vivienne Segal, Jacque- emy of Motion Picture Arts and
line Logan, Tony Farrell, James Sciences.
Melton, Theresa Helburn. John
David Brian will play the AlHersey here for opening of "Pretty fred Lunt role in "O, Mi.^tress

I

to Paris on Saturday. His wife and
exec secretary, Mrs. Bee Zimmer man. will follow over by boat in two
or three W'eeks.

color

a

Charles

|

I

of

there,

i

j

—

Larry

season.

John

!

—

at

for
for

Beatrice Kay moves into Ciro’s
Marion Bell, Imogene July 8, following Connie Sawyer
Coca, Buster West in town rehearsAl Vaughan is the new studio
ing for Starlight’s second show, pub-ad director for Samuel
Gold“Rose Marie.”
wyn.
Texas bus companies follow'lng
Joe E. Brown recuperating after
lead of New Haven’s “show train” surgery at the Long Beach Navy
idea with “show bus” sked for Star- hospital.
light Operetta.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
booked for a stand at Ciro’s, starting Aug. 19.
Debbie Reynolds’ minor conWestport, Conn.
tract with Warners approved by
By Humphrey Doulens
Superior court.
Taylor
Deems
Mrs.and
Mr.
Mickey Rooney laid up with sunDitto Francine Larrimore. burn
here.
while
“The Big Wheel”
Richard Mealand back from the shoots around him.
Coast.
Jack Carson w'ill do a personal
Anne Whelan w'riting from at the Good Humor convention in
Florence and Venice.
Atlantic City in August.
Mrs. William Anthony McGuire
Frank Whitbeck cut short his
visiting the Peppy d’Albrews.
vacation with a circus and reGladys Swarthout to Cincinnati turned to the Metro lot to cool off.
summer opera to sing “Carmen.”
Tom Hardiman, most courteous
Conn. Symphony opening “Pops” employee of the Tri-State Theatre
fall

'

week after a short trip to N. Y.
When Eddie Cantor and Jack inces and a lot of doctoring.
The Leslie (NBC production) Benny started to clown with Tony
Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin,
Harrises she was Rosemary Cox Martin's show at the Riviera, they after five days at Harringay Arena,
celebrated 8th anniversary witli did an impromptu double which starting Aug. 27 for Tom Arnold,
shindig at their Douglaston. L. I., inspired Benny to crack. “We’re w ill tour provinces for 10 weeks
doing this for nothing.’’ whereupon and 'then go to Ireland at suggeshome.
thrown tion of the Aga Khan.
Clifford C. Fi.scher Air-Franced some $4.25 in change w'as

Kenny

starring

P j^lcpp,
W. R. Frank, producer of “The
Great Dan Patch,” in town to set
up Southwestern preem scheduled

I

•

Park”

Central

1

1

,

—
Wrtineeday, June 29 , 1949

55
year ago. it was the Zanzibar.
Currently, the Savannah in Greenwich Village has been enticing
patrons
who would ordinarily
patronize Harlem.
a

Vagabonding With Vandy
Continued from page
in Lisbon
'mind out when he was
Louis) Montbatuiih Dick 'Lord
portion of the last
*
n
’e
\fter that they’re going to
4

ways

home

(they’ll
sail

for

the 8th.

New York

^nother

couple seen

are the Jorges
about lots in Cannes
He sat out the war in
llerascus.

4 *;inic

ihl
been

met

professional,

married

.ncl

her.

a

Dutch
They’ve

story

WPAY

j

MARRIAGES
Harriette

Mary

in

Gifford

Rowe, Chicago, June

to
24.

Field, of the films;

on

FRANK GIRARD
Frank Girard.

,

wood! or maybe the Aragon, Chi.
Drinks are still fanta.sticly cheap

;

I

Bartenders tell us the white mint
has completely disappeared off the
A
French market since the war.
new mixed drink called the ‘‘Joe
Stalin”
it was here last year, too,

performer,

Rhoe, 65,

F.

June 21

film
his

at

father of
died

actress,

home

North

in

Hollywood.

first

ducer.

EDWARD

'

Edward

was

a

Chamber

He
member of Providence
of Commerce and the In-

ternalion Variety Clubs of

Upbeat

a w'cek at the Casbah, at flat $1.2.50
per w’eek. She’ll be backed by a
coml)o of five men led by her husband. tenor hom Bob Cooper
.

.

.

Sherman Marks is working on a
new "Salute” show, this time to
Dave Kapp here
T.schaikowsky
.

.

.

Jack
for recording sessions
Kelly, vocal coach for Leeds Music,
.

.

.

has been dropped in economy
wave.
Chappell Music axing staff with
Herb Wald, Sid Gould leaving and
Allen Ross, Joe Nadel to handle
Coast chores.

Amer-

Chicago

ica.

Pittsburgh, June 18.
Bride’s a
skater in Dorothy Lewis; cafe rink
show, “Glide the Globe,” he’s in

Con- ducer.
making somp headway.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Miranda,
vodka. Creme de Cacao,
tents:
daughter. New
York. .lune 24.
mint, three ways with a dash of
Father is with Warner Bros. ho.

REED

L.

distribution to needy families.

Alfred BloomingHoi In wood, June 27.

is

L.

Reed. 57. manager of
Strand theatre. Providence, since
1921, died al his home in that city.
June 26.
As manager of the
Strand, he was first to conduct
special Saturday morning shows
for children.
Also originated toy
matinees for benefit of city’s
needy children and during depre.ssion .substituted canned goods for

Adrianne Booth to David Brian,
Santa Monica, June 20. Both are
screen players.
Father is scion of the department
Marie Vimr to Kenny Phelps.
store family and a Hollywood pro-

—

Martin

Vera- Ellen,

,

83, former vaude
died in New York, June

On

that city.

son.

GARRY

T.

van’s

Music in N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs
dale.

JOHN

John T. Garry, at one time manager of the Empire theatre. Glens
Falls, N.Y.. died June 20 at his
home in Albany.
Survived by wife and three
daughters.

23.

Countess Suzanne de Gozaloff
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Salter, son, to Richard Myers. Westbury. L. I.,
He’s of the legit proChicago. June 23. Father is man- June 24.
ducing firm of Aldrich & Myers.
ager of the Maibro theatre, Chi.
Mr. and Mrs, Sherman Harris,
Kathryn Jafl’e to Emil Pasternak,
son. Los Angeles, June 24. Father Los Angeles. June 24.
He’s a film
is an independent production manproducer and brother of Joe Pasager.
ternak, Metro producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Barry, daughVerna Suesov to Grady John.son,
ter. New York. .lune 2.5. Father is
Las Vagas, June 15. lie's a film'
professional
manager of Morris flack.

.

GRIFFIN

T.

William T. Griffin. 51. publisher
the \. Y
Enquirer, Sunday
newspaper, died June 28 in
New York, after suffering a
heart attack. He founded the sheet
in 1928.
He has a brother, Gerald
Griffin, Irish tenor and a former
executive secretary of the American Guild of Variety .Artists.
In addition to brother, he is survived by two .sons and a sister.
of

^

cuit.

1

WILLIAM

retired

Born in Belfast, Ireland. Girard
Grandmother, 96. of Hoagy Carappeared in Gilbert & Sulli- miciiael, died in Indianapolis, June
“Yeomen of the Guard.”
23. She’s reputed to have been the
After appearing with John C. inspiration
for
the
songsmith’s
Laura Marcia Ecker to William
Rice in ’’A Knotty Affair.” he “Little Old Lady” sung hit.
Marshall Nelson. New York, June
joined the Bi.son City Four and
24.
He’s an account executive
acted with them in “The County
with Pathescope Co.; bride is on
Fair.”
The same group later
editorial staff of Life mag.
toured the Keith and Proctor
Marion Sweet to Charles Rich- Circuits.
the
ard Gaines, New York, June 23.
Subsequently Girard was with
— Continued from pace 42
Bride is in cast of “At War With Billy Va«’s Minstrels and toured
the Army” (Booth, N.Y.); he’s an with Hoyt’s “,A Texas Steer.” Later
Hollywood
actor.
he returned to the Bison City Four
Martha Kemp Mature McKel- and appeared on the Coiumbla fairs all over the country by Peerway to Hayes (Joetz. New York, Burlesque circuit as a feature of International promotion dept.
June Christy opening July 5 for
June 24. He’s a Hollywood pro- Fred Irwin’s Big Show.

Mr, and Mrs, Sidney Piermont,

I

65.

citizenship.

Vincent
He’s su-

the “Betty Crocker
Magazine of the Air” for DancerFitzgerald-Sample agency.
Lee Schwartz to Eddie Ross,
New York. June 26, He’s a N. Y.
talent agent.

pervisor

Father
son. New York, .lune 23.
is talent booker for the Loew cir-

A

there; save for Scotch, which is
two bucks a throw w'hen they have
.Stingers are only 40c apiece.
it.
and are made with green mint.

is

Schaffer,

tertaining a class of foreign-born
students who were graduating from
a class in the study of American

heavy-heeled ofays.

is prop man at Universal.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Wooley, "Van
Father is
Nuys, Cal., .lune 23.
manager of the NBC recording
division in Hollywood.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lohnes,
daughter. Portsmouth, O.. June 3.
Father is a salesman with station

Beach Casino here

called jazz orchestra” was playing
in the Grande Salle, and three
couples were doing their best to
look gay on a ballroom floor as
large as Florentine Gardens (Holly-

Hayworth

"Loves Comes

at

father

!

at the Palm
at Cannes, too.
the season.
in
Mavbe it’s too early
six piece so1 wouldn’t know.

in

BIRTHS
Mother

SYLVESTER SCHAFFER
Sylvester

The Harlem residents' aren’t mak- vaude performer, died June 20 at
ing the lush wartime coin anymore his home in Universal City, Cal.,
after a heart attack.
and
cannot
afford
expensive
Known as a one-man vaude
amusements.
show, Schaffer was adept at jugOperators feel the only way Har- gling, acrobatics, fencing, quick
lem can get outside patronage is painting and comedy.
He once
via a new entertainment format. piayed at the N.Y. Palace and tourHarlem cafes enjoyed an era of ed the U. S. and Europe.
prosperity with girlie shows until
A native of Germany. Schaffer
the formula was copied downtown. moved to this country with the
The same was true with swing rise of Hitler and had been in
shows and now the cafe owners semi-retirement in California for
His last performance
feel they’ve got to hit on some- 10 years.
thing else in order to lure .the was at Hollywood High School, en-

Mr. and Mi-s. James Walters,
Hollywood, June 24,
daughter.

j

virtually agreed

economic condithere isn't a club that can
survive from local trade alone.

But the picford in "Possessed.”
ture really hauling them in is Red
.Skelton at the Olympia in "Bien
Faire et la Seduire”!

ron anchored at Villefranche saved
the
the day. but the day after and
weekend after that, the Salles des

it's

that with current

Greer Garson in "The Other Man’s
Wife.” and at the Rex. Joan Craw-

maybe two years.
Monte Carlo’s Craps
The opening of the craps tables
sort of flop.
at Monte Carlo was a
Sailors from a U. S. cruiser squad-

the

Rio. Rita

there. Ray Milland in
rurkey”: at the Casino,

"Spies in

time in
Jorges recook who is excellent.
September,
turns to New York in
until her
but his bride must wait
Dutch quota number comes up

tire.

in the

Palmarium

at Cannes for some
^
^
English
a cute apt. with an

Jeux were half empty again. Anything goes in Monte these days
and the other night we noted more
shorts and slacks in the downstairs
rimms than any other type of at-

Fix Shows
in Cannes.

Star,

Juan-les-Pins,
"Henry Vlll"; at Antibes, Eddie
Robinson in "The Fugitive”; at
Grasse, at the Familial. Charlie
Chaplin in "The Dictator”; at the

living

That’s

Meanwhile,
al

tions,

and Fred Astaire
While Dancing";

his home in
he came in 1939 from
Kumania to escape Nazism. Herasdivorce in Reno; took up
l us got a

a„«teur

the

Muugin

and Larchmont. where

^ol•k

MacAvoy was

at his side.

Alan
Ladd and (Jail Russell in “Death
in Calcutta": at the Riviera, Bogart
and Bacall in "Passengers in the
Night”: at Le Club. Dick Powell
and .Signe Hasso in “Opium”; at
the Lido. Sabu in “Man-Eater.” At
.At

’

vLnna. Berlin and Paris
4) and
in Paris July

*

Freddie

alone;
^

Survived by wife, son. daughter,
mother and sister.

Max

Lutz, head of Lutz Music,
days, confabbing with
Eddie South stays in-

few
pluggers
for

in

“Holiday on Ice,”
Vi Kaufman to Vic Sisti. PittsEDWARD SMITH
definitely at Bamboo Room. Kenoburgh. June 5.
Bride was asst,
Edward Smith, 63. film art di- sha, Wis.
Ilorare Heldt’a secmgr. of Loew s Ritz. Pitt.
rector, died June 19 at his home ond group of radio winners skeddives with pretty crummy shows:
Margaret J. Small to Frank R. on North Hollywood after a cere- ded for extensive vaude tour
.
La Jungle and Maxim’s. There is
Hill,
Jr.,
in Claremont.
N, H., bral hemorrhage. He started Je.sse Larry Fotine pacted a year’s c(inalso the Dexauphin, duller still. comedy singer.
June 19. He is program director Lasky’s art department 32 years tract. plus tw'o yearly options, with
( annes
this summer is suffocatat WTSV. Claremont.
ago, after early training as an World Broadca.sting. for a miniingly hot and humid, with much
Jean O’Brien to Max Miller. architect.
mum of 30 tunes a year. Fotine
rain and millions of mosquitos. No
Chicago. June 16. Bride is talent
In 1926 he became head of art also h<*ld over at Mellody Mill ballDivr. Maxim’s at Juan-les-Pins is
Dixieland
booker Frank Hogan’s secretary; department at
Bonnie Baker s«*t for
Paramount anci room here
tioing the higge.st business in this
he’s a pianist.
worked on such pictures as “The El Patio. Cairo. 111.. July 9-16
Cuiuinurd from pa^c 1
Helen Zucker to Richard Golden, Covered Wagon.” “Peter Pan,” Eddie Talbert, Chi rep for Famous
area with the tea and late dancers
as well as La Boule Blanche in doesn't se<*m to put much of a New York. June 24. Bride is a re- "Wings” and “Hell’s Angels.”
At Music, bedded at Michael Reese
N ice.
crimp in his ja/.z style, Nightly he’s search employee of Cornelius Du the time of his death he was under hospital with heart attack
Biggest dinner crowds are at the blowing in heated tempo, singing Bois & Co., Inc.; he’s a television contract at Warners.
Buddy Clnlno of Robbins Music,
Among his survivors are his son. N. Y., will headquarter in Chi as
Martinez which now has dinner- the vocals and exhibiting his warm agent.
Bonnie Switzer to Jim Evans. Robert, art director at Warners, standard catalog rep for Robbins,
dancing.
The Martinez and the friendly smile. That’s quite a
Miramar are to be sold at auction unique band Celestin has. all the Chicago, June 26. Bride is with and Allen, set draftsman on the Feist and Miller music companies
the contract department of BillDinah Woods, sec to Robbins’
this week.
Dope is Connie Hilton members being veterans of jazz and board .Attractions agency; he’s in .same lot.
Irwin Barg, leaves songplugger row
is trying to buy them both!
'some of them as old as Papa him- Chi company of "Mister Roberts.”
after
13 years to live on ‘he Coast.
G. SWAYNE GORDON
self.
Outstanding aniong them is
Aly Not a Popular Kid
Marguerite Francis to Robert
Art Mooney orch set for oneSwayne Gordon, 69. actor, died
Alphonse Picon, cre.dited with orig- Scott. Las Vegas. June 19. Bride
.Aly Khan is having the Chateau
nighters througli midwest during
in New York, June 23.
d lltu izon wired with a compli- inating the very popular Dixieland is a secretary at Paramount.
He appeared in many Broadway July and August, including three
Peggy Herman to Dick Ham- productions, including “The
Red
cated barbed-wire contraption for number. "High .Society.’’
Kick days at Aragon ballroom
I'hings have reached such a boil- mett. New York. June 26,
He’s Back,” “One Sunday
do
burglars. It’s been repainted since
Afternoon.” Alien and J. C. Hlggenbotham
William
Morris
agency “Pursuit of Happiness,” "Sailor a two-weeker July 2 at Mayfair
he purchased it from the Wind.sors ing point that the first New Orleans with
transpoitation dept.
Monchlto
Wichita
Beware,” “Young Madame Conti.” Lounge,
for 4.'). 000.000 francs. Many of the jazz records ever to be initiated in
.loyce Steele Sentner to Thomas
“Comes the Revelation.” "High rhumba orch goes into swank Nipworking people in Cannes-Juan this city were cut about a week ago
Dickson Armour. Jr.. Washington Road,” “Sleep No More” and
persink Resort, Genoa City, Wis.,
a resection dislike Aly. Among other by Johnnv W’iggs. cornetist. and a
June 25. Bride is tele scripter at vival of "Topaz,” in which he was July 12 for four weeks
New
local
group
of
jazzmen.
select
things they claim he was too
National Broadcasting C’o.
bistro, handled The Domonique,
seen in 1947.
fiicndly with Hitler-Musso-Franco Wiggs has been playing cornet for
Doris Carlson Forde to Richard
opened last week featuring the
Gordon
also
had
appeared
his
in
and
made
first
recordyears
30
a decade ago.
Thus, railway enFehr. Old Greenwich. Conn.. June films and radio productions, in- Vadel Quintet
Frankie Carle
gineers when they pass Chateau ings for Victoi- back in 1926 as 25. Bride is a commercial artist;
cluding
the
"I’epper
Young” one-nights at Aragon July 2, folllvinan and his Bayou
d'Horizon (which is on the tracks "Johnny
of
stand
one-night
he’s publicity director of Doherty, series.
by
lowed
anywayi pull their screeching Stompers.”
Eddy
Clifford & .Shenfield ad agency.
He leaves his wife, Mrs, Spain Charlie Spivak July 7
Recording with WMggs were Santo
Mary Jane Walsh to Lincoln Thorne Gordon, who once appeared Howard to close Beachwalk of
whistles longer than they do anywhere else. Chief gardener at the F’ecora. trombonist who plays reg- Valentine Burrows. June 27. Yon- with him in the vaudeville sketch Edgewater Beach with four-week
Shep Fields
engagement Aug. 5
Bride is singer and "Off With Love.”
place has complained, but nothijig ularly with Sharkey Bonano’s hand; kers. N. Y.
Room, Galveston,
into
Ralane.se
has come of the complaint .so far. Lester Ruchon. clarinet, who al.so musical comedy actress.
month
Buddy
Hug,
July
20
for
with
Sharkey;
Armand
a
plays
Most trains pa.ss between 4 and 8
MAY McCABE
Moreno orch at Trocadero. Evanspianist, who plays single in a local
a.m.
May McCabe. 76, actress, died in ville. Ind., July 8 for two weeks
who
Tony
Gieco,
bass,
bai;
hotel
Among the newer restaurants is
New’ York, .lune 22.
.set
Billboard
Attractions
Le Drap d'Or., on the Croissette. plays with Leon i'rima. and FredShe began her career in Indiana opener for new club. Colony,
King, (hummer, who works
die
just beyond the Carlton.
Later she Wichita. June 25 with (Gordon Trio
with stock companies.
It’s speCoiUiniied from p.Tce 23
salesman, although he holds
t iaiizing on
played in Broadway productions
lobster cooked in cham- las a
Quintones into Falcon Club,
pagne; and Doves fried in goat- a musicians' union card.
(Gardner has been heard in the of ”(jn Trial.” “Adam and Eva.” Detroit. June 28 for a month
lard'
A little jernt called I.e
Wed.-al-9 slot for Bristol-Myers). and Victor Herbert’s "Sweet Six- Ted Weems set for Claridge. MemShe also played .su|)port- phis, July 29
Hovaliy does a huge dinner trade,
In view of Bing Crosby taking over teen.”
Will Davis, piantoo. Carlton Bar is still the spot,
the W<>d-n(‘.s(lay at-9 CILS time for ing roles during the silent era of ist. cut two sides for Mercury here
pictui’es with Douglas Fair- last week
motion
t ockt ailing
Niteries
in
the
fall.
Gardner
Lou Breese nacted
Chesterfield
begins here at 7:30
husHer
stars.
other
and
banks
lo back Eddie Cantor show at elecpm., dinner never before 9:30 or
would be haj)i)ier
figuies "Dulfy
('unt Hiiicd from page 1
.McCabe, an actor, died trical exposition. Sept. 10. at Chi
lo:
bucking less formidable opposition. band. Jack
1917.
Coliseum
Benny Strong set for
•Nice is as usual crammed with
bonifaces feel that the clubs would
Gardner’s plan is to tape his in
.North,
son.
Clyde
Survi\ing are a
Peony Park. Omaha. July 29
the Biitish.
Prices there have have a tenific chance if perform- shoNW for Blatz in Puerto Rico, an actor, and a sister.
Lawrence
Welk
does a week at
soared.
The Negresco is offering ers (»f the slat me of Billy Eckstine where he will be making a film this
F!litch’s Gardens. Denver. July 23
a lew transient rooms
However, fall It’s an indie pie lo be directed
on the top- pla>('d Harlem’s spots.
OZEP
Don
into River Park.
Reed
goes
FODOR
floors
Noiinan Fo.stm* called “Pig’s
low ceilings, box-like rooms there isn
a hingle spot that can by
Tower’s
Fodor C^zep, 54. film director, n('s Moines. Julv 22
.Move will necessi"ith baths for $10 a night single. afford him
P’eet in I’aris.
died .lune 20 at his home in Bev- "Lover’s C.old,’’ with Griff WilMost of its stuff begins at thrice
.Another cause (»f the dwindling tate taking along Charles Cantor. erly Hills following a heart attack. liams orch. passing 50.000 mark
that
How the “poverty stricken” biz is the lack of big name and Eddie Green and other “Duffy”
Mrs. .Archie Levineton.
Ozep achieved note as a director here
british can afford it is impossible girlie
Harlem clubs for personalities.
shows.
in Europe with such pictures as Fran Alli.son on "ABC Breakfast
to figure out.
Taped PR origination offers a ‘"The Brothers Karamaz(»v,” "Yel- Club” and “Kukla. Fran and
sometime ha\e been forced to comfor
Gardner
expedient
The ('ap. Beaulieu (La Rcserve>. pete with downtown clubs display- tax-saving
low' Passport” and “Gibraltar.” He Ollie,” recovering from surgery at
*nd Eden Roc are getting their ing big coktred shows.
analagous to current also directed "Three Russian Girls” Michael Reese hospital
Don
P'or the somewhat
f'Ual^ play
from the movie-crowd past few >('ars there’s at least one vogue of pic directors-producers for United Artists release and Marcotte, music supervisor of Chi’s
(‘d European
in NBC. back from Florida honeyfilmed
City,”
provided competition for establishing six-month residence in “Whispering
tax-e.scapists. When that’s
rrol Flynn
nuioA,
Canada for Eagle Lion
was there he w'as never Harlem. .Until a little more, than Italj and other foreign counUies.

grenadine.

Cannes

boa.sts

.

playdate dept.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T.erner,
daughter. I.cjs .Angeles. June 27.
Mother is .Ian Clayton, musical

two post-midnight
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